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The industrial position is much more settled since last week.
The ballot of miners on the question of

The Industrial accepting or rejecting the offer of the
Settlement. Chamber of Mines which provided for an

increase in the war bonus, involving one
million sterhng was accepted by a majority of 5 866, the
figures being 8,382 in favour and 2,516 against. The large
number who did not vote can be accepted as agreeing with
the majority. The members of the Amalgamated Society
of Engineers accepted tlie offer by a majarity of 100, and the
other mechanics' unions agreed to the acceptance by
majorities not so large proportionately as in the cf.se of the
miners. The ironmoulders remain on strike and have broken
with the Federation of Trade Unions.

* * * *
With reference to the announcement which appeared in

our columns recently to the effect that
Barnatos and the firm of Messrs. Barnato Bros, are
i.ac3 Props. largely interested in the reconstruction of

the Lace Proprietary ilines, Ltd., we are
now advised that the information is correct.

* * * *
The following is a summary of the operations of this

company for the quarter ended 31st
Knights Deep. July, 1918. The development foot-ge

accompanied during the quarter amounted
to 1,102 feet, the footage sampled being as follows:—
Main Reef: Footage sampled, 280; reef width, 39
inches; reef value, 915 dwts. South Reef: Footage
sampled, 500; reef width, 32 inches; reef value. 5'79 dwts.
Tons milled, 275,800; working profit (including sundry
revenue), £15,582, less, however, £2,967 appropriated
during the quartar in respect of special expenditure due to

war, contributions to miners' phthis's compensation fund,

additions and renewals fund, Government taxation,; etc.

The increased profit is due to improvement in grade.
W TT TT "ff

It is officially announced that the London Committee of the
Anglo-American Corporation of South

Anglo-American Africa, Ltd., will consist of Messrs. John
Ccrporation. Edward Humphery and Charles Vincent

Sale (Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co., of

New York), Frederick William Green (National Discount
Company, of London), John Alexander Agnew, Louis
Oppanheimer and Brigadier-General Herbert Swaine Fitz-

gerald, C.B. The New York Committee will consist of

Messrs. Thomas William Lament, Charles Hamilton Sabin,

William Boyce Thompson and William Lincoln Honno d.

The bankers of the corporation are:—In South .\frica : The
National Bank of South .\frica, Ltd. In London and New
York : The Guaranty Trust Company of New York. The
Consolidated Mines Selection Company, Ltd., Second Floor,

The Corner House, Johannesburg, have been appointed

Secretaries of the Corporation, and Mr. C. W. Moore, of 5,

London Wall Buildings, Finsbury Circus, London, E.C., is

the Secretary of the London Committee.
* * * *

The capital of the Wankie Colliery Co. has been increased

from £410,000 to £600,000, by the creation

Wankie Colliery, of a further 380,000 shares of 10s. each.

Of these new shares 324, ICO were issued

in June, 1918, at 10s. 6d. per share. The proceeds will be

utilised to cover capital expenditure already incurred, and

to provide funds for the completion of a further 56 retort

coke ovens, and for the augmentation of the existing plant

required to cope with the increased business of- the colliery.

Of the £93,000 six per cent, first mortgige debentures

originally authorised and issued. £72,000 reniain outstand-

ing. For the year ended .August 31, 1917, the sales of coal

and coke were 310,826 tons and 70.827 tons respectively,

compared with 304,628 tons and 45,964 tony respectively for

the year ended .\ugust 31, 1916. For the nine months ended

May 31, 1918, th.; siles of coal and coke amounted to

241,004 tons and 58,724 tons respectively.
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The effects of the war upon the general prosperity of

Rhodesia, accord.ng to the annual

Presenl Condilions report of the B.S.A. Co., have been in

of Chartcrland. some respects favourable and in others

adverse. On the one hand, in this era

of high prices, the farmers are undoubtedly prosperous; on
the other, the gold mining industry has been hit by the

increased cost of stores and minagement, gold being the

one commodity the price of which cannot ba increased. The
causes which have depressed gold mining have reacted

favourably upon the base metal industry and have stimu-

lated enterprise and production. In particular, the pre^'ailing

high prices for copper have encouraged the production of

this metal within Rhodesia and have also led to a greatly

increased output from the mines in the Congo State. This

e.vpansiou has resulted in a substantial benefit to some of

the most important interests of the company. The Congo
mines are dependent upon the Rhodesia railway system for

their transport and upon the \\'ankie Colliery for their sup-

plies of coal and coke, in both of which undertakings the

company is so largely interested. The colliery, in spite of

large additions to its plant, is working at the utmost limit

of its capacity in order to cope with tha increasing demands
made upon it. Tha high prices now ruling for chrome ore,

asbestos, lead, tungsten, and other minerals and metals have

similarly caused great activity in the search for and produc-

tion of these commodities. A number of new and pro-

mising discoveries have been made, and it is now practica.ly

certain that in the future the base mineral deposits of

Rhodesia will rival its gold deposits in importance, from the

point of view both of value, and of their beneficial effect

upon the economic progress of the country.
* * * *

According to the annual report of the B.S.A. Co., Ltd., the

total value of the mineral output of

Features of the B.S.A. Southern Rhodesia for the year ended
Co. Annual Report. December 31, 1917, was i;4,639,335.

The dividends declared by Rhodesian
mining companies during the year ended December 31, 1917,

amounted to £691,260, an increase of £49,279 as compared
with 1916, which was previously the record. The value of

the cattle e.xpoited from Rhodesia to outside markets daring

1917 was £136,000. The number of cattle on the company's
ranches has increased to 66,000 head. The further rapid

development of the copper mines in the Congo continues to

furnish a valuable and expanding market for Rhodesian coal,

stock, and agricultural productc, and is bringing most valu-

able traffic to the Rhodesian railways. The net earnings of

the raihvavs have risen from i!861,833 in the year ended
September"' 30, 1916, to approximately £924,000 in "1917,

which latter amount shows aa excess over the pre-war figure

of £921,100 in 1913. During the year there was a surplus

on administrative account for Southern Rhcdesia of £958,

as compared vyith a deficit of £12,002 for the previous year.

The commercial accounts for the year ended March 31,

1917, show that revenue exceeded expenditure by £174,731,

as compared with £123,366 during the previous year. The
total commercial revenue for the year was £437,495.

* * * *

Of tile 40,000 shareholders of the British South Africa

(Chartered) Co. there were, according to

Tlie Chartered the London papers, more than 1 000
Meejng. preseit in the Great Hall at Cannon Street

Hotel recently at the annual meeting, over
which Mr. P. Lyttelton Geli presided. Despite a little

scattered complaint (more particu! irly at the absence of any
hint as to when a start of dividends may be expected), the

general satisfaction with whi/h the githeriiig heard Mr.
Cell's exhaustive explanation of the position of the company
as affected by the Privy Council's recent decision in the

great Soithern Rhodesia land case may be inferred from
the fact that the dire:'tors' report was approved unanimously.
The chaii-mm naturally devoted the greater part of his

speech to the Privy Council's decision, and claimed that

BO f.'r as it affe t:d the future it give the company a gum an-

tes from the Imperial Govern-nent for the reinburscment
of past ad'ninistrative expenditira, which added greatly

to the stability of their position. The judgment, ha went on

to say, while it gave the surface rights of the unalienated
lands in Southern Rhodesia to the Crown, did not deal with
Northern Rhodesia, nor with Nyasaland, the Bechuanaland
Protectorate, the railway position, the mineral rights, or,

broadly speaking, touch the company's interests in its own
industrial undertakings and in other companies. Mr. Gell's

speech provided a striking review of the progress of Rhodesia
in the thirty years of the Chartered Company's rule and a

strong case for generous compensation when the adminis-

trative rights are handed over.

* * * «

Mr. S. S. Kennedy, Winchester House, Old Broad Street,

E.G. 2, recently issued a circular to the

Rhodesia shareholders of the Rhodesia Consolidated,

Consolidated. Ltd. (enclosing a map of the company's
claims on the Far East Rand), in which he

said:
—

" In view of the forthcoming annual meeting of our

company, I enclose you an official diagram of our 600 claims

on Vogelstruisbult, from which it will be seen that vi'e

occupy the immediately intervening ground between that

which our consulting engineer has described as ' traversed

from end to end by the richest course of the gold bearing

reef of the Far East Rand.' Very shortly the question will

arise of the early development of our property by way of

amalgamation or other wise, and the commanding position

occupied by our compact block of claims will then doubtless

receive due recognition by those approving the details."

* * * *

The output of Rhodesian chrome for tha year ended Dec.

31, 1917, amounted to 72,962 tons, the

Rhodesian slight reduction as compared with the

Base Metals. previous year being due to transport diffi-

culties. New chrome deposits have been
discovered which may prove of importance. The annual

report of the B.S.A. Co. adds:—Prospecting for base metals

and minerals has continued to be active, and many samples

have been submitted to the resident mining engineer and
the director of the geological survey, who have examined
them and advised as to the values and prospects of profitable

working. Difficulties in connection with the transport of

cres by land and sea have retarded development of some
base metal propositions, but it may be noted that shipments

of tungsten ores (wolframite and scheelite) are now being

made regularly. Arsenic is also being produced on a sub-

stantial scale for manufacture in South Africa into arsenite

of soda for use as a cattle dip.

» * * *

The report has been issued of the Executive Committee of

the Association of Chambers of Commerce
Trading VtV.h the of South Africa. At its last meeting, the

Enemy Act. Congress, while appreciating the action of

the Government in the administration of

the Trading with the Enemy Act, recommended that its

provisions be more generally applied, and that all the

interests of enemies and enemy subjects be placed under

the control of the Custodian of Enemy Property and
liquidated as expeditiously as possible. In reply, the Minister

of Finance stated that the Government was taking control

of all enemy businesses, but their liquidation was a very

difficult question. To carry out the resolution indiscrimin-

ately might mean that British and other interests in enemy
countries would seriously suffer, but it was always com-
petent for British companies which contiined any enemy
interest to make application to be liquidated. 'Ihe main
thing was that the German holder of shares should not be

allowed to continue to receive any benefit from the business,

and this was being ensured by the Government. No enemies
resident outside of the Union receive any advantages from
the continuance of any commercial or fimncial business. In

any case where the Government proposed to liquidate it was
required to prove to the Court that such a course was for

the benefit of the company as a whole. In the meantime
the Government was keeping possession of all enemy
interests, and the settlement at the conclusion of the war
would decide how they would eventually be disposed of.

At present all such interests were being vested in the

Custodian of Enemy I'roperty.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

A SOLUTION OF THE GOLD PROBLEM.
It ^s an open secret that one of the low-grade mines of the

Rand will shortly close down, and its passing will, in the

event of no relief being forthcoming, be followed by that

of others. The news lends additional interest to the dis-

cussion of the gold question which, we note from the mail

papers, is becoming the chief topic in London and American
mining circles. In the U.S.A. gold mining has been listed

as an essential industry, according to an announcement of

the War Industries Board on July 19, and alf reasonabla

priority of material and supplies used in gold production

will be given. The action was taken on request of the

Treasury Department. The decision was interpreted by an

official of the Priorities Committee to mean that every

possible assistance would be given the gold mines in

obtaining necessary materials. It is noteworthy that, in

his address on tlie subject delivered before the London
Chamber of Commerce on July 30, Sir Lionel Phillips said :

Gold, I am convinced, is essential to the resuscitation on a

sound basis of the nation's finances. The standard price for gold

cannot, and should not, be altered, but loss incurred by gold pro-

ducers on realisation of their product should be, and must b3, re-

imbursed if a serious shrinkage in the supply of gold is not to result.

It can be proved, I think, that the Government has made a large

profit by purchasing the output of the Empire at the standard price

and paying for it in ths present currency, by using the gold to

regulate the foreign exchanges, which would have been more adverse
without it, and by the creation of a large amount of paper currency.

In a certain degree ths gold producer has paid for tlie interest

undoubtedly earned by that paper which is nut at present backed
by gold. Assuming that profits, as indicated, have been made, it

is only reasonable and equitable, as it is necessary in the interests

of the State, that a fair proportion of them should be paid to the
gold producer. Otherwise it is quite certain that the production
of gold in the British Empire will steadily and rapidly fall off.

The suggestion has b?en made that a subsidy should be given to

low-grade mines. I disagree entirely with that remedy as one
impossible of application. The only basis to go on is that of gold
value. No one could reasonably object, I think, to a stipulation
that any profit per ton upon ore of any given yield in excess of
that derived from similar ore taken over an average of, say, one
year before the war should be refunded to the purchaser of thi
gold. Such a condition would prevent . any producer from being
unduly benefited.

In America, it appears that the Secretary to the Treisnry
awoke the other day to the fact that the gold industry
was doomed unless measures for relief were taken promptly.
At his request a hearing was given in San FranciRco by
Mr. Raymond T. Baker, Director of the Mint, to the gold
miners of California, at whiih ways and means for saving
the industry were considered. Prior to that Mr. McAdoo
had written to Mr. Charles A. Sulzer on this subject,

making the unequivocal statement that, " at no time has
this country so much required the largest possible prcdu'^t'on

of gold as at present. Ne.xt to food and ammunition gold is

one of the most needed war essentials. In order to face
• the enormous amount of Government bonds required ti

finan-'e our war expenditures a large credit-structure will

inevitably be erected on our gold reserves, and it is neces-

sary that those reserves, which are the fourdition of t^e
structure, shall be maintained on the broadest poss'biL'

basis." Confirmation of this authoritative c'pinion h^s been
given by many of the leading financiers of America. In that

country the importance of gold mining, therefore, is not
being debated, the question is merely that of find'ng a

practical means of for^terino; it. The Califrirnia Met^l Pro-

ducers' Association has bid before the authorities rt

Washington the facts regarding the stress of wct'ifr n^-^irRt

which the goM miners are contending, and Mr. Charlc? G.
Yale has made a special report on the subie^t at the request

of the Treasury Department. It is esti'^aated th^t the

output this year will de^^rease 85 per cent, unless "n effective

stimulus be applied. In California the decl'ne in the firat

six months of 1918 h^s been plarmirg. The outnut w^p
66 668 ounces, against 89 830 for the icnrrespordin? ner'nd

of 1917. In discussing the matter the Mining and S.ieiitifi.^

Press says

:

" In an cff"vt to efcape from the danser, propopals are being
made that would be condemned as wrong in rrinciplf were it not

for the serious peril co"fro"ti"g the eold i^du'^try. The plan that

seems to have gained the larser number of adherents is to pay a

bounty of £2, or some would have it £i, per ounce on all new gold

produced. The American Mining Congress is urging this idea upon
Congress, with the approval ot many Western mmers. It is a
crude and reactionary mithjd, but, tor a time at least, it would
be effective. That it woula prove a relief for the duration of the
War, and through the period of reconstruction afterward, is open
to serious doubt. It, is hke keepirg a pat.ent al.vi by stimulants
instead of finding a cure. 'Neverththis it has something to commend
it, whereas the proposal to increase the unit value of gold is a
contradiction in terms. That notion saems to have been advanced
independently in -Amtrica and in England. We may mention a much
simpler method for relieving the ttress, namely, to exempt gold
mines from Federal taxes, and to supplement this by according
similar exemption from Ijcal taxation. On the time honoured theory
that gold belongs to the sovereign, this mark of sovereign favour
and need, on behalf of the sov^^reign peopla of this democracy,
would introduce no new and extraordinary principle. It would
merely accentuate the distinction of the monetary metal as vitally
necessary for the Nation's financial health and for the stability
of its public obligations."

This reasoning, it will be seen, follows much the same
line as that indicated in these columns last week, viz., that
the easiest and most obvious shape relief should t'ke lies
in the remission of taxation. The question now is: Will the
Union Government take that step to save the other low-
grade mines before it is too late?

THE G.M E'o ANi\UAL KLPOET.
The annual report of the Government Mining Engineer for
1917, issued this week, is as full as usual of interesting
facts and figures reflecting the progress of the industry under
war conditions. The chapters dea.ing with mine accidents
and the extracts from the reports of the inspectors of mines
are fall of valuable information that cannot be summarized,
and we print elsewhere portions of those chapters. Sir
Robert Kotz^, in his review of the year, gives h's cuut.jm iry

broad survey of the industry. He states that the mineral
output of the Union last year was valued at £52 260,190,
an increase of £'1,666 831 compared with 1916. The gold
output was £38,307,675, a decrease of £1,183,315 compared
with the 1916 total, wliilst the value of the output of copper,
gypsum, iron pyr'te, antimony, and le:id also showed small
decreases. The di.imond output showed an increased value
of £1,985,419, coal £535,943, silver £66,686, and lime
£15,623. There were also increases in coke, tin, corundum,
asbestos, salt, soda, talc, tung'.:ten, etc. Coal mi.iing in

the Transvaal showed an in:'r3a8e in output and also in

value per ton. Though fewer persons were employed, the
salaries and wages pa'd tatilled £18,178,663. against
£17.505 661 in 1916. White wages rose from £9 657,060

I
in 1916 to £10 559 497 in 1917. The stores consumed on
mines, et?., were given at £14,923,265 last year, against
£13,995,258 in 1916. Thus in wages and stores alone the
mining activities of South Africa circulated a sum of over
£33,000 000 in 1917, " of which," remarks Sir Robert
Kotz6, " the great bulk ia paid out in the Union." In the
course of his report Sir Robert Kotz^ mentions that the
Pbwer Undertakings Boird held nine sittirps d nirg the
year. The chief business was the consderation of sundry
amendments to the liien^e of the Victoria Falls aid Tr-Ts-

vaal Power Company, Ltd.. to enable power to be supplied

to the Sub Nigel Mine and the Feitilizer Factory at Riet-

fcntein, and also to construat a tnnsm'ss'on line from the

Simmer Pan to the Cinderella (Consol'dHed) Gold Mine.
The Board a'so considered and reported on an application

from the Kleinfontein Power Asrociation to amsrd its certi-

ficate of exemption under Se'^tian 3 (3) of the Power Act in

order to include 'Modderfontein E st Gold I\'ine fi e Rand
Klip, Ltd., as a member of the Association. Duruig the ye^r

two trials were conducted with Thome's safety cat?h for

use in incline shafts. Both tests were unsucoessf'd Urdr-r

Government Notice No. 66, d-'ted 4th January, 1918, this

Cmmittee was dissolved as from 31st December, 1917. At
one sitting held in November the Committee reported to

the Minister that the experience of the last ten y^ci-g ^d
not justify inrsistence on the \y.'-.e of safety "atchea in m'ne
shifts and that this period h.ad coiicjd-d w'th pre'tcr

stringency of Government insnection and increased attention

on the part of mine offici"ls in rcsnect i^f ro'ies ''nd w'rduig

operations generally. In the opinion of the Committee there

was no longer justification for continuing its fun^tiors U>

cons'der and test sifety devices for the prevention of winding

accidents in mines.
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THE COLOUR B \R IN MINING REGULATIONS.

Important Statement by Mr. Moffat, Commissioner on Native Grievances.

In the courss of his report on Native Disturbances in Johan-
nesburg Mr. Mofl'it, the Commissioner, writes:— Saul

Msane, an ex-compound manager, tiie principal speaker at

the meeting with the frime i\im.ster, said:
—

" The whole
trouble in tne compounds is due to the colour bar. A native

may know his work very well, but on account of his colour

he cannot obtain advancement. Many natives are well

acquainted with and qualified to perform different classes of

underground work, but owing to this colour prejudice they

are not given these special forms of employment. If natives

who possess higher qualifications cou.d obtain better pay it

would encourage them to improve in their work and would
bring about peace and satisfaction." The facts are as

stated, and it is generally admitted that many natives who
have worked in the mines for fa.rly long periods are fully

competent to undertake duties fiom which they are noiv

barred by the regulations and by the opposition of the

European workers to the employment of natives on skilled

or even on semi-skilled work, which the Mine Workers'
Union consider should be reserved entirely for European
workmen. The Mines and Works Act, 1911, provides in

Section 4 (1) that the Governor-General may make regula-

tions in respect of or in connection with certain matters or

things specified. Amongst these, under paragraph (»), is

—

" the grant, cancellation of, and suspension of certificates of

competency to (1) mine managers, (2) mine overseers, (3)

mine surveyors, (4) mechanical engineers, (5) engine-drivers,

(6) miners entitled to blast, and (7) such other classes of

persons employed in, at, or about mines, works, and
machinery as the Government may from time to time deem
it expedient to be in possession of certificates of com-
petency." In the first chapter of these regulations the

expressions " banksman," " ganger," " manager," and
" onsetter " aiv, defined as a " wjaite person," etc. This

definition is, however, qualified by a proviso that the word
" competent " is to be substituted for the word " wliitc

"

in the application of the regulation to the Cape and Natal
Provinces. Regulation No. 285 in Part IV., Chapter VII.,

deahng with certificates of competency, reads as follows:—
" Certificates shall not be granted to any coloured persons

in the Transvaal and Orange Free State, and certificates

granted to any coloured persons in any other Province shall

not be available outside such Province." There is nothing

in the section under which these regulations are framed, or

in any other portion of the Act, that authorizes the enact-

ment of regulations such as these discriminating between
sections of the community on the ground of their colour.

The regulations make a distinction on colour lines, -and in

that respect must be regarded as idtri vires. The existence

of the regulations is, however, not the real bar to the

employment of natives on skilled or semi-skilled wcrk. The
real power behind the throne in this matter is the white

worker, vfho objects strongly to anything approaching

encroachment by black labour on what he regards as his

own particular preserve. Anart from the employments from
which natives are debarred by the regulations there is a

good deal of semi-skilled work which natives are competent
to do, but owing to the opposition of white workers in the

Transvaal natives cannot be employed on it. It is stated,

moreover, that to a great extent the South African iMine

Workers' Un'on is supported by Transvaal public opinion

in the attitude taken up by it in this matter. This me'^rs

that one of the principal industrial avenues along which the

natives might legitim''tely hope for advancement is to be

closed to them, and that a policy of repression is to be

followed. No one who has the interests cf South Afrir^a at

heart can look forward without anxiety to the effe"-t of such

a policy on the country's future. Whatever public oninion

may ba there can be no qucst'on that the coloured and

native rnces are not going to be content to be hewers of

wood and drawers of water for ever. They are advn-^ing.

and even if we wished to do so we cannot prevent their

further development. Public opinion must recognise this
sooner or later. If artificial means of arresting that develop-
ment are resorted to it will simply mean our antagonizing
the natives. Sinister and undesirable influences brought to
bear upon them will have ample scope for mischief. Instead
of the natives being law-abiding and contented citizens, they
will become a menace to the country's peace and prosperity.
In the native we have a valuable asset, and if the country
is to reap the full benefit of this industry no obstacle should
be placed in the way of their improving themselves and
enhancing their value to the community. According to a
return furnished by tlie Director of Native Labour, out of
182.938 natives employed on mines and works on 30th June,
1918, 14,316 have been continuously employed for two years
and more, viz., 5,010 on surface work and 9,306 under-
ground. These figures show that there is a tendency for
natives to become regular workers, which should be
encouraged. The Government should reheve itself from the
odium attaching to it in the matter by withdrawing the
colour bar provisions from the regulations, and thus show
that it at least is no party to obstacles being placed in the
way of natives rising to positions to which their industry
and ability entitle them. It will not of course necessarily
follow that the colour bar will not remain in practice if the
regulations are amended. Theh amendment will, however,
remove the grievance the natives have against the Govern-
ment, which, as long as the regulations stand, is regarded as
responsible for the disabilities under which natives suffer

in this respect. The question of the extent to which use is

made of the natives' capacity for classes of work from which
they are now excluded will be a purely economic one to be
dealt with by the mine owners. They will have either to
submit to their white employees \vlio have the support of

public opmion and run the risk of having to put up with
an inadequate supply of native labour, or on the other hand
to face a struggle with the Mine Workers' Union in order
to satisfy their native workers. As dividends tend to fall

off shareholders will realize that white labour is being
subsidized at their expense in order to protect white labour
from the competition of black labour. Tliey will then have
something to say in the matter. Th'e recent demand made
by the Mine Workers' Union for the dismissal of coloured
drill sharpeners employed on the mines—of whom there are

only seventy-tlu'ee—indicates a determination by the white
workers to press tlteir claims to the exclusive right to certain

employments. Persistence in this policy on the part of the

whits workers will be fatal to the industry and to the best

interests of the country generally. The mining companies
have inaugurated a system of promoting experienced natives

to the rank of gang leaders, who, while employed as ordinary

labourers, assist the European supervisors in directing the

labourers in the gangs and instructing them in the details

of their work. This has afforded intelligent and trustworthy

natives opportunities of assuming a certain amount of

responsibih'ty and earning higher pay. It cannot, however,

be regarded as a final solution of the difficulty.

R. W. HODGES,
LICENSED MINING MATERIAL BROKER,

11, Holland Street, oppofite Stock Exchange, ]ohani<esburg,

OFFERS Second-hand Rails in 121b.. I6lb.. 45lb.. 601b

Angle Fish Places, Sleep rs. Steel Hammers,
B'llata Btltin«.

REQUIRES Second-hand Rails. 20!b.. 601b.

STATE FULL PARTICULARS.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.-I.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

JOHANNESBURG INSPECTORATE, TRANSVAAL (C. J. GRAY). ,

Labour.—Ihe average number of persons in service oa mines during

the month of December in the years 191G and 1917 were as under :—

Whites. Cokuied. Total.

December,- 1916 7,139 59,730 66,869

Decemoer, 1917 7,0U4 50,610 57,014

The reduction in labour employed during 1917 was due to the
It

impractiuility of obtaining an adequate supp.y of native labour,

will be noticed that tha ratio of coloured to white, which m 1916

was 8-37 to 1, fell to 7-23 to 1. Dithculty in obtamiiig a sullicient

number of skilled Europeans continued, but wa; less serious than

in the orevious ysar. White employees, however, appeared to realise

more cl'earlv the dependence of the mines on their services and became

more independent m their attituds towards employers. There were

several small disputes on particular mines, but no serious strikes.

ahe more "i^neral grievances, or aspirations for better conditions

among the tmployses, were dealt with by conferences which seem

to have been unusually successful. Health oj II orAmfTi.—General

health conditions were good. No serious epidemics among mine em-

ployees occurred and there was a very marked diminution in cases

of pueumcnia. Anti-pneumonia inoculation was greatly improved and

its use extended. Ihe number of persons debarred from underground

-work as a result of medical examination of mine employees for

tuberculosis of the lungs has proved unexpect-cdly small. Reports

on mine sanitation received from the municipal mines sanitation

inspectors have been almost invariably satisfactoiy. With regard

to miners' phthisis the impression appears to have become fairly

general that, given maintenance of present precautions, an individual

run? little risk of contracting the disease except through his own

carelessness cr misconducts Conditions re dust prevention have

improved during the year under review, the requirements of mine

dust samplers and of a water hose for each machine drill, by the

amendments of the Mines and Works Regulations, probably being

the principal causes of that improvement. Carelessne.>5s and breaches

of the regulations for phthisis prevention, by white mine employees,

continue to come to notice, and occasionally there is reason to believe

that mine officials have been slack in complying with, or enforcing,

those regulations, but in proportion to the numbers of employees and

officials such offences are rare. Coloured employees also are more

careful to use water. On the whole, ventilation of the mines is

good, but there are still defects which must be removed. The
Robinson Deep iline is the most defectively ventilated, but its

condition, and that of the Robinson, which takes return air from

the Deep, should be greatly improved when the Chris Vertical

Shaft connects with the workings early in the pre?ent year. Former

practice in some mines of leaving no drive pillars, and supporting

slopes by no more than props and pigsties, though it may have been

good mining with regard to control of the hanging wall, has made
coursing and proper distribution of the ventilating current exceedingly

difficult. Snnd Fillinq.—As in the previous year the Crown Mines,

Limited, filled extensive worked-out areas with sand. The amount
sent underground during 1917 is reported by the !j;eneral manager
to be 6-33.742 tons. The result in keeping the hanging wall of tie

workings steady has been excellent. The City Deeo ;216,371 tons),

Wolhuter (47, .570 tons), and City and Suburban J23,'J85 tons) aUo
did some sand filling during the year. Inflow of Watur.—The excep-

tionally heavy and continuous rains towards the end of the year
caused a sood deal of inconvenience and loss to some of the mines. A
heavy hailstorm at the Consolidat?d Langlaagte blocked a drainage
trench, and allowed so much water to get down through old outcrop

w-orkings as to stop shaftsinking for some weeks. Such an effect of

hail is a contingency liable to he overlooked when surface drain"! are

designed. It has been a general experience that ths amount of

pumping to be done has greatly increased. At the Robinson Deep
large quantities of w-ater. supposed to be from the Robinson Dam,
are entering the mine through rock fissures. Falls of Hork.—With
increased denth. increased area of the worked-oiit portions of the

mines, and diminution of the patches of reef remaining unworked,

but surrounded or almost surrounded by worked-out areas, movem-ent
of the hanging wall and pressure on rillar? and working faces ha«
become greater, but the increased attention given to support of the

hanging wall has apparently more than compensated for the increased

difficulties. A serious accident at the Langlaagte Estate Block £
Mine resulted iii cousideraole uicrease in ine uumtei ot pigsties and

pacKs lu mines in tlie western portion of the inspectorate, irapers

read by iUessrs. Caialet, jaildicK bmith, and oeloy beiore a joint

meeting of the lustiiuti of Engineers and the Chemical iMining and

ueUUuigical Society stimulated interest in tne proolem of supporting

worKings where pressure and movement of the hanging wall are great.

tJie papers dealt primarily with a system of reel packing used with

success at the ierreira Ueep -Mine, where numerous large packs of

broken reef are built close behind the working lace and allowed to

r^-main until the slope or section has been worked out.. The packs

are then reclaimed, props and nnhlled pigsties being substituted.

The enormous pressure met with in the mine requires very extensive

support close to the face to keep the slopes open and safe, but

when the hanging has partially settled on the packs the strain on it

has been relieved, bo that the packs can be removed without that risk

of sudden movement and breaking up of the hanging wail which must

be guarded against in the first working. The usu.vl method of

.'iving general .support in the inspectorate is by pigsties or packs.

"vluch attention has been given by mine officials to methods of in-

creasing the efficiency and decreasing the cost of those supports. At

the fiooinson Mine pigsties are successfully used closer to the working

face than the officials on most other mines will admit to be practicable.

Success at this mine is claimed by the manager, .Mr. i'almer Carter,

to be due to driving in short lengths of lagging above and at right

angles to the top lagging pole of the pigsty, thus fixing it tightly

so that it will not move when struck by rock from the blast. Mr.

Hilton's pigsties constructed at the Villao;e Main Reef Mine from

blocks and planks have proved succssinl under - ery severe trials,

due to sudden movement of the hanging wall accompanied ly earth

shocks. Towards the end of the .vear, however, their use had to

be discontinued owing to difficulty in obtaining timber for the blocks,

arising from interference with transport by the exceptionally con-

tinuous rains. At the Meyer and Charlton, Mr. Nitch, the manager,

has initialed use of a pack which has soma novel features. Four

posts known as umbrella slicks are first erected at the corners of

the intended pack. They are ordinary props surrounded by a

casing of lagging poles held in position by binding with wire. A
ppcket open on the up-stope side is built of lagging poles with the

posts at its corners and filled and packed with reef. It is intended

to withdraw the umbrella sticks when the packs have taken weight

and subsequently to reclaim the reef in the packs as is done at

the Ferreira Deep. Rock-bursts, both coincident and not coincident

with observed earth shocks, demanded much consideration. Most of

the stronger shocks were apparently coincident with rock-bursts or

movements of the walls of working plates in the mines, but owing

partly to thoK>ugh support of the hanging wall and partly to the

fact "that the most serious bursts occurred when men were out of

the working places concerned, the loss of life involved was com-

paratively small. In the Crown Mines. No. 1 Section, sudden move-

ment occurred on 2nd August in the area east of the Robinson Dyke.

Both South and Main Reef Leader working slopes, separated by a

parting of 80 feet, were seriously affected ; ordinary limbers were

broken, the numerous packs and pigsties were squeezed, and many
small falls occurred between them, but only one native was killed.

In the Village Main Reef, on 17th August, four natives were killed

—two in the South Reef and two in the Leader—and many injured

by rock which burst from the slope faces at the time a shock

occurred. The faces in the two reefs, separated by a parting 60

feet thick, were advancing in opposite directions, but were practically

vertically over one another at the time of the accident. The pigst'es

took weight, but prevented falls of hanging. On the night 14th-15th

November a very violent shock occurred just after midrieht. In
t'i9 morning it was found that portions of the Villase Main WorkinRs,
east of the scene of the accident last referred to, had suffered severely,

pillars and the roofs and walls of travelling ways being shattered

and the entrance to one small slope closed.

[To be continued.)
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ACCIDENTS ON WITWATERSRAND GOLD MINES.*— I.

Annual Review by the Government Mining Engineer of Conditions Generally.

The accident dsath-rate for Witwatersrand gold mines is

2-64 per 1,000, showing a gratifying improvement on the

figure for the previous year, which was 3-16 per 1,000. This

deatli-rate is not- only the lowest on record, but is the first

to fall below the rate of 3 per 1,000. The absolute reduction

in the number killed in 1917 as against 1916 is 170. In the

deeper mines, and in the worked-out areas, increasing

trouble is being experienced in keeping existing workings

open and safe and, if progressive satisfactory results are to

continue, more, and in some cases expensive, precautions

will have to be taken to reduce accidents from rock-bursts-

ahd falls of hanging. The mines with the highest death-

rates were as follows:—The Main Reef West has a death-

rate of 707 per 1,000. Here seven deaths \\ere due to falls

of ground and nine to accidents from explosives. All the

accidents on this mine would appear to have been due to

unfortunate circumstances in .which the personal element

played the greater part. These circumstances continued up

to August, between which month and the end of the year

only one death from accident took place. The Village Main

Reef has a death-rate of 664 per 1,000 compared with 246

for 1916, and out of sixteen deaths ten were due to falls of

ground. The falls of ground were incidental to the general

broken condition of the hanging in the old mine; three of

the deaths occurred while bad ground was being made safe,

one was due to the deceased disregarding instructions not

to go under some bad hanging, and two were caused by a

fall of rock which occurred at the commencement of a move-

ment in the hanging wall. A rock-burst caused two deaths

in a south reef stope and two in a leader stope. Of the

truck accidents, one death was due to the deceased behig

caught between his truck and a timber when attempting

unaided to replace the truck on the rails, another to

septicaemia resulting from an injured hand through truck

derailment, and the third to the deceased being struck by

a ventilating door knocked open by a truck. Of the other

three deaths, one was due to tetanus following a slight injury

to a finger, another to a skip overwind, and the third to a

timber escaping from an over-fi.led timber shoot. In no

case was any blame attached to the mine officials in the

accident inquiry. The high daath-rate must be attributed

partly to the conditions at the mine, which is nearing ex-

haustion, and is bounded east and west and to the dip by

other extensively worked mines, and partly to ill-fortune.

It is, however, clear that the mine is one in which excep-

tional care must be exercised in avoiding accidents, and the

Department has required that work be stopped in places

where experience showed the danger of rock-bursts to be

serious. The Jupiter's death-rate is 6-56 as against 5-30

for 1916 and out of fourteen deaths six were due to falls of

ground. This mine is in a very unsatisfactory condition in

places and, so far, shows no sign of improvement. -The

manager and the superintendent engineer of this mine have

had their special attention directed to the causas of the high

accident death-rate. The Glencairn Main Reef has a death-

rate of 4-97, double that of the previous year, and out of

six deaths four were due to falls of ground. The Village

Deep has a death-rate of 4-38 per 1.000, which is an

improvement on 1916, when the death-rate was 5-58. Of

the deaths in 1917, explosive:^ caused three, one being due

to a misfire, one to premature return to a hang fire, and one

to gassing; falls of rocks caused ten, a3ven of the lives being

lost in two accidents, each due to fills of hanging wall close

to the working face of a stope while lashing was in progress

and simultaneous with earth shocks. Truck accidents

resulted in two deaths, falluig lo-^se stones in two deaths,

and a skip caused one death. The exceptional conditions

• From the Report of the G.M.E. for 1917.

accounting for the high death-rate are the great depth of the
mine, causing special liability to rock-bursts and to fractur-

ing of the false hanging wall, and the dip of the reef, which
is generally sufficient to make the danger from falling stones

great, but not so steep as absolutely to compel trequent
stulling. The mine officials are making genuine efforts to

meet the special difficulties; if they were able to replace

ordinary machine di-ills in slopes by hammer boys or by
jack-hammer drills, risks to be guarded against would be

greatly reduced, but it does not seem practicable to do so

immediately. The Robinson Deep has a death-rate of 403
per 1,000, which is a slight improvement on the previous

year. When the conditions of the 1917 accidents are looked

into, the remarkable fact is noticed that sixteen out of the

nineteen deaths were caused in shafts and winzes. Of
these sixteen, three were due to falling stones and one to a

descending skip, owing to an overwind, in the Chris vertical

sinking shaft. Of the others, three were due to unclutched
runaway skips, one to a broken winding rope, three to

defective or misused signalling arrangements, four to plant

while being hoisted fouling shaft timbers, and one to a

rock-burst from the side of a shaft. Of the three deaths

which did not occur in shafts or winzes, two were from falls

of hanging in stopes at commencement of shift, entry in

each case being made by the deceased without instructions,

and the third from the fall of the side of a surface trench.

It will be seen that so far as stoping and tramming are

concerned the mine had an excellent record, which is par-

ticularly creditable in view of the depth and the conditions

of the mine. The vs^orking shafts are inadequate to the

needs of the mine, and owing to absence of effective shaft

pillars required an excessive amount of work to keep them
open for traffic. Those conditions and the fact that in many
cases the accidents* were found to be due to the carelessness

of particular individuals go far to acount for the large

number of accidents in shafts, but still it seems that if

closer attention had been given to the equipment of shafts

and winzes and to the conditions under which persons work

or travel in them, and also to the selection of careful men,

some of the accidents might have been prevented.

The mines with the lowest death-rates for 1917 are:—
The Wolhuter, with an average labour complement of 2,780,

had a death-rate of 036. The Modder Deep had no deaths

during 1917, and employs, on an average, 2,442 persons.

The Aurora W'est, the Durban-Roodepoort, and the Craigie

Mine also had no deaths from accidents, and although the

number of persons employed by these three mines is com-

paratively small, great credit is due to them for keeping

down accidents. The Government Gold Mining Areas, with

an average labour force of 7,009, have brought down their

accident death-rate from 396 in 1916 to 257 in 1917. The
death-rates of the large amalgamated mines, which have

such an important effect upon annual statistics, show, with

the exception of Randfontein, a very satisfactory improve-

ment. The Crown Mines, with an average labour comple-

ment of 14,5.'J9, have brought down their death-rate from

3-95 to 2-20. The Eist Rand Proprietary Mines, employing

an average of 14,951 persons, have a denth-rate of 2'68

compared with 404 for 1916. The Randfontein Central

shows ?n increase in the death-rate from 3ol to 381. This

company as regards safety to persons has been a source of

anxiety to the Department for some time past; its properties

are frequently inspected, and at the time of writing a sub-

inspector of mines is devoting his whole time to underground

inspection. The unsatisfactory state of affairs with this

mine may bo accounted for by a variety of reasons ;
both

mining inethods and the class of labiur employed have

hitherto been unsatisfactory, and recent changes have not

as yet improved matters. The property is a difficult one to

work, the reefs are steep, and large areas are under pressure.

(To be continued.)
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THE GOLD QUESTION IN AMERICA.

More Views of Leading Authorities—Dome Mines Close Down—Position in Canada and
the States.

In the annual report of the Dome Mines, Ltd., in Canada,
the manager, Mr. Charles D. Kaeding, refers to the cessa-

tion of productive operations and says: " The economic
fallacy of operating a gold mine under existing conditions,

even were there a sufficient supply of labour, is now so

much better understood that it is hardly necessary to pc'ut

out the' decreasing profit per ounae of met:il due to the

increasing cost of production and the fixed price of this

standard. It will not be possible to resume operations until

conditions become more favourable." This compajiy closed

its mill in December last and is now restricting work to the

sinking of its main shaft. Another company, the Canadian
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company, has issued a

notice to its employees in British Columbia, stating: "Large
increases in the various items entering into the mining and
smelting of the Rossland ores, such as wages, cost of explo-

sives, coke, steel, general mine and smelter suppHes, with-

out -adequate compensation in values by way of increased

metal prices, coupled with increased taxation, have made it

necessary for the company to suspend shipments from the

Rossland mines indefinitely. An endeavour will be .made to

keep a small force on development work, and to place the

remainder of our Rossland employees at the smelter, the

Sullivan mine, Kimberley, and other lead-silver propertiep

of the company." The ore produced by the mines at Rosb
land is a low-grade silicious copper ore valuable chiefly fc

its gold content. One of the company's officials says: " A
a gold dollar will hardly buy half as much as before thi

war, there appears to be no great advantage in mining goh

ores at this time—especially when almost every variety o

mining cost has doubled and more."

These remarks will find a sympathetic response among gold miners

elsewhere, says tha Mining and Scientific Press. In California it

is reported that the shortage of power may compel discrimination in

the distribution of electrical energy, and that one of the first industries

to suffer will be gold mining on the Mothsr Lode, on the supposition

that it is not among the activities most essential to warfare. We
say "supposition," advisedly, for to us it se?ms a fallacy to suppose

that gold is not an important resource in time of war. "We don't

want gold from the mines ; we can make money with a printing-

press," says the shallow observer, echoing a sentiment that is

allowed to grow like an economic weed. Assuredly if the gold miner
is to pay a double-price for his material and is to receive a half-price

for his product, he will be well advised to cease production until such

time as gold is in demand again ; and that time is sure to come on
the day of reckoning when the paper-credits now so freely issued

are brought to account. The terrific slump in the commodity-value
of gold IS perhaps our best example of the evil effect produced by
discriminatory price-fixing. In terms of drill-steel, looking at the
matter fi-om the vendor's end, 286 pounds of J-inch octagonal steel

would buy a shining double eagle in 1912, whereas only 80 pounds
are needed now to land the same sum in the steel merchant's bank
account. In this cass the decrease in the commodity-value of gold

has been 72 per cent., or, to state it in terms of steel, the price
has risen 257'5 per cent. Compared with copper, the average price
of which for many years before the War was 15 cents per pound,

133-i- pounds would purchase a $20 gold-piece in 1912, while 85 1/10
pounds wi'U capture it to-day, the corresponding percentages being
36'1 and 56'6. It will be observed that we have compared a finished
product with a refined raw product. The quotations on drill-steel,

however, are based upon the ingot, the price of which is fi.xed, while
no control is exerted over the manufactured article. The price-ratio

between steel ingots in 1912 and at the present time is 272, represent-
ing a decrease in the purchasing pow.;r of gold amounting to 63'3

per cent., much more nearly approximating the relations shown by
the prices paid for -copper in the two periods. Tungsten is a
conspicuous exa,mple of the opportunity presented by an uncontrolled
industry to advance prices ti3 an abnormal height. Before the War
the average quotation was about $6'50 per unit of WO., ; the current
quotat'on is $24. Using our reversed view of the relation of com-
modities to money, 3-076 units, or 6r52 pounds, would buy $20 in
1912. whereas 0-833 unit, or 16-56 pounds will do it to-day, the pur-
chasing power for gold having augmented 2G9-2 per cent. Examples
millet be multiplied to illustrate the truth that price-fixation, when
not baFed on a strictly democratic principle, exposes the restricted
indufti-ies to extortion by those that are free. Gold has suddenly
become altered in its relation to ox)mmerc« : suddenly it finds itself
among the ffttered. Formerly it was the arbiter of value. Quantity
of merchandise was expressed in terms of a unit-weight of this

'

token-metal. Being the unit of reference it must bs considered, for
monetary purposes, as having no value in itself. The common fallacy

of a superabundant intrinsic value in gold as the thing that de-

termines its use as a monetary standard grew out of failure to
note tne fact that it was just Decause gola was so lackmg m adapt-
abi.ity to utilitarian purposes, while at the same time pusstssed of
extreme beauty, density, and resistance to corrosion, that it fulfilled

so pertettly the reqairements of a token in commod.ty-exchange.
Such a token by its very nature must come as near to lypilyjiig an
abstract conception of measure as any material thing can do. The
yard-stick that measures cotton clotn cannot palely be a piece of
cott.)n cloth, but rather an expanded unit derived from the tunda-
mental conception of the human energy required to produce the three
barley-corns that made the inch of our grandsires. The human etfort

represented in the pleasing and nearly indestructible gola is at the
bottom of the idea of the standard for which men will exchange
the fruit of their labour. It is human-power, "man-power" in the
phras3 of the day, that we exchange with each other, and
the gold is the symbol of it as the cross is. the symbol of
redemption. What would you do with the gold you receive
but exchange it for something else? Would you make yourself
a hoe of it, or a sword, or an automobile ? Steel would be
worth vastly more for any of those purposes. So, while the world
crowded the busy marts, buying and selling, as there was need,
and doing it in the name of the imperishable and gleaming symbol
of labour, gold was the prince over industry. The moment, nowever,
when men no longer may appraise their wares in barter on the sole
basis of need, but discover the offspring of some labour bound
and that of other labour free, the prince of trade himself, in whose
name a value has thus been quote,! falsely, becomes a slave among
the bondsmen, and is delivered over to the scant mercy of the
industries that have not been chained. Moreover, because value is

still expressed in terms of gold, you cannot fix its own value at
X higher level, for if you do the credits piled to such a dizzy height
;n representation of services rendered in the past, gauged as they
ire by this golden measure, will at a single stroke have been blotted
from the account to the extent that the arbitrary weight of gold
n the dollar may be changed. The basis of industrial confidence
would bs so shaken by it that the world would experience the
calamity of a plunge into commercial and indust.-ial chaos. There
is but one way to protect both gold and general industry ; and
that is to build up the gold reserve faster and faster as a foundation
adequate to susta'n the growing national indebtedness That indebted-

New Hoist ai New Moddee GiacuLAa Shafx>

^ 7-.3»^-,tt:^ -^•J^ •;
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ness means services loaned, but the repayment mu.'^t be made- in

currency, the only guarantor of which is t.'ie royal metal. Ihs way

to re-enthrone gold as the arbiter of commercial value is either by

crystallising the prices for all commodities, or by letting all markets

regulate thsmselves on the ancient principle of supply and demand.

Half-slave and half-free it is certain that industry, commerce, oaiiking,

and insurance, will presently fall into a slough of difficulties from

which we may not extricate them before appalling damage will have

bsen inflicted not alone upon the economic life of our own day

but upon that of generations to come.

Undei' the headin.; " The Po.sition of the Gold Miners," the

Engincfrinq and Mining Journal says :—The unhappy position in which

the gold miner.i find thi-mselves need not ije reviewed at length. Rather

should we direct attention solely to the nroblem of amelioration.

Everybody is agreed that something should be done, but nobody has

been' able to suggest anything very effective. The War Industries

Board, at the request of the Secretary of the Treasury, has already

declared gold mining to be an essential industry, to be granted

reasonable priorities in its requirements for material, etc. This is

helpful, but is far from beinga cure. Congress might also be helpful

in exempting gold miners from military service and exempting the

industry from ta.xation. The levying of a war-profits tax on a

gold-mining company is a nainful joke. Not only are there no war
profits, but soon there will be no profits at all. Exemption from
taxation would be important, however, in removing the check upon
prosDecting. A company^hat has been spending its money for years

in the hope of sti-iking a bonanza cannot feel any enthusiasm over
good hick in developing a bonanza in 1917 or 1918 and having to

pay 80 per cent, in taxes on the profits realised in one year, which
may. in truth, be only the deferred profits of many years. Many
would figure that it would be far b?tter not to hunt for bonanzas.
The exemption from taxation would be, therefore the removal of a
check on gold mining, even if it were not a stimulus to it. In this

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

In response to a f^eral desire among M'ne OfiBcials,

PROFESSOR YATES re-opens his Special Classes
at the end of September.

RECENT RESULTS: •

OVERSEERS: Practically all passed during 1917.

MANAGERS: September, 1017—Sixteen passes and three con-

ditional passes; January 1918, 00 per cent, passed in Metal
Mining. Several hundred Certificates obtained.

Apply: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Doff St.

connection we must think how to define gold mining. Thera is no
question that the Rand, Black Hills, Mother Lode and .^.laska mines

are gold mines pure and simple. A great deal of go'.d is derived

from such mines as Anaconda and United Verd;, but nobody would

class them as anything other tlian copper mines. But how about such

mines as those of the Comstock, in which gold and silver, or gold

and something else, are iiearly equal elements of value ? When we
go beyond the helps that have been suggested above, most of the

expedients for aiding the gold miners that have been proposed are

dodges of the main point. The pi ice for gold is not fixed. Com-
modities are exchanged for a certain quantity of gold, and it does

not matter whether that be expressed in ounces, dollars, or pounds
sterling. Any change in the basin of exchange would be like a
nodification of the yardstick. A decree that the yard should be
hencefurtn 72 in. long, instead of 36 in., would not induce anybody
to part with twice as much cotton cloth for the same money. So
far the financiers of the ,\llied countries have kept gold from going

to a premium. It is doubtful if they can maintain their position.

As Hennen Jennings has conclusively pointed out, the total quantity

of gold in the world is now a dangerously small percentage of tha

indpbtednese that is payable in gold, .^.s soon as a debtor wants
gold and finds he cannot readily obtain it, he may bid for it, and
gold will then be at a premium. If it be admitted that this is likely

to happen, and if it be desired to get all the new gold that is

possible in order possibly to avert it, a bonus on new production would
not be uneconomic, providing ths Government held and could continue
to hold all the gold existing. Any bonus it might pay for new gold
might then be chargeable to war expense. But we fear that such a
project would be impracticable, if not chimerical. What would prevent
dishonest miners, or quasi-miners, f«om buying gold a.s jewellery or

nhte, or as coin and bullion in foreign countries, and clandestinjly

delivering it as new gold ? A general premium for gold would be
quickly establi«h?d. GoM miners may properly feel the pinch of con-

ditions now affecting them, and may reasonably cry for assistance, but
beyond the relatively trifling things that the Administration and
Congress may do to help, the problem is one for the determination

of international financiers. The qusstion really at issue is the main-
tenance of the gold basis.

COPPIN & LLOYD 182 & 184. FOX ST.,

JOHAIWESBURG.

& DEALERS.MACHINERY MERCHANTS

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING EXPERTS.
Box 2823. Tel. Add.: " INTEREST.- Pbone 1966.

I

The Chain of

EVERY
Williams'

"Vulcan" Chain

Pipe Wrench
has withstood a
streun almost to its

elastic limit. It can
do it as often as you
please. IF you strain

it beyond this point

it will stretch before

br>iaking. It is the

untested chain that

breaks suddenly un-

der a partial load.

Avoid needless risk.

A chain should
give warning of im-

pending failure.
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THE AUGUST GOLD OUTPUT IN DETAIL.

Increase of 4,011 ozs.—Improved Native Labour Position.

DuRiXG the past month the Transvaal mines produced
740,210 ozs. of fiue gold, as against 736,199 in July, an
increase of 4,011 ozs. The native labour position showed
a slight improvement, the number of boys at work at the
end of August being 179,390 as against 178,412 in July. The
totals of the gold production as announced by the Chamber
of Mines are as follow:—

£

3,057,723

3,041,419

WiTWATERSRAND.

Ozs.

August
July

719,849
716,010

Increase 3,839

Outside.

August
July

20,361

20,189

Increase 172

Grand Total.

August
July

740,120
736,199

Increase 4,011

16,304

86.488
85,755

• 733

3,144,211

3,127,174

17,037

Several Rand companies show a substantial increase in

their production for August, including the following:—
Government Areas, £13,907; E.E.P.M., £10,182; lleyer
and Charlton, £6,121; Jupiter, £6,104; Lauglaagte Estate,

£5,892; New Kleinfonteiu, £4,655; JNIodder B., £3,712;
Knight Central, £2,774; and Nourse Mines, £2,578. The
largest decrease is that of the Eandfontein Central, £8,355,
due to the battery having been stopped for four days owing
to the recent strike. Other decreases are Simmer and Jack,

£6,261; Village Main Reef, £5,866; Citv Deep, £5,173;
Geldenhuis Deep, £4,898; Village Deep, "£4,299; Crown
Mines, £4,325; City and Suburban, £4,027; Modder Deep,
£3,662; and Durban Roodepoort Deep, £3,555.

Stamp Position.

The number of stamps dropping in August was 8,879,

compared with 8,894 in July, a decrease of 15.

August
July

Band.

8,579
8,574

Outside.

300
320

Total.

8,879

8,894

Increase

Decrease 20 15

Labour Figures.

The native labour figures for the past three months
as follow :

—

On gold mines ...

On coal mines ...

On diamond mines

June.

179,028
11,473

4,747

July.

178,412

11,790
5,011

195,248 195,213

Individual Returns.

August.

179,390

11,950

4,954

19e',294

Aurora West
Bantjes Con.
Brakpan
City and Suburban
City Deep
Con. Langlaagte

Value.

£16,260
23,256
95,302
32,491
106,079

56,240

Increase.Decrease.

— £89
— 166

£1,159

633

4,027
5,173

Con. Main Reef
Crown Mines
Durban Roodepoort
Durban Roodepoort Deep
East Rand Proprietary ...

Ferreira Deep
Geduld Proprietary .. ...

Geldenhuis Deep "

Ginsberg
Glencaim
Government Areas
Jupiter

Knight Central
Knights Deep
Lauglaagte Estate
Luipaardsvlei-

Meyer and Charlton
Modder B. ...

Modder Deep
New Goch
New Heriot
New Kleiufontein
New Modder
New Primrose
New Unified
Nourse Mines
Princess Estate
Robinson
Randfontein Central
Robinson Deep
Roodepooi-t United
Rose Deep
Simmer and Jack
Simmer Deep
Springs Mines
Van Ryn
Van Ryn Deep
Village Deep
Village Main Reef
West Rand Consolidated...

Witwatersrand
Wit. Deep
Wolhuter
^Miscellaneous

Value. Increase. Decrease.

74,352

226,994

1,372

40,086
137,019
08,843
65,475
54,277

13,214
13,695

201,933
32,665
33,532
73,813

61,732
23,286
41,857

115,334
85,706
16,880

16,719

76,752
165,848
16,600
12,781

56,826
25,491

49,728
164,120
04,485
24,909

64,128
65,394
47,158
87,546
35,498
105,178

71,1.54

28,851

36,781

41,224

38,650
38,990
11,219

Outside Districts.

Sub Nigel 28,060
Ban-ett 1,036
Glynn's Lydenburg 9,307
Transvaal G.M. Estates ... 23,881
Miscellaneous 24,204

Central Mining
Barnato
Gold Fields ..

General Mining
Mines Selection

Goerz

January
February
March
April ...

May ...

June ...

July ...

August

Group Profits.

June.

£336,121
180,141
33,924

40,791

74,982
68,018

Monthly Returns.

Ozs.

- 714,182
659,759
696,281
717,099
741,317
727,696
736.199
740,210

2,859

10,182

131

1,097

13,907

6.104

2,774

200
5,892

841

6,121

3,712

569

4,655
561
323
297

2,578

373

752

1,342

1,159

1,402

985
616

467

6,375

1,814

404

July.

£330,765
188,103
28,247
26,615
70,487
69,237

2,158

4,325

3,555

1,291

862
4,898

3,662

1,198

102

8,355

1,835

6,261

4,299

5,866

174

1,695

1,661

213
80

1,192

August.

£302,300
186.284
30,076
32,877
70,844

65,818

Value.

£3,033,653
2,802,477
2.957,614
3,046,045

3,148,915
3,091,058
3,127,174
3,144,211
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SIEMENS BROTHERS DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED.
Head Office: PALACE PLACE MANSIONS, KENSINGTON COURT, LONDON, W. 8.

Ta!«iihsBr • WaiterD 6349. Telecrams.: " Siembralos Kens. London."
'

Works: STAFFORD,

SWITCH GEAR FOR MINES.

TOTALLY ENCLOSED SWITCHBOARD.

Installed at a Colliery in the North of England.

Controlling Two 750 K.W., 40 Cycle Generators, Transformers and Feeders.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
DYNAiVlO WORKS LIMltED

ROUK BRANCHES:
BntMDfOHtH—Centril Home, New Slteet.
BRMIOL—30. Bridge Street.
CiRDirr—89 Si. Mary Street.
OIA300W —46, Waterloo Sireet.

MANrHBOTBR, -195, D'.tntfiitt.

Krvct»n3-ovTttm.—liM, Colllofnood Butldinf*.
Bhuvfikld—22 high Street.

SODTBiMiTOI.—46. Hub Street.

INDIAN AND COLO"NIaL BRANCHB3 :

CiLOtin*.—Clive Buildlnei, CIi»e Stre»t.

Bombay.—Rampart Row.
Madras.—Smith". Corner, Mount Road.
SINOAPORB.—1, 2, 6 & 9, Wincheater Houm.
OAPE TOWN.—45a, St. Georje't Street (Btit

floor).

STDxar.—42, Brldf* Street.

MiLBOtjRKt.—Dominion Cbsmbeta, 69.(1, WUIUm
Street.

IVellinotoh (N Z.).—a. & T. Burt, Ltd.,
Courtenay Place.

DCNBDIH (N.Z.)—A. St T. Burt, Ltd., Stuart St.

AcoELAHD rN.Z.j.—A. !i T. Butt Ltd., CuitomF
Street Weat.

Sole Representative in South Africa.

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephono 1202. Telegrams "WOTAN
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THE AUGUST GOLD OUTPUT: GROUP RETURNS.

Central Mining/Rand Mines Group.

The following are the results of crushing operations of

the Central Mining/Rand Mines companies for the month
of August:—

Oompany.

Bantjes Cons
City Deep
Cons. Main Reef
Crown i\Iines ...

Dur. Rood. Dp..
East Rand Prop.

Ferreira Deep ...

Qeldenhuis Deep
Knight Central ..

Modder B
New Modder ...

Nourse i\lines . .

.

Robinson
Rose Deep
Village ;\Iaiu R.
Wolhuter
Village Deep ...

Wit. Deep

&
i i
ii i
:•! I
Kb: h
90 3

a154 9

220 6

660 26
100 3

600 23
280 7

300 7

120 3

Bl04 8

c236 15

180 5

180 6

300 7

130 4

120 4

ISO 7

200 5

fl

19,500
57,500
53,150

161,000
25,500
113,000
38,900
43,400
24,250
58,000
72,000
43,100
41,300
54,000
21,500
33,450
48,800
33,130

5,475

24,973
17,504
53,342

9,437

32,257

16,207
12,778

7,894

27,152
39,044

13,378
11,707

15,097

6,792

9,179

16,751

8,988

3l|

•£520

34,306

10,140

40,159
2,594

1,926

23,494
*5,495

2,047

60,015
90,174

3,138

9,270

14,031

2,813

4,422

9,274
517

«.s §

go*.

23/110
24/ 2

23/
22/

28/
23/

22/
27/

25/
18/

20/
24/

19/

18/

23/

20/
24/

22/

90
8-2

8-8

50
7-9

0-3

6-1

3-1

2-8.

4-4

1-8

0-7

8-7

2-6

90
1-5

Tls. & averages 4154 148 941,480 327,955 302,300 22/ 73

A Includes 4 Nissen stamps, b Includes 24 Nissen stamps,

c Includes 56 Nissen stamps.

* Loss.

City Deep, Ltd.—Decreased profit dae to falls of ground
referred last month's cable restricting ore output from
upper section. This now been rectified.

Oeldenhuis Deep, Ltd.—Decreased profit due to l^reak-

down referred to in cable 28th August. Hoist now in ser-

vice again.

Ferreira Deep, Ltd.—Reduced tonnage due to temporary
interference with hoisting in No. 1 shaft.

Village Main Reef, Ltd.—Decreased profit due earth

tremor referred to in cable 22nd August. Disorganisation

now adjusted.

Goerz Group.
Results of operations on the producing mines of this

group for the month of August :
—

Company

Geduld Proprietary ...

Modder Deep Levels
Princess Estate

Stumps

... 100

... 70

... 60

Tons
Cru.shed.

45,600
44,200
18,400

Total
Revenue.

£66,104
85 482
25,569

Revenue
per ton

28/11
38/ 8

27/10

Totals . . . 230 108,200

Co#ts.

177,065 —
Profit.

Company.

Geduld Proprietary

Modder Deep Levels .

Princess Estate ... .

• Total.

. £45,485
38,345

., 27,417

Her Ton.

19/11

17/ 4

29/10

Total.

,£20,529

47,137
*1,848

Per Ton

9'

21/ 4

2/

Totals ... . . £111,247

* Loss.

— £65,818 —

EDWARD DODD. 19, LOVEDAY STREET
(Opposite Coldfield* Hotel).

Agant lot W. F Stanley k Co.. London, and Oambildg*
Sclentllc iDitrumant 3a., Oambtldgt.

Mathematical, Nautical, ScientiRc and Electrical

Instrument Maker.
ThvodoUtn, Taoh«om«tera, Lavala, Arki9cial Horisons, Oompastea, Etc. Swltob
boarda, Talepbonca, Telegraph iDsiruroenta, Meggai and Metera. Fine

Engineering and Small Pieas Work Executed. Telephone S758.

Barnato Group.
The results of operations of the Barnato group for

August are as follows:—
Mine.

Consolidated Langlaagte
Ginsberg
Glencairu
Government Areas
Langlaagte Estate
New Primrose
New Unified

Randfontein Central ...

Vaiv Ryn Deej)
Witwatersrand

Tota4s and averages

July totals

Mine.

Consolidated Langlaagt;;

Ginsberg
Glencairn
Government Areas ...

Langlaagte Estate ...

New Priinrose

New Unified

Randfontein Central

Van Ryn Deep
Witwatersrand

Slumps.

100
75

160
200
200
90
60
600
90

215

Tons
Crushed.

43,000
13,870

20,000
118,500
49,000
18,400
13,600

137,000
48,300
36,350

Revenue
from Gold

X56,239
13,214

13,694

201,936
61,734

16,601

12,780

164,119
105,180
41,225

1790 498,020 £686,722

. 1780

Total

Working
Costs.

£41.374
12,780

12,654
117,214
46,885
15,128
10,133

161,957
. 51,066
35,674

500,610 £672,338

Working
Costs

per Ton
Milled.

Shillings.

19-244

18-429

12-654

19-783
19-135
16-443

14-902

23-643

21145
19-628

Gross
Pi-oBt includ

-

ing Sundry
Rerenue.

£15,038
530

1,246

85,271

15,002

1,543

2,680
2,050

55,000
7,024

Totals and averages ... £504,865 20-275 £186,284

July totals £488,867 19-299 £188,103

Monihlu Gross Profit for 1918.—January, £190,628;
February, "£159,225; March, £136,496; April, £164,186;
May, £179,975; June, £180,141; Julv, £188,103; August,
£186,284.

Rindfontein Central, Ltd.—Reduced profit due to strike

of reduction workers, causing stopping of milling for four

days and. consequently reduced tonnage treated.

Glynn's Lydenburg.

The following arc the particulars of this company's
output lor the month of August, 1918:—Tons crushed,

4,110, yielding 2,191 fine ozs. ; estimated value of month's
output, £9,112; estimated profit for the month, £3,451.

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

HAS THE .LOWEST CO-EFFICTE.VT OF FItlCTION.

KEEPS (i'->wn the ''ill fir hihiiciints. niakinfx BEARINGS smooth a» glass

and keeping them COOL ur.ilei' heavi-st piessiires ami highest s, eeJs.

Monufactuied and Sold Bv

—

THE MAGNOUA ANTI-FRICTION
METAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, L' MIXED,

49. QITCEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. E.C.

Aganta for South Airica i FRASER & C tALMERS, Ltd., Jobannaeburi,
Bulawaro and Sab^bury.
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Consolidated Mines Selection Group.

The following are the results of operations for the month

of August :

—

Stamps Tons Working Cost

Working. Milled. per Ton Milled

Brakpan Mines 110 55,000 23/ 2-311

Springs Mines 80 41,170 22/ 4923

Totals and Averages 190 96,170 22/10-292

Yi.ld

Brakpan Mines...

Springs Mines ...

Value of

Gold
denlared.

£94,273 34/ 3-371

86,482 42/ 0-148

per

Ton.

Working Working
Profit. Piofit

per Ton.

£30,493 11/ 1-060

40,351 19/ 7-225

Totals & averages £180,755 37/ 7089 £70,844 14/ 8-797

Albu Group.

The August operations of the producing mines of this

group were as follows:—
Tons Total

Company. Stampj. Crushed. Cost.

Aurora West 80 14,350 £15,208

Meyer and Charlton 75 11,320 15,956

New Goch 80 18,600 16,593

Roodepoort United 80 26,468 27,484

Van Ryn Estate 160 32,800 28,800

West Rand Consolidated ... 100 32,150 34,806

575
.

Cost per
Ton.

135,688 £138,847

Company.

Aurora West 21

Meyer and Charlton 28

New Goch 17

Roodepoort United 20

Van Rvn Estate 17

West Rand Consolidated ... 21

-20

•19

-84

77
•56

-65

Total
Revenue.

£16,126
41.268
17,118

24,993
35,379
36,840

Profit.

£918
•25,312

525
*2,491

6,579
2,034

£171,724 £32,877

* Loss.

Roodepoort United.—Loss due to exceptionally low

grade.

Enemy Advertising.

This Journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.

The largest and most varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

M. BROWN. «'• «•*»<
=SVsBURc.

Phono 5770. P.O. Box 1828. Tol. Address. "MAUHROWN."

Send your Indents
TO —

FREEMANS (Mon) Li
CANNON STREET HOUSE

LONDON, E.C. 4.

Engineers' Tools
Rotary Screens

Grindstones

Conveyors. . .

Pumps . Lamps
etc. . . .

Quotations submitted.

Agricultural Machinery and
Implements of all kinds,

Coffee Classifiers, Ferns,

Pulpers, etc.

CASTINGS IN ALL METALS.

ALL ENGINEERING & HARDWARE
. MERCHANTS' REQUIREMENTS. .

Buyers for

Importers
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD.

Cables : 'Frelonex London.'

pREEMANS produce tht original in-
^ voic€. Ship and insure at lowett ratet.

All dUcountt allowed. Reaionahle
commissions. Corresjiondence in any Ian-
guaye. Our connection amongst manujac-
turers ensure good deliveries and prompt

attention to all orders.

FIRST CLASS
REFERENCES
GIVEN AND
REQUIRED.
Sampla ««f it«i to

Consolidated Qold Fields Qroup.

The following are particulars in regard to the outputs and
profits for the month of August of the undermentioned
companies of the Consolidated Gold Fields group :

—

Company,

Simmer and Jack
Robinson Deep
Knights Deep ...

Simmer Deep ...

Jupiter

Sub Nigel

Totals

No. of

Stamps.

. 320

. 110

. 400

. 220

. 80
30

Tube Tom
Mills. Crushed.

7

8

11

10
5
>

59,800
47,000
86,400
45,800
24,200
9,700

Gold
declared.

Fine Oz»

15,395

15,181

17,817

11.102

7,690

6,606

Total
Pro6t

£11,687
1,144

3,028
54

4,827

9,336

1160 43 272,900 73,791 £30,076

The sundry revenue included in the above total declared

profit is as under: Simmer and Jack, £1,500; Robinson
Deep, £154; Knights Deep, £416; Simmer Deep, £860;
Jupiter, £563; Sub Nigel, £38; total, £3,531.

Gold Reserve.—Simmer and Jack, 1,400 ozs. ; Knights
Deep, 341 ozs. ; Sub Nigel, 2,991 ozs. ; total, 4,732 ozs.

Transvaal G.M. Estates.

The following are the particulars of this company's
output for the month of August, 1918:—Central Mines:
Tons crushed, 11,600; yielding 4,037 fine ozs. Elandsdrift

Mine: Tons crushed, 1,540; yielding 1,000 fine ozs. Vaal-

hoek Bline: Tons crushed, 1,900; yielding 583 fine ozs.

Estimated value of month's output, X23,326; estimated
profit for the month, £3,934.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

A Recoi'd Market—Decline and Dulness.

Saturday, being the Jewish New Year, the Stock Exchange
was closed. Monday's opening was made lively by active
business in Modder East. Large quantities of the stock
changed hands at 228. 6d. up to 22s. lOkl. The three-year
Options made from 7s. to 7s. 2d. and the four-years 83.

to 8s. 2d. West Springs were also in good demand and
were dealt in at from 24s. 6d. to 2ys. 3d., and the Options
at 9s. 9d. to 10s. Government Areas touched BOs. 6d., but
receded to 69s. Springs reached 72s., finishing 71s. 9d.
and sellers. The call was the biggest in volume since the
war began, no less than 47 sales being-recorded, and the
transactions in the better class of goods of no small dimen-
sions. Van Ryn Deeps at 7os. were appreciably better.

Sub Nigels, after recovering from their last setback, with
sales at 27s. 6d., fell away 6d. The Modder East lot kept
at their opening figure, while the high-priced trio of that
ilk were all harder. In the small stocks Princess Estates
were in acti\e demand. The pace, however, had been made
too hot and the sudden rise tempted sellers to come in, with
the natural effect of bringing prices down all along the line.

This went on gradually to the close, when ^Modder Easts
were done at 22s. 6d. ; Government Areas at 88s. 6d.

;

Springs at 71s. 3d. ; African Farms at 16s. 4d. In outside
stocks Sakalavas came out of their retirement once more,
rising to 12s. 6d. Tuesday, instead of bringing relief,

accentuated the downward tendency. At the opening, there

was active dealing in ilodder East at between 22s. and
22s. 3d. with a subsequent drop to 21s. 9d. The Options
receded in sympathy. At the call the whole list was marked
down, with the exception of Pretoria Cements, T.G.M.
Estates, Piuudfonteins and City Deeps, which were all to

the good. Modder Deeps, New Plodders and Glynn's
Lydeuburgs remained unchanged. On Wednesday morning
the market, after a dull close, opened without any show of

improvement which was confirmed at the call, when prices

generally fell away still further. There was, however, no
great anxiety to sell and no slaughter of innocents. *A bid

of 86s. for jMeyer and Charlton was accepted without dis-

cussion, an exceptionally low figure for a stock that has
rarely been below £5 except just when ex dividend. There
was slightly more business at Thursday's call without any
change in prices worth mentioning. The transactions in

outside stocks for the week were:—Sales: West Springs,

25s. 3d. to 24s. 9d. ; Options, 10s. 6d. to 10s. 3d. ; Monte-
leos, 32s. 6d.; Sakalavas, 12s. 6d. to lis. 6d. ; Union Tins,

4s. lid. to 5s. ; Henderson's Options, lOd. Buyers and
sellers: Phoenix, lid.—Is.; Union Mica, 9s.—10s.; New
Farms, 2s. Id., Jauyer.

There was practically nothing doing at the opening on
Friday and business was considerably reduced at the call.

The following are the changes in prices:—Sales; City and
Suburban, 7s. 6d, ; Dagga Options, 5s. ; Hume Pipes, 32s.

6d. ; Leeuwpoorts, 37s. ; Lace Props, lis. 7d. ; Modder
Easts, 22s. ; three-year Options, 6s. 9d. ; four-year Options,

7s. 9d. ; Pretoria Cements, 73s.; Roodepoort U.INLR., 3s.

6d. ; Bush Tins, lid.; Van Ryn Deeps, 71s. 9d. ; New State

Areas, 19s. 9d. ; Zaaiplaats, 17s. 7d. Buyers and scller.'i

:

Brakpans, 758. 6d.-^78s. ; Clydesdales, 18s.—18s7 6d.

;

Kleiufonteins, 14s. 9d., seller; Eooibergs, lis.—lis. 6d.

In the light of subsequent events, it. looks uncommonly as

if the boom of last Monday had been carefully engineered.

Certainly the news from the front was good and justified a

degree of buoyancy, but it has continued satisfactory ever

since and prices have sagged and business is reduced to a

third of its volume. It is perfectly certain, that the move-
ment in question did .not originate from the big houses.

Fri., Mon., Tues.

,

Wed., Thurs.,
6tli. 9th. 10th. nth. 13th,

African Farms . . 16 2 16 6 16 . ).5 10* 15 5

Anglo-Amer. Corp, — — 33 6t lili 6t 33 6t
Ape.x Mines .... 7 0* 7 7 3 7 3* 7 3

Aurora Wests . .
— — — 9 0* 9 0'

Bantjes Cons. . , 2 11" :; .'i 3 3 :i 0" 8 1

Brakpan Mines . . 78 6t 7!) 01 "5 O''-" 7,:.
^0* 78 Ot

Brick and Potter. . 3 9» — 3 a' 3 9" 3 S*

Bushveld Tins . . lot 1 10^ 9" 9"

Cassel Coals . . . 30 Ot 30 ot 30 Ot 30 Ot
City and Subs. . . 7 0" 7 9 7 0* 7 0" 7 3*

City Deeps 51 U

Cloverfield Mines . M 0"

Clydesdale Colls. . . 17 3'

Concrete Construe. . 5 9

Con. Investments . . 19 G"

Con. Langlaagtes . . 19 G

Con. Main Reefs . . 12 G'

Con. Mines Selee. . 25 9*

Coronation Colls. ... 40 0*

Coronation Frees. . . 1 2'

Coronation Synd. . .
—

Crown Diamonds . . 4 0*

Crown Mines .... —
Crown Mines Debs. . j£99*

Daggafontein Mines . 21 6

Do. Options 5 6

Durban-Rood 10 0*
East Rand Coals . . 2 2*

East Rand Deeps . . 11*

E.R. Minings .... 17 6

East Rand Props. . i 9

East Rand Debs. . . i;60*
Eastern Golds ... 13*
Frank Smith Dias. . 3 1*

Geduld Props. ... 37 9

Glencairns —
Glencoe Colls GO*
Glynn's Lydenburgs . 26

Govt. Are'as. ..... 87

Jhb. Bd. of Execu. . 27 6*

Jnpiters 4 3t
Klerksdorp Props. . 2 10*

K'night Centrals ... —
Lace Props 11 9

Leeuwpoort Tins . . 38 0*

Lydenburg Farms . . 9 6

Main Reef Wests . . 2 10*

Meyer and Charltons —
Middelvlei Est. ... —
Modder B.'s" , . . . 163 6

Modder Deeps . . . H7
Modder Easts .... 21 9

Do. Options (3yrs.) . 6 3

Do. Options (4yrs.) . 7 9

Hume Pipes 33 3*

African and Europ. .
—

Natal Naviga. Colls. 18 9*

National Banks ... —
New Boksburgs ... 1 If

New Eland Dias. . 24 0'

New Era Cons. ... 10 1*

New Geduld Deeps . 5 10*

Ne-w Heriots .... 12 6*

New Kleiufonteins . 15

New Modders . . . £251
New Primro.'o ... ,

—
New Unifieds .... —
Nigels ^
Nourse Mines ... 17 6

Prem.ier Prcfs. ... 146 0*

Pretoria Cements . . 70 Oa

Princess Esl:ites . . 4

Rand Colls 3 9t
Rand Klips 10

Rand Nucleus ... 1 6t
Rand Select Corp. .

—
Randfontein Deeps . 4 .3*

Randfontein Est. . . 13 9*

Roberts Victors ... 60*
Rooibergs 11 9*

Roodepoort Vn, . .
—

Ryan Nigels .... 26*
Shel.a,^ —
Simmer Deejis ... —
S.A. Breweries ... —
S.A. Lands 6 9

Springs Mines ... 70 9

Sub Nigels 26 3*

Swaziland Tins ... 31 0*

Transvaal Lands . . 21 Ot

Transvaal G.M. Est. 16 3*

Van Ryn Deeps ... 71 3

Village Deeps ... —
Welgedachts 27 6t

Western Rand Est. . 2 C»

Witwatersrands ... —
Wit. Deeps —
Wolhnters 4 0*

Zaaiplaats Tins ... 18 .5

Union 5 per cent. . .

—
New- -States- 20 9

S. Van Ryns .... 13 9*

Do. Options 17*
S.A. Alkali 45

•Buyen. tSellert.

jl ct 52 6 51 6' 50 0*

9 G 8 9* 8 6*

17 3» 17 3* 17 3* 17 3*

5 6' 5 6* 5 6* 5 6*

19 6* 19 9* 19 9* 19 9*— 19 G 19 0*

12 6,\ 12 6 12 6 12 6*

25 6* 25 G* 25 6 25 6*
40 0* 40 0" 40 0* 40 0"
1- 5 -_. 1 2* 1 4—

1 2 2 Ot
'4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0'

41 3* 40 0* 40 0* 40 0*

i'99* .i:99* i;99* ,£99*

24 0* 24 6 23 0* 23 3*

5 3* 5 3 5 3 5 3t
10 0'-' 10 0* 10 0* 10 0*

2 2 2 3* 2 3* 2 2*

1 11* 11* U
17 G* 17 0* 17 6* 18 Ot
4 9* 4 6* 4 0" 4 6*

MOi* —
.£60i* .£60*

1 4 1 4 1 3* 1 3"

3 1* 3 3* 3 1* 3 2*

38 3 37 9» 37 9' 37 9*— 2 Ot — —
6 0" 6 0* 6 0* —
20 0* 27 6+ 27 Ot 26 0*

89 87 9 87 87 9

27 6' 27 6" 27 6« 27 6*

4 3 3 D* 4 0» 3 9*

2 10* 2 10* 2 10* —
4 8 4 G' 4 6 4 3"

12 3 12 11 9 U 9

38 9 37 9* 38 36 0*

9 8 9 5 9 1« 9 2*

2 10* 2 10* 2 lb* 2 10*
— — 86 86 6*

.

—

1 3* 1 6t. —
164 162 C* 162 0* 162
148 6 149 148 6* 149

22 9 21 10 L 21 G 21 6

7 6 7 6 4* 6 4*

8 1 7 8 7 3* 7 7

33 34 34 0* 33 0*

12 0* — 12. 0* 12 0*

18 9* 18 9* 19 0* 19 0*

.£133* — in4t— 9* _ —
24 0" 24 3* — 24 0*

10 3* 10 3* 10 0* 10

5 10* .5 10* 5 10* 5 9*

12 9* — 12 0* 12 6

15 ii 15 3 .14 9* 14 9*

£26 i;26.\ — _
3 0* 3 6* 4 0* 4 0*
— — 5 6* 5 6*

4 6* 4 6* 4 6* -^

17 6* 17 6* 17 6" 17 G*— 145 0* 145 0* —
71 7t 74 U.\ 73 G

4 2 3 10* 3 7* 3

3 91 — — --

10 6 10 Gt — —
1 4* 1 4* 1 4* 1 V

88 9 — — —
4 4* 4 4* 4 3* 4 3*

14 IS 15 0* 15

6 0" G 0* 6 0* —
12 11 9* 11 6* 11 6

3 6* — — 3 6*

2 9* 2 9* 2 6' 2 7*

1 6t — 1 3t —
1 9* — 1 9» 1 9*

28 0* — 27 6* —
7 6 10* C 9* Q 8

7] 9 71 70 3 70 3*

27 3 27 20 9 26 6*

33 6f 33 Gt V — —
20 6» 20 0* 20 0* 20 C*

16 9 17 9 IS 0* 17 3+
73 9 71 0' 71 9* 71 6*
— — 11; 0" 15 0*

27 G

2 6* 2 y .

21 Ot 21 Ot 21 Ot 21 Ot— Ot 8 0* 9 Ot
4 4 Ot S 9» 3 9»

18 9 18 4 18 4 18 2

A'lOSJ .tlOBi* xiosr £Ui
21 21 Ot 20 20

14 6 "14" 3
'

14 3 14 3*

1 S 1 6* 1 7

4S 42 a* 42 0* 41 0+

iOdd lot 1. bEx Londoi]
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AFRICAN INDENT MERCHANTS, LTD.
20 Harrison Street, Johannesburg.

Telephone No. 1136. Tel. Add. :
" AIM." P.O. Box 5073.

I

.

:

I

I

LARGE STOCKS OF

BROOMS <^^'^ BRUSHE
^VRITTC i'OR SAMPLES.

AMALGAM BROOMS. BOOT BRUSHES. HAND FOUNDRY BRUSHES.

AMERICAN BROOMS. BREWERS' BRUSHES. LAUNDRY BRUSHES.

BASS BROOMS. CAN BRUSHES. NAIL BRUSHES.

HAIR BROOMS. DANDY BRUSHES. SCRUB BRUSHES.

ROTARY ROAD BROOMS. DECK BRUSHES. SPOKE BRUSHES.

STEEL FOUNDRY BROOMS. DRAIN BRUSHES. STOVE BRUSHES.

BANNISTER BRUSHES. FLUE BRUSHES. TAR BRUSHES.

BODY BRUSHES. HAIR BRUSHES. TOOTH BRUSHES.

BOn.FR TUBE BRUSHES. " HAMn.TON'S " BRUSHES. WHITEWASH BRUSHES.

'i

1.

"AIM '* Quality is a good buy.

Small stuffing Boxes
Need the Right Packing
because the amount of packing is small
and is more likely to burn out or harden.

TWIST
PACKING

does not burn out, it's made of heat resisting materials. It does not harden, because each
single strand contains lubricant.

by unstranding any size valve packed from one spool of "Palmetto" Twist.

LET US SEND YOU A SAMPLE FREE.

GREENE,TWEED&Co.
Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

BARTLE & CO., LTD., Johannesburg.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Congress of Chambers of Commerce—After-War Problems—British Commissioner's
Wishes—Ii-on and Steel—Wire Nails' Record Price—Builders' Sundries' Record for August

—Trend of Business.

The Commercial Congress at Durban has been followed by
the commercial community with more than the customary
interest, as it may be the last before the war is over—who
knows? In this respect a responsible merchant in Johan-
nesburg remarked that il one only knew or could form a

fairly correct view of what would happen after the war he

could make a big fortune. As we go along there will be

some outstanding features to assist in many cases for form-

ing an opinion. The next to discuss the subject

was a commercial broker. He had a decided opinion

as regards the confectionery and sweet trade^ which
liad been done so well in South Africa that it will hold

its own against overssa competition after the war.

It maj' be that a few of the more luxurious varieties for

Christmas will be imported, but for the everyday demand
the SoutJi African manufacturers will hold their own, even
without an additional protective duty. Again, a Johannes-

burg manufacturer whose factory is now engaged almost

solely for mining work states that we can never expect a

protective duty as large as the present war conditions give,

therefore what will happen in his case he can at present

merely guess at. As regards oversea •manufactures
Mr. Wilson Goode, the British Trade Commissioner,

stated at the Conference that the British Government was
anxious to obtain information as to the requirements of

merchants after the wa-r as regards stocks, and emphasised
that it was to the interests of merchants to give this

information because if, for instance, a firm proposetl to
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commence manufacturing after the war he would pass on
the information to the Imperial Government, and steps
would be taken to grant shipping space for that machinery
as soon as possible. The Home Government was trying to
forecast what would be the probable requirements in order
to provide employment for the men of the Army on
demobilisation, and it was likely that if they had a forecast
of requirements they would take the risk of manufacturing
before the actual orders were placed. He hoped that mem-
bers of the Congress would realise the necessity of trying
to give a forecast of their probable requirements". There is

yet time to do something before the end of the war, as we
have the authority of Lord Buxton, who made the following
public remarks at Benoni on Wednesday last: '" Tiie war
would possibly be fuither prolonged, but the bad times and
the moments of depression had, thank God, passed, for

now the tide had turned, and they could feci more sanguine
of the ultimate victory. The task was, of course, a hard
and serious one, but with America's great strength they
could hope for the best."

Inox AND Steel.

- Values of the imported iron are very uncertain as it

depends upon whether the right sizes are available. There
is a decided shortage in the imported article, which is not
coming forward from overseas in any robust quantities but
simply in dribs and drabs. Another patent reason for the
uncertainty of imported bar iron and steel, is that there have
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been so many orders placed without actual results in

America and Canada that many people cannot order afresh.

There are quantities awaiting on the New York wharves

already for shipment, that cannot be had, also there are

quantities at the various manufactories already paid fpr or

with a bank guarantee, therefore such cannot be cancelled,

BO the materials simply remain because transport cannot be

obtained. Wire nail values are similar to bar iron, as so

much depends upon sizes; for example, a keg of 1^ in. steel

ceiling nails were sold at 175s, per 100 lbs. during this week,

being quite a record price even for Johannesburg. Business

is good in the iron and steel trade, as the enquiries are from

all parts of Soutli Africa for the different kinds of ..the small

sizes of iron and mild steel. The moulders' strike may soon

adversely affect portions of the iron trade, as an early settle-

ment is not promising, at least that is the opinion of an

authority on the present position.

Timber .\nd Builders' Sdndries.

There is practically no alteration in prices, excepting that

clear pine went up a penny per foot and poplar 3d. Even
prices are not any too certain for assorted orders, as much
more business is taking place between merchant and mer-

chant to make up such orders. In one instance it made a

farthing extra per foot as a certain line had to be obtained

from outside the yard, and then two other yards had to be

requisitioned to complete the order. At present one cannot

describe the Johannesburg timber trade as one of shortage,

but undoubtexlly the different yards stocks are not so well

assorted as they were. A leading builders' ironmongery

warehouse had a record month for this year, in August last.

The Johannesburg trade, according to the actual figures, did

not turn out so well, but it was more than recompensed for

by the country and reef orders. There are still marvellous,

stocks of builders' ironmongery, sanitary ware, and all

similar requirements to finish off good houses. And
there are some good houses being finished off, especially

now that the architects use the various South African \\-oods

to advantage in permanent fixtures and decorations.
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The Trend of Business.

Business is very quiet on the Commercial Exchange,

and it is not too good ^generally. However, the feature is

the extra demand from the country districts, assisted by

the Fat Stock Show kst week. The farming visitors

patronised the agricultural iiaiplement dealers in town quite

freely, and although stocks are not so great and as well

assorted, yet substitutes have been readily accepted. Quite

aiot^of second-hand machinery, rails and' trucks have been

taken off our market for Kimberley ; obviously this is be-

cause of mining machinery and equipment being so

short at Capetown, the natural port for that dis-

trict. Not much has been said in reference to the promised

Commercial and Industrial Bank, but the manufacturing

and trading communities are keanly an.xious for the details

of the new financial scheme under the aegis of the National

Bank.

Oils, Colours, White Le.\d, etc.

Linseed oil is fairly plentiful, but we may have to \yait

a while for the expected shipment from India. Boiled

linseed oil is not so abundant as the raw kind, therefore a

rise in that price is reasonably anticipated. Turpentine is

only available in retail quantities. It is said that some

may come from New York in the petrol ship, but even that

ship is problematical for the time being, or at all events the

shipping people cannot, or do not desire to, give informatiori.

About a third motor petrol is supplied through the permit

office us asked for. Paraffin is still acutely scarce and most

difticult to obtain unless one is a recognised customer of a

retail store, which has a small allotment occasionally from

the only oner distributing house left with any. It is difficult

to ascertain the price of a stray tin of paraffin when obtain-

able, as neither buyer nor seller are communicative on that

subject, as they are not looking for trouble from the Govern-

ment, which has issued a maximum price hst.

M. ESPLEY JONES
Merchant in Mining Materials

Sole South African Agent for:—

SYBRY SEARLES & Co., Ltd., Cannon Steel Works
Sheffield.
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Contractors to South African Railways, Witwatersrand Gold

Mines, Collieries, Municipalities, etc.

W. D. HOUGHTON & Co., Ltd., Warrington,

Manufacturer* of Wire Ropes of all descriptions.

LARGE STOCKS CARRIED LOCALLY.

ft

9a Commercial Exchange, Main St.,

Phone 1875. P.O. Box 4782. Tel. Add. : "PRAESENS.

JOHANNESBURG.-
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Various Trade Items.

Salad oil is 1403. per case of 2-4 's for the best and 90s.

for seconds. Olive oil, SOs. per gall, for best and 25s. for

seconds. Brasso is very scarce. A cable from America
anticipates easier shipping conditions shortly. However,
other American importers do not quite agree with that,

especially as regards the steam shipping position. It is

generally known that cables are constantly arriving from
New York asking for shipments to be permitted in schooners

instead of steamers. Messrs. F. Myers & Co., Ltd., has

purchased the stores and balance of stock of Messrs. Thien-

haus & Watson, Ltd.

Revised Price List.

Building M.iteeials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, 2s. to

2s. Id. ; flooring, 4^x1 and 6 x J, lid. to Hid. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. to 7^1. per sq. ft. ;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

9s. to 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; clear pine, ^in. x 12in., Is. 6d. per foot;

lin. X 12in. 26.; teak, 25s. to 26s. psr cubic foot; shelving,

Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 13s. 6d. c. ft. ;
poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

2s. to 2s. Id. ft. ; beaver boards, lid. ; galvanised iron', 24 gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 2s. 2d. to 2s. 3d. ; lift., 2s. 3d ; 12ft.. 2s.-3^d. ; 26-gauge,

6ft. to 8ft., Is. lOd. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lid. ; flat galvanised, 24 and
26-gauge, 110s. 1001b. ; floor brads, flOs. ; ceiling. 75.s. ; wire nails, 75s. to

130s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mox-ticc, 80s. per doz. ; steel ceilings, 80s.

to 859. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45b. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ; and 3 ply,

678. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, Etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, 98. 3d
bag; 8b. 3d. truck loads; Hme, white, unslaked, 78. 6d. ; truck loads,

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., Ss. 6d. ; blue, 48. &d.
;

plaster lime, Sa. 6d. ;

bricks, stock, delivered, 658. to 70b. ; wire cuts, 708. to SOa. ; pressed,

708. to 808. 1,000 ; road transport expensive when obtainable ; salt

glazed, £17 178., and white glazed bricks. £35 per 1,000; rooting

tiles, £17 10s. to £27 10s. per 1.000; ghi/ed tiles, 17s fid. to 27s 6H.

yard
;
paving cement tiles, Ss. 6d. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 258. ; fluted, 308. ; Breclay bricks, £8 10b. to £10
IDs. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s, to SOs., according to

height (12in, to ISin.) per dozen.

OlL9, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled

143. to 15s. O.M. gallon ; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 3d. in

big lots; turpentine, UOs. 2/4 1-5 galls. ;
10— I's; 5-6 imp. tins, I20s. ;

oxide in oil, BOs. per 100 ib. ; dry oxide, 13b. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed

TAKE
NO

CHANGES
Where it's a Difficult Drive.

Fit a belt you know will do

the work, and that must be a

"TULLIS BELT."

"Chonata" bbakd Balata
(DriviDC anil Conveying)

"Si. Ann's" mand Leather

"Swan" BRASD Waterproof
(Single, Double an I Tieblo)

"Homogene" brand Laminated

" Viking " BBAKD Launder Lining

oil putty, Is. per lb. ; paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,
iin., Bs. ; do., niirror, »s. 6a.; window, iboz., Is. bd. to Is. 9d.
per foot ; and fancy glass, 28. per foot.

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, .£37^ local, ,£31 to ^31^ per
ton; tallow (local), ij^d. per lb.; parattin quotations unobtainable;
petrol, 37s. 6d. to 3bs. 2;4 I.-M.!". ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per
gallon; engine lubricating oils, 378. 6d. to 42s. 6d. per case; cylinder,
37s. 6d. to 42s. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury. £40 75lb. ; bichromate potash, Ss. 6d. Ih
;

chlorate, 48. 6d. lb. ; permanganate, 18s. to 18s. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb, ;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. Bd. lUUlb. ; cyanide sodium,
2s, 3d. to 2s. 6d. lb.; hypo. Is, lb,; nitrate lead, local, £55 10s, ton;
iith.tige (assay), 7us. i.j ;2s. Bd, (commercial), 5»s. Bd. UIU lbs. ; zinc
sheets and blocks, Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, B^d. lb.

; plumbago
crucibles, B^d. per number; carbide, lUOs. to llOs. 100 lb.

Electrical Goons.—
American, 33s. to 36s. w
lamps. 2(ls. dozen

; pure
BOs. to 65s. ; ditto, 3/22,
7/18, I70s. ; tubing, 40s,

Ss. each ; round blocks,
cord grips, los. to 15s. Bd
per dozen; British glass

15s. to 18s. dozen; do.,
per 100 ; I'.O. insulators.

-Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
holesale, and 48s, to 548, doz. retail ; carbon
rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd. ; 3/20 coils wire,
45s, to 50s, ; 7/22, 75s, to SOs, ; 7/20, 1303,
to 45s. per 100ft. ; keyholders, 4s. 6d. to
3iin,, 5s. to 5s. 6d. dozen ; lamp holder

. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 375. 6d.
shades, SOs. to 40s. dozen ; porcelain shackles,
bobbins, 25s. to 303. per 100; cleats, 228.
18s. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. found iron, 95s. to
100s.

; gin. do., 80s. ; -|in. st.'el, round," SOs.
;
^in. round iron, 75s. ; do.

steel, 72s. 6d. ; |in. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none
in town

; £in. round iron, 65s. to 67s. 6d. ; Jm. steel, 62s. 6d. to
65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per ICOlbs.
Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at
45s. per 103lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 45s. per lOOlb. Steel-
plates, 80s. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, ^in. diameter, 2s. to 2s. 6d. p?r lb.;
o-lBin. diameter, Is. 9d. to 2s. per Ib. ; |in. diameter up to
3in. long, Is. 9d. lb.; |in. dia.. Is. 6d.. 3iin. and up long la. 6d. lb.;
iin dia up to 2iin long, 77s. 6d. 1001b; ^in dia. and 2iin up long, 7Ss.
per 1001b,

;
|in. diameter up to 2Jin, long, 85s. per 1001b, ; |in,' dia.

23in. and up long, 608. per lOOlb.
; fin. diameter, 2iin. and

up long, 55s. 100 lb.
; Jin. and lin. diameter, same price as fin.

diameter; nuts, fin.. Is. 3d. per !b. ; ^in., 85s.; |in. 95.S. ;

liin. and l^in., 853.; Ifin. to Ifin., 87s 6d. ; 2in. up, 92s. 6d. ; wash-
ers, all 45a.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; Jin., 6-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7 16in., |in.. Is. 3d. lb. ; iin., 75s. to SOs. ; fin.. 72s. 6d. ; fin. up, 60s.

100 lb. ; shoes and die, 32s. 6d. to 35s.. 100 lb : rails. £25 per ton;
picks, 41b., 40s. dozen; shovels, 80s, to 90s. dozen; drill hammers,
old. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 4s. 6d.

;

24in., 10s.; 30iii., 14s.; 36in,, 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, antifriction
knoxite, lid, to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

Lace Prop ietary Mines Ltd.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal).

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.

The reduction cf Capital to £127,500, and increase of Capital

up to £255,000 being now completed, Shareholders are requested

to surrender their Share Certificates to be exchanged tor new
Certificates at 'he rate of one for two. Applications can now be

made fcr the new issue of 127,500 shares by Shareholders who
were registered on the First Day of August, 1918, or by persons in

whose favour they have renounced. Forms of application are

obtainable at the office of the Company, and will be pcstcd to

Shareholders.

Applications must reach the undersigned not later than 5th

December, 1918, after which date no applications will under any

circumstances be entertained. ,

By Order of the Bo.vd

O. F. BROTHERTON,
(For the Witwatersrand Township Estate and Finance

Corporation, Ltd.. Secretaries).

He.id Office : The Jeppe Arcade, Commissioner Street (P.O.

Box 5036), Johannesburg
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HADFIELDS Ltd
Workmen Employed

over 15,000. Feda and East Hecla Works, SHEFFIELD, Fngland.
Works ar*a

OT«r ZOO acre*.

Ve dOffi-efAr Sou ^ Af ic :

46-47, CULLINAN BUILDINGS,
JOHANNESBURG.

Ph ne 5900. Bo^ 1009.

Te Add :
" Hecla."

STORES: Denver, Transvaal

(Adoininj Dener S alion).

Bulawayo A_ents

:

WHITMORE & JACKSON.

17 & 18, Agency Chambeis.

Salisbufy Agents

:

P. PEECH & CO.,

Angwa Sti-eet.

Natal Agents

:

THOS. BARLOW & SONS,

Smi.h Street, Durban.

Steel Skip & Wagon Wheels
WITH AXLES AND BEARINGS.

Hadfield's Special

Lock - fast method

of fitting

prevents any possibility

of the wheels working loose

under the most severe conditions.

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery

SPECIALITY: IMPROVED ' HECLON ' ROCK & ORE BREAKER.

MINING REQUISITES
Shoes, Dies, Balls, Grizzley Bars, Crushing Rolls, Jaw Faces, Concaves, etc.

STEEL CASTINGS AND FORCINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

SOLE MAKERS OF HADFIELD'S PATENT

'ERA' Man§:anese Steel
THE SUPREME MATERIAL

for the Wearing Parts of Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery.
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Engineering Notes and News,
CANVAS TUBING FOR MINE VENTILATION.*—II.

By Lesteb D. Feink.

In the crosscut eome difficulty was experienced with the leading

length until a successful blasHug-piece was made. Ihis p.ieca was

made up with harness snaps fastened to ears sewed to the hem of

the tubing so that it might easily be put up or talien down. Before

spitting a round of holes, this piece was detached and carried back

to a safe place. This would leave the discharge far enough away

from the breast to be safe from ilying roclis and the effects of

concussion, and still close enough so that the smoke would be driven

out quickly. When the next shift came on, they would replace the

blastmg-piece so that the air might blow directly on them. On the

3,lJ0U-lt. level in a drift we are able to supply guoii air to the breast

with a A p. 2i Sirocco fan blowing througn about aOO ft. of lO-in.

tubing. In this length there was one place where tlie water ran on

the tubing in streams. Die canvas showed no ill eifects from the

bath. J.ue cost per line»r foot of driving was reduced aDout oU

per cent, in this anft, and no dilliculty was e.xpericnced in keeping
men. It was here learned tliat air-motion was a great factor in

making favourable working conditions. I'hare was but a slight

duiereiiue in the temperature and humidity of the air as it blew
on to tne men and tnat of the drift oO ft. back where the air

velocity was slow, still the men felt comfortabb and could work
at the breast, whereas little coulu have been accomplished if the
work liad to be done 50 tt. back. One miner, in reierring to this

fact, said lis could easily understand it, tor when a day was hot
and unbearable if he went out in his " auto," as soon as he got up
a little speed, he was cool enough. It would be hard to get the
men to move as fast as that underground, but the air can be made to

move, as is attested by velocity readings of 4,0UU to 5,(JU0 per minute
recorded at the aischarge of most lines not over £00 ft. long. On
the 3,4U0, and 3,600 leve's, considerable use has been made of the
canvas tubing in blowing to the breasts of the crosscuts. The rock
temperatures on those levels are quite high, being 100 deg. F. at
the 3,200, 102 deg. at the 3,400, and 104 deg. at the 3,600. As yet
a separata fan has not been put on each of these levels. All the
air is supplied by a No. 6 feirocco fan blowing from the 3,000-ft.

level. An air-bo.x has been placed in one corner of the pump-
compartment of the shaft. At each level, part of the air is talten

out and direct connectidn is made to tha flexible tubing that rune to

the breast of the crosscut. These headings have advanced about
SCO ft. on each level. In spite of the high rock-temperatures, the
working conditions at the breast have been kept comfortable. By
having at each working place a number of short lengths, the men can
bring the leading pieces as close to them as they wish. When the
short lengths are all in use, a long length is sent down to taka
their place. This order of changes is repeated time and again as
the work progcesses. Ten and 12-in. tubing is used on these levels.

We have found that the tension-rings, used in connection with the
clamp that grips the wire, and, of course, the clamp too, are not
necassary on the smaller tubing. When they are not used, the clips

that are bent around the messenger-wire to support the tubing must
be tightened carefully. Considerably more care must be e.xerted in

the US3 of the canvas tubing for ventilating raises than need be
taken in cross-cuts or drifts. Where the rock temperature is high,
it will be found that added advance and the consequently diminished
cost will repay amply the time spent in placing and protecting the
tubing. In ell th? vertical portions of the raises, it is found
necessary to box the tubing for protection from falling rocks. These
boxes need not be airtight and can quickly be thrown together out
of inch material. At the offsets the tubing need not be covered.
The discharge from the top box must be covered with a screen to

keep falling pieces from going down the ti'bing, and it must be
especially well protected when blasting. Being close to a current
of good air oQes not always make a good place to work. A stope
was started on the 2,600 directly ov?r a crosscut that was a main air-

course. On the first floor the conditions were good, on the second
floor the stope vras a poor one to work in, and the third floor was
so hot that but little was accomplished, though neither end of the
stope was 50 ft. from the main air-course. There being no working
on the 2,400 to hole to with a raise, natural ventilation was impossible.

A No. 4 Sirocco fan with a 20-h p. motor was placed at the crosscut
and the air was taken through a 16-in. tube up a manway and
turned directly on the men in the stope. This made it a good place
to work. Often stopes such as thi.s must ba worked until connections
can be made with other levels, and the use of blower-fans seems to

be the best alternative. In one stope with ample connections between
levels a No. 4 fan and 16-in. tubing completely reversed the air-

currents, with a resulting drop of 15 deg. This good result was
accomplished without causing any apparent ill effect in our other
workings.

• Abstract of Bull, A.I.M.E., Feb. 1918.

In places artificial ventilation is needed only for a short time,
while a raise is being put through or a crosscut or dritt is being
extended. Such work may take a month or less. Conditions may
be normally such tliat it is impossible to hold men in these places,
i'hs short period of time tliat we need to have a fan blowing, before
natural ventilation can be attained, has made us iiesitate to put in
a concrete foundation. Wood foundations we have tried to avoid
for all electric machinery, on account of fire risk. As motor haulage
with direct current is used almost entirely, and as tha trolky-lines
reach almost every part of the mine, we have mounted some No. 2
and No. 3 direct-current fans on trucks, fcuch fans, mounted on a
heavy plate and arranged so that they may ba turned to any angle
(in a horizontal plane) with tha trucks, make a satisfactory equipment
for use in these places. One, complete with its auto starter and the
canvas tubing, is run to tlie place where needed ; here it is thrown
(truck and all) from the track, or placed on a siding ; a messenger-
wire is strung; connections are made for the electric current, and
the fan is started with but comparatively little jtrouble. lh.se fans
are moved from place to place and in a short time will save, in
labour and foundation material, the cost of the truck and time of
mounting. The examples that have been givan all refer to places
of considerable deptli. A word might be said concerning our north-
westem tunnel, where a 'an and tubii'g are used. I hope my words
may in no way detract from the credit due to the foreman in charge
for the good work he did. While the rest of the machinery was
being installed, it was thought advisable to erect a fan at the
portal, and it was but a short time before the need of it was
evident. Three shifts of eight liours each were worked, and in
three months' time but one shift missed blasting and that round
was made up in the next eight hours. In November 446 ft. was
driven, December's advance was 477 ft., and in January 510 ft. was
made. The work was done with four men per shift at th? breast,
two miners and two shovellers. It is hard to eftimatj how much
^id the blower-fan and tubing afforded in making this advanfe, but
it is safe to say that almost an hour per shift was added to the
working day. Simetimes this must have mad^ the difference between
getting a round and losing one. It alway.^ meant that the round
could be a little deeoer. Both of these things have their dollars
and cents value, whether we can figure the exact amount or not.
Within the last few months many improvements have been made on
the tubing. The first that was sent us from the factory was coated
on one side only, had no means of support and an inconvenient
and inefficient means of connecting lengths. As shipped to-day. the
tubing is coated on both sides, has a wide top hem in which at
intervals of but a few feet are grommets and suspension clips, and
the ends of each section are provided with coupling-rings that make
its installation simple, rapid and satisfactory.

Zaaiplaats Tin.
The Zaaiphais Tin results for the month of August,

1918, were as follows:—Days run, 27; con?entrates won.
58 long tons; estimated profit for the month. exf>liiding
Government taxes on profits, £8,351 6s. 3d.; capital expen-
diture, £85 9s. 9d.

Pbone 4673. j Box 316?.

OSBORN'S
HAND - HEART'

DRILL STEEL
Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co., Ltd.,
s"Ef"ELD .nd

lOHANNESBURC.
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TRIMO TOOLS. I

DE sure to ask for the Trimo

^ Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO.,
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stosked by All Hardware Merc!iants.

TSIMO PIPE WEENOH
STEEL HANDLE.

P.O. BOX 5580.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA

:

President Buildings, c'o President

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg

— PHONE 2296.

W" JOHNSTON,

1

:iii]ijniii!iiiiiii!iii]i3iiiHiiiiJiii]iiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiii:i

i

)

"HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

ff i

supercede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromax" weighs 90-lbs. It is Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mne Man-'ger can afford
10 ri gleet the econo . ic

merits oi the - - . - •HYDROMAX 9 The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

Agents

—

Phones 4113/9.

& ^ ^-,

Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Telegrams: "HOSKEN.
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Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTl'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Compoand Managers that despite the present high cost of flour, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most
economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has
now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, m whose Compounds the full content
of thfc Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

Company Meetings.

NEW TRANSVAAL GOLD
FARMS.

The 16tli ordinary general meeting of

sharehoWiers of the New Transvaal
Gold Farms, Ltd., was neld on Thurs-
day, Sept. 5th, in the company's of-

hu'-, btj,nd_-rd Bank Cnauiueis. Air.

D. F. GiiftUan, w."o presWijd, said:

The audited balance sheet and state-

nunt of pro.4t and loss have already
been circulated and as they are so

vci_- clear, it will only be necessary
Jo; me to make a few brief remarks
th'freon. Although the proiit and loss

accounts shows that the net profit for

the year was £403 I3s. 4d., against a
SI'-:; of £689 IBs. 5d. for the pre\lous
period, the aCiual revenue from rents

and interest was £75 Os. lOd. in ex-

cess of the previous year, no profit on
f;iin sales being taken to account.
Tho expend] :ure on directors' fees,

salaries and general charges was £721
15^. Id. for the past year as against
f D7t; 13s. 9d. for the year 1917, a sav-
in-- of £-256 18s. 8d., mainly effected
bv the decrease in the head office sala-

ries. No credit has been taken for the
firms sold during the past year; al-

thi'ugh the farms "Leonard" and
"(oldstream" were sold, the Board
could, not take any, profit into account
a-s no morey had been recei%ed on ac-

count of the purchase price. The full

paichase price, however, will be paid
at an early date and the pro.ht, waich
is samll, taken into the current 3'ear's

account. I do not think that t.ie profit
and loss account requix'es any further
f.\p!anation ot er tjian the credit of

£i7 ISs. lid. w ich was recovered for
ircime tax paid for the yeir 19. 5- in o.-

This refund wa? ootuned after placing
the fact befjre the authorities that ori-
ginally the capital of the company was
in £1 shares, subsequently, reduced
tj shares of 2s. 6d. each. " The divi-
dei-)ds paidi to shareholders were not
strictly dividends in the true sense,
but were more or less in the nature
of a return of capital. This conten-
tior was accepted by the Commis-

sioner and as a result, the refund
.shewn in the accounts, was received.
You will notice also from the profit

p.nc loss account No. 2 that a sum of
£6(10 has been transferred from tlie

resc rve to meet special expenditure
incurred in prospecting "Kareepoort."
Unfortunately, although diamonds
Were found on the farm, they were not
four.d in sufiiciently payable quanti-
ties and the Board decided to suspend
operations, the net result of the pros-
pecting being that after allowing for
depreciation on prospecting plant, the
loss was £465 Is. 9d. With retjard to
the debit side of the balance sheet, 1

do not think it requires any explan-
ation from me. You will notice that
there is still in suspense an amount of
£7SP 8s. Id. for profit on farms sold
but not fully paid for. The property
account shows, as compared with the
previous year, a decrease of £3,175 14s.

lid on account of the sale of the two
farms, "Leonard" and) "Coldstream."
Ths expenditure on Mount Challenger
and Fontana has increased by £35
lis. 3d. As regards the loan unse-
cu''ed the Beard has entered into an
arangement whereby monthlji instal-
ments of £20 are being paid. Since the
accounts were closed two instalments
amounting to £40 in all have been re-
cei'^ed. The cash assets consisting of
Sundry debtors and Treasury bills, etc.,

in tae balance sheet under review
sl~ow an increase of £3.132 13s. 2d. for
la-i year. T e bonds held by the com-
pany are well In hand. It 'is perhaps
advisable at this point to touch upon
the policy of the Board, which is to
convert the fixed assets of the com-
pany into cash whenever suitable
prices oin be obtained; in other words
a policy of liquidation over a period.
It V. ould, in my, opinion, be unsound
for the company to embark upon
f.Trmlng or ranching operations, espe-
cially as the company's cash re-
sources would hard'y enable these op-
erations to be initiated on a scale
extensive enough to enable salaries to
be paid which would attract really
conipetent men and so give some pos-
sitility of the undertaking being pro-

fituble. With the exception ot
"Kareepoort," your Board has no in-
formation which will warrant the ex-
pfi:diture of money in prospecting or
developing minerals and it is doubtful
Whether the company will be well ad-
vised to use its funds for such pur-
pc.-es. The results of prospecting on
"Kareepoort' were uut financially suc-
cessful, but they cleirly proved that
the farm is diamondifferous, ^an im-
portant factor when it comes to deal-
ing; with offers for ti:e farm. The"
Board hopes to be able to make suit-
able arrangements at an €arly date to
have the farm further prospected
without cost to the company. Your
company, is not alone among land com.
panies in regard to this policy of
gradual conversion of its fixed assets
intf cash. It is intended/ in tie com-
in.< year to get the fact of your com-
pany's intention to sell its farms mora
widely known by supplying li.sts and
sliorf de-ciiptions of the farms to pro-
minent land agents here and clse-
waere. The Board desires to return
to shareholders their capital and pro-
fits as soon as possible, and with ttiis

end in view the Board has, since the
accounts were cloed. paid a bonus at
the rate of 3d. per share (10 per cent.
epr annum), to share olders bv trans-
ferring a sum from the reserve suffi-
cient to pay the bonus. This reserve
stood in the books of the company at
£;),400. The Board decided to take "this
course after careful coiisiileruliuii aud
after being satisfied that the farm
after being satisfied that the farms
held by tlie company were worth con-
siderably more than the book value.
The distribution absorbed £4.75J. .i ii.

as there was suflScient cash on fixed
di-posit and in Government Treasury
hills, earning a comparatively small
rate of interest, to pay the £4.750 it
wa^ considered advantageous to the'-
shareholders to make the distribution.
T-iis nolicv will be carried out in- i e
Bond as f-^r as possible In the future.
Messrs. D. F. Gilfillai, B. Alexander,

J. Creswell, J. T. Gold-bury and J. N.
JfcKenzie were re-e'ected directors.
Messrs. H. T. B. Harrington and J.

H Palmer were re-appointed auditors.

Tenders are invited to be in by September 16 for the
supply of about 420 tons of mild steel bnrs, i to li diameter,
for the Vaal River Barrage. For particulars applv at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Eand Water Board, 2nd Floor,
Central House, where plans can be examined and copies
of the Contract Documents obtained on and after XA'ednes-
day, the 28th August, upon a deposit of one guinea.

A recent list of public works, chiefly school buildings,
which are in hand or are to be taken in hand immediately
in the Western Transvaal, shows that the total cost will
be over £30,000. The principal buildings are the Girls"
High School boaiding-house, Pot^hefstroom, £13 430-
Secondary School, Zeerust £1,900; new sc-lionl. Christ i,ina,'

f2,470; additions to the Milner School, Klerksdorp, £1,400*
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PERSONAL.

Mr. J. L. Van Essyn has succeeded Mr. L. P. de Castle

as Manager of the Roodepoort United. Mr. Johnson, of the

Van Ryn Deep, has succeeded Mr. H. G. Vitch as Manager

of the Meyer and Charlton.

# * * *

Mr. E. A. Wallers, President of the Chamber of Mines,

will speak on Sunday in the Savoy Theatre, Benoni, on
" Industrial Relationships on the Rand," with special refer-

ence to the negotiations between the Cha'mber of Mines and

the Federation of Trades since the outbreak of war.

# * * *

The King of the Belgians has conferred upon Mr. Herbert

Clark Hoover, the American Food Controller, and well

known mining engineer, the title of " Citizen of Honour

and Friend of the Belgian Nation." This distinction, which

is quite unprecedented, has been conferred on Mr. Hoover

in recognition of the great services rendered by him to the

stricken population of Belgium, and in view also of the fact

that, as a member of the United States Government, Mr.

Hoover is unable to accept any decoration or title of nobility.

Tati Company.

The report of the Tati Company for the year ended 28th

February last states that profit was £4,665, against £4,554,

making with the balance brought forward £5,130. After

deducting income tax, £676, and writing off the balance of

underwriting commission, £2,500, there is left £1,954 to be

carried forward. Capital has been reduced to £300,000, in

400,000 shares of 15s. each, of which 393,532 shares have

been issued »nd 6,468 are unissued. The consequent issue

to shareholders of 4 per cent, debenture stock, secured by

the covenant of the campany only, of a nominal amount
equal to 5s. per share, has been made. Cash and invest-

ments amounted to £45,567 and creditors to £259, againat

cash and investments £29,770 and creditors £1,089. The
improved position is largely due to payments received from

the Durban Prospect Gold ]\Iines and the Premier Tati

Copper Co. has also been completed, and a plant is being

erected in London and it is hoped will be ready for ship-

ment by next month. Successful experiments have been

made at the London Test Works, but operations on a large

scale have not been possible owing to the difficulties of war
conditions. Important experiments are also being conducted

Monarch Reef Company out of the proceeds of sales of old

machinery and plant. No land has been sold during the

year, and few inquiries for farms are being made. Native

settlement: Influx of the Moroka Baralongs was entirely

stopped through outbreaks of plague and typhus among
natives in the Union. The prospects of progress in the

settlement scheme in the coming season are doubtful.

Stores trading has again been satisfactory. Ranching busi-

ness shows progress, and a profit of £1,605 has been brought

into the accounts. Recent rainy season was particularly

good. Report of resident general manager states that gold

produced shows a large reduction. Ore crushed, 7,696 tons;

sands treated, 4,350 tons; fine gold, 3,089 ozs. ; fine silver,

608 ozs.; value, £12,970, against £31,736, principally due
to closing down of Lady Mary Mine, which only worked for

a few;, months and yielded £4,359, against £19,070. Ore,

however, averaged practically £4 per ton. Very little

development done since poor zone was encountered, but
although values have greatly decreased in reefs at present

exposed, manager believes tnat this is only temporary, and
there is at least justification for. further development.

P.O. Box 3807.

ROCKWOOD PRESSED STEEL UNIONS

H. ALERS HANKEY Sole Agent.

PIETERSBURG MUNICIPAUTY.

ELECTRIC POWER STATION

EXTENSIONS.

TENDERS are invited for the supply and

delivery of the following plant in connection

with the proposed extension of the Electric

Power Station of the above-mentioned

^Municipality:

—

(1) One Steam Boiler having a capacity

of about 3,000 lbs. steam evaporation per

hour. A water-tube type is preferred.

(2) One Steam Engine capable of driving

a generator of about 100 Kilowatt capacity.

High-speed tjpe preferred.

{3) One three-phase 50 period alternator

of about 100 Kilowatt capacity, complete

with exciter, etc., preferably direct coupled

to its driving engine,

(4) About 200 alternating current House

Meters—240 Volts, 3, 5 and 10 Ampere

Capacity—and to take over about 200 direct

current 230 Volt Chamberlain & Hookham
meters.

Full particulars of plant must be sub-

mitted with tenders.

Further particulars rega.ding require-

ments may be obtained from Professor W.
Buchanan, 75, Louis Botha Avenue, Houghton

Estate, Johannesburg, or from the Resident

Engineer, P.O. Box 111, Pietersburg.

Tenders must be addressed to the Town
Clerk, Pietersburg, and marked on the

outside "Tender for Machinery," and must

be handed in not later than 12 noon on
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 30th, 1918.

S. F. GOCH.
Town Cletk.

Pietersburg,

Town Clerk's Office,

6th September, 1918,
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At Benoni last Sunday night, and at Pretoria during tho

week, Mr. E. A. Wallers delivered

Mr, Wallers on addresses on the present position and
Industrial Relations, future of industrial relations on the

Rand. His speech at the quarterly

meeting next Monday will doubtless also refer to the same
subject, which now bulks so largely in the conduct of the
industry. We may therefore defer reference to the whole
matter to our next issue. A useful summary of the position

will, however, be found in the quarterly report of the
Chamber, together with the report of the Randfontein Board
of Reference, both published this week.

* * * *

The report of the Board of Reference on the Randfontein
Federation Workers' strike has now

Randlontein Board been completed. Mr. E. A. Wallers
of Reierence Report, presided over the sittings. The find-

ings of the Board are:—(1) That tho
failure of the mine workers- to adhere to the agreement with
the Chamber to invoke a Board of Reference' for the settle-

ment of disputes was due to a letter being lost in transit

between Randfontein branch and the head office of the
Miners' Union. (2) That the difficulties which have arisen

with regard to the introduction of the schedule of the rates

of pay relating to reduction workers on the Randfontein
Central G.M. Co., Ltd., and certain other points referred

to in the attached report, have been due to misunderstand-
ing. Whether that misunderstanding has arisen owing to

insufficient explanation to the men concerned on the part

of the management, or is due to an insufficient consideration

of the matter by the men, is a question which the Board
considers is now unnecessary to determine. (3) Further,

the Board finds that the employees in the reduction works
at the Randfontein Central G.M. Co., Ltd., are in no case

being paid less than the rates prescribed in the schedule of

minimum rates of pay, and in certain cases (as shown in

the attached report) the company is paying the men in

excess of those rates. The report mentioned above as being

attached to the findings, deals in detail with the position

of tube mill shiftsmen, slimes shiftsmen, sand tanksmen or

sand filters tanksmen, relieving men, shuttle beltmen, and
Sunday work.

* # * *

The report to June 30 last of the consulting engineer to

the Modder East, Ltd., states: Actual
development has been confined to No. 1

shaft, known as the " Cloverfield
"

section, and the following statement
gives details of the reef disclosures in

the more important development faces:—Footage advanced,

6,565; footage sampled on reef, 2,301; reef width, 17 inches;

value, 196 dwts. Drive from Modderfontein B. : Footage
advanced, 688; footage sampled on reef, 461; reef width,

24 inches; value, 59 dwts. The comparatively small foot-

age on reef is due to the amount of dead work done in the

form of main haulage roads, return airways, crosscuts, and
preparatory work entailed in opening up a new mine. The
characteristic patchiness of values found on the Far Eastern
Rand has been much in evidence. Of the total footage

sampled, 1,251 feet, or 54 per cent., can be regarded as

profitable. The assistance afforded by the Modderfontein
B. Company in driving its 2nd level into this company's
property is of much value ; although so far the reef disclosed

has not been attractive, considerable valuable geological

information has been obtained. The sinking of Nos 2 and 3

shafts has been as rapid as circumstances have permitted.

The greater part of the general surface equipment of the

property has been completed, the only remaining and
important items being an additional Compressor at No. 1

shaft and certain underground equipment which will bo
re"quired as the development programme expands. The
management and employees of the company have carried

out their duties with keenness and efficiency.

Modder East

Consulting
Engineer's report.
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The consulting engineer of the New Modder writes:—The

continuous improvement in profit which

New Modder has now been in evidence for a riumber

Consulting of years, v.'as again reflected in the

Engineer's Report, operations for the year ended June 30th,

1918, when the profit at £833,263 ex-

ceeded the previous year's by £48,246. The comparative

figures for the last three years are as follows :—Tons milled,

1916 635,000, 1917 656,700. 1918 684,100; yield per ton

milled, 1916 40s. lOd., 1917 43s. 4d., 1918 45s. 7d. ;
workmg

costs per ton milled, 1916 178. 3d., 1917 19s. 5d., 1918

21s. 3d. ;
profit per ton milled, 1916 23s. 7d., 1917 23s. lid.,

1918 24s. 4d. ; working profit reahsed, 1916 £749,117, 1917

£785,017, 1918 £833,263; ore reserve (tons), 1916 8,013,370,

1917 8,914,400, 1918 9,000,000; ore reserve (value, dwts.),

1916 8-4, 1917 85, 1918 86. The new reduction plant came

into operation on a small scale in April of 1918, enabling the

tonnage milled to show an increase of 27,400 tons over the

preceding year. This plant is giving satisfaction, and, once

in full swmg, is expected to work efficiently and economi-

cally. The improved yield was obtained by mining a grade

slightly above the average value of the whole reserve as it

existed at the commencement of the year. Owing, how-

ever, to the fact that on the whole better values were

obtained in stoping than indicated by the ore reserve, which

has been valued conservatively the new ore reserve at the

close of the year has improved slightly in value. Working

costs were higher for various reasons connected with war

conditions as well as to abnormal expenditure required to

bring a new section of the mine into condition for large scale

production. Development operations, although on a much
smaller scale than in recent years, were sufficient in scope

to fully maintain -the ore reserve position. The tonnage

of ore developed for the year amounted to 823,500 tons of

an estimated value of 81 dwts. The bulk of this ore was

developed on the 12th 13th and 14th levels from No. 2

Incline; the value obtained is fully up to results previously

disclosed in this locality, whilst the indicated stoping width

is greater. There was practically no development done in

the richer areas. Prospecting of upper leaders, particularly

in the central section of the mine down to and including the

14th level, was continued with- success ; such upper reefs

only contributed a small percentage to the tonnage hoisted

from the mine during 1917-1918. The ore reserve has been

re-measured and re-valued, and amounted to 9,000,000 tons

averaging 86 dwts. in value over an average stoping width

of 65 inches. Included in the above are shaft and safety

pillars amounting to 392,500 tons at 6-9 dwts. The hoisting

machinei7 for the circular shaft has arrived on the property

and will very shortly be in operation. The increase in out-

put accompanied by lower working costs, which can then

be looked for, will with sufficient facilities as regards labour

and stores result in a further increase in profit. The
greater part of the capital expenditure required to bring the

mine to its full basis of production should be finished in a

few months. The mine can now be said to be practically

equipped to deal with an output of at least 100,000 tons a

month ; the ore reserve is strong, and the geographical posi-

tion of the mine indicates that the value of the undeveloped

area is of unusual certainty. Summing up, the general

outlook for the company has never been so favourable. The
management and staff, together with the engineers i-espon-

Bible for the erection of the new plant, have done exceptional

work in developing and equipping practically a new mine
whilst keeping, the. older section producing to its. full

c'apacity.. ; .

' ........

The Pretoria .Iron Company is now exhibiting bars of pig

iron. There is a public display of

Pretoria Iron samples of the variovis stages of manu-
Smeltlng and facture and the various elements used

Diamond Cutting, in the smelting. Much public interest

is being taken in the little exhibition,

as the success Of the company means much to Pretoria, the

tq'wn lands being rich in ore. A -highly interesting experi-

ment is being made by the Pyramid's Diamond Co., of which
Mr. J. Drabbc is the principal.member, in the cleaning.

cutting and pofishing of diamonds. Confident of the possi-

bilities of the trade, Mr. Drabbe has opened a workshop,

where several trained men are at work. These men have

been imported from Holland, where work is not so plentiful

as it has been, and it is on the cards that a score of work-

men will be soon employed in the task of cleaning, cutting

and polishing. Difticulty has been experienced in securing

the polishing apparatus, and this to a large extent is answer-

able for the slow development of the business.

* * * *

In the House of Commons, on July 23, Mr. Hewius, Under
Secretary of State for the Colonies

South-West Africa (Hereford, U.), asked by Major Newman
Company: Question (Enfield, U.) whether he was aware that

in the Commons, the South-West Africa Company, which
owns more than 40,000 square miles of

mining rights in the territory formerly known as German
South-West Africa, had for some time past been endeavour-

ing to obtain leave to acquire for cash the holding in the

company owned by enemy aliens; and could he say why the

effort of the company to free itself of its enemy shareholders

had been thus far without result, said : It is the case that

His Majesty's Government were asked to agree to the

German shareholders of this company being approached with
a view to the acquisition of their shares in the company.
It was, however, thought that there was not sufficient i-eason

to justify permission being given for negotiations of this

kind with the enemy during the war.

* * * *

At the annual meeting of the Mashonaland Agency recently,

the chairman, in explaining that the com-
Mashonaland pany had now no wSrk in hand on mining

Agency. ventures, repeated the complaint so often

voiced in these columns, namely, that
while the working costs of winning gold have risen probably
in the same ratio as that obtaining in other commodities,
there was not, as in the case of, say, base metals, a com-
pensating advarice in the price of the article produced.
Attention has been directed to the development of real estate

and ranching, as to which the outlook is regarded as pro-

mising. After referring to the company's ^interests in the
Wankie ColHery, Rhodesia Chrome, and Bwana M'Kubwa,
the chairman stated in regard to the Kimberley (Mashona-
land) Gold Mining Co. (which may nave been regarded as

the bad egg of the basket) that when that company decides
to liquidate, " we, as large shareholders, will receive a
substantial sum as our share of the accumulated funds which
that company have or will have in hand, but which, in the

absence of net profits now, cannot be distributed bj' way of

dividends."
* * * #

The annual report of the Mining Inspector for the Natal
Inspectorate (Mr. J. E. Vaughan),

Natal Minerals: just issued, remarks, inter alia:—
Prospecting Needed. Granted that the war has had a

depressing effect on prospecting, the
Natal mineral deposits should not be neglected in the way
that is being done at present. Practically no prospecting is

going on. The country has been only scratched, and it is

peculiar that whereas 25 years ago important discoveries

were made, which would probably have become more import-
ant but for poor mining methods and little knowledge,
nothing is now being done to try to discover fresh mineral
resources. Large areas in the older formations in Zululand
have never been examined. Tin, for example, has been
found within ten miles of Melmoth ; it hardly seems possible

that it should not exist anywhere else in Zululand, and quite

likely in payable quantities. If, in 1916, 198 ozs. of gold

could be obtained with very little trouble from one spruit

in Zululand, there is no reason why many other spruits and
gulleys should not yield gold in payable quantity. What is

required is trained prospectors, who are not on the lookout
for samples,- but for properties. I am still confident that
payable mines will eventuate in Zululand, but this is un-
likely as long as the only prospectors working there are poot.
men who cannot afford to open up discoveries on a proper
scale.

1

I
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Tbe Select Committee, appointed by the Imperial Govein-

ment, oa Emergency Legislation reports

" End of the that the date of the " end of the war " in

War" Defined, relation to powers conferred by emergency

legislation should be held to be the date

when the treaty of peace is finally binding on the respective

belligerent parties—that is, the date when ratifications are

exchanged or deposited. If Great Britain were to make a

separate treaty of peace with an individual enemj' Power,

the end of the war with that Power would be the date when
the ratifications of the treaty were exchanged or deposited,

but that might have little or no effect on existing emer-
gency statutes. The Committee recommend that legislation

should be passed giving statutory power to enable the

Government to declare tlie date accordingly. The Com-
mittee suggest that the statutory declaration will probably

help towards the elucidation of the meaning of similar

phrases occurring in contracts. This announcement is of

especial interest to holders of options exercisable within

given periods from the termination of hostilities.

* « * *

In the course of his report on the Pretoria Mining Inspector-

ate, just issued, l\Ir. T. G. Trevor
Minerals and says: Sulphuric acid is necessary in the

Economic Influences. Union, and is made by the dynamite
factories, who, however, import crude

sulphur from Europe for the purpose. It appears to me that

a very large local industry might be developed if local con-

centrates could be used for this purpose, but it is a matter
which needs the intervention of the Government, for at

present matters move in a vicious circle, the factories

declining to purchase concentrates on the grounds that they
cannot be assured of a constant or adequate supply, the
claimholders declaring that they cannot open their mines
and put up concentrating plants unless they are guaranteed
a steady market. An exactly similar position prevails with
regard to arsenic. The Union Government is in desperate
need of over 400 tons of arsenic per annum for the manu-
facture of cattle dips, which cannot now be obtained from
abroad. The price of arsenic is now £150 per ton. Not-
withstanding this, the first producers of white arseritc are

having the greatest difficulty in selling their product, and
though this metal is known to exist in all the older forma-
tions of the country, no attempts are being made to pi'ospect

for or develop it owing to the distrust caused by this dead-
lock. In cases of this sort I believe that the only method
of obtaining a prompt supply of tlie mineral needed is for

the Government itself to offer a fixed contract price for the
delivery of the mineral for a certain period. Having
arranged for such a supply of the crude mineral, it would
be simple to get manufacturers to contract for the conver-
sion of it into the commercial article needed. Inquiries have
been received from the Imperial Government during the year
for several minerals, including graphite, tungsten ores, and
manganese. It has been difRcult, however, to take any
advantage of these inquiries, for though these minerals are
known to exist they have not been worked in the past, and
claimholders and persons who know of their occurrence are
not in a position to develop their propositions on the strength
of mere enquiries. If these minerals are actually required,

I have the greatest confidence that they can be produced
economically and commercially in this Inspectorate, but it

is absolutely necessary that a definite standing price for

definite quality and quantity over a fixed period should be
offered. T would emphasise the fact that the simple mining'
of more or less free milling gold ores, on which the mineral
industry of this Inspectorate has relied so largely in the
past, is coming to an end, and that unless its place is taken
by something else a great economic calamity is going to
overtake the Transvaal Province. This simple mining can
be replaced, and more than replaced, by the more complex
mining of refractory ores and base metals, but this change
must be facilitated by the Government. If loft entirely to
private enterprise, a period will occur in which simple mines
have been worked out and the complex ones not exploited,
and that period will be a disastrous one for the trade and
the revenue of tbe Province.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE MINES DEPAKTMENT EEPORT.
The extracts from the annual report of the G.M.E., which
appeared in our last issue, by no means exhaust the
interesting contents of that informative document. Thus
we learn that the iliuing Leases Board held tlireo
sittings during the year and in regard to the successful
Anglo-American tender for De Rietfontein West, " the
consideration offered to the Government was a considerable
advance on that of any tender made under the previous
advertisement. The East Geduld area has been withdrawn
from tender for the present." In his covering report Mr.
Warington Smyth, the indefatigable Secretary for Mines and
Industries, says that owing to the decision "of the Govern-
ment to suspend, as far as practicable, the printing of
Departmental annual reports for reasons of economy and
following the procedure adopted for the last three years,
the annual reports of the Secretary for Mines and Industries,
the Geological Survey, the Chief Inspector of Explosives,
and Labour Department will not be published this year.
Owing to the seriou.s rise during the year in prices of all

stores and supplies due to war conditions, as well as in
wages, and to the shortage ornitro-glycerine explosives and
of native labour, the precarious position of some of the low-
grade gold mines on the Witwatersrand gave rise to con-
siderable anxiety towards the conclusion of the year under
re\-iew. The field work necessary for the continua-
tion of the series of the geological sheets of the
Union was unfortunately much curtailed during the
year, not only on account of the vacancies on the
Geological Survey Staff caused by the much regretted death
of Mr. Kynaston, the very able Director of the Survey, and
the resignations of Doctors Mellor and Humphreys, but by
demands made upon the existing staff for reports and
investigations into economic questions of urgent importance.
Assistance was procured in this direction by the temporary
appointment of Mr. W. Wybergh to investigate and report
upon the hmestone and gypsum resources of the Union.
VV^hile the present abnormal conditions call for active investi-

gation of many economic problems, and the pushing on of

mineral surveys, the opinion is expressed that the .first work
of a Geological Survey is the production of a geological map
of the country as a scientific basis for all intelligent search
for new minerals and solution of the geological questions
having a bearing on economic production. It is, therefore,

desirable that as soon as possible this branch of the Depart-
ment, under Dr. Rogers, the new Director, should be so
organized as to maintain the progress of mapping, while
giving the necessary attention to economic questions of

current interest. Recommendatioiis in this direction have
been (Considered by the Scientific and Technical Committee.
The Secretary for Mines also mentions that negotiations
were commenced during the year with reference to the more
general utilization of the Government Labour Exchange bj'

the mining companies of the Witwatersrand and the trades
unions in filling vacancies on the mines. The Department
also took over the Employment Bureaux formerly conducted
by "the Public Relief Board of Johannesburg. In the
course of his remarks regarding the control of imports and
exports, Mr. Warington Smyth adds :

" It is the duty of the
Controller of Imports and Exports to satisfy himself, before
recommending the importation of goods which are on the
restricted lists of exporting countries, that there is a real

scarcity of such goods in tlie country, or that suitable sub-
stitutes are unobtainable. In this connection it has been
observed that there is a disposition amongst a few firms
which have acquired stocks of necessary articles, to hoard
them with a view to obtaining higher prices. It would
appear to be highly necessary that soma provision be placed
on the Statute Book at the earliest possible date so amend-
ing the Public Welfare and i^foratorium Act as to provide
for control of supplies and stores necessary for the main-
tenance of any industry essential to the public welfare."
On the whole, therefore, it will be seen that the Department,
despite the war, is doing excellent work, as will be shown
more clearly in the further extracts from the report whicl}

we intend to print in future issues
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THE YEAR WITH THE NOURSE MINES, LI.WlTED.

Points from the Annual Reports.

The report of the directors of the Nourse Mines for the year

ended 30th June, 1918, states that the working profit is

less than that of the previous year by £60,692 9s. 8d., due

to a reduction in the tonnage milled of 24,100 tons owing

to the shortage of native labour, a lower yield of Is. lid.

per ton milled and an increase in the working costs of 5d.

per ton milled. The further advance in the cost of wages,

stores and materials and war bonuses, to employees on

account of the increased cost of living owing to the war, has

had an adverse effect on the working costs during the year.

The working profit for the year amounted to £58,180 7s. 7d.,

to which has been added £2,796 14s. lOd., being the

difference between certain items of sundry revenue and

expenditure enumerated in the working expenditure aiid

revenue account, making a total profit of £60,977 28. 5d.,

which has been carried to appropriation account. This

amount, together with the balance of £144,045 18s. 2d.

unappropriated at the commencement of the year, £19,692

15s. in respect of Bewaarplaats moneys received, and

£3,576 5s. 3d. realised from the sale of sundry machinery

and plant, making a total of £228,292 Os. lOd., has been

dealt with as follows:—Annuity paid to Government in

respect of undermining rights, £1,632; Government taxes,

including adjustment for previous year, £12,780 5s. 7d.

;

dividends Nos. 27 and 28, £82,782 23.; forfeited dividends

refunded, £84 14s. 8d. ; balance unappropriated at 30^h

June, 1918, represented by cash and cash assets, less

liabilities, £131,012 IBs. 7d. This balance is made up as

follows:—Shares, etc., in co-operative concerns, £7,248 ISs.

6d. ; stores and materials, etc., £58,295 Is. 8d. ; sundry

debtors and payments in t^dvance, £10,817 17s. 9d. ; net cash

and British War Loan after allowing for liabilities, £54.651

Os. 8d. ; total, £131,012 18s. 7d. From the above it will be

seen that there is still a large amount of the company's
funds invested in stores and materials. Owing to the war

and the continued difficulty in obtaining mining supplies,

shareholders are aware of the necessity of carrying a large

stock thereof in order that mining operations may not be

interfered with on this account. Two dividends, Nos. 27

and 28 of 6| per cent, and 3J per cent, respectively, absorb-

ing £82,782 2s., were declared by the directors during the

year, free of income tax. In accordance with the " Trading

with the Enemy Act, 1916 " (Union of South Africa), the

dividends due to enemy shareholders in respect of dividends

Nos. 23 and 27 were handed over to the Custodian of Enemy
Property.

Consulting Engineer's Report.

The Consulting Engineer's report is as follows:—The
details connected with the year's operations are fully set out

in the manager's report. Owing to the shortage of native

labour which prevailed at this mine for practically the whole

year, operations were conducted on a scale considerably

below the capacity of both mine and plant, the tonnage

milled being 471,000 tons or 24,100 tons less than in the

preceding year. Under the circumstances the increase in

working costs was to be expected. The working profit for

the year showed a reduction of £60,693, due to the smaller

tonnage milled, lower yield and higher costs. Development
operations were chiefly confined to the South Nourse section,

and the results on the whole were quite favourable. The
estimated tonnage developed amounted to 313,000 tons of

COPPIN & LLOYD, 182 4 184. FOX ST..

.? JOHANNESBURG.

MACHINERY MERCHANTS & DEALERS.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING EXPERTS.
Box 2823. Tel. Add.: " INTEREST." Phone 1966.

7'6 dwts. average value. The ore reserve has. been re-

measured, re-valued and adjusted to meet the higher working
costs now prevailing, the result being as follows:—Main
Reef, 104,400 tons, value 5"9 dwts. ; Main Reef Leader,
797,300 ton, value 7-1 dwts.; South Reef, 611,900 tons,

value 65 dwts.; total and average, 1,513,600 tons, value 68
dwts. The estimate is based on stoping widths averaging

69, 48 and 52 inches in the three reefs respectively. Com-
pared with the preceding year, the reserve shows a reduction

of 646,800 tons; of this, 405,900 tons is ore of an average
value of 46 dwts. which at present cannot be dealt with
at a profit (owing to increased working costs due to the war)
and is consequently removed from the reserve pending more
favourable conditions. In addition, a considerable tonnage
of Main Reef previously figuring in the ore reserve has been
found to be of too doubtful a value for inclusion. The aver-

age grade of the recalculated reserve is '4 dwt. higher, and
an improvement in yield for tlie current year can therefore

be expected. The gradual introduction of Jack hammer
drills counteracted to some extent the labour shortage, and
their use ^s being gradually increased with success. A return

to a higher scale of profit can reasonably be expected as

soon as the supply of native labour becomes more satis-

factory. The manager and his staff have worked energeti-

cally under adverse circumstances and a very trying year.

Manager's Report.

The Manager writes, inter alia, as follows :—The working
costs for the year ended 30th June, 1918, were 238. 8d.,

as compared with 23s. 3d. per ton for the preceding year.

There was a decrease of 24,100 tons in milled tonnage, and
this, together with the ever-increasing cost of mateiials, etc.,

due to the war, is accountable for this increase of 5d. per
ton. The total working expenditure shows a decrease of

£18,415 for the year, while the revenue was reduced by
£79,108, thus leaving a decreased profit of £69,693. Tlfe

reduction in revenue of Is. lid. per ton is to some extent
due to th^ inclusion in last year's revenue of 3,103 fine ozs.

obtained from cleaning up the west plant after same had
been closed down, while this year only 144 fine ozs. have
been included. The falling off in the labour supply men-
tioned in last year's report continued during the first six

months of the year, reaching in December, 1917, to the verj'

low figure of 63 per cent, of the complement, in consequence
of which the percentage of ore broken by hand labour was
still further reduced, namely, from 76 per cent, to 51 per
cent. The introduction of the Jack hammer drill very
effectively replaced the hammer natives, but the full benefit

of this substitution was not obtained during the period under
review, as it takes some little time to gain the experience
necessary for the production of the full efficiency of these

macliines, but they are now proving a valuable asset in

stoping operations. Their installation, however, has been
rather costly and ha.s swelled the working costs considerably.

Beglstopo'* 'V'^^^ Mark
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The Main Eeef has again been overhauled and large blocks
have proved to be unpayable under present-day working
conditions, and have consequently been discarded. 'ihe

improvement in the Main Heef Leader in the South Nourse
section has been maintained. It has been found possible to
mine a considerable tonnage from the youth Eeef in the
eastern section of the mine. Old blocks of ground at present
shown in unpayable reserves continue to be investigated, and
in some cases payable reef is found. The development foot-

age accomplished during the year, viz., 11,746 feet, shows
a decrease of 8,481 feet on that of the previous year. Shaft
sinking in the South Nourse incline was discontinued in the
early part of the year, only 61 feet having been. sunk as
compared with 136 feet for the previous year, but it is antici-

pated that sinking will be restarted at an early date. A
small air hoist is being erected so that the waste rock from
sinking operations can be hauled and conveniently packed in

stopes in the vicinity. Very little development has been

done at the No. 4 incline, this shaft being flooded for about
lour months owing to the very heavy rains. Development
is now proceeding from the old worltings at No. 1 shaft.
South Nourse. Generally speaking, the development results
for the year have been promising, and it is satisfactory to
note that the percentage of payability in the Main Eeef
Leader, South Nourse section, mentioned in last year's
report, has more than been maintained. No mining has
been done in the central section during the year. During the
year the west incline shaft was re-equipped with skips and
winder and sloping operations, are now being conducted, the
rock being lowered to the 20th level. The reduction plant
has run smoothly and efficiently, but has not yet been tested
at its full capacity. All other piant, both surface and under-
ground, has been maintained in good order. Surplus
inachmery is gradually being disposed of and good prices
obtained for same. Health conditions and phthisis eradica-
tion continue to receive close attention.

PERSONAL.

Mr. K. O. Powrie, surveyor of the Luipaardsvlei Estate,

has been appointed Government Inspector of Contracts, the

newly-created post in connection with the survey staff of the
Government I\Iining Engineer.

W "H*
*

•rf

The report of the Government Mining Engineer shows that

during 1917 there were thirteen technical officers and sixteen

clerks of the department on military service, of whom three

inspectors of machinery, Messrs. Symmes, Wilson and
Hume, and one clerk, Mr. Smith, of the Explosives Office,

were killed in action.

The Lonely Mine.
The following are the particulars of the ouput of gold,

etc., from the Lonely Mine for the month of August, 1918:
Mill ran 722 hours; crushed 5,000 tons; fine gold recovered,

1,713-044 ozs., value £7,202 Os. 3d.; slimes treated, 5,000

tons; fine gold recoverel, 2,798-698 ozs., value £11,769
15s. 4d.; total fine gold, 4,511-742 ozs.; total value,

£18,971 158. 7d. ;
profit, £8,385 12s. lOd.

Antelope G.M. Co.

The report of the Antelope Gold Mine for 1917 states

that investments sold i-ealised a loss of £8,256, leaving

investments representing at cost £14,194, valued at £4,092.

Profits amounted to £9,637, from which the loss on reahsa-

tion of investments has been written off and a reserve for

income tax provided, leaving a debit of £1,467, which, added
to amount brought forward, gives a total debit of £4,010.

46,334 tons were crushed having a value of 10-5 dwts. There
were recovered 22,095-9 ozs. with a value of £94,257, leaving

a working profit, including sundry revenue, of £12,586.
Working costs, mainly due to war conditions, show an
increase of 8d. per ton. Actual extraction was 90-4 per
cent, of head values. Shortage of skilled and native labour
hampered development and shaft sinking; and ore reserves

at 76,000 tons, of an average value of 99 dwts. show a

decrease oi over 25,000 tons and '2 dwt. in value. Eecent
development, especially in the 14th level, is encouraging,
69 ft. of driving giving a value of 124 dwts. across a width
of 110 ins., -while individual sections show still better results.

The asbestos mining industry in Ehodesia showed a

remarkable expansion during 1917, the output amounting to

9,562 tons of a' value of £189,890, as compared with 6,157
tons valued at £99,059 during the previous year. The mines
in the Victoria district have continued to produce satisfactory

returns, and Mr. Ackermann reports that the area at

Shabanie in the Belingwe district " is probably the richest

and finest deposit of its kind in the world."

All the property, interests and assets of the Orenstein-
Arthur Koppel Co. were sold at public sale by the Alien
Property Custodian on August 15, at the company's central
office building, at Koppel, Penn. The property included
everything owned by the Qrenstein & Koppel-Arthur Koppel
Aktiengesellscliaftt, registered in Pennsylvania as the
Orenstein-Arthur Koppel Co.; the Koppel Land Co.-; the
Eeaver Connecting E. E. Co.; the Koppel Water Co.- the
Pennsylvania Car and Manufacturing Co. ; the Universal
Eailway Products Co. ; and the Koppel Sales Company

Minerals Separation.

T ./ ^^""^u
^^t'sfaatory meeting of Minerals Separation,

1 or
"^'^^ ^^ recently in London. An interim dividend

,^5 per cent., payable on the 25th inst., has been declared
and there is reason to believe that a further distribution
will be made later in the year. Minerals Separation North
American Corporation, a company formed by Minerals
Separatioii, Ltd., has already paid a maiden dividend of
10s per share and tlie outlook for the Corporation appears
to be favourable. Negotiations with a powerful French
company (the Societ(5 Miniere et Metallurgique de Penar-
roya) have been concluded. As this company possesses
immense mining propositions, the ores from many of which
could not be profitably treated without flotation, laree profits
are expected. The agreement with the Bwana M'Kubwa
in the treatment of tin ores, and the works' stag are hopeful
of evolving a new method for improving the concentration
01 this class of ore.

The Bechuanaland Exploration Co., Ltd., holds sharesm other companies to the estimated amount of £180 552
on which for the year ended March 31 last £17 092 lias
been received^ in dividends and profit on shares sold The
Ehodesia Chrome Mines, Ltd., in which this company holds
a one-third interest, shipped 44,699 tons of chrome ore
during the year ended January 31 last, and for the same
period has paid interim dividends amounting to 20 per cent
The Ehodesia Broken Hill Development Co Ltd has
acquired the whole of the share capital of the Ehodesian
Lead and Zinc Syndicate, Ltd. The syndicate has entered
into a further contract with the Ministry of iMunitions to
supply 800 tons of lead par month during the whole of the
year 1918. The company's land liolding in Southern
Ehodesia comprises 265,494 acres. The total head of live
stock on the Aberfoyle and Tokwe Estates atMarch 81 last
was 3,605 head; in addition, 1,694 head of cattle were in
charge of tenant farmers. The land owned in Northern
Ehodesia remains the same as at the date of the last report
but the two town sites at Bulawayo hive been sold The
company still owns 14 town stands. The assets amount to
£370,938. Out of the credit of £19,189 a dividend of 6d
per share is recommended.
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COMMERCE AND GOLD PRODUCTION.

Full Text of Address by Sir L. Phillips.

At a meeting on July 30th of the members of the London Chamber

of Commerce, Sir Lionel Phillips deLvered an address on Com-

merce and Gold Production." In the course of his remark.?, bir

Lionel Phillips said : Commerce is to industry as rain is to agricul-

ture The labour of the farmer in preparing the soil and planting

the seed would be spent in vain without the moisture to feed and the

sun to ripen the crops. The resulting harvest could riot be distri-

buted and realised without the aid of the earner and the dealer^

Similarly the fruits of industry necessitate the co-operation of the

banker! ^he merchant, the trader, and a variety of agents. The great

war is producing a financial situation without precedent. Hence we

must ov-erhaul our preconceptions upon economic questions. It we

find a solution of the problems more correctly and more astutely

than other nations we shall benefit. If we fail to do so we shall

suffer.

Gold the Only Safe Token.

If the nations of the world were on an equal footing in posses-

sions in the industry of their people, and in honesty, no metallic

medium of exchange would be required. Scraps of paper in various

forms would answer the purpose. But if we may hope that some day

this ideal state will be reached, no one will contend that it has

arrived. Hence the gold standard. Most people w-iU, I imagine

agree that there never was a time in past history when gold p ayed

as ereat a part in restoring the financial situation as it is likely to

play after the war. An output of commod'ties would answ-er the

same purpose, but many years must elapse before they can be pro-

duced or absorbed. Meanwhile trade bilances must be settled in

eold or by loans the interest chargeable on which will partially

depend on our gold reserve, which, indeed, is our reservoir of imme-

diately avaUable resources. A half per cent, interest does not sound

very imoortant to the man in the street, but on a debt of even

£1 boo nOO 000 it is £5,000,000 a vear. Our debt looks like being

many times that vast sum. Hence a falling off in the gold supply is

a matter of grave concern. Pates of interest upon external loans bear

to some extent upon the interest of home loans. Before the war our

imports exceeded our exports of commodities, but the great savings

of the nation invested abroad, dividends and interest on which were

remitted here, produced a net trade balance in our favour of aWt
£200 000,000 a year. The accumulated savings were enormous. Ihe

cold ' supply is of vital consequence for the regulation of fore'gn

exchanges, aa backing for our trade and credit system, and as cover

for our inflated issue of paper currency. Gold need not necessanlv

be brought into c'rculntion to counteract inflation. The gmwth of

the gold in reserve would answer that purpose. Perhaps the prnposa

of Sir Edward Holden to imitate the practice of the TTnited States

in our use of the eold reserve might make it go further than under

the provisions of the Peel Act, but no expedients can take the place

of an adequate quantity.

Steps Necessary to Prevent Shrinkage of Production.

I do not suggest paving more than a sovereign for a 80vereign'.s

worth of gold. But the'sovereign paid must be worth a soveregn of

gold and if it can be shown that now it is not worth that, the dif-

ference should be made up. It can be proved, I think, that th"

Government has made a large profit bv purchasing the output of the

Empire at the standard price and pavine for it in the pre'pnt cr-

rency. by using the gold to reculate foreion exchanees, which wnuid

have been more adverse withn„t it. and bv the creation of a la-g-

amount of panpr cnrrencv, which h's had the sam» effect upon pric^?

as though gold to the same amount had been actually issued. Now if

gold be necpxRary, what are the st»ps wh'ch can best be taken to

maintain as lar^e a supply as poss-ble on economic grounds that can

be justified? The sugge.ition has been made that a subsidy shnnld

be piven to low-grade mines. I disaeree entirely with the adoption

of that remedy as one that is impossible of application. The onlv

basis to eo on 'is thit of gold value. Rut 't may be urged if special

considerat'on be paid, r'ch mines would derive the same advantage a=

poor m-nes. This circumstance does not affect the question, because

we are doali"" with yolne of prod"ct. hut. nevortheless. no one cou'd

rea.sonably obiect. T think, to a stipuM^nn that anv profit pnr ton

upon ore of any given yield in excess of th't derived from similar orp

taVen over an averaTe of, sav. one year before the war should b°

refunded to the purchaser nf the potd. Such a condition w-uld pre-

vp"t anv produror from be'ni? unduly benefited. The period ove-

which the snncinl terms shall apnlv is one for investieation, and

should be included in the review of all the factors involved.

Ameuican Opi*!ION.

The .Americans are fnl'v alive to the gravity of this question.

and th» EnmrtPfrinq and M'ninq Jnnrnal of .Tune 22 contains a letter

from Mr. >fcAdoo, the Secretary to the Treasury, in which he dwell?

upon the immense necessity of gold production as a support to the
" cred't structure "

:
" M no time has this conntrv so much required

the lareest possible production of gold as at present. Next to food

and ammunition, gold is one of the most-needed war essentials." I'

t>ii9 ho true of the nogition of America, with its reserve of

£finn.000,000. it is donblv so of Britain. The Britisli Emp're pr"-

rf„^nH l-ist year £.SR,139.030 o"t nf the total world out-^nt of

£87,083. 130, or 63-8 per cent. The standard price for fine cold here

is, roughly, 858. per ounce. Its varying value is not expressed in a

rise or fall in the value of the metal, which fluctuates infinitesimally,

but in the rise and fall in the price of commodities and in exchange
rates between different centres. Rates of exchange mainly represent

the state and tendency of trade balances. The movement of a rela-

tively small amount of gold has a surprisingly large effect upon rates

of exchange. And rates of exchange alone cannot be taken to esti-

mate the value of gold. Nor can the fact that gold used in the trade
is selling for 115s. an ounce, against the standard price of 858. be
regarded as the true value. A small percentage of the output would
swamp that market, which is at present strictly controlled. The case

of the producer rests upon broader issues. Does the consideration

now paid to him represent the value of his product? If not, he
should in fairness be compensated, as are the purveyors of other
needed commodities. Mr. Heniifn Jennings, the Consulting Engineer
of the United States Bureau of Mines, in his valuable pamphlet en-

titled " The Gold Industry and Gold Standard," puts the matter
concisely in the following words :

" To stop gold mining in a time
of financial stress, as has been indicated, would be like closing the

doors of a bank when a run is made upon it. It, therefore, must be
evident that it is vital for this and all Allied countries to encourage
gold mining."

" A Grave Matter fob All."

The outstanding need is to avert, if possible, an increase of paper
currency. If we can maintain the stream of gold, then gradually

and in due course we shall be providing cover for paper currency
without further augmenting prices, and may be able in consequence

—

similarly, in a gradual, well-considered way—to withdraw some of

the paper currency without causing a sudden and disastrous fall in

prices. This is a grave matter for all of us, from the banker to the

labourer, because we must look forward to a time when we shall

have to submit to lower prices for purposes of competition in the

export trade. High prices are not profitable to anyone. The evil of

the present scale of wages, with its superficial benefit to the masses,

lies in the cause—namely, the stimulus of borrowed money. The
foundation is unsound, and sooner or later must be strengthened.

Otherwise, when we cease to borrow and are dependent for prosperity

on our ability to compete with rivals in the markets of the world,

we shall be disillusioned in the most relentless of schools : that of

unemployment and poverty.
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ACCIDENTS ON WITWATERSRAND GOLD MINES.*-II.

Annual Review and Analysis by the G-overnment Mining Engineer.

Accidents from Falls of Ground.—In analysing the

question of mining accidents it is found that in the past few

years very little progress has been made in reducing the

number of accidents from falls of ground. The general

accident rate for several years past has shown a satisfactory

and fairly regular decline, but these conditions are not

applicable to falls of ground. Accident tables show that

the percentage of deaths due to falls of ground in the Wit-

watersrand gold mines was 29'32 per cent, in 1911, and that

this percentage has risen to 4089 per cent, in 1917. This

rise, too, is unfortunately a steady one and not due to any
abnormal cause or mine disaster. Each year the mines
experience increasing difficulties in keeping ojten existing

workings and opening up deep areas under pressure. The
study of safety measures in respect of falls of ground has

not in any way been commensurate with the efforts to win
ore under difficult conditions of pressure or to extract the

last few tons on the boundary of a worked-out mine.

Nothing good from the point of view of safety can be said

for the careless system of mining in the past when the only

thought was to get out the best rock and keep the mill going.

To-day mine managements are reaping the benefit of past

bad work : large sums are being spent upon shafts and main
travelling ways that have been robbed of adequate support

years ago, and the huge areas of unsupported stoped-out

ground are causing an expenditure which, when sufficient

attention is paid to the safety of the workers, has a very

serious effect on mining costs. Sand filling came in some
years ago, but has rather gone out of fashion, all sorts of

reasons being given against this practice, but there is no
doubt that expense is the main argument against it, since

large areas have to be filled to be of any use. Timbering
is heavily on the increase, but not sufficiently so, nor is it

systematic enough to cope with mining pressure. The per-

sonal judgment of individual overseers and miners has been
tried and found wanting, and their decisions as to whether
a place should be supported or not is frequently at fault.

The advocates for and against pillars have argued the ques-

tion for some years past, and are apparently agreed upon
one point only, viz., that pillars to be of any use must be
cut much larger than in the past. .4fter studying the pillar

question very considerably the Inspectors of Mines are

almost all of opinion that permanent pillars are a mistake
and that complete extraction and close filling or packing are

the best methods to ensure safety conditions. In nearly all

cases, in consultation with managers in regard to under-
ground work, inspectors advocate the extraction of drive
pillars before they can cause damage by sudden bursts. If

this increasing danger from falls of ground is to be
adequately coped with, systematic support must be adopted.
The method and lines of this system of systematic support
will have to be very carefully considered, and will have to

be sufficiently elastic to cover the various depths at which
mining is now carried on and also the varying degrees of

pressure that the outcrop .and deep level mines undergo.

Accidents in connection with Explosives.—Many of the
worst class of mining accidents are caused by drilling into a
partly fired hole, there usually being more than one death
when this occurs. While there are bound to be a number
of genuine " cut outs," it is probable that these accidents
could be diminished if the practice of using explosives more
than once was stopped. When one hole brings away more
ground than was intended and disturbs the charge in another
hole before the latter is detonated, the explosives may come
away with the rock and be scattered among the broken
ground. After lying on the damp ground these fragments
and half cartridges are frequently returned to the miner's
explosive box and used again. These cartridges, while being
likely to have exuding nitrogylceriue adhering to them and
therefore dangerous when being placed in a hole, are, when
at the bottom of the hole, less sensitive than dry cartridges
and may easily hang fire, thereby resulting in a partly fired

hole. If all explosives after once being used were returned

to the surface for destruction and the miners credited with
the amount, there would be less likelihood of partly fired

holes and at the same time a certain incentive to careful

examination for old explosives.

Changes in Personnel.—Frequent changes in tlie white
personnel on these mines would appear to have the effect of

increasing the accident death-rate, as indicated by the

following table:—
WiTWATERSRAND GoLD MiNES.

Percentage of Changes in White Personnel to

Average Number of Whites Employed. Death-rate.

•55

•57

99
•35

•28

Up to 10 per cent
11 per cent, to 15 per cent
16 per cent, to 20 per cent

21 per cent, t-o 25 per cent
26 per cent, and upwards

Safety First Competitions.—The Safety First Committee
of the Rand Mutual Assurance Company is giving the most
valuable assistance in the reduction of mine accidents and
has increased its activities in a most noticeable manner
during the past three years. The prize results for the year

1917 are as follows:—Competition No. 1: Best absolute

record : This was won by the Wolhuter Gold Mines, Ltd.

Competition No. 2 : Best improvement on mine's own rate

for the three previous years : Class A. : Aurora West United
G.M. Co., Ltd., 112-6 marks. Class B. : Hercules Section

of the East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd., 1408 marks.

Class C. : Roodepoort United Main Reef G.M. Co., Ltd.,

122'5 marks. The floating trophy goes to the Hercules

Section of the East Rand Proprietary Mines, which had the

highest number of marks in the three classes, while cash

prizes will be given to each of the underground officials of

all three mines. These remarks upon the comparative

death-rate in mines must include the fine record of the New
Unified Main Reef Company, a comparatively small outcrop

property with an average number of employees of about 900.

This mine has not had a fatal underground accident for five

years.

(To be continued.)

The diamond haul at the Kameelfontein diggings during

June was 1,615 carats, valued at £3,504, and during July

1,849 carats, valued at £6,152. The number of European
diggers working there in June was 112, and there were 500

natives. . During July the European workers numbered 112

and natives 674.

The Haber process of making sulphate of ammonia has
been investigated in the United States at the Arlington

plant under control of the Department of Agriculture, and
is economically producing synthetic ammonia. The plant

is open to public inspection, and it is expected that large

private industrial works wiU follow from this Government
initiative. The process is extensively apphed in Germany.

Watching Manufacturers' Interests.

The Federation of British Industries, the British Empire
Producers' Organisation, and the Imperial Counicl of Com-
merce have formed a joint council—(1) To consider and
report upon any questions of mutual interest reflecting the

common aims of the three bodies, viz. : To ensure the con-

servation and development of the industry, production, and
commerce of the United Kingdom and her Overseas
Dominions, and submitted by any one of the three consti-

tuent bodies; (2) To initiate the consideration of any such
subject; and (3) To take any action in relation to such
subjects that may be specifically authorised by the consti-

tuent bodies. This is undoubtedly an important step in the

right direction, and means that in future all interests

affecting manufacturers in this country will be most care-

fully watched.
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TRANSVAAL CHAMBER OF MINES QUARTERLY REPORT.

Recent Activities of the Chamber Reviewed.

The latest report of the Executive Committee of the

Chamber of Mines has the following, inter alia:—The
monthly report issued by the Department of Native Affairs

shows that at the 31st July, 1918, 279,100 coloured persons

were employed in labour districts of the Transvaal. Of this

number, 211,901 were engaged on mines and on the various

classes of works, i.e., chemisal, metallurgical, brick-making,

and other works as defined in Part I. of the Coloured
L'lbourers' Health Regulations, 1906, and 67,199 were in

other employ. In July the Government appointed a Com-
missioner to enquire into the unrest amongst natives in the

service of the Johannesburg Municipality. On July 19th"

the President gave evidence on behalf of the Chamber. The
Commissioner has now issued his report, which is under the

consideration of the Executive Committee. The Chamber,
on the advice of its Medical Officers' Committee, has
approved of the scheine for the training of Native Hospital

Orderlies under the immediate supervision of European
Hospital Superintendents. The scheme will shortly be put
into force.

General Health Conditions on the Mines.

The nineteenth and twentieth dust sampling surveys of

the mines were completed during the period under review.

The average dust content per cubic metre sampled was 30
milligrams in the nineteenth survey and 26 milligrams in

the twentieth survey. In addition, 10,631 dust samples
taken by mine dust inspectors were analysed in the
Chamber's laboratory. The Executive Committee has agreed
to reserve at the Miners' Phthisis Sanatorium ten beds for

purely tubercular patients who have not necessarily been
employed on the mines.

Industrial Conditions of White Employees.

A conference took place between representatives of the

Underground Officials' Association of South Africa and
representatives of~the Chamber, when the questions of an
increase in salaries, the establishment of reference boards,

and holidnv leave regulations were discussed amongst other
things. These questions were still under consideration at

the close of the period under review. In June the STith
African Industrial Federation, on behalf of its affiliated

Unions, submitted various requests, including, inter nlia. the
cancellation of the agreement dated September 13th, 1916,
in respect of the clause binding the Unions not to raise the
question of wages until three months after the declaration
of pea^e. in order to permit the eonsiderat'on of the
mechanics' war allowance being increased to make the total

earnings received for a 48 hours' week £8 2s. In August
the Chamber replied to the above requests, offering for all

employees a sliding scale of war bonus proportionate to the
percentage increase in the cost of living, and refusing the
request that the wages of members of the mechanics'
Unions be increased to £8 2s. a week. The result of the
ballot on the Chamber's offer was for its acceptance. A
conference has t^ken plice between representatives of the
South African Mine Workers' Union and the Chamber, on
the new form of agreement submitted to tlie Union for dis-

cussion. At the close of the period under review the mntter
was still under consideration. In August the Ironmoulders'
Society of South Africa demanded an increase in the stan-

dard rate of pay to £8 2s. per ^veek of 48 hours. This
demand was refused by the Chamber, and the members of

the Ironmoulders Society employed on the mines at the
close of the period under review were on strike. The fol-

lowing boards of reference sat during the period under
review: Case of surface mechanics temporarily employed
undergroimd—New Heriot G.M. Co., Ltd.; case of D. J.

Jones—Nourse ]Mines, Ijtd. ; case of redu'^tinn worker.'?

—

Randfontein Central G.JI. Co., Ltd. A board of conciliation

sat during the period under review and reported on certain

points relating to certificated winding engine drivers. In
view of the increasing number of apprentices, the board of

control of the Government Miners' Training Schools has
hired certain buildings for a school on the Robinson Deep
Mine, pending the erection of a new school on the Far East
Rand.

The Executive regrets to record the very serious accident
which occurred at the Meyer and Charlton, resulting in the
loss of many valuable lives, and tendered on behalf of its

members its sincere sympathy to the dependents and rela-

tives. The Chamber, on behalf of its gold mining members,
as from July 1st increased its subscription to the Governor^
General's Fund from £30,000 per annum to £36,000 per
annum, in monthly instalments of £3,000. The pooling
arrangements for mining supplies are working satisfactorily,

and material is arriving in quantity sufficient to allay at the
present time anxiety in this respect. The appointment of

the Miners' Phthisis Commission was notified in the Union
Gizette of the 14th June, the Joint- Secretary and Legal
Adviser being appointed to represent the gold mining indus-
try. A stitement was present3d to the Commission on
behalf of the Chamber, and on August 12th the President
and the technical advisers give evidence in support of the
statement. The Crdinance of the Provincial Council,
imposing an additional tax on the profits of gold mining
companies, has been assented to. The Executive Committer
proposes to test the validity or otherwise of the tax in tn«
Courts. The following additions to membership as from 1st

July have been notified:—Gold mining section: Simmer
Deep, Ltd. (representative, Mr. Jas. E. Kent); West
Springs, LtJ. The appointment of the following represen-

tatives has been notified:—Government Gold Mining Areas
(Modderfoutein) Consolidated, Ltd. : Mr. M. J. Turner
(additional representative). Jupiter Gold Mining Co., Ltd.

:

Lieut. -Col. F. Leslie Brown, D.S.O. The following changes
in representation have been notified:—Randfontein Central
Gold Mining Co., Ltd.: Mr. J. F. Rutherford, vice Mr. J.

H. Robinson. Van Ryn Deep, Ltd. : Mr. Chas. Marx, Junr.,

vice Mr. J. F. Rutherford.

According to statements in the Far Eastern Revieiv,

attempts are being made by the Netherlands Diamond
Workers' Union to develop the production of diamonds in

Dutch Borneo. The difficulties experienced in maintaining
the industry in Amsterdim since the war, and more
especially the efforts of the_^S.A. Diamond Corporation, Ltd.,

to establish Birmingham as a centre for the diamond cutting

industry are r'^sn^'^'^^ble for the efforts now being made to

develop this old field.

A cons'derablc change for the better is shown in the
results reported for the year to the end of March by the
directors of Oh!sson's Cape Breweries. Twelve months ago
the profit decreased £10.500. to £72.154. and the Ordinary
dividend, whi-h had been reduced from 8 per cent, to 6 per
cent, in 1915-16, came down to 4 per cent. For the past
year the net balance rose £23 400. to £95.527; the dividend
is to be advanced to 8 per cent., free of fix, and the carry-

forward will be over £9,000 brger at £40 171. The maltings
premises at Cape Town, which were destroyed by fire, hhve
been rebuilt ni'd all essential machmery reinstalled. The
report states that " it has been now established. Ds the
result of a test action brought to decide the point, that
Preference shareholders are entitled to the rebate of income
tax granted by the Treasurv in coses where a company piys
income tax in one of the Dominions. The tax. npgregating
2s. 8d. in the £. ded I'^ted in excess from the dividends paid
to the Preference shareh'^ld^rs during the last two vears
will be rdd-'d to the next ds^ribution on October 1. and pro-

vision for the amount be made in the past year's accounts."'
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—II.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

On 12th December, at 3.-30 p.m. (blasting time), another shock
occurred, and a Leader gtope to the west of the workings above re-

ferred to was afterwards found to be shattered. The hanging wall

was broken and powdered as though by explosive. All the above
occurrences in the Village Main Eeef were in a strip of ground
between faults, whch was practicilly surrounded by worked-out
ground. In each case where damage was done the ground above or
below in the other reef was intact. The danger of further work
under those conditions, even with ample roof support, was so obvious

that work was stopped. It has subsequently been arranged to remove
the South Reef first under special precautions, using resf packing and
boards spr:igged aga'nst the working face. The Ferreira Deep Mine
also was seriously affected by rock-bursts, accompanied by earth

shocks. Those mos'ly occurred in or near the shafts, but fortunatflv
caused no loss of life. The rock-bursts not coinc'dent with earth
shocks general'y occur in the deeper mines, and seldom cause fatal
injures. Under present conditions the stones which burst oft from
the working faces owing to internal strain in the rock are generally
small. It is to be feared, however, thit with increasing depth the
prob'em of securing safety from such bursts wll become more serious.
At the Ferreira Deep, unusual measures continued to be taken to keep
the shifts open in sp'te of the pressure and movement affecting them.
Eeef has b«en stoned away under the inclined shafts by the reef
packing method, and in the shaft roofs nigsties have in many places
been built above the shaft timber."; to take up the. movement of the
roof a"d save th» shift timbers. From time to time the piesties are
part'ally removed as the nressure on fhem becomes t"o gr=at. Of-er
shafts, as. for instance, those at the Rob'nson Deep, have also needed
special and CAstlv work to keep them safe. It 's roere't-ibl' that in
the earlier develonment of the mines proper provision for the per-
manent security of the shafts was not made.

GsRMiSTON Inspectorate, Tbansvaal (C. E. Hutton).

LnhmiT.—'Whilst there has been no aotml lack of applicnts fo-
vacanc es, managers, however, comp'ain that a laree p°rcertage o'
these men prove ti be ineffioieut. part'cularlv timbermen. It is of
interest to note th''t only a few vears aso all the single quartc"! on
mines were occupied, whereas at the nrese>-t time whole rows of th^S''

Quarters are stanH'Pg temntless this chanee having be-^n brough*
abont bv the build og of special quarters for the reduct'on work?
emnlovees and to other employees preferring to live in private homes
distant from the mine.

Amhu'nnrf StoHnvn.—Th-» new regulat'on deal'ng wi'h under
gro'Tid airbulance stations, insistin? nnon such stations beinc placed

ft intervals of not less than six levels apart, has proved effective

The^'ts from these stat'ons are rare, whereas under the old regul'tio"

baidag-'s. solut'ons. etc., w°re constantly being thieved. The Gold-

fields Group during the vear started ambulance classes for natives

(boss-bovs). and the intelligence and real interest shown by the
" boys " was pleasing. On the S'mmer and .Tack Proprietary Min'-s

no less than 131 nat'ves hav reo'ved recognition of beine competent.

tT ad-^'ni't-'r s'mnle fi^t aid. The hospital superintendent's reports

show that the tnined first-a'd nat'ves have on several occasions shown
good efficiency in dealing with accidents, the number of septic cases

having been reduced to a quarter of what they used to be.

Ventilation.—Pegulation •'i8 (2) has been in force since June.
1917. but up to the end of that year it has not been observed in it'

full sense. Quantities of air circulating in the mines in most cases

have been measured, but the quantities circulating in each venti-

lating district have not yet been recorded. Meisuring the amount
of air descending into the mines shows that more than 30 cube feet

p-r person over the twenty-four hours is supplied, but. as before
stated, it has not yet been shown bv actual measurement that air

currents are split so that each ventllat'ns district is receivine " a

current equivalent to not less than .30 cubic feet of air per m'nute
per person employed therein." Managers of outcrop properties,

where nomerous on<>oings to the ."urface exist, cla'm th't i» will be
almost an impossibility to ascertain the amount of air circulating in

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

In roeponsc to a general desire among M'ne Officials,

PROFESSOR YATES re-opens his Special Classes
at the end of September.

FECENT RESULTS:
OVERf=;EERS: Practically all passtd during 1917.
MANAGERS: September, 1017—Sixteen passes and three con-

ditional pas8es; January 1918. Of> per cent, passnd in Metal
Mining. Several hundred Certificates obtained.

Apply: ProfeHor JOHN YATES. St. Jamef' Maniiont, Eloff Si.

each ventilating district ; the total air passing through such mines
may, however, in most cases be ascertained. Under Regulation 56 (4)

direction of air currents and pos'tions of doors, etc., have to be shown
on the underground plans ; since, however, the regulations now insist

upon actuil measurements of air currents being made and recorded,
the mines, I am of the opinion, should keep separate plans on which
could be recorded not only the directions of air currents and stop-

pings, etc.. but also velocities and quantities. It would be necessary
to make a new plan—white print, scale say 1-2,000—every three
months. Such a plan wou'd make for simpl'city, and also the man-
agements, at a glince, would be able to s^e where ventilation was in-

sufficient. This method of recording vent'lation particulars would be
superior to that of merely loggmg quantities, measured at various
positions, in tabulated form in a book.

PMIiixis.—Since the promulgation of the amended regulations the
interval between the general blast at the end of the day-sh'ft and the
descent of the night-shift has been fixed by this office. This per-od
is not a uniform one, it depending on certiin conditions such as d'S-

tances of the working places, from down -cast shafts and whether the
ventilation is natural or mechan'cal. After consultation with man-
agers concerned, and taking into consideration the aforement'onod
cond tions, these intervals have been made as great as economica'ly
possib'e ; to quote extremes we hive, on mines where nightwork is

done, these intervals var,ving from three to seven hours. Since blast-
ing can take place only once in twenty-four hours, nightwork per-
force now only consists of lashing, tramming, and hauling. Satur-
day afternoon shifts are no longer worked. On applicaton being
made to work " back stopes." permission so to do, in all cases, has
been granted cond't'onally that month'y determinaton<! for dust, ex-
pressed either in milligrimmes or particles and for 00^, are m-de.
These data have to be sent to the Inspector of Mines monthly.
Where the COj results are h'gh in any of these working places, it

will be evident that the venti'^tion of any such place is inadequate,
<nd the manager concerned, if he has not a'readv done so. is in-
stnicted to take immediate steps to correct the ev'l. All mines in
ivh'ch more than I.Oro perpo*is are employed und<*r^ronnd o*i ary one
shift have appointed an official to examine and report to the manaffer
on matters relating to the anti-plithisis at^ol-ances in the mine and
tl,e yen*'lation. In some cases these ofioi-^ls "re whole-f-me men.
During the year two managers have been oARcially cautioned for con-
travening Regulation 61 ; and 189 persons have been prosecuted for
contravening dust-allaving r"g:iI-,tions. viz.. 1 shift-boss. 25 miners,
and 161 natives, and in one case a miner had his cert'ficate carc^ll^d
and in anot'^er instance suspended. The results of underoround in-

snections (227) made by inspectors would show that condtions relv
tive to the prevention of dust were satisfactory. It has been, how-
ever, frequently noticed that the sides of some travell'ne ways—drives—ore not always kept wet throughout the'r who'e length. Such trav-
elling ways are furnished with snrays. but the r effective range =s

too short, with the consequent result length's of dry walls exist. This
fact of dry dust—probably coarse, plus 10 microns—lying on ledg-s
of the rough w^lls does not necessarily mean that it is disseminated
in working hours but it will be in all probability disturbed at blasting
time when all persons are out of the workings. The effect ve rarga
of sprays depends greatly on the air current, ind where this is low
sprays must be placed at closer inten-als. Instructions to this effect

have been given. The Chamber of Mines* dust samplers have during
the year taken 1,216 samples of air for du«t determinations, in. cf
course, the same number of different working places, on various
mines ; in every few cases have these samplers logged that the dust
regulations were not observed. These cases mentioned would show
thit the " tin can " method of allaying dust is not yet dead, and
occasionally it is reported that one water hose only was visible for

two machines.

Sand Filling.—Three mines in this district are lowering sand into

the old workings, viz., the Simmer and Jack, Rose Deep, and Knights
Deep. The Simmer and Jack, as in past years, have lowered all their

current sand residues back into the mine ; the total tons of sand so

lowered since they started the practice now amounts to 1.757,938 tons.

The Rose Deep during the .vear 1917 lowered 491,200 tons, the pro-

gressve total being 719,140 tons. On the Kn'ghts Deep 196.290 tons
have been lowered through one borehole. The second borehole, men-
tioned in my last annual report, has not yet holed difliculties having
been incurred. When this second borehole is completed all current

residues will be sent beluw.

(7*0 be continued.)

8ai 1127. Eatabllthed I89«. Phon* 117.

GEO. McINNES.
S W. Cob., MARSHALL SQUARE, oppositi Chaboi Omcr
Has the largest and finest stock on the Rand of Electrical Goods
imported regularly by every mail from England.

\
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THE RAND MINES SYSTEM OF NATIVE HOUSING.

The Rand Mines, Ltd., have set a praiseworthy example to

all mining companies in connection with the housing of mine

natives. For some time now Mr. A. Gibb, builder and

contractor, Benoni, has been carrying out large contracts

in erecting new rooms in the City Deep, New Modder,

Modder B. and Modder East native compounds, to the plans

and specifications of the company. There are 48 bunks in

each room, and the whole are of concrete. The trouble

hitherto experienced with wooden fixtures is that vermin
multiply and can never be entirely eradicated even though
the structures are taken down every month and steamed.

With this new system of concrete bunks and the building

being such that there is no possible place to find lodgment,
vermin are reduced to a negligible quantity. All the slabs

for partitions, the pillars which support the slabs on which
the men he, and indeed everything except the roof, the

doors and windows, are of concrete. The corners are all

filled in and rounded off, the floors are of concrete. The
bunks are in two layers round three sides, leaving an open

space on entering the room, where the natives can squat

round the two braziers which have funnels over them and
outlets for smoke through the roof. Each room is 34 feet

by 28 feet 6 inches, giving 977 super feet. The cubic air

space is 13,685 feet, and for ventilation (which is indeed

excellent) there are 50 super feet. There are also 100 cubic

feet glazed space. It is important to note also that the
slab on which the native lies is not of ordinary concrete.
It is a mixture of sawdust and magnesite cement, which
ensures much greater warmth. The East Rand correspon-
dent of the Star says that in conversation with the natives,
it is gratifying to note how much they appreciate these
up-to-date rooms. Those who occupy them have a great
pity for their less fortunate brethren, who are obliged to

occupy the old-time quarters! In the New Modder com-
pound there are 30 of these new rooms. At the City Deep
Mr. Gibb erected sixteen rooms of the same size. At
Modder B. he has completed 25 rooms. At Modder East
Mr. Gibb erected fifteen rooms, all holding the full com-
plement of 48 natives. Features of the Rand Mines com-
pounds also are that a waterborne sewerage system exists

;

that the wash-houses erected by Mr. Gibb are thoroughly
up-to-date with constant running water, shower baths, etc.,

and that flushing and scrubbing go on constantly. The
cook-houses are models of cleanliness also, and the kaffir

beer-houses and equipment are also up-to-date. There is an
abundance of water to swill everything. Needless to state,

the natives in these compounds look well fed, happy and
contented. Mr. Gibb, 'the contractor, takes a pride in

working to such excellent plans and specifications and in

carrying out a system for the housing of natives which
stands to the credit of the Rand Mines, Ltd.

Liquid Air as an Explosive.
At a recent meeting of the German Bunsen Society for

Applied Physical Chemistry, Dr. Richard Lepsius, of Ber-

lin, gave an address on the use of liquid air as an explosive

in mines and quarries. Liquid air, which contains the

necessary oxygen, is stored and transported in suitable glass

or porcelain vessels made for that purpose. The cartridges

contain some carbonaceous substance, which is to serve as

the combustible element in the explosive compound, such

as sawdust, soot, naphthalene, turf, etc. These substances

must be so proportioned to the quantity of liquid they are

ab'.e to absorb as to produce explosion. To make the liquid

air suitable for explosive purposes it must be enriched with

95 to 98 per cent, of oxygen. When required, the cartridges

are dipped into the liquid air and are immediately placed in

the boreholes. This is an advantage over many other forms

of explosives. The cartridges are rendered explosive only on

the spot, so that they have not to be carried about or stored

as dangerous goods. They cannot be kept for any length of

time after they have been dipped into the liquid air, as the

oxygen would be lost by the heat of the atmosphere. The
products of combustion being in no way noxious, the work-

ings may be entered immediately after firing a shot. This

form of explosive is now largely used in non-gaseous coal

and ore mines.

WZ .'M

Williams' Improved
Cham Pipe Wrench
in 7 sizes accommodating

i to 12 iaoh pipe.

VULCAN"

They won the " Grand Prize ' at 'Frisco.

Export Offlre; 76 Stale Street, New York.
London Eeprenenlative; BenJ. Whittnker. 2, Nortnik Street. 8tr«iid. W.C.
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S.A. Railways and Harbours.
The following important new works were authorised

during the month of July, 1918:—Cape Western Main Line:
Provision of new sidings and stations at IStik, 198, 201, and
209| miles. Klippbat-Rosmead : Provision of additional

bridge openings at 157M. 25C., Karee River. Amabele-
Butterworth : Conversion of Great Kei Road bridge into a

combined rail and road bridge. Caledon : Provision of

improved coaling facilities. Bloemfontein : Pro%'ision of

facilities for cleansing cattle trucks and dealing with Uve-

stock. Sandhills : Installation of tablet instruments, signals,

and provision of quarters for foreman. Eensgevouden

:

Provision of quarters for stationmaster. Sheepmoor : Pro-

vision of quarters for stationmaster, goods shed, loading

bank, etc. Bloemfontein : Provision and installation of new
machinery for workshops.

Suggestions for Saving Tin.
The Tin Section of the U.S. War Industries Board, after

conferring with representative manulacturers of bearing

metals, solder and other tin-alloy products, has published

the following suggestions based upon experiments made by
the U.S. Bureau of Standards:—(1) Many specifications for

bearing metals call for virgin tin (Banca or Straits). A large

saving of these high grades could be brought about by allow-

ing the use of second quality pig-tin. Detriment.il impuri-

ties could still be limited. There is no question but that

the tin content can be reduced somewhat in all bearing
alloys. In a few cases, such as for airplanes, crankshaft
bearings, etc., it may not be feasible to reduce the tin con-

tent by any but a small percentage, whereas in other cases

it can be cut down very considerably. (2) There is appar-

ently very little excuse for using a 50.50 solder or higher tin

solder for any purpose whatever except in the matter of

appearance of the finished article, and in the present emer-
gency this is of secondary importance. For hand-soldering

with an iron 45-55 will answer for all purposes, but for most
purposes 40-60 will be satisfactory. Wiping solder used by
plumbers should not contain over 37i per cent, tin, whereas
many are now using 40-60. Can manufacturers and canners
by adopting proper machinery can use 37^-624 solder with
satisfactory results. Very little solder of a higher tin content
need bo used in these industries. The possibility of using
cadmium as a substitute for tin in solder appears promising.

(3) It is also believed that the percentage of tin in most
alloy castings is unnecessarily high. It has furthermore
been found that aluminium, bronze, steel, brass or other

materials can often be substituted in the manufacture of

tin-alloy castings. Wherever possible the percentage of tin

in the alloy should be reduced or another metal substituted.
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AFRICAN INDENT MERCHANTS, LTD.
20 Harrison Street, Johannesburg.

Telephone No. 1136. Tel. Add. :
" AIM.' P.O. Box 5073.

:

LARGE STOCKS OF

BROOMS «"^ BRUSHES

'

I

I

I

AMALGAM BROOMS.

AMERICAN BROOMS.

BASS BROOMS.

HAIR BROOMS.

ROTARY ROAD BROOMS.

STEEL FOUNDRY BROOMS.

BANNISTER BRUSHES.

BODY BRUSHES.

BOILER TUBE BRUSHES.

"WRITF. FOR SATNIPI^KS.

BOOT BRUSHES.

BREWERS' BRUSHES.

CAN BRUSHES.

DANDY BRUSHES.

DECK BRUSHES.

DRAIN BRUSHES.

FLUE BRUSHES.

HAIR BRUSHES.

"HAMILTON'S" BRUSHES.

HAND FOUNDRY BRUSHES.

LAUNDRY BRUSHES.

NAIL BRUSHES.

SCRUB BRUSHES.

SPOKE BRUSHES.

STOVE BRUSHES.

TAR BRUSHES.

TOOTH BRUSHES.

WHITEWASH BRUSHES.

I

mmmk

••AIM " Quality is a good buy.

Ttirte-Phtfl*

Btnm Alttrnttot

with belter.

CROMPTON & Co., Ltd.
Salisbury House, LondonWall, Lond., Eng.

WORKS: CHELMSFORD, ENGLAND

SOUTH AFRICAN AGENTS:

S. SYKES & Co., Ltd. fP.O. Box 2303). Southern Lj{e Buildings, Main Street,

JOHANNESBURG.

1771

MINING
WORK

A SPECIALITY.

Wriie Jot Detailed List of our

Manufactures.

ALTERNATORS
DYNAMOS

MOTORS A.C. & D.C.

Manufacturers of :

—

switchg!:ar instruments

arc lamps printing press controllers

searchlights for surface mining &c.. &c.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Some Disappointing Features—Rise of Government Areas—Fall of African Farms.

On Saturday morning there was a quiet market, with an

improvement in Van Ryn Deeps, Springs and Government
Areas. A big buying order for Pretoria Cements was put
through at 72s., 72s. 6d. and 73s. Modder East Options
were tirmer, while the parent stock came easier. Nothing
was done in the three senior companies. Monday, being
the Jewish Day of Atonement, the Stock Exchange was
closed. The good news from the front of the American
success might reasonably enough have led to an active

market on Tuesday morning. The contrary, however, was
the result; business was slack and prices inclined to be
lower. Prices firmed up somewhat at the close, with sales

of Government Areas at 89s. 6d. ; New Moddeis at £26 5s.,

and Modder B. at £8 2s. 6d. African Fanns were easier,

with sales at 15s. Wednesday's call showed on the whole
more weakness than strength. While Government Areas
were the turn harder once more, Springs and Van Ryn Deeps
fell off, also African Farms, Leeiiwpoorts, Glynn's Lyden-
burgs and Zaaiplaats. Other stocks were uncluinged. The
mSruet was quiet throughout the day, the chief features

being the rise of Government Areas to 91s. and a fall of

African Farms to 14s. 6d. On Thursday morning there was
a further advance in Government Areas. Prices on the
whole came slightly better except in African Farms, which
had a further arop. The whole Modderfontein section was
passed over without a single deal being recorded. Springs
West and their Options were quoted for the first time.
In outside stocks Monteleos came in for a had setback
during the week, the lowest point reached being 21s.

'Varioas reasons are given, from mistakes to the expense of

removing the overioad. The following sales were noted

:

Monteleos, 28s. to 21s., the last price being 24s. for odd
lots; Uitkyk G.M., 5s. 3d.; Union Tins, 6s.; Sakalavas
lis. and 10s. 6d. ; Mauss Syndicate, 25s. odd lots

Makanyene Diamonds, 27s. 6d. odd lots; Phoenix, lid.

New Farms, 2s. Id. ; West Springs, 24s. to 25s. ; Options,

10s. 3d. to 10s. 6d. Buyers and sellers : Union Mica, 9s.

—

IDs. ; Henderson's Estates, 4s. 6d.—4s. 9d. ; Compound
Diamonds, 2s. 6d., seller; Mauss Syndicate, 25s. to 30s.;

Makanyene, 30s., buyer.

The following alterations in prices took place at Friday's
call:—Sales; African Farms, 16s. 8d. and 16s. 9d. ; Brak-
pans, 77s.; Hume Pipes, 33s. 6d. ; Modder East four-year

Options, 8s. ; New Eras, 10s. 3d. ; Randfontein Deeps,
4s. 3d.; Sub Nigel (5s. paid), 12s. 3d.; Wit. Deeps, 8s.;

Leeuwpoorts, 37s. Buyers and sellers : City Deeps, 51s.

6d.—52s. 6d. ; Consolidated Mines Selections, 25s. 9d.

—

26s.; City and Suburbans, 8s. 6d.—8s. 9d. ; Cloverfields,

9s. 4d., buyer; Modder Bs., £8 3s. 6d.—£8 4s. 6d. ; Modder
Easts, 21s. 9d.—228.; three-year Options, 6s. 9d.—6s. lOd.;

New Modders, £26 7s. 6d.—i26 12s. 6d. ; Rooibergs, 10s.

6d., buyer; Sub Nigel, 27s. 3d.—27s. 6d. ; Alkahs, 40s.—
45s.; West Springs, 25s. 3d.—25s. 6d. ; Options, 10s. 9d.

—

lis.; Zaaiplaats, 17s. 7d.—17s. 9d.

Fri. Sat. Tues. Wed. Thurs.
13th. 14th. 17th. 18th. 19th.

African Farms . . IS 3* 15 7 15 6 14 9* 14 3

Anglo-Amer. Corp ... 31 0* 33 Ot — - —
Apex Mines ... 7 3 7 0* 7 1* 7 1* 7 1*

Aurora Wests ... 9 0* 9 0» — 9 0* 9 0*

Bantjes Consolidated ... ... 3 0» 3 0* 3 0* 3 0" 3 1

Brakpin Mines ... 75 6* 77 77 76 75 6-

Breyten Collieries — 10 0* — 10 0* —
Brick and Potteries ... 3 9" 3 9* — 3 9« 3 9*

British South Africa ...
— — 18 6t 16 6+ 16 6t

Bushveld Tins ... 11 10* 9* 1 Ot 10

Cissel Coals ... 30 Ot 30 Ot — - 29 Of

Cinderella Cons ... 3 9* — 3 6* 3 6* —
City and Suburbans ... ... 7 6 7 3* 7 9 8 3 8 3*

City Deeps — 50 0* 51 6* 51 6» 52 6

Cloverfield Mines ... 9 0* — — - 9 0*

Clydesdale Collieries ... ... 18 9* — — 18 0* 18 tl»

Concrete Construction ... ... 5 6* — 6 Ot 6 Ot 6 Of

Con. Investments ... 19 9* 19 9* 19 9* 19 «• 19 6*

Con. Langlaagtes — 17 6» 18 0* - —
Con. Main Eeefs ... 12 6* 12 6* 12 6* !'i 0' 12 3

Con. Mines Selection ... ... 25 6* 25 6» 25 r J5 6» 25 6*

Fri. Sat. Tues.
13th. 14th. 17th.

Coronation Collieries 40 0* — 40 0*
Coronat on Freeholds 1 5t 1 2» —
Coronation Syndicates 2 Ot 2 Ot
Crown Diamonds 4 0* 4 0* 5
Crown Mines 40 0* 40 0* 41 3*
Crown Mines Deb £99* — £100*
Daggifontein Mines 23 0* 23 0* 24 3
Do. Options 4 6* 5 3+ 5 3+

Durban i;ood — lo 0* 10 0*
Durban Rood. Deeps — 7 0*
East Rand Coals 2 2* 2 2
East Hand Deeps — o 11* U*
E.R. Minings 18 0+ 18 Ot 18 0+
East Rand X-'rops 4 b* 4 6 4 6
East Rand Debentures C60i* £61* £61*
Eastern Golds 1 a* 1 3 1 3*
l>rank Smith Diamonds ...'3 2* 3 2* 3 3
Geduld Props 37 9* 37 9* 37 9
Glencairiis — 2
Glencoe Collieries — 6 0* 6 0*
Glynn's Lydenburgs 25 0* 25 0* 25 6
Government Areas 87 9* 89 89 3 8

Jhb. Bd. of Executors 27 6* 27 6* 27 6*
Jupiters 3 10* 4 2 4 0*
Klerksdorp Props 2 10* 2 9 2 9*
Knight Centrals 4 4* 4 4* 4 4*
Knights Deeps 5 0* 5 0* 5 0*
Lice Props 11 7 11 7 12 4
Leeuwpoort Tins 37 37 6* 38 6
Lydenburg Farms 9 2* 9 3* 9 4*
Main Reef Wests 2 10* 2 10* 2 10*
Meyer and Charltons 86 0* 86 0* —
Middelvlei TTst 12* 13 —
Modder B's 160 0* 161 6* 160 0*
Modder D^ep 150 0+ 149 6+ 148 6+
Modder Easts 22 21 9 21 6
Do. Options (3 years) ... 6 9 6 10* 6 7*

Do. Optons (4 years) ... 7 9 7 11* 7 8*

Hume Prpes 32 6 32 0* —
Langlaagte Estate 20 0+ 20 0+ —
Natal Navigation Co 18 9* 18 9* 19 0*

Natioml Banks — — £14*
New Bn'^sburgs 16+ — —
New Eland Diamonds 24 0* 24 6* 24 0'

New Era Cons 10 0* 10 1* 10 0*
New Gednld Deeps 6 0+ 5 9* 5 9*

New Heriofs 12 6* 13 0* —
New Kl-^fnnteins 14 9+ 14 6 14 6
New Mo>*»3rrontc!n £2Pa £26Ja —
New Pr'Tinse 4 0* — —
?Tew Unifieds 5 6* 5 6* 5 6*

Nig?ls — 4 6* 4 6*

Nourse Mines 17 6* 17 6 17 6*

Premier Preferreds — 145 0* 145 0*

Pretoria Cements 73 7.1 72 6*

PrinC3ss Est tes 3 6* 3 6* 4 0+
Band Cillieries — 3 9+ 3 9+
Rand Klips 10 3* 10 3* 10 6+
Rand Nucleus 1 4* 1 4* 1 4*

Pand Select. Corp. 90 0+ 86 3* 88

Randfonte-n Deeps 4 3* 4 6+ 4 6+
Randfonte'n Est 15 0* 15 —
Roberts Victors — — 6 0*

Rooibergs 11 0* 10 9* 10 9

Poodepinrt Uniteds' 36 — —
Rvan Nigels — — 2 7*

Shebis — 1 .0+ —
Simmer Deens 1 9* — 19*
S A. Breweries 27 6* 2S 0* 28 6*

S.A. Lands 6 6* 6 8 6 9*

Swin-Ts Mines 70 6 71 0* 71

Suh-Nig-h 26.9* 26 9* 26 9*

Swaziland Tins — — 34 6+
Transvanl T.ands ... 20 0* ?0 6* 20 fi*

Trans GM. Est K. 3* 16 0* 1fi 0*

V»n Rvn Deeps 71 9 71 9 71 3

Vill-ige' Deeps ... 15 0* U 6* 14 6*

W«=tern Rnnd Estates ...... — 26* —
WHhTnk CoU'eries ...

-— — —
W.>w!ifer.<!ranHs ... 21 0+ — 21 0+

WHwntersrnnd Deeps n 0+ — 8 0*

Wollmt.ers 3 9* 4 0+ 3 9*

Vjininlants Tins 17 7 17 9 1.S

TTnion 5 t>er cent £1C4 £104A VOH'
Ve"- Sf'-tes 19 9 20 Ov ?0 3*

S. Van Rvn 14 3* H '«• 14 3*

Do. On'-ons 17* 2 6* 1 fi*

<! \ A\k-V- 37 P* — 35 0*

n, -p^o., n-f £15|* £15J*
—

Standard Bank — — £llj*

Wed. Thurg.
18th. 19th.

40 0* 40 0*
12* 11*

4 6*

40 6*

£100*
24 0*

11*

18 0+
4 3*

£61*
1 3*

3 5

38
2 0+

23 6*

9 9
28 6*

2 9*

4 5
6 6

11 10

36 3*

9 4

2 10*

1 3*

161 0*

21 7i
6 9

7 10*

34

19 0*

£14i

5 0+
40 6*

23 9*

5

10 0*

2 2

U*
18 0+
4 6*

£61i*
1 a*
3 4

38

1 6*

6 0*

23
92

29

4

3

4

5

12

36
9

6
3
0*
0*

0+
6*
0*
0*

3*

2 10*

86 0*

161 6"

147 6*

21 6*

20 0+
19 0*

25 —
10 0* 10 1

5 9* 5 9*

13 0* 12 6*

14 6 14 9
£26* £26i*

5 6*

4 6*

145 0*

72 0*

5 6*

4 6*

17 6*

0+
9+

10 0*

1 S*

87 0*

4 3*

14 7i
6 n*

10 10*

3 3*

2 9*

1 0+

28 0*

6 9
70 9
26 9*

6
8*

9+
6*
3*

87 9*

4 0*

14 6*

6 0*

10 0*

3 3*

2 6*

1 9*

28 0*

6 9
70 9
27

20 0* 20 0*

16 0* 16 0*

70 B 70 9

14 6* —
.in n*

21 n+

7 9*

3 9*

17 5

50 0*

7 9

4 n+
17 3*

£1041 £104'*

20 f* 20 0*

14 6* 14 9

16 16*
37 0* 38 0*

— £lli*

•Buyers. tSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London. •Buyeri. tSeller* lOdd loti bEx London.
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Engineering Notes and News,
RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE—III.

Lessons for South Africa- -The Electrification of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Railway.

The following is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquier's

contribution to the discussion on Mr. J. W. Kirkland's

paper on railway electrification, before the S.A.I, of E.E.

:

I SHOULD like to pass on now to the details of the locomo-

tives given on page 191 of the Traniaotions, and would Jhave

liked to have cleared up one little uncertainty before making

the detailed comparison I propose doing later with the

Norfolk and Western locomotives designed for almost identi-

cal duty. The maximum tractive effort of these Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul engines is variously stated as

136,000 lbs., equivalent to 302 per cent, of the weight on

the driving wheels, 132,500 Ibi., equivalent to 29'5 per

cent, and 36 per cent, of the weight on the drivers, equiva-

lent to 162,000 lbs., this last figure corresponding to an

input of rather more than 6,000 h.p., and an overload of

probably 70 per cent, on the continuous capacity. Maxi-

mum tractive efEorts as high as 40 per cent, of the weight

on drivers have been recorded, e.g., tests on the 4,000 h.p.

Pennsylvania locomotives. This is of course an abnormally

high figure, and one that is only possible at very slow

speeds, but with heavy freight trains moving at slow speeds

it would seem that, to protect the equipment, the former

raised this figure to the maximum tractive effort, con-es-

ponding to a co-efiicient of adhesion of 0"36 in this particular

ease.

I do not understand the way the regenerative braking
power is expressed in this table, viz., 89 per cent, of the
weight on the drivers. It seems to me that, whether you
are driving through a wheel or retarding through a wheel,
the same factor of adhesion comes in. Perhaps Kir. Kirkhnd
will explain. As far as one can see, the negative tractive

effort could be just as much as the positive tractive effort,

and neither more nor less, always provided of course there

is a load to .absorb it.

On the opposite page I have set out side by side the
details given by Mr. Kirkland for these Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul locomotives, with corresponding particulars of

the D.C. crank drive Pennsylvania passenger locomotives,

and the Norfolk and Western split phase locomotives. The
maximum tractive effort of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul engines is stated by inference as 162,000 lbs., corres-

ponding, as has been pointed out, to 6,000 h.p. input. The
maximum tractive effort on test of the Norfolk and Western
engines was 180,000 lbs., and the motor equipments
developed over 8,000 h.p. One cannot compare an essen-

tially heavy freight locomotive with an express passenger
locomotive, but the figures for the D.C. Pennsylvania
locomotive are given for comparison with the passenger

• Rau.way.

Chicago, Norfolk
Pennsylvania. Milwaukee and and

f:t. Paul. Western.

Class 4-4-4-4 4-44-4-4^ 2-4-4-2

Type Articulated Articulated Articulated
Length of framing 64ft. llins. 112 ft. 105ft. Sins.
Width overall 10ft. 6ins. 10ft. 10ft. Sins.
Height to roof, trolley lowered . . .

;

14ft. Sin. left Sin. 14ft 9in.
Total weight in tons 157 288 270
Weight on driving axles, tons 100 225 220
Weight on pony axles, tons .

.

67 63 50
Percentage weight on driving axles .

.

64% 78% 81-5%
Total wheel base 65ft. llins. 102ft. Sins. 84 ft.

Fixed wheel base 7ft. 2ins. 10ft. 6ins. 11 ft.

Diameter of driving wheels .

.

72ins. 52ins. 62ins.
Diameter of poriy wheels 36ins. 36in8. SOins.
Trolley voltage 650/750 3,000 11,000
Frequency Continuous current Continuous current 25 period single phase
Type of motor

'

Series Series 3 phase
Normal operating motor voltage 600 3,000 725
Number of motors 2 8 8
Rated H.P. of motors .. .". . , .. ,, 800/1,000/2,000 396/452 325/410 at 14 miles

per hour.

2,600/3,280Total rated HP 1,600/2,000/4,000 3,170/3,600
Tractive effort one hour rating 25,000 lbs. 81,000 lbs. 87,000 lbs.
Tractive effort 25% adhesion 50,000 lbs. 112,500 lbs. 110,000 lbs.
Miles per hour one hour rating 30 16-7 14
Normal maximum speed miles per hour 60 28
H.P. one hour rating, per ton 12-7 12-6

1

121

practice of designing electric locomotives so that the maxi-
mum tractive effort, corresponding to a co-efficient of
adhesion of 025, would not overload the motors more than
75 per cent., needs some revision, and the figures quoted
by Mr. Kirkland show that the General Electric Co. have

service engines of the Chisago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul. The Pennsylvania locomotives were designed to

start, accelerate and haul a 550 ton trailing load, nine Pull-

mans, on a 2 per cent, tunnel grade; the normal speed of

these locomotives on the level was to be 60 miles per hour.
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and they were to be safe at 80 miles per hour for the New
York-Philadelphia run, which corresponds very fairly with

the passenger traffic conditions described by the author. It

would appear from the characteristic curves given on page
194 that these Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul passenger
locomotives will exert a tractive effort of 35,000 lbs. at a

speed of 30 miles per hour, and are therefore substantially

larger than the Pennsylvania engines, but the figures given

for tlie Norfolk and VVestern engines justify my statement
that the author is incorrect when he refers to these G.E.
locomotives as being the largest and most powerful in the
world. I shall a'so show, further on, that they are not as
powerful as the latest locomotives with which the Chicago,
IMilwaukee and St. Paul line is being equipped. I quote
the Pennsylvania engines, because they are an interesting

type, and have probablv established a record for locomotive
maintenance, as the following table for the year 1915-1916
will show:-^

remark that nowadays catenary construction has been much
simplified and thoroughly developed and standardised. It is

of course simpler to deal with one contact line than two,
but two do not present any insuperable difficulties, as
instanced by the success of the Italian State Railway instal-

lation. I have no actual figures at the moment, but believe

that train interruptions nowadays, due to contact line

troubles, are a very small percentage indeed. Moderate
train speeds, as would be the case out here, make for still

further immunity from trouble. Regarding the sub-station

equipment, it is not my intention to criticise the general

arrangement described by Mr. Kirkland, but it may be of

interest to members to briefly point out the respects in

which these sub-station equipments differ from the later

Westinghouse installations for the same line. The size of

the units is approximately the same, 2,500 kva.,

100,000/2,200 volt transformers with motor generator sets,

consisting of two 1,000 kw. 1,500 volt D.C. generators direct

Cost of Electric Locomotive Maintenance, Pennsylvania Railroad, 1915-1916

Month and Year.

May, 19'

5

June, 1915 ..

July, 1915 ..

August, 1915
September, 1915

October, 1915
November, 1915
December, 1915
January, 1916
February, 1916
March, 1916 ..

April, 1916 ..

Mechanical.

$2,180-96

1,731-64

2,499-72

2,268-33

1,808-85

2,118-38

1,630-41

2,105-56

1,919-19

2,342-45

2,091-34

1,506-20

Electrical.

$995-12
1,018-97

1,439-21

737-13
999-23

847-78
855-07

927-29
610-42
859-26

1.127-42

815-45

[Total.

Total

Locomotive
Mileage,

Cost per
Locomotive

Mile.

(Cents).

$3,176-08
2,750-61

3,938-93

3,005-46

2,808-08

2,96616
2,485-48

3,032-85

2,529-61

3,201-71

3,218-76

2,320-65

81,126

83,145

88,792

88,433

85,054

83,121

82,438

84,677

83,797

80,819
85,299

83,604

3-91

3-31

4-44

3-40

3-30
3-57

3-02

3-58

3 02
3-96

3-77

2-78

$24,203-03 $11,231-35 $35,434-38 1,010,305 3-51

NoT3.—Mileage figures made up with two locomotive-units considered as one locomotive. Costs include all charcjes for insp<»ct'nn,

rf'miis and superintendence in electric zone ; for work done on the electric equipment by steam locomotive shops ; for material
either purchased direct or through purchasing agent ; and for freight except over Pennsylvania Railroad.

A comparative steam figure might be anything up to

three times this cost. These double articulated locomotives,

as the table shows, have a maximum rating of 4,000 h.p.,

each being equipped with two Westinghouse 600 volt D.C.
field control motors, driving through cranks on to a jack

shaft. They not only handle the heavy through trains on
the 2 per cent, grades in the tubes, but operate at passenger
speeds of 60 miles per hour. Additionally they also work on
switching service. In regular service they start 850 ton
trains on the 2 per cent, grades, and have a recorded draw-

bar pull of 79,000 lbs. In actual practice, trains consisting

of 14 all steel cars, weighing over 1,000 tons, have frequently

been handled by one locomotive. Figure 2 shows the com-
plete locomotive. On November 28th, 1914, these locomo-

tives completed four years of service with the following

phenomenal record:—Locomotive miles, 3,974,746; total

engine failures, 45; total minutes detention to trains, 271;

locomotive mile per detention, 88,328; locomotive mile per

minute detention, 14,667. A fair average figure for steam
practice would be 5,000 miles per locomotive failure. The
electric locomotive was an important factor in the success-

ful solution of the New York terminal problem of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad; it rendered possible the use of tube

tunnels under the North River, for the purpose of reaching

the heart of New York City, and increased the attractive-

ness of the magnificent Pennsylvania Station by eliminating

the noise and smoke of the steam locomotives. There is

now no steam locomotive operating in the electrical zone,

the entire service of 500 trains daily being handled with

Westinghouse locomotives as described. I do not propose to

offer any oommentB on the overhead equipaient. except to

connected to a 2,800 h.p., 2 200 volt, three-phase, 60
periods synchronous motor, operating at 514 r.p.m. with

two exciters. The transformers liave tubular tanks to

economise in space, and are of the shell type in view of the

inherently greater ruggedness of this construction as com-
pared with the core type. The efficiency of the transformers

is 986 per cent, at full load, temperature rise 40 degrees C.

after 24 hours full load. The terminals of the transformers

are of the well-known condenser type. The arrangement of

Phone 4673. Box 316?.

OSBORN'S
I I I A IM MANGANESE

CASTINGS.
Write Of 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co., Ltd.,
SHEFFIELD .ad

lORANKESB JRG
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the motor generator sets is the same as described by Mr.

Kirkland, that is, the synchronous motor between the two
D.C. generators and the starting arrangements with low

tension taps is very similar. The overall efficiency of the

motor generators is 924 per cent, at full load and 93-4 per

cent, at 150 per cent. load. These figures are mentioned

as in the discussion some doubt was expressed as to the

possibility of the full load efficiency of approximately 92*

per cent, given in the paper. The principal difference in the

equipment lies in the D.C. generators. The machines

described by Mr. Kirkland are eight-pole, with, I believe,

compound windings. The Westinghouse generators are

designed for six poles, as this design presents the following

advantages which are inherently favourable to improved

oneration and make the machines less liable to flash over:—
Greater distance between brush arms; thicker commutating

bars and mica, lower voltage per inch of commutator circum-

ference ; lower reactance volts across brush ; lower surface
commutator speed. Further, in these machines by carefully
adjusting the commutating pole air gap, it has been possible

to eliminate shunts on the compole windings—experience
having shown that machines provided with shunts are more
liable to flash over on heavy overloads than when these are
omitted and the correct commutating pole strength obtained
once and for all by air gap adjustment The difference in

the design of these machines is reflected in the following
table:—

New Existing
Machines. Machines.

Number of poles

Diameter of commutator
Number of commutator bars

Thickness of commutator bar and mica

6 8
37" 39"

504 704'
0-23'' 0174''

Fig. 1.

EuKNiNG Ge.\e, two 2,000 n.p. Westinghouse Motors, Pennsylvania Railroad Locomotive.

Fig. 2.

4,000 n.p. Electric Locomotive, Peknsylvasia Railroad.
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTI'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Compound Managers that despite the present high cost of floar, the price for this
wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most
economical food of the present times. Owinp; to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has
now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content
of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Mines Not in Buying Humour—Oils, Colours and White Lead—Iron, Steel, Copper and
Brass—Timber and Building Material.

There is a little more life in the mining material market

as between merchant and merchant, also brokers represent-

ing coast houses seem better employed. The fact is that

quantities of various kinds of goods and materials arrive

at the coast ports by sailing vessels and as the mines are

not in a buying humour, an outlet has to be found for the

overplus. Naturally the material most wanted does not as

a rule come, therefore the others require some hustling to

place at a profit. There is an absenctTof speculation and a

conservative spirit amongst merchants engendered by the

excellent war news^—not to do much buying unless in the

most essential mining requirements in demand. One
example is that a firm has had material on New York har-

bour for the past eleven months which has been paid for,

therefore the manager is not inclined to order more until

there are reasonable prospects of getting orders from over-

sea delivered in Johannesburg. As regards the mines they
are practically getting average monthly supplies, but in

some cases part of the reserves are reckoned in the stocks

already bought (but not delivered from overseas), as well as

paid for by the importing merchants. However, although
in most eases deliveries have been ma<ie fi'om the manu-
factories in America and Britain, yet they are delayed on
the way owing to the shortage of shipping. In the Com-
mercial Exchange one could often pick up a little newsy
gossip, but now business is practically over well before 11

o'clock of a morning, and also people are less comniiuiica-

tive. Nevertheless since the question of the great import-
ance of gold has been under discussion, that subject often-

crops up. The merchants recognise that whatever assists

the gold industry must of necessity increase business pros-

pects with them.

EDWARD DODD. 19, LOVEDAY STREET
(Opposite Coldfields Hotel).

Agant lot W. F Stanley i Co., London, tnd Otmbtldg*
ScUntlflc Injtniment Go., Oambrldg*.

Mathematical. Nautical, Scientific and Electrical

Instrument Maker.
ThtfodoUtes, Tacheometen, L«v«ls, Artificial HorUoni, CompaasM. Eto. Bwitcb-
boarda. T^IepboDea, Telegraph loatrumanta. Heggai and Meter*. Fine

En|;ineeriDg and Small Prea* Work Executed. Telepbon* 97U.

Oils, Colocr.s, White Le.^d a.nd Turps.

According to the advices of a British manufacturer's
representative here, information has been received that the
export of linseed oil has been barred from Canada, also
that the navigation of the St. Lawrence River will close a
month earlier this year on account of the ice, consequent
upon an earlier winter there. Turpentine is scarcer than ever,
but there is said to be some on the way, which statement,
however, lacks confirmation. In the meantime anything
more than a bottle cannot for all practical purposes be
obtained. For example, three- indents for turpentine were
put up on the buying boards of the Commercial Exchange
without obtaining any tender. America has prohibited the
export of cotton seed (salad) oil. The price for the best in
Johannesburg is 140s. per case and seconds 90s. The last
lot of olive oil received from Spain is practically finished,
and it is problematical when to expect the next shipment
from there; the price is 30s. per gallon. The oil and colour
merchants keep selHng as goods from oversea dribble m;
that is, nothing is kept back at these high prices. However,
there is no anxiety to sell, and preference is naturally given
to old customers.

Iron, Steel, Copper and Brass.

The initial output specimens of pig iron are being shown
in a leading draper's window in Church Street, Pretoria.
A .Johannesburg importer of iron and steel made a special
journey to the capital for the purpose of inspecting -the
newly-made pig iron. He was pleased to handle and examine

R. W. HODGES,
LICENSED MINING MATERIAL BROKER,

11, Holland Street, opposite Stock Exchange, Johannesburg,

OFFERS Second-hand Rails in 121b.. I6!b., 45lb., 601b.

Angle Fish Plates, Sleep.rs, Steel Hammers,
Balata Belting.

REQUIRES Second-hand Rails. 20ib., 601b.

STATE FULL PARTICULARS.
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DO YOU HAVE YOUR MECHANICAL RUBBER COODS
Manufactured to order from African Rubber to suit your Special Needs?

We make one quality : THE BEST.
REGISTERED TRADE MARK :

" SARM."

SOFT, MEDIUM AND HARD RUBBERS.

Tiie SOUTH AFRICAN ROBBER M4NyFACTURIN&& TYRE Co4t(l.
ANDERSON, LOVEDAY & FREDERICK STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.

P.O. Box 3912. Tel. Add.: "SARMCOL." Phone 2304.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber Gear of all descriptions for Railways, Mines, Municipalities, Sugar Mills,

and users of Industrial Machinery.

No. 3 of the grej' colour, which he considered the best. It

appears that a very anxious time was experienced at the

Pretoria iron works during the initial stages, as the colours

were disappointing and had to be toned down. However,
the sponsors and manager never became disheartened and
now, after a strenuous time, they feel confident that they
will soon follow on with a commercial iron suitable for

'foundry work in the Transvaal. The price of £15 was men-
tioned, but not officially. Such a price compares favour-

ably with the last available one for the imported iron of

£22^ per ton. The imported bar iron is now acutely scarce,

and it may be that the local ironworks could be assisted to

find substitutes when they get sufficient pig iron for mixing
purposes. Veereniging mild steel of all kinds has been
recently risen from 4os. to 50s. per 100 lbs. Steel plates

can be had in limited quantities at 90s. to 95s. per 100 lbs.

They are very scarce indeed, and only supplies from
America can relieve the position, and no one seems to have
any idea when shipments can be expected. The coast ports
are telegraphing Joliannesburg for wire nails—the price

being a secondary matter if only the right sizes can be had.
Enquiries also come from all parts for bar iron and steel,

but not a tithe of the orders can be executed, because stocks
are not available. It also happens that the Transvaal iron

smelters are not allowing so much to come into the« general
market, aa the orders from the mines as well asJor Govern-
ment contracting work, almost monopolise the output. A
decent parcel of brass and copper rods, tubes and sheets
recently arrived at the coast for a Johannesburg firm. No.
8 fencing wire, also the barbed descriptions, are getting
scarce in Johannesburg on account of the British and Ameri-
can Governments requiring them for military purposes.
Galvanised pipe fittings are difficult to obtain. By the way,
there were a few orders for piping placed this week for the
mines on the Far Eastern Rand. The British factory price
has risen for piping about 10 per cent., as the discount off

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen. Ltd.)

SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites, Levels,

Planimeters and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances

REPAIRS of Scientific lastrumeDtj

A SPECULITY.

f-'IfWWlJM I I

Phone
1221

59, RISSK ST.,

JOHANNESBURG.
Box
4040

hst prices is now only from 42i to 45 per cent. A few
shovels have been received lately ; the square mouthed
description are 150s. per dozen, and the round nosed ones
100s. to 105a. The demand is so great and continuous that
the present supplies will soon be absorbed.

Timber and Builders' Materi.\ls.

A .splendid show was made of South African timbers at

the recent exhibition at the railway department in Johan-
nesburg, on behalf of the Governor-General's Fund. The
different woods had been prepared by the railway workmen
to perfection. Some were plain, but mostly polished, and
it is only fair and just to remark that if our own woods can
be made to look like they did, there must of necessity be
a great future for them, not only in the building trade but
for furniture manufacturing. Baltic deals are not over
plentiful, but sufficient for present needs as more are

expected during this month and next also. The cables from
Norway and Sweden go to show that whilst they are -not
unduly pressing business, yet quotations are always avail-

able, and the latest communications give the impression that

the tendency is .easier. This may be because merchants are

holding off somewhat, because, whilst anxious to keep suffi-

cient to run their business with, they are shy in running the
risk to pile up stocks at these values. Business is onH
fair, the country' orders are leading now, but the town and
reef are quieter. The ^Municipal question as to the conti'o-

versy between Brakpan and Benoni separating is upsetting
business in that direction. If an understanding can be
arrived at, it is expected the demand for that portion of the
Eastern Rand would soon make itself felt again. The
demand for bricks is still prnnovuiced, especially for the

The largest and most varied

stoclis in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

M BROWN "0, MAIN STREET,
i A. aiKKinm, JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 6770. P.O. Box 1826. Tel. Address .' MAUBROWN."
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ALFRED F. ROBINSON, LTD.,
17/19 & 22, Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG.

Sole Agents for Messrs. R. GARRETT & SONS, LeiSton, Suffolk : Loco-

mobiles, Portable Engines, etc. ; Messrs. BRITISH MANNESMAN TUBE
CO., LTD., Landore, Wales : Solid Drawn Piping, Poles and Boiler Tubes

;

and Messrs. SULZER BROS., Winterthur, Switzerland : Centrifugal

Pumps, Diesel jEngines, etc. Wrought Iron Pipe Fittings.

P.O. Box 3228, Johanaesburg. 'Phone No. 3516. Telegrams: "ALPHA.

better kinds lor central buildings. Orders have been sent

to Olifantsfonlein for certain bricks, which is a long dis-

tance away, seeing what a number of Johannesburg kilns

are now working. We have also received a. consignment
of tiles from Pretoria at £45 per ton, which is the highest

figure mentioned in these notes so far. The cement supply

is still indifferent, as the Government demands take a big

slice (jf that manufactured. This could be quickly obviated,

providing the machinery, already on order J:or a long while,

could bo obtained from oversea. Blue lime is not any too

plentiful, because so much is being used in the place of

cement. Of late there have been excellent consignments from
Britain of hospital fittings and cast-iron enamel baths.
There is a scarcity of waterproofing paste and similar com-
positions in connection with keepi)ig buildings waterproof.

Revised Price List.

Building Materials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, 2s. to
2s. Id. ; flooring, 4^ x J and 6 x J, lid. to ll^d. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,
6 X i, 7d. to 7j 1. per sq. ft. ;

pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,
9s. to 96. 6d. per cub. ft.; clear pine, ^in. x 12in., Is. 6d. 'per foot;
lin. X 12in. 2.?.; teak, 25s. to 26s. per cubic foot; shelving.
Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 1.3s. 6d. c. ft.

;
poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

2s. to 2.S. Id. ft.; beaver boards, lid.; galvanised iron, 24 gauge,
Gft. to 10ft., 2s. 2d. to 2.=. 3d. ; lift, 2s. 3d. ; 12ft., 2s. S^d. ; 26-gauge,
6ft. to 8ft., Is. lOd. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lid.; fiat galvanised, 24 and
26-gauge, 110s. 1001b. ; floor brads, 97s. Cd. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,
75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel
ceilings, 80s. to 85s. : roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Bricks. Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, 10s.
bag; 93. truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. : truck loads,
6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. ; plaster lime, 5s. 6d. ;

hricks, stock, delivered, 65s. to 703. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 80s.
; pressed,

70s. to 808. 1.000; road transport expensive when obtainable; salt
glazed. £17 Ms., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing
tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1^00; glazed tiles. 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d.
yard ; paving cement tiles, Ss. 6d. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete
columns, Gft. plain, 25a. ; fluted, 308. ; fireclay bricks, £8 lOs. to £10
10s. at kiln, ])er 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to 80s., according to
height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled,
14s. to 15s. O.iM. gallon; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 3d. in
big lots; turpentine, UOs. 2/4 1-5 galls.; 10— I's; 5-6 imp. tins, 120s.;
o.xide ill oil, 9(1. per lb. : dry o.xide, 13s. Kd. to 16s. : linseed
oil putty. Is. per lb.

; paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,
iin., 8s. ; do., mirror, 8s. 6d. ; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d.
per foot ; and fancy glass, 2s. per foot.

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £49; local, £31 to £31^ per
ton; tallow (local), 8^d. per lb.; paraffin quotations unobtainable;
petrol, 3f)s. 2d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;
engine lubricating oils, 37s. 6d. to 42s. 6d. per case; cvliiider, 37s. 6d.
fo 42s. fid.

Chemicals.—Mercury. £40 75lb. ; bichromate pnt.ash, 6s. fid. lb ;

cidorate, 43. 6d. lb.
; permanganate, 18s. to ISs. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb.

;

carbolic acid, 5s. fid. lib. ; borax, 122s. fid. lOOlb. ; cyanide .sodium,
2s. 3d. to 2s. 6d. lb.; hypo. Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local^ £55 10s. ton;
litharge (assay). 70s. to 72s. 6d. (commercial), 58s. fid. 100 lbs. ; zinc
sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; Incally-smelted zinc, 6^d. lb.

;
plumbago

crucibles, 6^d. per number ; carbide, 100s. to 110?. 100 lb.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 33s. to 36s. wholesale, and 488. to 64s. doz. retail; carbon
lamps, 20s. dozen; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire,
fiOs. to 65s. ; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 50s. ; 7/22, 75s. to 80s. ; 7/20, 130i.
7/18, 170s.; tubing, 40s. to 45s. per 100ft;; keyholders, 48. 6d. tc
5s. each; round blocks, 3iin., 5s. to 5s. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei
cord grips, ISs. to 15s. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. 6d.
per dozen; British glass shades, 30s. to 40s. dozen; porcelain shackles.
15s. to I83. dozen; do., bobbins, 25s. to 30s. per 100; cleatg, 22s.
per 100; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 95s. to
100s.

; fin. do., 85s. ; fin. steel, round, 80s.
; ^in. found iron, 75s. ; do.

steel, 72s. 6d. ; fin. round iron, 726. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none
in town

; Jin. round iron, 65s. to 678. 6d.
; Jin. steel, 62s. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various .sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per lOGlbs.
Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at
4os. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-
plates, 80s. to 90s.

; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per lb.

;

5-16in. diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.
; fin. diameter up to

3in. long. Is. 9d. lb. ; Jin. dia.. Is. 6d.. 3iin. and up long Is. 6d lb. ;
iin dia. up to 2iin long, 77s. 6d. 1001b; ^in dia. and 2iin up long 758
per 1001b.; |in. diameter up to 2|in. long, 85s. per 1001b • fin' dia
2iin and up long, GOs. per 1001b.; fin. diameter, 2Jin. and
up long, 55s. 100 lb.

;
|in. and lin. diameter, same price as Jin

diameter; nuts, fin.. Is. 3d. per lb.; iin., 85s.; fin. 95s.:
hm. and l^in., 85s. ; Ifin. to IJin., 878. 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash-
ers, all 45b.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d lb •

^nn'n- ^'u-
^'- ^f ,"'• '

^'"' ''^'- ^^ 8"^-
: i"'- '2s- <5d.

; Jin. up, GOs.'
190 lb.

; shoes and die, 32s. 6d. to 35s., 100 lb.; rails, £25 per ton

-

picks 41b 40s. dozen; shovels, 808. to 90s. dozen; drill hammers,
ojd. to 6d. per lb.

; hammer handles (best American), 14in. 48 6d •

24in. 10s
;

30in. 14s.
; 36in., 17a. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation
in prices, the Editor will answer reply-pairl telegrams to
verify any quotation in our list.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.

Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Principal : Sir W. H. HADOW, M.A.. D.Mus J P

Acting Principal : Professor J. WIGHT DUFF, M.A., D.Litt.

SESSION 1918-19.

Commencing 23rd September, 1918.

Particulars of curricula for University Degrees and College
Diplomas in Pure Science, Mechanical. Marine, Civil and
Electrical Engineering, Naval Architecture, Mining, Metal-
lurgy, Agriculture, Aits and Commerce, and of Felfowships,
Scholarships and Exhibitions on application to^

—

F. H. PRUEN, M.A., Secretary.
Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tync.
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New Patents.

426.

427.

428.

429.

430.

431.

432.

433.

434.

435.

436.

437.

438.

439.

440.

441.

422.

443.

444.

445.

446.

447.

448.

449.

The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd., and Harry Alexis Kauper.—

Improvements in and relating to means for synchronising the

firing of a gun with the rotation of a propeller upon aeroplanes.

Nathan Harrop.—Improved means for the production of carpets

and the like.

William Walter Gowiiig.—Improved mean.s tor opening tins.

Joseph Bourdas Smith Booth.—Improvements in carburettors.

Ale.\ John Gerraid.—Bundling machine.

John Bernard Tliompson.—Improvements relating to tipping

trucks and the like.

Robert Dobson.—Wash boiler (poi-tjible).

John Joseph Atmore.—An improved torch for lighting fuses for

bla.sting and the like.
.

Edwin Clinch.—An improved adhesive composition of matter.

Naamlooze Verinootschap.—Process for the manufacturing of a

product substituting ebonite, bacalite, and such like materials.

Walter Henry Drake.—Process of an apparatus for forming

articles from pulp.

John Ernest Jones.—Improvements in mortar bo.xes for stamp

mills.

The Electric and Ordnance Accessories Co., Ltd.—Improvements
in or relating to regulating or controlling systems for electric

motors.
Alexander Wink Grant.—Improvements in mops.

Alexander Wink Grant.—Improvements in mop frames.

Arthur "Stead.—Process for the treatment of mineral and other

insoluble phosphates for the purpose of rendering their phosphate

contents soluble in water and in other weak solvents.

Wilfred Brereton Crofton.—Hydraulic change .^peed gear.

Louis Etiennes Tissier.—Improved process for carbonising wood.

Pedro Celestino Saccaggio and Frederico Alegandro Lagrange.—

Improvements in and relating to spark arresters.

Duncan McEwing Patrick.—Improvements in disconnectible links

and hooks for chains.

Jean Stephanus Rochclle de Villiers and Julius Lewis Prager.—

Petrol filter for internal combustion engines.

Jack Kuny.—A new or improved distemper water paint, or

analogous preparation and process of manufacturing the sa^e.

Jack Kuny.—An improved paint and process of manufacturing

the same.
William .Stephen Hobson.—Improvement in bearings for the axles

of trucks and like vehicles.

450. Leslie ConoUy.—Improvements in yokes.

451. Marks Harris and Edward Hart.—Improvements in means for

jointing wooden members such as parts of furniture.

452. Percy Edmund Brown.—Goddard's improved beehive and frame.

453. Ralph Hush.—Improvements in mills or machines for grinding
or pulverizing ore and other materials.

454. Frederick Charles William Ingle and Lewis Duke Hender.son.

—

Improvements in shock-absorbing attachments for Jack Hammer
drills and the like.

455. William Falconer Smith.—Improvements in means for packing
eggs and other fragile articles for transport or storage.

456. Edgar Arthur Ashcroft.—Improved process and apparatus for
the treatment of potash rocks with salts for the extraction of
potash.

457 .(ohannes Willem van Aardt and Lodewijk Johannes Bomver
van Aardt.— A new and improved automatic apparatus for
use on mine skips, mine cages, lifts, hauling trucks, railway
carriages, or the like.

458. Benjamin Richard Jones.—Apparatus to prevent skips from
running away in incline shafts.

459- William Hugh Nicholson.—A new or improved method and
means for the production of power.

460 .\rthur Thackeray Edwards.—An improved method of making
driving belts, bands, and the like of the kind formed of
wo\en wire fabric and rubber or the like.

46i. .Mfred Bartholomew Edwin Bolton.—A new Fireless Cooker.
4B2. Frederick Bolton.—Improvements in the manufacture of reinfor.^ed

concrete structures.

41)3. Samuel Thomas Grcsham.—Improvements in "Keeps" for axle-
boxes for locomotives.

i'M. Frederick Lionel Rapson.—Improvements in or relating to lifting
jacks and the like for use on motor road and other vehicles.

465. Campbell Ondevkirk Rogers.—Improvements in and relating to
drain cocks for, .steam engine cylinders and the like.

W^" JOHNSTON.
Hardware Manufacturers' Representative,

SHOWEOOH AND HEAD omOE :

President Buildings, c/o President and

Von Brandis Sts., JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 6580. Telephone 2296.

Telegraphic and Cable Address: " Glasspicks," Johannesburg.
Code: A.B.C. 5th Ed.

Also at Capetown, Port Elizabeth, Stat London and Durban.

Representing :

BRITISH—
Wm. Xewmsn k Sons, Ltd.

Birmingham.
BuLlder» & Oen«r«l Brass Foundry.

Jackson, Klphick li Oo., Ltd.

Lirkball, Nr. Glasgow.
Porcelain Enamelled Baths And

BasiDk.

Pegler Bros, b Co., Ltd.

Doncaster
Brass Cocks and Fittings for

Steam and Water.

Wallpaper Manulacturers, Ltd.

Smith & Butler, Ltd.
Harehills, Lfteds, England.

Orme Kvsns b Co., Ltd.
Wolverhampton.
Wrought Steel Enamelled Ware.

and Wrought Steel Enanielled
Sinka.

Harrison b Oo.
Birmingham.
Curtain Hooks, Rings, Brackets, etc.

Oeo. Wolle b Sons, Ltd.
Bathgate. Scotland.
Stamped and Hammered Steel

Snovals.

AMERICAN—
Tbe Stanley Bule ft Level Co.

New Britain, Conn.. U.S.A..
Bailey Planes, Levels, etc.

The Stanley Works.
New York. U.S.A..
Steel Butt and iee Hingev,

BolU cXc.

Hart b Oooley Oo.
New York. U.S.A..
Ventilating Registers, etc.

Trimont Manulacturing Oo.
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A..
Trimo Pipe and Chain Wrenches.

S. 0. Atkins & Oo., Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind., U.S.A.
Silver Steel Hand Saws, Mill

Saws, etc.

Tbe Oleveland Twist Drill Oo.
Cleveland. Ohio, U.S.A..
Drills and High Speed Tools.

The Warwood Tool Oo.
Wheeling, W.. Va. U.S.A..
Picks. Mattocks, etc.

The United Handle MUls.
Singer Bldgs.. 149. Brosdwaj.

New York.
Ash Handles.
Hickory Harjimer and Pick Handles.

The Oorbin Cabinet Lock Oo.
Worren St.. New York. U.S.A.,
Padlockji and Trunk Looks.

Leeuwpoort (African Farms) Tin

Mines, Limited.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal).

Declaration of Interim Dividend No. 4.

NOTICE IS HEREBi: GIVEN that Interim Dividend No. 4,
at the rate of seven and a half per cent. (7^ per cent.), One Shilling
and Si.xpence (Is. 6d.) per share, has this day been declared, pay-
able to Shareholders registered at the close of business on Monday,
30th September, 1918.

The Transfer Books of the Company will bo closed from the
l.st to 5th October, 1918, both date* inclusive.

By Order of the Board,

0. F. BROTHERTON,
(for the Witwatersrand Township Estate and
Finance Corporation. Ltd., Secretaries.)

Head Office : The Jfppe Arcade
- Commissioner Street,

(P.O. Box 5036), .Johannesburg.
14th September, 1918.

Transvaal Gold Mining Estates, Ltd.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal).

Five Per Cent. First Mort^a^e Debentures*

The interest due on the 1st October, 1918, will be paid against
))resentation of Coupon No. 17

.

In London : At the office of the Companv, No. 1 London
Wall Buildings, E.C. (2).

Ill Johannesburg : At the Transfer Office of the Company,
4th Floor, The Coiner House.

Coupons must be left FOUR CLEAR DAYS for examination,
and may be presented at the Johannesburg Transfer Office any day
(Saturd.-iys e.xcepted) between the hours of ten n.nd one, anti two
and three. Coupons paid by the Johannesburg Office will be subject
to a deduction of Union Income Tax.

*

Forms of application for listing the Conpons and for the
declaration required to comply with the Trading with the Enemy
Act. 1916. may be obtained at the Transfer Office of the Company.

By Order,

TR.WSVAAL CONSOLID.VIED L.\ND .\ND EXPLORATION
CO., LTD.,

Secretaries.

Per C. L. READ.
Head Office : The Corner House,

Johannesburg.
16th .'September, 1918.
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Notes and Newa
.\ full report of the speech from the chair by Sir Geoi'ge

Albu at the annual meeting of the General
The General Mining and Finance Corporation will

Mining Meeting, appear in our next issue. The plight of the
low-grade mines very seriously concerns

this group, and Sir George Albu's remarks under this head
are dealt with in our leading columns. To the other
important questions referred to in the speech we hope to
return next week.

If ^ 'if 4t

The new President of the Chemical, Metallurgical aiid

Mining Society, Mr. H. Meyer, delivered
C. M. & Mi his inaugural address last Saturday night

Society. and dealt with a multiplicity of questions
connected wth the industry. Prominence

has been given in the daily papers to one extract from the
address, and we hope in our next issue to do justice to the
paper as a whole. Additional interest was lent to the
meeting last Saturday night by a discussion on Dr.
Haldane's latest views regarding the effect of coal dust on
Rand mine dust. Dr. Watkins-Pitehford and Mr. Isaac
Hodges contributed their views, and the latter made the
suggestion that Dr. Haldane's theory should be put to the
test on oiie of the gold mines. He thought the expense
would be comparatively trifling. Dr. Haldane's paper, it

may be remembered, was recently printed in our columns.
* * * *

Number 4 borehole, at a depth of 2,804 feet, struck reef

three inches thick on shale contact.
Southern Van Ryn. Borehole has been continued to a depth

of fifty feet in the footwall shale.

Details of the assay values will be published later when
available.

* "ft # #
In view of the recent eloquent appeals by Mr. Wallers for

education as being the crux of the
Mr. Wallers and industrial position, it is interesting to

Mining Education, see from figures given by Sir R. N.
Kotz6 in his recently issued annual

report that our mining men are realizii\g this. Thus the

number of candidates for managers' and overseers' certifi-

cates has practically doubled in three years. This is greatly

to the credit of the men, and we find it particularly gratify-

ing inasmuch that we have in these columns for years past

strenuously urged our readers in this direction. In this

connection we congratulate Professor Yates, as we under-
stand that of the managers' certificates issued by examina-
tion in 1917 nearly eighty per cent, were secured by men
who had passed through his hands.

* * # #
Our Madagascar friends may be interested to know that a

M'ell has been put down in the Califomian
Rapid Drilling fields to a depth of 2,125 ft. in exactly

(or Oil. twelve and a-half da3-s by the rotary

drill, the hole commencing with a 17i-iu.

diameter. In one single day no less than 685 ft. of sub-

strata were pierced, while the daily average was 170 ft. In
every branch of engineering science (remarks the FclraJpiun

Revieu') the past decade has witnessed enormous advances,

yet in none has this progress been more pronounced than

in regard to oilfield operations. The times when it took

frequently twelve months (and much longer, sometimes) to

get a well down to depth producing sands are fortunately

passed, thanks to the now general adoption of the rotary

system of drilling.

* # « *

Communications have been received by the Johannesburg
Chamber of Commerce, drawing attention

Priority to the fact that no priority certificates are

Certificates. granted in respect of supplies by local

authorities until the order has actually

been received by the merchant to supply the goods. It is

pointed out that this frequently involves the contractor in
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all the expenses of preparing tenders, cabling, etc., and

that if a tender is not accepted valuable time and money
have been spent uselessly, and this is the case also if priority

assistance is not granted. This applies to municipalities

and other pubUc bodies. Tenders are called for as in pre-

war times, and the time allowed for tendering nearly always

necessitates cabling, while the orders contain a cancellation

clause if priority recommendation cannot be obtained. It is

therefore recommended that important enquiries from such

bodies as those mentioned should be accompanied by a

definite statement that priority certificates will be obtainable

for manufacture and/or shipping space. Tlie committee

supports these proposals, and has appointed a deputation to

diseuss the question with the Controller of Imports and :

Exports. A number of circulars have been received from

the Controller of Imports and Exports, which have for the

most part already appeared in the Press, relating to the

following matters. The circulars can be inspected at any

time on application at the Chamber, viz. :— (a) Imports

from America : Orders for goods which appear on the

American Conservation list and which are of the vrtlue of

10,000 dollars should not be placed in America until applica-

tion has been made to the Local Priority Committee and

the approval of the American Board in London has been

received to the placing of the order, (b) Steel sheets "for

the manufacture of dairy utensils, (c) Hemp, jute and flax

thread for boot, shoe and liarness manufacturing. (J) Hoop
iron steel bands and baling wire, (e) Ration permits.

* * * *

The position of the West Springs Company is fully set

forth in tlie first annual report of the

West Springs, company published this week. The
directors have complied with Article 2 of

the company's articles of association as follows:—(1) By
entering into an agreement with the Anglo-American Cor-

poration of South Africa, Ltd., for the acquisition by the

company of the mineral lease of the western portion of the

farm Eietfontein No. 14 in the mining district of Boksburg.
The lease in question has been duly ceded in favour of the

company. (2) By adopting the benefit of an agreement of

the 21st February, 1918, between the Anglo-American
Corporation of South Africa, Ltd., and Springs ]\Iines, Ltd.,

whereby the Springs i\Iines, Ltd., agreed to grant to the

company, when formed, certain mining facilities by allowing

the company the use of certain shafts and levels of Springs

Mines, Ltd. The further agreement to be entered into with
Springs Mines, Ltd., defining the terms and conditions on
which the mining facilities are to be enjoyed, and the con-

siderations to be given by the company therefore, is in

course of preparation. The area leased by the company is

as follows:—1,552 morgen 319 square roods on farm Riet-

fontein No. 14, equal to 2,235'65 claims. The consideration

payable to the Government for the exclusive right to mine
for precious metals underlying the abo^^e claims is a share

of the annual profits (as defined by the Mining Taxation
Act, 1910, Union, as amended by Act No. 24 of 1915)
obtained by the company from the working of the lease area, _

such share to be calculated according to the following

650
formula: !/ = 65

, wliere x is the ratio of profits (as

X f

hereinbefore defined) to recovery expressed as a percentage

;

and \j is the percentage of profits payable to Government.
A rental is also payable, which takes the form of the usual
claim licences. This rental will be capitalised in the
accounts until crushing operations commence. Thereafter
the annual rental will be a charge to revenue and expendi-
ture account. The above considerations are in addition to

any taxation which is now or may hereafter be imposed by
statute on tlic profits of mining. Under the mineral lease

between the Government of the Union of South Africa and
the Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa, Ltd., that
company guaranteed the subscription in full of the initial

capital of the company, i.e., £1,400,000, subject to a com-
mission of 5 per cent, on the amounts actually paid up from
time to time in respect of such capital. The mineral lease

further laid down that 200,000 shares be offered for subscrip-

tion at par to persona hona fide resident in the Union of

South Africa. This offer was duly made in a prospectus
issued by the company under date of 15th June, 1918. The
initial capital of the company has been duly subscribed and
allotted as follows:—400,000 shares of £1 each fully paid

up, £400,000; 1,000,000 shares of £1 each, 2s. j)aid up,
£100,000. It is a condition of the lease that the holder of

partly-paid shares may from time to time after the registra-

tion of the company, anticipate the requirements of the
company for the payment of the balance owing on the said

shares by taking up the whole or any part or portion thereof,

and pay the balance owing on the shares so taken up, and
if the whole amount unpaid on any such share be paid, the
company shall issue such share as fully paid. It has been
decided to immediately proceed with the sinking of two
shafts on the projierty, and a considerable portion of the
sinking equipment has already been purchased or ordered.

Contracts have also been entered into for the erection of

the housing accommodation at present required for the com-
pany's employees, and a native compound. The arrange-

ment with Springs Mines, Ltd., by which that company has
agreed to grant to the company mining facilities for the'

purpose of developing the property of the company, will

come into effect as soon as the agreement as to working
arrangements has been completed.

TV flr
" W

The President of the Chamber of Mines dealt very fully

^vitli white labour conditions at the

Mr. Wallers on quarterly meeting of the Chamber this

Labour Conditions, week. In regard to the acceptance by
the men of the latest offer of the

industry, Mr. Wallers said :

" The fact that that offer has
been accepted on a ballot bears, I think, satisfactory testi-

mony to the Chamber's policy in the past three years of

discussing frankly with the men the position of the industry,

placing the facts on the table, and inviting them to share

the responsibility of deciding what is the best course to be
taken in the particular circumstances under consideration.

Compared with the attitude that existed a few years ago
between employer and employed—as I ventured to say in a

recent speech—that amounts to an industrial revolution in

the afiairs of this industry, and a revolution of the right

type, a quiet and definite change of thought. The further

outstanding fact that is shown by the ballot, is, I think, that
the men have appreciated our position ; and we who have
more particularly represented the industry at those con-
ferences can testify to the increasing sense of mutual
resijonsibility and, in my opinion, the thorough justification

of the confidence that has been placed in the men's atti-

tude. The ballot has shown, too, that although the ' swing
of the pendulum ' under the law of supply and demand
is at present in favour of the men, that, as the result of

the facts having been placed before them, they have not
endeavoured to exact the full toll under that law; and
fm-ther, that they are prepared to bear a proportion of the

increase in the cost of living. It is true if the men had
decided to exploit the principle of supply and demand to its

full extent, it would have re-acted very seriously on a large

section of the workers, many mines would have to close

down, and although a certain proportion of them might
have been earning higher wages, a large number would have
been thrown out of employment, and the whole community
very adversely affected. None the less, the situation

required a very ti*ue understanding by our employees of the

effects of any such action of theirs on their less fortunate

fellow-workers and on the community as a whole, and,
therefore, it is that I desire on behalf of the industry to

express our appreciation of that sense of responsibility

which the ballot has shown has actuated them." It is

notworthy in this connection that, lecturing at Benoni,
Mr. Wallers pointed out that a real and permanent improve-
ment of relationship of employer and emplo.ved must be
founded on some basis other than a cash basis. Without
minimising the importance of the wages question, he
emphasised that there were other things more important
in working and living conditions and in the creation of a

proper industrial atmosphere. The new spirit born of vast
sacrifices made by others for us must surely have its effect

upon our attitude and our sense of responsibility to one
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another. This changed attitude must huve a permanent

effect in the reconstruction of tlie industrial world on vastly

altered and vastly improved lines. Referring to industrial

conditions on the Rand, J\lr. Wallers said : We have realised

that it was right that the workers' status should be recog-

nised and that their freedom and opportunity should be

greater. We have realised that a proper and closer organisa-

tion on both sides is essential, and that the condition

precedent to sound industrial affairs is that both employer
and employed should be thoroughly well organised, not for

the purpose of a test of strength—because that is the crudest

and stupidest form of settlement—but in order that joint

counsels inaj' prevail and that both sides shall have a

thorough and deep sense of their own responsibilitj'. In
regard to the cost of living, he went on to say the industry

had tried to meet the hardship amongst men as fully and
considerately as possible, and that the loyalty of the men
in accepting the position was fully realised. In conclusion,

he said the heart of the whole matter was a fuller educa-
tional system. No permanent solution of industrial difKcul-

ties could be found without it, and with it tliey would all

find that ever-increasing sense of responsibility to one
another upon which they must lay hold if they were to

succeed. In reply to a question he said the Chamber was
doing its best to combat and eliminate profiteering.

^ tF "Jf ^
An extraordinary general meeting of the Klerksdorp Pro-

prietary Company will be held immedi-
Klerksdorp Props, ately after the termination of the annual
Reconstruction. general meeting, convened for 3 p.m.

on December '2, 1018, lor the purposes
following, namely : To consider and, if deemed fit, to pass
resolutions to the effect that the capital of tiie com2)any be
reduced from £.50,000 divided into 200,000 sliares of, 5s.

each {whereof 188,889 are issued and fully paid up, and
the remaining 11,111 are held in reserve) to £23,611 2s. 6d.,

divided into 188,889 shares of 2s. 6d. each, and that such
reduction be effected by cancelling the whole of the said

200,000 shares, and by returning to the holders of the said

188,889 issued shares capital to the amount of 2s. per share,
and by issuing in part substitution for the said 188,889
existing shares 188,889 new shares of 28. 6d. each, fully

paid up, and by cancelling the balance of tlie said present
capital of £50,000. No regard shall be paid to fractions of

shares, and all fractions of new shares sliall lie sold by the
directors, and the proceeds thereof, after deduction of any
costs of realisation shall be paid to the sliarehokU^rs entitled
thereto.

* * # #
The Gu.jctic pviblishes the quarterly bank statements for

the period ending June 30 last at a
The Union moment when public attention is being

Banking Position, in-omiuently drawn to tiio impending
Union Loan. The statements bear

renewed evidence to the rapid accumulation -of bank
deposits, which are largely in excess of the opportunity for

investment. In the three months ending June 30 the total

deposits at the banks increased by no less than £2,558,000,
and in the six months ending June 30 by very nearly seven
millions sterling. The following statement has been pre-

pared to indicate the position:—June 30, 1918: Deposits,
£58,809,639; advances, £38,393,309. December 31, 1917:
Deposits, £51,923,639; advances, £35,841,608. June 30,
1914: Deposits, £33,305,186; advances, £31,170,248. It

will be seen that deposits have increased since the pre-war
date (June 30, 1914) by no less than £25,500,000, or 76'5
per cent., while advances made by the banks to their
customers have grown by £7,223,000, or 23 per cent. only.
In 1914 the advances to customers amounted to 93J per
cent, of the total deposits. To-day the proportion is only
65 per cent. Hence it may be said that if the advances on
June 30 last had been in the same ratio to deposits as in

June, 1914, they would have totalled £54,958,000, as
against the actual figure of £38,393,309. In other words,
it is a fair inference that there is well over sixteen and a
half millions sterling locked up in the banks to-day which
in normal times would be profitably employed.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE CRISIS IN GOLD MINING.
Testimony to the seriousness of the crisis in the gold mining

industry was given this week by the President of the

Chamber of Mines and by Sir George Albu at the General

JMining meeting. Naturally, the major portion of the speech

made by Mr. Wallers at the quarterly meeting of the

Chamber of Mines was devolied to the subject. Mr. Wallers

must be a little tired of reiterating the facts by now, and

he confined himself to a brief review of the situation to-day

and of the Transvaal gold output for the eight months ended

August 31. The output for the corresponding period of

last year was £24,983,236, showing a decrease in our gold

production for the first eight months of this year of

.£1,315,694. In the same period the working costs showed
an increase of £468,698, and the working profit a decrease

of £1,623,896. That, said the President, was the position

broadly from the point of view of the gold mining industry

as a whole, and it was sufficiently serious. But when the

condition of individual companies were considered the posi-

tion was still more grave. Of the 49 companies whose
output was included in the total, six were making an actual

working loss, and fifteen showed a snuUl working profit.

But standing charges in tlie nature of obligations with

regard to taxation, miners' phthisis compensation, allow-

ances to men on active service, and debenture liabilities,

turned the small working profit hito actual loss. Various
methods of relief had been put forward, and an expert
committee to investigate the subject had been apiiointod

in London. The Chamber's recent suggestion before the
Sele'ct Committee on the low-grade mines was in the
direction of relief in costs, with particular application to

the reduction in the cost of realisation. So far they had
received no further information as to the fate of the sug-
gestion, Ijut the figures showed that for a considerable
number of companies tlio position was growing increasingly

acute. Mr. Wallers added: " We have really hung on
remarkably well, and shall concentrate all our energies in

continuing to do so in the interests of all concerned. There
is-, however, the fact that for some companies, at any rate,

and under existing conditions, the end is growing very near;
it would be a pity if the actual closing down of some of yie
mines was required to bring home our real position." To
this very plain and unequivocal statement of the case Sir

George Albu made a very trenchant addition on Thursday.
He pointed to the fact that they had been informed
repeatedly by the Home Government that it was vitally

necessary in the interests of the Empire that the gold output
should be maintained at the highest possible level. Tliat

this might be done, it was obvious, he declared, that some
form of relief for those mines rendered temporarily unprofit-
able owing to war conditions was imperative. He wanted
to sound a final note of warning and to urge the Imperial
authorities—since they were the only body to whom, under
present conditions, they could look for relief— to move in

the matter before it was too late. The question as to

the particular form of relief, whether it should be by
remission of the gold realisation charges, or by subsidising
in some shape or other the poorer mines, had at the present
acute stage become of secondary importance to the urgent
necessity for such relief—no matter of what nature—to bo
forthcoming immediately and to be of such a substantial

character as to be of real assistance. Tliat was the position,

stated plainly; and surely, he asked, with the struggling

mines which constituted the bulk of the gold producers of

their group, they should be in a position to judge. Indeed,
Sir George's recital of the difiiculties with which the mines
of his group have had to contend presents a striking picture

of Rand industrial conditions to-day. His speech and that

of the President of the Chamber of Mines afford

unmistakable proof of the present grave crisis in the
industry.
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NEW MODDER POSITION AND PROSPECTS.

The report of the directors of the New Modeler for the year

ended 30th June, 1918, states that the aroa of tlic ])roperty

reniainB as last reported, viz., 1,301'0771 miiiiug claims,

freehold of a portion of the farm Modderfoutein No. 17, in

extent 1,200 morgeu 366 roods and 4 water-rights. In last

year's report particulars were given of the " Bewaarplaats
Moneys Application Act, 1917," and the estimated amount
accruing in terms thereof to this company from the proceeds
of Bewaarplaats on portion of the farm Moddcrfonteiu No.
17, of which it is the freehold owner. The amount received

from the Government in this connection to date is £6'2,537

12s. 4d. Shareholders have been kept duly informed
through the press and the quarterly reports as to the pro-

gress made with the erection of the new reduction plant

and the commencement of milling operations thereat on a

small scale in April last, which accounts for the increased
tonnage crushed during the months of April, May and June.
They have also been informed as to the progress made in

connection with the construction and shipment of the

remaining portion of the winder, also of its arrival at Durban
and its delivery on the mine. Pending the arrival of the

main winder, advantage was taken of the temporary hoist to

supply a limited quantity of ore to the new mill, which
arrangement will be continued until the new engine is

erected, which it is anticipated will be conij)leted at the end
of September and running at the commencement of Oelol)er.

In view of existing conditions the results for the year must
be considered satisfactory, the tonnage milled at 684,100
tons and the working profit of £838,263 15s. 9d. showing
increases of 27,400 tons and £48,246 7s. 6d. respectively.

The yield at 4.5s. 7d. is an increase of 2s. 3d. per ton milled
for the year, whilst the working costs show an increase of

Is. lOd. per ton milled, due principally to the constantly
increasing cost of stores, etc., owing to the war, as well as
abnormal expenditure requii-ed to bring the new section of

the mine into sondition for the increased scale of opera-

tions. The tonnage developed for the year amounted to

823,500 tons of an estipiated value of 8'1 dwts. per ton.

The ore reserve has been re-measured and re-valued, and
amounted to 9,000,000 tons averaging 8'6 dwts. per ton,

which is an increase both in the tonnage of 85,600 tons and
value of '1 dwt. To the amount of working profit of

£833,263 15s. 9d. has been added fl7,613 14s. 9d.. being
the difference between certain items of sundry revenue and
expenditure enumerated in the working expenditure and
revenue acount, making a total profit of £850,877 10s. 6d.,
which has been carried to appropriation account. This
amount, together with the balance of £354,905 138. 3d.
unappropriated at the commencement of the year and £181
13s. 7d. in respect of forfeited dividends making a total of

£1,205,964 17s. 4d., has been dealt with as follows:—
Capital expenditure : Development and equipment, £264,992
14s. 7d. ; annuity in respect of undermining rights leased
from Government, £17,310; less owner's share of Bewaar-
plaats moneys, £62,537 128, 4d. ; Government taxes for the
year ended 30th June, 1918, £99,560 176.; adjustment for

previous year, £11,139 os. Id.; dividends Nos. 23 and 24,

£568,750; total, £899,221 4s. 4d. ; leaving a balance
unappropriated at 80th June, 1918, represented by ''ash,

British war loan and cash assets, less Uabilities, of £306,743
13s. This balance is made up as follows:—Shares in

co-operative concerns, £7,145 17s.; stores and materials,

£154,297 9s. 3d. ; sundry debtors and payments in advance,
£15,789 18s. 9d. ; ore at grass suspense account, £1,457
6s. lOd. ; Rand Mines Power Supply Co., Ltd. (compressor
account), £55,386 68. lid. ; cash on hand and British War
Loan, after allowijig for liabilities, £72,666 lis. 3d. Details
of the amount of £264,992 14s. 7d. expended on develop-
ment and equipment will be found in the managi'r's report.

Of the amounts authorised by the board in connection with
the present programme of capital expenditure there remains
an amount of £55,575 still to be expended, of which an
amount, however, of £8,735 is provided for in the value of

stores and materials above-mentioned. It will be noticed

that there is still a large amount of the company's fund.s

invested in stores, which is due to the increased cost thereof
and the necessity of carrying large stocks owing to the
increased difficulty in obtaining same, and in order that
mining operations may not be interfered with on Vhis

account. In the quarterly report for the three inonths ended
30th June, 1918, particulars were given of the Provincial

Gold Profits Tax Ordinance, 1918. In view of the fact that
this. Ordinance M'as not gazetted until after the close of the
company's financial year and that the Transvaal Chamber
of Mines proposes, on behalf of the gold mining industry,

to take legal action with the view of testing the authority of

the Transvaal Provincial Council to levy such taxation, no
provision has been made in the accounts submitted for this

taxation. 'Two dividends, Xos. 23 and 24, of 18J% and 21J%
respectively, were declared free of income tux .by the direc-

tors during the year, absorbing £568,750. In accordance
with the ' Trading with the Enemy Act, 1916 " (Union of

South Africa) the dividends due to enemy shareholders in

respect of dividends Nos. 22 and 23 were handed oxer to

the Custodian of Enemy Property.

Falcon Mines.
The feature of the progress report for the six montiis

ended March 31 is the substantial advance in working costs

foreshadowed in the annual report. Here are some com-
parative figures:—12 months to June 30, 1917, 35s. 5d. per

ton; 3 mouths to September 30, 1917, 39s. lid. per ton;

6 months to March 31, 1918, 47s. 8d. per ton. m the last-

mentioned period the production of fine chopper was 1,7586
tons and gold 18,542 ozs. : in the September quarter 9617
tons of copper and 9,923 ozs. gold were recovered. For the

six months the xvorking profit, with copper at £95, ^^as

£47,433, while for the preceding three months the working

profit was £45,800. Ore reserves (sulphide) compare thus ;

June 30, 1917, 904,122 tons, 66s. 7d. i)er ton (value, copper

at £95 per ton); September 30, 1917, 859,026 tons, 66s. 7d.

per ton; March 31, 1918, 774,000 tons, GOs. 7d. per ton.

As 84,378 tons were crushed in the six months to I\larch 31

last no addition was made to the reserves, but exploratory

operations are in progress at different points. There is a

large quantity of oxidised ore as well as of lower-grade sul-

phide ore. Owing, however, to the level of expenses these

tonnages are not included in the reserves. The position in

depth has yet to be fully ascertained. At the 9th level the

estimated length of the ore shute is 255 ft., and in the

10th level it is about 200 ft. The width, however, has

increased very considerably, for whereas in the 9th it

averaged 52 ft., it is something like 65 ft. in the 10th.
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THE YEAR WITH THE CONSOLIDATED MAIN REEF.

Increased Costs Offset Improvement in Yield.

Tm; re])oi-t of the directors of tlic CoDsolidatod Main Eeof

for the year ouded 30th June, 1918, wtates, i}i{cr alio:—
Shareliolderb were notified b^' circular dated the 2Gth

October, 1917, that an extraordinary general meeting of this

company had been convened for the "JBth Dcrondier, 1917,

for the purpose of considering a sclieme fur tlie aiisoi'ption

i)y this company of tlie property and assets of tlie ^Main

Iteef West, Ltd., for 323,238 fully paid shares of £1 each

in the Consolidated Main Reef Mines and Estate, Ltd. The
provisional agreements in this conuection entered into

between this company, the trustees for tlie debenture

holders of the Main R6ef West, Ltd., and tiio Main Reel

West, I>td., were duly ratified at adjourned extraordinary

general meetings of shareholders of both companies held on

the Jth .January, 1918, and duly confirmed by shareboklers

of the ^lain Reef \\'est, Ltd., at an extraordinary general

meeting lield ou the 19th January, 1918. To provide the

purchase consideration for the property and assets of the

JMain Reef West, Ltd., the cajiftal of this coinpany was

increased from the sum of ,-fe9jO,(X)0 (of which i924,364 were

then issued) to .fel,247,602, by the creation of 297,602

shares of £1 each. Of these new shares 225,000 were

allotted to the trustees for tlie debenture holdei's and 98,238

shares allotted to the liquidators of the Main Reef West,

i/td. The company having acquired 549'6436 claims and 1

mining staiul from the Main Reef West, Ltd., the property

holdings now camprise a mining area of 1 ,'.t7(i()819 mining

claims^ of which appro.ximately 460 claims arc north of the

outc-rop ; 1 mining stand ; the freehold of a portion of the

farm Paardekraal No. 42, in extent 2,009 morgen, 305 roods;

6 water-rights situate thereon, and the township ^fMurais-
burg. At the close of the financial year the transfer to this

company of tiie. property acquired from the Main Reef West,

Ltd., had uo( been completed owing to the late arrival of

the power of attorney granted by the trustees for the

del)enture holders in London to their local agent, authorising

the cancellation of the mortgage bond over the property of

the Main Reef West Co. Since then, however, the transfer

of the proi:)ert\- and assets has been effected and the deben-
ture and share holders of the I^Iain Reef West, Ltd. (in

liquidation) have been duly advised of the fact through the

medium of the press and by circular and have been in\ited

to surrender tlieir debenture bonds and share certificates

for conversion into new shares of this comi>any. The
working profit amounted to £151,879 8s. lOd., which is

consideralily less than was anticipated. Although the yield

show'ed a satisfactory improvement, this was more than
offset by the increase in working costs, due principally to

the further advance in price of imported materials. During
the last three months of the financial year development
operations in the No. 3 section have been \ovj seriously

hampered owing to an accident wdiich occurred in March to

the main hauling engine. The working profit for the year

amounted to £151,879 8s. lOd., to which has been added
k.734: 4s. 9d. the difference between certain items of

revenue and expenditure detailed in the worlcing expefiditiu-e

and revenue account, making a total of £152,613 13s. 7(1.

This amou)it, together with the balance of .£99,736 ()s. lid.

unappropriated at tlie commencement of the year, capital

account £38,874 2s. 8d., and forfeited dividends £324 15s.

Id., making a total of £291,548 18s. 3d., has been dealt with

in the appropriation account as follows:—Go^ernment
taxes, £22,217 8s. 8d. : dividends Nos. 19 and 20, £101,084

4s. 6d. ; bearer warrants written oflf, £482 5s. 6d. ; expenses
in connection with tlie liquidation -of the Ma'm Reef West,
Ltd., £l,6oO; balance imappropriated, repiesenled by cash

and cash assets, less liabilities, £166,704 19s. 7d. This
balance is made up as follows:— Shares and interests in

co-operative concerns, £8,574 18s. 4d. ; stores and materials,
etc., .£98,678 Is. 5d. ; sundry debtors and payments in

advance, etc., £11,206 6s. 7d. ; net cash and investments,
after allowing for liabilities, £48,305 13s. 3d. It will be
observed from the financial statements that the assets of

the Main Reef West, Ltd. (in liquidation) as at 31st
October, 1917, have been incorporated in the accounts of

this company. A large amount of the company's funds still

remains invested in stores and materials. Owing to the
war and the continued difficulty in obtaining mining sup-
plies, shareholders will realise the necessity of carrying a
large stock thereof in order that mining operations may not
be interfered with. For the six months ended 31st I")ecem-

ber, 1917, dividend No. 19 was declared on the 28th
January, 1918, at the rate of 5 per cent, on 924,364 shares
numbered from 1 to 924,364 both inclusive, Imd at the rate

of 2.| per cent, on S23,238 shares numbered from 924,365
to 1,247,602 both inclusive. These latter shares were
allotted in connection with the absorption of the ]Main Reel
West, Ltd., and carry in terms of the agreement wi^i that
company the right only to one-half of any dividend declared
liy this company for the six mouths ended 31st December,
1917. A further dividend No. 20 of 3J per cent, was
declared payable to all shareholders for the six montlis
ended 30th June, 1918. These two dividends absorbed
£101,084 4s. 6d.

Consulting Engineer's Rei'okt.

The consulting engineer writes:—The working profit

amounted to .£151,879, which includes twelve months' work
of the Consolidated Main Reef section and nine months'
work of tlje Main Reef ^^'est section,. This profit is con-

siderably less than was anticipated and less than the aggre-

gate profit of the two companies for the corresponding

l)eriod of last year. The yield showed a satisfactory improve-
ment of about Is. 8d. per ton, as also did the total value
of the gold produced, but the great increase in costs,

primarily resulting from the prices of imported inaterials,

more than offset this improvement. The additional expen-
diture on stores consumed during June, 1918, as compared
with June. 1914, amounted to no less than £7,850, equiva-

lent to about £91,000 per annum, and prices continue to

rise. Ill addition to thi.s all other items of cost have
increased. Arrangements have been made to operate the
mine by means of two main shafts only, and No. 4 shaft of

the Main lit^ef West section and No. 2 shaft of the Consoli-

dated Main Reef section will be laid off as soon as the ore

in their vicinity is worked out. lu addition, further minor
alterations on the surface to secure more economical working
are also in progress. The capital outlay necessary ti.i achieve

this object will be comparatively small. In consequence of

the increasing depth of the workings, additional pumping
and hoisting equipment ^^ill sliortly be required. In .March

last a serious accident happened to the main hoist at No. 3
shaft, which, as a result, was not operated during the last

three months of the year under review, and development
operations in this important section were therefore cur-

t:-iiled. The payable ore reserves as at 30th June, 1918,

are as follows:—Main Reef I^eader, 1,399,210 tons, value
7"3 dwts., sloping wndth 53 inches; South Reef, 20,660 tons,

value 6'1 dwts., sloping width 50 inches; total, 1,425,871)

tons, value 73 dwts., sloping width 53 inches. The ore

reserve position shows but little change and, on the whole,

is fairly satisfactory. It is, however, important to the

future of this mine to carry on development and shaft

sinking with the utmost speetl. In \iew of the uncertainty

regarding working costs, it is not possible to foi-ecast the

profits, but there is no reason to think that there will bo

any diliiculty in maintaining last year's rate of .\;)eld.
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SWAZI TIN ANNUAL REPORTS.

A Prosperous and Profitable Year— Consulting Engineer's Review.

The Swazi Tiu directors' report ior the year to June 30

states:—The working profit for the year amounted to

£15,483 16s. Bd'. Township revenue, sundry revenue and

interest yielded £336 5s. 9d., so that after providing lor

special prospecting, royalty and taxes a net balance of

£40,303 6s. 4d. remained to be transferred to appropriation

account. To this must i^e added the balance of £16,'207

13s. lid. brought forward from last financial year, making

a total of £56,571 Os. 3d., which has been dealt with as

follows:—Dividends Nos. '20, 21 and 22 of 5 per cent., 5 per

cent, and 25 per cent, respectively, £28,700; expenditure

on property and equipment, £95 14s. 2d. ; lialance carried

forward, represented by cash and cash assets, less liabilities,

£27,775 6s. Id. The working expenditure and revenue

account for the year was as follows :-r-Eevenue :
42515

tons of tin concentrate, £84,559 17s. 4d. Expenditure ;

Mine, £32,088 10s. 3d.; head office, £3,348 12s.; export

charges, £3,638 18s. 5d. ; total, £39,076 Os. 8d. ; working

profit, £45,483 16s. Bd. The June shipment, which had

not been realised at the close of the financial year, has been

taken into the accounts at a conservative figure. In addi-

tion to the ])ayment of base metal royalty to the Swaziland

Administration, provision has been made in the accounts

tor excess profits' tax payable under the Swaziland Base

Metals Excess Profits' Tax Proclamation, 1918. This new
tax amounts to 5s. in the £ on excess profits over the

average of nine years prior to the 30th June, 1914, subject

to an adjustment in respect of variations in the amount of

capital employed in the mining operations. Capital expen-

diture during the year amounted to £715 lOs. 6d., as fol-

lows: Smelting furnace, £634 7s. 9d. ; tree planting, £81

2s. 9d. ; against which were the following credits, viz. ;

.\mount written off Mbuluzi water race, £570 19s. ; electric

cables, £35 2s. 6d. ; receipts for township stands, £13 14s.

KM. ; making a net increase for the year of £95 14s. 2d.

Consulting Engineer's Report.

The rejjort of the consulting engineer, ^Ir. J. Jervis

Garrard, for the year ended 30tli June, 1918, states:—'The
working profit for the year was £45,483 16s. 8d., as against

£20,348 18s. 3d. for the previous year. A comparison of

the year's results with tliose of the two previous year.s is

as follows:—Cubic yards treated during year, 1917-18

1,125,441, 1016-17 9l"5..').36, 1915-16 915,282;" cubic yards

treated, average per month, 1917-18 93,787, 1916-17 76,295,

1915-16 76,273; lbs. concentrate recovered per cubic yard,

1917-18 -846, 1916-17 1008, 1915-16 1048; grade ol eon-,

centrate per cent, metallic tin, 1917-18 70-83, 1916-17 70-73,

1915-16 70-5; lbs. metallic tin per cubic yard, 1917-18 'OOO,

1916-17 -713, 1915-16 739; average value realized per cubic

yard, 1917-18 17-256d., 1916-17 r2-747d., 1915-16 ll-519d.;

average cost per cubic yard, 1917-18 • 7-557d., 1916-17

7-413d., 1015-16 B-726d.; average profit per cubic yard,

1917-18 9-699d,, 1916-17 5-331d., 1915-16 4-793d.

;

average metal price realized ]W ton, 1917-18 C30T461,
1916-17 X193-7B5, 1915-16 £106-310. (The cost* given
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include all general charges and head office expenses.) The
amount of ground treated during the year was 209,905 cubic
yards more than during the previous year and although the
recovery was less and the costs higher, the profit shows an
increase of £25,134 18s. 5d. over the previous year, owing
to the higher price realized for the metal. It should be
noted, however, that the present cost of realizing a ton of

metal contained in concentrate produced at the mine is

considerably more than it was a year ago owing to increased
transportation and smelting charges, due to war conditions.
Power station; The main hydro-electric plant ran well
during tlie year, the running time- being 90 per cent, of full

time, generating 889,215 units at a cost of 0-l()8il. per unit.

The Foy's hydro-electric plant ran well during the year, the
running time being 53 per cent, of full time, generating
285,505 units at a cost of 0-428d. per unit. Gravel pumping

:

The three 8-iuch centrifugal gravel pumps ran 77-6 per
cent, of the time that power was available, elevating on the
average 26-02 cubic yards per hour to an average height of

37-2 feet. The total quantity of ground removed by these
pumps amounted to 500,261 cubic yards. The average
efficiency of the three pumps on the whole year's nm was
22-4 per cent, (on the same basis as previous years) as
compared with 2284 per cent, last year. Nozzle pumping :

A pressure nozzle gump was used in connection with one
gravel pumping plant for 2,614 hours, accounting for 50,179
cubic yards. Another pressure nozzle pump ran the whole
year at Foy's Creek for 96 per cent, of the time that power
was available, cutting an average of 1864 cubic yards per
hour and accounting for 83,914 cubic yards. Hydraulic
elevating:. An 8-inch elevator was in use at Stable Creek,
and a 10-inch elevator was in use at Manzane Creek during
tlie year, running 60-93 per cent, and 86-21 per cent, of full

time respectively. Tlie a\'erage efficiency of the elevators
was ll-04«'per cent., as against 1965 per cent, for the
previous year and 12-97 per cent, for the year before. These
elevators accounted for 167,642 cubic yards. The gravel
pumps did 102 per cent, more work than the hydraulic
elevators for a given quantity of water power. Another
B-inch elevator was run intermittently at Duncombc Creek
during the year, and accounted for 54,798 cubic yards.
Hydraulieking : Two creeks were worked by monitors during
a portion of the year. This work accounted for 74,357 cubic
yards. Ground sluicing and handwork: 228,780 cubic yards
of ground were removed by ground sluicing and sluicing in

small boxes from 12 different workings where no water
under pressure was available. Gravel syphon : The remain-
ing 15,683 cu!)ic yards of stony ground were removed by
means of this device, completing "the ground available for

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL
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HAS THE LOWEST OO Et'FICiENT OF FRIiTION.
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Manufactured and Sold By

—

THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION
METAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIMITED,

49. QUEEN VICTORU STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Aieota for South Africa i FRASER & CHALMERS, Ltd,, lahiniuiburf

,

BuUwayo and Saliaburf,
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removal in this way. It will thus be seen that the total

yardage was accounted for as under:—Hydraulicking and
gravel pumping, 350,027 cubic yards, 31'1 per cent, of total

at 7'26Bd. per cubic yard; nozzle puminng and gravel

pumping, 1.50,234 cubic yards, 13'3 per cent, of total at

8457d. per cubic yard; hj'draulicking and hydraulic elevator,

222,440 cubic yards, Ift'S per cent, of total at 70.")7d. per

cubii' yaid ; hydraulicking and gravel syplioiiiug, ]'),()83

cubic yards, 1'4 per cent, of total at 9()35(1. per cubic yard;
total ground cut and elevated, 738,384 cubic yards, i'tfiij

per cent, of total at 7'620d. per cubic yard; hydraulicking,

74,357 4puliie yards, 6'6 per cent, of total at O'lOod. p<'r

cubic yard ; ground sluicing and handwork, 228,786 cubic

yards, 20-3 per cent, of total at 6'742d. per cubic yard;
nozzle pumping (Foy's), 83,914 cubic yards, 7'5 per cent,

of total at 10-512d. per cubic yard ; total ground cut but not
elevated, 387,057 cubic yards, 34-4 per cent, of total at

7"437d. per cubic yard; grand total, 1,125,441 cubic yards,

lOO'O per cent, of total at 7'557d. per cubic yard. The above
costs include all general charges and head ofhee exjienses.

A complete re-estimation of reserves has recently been
made, based upon the results obtained from boreholes and
pits. This shows that at the 30th .June, 1918, tiie ground in

reserve actually proved amounted to 3,530,000 cubic yards,

of an average value of 068 lbs. J\I.T. per cubic yard, whilst

there remain, of course, some millions of cubic yards of

possible tin bearing ground still to be tested. The lower
average grade of reseives is due to the fact that, owing to

the increase in the price of metal and to the lower working
cost rendered possible wheii working virgin ground, the pay
limit is nuich lower than it used to be, thus making it

possible to include more lower grade ground than formerly.

The work of prospecting new ground is continually being

carried on. The ground cut during the year included a

large amount outside of the pay blocks originally estimated,

it being considered advisable to remove all ground above tlie

pay limit encoimtered in the ordinary course of work, as,

while it pays to take such ground in this way, it would not
pay to come back later specially for it, and, owing to the
increased price of metal, the pay limit is considerably lower
than it used to be.' This accounted for the value" of the
ground worked being only -600 lbs. .M.T. per cubic yard
<luring tin- year as compared with -713 lbs. M.T. per cubic
yard during the j)revious year. A scheme is now under
considei-ation for the inslalliition of a further )iower line and
nozzle pump for working the recent proved rich ground at

Alice Creek, where as the result of a great lunnber of pros-
pecting pits put down during the year a large amount of
rich tin-bearing ground has already been proved, while there
is a great deal of ground at this creek still to be tested. A
water-jacketted bla.st furnace has been installed, and pre-
liminary tests are being carried out with a view to fi.\ing the
conditions for obtaining the best results in smelting
concentrate.
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ACCIDENTS ON WITWATERSRAND GOLD MINES.*-III.

Annual Review and Analysis by the Government Mining Engineer.

Accidents at Collieries.

The colliery accident death-rate for the Transvaal Pro-

vince in 1917 is 204 compared with 2-49 for 1916. Witbank

Colliery, the largest producer, had no deaths from accidents

during the year as against a death-rate of 1"24 for 1916.

Collieries in the Orange Free State show a death-rate of

5'25 for 1917, which is very unsatisfactory, and which is

largely due to the conditions prevailmg at the Cornelia

Colliery, a large producer employing an average of 1,672

men. This mine had thirty casualties during the year,

including nine deaths, and has the unenviable accident

death-rate of 538 per 1,000, which, on the law of colliery

averages, is extremely bad. Falls of coal, truck accidents,

and small emissions of fire-damp carelessly handled, were
the causes of this high accident death-rate, and the unsatis-

factory conditions prevailing at the mine have necessitated

extra inspections, the enforcement of special regulations,

and the issue of mandatory letters to the owners and
manager. The Natal collieries, which include all the fiery

mines in the Union, have an accident death-rate of 1"7'3 for

1917, which for this class of mining can be regarded as very

satisfactory. Nine collieries, including Blandslaagte, St.

George's Hattingh Spruit, and Natal Steam Coal Co., had
no fatal accidents, and the Glencoe Colliery is the only

mine with a bad death-rate. In 1916 no deaths from acci-

dent occurred at the last-named mine, and it is difficult to

account for the large number (7) in the past year. A con-

siderable number of changes amongst miners took place

on this property during 1917, and, as the mine is un-

doubtedly a dangerous one, probably these frequent changes
contributed to the high death-rate. The officials of the St.

George's Colliery have again to be congratulated on the

remarkably low accident rate at their mine; employing over

750 persons, they have only had one fatal accident in the

past five years, and this in a mine which works both seams
of coal and which in 1917 was entirely on pillar extraction.

Accidents on All Mines in the Union in Connection
WITH:

Fall of Ground in situ.—Accident due to fall of ground
number 596, or 22"7 per cent, of all accidents. The casual-

ties resulting therefrom were 753, or 257 per cent, of all

casualties. There were 273 deaths, or 41 '1 per cent, of the

total number killed. Fault either on the part of the killed

or injured or of other persons accounts for 10' 4 per cent,

of the accidents and 15 per cent, of the deaths under this

heading, as against 13' 1 per cent, and 293 per cent, respec-

tively for the year 1916.

Explosives-.—Accidents due to explosives rank fourth in

point of the number of casualties, but second in importance
in the number killed. There were 120 accidents, resulting

in 212 casualties, a proportion of 46 per cent, and 72 per

cent, respectively of all accidents and casualties. There
were 104 deaths or 157 per cent, of the total number killed.

Fault either on the part of the killed or injured or of other

persons accounts for 51'7 per cent, of the accidents and 51'9

per cent, of the deaths under this heading, as against 55"7

per cent, and 61'3 per cent, respectively for the year 1916.

Fall of Material.—Accidents due to the fall of timber,

tools, etc., loose stones rolling down workings or falling

from skips or timbers number 508, resulting in 517 casual-

ties and 53 deaths, or 798 per cent, of the total number
killed as against 7'8 per cent, for the year 1916. Fault

either on the part of the killed or injured or of other persons

accounts for 374 per cent, of the accidents under this

heading, as against 5'68 per cent, for the year 1916.

Trucks and Tramways.—Accidents classified under this

heading number 602 or 229 per cent, of all accidents. There

were 606 casualties and 56 deaths. The ratio of casualties

to deaths, viz., 108:1, indicates that accidents under this

heading seldom prove fatal, as a comparison with accidents

due to fall of ground and explosives show the ratio of casual-

ties to deaths as 2'8:1, and 20:1 respectively.

A/a:-/i!ncri/.—There were 137 accidents resulting in a
similar number of casualties and 24 deaths. Fault either
on the part of the killed or injured or of other persons
accounts for 38 per cent, of the accidents under this
heading, as against 452 per cent, for the year 1916.

Boilers and Steam Pipes.—Under this heading there
were seven accidents recorded as compared with five during
1916 and ten during 1915. There were three cases of burst
tubes in water-tube boilers of the straight tube class, and
in each case deterioration and scour of the material was
adjudged to be the cause. Three natives were killed as the
result of these accidents. One native died through burns
caused by stepping into a boiler flue containing hot soot.
The evidence taken at the inquiry went to show that
deceased had mistaken the orders given to him by the white
overseer. One white person and one native were injured
through the bursting of water gauge glasses. One native
died from injuries received through the bursting of a steam
stop valve due to water hammer.

The list of certificates issued by the Mines Department for
the month of August, 1918, is as follows :—Assayers'
Certificates

:
D. J. Donaldson, G. St. Claire, A. L. Wright,

A. Forson Stewart, A. Whitby. Mine Overseers' Certifi-
cates (MetaUiferous) : T. Backhouse, R. E. Cross K P
Fitch, D. Higgins, D. J. Venter, F. J. Brink, M. J Fen-
nelly, D. Harley, G. Loggie, F. C. Willoughby; (Diamonds)
G. Billing, J. Collinson. T. Devlin, T. Gordon, W Lewth-
waite, H. H. Tregoning, G. C. Carr, W. Coughlan, G.
Dickson, W. Hodgson, G. R. Moore. Mine Surveyors'
Certificates: F. V. Freilanghaus, S. N. Hoffenberg D
Watson, B. M. Harris, S. E. Willows-Munro, G. L. de
I'H. Ranking.

Transvaal G.M. Estates.
A dividend of 2| per cent. (6d. per share) free of South

African tax has been declared by the board for the period
ending 30th September, 1918, payable to all shareholders
registered in the books of the company at the close of busi-
ness on the 30th September, 1918, and to holders of Coupon
No. 25 attached to share warrants. The transfer books
will be closed from the 1st to 8th October, 1918, both days
inclusive. If possible the dividend will be paid early in
November, 1918, but owing to the- irregularity in the mail
service it is impossible to state the actual date of payment.
The warrants, however, will be dispatched to shareholders
as soon as possible after receipt of the final transfer returns
from the London office. Those dispatched from the London
office to persons resident in the United Kingdom will be
subject to a deduction of English income tax. Coupon No.
25 attached to share warrants will be payable at the London
office of the company. Coupons must be deposited four
clear days before being paid, and unless accompanied by
inland revenue declarations, they will be subject to a deduc-
tion of English income tax.

Monteleo Diamonds.
The secretary of the Monteleo Diamonds, Ltd., reports

the following results of operations at the mine for the

quarter ended 31st August:—Reef hauled, 6,246 loads; blue

washed, 10,894 loads; value of diamonds recovered, £4,512,
equal to £41 8s. 4d. per 100 loads. To enable the next
level to be opened and reef haulage to be extensively handled
the manager has advised to suspend washing operations

direct from mine for one month. In the meantime ground
which has so far only passed through one set of rolls will

be re-treated. A new machine for the treatment of blue

ground has been invented, and tests are at present being

made with a view of installing a plant at the Monteleo Mine.

This, which promises to be a success, will do away with

the necessity of further rolls.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—III.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

BOKSBURG INSPECTORATE, TRANSVAAL (H BOTTOMLEY).

Ventilation.—During the year the question of ventilation has

been forced on tlie attention ot managers by the promulgation of more

drastic regulations dealuig especiauy with drives and back slopes.

In cuiiseLxUcuce, the provision of a cheap and eftictive ineiuuaioi

bratticing had to be considered. Iron ventilation piping is almost

unobtainable owing to the war, and canvas pipes last only three to

four monllis underground, bi-ing attacked by a lungus and destroyed.

To Mr. btuart lUart.n, Consulting Engineer of the MuUdertontein East,

is due the credit of bringing torward the idea oi making a solid

brattice Vy building brick -walls along thb drives, thus providing an

independent ventilaling systtm for each heading, 'the cost will be

about lOs. per running ioot on flat mines and slightly more on inclines

where tne louiidaiions have to be stepped to ensure a liurizontal lay

for the bricks. The opening up of our fiat mines in this district in

accoruance with tlie approved method of very long main haulages
now presents no Uimcuii-y. 'ine condition ot tne woiKings will be so

good, provided the fans are kept going, that three shuts will be per-

mitted in the lace<' Following on Mr. btuart Martin's idea, Mr.
\vomble, of tne VVitwatersrand Ueep, in order to ob ain a less cosiiy
bratticing has conducted successtul e.ipenmti.ts in reuilurced cuucr^i.e

with the aid of chicken wire and the well-known "Cement Gum."
Chi:ken wire is stretched along the drive on timber uprights and
backed up with portable screens of ctiling boards. The concieie is.1

then blow on to the wire under a pressure of about iO lo. lo tlie

square inch. The brattice wa.l can be made of any thickness, but
1^ inches should be sufhcicnt. The cost oi th s method is about 6.<.,

per running loot, and has, I consider, a great tuture, espe^idi.y in
shafts, vertical or inclined, where br ck batticing is sometimes oui.

of the question. At the Government Gold M.ning Areas a new f,-n

has been installed at No. 2 Shaft with a capacity of 250,000 cubic
feet per minute, which draws the air from the other thrje shafts.
This one fan now deals successfully with workirgs vsliich are Ecattere i

over an appro.xmiate area of 2^ square mi es. The management on this

mine have paid s|:ecial and con.intious attention to the quest. on o'

ventilation, and are to be commended on their efforts. Tlie mine is

well ventilated and very well run.

Prevention of Dust.—This most important question has been
tackled during the year energeticahy aiid systematically. The queries
addressed to managers by tne.r head olhces as a consequence of
high dust resuus, aiuiough oi a worrying nature, have a most bene-
ficial result 111 siimulating the efloits of all unoeigiound ohieiais, and
it is hoped tnat tne systtm will coiitinue in ail its vigour. The col-

laring 01 holes and l^eyiier macnines appear to be the principal sources
of dust. It is a diilicult matter as yet to induce native machine
drillers to realize the importance of the new regulation which insists

on collaring under an open water-pipe. On the otiier hand, there
has Lfeeri no instance recorded during the year ol ground b^ing lashed
in stopes or drives without lirst being damped. Drilling dry is still

being carried on to a modified extent, but punishment is having its

effect. The olhcial method of dust determination by the sugar test

is unsatisfactory, as is shown by the fact that cheek samples taken
simultaneously with properly calibrated pumps show varying results.

Apart from this, it is now an accepted fact, the repetition of which
amounts almost to a platitude, that this method does not give results

which make any discrimination between tile heavy or innocuous par-

ticles and the hne microscopic particles which are the direct cause of

silicosis. The konimeter recently introduced has now been demon-
strated and tried on every mine in the district, and there appears
to be absolute unanimity amongst mine officials in the opinion that
this instrument from every point of view fulfils all requirements. The
difficulty in obtaining microscopes is doubtless a factor against its

extended use, but it is difficult to understand why its adoption has
not been officially recommended in those instances where circumstances
permit.

Sand Dumps.—During the year managers have again been warned
regarding the danger of neglecting to spray dumps. The Brakpan
dump, which was quite the worst in the clistrict is being covered with
4 inches of red soil. The other dumps which have tteen selected
under the new regulation as requiring attention are being sprayed.
The question arises as to what steps should be taken in regard to
dumps on the shutting down of mines in order to ensure some sort
of permanency in dust prevention. The uscfu'ness of a sprayed dump
does not survive a few rains unless it is very heavily sprayeci.

Coal.—Prospecting for coal is bejng energetically carried on in

the Ermelo area. It is nrobnble thnt "-h"!! normnl nnclitio"s n'-evn'l

this area will form an important contributor, especially in cxpoi't coal

as it bunkers well..

Metals.—There has been a fair amount of prospecting in the Piet
Retief area durins the vear, but nothing of anv commercial value has
so far been onened up in the shape of go'd, diamonds, or base metala.

There are numerous cximo'es of small gold-carrying onartz reef, bnt
values are inconsistent and invariably disappear on sinking a few feet

below the surface.

Circular Shaft Lining.—There are five circular shafts now being

sunk in this district, four of which are being lined with special con-

crete I'ricks similar to those in use at the Crown Mines Shaft. At
tlie East Rand Proprietary Mines, however, it was reahzed that this

method had its disadvantages. The hard compact rock encountered on
our mines renders the doubtful security afforded by the brick hning
unnecessary, and the only remaining use for their provision is the
footing afforded upon which to rest and secure the bunions and
shaft equipment. Bricks are now discarded at this shaft and in their

ptace reinlorced concrete rings are provided in the shait at intervals

of 15 feet, which are securely hitched into the side, and which are
provided with pockets for the reception of bunions. Should bad
ground be encountered the interval between the rings can be built
up with concrete and secured. It is claimed that by this method the
rate of sinking is considerably accelerated as the time tiken up in
bricking, dur.ng which time sinking is stopped, is obviated, as the
building of the rings or curbs is performed irom the Galloway Stage
without suspending sinking operations, Another advantaije "claimed
is the facility afforded for shaft examination. It is probable that the
other circular shafts will follow the example of the East Rand Pro-
prietary Mines, who, I understand, are the world's pioneers in this
matter.

Cementation.—The Francois method of stopping the flow of water
in underground fissures by the injections under superior pressure ot
liquid cement, has been tried on the lower levels of the East Rand
Proprietary Mines during the year. While the process has not fully
realized the promises of the inventor, it has undoubted y been proved
that it is possible under ordinary conditions to completely seal up
water-bearing fissures. The only failure so far has been at the bottom
of an inclined .shaft, which was being sunk on or about the reef plane.
Here numerous holes were drilled into the sides and injected, but it

was found that the concret'? had not travel'ed any distance along
the fissures. It is suggested in this case that the water was not
contained in any one or two definite fissures but in a considerable
area of water-logged fontwall shales, which have b^com» o-Jrt'y

decomposed, and which have the nature of a clay sponge. Cementa-
tion is now being tried at Geduld with success, and at Dag^a'ontein.
At the latter mine the process is being tried at No. 2 Shaft which
is now being sunk throuf;h the do!om'*ps. As th" reef on the Tnr F.'t
Rand is overlain by the waterbearing dolomites the Page.'fon'ein
experiment is being watched with great interest, as, if t should prove
successful, it will probablv lead to the onenine up o' s'-r-*! inirte- -s
" Grootvlei," " Western Rani Estates," an-1 " Welgedacht Gold
Section," which, were shut down owing to dolomite water.

Waterfed Reciprocating Dril's.—The wa'erfed reeipro"ating dril's

operating on the Swift patents were tri d ^n the Van Ryn Peep during
the year. The patent was fitted to a Holman mach'ne wiih loca ly

cast head attachments to accommodate the waterf ed. Up to he
time of writing not much progress has b?en made, as the c"s i"gs
were too frail and had broken under the s»r in. It is do btful
whether the extra weight of the blow afforded bv the heavv recip'-o-

cating machines even with a water-feed, will epual the effect of the
lighter but very much more rapid striking of the present hamm"r-
tvpe waterfed dri'ls. The amount of dust prod'iced wh^n using the
Swift attachment is negligible and this is its chief recommendation.

(To heKoniinued.)
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CONSOLIDATED RAND BRICK, POTTERY AND LIME

COMPANY, LIMITED.
P.O. Box 609. Telegraphic Address: "INDUSTRY." 'Phone No. 1232.

Manufacturers of Press^ Hofman Kiln Bricks, Downdraught Blue Building Bricks, White and Salt

Glazed Bricks, Finest Ground Fireclay, and Fireclay Goods of all descriptions.

Sewerage and Irrigation Pipes and Fittings in all sizes. Fire Bricks, Liners, Crucibles, Fireclay Blocks, etc.

SPECIALITIES:—Pan Furnace Blocks, Drill Furnace Blocks, Loco. Furnace Arches,

BafHe Bricks, etc.

Our Pipes, etc., are equal to the best English manufacture, and are largely used by the Public Works Departments,

Municipalities, G>ntractors, the Mines in the Union and also Rhodesia.

Large Stocks of Pipes and Fittings suitable for Agricultural and Stormwater Purposes always on hand.

For samples and particulars apply to Office :

—

No. 48, CULLINAN BUILDINGS,
Corner Main and Simmonds Streets, Johannesburg.

I

I

'
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Activity in West Springs—Rise of New Modderfontein.

On Friday afternoon a move began in West Springs and

their Options. It was continued on Saturday morning,

together with one in South Van Ryns. The first-named

stoclf has been strongly tipped. At the call the whole

market was firm and prices hardened. New Modders made
a further advance and the price of £25 12s. 6d. has never

before been reached. Modder East and their Options were

also better. There seems to be inclination to sell the four-

years and buy the three-years, owing not only to the

difference in price of the two stocks, but also from the

fact that there is a further difference in favour of the lower-

priced shares in the figure at which the option can be exer-

cised. A reaction set in on Monday morning. The opening

was mainly devoted to West Springs with numerous sales

between 26s. 3d. and 26s. 6d. At the call the whole list,

with one or two exceptions, was marked down. Thera, was
one large buying order for Kleinfonteins which was not com-
pleted at 14s. 9d. During the day African Farms rose to

16s. Tuesday brought little change in prices and not much
inclination to deal. Van Ryn Deep; Sub Nigels and Springs

were the turn to the good ; the iModder stocks unchanged

;

Government Areas and Geduld Props easier, and Africans

3d. to the good. The market was again dull on Wednesday
with a lower tendency, except in IModder Bs. and New
Modders. On Thursday morning Springs opened firm with

sales at 72s. 9d. and 73s. The volume of business was greater

at the call than of late. Government Areas recovered some of

their lost ground. All the Modder stocks were good. New
Modders at £27 2s. 6d. established another record. Modder
B., however, dropped Is. 3d. on the opening price. Busi-

ness in outside stocks was limited during the past week.

Sales : Monteleos, 21s. to 26s. ; Union Tins, 5s. 2d. ; Saka-

lavas, 10s. 6d. ; Mauss Syndicate, 30s. ; Makganyene
Diamonds, 85s. ; Uitkyk, 5s. 3d. Buyers and sellers : Union

Mica, 9s.—10s. ; Phoenix, lOd.—lid. ; Sullivan Music, 20s.,

seller; Henderson's Estates, 4s. 3d.

The market was dull on Friday morning. The following

alterations in prices are noted:—Sales: Geduld Props,

373. 3d. ; Government Areas, 91s. 3d. and 91s. ; Hume
Pipes, 34s. 6d.'; Main Reef Wests, 2s. lOd. ; Modder Deeps,

£7 8s. 6d. ; Modder Easts, 21s. 7id. ; Nourse Mines, 18s.

;

Southern Van Ryns, 14s. 6d. ; S.A. Alkahs, 40s.; Wit.
Deep, 8s. lOd. ; Zaaiplaats, 17s. Buyers and sellers

:

African Farms, 15s. 3d.—15s. 9d. ; Mines Selections, 26s.,

26s. 9d.
Sat.,

21st.

14 6

Fri.,

20th.

African Farms . .

Anglo-Amer. Corp.
Apex Mines . . .

Aurora Wests . . .

Bantjes Cons. . .

Brakpan Mines . .

Breyten Collieries

Brick & Potteries
British S. Africa .

Bushveld Tins . .

Cassel Coals . . .

Cinderella Cons. .

City & Suburbins
C'ty Deens ....
Cloverfield Mines .

Clydesdale Cola. .

Concrete Construe.
Con. Investments .

Con. Langlaagtes .

Con. Main Eeefs .

Con. Mines Selec.

Coronation Cols. .

Coronation Freeholds
Coronation Synd. . .

14

31

7

9

3

77

10

9
6*

1*

0*

1*

0*

16 6+
lit

29 Ot

51

9
18

6

19

18

12
25

40

1

6'

4*
0*

Ot
6
0*

3
9*
0'

1*

7

9

3

75

1

29

5

9
52

9

18

19

18

12

25
42

1

Ct

Ot
Of
0*
0*

6
0*

0*

0^

0»
9*
6*

2»

Mon.,
23rd.

14 6»

31 6*

7

9

3

75

10

3

Tues.,
24th.

Wed.,
25th.

Thurs.,
26th.

29

4

9
53
9

18

fi

19

18

12

25

1

2

3'

0*

1*

0*
0*

9»

11 +
0+
0*

0+
3*

0*

0+
0*
0*

3
6*

2»

0+

16

31

7

9

3

75

10

3
9*

4*

0*
3*

0*

0*

0*

Oa

6+
0»
3*

0*

6
0*
6'
0»

2«

0+

15 10* 15 9
-— 31 6*

7 7* 7 9*

9 0* 9 0*

3 3* 3 5

75 0* 75 6
10 0* 10 0*

3 9* 3 9*

10 6*

29 0+ 29 0+
4 0* -

9 6+ 8 9*

52 6* S3 0+
9 0* __

18 0* 18 0*

5 3* 5 6*

19 0* 19 0*

19 0* 19 0*

12 3 12 3

25 0* 25 6*

44 0* 43 0*

1 2* 1 3*
-- 2 0+

Fri.,

20th.
Sat.,

2l8t.

'Bayers. tSellsra. iOdd lota. bEz London.

Crown Diamonds .

Crown Mines . . .

Crown Mines Deb.
Daggafontein Mines

Do. Options . .

Durban Rood. . .

Durban Rood. Deeps
East Rand Coals .

East Rand Deeps .

E.R. Minings . .

East Rand Props.
East Rand Deb. .

Eastern Golds . .

Ferreira Deeps . .

F. Smith Diamonds
Geduld Props. . .

Geldenhuis Deep .

Glencairns ....
Glencoe Collieries

Glynn's Lvdenburgs
Government Areas
Jhb. Bd. of Executors
.Tupiters

Klerksdorp Props.
Knight Centrals .

Kn'ghts Deeps . .

Lace Props
Leeuwpnort Tins .

Luinaardsvlei Est.

Lydenburs Farms .

Main Reef Wests .

Mever & Charltons
Modder B.'s . . .

Modder Deep . . .

Madder Easts . . .

Do. Options (3 yrs

Do. Options (4 yrs

Hume Pipes . . .

I anslaaste Est. .

Natal Navij. Col.

New Pol-sburrr'^
. ,

New Eland Diam.
New Era Cnn«. . .

New Geduld Deeps
New H^r'ots . . .

New Kleinfonteins
Npw Mndfler . . .

Now Unifieds . . .

N'gels
Nourse ^l^ines . . .

Premier Preferreds
Pr<^toria Cements .

Prinre««5 Fsf^tes .

Pnnd '^'^Pieries . . ,

Rand Klins ....
Pand N'tIpu.'! . .

Pand Select. Corp,
Pandfontp'n D°eps
P-nHfnnto'n Est. .

Poh^'-t.? V'ctors . .

Poo'bercrs
Tnoden-^^rt Uniteds
Pvin Nigels . . .

Shehqs
SVmmer and .Tacks
Simmer Deens . .

S. \. Rre"'eries . .

S A. T.aP'l'i ....
Snfinrrq Mines . .

Sub Nifrpls ....
Swa/'lind Tin.9 , .

T'rrtnsva^l r.^pHs .

Trqp!! G M. Est.
^'an Rv" Deeps . .

T^itlnffg D'^pp^ . . .

XV.,=«orii P^^fl Est.
W*tl>nnk Collieries

TT-twofor'^rands
. .

Wif D-eps ....
TVoIli.ifpri?

7i'>'pln!>ts Tins . .

TTm'on .5 ner cent. .

Npnr Rtofo^ ....
S. Van P^m . . .

Do. On* ions . .

S -V Alkali ....
TTtiioti 4 ryar CPnfc.

National Bank . .

5 5 6+
40 6* 40 6*

£100* £100
23 9* 23 9

5 5 0*

10 0* 10 0*

7 0* 7 0*

2 2* 2 3*

11* 11+
18 0+ 18 0+
4 6* 4 6*

£60i* £61^*
1 3* 1 3*

3 4* 3 4*

37 9* 37 9*

37 9* —
2 0+ 2 0+
6 0* 6 0*

23 3* 23 0*

92 3 92
30 0*

4 0*

4 2*

12 11

37

9 4

2 10*

86 3*

163 6*

147 0*

21 9*

fi 9*

8

33 6

20 0+

19 0*

1 P+
23 6*

10 3

5 9*

IS 0*

14 n

£26J*
5 fi*

4 fi*

17 6*

l^a n*

72 fi*

3 9+

3 9+

4

2

4

6

13

36

87

4

14 6*

10

3

2

Men.,
23rd.

5 3+
40 0*

£100*
23 9*

5 3

10 0*

7 0*

2 2*

11*

18 0+
4 6*

£63*
1 4

3 4*

38 3

2 0+
6 0*

24 0*

91 9

30
4

2

4

9 5

2 10*

86 0*

Ifio

147 0*

22 3

6 10

8 1

33 0*

20 0+

19 0*

23 6*

10 4

5 in*
13 0*

15 3

£2fil

5 fi*

4 6*

115 0*

72 0*

7

9+

11 3+,

1 3

R n*

10 9*

2 6*

1 9* 1 9*

-- 30 n*

R 9* fi 9

71 3 70 9

?S ?7 9
34 n+ S3 9+
20 0* 21 0*

71 0* 71 9 71

14

£14*

Tues.,
24th,

5 0+

£100*
23 9*

5 0*

10 0*

7 0*

2 2*

18 0+
4 6*

£63*
1 3*

8 0*

3 5

37 9*

1 0*

6 0*

24 6*

91
0*
1*
9*

3*

13

36 3*

9 4*

2 10*

88 0*

164 0*

147 0*

22
R 8+
7 11

33 0*

20 0+
19 0*

24 0*

12 6*

5 9*

12 0*

15 3

£2fiA*

4 6

72 n*

3 fi*

3 9+

11 0+

10 9*

2 9*

i 0+

87
4

14

fi

10

2
9

1

5

1

17 0+ 16 fi+

Wed., Thnrs.,
25th. 2Cth.

5 0+
40 3*

£100*
23 9

10 0*

7 0*

2 3
11*

4 6*

1 3*

3 5

37 6*

2 0+

6 0+
40 3*

£100
23

4

10 0*
0*
2*

0*

4*

4*

0*

13 0* 13

36 9* 36

24

90
30

4

3

4

7

9 3*

2 10

IfiS 0*

]i7 n*

21 101

R 8

7 10*

33 0*

20 0+
19 0*

24 0*

in 1*

5 9*

13 0*

14 9

£26S*
5 fi*

4 6*

17 6*

72 0*

3 8
3 9+
10 0*

1 3*
0*
4*

fi*

0*

9*

9*
9*

0+
fi

9*

sn n*

R 9*

71

27 9

34 2+
21 0*

l.-i 0*

71 fi

1

9 '
2 10

11*

4 6*

£63*
1 3*

9 0*

3 4*

37 6

2 0+
6 0*

24 3a
91 3

30 0*

4 0*

0*

3

0+
13

36

1

9

3

3
3*

3*

0+

IRfi 0* 1P7 6

147 0* 148

21 6* 22
6 8 6 8

7 10* 7 10*

33 0* 34

19 0* 19 0*
— 1 0*

24 0* 2.5

10 n*

5 9*

13 0*

]i F*

£2rj*
7 0+

4 0*

17 6*

72

3 7*

3 9+

10 fi*

1 3*

87 0*

4 3

14 0*

in 9»

2 9*

2 9*

1 9*

6 9
71

27 9

33 6+

71 3*

10 3*

5 in*

13 0*

14 9

.£27A

5 fi*

4 0*

17 6*

3 7*

3 9+
10 fi*

3*

n*
3*

14 3*

6 n*

in

1

9*
9*
9*
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15 0* —
5n 0* sn n* ^n n*

21 0+ 21 0+ 21 0+
8 s n* 8 0*
3 o* S 9* .1 <1*

17 7* 17 7 17 4
£inj,i« £104 IS <!• C1PJ3*

20 n* 20 9* 20 fi*

14 9* 16 3 15 7i

1 5* 1 8+ —
40 41 S+ 40 Ot

£14i* £14*

!50 0*

8 fi*

.? 9+

."JO 0*

20 fi+

8 n*

4 0+
17 4+ 17 1

£inJ,l* £10'i*
?n 8 20 6

1."! 6 15 0*

1 9*

3n 0*

6 8*

7-? 9
97 9
.S3 6+
20 0*

16 9+
71 0*
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2 0*
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3 9

17 0*
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20 6

15 0*

41 3* — _
ffiS* fos» £83*
£14* £14i+£14 3 9*

•Buyers. fSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.
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AFRICAN INDENT MERCHANTS, LTD.
20 Harrison Street, Johannesburg.

Telephone No. 1136. Tel. Add. AIM.' P.O. Box 5073.

LARGE STOCKS OF

BROOMS <"-^ BRUSHES

A '

:

I

WRTTR FOR SAMPLES.

AMALGAM BROOMS. BOOT BRUSHES. HAND FOUNDRY BRUSHES.

AMERICAN BROOMS. BREWERS' BRUSHES. LAUNDRY BRUSHES.

BASS BROOMS. CAN BRUSHES. NAIL BRUSHES.

HAIR BROOMS. DANDY BRUSHES. SCRUB BRUSHES.

ROTARY ROAD BROOMS. DECK BRUSHES. SPOKE BRUSHES.

STEEL FOUNDRY BROOMS. DRAIN BRUSHES. STOVE BRUSHES.

BANNISTER BRUSHES. FLUE BRUSHES. TAR BRUSHES.

BODY BRUSHES. HAIR BRUSHES. TOOTH BRUSHES.

BOILER TUBE BRUSHES. "HAMILTON'S" BRUSHES. WHITEWASH BRUSHES.

••AIM" Quality is a good buy.

.

((

ff

I

"HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromax" weighs 904bs. It is Suitable for Sloping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30^ faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Manager can sfford
to n gleet the econoj.ic
merits of the - - - - •HYDROMAX f The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

Agents

—

Phones 4113/9.

& .

Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. TelcErami : " HOSKEN.'

'
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTI'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Compocmd Managers that despite the present high cost of flour, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thna making Macaroni the most

economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has

now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content

of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Market Uncertain—American and British Arrivals—Steel Plates Not Active at Price-
Glue Cheaper—South African Turpentine— Glycerine Scarce—Plata and Window Glass

Arrivals—Shovels and Wheelbarrows— Timber Abovit Top.

Business is in an uncertain state, chiefly because of the

arrivals from America of belated orders. A leading firm

has more goods arriving and coming forward, as per advices,

Than for two years past. This also applies to other firms,

more or less, and although mining and all other materials

are dearer, yet selling is sluggish and the strong holders

will not push business at current rates but must hold on
to recoup themselves until they can gauge the position

better. For example, fifteen guineas per cent, was paid for

insurance on the sailing vessels just arrived and other

charges are on the heavy side. Notwithstanding this, loose

wire nails are already a little cheaper,, in some sizes. There
are also some steel plates in the market at about 80s., but

there are no enquiries for them, because the second-hand
kind has been such excellent substitutes, and 80s. is very

high. There is also a bad set-back in glue, something like

a shilling per pound wholesale, and several speculators

holding large stocks for a rise have been rather badly hit,

since the arrivals from the Argentine came in so freely, and
after ail there is not an unlimited demand for glue, but

the price of 2s. 4d. lb. wholesale for a while was very

tempting for speculators to do an extra lot of importing.

The fact is th^it a little while ago the war news was not too

encouraging, therefore merchants took liberties in extending

their oversea orders, but now daylight is breaking through
and the war news is excellent, there has become a feeling

that the sooner all oversea orders are fulfilled and landed in

Johannesburg the better.

Turpentine and Its Absence.

The acute shortage of turpentine is being sadly felt as

the polishes and blacking factories in Johannesburg have
had practically to suspend operations. It is so difficult, nay
impossible, in most eases to find a substitute for turpentine.

The great feature of turpentine is that it is such a clean

spirit that it never leaves any sign of an oily character after

EDWARD DODD. "•J^rSfirS
.Ag.iit In W

(Opposite Goldfields Hotel).

Otmbttdg*r Sttnltj k Oo.. London, >nd
Sclantltc Initrnmant 3o„ Oimbrldg.

Mathematical, Nautical, Scientific and Electrical

Instrument Maker.
Thaodolitsi, Tschtometcn, Level., ArtiSoial Horiinni, Oompaseea, Et«. Switch

-

bo.rdB, Telephonei, Telegraph InsTrumente. Meetrae and Meters. Pine
Engineering and Bmsll Preaa Work Executed. Telephone 3T5S.

the polishing process. It is pleasing to record that a

gentleman from the Government Land and Forests Depart-
ment visited Johannesburg during the week and brought a

sample of turpentine extracted from wood in the Orange
Free State. It seemed to stand the various tests, and now
the question arises as to w"hether it can be brought forward
from the initial experimental stage to a commercial proposi-

tion. In the meantime it is very problematical from v\here

our next supplies of turpentine will come.

Oils, Colours and Glass.

Glycerine is very scarce, being from 8s. to 9s. lb., as it

has been on the British prohibitive list for a long time,

and now America has followed suit. White lead is very

plentiful, and although the standard price is Is. 3d. lb.

there w'as some on otter this week at Is. 2d. lb. wholesale.

The plate glass and window glass position has been eased

by some consignments now coming to hand from England.

Alost of the plate glass, however, will be required to fill

bespoken orders, but the sheet glass is not quite so ham-
pered, therefore the new supplies will carry us on for a

couple of months or so. Plate is now 8s. 6d. and mirror

9s. per ft. The demand for paints, oils and colours is great,

but it is getting harder from week to week to supplj- the

everyday requirements owing to badly assorted stocks.

Iron, Steel, Shovels and Sundries.

Business is quieter, presumably because merchants are

waiting to ascertain particulars of the material now arriving

from America. Imported bar iron is verj- scarce indeed,

but quotations have not altered, but the price is a secondary

matter providing the correct thing is obtainable. Wire nails

are a shade easier on account of the fresh arrivals from

R. W. HODGES,
LICENSED MINING MATERIAL BROKER,

11, Holland Street, opposite Stock Exchange, Johannesburg,

OFFERS Second-hand Rails in I2lb., I6lb.. 45lb., 601b.

Angle Fish Plates, Sleep, rs. Steel Hammers,
Balata Btlting.

REQUIRES Second-hand Rails, 20;b., 601b.

STATE FULL PARTICULARS.
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Canada. However, this only applies to big sizes. Dog
spikes are practically unobtainable. Shovels and wheel-

barrows are easier, also through receipt of them from over-

sea. By the way, small consignments of bar iron con-

stantly come from Britain, as well as America. The ship-

ping, through so many sailing vessels being engaged, is a

trifle easier on the American route. In this connection it

appears that an extra effort is being made in clearing some

of the very old orders from New York for South Africa, as

it is understood that some neuti-al steamers have also

recently been engaged for this purpose.

Timber and Building Material.

Prices of timber have not altered, but there is an idea

that the Swedish Exchange is making for an improvement

in the value of the English sovereign in Christiana. And
also the quotations for timber from there, as well as shipping

conditions, are a trifle easier, therefore people who should

be able to form an opinion consider that the Johannesburg

prices for timber are now about top. The demand for ordinary

stock bricks, particularly the best quahty, is brisk, and

these are not too plentiful, although with the continued

fine weather the yards are overtaking orders. It is most

difficult to obtain wire cut or pressed bricks. Business in

the country for timber and builders' hardware is the best,

followed on by Johannesburg and Eeef in a secondary

degree.
Electrical Goods.

Tubing is exceptionally scarce and substitutes have to

be used wherever possible. Some sizes of wiring are practi-

cally unobtainable, therefore dearer when it can be picked

up. Business is quite good providing one has anything like

an assorted stock. The Johannesburg Municipality has

given notice of an increase of 10 per cent, on electrical

lighting. Hence many enquiries as to lamps that can be

turned down, but so far although there are several kinds in

the market, they have not yet been generally adopted.

Perhaps this is their chance for a trial.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT"

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail Wire
Annealed Wire Briglit Hard Wire
Varnished Wire Bright Soft WIr*

Bolt and Rivet Wir«
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Wire Nail* Fence Stapla*

Pig Iron, Bloom, Billets, Wire
Bods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel

Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing

W* an prtparei to git>4 PROMPT SERTIOB, an4 toKtU
your injutrtM actimpanitd Ay cvmpUU ifteifeativKi,

Addrea*

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.
*

CabUAUNwt

Harness and Saddlery.

Business is fairly brisk with the country districts, and
it is quite sound, as a leading firm had practically no bad
debts from the country storekeepers' trade during the year
1917. The difficulty with the country trade, however, is

that prices will go up, and the farmers cannot understand
why values go up almost every time they come into town.
Nevertheless it is not altogether a question of values, but
whether the harness making shops will not have to partially

close down, consequent on the shortage of thread, flax and
hemp, to say nothing of harness furniture. For although
the brass founders can make buckles when ordered, yet
their prices are very dear, as compared with the imported
articles, which are made by the thousand. The hemp
question is the most serious, as it is almost as important
as leather in making a set of harness. This harness-hemp
came from Belgium or Russia in ordinary times, but now
that is out of the question, and what Britain has is wanted
by the Government for military work.

Revised Price List.

Bdilding Materials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, 2s. to
28. Id. ; flooring, 4^ x | and 6 x J, lid. to ll^d. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. to 7j 1. per sq. ft. ;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

9s. to 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; clear pine, ^in. x 12in., Is. 6d. per foot;
lin. X 12in. 2s.; teak, 25s. to 26s. par cubic foot; shelving.
Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 13s. 6d. c. ft. ;

poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,
2s. to 23. id. ft.; beaver boards, lid.; galvanised iron, 24 gauge,
6ft. to 10ft., 2s. 2d. to 2s. 3d. ; lift., 2s. 3d. ; 12ft., 2s. S^d. ; 26-gauge,
6ft. to 8ft., Is. lOd. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lid. ; flat galvanised, 24 and
26-gauge, 110s. 1001b.; floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling. 75s.; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel
ceilings, 80s. to 85s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime,' etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement. 10s.
bag; 9s. truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,
6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. : plaster lime. Ss. 6d. ;

b'ricks, stock, delivered, 6O3. to TOs. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 80s. ; pressfe.

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

WilS w^!c1i art iacorporatai] THE BAVK OF AFRKA, Ltd.. Ettabliihcd ItT*;

THE SM13HKL BANK OF THE ORANGE RIVER COLONY.Ltd., Eitab. 1177;

and THE NATAL BANK, Ltd., Eitab. ISM.)

Banlcers te the Union Government in the Transvaal, the Orange

Free State,' and Natal, and to the Imperial Government.

Capital Subscribed and Paid up

With power to increase to -

Capital |knd Reserve . . .

£2,865,000

£4.000,000

£3,715,000

Directors

:

Th. Hon. HUGH CRAWFORD - Cli.irman.

J. EMRYS EVANS. CW.G. - Via-Chairman.
J. ELLIS BROWN. P. DUNCAN. CJVl.G,MiA
The Hon. ALBERT OLIFF. E. J. RENAUD.
JAMES B. TAYLOR. H. O'K. WEBBER.

S.n.iorTht Hon. Sir ANTONIE G. VILJOEM.
Th« Hon. Sir EDGAR H. WALTON. K CJV1.G..MJLA.,

(Scnctal fltana«cr: E. C. REYNOLDS.

HEAD OFFICE PRETORIA.

London Office*

New York Office

r LONDON WALL, LONDON, E.G. 2.

\ 18, ST. SWITHIN'S LANE. LONDON, E.G. 4.

10, WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

The Bank has over 300 BRAKCHES and SUB-BRANCHES

in the principal Towns in the Union of South Africa,

South Wnst Protectorate, Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Portuguese East Africa and East Africa.

Agents in all the principal Cities of the World.

Officials ol the Bank ire hound to secrecy In regard to the

transactions of any of Its customers.
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708. to 808. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; gait

glazed, £17 I7s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £43 per 1,000; glazed tiles 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d. •

yard; paving cemont tiles, Qs. per yard lad; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 258. ; fluted, SOs. ; fireclay bricks, £8 IDs. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 458. to SOs., according to

height {12iu. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled

143. to 15s. O.M. gallon; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 3d. in

big lots; turpentine, UOs. 2/4 1-5 galls. ;
10— I'a; 5-6 imp. tins, 120s. ;

o.xide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to I63. ; linseed
oil putty. Is. per lb.

;
paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

iin., 83. 6d. ; do., mirror, 9s. ; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d.

per foot ; and fancy glass, 28. per foot.

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31| per

ton; tallow (local), Sjd. per lb.; paraffin quotations unobtainable;

petrol, 39s. 2d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 376. 6d. to 47s. 5d. per case; cylinder, 37b. 6d.

to 47s. 6d.

Chemicals.^Mercury, £40 751b. ; bichromate potash, 58. 6d. lb ;

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ;
permanganate, 18s. to 18s. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb. ;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib, ; bora.x, 122s. 6d. lOOlb. : cyanide sodium,

2s. 3d. to 2s. 6d. lb.; hypo. Is. lb.; nitrate lead, loc^al^ £55 10s. ton;

litharge (assay), 70s. to 723. 6d. (commercial), 58s. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc

sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, Gjd. lb. ;
plumbago

crucibles, 6^d. per number; carbide, 100s. to 110s. 100 lb.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, hi(;h voltage, British, Holland and
American, 33s. to 36s. wholesale, and 48s. to 543. doz. retail ; carbon

lamps. 20s. do/en; pure rubber fl(>x, 6d tn Sd. vd. : 3/20 roils wire

653. to 70s.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 50s.; 7/22, 75s. ' to 80s.; 7/20 120s.;

7/13, 190s. ; tubing, 50s. to 55s, per lOOtt. ; keyholders, 43. 6d. to

5s. each; round blocks, 3iin., 58. to 5s, 5d. dozen; lamp holde

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen ; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. 6d.

per dozen ; British glass shades, SOs. to 409. dozen ; porcelain shackles,

ISs. to 18s. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. to 30s. per 100; cleats, 22s,

per 100 : P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 95s. to

100s.; fin. do,, 85s.; §in. steel, round, SOs. ; Ain. round iron, 7os. ; do.

steel, 72s. 6d. ; |in. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none

in town; fin. round iron, 65s. to 67s. 6d,
; Jin. steel, 623. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per lOOlbs.

Dunewart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

M. ESPLEY JONES
Merchant in Mining Materials

Sole South African Agent for:—

SYBRY SEARLES & Co., Ltd., Cannon Steel Works
Sheffield.

Manufacturers of Mining and High-Speed Steels,

Picks, Hammers, Files, Twist Drills, etc.

RICHARD GARSIDE, Ltd., Manchester,

Manufacturers of Cotton Waste and Sponge Cloths, etc.

Contiactors to South African Railways, Witwatersrand Gold

Mines, Collieries, Municipalities, etc.

W. D. HOUGHTON & Co., Ltd., Warrington,

Manufacturers of Wire Ropes of all descriptions.

LARGE STOCKS CARRIED LOCALLY.

9a Commercial Exchange, Main St.,

Phone 1875. , P.O. Box 4782. Tel. Add. : "PRAESENS."

JOHANNESBURG.-

—

—

4os. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also SOs. per 100 lb. Steel-
plates, 80s. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, ^in. diameter, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per lb. ;

5-lGin. diameter. Is. 9d, to 2s. per lb.
;

§in. diameter up to
Jin. long, la. 9d. lb. ; gin. dia., 1b. 6d.. 3iin. and up long Is. 6d. lb. :

^in dia. up to 2iin long, 77s. 6d, lOOlb
;
^in dia, and 2^in up long, 75s.

per lOOlb.
;

|in. diameter up to 2Jin. long, 85s. per 1001b. : |in. dia.

2Jin. and up long, eOs. per 1001b.
; Jin. diameter, 2iin. and

up long, 55s. 100 lb.
; Jin. and lin. diameter, same price as Jin.

diameter; nuts, |in.. Is. id, per lb.; iin., 853,; fin. 953.;
liin. and liin., 85s. ; Ifin. to IJin., 87a 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash-
era, all 45s.; rivets, 316in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;
7-16iii., |in., Is. 3d. lb. ;

^in., 75s. to 8O3. ; |iM,. 72s. 6d. ; Jin. up, 60s.
100 lb.; shoes and die, 32s. 6d. to 35s., 100 lb,; rails, £25 per ton;
picks, 41b,. 40s. dozen; shovels. SOs. to 90s, dozen; drill hammers,
Sjd. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), I4in., 48. 6d.

;

24in., 10s.; 30in., 14s.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction
knoxite, lid. to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation
in prices, the Editor will nnavcer reply-paid telegrams to
verify any quotation in our list.

STANDARD
BANK

of SOUTH AFRICA. Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1862.

Bankers to the Government of the Union of South Africa
in the Cape Province ; to the Imperial Government in

South Africa ; and to the Administration of Rhodesia.

Subscribed Capital

Paid-up Capital

Reserve Fund

£6,194,100

1,548^5
2,000,000

OVER 250 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES in the
Union of South Africa, Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Ea.st

Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Portiioriiese East
Africa, Protectorate of South West Africa, and the
Territory formerly known as German East Alrica.

Head Office in Africa: CAPE TOWN.
London Ofllee: 10 Clement's Lane, Lombard St., London, E.C.

New York Agency: 68, Wall Street.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.

Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Principal : Sir W. H. HADOW. M.A., D.Mus., J.P.

Acting Principal : Professor J. WIGHT DUFF. MA., D.Litt.

SESSION 1918-19.

Commencing 23rd September, 1918.

Particulars of curricula for University Degrees and College
Diplomas in Pure Science, Mechanical, Marine, Civil end
Electrical Engineering, Naval Architecture, Mining, Metr.l-

lurgy. Agriculture, Arts and Commerce, and o{ Fellov^ships,

Scholarships and Exhibitions on application to

—

F. H. PRUEN, M.A., Secretary.

Armstrong College, Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne.
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The National Bank of South Africa,

LIMITED.

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.

NOTICE is hereby given that an Extraordinary General Meet-

ing of Shareholders of this Bank will be held in the Board Room

of the Bank Buildings, Pretoria, Transvaal, on Friday, 22nd

November, 1918, at 12 o clock noon, to consider, and if approved,

pass the following resolution :

—

' That the Capital of the Bank be increased to £4,000,000

(Four Million Pounds, sterling) by the creation of 100,000 (One

hundred thousand) shares of £10 (Ten pounds sterling), each

to be issued in such manner, at such times and upon such

terms as the Directors shall from time to time determine."

The Share Transfer Registers of the Bank will be closed as

follows ;

—

(a) At the Head Office, Pretoria, from 19th to 23rd November,

1918, both days inclusive.

tb) At the London Office from 8th to 12th October, 1918, both

days inclusive.

Attention is drawn to the following :—Holders of Share War-

rants to Bearer are entitled to vote by proxy. Such shareholders

desiring to be present or represented at the Meeting must deposit

their Share Warrants at either of the places, and within the times

stated below :

—

(a) At the Head Office of the Bank, in Pretoria, at least Three

Days before the day fixed for the Meeting.

(b) At any of the Branches of the Bank in South Africa at least

Eight Days before ihe Meeting.

(c) At the London Office of the Bank, Circus Place, London

Wall, E.G., at least Thirty Days before the Meeting.

(d) At Messrs. Cox and Co. (France), Ltd., Paris, at least Thirty

days before the Meeting.

(e) At the Rotterdamsche Bankvereeniging, Amsterdam, ut least

Thirty Days before the Meeting.

(1) At the New York Agency of the Bank, 10, Wall Street, New

York, at least Forty Days before the Meeting.

The instrument appointing a proxy must be deposited at the

Office in Pretoria, not less than 48 hours before the time fixed for

the Meeting at which the person named in such instrument pro-

poses to vole.

By Order of the Board of Directore,

C. P. MATHEWS, Secretary.

Pretoria, 2lRt September, 1918.

NOTE— It is not contemplated to increase the Bank's paid-up

Capital immediately, or even in the near future to the amount

mentioned in the proposed Resolution, but the Directors deem it

desirable to ask Shareholders to give them power to create the

additional shares from time to time at their discretion in the event

of the necessity arising to utilise further capital.

PIETERSBURG MUNICIPALITY.

ELECTRIC POWER STATION

EXTENSIONS.

TENDERS are invited for the supply and

delivery of the following plant in connection

with the proposed extension of the Electric

Power Station of the above-mentioned

Municipality:

—

(1) One Steam Boiler having a capacity

of about 3,000 lbs. steam evaporation per

hour. A water-tube type is preferred.

(2) One Steam Engine capable of driving

a generator of about 100 Kilowatt capacity.

High-speed type preferred.

(3) One three-phase 50 period alternator

of about 100 Kilowatt capacity, complete

with exciter, etc., preferably direct coupled

to its driving engine.

(4) About 200 alternating current House

Meters—240 Volts, 3, 5 and 10 Ampere

capacity—and to take over about 200 direct

current 230 Volt Chamberlain & Hookham

meters.

Full particulars of plant must be sub-

mitted with tenders.

Further particulars regarding require-

ments may be obtained from Professor W.
Buchanan, 75, Louis Botha Avenue, Houghton

Estate, Johannesburg, or from the Resident

Engineer, P.O. Box 111, Pietersburg.

Tenders must be addressed to the Town
Clerk, Pietersburg, and marked on the

outside " Tender for Machinery," and must

be handed in not later than 12 noon on

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th. 1918.

S. F. GOCH,
Town Clerk.

Pietersburg,

Town Clerk's Office,

6th September, 1918,
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Engineering Notes and News.
THE HUME CONCRETE COLUMNS.

Successful Initial Construction of Columns in Tasmania.

According to The A Ivocate and Times of Devonport,
Tasmania, the first oik of the 600 concrete columns to be

used instead of the usual wooden piles in the construction

of the wharf inside the new breakwater at Burnie, for the

accommodation of deep sea vessels, was turned out recently

by the Hume Pipe Co., who are the contractors for the

work. The firm's plant has been installed in the blockyard

at the harbour works, near the cement mixing house, and
the proceedings were in the nature of a trial, which proved

satisfactory in every way. In the manufacture of the

columns the firm has established a new branch of its activi-

ties, which previously have been confined to the manufac-
ture of water pipes. If the results can be taken

as any criterion, the innovation is a distinct success, and
a splendid product of the ingenuity of the firm, who were

the inventors of the process. The method of manufacture
is simplicity itself, and like most present-day inventions

is economic in the use of manual labour. The only part of

the process where a human being is essential, except, of

course, for driving the motor, is for shovelling the cement
into the mould, and two or four men will suffice for this

work. Weighing ten tons, the columns are 10 ft. long by

4 ft. 6J in. in diameter, and resemble a huge pipe more than

anything else, the cement being 12 inches in thickness. To
produce them a steel cylinder is placed on four wheels

driven by an electric motor, and revolving at the rate of

from 250 to 300 revolutions to the minute, the cement is

thrown in, and the centrifugal force thus produced forces

out the water into the centre. It takes but a quarter of an
hour from the time the mould is set in rnotion until it is

ready for removal, and the column is then lifted to a storing

place by the Goliath crane. An idea of what the process

is may be gauged from the fact that immediately the mould
is stopped it is impossible to make an impression on the

cement by pi-essing a finger on it, however hard. It is

anticipated that from four to six blocks per day will be

turned out once the plant commences the work, and the

contract will take about six months to complete. It is

interesting to mention that in the construction of pipes

three 12 in. pipes can be turned out in seven minutes. The
firm make down to 4 in. pipes, and the moulds revolve at

a much more rapid rate for the smaller work, decreasing in

speed with the increase in the pipe. During the next week
or so a public demonstration will be held, to w^hich the

wardens of the Hobart Marine Board will be invited, as

they are pai'ticularly interested in the scheme, in view of

the fact that the board contemplate replacing piles in their

wharves at an early date, and desire information on the

concrete columns. To obtain the necessary height in con-

structing the wharf, the columns will bo placed on top of

The largest and most varied

atocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

M. BROWN. "". «--
^SSaESBURG.

Phone B770. P.O. Box 1829. Tel. Addrew. "MAUBEOWN."

each other, cemented together, and secured by an 8 in.
steel band on the outside at the joint. The cavity in the
centre of the column will be filled with sand. The board's
engmeer (iMr. VV. Reid Bell), 'as well as the Tasmanian
representative of Messrs. Hume Bros. (Mr. T. S. Nettlefold,
of Hobart), were present, and the former was perfectly
satisfied with the results obtained.

Swaziland Tin.
The following are the results of the operations of this

company tor the month of August, 1918 .—Concentrate
recovered, 32-5 long tons; estimated profit (taking tin at
£290 per ton), £2,609; adjustments in respect of previous
shipments, £448; total, £3,057. A dividend of 2A per cent.
(6d. per share) has been declared for the period ended
September 30.

STRETCH
AND

SLIP
m BELTS

Costs the Mines many
Thousands a Year

This Loss should and can be

avoided by using enly proved

Good Belts, or in other words

"TULLIS BELTS"

Chonata" bband Balata
(Driving and Conreylog)

St. Ann's" bsakd Leather

"Swan" MijtD Waterproof
(Sinnle. Double aud Treble )

"Homogene" bsuid Lanaiinated

" Viking " raiHD Launder Lining

Box 3807. Tel. 6892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALERS HANKEY - . Sole Agent.
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WAR CONDITIONS IN CANADA
may h«Te caused • shortage of asbestos, but " PALMETTO "

packing will continue to be made only of the first grade
asbestos, even though it costs more.

The quality that has made "PALMETTO" famous for long
service under hard conditions will be continued.

Lai w taad ym a SainpU to prer* qoality.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.,
SoU Manufacturer*,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.

CuiM k StMk by

BARTLE & CO., Jehannesbarc.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Ltd.,

Kimberley, Salisbury u< Bulawayt.

-^.

New Companies.

The following is a list of the companies registered in July, 1918 •-

S6U1. Zinian Bros, Ltd., 394, Verraeulen Street, Pretoria; capital

iuS.UUO. _ Private company.
5602. Kasseri Dawood, i^iu., iicien Street, Amersfoort; capital, £1,500.

Private company.
5603. Usman and 5loor, Ltd , 165, Priusloo Street, Pretoria; capital,

£2,000. Private company.
5604. H. J. C. Groenveld Trading Co., Ltd., East Avenue, Parktown,

Johannesburg; capital, £10,000. Private company.
56()5 Kajees, Ltd., corner Solomon and 14th Street, Vrededorp ; capi-

tal £400. Private company.
5506 The Denver Timber and Sawmills, Ltd., 35/36, E.xploration

Buildings, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £3,000.
Private company.

5607. Globe Manufacturers' Agenies. Ltd., Room 12, 46, Jeppe
•Street, Johannpsbui'g ; capital, £1,000. Private Company.

560a. St. Andrews' Buildings, Ltd., 222, St. Andnes Street, Pretoria;
capital, £2,500. Private company.

5609. The Invalid Chair «nd Cabinet Works, Ltd., 105, Pritchard
Street, Jcjhanne.sburg ; capital £2,000. Private company.

5610. African Mining Corporation, Ltd., 23, Standard Bank Build-
ings, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg; capital, £100. Pri-

vate company.
5611. The African Financial Agency, Ltd., 4, Bell's Buildings, corner

Harrison and Main Streets, Johannesburg ; capital, £1,000.
Private Company.

5612. The Kholvad Trading Co., Ltd., Von Hagen Stieet, Carolina,
capital, £500. Private Company.

5613. U. H. Garach and Brother, Ltd., 5, Bells' Buildines, corner

Main and Harrison Streets, Johannesburg; capital, £500. Pri-

vate company.

6614. MacDonald, Forman and Co., Ltd., 96, Frederick Street, Johan-
nesourg; capital, £10,000. Private Company.

5615. Salt Agencies, Ltd., Steytler's Bu-ldintrs. Toveday Street,

Johannesburg ; capital, £1,000. Private company .

5616. East Rand Trading Co., l.td,, corner oiu ana -4th Avenues,
Springs ; capital, £500. Private Company.

5617. Cassiteritcs, Ltd., 68, Market Street, Johannesburg; capital,

£1,500. Private iCompany.

5618. Corio Saw and Planing Mills, Ltd., Corio Saw and Planing Mill,

Durban Street, City and Suburban, Johannesburg; capital,

£a,000. Private company.
5619. A. Cyril Webber and Gilham, Ltd., No. 8, Oceana Buildings,

Simmonds Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £5,000. Private com-
pany.

5620. Dapoii Estates, Ltd., 5, Bells Buildings, corner Main and Harri-

soii Streets, Johannesburg; capital. £500. Private compmy.
5621. The Grootnan Cnl'''">-'ps. Ltd., 20, Corporation Buildings, Com-

missioner Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £12,000. Private com-
pany.

5622. Afi-i'-an Canning and Packing Co., Ltd., Ist Floor, Realty Trust

Building, corner Simmonds and i^'^arket Streets, Johannesburg;
capital, £50,000. Private company.

COPPIN & LLOYD, 182&184.FOXST..^ »->-w
2 JOHANNESBURG.

MACHINERY MERCHANTS & DEALERS.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING EXPERTS.
Box 2823. Tel. Add.: " INTEREST." Phone 1966.

Oable ;

' KcKCOHNU
WIONIS." McKECHNIE BROTHERS, Limited.

SMELTING WORKS > WIDNES. ENGLAND. LONDON OFFICE: 11. LOMBARD STREET. S.E.

BISMIHaHAM. KBWOiSTLI, MABOHCSTEB, LEEDS AHD BSIITOL.

BUYERS OF

COMPLEX ORES
COPPER-TIN ORES.

KE8IDUE8.

Which contain COPPER.
COPPER-LEAD ORES. COPPER-ZINC ORES

MATTES. C0NCENTBATE8. PRECIPITATES.
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New Patents.

166. The Eon. Sir Charles Algernon Psrsons.—Improvements in the

mounting of reflectors.

467. Francis Levitt Impey and Morland and Impey, Limited.

—

Improvements iplaling to louse leaf binders.

468. Francis Levitt Impey and .Uorland and Impey, Limited.

—

Improvements relating to loo.*« leaf binders.

469. Francis i^evitt impey, -Morland and Impey, Limited, and Thomas
Pilkington.—Improvements relating tu loose leaf biiuers.

470. E. K. valthrop s Aerial Patents, Limited.—improvemeuts relating

to paracliutes.

471. E. R.'tJalthrop's Aerial Patents, Limited.—Improvements relating

to satety spring slings particularly adapted for use witli

parachutes.

472. Kdward Hale Belden.—Improvements in steering mechanism.
473. Edward Hale Belden.—Improvements in motor vehicles.

474. international de Lavand iVlanulacturing Corporation, Limited.—
Improvements in process and apparatus for the manufacture of

metal articles by rotary or centrilugal means.
475. Josepli Hichard Broadley.—Improvements in or relating to

machines for grinding ores, minerals, stones, and the like.

47G. British United Shoe Macliinery (."iouth Africa), Limited.

—

imjirovements in or relating to the marginal folding and perfora-
tion of boot or shoe uppers.

477. Henry Brooker.—Improved coin-freed apparatus for delivering
postage stamps, labels, admission tickets or the- like from a.

strip. •

478. Robert Emmett McCauley.—Improvements in and relating to the

manufacture of glass articles such as bottles, jars and the like.

479. BaUisUa' ivuUager Aktiebolaget.—Ball holders for ball bearings
and method for manufacturing the same.

ISO. Gianni Caproni.—Improvements in or relating to flying machines.
481. Gianni (Japroni.—Improvements in or relating to flying machines.

4W. I'ederico L'aproni.—improvements in flying machine construction.

4lS3. Paul Wilson I'urney.— Process of making, and new food product
of milk.

484. Edward Rogers and Tolfree.—Method of stopping leaks in

radiators and the like, and composition for same.
485. Empire Cream Separator Company.—improvements in piilking

machinery.
486. Tuuniersiule and J-L Motors, Limited.—Improvements in

bearings submerged in water or other liquid's

487. Tubmersibie and d-L iSiotors, Limited.—improvements in the
construction of electric gtnerator.s and motors for working
under water or other liquid,

488. Harry August stocKinaii.—improvements in the wheels of road
vehicles and the like.

*
•

489. Lionel isaae Harris.—Improvements in dust catching apparatus
tor use with rock drills.

490. Lionel Isaac Harris.—improvements in collecting dust from air.

491. Lionel Isaac Harris.—improvements in purifying air in mine
working places.

492. G. E. ivicnaruson.—New easy vulcanizer.

493. General Electric Company ot Lcheneclady.—Improvements in and
relating to methods ot producing alloys.

494. General Electric Company ot Schenectady.—Improvements in

and relating to the manuiacture of steel.

495. The South jitrican Horse-bhoe Aianufacturing Company, Ltd.

—

A new and improved multiple drilling machine.
496. W. H. Ilaytor.—improvements in and relating to cam-levers.
497. Henri Boulard.—An improved process tor the manufacture of

alcohol irom grain in open vats, with the employment of
saccharilying mucors.

498. AiUan iMcnoias nenderson.—Improvements relating to the con-
struction ot floors, roots and the like.

499. Barney KosenBerg.—improvements in safety brakes for haulage
systems.

500. Thomas Meachen.
501. William Ijrancis De Brandt.—Improvements in and relating to

harvesting machines.
502. Charles Kooert Kogers.—Improvements in the manufacture of oil

pastes from wet precipitatea pigments and the separation of free
water therefrom.

503. Sydney Harold Bruton.—An improved method of constructing
slabs of parquetry or wooden mosaic.

504. George Alired Julius CulwuUa Chambers.^Manually controlled
macnine for printing and issuing ditferentiat«d tickets and
recording the issue thereof.

505. Arthur iiarold Sinel.—Improved means for use in fastening the
ends of bale bands together.

506. Ernest Moss.—Improvements in and relating to the raising,
lowering, and depth regulation of ploughs and other agricultural
implements and vehicles.

607. Dunlop Rubber Company of Australasia, Limited.—Improvements
in means for retaining valves in position in pneumatic articles.

508. Harry Studdart Cullen.—Food preparation and process of making
same.

509. Marc Wilmot Fink.—An improved shearing machine.
610. William Henry Gordon.—Improvements relating to stamp-heads

of stamper bars.

511. Frsderich William Koster.—A new and improved wine, and
process of. manufacturing the same.

512. Ernest Winser Gray.—Improvements in means for emptying tins
and the like.

513. Alexander Gemmell.—Improvements in deep well pumps and the
like.

514. Louis Robert Vierdag.—A new method of extracting oil from
whales and all kinds of fish.

515. David Laird.—Mine Dust allayer.
516. James Birt -Morgan.—Improvements in or connected with domestir

and other firegrates.

517. Edgar Arthur Ashcroft.—Improvements in the manufacture and
production of chemically re-active^ alloys.

518. Edgar Arthur Ashcroft.—Iniprovements in the manufacture or

r^n
V'oductum of hydrogeh, >('ith, or without; other constituents.

519. Edgar Arthur Ashcroft.^Improvements in the manufacture of
nitrogen.

519. Edgar Arthur Aslicroft.—Improvements in the manufacturing of
nitrogen and the reinoval of oxygen from mixtures of gases
containing it and the obtainment of useful products of or
resulting from, oxidation, and de-oxidation.

520. Alfred Charles Montague Sedgwick.—Improvements in balancina
devices for windmills,

'^oi-
Pf'ter Kippenberger.-" The Wallingford Thatch Presses."
Aktiebolaget Atlas Diesel.—Improvements in pneumatic rock
drilling machines.

Tlie Administrator of Southern Rhodesia has made arrange-
ments to give effect to the offer of the

Land for B.S.A. Co. to grant land for settlement to
Ex-Soldiers. ex-service men from oversea who are

physically fit for farm work, and are in
possession of-a minimum capital of £1,000. AppHcants are
required to undergo a probationary training with experienced
farmers in Rhodesia in order to quahfy for a grant of land.
A further area of land in Southern Rhodesia for ex -service
men amounting to .54,433 acres, is being placed at the dis-
posal of the company by Willoughby's Consohdated Com-
pany, Mashonaland Agency, and Rhodesian Railways. Six
other companies are offering large areas of land to an aggre-
gate extent of 153,000 acres to ex-service men from overseas
on exceptionally favourable terms, while individual land
owners have offered assistance in other ways. It is said that
80,000 acres out of a total of 250,009 have already been
allocated.

» * * #
In some notes on antimony in the Transvaal, read by Mr.

N. M. Galbreath, before the S.A. Associa-
Trapsvaal tion of Analytical Chemists, are described
Antimony. tlie processes which have been tried in

connection with the extraction of anti-
mony and gold from the ores of the Murchison Range of the
North-Eastern Transvaal, in which as much as 10 per cent,
of antimony, accompanied by about 4 dwts. of gold per ton
occurs. This industry is much hampered by climatic con-
ditions; a trackless bush, and even lions, have to be
contended with ; and in addition the ore is refractory though
valuable. If full extraction could be obtained a pre-war
value of .£4 per ton (now £10 per ton) is estimated. The
apparent enclosure of part of the gold in the stibnite renders
the usual processes for gold recovery useless, and although
flotation is successful, it is too wasteful. The caustic soda
process, if successful, removes practically the whole of the
stibnite from the ore, leaving the gold in the residue, from
which it may be extracted by cyaniding. An ordinary filter-

press is suitable for obtaining a clear antimonial solution,
which is then carbonated with CO^ from limestone. This
precipitates an oxysulphide of antimony, which is insoluble
in the NaHCG, produced by the carbonation, and is filtered
off, washed, dried, and either burnt to antimony oxide (for
paint) or smelted to metal. The NaHCO, is reconverted to
NaOH by means of the lime from the limestone originally
used, so that the process is continuous and regenerative.
The weak points in the process are (1) the necessity of dis-
solving nearly all the Sb if the Au is to be extractable; (2)
solution of colloidal silica in the soda ; and (3) expense of
heating solutions. Liquation or melting-away of the easily-
fusible SbjSj in reverberatory furnaces, with sloping triangu-
lar hearths, has also been tried. This certainly produces a
product capable of bearing railway rates, and shipping costs
for smelting in Europe, but the yield is only about one-third
of the total antimony in the ore.' Nevertheless it is the only
process which gives a reasonably high daily output. The
bulk of the gold remains in the unliquated residue, and a
good deal of antimony volatilises. Flotation was successful
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on an experimental scale. An agitator going at from 1,100

to 1,500 feet per minute, and discharging into a frothing-box

was used, the concentrate being skimmed from the top of

the latter. About 8 lbs. lubricating oil and 9 lbs. HjSO,
per ton of ore were used to obtain flotation. In some cases

high extractions—60 per cent, of the Sb and 80 per cent.

of the Au—were obtained. Large scale experiments in a

flat-type Hoover machine gave, however, much worse
results, and " frothers," e.g., eucalyptus oil, creosote, and
coal-tar were found to give better results than lubricating

oil. Unfortunately the trials had to be abandoned, but the

cause of variation is suspected to lie in the variable propor-

tions of gas-producing carbonates, etc., in different samples
of the ore, combined with the fact that too little time for

contact is given in a large-scale apparatus. The process of

oxidising stibnite concentrate to antimony oxide is also

described, the cost being estimated at 46s. per ton; that of

smelting trioxide to metal is estimated at about £10 per
ton of metal. At present, shipped concentrate (50 per cent.

Sb) brings in about £25 per ton, at a cost of £7 for transit,

equal to a profit of 4d. per lb. of antimony metal, and to

get this profit we have to reject more than half of our ore,

whereas the local price of antimony metal is over 3s. per lb.

Surely such a state of affairs should lead to serious attempts
to do our own smelting in the Transvaal.

nv ^f ^v Tv

The Ministry of Reconstruction forwards the following:—
At the Imperial War Conference last

Imperial Mineral year it was agreed that it was desirable

Resources Bureau, to take steps to set up an Imperial
Mineral Resources Bureau, which should

be charged with the duties of collecting information from
the appropriate departments of the Governments concerned
and from other sources, regarding the mineral resources and
metal requirements of the Empire, and of advising from
time to time what action, if any, may appear to be desirable

to enable such resources to be developed and made available

to meet the metal requirements of the Empire. Accordingly
a special Committee (under the chairmanship of Sir James
Stevenson) was appointed to examine this proposal and to

report upon the duties and administrative responsibilities

of the proposed Bureau. The Committee defined the duties

of the Bureau as follows:—
(a) To collect, co-ordinate anj fli.sseminat

sources, production, treatment, consumption,
every mineral and metal of economic value.

(b) To ascertain the scope of the existing agencies, with a view
ultimately to avoid any unnecessary overlapping that may prevail.

information as to re-

nd requirements of

(c) To devise means whereby the existing agencies can, if neces-
sary, be assisted and improved in the accomplishment of their respec-
tive tasks.

(d) To supplement these agencies, if necessary, in order to obtain
any information not now collected which may be required for the
purposes of the Bureau.

(e) To advise on the development of the mineral resources of the
Empire or of particular parts thereof, in order that such resources
may be made available for the • purposes of Imperial defence or
industry.

After consideration of the report of this Committee, the
Government instructed the Ministry of Reconstruction, in

consultation with the Secretaries for the Colonies and India,

to take the necessary action to give effect to the recom-
mendations of the Imperial Conference and the findings of

the Committee. .Detailed proposals were accordingly sub-

mitted to the Dominion and Indian Governments, who
nominated their representatives on the governing body of the

Bureau, and the general scheme of the Bureau has now
been finally ratified by the Imperial Conference. The
Bureau will be incorporated by Royal Charter, and the

governing body, which will be under the presidency of the

Lord President of the Council, will consist of the following:

Sir Richard Redmayne, K.C.B. (chairman); nominated by
the Canadian Government, Dr. Willet G. Miller; by the

Government of the Common^yealth of Australia, Mr. W. S.

Robinson; by the Government of New Zealand, Mr. Thomas
Hutchinson Hame, of the High Commissioner's office; by
the Union of South Africa, the Right Hon. W. P. Schreiner;

by the Government of Newfoundland, Lord Morris; by the

Government of India, Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S.; by the

Secretary for the Colonies, Mr. J. Evans, D.Se.L. ; by the

^Minister of Reconstruction (in consultation with the Insti-

tution of Mining and Metallurgy, the Institution of Metals,

the Iron and Steel Institute and the Institute of Mining
Engineers), Mr. W. Forster Brown (Mineral Adviser to

H.M. Woods and Forests); Professor H. C. H. Carpenter

(President of the Institute of Metals) ; Dr. F. H. Hatch
(Member of Mineral Resources Advisory Committee of the

Imperial Institute); Sir Lionel Phillips, Bart, (lately Direc-

tor of the Mineral Resources Development Department,

Ministry of Munitions) ; Mr. Edgar Taylor (Ex-President of

the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy); Mr. Wallace

Thorneycroft (President of the Institution of Mining

Engineers). Mr. Arnold D. McNair has been appointed

secretary. All communications regarding the Bureau should

be addressed to the Secretary, Imperial Mineral Resources

Bureau, Holborn Viaduct Hotel. E.C.

Company Meetings.

TRANSVAAL G.M. ESTATES.

The annual meeting of shareholders
of the Transvaal Gold Mining Estates
was held on September 25th in the
board-room, Comer House.
Mr. H. C. Boyd, chairman, in his

review of the operations of the com-
pany, and in moving the adoption of
the report and accounts, said: —
During the 12 months ended March
31st last, with which the report be-
fore you deals, 182,635 tons in all

were milled, or 11,220 less than during
the previous year, the decrease being
virtually all at the Central Works,
due to severe shortage of labour and
to the serious floods during the latter
part of the financial year which for
long handicapped transport of mater-
ial and rendered sections ol the
mines unworkable. The conditions
under which work had to be carried
on were for some months trying in
the extreme, and we are indebted to
Mr. Barry and his staff for the good
work accomplished in the face of
much discouragement. In accord-

ance with the lower value of the
reserves the average recovery fell just

. over 1 dwt. per ton, the decrease
at the Central Mines being nearly
li dwt. per ton. As much prospect-
ing as circumstances permitted was
accomplished, but expenditure under
this head w^s necessarily lower, and
the total working costs per ton milled
showed a slight decrease. This is

creditable, considering that the de-
velopment redemption charge at the
Central Mines was increased during
the et°atpr nart of the year and heax-
ine in mind the enhanced war allow-
ances to employes and cost of all

stores.

The net profit for the year was
£9.3,759, from which two dividends
of (5 per cent, and 33 per cent,
respectively were declared, absorbing
£.''i''.8fi9. Taxes amounted to £3,872
and debenture redemption to £14,136,
reducing the value of the debentures
outstanding at the close of the year
to £3-4,000. The net debit to capital
account, of which full details are
given in the directors' and general
manager's reports, was £8,736. The
unappropriated balance of cash and

cash assets less liabilities was in-
creased to £138,559, as detailed in the
directors' report.

Company's Interests.

yVlthough, as compared with former
years, the technical infonnation is
somewhat reduced, the general man-
ager's report covers the work of the
past year in detail. Except at Vaal-
hoek and Elandsdrift, prospecting
continues to be confined to the
neighbourhood of the Central Mines.
There is nothing really definite to

add to the information contained in
the report; much prospecting remains
to be done in the Beta Extension
Area, and there are undoubtedly en-
couraging indications on the Portu-
guese reef horizon on the Jubilee
and Theta E.xtension Hills and above
Kameels Creek such as afford great
scope for active operations; and
these will be prosecuted to the utmost
extent permitted by the available

labour, which which unfortunately
is at present inadequate for the
work in hand. It must be realised
that, at the best, tangible results can
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of much time and money, but it may
safely be said that the prospects of

making favourable disclosures are
appreciably better than they were at

this time last year. Unfortunately,
until fresh discoveries of more valu-
able reef are made and fully develop-
ed, profits must remain at their
present low level.

Olifantsgfraanite has been let on
tribute, the tributor undertaking to
do a certain footage of development
monthly, and it is possible that simi-
lar arrangements will be made in

regard to the portion of Grootfontein
on which some thousands of tons of

payable ore have been exposed, as
the indications are more favourable
and the available labour can better
be employed in prospecting else-

where.
Although the alluvial testing ma-

chinery has not yet come forward, it

has been possible to test the ground in

the Central Area sufficiently by hand
labour to lead to the conclusion that
this does not constitute a payable
proposition.

Central Mines.

The ore reserves at the Central
Mines were increased to over 408,000
tons at 31st March, but the average
value declined by 1 dwt. per ton to

just under 9 dwts. The increase in

tonnage is mainly due to the Ponies-
krantz North Mine, where 127,00()

tons of a little over 8dwts. per ton
had been exposed. Development has
since continued satisfactorily there;
the reserves have been materially
added to by ore of similar value, and
there is every reason to believe that
a very considerable further tonnage
remains to be exposed in this mine

—

although at the moment there is some
indication of decrease in percentage
of payability and of a tendency for

the reef to turn pyritic. A small ton-

nage is now being forwarded to the
Central Mines by the electric tram-
way, which has been extended some
four miles, involving some heavy
cuttings, tlie work generally reflecting

great credit on those responsible for

the construction. On the completion
of the loading bins in about two
months' time, a considerably increas-

ed tonnage will be dispatched.
Brown's Hill, the reserves of which

are of grade similar to those at

Ponieskrantz, has also continued to

open up satisfactorily as regards ton-

nage, and here again a large addi-

tional tonnage may be looked for.

It has recently been decided to

abandon development to the dip of

Peach Tree and Duke's Hill South
Mines, as results over a long period
have been consistently unpayable.
Peach Tree and Iota areas are still

yieldina; some fresh tonnage of pay-
able ore, but undoubtedly the reserves

of Duke's Hill and Peach Tree will

MOW graduallv be exhausted.
The Columbia Hill Shales section,

which has for some time been affordi-

ing a regular supply of ore for the
mill, maintains its relatively high
but erratic values.
The other mines in the Central

Section are, as a whole, about hold-
ing their own. the reserves having
been somewhat increased this year at
some and decreased at others.

Elandsdrift, which at 31st March,
had 7."^ 810 tons developed of an aver-

age value of 14.8 dwts.. suffered very
severely from flo'^dine during the past
summer, and it is only recentiv that
anv development has been possible.

Values in the mine proper continue
.satisfactory, but the open cast can
only now supply 8 dwt. ore. and that

for "a limited neriod. The -neater

troubles will onlv be fi^allv solved if

the workinss can he drained by the
shaft, which is being sunk a consid-

erable distance to the dip. The sink-
ing of this shaft has been lately re-
svuued, but additional electric power
is required, and application has been
made for the right to erect a hydro-
electric station on the Nel's River. .\

capital outlay of about £13,000 will be
entailed, and this has only been ap-
proved of after much consideration,
but the prospects of the mine appear
to warrant the outlay, heavy as it is.

Recent profits have been low at this
mine, but results are now more nor-
mal and may be expected to continue
so.

War conditions have militated
against the development of the wattle
bark sales, but somewhat improved
results are looked for this year.

Glynn's Reef.

.Vt Vaalhoek satisfactory progres.-;

has been made on the (jiynn s iteef,
lor the discovery and energtic opening
up of which credit is aue to the
manager, and last January over 21,000
tons of 10 dwt. org had been develop-
ed on tnis reef, but the workings
were suddenly flooded by what can
onl^ be described as an underground
river. Credit was therefore not taken
for any of this ore in the reserves,
which at the close of- the financial
year were returned at just
over 35,000 tons of an aver-
age of 8 dwts. Thanks to the
steps since taken, this Glynn's Reef de-

velopment has virtually all been recovered,

and there is reason to hope that a con-
siderable extension of this reef—in whicti

admittedly the values are very erratic

—

will eventually be disclosed. Meantime
heavy expenditure has been entailed, and
.some £4,000 have yet to be spent in con-

nection with new pumps and a drainage
scheme, so that the profits of this mine
will for several months be little, if any.
The working profits for the fii-st five

months of this financial year are only
£18,452; provision must be made for

taxation and debenture redemption for
the half-year, amounting to approximately
£8,000 ; while capital expenditure has
absorbed some £7,500. It is considered
advisable to draw on accumulated profits

in order to pay a small dividend, and one
of 2^ per cent, absorbing £15,105. has
therefore just been declared by the
board.

Mr. Warriner, to our regret, resigned
his position as consulting engineer on his

departure for America, where he is now.
doing important war work, and Mr. E.
H. Clifford has recently been appointed
in his place. Mr. Clifford recently paid
a brief visit to the property, and has
written a report which clearly summarises
the position of affairs. The report will

therefore be circulated to shareholders
with the proceedings of the meeting.
We have to record with deep regret tlie

recent death of Mr. Robert Charlton, one
of our oldest employes, and the loss of

Messrs. W. A. Jones, P. W. Stirton, C.

B Brown, and F Ball, fallen on active

service. A large percentage of our em-
ployes remain on service, five of whom
are unfortunately prisoners of war.
The report and accounts were adopted.
The meeting confirmed the appointment

of Mr. J. L. Siddall as a member of the
London board in place of Mr. C. Pake-
raan (resigned), and re-elected the retir-

ing direct rs, Messrs. H. C. Boyd and B.

T. Bourke.
Messrs. Howard Pirn and Charles

Stuart were reappointed auditors, and
voted 200 guuieas each for the past audit.

RANDJCLIP.
At a .special meetine; of shareholders of

Rand Klip, Ltd., held at 10.30 a.m. on
Sept. 23 in the boardroom, National Bank
Buildings, resolutions were passed for the

liquidation of the company. There were
14^8SU shares represented out of an issae
of 4>i2,3a6.

Tne reasons for liquidation were ex-
plained by Mr. W. Ddlrymple, who pre-
s.ded. He said :—This meeting haa Oeen
convened for the purpose of considering
the desirability of placing the company in
liquidation and distributing the snare-s
and options on shares in the Modderfon-
tein K-ist, Ltd., which were received Irom
that company as the purchase price ot
your company's mining properly etc.,
sold to it in 1917. The po.Mtion in wnich
t-uropean shareholders are p.aced, owing
to ttie restrictions imposed upon share
dealing and subscription of capital in the
United Kingdom, has caused considerable
delay in bringing these resolutions before
you. When first application was made to
the Imperial Treasury for an amelioration
of the position of the European share-
holders, the importation of the Modder-
tontein East scrip into the United King-
dom was prohibited. Numerous repre-
sentations have been made to the Im-
perial authorities to allow European
shareh Iders to take up their Modderfon-
tein East shares and options, and to give
the same freedom in dealing in them as
is permitted in this company's shares,
but the only concession that "has been
all. wed is that the issue of Modderfon-
tein East shares and options will be per-
mitted in England provided they are not
dealt in in the Uiiited Kingdom so long as
the present Stock Exchange temporary
regulations are in force. Should the op-
tions expire bef.re dealings are permitted
in the United Kingdom, unless a modi-
fication of the restrictions is made in the
meantime, European shareholders will not
be permitted'to take up their options, but
individual shareholders can make arrange-
ments (through their br:kers) to sell ^n
South Africa should they so desire. The
share register will not be closed on
liquidation of the company, but will re-
main open until further notice is given
by the liquidators in order that, sfiould
European shareholders desire in the mean-
time to retain their negotiable shares in
this company, instead of converting them
into non-negotiable shares and options in
the M dderfontein East, Ltd., they may
do so. The position of the shareholders
in South Africa is different. There are
at present no restrictions on the sale of
Modderfontein East shares or options, or
on exercising the options, and South
African shareholders consider that their
position is prejudiced owing to the delay
in distributing them. .\s a result a very
extensively signed requisition has been
received by the b ard asking that the
company be placed in liquidation forth-
with, and the shares distributed ; and as
it, would appear that no sood purpose is

to be served by further delay, the board
acceded to the request of "the requisi-
tionists, and this meeting has been called
in consequence.

Imperial Restrictions.

Y-ur board regrets that circurastaucea
compel it to place the present resolu-
tions before you without having first Euc-"
ceeded in clearing up the position of the
European shareholders. Every endeavour
has been made to get the Imperial au.
th rities to relax their restrictions so as
to allow._ free dealing in tlie United
Kingdom in shares and options in the
Modderfontein East, Ltd., but without
success, and in fairness to the South
African .shareholders the b ard is of
opinion that we should now proceed with
the distribution of the Mtxlderfontein
East shares and options and the liquida-
tion of the «mpany vv'itho.ut further
delay. If the resolutions to be placed
before .you to-day are passed, immediately
on the passing of the confirmatory resolu-
tion -n the Ifith October, the liquidator*
will issue a circular to shareholders invit-
ing them to exchange their Rand Klip
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ahai-es for shares and options in the Mod-

derfontein "East, Ltd., and clearly settting

forth the procedure to be adopted. The

6^t resolutii.n you are asked to agree to

provides an alteration to the articles of

association empowering the liquida-

t'^TB to distribute to shareholders

in specie or kind, all or any

part of the assets of the com-

pany. This alteration is necessary to en-

able the Modderfontein East shares and

options to be distributed. The second

resolution provides tor the voluntary

winding-up of the company. The third

resolution provides for the appointment

of liquidators, with a definition of their

powers and duties, and the fi.xing of their

remuneration. Certain shareholders, ow-

ing either to the war or other circum-

stances, may be unable to take up their

shares and options prior to the expiry of

the option periods To protect the in-

terests of such shareholders it is neces-

sary to grant the liquidators power to sell

such options on behalf of the share-

holders ccncerned. It is also thought

desirable that after a reasonable period

has elapsed the liquidators should have

power to sell on behalf of the share-

holders concerned all unclaimed shares

and options in the Mcdderfontem East,

Ltd. This resolution, therefore, empowers

the liquidators to sell all or any Modder-

fontein East shares and options whicn

have nH been applied for by shareholders

entitled to them within a period of IS

months from the date of liquidation.

The resolutions were put and carried

without objection.

KROONSTAD COAL ESTATE CO.

The annual general meeting of

shareholders in the Kroonstad Coal

Estate Company was held in the com-
panys" othce, 9 and 11 Clieapside, Kim-
ber.ey, on Septembfer 20. There were
present: Messrs. F. S. Lynch, in the

chair (and q.q. Mrs. Lynch and Miss

H. P. Lyilcii), F. Hirschhom (and

q.q. De Beers Consolidated Minee,

Lid.), Alpheus F. Williams. W. Pic-

kering, W. H. Carter, F. J. Gardiner
(and q.q. Mrs. L. Beaton),. Joseph
Buck, J. J. T. King (q.q. Mrs. R.

McFarland and D. van Ulsen. and F.

J. Beaton (secretary).

On the motion of Mr. Gardiner,

seconded by Mr. Pickering, the renort

and balance sheet were taken as read.

The Chairman said : Proceeding to

the accounts, I might invite your at-

t€ntion to some outstanding features.

In the balance sheet you will notice

that the reserve fund has been in-

creased from £500 last year to £1,500,

which sum has been specially set

aside as a fixed deposit. This is to

provide for compensation to be naid
to tenants of our farms on the ex'ura-

tion of iheir leases, which will gener-

ally fall in 1922. It will be compet-
ent then to consider various suErge'-

tions which have been made from
tim« to time as to the disposal of sur-

face rights; farms cm either be re-

leased as at present, cut up and sur-

veyed into smaller lots for "closer

settlement," or sold outright, always
reeerving the mineral rights. Taxa-
tion appears in a much larger sum ; it

covers, as you see, income and divi-

dend taxation for 1917, as well as the
estimated tax for 1918. A dividend
of 5 per cent., or Is. per share, has
been declared, and was paid out on
the I6th September, free of tax.

Coal sa'es—on the credit side—show
a ma'erial increase of £3,900. In-
terest and commifsion is improved
owing to larger sums being lent out,

at short dates. The trading store is

£60 better. In this item we have to

contend agains,. considerable cuinpeii-

tion; whJe we carry on a solid busi-

ness, and make practically no bad
debts as shown on the debit side, our

competitors give much more extended

credit, with probably larger losse.s.

Though the profit is not great, the

store is a distinct advantage to our

own employees, and serves as a means
towards contentment on a properly

somewhat distant from towns. Short-

age of native labour has had detri-

mental influence on profile also. Farm
rents ^ow a satisfactory improvement,
due ilo increased rentals obtained

from leases fallen in and re-let at

shorter dates, so that nearly the whole
will be at our disposal in 1922.

Farming shows an improvement of

over £200, and we hope, with ordin-

arily favourable conditions, to show
fitill better results.

To go back to the coal output, 1

might point out that the increase

amounts to 12,670 tons. Your direc-

tors have had under consideration

methods of increasing this by push-
ing the sale to merchants in different

towns. These efforts have met with
encouraging success, and in the next
few months will, we hope, be con-

siderably developed to the company's
advantage.

De Beers Consolidated Mines are

our largesF consumers, as in the pasi;

possibly their consumption may in-

crease, though it would not be rea-

sonable to look for that until the war
ends—a very uncertain condition.
Throughout the year our costs of

winning coal have been low and regu-
lar, and in epite of increased costs of

material affecting us in many direc-

tions, we hope they will remain low.
In the working of the mine some

important improvements have been
made, notably the extension of the

underground mechanical haulage,
which much reduced manual labuui\
and made the work of natives lighter.

This was a specially desirable result,

because of the difficulty found in keep-
ing the supply of labour up to the re-

quired standard and number. There
were difficulties in this direction,

which were for a time rather a serious
handicap but they have been over-
come.
Maintenance of machinery and

buildings has received considerable at-

tention to keep things up to good work-
ing order. It is proposed to put in a
new electrical lighting plant to facili-

tate the work below ground, and to

provide power for pumping, etc. Jn
this respect we see a reduction Qf costs

in the near future. This new plant
will be a replacement and larger to

meet developments.
During the year tests of the calori-

fic value of the coal were made for us
by De Beers Consolidated Mines,
which showed a definite improvement
in the quality of coal. A test was
mride also by the South African Rail-
wa.vs in locomotives running on the
Germiston-Wi'bank line, but unfortu-
nately the quality was found not suited

—by rfas'^n of its i=low burning quali-
ties—for locomotives hauling heavy
load^. However, slow burning- c^al

is well suited to domestic use, and it

is in this direction that we are look-
ing for increased consumption of our
pr-^ducts

Mr. Alpheus F. Williams seconded
the adoption of the report and ac-
counts, which w .HQ-veed to.

There be'ns onlv one nomination,
that of Mr. W. H. Carter, for the
vacancv^n the directorate, Mr. Carter
was re-eVcted.
On the m'^tion of Mr. Brink,

seconded by Mr. Hirpohhorn, Messrs.

J. Pooley and F. J. Gardiner were ap-
pointed" auditoi-s, the question of their

remuneration being left to the direc-
tors.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman,
proposed by Mr. Williams, terminated
the proceedings.-

TRANSVAAL CHAMBER OF MINES.

At the general meeting of members
of the Transvaal Chamber of Mines
on Monday, September 23rd, the
President, Mr. E. A. Wallers, in mav-
ing the adoption of the report of the
Executive Committee, said: The na-
tional importan(?e of our gold pr>^duc-

tion and the peculiarly difficult posi-

tion during the war of gold producers
has been referred to by me on many
occasions in this chamber. These fea-

tures are naturally always prominent
in our minds, but just recently the
whole subject has rightly received
added public attention as a result of

the work and the statements made in

London by Sir Lionel Phillips and
those ass^^ciated with him. The Union
of South Africa's need tor the con-
tinuance, in the greatest degree pos-
sible, of its great revenue producing
industry is definitely clear, and not
less clear, in our opinion, is the Brit-

ish Government's need of our gold
for her own and her allies' require-
ments. In our mind this fact re-

mains of the greatest significance, not
only when we consider its application
in the earlier stages uf the war when
the Empire's capacity for production
was vastly less than that required to
pay the enormous imports necessi-
tated by the war, but also to the pres-
ent times when the demand for our
product is nearly as great, and with
similar force, I venture to suggest, for
the future, in the rehabilitation and
reconstruction of industry when this
war is over.

It might be useful at this juncture
briefly to review the position as re-

gards our output for the eight months
of this year ended 31st August last.

The gold produced by the Witwaters-
rand for that period was £23,667,542.
The output for the corresponding
])eriod of last year was £24,983,23il,

showing a decrease in our gold pro-
duction for the first eight months of

the year of £1,315,694. In the same
period, working costs show an in-
crease of £468,698 and the working
profit a decrease of £1,623,896. Thai,
gentlemen, is the position broadly
from the point of view of the gold
mining industry as a whole, and it is

sufficiently serious. When, however,
one examines the conditions of indi-
vidual companies whose output is in-
cluded in this total, the position is

still more grave. Of the 49 companies
whose output is included in the above
total, at least six were making an
actual working loss. In addition to
that number, there were approxi-
mately 15 showing a small working
profit, but we know that their stand-
ing charges, in the nature of obliga-
tions with regard to taxation, miners'
phthisis compensation, allowa'^ces to

men on active service, and debenture
liab'lities, turn the small working
Ijrofit shown into an actual loss. I
need not labour tlie point that pro-
ducers of gold are in a different posi-
tion to that of any other producer, in
that they have to bear the whole ol

the burden resulting from any in-

crease ill the cost of production. The
representat'ons recently made by gold
nroducers the world over is broadl.v
to the effect that bavins in mind the
initial difficulty to which I have just
referred, and the admitted fact of the
particular value of good during the
period of war, and period of coristruc-
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tion thereafter, some form of relief

should, in conaeuence, be given. Vari-
ous methods have been put forward,
and it is understood that an expert
committee to investigate the subject
is to be appointed in London.

Chamber's Modest Suggestion.
In the meantime, you will remem-

ber that the Chamber's modest sugges-
tion before the Select Committee on
Low Grade Mines was in the nature of

some relief in costs, with particular
application to reduction in cost of

realisation. So far, we have received
no further information as to the fate

of our suggestion, but the figures of

our particular position, which I have
just quoted, show that for a consider-

able section of the companies on these
gold fields the position is growing in-

creasingly acute. We have really
hung on remarkably well, and shall

concentrate all our energies in con-
tinuing to do so in the interests of all

concerned. There is, however, the
fact that for some companies, at any
rate,- and under existing conditions,
the end is growing very near; it would
be a pity if the actual closing down of

some of the mines was required to

bring home our real position.

White Employes.

The most important event that has
occurred with regard to industrial con-
ditions of white employes since our
last mesting has been the acceptance
of the Chamber's offer by the men as
the result of a ballot. You will recall-

that the men's demands on behalf ol

the Mechanics' Unions was for an in-

crease in the standard rate to £8 2s. ii

week, and as regards the miners, an
increased war bonus. In its reply,
the Chamber definitely stated it was
unab'e to agree to an increase in the
standard rale to £8 2s. a week, but
ma'ntained the policy—I think the
right policy—of offering in respect ot

all employes a sliding scale of war
bonus, to rise or fall according to the
increase or decrease in the cost of liv-

ins in comparison with pre-war stan-
dards. As regards all employe.^,
other than mechanics, this is based on
the previous method, namely, it is

applicable to married employes with
dependents, and single employes with
total dependents, and is, in part. .i

bonus on the wages earned, and also
an allowance for each dependent.
Similarly, as regards mechanics, the
previous" method had been admitted,
name'y, the total war bonus has been
spread over married and single em-
ployes alike by an increase in the war
allowance, which they have hitherto
been receivins in addition to their rate
of wage per hour.
The men's demand and the Cham-

ber's offer have been published in the
Press and it is. therefore, unnecessary
for me to deal with them in detail.
The fact that that offer has been ac-
cented on a ballot bears. I think, satis-

factory testimony to the Chambers
policy in the past three years of dis-

cussing frankly with the men the posi-
tion of the industry, placing the facts
on the table, and inviting them to
share the responsibility of deciding
what is the best course to be taken in
the particular circumstances under
consideration. Compared with the
uttitude that existed a few years ago
between employer and employed—as I

ventured to say in a recent speech

—

that amounts to an industrial revolu-

tion in the affairs of this industry,
and a revolution of the right type, a
qu.et and definite chance of thought,
'ihe further outstanding fact that is

sJiown by the ballot, is, I think, that
the men nave appreoiaied uur pusUioo;
and we who have more particularly
represented the industry at these con-
ferences can testify to the increasing
sense of mutual responsibility, and. In

my opinion, the thorough justification

of the conscience that has been placed
in the men's attitude.

Men's Sense of Responsibility.

Tlte ballot has shown, too, that al-

though the " swing of the pendulum "

under the law of supply and demand,
is at present in favour of the men,
that, as tne result of the facts having
been placed before them, they have
not enaeavoured to exact the lull toU
under that law; and further, that they
are preparad to bear a proportion of

the increase in the cost of living. It

is true if the men had decided to ex-

ploit the principle of supply and de-

mand to its full extent, it would have
re-acted very seriously on a large sec-

tion of the workers, many mines would
have to close down, and although a
certain proportion of them might have
been earning higher wages, a large
number would have been thrown out
of employment, and the whole com-
munity very adversely affected. None
the less, the situation required a very
true understanding by our employes
of the effects of any such action as
theirs on their less fortunate fellow-
workers and on the community as a
whole, and, therefore, it is that I de-
sire on behalf of the industry to ex-
press our appreciation of that sense
of responsibility which the ballot has
shown has actuated them.

Underground Contract System.

Very considerable progress has been
made, in conjunction with the Sout'i
African Mine Workers' Union, in
agresing upon a standard form of
underground contracts; several meet-
ings have been held and there are but
one or two points outstanding whicli
it is hoped will shortly be satisfac-
torily settled. I feel sure that it will
require but very little experience of
the new contract in practice to estab-
lish its superiority over the old agree-
ment, more particularly in the direc-
tion of avoiding those difficulties and
disputes which in too many instances
occurred as the result of the existing
form of contract.

Native Labour.

As will be seen from the report in
your possession, the native labour
position for the three months under
review has, so far as the number nf
natives employed by the industry is

concerned, not experienced any mate-
rial fluctuation. The number ol
natives in the service of gold mines,
diamond mines, and collieries in lab-
our areas at the end of August was
196,294, as compared with 195,863 at
the end of May, being a net increase
of 4.31. The industry is still suffer-
ing, unfortunately, from a distinct
shortage of labourers, only 73 per
cent, of complements being available.
E.xcluding natives registered to con-
tractors, the number employed by
members was 183,135 and 181.945 re-
spectively, being a gain of 1.190. The
number of natives distributed to mem-
bers in labour areas for the period

June-August was 54,810, which was
practically absorbed by wastage jf

63,620. The total number of natives
engaged from all sources during the
period under review was 55,953. being
slightly below the number secured
during the period March to May. Co-
incident with August last year tho
number of natives recruited for
August 1918, shows an appreciable
gain over the previous twp months,
and though it is not possible to speak
with any degree of certainty, it is an-
ticipated that the improvement in the
number of natives offerin.? their ser-

vices will be maintained during the
remaining months of the year.

Mortality fiate Satisfactory.

The mortality rate has remained ex-
tremely satislactory, being in the
neighbourhood of 13 per thousand.
With a view to attempt.ng to reduce
the incidence of pneumonia amongst
mine natives, it has been decided,
after conferring with mine medic.il
ofticers, systematically to inoculate all
natives against thiS disease with Dr.
Lister's pneumococcal vaccine. On
engagement each boy will receive one
ciib.c cent.metre of pneumococcal vac-
cine, followed at intervals of seven
days by two further doses. It is
hoped that these measures will, as
time progresses, confirm the highly
sat.sfactory results attained by the
Crown Mines, Premier Diamond
Mine and De Beers, where, as you
know, thorough inoculation again.'>t
this disease has been in vogue for
some time with most gratifying results
in the saving of life.

S.nce our last meeting a very seri-
ous accident occurred at the Meyer
and Charlton, resulting in the loss of
many valuable lives. More recently
many members of this community are
mourning the loss of relatives through
the Sinking of the Galway Castle d\
an enemy submarine. I am sure you
would wish me, on behalf of our mem-
bers, to render our most sincere sym-
pathy to the relatives of those who
have been bereaved.

Obituary.

The recent death of Mr. Francis
Oats, after a long period of sufiering,
has removed a prominent figure from
the m.ning world. Mr. Oats was not
directly connected with the gold min
ing industry, but he had been inti-
mately connected with the fortunes of
the diamond mining industry, in the
building up and niainieiiance of
which he had plaj'ed so considerable
a part. I desire to express our very
sincere sympathy with the relatives of
Mr. Oats on the loss they have sus-
tained.
Mr. Mascall seconded the adoption

of the report of the Executive, which
was carried unanim usly, and the pro-
ceedings terminated.
Those present at the meeting in-

cluded Messrs. A. A. Auret, Paul
Dreyfus, S. Evans. Geo. Falcke, W. J.
Gau. A. G. Gill, E. G. Izod, J. Jeppe,
H. O. Mascall C. Meintjes, A. F. Mul-
lins, J. Munro, S. M. Nelson, F.
Raleigh, E. H. Bead. P v:oh(,r,isr.n,

D. W. Rossiter, W. S. Smits T G.
Suter, A. J. Wright, P. Cazalet, W.
Dalrmple. A. French. W. T. G-aham,
M. Honnet, G. Imroth, J. Jordan, G.
Kent. A. F. Lyall. F. R. Lvnch, L. S.
Ravmond E. J. Renaud, V. J. Ron-
ketti, and G. Sonn.

Union Corporation, Ltd.
At the further extraordinary general meeting of share-

holders in A. Goerz & Co., Ltd., held last Saturday, Mr.
H. Newhouse presiding, the resolution passed on the 30th
August last to change the name of the company to Union
Corporation, Ltd., was confirmed as a special resolution in

terms of the Companies Act, 1909.

Manicaland Output.
The mineral output of the Territory of the Companhia

de Mozambique (Manicaland) for the month of August,

1918, was as follows:—Alluvial: Gold won (fine), 710 ozs.

13 dwts. ; cubic metres dredged, 63,400; value, £2.945 18s.
lid. Copper; Copper declared, 15 tons; value, XI,500.
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MULCOTT BELTING
Suitable for all Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against

dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. :: :: ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-
eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,— -.-.. — BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
^.leretore, erooowei:-

^^Sell all or •

SOLE AGENTS

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

Box 1124

91. Market Street,

johanne:sburg. Telephone 4701.

:
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Steel SlieetB.

. u„aLed

Steel-Brick Siding.

IRON and STEEL

Products of Quality

Plain Galvanized
S.ieets.

Corrugated Sheets
Bla k Stael Sheets.
R;tilroid Spikes.
Blick Ann aledWirs.
Steel B.rs.
Galvanized Wire.
Spades ani Snovels.
Cem-nt.
Metal Lath.
Round Edge Wagon

Tyres.

Cut and Wire Nails.

Tools.
Pumps.
Bar Iron
Gas and Water Pipes

of Iron or Steel.

Engines.'
Boilfrs.

Steel Hoops.
Steel Nails.

Horse and Mule
Shoes.

LUCEY MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION,

D 1/5, Broad Street House,

Naw Broad Street,

London, E C.2.

Cable Address :
' LUCOLEUM."

231, Broadway

New York, U.S.A.

Cable Address:

•LUCEOIL."

NAMC/^

LUCEY
Portable Steel Bu 1 iliicd.
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Notes and Newa
The lowest workings on the main incline from the Turf Mines

shaft of the Village Deep have now
Rand's Record reached sea level, i.e., 5,633-69 ft. vertical.

Deep Working, which is the greatest depth at which
mining is now done on the Rand. All the

natural obstacles to working at this depth have been success-
fully overcome. The rock pressure has proved the chief
obstacle, but this has been countered by the special methods
of support adopted. The increased heat has likewise been
offset by adequate ventilation. In regard to the values of

the ore exposed in development at this depth it is satisfac-

tory to note that they justify the favourable anticipations
by Mr. H. F. Marriott, recently published. Another feature
is the fact that the improved Whiting hoists have worked
most satisfactorily, thus considerably simplifying the
problem of winding at great depths.

* * * *
We understand that Mr. T. Blandford, of the Francois

Cementation Process, has reported on the
Rezende Water water troubles of the Rezende Mine,

Troubles. which he says can be overcome by the
application of the process. This will put

an end to the only serious difficulty tljjjj. has menaced the
progress of the property of late. -^

i.

* * * #
In mail week, the famous Cornish tin mine, the Levant,

was closed down, owing to a miners'
The Levant strike, and even pumping uad been dis-

closed Down, continued. The late Mr. Francis Oats
and his son, Captain Oats, were largely

interested in the mine.
* * * *

The epidemic of Spanish infUjenza, which first made its

appearance on the Rand last week, has
The Influenza followed the course which has been

Epidemic. experienced in all the other countries
where this malady has made its appear-

ance. An official statement issued last week by the
Chamber of Mines is as follows: " The Chamber of Mines
intimates that the outbreak of Spanish influenza will affect

the operations and profits of most of the mines for Septem-
ber and October. The epidemic is spreading to all the
mines, but owing to the rapidity with which persons affected

recover, its effect on operations, although noticeable, is not
likely to be serious." At the Driefontein shaft of the
E.R.P.M. a hoisting engine driver was suddenly attacked
by the malady, with disastrous consequences to nineteen
natives in an ascending skip. A Government enquiry is

proceeding.
^ tP TV

*

Under the joint auspices of the V.F.P. Co., Ltd., and
Messrs. Lewis & Marks, a new flotation,

A New East the Largo Colliery Company, Ltd., has
Rand Colh'ery. been fonned and registered with a nominal

capital of £110.000. This company has
acquired from the East Rand Mining Estates, Ltd., the coal

rights in perpetuity over a portion of the farm Grootvlei No.
26. Satisfactory results have been obtained from the various

boreholes which were put down. A great portion of the

equipment has been acquired, and all necessary steps taken

to bring the colliery to the producing stage at as early a

date as possible. The plant of the Sehapensrust Colliery

was recently acquired for the new company.

Nothing more has been heard of the projected flotation of

a new industrial finance corporation by
The National the National Bflik, though it is noteworthy

Bank. that an extraordinary meeting of the
National Bank of South Africa is convened

for 22nd November for the purpose of authorising the direc-

tors to increase the capital to £4,000,000 by the issue of

100,000 shares of £10. It' is not contemplated to increase

the Bank's paid-up capital immediately, or even in the near

future to the amount mentioned, but the ditectors think it
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desirable to ask shareholders to give t.hem power to create

the additional shares from time to time at their discretion

in the event of the necessitj' arising to utilise further capital.

The National Bank has been appointed agents in Africa

for the British Trade Corporation, Ltd., and for the Public

Trustee, England.
# * * *

The secretary of the Southern Van Ryn Reef Co., Ltd.,

writes:—With reference to the press

Southern notice on the 23rd ult. to the effect that

Van Ryn. in the No. 4 borehole at a depth of 2,804

feet a reef had been intersected on shale

contact, the analyses of samples from a section of 9 inches

of the core gave the following results:—No. 1 hanging wall

quartzite, width 1 in., value 02 dwt. per ton; No. 2 banket

reef, width 2 in., value 05 dwt. per ton; No. 3 banket reef,

width ^ in., value I'O dwt. per ton; No. 4 shale, width 2 in.,

value nil; No. 5 shale, width 2 in., trace; No. 6 shale,

width li in., trace. On account of considerable grinding

of the core at the reef-shale contact, it cannot be said that

a full reef section was obtained. In appearance and value

the section recorded above is similar to sections frequently

met with between pay shoots in Sub Nigel development.
•fP "Tf ^ *

A conference of the newly-formed Diggers' Union of the

Transvaal took place in the Palace

Alluvial Diamond Theatre at Bloemhof on Thursday,

Diggers' Conference, the 28th ult. The various Govern-

mental departments were well repre-

sented. Keen interest was taken in the new movement, and

before the close of the meeting in the afternoon there were

quite 200 people present in the hall. Mr. A. van der Merwe,

as president of the newly-formed Transvaal Diggers' Union,

was in the chair, supported by Mr. H. Warington Smyth,

Secretary of Mines and Industries; Mr. S. J. Brink, Chief

of the Gold and Diamond Detective Department of the

Transvaal; Inspector Graham, of the Diamond Detective

Department, Griqualand West; Mining Commissioner Mr.

Herbert Rees, Klerksdorp; Mining Commissioner Mr.

Nixon, Pretoria; Mr. E. J. J. van der Horst, the local

member; Mr. Fick, M.P.C. ; Commandant Kunhardt, Dis-

trict Commandant of Police; Commandant Swartz; Mr.

Charles Orpen, of the Mines Department; and by special

invitation, Lieut. -Colonel O 'Donovan (Barkly West), along

with the President of the Vaal River Diggers' Union (Mr. F.

P. Cook, J. P.), and the General Secretary (Mr. Thos. L.

Terpend), and Mr. H. WilHams (General Secretary,

T.A.D.D. Union). Several important recommendations

were made to the Government.
« * * *

The sinking of the borehole on the southern boundary of

the farm Eendracht, owned by the

Far South-East Oceana Development Co., Ltd., is no

Rand Prospecting, doubt being watched with considerable

interest by shareholders in adjoining

properties, equally with those of the company most directly

interested, says a London exchange. The option which was
held over Spaarwater has been exercised and, as already

publicly announced, this farm is to be floated off as a

subsidiary of the Lace Proprietary IMines. which has been

reorganised under the auspices of Sir Abe Bailey and Mr.

Dale Lace, with a programme which is designed to provide

some £1,400,000 of additional working capital. Sir Abe
Bailey is likewise interested, as to one-third, in IMaraisdrift

with the Rhodesia Exploration Co., Ltd. (late Amalgamated
Properties), which holds the other two-thirds. To the south

of Maraisdrift is the farm Klippoortje, the outcrop end of

which is held under option by Houtpoort, Ltd., whilst the

deep level section, adjoining Spaarwater, has recently been

acquired by the H.E. Proprietary, Ltd., for £100,000, pay-

ment being made by the allotment of 200,000 shares of 10s.

each. Next in rotation come the Town Lands of Heidelberg,

of which a portion was proclaimed a public goldfield over

20 years ago, containing some 3,000 claims. The majority

of these are held by a company called the Eastern Van Ryn
Modderfontein Gold Reefs. Ltd., the capital of which was
privately subscribed. The same remarks apply to the

Boschfontein Gold Mines, Ltd., holding an option over the

August Mineral

Statistics.

at .4642,627, a

farm of that name lying between the Heidelberg Town
Lands and Boschhoek, a portion of which latter farm is

owned by the Heidelberg Estates and Exploration Co., Ltd.,

through its shareholding in the Boschhoek Proprietary Co.,

Ltd., and the remainder is understood to be held by the

Estates Co. under option. The deep levels of these three

last mentioned properties, the Town Lands of Heidelberg,
Boschfontein and Boschhoek, are held or controlled by the
Oceana Development Co., Ltd., and the New Albion Trans-
vaal Gold ]\Iines, Ltd., and it is on this horizon that the
Oceana borehole is being put down.

# * * *
The total value of the mineral output of the Union for

August was £4,153,400, a decrease of

£25,168, compared with July. The gold
output was valued at £3,138,146, silver at

£15,741, an increase of £2,294, diamonds
decrease of £3,369, coal £282,293, a

decrease of £12,329, copper £73. There was no declaration

of copper 'in July. Tin was £48,036, a decrease of £14,633
and other base minerals £26,496, an increase of £875. The
Transvaal coal output of 575,069 tons was 18,963 tons less

than in the previous month. The Cape produced 404 tons,

an increase of 51, the Free State 75,346 tons, a decrease
c", 1,675, and Natal 220,444 tons, a decrease of 8,169. The
labour figures show that 82,296 whites and 266,341 coloured
people were engaged in mining throughout the Union in

August, the former being an increase of 111 and the latter

of 228.
* * * *

The Water Power Committee of the Conjoint Board of

Scientific Societies, who were appointed
Empire's " to report on what is at present being

Water Power, done to ascertain the amount and distri-

bution of water power in the British

Empire," in a preliminary report just issued say that they
have endeavoured to collect all available relevant informa-
tion, from which the main conclusions to be drawn are:—
(1) That the potential water-power of the Emjjire amounts
in the aggregate to at least 50 to 70 million horse-power.

(2) That much of this is capable of immediate economic
development. (3) That except in Canada and New Zealand,
and to a less extent in New South Wales and Tasmania, no
systematic attempt has as yet been made by any Govern-
ment Department to ascertain the true possibilities of the
hydraulic resources of its territories or to collect the relevant

data. (4) That the development of the Empire's natural

resources is inseparably connected with that of its water-
powers. (5) That the development of such enormous possi-

bilities should not be left to chance, but should be carried

out under the guidance of some competent authority. In
view of these conclusions the Committee submit the follow-

ing recommendations:—(1) That the British Government
bring before the notice of the Indian Government, of the

various Dominion Governments and of the governing bodies

of the Crown Colonies the necessity for a close systematic
investigation of all reasonably promising water powers, and
of their economic possibilities. (2) That the British Govern-
ment take steps to ascertain whether the Governments
concerned are prepared to undertake this work. (3) That
where such an inquiry is beyond the powers of any governing
body the British or Imperial Government place the work
under the direct control of an " Imperial Water Power
Board " or " Conservation Commission." (4) That the
GovernmentHake steps to initiate the formation of such an
" Imperial Water Power Board " or "Imperial Conservation
Commission," to include a representative from each of the

Dominions and Dependencies. (5) That this Board act in

an advisory capacity. (It is suggested that all schemes for

the development of which local resources are inadequate
should be submitted to the Board by the Governments con-

cerned, and that the Board should make recommendations
on which the Imperial Government might take action.) (6)

That since' it is unlikely that private capital will be available

for many years for hydraulic development on any large

scale, powers should be obtained to enable the State to

assist or to undertake such development if thought advis-

able, it is fiuggested that much might be done to attract
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private capital if the State, after careful investigation, were
to guarantee a suitable minimum interest on the necessary

capital, sharing at the same time in any profits beyond the

amount necessary to provide that interest. By this method
of assistance private enterprise would be untrammelled and
the management of the concerns so asaisted would remain
in private hands.

* * * *

Through a printer's error, on page 61 of our issue of the

28th instant, under the headhig " Swazi-

A Dividend land Tin, Ltd.," we stated that " A
Correction. dividend of 2^ per cent, had been declared

for the period ended 30tli September."
As was made clear elsewhere in the same issue, this referred

to the dividend of 2i per cent, recently declared by the

Transvaal Gold Mining Estates, Ltd. The Swazi Tin

Company's last declaration was one of 25 per cent, for the

period ended 30th June, 1918, when the financial year

closed. The next declaration in the ordinary course will be

made in December.
* * * #

The Miners' Phthisis Commission, presided over by Sir

Willem van Hulsteyn, M.L.A., re-

Miners' Phthisis and sumed its proceedings last wefek, when
Outside Mines. evidence was given by Mr. T. G.

Trevor, Inspector of Mines, Pretoria

district, who gave details of the position in regard to miners'

phthisis as affecting the smaller mines which did not fall

under the existing schedule. He suggested that a commis-
sion of medical men should be appointed to go into the

whole position of those mines and make recommendations
as to what steps should be taken to deal with any cases

that might occur or to prevent any cases occurring. Mr.
Trevor, in passing, mentioned that a ease of phthisis had
occurred some years ago in the Sheba Mine. The mine paid

this particular man the same compensation as he would
have been paid if he had been working on one of the

scheduled mines. The Sheba, however, was not placed

under the schedule, as the contribution which the mine
would have had to pay to the Miners' Phthisis Fund would
have been far in excess of the amount which it would have
to pay the one man. In examination by Mr. Sampson,
M.L.A., Mr. Trevor said that he did not deny that silicosis

could be contracted on some of those smaller mines, but it

would be necessary for a man to work in such mines for such

a long time before he could contract it that it would be

hardly fair to schedule such mine. Thei-e was really very

little dust in those places—in fact, there was a good deal

more in the streets of Johannesbui'g. In some parts of the

Sheba Mine, Mr. Trevor added, you might go down in your
dress clothes. Mr. Trevor mentioned the Pilgrims Rest
area particularly as being free from dust. Replying to Dr.

De Jager, the witness said the personal element on the

outside mines was responsible for the small accident rate,

although the working in those mines vvas infinitely more
dangerous than in the big mines. The white men in the

outside mines, however, took every risk which the natives

took, and that, to his mind, was the reason why there was
such a small accident rate. Mr. Warington Smyth, the

Secretary for Mines, gave evidence this week.

TP 4r "If tF

A correspondent of one of the London finatfcial papers

writes:—We have now, in the light of

The Question of this War Lotteries Bill result, either

State Lotteries, to connive at bazaar lotteries, tombolas,
raf3es, etc. (however good their object),

or prosecute those responsible for them, and thus

lose in the course of a year hundreds of thousands, if

not millions, of pounds that would otherwise have been
subscribed to Red Cross and other funds in alleviation of

the sufferings of those who are winning the war. One of the

members who opposed the Bill said that it was unworthy
to suggest that money for the Red Cross would not be pro-

vided without recourse to lotteries. Money will, of course,

be provided, but shall we get anything like as much if the

harmless methods now adopted—and which it is quite

properly desired to legalise—are stopped? The fact is that

there is need of every stimulant that can be devised and
that the legalising of the eixiployment of an element of

chance to achieve the desired end is by no means an
unworthy object.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

WAR AND THE MINING INDUSTRY.
The General Mining and Finance Corporation is the last of

the parent companies to hold its annual meeting for 1917,

and the Chairman's review, therefore, covers the latest

developments in the industry. In our last issue we noted

the emphatic warning in regard to the plight of the low-

grade mines uttered by Sir George Albu and by the Presi-

dent of the Chamber of Mines, and a study of the position

of several mines of the Albu group, as set out by the

Chairman, amply justifies that warning. None of the daily

papers printed Sir George Albu's speech in full, but our

report, in this issue, gives his address in unabridged form.

The actual detailed facts regarding certain of the West
Rand subsidiaries of the group should be read with the

general conclusions in regard to the difficulties of the low-

grade mines, to which attention was directed in our last

issue. Tile natural reluctance against closing down an
unpayable mine which, under more favourable post-war

circumstances may be turned into a profitable concern, is

well illustrated in the ease of the Roodcpoort United. At
that property, as at others, the struggle is being maintained
in face of increasing difficulties, and doubtless the dramatic
change in the war outlook that has occurred in the last few
days will encourage all concerned to continue their eSorts.
Dealing with the effect of war conditions, Sir George said
that tha President of the Chamber of Mines last year
referred to the total burden of increased costs borne by the
industry as then amounting to over £5,000,000 per annum.
He went on to declare that any variation during the past
six months had been in the direction of enlarging rather
than reducing that figure. He showed that, so far as the
Corporation was concerned, the increased outlay on stores,

active service pay, war bonus and higher rates of pay, and
the additional holiday concessions, represented a total of
not less than 3s. 3d. per ton milled. This was the direct
effect on working costs only, and was exclusive altogether
of the war levy on profits and the increased gold reahs.ition
charges. The effect of this 3s. 3d. per ton amounted to an
extra cost of £232,000 per year on the mines under the
control of the Corporation. He analj-sed the other burdens
added to the industry as : (1) A general shortage of skilled

white men. (2) A serious shortage of natives, and conse-
quent reduction of tonnage milled. (3) A less efficient type
of native being recruited for the mines, possibly as the
result of sending a native labour contingent to Europe and
of the opening up of new industries. (4) The inferior quality
of certain classes of stores as compared with pre-war stan-
dards. (5) The shorter hours worked, notably as regards the
Saturday shift. A great deal might be written under these
separate heads, but it is enough to state that, with one
exception, all are bound up with the generally conceded
reduction of labour efficiency—white and black—noticeable
in recent years. Authorities differ regarding the extent of

the effect of the reduced working hours on labour efficiency,

but it seems safe to say that none of the benefits theoreti-

cally supposed to flow from shorter hours have yet been
traceable on the Rand. Regarding the mines under the
Corporation's control, Sir George Albu said it was with
regret that he had to state that the shorter hours now being
worked had a distinctly adverse iniUienee on the results

obtained. In addition to this, there could be no doubt that,

taking the group as a whole, the general efficiency of the
men was distinctly below the pre-war standard. It was an
indisputable fact that the serious difficulties with which
several of the lower grade mines now had to contend could

be appreciably lessened if they could obtain a better stan-

dard of efficiency from their whits employees. Mr. H.
S. Meyer, in public, and other prominent engineers,

in private, have lately expressed themselves very strongly

of the same opinion, and it is to be hoped that the fact

will have some effect in awaking the workers to a realization

of the meaning of a fair day's work for n iair day's pay.

Sir George Albu is the first of the leaders of the industry to

speak out loud and clear on the subject, and it is to bo

hoped that the effect will be to concentrate attention on
its importance.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN RAND MINING AND METALLURGY.- 1.

Presidential Address Read Before the . C. M. & M. Society,

[By H. S. Meyer, M.I.M.M., A.R.S.M.]

I PROPOSE to place before your notice, in a condensed form,

a few notes relative to recent progress in mining and metal-
lurgy in South Africa, with some suggestions in regard to

the direction in whi^h members of this Society can advan-
tageously direct their efforts in furthering the interest of this

industry, which we all have at heart. Most of you have
been intimately connected for many years with the pro-

fessional side of the industries from which the Society takes
its name

; you are fully aware that we are credited by our
fellow professional friends in other countries with great
conservatism and lack of originality. Nevertheless, every
year something takes place which lifts our technical practice

on to a sounder footing, and I make bold to say, very fre-

quently becomes standard practice in other parts of the
world. The past year has been remarkable in the respect

that the Union of South Africa has become directly inter-

ested in a number of large mining ventures on the Far East
Rand, and many who have been accustomed in the past to

look upon their employers as residents of Europe, now find

themselves—in a sense
—

" civil servants " of the Union
Government, and as employees of the public, who to-day
are far more directly interested in mining—partly by pur-

chase and partly through the State interest—than they have
probably ever been at any time in the history of this

country. A closer, more critical and more syniipathetic

interest in our premier industry can therefore be anticipated.

New Deep Shafts.

In spite of the general difficulties with which we are
periodically faced, accentuated by the restrictions neces-
sarily placed on imports, there is more activity in the direc-

tion of opening new mines than for many years past. New
deep shafts are being sunk on Sub Nigel, on Daggafontein,
on Springs Mines, West Springs (2), New State Areas (2),

Modderfontein East (2), Brakpan (2), City Deep, Robinson
Deep, Crown Mines (2), Durban Roodepoort Deep, and!

Randfontein (2), whilst still others are projected. As yet
there has been no definite decision as to the superiority of

one shape of shaft against another, i.e., circular against
rectangular; on the whole, the rectangular still predomi-
nates, and a most interesting discussion could be raised
regarding their respective merits by the partisans of the
two types.

Development.

The generkl scheme of development shows little altera-

tion; in mines where the dip of the formation is small,
development in the first instance is carried on broad lines

and subsequently in a more intensive fashion, partly for

the purpose of mora accurate valuation of ore reserves,
partly to render the developed ore more accessible for sub-
sequent sloping, and partly to secure an evenness of grade,
which I fear will always be necessary in order to comply
with that unpleasant requirement, viz., uniformity of

monthly returns. I have from time to time heard engineers
e.xpress their opinion as to the cost to the industry entailed
by this demand, and have heard it placed as high as 2s.

per ton milled. It aeems a great pity that at a time like

the present, when the cost of gold production is ever on the
increase, the industry should be saddled with an unnecessary
burden of this description. I doubt if this subject has ever
been sufficiently ventilated, and few realize the effect on
mining costs created by the fact that, in order to maintain
an average output over short periods, ore has to be taken
from an enormous number of working places, and it is only
in exceptional cases that any proper scheme of concentration
can be carried out under such conditions. The system of

carrying main collecting roads in Main Reef or in the fcot-

wall continues to be the rule in mines where the pressure
resulting from great depths renders it necessary to adopt

this practice in order to maintain communications ; the dis-

advantage of this system lies in the quantity of valueless

rock that is obtained from this form of development. When
provision is made to either pack such waste underground
or to take it direct to the surface, this system is beyond
criticism, but where such arrangements are" absent, the
quality of the ore mined becomes seriously vitiated.

Turning to the subject of detail development, the practice

to-day is to make wmzes and raises much wider than in the

past. The advantages obtained are numerous; ventilation

is improved and stopes can be opened up with grealier

rapidity, and the additional cost is met by the greater quan-
tity of milling ore obtained; in fact, it may be argued that

the width carried should, within reasonable limits, be pro-

portional to the value of the ore requiring development.

Underground Transport.

Underground tramming equipment of heavier pattern

continues to be installed, and the general tendency is to

deal with greater loads at moderate speed, requiring heavy
and well laid tracks. Longitudinal concrete foundations for

incline shafts are gradually replacing transverse wooden
sills, which were for so many years regarded as the standard
support for the permanent way. The use of animal trans-

port over short mechanical haulages over long distances is

making gradual headway. I am inclined to think that the

value of the former method has not yet been sufficiently

realized, taking into consideration the saving of native labour
aud its relative cheapness and efficiency.

The Jack Hammer.

Improvements in stoping practice are extremely slow,

and there appears to me no evidence of increased efficiency

except where natural conditions or improved appliances are

responsible. One may, however, express gratification that

after many years' search some types of small machines, i.e.,

one-man machines, have been obtained, which, it is fer-

vently wished, will gradually replace the hammer boy and
some of the heavier types of old-fashioned rock-drills. This

type of machine, generally known as the Jack Hammer, is

capable in trained hands of drilling the same footage in a

shift as half-a-dozen hammer boys under similar conditions.

Without going into details at this stage, there is no doubt

that this type of machine has come to stay, and those

engineers who have been responsible for its design, and the

men who have achieved its practical application deserve the

thanks of the industry. The removal of ore from the point

where it is broken at the stope face to the nearest collecting

station still constitutes perhaps the most difficult under-

ground problem. When it is realized that fully one-third

of the total underground native labour force on an average

mine is engaged in this apparently simple occupation, it

will be understood that improvement in this direction is

of the utmost impoitance. Although numerous ingenious

devices are frequently introduced, their net effect is dis-

couraging. One can only presume from this that as long

as the native is kept at one constant level, he will retaliate

with a standard of work of which he is the sole arbiter.

{To be coniinued.)
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FOREIGN CAPITAL AND BRITISH INDUSTRY.

How to Amend the Companies Acts—Report of Special Committee.

On the 27th February the Board of Trade appointed a
Committee " to enquire what amendmeuts are expedient in

the Companies Acts 1908 to 1917, particularly having regard
to circumstances arising out of the war and of the develop-
ments likely to arise on its conclusion, and to report to the
Board of Trade and to the Ministry of Reconstruction." The
following gentlemen were then appointed:—The Rt. Hon.
Lord Wi-enbury (Chairman); Mr. Arthur S. Comyns Carr;
Sir Frank Crisp, Bart. ; Mr. George Wekh Currie, M.P.

;

Mr. Frank Gore-Browne, K.C.; Mr. James Martin; The
Hon. Algernon H. Mills; Mr. Richard David Muir; Mr.
Christopher T. Needham, M.P.; Mr. Henry A.*Payne, C.B.

;

Sir Owen Philipps, K.C.M.G.. M.P.; Sir WiUiam Plender,
G.B.E.; Mr. Owen C. Quekett; Mr. AndrevV Wilson Tait.

Though dealing primarily with the United Kingdom, the
report has interest for South Africa. The Committee issued

in the first instance a number of questions to selected per-

sons and bodies of persons competent to assist them in the
matter. These included persons conversant with banking,
commerce, law, shipping, accountancy, and the Stock
Exchange. Evidence was also given before them orally by
17 witnesses.

Foreign Capital.

The question which lay in the forefront of their investi-

gations and to which they attributed prime importance was
that of the employment of foreign capital in British indus-

tries. In their report they state :—The preliminary question
whether it is desirable that foreign capital should be freely

attracted to this country is one upon which there was little,

if any, difference of opinion. The maintenance of London
as the financial centre of the world is of the first importance
for the well-being of the Empire ; anything which would
impede or restrict the free flow of capital to the United
Kingdom would in itself be prejudicial to Imperial interests,

and any legislation which would tend to impede or restrict

the free" flow of capital here by imposing restrictions or

creating impediments ought to be jealously watched, lest in

the endeavour to prevent what has come to be called "peace-
ful penetration " the normal course of commercial develop-

ment should be arrested. It is to be borne in mind that

at the conclusion of the war—if it should be concluded upon
such terms as we hope and anticipate—there is no proba-

bility that the countries which are now the enemies of the
Allies will be those which will be in possession of cftpital

looking for external employment. Outside the countries of

the AUies it may be said, speaking generally and subject to

exceptions of no great moment, that Europe will have little

surplus capital to invest. The foreign capital which we have
to contemplate will be capital flowing not from the Central
Empires of Eiirope, but from other parts of the world, of

which America may be the chief. To impose restrictions

upon the influx of capital, aimed at our present enemies,
with the result of deterring the flow of capital from (say)

America, would be a policy highly injurious to the economic
recovery and renewed prosperity of this country after the
war. For these reasons we are of opinion that in all amend-
ments of the law falling within the scope of our reference

the expediency of the attraction of foreign capital should be
steadily borne in mind, and anything which would have a

restrictive or deterrent efiect should, as far as possible, be
avoided.

At the root of the whole matter, they add, lies a question
which is not one of company law amendment at all, but one
of high political and economic policy. The alien may come
here to trade in any one of three characters. He may come
as an individual ; he may co^ie in conjunction with others
as a firm; or he may come in the form of a corporation.
The fundamental question is whether in any one of these
cases he ought or ought not to enjoy the same commercial
freedom as the British subject British-born; and, further,

whether, if some aliens ought to come freely, other aliens

who are now our enemies ought to have the same facilities.

It does not fall within our province to enquire whether the
traditional policy of this country to admit and welcome all

who seek our shores and submit themselves loyally to our
laws ought, in the case of some and what aliens, to be
revised; whether any and what restrictions ought to be
imposed upon the alien who, in any one of these three
characters, seeks to come here; or whether discrimination
ought to be made between an alien of one nationality and
an alien of another. That is a question of high political and
economic pohcy which it is not for us to determine. The
question of naturalised British subject as distinguished from
British subject British-born is, again, beyond our sphere.
We may probably assume that, as regards aliens generally,
there is no intention to change the traditional policy of the
country, and that we have to enquire whether—that being
so—any amendment of the law of joint stock companies is

expedient having regard to circumstances arising out of the
war. But, as regards aliens who are now our enemies, it

may be that the British Empire may adopt the policy that
a special stigma ought to be attached to the German and
that neither as an individual, nor as a firm, nor as a cor-

poration ought he, for a time at any rate, to be admitted
to commercial fellowship or to any fellowship with the
civilised nations of the world. The existence of these ques-
tions has greatly increased the difficulty of our task, for

until the policy is known, it is not possible to say how the
Companies .\cts should be amended to give effect to it. It

has thus become necessary for us to indicate our conclusions
in alternative form according as the policy a|dopted in these
respects is one or another.
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From the evidence before the Committee, and from

deductions to be drawn from s^me recent legislation, they

recognise that there exists (in some quarters at any rate)

a desire—probably a strong desire—to ascertain and record

the extent to which aliens are active in commerce here. The
legislation to which they refer is:—(1) The Registration of

Business Names Act, 1916 (which, although originating as

a projected measure long before the war, yet was pressed

forward as a war measure because disclosure of nationality

was, as a consequence of the war, made a prominent char-

acteristic); (2) the Companies (Foreign Interests) Act, 1917,

whose purpose was to prevent the elimination from articles

of association of provisions restricting the amount of capital

which might be held by aliens ; (3) the Companies (Particu-

lars as to Directors) Act, 1917, whose effect was, amongst
other things, to enforce disclosure of the nationahty of

directors; (4) the British Ships (Transfer Restriction) Acts

of 1915 and 1916, which rendered void any transfer not

approved by the Board of Trade of any share of a ship or

even any mortgage of a share of a ship to a person not

qualified to own a British ship or to a " foreign controlled

company "; and (5) the Non-Ferrous Metal Industry Act,

1918, which we shall have to consider further when we come
to the case of companies engaged in " key industries." Of

these Acts, Nos. (4) and (5) were limited in time with refer-

ence to the continuance of the war, but Nos. (1), (2) and

(3) were not. In April, 1916, the Committee appointed by

the Board of Trade to investigate the general question of

trade relations after the war reported against imposing

restrictions upon aliens becoming shareholders in British

corporations, but in favour of " definite information as to

the nationality of the shareholders in every British com-
pany." On the other hand, Lord Balfour of Burleigh's

Committee, in December, 1917, discouraged any attempt
to secure this information. Many of those who have made
written replies to the questions, put by Lord Wrenbury's
Committee, or who gave evidence before them, expressed

opinions in favour of disclosure of nationality by all share-

holders and in some cases of limitation of the proportion

which aliens may hold of the share capital of a company.
Others, on the contrary, are impressed with the mischief

which may result from restrictions whose tendency will be

to deter the influx of foreign capital. The report therefore

states:—In the recommendations which follow in this report

we have sought to bear steadily in mind the considerations on

the one side and on the other, to which' we have directed

attention. We have not hesitated to express our own opinion

as to the way in which, in our judgment, the balance falls,

but inasmuch as it is for the Legislature to determine
whether the policy of complete commercial freedom, or that

of alien restriction generally, or ali^n restriction as regards

certain aliens, is to be preferred, we have indicated what in

each of these alternatives are the amendments of the law of

Joint Stock Companies which we think should be adopted.

Alien Shareholders.

If foreign capital is to be attracted here it follows that,
so far as such capital is invested in or utilised for the indus-
tries of Joint Stock Companies, it must be represented either
by shares in such companies or by debentures representing
indebtedness by them, and that its employment must be
controlled by Boards of Directors appointed from time to
time by the owners of the invested capital. The question,
therefore, is whether restrictions ought to be imposed upon
the extent to which the control of the company shall be
allowed to reside in aliens, either by reason of their holding
a majority of the shares, or of the debentures, or by reason
of their obtaining a majority upon the Board of Directors;
and if so, how the disclosure of their alien character is to
be enforced. Before dealing with this question the Com-
mittee point out difficulties which present themselves in the
way of securing disclosure of nationality and ensuring that
ahens shall not command the control, assuming that it is

desirable to prevent their doing so. The law of trusts is

firmly establijphed in this country. If A be the registered
holder of a share, he is not necessarily the beneficial owner.
He may be a trustee for B. To enact that the registered
holder must be a British subject effects nothing. For B

may be an alien and an enemy. Suppose, however, that

you enact that A, when his share is allotted or transferred

to him, shall make a declaration that he holds in his own
right, or that he holds in tmst for B, and that both A and

B are British subjects. There is nothing to prevent the

creation of a new trust the next day, under which C, an

alien enemy, will be the person beneficially entitled. Fur-

ther, at the earlier date (the date of allotment or transfer)

the facts may be that A (a British subject) is trustee for B
(a British subject), but that B (unknown to A) is a trustee

for C, an alien enemy. The fact that B is trustee for C
would be purposely withheld from A, and A 's -declaration

that he was simply trustee for B would be perfectly true.

To require that A should make a declaration at short inter-

vals (say, once a month), or that A, B, C, and so on, should

all make declarations would be, of course, so harassing and
so detrimental as to be as a matter of business impossible.

The only effectual way of dealing with the matter would be

by a provision that the share might be forfeited, or might be

sold and the proceeds paid to the owner, if an alien should

be or become beneficially .entitled to or interested in the

share. Such a provision does not in the general case com-
mend itself to us as practical or desirable.

Control of Boards of Directors.

Similar difficulties arise in any endeavour to control the

nationality of the Board of Directors. It is easy, of course,

to ensure that they shall all be, or that a majority of them
shall be British subjects. But there is no means of ensuring

that their actions shall not be controlled by ahend whose
nationality is not disclosed. Having pointed out these

difficulties, the Committee approach next the question of

policy. Bearing in mind the sources from which, as indi-

cated above, foreign capital may after the war be expected

„ to. come, they then enumerate the questions which must be

decided:—I. Is it desirable to legislate in the direction of

forbidding the employment of foreign qapital here in Joint

Stock Companies unless some such provisions as the follow-

ing are satisfied : (1) That there shall be disclosure of the

alien character of the foreign owner; (2) that not more than

a certain proportion of the company's shares shall be held

by aliens; (3) that the.Board, or a certain proportion of the

Board, shall not be alien; and II. Is it desirable to dis-

criminate between one alien and another, and to legislate

in that direction in the case of certain aliens and not of

others? Jn our answer to these questions we find it neces-

sary to discriminate between different classes of companies,

and Tye divide them into:—Class A.—Companies generally

not being companies within classes B and C. Class B.—

^

Companies owning British shipping; and Class C.—Com-
panies engaged in " key " industries.

FOR SALE.

Complete Electric Plant,

consisting of Horizontal Return Tubular Boiler,

capacity 1 ,000 lbs. steam per hour. Complete

Steam and Exhaust Piping. General Electric

Co.'s 25 Kilowatt 125 volt D.C. Generator

direct coupled to Mirine type vertical engine.

South African Ceneral Electric Co.,

P.O. Box 1905, JOHANNESBURG.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—IV.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

Extensive Underground Workings.—Owing to the rapid develop-

ment of some of the older flat mines the distances from the nearest

riding shaft to the furthest workings are becoming so great that it ia

somewhat of a task to make an extended inspection. It is certain that

the health of persona mubt suffer after a few months of the excessive

strain of walking up a long incline in an indifferent atmosphere, and

I consider that mechanical transport should be provided to help under-

ground workers where distances to be travelled exceed a limit to be

laid down by the medical authorities. Rtgulation 158 (25) provides

for hoisting of men where the height ascended exceeds 5U0 feet,

measured vertically, but this does not help matters whtu the dip is

in the neighbourhood of four or five degrees only. The distance from

the nearest travelling shaft to the bottom of the South Incline at

Brakpan, which has a dip of six degrees is now very close on 6,000

feet. In this case the limit of 500 feet vertical is slightly excused

and the matter is having attention. On the present layout of shafts

on this mine the distance of the future workings from the nearest

travelling shaft will cause trouble, and some scheme should be at

once initiated to deal with the question.

Rectangular Shafts (New Pattern).—On the new leased areas

I am informed that rectangular shafts of much wider dimensions than

the hitherto accepted patterns are to be sunk, which will have fewer

compartments, but which by reason of the increased width will be able

to deal with heavier tonnage, and at the same time will facilitate the

handling of long timbers and drills. The only point which I do not

favour in this new type of shaft ia tne additional length of the

dividers which will automatically increase the vibration of the guides

and perhaps lead to serious accidents. Naturally the defect can be

balanced by heavier timbers and theoretically this should meet the

difficulty, but in the absence of actual demonstration the doubt
remains.

Fire Damp.—At the Daggafontein Mine in the South Drive, which

is rising slightly from the Main Connection Incline, fire damp was
encountered in "a fissure. Water was simultaneously struck from the

same source, which filled the mine. The water has not as yet been

pumped out owing to the absence of proper pumps and columns, and
in consequence nothing is known of the amount of gas at present.

Safety lamps are available and will be used when the water is

reduced to danger level. This is the second occasion on which fire

damp has been encountered in this mine, the only other mine in the

district having a similar experience being Brakpan. These experiences

are most disconcerting and dangerous in the extreme, as in gold

mines on these fields this gas is the last thing one would expect. The
first occurrence resulted in the death of a white man.

Rainfall.—The abnormal rainfall along the Reef during the latter

part of the year has ailected the industry to an extent which is not

properly realized. The mines on the Kleinfontein and Modderfontein

valleys, as well as the Ginsberg, have all suffered and are still

suffering serious Ipss and inconvenience through the influx of water to

underground workings. It is not down the shaft or outcrop stopea

that the water has entered, but through cracks on the surface caused

by minor subsidences, which have in most cases been induced by the

rains in the past, and also during the present season. In addition

to this the rains in other parts of the Union, especially in Natal, have
rendered transport of mining poles from plantations to railhead an
impossibility, and the position at the present time in regard to

timber is extremely serious.

Systematic Root Support.—Although roof support at the present

day has reached a pitch of completeness, induced by painful exper-

ience, systematic support, at regular intervals, in the strict meaning
of the term, has been carried out only on the Modderfontein Deeps
for some time past. I may be unduly optimistic in the matter, hut

I consider that the low accident-rate on this mine can be fairly

attributed to systematic support which has held the mine steady and
prevented accidents not only from falls of rock but from numerous
other causes which are induced by a shaky mine.

Earth Shocks.—There has been a decrease of shocks during the

year, due no doubt to increased sand filling, and also, I regret to

say, to increased unpayability on the East Rand Proprietary Mines,
which has resulted in large blocks of ground being left standing.

Shocks have in the past all occurred in the neighbourhood of the East

R. W. HODGES,
LICENSED MINING MATERIAL BROKER,

11, Holland Street, opposite Stock Excbange, Johanneiburt,

OFFERS Second-hand Rails in I2lb.. 161b.. 451b., 60Ib.

Angle Fish Plates, Sleepers, Steel Hammers,
Balata Belting.

REQUIRES Second-hand Rails, 20Ib., 601b.

STATE FULL PARTICULARS.

Rand Proprietary Mines, although they have been felt in a minor
degree further west. On the far east mines there have been no
shocks so far, and there can be no doubt that the reason for this

lies in the soft footwall found in all far east mines. This undoubtedly
acts as a cushion which effectually prevents any sudden crushing of

pillars, which in turn is the direct cause of earth shocks. For the

same reason I do not expect to have air blasts or rock bursts on t.ne

mines east of the Blue Sky.

Flaking.—At the Government Gold Mining Areas the sudden
and violent flaking off of small pieces from the face has resulted in

several minor accidents, lo protect the natives working near the
face canvas screens have now been provided, which are placed between
the natives and the face. Although pressure hag a good deal to do
\tith this flaking, I consider that a great deal is due to reduction of

rock temperature, through ventilation.

Green Dyke.—In the Springs ai-ea all shafts so far sunk have
encountered what is called the " swelling " or " Green Dyke," which
is really a contemporaneous flow on the horizon of the upper dolomites.
In composition it is anophitic dolerite. The peculiarity of this rock
is that it swells on exposure and crumbles in a similar manner to
kimbei'lite. The effect on shaft timbers has in some cases been
disastrous, the ordinary timber or steel setts being quite inadequate
to withstand the pressure.

KRUGERSDORP INSPECTORATE, TRANSVAAL
(M. FERGUSSON).

Labour.—Skilled white labour is getting more scarce in this dis-

trict as the mines open up on the East Rand, and great difficulty is

experienced in getting good timljermen, especially for shaft work.
Native labour has been scarce throughout the year. There have been
numerous small disputes on the mines between the employees and the
management, most of them too trivial to call for further reference.
The management are generally quite willing to meet any individual
miner or body of miners and redress a real grievance. Hit direct deal-
ing of this nature does not commend itself to the unions, which prefer
to keep a firm hold on the men and discourage the formation of local
workmen's committees by every means in their power.

Health of Workmen.—Health conditions have been normal.
There have been no serious epidemics affecting mine employees, Un-
relaxed efforts for the reduction of the amount of dust to which
employees are exposed continue to be made by the mines. Dust
tests in every mine continue to be carried out by officials of the
Chamber of Mines with the result that the need for observing the
greatest precautions is kept constantly before all parties concerned.
Water services have undergone improvement where e.xperience has
revealed a defect, and water-feed drills have Lfeen introduced to a
greater extent and are used as much as possible in places where dust
is most likely to be created. There is to-day no excus© for any
workman to work or be in an atmosphere which is dangerous to the
health. The question of ventilation of mine workings has also received
increased attention and in the layout of new workings there is a
marked tendency to give this matter proper consideration. The
amount of nigiitshift work now performed is almost negligible.

Progress of Work.—No new mines have been opened. On the
contrary several small concerns which managed to make a little head-
way last year have been forced to close down. The larger mines
have continued to carry on operations, but the increased costs due
to the wa» are gradually reducing the small margin between profit
and loss on many of these low-grade properties, so that in spite of
economies and improvements it appears that some of them will be
forced to give up the struggle and cease operations during the coming
year. The shortage of native labour and the threatened further
curtailment of glycerine for the manufacture of explosives add to the
difficulties. „

Diamonds.—The alluvial diamond diggings in the south-western
Transvaal continue to attract a great deal of attention. Fresh patches
of diamondiferous gravel have been discovered and the number cf
tliggings grows accordingly.

Lime.—Agricultural lime is obtained from surface deposits at

Ventersdorp and Lucerne near Zcerust. The cement works of the
Pretoria Portland Cement Company, at Slurry, near Ottosboop, main-
tain a large output.

{To be continued.)

EDWARD DODD. 19, LOVEDAY STREET
(Opposite Goldfield* HottI).

Agent lot W. r Btanlay k Oo., London, tnd Ounbrldf*
BcleotlSc lutmmaDt Oe., Ouabildg*.

Mathematical, Nautical, Scientific and Electrical

Instrument Maker.

TbvedoUtu, Tsohaometert, L«T«It, Artlfletal Horiioni, OompuMi, Eta. Swltob-
bo»rd«, TalephonM, Talatrapb Initrumenti, Ueggu and Matara. Fin*

Enginaarlng and Small Praa* Work Exaentad. Talaphona STH.
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SIEME
RUBBER CABLES.

PAPER CABLES. FLEXffiLES.

"STANNOS" WIRES.

ENAMELLED WIRES.

TELEGRAPH CABLES.

TELEPHONE CABLES.

JOINT BOXES.

COMPOUNDS. TAPES.

CABLE APPLIANCES.

EBONITE.

TELEGRAPHS.

TELEPHONES.

RAILWAY, MINE, SHIP
AND

POWER STATION

SIGNALLING.

FIRE ALARMS.

TUBULAR POLES.

LATTICE POLES.

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

FLUID & DRY CELLS.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18
ESTABUSHED 1858.

Telephone: Oity 6400 (7 linei).

HOME BRANCHES:

BlRMINOHAH.—Central Houee, New Street.
' BRI6T01,.—30, Britlpe Street.

CARDirF.—W. St. Mary Street.
Guscow.—ri, Waterloo Street.
Manchester,—i96, Dennseate.
Newcasti.b on-Ttnb.—W-68. Collinsrwood Buildings,
Shefpield.—22, High street
SouniAMPTON.—«i, High Street.

OVER 4.000 EMPLOYEES.

Telegruni : " Slemesf, Woolwich"

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUtTA.—Cllve Buildings, Clive Street.
Bombay.—Rampart Row.
Madras.—Smith's Corner, Meant Road.
SiNOAPORt — 1. i. 6 .V 9. Miiiihfftei House.

"

OAPE TOWN.—4ea, St. George'* Street (first

floor).

SYDNEY.—42 Bridge Street.

Melbocrnb.—Dominion Chambere, 69-61, William
Street.

Welungton (N.Z.).—a. & T. Burt, Ltd.,

Courtenay Place.
DUNEDIN (N.Z.).—A. & T. Burt, Ltd., Stuart St.

AUCKLAND (N.Z.).—A. li T. Burt, Ltd., Cuatomi
Street West

SOLE REPRESENTATIVE IN SOUTH AFRICA

:

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,
P.O. Box 239, CAPE TOWN.

Telephone 1202. T«4«?'«n» «." W9t^*'
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Good War News—Improved Prices Not Maintained—Rise in Africans, Solitary Exception.

On Friday afternoon last Lace Props advanced from the

morning's price of 13s. Id. to 14s. Saturday's call brought
only a limited amount of business with generally a lower
tendency. The last bogey that has been set up is the
Spanish influenza. If it is the same malady that has
recently visited the western war front, no alarm need be
entertained. A trusted correspondent recently wrote that
its duration was short. Two days of headache and back-

ache, two more days of prostration, and return to work on
the fifth day. Out of fifteen hundred men in one detach-
ment that were ill, none died. The market was again dull

on Monday morning; in short, a repetition of Saturday's
performance wdth no features of interest. • The expectation
of good business on Tuesday morning was not realised, for

neither business nor prices improved, with the one excep-
tion of a trifling turn for the better in Modder Easts and
their options. This shows how purely professional is the

market. One leading broker consoled himself with the

remark, that it was a comfort to know that at any rate one
could get one's money back for yesterday's purchases. The
same state of affairs continued all day. At the opening on
Wednesday African Farms advanced from the closing price

of ISs. lOd. to 16s. 9d. and Government Areas to 9'2s. 6d.

These two maintained their position at the call ; otherwise
there were no changes in price, except for a fall in Lace
Props which have now lost the whole of the recent .gains

which carried them to 14s. More good news and conse-

quently a further falling off on Thursday morning. A few
stocks unchanged, but the majority weaker. African Farms
alone were in good demand and a parcel of 2,000 changed
hands in one line at the advanced rate. Charters (B.S.A.)

at last produced a sale at 168. 6d. The outside dealings

for the week were very small. Sales: Union Tins, 5s. 3d.;

Monteleos, 24s. 6d. ; Phoenix, lid. ; Sakalavas, 10s. Buyers
and sellei-s : Makganyeue Diamonds, 32s. 6d.—35s. ; Mauss
Syndicate, 25s., buyer; Union Micas, 9s.—lOs. ; Lydenburg
Lands, 5s. Id., buyer.

On Thursday African Farms closed at 17s. lOd. ; other-

wise prices were inclined to be lower. At the opening on
Friday the only business transacted was in African Farms,
with sales at i7s. lOd., 17s. 9d. and 17s. 8d. At the call

they fell to 17s. 5d. With the exception of a sale of 2,000

Geduld Props at 37s., there was no activity and prices were
generally marked down, as will be seen by the record of

sales. African Farms, 17s. 5d. ; Hume Pipes, 35s. ; Leeuw-
poorts, 32s. 6d. ; Lydenburg Farms, 9s. 4d. and'^98. 5d.

;

Modder Bs., £8 8s.; Modder Deeps, £7 Ss. 9d. ; Modder
Easts, 21s. 4id. ; Kleinfonteins, 14s. 6d.; Nourse Mines,

18s. 6d. ; New State Areas, 20s. 7id. ; Princess, 3s. 8d.

;

Rooibergs, lis. 6d. ; Southern Van Ryus, 14s. 6d. ; T.G.M.
Estates, 21s. ; West Springs, 25s. 9d. ; Wit. Deeps, 9s. 9d.

;

Zaaiplaats, I'Js. ; AlkaUs, 45s. This last represents a sub-

stantial advance on last quotations.

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Tliurs.,

27th. 28th. 30th. 1st. 2nd. 3rd.

Fri., ,Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
27th. 2Sth. 30th. 1st. 2nd. 3rd.

African Farms . . . 15 3* 15 9* 15 9* 15 8» 16 9 17 4

Anglo-J^mer. Coi-p. . 31 6 31 3 — 31 0* — —
Apes Mines .... 7 6* 7 6 7 3» 7 4* 7 4* 7 3"

Aurora Wests . . . 9 0* — 9 0* 9 0* 9 0* 9 0*

Bantjes Consolidated 3 1* 3 3« 3 2* 3 3" 3 4» 3 4*

Brakpan Mines . . . 75 6» 75 6* 75 6*- 75 6* 75 0* 75 0*

Breyten Collieries . 10 0» — 10 0* 10 0* 10 0* 10 0»

Brick & Potteries . 3 9* 3 9* 3 9* 3 9* 3 9*

British S. Africa . . 16 6+ — — — — 16 6

Bushveld Tins . . . 7* 7» 8* 7" 8* 8*

Cassel Coals .... — — — 29 Ot —
Cinderella Cons. . . 4 6t — 4 0* 4 0» 4 6t
City and Suburbans 9 3t 8 6» 8 3» 9 Ot 8 6* 8 6*

City Deeps 53 Ot 52 6* 52 6 52 6* 52 9* 52 6*

Cloverfield Mines . . 9 3* — 9 6t —
, 9 6t 9 6t

Clydesdale Collieries 18 0* 18 6* 18 6* 18 0* 18 0* 18 0*

Concrete Construe. . 6 Ot 6 Ot 5 3* 6 Ot ._ -6 et
Con. Investments . . 19 6* 19 0* 19 0' 19 0* 19 6* 19 6*

Con. Langlaagtes . . 20 Ot 18 9* 18 6" 19 6 19 0* 20 0*

Coo. Main Reefs . . 11 3* 11 6" 11 6* 11 9 11 9 •ii'9*
Con. Mines Selec. . 26 0* 26 25 9* 25 9* 25 9* 25 9

Coronation Collieries 43 0" 43 0» 43 0* 42 6» — 43 0*

•Bnyero. tSellers iOdd lots. bEs London.

Coronation Syndicates — —
Crown Diamonds . . 5 Ot 5 0*

Crown Mines .... 40 0* 40 0*
Crown Mines Deb. . £100* —
Daggafontein Mines . 23 6* 23 9*

Do. Options ... 49* 43*
Durban Rood 10 0* —
Durban Rood. Deeps 7 3* 7 6*
East Rand Coals ..22 —
East Rand Deeps . . 11* 11*
E.R. .Minings .... 18 Ot 18 Ot
East Rand Props. . — 4 9
East Rand Deb. . . . £e3i* £63*
Eastern Golds .... 13* 13*
Ferreira Deeps ... — —
F. Smith Diamonds . 3 3* 3 3*
Geduld Props 37 3 37 0*
Olencairns 2 Ot —
Glencoe Collieries . . Ot 6 Ot
Glynn's Lydenburgs 25 Ot 25 Ot
Government Areas . 91 91 3*
Jhb. Bd. of Executors 30 0* —
Jupiters 4 0* 4 0*
Klerksdorp Props. . 3 0* 3 0*
Kn'ght Centrals ... 43* 46
Knights Deeps ... 7 Ot 7 Ot
Lace Props 13 1 13 11

Leeuwpoort Tins . . 36 0* 36 3
Lydenburg Farms . . 9 3* 9 3*

Main Reef Wests . . 2 10 2 6*
Meyer & Charltous . 90 Ot 86 0*
Middelvlei Est. ... 13 —
Modder B.'s 167 6 167 0*
Modder Deep .... 148 6 147 0*

Modder Easts .... 21 7^ 21 7J
Do. Options (3 yrs.) 6 8 6 7
Do. Options (4 yrs.) 7 11 7 10
Hume Pipes 34 6* 33 6'
Langlaagte Est. ... — —
Natal Navig. Col. . 19 0* 19 0*
National Banks . . . £14* £14*
New Boksburgs ... — 10*
New Eland Diara. . 24 0* 23 6*
New Era Cons. ... 10 0* 10 0*
New Geduld Deeps , 5 9* 5 9*
New Heriots .... 12 6* 12 6*
New Kleinfonteins . 14 9* 14 9
New Modder .... — £27a
New LTnifieds .... — 56*
Nigels 4 6* 4 0*
Nourse Mines .... 18 18 0*
Pretoria Cements . . 72 6a 73 6t
Princess Estates ... 36* 36*
Rand Collieries ... 3 9t 3 6t
Rand Klips 10 6* 10 3*

Rand Nucleus .... 13* 13*
Rand Select. Corp. . 87 0* 87 0*
Randfontein Deeps . 4 3* 4 3*
Randfontein Est. . . 14 0* 14 0*

Roberts Victors ... 60* t—
Rooibergs 10 9* 10 9*
Roodepnort Unitcds — 3 0*
Rvan Nigels 2 9* —
Shebas — —
Simmer & .Jacks . . 6 6t —
Simmer Deeps .... — 19*
S.A. Breweries ... 30 0* 30 0'
S.A. Lands 6 7* 6 6*
Sprines Mines .... 72 9 72
.''ub Nigels 27 9 27 6*
Swaziland Tins ... 33 Ot 30 0*
Transvaal Lands . . 20 0* 21 0*
Trans. G.M. Est. . . — 17 Ot
Van Rvn Deeps ... 71 3 71 9*
Village Depps .... 15 0* 15 0*
Villacce Miin Reefs . 10 0* 10 0*
Western R.nnd Est. .2 3* —
Witbink Collieries . — —
WH Deeps ^ . . . . S 10 9 0*
Wcilb liters 3 G* 3 9t
Znaiplaat.'? Tins ... 17 17 0*

Union 5 per cent. . . £10.5 £105*
New Stpfes 20 6 20 9

S. Vhp Rvn If 6 14 8

Do. Options ... — 1 -S*

S A. Alkali 40 40 Ot
We.st Sprines .... 2S" ii 26 3

Do. Options ... 11 9* 11 3*
Stand nrd Bank ... — £83*
De Beeis

— 2 Ot 2 Ot 2 Ot— 5 3* 5 3* 5 6*— 40 0* 40 0*

£100* £100* £100* £100*
23 9* 24 6t 23 9*

4 3 4 6* 4 6 —
__

7 6* 7 6* 7 6* 7 6*
2 4* 2 2t 2 3 2 1*

1 11* 11*

18 Ot 18 Ot 18 18 6*
4 6* 4 6* —
£63* £63* £63* £63*
1 3* 1 3* 1 3 1 3*
9 0*

3 3* 3 4 3 6t 3 5*
37 3 37 Ot 37 37
1 6* — — 2 Ot

23 0* 23 6* 23 6* 23 3*

91 91 3 92 "i 92 3
30 0* 30 0*

4 9t 4 3* 4 6* 4 6
3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 Oa
4 3* 4 3* 4 3* 4 3*
—^

13 lot 13 6 13 12 9
36 0* 35 Oa 34 6 33 9*
9 3* 9 4 9 4* 9 4*— — — 2 9t

90 ot 90 Ot 86 6* 88 6*
1 6t —

1 6t 1 6+
169 <n 166 0* 168 0* 168
147 147 0* 147 0* 148
21 6* 22 22 3 21 6*
6 7* 6 10 6 10* 6 7*
7 9* 7 11* 7 10* 7 8

33 6* 34 31 3 34 6*— — 20 Ot —— 19 0*
£14* £14* £14* —

1 .^
22 6* 23 6* 23 6* 23 6*
10 0* 10 0* 10 0* 10 3*

5 10 5 9* 5 11 5 9*

13 0* 13 0* 13 0* —
14 9 14 9 14 6* 14 3*— £27 £27i £27a— — 5 6*

4 6* 4 6* 4 0* 4 6*
18 0* 18 0* 19 Ot
73 72 0* 72 0* 72 0*

3 6 3 6* 3 6* 3 6*

2 6* 2 6* 3 6t 2 6*
10 3* 10 0* 10 6* 10 3*
1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3*

87 0* 87 0* 87 6* 87 0*

4 4* 4 6* 4 6* 4 6*
14 6* 15 14 9* 15 0*

10 9* 11 0* 11 3*

~
— — 2 9* 2 9*— — 2 9* 3 0*— 1 Ot 1 Ot 1 Ot

I 6* 2 Ot 1 6* z
31 0* 32 0* 32 6* 33 0*
6 7 6 7 6 7* 6 9

71 9* 71 9* 71 9 71 6
27 6* 27 6* 27 7i 28
30 0* 31 __
21 0* 21 0* 21 0* 21 0*
17 Ot 17 Ot 16 Ot
71 6* 71 9* 71 6* 71 6
15 6* 15 9» 16 0* 16 0*
10 0* — 10 0* 10 0*
2 3* 2 3*

50 0* ,50 0*

9 0* 9 6 9 6* 9 6*
3 8* 3 7* 3 8* 4 Ot
17 3 17 4 17 3* 17 2*
£105* £105* £105* £l05i*
20 9 20 9 20 9* 20 6*
14 3 14 3 14 6 14 3*
1 3* — 1 4 1 3*

37 6* 37 6* 40 37 6*
26 26 26 25 6
11 3 11 0* 11 3* 11

— — — £16* £16' £16*

•Buyers. tSellers. iOdd loti. bEi London.
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,:

RINTOUL & DAVIS,
Engineers & Importers of Mining & Irrigation

Materials, ^^^^^
REPRESENTING

The Goulds Manufacturing Co.
Pumps for Every Service.

Main Belting Coy.
' Leviathan " and " Anaconda" Sewn Cotton

Belting. Belt Conveying Idlers.

New York Rubber Coy.
High Grade Rubber Conveyor Belt*.

Kennedy V^alve Manufacturing Co.

Valves for Every Purpose.

National Meter Coy.
" Empire " Water Metei's.

Asbestos Protected Metal Co.

Roofing and S dmg.

Whitmore Manufacturing Co.
Gear Protective Compound, Rope and

Belt Dressing.

Independent lamp and Wire Coy.
' Salamander " Fire-proof Wire.

Highland Chemical Products Coy.
" Non-Corrosive Coating." Acid Resisting

Paint.

E.M F. Dry Cells. •

Made in our o'wn Factory.

W. R. Du Mond Solventine Boilsr

Compound.

LARGE SHOCKS ALWAYS QV HAND OF

MINING MATERIALS.

Pumps, 3 throw and Irrigation

Bronze and Iron Gate and Globe Valves

Muntz Metal

Copper Sheets

Brass Wire

Anti-Corrosive Paint

Red Oxide

Cotton Driving and Conveyor Belting

Watermeters

Gear, Rope and Belt Dressing

Boiler Compound

ELECTRICAL MATERIALS.

Insulating Tapes and Varnishers

Signalling Bells and Pulls

Dry Cells

Watertight Fittings

Accumulators

Bare and Insulated Wires and Coppers

Copper Bussbar

Fibre and Vulcanite, Sheets

Rods and Tubes

Fireproof Armature Wire

Switchboard Metal.

Address : 23 & 24, CuUinan Buildings^
Phone 422, Central. JOHANNESBURG.

Telegrams: -GONDETTA."
Box 1934.

)

:
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTl'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers oi SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Componnd Mansgera that despite the preaent high co«t of flour, th« price for thi*

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thne making Macaroni the moit
economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs 8onp Macaroni haa
now been introduced into the native diet by a large, number of Mining Companies, m whose Compounds the full content

of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1 139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

The Bulgarian Surrender—Various Opinions—Private Limited Companies—Timber and
. Bricks—Paints, Oils and Colours—Pretoria Pig Iron.

The Bulgarian surrender has caused an uncertain feeling in

the commercial circles of Johannesburg and the Rand
generally. In going the rounds one could not get away from

that topic of conversation, which is summarised as follows:

A representative from a mining group stated that they

would not purchase much now until it was seen what future

developments were likely to take place, as anything might
happen during the next few weeks. The next individual

remarked that business was very quiet on account of the

excellent war news, as people holding stocks were getting

a bit nervous, which to his mind was a great mistake. A
manager of a large firm said that he tliought that specula-

tive holders and others who had hoarded stocks would
cut prices cautiously to sell the bulk of tlieir holdings, as

he already had a case in point, in support of that theory.

A broker said that the market was not so good as it should
be, owing to the Bulgarian business, and another remarked
that the mines are not buying and the town business is

exceptionally quiet, and even was so on the Commercial
Exchange for the first few days of the month when things

are usually better, but it was not so on this occasion—what
the reason was he was quite at a loss to say.. A merchant
said there was nothing in this nervous talk, although he
thought when peace really came that a 25 per cent, reduc-

tion would take place in many lines, as the war risks and
extra freight roughly represented a shilling in the pound;
in some cases that was quite an undue proportion, especially

on the heavier lines. In reply to a message over the 'phone,

a buyer said that he would rather buy small quantities than
run the risk of buying stock to put away on the shelves.

Another pertinent remark over a quotation was that a certain

party must have a guilty conscience for having charged too

much in the past. The manager of a very responsible firm

said that he only had an average stock, if anything rather

below than above nomial. But he would like to replenish

it at the last rates, ,but every time ho sent to America
the price of his goods always seemed to unduly rise, there-

fore he had decided to sell what they had in the ordinary
way and keep alive to the world's position and replenish

when practicable. A visit was paid to the Central Buying
Office, where it was gathered that as the reserve stocks on
the mines were good, they would keep on much as usual,

but the idea seemed to be that these reserves would not
he increased. It was similar to the case, as the previous

'phone message remarked—rather buy small quantities to

run along with and chance the risk of future prices. During
these enquiries a responsible party stated that his idea was
that when any setback came, the first to feel the shock
would be the second-hand mining material bought at the
extra high prices.

Private Limited Liability Companies.

Quite a mild sensation was created by the publication
in the S.A. Mining Journal last week of the list of com-
panies registered in July, 1918, to find that the whole lot—
22 in all—with capitals ranging from £100 to £50,000, were
private companies. The first criticism came from a shrewd
merchant, who said that he was getting careful about dealing
with private companies, and in some cases where their
capital was small he asked the principal to sign in his private
capacity, in addition to that for the company. Another
gentleman who is managing director of a representative
public company, says that he will have to look into the
subject of the general trading being controlled so much by
private companies. He remembers the time in the earlv

SAFETY FIRST.
Projecting Set Screws. Clamps, etc., on revolv-
ing shafting is a constant danger to workmen
and the cause of many accidents, which can be

entirely prevented by installing

WARD'S PATENT SAFETY
AND ADJUSTABLE COLLAR.

Cam Shafts, Tub Mill S afts.

and Line Shafting a Speciality.

Agents: GEO. STOTT <Sc CO., Ltd.,
Engineers, Johannesburg.
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ALFRED F. ROBINSON, LTD.,
17/19 & 22, Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG.

Sole Agents for Messrs. R. GARRETT & SONS, Leiston, Suffolk : Loco-

mobiles. Portable Engines, etc. ; Messrs. BRITISH MANNESMAN TUBE

CO., LTD., Landore, Wales : Solid Drawn Piping. Poles and Boiler Tubes ;

and Messrs. SULZER BROS., Winterthur, Switzerland : Centrifugal

Pumps. Diesel Engines, etc. Wrought Iron Pipe Fittings.

P.O. Box 3228, Johannetburg. 'Phone No. 3516. Tdegrami: "ALPHA.

days of the Eaud when the place was flooded with pros-

pecting syndicates, whose method was to pay their first

account promptly, but afterwards many did not pay at ail-

hence drastic measures had to be taken by using extra

caution in giving any of them credit. The limited liability

law is an excellent thing, but the question is whether the

recently adopted " private company " innovatiori has^ not

gone to the other extreme of making everything " too

private."

Timber, Bricks, etc.

Prices remain the same, and nothing is likely to go down,

but rather likely to go up, as cables from Sweden state that

rates for timber will advance about kl. per foot for deals

after the New Year. However, these cables came before

the Bulgarian news, which has made merchants on this

side hold their hands for the moment. It is anticipated that

when the more favourable exchange and war insurance are

arranged it would drop deals from 2d. to 3d. per foot, to

say nothing of cheaper freight. Altogether, something like

6d. per foot decrease in deals will come about when normal

times again pi-evail. The building trade is quieter and

contracts are being held up for private houses, more particu-

larly. The business quarters of the town still continue

active, but it is questionable whether new works will be

started just for the present, as there is a state of uncer-

tainty. Bricks are in fair demand, and the kilns have nearly

got abreast of orders on hand. Wire cut and pressed bricks

are even slightly easier—for the first time this year. Cement

seems to be scarcer than ever, as the brokers cannot quote

for spot delivery. Lime of all kinds is plentiful. The. brick

and pipe works at Olifantsfontein has been seriously inter-

fered with through the Spanish influenza. In fact, several

yards have been affected in Johannesburg, and one closed

down altogether for the time 'being.

Paints, Oils, Colours and Glass.

According to a trade report for October, white lead is

plentiful and the price' is reduced to Is. 3d. per lb. in 100
•'lb. kegs. Linseed oil of the raw kind has arrived, but boiled

|oil is scarce and in many places sold out for wholesale
quantities. Turpentine is acutely scarce, but supplies are

expected early in November. Brushware is now prohibited

from leaving England, and therefore the purchase of same
is recommended. British polished J in. plate glass is exceed-
ingly scarce and fresh supplies only arrive erratically, there-

;fore no guarantee can be given as to delivery, but orders

are treated strictly in rotation. Wallpapers are in excellent

supply from 3s. 3d. to 21s. per roll. The trade report is

much the same as the previous month.

The Pretoria Pig Iron.

The Pretoria pig iron is being shown in a prominent

window in the Rand Club buildings. Commissioner Street.

An expert was asked to give his opinion on it. He was
quite enthusiastic over the matter. The grain of No. 3

iron is capital and the polishing is excellent. The white

iron is also good, and on the whole he is pleasantly sur-

prised that the exhibit looks so excellent, and he considered

that the iron should work up very well indeed.

E^joL^A^^Hi MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
Manufactured to order from African Rubber to suit your Special Needs?

We make one qual ^ty : THE BEST.
REGISTERED TRADE i MARK :

" SARM."

SOFT, MEDIUM AND HARD RUBBERS.

The SOUTH AFRICAN RUBBER MANUFACTURING & TYRE Co., Ltd.

ANDERSON, LOVEDAY & FREDERICK STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 3912. , Tel. Add.: "SARMCOL." Phone 2304.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber Gedx of all descriptiuns for Railways, Mines, MunicipalitiPB, Sugar Mills,

and users of Industrial Machinery.

JIL'KlJ'ilBi
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Revised Price List.

BuiLDiNO Matebialb.—Timber : DeaU, Baltic, 9 k 3, 2b. to

23. Id. ; flooring, ii x J and 6x1, lid. to lUd. per aq. ft. ; ctiilicgs,

6 X i, 7d. to 7j 1. per sq. ft. ;
pitcn pine, 9a. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

98. to 9a. 6d. per cub. ft.; clear pine, ^in. x 12m., la. 6d. per foot;

lin. X 12in. 28. ; teak, 25s. to 268. per cubic foot ; ehelving,

Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 13e. 6d. c. ft. ;
poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

2s. to 2s. W. ft.; beaver boards, lid.; galvanised iron, 24 gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 2a. 2d. to 2b. 3d. ; lift., 28. 3d. ; 12ft., 28. 3id. ; 26-gauge,

6lt. to 8ft., Is. lOd. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. Ud. ; flat galvanised, 24 and
26-gauge, llOs. 1001b. ; floor brads, 978. 6d. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

758. to 160s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 723. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, SOs. to 858. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 458. ; 2 ply, 528. 6d.

;

and 3 ply, 57e. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, lOs.

bag; 98. truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 78. 6d. ; truck loads,

68. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. ;
plaster lime, 68. 6d. ;

Wricks, stock, delivered, 60s. to TOs. ; wire cuts, TOs. to 80b. ; pressed,

70s. to SOs. 1,000 ; road transport expensive when obtainable ; salt

glazed, £17 17s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles 17s. 6d. to 273. 6d.

yard ; paving cement tiles, 98. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 258. ; fluted, 30b. ; fireclay bricks, £8 10a. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 458. to 808., according to

height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Qlass.—Linseed, raw and boiled.

14s. to 15s. CM. gallon; white lead, Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 3d. in

big lota; turpentine, llOs. 2/4 1-5 galls. ; 10—I's; 5-6 imp. tins, 120s.;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to IBs. ; linseed
oil putty. Is. per lb.

;
paints in tins, la. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

iin., 8s. 6d. ; do., mirror, 9s.; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to la. 9d.

per foot ; and fancy glaas, 2b. per foot.

Ueeasb.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31i por

ton; tallow (local), 8id. per lb.; paraffin quotations unobtainable;

petrol, 393. 2d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 78. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 37s, 6d. to 478. 6d. per caao ; cylinder, 378. 6d.

to 47s, 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 75lb. ; bichromate potash, be. 6d. lb.

;

chlorate, 48. 6d. lb. ; permanganate, IBs. to 18s. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb.

;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. 6d. 1001b. ; cyanide sodium,

,
2s. 3d. to 2s. 6d. lb.; hypo, Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local, £55 108. ton;

litharge (assay), 70b. to 72b. 6d. (commercial), 58s. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc
sheets and blocks, 1b. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, 6id. lb. ; plumbago
crucibles, B^d. per number; carbide, 100s. to llOs. 100 lb.

CAUTION.
It having come to the knowledge of

WILLIAMSON PACKING CO., Ltd.,

GLASGOW,

owners of the Patent for " WILPACO "

HYDRAULIC PACKING, that a substitute

for " WILPACO *
Is being placed on the

Market and supplied to Mines as genuine

" WILPACO " Packing, we desire to advise

Engineers and Users of Hydraulic Packings

that " WILPACO " Packing is in every case

labelled with our Trade Mark " WILPACO."
and is invoiced under that name and can be

only obtained from our Sole Agents,

SLADDEN & MILNE.
18, HOLLAND STREET, Box 1439, JOHANNESBURG.

Further :—Notice is hereby given that any Person

or Firm infringing the aiiove-named Patent and

Trade Marit wili be prosecuted according to Law.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 338. to 36b. wholesale, and 48b. to 048. doz. retail ; carbon
lamps, 20s. dozen; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire
658. to 70s. ; ditto, 3/22, 458. to SOs. ; 7/22, 758. to 80s. ; 7/20 1208. j
7/18, 1908. ; tubing, SO3. to 55s. per lOOft. ; kcyholders, 4s. 6d. to
58. each; round blocks, 3iin., 5b. to 58. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei
cord grips, 158. to 15s. 6d. per dezen ; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 373. 6d.
per doien; British glass shades. JOs. to 409. dozen; porcelain shackles,
158. to I89. dozen; do., bobbins, 2Sg. to 30s. per 100; cleats, 22*.
per 100 ; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 95e. to
100s.; Jin. do., 858.; |in. steel, round, 80s.; iin. round iron, 768.; do.
steel, 728. 6d. ; |in. round iron, 728. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none
in town ; Jin. round iron, 656. to 678. 6d.

;
jm. steel, 628. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50b. to 708. ; all at per lOOlbs.
Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by Etorekeepers at
453. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 508. per 100 lb. Steel-
plates, SOs. to 90s. ; many sizes unoVjtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolt8, iin. diameter, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per lb. ;

5-16in. diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.
; fin. diameter up to

3in. long. Is. 9d. lb.; gin. dia., Ig. 6d.. 3iin. and up long Is. 6d. lb.;
iin dia. up to 2iin long, 778. 6d. 1001b; iin dia. and 2iin up long, 758.
per 1001b.

; |in. diameter up to 2Jin. long, 85s. per 1001b.
;

|in. dia.
23in. and up long, 60s. per lOOlb.

; Jin. diameter, 2|in. and
up long, 558. 100 lb.

; jin. and lin. diameter, same price as jin.
diameter; nuts, gin.. Is. 3d. per lb.; iin., 85s.; gin. 958.;
Igin. and liin., 858. ; Igin. to IJin., 87s. fid. ; 2in. up, 92b. 6d. ; wash-
era, all 45b. J rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; jin., 6-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;
7-16in., gin., Is. 3d. lb. ; Jin., 758. to 808. ;

gin., 723. 6d, ; gin. up, 60s.
100 lb. ; shoes and die, 32s. 6d. to 358., 100 lb. : rails, £25 per ton;
picks, 41b., 408. dozen; shovels, 80s. to 908. dozen; drill hammers,
oid. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 48. 6d.

;

24in., 10s.; 30in., 14s.; 36in., 173. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction
knoxite, lid. to 4b. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation
iii prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to
verify any quotation in our list.

Mr. R. Gokhiian and Mr. H. A. Barsdorf have left on a

tour of British East Africa and the adjacent lately occupied
territories.

The Electricity and Industries Department of the City
Council, Port Elizabeth, has issued an interesting and attrac-

tive illustrated pubUcation under the title of " The Trade
and Commerce of Port Elizabeth," which contains a great
mass of statistical information and descriptive matter relat-

ing to the commercial and industrial activities and general
development of that progressive centre and district, and
should be in wide demand. An interesting survey of the

Sundays Eiver settlement is one of its features. A large

number of admirably reproduced pictorial illustrations

considerably enhance the attractiveness of the volume.

Extraction of Potash from Mine Dumps.
The " Mining and Engineering Record " (Vancouver) states that

a new source of wealth production is the extraction of potash from
mine dumps, and it might be well for operators to have analyses of

their dumps made to ascertain their prospective value as a source of

this mineral. Representatives of the United States Department of

Mines, who have been investigating the dumps of the Colorado gold

mines, report the Portland and Golden Cycle waste dumps contain

6,000,000 tons of sands can-.ving 7 per cent, to 10 ]>er cent, potash.

The " Daily Mining Record," of Denver, Colo., states that the

Golden Cycle Dump is capab'e of producing 560,000,000 lb. potasli

worth 7 cents per lb., or 39,000,000 dollars. The company proposes

to treit the dump and experts to realise for the sliareholders

22.000,000 dollars to 39,000,000 dollars from what has been hitherto

waste.

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80% of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide list in O.iM.E.'b recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred iacce*(e«.

Addressi Profesior JOHN YATES, St. Jamet' Mansions, Eloff St.
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Engineering Notes and JMews.

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE.—IV.

Lessons for South Africa—The Electrification of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Railway.

The following is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquier^B

contribution to the discussion on Mr. J. W. Ku-kland's

paper on railway electrification, before the S.A.I, of E.E.

:

The new machines are also shunt wound with compensated

windings. On actual test it has been found that a compen-

sated machine will drop its voltage approximately 2 per

cent, from no-load to full load without any series wmduig,

which should be sufficient close regulation for ordmary rail-

way work. A series winding is an objectionable feature in

connection with regenerative operation. In addition to

these features in the electrical design of the machine,

barriers are provided in front of the commutator necks, on

the brush holders, and between the commutator and out-

board bearing, to minimise the effect of any arcs which

might be established. A further precaution against flash

over has been provided in the shape of specially high speed

D.C. circuit breakers in the railway feeder circuits. These

breakers are arranged to short-circuit a second breaker which

is in series with a limiting resistance connected into each

feeder circuit, so that the operation of the high tension

circuit breaker will first reduce the short circuit current to

a value that should prevent flashing before the circuit is

finally interrupted. On page 203 of the Journal, Mr. Kirk-

land makes brief reference to the power indicating and

limiting system originally installed. The operation is

evidently dependent on current strengths, which will vary

within appreciable limits by temperature changes affecting

the line resistance, and w'ith leakage. To overcome this

difficulty in the new sub-station equipments briefly

described, a system has been developed in which the

measurements are based upon variations in frequency as-

the load comes off or on. It is difficult to describe in the

short space available, but briefly consists of a small A."C.

machine at each substation. Small wire circuits are pro-

vided between sub-station and sub-station, and the

frequency indicator in the despatcher's office will register,

say, an increase of two cycles for each 1,000 k.w. of demand.

For' limiting the load the system is arranged so that when

the totalising meter at despatcher's office reaches the pre-

determined value, it closes a contact which impresses a

D.C. current on the circuit. This D.C. current actuates

an instantaneous relay at each sub-station, whose contacts

shunt a resistance connected in series with the inverse time

limit relay controlling the field rheostats of the D.C.

generators. This latter relay is thereby given an additional

torque which causes it to close its contacts at a lower value

of current in the main shunt than ordinarily. It results,

therefore, that the relay in the most heavily loaded sub-

station will operate first and produce a reduction in load

before the other relays come into action. I sliould like to

associate myself to a' great extent with the author's recom-

mendation of the Durban section as the most suitable

section to select for a start in the general S.A.E. electrifi-

cation, but for the moment will pass right on to page 208,

where Mr. Kirkland states he does not wish to open up

the old controversy, etc., and pr&ceeds to announce that

the single-phase system is dead, and the only possible

solution is 3,000 volts D.C, or, in other words—for good-

ness sake don't let us have any battle of systems, there

is, there can be, only one system—3,000 volt D.C, the

latest and the best, with sub-stations every 30 miles
!

And

what are the arguments that the single-phase system is

dead beyond hope of resurrection? Because rotattag sub-

station machinery is necessary, because the cost of the

locomotive is greater, and because regeneration of power is

impossible. Let us for a moment examine in a strictly

impartial way these arguments. Assuming that motor

generator converting units would be necessary in any

general railway electrification, both for phase and frequency

requirements, then single-phase work is at least no worse

ofi than D.C, with the very considerable advantage that

the conversion can take place in the Power House itself,

with cheap transmission lines to the feeding points on tht

railway system. The cost of locomotives is alleged to be
greater. Possibly for single-phase motors this may be the
case, but in any event this is not such an important factor,

as the cost of locomotives will ordinarily, not average more
than 14 to 20 per cent, of the total cost of a new line. With
split-phase locomotives, which is after all a single-phase

system, the cost of the locomotives may be even more
favourable than D.C because regenerative braking is

impossible ! Particulars of regenerative control for single-

phase motors are obtainable in text books, and the Jeumont
system was, I l^elieve, applied to the Midi Eailway with

satisfactory results, test figures showing that, on a negative

grade of 1'7 per cent., with a 280 ton train at 23-16 miles

per hour, 400 k.w. at 083 power factor was returned to the

line; corresponding to 40 per cent, of the power required

by the same train ascending the gradient at the same
speed. With split-phase equipments, regeneration is an
altogether simpler matter than with D.C. operation, as has
already been mentioned. It would appear therefore that

the reasons given us for rushing to condemn every other

system are open to very solid objections. Presumably the

three-phase system is also committed to the same limbo,

though not expressly so stated. Surely all this is very
illogical, and the proper attitude to adopt is to preserve an
impartial frame of mind, carefully weighing ujd the pros

and cons of all successfully tried systems, with a strict

regard to the case -in immediate view and to its relations

with the possibilities of the future. It behoves one to be
very careful before dogmatising in this way. Past history

is interesting. In 1908 Mr. Alexandersen of the G.E. Co.

stated: "In the series repulsion motor, the problems of

commutation had been solved," and Mr. Steinmetz of the

G.E. Co., commenting on this, stated: " It appears, there-

fore, that the second and last serious problem of the alter-

nating current motor still remaining—the problem of com-
mutation, has been solved by the work recorded. The
alternating current single-phase motor is in practically as

good shape as the D.C. motor, and the second period in

the development of the A.C motor is concluded," and I

remember that at that time you could hardly hear yourself

speak for the trumpeting of the merits of the Alexandersen
motor. Later in 1908, in a discussion on the New Haven
electrification, Mr. Steinmetz stated: "It is specially

gratifj'ing to see the statements which have been made by
unbiassed engineers, based upon theoretical considerations,

have not been verified by practical experience, and that

heavy railroad work can be handled by single-phase alter-

nating current motors, though obviously not with the same
high drawbar pull per ton of locomotive weight, and
possibly, at least for the present, not with quite the same
reliability of service. This, I believe, establishes the sipglc-

phase alternating current motor as one of the pieces of

apparatus by which the future electrification of our

country's railway system will be accomplished." In 1909,

I believe the G.E. Co. withdrew all their single-phase equip-

ments, and the answer to this is that, in 1911, the Swedish

State Eailways ordered from Siemens-Schuckert 13 2,000

h.p. freight, and 2 1,000 h.p. passenger locomotives for

operating on a 15 cycle single-phase 15,000 volt system,

for the very important 80 mile section between Kiruna and
Riksgransen. The service called for 2,200 ton ore trains, up
a 1 per cent, grade, and 62 miles per hour for the passenger

traffic, perhaps at date the heaviest electric traction then

contemplated. The Westinghouse Company have at the

present time some 1,500 miles of single-phase railway line

in constant operation, and within the last few months the

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad have ordered

what I believe to be the largest single-phase passenger loco-

motives in the world, each locomotive being equipped with
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Fig. 3.

Westinghouse Locomotive, Chic.vgo, Milw.^vkee and St. Paul Railroad.

Fig. 4.

Double Heading Electric Locomotive in Passexgeu Service, 15 Car Train.

New York, New ECwen and H.\rtford R.ulroad.

''^'•a^'.

Fig. 5. • •

110-Ton B.vldwin-Westingiiouse Locomotive in Trunk Line Freight Service.

New York, New Haven and H.^rtford Railroad.
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J.V.STANTON&CO
Engineers and Importers of Mining Supplies,

JOHANNESBURG.

Sole Agents for—

Canadian Porcelain Co., Ltd.

Park Royal Engineering Works, Limited

Phoenix Dynamo Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

Fleming, Birkby & Goodall, Ltd.

Henry Wiggin & Co.

Walsall Hardware Manufacturing Co.

Local Agents for—
Newton & Wright, Ltd., Electro-Medical

Apparatus.

Stackpole Carbon Co.

Robbins & Myer's Fans. •

Hamilton Beach Electric Domestic

Apparatus.

Van Dorn Electric Tools.

Ohio Electric Sweepers.

Durabia Packln* and Gaskets.
" Z" Drawn Tungsten Lamps.

Mulconroy Gum Boots, Hose, etc.

Scanlan-Morris Hospital Equipment.

Bryant Electric Co., Installation Acces-

sories.

OFFICE :

14, SOUTHERN LIFE
BUILDINGS.

STORES

:

44. DELVERS STREET. AND
PROVIDENT BUILDINGS,

FOX STREET.

P.O. BOX 3003.

TELEPHONES: 22il. 2212.

TELEGRAMS :
" JAYVINESS."

AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES IN

THE IMPORTANT CENTRES IN CAFE

PROVINCE. TRANSVAAL, ORANGE
FREE STATE. RHODESIA AND

MOCAMBIQUE.

MOTORS AND GENERATORS-FOR ALL PUkPOSES.

INSULATORS AND OTHER OVERHEAD EQUIPMENT.

TRAMWAY EQUIPMENT.

INSTRUMENTS AND SWITCHGEAR.

"REX" CHEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

RESISTANCE MATERIAL.

INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES OF ALL KINDS-CONDUITS.

ELECTRO-MEDICAL APPARATUS AND HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT.

DRY CELLS- STANCELL.' 'WIZARD,' 'AUTOCRAT.' 'HELLO,' &c.

CARBON BRUSHES. ELECTRODES. &c.

«'Z" DRAWN TUNGSTEN LAMPS.

PETROL LIGHTING SUPPLIES.
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Electric Power
in Mines.

m

VY/E are in an exceptional position to

supply and install Complete Plants

for the Electrification of Mines. We
have on our staff Expert Engineers who have

successfully equipped and reorganised the

power arrangements of some of the largest

mines in the world.

We Manufacture

:

ALTERNATORS, DYNAMOS, M0T0R5. SWITCH-
GEAR, ARC LAMPS, SEARCHLIQHT PROJECTORS
FOR SURFACE MINING, INSTRUMENTS, PRINTING
PRESS CONTROLLERS, &c., &c.

Write us your requirements, and we will advise you as to the best nir. n of meeting them.

CROMPTON&C*?L?P
SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL, LONDON,

ENGLAND.
Works: CHELMSFORD, ENGLAND.

Agents: S. SYKES & Co., Ltd., P.O. Box 2303, Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG
|

12 motors, divided into groups of four, and arranged for

multiple control. The locomotives are of the 2-6-2-2-6-2

single cab articulated class. They weigh approximately 180
tons and develop a tractive effort of 47,500 lbs. Despite

the size of these locotnotives, the service requirements are

so heavy that it is expected trains will be operated double

headed. The locomotives are designed to operate both on
the 11,000 volt single-phase system, and also on 600 volt

D.C. when necessary. The attitude of the Westinghouse
Companies has always been one of the open mind. They
have never waged a war of systems, but only defended any
particular system when attacked. They have never said

dogmatically, this is best, or that is bad, but have recom-
mended a particular system after a profound study of the

actual requirements, with the result that to-day they have
completely satisfactory and economically successful rail-

roads operating on single-phase, split-phase, three-phase and
1,500 volt D.C. systems. They are experimenting, and with

most encouraging results, at the present time, with 5,000 volt

D.C. in combination with static rectifiers, and as already

mentioned, are supplying 3,000 volt D.C. locomotives with

regenerative control and sub-station equipments, in connec-

tion with the very important extensions of the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad refeired to in Mr. Kirk-

land's paper. A day may come when, with the progress

of the art, one system will establish itself to the acknow-

ledged exclusion of all others ; it may be that the static or

mercury rectifier further developed is the key to the prob-

lem, carried on the locomotive itself. I say carried on the

locomotive itself, because trolley line voltages of 3,000 to

5,000 cannot be the final solution, even with static sub-

stations. One has to legislate for the future. Universal

electrification of railways has to come, if only from the

point of view of conservation of available sources of energy.
With steam locomotives, one has to carry fuel to burn fuel.

Some figures given by Professor Goss of the United States
Geological Survey Department, in November, 1909, are
striking :

—
Coal. Tons. Per cent.

Locomotive coal used in 1906 ... 90,000,000 100
Lost through heat in gases 10,080,000 112
Lost through cinders and sparks ... 8,640,000 96
Lost through radiation and leakage 5,040,000 56
Lost Jthrough unconsumed coal and

ashes 2,880,000 3-2

Lost through incomplete combus-
tion of gases 720,000 08

Used in starting fires, keeping hot
and standing at sidings 18,000,000 200

Total losses and waste 45,360,000 504
Used for hauling trains 44,640 496

This 90,000,000 tons in 1906 was 20 per cent, of the
total coal production of the country, and it is further to be
remembered that, thanks to the inefficiency of the method
of burning, the evaporation obtained from this coal would
be of the order of 4 to 6 lbs. only. The steam locomotive,
incidentally one of the marvels of modern engineering,
travels with its power house on its back, and is handicapped
accordingly. In progress of time, it will surely disappear.
Its final disappearance will be greatly accelerated by the
immense awakening to the necessity for economical reform,
which is the unmixed blessing this calamitous war hag
brought in its train.

(To be continued.)
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AFRICAN INDENT MERCHANTS, LTD.
20 Harrison Street, Johannesburg.

Telephone No. 1136. Tel. Add. :
" AIM.' P.O. Box 5073.

LARGE STOCKS OF

BROOMS <'"'^ BRUSHES
\VTRITE FOR SAMPLES.

I

AMALGAM BROOMS. BOOT BRUSHES. HAND FOUNDRY BRUSHES.

AMERICAN BROOMS. BREWERS' BRUSHES. LAUNDRY BRUSHES.

BASS BROOMS. CAN BRUSHES. NAIL BRUSHES.

HAIR BROOMS. DANDY BRUSHES. SCRUB BRUSHES.

ROTARY ROAD BROOMS. DECK BRUSHES. SPOKE BRUSHES.

STEEL FOUNDRY BROOMS. DRAIN BRUSHES. STOVE BRUSHES.

BANNISTER BRUSHES. FLUE BRUSHES. TAR BRUSHES.

BODY BRUSHES. HAIR BRUSHES. TOOTH BRUSHES.

BOILER TUBE BRUSHES. " HAMn.TON'S " BRUSHES. WHITEWASH BRUSHES.

.

-

•*AIM " Quality is a good buy.

a^iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii>^

I TRIMO TOOLS. I

DE sure to ask for the Trimo

^ Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO..
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by All Hardware Mercliants.

TKIHO PIF£ WRENOB
STEEL HANDLE.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOB SOUTH AFRICA

:

I W" JOHNSTON, President Buildings, c'o President

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg

P.O. BOX 5580. PHONE 2296.

•^iiMiiiiMMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiniiMMiiMiiiieiiinMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinn'sc
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RHODESIAN MINERAL OUTPUT FOR AUGUST.

We have received for publication from the office of the

Rhodesia Chamber of Mines (Incorporated) the following

detailed statement of the mineral output for the month of

August, 1918, with comparisons and values:—

MATABELELAND.

No. of Tons
stamps, treated.

Yield. Value.

023. £

BuLAWATO District.

5

5

2

5

2

IP

Co. ... 2BM IT 8P

2

5

5

8N 3T

Abercorn (W. J. Lane)

A.D.C. (Lochade Synd.)

Addie Iris (H. A. D. Tansley)

Algoa 2 (M. T. McEwen) ;

Alliance (R. J. Howe) ...

Annasona (Rhodesia, Ltd.) ...

Do. (sands)

Antelope G.U. (Rhod.

Do. (sands)

Big Ben South (W. E. Hunt)
Bill's Luck (W. Arbery)

Bothal (W. H. Robinson)

Bushtick Mines, Ltd
Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Do. (concentrates)

Camp (Carson Mines, Ltd.) ..

Do. (sands) —
Cam Stick (Iron Duke Synd. No. 2l 3

Celtic (Trans. & Rhod. Estates) (10) (2P)

Do. (sands) ...
—

Confidence (A. D. Hall), July ... 5

Cormvallis (E. Frankis) 3

Doriavic (D. De Villiers) 2

Donove A (W. K. Early), July ... 5

Durban (Durban Synd.) 5

Do. (sands) —
Eagle 2 (E. Sutherland), pannings

Eagle Hawk (T. Berwitz)

Fred (Trans. & Rhod. Estates, Ltd.

Do. (sands)

Germania (A. G. Hadingham)
Grange (C. Gordon) ... .

Horn (Horn Reef Synd.)
Do. (sands)

Jessie (Jessie Tributors)
Do. (sands)

Junipers (J. P. McCay)

5 IP

5

10 2P

2N 2P
5

5 IP

10 2P

Do. (sands)

Lonely Reef G.M. Co., Ltd.
Mali (E. C. Smythe)
Mamba (Johnson & Fletcher

G. W. Wood), clean up ...

Marlish (C. A. Abbot)
Matabele Queen's Co., Ltd. ...

Do. (sands)

Moreton Pinkney (J. Robinson)
Napoo (H. Ashburner), July ...

New Eclipse (J. R. Stewart) ...

Do. (sands)

Newtonfontein (A. H. Newton)
Do. (sands) ...

and

20 3T
3

2

10 2P

2

3

5 IT

350

689
38

4fl2

ISO

292
436

372.'5

3427

80

900
204
6052

)

3780
I

1909
363 )

784
460
200
600
600
365

.5

6

25

386
290

160
1600

1600

595
140
4.56

330
1097
542
336
224
5000
279

1300
1000

75

35

1056

640
420
200

263-61
64-76

27-52

33-74
21-33

202-90
152-33

874-92

844-48
40-05

103-13

29-08

1093
268
114

140

88

841

632
3711
3582
166

428
121

1314-39 5453

177-21 735

35-53 147
93-02 386

120-00 497

60-00 24 9

8.5-26 353
8-83 37
2-02 8

31-87 132

242-51 1005
88-15 366
3-54 15

30-92 128
936-34 3881
176-74 733
409-18 1696
47-50 197

182-55

380-76
35-13

75-97
33-40

1713-04
7.5-43

3-11

15-05

529-83
50-35

24-89
9-69

539-16

31-94

338-53
59-59

757

1578

146
315

138
7101

313

13

62
2196
209
103

40
2235
132

1403

247

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen, Ltd.)

SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites. Levels,

Planimeters and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances.

REPAIRS of Scientific Instruments

A SPEClALriY.

Phon. 59. RISSK ST.,

1221 JOHANNESBURG.
Box
4040

Tannings (H. W. Durroll)

Peach A (Peach Synd.)
Petrol (E. Warren)
Prince Olaf (K. Johnsen)
Red Boy (H. Lunnun)
Red Rose (F. C. Barrett)
Rewi (Intabanenda Synd.) . ...

Ringstead (Ringstead Synd.) ...

Sabi (Fletcher & Williamson) ...

Do. (sands) , -.

Star (Eastern Queen)
Do. (sands)

Stock's Luck, sands
Tartan (G. Leach) ...

Wainui (Moll & Co.)

Wit Boy (Wit Boy Synd.)

Bulawavo District Total

GwELo District.

Acacia (W. & G. Hogg) 2

All British (H. J. Lea) (5)

Do. (sands) —
Babs (Beach & Boby), June, sands —

Do. July, sands —
Do. August, sands H
Do. August, sands —

Bonsor B 327 (C. Brunton). clean up —
Chicago 1 (A. Fr:iser) 3

Chimborazo (Wonderland Trib. Syn.) 51P
Do. (sands) —

Climax (G. Gilbert), May 2

Commonage (H. W. Gray) IT
Connemara (Connemara Synd.) ... 20

Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —

Conqueror (Leppington & McConkey) 5

Csardas (WolfshallSvnd.) 10

Dunga (Wonderland Trib. Synd.) 5 IP
Dream (Mashona Synd.), July ... (3)

Do. August 3

Falcon Mines. Ltd., with adjust. 27N 2T
(Cooper and S'lver values not given.)

Fed Up (A. Malcolm) 5

Gaika G.M. Co., Ltd. 5 IC IT
Do. (sands) —

Glen Arrock (Glen Arrock Synd.) 3

Globe & Phnenix G.M. Co., Ltd. 40 12P
Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —

Gothic (Murray & Kennedy) 10 IP
Do. (sands) —

Lovalist (B. Bertoldi), sands —
Nevada G (F. 0. Luxat) H
Do. (sands) .;

—
Robin Hood (Ga'ka G.M. Co., Ltd. IC IT
Roseate (W. J. Wright) 2

Royalist (J. Austen) 5

No. of Tons Yield. Value.

stamps. treated. Ozs. £

— — 9-45 39

5 240 103-18 428

(5) 225 24-91 103

5 324 198-69 824
5 180 49-04 203
5 370 288-66 1197

5 305 120-04 498
5 35 8-35 34

20 1800 221-18 917— 940 1.30-72 542
5 350 .32-.56 135— 202 28-81 119— 450 30-01 162

5 70 47-53 197

3 100 43-22 179
5 472 17-43 72

14,780-76 61,441

220 159-85 663
80 47-13 195
40 11-47 48
352 59-90 248
268 57-80 240
320 141-74 588
.341 73-28 30*

- — 31-00 128
195 46-36 192
483 162-70 674
348 77-62 322
40 9-92 41

232 34-11 141

2411 8.3-76 347

1685 782-99 3246
726 137-70 571

200 123-87 514
480 155-47 ^44
161 57-29 237
200 150-45 624
176 58- .36 242

16041 3694-87 1.5518

110 131-13 544
3270 652-38 2773
3998 566-.37 2402
150 95-80 397

6758 6416-71 26950
10017 1832-27 7696
2457 .552-09 2319
400 98-20 407

286 21-21 88

470 52-56 218

920 86-22 357

540 20-71 86

1.54 133-84 562

53 12-21 51

690 186-62 774

The largest and most varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

MRROIW IXU> MAIN 2>1K£ET.
. Pt^^JrVl^. JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 5770. P.O. Box 1S26. Tel. Address ." MAUBROWN."
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No. of Tom Yield. Value,
tamps, treated. Ozs. £

Rutland (H. K. Havnar) 2 107 46-93 195

Sharkey R. (proceeds of Copper Plate) — — 2-36 10

Sheba B (C. Brunton), clean up ... — — 3-83 16

Second Trial (.J. Rainsford) 2 12 2-95 12

Smith's Pocket (R. C. Smith), sands — 275 10-70 44

Snark (J. G. Walter) 5 111 12-41 51

Tebekwe (A. N. Tyrell), sands ... — 1200 64-72 268

Trixie B (S. Leven) 5 IP 400 99-66 413

Veracity (L. R. Evans) 5 600 121-79 505

Do. (sands) — 600 38-22 158

Walrus (J. Jones), July 5 300 59-68 247

Wanderer (Selukwe) G.M., Ltd. ... 4GR 15200 1136-22 4710
Zabonkwe (Holmes & Urquhart) ... 5 800 "|

Do. (sands) — 580 > 164-31 681

Do. (slimes) — 220 j

Gwelo District Total ... 18,779-74 78,661

MASHONALAND.

Habtlet Distbiot.

Acorn (Anzac Synd.) 6 436

Do. (sands) — 336

Axe (J. Davidson) 3 54

Cam & Motor G.M. Co., Ltd. ... RP 11773

Chadshunt (C. H. Whoildon),
July and August 5 440 382-27

Do. (sands) — 240 45-02

Cissy (J. E. F. Poulton), July ... (2) 235 54-88

Do. August 2 198 42-55

Dalney 1 W (Macdon.ild & Sale),

July and August, slimes — 1200 110-26

Eiffel Blue (Willoughby's Con. Co. Ld.) 10 1364 479-74

Do. (sands) — 720 33-20

Do. (Tailings, Ltd.), slimes ... — 1301 66-85

Glasgow Mines, Ltd 5 430 137-17

Do. (sands) — 260 35-80

Golden Valley (John Mack & Co.) 10 IP 1185 383-82

Do. (sands) — 560 99-61

Do. (slimes) — 810 109-71

Heroine (A. E. Ward) 5 250 183-51

Do. (sands) — 330 67-29

Hope (Alexandra Synd. No. 2) ... 5 380 91-87

Do. (sands) 350 36-94

Just in Time (C. Somerset) 2 281 55-63

Kanyemba (Kanyemba Synd.) 10 620 203-90
Efo. (sands) ~ 460 77-79

Kelvin (Westoc Synd.), sands ... — 250 38-00

Lily 1 (J. Baines), July (2) 82 27-45
Do. August 2 104 26-25

Lion (J. Baker) 2 128 48-36
Makarata (J. Young) (2) 10 8-77
Mali (J. Thornett) 3 621 51-09
Mountain Dew (A. & J. Milne) ... 10 550 112-96
Owl (A. Rolfe) 10 961 237-78
Do. (sands) — 913 142-62

Pomposo (J. Knott), July & Aug. 2N 305 26-85
Revie (Ambrose & Aitken) 5 770 106-40

Do. (sands) — 577 34-13
Rouge (Dreadnought Synd), slimes — 580 30-07
Shepherds (Begbie & Jackson) ... 15 765 239-54
Do. (sands) — 750 193-92

St. George 1 (A. & J. Milne) (10) 600 130-55
Telel-Kebir (J. G. Volk) 5 250 54-37

Do. (sands) _ 300 36-48
Tssessebe E. Ext. (UUyett & Seear) 5 871 410-11

Do. (sands) _ 696 83-43

Hartley District Total

147-30 611
70-53 292
14-26 59

3782-46 16080

1585

186

228
176

457

1989
138

285
596
148

1591

413

454
760

279
381

153
234
845
323
158

114
109

200
46

212
468
986
591

111

441

142

125

993
804
541

225
151

1700

346

8.753-49 36,686

•glat«r»<« T'Kt>» nuk

Three Seas Brand.

•RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite different from all other paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elastic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for
Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for
damp, resists the action of stronfr

' acids. Can be submerged under
/^^ water, and in use withatands v^ry
^ high tem^veratureB of superb -sUed
^ Bteam,

Sold HanuUctureis

:

The 0AS8O1V 00UP0SITIOK9 Oo. Ltd.

7ulhtm, London, Xngland.

Send your Indents
TO

FREEMANS (London) Li
CANNON STREET HOUSE

LONDON, E.C. 4.

Engineers* Tools .

Rotary Screens .

Grindstones . .

Conveyors. . . .

Pumps . Lamps .

etc

Quotations submitted.

Agricultural Machinery and
Implements of all kinds,

Coffee Classifiers, Fans,
Pulpers, etc.

CASTINGS IN ALL METALS.

ALL ENGINEERING & HARDWARE
. MERCHANTS' REQUIREMENTS. .

Buyers for

Importers
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD.

Cables ; 'Frdon<x London.'

P^REEMANS produce the original in-
^ voice. Ship and insure at lowest rotes.

All discounts allowed. Reasonable
commissions. Corresjiondence in any lan-
guage. Our cnnnection amongst monujac-
turers ensure good deliveries and prompt

attention to all orders.

FIRST CLASS
REFERENCES
GIVEN AND
REQUIRED.
Sample* uorked to

No. o(

•tampa.

LOMAeUNDI DieTBiri.

Alluvial (7 producers) —
Angwa (F. L. Standen) 6

Anglian (Schapke & Quarrie) 5
Crescent (Crescent Synd.) F
El<lorado Bkt. G.M. Co., Ltd. ... 20 40 4P
Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —

Gloria (Gloria Synd.) ., S

Maggicmac (J. McMurdon) 5

Do. (sands) —
Lomagundi District Total ...

MA7.0E District.

Alluvial (1 producer) —
Firefly (C. Laland) 2

Iron 1 (J. M. Laing) ... .^ 5

Do. (sands) —
Jumbo INW (N. Irvine) (including

gold undeclared July) 5
Do. (sands) —

Kingsley Hoard B (A. S. Warwick),
July 5

Mildred (Rose & Cooke) 2
Peveril of Peak (G. G. N. Southey) 2
Rosa (R. Aserman) C
Rothschild (Cunningham & Allison) 10

Mazoe District Total

Salisbdrt Distbiot.

Alpes (P. Zaffere) 5

Beatrice V15 (New Beatrice G.M.
Co., Ltd.), scrapings —

Do. (T. Kerr), mill refuse —
Cross Your Luck (W. A. Hoole) ... 5

Excelsior (Broodryk & Mangan) ... 2

Hague (Hague Synd.) 2
Inyague (P. Zaffere) 2

Tom Yield. Value.
treated. ozs. £

122-79 509
690 57-57 230

73-56 305
123 17-36 69

5410 1955-23 8293
3072 1

2295 f
892-02 3784

300 41-47 172

560 81-59 338
450 60-89 253

3,300-48 13,953

9-26 38
17 12-02 50

1076 124-51 516
400 69-69 247

419 249-09 742
210 47-98 199

294 34-92 145

156 23-83 99
250 38-08 158
1360 84-70 351

500 428-69 1777

1,112-77 4,322

135 128-39 633

12-68 63
12 24-40 101

193 25-10 104

60 32-13 133

160 18-59 77

150 40-35 167
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No. of Tons
stamps, treated.

Joking & Euchred (Harrison & Drabble) 8 1064

Joyce (Ellsmoor & Wyper) 6 576

Left Bower (B. G. Byerley) 5 509

Mollie (Mollie A. Synd.) 5 95

New Full Back (W. B. Maris) ... 2 62

Olympus C (L. Hyland), balance July F —
Planet (Planet Mine Tribute) ... 5 IT 480

Do. (slimes) :

— 480 I

Do. (slimes, retreated) — 1107 )

Shamva Mines, Ltd '. — 54237

Do. (sands) — 26730 I

Do. (slimes) — 27602 |

Do. copper plates F —
Southern Cross 2 104

Do. (sands) — 280

Trio (Trio. Synd.) 5 486

Do. (sands) — 420

Other sources—scrapings from
copper plate — —

Salisbury District Total . ...

Umtali District.

Bessie & Gem (J. Buchanan) 5 1150

Do. sands with adjustments ... -^ U50
Elgin (Meikle & Davis) 5 708

Do. (sands) — 300 I

Do. (slimes) — 240 )

Guido 1 (C. Norris) 5 310

Liverpool (R. G. Snodgrass) 5 910

Do. (sands) — 380

Lucknow D.B.I.E. (Toronto Synd.) 2N 530

Do. (sands) — 160

Monte Carlo (Cawood Bros.) H 100

Rezende DBl (R. P. Synd.) 5 850

Rezende Mines, Ltd 40 5200

Do. (sands) — 3210

Do. (slimes) — 1389

Do. (concentrates) — 127

Upper Town (P. M. Branken) ... 6WM 87

Umtali District Total
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Yield.
OZB.

--370-26

90-06

283-60
46-93

37-77

4-00

236-11

224-13

2522-86

5912-79

50-29
16-95

33-82

246-54
29-64

3-28

Value.
£

1535
'373

1176
195

157
16

979

929

10697

26626

201

70
140

1022
123

13

10,390-77 45,420

60-39 250
160-44 665
100-98 419

29-14 121

35-24 146

192-32 , 797
86-26 358
80-21 332
30-39 126
11-24 47
67-91 281

1620-08 6874
337-41 1432
350-78 1488
391-94 1663
21-99 91

3,576-72 15,090

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U. 8. A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT" *»

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail Wire
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished Wire Bright Soft V/lv

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Vfiro Nails Fence Staples

Pig Iron, Bloomi, Billets, Wire
Bods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephono
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel

Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing,

W* an prtfand to yiw PBOMPT SEBTIOX, etna lotUU

IfoiM- inquiriu actompanUi &y eompUU fciJUaH»»*.

Address

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILOWa

NEW VORK, U. S. A.
"

Obis Addms I "PITTSTIB.'*

ViCTOBU DiSTBICT.

Cambrian (J. & D. Lajng)-
Do. (sands)

Cotopaxi (T. Morris & W. Himilton)
Empress (S.A. Pros. & Con. Synd.)

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Victoria District Total

Ke.ol
stamps.

Tons
treated.

Yield.
OM.

Value.
e

10

n) 2

) 8

1100

700

75

1200

121-58
61-62
21-13

92-57

504
255
88

384

750

250 }

70-11 290

367-01 1,521

P., Grinding Pan; B.M., Ball Mill; T., Tube Mill; H., Huntington
Mill; G.R., Gates' Rolls; B., Ball Mill; Pn., Pneumatic Stamp; N.,

Nissen Stamp; C, Chilian Mill; R.P., Roasting Plant; P., Treated at

Falcon Mine; W.M., Waterfall Mill; L.M., Lane Mill.

SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION.

AUGUST, 1918.—COMPARISONS.
Gold-

August, 1918 ' £257.095
July, 1918 £251,740

Increase .../ £5.355

August, 1917 £294 359
August, 1918 257,095

Decrease £37,264

Silver

—

•July, 1918 £5,366
August, 1918 £2,351

Decrease £3,015

August, 1918 ".... £2,351
August, 1917 £2,237

Increase £114

BASE MINERAL PRODUCTION.
*JuIy, 1918 £148,829
August, 1918 £71,264

Decrease £77,565
1

TOTAL MINERAL PRODUCTION.
July, 1918 £405.935
August, 1918 -

; £330 710

Decrease £75,225
I

August, 1917 £367,631
August, 1918 £330,710

Decrease £36,921

* Including adjustment on realisation.

WiUiams' Improved "VULCAN"
Chain Pipe Wrench

=K

in 7 sizes accommodating

J to 12 inch pipe.

-r^

"Never Yet Found Inadeqoate."

They won the " Grand Prize ' at 'Fritco.

Export Offlre :
"6 State Street, New York.

London Representative : BenJ. Whittaker, 2, Norfolk Street, Strand. \9 .C.
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Company Meetings.

GENERAL MINING AND FINANCE

CORPORATION.

The Eighteenth Ordinary General Meet-
ing of Shareholders of the General Mining
and Finance Corporation, Limited, was
held on Thursday, tlie 26th day of Sep-

tember, 191S, in the Board Room, General

Mining Buildings, Johannesburg. Sir

George Albu, Bart., presided. The
Secretary read the notice convening the

meeting. The Directors' Report, Balance

Sheet and Profit and Loss Account for the

year ended 31st December, 1917, as cir-

cularised to shareholders, were laid on

table and taken as read. The Seci-etary

then read the Auditors' R«port. The
Chairman, in moving the adoption of the

Report and Accounts, said :

—

Gentlemen,—Before launching my usual

review of the operations and- position of

the Corporation, and of the mining com-
panies in wliich we are more particularly

interested, I have to explain that the

unusually late period of the year in which
we are holding to-day's meeting is due to

causes more or less beyond our control.

The great calls which the war has made
upon the manhood and resources of Great
Britain have for some time past been re-

flected in the diminution of the staffs of

most business houses at home, with the

consequence that the preparation and
audit of the annual accounts of the

London Branch is necessarily less ex-

peditious than in pre-war days. This

aspect was, in the present instance,

accompanied by the considerable restric-

tion in the mail service between England
and the Cape, with the result that the

.ludited accounts of our London and
Paris offices, although posted on the 15th

April, only arrived here at the beginning

of July. After allowing for the incor-

poration of those accounts in our Head
Office Books, the final audit, and for the

notice to shareholders required in terms
of our Articles of Association, it was
found impracticable to hold the meeting
before this date, and even to accomplish

this it was necessary to depart from our

usual practice of forwarding the Annual
Report and Accounts to our London Office

for issue by them to European share-

holders ; instead, we have had to post

the Report direct from this side to all

shareholders. In their Report for the

past financial year your Directors have
referred to the increasingly difficult con-

ditions under which the gold mining in-

dustry is working at the present time,

and which are unfortunately e.xemplified

in the results attending the operations

of most of the mines under the control

of our Corporation. I shall deal in more
detail with these difficulties later in my
address, but for the moment I may
point out their direct influence on

the accounts of the Corporation

by reason, in the first instance,

of lower dividends accruing to us on our
holdings in these companies, and also of

the further depreciation of the market
quotations of such holdings. At the same
time, I take this opportunity of em-
phasising the remarks contained in your
Directors' Report, that by far the greater

proportion of the heavy depreciation in

the stock and share assets of the Cor-

poration is represented by our holdings in

companies which are at jjresent dormant,
and that any resuscitation of the pro-

perties of these companies (such as I hope
will be possible after the termination of

the war) would be quickly reflected in

enhanced price.? for these particular

assets. A comparison of the Balance Sheet

at the 31st December last with that at

the end of the previous year would in-

dicate at first sight that there are no

outstanding features of an important
nature which have occurred during the

past year, and this, as a matter of fact,

is a true reflex of the position. For your
possible interest and information, how-
ever, I will make my customary analytical

comparison. Taking the debit side of the

Balance Sheet, Deposits show a slight in-

crease of £io8, but as a matter of fact

the whole of our liability under this

heading is in the nature of a book entry,

as the money deposited with us represents

the surplus funds of a company in which
we own the whole of the share capital.

Creditors for Stock Bought, at .£3,963,

are il,002 higher than the previous year,

in respect of certain shares purchased at

the close of the year, and since paid for.

Sundry Creditors show a decrease of

i'11.964. The Reserve of .£70,000 against

House Property remains the same : our
policy is to write off to Profit and Loss

Account any losses made on the I'ealisa-

tion from time to time of property, and
to maintain the Reserve intact. Appro-
priation Account shows an increased

credit of £44,144, representing the net

profit earned for the past year. Now as

regards the assets side of the Balance

Sheet. Stocks and shares in companies

under our own management reflect an
increase of J:l,229, being the net addi-

tion to our holdings by purchases of

certain stocks, after deducting sales of

other shares. The next item is Shares in

Other Companies, which show an increase

of i£20,455 and consist chiefly of pur-

chases of shares of dividend-paying com-
panies in the Far East Rand. Debentures
of Public Companies are slightly less,

owing to sales on balance amounting to

i;700. Our investment in Mining and
House Properties, etc., shows a reduction

of .£15,213, by reason of realisations

during the year of certain house pro-

perties. This heading in the Balance

Sheet includes approximately ^32,000 in

respect of Mining Properties and Claim
Holdings ; I wish to state that although

these assets have been written down in

our books very considerably indeed below

cost price, their intrinsic value at the

present time is an unknown quantity, as

they comprise many hundreds of Main
Reef deep-level claims (mostly in the

western section of the Rand), which so

far as we can see can only come into the

cfitegory of saleable assets at some future

date by being incorporated with the pro-

perties of the overlying producing mines.

I'l.c next item. Advances against Security,

reflects a reduction of ^£7,709. Sundry
Debtors show a substantial decrease for

the year of .£49,551, mainly by reason

of rer.aymenls to us by subsidiary com-
pan.es on account of advances made to

them. Debtor.'^ for stock sold are down
by .£422. The final item is Cash at

Banks, etc., which at £191,031, shows the

satisfactoi-y increase of .£85,536, and
represents the net realisation of assets to

which I have just referred in detail,

toJ€llier with the profit earned for the

year The Pn.'ft and Loss Account in-

dicatta that our stock and share dealings

are unfortunately still of a restricted

character, and also that our revenue from
dividends and other sources has de-

ci eased. Both these sources of income
have naturally been affected by the de-

creasing profits earned by the mines under
our management, as the consequence

mainly of the heavy increases in working
expenditure due to the war. On the other

hand, the debit side of the Profit and
Loss Account shows a material reduction

in the charge for interest (representing

the net balance of interest paid out over

interest received). We are therefore able

to show a pet working profit for thi

year of ^644, 144, or an increase of ^£8,528

over that for the previous year. In
making, in the customary manner, a short
reference to our subsidiary companies,
and to their operations during the current
year, I have unfortunately to admit that
the results attained in almost every in-

stance show a marked—and in some cases

a very seriousT—setback as compared with
previous returns. So far as our companies
whose properties are situate in the Central
and West Rand are concerned, their

operations were severely affected by the
abnormal I'ains and subsequent flooding

of workings experienced in the middle of
February, the efi'ect of which was felt

for many weeks subsequent to the actual

influx of water, by reason of the number
of slope faces rendered temporarily in-

accessible, and the compulsory restric-

tion of development work for similar

reasons. This additional visitation, on
the top of the heavy burdens which the
mints are bearing in the direction of the
excessive cost of stores and labour due
to the war, has rendered it difficult, and
in some cases impossible, to earn
sufficient revenue to meet the actual ex-

penditure involved in winning the gold.

AURORA WEST UNITED G.M. CO..
LTD.

This Company's property was one of

those which suffered considerably from
the water troubles in February, which
flooded the lower levels of the mine and
so rendered it impossible to carry on
sloping and development operations in

those workings tor many weeks after-

wards. Moreover, owing to the shortage
of native labour experienced throughout
the current year, the tonnage mined has
been ajipreciably below the quantity re-

quired to maintain the full economic
supply for the mill, and this is reflected

in the decreased revenue and is also one
of the contributing factors to the in-

creased scale of working costs per ton, as

the standing charges are necessarily dis-

tributed over a smaller tonnage than
would be the case in normal circum-
stances. We are now endeavouring to

meet this disability by the introduction of

jack hammer drills for the purpose of in-

creasing the ore mined, and up to the

present the results are distinctly encourag-

ing. For the foregoing reasons, only
nominal profits have been obtained since

the commencement of this year, the
average monthly profit for the seven
months from February to August inclusive

being only about ^£700. As regards the

future, there are distinct indications that

the intact area in the south-eastern

portion of the mine contains ore of a
higher «grade than the existing ore re-

serves, and this, together with the gradual
drop in working costs following on the

termination of the war, should eventually

allow of a return to a profit-earning

capacity more in accordance with former
results. In the meantime the Company's
liabilities have been reduced to approxi-

mately .£10,000, and after their entire

liquidation has been effected the profits

earned will be available for distribution

on the comparatively small total issued

capital of ^106,352.

MEYER AND CHARLTON G.M. CO.,
LTD.

The operations of this Company were
fortunately affected to a comparatively
small extent by the February Hoods, and
tlie working profit for the period of 8

months to the end of August reflects the

highly satisfactory total of .£183,915,

after including an amount of ^£9,519

representing gold in reserve at the close

of 1917 and subsequently declared in June
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of this year. These results are all the

more outstanding when we realise that

they have been obtained from an average

tonnage milled of rather less than 11,000

tons per month. This reduced tonnage
is due to the policy, initiated last year,

of supporting the underground workings
of the mine with reef packs, one of the

efiects of which is to utilise temporarily

for safety purposes ore which in the

ordinary way would be sent to the mill.

Up to the present time, some 27,000 tons

of payable .Main Reef Leader and South
Beef have been temporarily locked up in

this manner. Recently we decided to

commence sand filling underground, with
the object not only of gradually releasing

these packs for the mill, but also of estab-

lishing a more permanent safeguard
against caving of the underground work-
ings. This Company's history is one of

such exceptional prosperity and long-

continued success that a disaster of any
kind was to' us unthinkable. Con-
sequently the shock of the tei'rible acci-

dent which occurred in the breaking
away of the man cage on the morning ot

the 18th July, whereby the occupants

—

21 men, representing half of the under-
ground white employees—lost their lives,

came, if possible, witli added force. For
several years previously the mine had
experienced not a single accident of a

fatal character, and in fact had an ex-

ceptional record in this, as well as ir

other respects. I take this opportunity

of again expressing our deep regret ot

this unaccountable catastrophe, and our

great sympatliy with the dependents*&n 1

friends of the unfortunate victims.

NEW GOCH GOLD MINES, LTD.

The returns from this property for the

current year reflect a continuous struggle

to earn even a nominal working prorit.

Owing to the fact tliat by far the grealer

proportion of the payable ore contents

of the mine have been exhausted, the

stopes now available are both restricted

in number and scattered, with the result

that the tonnage milled for some time

past has been necessarily considerably

reduced. Then, too, the abnormally high

cost of essential mining supplies, and the

other extra' items of expenditure now pre-

vailing, automatically rule out of the

payable category blocks of ore which
previously could have been treated with

a margin of profit. This condition of

affairs is likely to continue during the

war, or until development of the block

of 21 claims leased from the City Deep,
now proceeding, has opened up additional

payable faces. In this latter connection,

I may say that the subsidiary shaft which

is being sunk into the eastern portion of

the City Deep claims, and the drives and
winzes therefrom, have disclosed satisfac-

tory values, and that the work of sink-

ing a second subsidiary shaft, to prove

the western portion of the claims, has

just been commenced.

ROODEPOORT UNITED MAIN REEF
G.M. CO., LTD.

In the course of my remarks on the

prospects of this Company at the annual

meeting of. our Corporation a year ago,

I expressed the hope that an improve-

ment in the native labour supply might
materialise, which subsequently would be

reflected in an increased tonnage for the

mill, and a correspondingly higher

standard of working profits. As a matter

of fact, during the last few months of

1917 and in January of this year, the

complement of natives showed an in-

crease, which was reflected in improved
results from mining operations. Unfor-
tunately, in February tremendous and
abnormal rains fell in the Roodepoort
district, aiHl at the same time the native

labour force diminished to. a very serious

extent, with the result that not only

were stoping operations necessarily re-

stricted, but the shaft sinking and de-

velopment work, which is of such vital

importance to a mine in the position of

this company, was also retarded. The
effect of these drawbacks was at once
apparent in the reduced tonnage milled,

which, instead of being in the region

of 28,000 to 30,000 tons per month, fell

to between 22,000 and 23,000-—and even
as low as 20,600 tons in the case of June.
Consequently, for the past seven months
the mine has worked at a steady loss of

anything between i;i,000 and i:2,.500 per

month. I admit that, at first sight, it

would appear absurd to carry on, milling

under such circumstances, and that the

better course would be to shut down the

pro])erty for the present, and await the

more normal conditions in regard to

stores and labour which we all trust

will arrive after the termination of the

war. Quite apart, however, from the

disastrous effect which the adoption of

such drastic measures might have upon
the local community concerned, I detest

the idea of closing down a mine so long
as there is a possible chance of pulling

through existing difficulties, and I am not
yet at all convinced that the returns for

recent months are a true reflex of the

possibilities of the Roodepoort United.

The efficiency of the workers as a whole,

both white and native, although recently

showing some advance, is still un-

doubtedly capable of considerable im-

provement, and if this is brought about I

have no hesitation in saying that, not-

withstanding the burdens of increased

costs due to war conditions which are felt

most especially by a struggling mine, we
can at least make the revenue equal the

expenditure, and should even show a
small margin of profit. We have therefore

decided to continue operations for a

further period of a few months, and if

the result be such as I have foreshadowed,

we shall continue so long as we are able

to make both ends meet, because, after

all, if we can make only a nominal profit

in such difficult times as these, it is

obvious that we should do appreciably

better after the war. A company, such

as this, possessing a record of many years

of successful gold production, once having
shut down its property might have con-

siderable difficulty in subsequently re-

opening, whereas to have been able to

carry on through a period of great stress

would undoubtedly be a very great en-

couragement towards continuing, and even
expanding, operations when that stress

has disappeared.

VAN RYN GOLD MINES ESTATE,
LTD.

The working profit of this Company
for the eight completed months of the

current year is .^60,755. This consider-

able drop on the previous standards is

due to several causes. As compared with
pre-war figures, the tonnage milled has
decreased from about 39,000 to the present

level of approximately 32,000 tons per

month, the grade has also fallen from
26s. to an average of 21s. 6d. per ton,

and the costs have risen by roughly 2s.

6d. per ton. The diminished tonnage is

accounted for partly by shortage of native

labour, and partly by the exhaustion of

certain sections of the mine with un-

usually large reef widths, which yielded

big tonnages of ore at a low cost, and
their replacement by other sections where
the reef is appreciably narrower, and
where the conditions of mining are less

favourable. The fall in grade is the

always regrettable, but none the less

inevitable feature of a mine which, after

between 20 and 30 years of active opera-

tion, may be said to have seen its best

days. The rise in working costs is due
entirely to war conditions and to the re-

duction in tonnage milled.

WEST RAND CONSOLIDATED
MINES, LTD.

The results from the mining operations

of this Company for the current year also

reflect the serious effect of the February
floods, coupled with shortage of native

labour. Over 14 inches of rain fell on
the property in the middle of February
during a period of less than 12 hours,
and transformed it into something more
nearly resembling a waterworks than a
gold mine. Normal working conditions
were impossible for many weeks after-
wards, during which, in the instance of
the Rand Shaft, it was a case of pumping
and baling night and day in order to save
the mine from being drowned out
altogether. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that the February and March re-
turns .showed a loss on working, and that
for April and May only nominal profits
of ^1,000 and i'1,300 respectively were
earned. One of the difficulties of this
Company is tliat there exists in the Rand
Shaft underground workings a, water-
bearing fissure which in normal times re-
leases some 250,000 gallons of water daily,
and fully employs the capacity of the
pumping plant installed. We really
require more powerful pumping units, but
it is impossible to obtain these during the
war. Otherwise the_ prospects of this
Company are more satisfactory than when
I addressed you a year ago. The possi-
bilities of the very big mining area held,
of 2,000 claims on Main Reef and over
700 claims on Battery Reef, are such as
to indicate a successful future, and I

may add that the development on botli
reefs at the present time is distinctly en-
couraging.

CINDERELLA CONSOLIDATED
GOLD MINES, LTD.

Beyond recording that the Far East
Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd., have
given formal notice terminating, as from
the 1st November next, the minmg facili-

ties granted to them by the Cmderella
(Jonsolidated (and referred to in my re-

marks to you at our last annual meeting),
I have nothing of fresh interest to say
lo-day with reference to this Company.
I am still, however, strongly convinced
that in the very large holding ot our Cor-
poration in the shares and aebentures of
the Cinderella Company we possess an
asset which will prove one day to be of
considerable value. In this connection, I

may append the following remarks made
from the chair at the annual meeting of
the Company in June last :

—" It is in-

teresting to note from the Chairman's
speech at the recent annual meeting of
the E.R.P. Mines that the development
work in the block of ground held by
that Company, and lying between the
eastern boundary of the Cinderella Deep
and the western boundary of the Central
section of 9ur mine—which was effected,

by arrangement witli your Company, from
our upper workings—had at the end of

last March opened up 108,180 tons of ore
of a value of 6.S dwts. per ton. These
disclosures tend to confirm the indications
previously given by our own development
operations, especially in the dth level con-
necting drive below this particular block,
that our ground between the Deep and
Central sections of our property is of

. very satisfactory value. I may take this

opportunity of correcting a misapprehen-
sion' w'hich appears to exist in the minds
of quite a number of people, here and
elsewhere, i.e., that the future of our
property lies mainly in developing the
reef at increasingly greater depths. This
would undoubtedly have been the position

if our mining area were still confined to

the original Cinderella Deep mine of 289
claims, but by the acquisition in 1010 of

approximately 1,800 additional claims,
we have several liundreds of claims in

our eastern section which can be pro-

spected and developed without going a
single foot deeper than our lowest exist-

ing workings. In other words, the trend
of our mine nowadays is more in a lateral

direction than to the dip—an important
fact to bear in mind when attempting to

make comparisons with the neighbouring
pi'operty and when gauging the possibili-

ties of the future."
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NEW STEYN ESTATE GOLD MINES,
LTD.

The large mining area held by this

Company lies, as you are probably aware,

immediately to the dip °f th« Durban

Eoodepoort and Princess Estate Gold

Mines, and I may add that the major

portion of the area forms the deep level

of that section of the Eoodepoort district

which disclosed, over a period of many

years, very satisfactory values on South

Reef A matter of interest in connection

with our large holding in this Company

is that Tlie Durban Eoodepoort Deep have

just commenced sinking a new circular

shaft in their property, at a point situate

about 900 feet above the northern boun-

dary of the New Steyn ground. Under

ordinary conditions the shaft should reach

the reef horizon in approximately two

years' time, and the subsequent develop-

ment work from it will give us a very

fair indication of the value of the New
Steyn ground in the vicinity, and also of

the lower section of the Eoodepoort

United claims adjoining the eastern

boundary of the Durban Deep.

RAND COLLIERIES, LTD.

I referred last year to the improbability

of anything being done in the direction

of resuscitating this Company until atlsr

the war, and 1 have nothing new to add

except that certain items of plant nave

since been sold by the Company at prices

which should easily cover the cost of

their replacement at a subsequent period,

if required. In the meanwhile, the

monies accruing from these realisations

have been utilised in reducing the Com-

pany's liability to your Corporation. In

assessing the possibilities of this concern,

one should not overlook the fact that m
addition to the gold mine it possesses the

coal rights over an area of 5,903 acres

which may, quite conceivably, be of

future value. In the foregoing remarks

I have attempted to convey a description

of the affairs of each of our subsidiary

companies. As regards the boring opera-

tions on Rand Eietfontein, as I tore-

shadowed last year, further investigation

by boring gave the same disappointing

results as the previous boreholes, and we

therefore abandoned the venture.

Eeference is made in your Directors

Eeport to our unsuccessful tender for the

Govemment Lea«e of the mineral rights

of De Springs. As we are always de-

sirous of obtaining new business ot a

suitable character, we again tendered, in

March of iliis year, for the Lease offered

by the Government of the mineral riglits

of the western portion of the farm De

Eietfontein. We made a very fair offer,

and were frankly disappointed m receiv-

ing an intimation that we had been un-

successful. We were still more dis-

appointed and astonished, however, sub-

sequently to find that the offer made by

the tenderers was on a basis less favour-

able to the Government than our own, so

far as the consideration payable to the

Government was concerned. We there-

fore wrote to the Minister of Mines,

stating our inability to understand why

our oiler had been declined, and intimat-

ing that if the acceptance by Government

of tenders is not subject to the natural

influence of the highest bona fide offer,

it would be impossible either for us or

any other linancial house to know on

what basis to make future tenders. We
received a reply to the effect that it is

not the policy of the Government to

give reasons in regard to acceptance or

non-acceptance of tenders, but adding

that the slight superiority in .scale offered

by us as against that of the accepted

tenderer was more than counterbalanced

by " other features " of the latter's offer.

Now, gentlemen, let us examine these

"other features." According to the

official communication as given to Reuter's

Agency and subsequently published, they

were two in number : (1) that a portion

of the initial issue of the capital of the

company to be formed by the successful

tenderers would be offered to the public

for subscription at par, and (2) that

facilities would be granted by the Springs

Mines, Ltd., to expedite the development

of the lease area. I strongly contend that

neither of these " features " should have

been allowed to influence the Govern-

ment, for the following reasons : As

regards (1), i.e., the offer to the public

of a proportion of the shares of the new

company, we had ourselves arranged in

the event of our tender being successful

to offer 200,000 shares at par to the public

of the Union, with options on a further

200,000 shares for a period of several

years. We did not, however, include

this in our actual tender for the simple

reason that, when tendering in October,

1916, for the lease of the Government

ground on Brakpan, we included an offer

to the public of 350,000 shares at par, but

were subsequently informed that the

Mining Leases Board could not take this

offer into consideration, inasmuch as no

such condition bad been stipulated in the

Government notice calling for tenders

j

With reference to the second " feature

of the offer by our successful competitors,

i.e., the facilities to be granted by the

Springs Mines, Ltd., let me remind you

that it was distinctly stated by the Gov-

ernment in the instance of this Lease that

applications must be on the basis of the

formation of a company to work the

ground as a separate j'^oposition, and it

was very clearly understood by every-

body interested that this new condition

had been deliberately introduced by the

Government lor the purpose of eliminat-

ing the big pull that adjoining companies

had possessed in the instance of previous

Leases for offering facilities for
'
amal-

gamation—and ot, therefore, possibly

obtaining a larger number of tenders by

attracting applications • from financial

houses wnich did not control mining areas

adjoining the Government ground under

Cher, burely, then, in taking into account

the offer of lacilities through the Springs

Mines, the Government absolutely de-

parted from the new principle laid down

by it (no doubt after full consideration),

and so clearly indicated in its notice call-

ing for tenders? But, apart from this

astonishing negation of its own conditions,

a further very practical reason why the

Ciovernment should not have allowed the

facilities in question to weigh with it,

in deciding the merits of the different

offers, was that our Corporation could and

would have obtained similar facilities had

we succeeded in securing the lease. There

can be no question about this, because the

Board of the Springs Mines could not,

in justice to their shareholders, have re-

fused reasonable facilities for the grant-

ing of which we should have been pre-

pared to offer a valuable consideration

over and above the actual cost of the

work involved. Naturally, these re-

marks apply to any other financial com-

pany which might successfully have

tendered : the exchange of facilities in

such matters as these is of common
occurrence as between mining houses and

companies on these fields. Naturally,

also, we could not very well previously

have approached the Board of the Springs

Mines on the matter, in view of th« fact

that the control is in tlie hands of people

whom we knew to be almost certain com-

petitors ! I have dealt with this matter

at some length because it is, to my mind

at least, obvious that we have not re-

ceived the treatment or consideration to

which we were entitled. I may remind

you tliat we have been bona fide, tenderers

for every Government Lease offered

during recent years, and, as you can

readily appreciate, it is no light matter

to make the necessary financial arrange-

ments for the huge sums of money in-

volved in these Leases, especially in our

case, where prosperity and good fortune

have for some considerable time been

lacking. I can only assume that the

vision of the introduction of millions of

American capital to this country had a

sub-conscious influence on the Government

authorities responsible for the decision of

these Leases : the monies for the raising

of which we had provided in the event

of obtaining the Lease, were admittedly

South African and local. Still, I should

have thought that, if any preference is

to be given {which I neither expect nor

ask for), it should be to those «ho have

already over a long period of years been

responsible for the introduction and ex-

penditure of millions of capital for the

benefit of this country.

EFFECT OF WAR CONDITIONS.

In his address at the last annual meet-

ing of the Chamber of Mines, in March

of this year, the President referred to

the total burden of increased costs borne

by the Industry as then amounting to

over ^£5,000,000 per annum. It can safely

be stated that any variation during the

past six months has been in the direction

of enlarging, rather than reducing, that

figure. For the purpose of illustrating

the effect of these burdens so far as our

group is concerned, I have had statistics

prepared giving a comparison of the

actual cost of stores, labour, etc., as at

June, 1914, and of the corresponding ex-

penditure at the present time. The in-

creased outlay on stores, active service

pay, war bonus and higher rates of pay,

and the additional holiday concessions,

represents a total of not less than 3s. 3d.

per ton milled. I wish to emphasise the

poi*, that this is the direct effect on

working costs only, and is exclusive

altogether of the war levy on profits and

the increased gold realisation charges : I

have left these out of my calculations

because the gold realisation charges are

not debited to working ..costs under our

.system of accounts, but are deducted from

the value of the gold won, and the war

levy is of course a tax on profits, which

only affects to an appreciable extent such

of our subsidiaries as are able to earn a

substantial margin of revenue over ex-

penditure. Now I want you to realise

clearly the effect of this 3s. 3d. per ton,

and with this object in view I translate

it into the following statement showing

what it amounts to per month and per

annum in the instance of the producing

mines of our group :

—

§1 §3

S S 2 3

Mine. ^ „„'^„„
Aurora West United ... 2,220 26,600

Meyer and Charlton ... 2,250 27,000

New Goch Gold Mines 1,640 19,700

Roodepoort United ... 3,600 43,200

Van Ryn Estate 3,970 47,600

West Band Cons 5,660 67,900

Group .£19,340 .£232.000

If you take the total extra cost per an-

num, as given in the above statement,

and add it to the working profit for 1917

shown in the references to each of our

working companies in the directors re-

port of the Corporation for last year, you

will be able to get a better idea of the

probable results of those companies had

we been operating under the conditions

prevailing before the war. But to make

a still fuller comparison it would be

necessary to add to the probable profit an

amount equal to approximately 1 per cent,

of the total value of the gold produced

by each company, representing the in-

creased cost of realising our gold under

the existing arrangements with the

Bank of England, and then a further

amount equivalent to S per cWt. on the

total working profit so arrived at, in re-

spect of the extra taxation imposed by

the Union Government in consequence of

the war. The foregoing details constitute

the direct burdens, but there are also
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other disabilities with which we have
to contend, and most of which are attri-

butable to the intiuence of war condi-
tions, such as :

—

(1) A general shortage of skilled white
men.

(2) A serious shortage of natives, and
consequent reduction of tonnage mined,
with resultant decrease of revenue and
increased working cost per ton milled
owing to the standing charges having to

bo distributed over a smaller tonnage.

(3) A less efficient type of native be-

ing recruited for the mines, possibly as
the result of sending a native labour con-

tingent to Europe and of the opening up
of new industries.

(4) The inferior quality of certain
classes of stores, as compared with pre-

war standards.

(5) Ihe shorter hours worked, notably
AS regards the Saturday shift.

I think you will agree that even a por-

tion of the many adverse conditions
above described would constitute a pretty
severe burden to carry, but taken to-

gether—as they . have to be—they repre-

sent a combination which, especially in

the instance of the low-grade mines,
threatens to pfove overwhelming. It

must not be overlooked that in the case

of those mines (and they are increasing
in number almost every month) which,
although showing a small working profit,

are actually running at a loss by reason
of the gross profit being insufficient to

cover additional outgoings such as miners'
phthisis compensation, debenture interest,

and other extraordinary expenditure not
included in working costs, the deficit has
'up to the present been provided either
out of funds in hand or by loans from
tbj controlling house, and that there is a
limit to both these sources, which is

rapidly approaching. We have been in-

formed repeatedly by the Home Govern-
ment that it is vitally necessary in the
interests of the Empire that the gold out-

put, shall be maintained at the highest

possible level. That this may be done,

it is obvious that some form of relief for

those mines rendered temporarily unpro-
fitable owing to war conditions is impera-
tive. The question of the form of such
relief is one that has engaged much atten-

tion for some time past, and different

specifics have been proposed, discussed

and debated at great length— I might al-

most say ad nauseam. \Ve have experi-

enced a Select Committee of the Union
House of Assembly, which reported on
the subject six months ago ; more re-

cently, there have been meetings in Lon-
don of the representatives of the gold

producers of the Empire, at which sug-

gestions have been made and resolutions

passed ; and still later, we hear of a com-
mittee of investigation being formed.
In the meantime, nothing tangible has
resulted, and the position is becorains
more and more acute. There is an old

proverb to the effect that while the grass
is growing the horse may starve ; it

rather looks as if it may be our unfortu-
nate destiny to represent a practical de-
monstration of the adage, and that, un-
less sometliing is done without further
delay, several of the mines must inevit-

ably cease operations. This statement is

no new one. Repeated representations of
the position have been made by the Pre-
sident of the Chamber of Mines and the
Mining Houses for some time past. It

would be idle to recapitulate what has
been said on these occasions, since the
position is already very clearly under-
stood ; but, at the same time, I want to
sound a final note of warning and to urge
the Imperial Authorities^since they are
the only body to whom, under present
conditions, we can look for relief—to
move in the matter before it is too late.
The question as to the particolar form
of relief, whether it should be by remis-
sion of the gold realisation charges, or
by subsidising in some shape or other the
poorer mines, has at the present acute

stage become of secondary importance to
thd urgent necessity tor sucii reiiel—no
matter of what nature—to be forthcom-
ing immediately and to be of such a sub-
stantial cnarai;ier as to be of real assist-
ance, that IS the position, stated plainly,
and surely, with tne struggling mines
which constitute the bulk ui me gold
producers ut our group, we should be in a
position to jtiage. 1 might add that the
gravity of tne situation has evidently
been grasped by one section of this com-
munity, viz., our white workers on the
mines, if one may draw an oovious infer-
ence trora tne overwhelming majority
with which they have accepted the latest
proposals of the Chamber oi Mines in re-
gard 10 war bonuses and other matters of
Working conditions.

NATIVE LABOUR.

In the earlier portions of my address 1
made references to the shortage of native
labour experienced on tne nimes during
the last eighteen months, to its adverse
ellecf upon working at proper efficiency,
and to the l»ct that on most of the pro-
perties we are introducing jack hammer
Oril.s in the endeavour to maue good the
dehciency in tonnage. So lar, our ex-
perience has been tnat these drills are
proving a most useful substitute lor ham-
mer buys, and 1 am most hopetul that
the innovation has come to stay. In
making this statement 1 do not mean to
imply that the existing types of the
macnine will necessarily aliow for the
gradual elimination of hand drilling, but
tnat, havuig regard to the undoubted
assistance which they are giving, and the
great demand that will toUow any
material improvement in their design, it
13 not unreasonable to anticipate that
such improvement will be found possible
of accomplishment in the comparative.y
near future. If, like myself, you can
go back over many years during which
one of our greatest oittieulties has been
th-? constantly recurring periods of native
labour shortage, you wiU readily appre-
ciate the boon which an efficient and eco-
nomical mechanical stoping drill would
represent to the managements of the
mines, especially in view of the new in-
dustries springing up both here and in
other parts of South Africa, which natu-
rally absorb an increasing number of na-
tives who woiUd otherwise be available
for the Witwatersrand gold mines. I
attach very great importance indeed to
the potentialities of the jack hammer type
of drill, and am frank.y sanguine as to
its ultimate lasting success, notwithstand-
ing our experiences and disappointments
in respect of other promising machine
drills in past years.

WHITE LABOUR.

I am not desirous of extending my
address to a wearisome or undue length
but I think it would be leaving out one
of the most important features in con-
nection with our industry if I omittedm ray remarks to-day a reference to our
white employees, especially in these times
when the future relationship between em-
ployer and employed is a matter of ear-
nest thought and discussion throughout
civilised countries. As regards the mines
of the Witwitersrand, the subject has
passed the initial stages, and has mate-
rialised into working conditions which
probably are unequalled the world over.
' Let us examine these conditions and
see what they really amount to. To
start with, we have agreed to a bisic
minimum rate below which no white
workman may be employed on the mines.
We have established in every diss of
employment minimum rates of pay—this
minimum being fixed at a level ' which
practically represents the standard wage
for skilled workers. We have reduced
the working hours of both underground
and surface men, without any correspond-

ing reduction of wages. We have insti-
tuted an exceptionally generous scheme
of annual holidays on full pay, the length
of the holiday varying from a minimum
of a fortnight in the case of surface men
up to lour weeks for underground work-
men with three years' service. In the
endeavour to bring about better relations
between the employers and the men, we
have established facilities for Concilia-
tion Boards, where matters which affect
working conditions can be discussed at
round table conferences, and we have in-
stituted joint Reference Boards, to which
any individual dispute which is found
difficult of settlement between the man-
agement and the men concerned can be
referred for discussion and award.

In all Jiio preliminaries and negotia-
tions leading up to these concessions we
have, as a group, given our ready and
willing support to the Chamber of Mines,
because we have hoped that we should
attain to a better understanding between
our employees and ourselves ; that we
should realise more settled industrial
conditions, and that, from the point of
view of onr shareholders, an all-round
improvement in efficiency would result.
In regard to the relations with our em-
ployees, there can be no doubt that a
better feeling does exist, but when we
come to investigate the position from the
point of view of improved efficiency, 1
am bound to say that the hoped-for re-
sult has not materialised. In agreeing
to reduce the working time of the me-
chanics to 48 hours per week, and of the
underground workers to 48^ hours bank-
to-bank, we were influenced to a large
extent by the assurances of the represen-
tatives of the men concerned that no loss
in total output of work would result.
This was a matter of considerable im-
portance to us, because, during the war
especially, it is essential— I might almost
say vital—that there shall be no decrease
in the volume of work accomplished.
On the question of actual results I can,
of course, only speak definitely with re-
gard to the mines under our control, and
it is with regret I have to state that the
shorter hours now being worked have
had a distinctly adverse influence on the
results obtained. In addition to this,
there can be no doubt that, taking our
group as a whole, the general efficiency
of the men is distinctly below the pre
war standard. Th's is most discnurag
ing. The substantial improvements in
working conditions and rates of pay to
which we have committed ourselves are
costine: a very large amount of money,
and this, added to the increased exneii-
diture directly due to war cond'tions,
has largelv n.esisted in bringing several
of our subsidiary companies into their
present precarious position. T do not
grudfre the concessions we have made,
and I svmpathise to a large extent with
the efforts of the workers to improve the
conditions of their employment; but,
surely, after what we have done from
our side, we are entitled to exnect some
return from them. It is an indisputable
fact that the serous difficulties with
which several of the lower grade mines
now have to contend could be appreciably
lessened if thev could obtain a beffer
standard of efficiency from their white
employees. I do not for one moment
sutraest the expenditure of an excessive
amount of energy or labour on the part
of the men concerned. At mo.e than one
mine of this group it is quite ohvions
that even averaee pfficiencv. such as we
previnnslv obtained, would certninJv re-
sult in the conversion of actual losses
into a marsin of profit. I would ask our
eniplnyees to bear in mind what this
means, and to realise that, not onlv from
a moral, but also from a material point
of view, it is dlrncflv in flieir own in-
terests to give us h'^tor efficiVi'cv, since
bv so doinc- thev w-ll protect their mexns
of livelihood, by assistfno- us to keep the
mines runninsr. I wish to sav quite
frankly that in my considered opinion it
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is futile to expect that, in the event of

a considerable number of low-grade mines

having to close down operations in the

near future, the whole of the workmen

at present employed by them could sub-

sequently be absorbed by those com-

panies, more fortunately situated, which

would still be able to continue opera-

tions. It would be impracticable for

inost of the surviving mines to make the

necessary arrangements above and below

ground which would enable tliem to find

work for any substantial addition to their

white labour complements, and even in

the cise of those mines where such ar-

rangements could be made, a considerable

time would elapse after the closing down

of the poorer properties before the change

could be effected, during which unem-

ployment would inevitably occur.

The foregoing review, so far as it re-

lates to the various interests under our

pianagement and to the affairs of the

Corporation, is necessarily of a disap-

pointing character, by reason of the diffi-

culties with which we have been and still

are faced. These difficulties and set-

backs are quite exceptional, however,

and we must not allow ourselves to be

junduly influenced by them in taking a

view of the position. They are, of

course, the result of the abnormal con-

ditions under which we are to-day living

.^after more than four years of a devas-

tating war such as has never been experi-

enced in previous history. I would the^-

fore isk you to bear in mind that in spite

of the stress of these circumstances we
have been able to keep our beads above

water, and 1 think you will agree we
are justified in anticipating that after

the termination nf the war, when theie

will be a gradual return to more normal

conditions, we shall be enabled to work
war present ^jroducing mines on a more
profitable basis, and thit the outlook for

resuscitating such propositions as the

Cinderella Consol'dated and Eand Col-

lieries, and transforming their existing

unproductiveness into active sources of

revenue, will be materially improved.

I, have much pleasure in again record-

ing our appreciation of the services ren-

dered bv the heads of the several depart-

ments, both financial and technical, and

the other members of the staff of the

Corporation, at the Head Office and also

at the London and Paris Offices. I am
pleased to say that there have been no

changes during the past year, except that

Mr. Kobert Pill, who resigned his posi-

tion as Technical Adviser to the Corpora-

tion and to our subsidiary companies, in

order to take up war work, has now been

succeeded by Mr. ErroU Hay, whose long

experience on the Rand will, 1 ara sure,

be of considerable benefit to us.

The motion adopting the Report and

Accounts was seconded by Mr. Arthur

French and carried unanimously.

The Chairman stated that, in terms ot

the Articles of Association, Mr, Martin

Luebeck retires from the Board of Dir-

ectors, and that he had much pleasure m
proposing his re-election. This was se-

conded by Mr. J. V. Blinkhom and car-

ried unanimously.
.

In proposing the re-election of the

Auditors, the Chairman expressed his

great regret, and that o^ his colleagues

on the Board, at the recent death of Mr,

W S Ogle, the senior partner of the

firm of W S. Ogle & Co.. who had been

the London auditors to the Corporation

practically from its inception, Messrs

Douglas, Low & Co. were re-appointed

auditor.'!' in .Johannesburg, and Messrs,

W. S. Ogle and Co. in London, the re-

muneration voted for services during the

past vear being 225 guineas and £150 re-

spectively.

.This concluded the proceedings.

KLEINFONTEIN ESTATES AND
TOWNSHIP, LTD.

The Seventeenth Ordinary General

Meeting of Shareholders of the Klein-

fontein Estates and Township, Ltd-, was

held in the Board Room, National Bank

Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannes-

bur", on Wednesday, ths 25th day of

September '

1918. Mr. Wm. Daliymple

pre.';ided, and there were also present :

Messrs. Edw. H. Read, W. J. Gau, W.
H. B. Frank, A. G. Gill, Monsieur Le

Comte F. de Ferriares. and L. S. Ray-

mond (Secretary). The Chairman de-

clared the Meeting duly constituted, and

the Notice convening it was read by the

Secretary. The Proceadings of the

Sixteenth Ordinary General Meeting of

Shareholders, held on 26th September,

1017, were confirmed, and th« Directors'

R2port and Statements of Accounts for

the year ended 30th June, 1918, as laid on

the table, were taken as read. The

Secretary read the' Auditors' Report. The
Chairman said : Gentlemen,—The Reports

of the Directors and Statements of

Account for the year ended 30th June,

1918, are before you for your considera-

tion. The total profit earned during the

period amounted to d£18,547, after de-

ducting an amount of MobS for deprecia-

tion. This, together with the amount
of JE287 brought forward from last year
gives a total of ^618,834, which was dealt

with in the Appropriation Account, as

follows :—Government taxation, .£556 ;

Dividends, ^614,875; leaving a balance to

be carried forward of £'i,iO'S. Three farm
plots and 80 stands were sold during the
year. At the 31st August, 1918, the total

contents of the dams was 852,000,000, as

compared with 394,000,000 gallons at the
corresponding date in 1917. An applica-

tion has been made foi a further exten-

sion of the Benoni Township, in order

that Township Title may be obtained for

certain agricultural lots that have been

sold to the west and north of the existing

Township. This application is now under
consideration of the Township's Board.

The Municipality has built a road over

the bottom dam, which now ^ives free

access to the Northern Extension. The
Company assisted the Municipality with

a grant of dKBOO, and a loan of ^61,200

towards the cost of thi.s road. During
the last rainy season a considerable

amount of water collected in a small pan
in the Township, flooding a number of

stands. Arrangements were made with

the Municipality to drain this airea at a

cost to the Company of JE324. I now
move the adoption of the Reports and
Accounts before you, and the confirmation

of the action of the Directors in de-

claring Interim Dividends Nos. 33, 34

and .35, totalling 17^ per cent. The
motion was second?d by Mr. Gill, and
carried. Monsieur Le Comte de Ferrieres

moved that the retiring Directors. Messrs.

Wm. Dalrymple and A. G. Gill, be re-

elected. This was seconded by Mr. Gau,
and carried. The Cliairman moved, and
Monsieur Le Comte de Ferrieres seconded,

the reappointment of the Auditors,

Messrs. C. L. Andersson and Company
and F W. Diamond and English, for the

ensuing year, and that their remuneration
for the past audit be fixed at one hundred
guineas each. The proceedings then ter-

minated.

JOHANNESBURG CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENT

OOI^PANY, LIMITED.

(Incorporated in the Transvaal).

Notice of General Meeting of Shareholders.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Ordinary General

Meeting of Shareholders in the above-named Company will be held

in the Board Room of the Johannesburg Consolidated Investment

Company, Limited, Consolidated Building, Fox Street, Johannes-

burg, on TUESDAY, the 26th November, 1918, at 11 o'clock in the

forenoon, for the purposes following :

—

To receive and consider the Statement cf Accounts and Balano*

Sheet for the period ending the 30th June, 1918, and the

report of the Directors and Auditors thereon.

To elect four Directors in place ot thrse retiring, in terms of

the Company's Articles of Association.

To elect Auditors, and to fix their remuneration for the past

financial year, and to transact any other ordinary business

of the Company.

By Order- of the Board,

W. H. MARDALL,
Secretary.

Johannesburg -

30th September, 1918.
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New Companies.

The following is a list of new companies registered in June, 1918:

5568. V. S. Pillay and Sons, Ltd., 394, Boom Street, Indian Bazaxr,

Pretoria; capital, £300. Private company.

5569. Abdool Gani, Ltd., 4Vl, Boom Street, Pretoria; capital, £500.

Private company.
5570. P. Murugan and Sons, Ltd., 596, 20th Street, Vrededorp;

capital, £500. Private company.

5571. The Lee Boot Factory, Ltd., VU, Riggik Street, Johannesburg;

capital, £1,000. Private company.

5572. Inaustrial finance and Trust Co., Ltd., 16, New Court Build-

ings, Market Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £50. Private com-

pany.

5573. The South African Horse-Shoe .Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 65,

Schul'art Street, Pretoria; capital, £au"0. Private company.

5574. Haiezje© and Shaikh, Ltd., 16i, Market Street, Johannesburg;
capital, £1,000. Private company.

5575. Constantia Buildings, Ltd., 268, Church Street, Pretoria; capi-«

tal, £6,000. Private company.
5576. Central- African Finance and Developing Co., Ltd., 80, Avenue

Boad, Fordsburg; capital, £3,000. Private company.
6577. McEwan's Building Co., Ltd., office of G. 1. Hoftman, Gros-

venor Chambers, 36a, Loveday Street, Johannesburg ; capital,

£4,000. Private company.
5579. The Hamidia Masjid Society, 24a, Market Street, Johannesburg

;

capital £7. Section 21.

5580. D. S. Bamath, Ltd., Helen Street, Amersfoort; capital, £3,600.

Private company.'
5581. Bamni Trust, Ltd., 12, Rosenberg Arcade, 58, Market Street,

Johannesburg; capital, £1,000. Private company.
5582. The Parktown North Masonic Hall Co., Ltd., Residence of H.

Comber, Bymewood, Seventh Avenue, Parktown North, Johan-
nesburg ; capital, £2,000. Private company.

5583. Taynoor, Ltd., 39, Market Street, Johannesburg; capital, £100.
Private company.

5584. West Springs, Ltd., 2nd Floor, The Corner House, Commissioner
Street, Johannesburg; capital, £1,400,000. Private company.

5585. Suliman Moosa Cassim, Ltd., corner of King Edward and Relief

Streets, Potchefstroom ; capital, £1,000. Private company.
5586. I. B. Joffe, Ltd., 57, Becker Street, Newtown, Johannesburg;

capital, £200. Private company.
5587. Hfath's Hotel Buildings, Ltd., 121, Commissioner Street, Johan-

nesburg ; capital, £25,000. Private company.
5588. Simla Estate, Ltd., 5, Bell's Buildings, Main and Harrison

Streets, Johannesburg ; capital, £500. Private company.
5589. Frank Stevens, Ltd., Silberman's Buildings, End Street, Johan-

nesburg ; capital, £5,000. Private company.
5590. The Magnet Chemical Work.s, Lta., 73, Fox Street, Johannes-

burg ; capital, £2,000. Private company.
5691. Witbank Trading Co., Ltd., Zeekoewater, P.O. Wilbank District,

Middelburg ; capital, £400. Private company.
5592. The Premier Paper Mills, Ltd., 14, Brown's Buildings, Love-

day Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £10,000. Private company.
5593. Fordsl'uig Plumbing Works, Ltd., 201, Main Street, Fordsburg;

capital, £17,290. Private company.
5594. Clothing and Shirt Manufacturers, Ltd., 214, Commissioner

Street, .Johannesburg; capital, £4,500. Private company.
5595. Knight Light Company, Ltd., 1. New Court Buildings, Market

Street, Johannesburg; capital, £1,000. Private company.
5596. The Municipal Magazine, Ltd., 27, Henwood's Arcade, Presi-

dent Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £1,000. Private company.
5597. Naike, Ltd., 18, Barkley Arcade, Market Street, Johannesburg;

capital, £2,000. Private company.
5598. Central Lime Works, Ltd., Western Lime Co. Siding, Roode-

poort. No. 22, adjoining Ventersdorp ; capital, £1,500. Private
company.

5599. Vv.is, Ltd.. 356, Vermeulen Street, Pretoria; capital, £600.
Private company.

5600. The Griffin Engineering Co., Ltd., 94, Main Street, Johannes-
burg; capital, £75.000. Private cnmpniiy.

FOREIGN COMPANY.'
5578. Mancanese, Ltd.. care of Harry Hym.in, 65, Stock E.Kchange

Buildings, Fox Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £50,000.

ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO FOREIGN COMPANIES.
,4646. Southern Van Ryn Reef G.M. Co., Ltd., Johannesburg.
4477. Spitzkop Collierv, Ltd., Johannesburg.
46'16. Southern Van Ryn Reef G.M. Co., Ltd., Johannesburg.
4943. New Compound Diamonds, Ltd., Johannesburg.

CHANGE OF N.4ME.

6306. Wineberg, Ltd., to Cafe Pollock Ltd.. Johannesburg.
5107. The LTnion Mica Mines. Ltd., to The Union Mica and Corundum

Mines, Ltd., Johannesburg.

PROSPECTUSES.
African Canning and Packing Company, Ltd., Johannesburg.

5584. West Springs, Ltd., Johannesburg.

SPECIAL AND EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTIONS.
4391. Picot and Company, Ltd., Johannesburg. Increase of capital.

4912. The Standard I5rass Foundry, Ltd., Johannestairg. Increase of

canital.

4563. M.E. Furniss, Ltd., Johannesburg. Alteration of articles.

1915. Co-onerative Exchange Yard, Ltd., Johannesburg, Alteration of

articles.

2196. Balcony Tea Rooms, Ltd., Johannesburg. Change of name.
4835. Promoters, Ltd., Johannesburg. (Liquidation.

4690. The Industrial Commercial and Land Agency, Ltd.. Johannes-
burg. Powers of Directors.

2905. Veruite Mints, Ltd,, Johannesburg. Alteration of articles,

6305. Pretoria Iron Mines, Ltd., Pretoria. Increase of capital.

5066. The French Tea and Coffee Co., Ltd., Johannesburg. Allotment
of shares.

5162. Lesser Minerals Trust, Ltd., Pretoria. Increase of capital.

5284. Harvester Diamond Mining Co., Ltd., Johannesburg. Liquida-
tion.

1046. Standard Buildings, Ltd., Johannesburg. Alteration of articles.

3403. Club Benoni, Ltd., Benoni. Alteration of articles.

3110. Umbelosi Tin and Exploration Co., Ltd., Johannesburg.
Destruction of books.

4065. Leon Levson Studios, Ltd., Johannesburg. Destruction of booka.

5452. The Scala Theatre, Ltd., JohannesUurg. Liquidation.

NOTICES OF INCREASE OF CAPITAL.
4391. Picot and Co., Ltd., Johannesburg; from £2,000 to £2,500.

4912. Standard Brafis Foundry, Ltd., Johannesburg; from £5,000 to

£10,000.
4711. Wilfrftl Cassere, Ltd., Johannesburg; from £2,000 to £10,000.
5231. Mining Timber and Produce Co., Ltd., Johannesburg; from

£1,000 to £4,500.
4414. Lawrence Riordan and Co., Ltd., Johannesburg; from £1,000 to

£3,000.

5213. Witfontein Fruit Farms, Ltd., Johannesburg; from £2,000 to

£3,000.

5117. Union Tin Mines (Roodewal Olifants River), Ltd., Johannes-
burg; from £8.500 to £9,000.

5305. The Pretoria Iron Mines, Ltd., Pretoria; from £25,000 to
£35,000.

3944. Johannesburg Motor Mart, Ltd., Johannesburg; from £55,000
to £100,000.

5162. Lesser Minerals Trust, Ltd., Pretoria; from £1,500 to £3,000.

NOTICES OF LIQUIDATION.
4835. Promoters, Ltd., Johannesburg; capital, £2,000. Voluntary.
5284. Harvester Diamond Mining Co., Ltd., Johannesburg; capital,

£1,500. Voluntary.
5452. The Scala Theatre, Ltd., Johannesburg; capital, £15,000.

Voluntary,

NOTICES OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
3297. Bourne and Co., Ltd., care of Arthur Penhaligon, Henderson's

Buildings, 60, Von Brandis Street, Johannesburg.
488. Transvalia Land Exploration and Mining Co., Ltd., 29, Church

Square, Pretoria.

2831. Greatrex, Ltd., 112a, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.
4829. Valley Stores, Ltd., 99, Broadway, Bezuidenhoot Valley,

Johannesburg.
5050. Brakpan Foundry, Ltd., Barsdorfs Buildings, Marshall Street,

JohauneslAug.
4619. National Automobile Co., Ltd., 88, Anderson Street, Johannes-

burg.

5503. Bodhan Estates, Ltd., Beiles Buildings, corner Market and West
Streets, Johannesburg.

5484. L. J. Frank Co., Ltd., corner Hanau and Highgate Streets,
Jeppes, Johannesburg.

5368. Koster Butter and Cheese Factory, Ltd., 150, Pritchard Street,
Johannesburg.

4875. Essapore, Ltd., 18, Barkly Arcade, corner Market and West
Streets, Johannesburg.

5309. Anglo-American Corporation of S.A., Ltd., 201, 2nd Floor, The
Corner House, Johannesburg. '

4950. S, Hirschman and Co., Ltd., 117-118, Stock Exchange Buildings,
corner Sauer and Fox Streets, Johannesburg.

4694. John Macaulay, Ltd., 19, Portland House, Commissioner
Street, Johannesburg.

4430. Skefko (S.A.) Ball Bearing Co., Ltd., Meischkes Buildings,
corner Market and Harrison Streets, Johannesburg.

Phooe 4673„
I

Box 316?.

OSBORN'S
III /\rM MANGANESE

CRUSHER SPARES
Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co., Ltd.,
SHEFFIELD uad

JOHANNESBURG
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"INDUSTRY AS USUAL."
LIST OF

Manufacturers & Agents belonging to the British Empire and her Allies.

HERBERT AINSWORTH.
Sngineer and Merchant, 304-307 The Corner House. Johannee-

burg; South African Agent for Green's Patent Fuel EconomiserB,

Canadian Carbide " 8 " Brand, Allis-Chalraers Mfg. Co., Crano

Co., Richard Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd., Kennicott Water

Softener Co., Hartlepool Ropery Co., Ltd., Wood's Colliery

Plants and Winches, Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., Conveying

Weigher Co.

ANDREW, RESTIEAUX & CO.
Manufacturer! of Solders, Bearing Metate, Printers' Alloya, and

all classes of non-ferrous Ingot Material. Proprietors of the

Knoiite Brand of Antifriction Metals.—245 Fox Street, Johan-

nesburg, 'Phone 3753, Telegrams " Andesia."

BARTLE & CO., LTD.
Loveday House, Johannesburg. 'Phones 3553-4. Sole Ageirt»

for Sanderson Broa. & Newbonld. Limited, SheflSeld; F.

Reddaway & Co., Ltd., Manchester; John Shaw, Ltd., Shef-

field; J. W. Roberts, Ltd., Leeds; Gimson & Co., Ltd., Lei-

cester: T. Lister & Co., Ltd., Brighonse; John Davis & Son,

Ltd Derby; McLachlan and Co., Ltd., Darlington; The

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co. ; The Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co. ; The Pittsburg Valve and Fittmgg Co. ;

F. Bartle & Sons, Cam Brea ; and many other well-known

British and American Manufacturers.

BRITISH GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Comer Loveday and Anderson Streets, Johannesburg. Elec-

trical Plant and Supplies of all descriptions. 'Phones 4242-

4243 ; Telegrams, "Current" ; Box 2406. Branches ftt Cape-

town, Durban, Bulawayo, etc.

HUBERT DAVIES & CO., LTD.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, for all kinds of Elec-

trical Machinery and Supplies. Johannesburg, Durban, Cape-

town and Salisbury (Rhodesia).

FATTI'S S.A. MACARONI FACTORY.
Fatti't Macaroni Factories are the suppliers of the mnch-

appreciated Soup-Macaroni for the Mine Boj^s. They inform

the Mine and Compound Managers that in spite of the present

high cost of the flour their price for this healthy and very

nourishing food has been kept at the pre-war level, thus

making MACARONI the MOST ECONOMICAL food of the

present time. For' orders and quotation please apply to Box

1139, or 'Phone 962, Johannesburg.—L. FattI and Co., Ltd.

FRASER & CHALMERS, LTD.
Farrar Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannesburg; alco re-

presenting Holman Bros. ; T. & W. Smith, Ltd. ; Tangyes,

Ltd. ; G. 4 J. Weir, Ltd. ; and many other British Agencies.

HADFIELDS LTD.
(Incorporated in England.)

4647, Cnllinan Buildings. 'Phone 6900, Johannesburg. Cast

Steel Gyrating and Jaw Crushers and Crusher Spares,

Wheels and Axles, Pedestals, Rollers, Pulleys and General

Sleel Castings.

ROBERT HUDSON & SONS, LIMITED.
Works : Gildersome Foundry, near Leeds. 83-4, Cnllinan
Bnildings, 'Phone No. 1731. Telegraphic Address :

" Rale-
tmx." Manufacturers of all classes of Light Railway Material
for Mining and Constractor nse. Rails iu all weights per
yard. Switches and Crossings, Standard Trucks of various
capacities kept in stock.

INGERSOLL-RAND CO.
Exploration Building, Johannesbnrg Air Compressors, Rock
Drills, Hose, Steel, Pneomatic Tools, Cameron Pomps, Leyner
Drill Sharpeners, Davis Calyx Core Drills, Centrifugal
Fompa.

PEARSON'S HYCOL, LIMITED.
Manufacturers of Hycol Disinfectant Fluid {guoranteed eo-

eflScient 18-20) and " Pacolol " Brand of Lysol. Contractors
to Union Government. Works : Hull, Yorkshire. 8.A. Head
Office. 33. Hout Street, Capetown. Branches : Johannesburg,
'Phone 2472, Box 3144; Durban, Box 245.

PHOENIX FOUNDRY.
Iron and Brass Founders, General Engineers and Blacksmiths.
Office and Works: Hay Street, Ophirton. P.O. Box 3031,

Johannesbnrg. 'Phone 1641. Sole Agents for Camtyne Steel

Castings Co., Glasgow. Stocks of 'Tappets, Skip Wheels,
Heads, etc. Casting Specialties : Pipe Fittings, White Iron
Pump Spares and "Tube Mill Liners.

REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.
Consolidated Building (3rd Floor), Johannesburg ; P.O. Box
92; Telephone No. 3061. Sole Agents for North British

Locomotive Co., Ltd. ; Leeds Forge Co., Ltd. ; Babcock and
Wilcock, Ltd. ; Belliss and Morcom, Ltd. ; Davidson and Co.,

Ltd. ; Frank Pearn and Co., Ltd. ;
" Atlas Rock Drills," John

Stephens and Son, Ltd. ; E. and W. Lucas, Ltd. ; John
Spencer and Sons, Ltd. ; and many other high-class British

Manufacturers.

J. V. STANTON & CO.
Southern Life Buildings, Representing: Phoenix Dynamo
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Bradford, England), Electrical

Plant; Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd. (London),
Switchgear, Instruments, "Rex" Fire Extinguishers; Flem-
ing, Birkby and Goodall, Ltd. (Liversedge, Eng.), Tramway
Equipments; Henry Wiggin and Co., Ltd. (Birmingham,
Eng.), Resistance materials; Walsall Hardware Manufacturing
Co. (Walsall, Eng.), Conduits, etc. ; Canadian Porcelain Co.

(Hamilton, Canada), Insulators, etc. Mining Material other
than Electrical, also stocked.

S. SYKES & CO., LTD.
Southern Life Buildings. . Johannesburg. Telephone No. tlQO.

P.O. Box 2303. Telegrams: "Psyche." Sole Agents for

Robey & Co., Ltd., Crossley Bros., Ltd., E. R. & F. Turner,
Ltd., Worthington Pump Co., Ltd., C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd.,

Crompton & Co., Ltd., Reyrolle & Co., Ltd., and Sandyoroft,
Limited.

E. W. TARRY & Co., Ltd., Austral Iron Works
Corner of Anderson and End Streets, Box 1096. 'Phones
149 and 626, Johannesbnrg. Iron and Brass Founders and
General Engineers. Machine Cat Gears in Raw Hide and my
Metal a speciality, and in Cast Iron up to 18 feet diameter.
Sole Manufacturers and Agents for 'Tregaskis Patent Drill

Heating Furnace.

TRANSVAAL GRAPHITE M. & M. CO., Ltd.
(W. M. HUDSON, Managing Director.)

Foundry Plumbago. Flake Graphite. Pipe Jointing. " Murrella "

Boiler Composition. Graphite Pigment. Electrical Graphite, eto.

Offices and Works: 234 Anderson Street, Johannesburg. 'Phone
2560.

WADE & DORMAN, LTD.
Box 2997; Telephone 1460, Johannesburg. Stractoral Steal

Work of all kinds. Large Stocks of Joists, Channels, Angles,

Tees, Plates, Chequered Plates, etc. Agents for British Steel

Piling Co. Stoc'nyard and Works : 217, Main Street.

WHARTON HOOD & CO., LTD.
Box 6096, Telephone 973, Tel. Address :

" Castings." Sole

Agents for Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal; Geo. Christie, Ltd.,

Glasgow; James Walker & Co., Ltd., London; Garlock Pack-
ing Co., New York. Offices: Southern Life Buildings, Johan-
nesburg.

C. F. WIENAND.
Commercial Exchange Boildings, Johannesbnrg; 'Phone 3.

Sole Agent for Toledo Steels of all elaases, Butterlev Iron,

Barwell's Bolts, Scott's Ropes, Mine Lubricants, Ltd. All

highest quality.
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The Springs—West
' Spri;igs Agreement.

Prospecting
Activity.

The agreement between the Springs JNlines and the West
Springs was issued on Friday, and
will appear in our next issue. The
terms seem fair and equitable to

both contracting parties.
# # * «

The statutory meeting of shareholders in West Springs,
I>td., was held on Thursday morning at

West Springs. 10.30 in the Coiner House Board Room
under the chairmanship of Mr. F. R.

Lynch. The share repreijentation totalled 1,261,113. The
chairman explained that this meeting was being held to
comply with the law and formally place on record the posi-

tion up to date. Subsequently, at 10.45, the ordinary meet-
ing of shareholdere was held, at which the share representa-
tion was 1,261,257. Mr. Lynch again presided, and pointed
out that as the company was registered so recently as June
14 they had not had much time for development. The
agreement in connection with mining facilities with Springs
Mines had been entered into, and would be circulated to
shareholders at once. Development on the western side of
Springs Mines was within about 20 feet of the boundary of
West Springs, and he anticipated that their ground would
be entered before the end of this month. The report and
accounts were adopted and the appointment of Jlr. W. L.
Honnold as a director was confirmed. The retiring auditors
were re-appointed. By a printer's error in our last issue,

West Springs, Ltd., was stated to be a private company.
This is, of course, not so.

# * * *
A correspondent writes:

—
"Considerable prospecting is

taking place in the Eastern Transvaal,
where not only are shot drills prospecting
for coal but at least in one instance the
eastern extension of the Heidelberg gold

field is being looked for. We hear that near Panbult, a
station on the Piet Retief railway, about twenty miles south
of .Amsterdam, some Johannesburg people have several shot
drills at work below the Karroo beds trying to find an
easterly extension of the Rand formation. The existence
of the lower Witwatersrand beds has been known for some
time in the neighbourhood of Amsterdam, and the theory is

that it is quite possible for another basin or trough of the
lower Witwatersrand beds to occur between ^Amsterdam and
Heidelberg. On geological grounds there is no reason why
such a basin should not exist, but the whole of the inter-

vening country is so concealed at the surface by Karroo and
other newer geological formations that the discovery of such
a basin will be attended with considerable difficulty. So
far the boring results near Panbult have been kept secret,

but it is rumoured that quartzites have been met with and
despite the difficulties the indications are encouraging. The
line connecting up with the Heidelberg gold field would
apparently pass somewhere to the south of Amersfoort, a
small town about m.idway between Ermelo and Volksrust,
and where the surface is covered by extensive dolorite flows.

The probabilities of finding such a concealed gold field do
not seem promising, but from a geological standpoint it may
appear possible that parallel with the Swazi formation basins

of the lower Witwatersrand beds may exist. There is not

much boring activity to be noticed on the various farms
taken up for coal between Leslie and Bethal, but we hear

that further north, in the vicinity of Steenkoolspruit, a drill

is at work in the lower coal measures. In the country lying

next the railway from Ermelo to Breyten considerable pros-

pecting has been done of lat«, amongst the farms proved

being Bloemfontein, Mooifontein, Uitgefallen and Sterkfon-

tein. The prospecting operations have been carried out by

Natal syndicates, and it is reported that actual mining opera-

tions are likely to be commenced at an early date. Immedi-
ately t-o the south-east of Ermelo extensive prospecting

operations for coal have also just been conchided. The
seam of ceal as regirds thickness was found satisfactory,

but varied considerably in quality, i-unning as high as 26

per cent-, in ash. All hopes of being able to find a market

for the output have therefore been abandoned."

2
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In connection with the announcement of the voluntary
^

liquidation of Henry Merton & Co., The

Henry Merton Times learns that negotiations have

& Co. reached an advanced stage for the transfer

to the Central Mining Investment Cor-

poration of Merton & Co.'s interests in two British manu-

facturing companies which Merton & Co. controlled. The

proposed acquisition will result in an important extension

of the Central Mining and Investment Corporation's opera-

tions in the metal business.

# * » #

All the various coalfields in the Transvaal would seem to

have been visited by the influenza scom-ge,

lnfluenz.a on the and its course is so varied that it is diffi-

Coal Mines. cult to keep track of its progress. At

least half-a-dozen collieries have had to

temporarily close down in the Middelburg district, amongst

them being Oogies, Tweefontein, Coronation and Douglas.

The other collieries are also working much below their full

capacity and may eventually have to close down temporarily

also. Even the South Rand Colliery, in the Heidelberg

district, despite its isolation, is one of the worst sufferers,

whilst again at the Union Collieries, situated in the far away

Breyten district, operations were brought to a standstill.

There are few eolheries indeed where the effects of the

scourge are not being felt, but as the various stoppages are

likely to be of short duration and the demand |or coal has

somewhat fallen of late, it is not anticipated that a coal

famine will result.

# * * *

In regard to the gold question, interesting testimony was

given by Mr. Hennen Jennings before the

The Status of Committee on Ways and Means of the

Cold Miiiing. U.S.A. House of Representatives. He
lays stress on the fact that the Allied

countries produce most of the gold of the world, the British

dominions and the United States, as we have remarked more

than once, contributing about 85 per cent, of the total.

Russia normally yields 5 per cent. more. Of the gold pro-

duced in neutral countries, it may be asserted that the major

part of it is won by aid of British capital and by Anglo-

American engineers. The enemy countries contribute barely

1 per cent, of the world's gold production. Why should we
voluntarily relinquish this advantage by allowing any obstacle

to handicap the vigorous exploitation of gold mines? Sir

Lionel PhiUips's speech on the subject has found a ready

response among those operating gold mines in the United

States. In Canada similar ideas are fermenting. The

Minister of Mines in British Columbia has approved the

suggestion that all war taxes be remitted to gold mining

companies, that the increased freight-rates be abrogated in

favour of low-grade gold mines, and that gold mining be

afforded such assistance as is being granted to other war

industries. It is evident that the gold mining industry of

the world is becoming articulate and is asking for such

public national support as it deserves. We have already

noted the announcement made on July 13, by the War
Industries Board of the U.S.A., that gold mining has been
listed as an essential industry, and all reasonable priority on
material and supplies used in the production of gold will

be given by the Priorities Committee. This action was
taken at the request of the Treasury Department. It is

noteworthy, also, that at a meeting held this week the
London Chamber of Commerce passed a resolution asking

the Government to treat gold production preferentially.

Mr. H. C. Blyth said the Government had been informed
that if they wished the continuance of the supply of gold

they must arrange to give the gold producers a better price.

The board of the East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd., has
recently received the resignation of

The_ E.R.P.M. Captain J. P. Farrar, a director of the
Directorate, company resident in England, who is

represented locally by Mr. W. J. Gau as
his alternate. The board is advised that Captain Farrar
has addressed a letter to the Press in London announcing
his resignation on account of the abandonment of the
southern development scheme after scrutinising the official

report on the subject. The following cable has been sent
to the London Committee for publication:

—" Board East
Rand received bj' cable some ten days ago Farrar's resigna-
tion. Reason given was that the board had abandoned the
southern development scheme from which he differed.

Board now understand that Farrar has since written to the
Press announcing his resignation and stating reason for it.

Any director who differs in policy from the considered
opinion of the rest of his colleagues has clearly the right to
resign his seat, but the somewhat unusual procedure of

publication in the Press requires, in the opinion of the board,
a little added explanation. The first point to note is that
Farrar, having been unable to study on the spot the very
acute problems with which the company has been and is

faced has yet had the advantage of having as his alternate
director on the board in Johannesburg an engineer of stand-
ing, who has had and has taken every opportunity of investi-

gating the position and has realised thoroughly that the
policy of the board was the wise one and indeed the only one
at the present juncture. Sir Harry Ross Skinner, now a"

director of the company and formerly for some years its

superintending engineer, has recently been here and after

studying the position on the spot during the past six months
definitely endorsed the necessity of the board's policy. The
reasons, in the opinion of the board, that made it necessary
to abandon the southern development scheme have been
clearly set before shareholders and finally reiterated and
summarised in the annual report and the chairman's address
at the annual meeting held on the 29th May, which dealt

thoroughly with the various aspects of the problem. Since
then the position of the low-grade mines of the industry and
this mine in particular has grown far more acute. Share-
holders are aware that a monthly working profit of £11,000
is required by the East Rand to meet its standing charges
for debenture service, interest, phthisis compensation and
other items. Working profits for the first eight months of

this year have fallen short of above requirements by a total

of .€50,000 and by the end of the year this encroachment
on the funds of the company will, it is feared, have appre-

ciablj' increased. No more need be said, therefore, than
that the problem facing the company is not the abandon-
ment of the southern scheme, which is mainly the cessation

of the sinking of a new shaft, but whether it can continue
milling or any other operations; in other words, whether it

can continue to live. The board feels that notwithstanding
the present heavy encroachment on the funds of the com-
pany it must continue current operations until the end of

this year and then review the position again. This con-

clusion has been come to in the interest chiefly of its

employees, the community, and the State generally, but it

also has the hope that at the end of this year some
better grade blocks of ore recently developed will be avail-

able for stoping which will thus enable the company bettor

to meet its standing charges, anyway for a portion of 1919.

Board would cordially invite Farrar to study the problem
on the spot and will render him all assistance and every

facility."

* * * *

The Minister of Justice, speaking at Potchefstroom recently,

referred to the question of lotteries.

Lotteries or and stated that hundreds of thousands of

Premium Bonds, pounds were being sent out of the country.
" If it was proved," said he, " that this

sort of thing could not be stopped, it would be better to

have a State-controlled lottery." The S<;7r says that Mr.
De Wet's statement suggests two considerations that have
been frequently urged by correspondents. In the first place,

the problem can be disoussed, not in the light of failure to
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stop practices that may be illegal, but from the point of

view of the benefit to the State of diverting money presently

subscribed to lotteries towards the coffers of the State. It

would be infinitely better to debate the thing on the basis

of a scheme for premium bonds. The advisability will be
admitted on all hands of recruiting to the army of contri-

butors to the State, the small investor who, in the Visual

course of events, is,not attracted by C/overnment securities.

Advocates of the premium bond system take the view that

if money is so freely available for speculation in small sums,
it should be made available for national purposes, and that

the desire to win a dividend on the money so invested

should be employed as a little extra stimulus to investment
in .Government funds. Were Jlr. De Wet to have
" plumped " for the premium bond system he would have
been assured of a good following, though it is also true that

the opponents of the scheme as savouring of " the recogni-

tion of gambling " would muster in strength against any
such policy. The recent Women's Congress of the S.A.

Party passed a resolution in favour of lotteries, and unless

we are mistaken, the Provincial Council has asked for powers
to establish a Provincial lottery, while support of the

principle has been frequently expressed by members of the

general public. The Star contends that so far from invest-

ment in premium bonds being accounted a dangerous spur

to a passion for speculation, they are, on the conti'ury, held

to promote thrift. For our part, we would not be disposed

to quarrel about the form if the principle of State-controlled

lotteries be accepted by the Government.

The report of the Eldorado Banket Gold Mining Company
for the year ended 31st March last states

Eldorado that the profits on operations amounted to

Banket. £51.297, which added to ie61,698 brought
forward makes a total of £112,995. Out

of this the undermentioned dividends, amounting to

£45,000, and the directors' percentage of profits, £1,500,
have been paid; also £2,710 has been .provided on the advice

of the local directors to meet repairs and replacements
effected during the year and so maintain the renewals and
replacements fund at the sum of £5,000, at which it stood at

the begimiing of the year, leaving to be carried forward
£63,785. The following dividends have been paid : No. 19

of 7i per cent. (Is. 6d. per share), paid 27th July, 1917;
No. 20 of 7^ per cent. (Is. 6d. per share), paid 31st

January, 1918; No. 21 of 7^ per cent. (Is. 6d. per share) in

respect of current year, paid 31st July, 1918. During the

year 48,629 tons were crushed, having an average value of

11385 dwts. The actual extraction at 939 per cent, of the

head value continued excellent, although mainly owing to

the reduction in the grade of the ore treated it was slightly

below that of previous years. The value of the yield

amounted to £114,011, which, after deducting working costs,

leaves £55,167. Sundry revenue amounted to £838. Work-
ing costs showed an increase of Is. 8d. per ton, due to the

rise in the price of stores under war conditions and expen-

diture on clearing the old main incline shaft when it became
obstructed by extensive falls of hanging wall rock. The gold

in reserve amounted to 2,325 ozs. valued at £9,765. A
considerable amount of development and prospecting was
done at the 20th and 21st levels—the deepest part of the

mine^but the results were so poor and discouraging that

this work was discontinued, and operations underground
were reduced to stoping and drawing ore for the mill.

Although no additions from development could thus be made
to the ore reserves, 28,035 tons were obtained from excess

ore, with the result that the reserves at 31st March, .1918,

amounted to 31,700 tons, averaging 9'9 dwts., or a decrease

of only 20,594 in tonnage and 0'7 dwt. in value. The dis-

appointing results from development in depth appear to

hold out practically no hope of making further remunerative

discoveries; at the same time no indication of any changes

underground that might lead to new ore bodies being found

will be neglected. The reserves at the 31st March were
equivalent to eight months' milling, but excess ore- will

naturally necessitate a longer period, though to what extent

cannot be definitely estSnated.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

COAL AND IRON.

The emergence of South Africa as an iron producer lends
extraordinary interest to an article in the April Nineteenth
Century, by Mr. J. Ellis Barker, on coal and iron and the
domination of the world. Mr. Barker shows very clearly

that " coal and iron are the twin foundations of the modern
manufacturing industries and of modern commerce, and
they are at the same time the principal sources of national

power, wealth, and population and, therefore, of national

armed strength. The pre-eminence of the Anglo-Saxon
nations and of Germany in the manufacturing industries,

in wealth, and in national power is due not merely to racial

causes, as is often asserted, but largely, and probably princi-

pally, to a mineralogical cause—to the fact that Providence
has given gigantic deposits of coal and iron to the United
States, to Great Britain and to Germany, and only insignifi-

cant deposits to the Latin peoples, both in Europe and
America, and to the Slavonic nations. Professor C. R. van
Hise, of Wisconsin University, stated in his excellent book
' The Conservation of the Natural Resources of the United
States,' published in 1910:

Coal is by far the most important of all the mineral products.

Next to coal in importance is iron. These two are of much greater

consequence than all the ether mineral products together. The e.xist-

ence of extensive coal and iron fields has profoundly influenced modern
civilisation. The greatest commercial nations are Germany, England
and America, and each has extensive coal and iron depc-sits. ... It

has been said that the nations that have coal and iron will rule the
world.

" The great majority of historians and of political writers

have completely neglected the influence of the economic
factor upon history. According to popular conception the

wars of the past have been caused mainly by the unre-

strained ambitions of rulers and their generals, by the

intrigues of statesmen and courtiers, by national passions,

or by mere misunderstandings. In reality many, and very

likely most, wars have been brought about by economic
causes, have been wars of competition." Mr. Barker goes

on to quote and analyse the coal and iron resources of the

different countries of the world and comes to the conclusion

that " the German statesmen, the German generals and the

German people have become convinced that in the modern
world not cotton but coal is king and that coal shares his

rule with iron; that the nation which dominates the coal

and iron resources of Europe dominates Europe itself indus-

trially, commercially, financially and militarily. The
German conception is no doubt correct, and it is worth

bearing in mind that at present, and for decades to come,
the domination of Europe is equivalent to the domination

of the world. Germany, if victorious, may dominate the

'World not so much owing to her temtorial acquisitions

in the East and the West as owing to her acquisition of a

monopoly of coal and iron on the Continent of Europe. The
coal and iron problem is very likely far more important than

most political problems, such as the fate of Constantinople

and the problem of nationalities. Unfortunately most
statesmen and diplomats live in the past. They talk of

territories and strategical points and harbours and racial

questions as if we were still living in the eighteenth century.

Unfortunately, most statesmen and diplomats, and most
publicists as well, have not yet . recognised that he who
dominates the coal and iron industries dominates the

world."
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ASBE3T03: BRITISH EMPIRE'S RESOURCES.

[From " The Times " Trade Supplement.]

The chief asbestos-producing countries of the world are

Canada, South Africa and Russia. Minor producers are the

United States, Cyprus, Italy and Spain. The Russian out-

put since the war is not linown, but assuming it to have

been maintained at 18,000 tons, the average lor the three

years preceding the war, the world's output of asbestos in

the year 1916 may be estimated as follows:—
Tons.

Canada
Union of South Africa

Rhodesia
Cyprus

Total British

United States

Russia
Italy

Spain

Total foreign

Total

118,248
4,009

6,157
1,099

129,511

1,545

15,000
200
83

19,828

149,339

According to this estimate the British Empire produced

close on 87 per cent, of the world's supplies of asbestos,

Canada contributing 79 per cent. The following figures sh«iw

the imports of raw asbestos into the United Ivmgdom :
—

From

Canada
Cape of Good Hope
Natal
Portuguese East Africa*

Other British countriesf

Russia
Italy

United States t

Other Foreign countries..

1915. 1916.

Tons. Value. Tons. Value.

17,493 £209,652 12,247 £184,517

2,713 77,141 3,264 95,882

320 8,338 30 1,802

711 15,187 2,705 77,216

337 6,498 2,125 59,609

205 3,9f0 2,5G9 74,837

35 1,581 35 1,186

3,304 35,897 3,523 37,251

404 1,538 214 5,lf6

Total 25,552 £3.59,822 26,712 i537,4C6

This is Rhodesian asbestos, which is shipped through Beira.

{Chiefly Cyprus.

tMost of this is Canadian asbestos shipped through the

United States,

Canadian Asbestos.

The highest grades of Canadian asbestos are used for

making asbestos cloth and various fireproof textiles, whilst

the lower grades are used principally for boards, shingles,

roofing felts, materials for electric insulation, and boiler and

pipe coverings. Until fairly recently the manufacture of

goods from Canadian asbestos had been- confined to Europe
and the United States, but plant for the manufacture of

boards, shingles, etc., is now installed at La?hine, Quebec,

as well as plant for making asbestos textiles. The Dominions
Royal Commission in one of its latest reports expressed the

opinion that all that is needed to enable Canada to retain its

position as the premier asber-tos-producing country of the

world is a continuance of the efforts towards cheapening the

cost of recovering the asbestos by improved methods of

mechanical concentration and an adequate supply of labour.

With sufhcient labour and supplies of materi a1 it is reckoned

that 150,000 tons a year could be produced from the mines.

The Canadian asbestos industry was particiilarly active

during the year 1916. Stocks on hand at the end of the

year were reduced to a minimum. Production, as usual,

was confined to tho centres at Black Lake, Thetford,

Robertsonville, Danville, and East Broughton—all in the
Eastern, townships, Province of Quebec. The total output
in 1916 was 118,246 tons, as compared with 106,559 tons
in 1915. The sales during 1916 were 136,016 tons, valued
at £1,069,444, as compared with 111,142 tons, value

£740,285, in 1915. Stocks on hand on December 31, 1916,

were reported as only 6,031 tons, as against 24,345 tons
on hand twelve mouths before. Exports of asbestos during
1916 were 96,775 tons, valued at £906,763, as compared
with 84,584 tons, value £569,728, in 1915.

American Demand.

A large proportion of Canada's output of asbestos is

exported to the United States for use there or for shipment
abroad. The einbargo on the exportation of asbestos fi-om

Canada to the United States, which was afterwards modi-
fied, caused attention to be turned to the deposits known
to exist in the States, and it is believed there that, if the
embargo had bean kept in force, the United States deposits

could have been developed within a short time to meet the

demand. Canada naturally aspires to become a great manu-
facturing country, utilising her own great wealth of natural

resources. She seeks to become more than a storehouse

from which other countries may draw their supplies of raw
materials, and she aims at marketing her productions in the
more profitable form of manufactured goods. In the case

of asbestos, however, it seems likely that she will continue
to export the raw material, though no doubt in due course

local asbestos manufacturing industries will be established

on a sufficient scale to supply the whole of the requirements
of the Home market. About four-fifths of Canadian asbestos

is low-grade material known as mill stock and mill fibre,

and averaging in value about 21 dollars a ton. About 4 per

cent, of the whole output is high-grade asbestos, known as
" crude," and worth from 200 dollars a ton upwards. The
bulk of the low-grade or short-fibre asbestos is exported to

the United States and elsewhere, and used in the manu-
facture of fireproof construction material, such as well sheets

and roofing slate, consisting of a mixture of cement and
asbestos in the proportion of 85 per cent, of the former and
15 per cent, of the latter. The heavy freight charges on
such material if manufactured in Canada for, export would
be prohibitive, whilst any restrictions on the export of the

raw material would at once stimulate the exploitation of

sources of supply in other countries. Only such asbestos

goods can therefore be manufactured in Canada for export

as consist mainly of asbestos. For the best class of cement
shingles Russian asbestos is mixed with the inferior

Canadian mill-stock in the proportion of one-third to two-

thirds. Cyprus asbestos is also used to inaprove goods in

which Canadian asbestos is mainly used.

South African Asbestos.

Two types of asbestos are found in South Africa.

Crocidolite or blue asbestos is produced in the Griqualand
West district of Cape Colony, whilst chrysotile or :;erpentine

asbestos is found in the Transvaal and Rhodesia. Rhodesian
.wliite asbestos is of excellent quality, and competes with

Canadian asbestos. The asbestos exported from the Union
of South Africa is mainly derived from the Kuruman, Hay
and Prieska districts of Cape Colony. A small quantity

has been produced in Dundee district in Natal. The exports

of raw asbestos from the Union of South Africa (not

including Rhodesia) in 1916 were distributed as follows:—

United Kingdom
United States ...

Japan

Total

Tons.

3,618
288
103

Vahie.

£60.529
4,713

3,584

... 4,009 £68,826
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290 £5,224
487 8,612

2,010 32,190
6,157 99,059

The following table shows the rapid expansion of the
output of asbestos in Rhodesia:—

Year. Tons. Value.

1913
1914
1915
1916

Most of the asbestos from Rhodesia comes from Mashaba,
in Victoria district, where two mines are firmly estabhshed.
It is nearly all shipped from Beira, and appears in the
import trade statistics of the United Kingdom as derived

from Portuguese East Africa. The demand for Rhodasian
asbestos is good, prices have increased, and the industry

shows every sign of further progress. Cyprus produces a

very good quality of asbestos, and in 1915 exported 1,099
tons, valued at £9,509, from the Amiandos Mine at Trcodos,
in Limasol district. Asbestos is found in various parts of

Australia, but so far has not been produced in any consider-

able quantity. In New South Wales the manufai'ture of

asbestos cement, flat wall sheets, roofing slates, and corru-

gated asbestos sheets as a substitute for galvanised iron,

has been started. During the three years previous to the
war, Russia's production of asbestos averaged 18,000 tons

a year. Italian asbestos is of a character different from that

of the chief producing countries, though it is in some ways
similar to Canadian asbestos, and for certain applications

can replace the latter. The output averages rather less than
200 tons a year. Spain in 1916 produced 83 tons of asbestos.

Asbestos Roofing Sheets.

The manufacture of asbestos-cement corrugated roofing

and tiles is now carried on extensively in the United King-
dom. The sheeting is made to the same dimensions as

corrugated iron sheeting, and as replacements and repairs

to a building made of iron sheeting become necessary, these

may be made with asbestos-cement sheets of exactly the

same size. The material has a much longer life than gal-

vanised iron, as it neither suffers corrosion nor is affected

by weather conditions. It consists of a mixture of cement
and asbestos built up in layers, dried slowly, and matured
in the open air for some weeks before being sold. The
material seems capable of displacing to a large extent
corrugated iron sheets for building purjxises in course of
time.

PERSONAL.

Heartiest congratulations to Sir Evelyn Wallers, the Presi-
dent of the Chamber of Mines, on the honour of K.B.E.
bestowed on him by the King.

Cape Asbestos.
The trading of the Cape Asbestos Company expanded so

much last year that the factory at Barking had to be ex-
tended and additional plant installed. Tiie operations of
the associated concerns in Italy and France were also on
a bigger scale, and but for exchange fluctuations the return
from tliis source would have risen much higher than it did.
The gross profit, after allowing for excess profits duty, was
£34,400, as against £32,300, and the net profit comes out
at £13,600, as compared \vith £11,900. Administration
expenses naturally exhibit some increase and the deprecia-
tion provision has been raised from £5,100 to £7,000, but
to offset this nothing is this time written off asbestos estates
in South Africa, whereas £2,500 was allocated for this pur-
pose in 1916. The ordinary dividend is 5 per cent., or 2^
per cent, more than last time, when the distribution was a
maiden one, and under their participating rights the pre-
ference shares also receive an equivalent amount, bringing
their total return up to close on 11 per cent., as compared
with just on 8 per cent. The appropriation to reserve is

again £5,000 and makes the aggregate of that fund £30,000,
and £5,900 goes forward, or £1,000 more than was brought
in.
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KNIGHT CENTRAL: MILLING TO CONTINUE.

The following circular to shareholders has been issued by

the board of the Knight Central, Ltd. :—At the adjounied

annual meeting, held on 30th May, 1918, a resolution was

passed asking the board to take into consideration the advis-

ability of immediately liquidating the company. In pur-

suance thereof the board requested the consulting engineer,

Mr. E. H. Clifford, to give his recommendations regarding

the policy to be pursued by the company in the immediate

future. 'As you are aware, shareholders were notified in

June of last year of the suspension of all shaft sinking and

the lipiiting of development to the few points where payable

values had been exposed, with the object of milling as long

as it was possible to do so profitably, when operations would

be suspended. For the first six months of the current year

—i.e., to 30th April, 1918—practically no profit was earned.

Reference was made by the chairman at the annual meeting

to a patch of good Main Reef east of the east shaft, where

work was being vigorously prosecuted to render it more
available as soon as possible. Since then—namely, for the

four months ended 31st August, 1918—profits averaging

practically £2,000 per month have been earned. This result

is largely due to the ore obtained from the recently developed

rich patch of ore previously referred to. The report fronl the

consulting engineer, dated 20th July, was considered by the

board on the 6th August, when it was decided that the

Witwatersrand Gold Mining Company, Ltd., should be

approached to ascertain whether they would entertain the

purchase of the claim area adjoining their property, as their

acceptance or refusal w«uld guide the board in deciding

whether to recommend to shareholders that mining should

still continue until such time as profits could no longer be

earned, or whether the mine should be closed down forth-

with and the plant sold off. In view of this, the consulting

engineer has, at the request of the board, furnished a second

report, dated September ISth, in which he recommends the

continuation of milling, as there is little doubt that the
mine will be able to work at a profit for twelve months,
earning about £2o„000 during that time, with possibihties

of the period being extended. The ore reserves per 80th
June quoted by Mr. Clifford include 38,000 tons of ore in the

rich patch valued at 91 dwts. over 78 inches, but excludes

90,000 tons not fully developed, which is estimated at a

value of 7'4 dwts. over 78 inches. Taking into consideration

the somewhat improved outlook as deta'led in Mr. Clifford's

report, the company's inability to now dispose of the claim

area containing the best reserves in the mine, the board

has decided not to recommend the immediate liquidation

of the company, but to proceed with milling operations as

long as profits can be earned. If, as pointe.d out at the

annual meeting, some assistance should be forthcoming on
the lines of the report of the Union Parliament Select Com-
mittee to enable low-grade mines to close down, the board

would consider whether or not to take advantage of any
financial assistance which could thus be secured.

Leeuwpoort Tin.
The report of operations for the quarter ended 30tfa

September, 1918, is as follows:—Stamps, 17 (including 2

Nissen); time run, 84'43 days; tons crushed, 11,169 short

tons; concentrates v.on, 273 long tons. Average assay value

of concentrates is 61 '16 per cent, metallic tin. Average
price of metallic tin on which the quarter's revenue has

been determined is £328 3s. 3d. per ton. Estimated profit,

£27,023 17s. 3d. Net adjustments in respect of previous

shipments, £429 6s. 3d. Profit declared for quarter,

£27,453 3s. 6d. Capital expenditure: The sum of £7,024
6s. 2d. has been expended for machinery, buildings, shaft

sinking, etc. During the quarter a sum cf. £2,233 16s. for

development redemption has been included in working costs.

ff"HYDROMAX
New Water Hannnier Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromax" weighs SO-lbs. It is Suitable for Sloping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Manager can afford
to neglect the econooiic
merits of the • - • • •HYDROMAX 9 The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C Stephens. Managing Director).

Atentt—

Pbonei 4113/9. Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Telegrams :•• hosken.-
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THE SEPTEMBER GOLD OUTPUT IN DETAIL.

Decrease of 82,004 Ozs. Owing to Influenza.

The gold output for the Trausvaal for September was
declared on Thursday by the Chamber of Mines at 708,206
ozs., valued at £3,008,267, being a decrease' of 32,004 ozs.,

and in value £"135,944, on the August return. The decrease
practically was entirely due to the dislocation of operations

on the Witwatersrand due to the influenza epidemic. Eand-
fontein Central had a normal month's working, with the

result that the value of the output shows an increase of

£11,150 on August. The Witwatersrand output was 686,963
ozs., the decrease on the August return being 32,886 ozs.,

and the outside distincts, with 21,243 ozs., showed a slight

increase of 882 ozs. The aggregate figures were

:

Total output 708,206 ozs.

Value
Decrease
Value
Witwatersrand
Value
Decrease
Value
Outside Districts

Value
Increase

Value
Stamps
Increase

£3,008,267
32,004 ozs.

£135,944
686,963 ozs.

£2,918,032
32,886 ozs.

£139,691
21,243 ozs.

£90,235
882 ozs.

£3,747
8,884

5

Individual Retchns.

Bantjes Consolidated

City and Suburban ...

City Deep
Con. Main Reef
East Rand Proprietary

Ferreira Deep
Geldenhuis Deep
Modder Deep
New Kleinfontein

New Modder
Robinson
Village Deep
Vogelstruis Estate . .

.

Aurora West
Crown Mines
Geduld Proprietary ...

Jupiter

Knights Deep
Meyer and Charlton ...

New Goch
Princess Estate
Robinson Deep
Roodepoort United ...

Simmer an^ Jack
Simmer Deep
Van Eyn
West Rand Consolidated
Wolhuter
Brakpan
Con. Langlaagte
Ginsberg
Government Areas . .

.

Knight Central
Langlaagte Estate ...

Luipaardsvlei

Modder B,

Value.
£25 329
27,627

100,280
71,731

112,034
54,940
55,348
85,108

75,567
170,241

43,119

66,350
1,784

15,653

220,865
63,682
28,800
70,449
38,527
15,406

22,666
51,737
21,472
64,774

42,341

36,258
84,746
88,752
87,558
53.194
13.007

202,952
33,043
61,027
21,400

114,935

Increase. Decrease.

£2,073 —
— £4,864— 5,799
— 2,621
— 24,985

13,903

1,071

4,393

1,784

760

1.019

598
1,185

6,009

4,804

607
6,129

1,793
3,865

3,364

3,330

1,474

2,825

12,748
3,437

6,210

4,817

2,035
238

7,744

3,046
207

489
705

1,886

399

P.O. Box 3807.

ROCKWOOD PRESSED STEEL UNIONS

H. ALERS HANKEY Sole Agent.

New Heriot
New Primrose
New Unified
Noursa Mines
Randfontein Cent)al
Springs Mines ...

Village Main Reef
Witwatersrand
Wit. Deep
Durban Roodepoort
Van Ryn Deep
Glencairn
Durban Roodepoort Deep.
Miscellaneous

Value.

16,197

15,861

12,021

54,609
175,270
86,683
81,573
40,052
36,429

722
97,940
12,688
35,719
5,361

Increase. Decrease.— 522— 739— 760
2,217

11,150

. 2,722
863

1,172

2,221

650
7,238

1,007

4,367

5,858

Sub Nigel

Barrett ... ...

T.G.M.E
Glynn's Lydenburg
Miscellaneous

Outside Districts.

28,889
1,291

26,124

8,975
24,956

Laeouu Figures.

829
255

2,243

752
832

The number of natives employed on the last day of the
mouth by the W.N.L.A. and contractors was :—

On gold mines 179,399
On coal mines 12 108
On diamond mines 4 889

Total 196,396

Unused Stone Crusher Spares

I FOR SALE.

I
MARSDEN 12 in. x 8 in.

Comprising :

—

30 Crusher Jaws.

5 Toggle Plates.

3 Toggle Blocks.

5 Small Side Plates.

7 Cushions, back swing jaw.

7 Cushions, front connecting rods.

4 Cushions, back connecting rods.

1 Pin, back connecting rod.

3 Pairs Brass Bushes, top of connect-
ing rod.

3^ Pairs Brasses, bottom of connect-
ing rod

I Spout.

1 Spring for Cushion.

2 Large Side Plates.

I Offers for the whole of above f.o.r. Bulawayo,

to "Crusher Spares," office of this paper.

J
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SIEMENS BROTHERS DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED.
Head Office: PALACE PLACE MANSIONS, KENSINGTON COURT, LONDON, W. 8.

, t«l«phonfS Weatern 6349. „. „„ . _ ^ Teleetinn:: " Si«mbr«loi Keas. loaJoa."

Works: STAFFORD.

ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN

WINDING ENGINES.

INTERIOR OF WINDING ENGINE HOUSE
at a Colliery in South Wales,

showing Flywheel Converter Sets and Winding En^^e.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED

HOHK BRANCREa:
BinunieHtu.—Central Rnui«, Ntw Sire*).
BRMTOl—30. Brid?e Street.
Caboif?.—89 Si. Marv Street.

GU8GOW —«t. Waterloo S:reet.
Manchuktbr —W. P'-anitrate.

Niwrtani OR'Tm.—e4.«8. Collinrvood Bulldlnta.
SH(*rin.D.—21 high Street.

8oinBiHPTOS.--46. Birh StrMt.

INDIAN AND COLOHIAL BRANCHES

:

f »I.ctiTT».—Cliv« ButMinti, CliTt StrMt.
BOMPAY.—Rampart Row.
Madras —Smith*. Corner, Mount Road.
SINRAPORI.—1. 2. 6 ft e. Winchester HouM.
OAPE TOWK.—45>, St. George'i Street (Ant

floor).

Stdhit.—42, Bride* Strwt.

Mn-BOTTKin.—Dominion Chamben, 89M. WHIUm

WELLiNOTOB (N Z.V—A. & T. BuH, Ltd.,

Courtenav Place.

Ddnidin (N.Z.)—a. ft T. Burt, Ltd., Stuart St.

AUCKLAND ^N.Z.).—A. ft T. Burt lid., Cu»tom!i

Street WMt.

8olf Representative in Soutli Africa.

A. J G. SIMPSON, A.M.l.E.E..

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
rtUphon* 1202. Telegrams "WOTAN
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RECENT PROGRESS IN RAND MINING AND METALLURGY.- II.

Presidential Address Read Before the C. M. & M. Society.

[By H. S, Meyer, M.I.M.M., A.K.S.M,

X'kxtii.atiox and Di'st.

A word must bo said on the subject ot ventilation and
prevention of dust. These subjects are being giveii con-

stantly increasing attention, with conspicuous success, and
underground conditions, therefore, show steady improve-

ment. Large sums have been spent on ventilating fans and
various appliances for. circulating fresh and cool air; the

subject of the scientific ventilation of mine workings is more
difficult than generally realized, and more study and care

will have to be exercised in the control of air currents before

anything like perfection can be said to have been attained.

Sandfilling.

tSandfilling of vvorked-out areas continues on a more
moderate scale ; the use of this process could be extended
with advantage, particularly in mines near the centre of

the town, with the object of improving the value of the

surface. As long as such land is so frequently affected by
local underground falls, it can scarcely be considered

attractive from a business or residential standpoint. Apart

from this, the removal of large sand dumps would free a

considerable surface area of some value, and certainly

improve general living conditions in their neighbourhood.

It may be noted that the cost of sandfilling through bore-

holes has been reduced to a very -small figure. The subject

of hoisting is more in the province of the mechanical and
-electrical engineer; it may be mentioned, however, that the

tendency is to deal with heavier loads at a moderate hoisting

speed. At present hoisting through circular shafts is done

in trucks and cages ; as, however, there is no particular

object in handling the ore carefully, it is quite certain that'

we shall in the near future see skips running on rope guides

or rails, instead of the conventional cage, which will be

reserved for handling men and materials.

Time-saving^ Undergeouxd.

The subject of the expeditious handling of tlie under-

ground working force is one which present circumstances

are forcing us to specially deal with. The mines, particu-

larly on tlie Far Eastern Rand, cover very large areas, the

workings expand very rapidly, and become every day more
remote from the main shafts. The reduction in underground
working hours to 48 hours a week makes it highly important

that every minute spent below the shaft collar should be

given over to productive work, and that the energy and time

of the worker should not be unduly wasted in travelling

long distances in the mine on foot. Up to date, little has

been done in the direction of moving people underground by

mechanical means, and there are numerous restrictions

against this method, i.e., against the appliances which are

available to-day. I have no doubt, however, that rapid

improvement in this direction can be looked for, as well as

in improving the means of moving about in mines which

are^not necessarily large in extent but present numerous
natural difficulties against -reasonably easy and safe travel-

ling conditions.

Metallurgical Practice.

Pass now from mine to surface, and turn to the prepara-

tion of the milling product, where in a number of cases we
reach " no man's land." In my opinion, the metallurgist

should take delivery of the ore at headgear. He is on
the whole inclined to take it in the mill bins. Between
these two stand the crusher and sorting stations, which as

often as not seem to be regarded as an impediment, pre-

venting the direct delivery from headgear to battery. I

have yet to see this important department given the atten-

tion it merits, and placed directly in charge of a man of

understanding. There are still some who insist that the

quartzite and slate forming the walls and partings of the

gold carrying portion of the reef mined, which is general^

known as waste, an<l is given away to the .Municipality and
contractors for road making, is capable either of earning a
profit or in an indirect \\a»y assists in increasing the profit
of a mining company. To my mind, one can equally well
claim to draw blood from a "stone or turn lead into" gold

;

or it may be expressed in another way, viz., " That which
has nothing in it is dear at a penny." However extreme
you may consider my personal views, there can be no doubt
that with a few exceptions, the metallurgist is using his
brains and etfoi-ts to extract gold from a large quantity of
material which originally contained less of value than"' the
residue he finally consigns to the dumps. On the Wit-
watersrand, it may be said that as an invariable rule no
mine has started production without an adequate ore
reserve. The characteristics of this reserve were known in
absolute detail, i.e., the width of the gold-bearing banket,
the width of the intermediate waste partings as well as the
width of external waste which could reasonably in practice
be expected to be broken to successfully remove the valu-
able banket. . Fair estimates are also* procurable of the
probable percentage of valueless material which reaches the
surface in a condition for subsequent rejection. Granted
this, it is only reasonable to expect that the whole design
of the crushing, sorting and milling plant should be based
on mining conditions. Were this the case, I could not
accuse you of crushing and cyaniding enormous tonnages
of valueless road metal, and of stating in good faith that
you obtain 96 per cent, extraction out of nothing. Given
well designed and properly controlled crushing, screening
and sorting plants l«;tween headgear and mill, the existing
metallurgical equipments erected on the Rand to-day could,
I have no hesitation in stating, produce far more gold and
profit for a very limited expenditure on improvements in

the direction indicated. The position, however, is that
most plants have not been designed on this basis, and con-
sequently many mines are found to be overstamped and
consequently overmanned. They then become so inelastic

that they are unable without most drastic methods to adapt
themselves to the altered conditions brought about by
complete changes in underground conditions. There seems

- little chance of shaking off om- heritage, but one may be
excused for expressing the hope, that the many new plants
we expect to see erected in future will be designed in such
a way that they can be adapted to meet the possible changes
in geological conditions which cannot be foreseen at the
time of their erection. I can see a plant of the future where
the stamp battery, instead of being the most important
means of comminution, is the least. Fines will be by-passed
direct to tube mills; double stage crushing and sorting

Phone 4673,J Box 316?.

OSBORN'S
"HAND • HEART'

DRILL STEEL
Write or 'Phone for Slock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co.. Ltd.. fJS^BURG
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enables the tube mill pebbles to consist entn-ely of valuable

banket, a maximum amount of waste is discarded and the

stamp battery has onlv to deal with the relatively small

quantity of indeterminate material. The battery could

always "be extended to suit any improvement m the pi-o-

portion of reef to waste. Metallurgical efficiency has now

reached a point where there is little scope lor improvement

in extraction, and any advance must take the form of design

rather than praGtice." Alterations must therefore be some-

what revolutionary, and aim at a^ reduction in capital cost

rather than operating expenses.

Gentlemen, my original inteiition was to review very

briefly some of the technical features of this industry which

I hoped would interest you, and I find myself introducing

subjects which", to say the least, are controversial. For

this I must apologise, and at the same time point out that

sufficient matter has been touched upon to indicate the

Hnes on which' interesting papers Could be written, and I

ask those of you who are specialists in some of these sub-

jects to come' foi-^^-ard with your views, so that the matters

can be discussed in the friendly, free, and professional style

which this Society has ever encouraged.

Training of iliNERS.

Although we are proud of our School of Mines and its

influence on technical training, it occurs to me that many

whose intention is to qualify as mining engineers are not

sufficiently acquainted with the Government Miners

Trainins School, and to the good results obtained from it.

It will be remembered that the Government decided in 1911

to establish a Government Jliners' Trainhig School in order

to provide the South African youth with the necessary

means, under the most favourable conditions, for obtaming

a course of training in what must be recognised as a skilled

trade, viz., mining^ The schepie has considerably expanded,

and there are schools at the \Yolhuter and Bantjes :Mines

and one in course of erection at Modder B. Young men

of good phvsique and reasonaCle education and qualifica-

tions, between the ages of 16 years and 25 years, are

accented as apprentices for underground work for a period

of two years, duriiig which period a progressive wage is paid

as follows; First six months, 4s. 3d. per day: next six

months, 4s. 6d. per day; next six months, 4s. 9d. per day;

next six months, 3s. per day. Apart from wages there is a

scale of bonuses, so that the industrious apprentice is sble

to add materially to his wage. From the wages earned a

certain amount is deducted for board and quarters, medical

and benefit society, and recreation fund, and the appren-

tice is left with £2 or .-£3 pocket money per month. After

. completion of his two years' apprenticeship, the apprentice

receives preference over all other candidates for employ-

ment on the mines, at a wage of not less than 16s. 8d. per

shift. I think you will agree with me that such an oppor-

tunity, and under such conditions, for learning a skilled

trade, is unique in the world of industry. Af the end of

August there were 188 apprentices on the books of the

scliools ; many have already completed their training and are

now occupying remunerative and responsible positions on

the mines. Now the point of importance to those who con-

template giving their sons the training of a mining engineer

is this. Whilst the boy is young and hefty he has in the

Training School a unique opportunity of learning in practice

the roughest part of mining, and doing that part of the

practical and dirty work which few men have the grit to

EDWARD DODD, 19, LOVEDAY STREET
(Opposite Goldfieids Hotel).

Agent lor W. t Stanley k Oo., London, an! Oambrllgt
Scientific Inetrumtnt Oo., Oamliililg*.

Mathematical, Nautical, Scientific and Electrical

Instrument Maker.

Theodolltea, TschMm«t«rf, Levela, Artificial Hortiona, OompaaMa, Eto. Svttcb

loarda, Telepbonea, Telegraph Initrumenta. Meggaa and Metera. Pine
EngineeriDK and Small Preaa Work Eiecatad. Telephone WM.

undertake later in their careers. Instead of young fellows

commencing their careers as junior samplers and surveyors.

I offer the advice that they should learn the practical side

whilst their bodies and mind are adaptable. They always

have a trade to fall back upon, and there is no restriction

to their future progress.

TiiK M'lNKii.s' Utopi.\.

'I'here is just one more subject of a more general nature
that I must mention befoi-e concluding. Our Hon. Vice-

President, the President of the Chamber of Klines, has been
brilliantl}' successful in bringing employer and workmen into

closer touch, and a basis of mutual understanding has been
created equal to that known in any other industry the world
over. My observations compel me to the opinion that the
give has all been on one side. From the employee's stand-

point, the Witwatersrand can well be called " The Mining
Utopia." Is he, however, giving a fair return ior these

exceptional conditions '.' I am in a position to follow

efficiency returns from a large number of mines, which,
taken as a whole, can safely be regarded as representing

average conditions along the Reef; the disconcerting feature

revealed by such figures is, that in spite of unlimited expen-
diture on improved ajjpliancis, on lavish living conditions,

on better educational and training facilitiesj and finally on
higher wages, there is no evidence of improved efficiency.

Is it, therefore, too nriuch to ask the mine worker of what-
ever grade to show some consideration for the employer, and
to endeavour to give a little in retmli for benefits which
cannot be equalled in any other mining camp in the

universe '.'

I

FOR SALE BY TENDER.

Tendeis are called for the Purcbase of the following

Plant ; Either for Engine and Truck aloAe, or Plant as

a whole :
—

A. 1. One 96 B.H.P. Double Simple Reeves Traction

Engine rated 32 on the diaw har. Specially built

for direct ploughing but suitable either for road

or belt use. One front wheel damaged and slight

repairs required to engine. Boiler in excellent

condition, recently passed by Government
Inspector's Hydraulic Test, Very satisfactory

report given. Has two injectors,' independent

feed pump, rocker grates, aixl twelve inch exten-

sion rims.

2. One 8-ton Truck, by Tasker; also one (j-inch

Pump.

B. 1. One Ten-furrow John Drere Engine Mouldboard
Plough, with spares.

2. Two Six-furrow Engine I >isc Ploughs.

One Five-furrow Engine Disc Plough.

3. Two Two-Row John Deere Mealie Planters.

4. One flat top 16-feet Steel Reinforced Waggon,
heavy metal wheels, rear wheels spring mounted.

Tenders will be received imtil the .end of October,

1918. The highest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

For further |)articulars aj>|il_\ lo—

ITEXDRIKZ & DE VLETTER,
Vttorueys, Brandfort, Box 17.

.1. KLOPPERT.
130 St. Andrew Street,

Bloemfonteiu.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—V.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

Salt.—The Vaal River Salt Wm-ks, Ltd., continue to produce salt

in large quantities from their works at F.ritten,

Surface Siifqinrt.—Some of the mines in this district have the mis-

fortune to be traversed by one or more public railways or roads which

cross the property where tlie workings are at such a shallow depth that

special precautions require to lie taken for the support of the surface.

It is a matter of extreme ditliculty to estimate precisely what araouijt

of support shciuhl be afforded wliere the surface is undermined a-nJ

where tlie working.s will eventually become abandoned and inaccessible.

The regulations require that permission nn;st first he obtained before

mining is carried out under or near surface objects which it is neces-

fary to protect. When permission is granted, it is subject to certain

(onditicMis which the manager or owner is called upon to fulfil. These

conditions are, as far as possible, standardised, and in some cases

suggestions of tlie manager.s for obtaining added security are accepted

and embodied. When tliesa conditions are put into practice, however,
it is frequently found that, on account of some unforeseen liappening

or geological condition they are not, in that particular instance, applic-

.ible, and we sometimes have the experience of a manager appealing

for relief from a conditi'jn which he himself suggested and which he
lias found to be irksome. Some of the mines have been put to a

very great deal of trouble and e.vpense by reason of these safely re-

cjuirements, but, oil the who'e, I am able to report that the conditions

have been well and faithfully carried out and where ditficulties have
been encountered in matters of detail the . m.anager concerned lias

approached the Department with a view to arriving at an alternative

method.

Accidents.—A consideration of the year's accidents naturally

leads to '^he reflection, what is being done to reduce this long list of

casualties ? It Ts becoming more generally realised that it is not by
occasional visits of inspectors, witli the consequent round up of vic-

tims, that improvements in the safe working of the mine.': are to be
obtained, but by the unceasing vigilance of those who are in con-

tinual touch with the workiiig.s and workmen. The growth of this

feeling has led to a better understanding between the mines and the

Department, and, where a manager gives thought to the welfare and
safety of his woiismen, he not onI<^ assists the Inspector in his in-

quiries and inspections, but instructs his officials to report all matters
which are liable to make for unsafe conditions. In some cases man-
agers have gone so far as to form committees of workmen, or work-
men and officials, for the .set purpose of discussing means of prevent-
ing accidents and of investigating complaints. In this district sucli

ccimnittees where formed, although looked upon with a considerable
degree of suspicion and jealousy by the various unions, have obtained
remarkable results in the way of promoting contentment amongst the

workers, preventing accidents, and dealing with grievances often be-

fore such even reach the ear of the manager. Committees of this

description are invaluable to the manager, since they eliminate friction

and relieve him of a great burden of responsibility. For reasons above
I eferred to, however, they have to work in the face of tremendous
opposition, though such o])position would naturally weaken as the
committees increased in number. There is little doubt that the better
understanding above referred to between the mines and this Depart-
ment has been the cause of the gradual and marked improvement
which has taken place in the condition of the underground woi'kings
of the mines, both as regards health and accidents. It would be
an everlasting pity If the growtli .".iid expansion of that feeling were
to be arrested and the old conditions of mutual distrust, suspicion,
and dislike reverted to. Yet such appears more than probable unless
discretion is used. There are people who consider that a manager is

ipso fncto a criminal or in the nature of a mutinous small boy and
must be treated as sucli in all communications, verbal or written.
Any instruction must be in the form of a mandate hedged round by-

threats of dire pains and penalties, and the inspector must convert
himself into a detective, to ascertain whether his orders are being
carried out.

There certainly have been managers in the past, who, on account
nf misunderstanding, have laid themselves out to baulk and hoodwink
the inspector, and with \ ery complete success too ; and there probably
are officials to-day who are doing the same thing to a small extent,
but it is so obvious th.5t tlj^ose delinquents are becoming fewer, and
the majority of managers not only have a sense of honour, but also
have enough intelligence to see that niethods .making for safety and
health are in their own intefe.?Es".""''"S little more of the coucil'iatory
spirit would potsibly not come amiss, and an amicable discussion of
ways and means before issuing instructions (which after all are often
merely a matter of opinion) would probably have .t much more far-
reaching effect than an irritating and possibly unsuitable command.

The shortage of skilled labour doubtless has a more marked effect
on the accident-rate in this district than is the case elsewhere, since
the mines are consistently poor and un.-tble to compete for labour with
their neighbours on the Central and Eastern Rand. Good men who
have stayed on at this end of the Reef are only awaiting an excuse
to quit and go eastward. When they go their places have to be filled
with whatever class of labour offers. Any man with a blasting certifi-

rate is taken on immediately without reference to the question as to

whetlier the applicant is suited to tlie work for which he is engaged,
o\- any other work for the matter of that, in many cases. There is

probalily a larger percentage of inefficient workmen on the West Rand
than iu any other district. This fact, combined with the present sen
sitiveness of the unions and the uncertainty of the outcome when a
real or fancied grievance is put forward, makes the lot of the mine
official a. most diflicult cme, and he has to use a great deal of tact,
.and often must overlook small offences or ask as a favour the per-
formance of some duty which he has a right to demand. Consequentlv,
supervision is not always as strict as it should be.

The number of explosives accidents decrea.sed by twenty-four and
the deaths resulting by twelve. There has been a most gratifying
decrease in the number of such accidents at Randfontein. In Utlf)
there were thirty-three accidents and twenty-nine deaths at that pro-
perty from this cause, whilst during 1017 tliere were only fifteen acci-
dents resulting in eleven deaths. This marked improvement is pro-
bably traceable to the more genera! installation of water-pipes in all
stopes, which permits of a thorough washing of the benches and con-
sequently a more minute examination being carried out for misfires
and sockets. There is also an increase in the number of backstopes
being worked at that property. This method of working gives added
facilities for the detection of misfires. The number of accidents from
fall of rock also shoe's a decrease, being seventeen less than in 1916
with sixteer. fewer deaths, I'nfortunately, the Randfontein Central
Mines show an increase of five in the number of deaths, the figure be-
ing thirty four ki led as against ,twenty-niiie for 1316. The remaining
mines in the Witwatejvsrand area of the district only accounted for
seventeen deaths from this cause lietween them, which is extremelv
satisfactory.

Much has been written about tii« <lan|;orous nature of the liang-
iiig-wall in the Randfontein Mines and the necessity for the most scru-
pulous care on account of the steepness of the workings, and sugges-
tions have been made from time to time for improved methods. Un-
fortunately, alterations in methods of working generally mean addi-
tional cost over a long period, and where a mine is working on auomma margin of profit, or is .struggling to get out of the condition
where losses have Deeii incurred, it is questionable whether the en-
forcement of additional safety precautions are justified where the
possible saving of a few injuries might result in the closing down of
the mine and throwing out of employment a large number of Workmen.

It w-ould be unfair tp say that the Randfontein management has
not tried by every reasonable means to reduce the number of acci-
dents. The trouble lies to a large extent in the unsatisfactory class
of labour available. This Department has preached backstoping year
in and year out.. The Randfontein management has tried it The
men do not understand it and will not learn it, and lather than be
taught they give up their jobs and quit. In .spite of this the manage-
inent has persevered, because in certain parts of the mine
it IS the only possible method of working the reef The
natives object, because in the underhand stopes where they
have been used to working they had straight down holes and
they.could sit m comfort and put a hole in by lifting and dropping
the hammer. Consequently, they felt they had a grievance wlieii
shifted into a backslope. and declined to exert themselves so that no
etiiciency could be obtained, and sectional managers said if thev could
not get better etiiciency than was shown bv the.«e experiments thev
could not undertake the method or they would have to close down
Ihe method is still being persevered with and new gangs are being
started and broken in iii backstopes, so it is hoped that success will
be attained eventually.

(To he coniinued.)

The largest and mo.st varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

M. BROWN i«y. MAlW STREET,t^ ^^^-^'^^ ^V JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 5770. P.O. Box iSCci. Tel. Address ." MAUBKOWN,"
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ROBERT HUDSON & SONS, LTD.,
Representing ROBERT HUDSON. LTD.. Gildersome Foundry, near Leed..

MANUFACTURERS OF

Tramway Material for Mines, Plantations, etc.

U-SHAPE TIP TRUCKS for Underground Use

for Carrying Quartz.

V-SHAPE TIP TRUCKS and

SIDE DISCHARGE TRUCKS
for Surface Work.

STEEL WAGONS for Gold and Diamond Mines.

HOPPER WAGONS from 1 to 40 tons capacity.

STEEL TUBS for Collieries.

A. 387.—Patent V-Shape Double Side Tip Truck (for mining use).

SELF-OILING WHEELS AND AXLES. BEARINGS.

LIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

STEEL RAILS. ACCESSORIES. STEEL SLEEPERS.

POINTS AND CROSSINGS.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ON APPLICATION.

BRANCHES AT DURBAN AND DELAGOA BAY.

STOCKS HELD AT
JOHANNESBURG. DURBAN. DELAGOA BAY. BEIRA, SALISBURY. ETC.

Rhodesian Agents :—P. PEECH & CO., Salisbury. Rhodesia.

•PHONE 1 73 1. P.O. BOX 5744. Tcl. Add. :
" RALETRUX."

HEAD
OFFICES :

8
1 , 82, 83, 84, Cullinan Building, Johannesburg.
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THE SEPTEMBER GOLD OUTPUT: GROUP RETURNS.

Central Mining/Rand Mines Group.
The following are the results of crushing operations of

the Central Mining/Rand Mines companies for the month
of Si'ptcmber :

—

^ d
K «

* 2 M •

Company, ^..<J
P. s k. 1 -• 1-2 i

°.g B s 3 •3.15 .§-2^

^i & ^ 55i «^s.

Bantjes Cons, ... 90 3 20,150 5,963 .tl,171 23/ 6-0

City Deep .•vl54 10 52,500 23,608 30,416 25/ 8-8

Cons. ]\Iain Reef 220 6 48,400 16,887 9,623 25/ 1-9

Crown Klines ... 660 26 156,000 51,926 33,091 23/ 5-3

Dur. Rood. Dp.. 100 3 24,200 8,409 1,007 28/ 0-1

East Rand Prop. 600 23 93,000 26,874 *19,694 27/ 5-9

Ferreira Deep ... 280 7 36,400 12,934 9,653 24/ 2-4

Geldenhuis Deep 300 7 47,900 13,030 *1,736 23/ 4-5

Knight Central .. 120 3 24,500 7,779 3,563 23/ 5-5

Modder B b104 8 57,000 27,058 58,434 19/ 0-7

New Plodder ... c236 15 72,000 40,079 90.191 21/ 3-1

Nourse ]\Iines ... 180 5 40,600 12,856 1,779 25/ 5-5

Robinson 180 6 36,400 10,151 5,255 20/ 3-6

Rose Deep 300 7 48,600 12,761 7,993 18/ 6-8

Village Main H. 130 1 20,S00 7,433 7,062 22/10-4

Wolhuter 120 4 32,150 9,123 5,031 20/ 9-8

Village Deep ... 180 7 44,200 15,620 5,642 26/10-6

Wit. Deep ... 200 29,000 8,576 352 24/ 4-2

Tls. & averages 4154 149 883,800 310,567 248,833 23/ 6-9

A Includes 4 Nissen stamps, b Includes 24 Nissen stamps.
c Includes 56 Nissen stamps.

* Loss.

Bantjes Conaolidatcd Mines, Ltd.—Improved results

solely due to cleaning up sweepings from old stopes which
cannot be maintained.

East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd.—Results have been
adversely affected by the influenza epidemic, the effects of

which will also be felt this month. Tonnage affected by
accident at Hercules shaft, which suspended operations in

that section for two weeks. Recovery grade good consider-

ing average ore reserve values. Outlook to end of year
unsatisfactory, but hope to maintain grade with improved
tonnage output between now and December 31, thereby
showing loss loss than present month. Recent develop-

ment has shown improvement in some sections, which are,

however, widely separated. Technical advisers hope by end
of year to stope from good ground in these sections and
hope for improved grade. Operations will be continued to

end of year, when position will again be reviewed with a

view- to ascertaining whether anticipated better grade will

be substantially successful in meeting the company's
standing charges, estimated at .-611,000 per month for deben-
ture service, Government . annuity, and other standing
charges. Operations for year will show considerable

encroachment on the company's cash resources.

General.—Results generally have been adversely affected

by the influenza epidemic, the effects of M-hich will also

he felt this month.

Glynn's Lydenburg.
The following are the particulars of the output of Glynn's

Lydenburg:—Tons crushed, 4,201, yielding 2,112 tine ozs.

Estimated value of month's output, £8,782. Estiniatcd

profit for the month, £3,529.

Transvaal G.M. Estates.

The following are the particulars of the output of the

T.G.M.E. for September:—Central Mines: Tons crushed,

11,950, yielding 4,532 fine ozs. Elandsdrift Mine: Tons
crushed, 1,530, yielding 981 fine ozs. Vaalhoek Miije : Tons
crushed, 1,860, yielding 635 fine ozs. Estimated value of

month's output. £25,830. Estimated profit for the montli,

£6,067.

The results of

September are as follows

Barnato Group.
operations of the Barnato group for

Mine.

Consolidated Langla
Ginsberg
Gleneairn
Government Areas
Langlaagte Estate
New Primrose
New Unified

Randfontein Central
'Van Ryu Deep
Witwatersrand

asti

Tons Revenue
Stamp.s. Crushed. from Gold

KlO 39,000 £53,194
75 13,500 13,009

160 19,600 12,688
200 117,500 202,953
200 49,290 61,026
90 18,000 15,860
60 12,400 12,023

600 158,000 175,272
90 45,400 97,940
215 35,000 40,053

Totals and averages ... 1790 507,690 £684,018

August totals ... 1790 498,020 £686,722

Mine.
Total

Working
Costs.

Working
Costs
per Ton
Milled.

« Shillings.

Gross
Profit includ-

ing Sundry
Revenue.

Consolidated Langlaagte
Ginsberg

. £40,351
12,272

20-693
18-180

£13,016
815

Gleneairn 12,314 12-565 555
Government Areas ... . 115,883 19-725 87,604
Langlaagte Estate 44,615 18-103 16,550
New Primrose
New Unified-

. 14,399

9,577

15-999

15-446
1,532

2,481
Randfontein Central . 154,767 19-591 21,294
Van Ryn Deep
^^'itwatersrand

48,549
. 34,532

21-387

19-733
50,030

. 7,002

Totals and averages . . £487,259 19-195 £200,879

August totals £504,865 20-275 £186,284

Monthly Gross Profit for 1918.—January, £190,628;
February, £159,225; March, £136.496; April, £164,186;
May, £179,975; June, £180,141: Julv, £188,103; August,
£186,284 : September. £200,879.

Goerz Group.
Results of operations on the producing mines of this

group for the month of September:—
Tons Total Revenui

C'lmpany Stamps Crushed. Revenue. per ton

Geduld Proprietar,\- .. ... 100 43,000 £64,564 30/
Modder Deep Levels ... 70 41,300 84,898 41/ 1

Princess Estate ... 60 19,200 23,031 24/

Totals . . . 230 103,500 172,493 —
Costs. Profit.

Company. Total. Per Ton. Total. Per Ton

Geduld Proprielarv .. £44,783 20/10 £19.781 9/2
Plodder Deep Levels . 37,147 18/ 47,751 23/ 1

Princess Estate . 27,106 28/ 3 *4,075 4/ 3

Totals ... . . £109,036 — £63,457 —
* Loss.

Note.—The above results, particularly those of the
Princess Estate, Ltd., have been adversely affected by the

outbreak of Spanish influenza.

New Kleinfontein.
The following arc details of the operations at the New

Kleinfontein:—Stamps. 250; days, 22; tube mills, 8; tons
milled, 55,740; gold recovered, 17,790 fine ozs.; net value,

£73,830; profit, £2,512; working costs per ton (excluding
development), £1 28. lid. ; development to working costs

per ton, 2s. 8d. ; total working costs per ton. £1 5s. 7d. :

capital expenditure, £1,856.
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AFRICAN INDENT MERCHANTS, LTD.
20 Harrison Street, Johannesburg.

Telephone No. 1136. Tel. Add. :
" AIM.' P.O. Box 5073.

LARGE STOCKS OF

BROOMS -n-^ BRUSHES
WRITIC FOR SAMPLES.

AMALGAM BROOMS. BOOT BRUSHES. HAND FOUNDRY BRUSHES.

AMERICAN BROOMS. BREWERS' BRUSHES. LAUNDRY BRUSHES.

BASS BROOMS. CAN BRUSHES. NAIL BRUSHES.

HAIR BROOMS. DANDY BRUSHES. SCRUB BRUSHES.

ROTARY ROAD BROOMS. DECK BRUSHES. SPOKE BRUSHES.

STEEL FOUNDRY BROOMS. DRAIN BRUSHES. STOVE BRUSHES.

BANNISTER BRUSHES. FLUE BRUSHES. TAR BRUSHES.

BODY BRUSHES. HAIR BRUSHES. TOOTH BRUSHES.

BOTLFR TUBE BRUSHES. "HAMILTON'S" BRUSHES. WHITEWASH BRUSHES.

"AIM " Quality is a good buy.

Safety can be secured by

using a packing that has

great lasting qualities

under hard and difficult

conditions, such as high

pressure super - heated

steam and compressed

air pressures.

'64

PALMETTO
gives long service because it's made of a mineral substance that is heat resisting
and each strand of which carries its own lubricant.

"PALMETTO" KEEPS THE RODS AS SMOOTH AS VELVET.
Plaited for large rods. Twist for globe valves.

Let us send you free working samples for test.

GREENE, TWEED & CO., Sde Manufacturers,

DUANE STREET. NEW YORK.
'

109.
Carried in stocl< by

BARTLE & CO., Ltd.
Johannesburg.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Ltd.,
Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.
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Consolidated Mines Selection Group.

The following are the results of operations for the mouth
ot Septevnber :

—
Stamps Tons Working Cost

Working. Milled. per Ton Milled

110 51,000 25/ 0007
80 39,100 -23/ 2-530

Brakpau Alines

Springs Mines

Totals and averages 190 90,100 24/ 2-086

Value of Yisld Working Working
Gold per Profit. Piofit

declared. Ton. per Ton.

Brakpau Mines... i87,930 34 5-791 £24,179 9/ p-784

Springs Mines ... 85,701 43/10-040 40,324 20/ 7-510

Totals & averages £173,631 38/ 6-503 £04,503 '14/ 3-817

Albu Group.
•The September operations of the producing mines

group were as follows:—
of thi.s

Tons Total

Company. Stamps. Crushed. Cost.

Aurora West 80 13,600 ' .£14,937

Meyer and Cluu-ttoii 75 11,480 15,835

New Goeh 80 16,650 15,865

Roodepoort United 80 22,000 25,608

Van Ryn Estate 140 33,400 28,921

West Rand Consolidated .. . 100 29,080 33.790

oiJ5 126,210 f 134,956

Cosk per Total

Company. Ton. Revenue, Profit.

Aurora West . 21-96 £15,452 £515
Meyer and Charlton ... 27-58 37,933 22,098

New Goch ..." . 19-06 15,940 75

Roodepoort United ... .
23-28 21,478 *4,130

Van Rvn Estate ... . . 17-32 35,968 7.047

West Rand Consolidated . . 23-24 34,585 795

£161,356 .£26,400

Loss.

The September operations of all the iiiines of the gioup
were more or less affected by the disorganisation of work
consequent on the epidemic of Spanish influenza. This

disorganisation will also affect the outputs for October, but

to what extent it is impossible to estimate at present.

Roodepoort United.—This mine was particularly affected

by the prevailing epidemic, as shown by the decrease of

approximately 4,500 tons in the ore milled.

West Rand Consolidated

.

—The residts were alsu

adversely affected by the breakdown of the pumping plant

in the Rand shaft in the early part of September^

Enemy Advertising.

This Journal is conducted in the interests of commercial
and technical intercfourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.

COPPIN & LLOYD. ;S^™ ^^-

MACHINERY MERCHANTS & DEALERS.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING EXPERTS.
Box 2823. Tel. Add.: " INTEREST." Phone I96S.

Consolidated Gold Fields Group.

The following are particulars in regard to the outputs and
profits for the month of September of the undermentioned
companies of the Consolidated Gold Fields group :

—

No. of Tube Tons Gold Total
Coiapauy. Stamps. Mills. Crushed. declared.

Fine Ozs
Profit)

.Simmer and Jack ... 32U t 55,500 14,599 £12,059
Robinson Deep 90 7 38,200 12,180 *4,456
Knights Deep ... ... 400 11 83,100 16,585 1,077
Simmer Deep ... . . 220 10 42,100 9,968 *2,169
Jupiter 80 25,200 6,780 2,349
Sub Nigel ., 30 2 9,600 6,561 9,380

Totals 1140 42 253,700 66,673 £18,240

The sundry revenue included in the above total declared
profit is as under: Simmer and Jack, £1,500; Robinson
Deep, £288; Knights Deep, £394; Simmer Deep, £5.50;

Jupiter, £615; Sub Nigel, £11; total, £3,358.

Gold Reacrve.—Simmer and Jack, 2,050 ozs. ; Knights
Deep, 341 ozs.; Sub Nigel, 3,231 ozs.; total, 5,622 ozs.

Robinson Dfeep results were adxersely affected thi-oiigh

shortage of native labour and dilficulties in connection with
the eliange over to the Chris ^shaft; also through influenza

troubles. The operations of Knights Deep and Simmer Deep
were curtailed through minor accidents and also through
influenza troubles.

New Heriot.

Tho operations ol the New Heriot for September were :

Ore milled, 12,300 tons; gold recove-l-ed, 3,818 oza. ; loss,

£978. The loss was due to continued' low grade and dis-

organisation resulting from influenza epidemic, wliich will

also affect this month's results.

City and Suburban.
The following are details of the operations of the City

and Suburban for September:—Tons milled, 17,005; gold

recovered, 6,504 fine ozs. ; loss, £4,009. Loss due to low
tonnage milled ; hoisting interrupted for four days for shaft

repairs. Latter end of the month work disorganised by
influenza epidemic. Next month's results will be affected.

Mashonaland Agency.

The report of the Mashonaland Agency for the year

ended 30th September, 1917, states that profit was £19,794.

The directors recommend a dividend of 9 per cent., less

tax, for the year, of which the final 3 per cent, will be paid

to liolders registered 31st instant. Land lioldings, which
are now 405,529 acres, had a total area of 454,103 acres,

against 440, 5il acres in 1916. Ten thousand acres havi-

been offered to the British South .\frica Company for ex-

-service settlers. Ranching land comprises 177,072 acres,

and in addition 130,004 acres are convenientdy situated for

an exteneion. Progress of d-anching programme has been
satisfactory. . Number of cattle at 4,125 has increased 1,210.

Income from rentals of farm lands was £1,843. Stands
-^\ere 61, 15 having been sold at satisfactory prices. These
61 stands appear at £6,859. Buildings stand at £7,690.

Net rental from stands and buildings was £2.795. Invest-

n-ients stand at £55,922, which is cost price or under. Tlieir

estimated value exceeded £100,000. The following are the

more important holdings:—Bwana M'Kubwa ('o>iper. Gold

Fields Rhodesian Development, Kimherley (Mashonaland)

Gold, New Rhodesia District Development (in liquidation),

Rhodesia Broken Hill Development, Rhodesia Chrome
Mines, Rhodesia Copper and General Exploration and

Finance, Rhodesia Lead and Zinc Syndicate (Debentures),

Rhodesia Metals Syndicate, Victoria Falls and Transvaal

Power (shares and debentures), Wankic Colliery (shares

and debentures), and War Loan Five per Cent. 1029-1947.
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HADFIELDS Ltd
Workmen Employed

ovei* 15,000. Hecla and East Hecia Works, SHEFFIELD, England.
Works area

over 200 acres.

Head Office for Soutli Africa : )

46-47, CULLINAN BUILDINGS, j
BuUwayo Agents :

JOHANNESBURG.
Phone 5900. Box 1009.

Tel, Add. :
" Hecla."

STORES : Denver, Transvaal

(Adioining Denver Station).

WHITMORE & JACKSON,

17 & 18, Agency Chambers.

S^isbury Agents : Natal Agents :

P. PEECH & CO., THOS. BARLOW & SONS,

Angw» Street. Smith Street, Durban.

Steel Skip & Wagon Wheels
WITH AXLES AND BEARINGS.

Hadfield's Special

Lock - fast method

of fitting:^

prevents any possibility

of the wheels working loose

under the most severe conditions.

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Stone Breaking and Ore CrusMng Machinery
SPECIALITY: IMPROVED ' HECLON ' ROCK & ORE BREAKER.

» > I

MINING REQUISITES
Shoes, Dies, Balls, Grizzley Bars, Crushing Rolls, Jaw Faces, Concaves, etc.

STEEL CASTINGS AND FORCINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS..

SOLE MAKERS OF HADFIELD'S PATENT

*ERA' Man§:ainese Steel
THE SUPREME MATERIAL

for the Wearing Parts of Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Shrinkage of Business—Fall in Prices.

Saturday's business was uneventful from first to last. There
was a recovery in Leeuwpoorts, which had gone weak on
the previous day and during the morning a slackening in

African Farms, which closed at 17s. 3d. There was a better

demand for Geduld Props, which finished at 38s. 9d. On
Monday the Stock Exchange was closed for one of the usual
statutory holidays. At Tuesday's call a waiting policy was
pursued and there was little or nothing doing. There was
an advance in Modder Bs., all the other stocks being about
the same as on Saturday. The market was dull throughout
the day with a lower tendency, especially in Leeuwpoorts,
which fell to 31s. 3d. Wednesday brought no relief. A
forced sale of Africans brought the price down to 17s. Id.

The rest of the list was mostly a series of trifling setbacks.

At the close Africans made 17s. 6d. and New Modders
£27 2s. 6d. Thursday's opening was confined to Alkali,

which reached 50s. The volume of business on call showed
a considerable shrinkage and a further falling in values, with
the solitary exception of New Modders, for which a buying
bid of 2s. 6d. more than the last sale price was made.
There is no doubt that the influenza epidemic is mainly
responsible for all the trouble. Very little was done in

outside stocks during the week, the only quotations and
dealings being:—Sales: Makganyene Diamonds, 31s. to

37s. 6d. for odd lots; Montaleos, 24s.; Sakalavas, 10s.

Buyers and sellers: Makganyenes from 31s. up to 40s.,

buyers; Union Tins, 5s. 5d., buyer; Union INIica, 9s. 6d.,

buyer.

The call was held at 9.30 a.m. on I'riday, but it had iiot

the effect of stimulating business, as less than a dozen sales

were recorded, mostly at lower prices. The following are

the alterations in quotations:—Sales: Glynn's Lydenburg,
23s. 9d.; Geduld Props, 38s. and 38s. 3d.; Government
Areas, 91s. 9d. ; Hume Pipes, 34s. 6d. ; Lydenburg Farms,
9s. 2d. ; Springs, 71s. 3d. ; Alkalis, 48s. and 48s. 6d. ; West
Springs, 24s. 9d. Buyers and sellers: African Farms, 17s.

2d.—17s. 5d. ; Grown Klines, 37s. 6d., buyer; Consolidated
Langlaagto, 19s. 3d.—20s. ; East Rands, 4s. 6d.—4s. 9d.

;

New Modders, £27 6s. 3d., buyer; Kleinfouteius, 13s. 6d.—
14s. 3d.; Zaaiplaats, 16s. 3d.—16s. 6d.

Fri. Sat. Tues. Wed. Thms.
4tli 5th 8th 9th 10th

Afnoan Faims 17 5 17 5 17 6 17 1 17 4*

/.nglo American Corp. . . — — — — 31 6*

Ape.< Mines •'6* " 6* 7 6* 7 6* 7 fa»

Aurora Wests 9 0* — — —
Bantjes Consolidateds ... 3 4* 3 3* 3 5 3 2* 3 1*

Erakpan Mines — 73 6» 74 0* 74 3* 74 C*
Brevten Collieries 10 0* — 10 0* — 10 0*

Brick and Potteries 3 9* 3 9* — 3 9* 3 9*

British South Africa .... — — 16 6* 18 6* 17 6*

Bushveld Tins 8* 7* 8* 7* —
Cassel Coals — 29 0* 28 0* 30 0* 30 0*

Cinderella Cnns 4 0* — 4 0* — 4 6
City and Suburbans 8 3* 8 0* 9 3* 8 3* 8 3

City Deeps 52 6* 53 52 6* 53 Ot 52 6*

Cloverfield Mines 9 0* 9 6t 9 6+ 9 6+ 9 6+
Clydesdale Collieries .... 18 0* 18 6* 18 6* 19 6 19 6
Concrete Construction .... 6 0+ — — — 60+
Con. Investments 19 6* 19 9* 19 6* 19 6* 19 6*

Con. Langlaagtes 20 0+ 20 0+ — 17 0* 17 0*

Con. Main Reefs 11 9* 12 11 9* 12 11 6*

Con. Mines Selection .... 23 9* 25 9* 25 9* 25 0* 25 0*

Coronation Collieries .... — — 42 6* 43 0* 43 3*

Coronation Freeholds 10* — 10* 16* —
Crown Diamonds 5 6* 5 6* 5 6* 6 8 0*

Crown Mines Debentures . . £100* £100* £100* £100* —
Daggafontein Mines 23 6* 23 6* 23 6* 24 3a 23 0*

Fri.

4th
Daggafontein Options ... —
Durb.m Koodepoort Deeps .

—
East Rand Coals 2 0*
East Rand Minings 18 6*

East Rand Props —
East Rand Debentures ... .£63*

Eastern Golds 13*
>erreira Deeps —
Frank Smith Diamonds ... 35*
Geduld Props 37 0*

Glencairns 1 0*

Glynn's Lydenburg's .... 23 0*

Government Areas 92 3
Hume Pipes lio

Jupiters ^
Klerksdorp Props 3 Oa
Knight Centrals —
Knights Deeps —
Lace Props 12 8

Langlaagte Estates 20 0+
Leeuwpoort Tins 32 6
Lydenburg Farm.s 9 5
Main Reef Wests —
Middelvlei Estates 10*
Modder B's 168
Modder Deep 148 9
Modder Easts 21 4J
Modder Options (3 years) . . 6 6*
?>lodder Options (4 years) . 7 8+
South Van Ryn '"

. 14 6

South Van Ryn Options ... 13*
S.A. Alkali ." 45
I)e Beers £16*
Natal Navigation Collieries .

—
National Banks £14*
New Boksburgs —
New Eland Diamonds .... •

—

New Era Cons 10 3*
New Geduld" Deeps —
New Heriots 12 6*
New Kleinfonteins 14 6
New ilodderfontein —
New Unifieds —
Nigels 4 0*

Nourse Mines IS 6

Premier Preferred^ —
Pretoria Cements 71 6*

Princess Estates 3 8
Rand Collieries 2 6*
Rand Klips 10 3*
Rand Nucleus 1 3*
Rand Select Corporation ... 90 0+
Randfonfein Deeps —
Raudfontein Estates 15 0*
Rooibergs 11 6

Roodepoort Uniteds 2 6*
Ryan Nigels 3 0*

Shebas —
Simmer and Jacks 4 0+
S.A. Breweries 33 0*

S.A. Lands 6 9
Springs Mines 71 6
Sub-Nige's 28 Oa
Swaziland Tins —
Transvaal Lands 21
Transvaal G.M. Estates ... —
Van Ryn Deeps 71 6*
Village Deeps 16 6*
Village Main Reefs 10 0*
West Springs 25 9
Western Rand Estates ... 23*
Witwatersrand Deeps .... 99
Wolhuters 4 0+
Zaaiplaats Tins 17

Union 5 per cent £105J
New States 20 7J

•Buyers. +Sellers. AOdd

Sat. Tues. Wed. Thurs.
5th 8th 9th 10th
4 3* — 4 3* 4 0*

7 6* 7 6* — 7 6*

2 0» 2 0* 2 0* 2 0»

,19 6* 18 9* 19 0* 20 0+
3 9* 3 9* 3 9* 4 6
£63* £63*

1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3*

— — 8 0* —
3 5* 3 5* 3 5 3 5*

38 9 38 3 38 0* 37 6

1 6* 1 6* 1 6* 1 6*

23 6* 23 6* 23 9* 23 6*

92 9 93 92 3 92
34 0* 35 6 34 6* 34 6*

3 9* 4 0* 4 0* 4
3 0* 3 0* 3 0*

4 5 4 3* 4 4* 4 5
5 0* 5 0* 5 0* 6 0+

12 9 12 7 12 11 9*
— 20 0+ — —

32 6* 34 31 6 31 6
9 3 9 4* 9 1* 9 3— — 2 10+ —
1 0* 1 5* 1 0*

168 169 0+ 166 0* 165 0*

150 0* 148 0* 148 6* 149 0*

21 7J 21 6* 21 3* 21 4i
6 6* 6 7 6 4* 6 6*

7 6* 7 7* 7 7 8 0+
14 3* 14 3*

1 3

45 0+

14 3* 14 3+

43 0* 45 49
£16* £16* — —

19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0*

£14i+ — — £14*— — 1 0* 1 0*

23 6* 23 6* — 23 6*

10 3* 10 3* 10 3* 10 3*

5 9* 6 0+ 6 0+ 5 8*

12 6* — 13 0* 13 0*

14 6* 14 6 15 0+ 14 0*

427a — £27* £27jA
5 6* 5 6* — 5 6*

4 0*

19 0+ 18 0* 19 0+ 17 6*

145 0* — —
— 72 6+ 71 6* 72 6a
3 3* 3 6 3 3 3 0*

2 6* — 2 6* 2 6*

10 6* 10 6 10 3* 10 0*

1 4 1 3* 1 4 1 3*

90 0+ — 87 0*

5 0* 5 5 9 5 6*

15 0* 15 3* 14 9* 14 9*

11 6* 11 3* 11 6 11 0*

2 6* 2 6* 2 9*

2 9* 2 9* 2 9* 2 9*
— —

1 0+ —
33 0* 33 0* 33 0* 33 0*

6 7* 6 7* 6 9* 6 8*

71 9 71 6*- 71 6 71 0*

27 6* 27 9 27 7i 27 6*

32 0* 32 6+ 32 6+
21 0* 21 0* 21 0*

16 0+ — — 12 6*

72 72 0+ 71 6 71 0*

17 6* 16 3* — 16 6*
—.. .__

25 3* 25 ri

2 0*
25 ii 25 0*— 2 0* 2 0*

9 6* 9 9* 9 9* 9 9*
— 4 0+ 4 0+ 4 0+

17 0* 17 1 16 6 16 5*
£105* £105* £105* £105*
20 9 20 9a 20 6 20 6

lots. bEx London.

Oablt :

' McKEOHMU
WIOHSS." McKECHNIE BROTHERS, Limited.

SMELTING WORKS: WIDNES, ENGLAND LONDON OFFICE: 11, LOMBARD STREET, S.E.
BIRUIHaH.iH, HXWOASTLI. HAROHIiSTIB, uEEDS AND BSIBTO!..

BUYERS OF

COMPLEX ORES
COPPER-TIN ORES.

EESIDUES,

Which contain COPPER.^
dOPPER-LEAD ORES. " COPPER-ZINC ORES;

MATTES. CONCENTEATEB, PRECIPrTATEB.
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,

The Proprietors of FATTl'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI
FOR THE

Mine Boys, bog to inform the Mine and Compoond Managers that despite tlie present high cost of flonr, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most

economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has

now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content

of tht Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATT! & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Business Bad—Speculators Much Concerned Over Peace Notes—Quotations Erratic—Big

Parcel of Steel Distributed—Electrical Material—Choraicals anxl Disinfectants.

Business is quieter than ever, partly through the influenza

scourge, as on that account no fewer than six colhenes have

closed down, and the others are only working about one-third

their strength. Another reason is the German peace note,

which created a sensation amongst speculative holders on

Tuesday and in a lesser degree since. The fact is that

during the first two years much speculation has taken place

in Johannesburg. For example, so many people with money

have gone into things that they never touched before.

Picture frame dealers have bought prmts and such like, a

solicitor is said to be holding a hundred cases of turpeut_me

for a rise, and fair quantities of petrol are held by a few

suburban people which can be had at about 70s. per ease

to one's friends. Again, white lead and Unseed oil are held

by tea merchants and others, and household brushware by

jewellers, also a nice parcel of tin plates has been pur-

chased by a cork merchant as well as rosin by furniture

dealers. To illustrate the anxiety on Tuesday, before the

replies were sent to Germany, no less than seven travellers

called on an oil and colour warehouse offering, or perhaps

to be more correct, " fencing " the subject as to what they

could get for certain lines. However, not a line was struck,

as the manager concerned was neither a buyer or seller,

preferring to await events.

Quotations Th.\t Are and Might Be.

The lowest quotation made for raw linseed oil was

10s. 6d. per gallon in bulk, of which there are big supplies,

but not so for the boiled description that remains firm at

last quotations. In the case of linseed oil, providing the

bar against exjKirt was removed from Britain, both kinds,

R. W. HODGES,
LICENSED MINING MATERIAL BROKER,

11, Holland Street, opposite Stock Exchange, Johannesburg,

OFFERS Second-hand Rails in 121b., 161b.. 45lb., 60Ib.

Angle Fish Plates, Sleep.rs, Steel Hammers,
Balata Btlting.

REQUIRES Second-hand Rails. 201b.. 601b.

STATE FULL PARTICULARS.

viz., raw and boiled, could be lauded here at 5s. 8d. per
gallon, as compared with its present price of 14s. to los.

Hence the natural anxiety of the speculative holders. This
is not altogether improbable, as here and there the pro-

hibited exports from Britain do come through. For example,
there are 21,000 empty new tins on the way here from
England at a cost of IJd. each as compared with the local

manufactured price of about 4fd. each. Heiice it is not
surprising that holders of tin plates held for big profits have
been a little frightened of late. Again, paraffin has been
offered from Natal at a price which had better not be men-
tioned, seeing that fines of .€20 and £15 respectively were
inflicted by the Johannesburg magistrate on Wednesday for

selling bottles at Is. and 9d. each, which is 6d. and 3d.

above the Government regulation price. Undoubtedly there

is an easier tendency in prices, more particularly in second-
hand machinery; however, the idea is that this will wear
off somewhat, now there is no prospect of immediate peace.

The shake up for speculative holders lias been sharp and
severe.

Iron and Steel.

Business in the bar iron trade is still fairly good, but

quieter, through the influenza chiefly. There is a great

dearth of imported bar iron, and the local manufactories are

not giving the general trade over much, as they are kept

well emploj'ed by the Government and mine orders. The

I

B«i£later*<4 T'-a<*« BSark

Three Seas Brand.

RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite diffeicnt from all other paints,

supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elagtic, Waterproof, impervious to

beat, cold, and atniospheiic condi-
tions. A perfect preservative lor

Iron, Wood, Stone. &c. Salt Water
has no eiTect, is a positive cure for

dump, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in uee withstands v^ry
high temperatures of superh Mted
steam.

Sole Manufacturers :

TheCASSON COMPOSITIONS Co. Ltd.

Fulham, London, England.
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minea are evidently, making more use of their reserve sup-

plies, as one mine' alone recently distributed 600 tons of

octa'gon, hexagon and cruciform drill steel. There is a

reason for this, viz., that the mine in question had turned

their hammer drill work into that for machines. In men-

tioning this matter an expert in this line said that some
mines had two or three years' supply of drill steel of all

kinds and in the aggregate there was over a year's supply

on the mines. It is not sin-prising that business is in the

doldrums on the Exchange, now that the chief buying office

is moving surplus stocks rather pronouncedly from one min^

to others.

Thk Trend of Business.

One of the best authorities says that where there were

all buyers before the Bulgarian surrender and the peace

note, now there are ninety sellers and ten buyers. The
substantial houses are neither buying nor selling, but are

always open to buy anything a trifle under market value;

however, at present there are very few bargains offering, and
although there is an easier feeling, yet one cannot really put

a hand upon any alteration in prices, as the fractions are

so small that they are unquotable. A manager remarked

that he was not relieving anyone of their surplus stocks at

present prices, excepting in the ordinary way of business

to complete orders. Business in commercial circles is very

dull, simply because of the influenza epidemic, which is not

surprising now that many of the schools are to be turned

into hospitals. The oldest inhabitant cannot remember such

a sad time as this; for although the fever in the early days

was bad, yet it was nothing like the present scourge.

Electrical Material.

Lamps are in good supply, dribbling in from America and
Holland, but not many from Britain. It is marvellous that

our supplies have kept up so well without any alteration in

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

• TPITTSBURGH PERFECT" »

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright NaU Wire
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished Wire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Wire Nails Fence Staple*

Pig Iron, BlooniB, Billets, Wire
Bods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephon«
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel

Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fenoin^

Wt ore prtpared to giv4 PROMPT 8EBTICE, and i

\/mr <nfuiM'«« aetompanUd ly temphU tptdjlcatiitt,

AddreMi

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

CiUsAddNwi

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

"FLOWER" BRAND.

Si''^

HAS THE LOWEST CO-EFFICIENT OF FRICTION.

KEEPS down tlie liiU for luliricants. making BEARINGS smootn ai glass

and keeping them COOL under lieaviest piessuiea anil highest s, eeds.

Manufactured and Sold Bv

—

THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION
HETAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIMITED,

4t. QUEEN VICTORU STREET. LONDON. E.C.

Ateoli far Saulh Africa i FRASER & CFIALMERS, Ltd.. lohanoMburz,
Bulawayo and Salifbury,

price during the present year. All electrical supplies are

quite fair but business is exceptionally slack. It was sur-

prising to hear at one place that no loss than four small

jobs arranged for last week were held up this week, as the

various owners, all seemingly with one accord, were waiting

to see what was likely to happen over the peace business.

Chemicals and Disinfectants.

Mercury has now gone down to £35 per 75 lb. bottle, but
very little is doing as mines have contracted for supplies

until the end of the war. Disinfectants, especially imported,

are scarce, but fortunately there are quantities manufactured
locally, chiefly from tar. The price is 10s. per gallon

STANDARD
BANK

of SOUTH AFRICA. Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1862.

Bankers to the Government of the Union of South Africa

in the Cape Province ; to the Imperial Government in

South Africa ; and to the Administration of Rhodesia.

Subscribed Capital

Paid-up Capital •

Reserve Fund

£6,194,100

1,548,525

2,000,000

OVER 250 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES in the

Union ol South Africa, Rhodesia, Nyasaland, East
Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Portuguese East
Africa, Protectorate of South West Africa, and the

Territory formerly known as German East Alrica.

Head Office in Africa: CAPE TOWN.
London OiQee: 10 Clement's Lane, Lombard St., London, E.C.

New York Agency: 68, Wall Street.
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imported, and 5s. for the locally made. Quinine is scarce,

having risen frorn 3s. 6d. to 5s. per oz. Eucalyptus is being

used very freely owing to the influenza, and stocks are being

absorbed quickly. There is still a fair quantity made locally,

but with the present extra demands that hardly counts. The

price has advanced about 20 per cent.

Kevised Price List.

Building Materials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, 2s. to

28. Id. ; flooring, 4^ x J and 6 x J, lid. to Hid. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. to 7i i. per sq. ft. ;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

9s. to 9s. 6d. per cub. ft.; clear pine, ^in. x 12in., Is. 6d. per foot;

lin. x 12in. 2b.; teak, 25s. to '26s. per cubic foot; shelving,

Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 13s. 6d. c. ft. ;
poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

2s. to 2s. Id. ft. ; beaver boards, lid. ;
galvanised iron, 24 gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 2s. 2d. to 2s. 3d. ; lift., 2s. 3d. ; 12ft., 2s. 3^d. ;
26-gauge,

6ft. to 8i't., Is. lOd. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lid.; flat galvanised, 24 and

26-gauge, 110s. lOOlb. ; floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling, 70s.; wire nails,

758. to loOs. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 723. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, SOs. to S5s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cemeniv_ Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, lOs.

bag; 93. truck loads; lime, vphite, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. ;
plaster lime, Ss. 6d. ;

bWcks, stock, delivered, 6O3. to 70s. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 808. ; pressed,

I'Os. to bOs. 1,000 ; road transport expensive when obtainable ; salt

glazed, £17 173., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles 17s.^ 6d. to 27s. 6d.

yard; paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 258. ; fluted, 30s. ; Breclay bricks, £8 IOb. to £10

lOs. at kiln, per 1.000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to 808., according to

height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled

143. to 15s. O.M. gallon; white lead, Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 3d. in

big lots; turpentine, UOs, 2/4 1-5 galls.; 10— I's; 5-6 imp. tins, 120s.;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb. ;
paints' in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ;

British plateglass,

iin., 83. 6d. ; do., mirror, 9s.; window, 16oz., la. 6d. to Is. 9d.

per foot ; and fancy glass, 28. per foot.

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31i per

ton; tallow (local), 8id. per lb.; paraffin quotations unobtainable;

petrol, 39s. 2d, 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 83. 6d. per eallon

;

engine lubricating oils, 37s. 6d. to 47a. 6d. per case; cylinder, 37i. 6d,

to 473. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 751b. ; bichromate potash, 53. 6d. lb. ;

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ;
permanganate, 18s. to ISs. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb. ;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. 6d. lOOlb. ; cyanide sodium,
28. 3d. to 28. 6d. lb.; hypo. Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local, £55 10s. ton;
litharge (assay), 708. to 72s. 6d. (commercial), 588. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc
sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, e^d. lb. ; plumbago
crucibles, 6^4. per number; carbide, 100s. to 110s. 100 lb.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 333. to 36s. wholesale, and 48s. to 543. doz. retail ; carbon
lamps, 208. dozen; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd. ; 3/20 coils wire
65s. to 70s.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to SOs.; 7/22, 75a. to 80s.; 7/20 120b.;

7/18, 160s.; tubing, 50s. to 553. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4b. 6d. to

58. each; round blocks, 3iin., 5s. to 63. 5d. dozen; lamp holde,

cord grips, 15b, to 15s, 6d, per dozen ; switches, 5 amp,, 36s, to 37s, 6d.
per dozen ; British glass shades. JOs. to 408. dozen ; porcelain sbaokleg,

j 15s. to IBs. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. to 30s. per 100; cleats, 22b.

1
per 100: P.O. insulators. 1 8s. dozen.

i
Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 95s. to

\ lOOs. ; §in. do., 85s. ; fin. steel, round, 80s.
;
^in. round iron, 75s. ; do.

j

steel, 72s. 6d. ; |in. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none
1 in town; Jin. round iron, 65s. to 67s. 6d.

; Jin. steel, 62s. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, SOs. to 70s. ; all at per lOOlbs.

Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

45s. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-

plates, SOs. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per lb.

;

5-lGin. diameter, Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.
; fin. diameter up to

3in. long, Is. 9d. lb. ; fin. dia.. Is. 5d.. 3iin. and up Jong Is. 6d. lb. ;

^in dia up to 2iih long, 77s. 6d. lOOlb
; ^-in dia. and 2Jin up long, 75b.

per lOOlb. ; fin. diameter up to 2}in. long, 85s. per 1001b.
;

|in. dia.

2|in. and up long, 608. per 1001b. ; Jin. diameter, 2iin. and
up long, 558. 100 lb.

; Jin. and lin. . diameter, same price as Jin.

diameter; nuts, Jin., Is. 3d. per lb.; ^-in., 85s.; |in. QSa.

;

Ifin. and l^in., fiSs. ; Ifin. to IJin.. 878 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash"
era, all 458.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; jin., 5-16in., la. 6d. lb.;
7 16in., fin.. Is. 3d. lb. ; Jin., 75s. to 80s. ; fin.. 723. 6d. ; fin. up, 6O3.

100 lb. : shoes and die. 32s. 6d. to 35s., 100 lb. : rails, £25 per ton;
picks, 4lb. . 40s. dozen; shovels. 80s. to 90a. dozen; drill hammers,
5id. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 4s. 6d.

;

24in., 10s.; 30in., 14s.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction
knoxite, lid. to 4s. apd special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variatioD

in prices, the Rditnr will n^owpr reply-paid telegrams to
vprifv any quotation in our list.

M. ESPLEY JONES
Merchant in Mining Materials

Sole South African Agent for:—

SYBRY SEARLES & Co., Ltd., Cannon Steel Works

Sheffield.

Manufacturers of Mining and High-Speed Steelt,

Picks, Hammers, Files, Twist Drills, etc.

RICHARD GARSIDE, Ltd., Manchester,

Manufacturers of Cotton Waste and Sponge Cloths, etc.

Contractors to South African Railways, Witwatersrand Gold

Mines, Collieries, Municipalities, etc.

W. D. HOUGHTON & Co., Ltd., Warrington,

Manufacturers of Wire Ropes of all descriptions.

LARGE STOCKS CARRIED LOCALLY.

9a Commercial Exchange, Main St.,

Phone 1875. , P.O. Box 4782. Tel. Add. : "PRAESENS."

JOHANNESBURG.

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

WiiS wHicS »re iicarooranJ TIE BWK OF AFRICA, Ltd., EsUbli.hed 1879j

THE !<ATI3>JAL B ANK OF THE OHANGE RIVER COLONY, Ltd., E.Ub. 1877;

•nd THE NATAL BANK, Ltd.. Ettab. 1854.)

Bankers to the Uaton Government in the Transvaal, the Orange
Free State, and Natal, and to the Imperial Government.

Capital Subscribed and Paid up

With power to increase to -

Capital and Reserve . . .

£2,865,000

£4,000,000

£3,715,000

©Ucctors :

The Hon. HUGH CRAWFORD - Chairnun.
J.EMRYS EVANS. CJVl.G. . Vice-chairman.

J. ELLIS BROWN. P. DUNCAM.C.M.G.'.MJ-.A.
The Hon. ALBERT OLIFF, E. J. RENAUD,
JAMES B. TAYLOR. H. O'K. WEBBER.

Senator Thr Hon. Sir ANTON IE G. VILJOEN.
The Hon. Sir EDGAR H WALTON. KCM.G., Mi,A..

(Bencial /IDan.iijer: E. C. REYNOLDS.

HEAD OFFICE - - PRETORIA.
f LONDON WALL, LONDON, E.C. 2.

London Office.
^ |g_ ^j SWITHINS LANE. LONDON, E.C. 4.

New York Office ' 10, WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

The Bank has over 300 BRANCHES and SU3-BRANCHIS

in the principal Towns in the Union of South Africa,

South Wflst Protectorate, Rliodo^ia, Nyaaaland,
Portuguese East Africa and East .\frioa.

Agents in all the principal Cities of the World.

omoials of the Bank <tre bodnd t3 secrecy In regard to the

trasiaotiiii a( itiy of Its cust^iuers.
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Engineering Notes and News.
RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE—V.

Lessons for South Africa—The Electrification of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paxil
Railway.

The following is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquier's
contribution to the discussion on Mr. J. W. Kirkland's
paper on railway electrification, before the S.A.I, of E.E. :

It is in my opinion vital that, in considering the best
equipment of system for any initial section of the S.A.
Railways which may be selected, the final possibilities

should be rigidly held in view. Speaking purely generally,

not- having considered the subject, suppose a 2,400 volt

D.C. system, with sub-stations every 25 miles, was economi-
cally suitable and proper for the section from the Natal
coalfields to the coast, can one imagine sub-stations at 25
mile intervals strung out between Johannesburg and Bula-
wayo, or Johannesburg and the Cape. To ray way of

thinking it is absolutely unimportant that the system
adopted for main line electrification should also be suitable

for suburban traffic, but essential that all main line traffic

be identical and interchangeable. It is a perfectly simple
matter for the main line locomotives to knock off when the
suburban boundaries are reached, and the train to be
handled thereon to the terminals, by locomotives suitable

for the particular system adopted for the suburban traffic.

What I am getting at is this—that whereas I am convinced
that D.C. equipments are essential for any electrification

such as the Reef section, or for purely suburban passenger
traffic, I am by no means convinced that it is of necessity

the best solution for the long distance main line traffic

conditions that* have to be met in this country. On the

other hand, as previously stated, I must admit I have given
no detailed consideration to the subject, and am only
speaking on general principles and in of course quite a

personal capacity. Some particulars of the passenger loco-

motives the Westinghouse Co. are supplying to the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway will be of niterest, as many
new features are embodied. They are designed to haul a

trailing load of 950 tons, 12 coaches, over the. entire moun-
taiu section from Seattle to Harlowton, a distance of 684
miles, at speeds varying from 56 miles per hour on the

level to 25 miles per hour on the 2 per cent, grades. The
classification of the locomotives will be 4-6-2-2-6-4, articu-

lated, corresponding to two-coupled locomotives of the

Pacific type, but the whole of the auxiliary and control

apparatus is concentrated in a single cab, carried on the

two main trucks, each main truck having, as is apparent
from the classification, a four wheel guiding truck, three

driving axles and a two wheel trailing truck. The arrange-

ment of the cab is such as to relieve it of all pulling and
bumping strains, due to the train load, which are taken
direct through the truck side frames and buffers. The motor
equipment consists of six twin motors, gear driving on to

the wheels through a quill. This arrangement makes for

great flexibility of running speed. Three economical speed
combinations result, namely, with six motors in series, with

'two sets of three motors in series, and with three sets of

two motors in series, giving one-third, two-thirds and full

speed respectively, and further, with each of these com-
binations, two additional running speeds are obtained with-

out rheostatic control, by means of inductive shunts on the

main motor fields. The use of twin motors, which I believe

were first employed on the New York, New Haven and
Hartford freight locomotives, enables the available space

between the driving wheels to be most effectively utilised,

and also in this case permits of armatures wound for 750

volts. The regenerative control presents some special

features, one being that the separate excitation necessary

is obtained from special axle driven generators with

balancing resistances. These machines are mounted on the

inside axles of the guiding trucks of the locomotives, and
in addition to exciting the main motors during generation,

also supply power for the air compressors and blowers when

the locomotive is running. In addition to relieving the
trolley of a certain amount of load, this arrangement pre-
sents the advantage that if, for any reason, power was off

the trolley, the train could still be safely taken down these
heavy grades on air brakes. It is recognised that a low
voltage for auxiliaries very materially adds to the general
reliability. On these locomotives all the auxiliaries are
operated at a nornial pressure of 100 volts, thei-e being
provided for this purpose a small motor generator set and
a battery consisting of 36 Exide cells, in addition to the
axle driven generators just mentioned. Some leading par-
ticulars of the locomotives are as follows:—Length over
couplings, 90 ft. ; fixed wheel base, 16 ft. 9 in. ; total weight
in tons, 266; weight on driving axles, 165 tons; diameter of
driving wheels, 68 in.; diameter of guiding wheels, 36 in.;
trolley voltage, 3,000; normal operating motor voltage, 750;
number of motors, 6 twin; one hour rating of motors, 666
h.p. ; continuous rating of motors, 535 h.p. ; total rated h.p.,

3,200/4,000; starting tractive effort, 112,000 lbs.;
normal maximum speed, 56 miles per hour; h.p.
per ton of locomotive one hour rating, 15. Amongst
other advantages claimed for these locomotives, special
mention may be made of the following:—Inherent advan-
tage of lower voltage across the individual motor. Greater
safety of train operation, with power for compressors
independent of main power. Reduction in peak demand
due to greater flexibility in operating speeds. ^Material
saving in rheostatic losses for the same reason. Better
wheel arrangement and weight distribution. Higher centre
of gravity, with complete spring support of main motors.
These latest locomotives are illustrated in figure 3. A very
brief comparison between these locomotives and the loco-
motives described by ]\lr. Kirkland may be permitted. The
one hour rated capacity is 11 per cent, greater, and this is

obtained with a reduction in overall length of 22 ft., nearly
20 per cent., and a reduction in total weight of 22 tons,

say, 7J per cent., the h.p. per ton of locomotive being
increased by 19 per cent. I have no desire to emphasise
these figures in any way, because there is no doubt 1 think
that the G.E. locomotives' described by Mr. Kirkland were
designed chiefly with a view to heavy freight trafiSc, but
they do, I think, exemplify that steady progress towards
improvement, which is such a marked feature in all those
spheres of usefulness in which electricity find an applica-
tion. Reference has been made to the very important New
York, New Haven and Hartford electrification, which is

claimed to be one of the largest and most important trunk
line electrifications in the world. There are at present in

servfce about 100 Baldwin - Westinghouse locomotives,
operating from an 11,000 volt single-phase, 25 period trolley

line, with the complication of having to operate off a 600
volt D.C. third rail when running on the 12 miles of the
New York Central Lines entering the Great Central Station,

New York. Three types of locomotives are in service,

namely, passenger, freight and switching locomotives,
details of the three types being given in the following table

:

Passenger.

Typn of truck articulated ... 2-40
Rigid wheel base 8ft. Oin.

Total wheel base 68ft. 4in.

Over all length 76ft. Sin,

Height to cab roof 12ft. 3in. 13ft. lOin. 12ft. 6in.
Diara. of driving wheels 62in. 63in. 63in.
Total weight 435,200 lbs. 219,450 lbs. 169.120 lbs.

Weight on driving .ixles 41,900 ,, 42,200 ,, 39,780 ,,

Continuous tractive effort ... 12,800 ,, 13,000 ,, 14,600 ,,

One hour rating do 19,400 ,, 18,600 ,, 23,200 „
Maxipium tractive effort 40,000 ,, 40.000 ., 40,000 ,,

Ma.ximum speed, m.p.h 66 27-8 8"1

These passenger, freight and switching locomotives are illustrtttd in

Figs. 4, 6 and 6 respeotivcly.

{To be continued.)

Freight. Switching.

2-40 0-4-0

8ft. Oin, "ft. Oin.

40ft. 6in. 23ft. 6in.

50ft. Oin. 87ft. Oin.
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I
TRIMO TOOLS. I

DE sure to ask for the Trimo

Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and wiih Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO..
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by All Hardware Merchants.

TEIMO PIPH WRENCB
STSEL HANDLE.

I WM JOHNSTON,
P.O. BOX 5S80.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

* Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA

:

President Buildings, c'o President

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg

—-— PHONE 2296.
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MULCOTT BELTING
Suitable for all Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against
dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. :: :: ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-
eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,
BRADFORD, ENGLAND. —

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

91, Market Street,

JOHANNESBURG.

i

Box 1124

*^m0m»m0immmmmmmmmmm0m0im0mmmti0m

Telephone 4701.
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Company Meetings.

CORONATiON COLLIERIES.

The ninth ordinary general meeting of

shareholders of th-? Coronation Collieries,

Ltd., was held at the National Bank
Board Room on Oct. 4th. Mr. A. Allien

presided, and there were also present

Major Hon. W. L. Bagot, Messrs. J.

Waldie Peirson, W. P. Grimmer, J. F.

Rutherford, B. Price, and A. L. Tre-

goning. The accounts disclosed ^a profit

for the year, ending Jime 30th. 1018, of

£3.5,607 7s. lOd.

The Cliairman. in moving the adoption

of the report of the directors, said that

last year he discu.ssed the position of the

Transvaal coal triflic as affected by the

war. The collieries were all far inland,

and depended entirely on the railways I"

haul their product to the consumers.
Their customers were mainly in two
areas—the Witwatersrand and the ports

of Delagoa and Capetown. Notwith-
standing tlie increasing difficulties in

obtaining new supplies of rolling stock,

or even miterials for repairing the old

engines and trucks, there was again an
advance in the coal traffic (o record, on
which he congratulated the Railway Ad-
ministration. It was a bigger achieve-

ment than a year ago appeared to be
possible, when one considered the rapid

diminution of shipping and the .extreme
shortTge in the supply of nearly all the

metal manufactures on which the rail-

ways were dependent. The recent re-

turns of shipbuilding justified tho hope
that the Allies had turned the corner,

and were replacing every ton sunk by
enemy submarines, but it was question-

able whether that would mean more so

far as South Africa was concerned than

that the existing state of shipping would
not become worse. The arrival of ships

in South African ports was not only

scanty, it was also very errat'c. They
could always get previous intimation of

arrivals, so that the difficult'es in sup-

plying shipping with coal when required

were accentuated. It was, generally

speaking, a case of a heavy pressure or

no business at all at their chief port

—

Deh'goa Bay. The outlook for next year,

if the war continued, was quite uncer-

tain, as might be expected from the ex-

planations just given. Shipping trade

was of supreme importance to the Trans-

vaal collieries. It was only if the ship-

ping demand grew that the collieries

could continue' to expand. Internal re-

quirements were not growing fast, and
it would need considerable industrial de-

velopment to make much difference to

the collieries, whilst tliat development
could only very graduilly come to pass.

The shipping trade, on the other hand,
offered far greater opportunities for ex-

pansion, and it was accordingly in their

interests to nurse and encourage it in

every» possible manner, Tho war had
opened up outlets for their coal through
shipping which were denied to them a

few years ago, and they were hoping to

be able to retain a considerable .iharc of

such tride in the future. Their coal

liad been tried in these new quarters,

and they trusted it had established a

.sunicii'iit reputation to justify its use in

fimipetition with other coals when noi-mal

trade conditions were I'o-established.

Th.Tt had a direct bearing on .-mother

nntler which had been occupying the

attention of the Board for a considerable

time. In view of the comparatively .short

jieriod of productivity left to them in

!he old Coromtion Mine, they had been
los'ng no chance of securing a satisfac-

tory property to replace it. At the pre-

sent moment they were testing three dif-

ferent areas, after having con.sidered and
reiccted several others. It was impos-

sible to say yet whether any of those

now being examined wonHd prove accept-

able. Several conditions had to bo ful-

filled before any property could be con-

sidered satisfactoi-y. It must be acces-

sible, that WIS. not far from the railway.

The senm must be of a workable width
—indeed, as thick as possible—and it

must be clean coal if possible, that was,

unmixed with shale or other partings.

The Native Strike.

During the past year there had been

one new experience which was both dis-

appointing in itself and disquieting for

the future. He referred to the five sep-

arate occasions on wjiich the natives em-

ployed on collieries in the Witbauk dis-

trict hid suddenly and by pre-arrange-

ment downed tools. So far as could be

gathered, the boys suffered from no seri-

ous grievances. The complaints they

put forward to the Native Affairs offi-

cials pointed in one respect to a mis-

understanding over the system in vogue
ot most of the mines of giving a differ-

ently coloured ticket for broken shifts.

Another real grievance they alleged was
that the meat rations issued consisted

partly of inferior stuff. That, of course,
was indefensible. If a company under-
took to supply meat, the issue ought to

be sound meat. In so far as these native
strikes were concerned, the companies
must be rigidly honest and just to their

employees. Otherwise trouljle and loss

would not be long to seek. It was all

the more necessary to deal fairly witH
llio native in that a new spirit appears
to be growing up among.st the black races

in South Africa. They were evincing
dissatisfaction with their old conditions
under which they had been treated as

children with_ no industrial acquirements
and no education. They were in most
parts of the country showing the greatest
eagerness for the benefits of elementary
and in some cases of even higher educa-
(ion. Sooner or later the kaftir would
demand more consideration, and a higher
rank in life and justice would insist on
receiving it.

The white employees had also during
the year put forv/ard demands for higher
pay. Agreements had been arrived at
with the South African Eugine Drivers'
and Firemen's Association, the Amalga-
mated Society of Carpenters and Joiners,

the South African Boilermakers, Iron
workers' and Steel Shipbuilders' Society,

and the South African Mine Workers'
Union. They were now discussing a
draft agreement with the Stationary
Engine Drivers. Locomotive Drivers,

Boiler Attendants and Firemen. In con-

nection with the white as with the col-

oured employes, the onlv condition on
which good relations could be looked for

was that of a square deal and fair play.

There was no reason to think that either

party to these negotiations had any de-

sire adverse to the establ'^hment of such
a square deal. In conclusion, he men-
tioned that w-'th the Tavistock Company
the Board was giving £450 to the Gov-
ernor-General's Fund spread over the
year.

The motion was carried unanimously.
The retiring directors. Messrs. A.

."Viken and H. de V. Steytler. were re-

elected. Messrs. Roberts, Hays and Co.
were reappointed auditors for the ensu-

ing year.

"The Journal of Industries-"

The place of honour in the September number of the /i)H"i<'/

of }iuiuuiit.s is gi\en to an article on Concrete Shipbuilding, by

JMr. Warington Smyth, Secretary tor Mines and Industries. Mr.

Smyth savs that, tor cargo carriers of over 2,000 tons, the advantages

of ferro-coucrtte are still very doubtful, but that, for the coastal

trade of the African continent, an opening for ferro-concrete may be

said to exist, whilst there is no reason why ali demands for lighters

for the ports should not be met by this material. Ho points out

that our opportunities for opening up and securing the coastal trade

of Africa, south of 5 deg. N, lat., are such as they have never been

before, and after the war will never be again; and that, with the

excellent cement now being produced in the Union and the Cape,

and the large amount of granite available for the aggregate, together

with the experience already gained in reinforcement work, there

should be no difficulty in turning out and utilising the right material.

The possibilities of the commercial use of aircraft in South Africa

are discussed by Mr. J. H. Neal, ot the Technical College, Durban.

Tho author is a Fellow of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain,

and consequently is able to speak with some authority on tlie subject.

Although the article reads almost as a scientific romance, Mr. Neal's

arguments are convincing, and there seems no reason to doubt that

the time is not very distant when, as the author suggests, there

will be daily aeroplane services, for passengers as well as mails, be-

tween ICapetown, Johannesburg and Durban.

Other articles in the " Journal " include an outline by Dr. W.
M. Flint, Librarian of Parliament, Capetown, of what has been done

in the organisation and development of research and industry in Can-

ada ; a description by Mr. H. Wolfe, of the Department of Agriculture,

of certain European systems of rural credit and their applicability to

South Africa ; a study by Dr. Marchand, the Acting Chemist of the

Department of Agriculture, of sources of potash fertilisers ; an illus-

trated resume of tho Grain Elevators Committee's report ; an investi-

gation of the effect of the colour bar in industiy, as reflected by the

results of the industrial census ; and a brief survey of the Union's

limestone resources.

There are also a dozen pages of useful " Notes," and the usual
" Notes from Industrial Centres," sun'ey of the labour market,

weather notes, tables, etc.

The " Journal " is issued by the Departmf'nt of Industries, Pre-

toria, and copies are obtainable from any railway bookstall.

Box 3807.
1

Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALERS HANKEY - - - Sole Agent.
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"INDUSTRY AS USUAL."
LIST <d:h'

Manufacturers & Agents belonging to the British Empire and her Allies.

HERBERT AINSWORTH.
Sngineer aod Mercbant, 304-307 The Corner House, Johannes-

burg; South African Agent for Green's Patent Fuel Economisers,

Canadian Carbide ' S " Brand, AUisChalmers Mfg. Co., Crane

Co., Richard Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd., Kennicott Water

Softener Co., Hartlepool Ropery Co., Ltd., Wood's Colliery

Plants and Winches, Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., Conveying

Weigher Co. _________^.^_^.^—^—^—^^—
ANDREW, RESTIEAUX & CO.

Manufacturers of Solders, Bearing Metals, Printers' Alloys, and

all classes of non-ferrous Ingot Material. Proprietors of the

Knoxite Brand of Antifriction Metals.—246 Fox Street, Johan-

nesburg, 'Phone 3753, Telegrams " Andesia."

BARTLE & CO., LTD.
Lovedav House, Johannesburg. 'Phonea 3S53-4. Sole Agents

for Sanderson Bros. & Newbould, Limited, Sheffield; *.

Reddawa^ & Co., Ltd., Manchester; John Shaw, Ltd ,
Shef-

field; J W Roberts, Ltd., Leeds; Gimson & Co., Ltd., Lei-

cester; T. Lister & Co., Ltd., Brighouae; John Davis & Son,

Ltd Derby; McLachian and Co., Ltd., Darlington; The

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co. ; The Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co. ; The Pittsburg Valve and Fittings Co. ;

F. Bartle & Sons, Carn Brea; and many other well-known

British and American Manufacturers.

BRITISH GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Corner Loveday and Anderson Streets, Johannesburg. Elec-

trical Plant and Supplies of all descriptions. 'Phones 4242

4243 ; Telegrams, "Current" ; Box 2406. Branches at Cape-

town, Durban, Bulawayo, etc.

HUBERT DAVIES & CO., LTD.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, for all kinds of Elec

trical Machinery and Supplies. Johannesburg, Durban, Cape

town and Salisbury (Rhodesia).

FATTI'S S.A. MACARONI FACTORY.
Fatti'g Macaroni Factories are the suppliers of the much
appreciated Soup-Macaroni for the Mine Boj-s. They inform

the Mine and Compound Managers that in spite of the present

high cost of the flour their price for this healthy and very

nourishing food has been kept at the pre-war level, thus

making MACARONI the MOST ECONOMICAL food of the

present time. For orders and quotation please apply to Box

1139, or 'Phone 962, Johannesburg.—L. Fatti and Co., Ltd.

FRASER & CHALMERS, LTD.
Karrar Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannesburg; alco re.

presenting Holman Bros. ; T. & W. Smith, Ltd. ;
Tangyes,

Ltd ; G. & J. Weir, Ltd. ; and many other British Agencies.

HADFIELDS LTD.
(Incorporated In England.)

46-47, CuUinan Buildings. 'Phone 5900, Johannesburg. Cast

Steel Gyrating and Jaw Crushers and Crusher Spares,

Wheels and Axles, Pedestals, Rollers, Pulleys and General

Steel Castings.

ROBERT HUDSON & SONS. LIMITED.
Works : Gildersome Foundry, near Leeds. 83-4, Callinan

Buildings, 'Phone No. 1731. Telegraphic Address :
" Rale-

Irux." Manufacturers of all classes of Light Railway Material

for Mining and Constractor use. Rails iu all weights per

yard. Switches and Crossings, Standard Trucks of varioos

capacities kept in stock.

INGERSOLL-RAND CO.
Exploration Bnildine, Johannctbnrg Air ComprMion, Rock
Druli, Hose, 8tMl, Pneamstic Tooli, Cameron Pompi, Leyner
Drill .Sharpansra,

.
Davip Calyx Cera Drill*, dantrifogal

Pnmpa.

PEARSON'S HYCOL, LIMITED.
Manufacturers of Hycol Disinfectant Fluid {guaranteed co-

efficient 18-20) and " Pacolol " Brand of Lysol. Contractors
to Union Government. Works : Hull, Yorkshire. S.A. Head
Office, 33. Hout Street, Capetown. Branches : Johannesburg,
'Phone 2472, Box 3144 ; Durban, Box 245.

PHOENIX FOUNDRY.
Iron and Brass Founders, General Engineers and Blacksmiths
Office and Works: Hay Street, Ophirton. JP.O Box 3031

Johannesburg. "Phone 1641. Sole Agents for Camtyne Steel

Castings Co., Glasgow Stocks of Tappets, Skip Wheels.
Heads, etc Casting Specialties : Pipe Fittings, Whits Iron

Pump Spares and Tube Mill Liners.

REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.
Consolidated Building (3id Floor), Johannesburg; P.O. Box
92; Telephone No. 3061. Sole Agents for North British

Locomotive Co., Ltd.; Leeds Forge Co., Ltd.; Babcock and
Wilcock, Ltd. ; Belliss and Morcom, Ltd. ; Davidson and Co.,

Ltd. ; Frank Pearn and Co., Ltd. ;
" Atlas Rock Drills," John

Stephens and Son, Ltd. ; E. and W. Lucas, Ltd. ; John
Spencer and Sons, Ltd. ; and many other high-class British

Manufacturers.

J. V. STANTON & CO.
Southern Life Buildings, Representing : Phoenix Dynamo
Manufacturing Co.,. Ltd. (Bradford, England), Electrical

Plant; Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd. (London),
Switchgear, Inetruments, "Rex" Fire Extinguishers: Flem
ing, Birkby and Goodall, Ltd (Liversedge, Eng), Tramwaj
Equipments; Henry Wiggin and Co., Ltd. (Birmingham.
Eng.), Resistance materials; Walsall Hardware Manufacturing
Co. (Walsall, Eng.), Conduits, etc. ; Canadian Porcelain Co
(Hamilton, Canada), Insulators, etc. Mining Material other
than Electrical, also stocked.

S. SYKES & CO., LTD.
Southern Life Buildings. Johannesburg. Telephone No. 2190
P.O. Box 2303. Telegrams: " P.syche." Sole Agents fof

Robey & Co., Ltd., Crossley Bros., Ltd., E. R. & F. Turner.
Ltd., Worthington Pump Co., Ltd., C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd.
Crompton & Co., Ltd., Reyrolle & Co., Ltd., and Sandyoroft,
Limited.

E. W. TARRY & Co., Ltd., Austral Iron Works.
Corner of Anderson and End Streets, Box 1098. 'Phones
149 and 626, Johannesburg. Iron and Brass Founders and
General Engineers. Machine Cut Gears iu Raw Hide and inj
Metal a speciality, and in Cast Iron up to 18 feet diameter.
Sole Manufacturers and Agents for Tregaskis Patent Drill

Heating Furnace.

TRANSVAAL GRAPHITE M. & M. CO., Ltd.
(W M. HUDSON, Managing Director.)

Foundry Plumbago. Flake Graphite. Pipe Jointing. " Murrella "

Boiler Composition. Graphite Pigment. Electrical Graphite, eto.

Offices and Works: 234 Anderson Street, Johannesburg. Pbone
2560.

WADE & DORMAN, LTD.
Box 2997 ; Telephone 1460, Johannesburg. Structural Steel

Work of all kinds. Large Stocks of Joiste, Channels, Angle*,

Tees, Plates, Chequered Plates, etc. Agents for British Steel

Piling Co. Stoc'nyard and Works : 217, Main Street.

WHARTON HOOD & CO., LTD.
Box 6096, Telephone 973, Tel. Address: "Castings." Sole

Agents for Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal; Geo. Christie, Ltd.,

Glasgow; James Walker & Co., Ltd., London; Garlock Pack
ing Co., New York. Offices: Southern Life Buildings, Johan
nesburg.

C. F. WIENAND.
Commercial Exchange Buildings, Johannesburg ; 'Phone 3.

Sole Agent for Toledo Steels of all elasses, Butterley Iron,

Barwell's Bolta, Scott's Ropes, Mine Labricanta, Ltd. All

highest quality.
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Notes and News.
The serious effect of the influenza epidemic is likely to be

seen very clearly in the returns of the
Influenza and gold mines this month. Though the
the Mines. native workers have been affected to a

sui-prisingly small extent, compared with
what has happened at Kimbeiiey, some individual mines
have suffered badly. The white employees of the mines
have also been largely affected, and at the middle of the
week the Crown Mines had no less than 200 white men
put out of action. The relatively small proportion of natives
attacked on the Crown Mines is doubtless due to the
innoculation again pneumonia on that property. Up to
Thursday there had been between six and seve"n hundred
deatlis of natives on all the mines from the epidemic, and
considering the size of the native labour force this compares
most favourably with the ravages made by the disease at
Capetown and Kimberley. The medical and sanitary
organization of the N.R.C. and W.N.L.A. on the mines are
to be congratulated on the figures.

^ yf ^ ^
The largest shipyard in the %vorId is now in operation and

nearing completion. It is situated at
Good News Hog Island, just outside Philadelphia, on
for Shippers, the Delaware River, U.S.A. It covers

nearly 900 acres, and has been placed well
inland, away from possible enemy attack. There are now
no fewer than 50 slipways, which extend for a mile and a
quarter along the river front. There are also seven out-
fittings piers, each 1,000 feet long;, and these extend for
another mile of frontage. Each pier can efficiently berth
four ships at a time for fitting out. Consequently the lay-
out of the plant makes it possible to build 50 ships at a
time, and simultaneously to fit out a further 28. Two types
of standard ships are being built, namely, 7,500 t8n cargo
vessels, and 8,000 ton combined troop and cargo boats.
When the yard is in full swing one large ship will be
launched every second day. Nine months ago the site was
virgin soil. The first keel was laid 4^ months after the
work on the yard began, and the first launch is anticipated
next month.

* * * *
meeting of the Rezende Mines, Ltd.,
recently, Mr. S. R. Jameson, the con-
sulting engineer, referred to the difficulties

confronting the mining industry, due to
the present price of gold, and stated in so
many words that the position created by

the slump is rapidly limiting production. Mr. Jameson
estimates that the cost of stores supplied to the Rhodesian
mines has' risen about 50 per cent, above their pre-war
value, and we shoukl imagine that this is a moderate esti-

mate. On the Rand the burden has grown by over five

millions sterling per annum.
* * * *

The Johannesburg Inspector of White Labour in his report
on the month of September gives the
following comparative figures in regard to
the Labour market:—Applications for
employment, 165 in September, against,

161 in August; applications from employers, 118 and 81
respectively; employment found, 100 and 81. The Inspector
states that in regard to mining there was a large drop in the
number of applicants, with an increase in the vacancies
offering and the number sent to employment. A few vacan-
cies for underground men was not filled. As to engineering,
there was a slight drop in the number of applicants and a
slight increase in the numbers required and placed. The
building trade showed a decrease in the number of appli-

cants for employment, while the number of vacancies
remained the same as in August. The Department had not
been able to supply 50 per cent, of the labour required. The
only other material change was the increase shown in the
demand for work from unskilled labourers. The Inspector
proceeds: " As stated in last month's report, the number
of unskilled labourers who register at the Bureau is only a

small portion of the number available were employment
offering. I think a much greater interest would be taken in

At the annual
•a

Rhodesia and
Increasing

Mining Costs.

White Labour
Position.
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the question of unemployment if all classes of workpeople

could be induced to make use of tJie Labour Bureaux and

to continue in attendance until employment was found for

them. Employers might also be induced to use the offices

to a greater extent; in many instances we have suitable

men on our registers for whom employers are searching

through the medium of the press. Generally speaking there

are very few men of experience, or with special training or

ability, out of employment, the large majority of the

unemployed are those who can do anything, which means
nothing requiring any degree of skill or training."

* * * *

We are asked to correct the statement by our Trade Corres-

.pondent in our last issue that " the mines

Drill Steel : are evidently making more use of their

A Correction, reserve supplies, as one mine alone

recently distributed 600 tons of octagon,

hexagon and cruciform drill steel." An unqualified denial

is given to the foregoing by the chief buying office, and we
much regret having given currency to what proves to be

an incorrect rumour.

# * * *
The following circular was sent out to the shareholders of

Fraser & Chalmers on Aug. 26:—In the

Fraser & Chalmers' circular of the 15th March last.

Future. addressed to the shareholders, a pre-

liminai-y statement was made regarding

the negotiations then in hand with the General Electric

Company, Ltd., for the sale of the Erith works, together

with the manufactuiang business and the goodwill attaching

thereto, excepting the mining machinery business. The
retention of the rnining machinery business was found, on

drafting the sale agreement, to present so many difficulties

in definition that a modification of the whole basis of the

sale had to be adopted. The agreement, which is now
cmpleted, provides for the transfer to the General Electric

Company, Ltd., of the entire works of Eraser & Chalmers,

Ltd., at Erith, and all the manufactures hitherto conducted

therein, together with the goodwill. The increased amount
now payable in respect of goodwill, patents, patterns and

drawings, which do not appear as assets in the company's

balance sheet, is fixed at £110,000. This extension of the

sale originally contemplated, while reducing the value of the

business retained by the company, has correspondingly

increased the sums payable for work in progress and good-

will. The scope of the company's operations in future is

now hmited to the merchanting business. As a result of this

limitation the directors had to reconsider the position and

future activities of the company, particularly with reference

to the South African branch, where very large stocks of

machinery and merchandise have been carried in past years.

The directors have now received from responsible parties an

offer for "the purchase of the whole of the South African

business and stocks, together with the merchanting business

in South Africa, as at 30th June, 1918, at a price sub-

stantially in accordance with the value standing in the

books of the company; and they have accepted this offer

subject to the preparation of a satisfactory agreement giving

effect thereto. When this sale is completed the company
will then be left with only the stocks of its branch offices

in Australia, Canada and elsewhere for disposal. The sale

of the two portions of the company's business referred to

has involved difficult and protracted negotiations. The
amounts to be paid for the Erith works and the South
African business involve intricate questions of accounts and
valuations. For this reason the total sum to be received

by the company has not yet been ascertained, and in all

probability cannot be ascertained for some time to come.

It has, therefore, been impossible for the directors to convey

to the shareholders any precise or definite estimate of the

final result of these two transactions. They feel, however,

it is desirable to communicate to them this further explana-

tion of the position and to ask their forbearance until such

time as they can place before them in general meeting an
accurate statement with regard to these sales and their

recommendations with regard to the further policy to be

adopted.

The London secretary of Simmer Deep, Ltd., gives notice

of a meeting to consider the suspension of

Simmer Deep the redemption of the first debentures
Debentures, during a period of five years. The interest

on the debentures is guaranteed by the
Consolidated Gold Fields, of South Africa, Ltd., ilp to

September 30, 1931, and would be paid half-yearly, ^as

hitherto. The circular states that the financial position of

the company has been seriously affected by the increased
cost of woi'king due to the war and to labour shortage ; but,

as the grade of the present ore reserves and of current
""

developments is satisfactory, it is hoped that it will be
possible to carry on profitable mining operations. In order

to avert liquidation or the immediate danger of closing

down, it is essential that the redemption both of the first

and the second debentures should be suspended and pay-
ment of the interest on the second debentures postponed.
A meeting of the second debenture holders has been called

for the purpose of obtaining their consent to a similar period

of suspension and also to the postponement of the payment
of their interest during such period, and the sanction of

the first debenture holders will be subject to the condition

that the second debenture holders agree to this proposal.
nr TT ^

In view of the importance of preventing wastage in pit-

timber, the British Department of Scien-

Preservation Ol tific and Industrial Research has issued a

Pit-Tlmbeti bulletin in which Mr. Percy Groom sug-

gests preventive and remedial measures
against decay. He points out that the fungi, which are for

the most part responsible for the decay, often clothe the
surface of the wood with a fluffy or cotton-like material

(spawn) which rapidly spreads, and also produces fructifica-

tions that emit spores which, conveyed through the air, may
alight on and attack other wood. . Colliery timbermen
should be taught to recognise the spawn and fructifications,

and, starting from the intake, and travelling with the air

currents to the i-eturn ways, they should periodically inspect

the timber. Every fructification should be removed by
cutting away the portion of wood to which it is attached,

.

and should then be placed in a pail, carried to the surface,

and burnt. For dealing with the spawn the men should

carry a swab, cloths, and a pail containing an antiseptic

solution; the antiseptics suggested, in order of preference,

are creosote and its various derivatives, zinc chloride, and
copper sulphate, though the last should not be used where
the mine-water is rich in iron. All the accessible wood
should be washed with the solution, and the spawn removed.
In this way the growth of spawn over the surface would be

checked and its transference to other parts of the mine
prevented. Preventive methods depend on rendering the

wood immune to infection by fungi, through coating or

impregnating it with the antiseptic.

The Minister of Mines and Industries has been pleased to

approve of the amalgamation of the

The New Advisory Industries Advisory Board and the

Board of Industry Scientific and Technical Committee.
and Science. The amalgamated body will be known

as the Advisory Board of Industry and
Science, and members of the Industries Advisorj' Board
and of the Scientific and Technical Committee will be

members of the Advisory Board of Industry and Science.

The Minister has been pleased, also, to approve of the

following nominations: C. G. Smith, Esq., Chairman of the

Industries Advisory Board, as Chairman; Bernard Price,

Esq., M.I.E.E., Chairman of the Scientific and Technical

Committee, as Deputy-Chairman; E. Chappell, Esq.,

C.B.B., Vice-Chairman of the Industries Advisory Board,

as Deputy-Chairman. All communications to the Advisory

Board of Industry and Science should be addressed to the

Secretary (A. C. Marsh, Esq.), Room No. 155, New Law
Courts, Johannesburg.

« * # #

Mr. B. H. Bulman has resigned the management of

the New Kleinfontein mine, and Mr. Harding has been

appointed acting manager, under the supervision of the

consulting engineer, Mr. E. J. Way.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

AN IMPERIAL ENQUIRY INTO GOLD
PRODUCTION.

Another stage in the discussion of the gold question is

marked this week by the appointment of a Committee by
the Imperial Treasury " to consider the effect of the wax
upon the Empire's gold production, particularly as regards
low-grade ores, and generally the means whereby gold
production may be stimulated." The Conimittee, according
to Renter, consists of Lord Incheape, Sir Thomas Elliot,

Sir Chas. Addis, and Mr. W. H. Goschen. Lord Incheape,
who will be better remembered as Sir Eric Mackay, is

chairman of one of the great English banks and head of

one of the largest shipping combines in the United Kingdom.
He has also been prominent in Indian affairs and for many
years sat upon the India Council in London. Sir Thomas
Elliot is the Deputy Master and Comptroller of the Mint.
Sir Charles Addis is well known as the London manager of

the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation ; and
Mr. W. H. Goschen is a member of the banking family
of that name, so distinguished in British public finance.

With the exception of Sir Thomas Elliot, all are members
of the Currency Committee appointed nearly a year ago by
the Treasury, but from which no report has yet been pub-
lished. The personnel of the Currency ComiBittee was
much larger, and included such well-known economists as
Prof. Pigou, who is Professor of Economics at Cambridge,
and, doubtless, like his distinguished predecessor. Prof.

Marshall, inclined to support the Quantity theory, which,
put briefly, is that there should be no interference with
the closing down oi the low-grade mines if they do not pay.
If—as seems likely—the new Committee, which it will be
seen, consists of bankers and Treasury officials, inclines to

the same view, it is plain that the Rand can hope for little

aid as a result of its deliberations. The fact that it has
come into being at all is doubtless due to the persistency
of the efforts of those who represent the gold mining indus-
try in London, and one is inclined reluctantly to describe
its mission as mainly of a " shelving " nature. It is note-
worthy that, according to latest advices from America, the
Government there has appointed a similar Committee of

Enquiry, with Mr. Hennen Jennings at its head. The
constant decrease of the amount of gold produced in that
country has spuiTed the Government to take cognizance of

a situation that mining men have foreseen for several

months. The U.S. Government officials now realize that

gold mining is not a non-essential industry, and that a

continued decrease in gold production might result in actual

peril to Federal credit. Recently, all the large gold-

producing companies of the United States received a tele-

gram from the Bureau of Mines seeking accurate informa-
tion regarding the present status of the gold-mining indus-

try. The telegram is as follows: " The committee formed
by the Secretary of the Interior to study the gold situation

asks your earnest co-operation, and requests that you
prepare to provide promptly a complete yearly statement
for the last five years, showing detailed operating costs,

number of tons treated and the recovery ; also production
and costs for the six months of 1918, and the estimated
production for the whole year ; also a detailed statement
showing how costs have increased, and what, in your
opinion, can be done by the Government to assist gold
mining. All statements will be treated as confidential, for

Government purposes only, and accuracy is absolutely

necessary. All figures given must be subject to confirma-

tion afterward. Letter and blank follow. Hennen
Jennings, Chairman, Bureau of Mines." At a meeting to

be held in Denver the mining men will deeide what they

shall expect of their delegates at the meeting to be held

at Reno, Nevada, at which all the larger mines and associa-

tions of metal producers will be represented. The Reno
meeting was called by Governor Emmet D. Boyle, of

Nevada. It is thought probable that at that time the

mining men will recommend that the Government place

a bonus of £2 per oz. on all gold produced, and also abolish

all Federal taxes on mining development. It is claimed
that further production is hampered by such special taxes,
and that to entice mining interest^ to undertake further
development every inducement will have to be used.
American mining men argue that all mine development is
to some extent a gamble, and that the winners receive such
a small profit that the taxes have completely discouraged
all efforts to open new sources of gold production. In all
districts where gold occurs in pockety, deposits, requiring
a relatively large amount of underground development
work in proportion to the ore opened up for mining, practi-
cally no mining development is being performed. Many of
the gold-producing camps of Colorado have lost from 25 to
60 per cent, of their population in the last year, through the
closing of mines and the lack of profit in leasing operations
under present cost of labour and mining supplies, and
without a compensating change in the value of the product.
American mining men, unfortunately, show themselves no
better able than the rest of us to suggest how the Govern-
ment can help their mines without injuring its own credit
by admitting a depreciation of paper currency. That is

the crux of the problem in America as in London and here.
If the new British Committee of Enquiry follows the
example of the American Committee, and calls for
voluminous masses of statistics from the gold mines, the
result, under the circumstances now prevailing, can only
be to delay a decision till the low-grade mines of the Rand
will have ceased from troubling—which, perhaps, after all,

is the object of the appointment of the Committee.

A circular issued by the secretary of the Heidelberg Estates
and Exploration Co. "> under date of

Heidelberg Estates August 24 states that at the meeting
and Boschoek. on July 22 last the chairman said that

negotiations were proceeding satisfac-
torily to provide for boring and prospecting work being
carried out forthwith on the Boschoek property, owned by
the Boschoek Proprietary. The terms involve the sale (if

the contractor exercises his option to purchase) of the
mifleral rights in that property upon a basis whereby a
substantial share interest in the new company will

"
be

reserved to the Boschoek Co., which should become of
•considerable value. Ample provision is made for working
capital, in the subscription of which the Boschoek Co. will

be entitled to participate. The negotiations have now been
completed, and owing to the large interest held by this com-
pany in the Boschoek Proprietary, the directors of the latter
company have given their approval to the agreements being
submitted to the shareholders of this company before enter-
ing into the same. The resolution refers also to terms
which have been made for payment by the Boschoek Co.
of certain percentages and also for an extension (in certain
events) of the right which at present exists to the H.M.R.
Syndicate, Ltd., to subscribe for shares at par in the Heidel-
berg Co. The Heidelberg board consider that all the terms
are reasonable, and the facts will be fully explained at the
meeting. Any shareholders who desire to inspect the pro-

posed agreements can do so at the company's solicitors,

Messrs. Mayo, Elder & Co., 10 Drapers' Gardens, on any
day. prior to the meeting, between 10.30 and 4 (Saturdays
excepted). The meeting will be held at the registered office,

20 Copthall Avenue, on September 2 at noon. The resolu-

tion to be submitted approves the action of the directors in

assenting to the arrangements referred to, and in assenting

to the Boschoek Co. agreeing to pay 3J per cent, of the

total purchase consideration receivable bj' it under that pro-

posed agreement to Sir Edward Coates, Bart., M.P., and a

like percentage to Charles Tliomton Pulley, M.P. The
resolution also approves the draft agreement intended to

be made between the Heidelberg Co. and the H.M.R. Syndi-

cate and authorises the directors to carry it into effect, with

or without such modifications (if any) as they may from
time to time approve, notwithstanding that the directors of

the Heidelberg Co., or some of them, may also be interested

in the Boschoek Proprietai^ and/or the H.M.R. Syrjdicate

as directors, shareholders, or otherwise.
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THE YEAR WITH THE ROOIBERG MINE.

Points from the Annual Reports of the Directors and Superintending Engineer.

For the year ended June 30, 1918, the revenue of the

Eooiberg Co. from tin concentrates amounted to £85,334.

A further £867 was derived from interest, etc. The expen-

ditufe amounted to £77,936. The gross profit was £8,528,

to which is to be added £22,669 brought forward from last

year. An amount of £5,576 was expended in connection

with the acquisition of the mineral rights of the farm

" Blaauwbank," leaving a balance of £25,621 carried for-

ward. A sum of £21,450 stands to the credit of the reserve

fund. All expenditure upon development, exploration, and

alluvial sluicing, amounting to £25,589, has been charged

to working costs. The average price of metallic tin, on

which the sales of concentrates for the year were effected,

was £262 per ton, as compared with an average of £191

for the previous year.
^

Superintending Engineer's Eeport.

In his annual report the superintending engineer, Mr.

E. E. Schoch, writes:—Main shafts: No. 5 main shaft was

sunk a distance of 237 ft., and has now reached a total

depth of 619 ft. below the collar, measured on the incline.

A station and ore bin have also been constructed at the

4th level, and a station on the 5th level. No. 6 main shaft

(auxihary), east end old workings : This shaft is situated

between the alpha and beta lodes. Sinking from the 100 ft.

level was commenced towards the latter end of the year, a

distance of 24 ft. having been accomplished. Development

:

The total footage driven, risen and sunk, excluding main

shafts, was 5,164 ft. at an average cost of £1 19s. ll'2d.

per foot. The results for the year under review have on

the whole been disappointing, and whereas numerous small

pockets of medium grade ore were encountered, no large

blocks of payable ore have been opened up. In course of

sinking the No. 5 main shaft, payable ore was discovered

on the Union lode, between the 310 and 410 ft. levels, the

significance of which has yet to be proved. Exploration on
Blaauwbank : The exploration of the tin occurrences on the

eastern portion of this farm has met with a fair amount of

success, and the prospects of opening up deposits of

economic value are distinctly promising. It is premature

at this stage to say whether tli.e lodes, which have so far

been only exposed near the surface, will maintain payable

values in depth, but the results obtained to date furnish

reasonable hope that this may be the case. Steps are now
being taken for, testing the lodes in depth. A crushing of

2,193 short tons of ore was put through the Eooiberg plant

during the month of May, which yielded 31-75 long tons

of concentrates, of an average grade of 69'04 per cent. met.

tin, and showed a recovery of 84;84 per cent. These results

may be regarded as quite satisfactory. Alluvial sluicing

:

In the matter of tin winning the plant has given improved

results during the past year; the quantity of concentrates

recovered was 17'75 long tons, of an average assay value

of 21'34 per cent. met. tin, from 10,663 cubic yards sluiced.
_

A number of fissures containing a low percentage of tin

have been located in the area denuded of its overburden,

but no payable ore bodies have been encountered. The
prospects in this direction, however, continue hopeful, and
arrangements are now in progress to accelerate the stripping

of the overburden and also improve the recovery of tin from
the sands by the installation of a Deister Eougher, a shaking
table of large capacity. Eesults of operations : Mining,
milling and concentrating : Ore mined from all sources

(including Blaauwbank), 20,027 tons; less waste sorted out
= 6'54 per cent, of tons mined. 1,045 tons; tons to mill

bins, 18,982; less ore in bins at 30th June, 1918, 280 tons;

total tons milled, 18,702 tons; stock slimes retreated, 11,151

tons; average assay value of mill pulp, 1'89 per cent.

metallic tin ; average assay value of stock slimes before

treatment, 097 per c6nt. metallic tin; average assay value

of final tailings, 0'34 per cent, metallic tin; concentrates
recovered, 480 long tons ; average grade of concentrates,
66'49 per cent, metallic tin; extraction based on recovery

+

final tailings, 82'01 per cent. Analysis of recovery

:

Eooiberg current ore: Long tons concentrates, 361'70; per
cent. met. tin concentrates, 66'31 ; long tons met. tin,

239'84. Eooiberg stock slimes : Long tons concentrates,
86'55; per cent. met. tin concentrates, 66'81 ; long tons
met. tin, 57-39. Blaauwbank ore : Long tons concentrates,
81'75; per cent. met. tin concentrates, 69'04; long tons
met. tin, 21-92. Total: Long tons concentrates, 480-00;

per cent. met. tin concentrates, 66-49; long tons met. tin,

319-15. The retreatment of stock slimes during the year
resulted in a recovery of 86-55 long tons of concentrates of

an average gi-ade of 66-3 per cent. met. tin. The average
assay value of the slimes before treatment was 0-97 per

cent., the estimated yield showing a recovery of 60 per

cent. The estimated gross revenue was £14,626, and the
net profit £6,941. The results achieved by the process may,
therefore, be said to be most successful. The extraction

during the year from the combined treatment of current

mine ore and stock slimes was 82-01 per cent., showing an
improvement as compared with the year previous of 2-21

per cent., notwithstanding the fact that the grade of the

ore before treatment was lower and the material finer in

substance than previously, owing to the inclusion of a large

proportion of stock slimes. Finance : The following

gives details of the working costs, revenue and profit for

the year:—Mining, £9,220 16s.; transport, sorting and
crushing, £2,040 8s. 3d. ; milling and concentrating, £17,696
10s. ; drying and bagging, £1,940 12s. Id. ; realisation

charges, £10,239 16s.
;
general expenses, mine office, £6,789

5s. 5d. ; general expenses, head office, £3,540 15s. 8d.

;

general expenses, London office, £878 9s. Id. ; development
and exploration, including " Blaauwbank " and alluvial

sluicing. £25,589 7s. 7d. ; total, £77,936 Os. Id.; working
profit, £7,397 12s. 2d. ; working revenue, £85,333 12s. 3d.

Included in the working costs is an amount of £602 10s.,

repi-esenting the active service allowances granted to

dependents of employees serving in the war. Both dams
were repeatedly filled to overflowing during the rainy season.

The rainfall was 38-11 inches on 100 days, as compared
with 28-79 on 74 days the year previous. All machinery and
plant have been maintained in good running order. The
supply of native labour has been ample for all requirements.

Five employees are at present on active service in Europe

;

and sixteen have seen sei'vice during the war to date.

General position and future prospects : The heavy rains

during the year considerably hampered operations, and the

amount of development and exploration aecomplisKed has

in consequence been less than tliat in the previous -year,

resulting in fewer discoveries and less tonnage being

developed. There is insufficient ore developed in the mine
to keep the plant fully supplied. The satisfactory results

obtained on Blaauwbank, together with the encouraging

values found on the Union lode in depth, justify the opinion

that there is no reason to be discouraged, and that with

the -work now going on the prospects may become brighter

at any moment. In conclusion, I wish to record my appre-

ciation of the able assistance accorded me by the acting

manager, Mr. J. C. Wilson, and of the efficient service

rendered by the employees during the year.

COPPIN & LLOYD, »82&184.FOXST..^^^'^"^ ^ »-i--^ I 1^, JOHANNESBURG.

MACHINERY MERCHANTS & DEALERS.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING EXPERTS.
Box 2823. Tel. Add.: " INTEREST." Phone 1966.
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THE OUTLOOK FOR THE SIMMER AND JACK.

Points from the Consulting Engineer's Report.

In his report on the Simmer and Jack for, the year euded.

30th June, 1918, Mr. C. D. Leslie, the consulting engineer,

writes:—The tonnage milled was 79,900 tons less than that
milled during the previous year. The average recovery value
per ton, after including 3,100 ozs. of gold taken from reserve

gold account, was higlier by Is. 8'424d. per ton, while

working costs showed an increase of Is. ll'283d. per ton,

the declared working profit being reduced by 2'859d. per

ton to £195,303 13s. 8d., or £31,883 5s. lid. lower than
the working profit for the preceding year. As compared with
the averages of the previous year there was a decrease of

325 underground natives and 27,250 tons milled for the

first half and 222 natives and 52,650 tons milled for the

second half of the year under review, the lower tonnage
duty per native during the last half of the year being
attributable chiefly to curtailed hours of employment and
the short Saturday shift obtaining since 1st January, 1918.

Very good results have been obtained on the mines with

small rock-drilling machines of the jack hammer type, wliich

have proved both efficient and economical. The gTradual

replacement of the hammer boy by these machines should
have the effect of reducing the number of natives required

for underground work. Operations were considerably ham-
pered during the summer months by the abnormally heavy
rainfall, which caused a large influx of water to the mine
workings. During the month of January last the total

quantity of water handled daily amounted to 1,050,000
gallons, as against the normal average of 400,000 gallons

per day. The expenditure on shaft maintenance and sup-

port of mine workings was higher than in the preceding year

by £16,104 Is. lid., or 5-639d. per ton milled. Arrange-

ments have been made for dealing with the tonnage to be

mined from the 40'6 claims purchased from the Simmer

Deep, through the Rhodes vertical shaft, which enters the
workings of that area. Under the proposals it is estimated
that an amount of £83,000 will be spent, but this ought to
be a very profitable investment because of improved facili-

ties which will be given for increasing the output from this
section of the mine, and reducing the cost of working. It
is expected that this scheme will be in operation soon after
the middle of next year. The ore reserve fully developed
at 30th June, 1918, is estimated at 1,538,000 mine tons of
an average value of 5-67 dwts., in addition to which the
partially developed ore is estimated at 211,000 mine tons
of an indicated value of 4-98 dwts. These figures were
obtained after eliminating a considerable tonnage of a grade
below that which can be dealt with profitably under present
condition of mining. In addition to this reserve there is a
large tonnage of reclamation rock which is expected to yield
a profit, but which has not been included on account of
insufficient information. The members- of the mine staffs
have been most inventive and skilful in effecting economy
by utilizing as much as possible the waste material which'
had accumulated before the war when supplies were
cheaper. As only a comparatively small quantity of such
material remains to be dealt with, the saving in this direc-
tion, unfortunately, cannot be maintained. Towards the
end of last year a reverberatory furnace designed on the
mine was installed at the blacksmiths' shop, and the mine
can now manufacture certain small spare parts of machinery
at a much lower cost than if purchased locally. The super-
intending engineer joins with me in expressing appreciation
of the loyal services of the manager and his assistants
during a year in which abnormal difficulties were super-
imposed upon the disabilities under which the mine suffered
owing to war conditions.

New Patents. 544.

523. Wilfred Moraine.—Improvements in oil feeders.

524. The Agi'icultural Co-operative Union, Ltd.—An invention for 545.

chopping and grinding bark and other fibrous materials in one
ojieration, producing a product excellent for leaching purposes
with the minimum amount of dust, and leaving the pores open 546.

so that the product is easily accessible to the water.

525. David Laurie.—Improvements in and relating to' wire rope grips

or jockeys and tlie hke. 547.

526. James Bulmer.—Improvements in calcining crystals. 54g
527. The Mauss Continuous Centrifugal , Separator, Ltd.—Improve-

ments in centrifugal separation. 549
528. Charl Daniel van der Merwe.—Process for rendering the phos- 551

phoric o.xide content of a mineral phosphate, especially an 552.
iron aluminium phosphate, soluble.

529. James Stuart Wearn.—Improved indoor game of skill. 553.
5.30. Arthur John Lewis Eckersley.—An appliance for delivering effer-

vescent liquids. 554.

531. Harry de Pinna.—Improvements in sole protectors for boots and
shoes.

^

_
555.

532. David Ritchie MoiLachlan.—Improvements in linings for tube
mills. 556.

533. Frederick Francois Betheder.—Improvements in and relating to 557,
ox-yokes.

534. Edward Sidney Martens.—A tube scraper. 558.
535. Frederick Luke.—Improvements in and connected with the 559.

economization of hydro-carbon engine fuel.

536. Harry Benda Miles.—Improvements in and connected with talking 560.
» machines.

537. Edward David Lee and Salaraon Theodor Roel'sfsz.—Indicator 561,
Buoy.

538. jHerbert Dean and the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.—Im-
provements in electric accumulators. 562.

539. Nobel's Explosives Co., Ltd.—Improvements relating to ex-
plosives. 563.

510. James 'Winiam Claude Hamilton and Edward William Quirk.—
Improvements in sterilizing cereals, nuts, seeds and the like. 564.

541. SaviUe Whiting.—Improvements in and relating to devioes for
securing together the ends of metal strips and bands. 565,

542. John Francis Kimberley.—Improvements in stamps for crushing 566.
purposes. 557.

543. British United Shoe Machinery (S.A.), Ltd.—Improvements in or
relating to blacking or like machines for treating parts of boots 568.
or shoe bottoms.

British United Shoe Machinery (S.A.), Ltd.—Improvements in or
relating to lasting machines for use in the manufacture of boots
or shoes.

Kapolwas Rubber Co., Ltd.—A device for forming a cut support
and spout for attaching to trees for the collection of rubber
latex, wild gum, turpentine, or the like purposes.

Albert William Hugh Marshall and Samuel Davis John Bauld
Kennedy.—A new and improved compo.sition for use in making
or repairing steam, acid, and ammonia fume proof joints.

George Cochran Snyder.—Hollowware and the manufacture thereof.
George Rogers, Arthur Stanley Sullivan and John Edwin Wil-
liams.—Improvements in safety devices for mine conveyances.

Alec John Gerrard.—Wire stretcher.
Samuel Grossman.—Improvements in resilient wheels.
John William Warren.—Improvements in electric indicators appli-
cable for emergency signals for hoisting plants.

Bert VVright.—Improvements in concrete blocks or sections for
buildings, tanks, reservoirs, chimneys, and other structures.

—General Electric Co.—Improvements" in and relating to radio
signaUing systems.

William Smith.—A safetj^ device for preventing explosions in air
compressors, delivery pipes, and adjacent receivers.

Alfred Webb.—An improved brush bridle.
Stanley Edgar Dickinson.—An improvement in means of obtaining
motive power.

William Craig Willox.—-Self-acting buffer.
Edwin Edser, Stanley Tucker and Minerals Separation. Ltd.—Im-
provements in or relating to the concentration of ores.

Samuel Alexander Pollock.—Improvements in or relating to the
rectification of alternating curi-cnts of electricity.

Nitrogen Products and Carbide Co., Ltd.—Improvements in or
relatnig to the destructive distillation of carbonaceous materials
to increase the aromatic by-products thereof.

Leon Byron Woodworth and William Andrews Tester.—Series
signallin.g system.

AndrpAv Frederick Crosse —Improved process for the production
of phosphates

,
from certain phosphatic rocks,

Barney -Rosenberg—Improvements in safety brakes for haulage
systems. ,

Charles .Albert Eadee.—The metal-capped cork economizer
Central Engineering Works, Ltd.—Improvements in valves
William Theodore Hoofnagle.—Method of and apparatus for
treatmg gases and vapours electrically.

William Mathie McNeill.—The Malvern manual training wood-
work vice.
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THE POSITION OF THE SUB NIGEL.

Mr. C. D. Leslie, the consulting engineer of the Sub Nigel,

in his report covering the operations of the company

during the year ended 30th June, 1918, writes :—Compared
with the previous year, the tonnage milled was increased

by 5,500 tons, the declared revenue per ton being 58. O-QTOd.

higher, in addition to which gold to the value of £2,479

3s. 4d., equal to 5139d. per ton milled, was added to

reserve gold account. The increase in working costs of only

7-885d. per ton, notttdthstanding the increasing disabilities

resulting from war conditions, is indicative of the care and

attention which have been given to economical working.

The declared working profit of £91,769 Is., equal to 15s.

10-227d. per ton milled, is 4s. 4-185d. per ton higher than

that for the preceding year. " C " incline shaft was

advanced a distance of 663 feet during the year, to the IBth

level, upon which development will proceed shortly.

Improved winding equipment has been installed, which will

considerably facilitate opening up the area served by this

shaft. Development is being extended eastwards from "C"
shaft and westwards from " E " shaft beyond the confined

course of previous development, in the expectation that this

will lead to fresh discovery of payable ore. The eastern

development in " D " shaft has been interrupted by a dyke
about which further information is required. In " E "

shaft the recent lower development values are less regular

than usual, but this should not be regarded as a disquieting

feature. The pay chutes in " C " shaft have been found
to extend further westwards than was indicated by previous

development. The ore reserve fully developed at 30th
June, 1918, is estimated at 387,000 mine tons of an average
value of 10"3 dwts., in addition to which the partially

developed ore is estimated at 86,000 mine tons of an indi-

cated value of 98 d'wts. A new vertical shaft has been
started and is expected to reach the reef horizon eai"ly in

the year 1920. It will command the lower ground together
with a contiguous area, situated on the farm Grootfontein

No. 152, of 500 claims. This recently acquired area was
carefully chosen as being in line with the calculated exten-

sion of the most promising ground of the Sub Nigel. Pre-

parations are being made for i-apid development to meet this

new shaft so as to lose no time in carrying out the pro-

gramme of cmshing on a largely extended scale. The super-

intending engineer joins me in congratulating the manager
and his staff on the excellent results of the j'ear's work.

Enemy Advertising.

This Journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.

CAUTION.
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WILLIAMSON PACKING CO., Ltd.,

GLASGOW,

owners of the Patent for " WILPACQ "

HYDRAULIC PACKING, that a substitute

for " WILPACO "
is being placed on the

Market and supplied to Mines as genuine

"WILPACO" Packing, we desire to advise

Engineers and Users of Hydraulic Packings

that " WILPACO " Packing is in every case

labelled with our Trade Mark " WILPACO,"

and is invoiced under that name and can be

only obtained from our Sole Agents,

SLADDEN & MILNE.
18. HOLLAND STREET, Box 1439, JOHANNESBURG.

Further :—Notice is hereby given that any Person

or Firm infringing the above-named Patent and

Trade Marlt will be prosecuted according to Law.

Zaaiplaats Tin.

The Zaaiplaats results for the month of September,

1918, were as follows:—Days run, 25; concentrates won, 55

long tons; estimated profit for the month, excluding

Government taxes and directors' fees, £7,165 lis. 8d.

;

capital expenditure, £70.

WM JOHNSTON,
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Oeo. Walls fe Sods, Ltd.
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New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.,
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New York. U.S.A..
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New York, U.S.A..
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THE NEW GEDULD SHARE ISSUE.

180,000 Shares at 35s. to Provide Capital for Extended Development Programme.

The Geduld Proprietary Mines have issued a circular to

shareholders explanatory of the issue of 180,000 new shares,

fi'om which we take the following:—As was foreshadowed
at the last annual meeting, the necessary plant to com-
mence the sinking of a third vertical shaft has been pur-
chased locally. It is intended to take this work in hand in

the near future. This shaft, which will be located on the
dip of the intermediate and No. 3 incline shafts, will open
up a new area of the company's property. It is intended
also to push on development in the mine generally as

quickly .as circumstances will permit, with a view to

increasing the crushing capacity of the mill when the quan-
tity of ore expected from that work justifies it. During the
quarter ended 30th September last, the- total footage

sampled was 3,125 feet, of which 945 feet assayed 24'9

dwts. over 25 inches. The development results for the nine
months to 30th September show that, out of 9,170 feet

sampled, 2,820 feet assayed 24'6 dwts. over 28 inches. The
provision of additional capital will enable a greater propor-

tion of future profits to be distributed in dividends, inas-

much as there will not be the need to trench upon these

profits so heavily as hitherto to meet capital expenditure.

In order to provide necessary funds, and also to meet, in

part, expenditure on further incline shaft sinking, the

directors, under the powers conferred upon them to increase

the capital from time to time up to a total of £1,500,000,
have decided to create and issue from time to time new

shares up to a total of ] 80,000 of the nominal value of £1
each, such new shares to rank pari passu with the shares
of the company existing at the time or times of their
creation. The whole of this issue has been guaranteed by
the Union Corporation, Ltd. (heretofore known as A. Goerz
& Co., Ltd.), at the price of thirty-five shillings per share,m consideration of a cash commission of five per cent, on
the issue price of the shares. The subscribers of the 180,000
new shares will receive bearer option certificates giving them
the right during the period ending on the Slst December,
1921, to subscribe for and take up at the price of foiiv
shilhngs per share additional new shares, to be created and
issued as and when required by the option holders, in the
proportion of one such additional new share for each share
subscribed for and allotted in the present issue. Shares in
the issue of 180,000 new shares are now offered at the price
of thirty-five shilhngs per share to shareholders resident
in South Africa, registered as Such at the close of business
on the 26th October, 1918, or being the holders of share
warrants to bearer, in the proportion of one new share for
every four shares held at such date. Shareholders will be
entitled to renounce in favour of third parties. Provided
that the consent of the Imperial Treasury and of the French
Minister of Finance to the issue and to the transmission of
monies subscribed to South Africa be obtained on or before
the 11th December next, a similar offer will be made to
shareholders resident in British and French territory.

Bechuanaland Exploration.

A comparison of the accounts for the past two years

shows that the position underwent a substantial improve-

ment in the later period. This is here set out:—
March 31, •

1918. 1917.

Stocks and shares and
interests £180,553 £193,538 — £12,985

Value ... ... 217,060 213,168 -f 3,892

Of which quoted 110,251 79,621 + 30,630
Unquoted 106,809 133,547 — 26,738
Debtors 11,020 2,305 + 8,715

Loan 5,700 5,700 —
War Loan & Exch. Bds. 23,229 17,729 + 5,500
Treasury Bills 23,318 14,592 + 8,726

Cash 8,085 9,455 — 1,370
Creditors 4,726 4,442 + 284
Profit on realisations ... 5,804 1,155 + 4,649
Dividends 12,187 14,480 — 2,293

Rents, interest, etc. ... 7,055 6,976 + 79
Dividend per share ... /6 /4 + /2

Not only were stocks' and shares sold, but the value of those
remaining is higher, while the proceeds to a great extent
seem to have gone into gilt-edged securities as well as to

assist borrowers. At the annual meeting the chairman gave
an encouraging account of the Rhodesia Broken Hill and
Bwana M'Kubwa, in which the company is interested.

New Kleinfonteins.

The report of the directors of the New Kleinfontein,
Ltd., for the quarter ended 30th September, 1918, shows
that:—Mine: Shaftr sinking : Number of feet sunk, 249 ft.;

number of feet, ore bhis, etc., 53 ft.; development (exclud-
ing shafts) : number of feet driven, risen and sunk, excluding
boxholes, 4,180 ft. ; footage sampled, 2,635 ft. ; footage
sampled (payable), 755 ft.; mining width (payable), 56 in.;
assay value (payable), 8-13 dwts. ; number of feet boxholed
for sampling purposes, 57 ft.; ore milled, 169,840 tons;
capital expenditure, sliaft sinking and equipment, £5,867;
working costs, £212,612 10s., or £1 5s. per ton milled;

working profit, £8,228 10s., or Is. per ton milled. No allow-
ance has been made for interest amounting to £2,646, nor
for the taxation imposed under the Income Tax fConsolida-
tion) Act, 1917.

^

STRETCH
AND

SLIP
IN BELTS

Costs the Mines many
Thousands a Year.

This Loss should and can be

avoided by using only proved

Good Belts, or in other words

"TULUS BELTS."

Chonata" sbakd Balata.
(Driving and OonTerlngJ

"St. Ann's" bbanb Leather.

"Swan" BBASD Waterproof.
(Single. Doublo M.I Treble)

" Homogene" bbasd Laminated.

" Viking " BBABB Launder Lining.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS
ESTABLISHED 1858. OVER 4,000 EMPLOYEES.

RUBBER AND PAPER CABLES.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE CABLES.

FLEXIBLES.

"STANNOS" WIRES.

ENAMELLED WIRES.

JOINT BOXES.

COMPOUNDS.

« TAPES.

CABLE APPLIANCES.
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TELEGRAPHS.

TELEPHONES.

RAILWAY SIGNALLING. »
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MINE AND POWER STATION SIGNALLING.

FIRE ALARMS.

LINE MATERLU-.

TUBULAR POLES.

LATTICE POLES.

INSULATORS.

LINE TOOLS.

FLUID CELLS.

DRY CELLS.

BATTERY CARBONS.

SIEMENS BROTHERS &, Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18
Telephone : Olty 6400 (7 lines).

HOME BRANCHES:
BiRMINGBAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

Cardift.—89. St. Mary Street.

Glasgow.—66, Waterloo Street.

Manchester.—196, Deansgate.
Newcastleon-Tyne.—64-58, ColUngwood Buildings.

SHEFPIELD.—22, High Street.

SOUTHAMPTON.—46, High Street.

Telegrams : " Siemens, Woolwich"

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

Calcutta.—Olive Buildings, Clive Street.

Bombay.—Rampart Row.
Madras.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.
SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 & 9, Winchester House.
CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street '.flrst

floor).

Sydney.—42, Bridge Street.

Melbourne.—Dominion Chambere, 59 61, William
Street.

Wellington (N.Z.).—A. & T. Burt, Ltd.,
Courtenav Place.

DUNEDIN (N.Z.).—A. & T. Burt, Ltd., Stuart St.

AUCKLAND (N.Z.).—A. & T. Burt, Ltd., Customs
Street West

SVIE REPRESENTATIVE IN SOUTH AFRICA

:

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. Box 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams i

" WOTAN."
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THE PROBLEM OF GOLD, NOTE ISSUES AND CURRENCY.

[By E. G. IzoD.]

To the discussion on the paper by Mr. Alex. Aikeu on
" Note Issues and Currency," read before the South African

Institution of Engineers, Mr. E. G, Izod at the last meeting
made the following contribution :—In spite of a promise to

make a few enquiries of Mr. Aikeu on his valuable paper,

I have found it somewliat dilKcult to sift the subject down
sufficiently finely to enable me to ask really intelligent

questions. It has been stated, that great gold discoveries

and a consequent greatly increased output may cause a

general rise of prices. While this may be so, it is difficult

of conception, for it is a primal fact that prices for com-
modities, necessities, etc., are varied or regulated by condi-

tions generally apart from the amount of gold either in the

banks or in circulation, a question to which I shall refer

later. For internal currency it would appear that gold is

really only necessary to establish faith with that proportion

of the "public which is distrustful, as it is ])erfectly obvious

that if everj' member of the investing public was to become
suddenly distrustful and demand gold it would be impossible

to meet that demand. It has also been said that if people

of the British Empire hope greatly to increase their volume
of trade and commerce the gold basis will have to be aban-

doned as insufficient, and consequently insecure, and that

that commodity will have to be i-eplaced by the safer and
broader basis of national credit. It seems, therefore—and
I should like Mr. Aiken's comment on this—that to meet
both conditions and for true prosperity we should have both

the gold basis and the national credit basis—the gold basis

for normal incredulity, the national credit basis for abnormal
incredulity. Those who are pressing the importance^ of

replacing the gold basis by the national credit basis are

surely forgetful that our position would thereby be very

materially weakened when we set out to buy in the markets
of the world ; and from whichever view point we look on the

question there appears only one great lesson, viz., that

the more gold we can pour into the cof?ers-of the Empire's
financial centre of gravity the more we are assisting to build

up the Empire's prosperity. Bismarck was i-eported to

have once made the statement that there were three things

essential to win a war. The first was money, the second

was money, and the third was money, and if money is

necessary to win a war between men, then surely it is

necessary also to win a war in trade. It is true that our

banking system rather started to totter when this great

world war broke out, but the credit of the Empire came
to the rescue and stability was restored ; and the most pessi-

mistic of pessimists will surely admit that the finances of

our great Commonwealth has stood, and is standing, the

terrible stress without as yet reaching the inelastic limit.

Admitting that gold as a basis of currency is necessary, we
are led to interesting investigations on which Mr. Aiken may
perhaps enlighten us. No reference was made in the paper

to the much discussed " Gresham Lavv," which, in popular

phraseology, is " bad money drives out good money," but,

as an explanation of this would probably give interested

members a clearer insight into some of the intricacies of

gold circulation problems, I would ask Mr. Aiken to refer

to it in his reply. Is it not a fact that any individual to

whom a sovereign or half a sovereign—weighing less than

122i grains and 61 '125 grains respectively—is tendered is

bound to deface it, by law, and hand it back to the

individual from whom he has received it? In those con-

ditions, who boars the loss? I woidd ask also whether

instances have happened of this occurring, and if it is not

an explanation of the application of the Gresham Law. It

may interest engineers to know that in October, 1697, tlie

Treasury of England gave 22s. in cash for eveiy gold

guinea, which was tantamount to overrating gold. This

caused trouble, and our old friend Sir Isaac Newton was
asked to report on the matter. He did so, and his advice

was probably as sound a bit of finance as was ever offered

;

it is gratifying to know that even mo're than 200 years ago

engineers were able to assist in questions of finance, The

3

value—by value I mean the purchasing power—of gold has
been wonderfully steady for about 100 years, and that is

another justification for the wisdom of adopting gold as a

basis of currency. I do not mean to infer that prices have
not risen or fallen—some have increased enormously, and
there are fluctuations even from month to month—what I

mean is that the average of priced commodities has
remained very steady. Years ago, for instance, clothes were
cheap, tobacco, tea, etc., very dear. Wliere some prices

have risen, others have fallen, but investigation shows a

steady average load factor, very little affected by changing
conditions. I should be glad if Mr. Aiken is able to confirm

that this is correct. Mr. Aiken has given us a verj' instruc-

tive statement on values, a difficult subject to follow. But
whichever way we look at it, we must agree that his method
of arriving at a definition of value i's sound, although it is

rathei' sad to those of us who are used to more concrete

methods that there is no better description of so important
a factor. John Stuart ]\Iill in liis Work on Political Economy
makes a statement about values, etc., which may be

W
represented by the equation: X =— wliere X — value of

V
money, W = quantity, V = velocity of circulation, but unfor-

tunately I am unable to give any constants for multiplying

these terms, and the equation only represents what is really

a general equivalent to Ohms Law in electricity. If Mill

be correct, then values can be increased by reducing the

quantity, but it seems to me, as I have said, that it -nould

necessitate an abnormal decrease in quantity to affect value,

and I must agree with Mr. Aiken's conclusion that it is

impossible to expect any benefit to the community, by way
of reducing prices or increasing values, simply by closing

certain of our mines, and, in consequence, reducing the

quantity of available gold. Pytting my information into

figures, the following will illustrate the slight effect the

closing down of certain mines will have on the gold supply

of the world. The total available gold of the world to-daj'

as coinage or bullion is- approximately two hundred thou-

sand millions of pounds. The average output per annum of

gold is approximately £90,000,000, of which, it is fairly

reasonable to estimate, about £12,000.000 is absorbed in

directions which will not permit its being made into coin.

Assuming certain low-grade mines (already referred to) are

shut down, it would only affect the world's total gold in

circulation by about '0044 per cent. It will, therefore, be

seen that the decrease in the world's output will have to

be very large indeed to have any appreciable effect on

values, assuming the accuracy of llill's statement on

values, quantities and velocities. On the other hand, an

increase in the quantity, however small, must increase the
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holder's power to issue notes, or, better still, increase the

f-redit that can be secured. On the subject of values I

should like to add to Mr. Aiken's description of what affects

values. There is a direct influence on values exercised by
the law of supply and demand, and, in the absence of

assistance in the control of supply by the State, and with
the certain knowledge that advantage is taken of a situa-

tion where supply is a minimum and demand is a maximum,
we have an element controlling values that is outside any
correlation of quantity of gold or velocity of circulation.

Assume that " A " controls supplies which are less than
the demands of " B," then if " A " wishes to (and he
nearly alwa5's does wish to) he can increase the price of

his supplies to any amount. " B " pays increase, and
promptly demands more for his labour in order to purchase
from " A " and maintain the margin between revenue and
expenditure. " B's " requirements for an increase in the
value of his labour is reflected in the value of " A's

"

supplies, and as " A " wants to maintain his margin also,

the supplies he controls again increase in price, " B "

meantime demanding "A's" supplies, even at the increased
cost, so that the only party really benefiting is " A.".
Although it is entirely beyond the area covered by Mr.
Aiken's paper, and is a subject alone of absorbing interest,

I am entirely satisfied that Mr. Aiken is correct in stating

that increased values have very little to do with the gold
or money metal. I am also convinced that there are ways
of reducing prices and benefiting the community thereby,
and it is regrettable that steps are not taken which will

lead to this much desired end. Broadly speaking, I would
make the deliberate statement that values are to a con-

siderable extent in the hands of the people themselves. One
section grumbles at high values; the other section is

entirely satisfied. Members may be interested to know the
increased note issue now and before the war: July, 1914,
nil; July, 1915, £49,298,471; July, 1916, £124,580,110;
July, 1917, £164,728,380; July, 1918, £258,911,758.
Against these notes there has been kept a constant reserve

of gold coin and bullion to the credit of Currency Note
Redemption Account of £28,500.000. That is the per-

centage of gold to notes was: July, 1914, nil; July, 1915,
57-8; July, 1916, 228; July, 1917, 17-3; July, 1918, ll'O.

The Government securities given against the large excess
issue of notes in July last amounted to £236,302,625. The
ratio of reserve to liabilities in the Bank of England in

July, 1914, was 5240 per cent., whereas in July, 1918, it

had fallen to 16'40 per cent. Although the reserve has
fallen by this heavy amount, the position is really just as

secure as formerly by reason of the national credit being
called into action to balance up the difference. In con-

cluding these remarks, I would apologise to the author of

the paper for not having prepared more elaborate criticism.

As I have already mentioned, the subject bristles with
problems which are only even partly understandable as the

result of a very thorough investigation, and I should like

to add my word of thanks to Mr. Aiken for bringing home to

us all one point which becomes evident on a perusal of his

paper and after the discussion. Too few of us to-day

appreciate that one of the most important foundation-blocks

of our Empire is the supply of gold, and we should do all

we can to ensure our supply being maintained and, if

possible, increased.

The Gold Question: Sir Lionel Phillips's
Latest Views.

Sir Lionel PhiUips, Bart., in an interview with the
Daily Graphic, says: " I understand it is the intention of
the Government to set up an expert committee to deal with
the whole question of gold production, with a view to formu-
lating a policy. Action of the same description is being
taken in America, where a committee is, I believe, actually
sitting. From the public standpoint the gold mining indus-
try as such is no more entitled to consideration than any
other industry which may have suffered or gone under in

consequence of the war. While, therefore, as the repre-
sentative of a considerable quantity of gold, I am anxious
that the industry should not go under, I have not made
speeches on the subject on that account. In my belief gold
will be more needed after the war as a backing for credit,

and for the purposes of settling foreign exchanges, than it

ever has been in the past. Debts incurred abroad have
ultimately to be settled in commodities, but it may take
years before such commodities can be either produced or
consumed. These debts will remain open, and the question
of the rate of interest demanded for them will depend
materially upon the gold backing possessed by the debtor
against his liabilities. If all countries were equally endowed
with raw products, with a reputation for honestyj and with
populations equally industrious, a paper system upon which
credit could be founded might answer the purpose. Such
conditions, however, never have existed, and are never
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likely to exist upon this globe—hence the gold standard.
Creditors are not satisfied with international notes of hand
alone, but have to be assured that behind the notes there
is a groundwork of real wealth. That real wealth, for

purposes of exchange, is represented by gold. The quantity
of gold held by a country is not actually a measure of its

wealth, but is a guarantee that its trade acceptances are

going to be honoured in due course."'
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THE SPRINGS MINES-SPRINGS WEST AGREEMENT.
_

<,

Pull Details of Scheme of Operations.
.

The scheme of joint operations between the Springs jNIines

and West Springs has been formally approved by the

Minister of Mines, and has been published for general

information. The most important clauses are as follows:—
Springs Mines grant to West Springs the following mining

facilities : (a) The use of the shafts belonging to Springs

Mines, shown on the plan annexed, and marked
thereon as North Shaft and South Shaft respectively, for

the purpose of ventilation and of the hoisting of men, rock

and material, and for the transmission of power, (b) The
use of the several levels in the mine of Springs Mines shown
on the said plan, and any other levels or roadways which

may be agreed upon from time to time for the purpose of

extending the same into and thereby developing the lease

area, and also for the purpose of ventilation; subject to

the following conditions:—
1. The use by West Springs of the said shafts and levels shall

be exercised so as not to prevent Springs Mines from enjoying the

full use of the .same for any purposes connected with its mining

operations, it being understood that Springs Mines agrees to allow-

West Springs to enjoy the use of the said shafts and levels for

the purposes afoi-esaid only in so far as such use is compatible with

the unrestricted use of the said shafts and levels by Springs Mines

for its own jjurposes, and 'that whenever Springs Mines requires the

use of such shafts and levels for its own purposes, the requirements

of Springs Jlines shall liave preference over the requirements of

West Springs.

2. The development operations of West Springs shall, while it

exercises the use of the said shafts and levels, be performed by and
be under the management and control of Springs Mines, but Springs
Mines shall in relation thereto carry out the wishes of West Springs
in so far as they can be carried out without interfering with the
current operations of Springs Jlines.

3. All ore removed, in the course of extending the said levels

and other development, through the said levels .shall be at the sole
disposal of Springs Mines, who shall be entitled to retain as its own
all gold won from such ore, whether sucli ore shall be removed from
the mine of Springs Mines or from the Lease Area.

4. West Springs shall be entitled to enjoy the mining facilities

hereby granted for a period of four years commencing on the date
of the signing hereof, but it is understood that if on the termination
of the said period West Springs has not been able to sink a«d equip,
for use within the Lease Area, all shafts necessary for the exploita-
tion and development thereof, Springs Mines will be prepared to
negotiate for an extension of the time of enjoyment of the said
facilities, upon terms then to be agreed upon. If West Springs desires
to negotiate for such extension, it shall give notice of such desire
at least seven months before the termination of the period aforesaid.

5. West Springs shall, after the said levels are extended into the
Lease Area, construct, when called upon by Springs Mines so to do,
on the boundary between the Lease Area and tlie property of Springs
Mines, a dam or dams, furnished with iron doors, to protect the
property of Springs Mines from a sudden influx of water from the
Lease Area. Such doors shall periodically be tested in the presence
of representatives of Springs Mines, and any defect in their working
shown by such tests shall forthwith be remedied at the cost of West
Springs. If any influx of water is met with in the course of
development operations in the Lease Area, West Springs shall provide
the pumping plant necessary to enable Springs Mines to deal with
such water, and shall refund to Springs Mines the expenses incurred
by working such plant for such purpose.

6. All plant and machinery required directly or indirectly for
the use by West Springs of the said shafts and levels, and for the
e.\tension of the said levels, and the exploitation through the said
levels of the Lease Area, shall be supplied and installed by West
Springs, and more particularly West Springs shall supply and instal
forthwith a compressor plant of suitable capacity, a 9in. air column
down the sliaft marked as South Shaft in the plan attached hereto,
and a 6in. air main into the Lease Area along the line marked on
the said plan "West Haulage, South Shaft." Springs Mines shall
not during the period of this Agreement or anv extension thereof
draw air for its own purposes from the said 6in." air main.

7. The pumping plant mentioned in Clause 5 liereof, and the
compres.sor plant, air column and air main mentioned in Clau.se 6
hereof shall be erected and installed under the supervision and to
the satisfaction of Springs Mines, wlio shall have tlie right to purchase
the same or any of them at the termination of the "period of this
Agreement or any extension thereof at a valuation then to be agreed
upon or, if the parties are unable to agree, to be fixed bv two
arbitrators, of whom each of the parties shall appoint one, or, if
the two arbitrators are unable to agree by an umpire appointed by
the two arbitrators. Springs Mines shall not later than six months

before tlie expiration of the period aforesaid notify to West Springs
in writing, whether and if at all to what extent it intends to

exercise the said right of purchase, and shall be regarded as having
abandoned such right except in so far as it shall so have notified

its intention of exercising the same. Except in so far as Springs
Mines shall exercise the said right of purchase West Springs may
at the termination ot--such period as afore.sjiid dismantle and remove
such pumping and compressor plant and air column and air main,
and dispo.se of the same a' it may think fit. Such dismantling and
removal from the mine shall be under the supervision of Springs
Mines.

8. The position of the haulage ways and lateral drives at the

date of this Agreement in the property of Springs Mines, west of

the line of North-west Haulage and South-west Haulage, shall, as

between tlie parties, be taken to be accurately represented on the

attached plan. During such time as the extensions of the said

haulage ways and lateral drives are wholly within the area of Springs

Mines, West Springs shall bear the cost of such extensions, and
accounts thereof shall be settled monthly, within thirty days after

details thereof shall have been rendered to West Springs by Spring.s

Mines. West Springs shall bear the cost of such haulage ways
and lateral drives driven alter the date of this Agreement and during
existence thereof, west of the development so shown, but in so

far as such work is done within the boundaries of Springs Mines
the cost thereof shall be refunded to West Springs by Springs Mines
from time to time as and when such haulage ways and drives are

utilised by Springs Mines in connection with its stoping operations,

but in any case, within a period of five years from the date of

this Agreement. Springs .Mines shall keep proper records and
accounts which shall show separately the cost of haulage ways and
all other development done throughout the property of Springs
Mines. The average cost per foot of such haulage ways and all

other dev-3lopment shall be determined monthly, and the amount
jiayable by West Springs shall be the average cost per foot of
such haulage ways and of all other development so determined,
multiplied by the footage driven in said haulage ways and lateral

drives respectively.

9. When the said haulage ways and lateral drives have been
extended into the Lease Area, the cost of all development in the
said Area shall be borne by West Springs, and such cost shall be
arrived at in manner following, that is :

—

West Springs shall bear all direct charges incurred in carrying
out sucli development and such direct charges shall include European
salaries and wages. Native Labourers Account, Stores and Material
Account, Workshops General Account, Machine Drill Account, Ventila-
tion, ilechanical Haulage Dump Account, and any other charges
which can be equitably charged directly to the said development in

the said Lease Area. West Springs shall also bear a proportion

of the total expenditure incurred on the whole of the joint workings
by Springs Mines on the following Accounts :—(a) Shovelling and
Tramming; (b) Underground Transport; (c) Winding; (d) Pumping;
(e) Milling and all other charges; (f) General Expenses, Mine; (g)

General Expenses, Head Office ; and such proportion shall be double
th» proportion which the tonnage derived from the Lease Area
bears to the total tonnage hoisted through the North and South
Shafts of Springs Mines.

It is understood that the expenditure under the direct charges

and the accounts (a), (b), (c), (d). (e), (f) and (g) shall not include

the cost of permanent equipment, whether this be incurred in connec-

tion with development and exploitation in the Springs Mines or with
development in the Lease Area. The cost of such permanent equip-

ment incurred in connection with development within the Lease
Area shall be deemed to be a further direct charge against West
Springs.

Springs Mines shall keep proper records and accounts of the

costs of development within the Lease Area in such manner as

defined in this clause and such accounts shall be settled monthly,

within thirty days after details thereof shall have been rendered

to West Springs by Springs Mines.

10. The costs, records and accounts of Springs Mines shall, in

so far as they relate to the amounts due by West Springs to Springs

Mines, at all reisonible times during business hours on business

days, be open to the inspection of West Springs.

11. Springs Mines shall engage but West Springs shall provide

housing accommodation when neces.sary for all white men required

for the purposes of the work to be performed by Springs Mines for

West Springs under this Agreement. All native labourers required

for such work shall be supplied by West Sjirings who shall provide
proper compounds and ccmjiound managers and other officer.s for

the accommodation and supervision of such native labourers.

12. West Springs shall at all reasonable times have free access

for its Directors, Mine Manager and Consulting Engineer to any of

the works to be performed by Springs Mines for West Springs under
this Agreement, and Springs Mines sliall at all times give due
effect to the wishes and representations of the said Directors and
Officers of West Springs in connection with such work so far as

they can be given effect to without prejudicing the operations of

Springs Mines.
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New Companies.

5623

5624

5625.

5626.

5627.

5628.

ol)2iJ.

5650.

5631.

5632.

5634.

5635.

5636.

5637.

5638.

6639.

5640.

5641.

5642.

5644.

5645.

5648.

5649.

5651.

The following is a list ol the companies registered in July, 1918 :-

J.,ala, Ltd., 45, Central Koad, Fordsburg ; capital, £500. Private

company.
' ' "" Wilstead S|jeet,

1103. The Marais Molyneux Syndicate, Ltd., JohannesbVirg. Liquida-
tion.

5577. Mtjilwaii's Buildings Co., Ltd., Johannesburg. Change of name.
3422. \V. E. Horter & Co., Ltd., Johannesburg. Alteration of articles.

49i4. Bhusknav Brothers, Ltd., Johannesburg. Liquidation.

5ol8. Union Box Factory, Ltd., Johannesburg. Liquidation.

Benoni ; capital.Kastcni Bakeries, Ltd., 14b,

iZ,ouU. ir'nvate company.

Lslate H. Kosenbeig, x-i-d., 134, Commissioner Street, Johan-

iie.sburg; capital, ±,Zoa. i'rivate company.

L. inspection cyudicaie, Ltd., bU, Cuiunan Buildings, Simmonds

Streeo, Johannesburg; capital, ±;3,260. .frivate company.

Charles Wood, l-.td., 2k,6, MarshaU/ Street, Jonanuesburg;

capital, £500. Private company.

Moosa ivlonamed Amiia and Son, Ltd., 122, Prinsloo Street,

Pretoria; capital, £1,200. Private company.

The Kadve 1-aiei Lstaie, Ltd., 8, Pioneer Road, Fordsburg;

capital, £500. Private company.

Prema laiionng Co., l.td., b, Bells Buildings, Main and Harri-

son Streets, Jonanuesburg; capital, £1,U0U. Private company.

Chemical Manuiacturing Co., Ltd., 91, Standard Bank Chambers,

Commissioner Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £2,U00. Private

company.
r.- -i

JMalealea, Ltd., 57 and SB, National Mutual Buildings, Rissik

Street, Johannesburg; capital, £27,500. Private company. •

Ismail, Ltd., 52, Prinsloo Street, Pretoria; capital, £300. Pri-

vate company.
The Shareholders Protection Association, Ltd., 10, Transvaal

Bank Chambers, Fox Street, Johannesburg; capital, £100. Pri-

vate company.
Rani Kajpura, Ltd., 59, Market Street, Johannesburg; capital,

£2,000. Private company.

The South African Patent Syndicate, Ltd., 260 Church Street,

Pretoria; capital, £2,000. Private company.

Ismail Moharaed, Ltd., Market Street, Pietcrsburg; capital,

i£3,000. Private company.
The United Tea and Coffee Co. (S.A.), Ltd., 2, Estate Buildings,

Fox Street, Johannesburg; capital, £4,000. Private company.

Fruiterers, Ltd., 12, Rosenberg Arcade, 58, Market Street,

Johannesburg; capital, £500. Private company.

The Union Industries, Ltd., 5, Gresham Buildings, corner Rissik

and Commissioner Streets, Johannesburg: capital, £500. Pri-

vate company.
V. Moses and Son, Ltd., 42, De la Rey Street, corner 17th

Street, Vrededorp ; capital, £250. Private company.

5643. The East Cham d'Or Gold IMining Co., Ltd., Wayside Buildings,

Cleveland, Transvaal; capital, £6,000. Private company.

South African Prudential, Ltd., Post Office Corner Buildings,

corner Market and Eissik Streets, Johannesburg; capital,

£50,000. Private company.
.Standard Salt Co., Ltd., 21, Steytler's Buildings, Loveday Street,

Johannesburg; capital, £3,000. Private company.

Virpor Madressa Aiijuraan Islaam, Ltd., care of

and Bros.. Sacke's Buildings, Joubert Street,

capital, £500. Private company.
The Smithfield Cold Storage and Export Co., of South Africa

(Transvaal), Ltd., 144, 145 and 146, E.xploration Buildings,

Commissioner Street, Johannesburg; capital,

company.
5650. M. C. Desai and Son, Ltd., Paardekop No.

ton ; capital, £2,000. Private company.
Ford and Rossouw G.M. Co., Ltd., 24,

capital, £5,000. Private company.

B. Alexander
Johannesburg

;

£500. Private

District Stander-

Bureau Street, Pretoria;

89,

5633.

5646.

5647.

FOREIGN COMPANIES.

Rhodesia Exploration Co., Ltd., care of Julius Jeppe, 1st Floor,

Jeppe Arcade, Fox Street, JohanneslAirg ; capital, £600,000.

Carbon and Carbide, Ltd., care of W. E. Moxley, 33, Royal

Chambers, Johannesburg ; capital, £15,000.

Union Investment Corporation, Ltd., care of Dirk Cloete Jack-

son, 27, Church Square, Pretoria ; capital, £5,000.

ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO FOREIGN COMPANIES.

1770. John Dickinson and Co.'s African and Australasian Branch, Ltd.,

Johannesburg.
3467. Eraser and Chalmers, Ltd., Johannesburg.

SPECIAL AND EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTIONS.

3422. W, E. Horter and Co., Ltd., Johannesburg. Increase of capital.

4620. Union Cigar Stores, Ltd., Johannesburg. Destruction of books.

4807. Majams, Ltd., Johannesburg. Powers of Directors.

5428. Platrand Stores, Ltd., Standcrton. Liquidation.

4033. Moorcs, Ltd., Johanne.'^burg. Increase of capital.

5306. Wincberg, Ltd., Johannesburg. Alteration of articles.

5350. The Premier African Meat Export and Cold Storage Co., Ltd.,
Johannesburg. Alteration of articles.

3500. Transvaal Coal Owners' Association (1910), Ltd., Johannesburg.
Alteration of articles.

4659. The Valod Trading Co., Ltd., Johannesburg. Powers of Direc-

tors.

4563. M. E. Furnisa, Ltd., Johannesburg. Alteration of objects.

5521. The Witbank CTiemical Co., Ltd., Johannesburg. Increase of

capital.

NOTICES OF INCREASE OF CAPITAL.

3422. W. E. Horter and Co., Ltd., Johannesburg, from £66,000 to

£90,000.
5048. Parry i>eon and Hayhoe, Ltd., Johannesburg, fronl £10,000 to

£20,000.

5322. S. lUyers and Co., Ltd., Johannesburg, from £5,000 to £50,000.
52/9. Tweeiontein United CoUienes, l,tcl., Johannesburg, trom

£130,500 to £5/5,500.

NOTICES OF LIQUIDATION.

5428. The platrand Stores, Ltd., Standerton ; capital, £4,000. Volun-
tary.

1103. The Marais-JIolyneux Syndicate, Ltd., Johannesburg; capital,

£.50,0uu. Voluntary.
4914. BnusjiUav Bros., iiid., Krugersdorp ; capital, £1,000. Voluntary.
Ool6. Union isox t'actory, Ltd., Johannesburg; capital, £2,000. Vol-

untary.

NOTICES OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

4943. New Compound Diamonds, Ltd., care of T. E. Duckies, 17-18,

Standard Bank tJiambers, Jonannesburg.
5161. Erlbloem Diamond i'lospecting Syndicate, Ltd., care of T. E,

Duckies, Xi-lo, Standard Bank Cfiambers, Johannesburg.
4646. Ihe Southern \ an Kyu Keel G.M. Co., X.td., Consolidated Gold

Fields Buildings, corner Fox and Simmonds Streets, Johan-
nesburg.

4505. Lconunuc Sick Benefit Association, Ltd., 12, Royal Exchange
Buildings, Majket Street, Johannesburg.

161. The Goodman's Buildings and Cnainbers, Ltd., Jeppe Arcade,
Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.

2157. Siuier's Buildings, L,td., Jeppe Arcade, Commissioner Street,
Johannesburg.

335. Potchetstrooni Exploration G.M. and Estate Co., Ltd., 52,
CuUinan Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannesburg.

2505. Felix Diamond Syndicate, Ltd., 52, CuUinan Buildings, Sim-
monds Street, Johannesburg.

3779. Nyando River Rubber Syndicate, Ltd., 52 CuUinan Buildings,
Simmonds Street, Johannesburg.

4470. Betsiriry Proprietary Oil F'lelds, Ltd., 17-18, Standard Bank
Chambers, Johannesburg.

4776. Cape and Transvaal i-and and Finance Co., Ltd., 17-18, Stand-
ard Bank Chambers, Johannesburg.

4837. Lucerne Lime Fertilizer Co., Ltd., 138-139, Exploration Build-
ings, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.

5411. Sardat 'Estate, Ltd., 5, Bell's Buildings, Main and Harrison
Streets, Johannesburg.

5515. The Hind, Ltd., 221, Kruger Street, Louis Trichardt.
54ir. William King & Co., Ltd., 101, President Street, Johaiyiesburg.
o889. Criterion Theatres (S.S.), Ltd., 101, President Street, Johannes-

burg.

5212. The United Manufacturers and Exporters, Ltd., 99, Market
Street, Johannesburg.

4953. Pyanie Soobramania, Ltd., 41, President Street, Johannesburg.
4720. General Timber Co., Ltd., .20-21, Corporation Buildiags,

Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.
4579. The Delmas MilUng Co., Ltd., 20-21, Corporation Buildings,

Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.
4386. Robinson Deep Stone Crushing Co., Ltd., 20-21, Corporation

Buildings, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.
5040. I. de Smidt, Ltd., 20-21, Corporation Buildings, Commissioner

Street, Johannesburg.
4413. The Craigie Mines, Ltd., 20-21, Corporation Buildings, Com-

missioner Street, Johannesburg.
4903. W. R. Levin and Co., Ltd., 63-66, 3rd Floor, Standard Bank

Chambers, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.
4341. Cassim Adam, Ltd., 341, Vermeulen Street, Pretoria.
3235. Louis Moore Proprietary Mines, Ltd., 94, Stock Exchange Build-

ings, Johannesburg.
3587. Southern Coal Co., Ltd., 12, Transvaal Bank Buildings, 65, Fox

Street, Johannesburg.
5583. Taynoor, Ltd., S2a, Market Street, Johannesburg.
5529. Hajee Habib, Ltd., 52a Market Street, Johannesburg.
5596. Municipal Magazine, Ltd., 27, Henwood's Buildings, Johannes-

burg.

5236. Ebrahim and Amod, Ltd., 70, corner 10th and De la Rey
Streets, Vrededorp.

3858. Sunlight Gold Mining Co., Ltd., Green's Buildings, Commissioner
Street, Johannesburg.

4861. The PeUicine Chemical Industries, Ltd., corner Gold and School
Streets, City and SuburWin.

570. Paddon & B'rock, Ltd., lOfi, Fox Street, .lohaniiesburg.
1,'60. Knmpton Park Estate, Ltd., 26, Permanent Buildings, Harrison

Street, Johannesburg.
1915. Co-oneritive Exchange Yard, Ltd., 72-74, Marshall Street,

Johnnnpsbuvg.
.5537. Cape Wine Bodegas Co., Ltd., 20, Robinson Buildings, corner

Onmrnissioner and Simmonds Streets, Johannesburg.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—VI.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

'EETORIA INSPECTORATE, TRANSVAAL (T. G. TREVOR).
General.

Notwithstanding the increased difficulties of mining owing to the

war, the number of employee.s on the mines in this inspectorate and the

value of the output remains alnio.st unaltered, the total number of

whites emp.oyed being about 2,100 and the value of the output at

£4,5u0,OO0. General costs, however, liave gone up about 1.5 per cent.

—

a fact which weighs heavily on the smaller mines. The enhanced
value of base metals has not yet been taken full advantage of, but in-

quiries are constantly being made with regard to these, and in the

fcfthcoming j'ear there is reason to hope that there will be consider-

able developments in the mining of auriferous pyrites, galena, arsenic,

and other minerals whicli have, up to date, not received the attention

tliey deserve. * Among.«t the older mines, the Sheba, Worcester, and
the Messina properties have reached the end of their ore reserves, and
it seems certain that the first-named will have to close down within a
short time. This does not necessarily mean that the mines are
worlced out, but that the e.fpeiises of development under present cir-

cumstances are so liigh that it is better business for the companies to

defer fnrtlier development till normal times return tlian to continue.
The future of the Messina Mine depends entirely on the price of

copper. With copper at £120 per ton the mine may continue working
for some time to come, but the moment the metal falls below that
value, the profits are insufficient to cover costs and depreciation.

The white population tliat will be directly affected by the closing down
of the Sheba Gold Mine is not less than 272 persons, and the trade
of the district will diminish by i'S.OOO per month. Most of the fami-
lies which make up the population have been in the locality for
decades and without the mine the whole neighbourhood will be de-
populated. In the case of the Worcester, the population directly
ahected is about 120 persons and the local trade about £3,000 per
month. With regard to Messina, Ihe'question is even more serious,
for a whole district and a section of the country 300 miles in length
is dependent on the railway which this mine alone renders workable
without great loss. I do not think it is an exaggeration to state that
the white population directly dependent on this mine is over 300 per-
sons, and that indirectly probably 1,000 persons would be seriously
affected by its closing down. The operating expenses on the mine iii

the year under review were £245,000, so the magnitude of the trade
interests involved is very great. It is difficult to see that any other
mines are in a position to take the places of these properties and to

absorb the population which has in the past been dependent on them,
or to replace the trade that will be lost.

It should be borne in mind that though a mine may be most un
profitable to its shareholders, it may yet be highly profitable to the

State. The Mes.siua shareholders stand, I believe, to lose 83 per cent,

of the money they invented in the mine, but the Union has benefited

by the sum of £l,14'2,17o, which has been spent to date in wages and
stores purchased in the country. Apart from the cost of the railway
construction which the company lias stood "good for" and by which
the country, 7wt the sJiare/iolders, will permanently benefit, I am
strongly of the opinion that the general population of the country and
their representatives in Parliament should be brought to understand
this aspect of the case, and that active steps should be taken by the
Government to bring other mines into being to replace those that are
shutting down. There are, particularly in thei Barberton IJistrict, but
elsewhere also, very considerable deposits of auriferous pyrites, which
in the past have not been worked owing to the refractory nature of

the ore. These deposits usually carry from 4 dwt. to 8 dwt. of gold
and from 20 to 40 per cent, pyrites. The gold is usually contained in

the pyrites and can be concentrated with it. Individually none of
these deposits are very large, the reefs generally being from 2 feet
to 12 feet and highly inclined. In the aggregate, iiowever, the
amount of the deposits is very great as there are numberless reefs of
this sort. As a rule, arsenic is absent, and the pyrites is suitable for
sulphuric acid making. Sulphuric acid is necessary in the Union and
is made by the dynamite factories, who, however, import crude
sulphur from Europe for the purpose. It appears to me that a very
large local indu.-^try might be developed if local concentrates could be
used for this purpose, but it is a matter wliich needs the intervention
of the Goxernment, for at present matters move in a vicious circle, the
factories declining to purcliase concentrates on the grounds that they
cannot be assured of a constant or adequate supply, the claimholdei-s
declaring that they cannot open their mines and piit up concentrating
plants unless they are guaranteed a steady market. An exactly
similar position jirevails with regard to arsenic. The Union Govern-

EDWARD DODD, 19, LO^TDAY STREET
(Opposite Goldfields Hotel).

Agent for W. I St»nloy )t Co., London, and 0»mbrl(lg»
Scientific Instrument Co., Cambridge.

Mathematical, Nauiical, Scientific and Electrical

Instrument Maker.
TLoodoUtai, Tacbeometerf. Leveli, Artlflcial Horti ma, Conip«Me«, Eto. Switch-
board!, Telephonea, 'Telegrapl! Instrumeota, Meggai and MeMrs. Fine

Engineering and gniall Press Work Executed. Telephone JT68.

ment is in desperate need of over 400 tons of arsenic per annum for
the manufacture of cattle dips which cannot now be obtained from
abroad. The price of arsenic is now £150 per ton. Notwithstanding
this, tlie first producers of white arsenic are liaviiig the greatest diffi-

culty in selling their product, and though this metal is known tc
e.xist in alTthe older formations of the country, no attempts are being
made to prospect for or develop it owing to the distrust caused by
this deadlock. In cases of this sort I believe that the only method of
obtaining a promp^t supply of the mineral needed is for "the Govern-
ment itself to offer a fixed contract price for the delivery of the mineral
for a certain period. Having arranged for such a supply of the crude
mineral it would be simple to get manufacturers to contract for the
conversion of it into the commercial article needed. Inquiries have
been received from the Imperial Government during the year for
several minerals including graphite, tungsten ores, and manganese.
It has been difficult, however, to take any advunt.ige of tlip-e in-
quiries, for though these minerals are known to exist they have not
been worked in the past and (jlaimholders and persons who know of
their occurrences are not in' a position to develop their propositions on
the strength of mere inquiries. If these minerals are actually required,
I have the greatest confidence that they ohn be produced economically
in this inspectorate, but it is ab.solutely necessary that a definite stand-
ing price for definite quality and quantity o\er a" fixed period should be -

offered. I would emphasize the fact that the simple mining of more or
less free milling gold ores, on which the mineral industry of this in-
spectorate has relied so largely in the past, is coming to an ind, ai/d
that unless its place is taken by something else a great economic
calamity is going to overtake the Transvaal Province. This simple
mining can be replaced and more than replaced by the more complex
milling of refractory ores and base met-als, but this charge must be
facilitated by the (Government. If left entirely to private enterprise,
a period will occur in wliich simple mines have been worked out and
the complex ones not exploited, and that period will be a disastrous
one for the trade and revenue of the Province.

PlETERSBUKG DlSTElCT.

Antiniotiy.—The antimony mines of the Murchison Range have
been producing small quantities of antimonite during the year—part
of this has been exported and part reduced to metallic antimony in
the country. This antimony has been absorbed by the white-nietal
makers, and as the trade is apparently lucrative" it will probably
grow and become a permanent asset to the country. The United Jack
Mine has been taken up by the Societe Nouvelle cles Mines de Lucette,
4 Rue de Rhone, Paris, the largest producers and users of antimony
in the world, but their engineers have not arrived at the mine. Tlie
prospects of the Leydsdorp District, therefore, look better than they
have ever done before. The Haenertsburg and Maraba.stad areas have
been quiet during the year. Claims are still held, hut no work has
been done.

Tm.—The notable feature of the year with regard to tin is the
smelting of tin ores by the Zaaiplaats Tin Mining Co., and this ven-
ture has proved completely successful, notwithstanding the fact that
the ores treated were not considered by local experts as suitable for
smelting by themselves. The output is about 250 tons per annum
aud IS mostly bought by tlie South African Railways, who manu-
facture white metal. No fresh discoveries have been made, but the
existing mines have continued running on development ore in an
extremely satisfactory manner. Zaaiplaats Mine at the end of the
year again encountered very good ore. Groenfontein Mine (T C L )continues to find patches of good, ore at intervals, while the develop-
ments on Mutue Fides, Olifants Tin Mines, and Stavoren have been
surprisingly guod. Leeuwpoort «as in a slightly better position at
the end than at the beginning of the year, and" has -a more certain
tutnre than the other mines. The Rooiberg Mine exhausted all its
ore at the beginning of the year, and has been working from liand
to mouth since.

The largest and most varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
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4f.<^fH/c and Sc/iecdVr.—During the last two months o£ the year

tlie Stavoi-eii Tin Mine commenced condensing its fume from the

roasting furnace and producing white arsenic at the rate ot about

li tons per month. This output can be largely increased as they

kani the work and obtain confidence in its payability. There aie

large deposits of arsenic on a neighbouring farm-Rooiwal -but these

at^^not at present worked. The Stavoren Tin Mine is continuing to

produce scheelile, and the quantity of this mineral found in U^e «oik^

ings is increasing. The company has, however had endless difificulties

in marketing the mineral, the concentrates of which it is impossible on

the mine to separate entirely from the cassiterite which occurs with it

This difficulty has now, however, been overcome, and the Imperia

Government has contraaed to give a fixed price per unit tungst.c acid

and tin for the duration of the war and six months after. The ship-

nine trouble, however, still continues, and the company is often seri-

ously embarrassed by the refusal of shipping space for its consign-

ments.

Corundinn.—T:\ie export of this mineral has reached about 000

tons per month. It occurs as loose crystals in the surface detritus

over almost the whole of the Pietersburg plateau, an area of roughly

30 miles by 40 miles. So far it has hardly been touched in mh, \>ni

where it lias the parent rock is either a mica schist or a pegmatite.

It is of great importance that these deposits should be examined scien-

tifically by a competent geologist as soon as possible, for the surtace

work which is going on is destroying all the evidences of the origin ot

the mineral, and in a short time there will be nothing but scattered and

overgrown debris heaps to show where and how it occurred, oo tar

as I can read, this appears to be the most important corundum held

known in the world and it should certainly have a permanent future,

but if it is a.lowed to be destroyed by the present methods of collection

without any records being kept, it will be extremely difficult in future

years to reopen it in a systematic way.

i\Iira.—\ certain amount of mica from the Leydsdorp district is

now being sold. As before reported to you, the mica is of excellent

quality and occurs in what should be payable quantities. The only

difficulty being the marketing, the usual vicious circle prevailing as

in the cases of arsenic and pyrites, etc.

PRETORIA DISTRICT.

fioitili African Alkali Co.. Ltd. {Pretoria Salt Pan).—\J]? to the

end of 1916 only the beds of trona or massive crude carbonate '.f soda

in this pan were worked. These beds are erratic in character and

limited in extent, and it was obvious that the real wealth of the pan

lay in the mud with which the crater-like "pipe" is filled to an un-

known depth. It is possible—and even probable—that the first 50

feet of this mud in the pan contains ^2,000,000 wortli of soda salts,

in which case the pan is as valuable an asset to the State and to the

shareholders as a rich diamond mine. During the year a satisfactory

process for extracting the soda from this mud has been evolved and

a small plant was at work. Unfortunately the unprecedented rains

ot this season have covered the bed of the pan with many feet of

water and seriously impeded all operations. The inherent richness of

the pan is, however, so great that the uumberless difficulties which

are certain to occur in opening a new industry are equally certain of

being overcome.

Dinmondf: {The. Premier Mine).—iSherc is nothing to remark on,

except that it continues the even tenour of its way.

Kometlfontein.—The diggings continued throughout the year to

support a varying population of from 200 to 500 diggers. The aver-

age earnings of tliese men is under £12 per month, but as most of them
work on half -.shares for a supporter, it is doubtful if the average man
touches £6 ca.sh per month. I regret to have to state it, but the allu-

vial diamond diggings are a manufactory of poor whites and probably

do far more liaim to Die State in this respect than the wealth they

I'ecover does good.

.Marble.—The marble deposits on ' Marble Hall " in the extreme
cast of the district have been opened during the year and the, marble is

now on the market. It is of excellent quality and should in the

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen, Ltd.)
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future, when the transport difficulties have been overcome, supplj' the

whole needs of the Union. The price paid for marble is so high "that

even now, with ox transport, the quarry is more than profitable.

Jron.—A strong company has been formed to exploit the iron ores

on the town lands of Pretoria, and a blasting furnace plant is in course

of erection. The intention is to turn out nothing but foundry pig

at first, and to grow from that in any direction which seems most
profitable. I'hc venture has a good chance of success.

MIDDELBURG DISTRICT.

Cnal.—The bunker trade has developed enormously during the

year, but otherwise there is nothing of interest to note, except that

the mines continue to work satisfactorily. Enteric fever is endemic on
most of the collieries and continual outbreaks occur, otherwise the
health of employees on these mines compares favourably with that of

any industry in the world.

LYDENBURG DISTRICT.

Asbeston.—This district has provided the most sAsational devel-

opment of mining of the year. The asbestos mines of Peiige and the

neighbouring farms have been developed most successfully and the

deposits appear to be larger than any others known in the world.

An output of 500 tuns a month was obtained and could have been
maintained indefinitely but for the heavy rains which have rendered
transport quite impracticable. This asbestos industry may go a long
way towards replacing the simple free milling gold mining of the past,

which as before remarked is gradually coming to an end.

Gold.—The Transvaal G.M. Estates have been in low water during
the year, their old mines, with the exception of Vaalhoek and Elands-
drift, becoming exhausted without equivalent new developments.
The small mines in the district continue, liowever, just as in former
years, and show little signs of exhaustion.

BARBERTON DISTRICT.

Gold.—The obvious fact that the Worcester Gold Mining Co.

and the Slieba Gold Mining Co. are coming to an end and
that the Fortuna Mine is working under difficulties has had
a most depressing effect on the district. Personally, I

consider that the Barbcrton district has room for a vast
expansion of tlie mining industry, but this will not occur
so long as the free-milling simple mining of the past is relied on. The
deposits of this district are nearly all of pneumatolitic origin and the
minerals occur as saturations and impregnations of the country rock,
difficult to find, more difficult to follow, and usually only. to be ex-
tracted by calcination and chemical processes. The old prospectors and
inhabitants of Barberton are absolutely ignorant of all matters per-

taining to this class of raining, and it is only now that Mr. Dicey
has been so eminently successful with the Consort deposits and ores

that they are begiqning to think of such questions. Mr. Tom An-
drews, following Mr. Dicey's lead, has developed a similar deposit
which he calls the Maid of De Kaap, at the back of the Consort Mine
—this property has been known and despised for years, but developed
by ilr. Andrews during the last six months, .several thousand tons of

rock, well over !0 dwt. in value, ere now in sight and more is being
developed daily. Personally. I am convinced that ifiany of the older
and abandoned properties will develop equally well if they are once
exploited on intelligent lines with some understanding of their mode
of origin. Mr. Hall's memoir ( j.S.O. Memoir No. 9) on the Barberton
goldfields is highly appreciated by those managers in the district who
are educated enough to understand it, and I believe that it will do an
in.mense amount of good in the district as it is the first scientific

publication treating the district as a whole and describing the method
in which the mineralisation occurs.

{To be coniinued.)
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

A Featureless Market—Continued Depression.

The Stock Exchange was closed on Saturday. On Monday
morning there was a general feeling of expectancy as to

how the market would take the war news. The result was
disappointing. Nothing was done at the opening. There

was a little more activity at the call and prices generally

were the turn harder. The Stock Exchange Committee, on
the advice of the Medical OtScer of Health, has decided

to make no change in their hours of business, consequently

there will be no early closing and the call will be held at

the usual hour. During the morning there were sales of

African Farms at 17s. 6d. and New Modders at £'23 l'2s. 6d.

Alkalis advanced to 52s. buyers, with sales of odd lots at

54s. Notwithstanding the continued satisfactory war news
and the announcement that the prevailing epidemic was
being mastered, the market on Tuesday remained in a

hopelessly depressed condition. The small gains of the
previous day were lost on the call with one or two excep-
tions, such as Modder Deep and Leeuwpoorts. There was
further slackening of busmess on Wednesday morning,
actual sales again falhng to the dozen limit. Modder Deep,
Leeuwpoort, Government Areas, Springs and Van Eyn Deep
were all lower. Thursday brought no improvement. The
only active stock was Geduld Proprietary, in which
numerous sales were booked at -lOs., 39s. 9d. and 39s. 6d.

Modder Deeps, Lace Props, Daggafonteins and Mines
Selection were slightly better. Alkalis also made a further

advance, but the favourites, including Government Areas,

Springs and Van Eyn Deep, were dull and unchanged. The
outside business for the week was limited to:—Sales:

Monteleos, 248.; Union Tins, 5s. 6d. to 5s. lOd. ; Mauss
Syndicate, 40s. odd lots; Sakalavas, 10s. lid. ; Phoenix, Is.;

New Farms, 2s. Id. Sellers : Makanyene Diamonds, 42s.

On Friday morning jjrices were again easier, with the

solitary exceptions of Alkalis and Lace Props, as the fol-

loM-ing list of alterations will show:—Sales: African

Farms, 17s. 3d. ; East Rands, 4s. 3d. ; Leeuwpoorts, 31a.

;

Modder Bs., £8 5s. ; New State Areas, 20s. 3d. ; Sub Nigel,

27s. 6d. ; Springs, 70s. 9d. ; West Springs, 24s. 6d. ; Options,

10s. 9d. Buyers and sellers: Lace Props, 12s. 2d., buyer;

Randfontein Deeps, 5s. 6d. and 5s. lOd. ; Eooibergs,'-'9s. lid.

seller; S.A. Lands, 6s. 7d.—6s.~9d. ; Alkalis, 57s.^6d.—60s.

;

Van Eyn Deeps, 70s.—70s. 6d. ; Zaaiplaats, 16s. 8d.—
165. 9d.

Fri., Moil., Tues., Wed., Thui-s.,

nth. nth. 15th. 16th. 17th.

African Farms . . . U 2" 17 3 17 4* 17 3 17 4

Anglo. -Amer. Corp. .
— — 32 9* — 32 6

Apex Mines .... 7 6* 76* 76* 7 81 76*
Bantjes Cons. ... 3 1* 34* 3 4» 35* 33*
Brakpan Mines . . 74 0* 73 0* — -

75 Oa 7.'5 6t
Brevten ColU. ... 10 0* — 10 0* 12 Of 10 0*

Brick and Potter. .
— 3 9* — — —

British South Africa 17 6* 17 6* 17 6* IS fit 18 6t
Bushveld Tins . .

7* 7* 8* 8* —
Cassel Coals .... 30 0* 31 0* 31 0* 32 6* 36 0*

Cinderella Cons. ..43* 46* 46* 40* 46*
City and Subs. ... 8 0* 79* 79* 80* 80*
City De«ps 52 B* 53 0* 53 0* 54 Of 54 0'

Cloverfield .Minos . 9 fit 9 6t 9 6t 9 6t 9 6t
Clydesdale Colls. , . 19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 6* 20 0*

Concrete Construe. .
— 5 0* 5 0* 5 3* 5 0*

Con. Investments . 19 6* 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* —
Con. Langlaagtes . . 19 3* 19 9 20 Ot 20 Ot —
Con. Alain Reefs . 11 9* 11 9* 11 9* 11 9* 12 3

Con. Mines Sel. . . 25 0* 25 0* 25 0* 25 0* 25 6*
Coronation Colls. . . 43 n» 43 0* 45 — 14 0*

Coronation Frees. ,
— 11* 13 11" 11

Crown Diaa. .... 6 0+ 6 Of — — 6 Ot
Crown Mines .... 37 6* 38 9' 37 6* — —
Crown Mines Deb. .

— .£100* ^100* .*100* dfilOO*

Daggafontein Mines 23 U* 23 0* 23 0* 23 0* 24
Do. Options 4 0* 4 3* 4 fi 4 3* 4 3*
Durban-Rood. Dp. .7 6* 7 6* 7 6" 7 6* 7 6*
East Rand Coals. ..20* 20* 20* 20* 20*
E.R. Minings .... 19 0* 20 0+ 20 Ot 19 0* 20 Ot
East Rand Props. .4 6* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 3*

•Buyers. tSellero AOdd lots. bEx London.

Fri.

,

nth.

Eastern Golds ... 13*
Ferreira Deeps ... —
Frank Smith Dias. . 3 fif

Geduld Props. ... 38 3

Glencairns 1 0*

Glynn's Lydenburg 23 9

Govt. Areas 91 9

Jupiters 4 0*

Klerksdorp Props. . 3

Knight Centrals '.
. 4 3*

Knights Deeps ... 50*
Lace Props 11 6*

Leeuwpoort Tins . . 31 3*

Lvdenburg Farms . 9 2

Jiiddelvlei Est. . .
10*

Modder B.'s 165 0*

Modder Deeps ... 148 6*

Modder Easts ... 21 6

Do. Options (3yrs.) . 6 7

DoA, Ojjtions (4y'"s.) . 7 6*

Hume Pipes .... 34 6

Trans, and Del. . . 50 0*

^fatal Naviga. Colls. —
National Banks ... —
New Boksburgs . .

—
New Eland Dias. . . 23 0*

New Era Cons. ... 10 0*

New Geduld Deeps 5 8*

New Heriots .... 13 0*

New Kleinfonteins . 13 6*
New Modders ... .£27/6/3*
New Unifieds .... —
Xigels —
Nour.se Mines .... 17 0*

Pretoria Cements . .
72' Ot

Princess Estates . . 3 1*

Band Colls 2 6*

Rand Klips 10 0*

Rand Nucleus ... 13*
Rand Select. Corp. . 86 0*

Randfontein Deeps . 5 0*

Randfontein Est. . . 14 9*

Rooibergs -11 0*

Roodepoort Uniteds 2 9*

Ryan Nigels .... 29*
Shebas —
Simmer Deeps ... —
S.A. Breweries ... 33 0*

S.A. LaiKls .... 68*
Springs Mines ... 71 3

Sub Nigels 27 G*
Swaziland Tins ... 31 6t
Trans. G.M. Est. . .

—
Van Ryii Deeps . . 71 0*

Village Deeps ... —
West Springs .... 24 9

Western Rand Est. . 2 0*

Witbaiik Colls. ... 50 0*

Wit. Deeps 9 9*

Wolhuters 4 0+

Za.iiplaats Tins . . 16 3*

Union 5 per cent. . £105^
New States 20 6*

S. Van Ryns .... 13 9*

De Beers Def. ... .

—

De Beers Pref. . . .£13* .£1

Standard Bank . . . £12*
S.A. Alkali 48 B

.Mon., Tues., We d., Thurs.

,

14th. 15th. 16th. 17th.

1 3* 1 r 1 0* 1 1*

— 8 6* 8 6* 8 6*

3 4* 3 6 3 4* 3 5*

39 3 39 39 0* 39 6
1 6* 1 G* 2 Ot 2 Ot

23 9* 23 9* 24 0* 24 0*

92 91 6 90 6* 90 6*

4 3* 4 3* 4 0* 4 3*

3 0* 3 0* __ 3 0*

4. 4* 4 4* 4 6 4 6

5 0* 6 0+ 5 0* 6

11 10 11 10* 11 10* 12 0*

31 3* 32 31 9 31 3*

9 0* 9 0* 9 2 9 0*

1 1

165 Of 168 Of 160 Ot
147 6* 149 148 149 6

21 6* 21 6 21 3* 21 3
6 6* 6 7* 6 6* 6 6*

8 0+ 8 Ot 7 7 7 7+
34 6 35 Ot 33 6* 33 6
50 0* 50 0* 50 0* —
19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0*

Mi* i'14* __ .£14*

1 0* _ -_ —
23 0* 23 0* 23 0* —
10 0* 10 0* 10 1* 10 3*

5 9* 5 9* 5 9* 5 9*
— 12 6* 12 9* 12 9*

14 6 14 6t 13 9t

.£27i* £2 'if £2 "-;* —
— _ 5 6*

4 0* 4 6* - 4 0* 4 6*

17 0* 17 0* 17 0* 17 0*

72 72 72 6 73 0+
3 0* 3 1* 3 3 3 3

2 6* 6* 2 6* 2 6*

10 0* 10 9 10 9+ 10 0*

1 3* 1 3* 1 4*
1 5+

86 0* 86 0* 86 6*

5 9* 6 Ot 5 9* 5 11

14. 9* 14 9* 14 9* 14 9
11 0* 11 0* 10 6* 10 3*

2 9* 2 9* 3 0* 3 0*

3 0* _ __

1 Of - 1 0+
.

—

_ 1 fi*

35 35 35 0+ 35 Ot
6 10 6 11 6 9* 6 9*

71 6 71 6 71 70 6*

28 27 fi 27 6* 27 6*

28 0" 31 Ot 31 6+ —
16 0+ 14 0* 16 Ot 16 Ot
71 71 70 fi* 70 6"

16 6' 18 Ot 18 0+ 18 0+
25 3 2-3 24 9 24 9*

2 0* -- __
— -. -- 50 0*

9 6* 9 9* 10 0* 10 3*

4 0+ 4 Ot __ 4 0+
16 0* 16 6 16 7* 17

.£105-L* J105 ,£105* il04r
20 6a 20 6* 20 6* 20 7i
13 9* 13 9* 13 6* 13 6*

MOi* £Ui' £16* .£16*

3/13/9* - -- —— - ^12* £12*
50 52 6a 53 0* 55 0*

•Buyers. fSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.

R. W. HODGES,
LICENSED MINING MATERIAL BROKER,

11, Hollanil Street, opposite Stock Exchange, Johannesburg,

OFFERS Second-hand Rails in 1 21b., 16Ib.. 451b., 60!b.

Angle Fish Plates, Sleep.rs, Steel Hammers,
Balata Belting.

REQUIRES Second-hand Rails, 201b., 601b.

STATE FULL PARTICULARS.
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Engineering Motes and Hews.

RAND MINE ACCIDENTS DUE TO ROPES BREAKING.

TuE annual report of the Government Mining Engineer

deals with fatal accidents due to ropes brealang in the

following passages:—Fatal accidents due to ropes, chains

or couphngs breaking : There were ten accidents and 12

deaths under this head in 1917. These totals show a decrease

on those of the previous year, when there ^\ere ten accidents

and eighteen deaths. None of the fatal accidents mcliided

in the above occurred while persons were travelling,

but the breakages led to cages, skips, buckets, or trucks

ruunin" awav, and to the conveyance or its contents striking

persons. In eight cases it was the rope that broke m one

it was the coupling, while in the other it was a badly made

short splice that pulled out. The coupling and two of the

ropes broke owing to some jam in the haulage, in other

ropes it was due to some damage resulting from bad coiling,

defective leads, or being ran over. In the other tvvo cases

of rope fracture the supervision was at fault, and the ropes

should not have been continued in service. Of the twenty-

nine cases of ropes (or couplings) breaking by which persons

were usually drawn, " twenty-four of which refer to the

winding rope itself, six resulted in casualties. Twelve were

caused" by overwind or runaway, and fifteen were due to

derailment, jam or collision, in shaft or tip. In one case

where the connection was broken, due to an overwind, the

safety catches successfully held the cage. One rope broke

on account of its jumping its sheave, and the remaining

one because it was worn out. mainly through internal cor-

rosion. Arising from this latter accident, which occurred

fortunately when no persons were ti-avelling, the following

circular was issued to the managers of mines :—" It has

been found tluit wire-ropes of compound construction sub-

jected to corrosive agencies, as is particularly the case when

these ropes are employed for baling acid water, are liable

to deceive engineers as to the strength remaining in them.

This is especially the case if the absolute thoroughness of

the examination is at all departed from. Where reduction

of diameter, or circumference, of the rope has taken place

incommensurate with the external evidence of w^ear, the

part of the roj^e under examination should first be fully

loaded and, secondly, relieved of all load. Any noticeable

difference in circumferences under these circumstances and

the slackening of the outside wires when the load is off will

indicate that' internal corrosion is present. The extent of

corrosion inside the strand can only be estimated by the

slackness of the outside wires. The corrosion between the

strands can be further examined by untwisting the rope or

displacing the strands sufficiently with a marliu spike.

Engineers are apt to imagine that reduction in size of a

rope mnv be due to some relatively unimportant collapse

of the hemp core. In a test at the Mines Department

mechanical laboratory of a 1-28 in. diameter rope, the hemp

core was entirely removed for about six feet of the length.

The specimen was gradually loaded up to 30 tons, but,

beyond a very slight increase of the lay from lOJ in. to

11 in., subsiding after the test to lOf in., there was practi-

cally no alteration in the shape or 4ize of the rope. No
observer unaccjuaiuted with the circumstances would have

imagined that the core had been removed or even disturbed.

In recent tests of corroded ropes the following results were

obtained :
—

Original Diam,
Original

Breaking Load,
lbs.

1-5 in. (wires -099 in.) ... 222,208

1-5 in. (wires '099 in.) ... 222,208

1-5 in. (wires '099 in.) ... 222,208

1-5 in. (wires "099 in.) ... 222,208

1-5 in. (wires -102 in.) ... 220,000

1-25 in. (wires -115 in.)... 148,700

1-25 in. (wires -115 in.)... 148.700

Diaui . at Test,

ins.

i-n
1-4

1-3

1-23

1-22

1-23

1-0

B.L. at 'J esl.

lbs.

191,900

106,060

137,200

66,880

97,260

137,660

78,920

" In all the above-mentioned cases the outside wires

were less than half-worn, but the internal corrosion was
excessive, most marked inside the strands. The wires W'ere

also brittle. Experience has shown that the remarks con-

cerning corrosion on the certificate of six-monthly testa are

taken as merely applying to the test specimen and are not

considered as having a bearing on the state of the rest of

the rope. This information, however, should not be

neglected, and the condition of the rope adjacent to the

place where the test piece was cut ofi should be ascertained.

It is not usual for corrosion to occur only at one spot in a

winding rope." In two cases persons were being raised or

lowered in incline shafts by the ropes that broke. In the

first case, a downgoing skip became derailed, and the result-

ing slack rope fouled and derailed the skip in the next com-
partment which was taking persons to the surface. This

skip jammed on derailment and none of the occupants was
injured. -In the other case, a good rope broke just after

starting to lower the onsetter and three natives in a skip.

There was probably some temporary obstruction on the rails,

this leading to a subsequent free fall, .tlie nature of the

fractures of the wires being in- keeping with this theory.

The skip ran away and came to rest finally at a station,

having knocked out several dividers and smashed the pump
columns. The men were thrown out on the track, and two

escaped witliout injury. The skipmaii had a slight scalp

wound, and one native sustained a compound fracture of

the leg. In addition to these cases of fracture, four winding

ropes were seriously damaged owing to overwind or run-

away. There were eleven breakages of winding ropes (or

couplings) used exclusively for the raising of materials, due

to causes similar to those above mentioned.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTl'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the ^Mine and Compound Managers that de8pit6 the present high cost of flour, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most"
economical food of the present times. Owihg to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has
now been introduced into the native diet by a largo number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content
of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Business in a State of Suspense—Country Enquiries Indifferent—Brokers Put Oiit
Feelers—Reserve Stocks on Blines— Second-hand Material Unknown and

Doubtfvil-Peace Problem.

The peace news is coming very quickly, as Germany's first

reply came one day and Turkey's peace note another—both

iu one week. Therefore it is not surprising that the state

of business is one of- suspense, more particularly as the

Commercial Exchange is closing daily at one o'clock and

most of the offices also very^ early, on account of the

influenza. It is surprising how the counti'y enquiries

dropped away to zero; presumably because the dealers and

merchants are awaiting a le^d from Johannesburg as to

what is likely to happen in the near future. So far Johan-

nesburg has very little to say, excepting that no one can

buy anything cheaply, neither can they sell. Naturally the

brokers are not altogether idle, but their chief business

seems to be to put out feelers as to what offers can be

obtained for certain hnes that uneasy speculative liolders

would like to sell. In fact, the whole community holding

stocks wish to sell and so ease themselves or make room
for others at high prices on the way, or already ordered and

paid for in Canada or America. There is an easier tendency

throughout all commercial circles, biit one caimot find out

anything resembling bargain values, as brokers and traders

are very reticent on that point., A responsible broker states

that when a strong firm takes the lead in buying, the

flabbiness of our market would quickly respond, even

quicker than it went into the doldrums. The peace problem

is the one that cannot be shelved, and the next in import-

ance is what the chief buying office is doing. The
chief buyer is very keen as to the prices he pays, more
particularly in regard to the unkno"i\'n or doubtful values of

second-hand materials. Another point is how long w'M it

take to clear off the reserve stocks on the n;^nes. It was
said a long time ago, from a semi-oflScial source, that it

would take eighteen months after peace, as there was no

desire to seriously interfere with the trade of the merchants

when reducing the reserve mining stocks down to normal

again. In regai-d to peace, it may be recalled that in the

American- Spanish war Spain sued for peace on July 26th,

1898, but hostilities did not terminate until December, 1898.

In the Franco-Prussian war it took fronj October, 1870, to

January, 1871, to arrange a settlement. Tlie Russian-
Japanese peace negotiations took from June, 1905,
until the end of August in that year. Hence, according to

past experience several months must elapse before anything
can be definitely fixed up, and so far the fixing up does not
seem much nearer. Of course, when it really starts in

very earnest the wireless messages will facilitate matters
and so do as much perhaps in weeks as it took months on
previous occasions.

Peace insurances at Lloyds : According to a Renter's
message from London on Tuesday, Lloyds are charging
£42 per cent, for the payment of total loss if peace is

declared before December, 1918, and i£63 per cent, if it is

declared before March 31st, 1919. The chief idea of such
insurance is where a works or business is concerned in

connection with war materials, that comes to a sudden
stop when peace does occur.

Iron, Steel and H.^KDWAite.

A dealer in iron and. steel states this is the woist niouflli

lie has had for nine months and more. He attributes the
sad falling off to the influenza epidemic and in a measure
to his country customers waiting to see the result of the

peace overtures. There is an easier tendency in flat gal-

vanised iron at about 90s. to 100s. per 100 lbs., according

to' gauge. Square shovels are very firm at 140s. per dozen

;

large quantities are always iu demand for the railways and
municipalities. The round nose variety are a little cheaper

at 978. 6d. to 102s. 6d., but these are expected to touch

110s. within "a month unless further supplies arrive from
Canada, and according to all accounts there are more ou
the way, but the information is rather hazy. Ordinary
barbed wire, as apart from the war kind, is 45s. for 410
yards and 55s. for 610 yards, as compared with los. 6d.

and 17s. 6d. in pre-war days. There are all kinds of mining
material being handled by brokers, but very little business.

Imported bar and round iron is supposed to be a little

cheaper round about 70s. instead of 75s. Wire nails con-

tinue firm, but certainly not dearer, as it is understood that

there are good supplies from Canada on the water.
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AFRICAN INDENT MERCHANTS, LTD.
20 Harrison Street, Johannesburg.

0MD

Telephone No. 1136. Tel. Add. :
" AIM.' P.O. Box 5073.

LARGE STOCKS OF

BROOMS <^ri^ BRUSH
i;\^RITE FOR SAMPLES.

BOOT BRUSHES. HAND FOUNDRY BRUSHES.

BREWERS' BRUSHES. LAUNDRY BRUSHES.

CAN BRUSHES. NAIL BRUSHES.

DANDY BRUSHES. SCRUB BRUSHES.

DECK BRUSHES. SPOKE BRUSHES.

S. DRAIN BRUSHES. STOVE BRUSHES.

FLUE BRUSHES. TAR BRUSHES.

HAIR BRUSHES. TOOTH BRUSHES.
•• HAMILTON'S " BRUSHES. WHITEWASH BRUSHES.

AMALGAM BROOMS.

AMERICAN BROOMS.

BASS BROOMS.

HAIR BROOMS.

ROTARY ROAD BROOMS

STEEL FOUNDRY BROOMS

BANNISTER BRUSHES.

BODY BRUSHES.

BOILER TUBE BRUSHES.

"AIM" Quality is a good buy.

We Have Only One left
—it is absolutely new—in perfect condition—

and it is bein^ offered at a price that is con-

siderably lower than those prices bein^ asked

to-day for second hand winding plants of far

less satisfying kinds. Those buyers who are,

or will be, in the market for a winding plant

of an ever-dependable—give-no-trouble type

(specially built for South African Require-

ments) should lose no time in placing their

inquiries and getting to know more about this

THIS RANSOME ENGINE
K intended to work at 100 lbs. pressure. THE
CYLINOEBS nre bol'.cd to the main side frames, and
MP covered with wood and sheet steel l.-igging. The
tlylindera are connected by a steam pip'e below tlie

Iioor and provided with an etficient starting valve.

THE UAI27 FKAU£S consist of four outside cast-iron

^irdtrs niid on<' i-cntre girder, all bolted together. THE
DRUMS: The engim- is fitted with double drums, both
l-eii'.g" loose on the shaft. The side tlanges and barrels

are made of mild tleel plates and the drums have cast-

iron (eutres, bushed with gunmetal. THE CLUTCHES
and jaws are of cast steel, the jaws being bolted to the
cast-iron drum centres. Each Drum is provided with a
SL-parate clutch. THE BRAKES : The Drums are fitted

wi.h i)Owerful post brakes wliich are worked by loot
ievers. THE OSARINO : The main i-pur wheel is of

fron and. is cast in one piece, and the pinion of cafrt

,

steel, both beins" double shrouded up to pitch circle.

The pinion is in halves. THE GUIDES: The Engine
is fitted with bored guides which are boiled to the
main side frames. THE CRANKSHAFT AND DBUH-
SHAFT: Both the Crankshaft and Drumshaft are of

lie^t mild steel and of ample diameter. THE BEAR-
INGS: These are five in number two for Engine crank
shall and three for drumshaft. and they are ull of
large Surface. Complete with depth indicator.

RANSOME Winding Engine.
BARTLE &. CO., Ltd., ffisjE^'saTwim'V.^rt^ JOHANNESBURG.
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DO YOU HAVE YOUR MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
Manufactured to order from African Rubber to suit your Special Needs?

We make one qualjty : THE BEST.
REGISTERED TRADE MARK :

" SARM."

SOFT, MEDIUM AND HARD RUBBERS.

The SOUTH AFRICAN RUBBER MANUFACTURiNG & TYRE Co., Ltd.

ANDERSON, LOVEDAY & FREDERICK STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 3912. Tel. Add.: "SARMCOL." Phone 2304.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber Gear of all descriptions for Railways, Mines, Municipalities, Sugar Mills,

and users of Industrial Machinery.

The Trend of Business.

There is a good deal of camouflage about prices, as they

are Hke " the will o' the wisp," the more you chase them
the more you get entangled. All that can be said is that

values are easier. No doubt people want to lessen their

stocks instead of buyuig, hence many more sellers tlian

buyers. In selling goods the reduction will take place in

the cutting of profits and not in the actual landed costs in

Johannesburg, either for the present or in the immediate
future, as obviously merchants have dearer consignments
on the way. In this connection the information from the

chief buying office is that most of the goods ordered by the

merchants from oversea for the mines have arrived here

and delivery has been taken.

Oils, Paints, Le.\d and Glass.

There arc no alterations in the last recognised quota-

tions. It is said that brokers are offering white lead from

Capetown, as well as paints in oils. There seemed an

anxiety to push business from Capetown, but the offers were

not sufficiently tempting. The wholesale price from mer-

chant to merchant for linseed oil is 14s. 6d. per imperial

gallon. This happened prior to a cable being received from

India stating that linseed oil exports are prohibited from

there, excepting for orders already booked. The quotation

for a matter of sixpence to ninepenee a gallon is doubtful,

as people are so apt to quote to suit tlieir books. Turpentine

is still very scarce with ]n-oblematical price, as a few eases

were said to have been jweked up in the co\mtry at 9'2s. 6d.,

and then they had to be brought into town by the traveller's

own conveyance. There is a little sheet and plate glass in

town, but most of the British consignments recently arrived

have been under bespoke orders; however, there is some
on hand for casual orders until perhaps the end of the

month. The Britsh advices are not encouraging for future

orders, as the works there have been so depleted of men
for the front, and women cannot handle the plate glass

trade.

Timber and Galvanised Iron.

Country business has had a decided check, presunuibly

on account of the peace nmiours and the influenza. The
town is also dull, although the number of business premises

approaching completion keeps up the demand for the best

timber very well. The Reef is dull in the extreme. Prices

are much the same, but complaints and severe criticism

are ripe as to the price of South African white and yellow

wood deals being Is. 6d. per foot. There is still some timber

offering from Sweden. It seems rather more freely, judging

from the cable information as the exchange between London
and Sweden went about '2s. per £ in favour of Londori last

Monday and is now 15'90 kroner, that is about 18s. for the

English sovereign, which was 20s. fid. in pro-war days. The

explanation for the decline is tlmt Britain stopped sending
coal to Sweden, therefore had no substantial account as a
set-off against the timber bill. In addition to this exchange
being more favourable the war risk is only 2i on values,
whereas recently it was 4^- per cent. Galvanised roofing

iron is very firm, therefore a consignment slightly damaged
by sea water realised the decent jjrice of 2s. per foot.

Revised Price List.

Building M.^terials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, 2s. to

2s. Id. ; flooring, 4^ .x J and 6 x |, lid. to ll^d. per sq. ft.; ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. to 7i i. per sq. ft. ; pitch pine, 9.s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,
9.9. 6d. per cub. ft.; clear pint, ^in. x l'2in., Is. 6d. • per foot;

lin. X 12in. 2s.; teak, 25s. to 26s. per cubic foot; shelving.

Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 13s. 6d. c. ft. ; poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

2s. to 2s. Id. ft.; beaver boards, lid.; galvanised iron, 24 gauge,
6ft. to 10ft., 2s. 2d. to 2.S. 3d. ; lift., 2s. 8d. ; 12ft., is. S^d. ; 26gauge,
6ft. to Sft., Is. lOd. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lid.; flat galvanised, 24 and
26-gauge, 9o.s. 1001b.; floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling, 75s.; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, 80s. to ^Ss. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Ce.ment, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, IDs.

bag; 9s. truck loads: lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. ; plaster Ume, Ss. 6d.

;

Wncks, stock, delivered, 60s. to 70s. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 80s.
; pressed,

Os. to 80s. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; salt

glazed, £17 17s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 17s. 6d. to 27s. Gd.

yard; paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid; reinforced concrete
columns, 6ft. plain, 25s. ; fluted, 30s. ; fireclay bricks, £8 10s. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to 80s., according to

height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

On.9, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled.

14s. to 15s. 0..M. gallun ; wliite lead, Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, 110s. 2/4 1-5 galls.; 10— I's; 5-6 imp. tins, 120s.;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. fid. to IGs. ; linseed

oil putty, Is. per lb. ; paints in tins, Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

iin., 8s. 6d. ; do., mirror, 9s. ; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d.
per foot; 21oz., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 2s. per foot.

Grease.—Inipt.rtod, A.F. nxle, £40; local, £31 to £31i per

ton ; tallow (local), 8jd. per lb. ; paraffin quotations unobtainable

;

petrol, 39s. 2d. 2/4 l.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 37s. 6d. to 47s. 6d. per case; cylinder, 37s. 6il.

to 47s. 6d.

Chemicals.— Mercury. .C35 75lb. ; bidironiato potash, 5s. fid. lb.
;

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ;
permanganate, 18s. to 183. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb. ;

carbolic acid, 5s, 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. 6d. 1001b. ; cyanide sodium,

2s, 3d. to 23. 6d. lb.; hypo, Is. lb.; nitrate load, local, £55 10s. ton;

litharge (assay), 708. to 723. 6d. (commercial), 58s. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc

sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, S^d. lb. ; plumbago
crucibles, OJd. per number; carbide, 100s. to 110s. 100 lb.
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ALFRED F. ROBINSON, LTD.,
17/19 & 22, Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG.

Sole Agents for Messrs. R. GARRETT & SONS, Lelston, Suffolk : Loco-

mobiles. Portable Engines, etc. ; Messrs. BRITISH RSANNESMAN TUBE

CO., LTD., Landore, Wales : Solid Drawn Piping, Poles and Boiler Tubes
;

and Messrs. SULZER BROS., Wiitterthur, Switzerland : Centrifugal

Pumps, Diesel Engines, etc. Wrought Iron Pipe Fittings.

P.O. Box 3228, Johannesburg. 'Phone No. 3516. Telcgramt: "ALPHA."

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and

American, 333. to 36s. wholesale, and 48s. to 543. doz. retail; carbon

lamps, 203. dozen; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire

653. to 703.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 5O3. ; 7/22, 75s. to 80s.; 7/20 120s.;

7/18, 160s. ; tubing, 50s. to 55s. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4s. 6d. to

5s. each; round blocks, S^in., 5s. to 5s. 6d. dozen; lamp holde,

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. 6d.

per dozon; British glass shades, 30b. to 403. dozen; porcelain ehackles,

ISs. to 18s. dozen; do., bobbins, 25s. to 30s. per 100; cleats, 22b,

per 100 ; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 95s. to

100s.; iin. do., 85.=>.
; fin. steel, round, 80s.; -^in. round iron, 85s.; do.

steel, 72s. 6d. ; fin. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none

in town
;

jin. round iron, Cos. to 67s. 6d.
;

|in. steel, 62s. 6d. to

633. Imported flat iron, variuus sizes, 50s. to 703. ; all at per lOOlbs.

Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

453. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-

plates. 80s. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon

and cuphead bolts, ^in. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ;
516in.

diameter, Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.; .fin. diameter up to 3in.

long, Is. 9d. lb.; fin. dia., Is. 6d., S^in. and up long Is. 6d. lb.;

iin dia. up to 2^in long, 773. 6d. 1001b ; iin dia. and 2iin up long, 75s.

per 1001b.
;

|in. diameter up to 2Jin. long, 803. per 1001b.
;

|in. dia.

2Jin. and up long, 60s. per 1001b. ; Jin. diameter, 2iin. and

up long, 55s. 100 lb. ; Jin. and Iin. diameter, same price as Jin.

diameter; nuts, fin.. Is. 3d. per lb.; iin., 853.; fin. 95s.;

l|in. and liin., 85s.; Ifin. to Ifin., 87s. 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash'

ers, all o5s. ; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., fin., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 75s. to 80s.; |in., 72s. 6d,
; im. up, 60s.

100 lb.; shoes and die, 32s. 6d. to 35s., 100 lb.; rails, £25 per ton;

picks, 4lb., 403. dozen; shovels, 80s. to 90s. dozen; drill hammers,

5id. to fid. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 43. 6d.

;

24in.,'103. ; .30in., 14s.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams t(

verify any quotation in our list.

Th e pnper " On experiments made with a view to reducing

the consumption -of explosives and

Underground increasing the fathoms broken per

Economy. macliine shift in machine stoping," by

IVIf. T. H. Bayldon, was discussed at tlie

htst mooting of the South African Institution of Engineers.

Mr. W. Waters said he considered that Mr. Bayldon's

paper was a most important one, and most interesting. If

tiie author could prove that the blasting of alternate benches

would result in the more economical breaking of rock o\ving

to the fact that the explosives would have a much better

chance of doing more efficient work, then the system advo-

cated became liighly important, seeing that less explosives

would be used for a given tonnage. He would like the

author to explain the matter of tonnage. In a stope where
there might be twenty benches, and where it had been the

custom to blast each bench daily, Mr. Bayldon proposed to

blast only ten benches daily. No doubt the author had his

own ideas as to how he was going to obtain his full tonnage.

There might be plenty of room in his mine to work addi-

tional stopes, but some mines might not have sufficient

development to do so. He would be glad to learn how this

point was to be dealt with. The saving of tonnage cost to

the mine was, no doubt, highly desirable, but an equally

desirable object was the saving of explosives, seeing that

every day brought greater difficulties in obtaining glycerine

and other necessary ingredients used in the manufacture

thereof. Mr. J. W. Kirkland (vice-president) said the

Editorial and Papers Committee had been very much dis-

appointed in the contributions given by the mining members
of the Institution on the subject of this paper, which, he

agreed with the pre\'ious speaker, was of the greatest

importance. The question of economy in blasting rock

underground was one that had never been solved. Here

they had a lead from Mr. Bayldon. If the members were

not ready to-night with contributions to the discussion, he

hoped that at the next meeting they would have more ideas

with regard to economy in blasting underground. After all,

almost the whole of the cost of mining occurred under the

surface, and the savings to be made were in the direction

that Mr. Bayldon had indicated—whether exactly in the

way he had shown or in some other way he did not know

;

but he did know that their members had much at stake in

the matter of economy underground. He thought they

should have further discussion in order to determine wliether

Mr. Bayldon's system, of the alternative blasting of faces

and of bench working in stopes was practical. Mr. Bayldon

toolv the case of a large mine, the Village Deep; but the

directions of economy for the great industry here were on

the general line of his -paper, and it would be very dis-

appointing if they did not get some contributions from those

members who were competent to consider this question and

to contribute tlmught and ideas about it. The chairman

hoped that mining engineers would say something practical

on the matter under consideration. Mr. Bayldon, he was

sure, would also feel disappointed if they did not give some

lead whereby further economies might be attempted.
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Company Meetings.
SWAZILAND TIN, LTD.

Mr. H, C. Boyd presided over the
annual meeting of shareholder."! iu the

Swazliand Tin, Ltd., on October 10, held

m the board room of the Corner House.
The share representation totalled 44,129
out of an issue of 82,000.

In moving the adoption of the report
and accounts for the year, the Chairman
said :—It is with great regret that «o
have to record the death of Mr. Francin
Oats, who was a director of this com-
pany from its inception and always
took the utmost interest in its affairs.

Owing to the high price realised of

.ju.st over £300 per ton of metal, the
net profit for the twelve months ended
June 30 last with which the report be
fore you deals was £45,404—outstand-
ingly the largest ever made by this

company. In respect of the usual base

metal royalty and the- excess profits tax

recently imposed by the Swaziland Ad-
ministration an amount of £5,101 has
been set aside, £3,300 l/eing provision

for the latter. This we regarded ns

ample, a.s jt is clearly understood
when the idea of an excess profits tax
was first mooted that due allo;warKce

would be made for our increased scale

of operations, and we remained under
that impression after publication of the
proclamation imposing the tax. The
amount of ground handled by us during
tne past year exceeded that treated dur
ing the year ended June, 1914, by some
55 per cent. , and as we are now dealing

with a considerably lower grade it is

clear that a very appreciable amount
of our now increased profits arises

solely from our own exertions. We have
just learned that the Swaziland Ad-
ministration proposes to make little tr

no allowance in respect of this, and
claims £7,900 as the amount of the

excess profits tax. We can but trust

that due consideration will be given to

the representations which we are mak-

ing on the subject. The amount dis-

tributed in dividend for the year was
£28,700, the net debit to capital account
was £95, and tho balance carried for-

ward increased to £27,775. The June
shipment, which was unrealised at the
close of the financial year, yielded some
£20 per ton more than the amount for

which credit was taken in Uiese ac-

counts.

LITTLE TROUBLE FROM R.VIN.

The consulting engineer's and mana-
ger's reports as usual give full infor-

mation about the past year's opera-
tions, the results from the various
working places—now somewhat in-

cre;ised ir number—being set forth in

detail. Wonderfully little interruption
was caused by the heavy rainfall of the
year, some 92 inches, or double the nor-

mal—over 7 inches falling on one day
in February. Nearly 94,000 cubic yards
were treated monthly, a very consider-

able increase compared with the past re-

coikIs. The yield per yard decreased to

.84 lb. of concentrate or .6 of metal,

while the cost per yard v.as but a frac-

tion of a penny higher, which is very
creditable to the management, having
regard to the present price of stores

and considering that expenditure on
Ijrospecting and on ore concentration

increased—no less than 11,305 feet of

driUing having been accomplished,
while the loss on dressing the concen-

trate was much higher than formerly
owing to the large amount of iron in

that from Manzane Creek. The consult-

ing engineer states in his report that

there were at the close of the financial

year 3^ million cubic yards of an aver-

age recoverable value of .68 lb. metallic

tin per yard actually proved, while a

large amount of pos.sible tin-bearing

gi'ound remained to be treated. Com-
pared with the last statement in this

respect, the vardage is apprecialfly in-

creased and the value reduced, as under
present circumstances lower grade
ground can be profitably treated, and
is therefore included. " Evidently the
British Oovernment has taKen steps to
fix the price of tin, as the Straits 'Trad-
ing Company, to whom we generally
sell, have recently advised us that tlie

purchase price is" to be £292 lOs per
ton of metal till further notice. Hither-
to they have sent constantly varj-ing
prices, according to the state of the
market. If there is no further reduc-
tion in the price, therefore, tne above
proved ground in reserve alone assures
our securing highly satisfactorv results
for about four years.

I'ROSPECTING AND DRILLING.
Prospecting and drilling have pro-

ceeded actively, and one ol the encour-
aging results of this work has been tlie
proving of a considerable area of ground
at a new working place, Alice Creek,
of a value appreciably above the aver-
age. It will probably be necessary to
instal another power line for the effi-
cient treatment of this, creek. The
smelting of a small quantity of our
concentrate has not yet gone far
enough to reach any definite conclu.sion
During last July and August, 194,500
cubic yards were cut, vielding 65 tons
ot concentrate and an estimated profit
witn adjustments of some £7,500, or
considerably more than double the pro-
fit earned during these months in 1917.
The SejrtemUer results are not vet avail-
able, except that the cut was 102,500
cubic yards. To Mr. Garrard, our con-
sulting engineer, Mr. Kelly, our mana-
ger, and the staff generallv, we are in-
debted for the e.xcellent 'work accom-
plished during the past year.
The report and accounts were adopted

and Jlessrs. C. Distel and M. Honnet
were re-elected to the directorate. Messrs
-•Vlex. Aitken and Carter were re-elected
auditors. This concluded the business.

IMPORTANT TO SECRETARIES OF COMPANIES.

THE ARGUS PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CONiPANY,
LIMITED, make a Speciality in the

PRINTINC OF COMPANIES' ANNUAL REPORTS.

and can execute thesa

IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AFTER RECEIPT OF COPY.

THE NEW IMAGHINERY LATELY INSTALLED IN THEIR WORKS Is the means of their

expediting this particular class of work.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION TO

The Argus Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd.,

Box 1014. Lower President Street, Johannesburg.

'DliniJC IID OOQO Representatives especially set apart to wait upon
rnUnil Ur oZuZi Cnents on receipt of a Telephone Message.
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"INDUSTRY AS USUAL."

Manufacturers & Agents belonging to the British Empire and her Allies.

tlERBERT AINSWORTH.
Sngineer and Merchant, 304 507 The Corner House, Johannes-

burg- South African Agent for Green's Patent Fuel Euonomiaors,

Canadian Carbide " S " Brand, AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Crane

Co., Richard Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd., Kennioott Water

Softener Co., Hartlepool Ropery Co., Ltd., Wood's Colliery

Plants and WinohoB, Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., Conveying

Weigher Co^ _^_____^___^_^—

—

ANDREW, RESTIEAUX & CO.
Manufacturers of Solders, Bearing Metals, Printers Alloys, and

all classes of non-ferrous Ingot Material. Proprietors of the

Knoxite Brand of Antifriction Metals.—245 Fox Street, Johan-

nesburg, 'Phone 3753, Telegrams " Andesia."

BARTLE & CO., LTD.
Loveday House, Johannesburg. 'Phones 3553 4. Sole Agents

for Sanderson Bros. & Newbould, Limited, Sheffield; F.

Reddaway & Co., Ltd., Manchester; John Shaw, Ltd., Shef-

field; J. W. Roberts, Ltd., Leeds; Gimson & Co., Ltd., Lei-

cester; T. Lister & Co., Ltd., Brighouse; John Davis & Son.

Ltd Derby; McLachlan and Co., Ltd., Darlington ;
'The

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co.; The Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co. ; The Pittsburg Valve and Fittings Co. ;

F. Bartle & Sons, Carn Brea; and many other well-known

British and American Manufacturers.

BRITISH GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Corner Loveday and Anderson Streets, Johannesburg. Elec-

trical Plant and SuppUes of all descriptions. 'Phones 4242-

4243; Telegrams, "Current"; Box 3406. Branches at Cape-

town, Durban, Bulawayo, etc.

HUBERT DAVIES & CO., LTD.
EUectrical and Mechanical Engineers, for all kinds of Elec-

trical Machinery and Supplies. Johannesbnrg, Durban, Cape-

town and Salisbury (Rhodesia).

FATTI'S S.A. MACARONI FACTORY.
Fattl's Macaroni Factories are the suppliers of the much-

appreciated Soap-Macaroni for the Mine Bojs. They inform

the Mine and Compound Managers that in spite of the present

high cost of the flour their price for this healthy and very

nourishing food has been kept at the pre-war level, thus

making MACARONI the MOST ECONOMICAL food of the

present time. For orders and quotation please apply to Box

1139, or 'Phone 962, Johannesburg.—L. Fatti and Co., Ltd.

FRASER & CHALMERS, LTD.
Farrar Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannesburg ; alco re-

Eresenting Holman Bros. ; T. & W. Smith, Ltd. ; Tangyes,

td. ; Q. & J. Weir, Ltd. ; and many other British Agencies.

HADFIELDS LTD.
(Incorporated In England.)

46-47, CuUinan Buildings. 'Phone 5900, Johannesbnrg. Cast

Steel Gyrating and Jaw Crushers and Crusher Spares,

Wheels and Aries, Pedestals, Rollers, Pulleys and General

Steel Castings.

ROBERT HUDSON & SONS, LIMITED.
Works : Gildersome Foundry, near Leeds. 85-4, CuUinan
Buildings, 'Phone No. 1731. Telegraphic Address :

" Rale-
trux." Manufacturers of all classes of Light Railway Material
for Mining and Constractor nse. Rails in all weights per
yard. Switches and Crossings, Standard Trucks of varioos
cspacitia* kept in stock.

INGERSOLL-RAND CO.
Exploration Boilding, Johannesbnrg Air Comprassori, Rook
DriUi, Hose, 8tMl, Pneamatic Tools, Oanwron Pomps, Layner
Drill Sh»rp»n«rs, Davis Calyx 0«r« Drill*, Oantrifagal
Ptunps.

PEARSON'S HYCOL, LIMITED.
Manufacturers of Hycol Disinfectant Fluid {guaranteed to-

efficient 18-20) and " Pacolol " Brand of Lysol. Contractors

to Union Government. Works : Hull, Yorkshire. 8.A. Head
Office, 3.S. Hout Street, Capetown. Branches : Johannesbnrg,
'Phone 2472, Box 3144; Durban, Box 245.

PHOENIX FOUNDRY.
Iron and Brass Founders, General Engineers and Blacksmith*.

Office and Works: Hay Street, Ophirton. P.O. Box 3031,

Johannesburg. 'Phone 1641. Sole Agents for Carntyne Steel

Castings Co., Glasgow. Stocks of Tappets, Skip Wheels,
Heads, etc. Casting Specialties : Pipe Fittings, White Iron

Pump Spares and "ITube Mill Liners.

REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.
Consolidated Building (3rd Floor), Johannesburg; P.O. Box
92; Telephone No. 30G1. Sole Agents for North British

Locomotive Co., Ltd.; Leeds Forge Co., Ltd.; Babcock and
WUcock, Ltd. ; Belliss and Morcom, Ltd. ; Davidson and Co.,

Ltd. ; Frank Pearn and Co., Ltd.; "Atlas Rock Drills," John
Stephens and Son, Ltd. ; E. and W. Lucas, Ltd. ; John
Spencer and Sons, Ltd. ; and many other high-class British

Manufacturers.

J. V. STANTON & CO.
Southern Life Buildings, Representing : Phoenix Dynamo
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Bradford, England), Electrical

Plant; Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd. (London),
Switchgear, Instruments, "Rex" Eire Extinguishers; Flem-
ing, Birkby and Goodall, Ltd. (Liversedge, Eng.), Tramway
Equipments; Henry Wiggin and Co., Ltd. (Birmingham,
Eng.), Resistance materials; Walsall Hardware Manufactaring
Co. (Walsall, Eng.), Conduits, etc. ; Canadian Porcelain Co.
(Hamilton, Canada), Insulators, etc. Mining Material other
than Electrical, also stocked.

S. SYKES & CO., LTD.
Southern Life Buildings, Johannesburg. Telephone No. 1198.

P.O. Box 2303. Telegrams: "Psyche." Sole Agents for

Robey & Co., Ltd., Crossley Bros., Ltd., E. R. ft F. Tarner,
Ltd., Worthington Pump Co., Ltd., C. A. Parsons ft Co., Ltd.,

Crompton ft Co., Ltd., ReyroUe ft Co., Ltd., and Sandyoroft,
Limited.

E. W. TARRY & Co., Ltd., Austral Iron Works
Corner of Anderson and End Streets, Box 1098. 'Phones
149 and 626, Johannesburg. Iron and Brass Founders and
General Engineers. Machine Cut Gears in Raw Hide and any
Metal a speciality, and in Cast Iron np to 18 leet diameter.
Sole Manufacturers and Agents for Tregaskit Patent Drill

Heating Furnace.

TRANSVAAL GRAPHITE M. & M. CO., Ltd.
(W. M. HUDSON, Managing Director.)

Foundry Plumbago. Flake Graphite. Pipe Jointing. " Murrella "

Boiler Composition. Graphite Pigment. Electrical Graphite, eto.

Offices and Works: E34 Anderson Street, Johannesburg. 'Phone
2560.

WADE & DORMAN. LTD.
Box 2997; Telephone 1460, Johannesbarg. Stmctnral StMl
Work of all kinds. Large Stocks of Joists, Channels, Angles,
Tees, Plates, Chequered Plates, etc. Agents for British Steel
Piling Co. Stockyard and Works : '217, Main Street.

WHARTON HOOD & CO., LTD.
Box 6096, Telephone 973, Tel. Address: "Castings." Sole
Agents for Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal; Geo. Christie, Ltd.,

Glasgow; James Walker & Co., Ltd., London; Oarlock Pack-
ing Co., New York. Offices: Southern Life Buildings, Jokaa-
nesbnrg.

C. F. WIENAND.
Commercial Exchange Bnildiags, Johannesbarg; 'Phone 9.

Sole Agent for Toledo Steels of all classes, Batterler Iron,

Barwell's Bolts, Scott's Ropes, Mine Labricanta, Ltd. All

highest quality.
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Notes and News

The Late
Mr. E. C. Sudlow.

We understand from Jlr. Herbert Briggs, the tributor of
the Louis Moore G.M. Co., Ltd., tliat he

Northern Mining is pushing on the development of that
Activity. property, and hopes to open up a satis-

factory tonnage of good ore in tlie near
future. Mr. Briggs is superintending operations in person.
The Eclipse mine in the same district has been taken over
by i\Iessrs. Solomon and Craig, and its progress in theii-

hands will be watched with interest.

* * * *

Tlie death took place last week of Mr. Ernest Gordon
Sudlow, General Manager of the State
Mines, and one of the most popular and
respected mine managers on the Rand.
Mr. Sudlow was born in Manchester

tliir.ty-fuur years ago, and his early death has cut
short a most brilliant and promising career. He
came to South* Africa in December, 1906, after com-
pleting his education at the Royal School of Mines,
London, of which he was an Associate, with a most
brilliant record. He commenced his mining career on the
New Goch mine as a post-graduate student, and, subse-
quently, after a short stay iiv Rhodesia, he accepted a
position on the Brakjian Mines. After many years on this
property in its developing stages, he rose to the position
of Underground Manager, and left in 1918, to take up the
position of Assistant Manager of the Consolidated Lang-
laagte Mines. In September, 1915, IMr. Sudlow was trans-
ferred to a similar position on the Government Gold Mining
Areas, and in January, 1917, he was appointed General
Manager. His health began to fail about a year ago. To
his widow and relatives the deepest sympathy of the whole
mining community goes out. The funeral on Tuesday was
attended by a large and representative gathering of mining
men.

* * * *

The following is the letter addressed to the London papers
by Capt. J. P. Farrar, regarding his

East Rand resignation from the E.R.P.M. board:
Proprietary Policy. " Shareholders of East Rand Proprie-

tary Mines, Ltd., should understand
that their mine, which has paid to. date nearly £8,000,000
in dividends, is not worked out, but that they still possess
a vast undeveloped deep-level area, of which upwards of

1,000 claims may be expected to yield profitable results.

In 1916 work was started to open up these claims, and up
to date approximately £100,000 has been spent on this

w^rk. The company still has at its disposal in cash or its

equivalent upwards of £500,000 retained from shareholders

for the purpose of developing the mine. The necessity for

this was foreseen by my brother. Sir George Farrar, killed

in 1915. This sum, with careful management, sliould

suffice to sink to the reef. The board, by announcement at

a meeting held in Johannesburg, at which about 5 per cent,

of the shareholders were represented, and notwithstanding
strong representations from I^ondon, has now stopped work
on this deep-level ground, which is the sheet anchor of the

future of the company, and is proceeding to work out the

old part of the mine, preparatory to closing down. The
company presumably then goes into liquidation, which
means the sacrifice of the whole property, with its funds

and modern plant, mainly in anticipation of the claims of

debenture holders, whose every claim has so far been not

only met, but forestalled. The original debenture debt of

£1,500,000 now stands at £840,000, but only repayable in

instalments extending to 1929. I have now had the oppor-

tunity of scrutinising minutely the reports on which this

action of the board was presumably based. They do not.

in my opinion, justify this abandonment, for which I am
unwilling to share the responsibility. I have therefore

resigned by cable my seat on the board, and have posted

a full statement of my reasons."
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Mails Lost in

'Calway Castle."

Among the chief recommendations of Viscount Haldane's
" Coal Conservation Committee," whose

British IMinistry final report is reviewed in this issue, is the

Of l\1ines. establishment of a Ministry of Mines and
Alinerals, presided over by a Minister with

a seat in Parliament, to which all the functions vested in

various Government Departments before the war with

regard to the industry should be transferred. The average

output per person employed " above and below ground

in the United Kingdom for the nine years from 1905 to

1913 was only 44 per cent, of the average output for the

same period in the United States, and as compared with

Gei-many it was 6'6 per cent, higher; but whereas the

output per head in the United Kingdom has on the whole

been decreasing the output in Germany has been increasing.
" Various reasons," says the report, " may be advanced to

explain the decrease, but none can be regarded as adequate.

The matter calls for the most complete investigation on the

part of employers and the representatives of labour, as the

future prosperity of the industry itself and of tlie industrial

position of the country generally depends very largely upon

a solution of the problem being found."
# * * *

The Postmaster-Generol in London announces that mails

lost on the " Galway Castle " included

letter mails for the Union of South
Africa, Bechuanaland Protectorate,

Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Portuguese East

Africa, Mauritius, the Katanga Province of Belgian Congo,

and South-West Africa, containing correspondence posted

or received in London between the evenings of August 31 to

September 7, and parcel mails for the Union of South
Africa, Bechuanaland Protectorate, Rhodesia, and Katanga
Province of Belgian Congo (both by Cape route only), South-

West Africa, British East Africa, and Zanzibar, containing

parcels received in London between midday on August 29

and midday September 5. Letter and parcel mails for the

East African Expeditionary Force containing correspondence
and parcels of approximately the same dates were also lost.

* * * *
The report of the Shamva Mines for the year 1917 states

that development and prospecting opera-

Shamva i\1ines. tions during the past year have opened up
and disclosed a very considerable tonnage

of payable ore, with the result that the ore reserves as at

December 81, 1916, were not only maintained, but were
increased, after deducting the tonnage crushed, by 3,346
tons, and 704,945 tons have, in addition, since been added
to the ore reserves up to June 30 last. The development
work refeiTed to has been mainly carried out laterally, and
mostly on the eastern extension of the upper levels as shown
on the plans annexed thereto. At December 31, 1916,^ the

estimated ore reserves stood at 1,605,005 tons of an average
estimated value of 5'15 dwts., since, on a recalculation,

corrected to 4'64 dwts., to which were added up to the close

of the past year 591,1.52 tons, of an average value of 361
dwts., making a total of 2,196,157 tons, of an average value

of 4'36 dwts. Deducting therefrom the tonnage crushed
during the year, viz., 587,806 tons, of an average block value
of 4'19 dwts., the estimated ore resei-ves at December 31
last are shown to have been 1,608,351 tons of an average
value of 443 dwts. Adding hereto the 704,945 tons above
referred to, which averaged 39 dwts. in value, and deduct-
ing therefrom the tonnage crushed up to June 30 last, viz.,

308,296 tons of an average value of 3'5 dwts., the ore

reserves at that date amounted to 2,005,000 tons of an
average grade of 43 dwts. The mill ran for 339-925 days,
crushing 587,806 tons of ore of an average feed value of

396 dwts., showing a total net recovery value of £'431,543,

the profit realised, including sundry revenue, but deducting
London expenses, being £164,893." Of this amount £6,000
was placed to reserve, leaving a net profit of £158,893. The
increased cost of mining materials and requisites due to the
war enhanced the aggregate working costs by 6"50d. per
ton at 109-92d., against 103-33d. for 1916'. Four quarterly
dividends, equal to 26^ per cent., were paid during the year,
since when two further quarterly dividends at the rate of

20 per cent, per annum have been paid during the six

months to the end of June, 1918.

Owing to the receipt of a dividend on the Rhodesia Con-

solidated's holding of 65,380 shares in the

Rhodesia Falcon Mines, the profit and loss account

Consolidated, for the twelve months ended March 31

last compares verj' favourably with that

for the previous period, while revenue in South Africa also

increased considerably. The following figures show the

position at the two dates:—Revenue in South Africa, 1918

£3,450, 19117 £1,456; dividends and interest, 1918 £10,697,

1917 £1,109; transfer fees, 1918 X170, 1917 £64; total,

1918 £14,317, 1917 £2,629; profit, 1918 £4,667, 1917 £368;

shares at cost, 1918 £138,987, 1917 £148/248; market value

of quoted shares, 1918 £71,672, 1917 £49,699; loans and

sundry debtors, 1918 £20,081, 1917 £17,793; creditors, 1918

£1,025, 1917 £426. The loans and sundry debtors have

increased, possibly on account of interest, for as no opera-

tions were carried out on the Asp mine during the year no

repayment was possible. During the twelve months the

company sold 5,668 aci-es of land at 10s. per acre, giving

a profit of 5s. per acre. The land hoWing now amounts to

453,675 acres, standing in the books at 5s. per acre. The

company, it will be remembered', has an interest in the

farm Vogelstruisbult, in the Heidelberg district, and appai'-

ently is awaiting a favourable opportunity to dispose of the

claims, owing to the lack of available funds tor developing

them.
^ "ff "IF •W

On several occasions in the last twenty years there has

been talk of the revival of the Cornish

Cornish Mining mining industry. In 1907, and again in

Development. 1912, capital was raised for the purpose

and booms on the stock market were

engineered; but the practical result amounted to little, says

the Statist. And yet the facts of the case justify the belief

that a really great revival could be brought about if the

inherent difficulties were removed. For years non-Cornish
men were looked upon in the country's mining circles as
" foreigners,'" and, as such, ignorant and not reliable; but
gradually it has become recognised that without financial

as well as technical help from outside nothing can stop the J
rot which for more than 50 years has resulted in Cornwall's ^
best miners emigrating and becoming the mainstay of

mining industries in practically every part of the world.

The labour situation, then, is undoubtedly one great draw-
back in Cornish mining; but the greatest handicap of all to

modern development is to be found in the extraordinarily

irksome legal arrangements which have to be entered into

with property owners before mineral-bearing areas of suffi-

cient size can be obtained to warrant the provision of large

sums for working capital. In recent years some of the

world's most famous mines have been evolved from dis-

coveries made below ancient workings, and the great

advance that has been made in scientific engineering and
mining practice .in the last 50 years justifies the assump-
tion that, if sufficient capital and skilled enterprise can be

attracted, Cornwall may again become a great tin, wolfram,

and, possibly, also, copper producer. At present only about
twenty mines are being worked, the majority of them small;

and it should be borne in mind that, above all, present-day

practice in mining, as in other industries, requires the doing

of things on a big and comprehensive scale, so as to attain

the highest degree of economical operation. This necessi-

tates the ownership of large areas, the provision of solid

underground equipment, the development of ore far ahead

of mill requirements, and the erection at surface of expen-

sive permanent machinery of the Jatest design and labour-

saving capabilities. In Cornwall, progress on modern lines,

far from Ijeing widespread, as it ought to be, is confined to

two oi» three mines, and there is no doubt that the basic

reason for this is to be found in the exorbitant demands and
the general hampering attitude toward industrial develop-

ment on the part of the landlords, including the Duchy of

Cornwall.
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In a circular to shareholders, issued this week, in regard

to the distribution of shares and options
Rand Klip and on shares of the Modderfontein East, Ltd.,
Modder East, it is stated that share certificates of the

Rand Klip, Ltd. (in liquidation), may now
be surrendered in exchange for shares, and options on
shares, of the Modderfontein East, Ltd. The distribution

will be carried out as follows:— (1) Shares: Three Modder-
fontein East, litd., shares of the nominal value of &1 each,
fully paid, M'ill be given to shareholders for every eight

shares of the Rand Klip, Ltd. (in liquidation). (2) Frac-
tions: No fractions of Modderfontein East, Ltd., shares will

be issued, but any fractions of these shares w-hich may arise

in connection with this distribution wdll be paid out in cash
on the basis of the proportionate value of such fractions,

plus the proportionate value of option rights accruing
thereon, taking Modderfontein East, Ltd., shares at 21s. Od.

(being the market price on the 15th October, 1918), and
options at 7s'. 2d. (being the mean of the market prices on
the same date of the two series of options). It will not be
possible for shareholders to purchase fractious of JModder-
fontein East, Ltd., shares from the liquidators in order to

bring their holdings up to whole numbers. (1) Options

:

Every two Modderfontein East, Ltd., shares given in

exchange for Rand Klip, Ltd, (in liquidation), shares, as

above, carry options to bearer from 2nd July, 1917, on two
further shares in the company, viz., nn option on one share

for three years at 21s. 3d. per share, and an option on one
share for four years at 22s. 6d. per share. (2) Fractions :

Fractions of options will not be issued, but an option certi-

ficate of one or the other series of options will be issued in

place of the half-option of both series w'hich may be due in

connection with any individual case. The extra option on
one share thus issued will be of either the three year or

four year series, alternating with the order of the receipt of

each application where the need for such issue arises. As
an example of the foregoing distribution, a shareholder sur-

rendering 100 shares will be entitled to 37i Modderfontein
East, Ltd., shares, and options to bearer on a corresponding
number of shares of that company. He would, therefore,

receive 37 Modderfontein East, Ltd., shares, and would be

paid in cash 10s. 9d. for the one-half of a share; in addition

he would receive certificates for options for three years on
19 Modderfontein East, Ltd., shares at 2l8. 3d. per share,

and options for four years on 18 Modderfontein East, Ltd.,

shares at 22s. 6d. per share, or alternately 18 of t,he three

year and 19 of th# four year options, this being dependent
on the order of receipt of each application referred to above.

Further, for the option fraction he would be paid in cash
8s. 7d., being one-half of the mean of the market prices of

the two series of options on the Ifith October, 1918. In
order to obtain the certificates for Modderfontein East,
Ltd., shares, and option on scares, to which shareholders
are entitled, it will be necessary for them to surrender their

share certificates of tliis company to the Liquidators, Rand
Klip, Ltd. (in liquidation), 3rd Floor, National Bank Build-

ings, P.O. Box 1083, Johannesburg.

The Cape Times says: i\Ir. J. B. Taylor, who has returned

to South Africa for good, has bought the
One Pioneer fanii " Geelbek," on the lagoon at Sal-

Returns, danha Bay, the homo of the Van Bredas
for generations. The farm is over 10,000

acres in extent, most of it -excellent pasture land for

horses, cattle, and sheep, and including several thousand
acres of very good arable land. The shooting is one of the

best in the Union, and the lagoon offers very good fishing

and fowling. Mr. TSylor intends to make the farm his

South African home, and hopes, when the war is over, to

have the assistance of his sons in farming the estate.
" Geeliiek " has an interesting episode in its history. In
1667 Louis XIV. 's Viceroy, Dr. Montdevergne, gave orders

for a residency to be established on the faiTo, and beacons
bearing the royal coat of arms were set up. The following

year, however, the Dutch Commander of the Cape ordered
these beacons to be replaced by others bearing the com-
pany's monogram. One of these stands near the homestead
of " Geelbek " to-day, and is in a perfect state of

preservation.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.
COMPANY LAW REFORM.

The Transvaal Company Law is so similar in most respects
to that of the United Kingdom that the proposed reform of
the latter cannot fail to affect us both directly and indirectly.
So much interest was taken in the political part of Lord
Wrenbury's Report, which discussed the question of foreign
capital in British trade, that the rest of the Report is in
danger of being overlooked. Yet the latter recommendations
are, in some respects, the more important, for they deal
with companies, and consequently with business, of every
kind, and Lord Wrenbury is the greatest living authority
on company law. After giving an emphatic negative to the
question whether after the war some restriction should be
iniposM upon the issue of capital similar to that now exer-
cised by the Treasury, the Committee passes on to suggest
changes in the Companies Acts. Rather unexpectedly the
first recommendation is that companies shall be allowed to
issue shares at a discount. No principle was supposed to
be more firmly established than that which forbade such
an issue, and the law is clear enough. Unfortunately the
principle has been abandoned in practice " by allowing pay-
ment of commission in consideration of a person subscribing
for shares." Consequently, Lord Wrenbury accepts the
evidence " that commercially the issue of shares at a dis-

count is desirable." He stipulates, however, that the
amount of discount should be controlled, a maximum per-

centage being fixed, and that no such issue should be made
within five years after the commencement of business.
Further, the price should uot be lower than 5 per cent, below
the market value of the existing shares. On the
questions <if reduction and capital and payment of

dividends out of capital Lord Wrenbury recommends
no change in the existing law. One abuse which has
grown up of recent years is that of crowding into the memo-
randum of associati&n words that would cover every
conceivable act vi-hich the corporation could, under any
circuinstances, desire to do. According to the Companies
.4cts, the memorandum has to state " the objects of the
company "; the powers of the company are supposed to be
taken in the articles of association. As it is, objects are

buried and concealed in an accumulated mass of powers.
Consequently, the intending investor could often learn

nothing except that his money might be used for any con-

ceivable purpose, and the intending creditor does not know
what his intending debtor could and could not do in the
emplojrment of its capital. Here we have a clear cut and
very valuable proposal. The Committee recommends legis-

lation providing that the memorandum " must state the

objects, but must not state the powers of the company,
that such powers shall be stated in the articles, and that a

section should be introduced providiag that every company
shall have certain powers except in so far as the articles

exclude them." Thereby the memorandum would be

reduced to its proper function in defining the trade of the

company, and the object which it is to pursue with a view

to earning profit. Other points are discussed

—

e.g., the

suggestion that the auditors' certificate shall no longer

include the qualifying words " as shown by the books of

the company "; this the Committee thinks inexpedient, and,

indeed, impossible. A private company must include a

balance sheet in its annual statement, but not a profit and
loss account; here, again, the Committee recommends no
change, thinking it unfair to ^mand a disclosure from a

corporation which is n»t required from a firm. Private

companies ai'e very modern things; there is some risk that

they may be used for pui-poses of fraud. However, the

Committee has had no evidence of such use, and states that

the private company " has up to the present time justified

its existence, and should be left undisturbed." Since war
taxation began the income tax has become much heavier and
more complicated, yet some companies pay fees to their

directors " free of income tax and super-tax." As the rate

of tax depends upon the individual's total income, this

payment is an uncertain amount, and cannot be known to

the shareholders; without any qualification, the Committee
recommends " that payment to directors free of income tax

and of super-tax shall bo forbidden."
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A NEW FAR EAST RAND MERGER.

Details of the Cassel Clydesdale (Springs) G.M., Ltd.—A Bailey Flotation.

SPECIAL general meeting of shareholders in the Cassel

v.oal Co., Ltd., has been called for the 18th day of Febi'uary,

1919, for the purpose of considering, and if deemed fit, of

approving, with or without modifications, and authorismg

the directors to sign »nd execute with or without modifica-

tions and carry into effect the following draft agreement:—
The draft agreement purports to be between a new

company to be registered in the Transvaal and named Cassel

Clydesdale (Springs) Gold' i\Iines, Ltd., or by so*ie other

suitable name, as purchaser, of the first part, this company

and the Clydesdale (Transvaal) CoUieiies, Ltd., as vendors

to the new company, of the second part, and Sir Abe Bailey,

K.C.M.G., M.L.A., acting ior himself and co-principals, as

guarantors, of the third part.

The Vendors" Sn.MUc.

By this agreement the vendors sell and the new company

purchases two portions of the farm Daggafontein No. 25, in

the district of Boksburg, for the price of 200,000 fully paid-

up -€1 shares in the new company, such price to be shared

equally between the vendors. Each of the vendors will

subscribe for at par 50,000 shares of £1 each in the first

capital of the new company, payable 2s. per share on appli-

cation, the new company not to be entitled to call up more

than 4s. per share (including the initial 2s. per share sub-

scribed) per annum, during a period of two years from the

ret^istration of the company. The board of the new company

will create a further 150,000 new shares of .£1 each and will

offer one-half for subscription by shareholders of the Cassel

Company and of the Clydesdale Company respectively at

par, payable in full on application. The board of the new

company will further create within a' period of twelve

months after expiry of the period of t-hc aloove offer of shares

a further 150,000 shares of £1 each, and each of the sub-

scribers to the first issue of 150,000 shares shall have the

option to subscribe at par for an equivalent number of shares

in the second issue. The board of the new company may

issue bearer certificates in respect of the above-nnentioned
option. The guarantors guarantee the subscriptions of both
of the above-mentioned issues of 150,000 shares.

Guarantors' Options.

In consideration thereof the guarantors receive an option

to subscribe for further new shares in tlie company not
ejcceediug 500,000 in number at par during a period of five

years from the registration of the company, and a further

option to subscribe for shares in the company, not exceeding
500,000 in number at the price of 22s. 6d. per share, during
a period of seven years from the registration of the company'.
The guarantors will assign to the Cassel Company and the
Clydesdale Company each a 5 per cent, participation in the
above options, over two issues of 500,000 shares each. The
Cassel Company and the Clydesdale Company will nominate
thi'ee .directors on_a board of six on the first board of the

new company, the chairman whereof shall have no casting

vote until the .capital thereof has been increased beyond
£300,000, after such increase the Cassel Company and the

Clydesdale Company shall each be entitled to nominate two
directors on the board. The new company will not increase

its capital beyond £300,000 and the guarantees and options

would only become operative if the new company shall

successfully carry out negotiations for obtaining under
mining lease from the Government a suflficient area of

adjacent ground to constitute with the properties sold by the
vendors, a workable mining proposition. Should the capital

of the new company not have been increased to £1,600,000
witliin three years from registration of the companj' or

options not have been granted within that period vi-hich when
exercised would bring the capital up to that sum, or if the
property sold by the vendors shall not at that time have
been otherwise dealt with, either the Cassel Company or

the Clydesdale Company may call upon the new company
to go into liquidation, in which .event each of those com-
panies shall receive back as far as possible, the property

sold by it to the new company.

THE KNIGHTS DEEP: CONSULTING ENGINEER'S REPORT.

In his report on the Knights Deep, Ltd., for the year ended

31st July, 1918, Mr. C. D. Leshe, the consulting engineer,

writes:—Compared with the figures for the preceding year,

the tonnage milled was decreased by 55,800 tons, the

declared revenue being 0-580d. per ton less, while working

costs show an increase of Is. l-745d. per ton. The declared

working profit, excluding 781 ozs. of gold valued at £3,254

3s. 4d. placed in reserve, was £21,019 Os. Id., "equal to

4-422d. per ton, as compared with £93,214 Is., equal to

Is. 6-697d. per ton for the previous year. An increase of

369 in the average number of natives employed was unfor-

tunately more than counterbalanced by lower efficiency due

to the 'shorter hours of work which prevailed as from 1st

January, 1918. Higher nrofits during the latter part of the

year were the result oFan improvement in average grade

which it was found possible to effect. The ore reserve fully

developed at 31st July, 1918, is estimated at 1,671,000 mine

tons of an average vahie of 4-43 dwts., in addition to which

the partially developed ore is estimated at 83,000 mine tons

of an indicated value of 5-03 dwts. Certain large blocks of

ground included in the last estimate have been eliminated

from this reserve, as recent information indicates that they

cannot be profitably worked under present conditions. On

account of caving ground other blocks of ore have had to

be excluded from the reserve, but it is hoped that tiy sand-

filling some of this tonnage will be recovered. In addition,

there is a large tonnage of reclamation ore in the foot and

hanging walls of stoped areas and in pillars left as supports.

but on account of uncertainty regarding the extent of this

tonnage and its value, this ore has been excluded from this

estimate, although, no doubt, much of it will prove to be
payable. Hitherto the south-east corner of the Connor shaft

section has been worked through winzes from the 19th level.

A large tonnage remains in this corner and to deal with it

expeditiously a small incline shaft is being advanced and
equipped. The manager and his staff have been faced with

very trying circumstances during the year under review, and
their efforts to continue profitaljle working are very keenly

appreciated by the superintending engineer and myself.

These efforts are encouraged by the expectation of better

profits if the mine can survive the disabilities imposed as a

result of the war.

Box 3807. Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALERS HANKEY - - - Sole Agent.
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MORE ABOUT THE GOLD QUESTION.

Results of the American Gold Conference—Some London Views.

An American gold conference, composed of the pi-oducing
interests, took place recently at Reno, and lasted three days,
was attended by 96 representative producers with interests
covering a majority of the important gold mines of America,
and adopted a resolution urging " relief by the United
States to the gold producers of this country to correspond
with the increased cost of production, the extent of such
relief to be fixed from time to time to meet changing condi-
tions." It is urged that some of the larger mines are at
present operating at an actual loss, but ai'e endeavouring to
continue in the hope of obtaining, finally, needed relief;

and the Commercial and Finan:ial Clironiclc understands
that " from first to last the conference confirmed proposals
of sound money and rejected all propositions to alter the
unit of weight of gold ui a dollar gr to change the ofScial

price ' of gold." The resolution adopted recalled that gold
production in the United States has declined from
$101,000,000 in 1915 to $84,000,000 in 1917, with a still

greater decrease now taking place, and stated that the
falling off is principally due to the increased cost and short-

age of labour and material. The price of gold, as the
country's standard of value, is fixed by law at $206718
per ounce, and is the only important product which has not
obtained an increased market price due to present war con-
ditions. It was added that capital cannot now be obtained
for gold mining, but is being withdrawn whenever possible

;

that on account of the increased cost of production, with no
increase in the market price of their product, many mines
have been forced to cease operations in the last six months,
and many others are now mining at a loss and are about to

be closed down or abandoned and will require years to

re-open, so that a large proportion of the industry is now
threatened with extinction ; that an emergency exists, in

which Government calls for the maintenance and, if

possible, the increase of production as of next importfince
after food and war munitions, being of vital importance as

a basis for the continually expanding credits which are

neeessarj' both for the financing of the war and for recon-
struction afterwards; and that the gold resources of the

United States are adequate to maintain former production.

In these circumstances it was resolved that of all the
measures suggested, the most effective means of maintain-
ing and encouraging the production of gold in the United
States was by Government relief to the producers on the
lines indicated above. Nothing in tlie resolution is construed
as meaning an intention to alter the amount of gold in the

dollar, nor to place a premium upon gold. The United
States War Industries Board has resolved that gold mining
is an essential war industry and will be given preferential

treatment in the supply, not only of tools, machinery and
equipment, but in the transportation service, fuel and labour
supply.

A London View of the Question.

Mr' F. Faithfull Begg writes to the Financial Times as

follows:
—"The references to the South African Mining

Journal in your issue of the 5th and the particulars given

of the discussions which have taken place in South Africa

with regard to the gold question are very interesting. It is,

however, more interesting still to observe that these dis-

cussions leave entirely out of account what is the most
important question involved. Mr. Alexaiider Aiken, in his

paper on currency from which you quote, deals with the

matter wholly from the point of view of the price paid to

the gold producer for his product, having regard merely to

the question of whetlTer or not the currency in this country

has become depreciated, and consequently payment in that

medium at the rate of £3 17s. lOid. per ounce is inequitable.

Mr. Aiken very properly points out that authorities differ

on the question and that in existing circumstances, owing to

restrictions upon all dealings in gold, a proper rnarket price

of that metal as compared with the mint price of £3 17s.

lO^d. cannot be definitely ascertained. This, however, is
the pvu-ely mining point of view—important, no doubt,' in
itself—but the incidence of the question lies much deeper
and is of the greatest importance to the whole commercial
community of the Empire; indeed, it is of worid-wide
importance. Hence it was that the London Chamber of
Commerce recently invited Sir Lionel Phillips to address
them on the existing situation, so as to ehcit commercial
opinion as distinguished from the view of those engaged on
the production of gold.

A Possible Gold Famine.

" The danger to be guarded against and with which we
are already face to face is a famine of gold. Already, owing
to the vast extension of paper currencies in Europe and
elsewhere and the extension of credit facilities, the basis
in visible gold upon which this vast superstructure of credit
throughout the world, or at least the western world, rests
is inadequate. I do not think it is necessary to quote figures
to prove this statement. A gold famine must have as its
chief effect a rapid fall in all values, prices of commodities
and the hke. The inevitable result of this must be strikes
and economic disturbances of all kinds, leading to no one
knows where. However desirable it may be to return as
soon as possible to conditions more or less normal, it is of
the highest importance that the process sliould be gradual
soas to permit of readjustment .without dislocation. For
this purpose we shall require the largest possible supply of
visible gold as basis for credit."

Production to be Encouraged.

He adds:—" Hence it becomes of the highest import-
ance to encourage in every possible way the production of
gold. The means are not of so much importance as the
attainment of the end in view. This was fully recognised
in this country at the beginning of last century, when it was
necessary as the result of the Ns^^oleonic wars to deal with
a problem of a similar character. Financial science was
not at that time so fully developed or so well understood
as it is now. Yet the financiers of those days took a sound
view, and in order to meet the situation the Bank of Eng-
land steadfastly maintained a policy of bidding for gold in
advance of the mint or coinage price so as to accumulate
' treasure,' as the writers of the period described it, and so
prepare a safe basis for the resumption of specie payments.

A Question for the Government.

" I do not suggest that the resultant loss should now, as
was the case then, be borne by the Bank of England. The
conditions are different and the problem much larger and
much more a national one. The question to-day is one for

the CTOvernment to deal with. As far back as last .\pril the
London Chamber of Commerce, at the instance of the
financial section of the Chamber, made representations to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer on this point. But nothing
came of them. The exigency now is much greater. The
situation has developed and become much more serious.

Not only should measures, no matter what the cost may be,

be taken to preserve the present output of gold (at the
present time a rapidly diminishing quantity), but encourage-
ment should be given to the development of new gold mining
areas. Gold mines cannot be developed in a day. It takes

years to bring a new gold mining proposition of any import-

ance to the productive stage. A close study of the question

leads to the conclusion that, as a means of averting catas-

trophe by a too rapid fall in prices after the war, a result

which must follow if a gold scarcity prevails, every reason-

able amount of encouragement to gold mining should now
be made a national object. Money could not be better

spent."
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UNJUSTIFIABLE STRIKES: THEIR CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES

A STRONG protest is made against unauthorised strikes in

the quarterly report just issued by the General Federation

of Trade Unions of Great Britain. The dispute record for

the past quarter was one of the lowest in the history of the

Federation, as only 39 claims for Federation benefit have

been received involving only 1,789 individuals, and the

societies affihated to the Federation have evidently been

doing- their best to carry out the recommendations of the

Management Committee in respect of strikes in war-time.

Unfortunately—the report proceeds—the experiences of the

Federation have not been the experiences of all other trade

union organisations; disputes and rumours of disputes have

been far too common. Sometimes the circumstances

afforded justification for the extreme action of the work-

people, but in other cases the misunderstandings have been

magnified into grievances, and stoppages have taken place

when amicable settlements were easy, had the ordinary

trade union machinery been properly used. Every sensible

man and woman agrees that strikes whicli follo\\- upon mis-

understanding or pique cannot be defended. The conse-

quences of such strikes are always deplorable, and some-

times they are very dangerous. Such strikes confuse the

Army, comfort the enemy, alienate public opinion, and build

up a general hostihty which will react seriously when the

war ends arid ordinary economic conditions again operate.

Much of the, trouble arises from the action of irresponsibles

and persons who act outside, and in opposition to, the

regularly elected Trade Union Executives. It is always

difficult, and mostly unwise, to attempt any determination

of other men's motives. One can only interpret utterances

and actions, and, looking over these, it seems clear that

some who have promoted unauthorised and irregular strikes

have openly desired to force peace by making it impossible

for Britain to continue supplies to her troops and her Allies.

A lew have sought political notoriety and advancement

;

others have openly taken advantage of the labour shortage

to demand wages which are beyond the economic value of

the labour expended ; many have believed that the only way

to meet rising prices was to force up wages without waiting

for the expiration of agreements or contracts entered into

by officials of the Union. Those w-ho have so acted, no

matter what their motives may be, have inflicted sei'ious

damage upon the real trade union movement. Whatever

the trade union movement is, or possesses, is due to organi-

sation, and not to anarchy. To ignore and discredit officials

who have been properly and (Temocratically elected is to

court catastrophe. If is playing the game of the reactionary

employer, as well as the game of the revolutionary politician.

Some day the war will end. Some day ordinary economic
laws' will pperate again, and the UnioA with discredited

officials and damaged credit will liave a very unhappy time.

The older and experienced Trade Unionists know this, but
many thousands of them are in France, and for the time

are voiceless and voteless, while hundreds of thousands of

newcomers, many of them Trade Unionists by compulsion
and for the first time, are like amatem's with a powerful

and unfamiliar weapon. Many of these are not Trade
Unionists in spirit, and will quit tlie movement the moment
circumstances change ; in the meantime they are creating

dangerous precedents and hostilities. Their careless dis-

regard of common-sense and economic law is reducing

national credit, inflating the currency, and increasing the

price of every commodity the workers themselves use.

COAL CONSERVATION COMMITTEE'S REPORT.
7

Important Recommendations on the Mining, Cai-bonisation, and Saving of Coal.

The Ministry of Eeconstruction issued on August 21 the

final report of the Coal Conservation Committee which was

appointed to consider and advise as to the improvements

which can be effected (1) in the mining of coal; (2) in the

using of coal; and (3) as to the extension of coal supplies.

Five sub-section committees were appointed to deal with

different phases of these questions, namely, with mining

method, power generation and transmission, metallurgy,

carbonisation and geology. At a later date the sub-com-

mittees on carbonisation and metallurgy were amalgamated.

The reports of these various kub-committees have been

approved and adopted by the main committee, and they are

now published along with the final report in the form of

appendices. The report of the Power Generation and Trans-

mission Committee was published separately early this year,

and its recommendation of a national scheme of electrical

generation and transmission has attracted wide attention.

This report is reproduced in the final report which forms a

comprehensive survey of the place of coal in the industries

of the future. Considerable attention has been given to the

part which the carbonisation of coal is calculated to play in

reconstruction and all known methods of preparation and

treatment have received full examination. Steps are sug-

gested not only for making more efficient use of these grades

of coal at present burned in a raw state, but also for putting

to valuable use inferior coal, shale and coal dust, now re-

garded as waste. Another matter of which the committee

emphasise the importance is the necessity of obtaining fuel

oils, motor spirit and the raw materials for explosives, drugs

and dyes. It is considered practically certain that larger

supplies can be obtained from coal by the new methods of

^^orking Av'Jiich are proposed. The committee recommend
the combined working in groups or units of coke ovens,

blast furnaces, steel furnaces and rolling mills, each umt
to have a capacity of from 300,000 to 500,000 tons of finished

steel per annum. One of the conditions of success will be
the grouping of these united plants in suitable districts.

A definite conclusion has been reached regarding the pro-

duction of electric power on a large scale, and it is felt that

there is also a definite field for. the use' of gas engines of

tlie ordinary type. Research work is in progress with a view

to forwarding the design and production of internal com-
bustion engines. The necessity of replacing old with modern
plant, especially in the smaller colliery undertakings, is

pointed out as a further means of economising in fuel. The
establis^iment of a Ministrj' of Mines and Minerals is recom-
mended. It is proposed that, with certain exceptions, those

functions connected with the coal mining industry now-

vested in various Government departments, shall either at

once or after the v(-ar be transferred to a Ministry presided

over by a Minister with a seat in Parliament. It appears

that no fewer than seven Governflient departments are now
intimately concerned with mines and minerals. It is pointed

out that considerable possibihties in connection with the

location of new coalfields and the extension of those already

being worked lie within the scope of the geological survey

now being made. It is possible, the report shows, that a

large increase in our mineral wealth might be found were

systematic exploration carried out by this body.
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ASSAY SUPPLIES AND THE UTILISATION OF SOUTH AFRICAN
MATERlALo IN ASoAY OFFICiiS.-I.

To the discussion on the above subject before the Chemical,

Metallurgical and Mining Society of South Africa, Mr. T.

Graham Martyn contributed the following:—I wish to

relate in this contribution my experiences and conclusions

on the subject under discussion. Cupels : I only ventured^

recently to try cement bottoms for cupels, as I was told a

good while ago that they were not altogether a success, and

did not care to disturb the office routine by ti'ying some-

thing not too well reported on by others, besides being

rather dubious as to their capacity for absorbing a' normal
amount of lead. A few months since, however, our con-

sulting metallurgist requested that a trial be made, and I

may say at once I think the result is quite satisfactory.
' It did not call for any serious change in the method of

manufacture, as we have for some years past been giving

the mould a second filling as otherwise our cupels were too

shallow. The machine used is Braun's table pattern with

automatic feed hopper, and in order to make the compound
cupel the hopper is -filled with suitably moistened cement

and a tin of moistened cupellite is placed on the left of the

operator, who rotates the disc sufficiently to bring a rnould

full of cement under the plunger, presses it moderately,

raises the plunger, fills the top of the mould with cupelHte,

and after pressing as hard as possible ejects the cupel as

usual. It will be noted that we get the smooth pressed

surface between the cement and the cupellite which Mr.

Watson seems to have found a source of trouble, but the

cupels are quite satisfactory and the economy achieved is

very considerable. These cupels are cylindrical, and the

cupellite is pressed straight down on the partially pressed

cement; it is quite possible that when making cupels of the

partially conical fomi in two stages of pressure there would

Pittsburgh Steel Company
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be inequalities in the distribution of the pressure that would
lead to unequal shrinkage in cb-ying and to flawing around
the edges as described by Mr. Watson. Crucibles: My
experience with local crucibles has not been such as to
justify me in supporting the statement that they are better
than the ones formerly imported from England and Ger-
many; in fact 1 think the " Three Star " crucibles were
the most resistant to temperature, change and gold assay
slag erosion that I ever tested and were very closely run
by the Battersea pots. If our local manufacturers could
only manage to imitate them more closely in the physical
texture of the mixture employed they would achieve even
better results than they have up to the present. Until
recently at any rate, local makes have shown a tendency
to sudden changes in quality, which have at times been
very annoying ; but I have found the greatest uniformity

and obtained the most satisfactory - results from a brand,
which, whilst made I judge from a clay of inferior quality

to that employed by other makers and so weak physically

that the pots will scarcely stand carriage, and the boys at'

first can scarcely get them in and out of the furnace without
breaking the edges, yet, owing to the coarser texture and
more even mixing and moulding, last longer on the average
than the more finely ground and stronger pots. Pots of a

fine-grained and very hard-burnt type I have found the most
disappointing of all, frequently eating away at the bottom
in deep gashes and becoming too threatening for further

use after only two or three fusions. We get an average of

from twelve to fourteen fusions from No. 2 pots, but by-

trying a pot over and over again until it failed I have
obtained as many as thirty-six fusions from a " Three Star

"

and nearlv as many from local makes. Possiblv one could
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WsLLiNOTOii (N.Z.).—A. * T. Burt, Ltd.,

Courtenay Place.
DCNIDIK (N.Z.)—A. k T. Burt, Ltd., Staert St.

AUCXLAITD fN.Z.).—A. & T. Burt Ltd., Cuetome
8treU WMt.

Sole Representative in South Africa.

A. J G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
rttophono 120Z. Teletramt "WOTAN'
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get an average of eighteen or more fusions per pot if a pot
were never rejected until it absolutely failed, but one prefers
naturally to reject a pot that looks pretty bad rather tlian

run the risk of numerous repeat assays. Seven years ago,

when pots were almost all imported from overseas, questions
of economy did not loom so large in our minds, and we
were less inclined to take risks for the sake 'of saving a

little in costs, hence when a pot had done service for four
or five times and began to show=*a little corrosion it was
pensioned off to help make borders for the beds of some-
body's garden, but when local pots were offered and destruc-
tive trials invited, we discovered that pots which after three

or four fusions looked about finished were good for another
ten or a dozen trips. At about the same time some of us
drew attention to the destructive effect on pots of slags rich

in borax, and the latter has probably of recent years been
used much more sparingly with corresponding advantage to

the average life of crucibles. Again, the pots get much less

severe testing in the reverberatory furnaces now so generally

employed than they used to get when bedded in the fuel of

the old Cornish furnaces. I doubt if local pots would stand
an average of half-a-dozen fusions in a coite -fired Cornish
furnace. I have written somewhat at length on this subject

lest the local manufacturers should not be tempted by the

testimony already printed in our Journal to rest on their

oars and relinquish their efforts to produce with certainty

and regularity a pot reaUy equal to the " Three Star " and
" Battersea " pots; otherwise should the latter ever have
a chance of competing in price they will certainly regain a

considerable footing in the district. Borax substitute : The
-substitution of fluorspar for borax in assay practice has also

proved to be both a technical and an economic success

;

and as I do not know who originally suggested it, I can
without bias express the opinion that he, as well as the

originator of cement bottoms for cupels, ought to be granted

a substantial reward by the mining houses. When asked to

make a trial of " fluxite," having been assured that others
were using it successfully, I decided as a first experiment
to replace the whole of the borax by the same weight of
fluxite, and found the resulting slag as fluid as usual and,
if anything, easier to separate from the lead button. After
a few days, however, I noticed that crucibles were being
used up at a great rate, but for the moment forgot the
change of flux and blamed the manufacturers of the crucibles
for one of the all too frequent fluctuations in quality. An
inspection of some of the rejected pots, however, showed
that they were very uniformly corroded, and it then dawned
on me that I had not given sufficient consideration to the
possible effect of the fluxite in modifying the acidity of the
charge. The removal of the borax would certainly leave
the Hux more basic, and the question arose would the
fluorspar be neutral or would its use also tend in the same
direction? Text books have told us that fluorspar improves
the fluidity of charges simply by admixture owing to its own
greater fusibility, but I long since discarded that explanation
as experiments with fluorspar alone showed that it was by
no means easily fusible, and it is much more likely that it

combines to form fluo-silicates of greater fusibility than
fluorspar itself. Now, a fluo-silicate contains a metalhc
fluoride such as fluorspar (CaF^) itself, combined with silicon
tetra -fluoride (SiFJ. In the production of the latter silica

(SiOj) must be used up, thereby increasing the basic char-

COPPIN & LLOYD. «« AIM. FOX ST..

i JOHANNESBURG.

MACHINERY MERCHANTS & DEALERS.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING EXPERTS.
Box 2823. Tel. Add.i " INTEREST." Phone 1966.

m0t0t0^0t0^0t0t0t0^0^0*0*0*0^^tfi^0t0*^»0^^^0i^tft^*f^^^^t^t^l0*^l^^^fe*fV'tfl̂ ^f^*^*f^0*0^0^0*0l0*0t0ti

MULCOTT BELTING
Suitable for all Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against

dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. :: :: :: ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-

eering Worics in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,the MULCOTT BELTING
BRADFORD, ENGLAND. -

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

9h Market Street,

» Box 1124 JOHANNESBURG^ Telephone 4701.

3u
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"TRIMO"
(TRADE MARK)

Stands for absolutely the

BEST in a Pipe Wrench;
Strength, Durability,

and all the qualities

necessary in a

tool of this kind

to stand up

Superior
Features

under hard
usage.

STOCKED BY

ALL HARDWARE

MERCHANTS.

Inserted Jaw in Handle
easily and cheaply replaced,

lengthening: life of wrench in-

definitely. Spring protected
against damage or loss. Movable
Jaw reinforced, giving additional

strength where others are weak. Made
of drop forged Steel. All parts interchange-
able and guaranteed. Steel frame that will not break.

Send for our Catalogue showing our full line.

Trimont Manufacturing Company
ROXBURY (BOSTON), MASS., U.S.A.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA :

President Buildings, cor. President and

Von Brandis Streets, JOHANNESBURG.

P.O. Box 6680. Phone 2286.

W^ JOHNSTON.
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acter of the charge and the liberated oxygen replacing the

fluorine will produce calcium oxide (CaO) and thus act

further in the same direction. The kind of action which I

believe takes place may be represented thus:—The equation
2CaF2+ Si02=SiP4 + 2CaO sets forth the simple exchange
between fluorspar and silica for the sake of clearness, but
to each side must be added CaF2 + 2Si02, giving the result

3CaF2 + 3Si03 = CaSiFe+2CaSi03." Here then we have the
probable explanation of the corrosion of crucibles and liners,

we have removed the acidic flux borax and replaced it by
the basic flux fluorspar. This also explains the boiling over

complained of, as some of the carbonate of soda, instead

of bemg decomposed gradually by contact with the free

silica in the charge during the progress of the fusion (before

actual fusion and whilst the charge is still somewhat open
and porous as is normally the case) some of the carbonate

of soda I repeat remains when the charge reactions are

completed and reacting with the silica of the crucible itself

corrodes it badly and keeps up the evolution of carbon

dioxide with consequent boiling over of the charge. The

remedy in the case of our assay charges, where the gangue

is mainly silica, is obviously to reduce the amount of flux

employed. This I did by about 10 per cent, with immediate
and complete success, thereby saving in the soda carbonate
and htharge more than the cost of the fluxite employed
and, of course, saving in addition the whole cost of the
borax formerly used. To intrude for a moment on the
domain of the cyanider, I have been told that the attempt
to use fluorspar in the smelting of gold zinc slime has not
been a pi-actical success mainly owing to rapid corrosion of

the liners. This case is a little different, as the gangue is

rather on the basic side and in some cases at any rate calls

for the addition of silica. My suggestion for a further trial

is as follows:—Take any borax mixture which is normally
successful for the particular sample of gold zinc slime and
omitting all the fused borax, replace each unit of the same
by 0'3 units of silica (sand residue) or, say, one-third. Try
in successive experiments varying proportions of fluorspar

or fluxite, but always using in addition for each unit of

fluorspar a further 0-77 units of silica or, say, three-quarters.

If the corrosion of the liner is not overcome by the foregoing

formula a larger proportion of sand should be tried.

(To be continued.)

The annual report of the Rezeude Mines to 31st December,

1917, states that a profit was made of

Rezende Mines. £15,119 Os. 5d., and after deducting

London expenses, £2,580 19s. 7d., depre-

ciation £3,068 6s. lOd., and income tax £2,870 15s., and

crediting transfer fees, interest and royalties, the profit and

loss account shows a credit balance of £8,351 17s. 9d.,

carried to the appropriation account, which at the 31st

December, 1917, showed a credit balance of £45,545 Os.

5d., to be carried to the balance sheet. Considering all the

circumstances, and having in view the heavy outlay before

the company, in developing the eastern section, the board

considered it inadvisable to make any distribution in the

form of dividend. The sum of £3,068 6s. lOd., which has

been written off machinery and plant and buildings is at

the rate of 5 per cent, off last year's balances and 2J per

cent, off additions during the year. The ore reserves are

estimated at 408,257 tons as compared with 350,807 tons

last year. In his report on the operations of the company,

Mr. S. R. Jameson, the consulting engineer, writes:—The

development policy has aimed at exposing as much as

possible of the eastern ore bodies. This is reflected in the

ore reserves of the central and eastern sections, which total

185,941 tons, valued at 11'77, as compared with 78,491

tons, valued at 6"6 dwts. twelve months ago, an increase

in gold contents of nearly 300 per cent. The following

development was accomplished on the eastern ore bodies,

-to the end of the year: Level, 350; length of shoot, 781 ft.

;

width, 60 in. ; value, 244 dwts. ; reduced value, 153 dwts.

Level, 4th ; length of shoot, 566 ft. ; width, 50 in. ; value,

'RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite different from all other paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elastic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for

Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for

damp, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands very
high tera'peraturcB of superheated
steam.

Sols Uanutactureri

:

The OASaoN 00HFOSITION8 Oo. Ltd.

Three Seas Brand. ruiham, London, mgund.

21-5 dwts.; reduced value, 188 dwts. Level, Streatham

;

length of shoot, 114 ft. ; width, 39 in. ; value, 22-4 dwts.

;

reduced value, 16-8 dwts. Of the above development the
350 ft. level east face and the Streatham west face were
both stopped, owing to prevalence of oxidized ground under
the river bed, but payable values still continue. The linear

distance between these headings amounts to 900 ft., and
during the year the proving of this area will be proceeded
with. The increased cost of all mining supplies is respon-
sible for the rise in operating expenses. As a result of war
conditions it is estimated that the cost of winning gold

from this mine has increased by 4s. lOd. per ton. The
development of the eastern ore bodies continues to open up
ore of high grade, alternating with bodies of low value, and
must be considered very satisfactory. The area is being
attacked from the 4th and 5th levels; in addition,' the 6th
and 11th levels are being projected from the old central

section. A circular shaft is being sunk in a suitable position

on the new shoot, and will be continued down to No. 11
level. The prospects for the ensuing year, notwithstanding
the heavy rise in costs due to the war, should result in

increased profits due to the higher grade of ore reserves now
being developed. In conclusion, I can only say that the
outlook for the mine is as bright as ever it was, and that a
promising future lies ahead.

Tell Advertisers you saw it in the South African Minin§

Journal.

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

"FLOWER" BRAKD.

HAS THE LOWEST COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION.

KEEPS down tlie MM for lubricants, making BEARINGS sinootn as glass

and keeping them COOL under heaviest pressnres and highest afeeds.

Manufactured and Sold By

—

THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION
METAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIMITED,
«. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Assnts for South Africa i FRASER & CHALMERS, Ltd., IshsoDMburi,
Bulswsjro sod Sslitburr,

I
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AFRICAN INDENT MERCHANTS, LTD.
20 Harrison Street, Johannesburg.

Telephone No. 1136. Tel. Add. :
" AIM.' P.O. Box 5073.

I

I

LARGE STOCKS OF

BROOMS <«!» BRUSHES
MTRITK FOR SAMPLES.

AMALGAM BROOMS. BOOT BRUSHES. HAND FOUNDRY BRUSHES.

AMERICAN BROOMS. BREWERS' BRUSHES. LAUNDRY BRUSHES.

BASS BROOMS. CAN BRUSHES. NAIL BRUSHES.

HAIR BROOMS. DANDY BRUSHES. SCRUB BRUSHES.

ROTARY ROAD BROOMS. DECK BRUSHES. SPOKE BRUSHES.

STEEL FOUNDRY BROOMS, DRAIN BRUSHES. STOVE BRUSHES.

BANNISTER BRUSHES. FLUE BRUSHES. TAR BRUSHES.

BODY BRUSHES. HAIR BRUSHES. TOOTH BRUSHES.

BOILER TUBE BRUSHES. " HAMTI.TON'S " BRUSHES. WHITEWASH BRUSHES.

1

"AIM" Quality is a good buy.

Workmen employed over 15,000

Worlu area over 200 Acrei AHADFIELDS Ltd.
Hecla and East Hecla Works, Sheffield, England.

COMPLETE STONE BREAKING AND ORE CRUSHING PLANTS
RENEWALS AND WEARING PARTS SUPPLIED FOR EVERY KNOWN MAKE OF MACHINE.

Mining

Requisites

Special Forged Steel Balls

for Ball and Tube Mills.

Shoes, Dies, Grizzley Bars,

Crushing Rolls, Jaw Faces,

Cones, Concaves, Wheels

and Axles, etc.

Steel

Castings

&
For^in^s

of all descriptions.

Sole Makers of HADFEELD'S PATENT

"ERA" Manganese Steel
The Supreme Material for the Wearing Parts of Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery, etc.

Head Otflce fur South Africa

:

«( A 47, OTTLLINAN BUILDINOS,
JOBANNESBUBO.

'Phone 6M0. Tel. Add. : "HecU."

Bulttwa>'o Agen 3 :

WHITMORE & JAOKSOIJ,

17 <[ 18, Agency Chambers.

Suli.sbury Agents;

P. FBSCa Si CO.,

Angws Stroet.

Natrtl .\ecnts ;

THOMAS BASLOW t: SONS,

Smith Street, J)urbaq.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Restricted Business—Palling Prices— Partial Rally.

Before business commenced on Saturday morning one of

the broliei's offered to lay a bet that, in view of the satis-

factory war news, the market would again go lower. He
found no takers. This caution was fully justified by the
record of the call—ten sales. Glynn's Lydenburg better,

Van Ryn Deep unchanged, and all the rest, excepting penny
stocks, lower. There was a good deal more business put
through after the call, but without any improvement in

prices. Monday morning showed no change either in prices

or volume of business. If a few shares are wanted, possibly

3d. more may have to be paid for them than the last quota-
tion, while if it is a question of selling the reverse process

is gone through. The whole Modder group passed without
any business being transacted. Prices went still lower
during the course of the day, with the exception of Alkalis,

which made 56s. The market closed weak. The call on
Tuesday was a monotonous record of further falling prices,

without a single redeeming feature. During the course of

the day and at the close it was just a repetition of Monday's
perfoiTnance. It looks from Wednesday's call as if one
might well simplify this report by starting with " Bad to

worse," and then write " ditto " each following day. Only
a dozen stocks were dealt in and half of them were low-

priced goods. The better class shares were again lowered.

There was a prolonged howl during the afternoon from one
broker, offering to buy 1,000 Springs at 68s. 3d., an advance
of a tickey on the morning's price. The market closed a

shade firmer. At the opening on Thursday there was an
improved demand for West Springs and Modder Easts.

This was followed on call by a partial rally, notably in

Geduld Proprietary, Government Areas, Modder Easts,

Randfonteins, Rand Selections, Rooibergs, Sub Nigels and
their options. Springs, West Springs and their options. It

is somewhat early for making a forecast, but it looks as if

the worst was over from a market point of view. The
opinion also seems to be that the mining interests will not

be so seriously affected by the prevailing epidemic as was
feared at first. In a dull market like that of last week any-

thing in the shape of activity could not be expected in

outside stocks. The record is meagre. Sales : Monteleos,

'25s. and 24s. 6d. ; Phoenix, lid. and Is. ; Sakalavas, 9s.

odd lots; Makanyene Diamonds, 37s. 6d. Buyers of Union
Tins, 5s.; ]\Iauss Syndicate, 40s., with seller at 50s.

The alterations in prices on Friday were:—Sales: Con-

solidated Langlaagte, 20s. ; Geduld Props, 383. 9d. ; Knight

Centrals, 4s. 9d. ; Leeuwpoorts, 29s. ; New State Areas,

19s. 9d. ; West Springs, 24s. Buyers and sellers : City

Deeps, 53s. and 53s. 9d. ; Lydenburg Farms, 8s. 8d. and
8s. lOd. ; Modder East three-year options, 6s. 3d. and
6s. 4d. ; Springs, 68s. 6d. and 68s. 9d. ; Wit. Deeps, 10s.

and 10s. 3d. ; West Springs Options, 10s. 6d. aWl lis. So
far as can be ascertained at present, the mines most
seriously affected by the epidemic are Glynn's Lydenburg,

Leeuwpoort and Zaaiplaats, all of which are shut down.

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thura.,

18th. 19th. 21st. 22nd. 23rd. 24th.

16 10»

7 7*
3*

0*

African Farms ... 17

Apex Mines 7

3 3*Bantjes Cons
Brakpan Mines ... —
Breyten Colls. ... 10 0*

British South Africa 18 6t
Bushveld Tins .... 07*
Cinderella Cons. . . 4 6*

City and Subs. ... 80*
City Deeps 54 6t
Cloverfield Mines . . 9 6+
Clydesdale Colls. . . 19 6*

Concrete Construe. . 5 0'

Con. Investments . . 20 0*

Con. Main Beefs . . 12 3

Con. Mines Sel. . . 25 3*

Coronation Frees. . 1

Crown Dias —
Crown Mines .... —
Crown Mines Deb. .

—
Daggafontein Mines . —
Do. Options 4 3*

East Rand Coals . . 2 0*

3

71

10 0*

18 6+

17 0+
7 6*

3 5

71 0*

15 9*

6*

5t
6*

15 9*

7 6*

3 0*

71 6*

4

8
54

6 0+
20 0*

12 0*

25 6*

1 0*

38 9*

jEIOO*

23 0*

4 3*

2 0*

7*

4 6*

8 0*

54

19 6*

5 0'

10 0*

19 0+
9*

9 0+

9 6+
19 6*

15 11

7 6*

3 2*

71 6*

10 0*

9 0+
54

7*

4 9*

8

9

19 6*

6+ 54 6+

6t -
19 6»

0*

0*

0*

0*

0*
6*

25 3*

38 9*

.£100*

23 0*

4 0*

2 0*

1

6

38

0*

0+
9*

0* 20
6* 11
6* 25

E.B. Minings 20 Of 20 0+ 20 0+

.£100*

23 0*

2 1

19 0+

1 0*

6 0+
38 9*
£100*
22 6*

0*
9*

6*

0*

ot

23

2 0* 2 0*

E.R. Props . 4 3 4 3* 4 3* 4 0* 4 3* 4 3*

E.R. Debs _ -— £65+ £65+ £165+ _
Eastern Golds . . 1 1* 1 1* 1 1* 1 1* 1 0* 1 1*

Ferreira Deeps . .
— 8 6* — 10 0* — 10 6*

Frank Smith Dias. . 3 5* 3 6* — — 3 4* 3 6*

Geduld Props. . . . ' 39 6 39 6 38 9 38 6 38 39

jlencairns — -— 2 0+ — 2 0+ 2 0+
Glencoe Colls. . .

_ -_ — 6 0*

Glynn's Lydenburgs . 24 3* 25 0* 25 0* 25 24 0* 24 6+
Govt. Areas .... . 90 6a 90 3 90 6 90 3 89 89 6
Jupiters . 4 3* 4 0* • 4 0* 4 0* 4 3 4 0*

Klerksdorp Props. _ 3 0* 3 — 3 _
Knight Centrals . . 4 6 4 6* 4 8 4 7* 4 6* 4 -8

Knights Deeps . . . 5 0* -_ 5 0* — — _
Lace Props . 12 2* 12 11 6* 11 9 11 6* _
Leeuwpoort Tins . . 31 30 0* 30 29 0* 28 6* 28 6
Lydenburg Farms . 9 0* 9 8 8* 8 6* 8 6 8 6*

M.R. West Debs. .
— -— .£60* — — _

Modder B.'s . . . . 165 164 0* 163 6* 161 0* 164 0* 161 0*

Modder Deeps . . 147 0* 147 0* 147 6* 147 6* 145 145 O'
Modder Easts . . 21 3* 21 20 9* 20 3 20 li 20 6

Do. Options (Syrs.) 6 6* 6 6* _ 6 7+ 6 3* 6 0*

Do. Options (4yrs.) 7 6*
i 9+ - — — 7 5+

Hume Pipes .... 33 0* 33 0* -
. 32 6* 32 6* 32 6*

Natal Naviga. Colls — 19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0*

National Banks . .
- .£Hi+ - ^14i* ^14i* .£14i+

New Boksburgs . . 1 1* 1 1+ 10+ 10+ — _
New Eland Dias. .

_ -_ 23 0* — — 23 0*

New Era Cons. . . 10 3* 10 4* 10 3* 10 3* 10 3* 10 3*

New Geduld Deeps 5 6* 5 6* 5 8* 5 7* 5 7* 5 6*

New Heriots . . .
- 12 6* 13 0* 13 0* 13 0* 13 3*

New Kleinfonteins 13 6* 13 0* 13 3 12 9* 12 6* 13 9*

New Modders . . . £27* -_ _ .£261* _

Nigels - -- 4 0* — 4 6* 4 6*

Nourse Mines . . 18 6+ 17 6* 17 6* — — -

New States .... 20 3 20 20 3+ 19 6 19 19 6*

Pretoria Cements . 72 6+ 70 0* 70 0* 70 0* 70 0* 70 0*

Princess Estates . 3 3* 3 3* 3 4* 3 5 3 2* 3 0'

Rand Colls - 2 6* 2 6* 2 6* — _

Rand Klips 10 0* -- 10 0* 10 3+ 9 9* _

Rand Nucleus . . 1 3* 1 3* 1 4* 1 4* 1 3* 1 4*

Rand Select Corp. 85 6* 85 6* 85 6* 85 83 6* 85 0*

Randfontein Deeps 5 6* __ 5 6 4 6* — 4 6*

Randfontein Est. . 15 Of 15 Of 15 0+ 14 6 14 0* 15 0*

Rooibergs 9 lit 9 6* 10 9 3* 9 0* 10 0*

Roodepoort Uniteds 3 0* 3 0* 3 6* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*

Ryan Nigels .... 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0»

Shebas 1 Of 1 Of 1 Ot 1 0+ — 11

S. Van Ryns . . . .
- - 12 6* 12 6* 12 6 12 3

S.A. Alkali 57 6* 55 0* 50 0* 50 0* 55 Oa 52 6*

S.A. Breweries . . . 35 0+ 35 0+ -

S.A. Lands .... G 7* G 7 6 5* 6 6+ 6 0* 6 5*

Springs Mines . . . 70 9 70 3* 70 6a 69 9 US 69
Sub Nigels 27 6 27 6* 27 6* 26 6* 26 9' 27
Swaziland Tins . . . 31 6+ 31 6+ 31 6* 31 6+ __
Trans. G.M. Est. . 13 0* 13 0* - 16 0+ 16 0+ 16 0+

Van Ryn Deeps . . 70 0* 70 6 70 0* 70 0* 69 0* 69
Village Deeps . . . . 18 0+ 18 0+ 18 0+ IS 0+ 18 0+ 15 6*

West Springs . . 24 6 24 0* 23 9 23 6 22 23 9

Western Rand Est. .
1 —_ 2 3* 2 3* — -

Witbank Colls. . . .
- —- 50 0* 50 0* — -

Wit. Deeps 10 0* 9 9* 10 9 9* — 9 9*

Wolhuters 4 0+ —- 4 0+ 4 0+ 4 0+ 3 6

Zaaiplaats Tins . . 16 8* 16 6* 16 3* 16 1* 15 9* 16 3

Union 5 p.c ^105i £105' J104^» dei05J* .£104|* .£105*

•Buyers. +3elIero. iOdd lots. bEs London.

'Phone 4673. Box 3162.

OSBORN'S
T. C. STKKL

WHEELS &, AXLES.
Write or 'Phone (or Stock List.

SHEFFIELD aodSAMUEL OSBORN & Co.. Ltd.. JSSkSBURc
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Small Stuffing Boxes
Need the Right Packing
tecause the amount of packing is small

more likely to burn out or harden.

PALMETTCETWISTPACKING

does not bum out, it'i made of heat resisting materials. It does not harden, because each
single strand contains lubricant.

by unstranding any size valve packed from one spool of " PalmeUo " Twist.
LET US SEND YOU A SAMPLE FREE.

GREEN E,TWEED& Co.
Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

BARTLE & CO., LTD., lohannMbnrf

.

9 E.,W. TARRY & CO., Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.

9>"HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills,

The "Hydromax" weighs SO-lbs. It is Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

So Mine Manager can afford
to neglect the economic
merits of the . . . •HYDROMAX 9 The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclutively manufactured drilli for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,
CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stcphent, Managing Director).

Agentt—

Phones 4113/9.

& ,

Box 667, JOHANNESBURG. Teiarinw: "HosKeN.*

"^k^"^^^ 6«^
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTl'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Compound Managers that despite the present high cost of flour, the price for this
wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most
economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has
now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content
of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Prices Steadier Through Poor Peace Prospects—Influenza Epidemic—Goods Not
Accepted by Railways—Coal Position Acute—Hand to Mouth Policy—American Shipping

Important—Linseed Oil Down.

The first German peace note created a sepsation amongst
merchants holding big stocks as well as speculators more
particularly. However, as peace did not come off it gave
people a little breathing time to collect their thoughts,
therefore values steadied after the brokers' rush to unload
goods held by uneasy speculators. The second peace note
assisted this view of the position, and although some values

are anything but stable, yet the whole is altogether steadier,

however always with the chance of further happenings, as

the war news continues excellent, backed up by the King's
remark that " Victory is within our reach." It may be
that very soon business will return to war-normal with much
of the speculative element eliminated, thus bringing the
ordinary merchant into his own again.

The Influenza Epidemic.

It is generally acknowledged that the epidemic is

improving in Johannesburg, but in the smaller places in the

country it is still on the bad side. The position has effected

the railway trai)sport department rather badly as non-

perishable goods will not always be accepted between
Johannesburg and Pretoria and other stations, as it is the

case of the availability of the goods trains and the capacity

of the staff at the depots. Naturally such a state of affairs

Williams' Vulcan

Chain Pipe Vises

They are powerful but not

destructive. Unbreakable,

broadly adjustable univer^

sally attachable.

3 sizes, capacities J to 8 inches.

has far-reachmg effects throughout all commercial circles

;

for instance, many bank bills have been held up through
people bemg laid up with the 'flu, also cheques have not
been signed at due dates, and no doubt it has in some eases
been an excuse not to pay accounts. Again, the coal posi-
tion has become acute, not only owing to so many natives
being ill at the coal mines, but'there are the railway trans-
port delays chiefly because of the prevailing epidemic. For
example, a firm having its own trollies sent to the railway
coal station in Johannesburg for supplies, but were dis-
appointed on two occasions and at last had to pay Is. per
ton extra when they got a little coal to go on with.

Iron, Steel, and Other Metals.

The Leeuwpoort tin mines had the greater portion of
their natives down with the 'flu and other up-country base
metal mines are in a similar state. The few firms con-
nected with the smelted tin industry are having an anxious
time because of the rumours of the British Government
controlhng the price of the metal. However, now that
" peace is in the air," that course is very problematical.
Although tin is essentially a peace metal as well as a war
metal, yet it is not reasonable to suppose that it will keep
up at over three hundred pounds a ton after the war. Brass
sheets, 4 in. by 2 in., any gauge, are inclined towards easier
values because of the general tendency and possibly
decent consignments are expected from America. Bar iron
and mild steel values remain much the same; however
nothing is better, and between brokers and merchants prices
are often a fraction less to tempt business. Similar remarks
apply to wire nails; one can hardly find two prices exactly
alike as between the broker and individual merchant, who
is actually a buyer. There is a strong opinion in town that

EDWARD DODD. 19. LOVEDAY STREET
(Oppocite Goldfiddt Hotel).

Agent lor W. t Itislar t Oo., Losdon, and Ounbrtdg*
SclentiSo Initrsment Oo., Oimbildg*.

Mathematical, Nautical, Scientific and Electrical

Instrument Maker.
Tbeodolttai, TtobMmettit, Levdt, ArtlSoUl HorlioDi, OompuiM, Eto. Swltob-
bo»rdi, Ttlepbonn, Telegraph Initrumenta. MeKgaa and Hetert. Flna

EngiDeertog aod Small Pre* Work Ezeoottd. Telepbona S7sa.
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all prices of iron and steel are likely to become easier, as

more dribbles through from Biitain and America. The
general enquiries are less, particularly from the country
districts on account of the 'flu and the anxiety of dealers

in reference to the peace news, as no one is increasing

stocks, as right through from the mines downwards it is

strictly a hand to mouth policy. The iron moulders' strike

is checking the demand for imported iron and local scrap

cast iron from the engineering shops and foundries. With-
out touching upon the pros and cons of the strike, now
nearly two months old, it seems a pity that some good
Samaritan cannot come along and arrange matters, as this

should be the harvest for all engineers and moulders on
account of the war conditions giving such a high protection

against oversea goods and the difficulty of getting them. A
lesson can well be taken in reference to the Johannesburg
Municipality obtaining pre-strike tram blocks from Cape-
town, presumably oversea goods. Now under peace condi-

tions, whilst the imported mouldings may be a little dearer

than before the war, yet with standardisation and more
up-to-date machinery and women workers, no South African

Government could give a protective duty sufficiently high

to prevent the imfDorted articles coming into South Africa.

Hence it is only reasonable to suppose that within a few
months after the war things will again drop back towards
nonnal, which means that only urgenf work will be required

to be done in our local workshops, therefore about half the

number of workmen will suffice as compared with those

employed before this strike occurred.

American Shipping and American Trade.

Very important news has been semi-officially obtained
that the American shipping is very much easier, so much so

that the powers that be have taken it into their heads to

clear the New York and other wharves out of belated goods
for South Africa. This is actually being accomplished,

therefore much American and maybe Canadian goods will

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

(With wlilch are incarporatad THE BANK OF AFRICA, Ltd., Ealabliihed ISTtt

THE NATIONAL BANK OF THE ORANGE RIVER COLONY. Ltd.. Edab. 1877;

nd THE NATAL BANK, Ltd.. Eitab. ISM.)

Bankers to the Union Government in the Transvaal, the Orange
Free State, and Natal, and to the Imperial Government.

Capital Subscribed and Paid up

With power to increase to -

Capital and Reserve . . .

£2.865,000

£4,000.000

£3,715,000

©Iccctors

:

Th. Hon. HUGH CRAWFORD • Chairman.
J.EMRYS EVANS. CJW.G. - Vice-Chairman.

J. ELLIS BROWN. p. DUNCAN. C.M.G.. Mi.A.
The Hon. ALBERT OLIFF. E. J. RENAUD,
JAMES B. TAYLOR. H. O'K. WEBBER.

S.oaiorThe Hon. Sir ANTON IE G. VILJOEN.
The Hon. Sir EDGAR H. WALTON, K.CJVI.G.. MJL.A.,

Central flDanagcr: E. C. REYNOLDS.

HEAD OFFICE PRETORIA.
.:««:/ LONDON WALL, LONDON, E.G. 2.
London Omces

\ 18, iT. swrrHDrs lane, london, e.g. 4.

New York Office 10, WALL STREET, NEW YORK,

The Bank has over 300 BRANCHES and SUB-BRANCHES
in the principal Towns in the Union of South Africa,
South Weat Protectorate, Rhodesia, Nyasaland,

Portuguese East Africa and East Africa.

Agents in all the principal Cities of the World.

Offlclals of the Bank are bound to secrecy In regard to the

transactions of any of its customers.

Send your Indents
TO

FREEMANS (Mon) Li
CANNON STREET HOUSE

LONDON, E.C. 4.

Engineers' Tools .

Rotary Screens .

Grindstones . .

Conveyors. . . .

Pumps . Lamps .

etc

Quotations submitted.

Agricultural Machinery and
Implements of all kinds,

Coffee Classifiers, Fans,

Pulpers, etc.

CASTINGS IN ALL METALS.

ALL ENGINEERING & HARDWARE
. MERCHANTS' REQUIREMENTS. .

Buyers for

Importers
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD.

Cables : 'Frdonex London.'

PREEMANS produce the original in-
-* voice. Ship and iiuure at lowest rates.

All discounts allowed. Reasonable
commissions. Correspondence in any lan-
guage. Our connection amongst manujac-
turtrs ensure good deliveries and prompt

attention to all orders.

FIRST CLASS
REFERENCES
GIVEN AND
REQUIRED.
Samples worked to

soon appear at our coast ports. As a rule these goods arrive

in South Africa without notice in the ordinary way, but
simply telegraph advices from the coast arrive stating that
such and such goods are there awaiting urgent instructions
for clearance. As regards the American trade, it is rathef^

expected that it may be placed on similar conditions to

the British rebate in the Customs duties after the war. Be
that as it may, America has been such a big factor in

supplying South Africa with mining material, machinery,
motor cars, agricultural implements, and general merchan-
dise during this war that in future they will undoubtedly
do more, aS the shipping route must be good as we hardly
ever hear of any mishaps, and it is generally recognised in

financial and banking circles that the American manufac-
turers never make bad debts. Then we have Canada
bulging largely into our trade, so that with such keen com-
petition for the world's biggest gold fields, as well as the

trade of the diamond mines, it will quickly reduce mining
material and other values. Therefore with peace talk it is

not sui-prising that holders of anything like big stocks
become nervous.

Oils, Colours, Paints, White Lead.

The outstanding feature has been linseed oil. A parcel
representing £500 changed hands at about Is. 6d. per gallon
below the recognised price. The actual price did not trans-

pire, as the buyer remarked it might spoil his market. There
is just now a good deal of mystei-y about all prices, because
undoubtedly there are ner^'ous holders of certain lines

requiring to ease their position in case peace comes along
quickly, and after all even six months for peace is not a
long while to fix up consignments from oversea. White
lead is also an unknown quantity in the merchant to mer-
chant dealings, as there is an idea we might get some South
African white lead shortly, but obviously that is problemati-
cal—the most that can be said is that work under experts
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is going on apace towards producing a commercial white

lead. Turpentine is exceptionally scarce, and what little

is available here and there the price is variable: however, it

is understood that within at least a month further supplies

will be received from America. There is an idea that motor
petrol is coming from the same source by the middle of

November.

TiMiiEK AND Building .M.\teiuat,s.

The timber position is much the same in Sweden, with,

however, the exchange between London and Sweden not

quite so favourable as last week. There are several cargoes

of timber on the way, therefore South .Africa need not fear

any shortage. The demand has been much interfered with

owing to the influenza, as a few jobs have stopped alto-

gether, coupled M'ith the fact that cement could not be had
from Pretoria owing to the epidemic. The brickyards also

have had in many cases very poor outputs through illness

of the natives and white men. Therefore contracts have

not been put out for tendering lately, and nothing much is

expected before November.

Revised Price List.

Building M.\terial3.—Timber : Deals, BaUic, 9 .\ 3, 2s. to

2s. Id. ; flooring, 4^ x | and 6 x |, lid. to ll^d. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. to 7j i. per sq. ft. ;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

9s. 6d. per cub. ft.; clear pint, ^in. x 12in., Is. 6d. per foot;

iin. X 12in. 2s.; t«ak, 25s. to 26s. per cubic foot; shelving.

Is. 3d.; Jarrah, 13s. 6d. c. ft.; poplar, Iin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

-

2s. to 2s. Id. ft. ; beaver boards, lid. ; galvanised iron, 24 gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 2s. 2d. to 2s. 3d. ; lift., 23. 3d. : 12ft., 2s. S^d. ; 26-gauge,

eft. to 8ft., Is. lOd, ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lid. ; flat galvanised, 24 and

26-gauge, 95s. 1001b. : floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, 80s. to 80s. ; roofing material. 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, o2s. 6d.
;

and 3 ply, 57s. fid. per roll.

STANDARD
BANK

of SOUTH AFRICA. Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1862.

Bankers to the Government of the Union of South Africa

in the Cape Province; to the Imperial Government in

South Africa ; and to the Administration of Rhodesia.

Subscribed Capital

Paid-up Capital

Reserve Fund

£6,194,100

1,548,525

2,000,000

OVER 250 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES in the

Union of South Africa, Rhodesia, N3-asaland, East
Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Portuguese East
Africa, Protectorate of South West Africa, and the

Territory forinerl}' known as Gernmn East Africa.

Head Office in Africa: CAPE TOWN.
London Offlee: 10 Clement's Lane, Lombard St., London, E.G.

New York Agency: 68, WaU Street.

BnicKS, Cement, Lihe, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, 10s.

bag ; 9s. truck loads : lime, v.'hite, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads.

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d, ; blue, 4s. 6d. ; plaster lime, 5s. 6d. ;

Wricks, stock, delivered, 60s. to 70s. ; wire cuts, 70.^. to 80s. ; pressed,

rOs. to 80s. 1,000 ; road transport expensive when obtainable ; salt

glazed, £17 17s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d.
yard

; paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 259. ; fluted, 30s. ; fireclay bricks, £8 10b. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to 8O3., according to

height (12in. to ISin.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled,

14s. 6d. to 15s. Imperial gallon ; white lead. 1.-;. 6d. per lb. and Is 2d. in

big lots: turpentine, lOOs 2/1 1-5 galls.; !0—I's ; 5-6 mip. tins, 110s.;

o,\ide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb.
;
paints in tins, Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

I'm., 8s. 6d. ; do., mirror, 9s. ; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d.
per foot; 21nz.. 33. per foot; and fancy glass; 2s. per foot

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31^ per

ton;- tallow (local), 8^d. per lb.; paraffin quotations unobtainable;

petrol, 39s. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, Ts. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 3Ss. fid to 47s.. 6d. per case ; cylinder. 38.s. 6d.

to 47s. 6d.

Ciiemi.au.-;.—Mercnry. £35 75lb. ; biLhroniate potash, os. 6d. lb. :

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ; permanganate, 18s. to 18s. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb. ;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. : borax, 1228. 6d. lOOlb. ; cyanide sodium.

2s. 3d. to 23. 6d. lb.; hypo. Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local, £55 103. ton;

litharge (assay), 703. to 72s. 6d. (commercial), 58s. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc

sheets and blocks, Is. 9d. lb. ;. locally-smelted zinc, 6id. lb.; plumbago
crucibles, 6Ad. per number; carbide, about f'llO per long ton.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 33.i. to 36s. wholesale, and 48s. to 54s. doz. retail ; carbon

lamps. 20s. dozen
; pure rubber fle.\, 6d. to 8d. yd. ; 3/20 coils wire

65s. to 70s. ; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 50s. ; 7/22, 75s. to 80s. ; 7/20 120s.

;

7/18, 100s.; tubing. 50s. to 55s. per 100 ft.; kcyholders, 4s. Gd. to

5s. each; round blocks, 3^in., 5s. to 5s. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen ; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. fid.

per dozen; British glass shades, SOs. to 403. dozen; porcelain shackles,

15s. to 18s. dozen; do., bobbins, 25s. to 30b. per 100; cleatg^ 22«.

per 100; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron a"md Steel.—Imported,- iin.- and 3-16in. round iron, 95s. to

100s.; Iin. do., S5s. ; -|in. steel, round, 80s.; -^in. round iron, 85s.; do.

steel, 72s. Gd. ; fin. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none

in town; fin. round iron, 65s. to G7s. 6d. ;.|in. steel, 62s. Gd. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all .at per lUOlbs.

Dnnswarf local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

45s. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-

plates, 80sl to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, ^in. diameter. . 2s. fid. per lb. ; 5-16in.

diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb. ; fin. diameter up to 3in.

long, l.s. 9d. lb.
; fin. dia., Ls. 6d., Sjin. and up long Is. 6d. lb. ;

^in dia. up to 2iin long, 77s. 6d. 1001b; iin dia. and 2iin up long, 75s.

per 1001b.
; |in. diameter up to 2|in. long, SSs. per 1001b. ;

|in. dia.

2Jin. and up long, 608. per 1001b.
; Jin. diameter, 2jin. and

up long, 55s. 100 lb.
;

|in. and Iin. diameter, same price as Jin.

diaiiieter; nuts, |in.. Is. 3d. per lb.; ^in., 85s.; fin. 95s.;

Ifin. and l^in., 85s.; Ifin. to l|in., 87s. 6d. ; 2in. up, 92b. 6d. ; wash"
ers, all 55s.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. Gd. lb.; ^in., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., |in.. Is. 6d. lb.; ^in., 75s. to 80s.; fin., 723. 6d.
;
|m. up, 60s.

100 lb. ; shoes and die, 32s. fid. to 35s., 100 lb. ; rails, £25 per ton-,

picks, 4lb., 40s. dozen; shovels, 803. to 90a. dozen; drill hammers,

5id. to fid. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in. , 4s. fid.

;

24in., lOs. ; 30in., 14s.; .36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

The Lonely Mine.
The following Mrc ]5articulars oE the output of gold, etc..

for the Lonely Aline for the ni'orith of September :—Mill ran
717 hours; crushed 4,950 tons; lane gold recovered, 1,628'435
ozs., .value .€6,846 8s. 3d.;, slimes treated, 4,950 tons; fine

gold recovered, •2,954-431 ozs., value £1-2,424 2s. 3d.; total

fine gold, 4,582-866 ozs. ; tptal value, .£19.270 lOs. 6d:

;

profit, £9:2Q6 10s. 9d. .
'

.
•.

'

, . : '
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Gassel Coal Company, Ltd.

Notice of Special General Meeting.

NOTICE IS HERKBY GIVEJSi that a Special General Meeting

of Shaieholdeis in the CASSEL COAL COMPANY, LIMITED,

will be held in the Board Room, Lace Building, Fox Street, Johan-

nesburg, on the 18th DAY OF FEBRIIARY, 1919, at 11.15 o'clock

in tlie forenoon for the i)urpose of considering, and if deemed fit,

of approving, with or without modifications, and authorising the

Directors to" sign and execute with or without modifications and

carry into effect the following draft Agreement.—

The draft Agreement purports to be between a new Company

to be registered in the Transvaal and named CASSEL CLYDES-
DALE (SPRINGS) GOLD MINES, LIMITED, or by some other

suitable name, as Purchaser, of the first part, this Company and

the CLYDESDALE (TRANSVAAL) COLLIERIES, LIMITED, as

Vendors to the new Company, of the second part, and SIR ABE
BAILEY, K.C.M.G., M.L.A.", acting for himself and co-principals,

as Guarantors, of the third part.

By this Agreement the Vendors sell and the new Company pur-

chases two portions of the farm DAGGAFONTEIN No. 25, in the

District of Boksburg, for the price of 200,000 fully paidup £1

shares in the new Company, such price to be shared equally

between the Vendors. Each of the Vendors will subscribe for at

par 50,000 .shares of £1 each in the first capital of the new Com-
pany, payable 2s per share on application, the new Company not

to be entitled to call up more than 4s. per share (including the

initial 2s. per share subscribed) per annum, during a period of

two years from the registration of the Company. The Board of

the liew Company will create a further 150,000 new shares of £1

each and will offer one-half for subscription by shareholders of

the CASSEL COMPANY and of the CLYDESDALE COMPANY
respectively at par, payable in full on application.

The Board of the new Company will further create within a

period of twelve months after expiry of the period of the above offer

of shares a further 150,000 shares of £1 each, and each of the sub-

scribers to the first issue of 150,000 shares, shall have the option to

subscribe at par for an equivalent number of shares in the second

issue. The Board of the new Company may issue Bearer Certi-

ficates in respect of the above-mentioned option. The Guarantors

guarantee the subscriptions of both of the above-mentioned issues

of 150,000 shares.

In consideration thereof the Guarantors receive an option to

subscribe for further new shares in the Company not exceeding

500,000 in number at par during a period of five years from the

registration of the Company, and a further option to subscribe for

shares in the Company, not exceeding 500,000 in number at the

price of 22s. 6d. per share, during a period of seven years from

the registration of the Company. The Guarantors will assign to

the CASSEL COMPANY and the CLYDESDALE COMPANY
each a 5 per cent, participation in the above options, over two
issues of 500,000 shares each. The CASSEL COMPANY and the

CLYDESDALE COMPANY will nominate three Directors on a

Board of six, on the first Board of the New Company, the Chair-

man whereof shall have no casting vote until the capital thereof

has been increased beyond ^300,000, after such increase the

CASSEL COMPANY and the CLYDESDALE COMPANY shall

each be entitled to nominate two Directors on the Board. The
new Company will not increase its capital beyond ^£300,000 and the

guarantees and options would only become opei'ative if the
_
new

Company shall successfully carry out negotiations for obtaining

under Mining Lease from the government a sufficient area of

adjacent ground to constitute with the properties sold by the

Vendors, a workable mining proposition Should the capital of

the new Company not have been increased to ^£1,600,000 within

three years from registration of the Company or options not have

been granted within that period which when exercised would
bring the capital up to that sum, or if the property sold by the

Vendors shall not at that time have been otherwise dealt with,

either the CASSEL COMPANY or the CLYDESDALE COMPANY
may call upon the new Company to go into liquidation, in which
event each of those Companies shall receive back as far as

possible, the property sold by it to the new Company.

A copy of the draft Agreement will lie for the inspection of

shareholders at the Office of the Company. The Share Register

of the Company will be closed from the "7th to the 18th day of

February, 1919, inclusive.

I5v Order of the Board,

Johannesburg.
17th October, 1918.

T. L. DAY, SecrHanj.

Enemy Advertising.

Til is Journal is cornlucted in the interests of commercial

find technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, it«

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.

In his annual report for 1917 Sir E. !>. Brockman, Chief

Secretary of the Federated Malay states.

Tin Production says:—Leaving out of the question the

in F.M.S. paramount necessity of producing as much
tin as is required for war purposes, the

question of the future of the tin industry in this country is

one which deserves grave consideration. The tin deposits

of the- Federated Malay States are not inexhaustible, but

they have been and are being drawn upon at a very rapid

rate, and those who are responsible for the administration

will after the war have seriously to consider whether they

will best serve the interests of this country and of the

British Empire, and, indeed, the world generally, by

encouraging the more rapid exhaustion of the tin deposits,

or whether it will not be more prudent to adopt a policy

which will tend to conserve rather than promote the waste

of this valuable metal.

The largest and most varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

MRROWN IHU, MAIN STKEET,
• Pt^^yVi^* JOHANNESBURG.

Phone .ITTU. P.O. Box 1826. Tel. Address. " MAUBROWN."

JOHANNESBURG CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENT

COMPANY, LIMITED.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal).

Notice of General Meeting of Shareholders.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Ordinary General

Meeting of Shareholders in the above-named Company will be held

in the Board Room of the Johannesburg Consolidated Investment

Company, Limited, Consolidated Building, Fox Street, .Tohannes

burg, on TUESDAY', the 26th November, 1918. at 11 o'clock in the

forenoon, for the purposes following:

—

To receive and consider the Statement of Accounts and Balance

Sheet for the period ending the 30th June, 1918, and the

report of the Directors and Auditors thereon.

To elect four Directors in place of those retiring, in terms of

th<' C'ompany'.s Articles of Association.

To elect Auditors, and to fix their remuneration for the past

financial year, and to transact any other ordinary business

of the Comp.any.

By Order of the Board,

W II. MARDALL,
Secretary.

Johannesburg

30th September, 1918.
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Electrical

Supplies.

As from December 1st, Messrs. Bartle & Co., Ltd., of

Loveday House, are taking over tlie whole
of the electrical business Vhich was, until

recently, conducted bv the well-known
firm of R. H. Gould & Co., and Mr. R.

H. Gould joins the Bartle organization for the purpose of
managing this important new section of the Bartle business.
By wliat we already know of this new undertaking, it is

going to be a really big thing right from the word " Go,"
and knowing also something regarding the untiring energy,
the honest and very progressive methods of those who con-
trol the Bartle doings—to say nothing of the firm's unique
resources, makes it safe to predict that rapid strides in tlie

right direction will follow. The " Try Bartles First " habit
appears to be one that has become quite general and, inci-

dentally, quite worth while during these times of great
uncertainty the end of which is happily now in sight. Con-
sidering how successful Messrs. Bartles have been in the
meeting of mining and general engineering needs throughout
war-time, one cannot do other than imagine that it will be
a comparatively easy matter for this firm to reach success
limit in the meeting of these and electrical needs when
times are again normal.

# # * *

Mr. D. Christopherson announced at the meeting of the
Simmer and Jack last week that Captain

Two "Coldfields" Gordon White, the head oflice secretary

Men Cone. of the company, had died from wounds
received whilst fighting in Palestine

with the Cape- Corps. Conscientious, thorough and straight

as a die in all that he did, no matter whether it was in the

office or on the cricket field or in any line of life, deceased

had won the affection and respect of all. He had laid down
his Hfo, said Mr. Christopherson, in fighting for those very

principles which had moulded that splendid character. To
many his death meant more than the loss of a loyal and
trusted colleague : it meant the loss of a dear friend. To his

parents Mr. Christopherson was sure that the shareliolders

would wish him to convey their deepest sympathy. Gordon
White would long be remembered as a standing example of

a man for young South Africans, or for that matter any
other youngster, to live up to : a gallant soldier, a gentleman

and the very best of sportsman. Mr. G. H. Croote, jun.,

who was assistant to the late Capt. Gordon White, head

office secretary of the Simmer and Jack, died last week
from pneumonia. Mr. Croote was one of the most promising

of the younger members of the Consolidated Gold Fields'

staff. He was anxious to go on active service, but failed

to pass the medical examination. Having failed in that

direction, he did his best by taking on work and helping

in every way he could in the secretarial department in order

that others who were medically fit could go on active service,

only to die on the very day the sad news of his immediate

chief's death was received.

* * * *

The death occurred this week of Mr. C. A. Corder, at one

time Sectional Manager of the

The Late E.R.P.M. The late INIr. C. A. Corder

Mr. C. A. Corder. was born in the County of Surrey,

England, on April 2nd, 1883, and came

to this country with his parents some twelve or thirteen

years later; he was educated at St. Andrew's College,

Grahamstown, where he matriculated. In 1900 he joined

the mining classes of the South African College, and in due

course proceeded to Kimberiey and Johannesburg, where he

qualified as a mining engineer. The continuity of his studies

was broken by the advent of the Boer War, when he jomed

Nesbitt's Horse; he was mentioned in despatches, and when

on a visit to England about Christ?nas, 1902, received his

decoration from the hand of His ilajesty King Edward VII.

In 1905, on completion of his studies, he joined the

E R.P.M., Ltd., as a sampler, his outstanding abilities and

capacity for hard work soon brought him to the notice of tlie
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head officials, with the result that in 1909 he was appointed

one of the section managers, which position he held up to

February, 1917, .when, owing to ill-health, he decided to

give up mining as a profession and take up farming instead.

His farming operations were undertaken in the same keen

spirit which had marked his mining career, and at the date

of his death there were very few better known breeders of

pedigree Friesland cattle in the country. His death will

cause a gap very hard to fill among the breeders of pedigree

cattle. During" his long stay at the E.R.P.M., Ltd., he

endeared himself to everyone 'who came in contact with

him, and the news of his death came as a great shock to hiis

many friends on these mines. The sincere sympathies of

the men of these mines go out to the bereaved widow and

little ones in their great son-ow.

At the meeting of the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce
last week, the President (Mr. F. C.

Importance of Stun-ock) dealt as follows with the

Exchange Values, effects of recent war developments:—
His attention, he said, had been called

to the remarkable improvement that had taken place during

the last few weeks in the exchange value of the pound

sterling in the principal neutral countries. He thought

economists had as a rule generally regarded foreign exchange

rates as being a more or less mechanical index pointing to

a state of unbalanced trade, the rate fluctuating up or do\^-ll

in a more or less direct ratio to the swing of the trade. The
latest exchange figures quoted would appear to show that

exchange rates could be influenced by considerations of- an

entirely different kind, for it seems unlikely that in the

midst of a great allied offensive there had been any material

correction of the trade balance. The cessation of hostilities

in a manner favourable to the Alhes would apparently auto-

matically adjust all exchanges to their normal condition,

and this fact should not be lost sight of by those whose

business it was to indent from neutral and allied territory.

The probability was that cargoes on the water had already

been affected by these changed conditions and doubtless the

depreciation of values in the aggregate for this country alone

would total to a large figure. The ultimate abolition of war
risk insurances and the gradual correction of freight rates

to their economic level would tend in a like direction, and
this further emphasised the necessity for caution on the part

of commerce generally at this time.

Of late the question of introducing a decimal basis of

currency into Great Britain has been
The Decimal widely discussed, and with a view ' to

System. placing the country on a par with all other

civilised countries a measure was recently

introduced into the House of Lords by Lord Southwark.
The scheme then suggested was considered by many people

to be unworkable, and was not even carried to a division.

Whether the decimal system will ever be introduced 'into

Great Britain remains to be seen, though in view of the

appointment of a Eoyal Commission consisting of twenty-
two members it would appear that a decision upon this

important subject has probably been shelved for several

years. The Commission consists of Lord Emmott (Chair-

man), Lord Southwark, Lord Faber, Lord Ashton of Hyde,
Lord Leverhulmc, Sir Eichard Vassar Vassar-Smith, Sir

Joseph Larmor, Sir George Groydon Marks, Sir Alfred
William Watson, and Messrs. Jolin Westeiman Cawston,
Sydney Armitage Smith,' Charles Godfrey, James Bell,

Joseph Burn, Harold Cox, George Hayhurst, Theodore
McKenna, Geoffrey Marks, James Francis Mason, Albert
Smith, George Murray Smith, and Gilbei-t Christopher Vyle.

According to the terms of the reference the Commission
•is to consider and report whether it is advisable to make
any changes in the denominations of the currency and
money accoimfc

, of the United Kingdom with a view to

placing them on a decimal basis. Further, if, an alteration

of the present system is recommended the Commission is

requested to decide whether it is desirable to adopt, with
or without modification, the proposals embodied in Lord

Southwark's Bill or some other scheme, and, in the latter

alternative, to make specific recommendations for con-

sideration by Parliament.
tT ^f ^f ^V

The Morning Post states that negotiations are proceeding

for the formation of a purely British

British Company company with a capital of five millions for

to Work Ores, the purpose of conducting business con-

nected with the winning and treatment of

i ores and the disposal of metalhc products. The company
will chiefly concern itself with copper, tin, lead and anti-

mony, and it is proposed to include the Australian output.
TP W W "TT-

At the Eldorado, in the twelve months to March 31 last a

smaller tonnage was crushed, and as,

Eldorado Banket, owing to war conditions, expenses rose

Is. 8d. per ton, the working profit showed
a substantial diminution. This can be seen from the fol-

lowing figures:—Gold, 1918 £114,0J1, 1917 £123,964;
miscellaneous income, 1918 £2,362, 1917 £2,599; total,

1918 £116,373, 1917 £126,563; working profit, 1918 £51,297,

1917 £63,358; investments and cash, 1918 £48,026, 1917

£47,607; gold reserve, 1918 £9,765, 1917 £11,340; creditors,

etc., 1918 £7,572, 1917 £10,655. Apparently the company
has disposed of its War Loan and increased its cash, but

the total of the items as shown exhibits only a very slight

difference. The gold reserve was drawn upon to some
extent. The development position is very disappointing, for

although a considerable amount of work was done at the

20th and 21st levels, the deepest part of the mine, results

were so poor that operations were discontinued. Some
compensation was found in excess ore, which yielded 28,085

tons. The reserve, however, has fallen to the very low

figure of 31,790 tons, averaging 99 dwts. Unless some
encouraging discoveries are made the end of the mine is

clearly in sight, for the length of the ore shute, never great,

has become less in depth.
* # * *

The Government G'lzette announces that in terms of the

Public Welfare and Moratorium Act, His
Price of Paraffin. Excellency the Governor - General has

approved of certain changes in the prices

to be charged for paraifiu, so that the following shall be

the maximum prices to be charged for 150 degrees paraffins

:

Price to the retailer: At Capetown, Port Elizabeth, East
Loudon, and Durban : 19s. net per case of two tins, each

containing four and one-sixth impei-ial gallons, or 23s. 6d.

per case of 10 tins, each containing five-sixths of an imperial

gallon. At places in the Union other than those above-

mentioned : The above prices for the quantities quoted,

plus railage and transport charges. Price to the consumer

;

At Captown, Port Elizabeth, East London, and Durban, and
all centres less than 400 miles from any of these ports

:

20s. 6d. per case of two tins, each containing 4J imperial

gallons, or 10s. 3d. for one such tin, or 25s. per case of ten

tins, each containing five-sixths of an impeinal gallon, or

2s. 8d. per tin of five-sixths of an imperial gallon, plus railage

and transport charges. At" places in the Union 400 miles or

more from the nearest of the above-mentioned coast ports

:

20s. 9d. net per case of two tins, each containing 4J imperial

gallons, or 10s. 6d. per one inch tin, or 258. 3d. per'catje

of ten tins, each containing five-sixths of. an imperial gallon,

or 28. 8d. per tin of five-sixths of an imperial gallon, plus

railage and transport charges. Both retailers' and cou-

Bumers' prices above-mentioned to include cases and tins.

The maximum prices for 125 degrees of paraffin, to.be three-

pence (3d.) per case less than the above, and other prices

to be proportionately reduced. In the case of a fraction of

a penny arising the price charged to be to the nearest penny
per case or tin. Bottle prices for paraffin (consumer to

supply the bottle): At Capetown, Port Elizabeth, East
London, and Durban: Fivepence per one-sixth of- an
imperial gallon. At places in the Union other than those

above-mentioned : Sixpence per one-sixth of' an Impertal

gallon.- With the exception of the above-quoted nqjeriidment

Government Notices Nos. 1004 and 1271, dated Augiist 14th,

1918, and September 17th, 1918, shall be read as one with

this notice.
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The following cable was dispatched this week to the London
office of the Bantjes Consolidated Mines,

The Bantjes to Ltd.:
—

" Directors regret to announce on
Close Down, the advice of the consulting engineer they

have decided to discontinue mining and
milling operations at an early date. The prevailing high
costs due to the war make continuation of operations impos-
sible for the time being without incurring heavy losses. The
incline shaft -is now about 50 feet below the 18th level.

Reporting on the values obtained below tlie 16th level the
consulting engineer states :

' In a few places where the
South Eeef and Main Reef have been exposed po values
have been found, although there are good values over short
stretches exposed in the Main Reef Leader. On the whole
the disclosures are discouraging and there is little hope of

blocking out any quantity of payable ore for stoping in the
immediate vicinity of the shaft. On the immediate east

the incline reef is cut off by dykes and faults and any further
exploration on this side will take considerable time and
money. On the west side all evidence is against proving
payable values, except for a short distance just west of the
shaft. To continue this shaft in depth and to test new
areas by extensive development is the only method of

getting into a new payable patch and whether such is likely

to be met is impossible for anyone to forecast-' The con-
sulting engineer points out that during the nine months
current year about 136,000 tons mined from reserves were
on hand at the commencement of the year, the limit of

payability to meet present day costs has had to be raised

to 5^ dwts., which has had the effect of eliminating a large

tonnage for the time being from payable reserves, that there

is now immediately available and accessible to the incline

shaft about 95,000 tons of the value of 6'3 dwts., that and
remaining tonnage which includes blocks scattered through-
out the mine would probably average in the neighbourhood
of 5^ dwts. To attempt to work from this diminished
reserve will so restrict the output that heavy losses will be
made. Further, if the mine continues working after the

end of the current year an additional sum of about £15,000
to £20,000 will be required for the renewals of plant and
equipment, surface and underground, which expenditure he
does not recommend. The date for actually stopping milling

is uncertain, but it will be before the end of the year. As
the future of the mine is so dependent upon the values
obtaining at a lower depth than the present workings, the
directors have entered into an arrangement with the Con-
solidated Main Reef Company, on the Bantjes eastern

boundary, under which an exploratory drive will be extended
from the Consolidated Main Reef western boundary to the
point where the Bantjes incline shaft would intersect it

about three levels below the 18th level. This drive will be
on the leader, and will thoroughly test the large stretch of

reef measuring 3,500 feet, and will enable the South Reef
to be prospected on the same horizon. The terms agreed
to by the Bantjes permits the Consolidated Main Reef to

mine ore contained in a strip of claim area situate on the
Bantjes eastern boundary, approximately 26 claims, for

which right the Consolidated Main Reef is to pay Bantjes
a royalty of la. 6d. per ton of ore sent to the crusher station,

Consolidated Main Reef agreeing to put in the drive referred

to on behalf of this company at cost price. The first 1,000

feet of this drive will pass through claim area leased by the
Consolidated Main Reef, and will be paid by that company.
Under the best conditions a period of three years is neces-

sary to complete the drive to the Bantjes incline, and the

values obtained will have an important bearing on what the

future development work, if any, is to be undertaken. The
ground leased is quite inaccessible to the Bantjes at present.

The financial position of the company on the 30th Septem-
ber is:—Cash on hand, £6,080; cash assets, stores, sundry
debtors, £31,583; total, £37,663. This excludes the Rand
Mines Power Supply Company's compressor account.

Whilst it is hoped the revenue derived from the 26 claims

leased to the Consolidated Main Reef will be sufficient to

meet the cost of the exploratory drive, it is evident that

the assets at the company's disposal are sufficient to enable

the company to provide for cost should this hope not be

realised. Fuller information will be given in the quarterly

report, which will be iBSued io a few days."

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

A GOLD CONFERENCE.
Four notable things were brought out at the meeting of the
leading gold producers of America, who assembled at Reno-,
Nevada, on August 12, 13 and 14, in response to a call

issued by the Governor, i\Ir. Emmet D. Boyle. These
things were a unanimity of opinion that go!d mining will

almost wholly cease unless Government assistance be
extended at an early date; that the gold miners, as the
producers of the monetary metal, are opposed to any change
in the existing standard on which currency and credits are
based ; that the Government has definitely placed gold
mining on the list of preferred industries as an essential for

war finance; and that the working men appreciate their

relation to the industry as partners in the production of

gold. The attitude of the -delegates to the (.'onferenee is

expressed in the following resolution

:

^Whnreas gold production in the United States has declined from
$101,000,000 in 1915, to $84,000,000 in 1917, with a still greater decrease
now taking place, tho production of California alone having declined
$3,000,000 in the first si.x months of the present year. And whereas
th's" decrease is principally due to the increased cost and shortage o!
labour and material, the price of gold, as our standard of value, being
fixed by law at the invariable figure of $20'6718 per ounce,
th'is boing the only impoitant product which has not obtained an
increased market price due to the present war conditions. And whereas
und^r present conditions capital cannot be obtained for gold mining,
but is generally being withdrawn wherever possible from the said
industry. And whereas, on account of the increased cost of production,
with no increase at all in the market price of their product, many
mines have been forced to cease operations in tho last six months,
many others are now running at a lose, and are about to be closed
down or abandoned, and from their nature will require years to be
reopened, so that a large portion of the gold mining industry is now
threatened with extinction. And whereas a war emergency exists,
which we are advised by our Government necessitates the maintenance,
and. if possible, the increase of gold production in the United States,
as of next importance after food and war munitions, being of vital
importance as a basis for our continually expanding credits, which are
necessary boih for the financing of the war and for reconstruction after
the war. And whereas the gold resources of the United States are
adequate to maintain our former production, and to afford under
proper encouragement a substantially increased production : Now there-
fore be it resolved that it is the sense of this meeting that of all the
various measures which have been suggested, the following will bo the
most effective in maintaining and encouraging the production of gold
in tho United States, namely, relief by the United States to the gold
producers of this country to correspond with the increased cost of
production, the extent of such relief to be fixed from time to time to
meet changing conditions; but nothing contained in these resolutions,
as passed, is to be construed as meaning an intention to alter the
amount of gold in tho dollar, nor to place a premium upon gold.

The emphasis laid upon the maintenance of sound
money, as seen in. the last paragraph, will meet with the
appreciation of bankers and financieis, and will accord with
the desires of Secretary McAdoo to fc;;ter the production of
gold for the purpose of broadening the foundations of
national finance. All doubt as to the exact position of gold
in the priority classification was removed by a telegram
from Mr. E. B. Parker, Priorities Commissioner, in answer
to a request from the Conference for a statement on that
point. His reply was: "The following resolution was
adopted by the Priorities Board. Be it resolved by the
Priorities Board that gold mining is an essential war indus-
try, and the powers of this Board be so exercised as to
accord to such industry preferential treatment in the supply,
not only of tools, machinery, and equipment, but in the
transportation service, fuel, and labour supply." This
means that, so far as labour is concerned, the employees at
gold mines will be in the deferred classes under the draft,
and will not be subject to call except in the event of a
serious need, which is not likely to arise. It is

evident that the movement for aiding the gold miners
has been crystallized under conditions that should
ensure public favour. With tho expectation of being able
to co-operate with the mining associations of the several
States, and recognising that the leading gold mines of the
country were represented at the meeting, a permanent
organization was effected under the national title of the
American Gold Conference; and it is not too much to say
that the results of its efforts will be watched no less keenly
in South Africa than in America,
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POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF ZAAIPLAATS TIN.

The consulting engineer's report on the Zaaiplaats Tin

for last year is as follows:—The main outstanding features

which have been responsible for the very successful opera-

tions during the past year have been: (1) The continued

production of high-grade ore from the No. 13 section. Very

satisfactorv and extensive development of the ore body on

steeply dipping fissure planes has increased the number of

ore be'aring faces, by which means it is possible to augment

the output. The prospects in this section are very encourag-

ing. (2) The connecting of the deep level portion of the

No. 13 section by means of a transfer level to the No. 6

main incline. This resulted in better efficiency and lower

mining costs and a considerable saving in transport and

hauling charges. (3) The complete success of the smelting

operatfons. The production of high grade metallic tin at a

moderate cost, which has been sold at a considerably greater

profit than you would have obtained had the concentrates

been disposed of by the usual methods. The acquisition by

the company froiri the T.C.L. of a considerable area of

ground in the Zaaiplaats Valley, which, after testing, was

found to contain a large payable tonnage of tin bearmg

alluvium, should when worked, add considerably to the

company's profits. The treatment of this ground is about

to be st^irted. Despite active boring and prospecting opera-

tions, no new discoveries of importance (with the exception

of the " pipe " located in the connecting drive, referred to

in the manager's report) were made during the year.

Several promising sections are at present closed down due

to shortage of native latx)ur. The mine continues to be run

on economical lines, and working costs may be considered

satisfactory.

Manager's Report.

The manager writes:—No. 5 section: Work was carried

on in No. 5 throughout the year with indifferent results.

Most promising conditions exis't at all times in the face but

no permanent improvement in the ore body has taken place.

Development is being continued and a small tonnage of pay-

able ore is obtained from time to time. No. section:

Flooding of the working section caused the suspension of

work here during the last wet sea-son. Subsequently the

shortage of native labour prevented the reopening of the

section. Prospects in No. 6 although comparatively poor

are by no means liopeless, and it is intended to restart work

when conditions are suitable. No. 13 section. Develop-

ments in No. 13 were highly satisfactory throughout the

year. The ore body conforms roughly to the plane of the

fissure and is inereusing in size and value. A new and

satisfactory feature is the continued steep dip of the ore

body. T.C.L. lease : Several small discoveries of ore were

made in the early part of the year before shortage of labour

caused the suspension of work, wliich has not yet been

resumed. General : The connection was established betv.^een

Nos. 6 and 13 with great benefit to the ventilation, transport

of ore and general efficiency. All ore from No. 13 is now

being trammed through this connection. A small pipe was

discovered in the connection drive. This has not yet led

to the establishment of a new ore body, but the existence

of a strong ring and other characteristics, coupled witli the

situation'of the body, marks the occurrence as one of great

potential value. Exploration and prospecting: A series of

holes were bored on the pegmatite line in the hope of

proving the existence of new bodies similar to those on the

T.C.L. lease. Results were negative. Alluvial treatment

was closed down after all payable alluvium in the Zaai-

plaats portion of the valley was exhausted. Small deposits

of alluvial ground on the hillsides remain to be exploited.

Milling and concentrating : No fvirther work was accom-

plished with the Mauss centrifugal separator owing to the

difficulty in obtaining spare parts under war conditions.

These parts are, however, shortly expected to arrive. Ex-

periments were conducted with various types of slime

concentrating devices with a view of replacing the existing

slime plant which is worn out. A temporary arrangement

• has been made pending the return of normal conditions.

Smelting: A one-ton reverberatory furnace was completed
in October, 1917, followed by a second furnace of the same
capacity in June. Excellent results have been obtained

from these furnaces and no difficulty is experienced in pro-

ducing metal of high quality at moderate cost. 543'35 tons

of concentrate averaging 70'4 per cent, metallic tin was
smelted. The production of refined metal was 328' 4 tons,

while there is a large quantity of slag on hand estimated
to contain 5028 tons of recoverable tin. Water supply

:

18-73 inches of rain fell on 77 days. 02,789,000 gallons of

water was pumped from the Sterk River. The pumping
station was damaged by floods caused by the excessive rains.

An 8 in. borehole was sunk near the mill whence a useful

supply of water is obtained when necessary. No shortage

of water was experienced during the year. Machinery,
plant and buildings : No additions were made to the plant

with the exception of the smelting furnaces above referred

to. Floods gave considerable trouble during the wet season

with the result that maintenance charges were very heavy
for a time. Native labour; Tre average number at work
was 450 as compared wiih 514 during tlie previous year.

Labour was scarce throughout the year owiug to eft'ects upon
the native of & good harvest and the large sums circulated

by returned members of the Native LabourCorps. In normal
years labour is plentiful from February to September. The
average cost per native shift, after including all charges,

was 23. 06d., an increase of 25d., as compared with the

previous year. Valley alluvial : A section of ground lying

in the Zaaiplaats Valley was prospected under option from
the T.C.L. Company. A large tonnage of high grade

alluvium was proved and an area of 2775 acres was e\;entu-

ally purchased by the company. Preparations are being

made for the treatment of this ground on a large scale- A
temporary plant is expected to be in running order in

November next. Tonnage statement : Tons mined during

the year, 19,524 short tons; waste sorted (125 per cent.),

2,446 short tons; sent to mill, 17,078 short tons. Ore
reserve : Payable residues available for treatment, 5,780

short tons. No residues were treated during the year owing

to the labour shortage. Ore treatment : Days run (15

stamps 24 hour basis 124'7 days), 303; duty per stamp, 9-1

tons; tonnage treated—current ore, 17,078 short tons;

alluvium, 5,494 short tons; assay value cun-ent ore, 2'8 per

cent. M.T. approx. ; assay value alluvium, 01 per cent.

M.T. approx. ; concentrate produced—ex current ore, 517

long tons; alluvium, 4 long tons; total, 521 long tons;

concentrate purchased during year, 25' 1 long tons; assay

value of concentrate produced, 70'5 per cent. M.T.-; refined

metal produced, 785,609 lbs. Working costs, revenue and
profits: Working revenue, £116,294 2s. 6d., or 1368. 2-2d.

per ton treated; working costs, £50,650 18s. 4d., or 59s.

3-7d. per ton treated; working profit, £65,643 4s. 2d., or

76s. 10-5d. per ton treated. It will be observed that the

cost per ton treated, 59s. 3-7d., bears no comparison with

that of the previous year, owing principally to the lower

tonnage treated. The lower tonnage is accounted for by the

suspension of residue treatment and the T.C.L. lease work
from which a large and cheaply won tonnage is usually

obtained.

^-'—-^
'RIVERSEA' PAINT

The Beit for Africa.

Quite different from all other paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
EJastic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for

Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for

damp, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands vary
high temperaturea of superb lated

steam.

Solo Kanufacturers

:

The 0AS8ON OOMPOSITIONS Oo. Ltd.

Three Seas Brand. rumam, London, Bnguod.
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LATEST RE i URNS FROM THE " C M.S." GROUP.

Quarterly Reports of Brakpan, Springs and Daggafontein Mines.

Brakpan Mines.

In their report for the quarter ended September 30 the

directors of the Brakpan Mines state:—The linear develop-

ment for the quarter amounted to 4,099 feet, of which 2,485

feet were on reef averaging 804 dwts. over a reef width

of 3865 inches. Of the footage on reef, 1,050 feet, equiva-

lent to 42'3 per cent., were in payable areas and averaged

16'78 dwts. over 35'92 inches. No. 3 circular shaft : During

the quarter work in connection with the cementation procests

was continued at this shaft. No. 4 circular shaft : In the

first week of the quarter a distance of 12 feet was sunk

when a flow of water was encountered. The cementation

process has since been successfully applied, and sniknig

operations were resumed towards the ena of the quarter, the

footage accomplished amounting to 6 feet. The footage

sunk for the period under review was therefore 18 feet,

making the total depth at September 30 V09 feet. Capital

expeuaituro incurred during the quarter amounted to

432,934 9s. 7d. Since the latter part ot September mining

operations have been seriously atlected by tue prevailing

epidemic of Spanish inuuenza. A iaige percentage ot tue

wUite and native employees contracted ine muiauy, but

fortunately the majority ot ttie case^ were of a mud nature.

It 13 hoped that labour conditions will now rapiuiy becuiue

normal.

Springs Mines.

The linear development for the quarter amounted to

4,800 feet, of which 3,245 feet were on reel averaging lybu
dsvts. over a reel wiutn of 2245 inches. Of the luoiage on
reef, l,«o6 feet, equivalent to 572 per cent., were in pu^ubie

areas and averagau labO dwts. over 3004 inches- No. 3

shatt : Sinking operations were resumeu, tne total de^jtn

reached at the end of the quarter being 192 feet, of which
lb3 feet are timbered. Six per cent, mst mortgage deben-

tures : In terms of the trust deed, the hrst anauai drawing
of debentures took place at the head oltiee on August 3i,

1918, when debentures of the nommai value of i;l7,iiU were
drawn for redemption at par, being one-tenth of those out-

standing at April 1, 1918. The numbers drawn for redemp-
tion were duly advertised in London and Johannesburg in

SAFETY FIRST.
iiiiiiM<ri
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Projecting Set Screws, Clamps, etc., on revolv-

ing shafting is a constant danger to workmen
and the cause of many accidents, which can be

entirely prevented by installing

WARD'S PATENT SAFETY
AND ADJUSTABLE COLLAR.

Cam Shafts, Tub Mill S afts,

and Line Shafting a Speciality.

Agents: GEO. STOTT & CO., Ltd.,
Engineers, Johannesburg.

attordance with the trust deed, and ceased to bear interest
from September 30, 1918. During the period under review
debentures of the nominal value of £6,820 were purchased.
During the quarter, expenditure on lease area capital
account amounted to i;53,165, leaving an unexpended
balance at September 30, 1918, of £99,136. Since the latter
part of September mining operations have been seriously
affected by the prevailing epidemic of Spanish influenza. A
large percentage of the white employees and practically all
the native employees contracted the malady, but fortunately
the majority of the cases were of a mild nature. It is hoped
that labour conditions will now rapidly become normal.

Daggafontein IMiNE.9.

During the quarter No. 1 shaft was devvatered and the
station recovered, while the dewatering of the main incline
was also proceeded with. The cutting of the pump chamber
and surnp at the bottom of the shaft was resumed, and the
installation of the pump column was taken in hand. A
breakdown of one of the smaller winding-engines, however,
somewhat interfered with the progress of the work. During
the early part of the quarter No. 2 shaft was sunk a further
37 feet, making the total depth 682 feet, of which 667 feet
are timbered. A distance of 163 feet having been sunk in
the cemented zone, sinking was temporarily discontinued,
and a start was made with the cementation of the lower
portion of the dolomite series. Since the end of the quarter
sinking has again been resumed. The Rand Water Board
purchased 88,495,000 gallons of water during the quarter.
With reference to the option granted to the Daggafontein
Gold Mining Co., Ltd., to take up 134,126 shares in Dagga-
fontein Mines, Ltd., at par, for three years from March
28, 1916, the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Trea-
sury have intimated that they will raise no objection to the
allotment and issue by the London Committee of Dagga-
fontein Mines, Ltd., to the option holders, of the shares
for which they have the right to subscribe, provided that
the money received in payment of such shares is invested
in National War Bonds in the name of the National Bank
of South Africa, and that an undertaking is furnished by
that bank that such bonds will not be disposed of during
the continuance of the war and of one year thereafter, with-
out their Lordships' authority. The directors have accepted
these conditions, and during the quarter 1,205 ordinary
sliares of £1 each have been allotted in respect of options
exercised in London. The issued capital of the company
has consequently been increased by £1,205, and now stands
at £699,238.

The largest and raost varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

M. BROWN WU, MAIN SIKEET,
i_^^l__E!£!L2±IIil: JOHANNESBURG.

Phone.5770. P.O. BoH826. Tel. Address. "MAnBROWN."
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THE YEAR WITH GLYNN'S LYDENBURG.

Points from the Annual Reports.

The consulting engineer's report on the Glynn's Lydenburg

for the year ended July 31,- 1918, is as follows:—Tlil

features of the year's work, together with those of the

previous year are as follows : —Total tonnage milled, 1917

49,832, 1918 46,964; yield per ton milled, 1917 39s. 90d.,

1918 37s. 9-5d. ; working costs per ton milled, 1917 24s.

10-3d., 1918 269. 7-5d.; profit per ton milled, 1917 14s.

10-7d., 1918 lis. 20d.; profit, 1917 £37,103, 1918 £26,235;

sundry revenue, 1917 £4,055, 1918 £3,605; ore reserves,

1917 109,126 tons, 1918 138,928 tons; ore reserves (value),

1917 8-9 dwts., 1918 98 dwts. The revenue per ton is

considerably smaller than it was in the year ended 81st

July, 1917, and the working costs show a further increase,

chiefly due to the floods in January and to the increase in

price of stores. The yield of 37s. 9-5d. is not representative

of- the capabilities of the mine, and there is good reason to

expect improvement in this respect during the coming year.

The ore reserves show a material improvem-ent, both in

tonnage and value. This is due entirely to the Compound
Hill section, which is fulfilling the favourable opinion to

which reference was made last year. The reserves in this

section have increased from 19,911 tons of a value of 112
dwts. per ton to 55,113 tons of a value of 122 dwts. per

ton during the year. The extremely heavy rainfall durmg
the early part of 1918 had a very serious effect on the profits

and rendered it impossible to do any development in the

Werf Mynpacht for several months.

Manager's Report.

The manager, inter alia, writes:—The underground

operations comprised the foLowing :—Stoping : Top section.

Mill Hill, 6,450 tons; lower section, Mill Hill, 22,176 tons;

top section, South Hill, 1,905 tons; Werf Mynpacht, 14,322

tons; Compound Hill, 1,317 tons; total,' 46,170 tons.

Development work : Driving, raising and sinking : Com-
pound Hill, 5,233 feet; Werf Mynpacht, 1,503 feet; total,

6,736 feet. In addition to the above, 2,042 feet of driving

were done in opening up for stoping ground already partially

developed. 1,349 feet were also driven in the Werf Myn-
pacht section as a drainage drive. Ore reserves : The ore

reserves were re-estimated and re-valued as at 31st July,

1918, and were as follows :—Mill Hill section, 13,315 tons,

value 92 dwts. over 12-2. inches; Werf Mynpacht section,

70,500 tons, value 80 dwts. over 15-3 inches; Compound
Hill, 55,113 tons, value 122 dwts. over 131 inches; total

ore reserves, 138,928 tons, value 98 dwts. over 14-0 i'nches;

showing an increase of 29802 tons and 0-9 dwt. per ton in

average value, and 0'6 inch in width, compared with the

previous year. An allowance for waste has been made, so

that the above values represent, as nearly as possible, the

milling value of the ore. The working expenditure and

revenue account stood as follows:—Total revenue, £88,756

Is., or 379. 95d. per ton milled; total working costs,

£62,520 16s. 6d., or 263. 7-5d. per ton milled; working

profit, £26,235 43. 6d., or lis. 20d. per ton milled; sundry

revenue and interest, £3,605 3s. lOd., or Is. 6-5d.; total

profit, £29,840 89. 4d., or 12s. Sod. per ton milled. Werf

Mynpacht : Development operations have been very much
hindered " in this section by the exceptional continuous

soaking rains experienced during the greater part of the

year. The floods from underground springs finally put a

stop to all mining and development work for the last four

months of the year. A new drainage scheme is being carried

out now, and it is hoped very shortly to have this section

cleared of water. Upwards of 2 J million gallons of water

per 24 hours are bemg pumped from the mine. This new
drainage drive, about 1,800 feet long, will have 24-inch

reinforced concrete pipes for most of the way, followed by

18-inch pipes on a steeper grade. This should take any

water likely to be met with in the future, and prevent the

mine being completely flooded in case of stoppage o£ power.

For the purpose of this drive three new prospecting claims

were pegged. The Werf Mynpacht contributed 14,322 tons

of ore to the mill during the year, equalling 31 per cent.

Osborn Shaft : This shaft, on the block of 34 claims pegged
last year, had to be stopped on the 5th January owing to

water troubles. It had then reached a vertical depth of 196
feet. It is hoped to re-start this shortly. Mill Hill: This
section again contributed the largest portion of ore to the

mill, 28,626 tons being sent, or 62 per cent. Mill Hill will

have to give place to other sections very shortly, as the
tonnage in reserve is rapidly decreasing. South Hill : Very
little stoping was done in this section, only 1,905 tons, equal
to 4 per cent., being sent to the mill. Compound Hill:

Developnjent operations have been steadily pushed on in

this section with very encouraging results, but work has
been handicapped by want of native labour. The new mine
in this section has been connected to the mill by a tramline

over Mill Hill—a mile in length. This tramline was com-
pleted by the end of July, and ore is now being sent over

it to the Mill. A small quantity of ore, viz., 1,317 tons, was
sent to the mill via the old tramline through the top section

of Mill Hill, from the oldest portion of this mine. The old

tramline is being done away with, and the pillars of the

drive in Mill HiU through which it passed are being taken
out. 5,233 feet of development were completed in' this

section during the year. 165 new claims were pegged on
the southern extension of this section during the year. If

the reef continues payable through them, the mine should

have a long life. This prospect is encouraged by the fact

that good lode has been exposed on claims adjoining the

south boundary of the claims in question. The plant is in

good running order. A new plantation has been started and
80 acres of wattle trees planted during the year. The pld

plantations are looking well, and prove very useful for

yielding large mining timber, power line poles, etc. Native

labour during the year has been short, and the standard

of boys obtained very indifferent, greatly handicapping all

work during the year. In addition to the high price of all

stores, the working costs have been adversely affected

during the year by the large amount of dead work rendered

necessary in consequence of the flooding of the Werf
Mynpacht.

During a police case, at Wolverhampton it was stated that

there is an extensive traffic in sovereigns

Cold at a in Birmingham. A detective said as much
Premium. as 25s. 6d. was given by Birmingham

agents for a sovereign. It sounds big, but

becomes insignificant in comparison with the 1,000 per cent.

premium on gold which was the rule in one or two South
American republics not so very long ago.

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
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NATIVE RECRUITING CORPORATION : ANNUAL MEETING.

Review of the Native Labour Situation.

The sixth ordinary general meeting of the Native Recruiting

Corporation, Ltd., was held in the Council Chamber, Trans-

vaal Chamber of Mines, Johannesburg, on Mondaj', 28th

October, 1918. There were present : ^lessre. ¥. G. A.

Roberts (in the chair), W. Dalrymple, S. Evans, A. French,

F. R. Lynch, J. Munro, H. Newhouse, F. Raleigh, H. A.

Read, D. W. Rossiter, W. Ross, J. F. Rutherford, D.

Wilkinson, C. H. F. Jenner, and Harold Mayer (acting

secretary). In moving the adoption of the report and

accounts for the year, the chaii-man said :—The report and

accounts before you deal very fully with the work of the

Corporation during the period under review, namely, the

year ended 30th June, 1918, and I shall therefore only refer

to the more important features of it. During the year the

mines of members of the Corporation engaged 178,966

natives as compared with 191,004 during the previous year,

while the total number in the employ of members averaged

153,162 as compared with 164,730. The total expenditure

of the Coi-poration for these same periods was £365,786 and

£423,169 respectively, and the cost per annum of each unit

of strength in the employ of memberc as a whole works out

at' 47s. 9d. as compared with 51s. 4.\d.^for the preceding

financial period and 63s. l|d. for the year ended 30th June,

1916. I referred last year to the increase which was taking

place in the proportion of natives coming to the mines on

their own initiative, find it is gratifying to record that this

increase still continues, the proportion of such natives

among new arrivals from British South Africa—that is,

excluding local and East Coast natives—for the period under

yeview being 44 per cent, as against 42 per cent., 31 per

cent., and 22 per cent, respectively for pi^evious years.

The native labour force has again continued to be inadequate

throughout the year, the underground strength having

averaged only 74' 4 per cent, of the total underground com-
plements of members. On the other hand, and at the same
time as numerous other industries have been expanding and
absorbing more labour, the actual total requirements of

members on the present basis of working have increased

from 178,816 natives at the 1st October, 1915, to 205,651

at the beginning of this month, due largely to the increased

scale of operations on the Far East Rand where 44,886

natives are now employed as compared with only 31,536 on

the 1st October, 1915. The causes which give rise to a

continued shortage of native labour are both numerous and
complex, but there can be no doubt that the actions and
utterances of certain misguided individuals in attempting to

effect so-called reforms by creating industrial unrest and

perpetuating an apprehension of it has a most important

bearing on the matter; and it is high time that employees

generally realised the baneful influence which these persons

have upon the welfare of the mines and the community- as

a whole. I also referred last year to the urgent necessity of

increasing the productivity- of such native labour as is avail-

able. This necessity is now even more urgent, particularly

in view of the disoi^ahisation in the native labour supply

which will inevitably result from the present epidemic. The
recent favourable references by re&pousible leaders to the

success attending the extended use of drills' of the Jack

Hammer type on some of the mines show that considerable

improvements are being made, but much still remains to

be done, especially in the direction of increasing tlie

efficiency of the natives ; and in this connection it must be

borne in mind that, in common with Europeans, their

efficiency and earning capacity can be greatly increased by
proper education, supervision, an^ the more extended use

of modem methods and appliances. In i-egard to the health

of natives, during the period under review the nurnber of

days lost on all gold mines through sickness per thousand
natives per day was 6'85 as compared with 8'48 and 9'28

for previous years. During the year the Corporation's
Native Remittance Agency dealt, free of charge to the
natives, with 13,853 remittances amounting to JE53,058, an
increase of about £1,500 on the previous year. Some
months ago, with the concurrence of the Government and
to meet the wishes of the natives, the Corporation arranged
somewhat to elaborate this system, and natives can now
defer a portion of their earnings until their return to their

homes if they wish to do so. Under the arrangement with
the Government the suqjlus funds accumulating under the
system are invested in Treasury Bills, the interest on which,
after defraying the expenses connected with the system, will

be used for the general benefit of natives under direction of

a joint board comprising three representatives of the
Government and three representatives of the Coi-poration,

the Director of Native Labour being chairman. In reference

to the outbreak of typhus fever which was reported towards
the end of last year, the official returns issued by the

Department of Public Health show that up to the end of

June last there occurred in the Transkei and border terri-

tories about 5,000 cases and somewhat under 1,000 deaths,
including the death of six Europeans. The cleansing and
disinfecting station at Sterkstroom, which is being conducted
by the Corporation under arrangement with the Govern-
ment and the Chamber of Mines, was opened in November
last, since when natives and other coloured persons passing

through that place, whether they be coming to the mines or

not, have been cleansed and disinfected at the station; and
there can be no doubt that this precaution has largely con-

tributed towards preventing the spread of the disease not
only to the Witwatersrand but also to other areas. Up to

tjie beginning of this month over 83,000 persons had been
cleansed and disinfected. The station has worked smoothly
from the start, and those responsible for its establishment

and conduct are to be congratulated on the tactful manner
in which they have handled what was undoubtedly a diffi-

cult situation. The position in regard to the prevailing

influenza epidemic is, of course, serious, but owing no doubt
to the excellent arrangements which exist upon the mines
for the proper care of natives, the death rate has so far been
comparatively small, namely, about | per cent, of the total

number of natives employed. Up to the middle of the

present month there had occurred on the mines of members
about 50,000 cases, representing no less than 38 per cent,

of the total native labour force, but of these only 1,855 were
still on the sick list at the 22nd instant. It is too soon

to gauge the effect of the epidemic upon natives in the

Territories, and although in some parts the position appears

to be serious, it is being closely watched, and the Corpora-

tion is co-operating with the Government in dealing with

the matter. The report before you contains reference to

those of the Corporation's staff who have been wounded
or who have otherwise suffered in the war, and I have to

express our deep sympathy with the i-elatives of Pte. M.
Tully, who has been killed in action. Your staff in the head
office and in the various native territories have continued

to render most loyal service, and your thanks are due to

them. In fact, it is no exaggeration to say that the thanks

of the community are due to those of them, and to the

Native Affairs Department, whose better councils assisted

the natives in combating the pernicious influences which
worked to bring about an entirely unjustifiable strike in

July. On behalf of the Corporation, I wish to thank the

various Government Departments with which it comes in

contact, and especially the Native Affairs Department and
the Department of Pubhc Health. Your thanks are also

due to the Chamber of Mines and to the Advisory Com-
mittee of Consulting Engineers whose chairman has attended

the meetings of' your board, and to the mine managers and
compound managers. I now beg formally to move the

adoption of the report and accounts as submitted. The
report and accounts were adopted, and ^lessrs. Howard Pim
& Hardy were reappointed auditors for the eun-ent year.
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THE EXPLOITATION OF OUR MINERAL RESOURCES.

Review of the Opportunities Created by the War.

[By T. G. Trevor, A.R.S.M., Inspector of Mines, Pretoria.]

The exploitation of the mineral resources of South Africa

has been of such recent growth, and the expansion of the

gold, diamond, and coal industries has been so rapid and
so profitable that nearlj- all the available capital and energy

of the country has been devoted to these industries, and in

the past it has usually been only a matter of accident that

the presence of other minerals has been recorded. In the

last ten j'ears the profitable exploitation of the tin mines of

the Northern Transvaal and of the Messina Copper !Mine has

turned more attention to the question of base or rare metals,

but up to the outbreak of war it was the usual opinion that

the exploitation of base metals was only possible in the case

of very rich mines, favourably situated near a railway.

This opinion was undoubtedly strengthened by the reluct-

ance of the mining firms of Johannesburg to engage in other

business than in the gold, diamond, and steam-coal indus-

tries. Having their capital and attention fully occupied by
these, they were not particularly interested in other

minerals. (2) There is, however, evidence, both direct and
presumptive, that nearly every mineral of commercial
importance known occurs in the Union, but such evidence

as is published is scattered through hundreds of unindexed

publications or buried in the official files of the Mines
Department ; or more often still absolutely unrecorded

except in the memory of some prospector or miner who once

struck the mineral, but who, regarding it as of no value,

passed it by without development or record. (3) At the

present time inquiries are being made for all minerals of

economic use, and there is no doubt but that the war has

made a complete alteration in the mineral markets of the

world, and in the channels of supply to those markets, and
that this alteration will be permanent. // the Union o]

South Africa has any mijieral deposits of value, now is the

time to get into the market, and, once in the market, there

is no reason why it should ever drop out. (4) In the writer's

opinion, the Union of South Africa possesses a large number
of the commercially valuable minerals, and, it is highly

probable, possesses many of them in sufficient abundance to

be payable ; but it is in a very bad position to seize the

opportunity of obtaining the market for the reasons given

below. It is the object of this paper to call attention to

these reasons and to propose some steps towards overcoming

them.

II.

(5) Knowledge of the existence of any mineral being in

private hands, or if published being unindexed, it is impos-

sible for an inquirer to get in touch with any one capable

of telling him where he can obtain what he needs or who
can supply it. (6) Base metals being according to law,

except in certain cases in Natal, the absolute property of

the owner of the ground, it is not to the interest of any one

except the owner of the ground to disclose their presence

unless he has first made terms with that owner. The owners
are themselves usually absolutely ignorant of all matters

concerning minerals, and have a very inflated idea of the

value of a " prospect," demanding a prohibitive sum as

option money, as a preliminary before even allowing any
one to look for minerals on their fanns. The land com-
panies and big corporations, who hold so much ground in

the Transvaal, are in this respect every bit as exorbitant

as the most backveld farmers. (7) The real prospector is

very nearly extinct within the Union, and such as remain
and are called by that name are usually quite ignorant of

all minerals, except gold and diamonds. (8) When inquiries

are made for a mineral, the inquirers, in the first place,

need that mineral prepared for the market, and wish to

deal with some one not only capable of supplying it, but in

a position to enter into a contract to supply it in definite

quantities for a fixed period. (9) Mineral merchants in

England have from time immemorial been complete masters

of the situation, and have imposed what terms they pleased

on the sellers. In the past, whenever an attempt has been
made to market South African ores or concentrates in Eng-
land, the greatest difficulty has always been experienced

with the British ore merchants. These have invariably

thrown every objection in the way of new producers, mulct-

ing them for every impurity and charging them for examin-

ing ore even before offering to purchase it, and declining to

argue or to submit points of difference to arbitration, merely

stating " we are so and so, and if you are not satisfied you
can go elsewhere." Hamburg merchants did not do this,

nor did the Singapore Tin Smelters; these, on the other

hand, met their customers in every reasonable way, free of

charge, with the result that before the outbreak of war pro-

ducers of complex concentrates were sending their products

to Gennany, and all the tin mines shipping their cassiterit«

to Singapore. (10) Though there may be technical men in

Johannesburg and Pretoria who know the chemical proper-

ties and theoretical uses of the rarer minerals, there is no

authority that can be trusted to give an up-to-date and
trustworthy report on their economic possibilities, and
advice as to their practical value. (11) The general ignor-

ance of the pubHc on these matters opens a magnificent

field for the " wild cat " operator, and there is a distinct

danger that the base mineral industry may be discredited at

its inception by^this class of operator, unless some method
of protecting the public is devised.

III.

In the opinion of the writer there is no royal road to

overcome the above difficulties, but much might be done

to ease the grades by the adoption of the following sugges-

tions, some of which may be politically impracticable, but

any of which would help. (12) The appointment of a com-

petent technical officer of the Mines Department to index

and co-ordinate all the information possessed by the Govern-

ment as to mineral deposits and to collect any further

information as it becomes available. This is already being

done in the case of lime deposits by Mr. Wybergh, who is

specially detailed to the work. The Inspector of Mines,

Pretoria, is also engaged in collecting and codifying all the

available information possessed by the Government, but it

will be some time before the result of this work is available.
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In the meantime it is desirable that every one owning
deposits of minerals of unknown value for which he desires

an opening should communicate with the Inspector of Mines
for the district in which the deposit occurs. (13) It is

probably impossible to deal with base metals on private

farms in any other way than by disseminating information

as to their nature and value amongst the landowning popu-

lation. If some common-sense course of instruction in the

nature and occui-rence of minerals and their practical uses

were included in the curriculum of the farm schools, in a

similar manjaer that " nature study " now is in most town
schools, it would probably do a great deal to help in this

matter; but, of course, the result would not come into

action for several years. (14) As the attraction* of pros-

pecting on the proclaimed Crown lands of the country has

worn off, and no longer possesses the fascination which it

did in the early days, it is probaby impossible to reproduce

a race of prospectors similar to that which explored the

country for gold and diamonds in the past; but, in the

writer's opinion, sufficient attention is not given to pros-

pecting as an art in the curriculum of the mining schools.

A definite, if short, course on this subject should, he thinks,

be part of the training, and a certificate for theoretical

knowledge of it issued. The law which issues one licence

for precious stones, one for gold, and another for base

metals, is responsible for the popular idea in South Africa

that a prospector is only engaged in looking for one of those

minerals; as a matter of fact, a prospector looking for one

must have the others thrust on his notice, and it has been

the failure to appreciate this in the past that has caused

our present ignorance of our other mineral resources. (15)

The difficulty in No. 8 can only be overcome if the owners

of the minerals will take the trouble to learn what is required

by the market, and to prepare even a small quantity of the

mineral as a sample. It w^ould then be possible to obtain

a quotation for that sample, and they would know approxi-
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mately what the value of their product would be, should
they determine to work. .At the present moment the Mines
Department receives many samples, such as china clay,

etc., for which it is quite impossible to get a quotation. In
this connection it is most unfortunate that the Transvaal,
a country second to none in the world in mineral wealth,
should possess no museum of practical geology. The
materials for such a museum exist in the collections of the
Geological Survey, and the staff of that survey are com-
petent to arrange such a collection so as to be of immense
practical value, but, so far, lack of space prevents their

exhibiting the result of their work. Such a museum, if

properly arranged, should consist of exhibits of each mineral
and its products in various stages of production, so that the
man who believes he has china clay, or steatite, or any
other mineral for disposal, could see the ordinary form in "

which these minerals are found, the form in which they are
marketed, and the various products made from them,
together with the approxipiate prices which they command
on the market. Such an individual would then be in a
position to estimate whether the exploitation of his own raw
material was worth proceeding with, and similarly an
inquirer for minerals would be able, in such a museum, to

see such samples of South African minerals as had been
obtained and to find out where they occur, and who are the
owners of the deposits. (16) With regard to the difficulty

of dealing with the ore merchants in England, this will

probably be accentiiated after the war, when the disorganiza-

tion of its industries due to the war has placed German
competition temporarily or permanently out of the market,
and has given a virtual monopoly to the firms of the allied

nations. (17) The difficulty of obtaining competent advice

with regard to uncommon minerals may be met by sub-
mitting samples through the Mines Department to the
Imperial Mineral Bureau or to the Imperial Institute, but
the fact that the Mines Department is willing to do this

should be more widely known and taken advantage of. (18)

The protection of the public against " wild cat " flotations

is a difficult question. ' In the past the only method of

exposing these was the asking and answering of a question

in Parliament. Though " wild cat " flotations are capable

of doing immense harm, it is doubtful whether th6 public,

as such, desires protection against them. What the section

of the public most affected desires is a gamble; whether
the mine actually exists or not, it does not care. As, how-
ever, these flotations are capable of strangling an industi-y

at its birth, and preventing its growth at any time, it seems
necessary that the Government shovdd have some power
in the matter, even if it were only that of pubhshing the

report of the Inspector of Mines on the property without
fear of an action for damages or defamation. (19) Apart
from the suggestions given above for the easing of the diffi-

culties, the best method of dealing with the whole question

would be the formation of a strong corporation founded for

the purpose of encoiu'aging the production of minerals other

than gold, diamonds, and steam-coal in South Africa, and
prepared to a certain extent to finance such operations.

Such a corporation might be under Government auspices,

and favoured by Government, as the Land Bank is, though
not necessarily financed by it, or even protected by special

legislation. The Lancashire Cotton Spinners have such an
institution for encouraging the growth of cotton within the

Empire, and the suggested corporation might be on similar

lines. It would be in the position of being able to finance

the development of reasonable " prospects " and of getting

the best advice as to the requirements of the markets and
methods of preparation, and would be strong enough to deal

with the ore merchants on equal terms, and would, in fact,

be able to overcome most of the difficulties mentioned in

Section II.
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ASSAY SUPPLIES AND THE UTILISATION OF SOUTH AFRirANTMATERIALS IN ASSAY OFFICES.-II.
AttiLi^AN

I

Litharge.—A certain amount of silver-free litharge is

essential unless we are to be driven to the expedient of

parting all our assays, and incidentally doubling the

European staff. If litharge could be produced locally con-

taming silver in, moderate amount and evenly distributed,

one could determine its amount in a normal charge of flux

by running a blank on pure silica and then deduct this

amount from every assay bead before taking off the usual

10% + for silver in the bullion ; but I have too often found
that when litharge carries more than a trace of silver the

amount is distributed very irregularly, making the above
procedure impracticable. As it is quite unnecessary to use

silver-free litharge when the beads are to be parted before

weighing, care should be taken that the small amount of

such litharge that is available should be fairly distributed

amongst the mines, and should only be used when really

necessary. One rather hesitates to use commercial htharge,

fearing the presence of impurities variable both as to nature

and amount, such as barytes, zinc oxide, etc., which in

small amounts would affect the fluxing of the charges and
might call for an alteration of one's flux mixture every time

a new batch wtis purchased. Referring to Mr. Toombs'
remarks on using litharge as a tlux, I certainly think it

desirable to allow a little for the slag, and his presumption

that a 40 gm. button would be aimed at from a 5 A.T.

charge points to an attempt at economising in cupels and in

muffle space at the expense of a reasonable allowance for

the lead button. Beringer taught us to aim at 300 gm. to

40 gm. for a 50 gm. charge, and I am quite satisfied from

my 25 years' experience that 20 gm. is dangerously loiv for

a 2 A.T. (or, roughly, 60 gm.) charge. The 5 A.T. charge
I take to be lor the assay of a slime residue, and since we
are nowadays anxious to show up every trace of gold that

is possible it seems to me that a 60 gm. lead would be quite

small enough to aim at with, say, 50 gm. for the danger
limit. Personally, I aim at 50 gm. to 60 gm. for a 4 A.T.
residue, the flux mixture weighing about 10 A.T., and in

the ratio of six parts by weight of soda carbonate, four parts

htharge and one part fluxite. This gives about 106 gm.
litharge, of which about 66 gm. is used up for the lead

button, leaving 40 gm. to enter the slag. This could be
replaced by 20 gm. of soda carbonate, but at the expense
of the fluidity of the slag or else a considerably higher tem-
perature, prolonged fusion and more rapid wastage of

crucibles and furnace linings. For the other surface

samples with 2 A.T. charges I use about 5 A.T. of the same
flux mixture but aim at a proportionately larger lead, and
thus leave very little litharge in the slag. For mine
samples, however, I use a mixture of equal parts of soda
carbonate and litharge and one-eleventh of fluxite as before,

thus allowing a wider margin for errors of judgment in

adding flour or nitre, getting a heavier button instead of a

hard and sulphury one if too much flour or insufficient nitre

has been added.

Cuprous Chloride Solution.—In making up the cuprous
solution we have, for the past seven years at the New
Unified, been using commercial hydrochloric acid and com-
mon salt as supplied to the compound. This necessitates

filtering, but as the commercial sulphate of copper and
sodium sulphite seldom give a clear solution it is advisable

to filter in any case. The sodium sulphite is dissolved in

the minimum of hot water and filterod separately, then
cooled and mixed cautiously with the acid solution of copper
svdpliate and- common salt. We have not yet tried Mr.
Toombs' suggestion, to use copper sulphate, hydrochloric
acid and scrap copper wire only, and should be glad of a

statement from him of the quantities employed. I am sur-

prised at the inference that the cuprous chloride can be
retained in solution without the aid of common salt.

^ltnc .Icid.—Would it not be feasible for the Rand
Co-operative Smeltmg Works to procure from Vereeniaing
a suitable earthenware still and condenser, collect our weak
acid residues, diluted probably to about 1:5 at mo.st (care
being taken to keep the water wash out of the acid residue
jar) distil off the excess water containing, of course, a little
of the acid and re-sell to the mines the distillate of constant
composition the purity of which could be guaranteed if care
were taken on the mines to leave a little silver behind in
the acid, avoiding that is the addition of any trace in excess
of the chloride used in precipitation. A portion of the weak -

distillate coming over at first could be used for washing out
the residual silver nitrate from the still, these washings
being tested (after removal of the silver as chloride) for the
possible presence in remunerative quantities of platinum
and palladium. Commercial nitric acid might be used as

' make up," and all the requirements of the assay offices
be met by the reduction works. A motor lorry fitted up
with glass carboys might be employed to traverse the Reef,
east and west alternately to collect and deliver the acid. It
IS certainly a pity that such an expensive article should be
wasted as it is at present.

Sodium Carbonate.—The first samples of the local
carbonate of soda which were submitted to me contained a
rather large proportion of free carbonaceous matter which
gave us very large leads, a fault easily compensated for in
samples which call for the addition of flour, but very objec-
tionable in the case of pyritic samples which call for nitre
as it is always desirable to keep the latter down as much
as possible owing to its tendency to make the charges boil
over. I pointed out that almost all this impurity could be
removed by redissolving the soda ash, filtering through a
rough and ready filter, re-evaporating and calcining; and
that a httle higher price could be borne, if needed, to pay
for the extra treatment. I do not know if anything has
been done by the producers, but as we have only a very
small proportion of pyritic samples we have been using this
material without inconvenience t'or some time past.

Fuel.—A little economy I effected some six years ago
may be worth recording. By keeping an extra muffle door in
use I do all the parting without any cost for heat either with
primus or other burner or electric heater. A muffle door
showing a good red heat over, say, half its inner surface is
replaced by the spare one and carried into the parting room,
laid cooler side down on a suitable non-conducting support
and propped up, if necessary, so that the hot side or top
IS level. A frying-pan, preferably of aluminium, is placed
on it and the porcelain crucibles as the 1:2 nitric acid
is poured into- them are placed one after the other in a
spiral thereon, commencing on the margin and proceeding
in clockwise direction towards tlie centre. A few moments'
pause after the crucibles are filled and in situ suffices for
heating the acid and beads are flattened and transferred to
them in due order. When the brick is a bit too hot and
the action becomes violent the frying-pan is lifted for a
moment and three little pieces of asbestos board placed on
the brick to keep the frying-pan from contact with the hot
surface. The handle of the frying-pan should be cut to a
length of about 5 in. and ha\e some asbestos cord wound
round it and made secure so that it can be*'easily handled.
When the acid treatment is considered sufficient, distilled
water is run in preferably by syphoning over from a Win-
chester quart bottle placed on an adjacent shelf. The
slightly cooled and diluted acid is poured off; the empty
crucibles being placed in turn on the working bench prefer-
ably on a square of asbestos hoard in the same spiral fashion.
Wash water is run on and again poured off and the empty
crucibles replaced on the frying-pan, covered with a large
filter paper and left about five minutes to dry, then trans-
ferred to an annealing tray and annealed in a suitable
muffle, preferably one reserved for this work, heated to a
fair red and having the slit at the back closed to avoid
drawing dust-laden air over the crucibles.
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Stewart Hood, Crawford Munro,—Iitiproyements in "water
blasts " for use in mines.

Edward Hale Belden.—Improvements in and relating to spring

suspension for vehicles.

Alexander Runciman Foyer.—A new or improved shower bath
apparatus.

Noel Yeo Robertson and Herbert Moss.—Improvements in mount-
ings for light percussive drills.

Noel Yeo Robertson and Herbert Moss.—Devices for supporting
rock-drilling tools.

William John Smith.—A method for obtaining potassium bitrar-

trate from argol.

Frank Ale.xander Poole.—The manufactu'c of farmer's and
gardener's grubbing hoes out of metal tube and tube cuttings.

Ciiarles Algernon Parsons.—Improvements in carbon glands.

Arthur Francis Berry.—Improvements in or relating to electric

heat radiators.

Isaac Benjamin Jeffries (known as Isaac Benjamin).—An improved
air tube for pneumatic tyres and process of manufacturing the

same.
The Menco-Elma Syndicate, Ltd.—Improvements in or relating

to change speed gearing.

Abraham Davis.—An improved construction of buildings such

as flats and like residential structures.

Ulysses A. Garred.—Improvements in combustion processes and
apparatus for smelting ores and other purposes.

Ernest Alfred Henry Weaver.—Improvements in candle holders.

Alfred George Newkey Burden.—Improvements in machines or
apparatus for reducing or disintegrating minerals and similar

materials.

Harry Cohen.—Motor tractor for agricultural and other pur-
poses.

Comper Gray.—An iriiproved combined account form and en-

velope.

Jean Stephanus Rochelle de Villiers and Julius Lewis Prager^

—

Petrol filter for internal combustion engines.

Seguin Fisher.—Improvements in mounting and feeding rock
drills.

Frederick Ward.—Improvements in brooms.
Ralph Lindekvist Wilson.—Impx-ovements in locknuts.
Oliver Reece.—Improved process of treating ore concentrates,
fines, slimes, dust, and the like.

Chisholm Roy Bro^^n and Herbert Henry Hinds.—Improvements
in churns.
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Herbert Ivor Birch.—The Birch stopemeter.
Marks Prechner.—A natui'al cooling chamber.
Harry Hubert Roe.—New or improved locking device for water
meters, gas meters, pressure gauges, time recorders, handcuffs,
motor car hood fasteners, bicycles and the like.

Hyraan Buirski and Hyman Ospovat.—Improvements in brackets
for wood combination beds or the like.

Standard Oil Company.—A process of treating residue of
petroleum distillation to obtain low boiling hydiocarbons and
asphalt.

"

.

Standard Oil Company.—A process of treating residue of
peti'oleum distillation.

Standard Oil Company.—Improved process of treating liquid
hydro-carbons for the production of hydrocarbon of lower
boiling points.

Standard Oil Company.—Improved process of and apparatus for
converting petroleum of a high boiling point into petroleum of a
lower boiling point.

Standard Oil Company.—Improvements in or relating to
petroleum distillation for the production of low- boiling-point
hydro-carbons.

Gideon Sundback.—Improvements in curtains, coverings, or the
like, especially suitable for vehicles.

Gideon Sundback.—Improvements in or relating to fasteners.
Edmund Graham and George Bowman.—Improvements relating
to fluid pressure jacks.

W. and T. Avery, Limited.—Improvements in and connected
with scales for automatically weighing granular or like
.substances.

Max Rothkugel.—Improvements in chart for the teaching of
Dancing.

Harry August Stockman.—Improvements in and relating to sash-
windows, shutters and the like.

Harry August Stockman.—Improvements in machines or apparatus
for concentrating minerals and other materials.

The Tinogen Products Co., Ltd.—Improvements in or relating
to the manufacture of power gas and the recovery of hydro-
carton oils.

Walter A. Jacobs. Wade H. Brown, Michael Heidelburg and
Louis Pearce.—Improvements in and relating to arsenical com-
pounds.

Richard Edward Reynold James and Charles William James.

—

An improved combination of plough and motor tractor.
Leslie Victor Leonard and Alfred James Allen.—Improvements
in electrical heat units.
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Good Belts, or in other vrords

"TULUS BELTS."

"Chonata" bband Balata.
iDriving ami Conveying)

"St. Ann's" bbasd Leather.

"Swan" BBAND Waterproof.
(Single, Double aud Treble)

" Homogene" beard Laminated.

" Viking" BEAVD Launder Lining.
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I TRIMO TOOLS.
DE sure to ask for the Trimo
^ Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO..
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by All Hardware Mercliants.

TBIMO PIPE WRENCH
STEEL HANDLE.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOOTH AFRICA:

I WM JOHNSTON. President Buildings, c'o President

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg

P.O. BOX 5580. PHONE 2296.
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MULCOTT BELTING
Suitable for all Driving and Conveyor •

purposes. Thoroughly proof against

dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. :: :: :: ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-

eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,
BRADFORD, ENGLAND.

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

91, Market Street,

JOHANNESBURG.[Bos 1124

m0m0mm00m0 90m0>0mm0m

Telephone 4701.

I
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTI'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Compoand Managers that despite the present high cost of flour, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most

economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Sonp Macaroni has

now been introduced into the native diet by a large nomber of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content

of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Merchants' Opinions Erratic on Peace— Values Declining—Tension in Trade Affairs-
Mines Working Down Stocks—Electrical Materials—Japan Gripping Our Market-

Timber: Deals Cheaper.

The merchants' opinions as to the war and peace are

hanging in the balance—in a state of suspense. Hence
many doubts as to the future. It is not too much to say

that prices have receded from five to twenty per cent, on
the Commercial Exchange for new goods and even more
for the second-hand variety. For example, second-hand
steel plates are now £30 a ton as compared witla £50 in

normal war times. These are the Exchange competitive

prices, therefore are not meant for general values, but they

give the trend of the market as compared with three weeks
or a month ago. During the week small parcels of mining
material, that is nothing approaching a thousand pounds
value, have been ofiered cheaply. To make the matter
clearer, it would seem thai, clearing-up lines or oddments
and even speculative lots are the ones particularly con-

cerned. However, the buyers are doing nothing, therefore

the brokers have so far only cautiously offered the goods

—

just feeling their way. The crux of the matter is as to the

interval between now and peace. If it is a quick peace it

will not allow sufficient time for people with stocks, especi-

ally belated or outside stocks, to realise. However, if the

armistice terms are too drastic and the fighting continues,

there will be a little breathing space to equalise things.

At any rate, it is thoroughly recognised that peace has come
within practical politics, and whatever happens there will

be much tension in mining as well as other trade circles.

The chief buying office, without giving much away, admits
that war events are being carefully watched and at the

moment the reserves, subject to a four months' supply, are

being worked down to that point. In other words only

actual requirements are indented for, without any idea of

increasing even any special lines, be the temptation ever so

great. Then again much mining material and other mer-
chandise are on the way from America, therefore taking it

all in all it is not surprising that speculative holders are not
happy.

Electrical Materials.

A less pessimistic tone was adopted by a wholesale

electrical dealer. His idea is that no new good6 made after

the peace period will reach South Africa for six months or

so after its manufacture, therefore values are likely to keep
up. Dumping may take place after a year or so, but not
before. His stock was quite fair and at a price he would
rather add to it than sacrifice. It was quite true that Japan
had taken a very active grip in manufacturing electrical

materials during the war, and the various improvements
made since their initial shipments into our markets have
been great. He thought that Japan did not intend losing

any of that grip but rather increase it. Undoubtedly their

prices are very favourable compared with the British or

European countries and much more elastic where competi-
tion is concerned. Take, for example, o amp. switches,

which are 30s. a dozen, as compared with 85s. to STs. 6d.
for British, and even at that difference in price the profit is
greater in the Japanese article. The British is the better
of the two, but the other answers its purpose all right. This
merchant visited the Commercial Exchange during the week
at the special invitation of his broker, and he was surprised
to see the cutting of prices in his own particular lines, but
he thought that this could only be a passing- phase. In
fact,_ things would quickly firm up again if the fighting
continues without giving way to an armistice.

Timber.

It may not be general, but one nrm has reduced the
price of deals to Is. lid. per foot instead of 2s., and
scantling is the same. The easier tendency is owing to the
more favourable exchange towards London from Sweden,
the EngUsh sovereign now representing 17-'25 kroner, or
19s., which is the best amount since the war started. Fair
quantities of timber is offering from Sweden, and there
seems no great difficulty in gettmg neutral shipping. The
cables do not particularly press business, but there seems
a tendency that way. South African stocks, both on spot
and on water, are up to average

; perhaps a little below than
above, as very little has been purchased since Bulgaria
surrendered. Business is very slack indeed, and throughout
the month because of the influenza; however, when Novem-
ber opens it is hoped that things will be much brighter, as
business is to be resumed as usual on the 1st of the month
as regards opening the Exchange and closing it in the after-
noon instead of midday.

Petrol and Paraffin.

A cargo of petrol and paraffin has just arrived at Cape-
town from Sumatra, which naturally will replenish stocks
somewhat, but not sufficient to obviate the Government
control. However, other shipments are on their way from
America, and immediately those arrive the petrol and
paraffin position should soon tend towards normal. Paraflin
has risen from 23s. to 24s. per case of 2-4's, but petrol
remains the same and it is not expected to be much cheaper
in the near future, as the tins and case costs about 10s.
and the freight another 12s.

The Trend of Business.

There is very httle gossip on the Commercial Exchange,
which has an air of depression, owing to the absence of
business. Prices are very erratic, and merchants and brokers
are in anj'thing but a happy mood, even over the peace
business, because if an armistice is arranged it will release
a lot of shipping because they would be immune from the
attacks of the l^ boats, for a time at all events. Undoubtedly
this is one of the features sticking out to create the most
disturbing element as regards the lowering of values, if ever
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RINTOUL & DAVIS,
Engineers & Importers of Mining & Irrigation

^^^^^ Materials. '^^^^=
REPRESENTING

The Goulds Manufacturing Co.
Pumps for Every Service.

Main Belting Coy.
' Leviathan " and "Anaconda" Sewn Cotton

Belting. Belt Conveying Idlers.

New York Rubber Coy.
High Grado Rubber Conveyor Belts.

Kennedy Valve Manufacturing Co.
Valves for Every Purpose.

National Meter Coy.
" Empire " Water Meters.

Asbestos Protected Metal Co. „

Roofing and S ding.

Whitmore Manufacturing Co.
Gear Protective Compound, Rope and

Belt Dressing.

Independent Lamp and Wire Coy.
" Salamander " Fire-proof Wire.

Highland Chemical Products Coy.
" Non-Corrosive Coating." Acid Resisting

Paint.

E.M F. Dry Cells.

Made in our own Factory.

W. R. Du Mond Solventine Boiler

Compound.

LARGE STOCKS ALWAYS ON HAND OF

MINING MATERIALS.

Pumps, 3 throw and irrigation

Bronze and Iron Gate and Globe Valves

Muntz Metal

Copper Sheets

Brass Wire

Anti-Corrosive Paint

Red Oxide

Cotton Driving and Conveyor Belting

Watermeters

Gear, Rope and Belt Dressing

Boiler Compound

ELECTRICAL MATERIALS.

Insulating Tapes and Varnishers

Signalling Bells and Pulls

Dry Cells

Watertight Fittings

.Accumulators

Bare and Insulated Wires and Coppers

Copper Bussbar

Fibre and Vulcanite, Sheets

Rods and Tubes

Fireproof Armature Wire

Switchboard Metal.

Address : 23 & 24, Cullinan Buildings^
Phone 422, Central. JOHANNESBURG.

Telegrams: "GONDETTA/
Box 1934.
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ALFRED F. ROBINSON, LTD.,
17/19 & 22, Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG.

Sole Agents (or Messrs. R. GARRETT & SONS, Leiston, Suffolk : Loco-

mobiles. Portable Engmes, etc. ; Messrs. BRITISH MANNESMAN TUBE
CO., LTD., Undore, Wales : Solid Drawn Piping, Poles and Boiler Tubes

;

and Messrs. SULZER BROS., Winterthur, Switzerland : Centrifugal

Pumps, Diesel Engines, etc. Wrought Iron Pipe Fittings.

P.O. B«s 3228, Johannesburg. 'Phone No. 3516. Telegramt: "ALPHA."

to such a slight, extent. Then last week the President of

the Chamber of Commerce, in his address, called attention

to the fact that financial exchanges were going in favour of

London, which makes the purchasing power of the Eng-
lish sovereign greater. He also said that the more exchanges
become normal the value of merchandise would become
proportionately less.

Peace.—Upon the most responsible authority it is said

that the Union Government at Pretoria believe peace will

be on the way well within another month. One little bit

of news which must have a disturbing effect in the mining
market is that Bantjes, one of the poor-grade mines, will

close down shortly. This is officially announced in a cable

to London by the directors.

Revised Prick List.

BciLDiNO Matebials.— Timber -. Deals, Baltic, 9x3, Is. Ud. to

28. Id. ; flooring, 4i x i and 6 x J, Hid. to lljd. per «q. ft. ; ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. to Ti'i. per sq. ft. ; pitch pine, Ss. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,
98. per cub. ft.; clear pino, iin. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;

lin. X 12in., U. 8d. ; teak, 25s. to 273. 6d. per cubic foot; shelving.

Is. 3d.; Jarrah, 14s. 6d. cu. ft.; poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

Is. lid. to 2s. per ft. ; beaver boards, lid. ; galvanised iron, 24-gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 28. 2d. to 2s. 3d. ; lift., 2s. 3d. ; 12ft., 2s. Z^d. ; 26-gauge,
eft. to 8ft., Is. lOd. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lid.; flat galvanised, 24 and
26-gauge, 953. 1001b. ; floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 160s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 728. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, 80s. to 858. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; E ply, 50s. ; and 3
ply, 55s. per roll.

Beicks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, 10s.

bag ; 98. truck loads ; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,

68. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 48. 6d. ; plaster lime, 5s. 6d. ;

Wricks, stock, delivered, GOs. to TOs. ; wire cuts, 70s. to SOs. ; pressed,

70b. to SOs. 1,000 ; road transport expensive when obtainable ; ealt

glazed, £17 178., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 lOa. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d.

yard ; paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete
columns, 6ft. plain, 258. ; Sated, 30a. ; fireclay bricks, £8 lOi. to £10
lOs. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 458. to 80s., according to

height (I2in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled

148. 6d. to 15s. Imperial gallon; white lead, Is. 6d. per lb. and Is 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, lOOs 2/4 1-5 galls.; 20

—

Vs; 5-6 imp. tins, 110s.;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed

oil putty, Is. per lb. ;
jjaints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

lin., 8s. 6d. ; do., mirror, 9s.; window, I602., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d.

per foot; 21oz., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 2s. per foot-

OEEASE.-Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £311 per
ton; talow (local), ajd. per lb.; paraffin, 24s, per case of two 4a;
petrol, 39s. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P.; motor oil, Ts. to 6s. 6.1. per gallon
engine lubricating oils, 38s. fid. to 47s. 6d. per case ; cylinder, 38s. 6d
to 4/3. od.

Chemicals —Mercury, £35 75lb. ; bichromate potash, 6s. 6d. lb
chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ; permanganate, 18s. to 18s. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d lb'
carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. 6d. lOOlb. ; cyanide sodium
^s. 3d. to 28. 6d. lb.; hypo. Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local £55 103. ton •

litharge (assay), 70s. to 72s. 6d. (commercial), 68s. 6d.' 100 lbs ; zm'c
sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, O^d. lb. ; clumbaeo
crucibles, G^d. per number; carbide, about .£110 per long ton.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 33s. to 36s. wholesale, and 48s. to 54s. doz. retail; carbon
lamps, 20s. dozen; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire
65s to 703.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 50s.; 7/22, 75s. to SOs.; 7/20 1208 ';

7/18, 160s.; tubing, 50s. to 553. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 48. 6d. to
5s. each; round blocks, 3iin., 5s. to Ss. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei
cord grips, ISs. to 15s. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s to 37s 6d
per dozen; British glass shades, 308. to 408. dozen; porcelain shackles!
15s. to IBs. dozen; do., bobbins, 25s. to 30s. per 100; cleatg 228
per 100; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Ihon akd Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 958. to
100s.; jin. do., 853.; jin. steel, round, 8O3.

; ^in. round iron, 85s.; do
steel, 72s. 6d.

; |m. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none
in town; Jin. round iron, 663. to 67s. 6d. ; Jin. steel, 62s. 6d to
658. Imported flat iron, various sizes, SOs. to 70s. ; all at per lOOlbs.
Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at
45s. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-
plates, 8O3. to 903. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in
diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.

; Jin. diameter up to Sin
long, Is. 9d. lb.; Jin. dia.. Is. 6d., 3iin. and up long Is. 6d. lb.;
iin dia. up to 2iin long, 77s. 6d. 1001b ; ^in dia. and 2iin up long 75s
per 1001b. ; |m. diameter up to 2Jin. long, 85b. per 1001b.

; |in.' dia.
2Jin and up long, 60b. per 1001b.; Jin. diameter, 21in. and
up long, 55s. 100 lb. ; Jin. and lin. diameter, same price as Jin.
diameter; nuts, gin.. Is. 3d. per lb.; iin., 858.; fin. 958.;
IJin. and liin., 858. ; Ifin, to IJin.. 878. 6d. : 2in. up, 928. 6d. : wash-
ers, all 55s.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

,;J,^V,'-'
^'?-' ^'' ^^- ^^' 5'"-' ''5s- to 80s.; |in., 723. 6d. ; Jm. up, 60s.

100 lb.
;

shoes and dies, 528. 6d. to 35s. 100 lb.; rails, £35 per ton;
picks, 41b., 40s. dozen; shovels, 90.i. upwards dozen; drill hammers,
5id. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 48. 6d.

;

24m., 10s. ; 30in., 14s.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction
knoxite, lid. to 48. and 8pecial prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation
in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to •

verify any quotation in our list.

DO YOU HAVE YOUR MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
Manufactured to order from African Rubber to suit your Special Needs?

We make one quality : THE BEST.
REGISTERED TRADE MARK : " SARM."

SOFT, MEDIUM AND HARD RUBBERS.

The SOUTH AFRICAN RUBBER MANUFACTURING & TYRE Co., Ltd.

ANDERSON, LOVEDAY & FREDERICK STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 3912. Tel. Add.: "SARMCOL." Phone 2304

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber Gear of all descriptions for Railways, Mines, Municipalities, Sugar MiUs,

and users of Industrial Machinery.

aacacacsacana ftirrwnri
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HADFIELDS. Ltd.
WORKMEN
EMPLOYED:
OVER 15.000.

Hecla and East Hecla Works, Sheffield, England. WORKS AREA:
OVER 200

ACRES.

ROWBOTHAM'S
Self-Oiling Wheels and Axles

FOR MINE WAGONS.
ROWBOTHAM'S Wheels have
withstood the most severe tests,

and have been adopted exclusively

in many large mines.

The wheels are fitted with a

special frictiontess bronze bush,

which prevents wear on axles and
reduces friction to a minimum.

A(ter being charged with oil, they

usually require no further atten-

tion for a month.

So perfect is the lubrication, that

the ease with which wagons fitted

with Rowbotham's Wheels can be

hauled is astonishing.

The cost of oiling is approximately

one penny per month.

Dust Proof.

All the wheels are made of

Hadfield's toughened cast steel.

STEEL CASTINGS of every description for Mines.

MAKERS OF ALL
KINDS OF STONE BREAKING & ORE CRUSHING MACHINERY.

SOLE MAKERS OF

HADFIELD'S PATENT

^^Era" Manganese Steel,
THE SUPREME MATERIAL FOR THE WEARING PARTS OF CRUSHING, GRINDING MACHINERY. ETC.

Head Office for South Africa :

46 &, 47, Cullinan Buildings, Johannesburg.
•Phone 5M0. Tel. Add. : " HECLA.'

STORES ! DENVER, TRANSVAAL (Adjoining D»nver StatiM).

Box 1009.

Bulawayo Agents :

WHITMORE & JACKSON,
17 & 18, Agency Chambers.

Salisbury Agents

:

P. PEECH & CO.,

Angwa Street.

Natal Agents

:

THOS. BARLOW & SONS,
Smith Street, Durban.

i
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

A Quiet Market—Prices Generally Firm—Government Areas in Demand.

The improvement that began to manifest itself on Friday

last was maintained to the close. At Saturday's call the

volume of business was quite double that of the previous

day. The following stocks all showed advances : Zaaiplaats,

West Springs and the options, Van Ryn Deeps, Springs,

Sub Nigels and the partly-paid shares, Modder Easts, New-

State Areas, Leeuwpoorts, Government Areas, and African

Farms, though the last-named were not quite as strong as

at the close. On Monday no business was transacted at

the opening. Members stood round quietly discussing the

death of Mr. Currie, junior partner of Viney & Co. He was

highly esteemed by everyone for his excellent qualities and

kindly disppsition. The Stock Exchange was closed at 3

p.m. for the funeral, which was a militarj' one, Mr. Currie

being a member of the I.L.H. and having served through

the German-West campaign. The call was a quiet one,

with practically no alteration in prices. Geduld Proprietary

came ex rights, which meant a difference of Is. to Is. 6d.

per share. On Tuesday there was a slight improvement

in the favourite stocks, with the excepticjn of the Modder-

fontein group. The chief advance was in Government Areas

which reached 92s. 9d. during the course of the day. The

market was irregular on Wednesday morning. Government

Areas were again strong and in good demand ; New Modders

recovered a lot of lost ground; Brakpans and Leeuwpoorts

went weaker; the remaining stocks without appreciable

ihange. Things were quiet at Thursday's call with a falling

off in the volume of business. Alkali's, which were weak at

the previous day's close, with sellers at 50s., were in the

same position. Government Areas lost Is. from their over-

night best. Bantjes, on receipt of the shutting down cable,

were freely sold, closing at 3s. sellers. Leeuwpoorts were

also weak. On the other hand. Springs, Modder Bs. and

Modder Deeps were all better. Next to nothing has been

done in outside stocks during the week under review.

Sales : Makganyene Diamonds, 35s. ; Union Tins, 6s. 4id.

and 6s. 9d. ; Sakalavas, 9s. to 8s. Buyers of Monteleos,

22s., and Phoenix, lid., sellers Is.

Bantjes had a bad knocJi on Friday morning. Closing

at 2s. 9d. overnight they fell at the call to 2s. Id. and

recovered to 2s. 2d. buyers. The following other changes

are noted:—Sales: African Farms, 16s. Id.; Bantjes, 2s.

3d. and 2s. Id. ; Clydesdales, 21s. ; Government Areas, 92s.

;

Leeuwpoorts, 29s. 3d. ; Lydenburg Farms, 8s. lOd. ; Modder

Bs., £7 8s. 6d.; South Van Ryns, 13s.; Alkalis, 47s. 6d.

;

Zaaiplaats, 16s. 3d. Buyers and sellers: Brakpans, 72s.,

75s.; Mines Selections, 25s., 25s. 9d. ; Daggafonteins,

23s. 6d., 24s.; Rooibergs, 10s. 3d., buyer; West Spring

Options, 10s. 6d., lis.; Wit. Deeps, lis. 3d., buyer.

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,

25th. 26th. 28th. 29th. 30th. 31st.

African Farms 15 11* 16 8 16 10* 16 0* 16 1* 16 1*

Anglo-Americans ... .
— — — — — 34 Ot

Apex Mines 7 6* 7 6* 7 6" 7 6; 7 6* 7 6*

Bantjes 3 2* 3 li 3 0" 3 1» 3 2 3

Brakpan Mines 71 6* 70 6' — 71 6 70 6 71 0*

Breyten Collieries... . 10 0* — — 10 0* 10 -6* 10 6*

Brick and Potteries . 3 9* — — 3 9» 3 9* —
British South Africa — 20 0+ — 20 Ot 20 Ot —
Bushveld Tins 7» 8- 7* 8» 8» 8*

*Buyer6. tSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.

Fri., Sat, Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,

25th. 26th. 28th. 29th. 30th. 31st.

Cinderella Cons 4 9* 4 6* 4 6* 4 6* 4 6* 4 6*

City and Suburbans 8 6t 7 9* — 7 9* — 7 6*

City Doeps S3 0* 63 6 62 0* 52 6 52 6* 52 6*

Cloverfields — 8 6* 8 6* 8 9* 8 6* 8 9*

Clydesdale Collieries ... 21 0* 19 6* 20 0* 21 0* 21 0* 21 0*

Concrete Construction ... 5 0* S3* SO* 5 3* 5 0* 5 3*

Cons. Investment — 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 21 20 0*

Con^. Langlaagtcs 20 20 Ot — 19 6* 19 6* 19 9
Cons. Main Reefs 12 1* 12 0* 12 IJ 12 1* 12 0* 12 1*

Cons. Mine.i Sel ction ..'. 25 6+ — — — 29 9t 25 0"
Coronat'on Freeholds .

10* 10* 10* 10* 10* 10"
Crown Diamonds 6 Ot 6 Ot — 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*
Crown Minos — 37 6* — — — —
Crown Mines Debentures. £100* £100* £100* £100* £100* £100*
Daggafonteins 22 6* 22 6* — 22 6* 22 6* 23

Do. Options 4 0* — - 4 6 4 0* 4 9*
East Rand Coals 2 1 2 1 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 1"

East Rand Deeps 10* 10 — 10* 10* 10*
Kist Rand Mining Estates 20. Ot 19 6t — 19 Ot 17 6* 17 6*

Ea?t Rand Props 4 3* 4 3* 4 9t 4 4 4 5 4 6*
Eist Rand Debentures ... £63* — — — £65 —
Eastern Gold Mines 11* 13* 13* 13* 14* 15
Ferreira Deeps 10 '0* — 10 0* 10 6* — —
Frank Smith Diamonds ... 3 4* — — 3 6* 3 7* 3 7*
Geduld Props 38 9 38 9* 37 6a 37 3 37 9 37 0*
Glencairns 2 Ot 2 Ot — 2 Ot 2 Ot 2 Ot
Glencoe Collieries 6 0* — — 6 0* 6 0* 6 0*

Glynn's Lydenburgs 24 3t 24 Ot 24 3t 22 6* 23 0* 23 3*

Government Areas 89 3* 90 90 91 9 92 9 92 9
Jupiters 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 4 3*

Klerksdorp Props 2 11* — 3 It 3 0* — 3 0*
Knight Centrals" 4 9 4 9* 4 8* 4 8* 4 9* 4 9*
Knights Deeps 5 0* 5 0* — — — —
Lace Props 11 6* 11 6* 11 6* 11 9* 11 9* 11 7*
Leeuwpcort Tins 29 30 9 31 31 3 29 9 28 9
Lydenburg Farms 8 8* — 9 — 8 9* 8 9*
!\rain Reef West Debs. ... £60* £60* - — — — —
Mever and Charltons . .

— BS 0* — — 87 0* —
Middelvlei Estates — — 1 0* — 1 0* 1 0*

Modder B.'s 161 6* 162 6 162 6 161 3* 163 164 6
Modder Deeps 147 Ot 145 0* 146 145 0* 146 147 6*'
Modder Easts 20 6 21 3 21 21 21 21

Do. Options (3 years) 6 3* 6 4 6 4 6 0* 6 2* 6 0*
Do. Options (4 years) 7 2» 7 3* 7 6 7 4* 7 4* 7 6t

Hume Pipes 32 6* 32 6* 34 32 6* 33 0* 32 6*
Natal Navig.stion Colls.... 19 0* — 19 0* — — 19 0*

Natiomi Ranks — — — £14t £14Jt —
Now Bnk.burgs — — — — — 10*
New Eland Diamonds .. 23 0* 23 0* 23 9* 23 0* — 23 0*
New Era Cons 10 4*- 10 3 10 0* 10 0* 10 0* 10 1*

N»w Geduld Deeps 5 7* 5 7 5 6* 5 6* — 5 6*
New Heriots 13 0* 13 0* 13 12 6* — 12 6*
New Klelnfonteins 13 0* 13 3* 13 3 — 12 6* 13 3t
New Modd-rfontein 530 0* 540 Ot — 632 6* 543 545 Oa
N»w Unifieds — 6 Ot — 5 6* — —
Nigola 4 0* 4 6* — 4 0* — —
Nourse Mines — 17 0* — — —
Pretoria Cements 70 0* 70 71 71 71 Ot 70 0*
Princess Estates 3 3* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3 3 1*
Rand Collieries 2 6* 2 6* 2 ^* 2 6* 3 0* 2 6*
Rind Nucleus 15 14* — 1 5* 1 5* 1 5*
Rand Selections — 85 — 84 0* 86 Ot 84 0*
Randfontein Deeps 4 6* 4 9* 5 3* 5 6* 5 3* 5 9t
Randfontein Estates 15 3* 15 6" 15 6* 15 9* 15 6* —
Rooibergs 10 0* 10 3 10 10 9 9* 10 1*
Roodepoort Uniteds — 3 6* 3 6* 3 6* 3 6* 3 6*
Rvan Nigels 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*
Shebas 1 Ot — — — i ot —
Simmer De^ps 1 6* 1 6* 1 6* — 16* —
S.A. Breweries — — — 31 0* 34 6t 35 Ot
S.A. Land-. 6 5* 6 4* 6 5* 6 4* 6 4* 6 2*
Sp-inps Mines 68 6* 69 0* 69 6 70 69 9* 70 6
Sub Niseis 27 27 3 37 3 27 6 27 3" 27 3*
Swaziland Tins — — — — 31 0+
Transvaal Lands — — 19 6* 20 0* 20 6* 20 6*
Transv.nal G.M. Estates... 16 Ot 14 6* 16 Ot 15 6t 15 Ot 13 6*
Van Ryn Deeps 69 3* 69 6 69 6 69 6t 70 0" 71 Ot
V'llage Deeps 15 6* 15 6* — 15 6 — IS 6*
West Springs 24 24 9 24 9 24 9 24 3* 24 3
WHljank Collieries 50 0* — — — 50 0*
Wit. Deeps 10 0* — — 10 0* 10 6* 11
Wolhutors 3 0* — — 3 0* 3 0* 3 3*
Zaaiplaats Tins 16 3 16 9 16 6* 16 9 16 6* 16 6
TTnion 5 per cents £10Sit £105it £105 £105 £105* £105i
New States 19 9 20 19 8* 19 6* 19 9 19 9
Southern Van Ryns 12 3 12 13 3 13 3 13 3 13 0*
S.A. Alkalis 50 0* — — 52 6* 50 0* 50 Ot
De Beers Preferreds £135* — £131* — £13g* —

•Buyers. tSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.
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Engineering Notes and News.

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE-VI.

Lessons for South Africa- -Tlie Electrification of the Chicago, Milwaukee and Bt. Paul
Railway.

The following is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquier's

contribution to the discussion on Mr. J. W. Kirkland's

paper on railway electrification, before the S.A.I, of E.E. :

I have referred, in my previous remarks, to the three-

phase electrification of the Italian State Railways and to

the split-phase Norfolk and Western electrification, and

propose now to give a brief description of each, together

with a short description of the 5,000 volt D.C. equipment

to which I have also referred. I make some apology for

this digression, inasmuch as it does not arise directly out

of the paper we are discussing, but as far as I am aware,

no detailed description of the Italian State Railway electrifi-

cation has yet appeared in the Technical Press, the Norfolk

and Western electrification is, I think, sufficiently interest-

ing to merit some description in the Transactions of this

situation. In 1915, the last normal year, 10,000,000 tons of

coal were imported, representing a sum 'of 350,000,000
Italian lire at the current prices, and of this quantity one-

fifth was consumed by the State Railways alone. In 1897,
it having been agreed that a general electrification scheme
would be the best, cheapest and quickest solution of the
problem, the Government appointed a committee of railway

engineers, consisting of two engineers from the Ministry of

Public Works, and two from each of the two largest railway

companies—the Mediterranean and the Adriatic Railway,
which at that date had not been taken over by the Govern-
ment. The terms of reference to the Committee were,

broadly, to examine existing railway electrifications in other

countries, carry out experimental work, and make a final

recommendation as to the best system to adopt for the

^.<'^ f7-^-^ «'.v^;»^»±'£i«WC:£c^ '
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Fig. 6.

80 Ton Westinghouse Switching Locomotive, New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Institute, and the short account of our 5,000 volt D.C.

system is collateral to any information Mr. Kirkland may
give in response to the point raised by Mr. Gould as to

mercury rectifier operation. The electrification of the steam
railways in Italy was initiated primarily to solve a problem
of national importance. The lines approaching the port of

Genoa had practically reached their maximum capacity with

steam traction, and any increase in capacity could only be
obtained by constructing new lines, which, owing to the

geographical situation, would have involved the constnic-

tion of very long tunnels, entailing enormous expense, and
taken many years to complete. With the limit of steam
traction, tlie congestion at the port was getting steadily

worse, and something had to be done to relieve the situa-

tion. Further, the importance of utilising the country's
natural resources in the way of water power was becoming
more and more recognised, and if the importation of coal

could be reduced in consequence, this would not only be a
national economy but would help also to ease the traffic

special Italian conditions. At that date, D.C. electrifica-

tion was practically confined to town and suburban work,
and was essentially a low voltage proposition. The single-

phase motor had not been developed, and the first experi-
ments with three-phase motors for railroad traction in

America had not been successful. It therefore says much
for the courage of these Italian engineers that they recom-
mended the experimental equipment of the ValtelUna lines

of the Adriatic Go. on the three-phase system. They were
no doubt largely influenced in their decision by the
commercial necessity of the high voltage contact line in anj'

general railway electrification of so extensive a nature, and
by the extreme desirability of adopting a system which
would permit of regenerative braking, many of their lines

being extremely mountainous. Their decision was no doubt
also supported, and to some extent influenced by the very
valuable experimental work of the Ganz Co. The choice of

the ValteUina line for the experiment was particularly suit-

able, because, although the actual traffic at that date was
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limited, all the engineering difficulties that would have to be

faced on other more important sections were presented.

There were long and heavy gradients, reaching 2'2 per cent.,

between CoUco and Chiavenna, sharp curves having a radius

of 300 metres, and a great number of tunnels, particularly

between Lecco and Colico. The traffic was very varied,

both passenger and freight, light and heavy, and, in addi-

tion, it was intended to i-un experimental trains of all kinds,

with a view to thoroughly trying out the system and collect-

ing all the data obtainable. I think it will be agreed that

this policy was admirable, with that admixture of boldness

and caution which was almost bound to ensure success. The
proposition encountered the usual amount of criticism—the
difficulties in connection with two contact lines, the small

au- gap of the motors, the limited number of economical
speeds, etc. After much experimental work had been
conducted, electric traction on the two branch lines—Colico-

Sondria and Colico-Chiavenua—was commenced on Sep-
tember 4th, 1902, and extended to the Colieo-Lecco branch
on October 15th of the same year, and after the usual initial

period with the inevitable minor troubles and delays, due
to the application of any new system, were overcome, and

normal service was assumed, it appeared that the numerous
objections to the system, so freely advanced in the initial

stage of the scheme, did not exist in actual practice. The
constructional difficulties of the overhead line, and little

anticipated difficulties with the motors, such as unequal
loading due to tyre wear and so on, were all satisfactorily

overcome, and the so-called rigidity of the system, with
the small number of economical speeds (in the first locomo-
tive only two speeds were obtained, parallel and cascade)
was, in the opinion of the railway operating engineers, who
were after all the best judges, as they had all the responsi-

bihty for the service and none of the bias of the manu-
facturer, not a disadvantage at all, but a very considerable

advantage from a train despatching and general operating
point of view. It is interesting to note later how this view
is endorsed. 14 years afterwards by the Norfolk and Western
engineers. For many years the ValteUina lines constituted
an excellent experimental field, in which it was possible to

develop the system to perfection in all its details. The
fullest advantage was taken of this opportunity, with the
result that it was decided to proceed with the electrification

of other lines, which for intensity and weight of traffic were
the most important in the State railway system.

Fig. 7.

Map.—Giovi Electrification, Italian State Railways.

The list of certificates issued by the Mines Department for

the month ending 30th September, 1918, is as follows:—
Mine Overseers' Certificates (Metalliferous) : E. G. Adam,
C. E. N. Fradd, M. Halliday, C. W. B. Jeppe, A. W. A.

May, C. H. O'Reilly, E. A. Quayle, H. Saunders, W.
White. Assayers' Certificates: N. M. Galbreath, S. A.

Lange, G. J. Nicol, E. Samuels, H. G. Stanton.

Swaziland Tin.

The following are the results of the operations of the

Swaziland Tin Company for the montli of September, 1918

:

Concentrate recovered, 32'5 long tons; estimated profit

(taking tin at £290 per ton), £2,406; less adjustments in

respect of previous shipments, £189; total, £2,217.

Messrs. Samuel Montagu & Co., in their weekly bullion

market circular dated September 12, say

:

The Bullion The Bank of England gold reserve against

Marketi its note issue shows an increase of

£783,255 as compared with last week's

return. For the first time since the beginning of 1915 the

gold reserve has touched £70,000,000, and approaches the

highest amount held since the commencement of the war

—

namely, £72,570,142, held on November 19, 1914. The
lowest held during the same period was £49,845,650, on
August 2, 1917. We learn that in Austria there is such an
abundance of paper money that their currenicy is quite

discredited, and in certain localities goods can be only

obtained by barter.

PRICe^[SOUTH AFWCAjUirtW
^ LONDON CAPI^roWN •'JONANNBWURO (
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Company Meetings,
SIMMER AND JACK.

Mr. Douglas Christopherson,
C.ls.E., managing director Simmer
and Jack Proprietary Mines, Ltd.,
pieaiaed at the 2Uth annual meeting
of the company on September 25th, and

in moving the adoption of the report
of the directors and accounts, said:

In dealing with the report and
audited accounts which are now be-
fore the meeting, I will as usual deal
first with the revenue and expenditure
statement. The declared working
profit for the year ended 30th June,
1918, was £195,304 and sundry revenue
was £24,164, thus making a total of

£219,468. From this, however, was
deducted £39,663 in respect of nay-
ments to the Miners' Phthisis Com-
pensation Fund, sundry amounts
written off, special war expenditure,
aijd taxation, leaving £179,805 carried
to appropriation acount. Two divi-
dends were declared equal to 3i per
cent, for the year, absorbing £112,500;
the reserve for additions to and re-
newals of machinery and plant ac-
counted for £2,231, while £138,193 was
carried to the balance sheet. Refer-
ring now to the balance sheet: On
the debit side there are really ouly
two items of which I need make men-
tion, namely (1) Reserve gold £3.750,
as compared with £16,667 in the nre-
vious balance sheet; and (2) the bal-
ance (shown under sundry creditors)
payable to the Simmer Deep, Ltd.. in
respect of the rights tn mine some
40 odd claims, viz., £30.528 as asainst
£63,309 at 30th June, 1917. This is.

due to the fact that instead of paving
off the debt by means of the usual
annual instalments of £12,400 applic-
able over five years as from and in-
cIudinL' 31st December, 1917, we naid
off in March last an additional sum
of £20,000 in respect of that debt.
This is in pursuance of the decision
to which you may remember I referred
at our last annual meeting, when I
stated that as the actual profits were
at times abnormal, due in some mea-
sure to the success of sand filling
underground, enabling the manage-
ment to remove certain standing pil-
lars, the ore contained therein being
at times of high value, and also thor-
oughly to clean out stopes before their
abandonment; it was decided to build
up the Reserve Gold Account which
ooo^i^*

I's^^ember last amounted to
£33,333) whenever such opportunity
offered, with a view to the earlier
liquidation of the debt to the Simmer
Deep Company (which under
the agreement ment we are
entitled to do instead of
spreading it over the fuU five years
in equal instalments) and therebv re-
lieve future profits during the later
stages of the life of the mine. Hence
therefore the decrease at 30th June
last of the eold reserve. I think that
shareholders will appreciate, in view
of subsequent events to which I will
refer later on, that we have acted
wisely in endeavouring to get rid of
this liability as quickly as possible.

£20 nnr. "f"\,,"-*''^
*^'' payment of

£^0,000 a further payment of £12 400would have been due at Slst Decem-

fn'J^f^^ \^^'''' ^"^''^ "^^y y«t decide

tb« li«K-1-* ^"''X^''"'• '" ^^'hich casethe liability to Simmer Deep will be
reduced to say £18,000.

The Credit Side.

Taking the credit side of the bal-
ance sheet :the estimated value oi the
company's interests in various town-
ships, has. in consequence of sales of
stands during the year, been reduced
by £3,257 and now figures at £41,215;
while buildings on townships remain
the same. Investments. etc., stand
at £7,048 as against £12.428 previously,
the reduction being nlainly accounted
for by the disposal of Breyten Col-
lieries shares, thus increasing our ac-
tual cash available. Moreover, it will
be observed that we held local regis-
tered 5 per cent .stock of the Union
Government to the extent of £1.372.
We received this stock plus interest,
from the Government, in terms of the
Bewaarplaatsen Moneys Application
Act of 1917, the amount representing
our proportion of Bewaarplaatsen
moneys in respect of the sale of
undermining rights on the farm
Bloeftifontein No. 11 by virtue of the
company's freehold interest therein
The Union Stock in question has since
been sold, thereby slightlv strength-
ening the- company's cash position
1 he company also received by virtue
of the aforementioned Act, an amount
of £351, being half share of accumu-
lated rents received by the Govern-
ment in respect of the sale of the sameundermmmg rights, for the period
ended 30th September, 1917. Since
that date the half share of rents in
this respect is being paid to
the company by the Government
in the ordinary way of
estate owners' share of licences
I do not think that there are any
other Items on the credit side of the
balance sheet which I need specially
deal with, except that I miglft men-
tion in passing that our liquid assets
a.= shown in the balance sheet amount-
ed to £257.2.50, while the cash lia-
bihties were, say, £168,450, so that at

^oo -.;J""^
'^®* "^e lifiuid assets were

±.»8,b00 more than our liabilities
As to the results of operations dur-

'".g the year under review, compared
with those for the previous year, and
the disabilities under which the work
has been carried on, these are dealt
with in the reports by your consulting
engineer and mine manager. There
was a decrease of 325 underground
natives and 27,250 tons milled for the
first half of the past financial year,
and a further decrease of 222 natives
and 52.650 tons milled for the second
ualf of the year, the lower tonnage
duty per native during the last half
of the year being attributable chiefly
to curtailed hours of employment and
the short Saturday shift obtaini.io-
since 1st January, 1918. It will thus
be seen that the tonnage milled was
79,900 tons less than for the previous
year. Although the g'^ade of ore mill-
ed was improved, the average declared
recovery value of gold being higher
by Is. 8.424d. per ton milled, working
costs nevertheless showed an incre.ise
of Is. 11.283d. per ton, largely due to
the reduced tonnage, so that the work-
ing profit was lower by 2.659d. per ton
—in other words, the total declared
working profit was £195.304, or £31.863
lower than for Ihe preceding year. You
will also remember that operations
were considerably hampered during
the last wet season in consequence of
the abnormally heavy rains, which
caused a great influx" of water to the
mine workings; for instance, during
the month of January last the daily

quantity of water handled amounted
to 1,050,000 gallons as against the nor-
mal daily average of 400,000 gallons.

Pre-War and Present Operations.

As regards the increased costs in
connection with your company's oper-
ations as compared with pre-
war days, I have had some
figures prepared which should
prove interesting as well as instruc-
tive to the large body of shareholders
and to the public generally. Thoy
are as follows

:

For the Financial Years ended
June 30.

1914. 1918.
Tons milled 769,600 685,400

White wages £193.071 £211.400
Native wages 65.693 97,343
Stores 167,285 233,512
Sundries 49,607 54,034

Totals £475,661 £596,589

Costs per Ton Milled.
s. d. s. d.

White wages .... 5 0.209 6 2.024

Native wages .... 1 8.488 2 10.261

Stores 4 4.168 6 9.698

Sundries 1 3.470 1 6.921

Total costs per ton 12 4.335 17 4.902

Value of recovery
per ton 20 8.962 23 1.289

Working profit per
ton 8 4.627 5 8.387

These figures in themselves afford
ample evidence of the disadvantages
under which operations are being car-

ried on, and it is regretted that it was
impossible to pay larger dividends in

respect of the past financial year. It

is impossible to say when the cost of

stores will come down, but I should
like to mention that the Central Buy-
ing (Committee, under which nearly all

stores are pooled, has dune excellent
work. The control exercised by that
committee, together with the co-oper-
ation of the Government and commer-
cial community generally, has greatly
facilitated the obtaining of the ••e-

quisite stores, and such control iias

tended to keep down the prices. We
continue to suSer through shortage of
native labour, and according to the
last returns the number in the com-
pany's employ was 3,276, equal to only
70.18 per cent, of a total complement
of 4,668. It is difficult, however, to

foresee the native labour position for
sorfie time to come, as in view of the
spread of the influenza epidemic to

the native territories, the shortage of
such labour may become acute and
have very adverse effects upon mining
operations generally.

Small Rock Drills.

As will be noticed from the reports
of the consulting engineer and mine
manager, very good results have been
obtained on your mine with small rock
drilling machines of the jack hammer
type, which have proved both efficient
and economical. Your manager's
figures corroborate those previously
obtained at the Robinson Deep, and
show that as compared with the ham-
mer boy there is a saving of about
80 per cent, in the native labour used
with jack hanmiers, besides a saving
in the explosives used per ton broken,
and an appreciable saving in the total
cost per ton of ore broken. As cir-
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c-umstances warrant, more of these
machines will be introduced; and 'he
gradual replacement of the hammer
boy by these machines should be
brought about.
Reverting to the increases in work-

ing costs, the manager, Mr. C. H.
Greathead, made careful investigation
into these a few months ago, and it

will be of general interest to give the
main figures, namely

:

The increase in working costs, due
to various causes, as tabulated below,
amounts to approximately £3,694 m
wages per month, or a total increase
of nearly £45,UUU a year.

Per month.
Wages paid to extra men
signed on to comply
with Mining Regulations
and agreement with
unions £1,063 7 7

Extra pay due to leave
regulations 437 17 3

Additional payments due
to agreements with vari-

ous unions 459 14 4

£1,960 19 2
Payment to dependents of
men on active service . . 734 3 3

War bonus 999 4 7

£3,694 7

In addition to the above the costs
are also adversely affected by the
shorter working hours and' by the
shortage of skilled men. Timbers
rot faster underground than they uaed
to owing to the warm moist atmos-
phere due to the increased amount
of water used for dust allaying which
means increased cost of maintenance;
on a conservative basis this amounts
to one-ninth of our total timbering
costs. The chief increase in the cost
of timbering, however, is due to the
increased depth of workings and the
heavy nature of the ground.
The total amount paid during the

past year on account of men on active
service, including grants to the de-
pendents of such men was £9,005,
while the grand total in this respect
from August 1st 1914, to June 30th,
1918, has been £30,300.

Developed Ore Reserves.

It will be seen from Mr. C. D.
Leslie's report that the estimated
'uUy developed ore reserve at June
30th, 1918, was 1,538,000 mine tons, of

an average value of 5.67 dwts. ; and
the estimated partially developed ore
was 211,000 mine tons of an indicated
value of 4.93 dwts. The comparative
figures at June 30th, 1917, were
1,662,000 mine tons of 5.3 dwts., and
401,000 mine tons of 4.78 dwts. respect-
ively. Thus in each case there is a
decreased tonnage and an increased
value, but the figures are not strictly

comparable, for, as Mr. Leslie points
oui, tney were obtained after elimin-
ating a considerable tonnage of a
value below that which can be dealt
with profitably under present con-
ditions of mining. In addition to the
figures of eliminated ore reserve, the
Consulting Engineer points out that
there is a large tonnage of reclama-
tion rock which is expected to yield
a profit, but which has not been in-
cluded on account of insufficient in-
formation.

The New Claims.

I wish now to refer to the matter
of the extraction of the ore from the
40-odd claims, the rights to mine
which are purchased from the Simmer
Deep, Ltd. Owing to the congestion
which would arise in working this
area through tho existing No. 2
vertical shaft on your property it

liecame necessary to make arrange-
ments for dealing with the tonnage
to be mined from these claims through
"the Rhodes Vertical Shaft belonging
U) tho Simmer Deep Company, wnicli
shafts enters the workings of that
area. Plans and estimates were pre-
pared for deepening the Rhodes -Ver-
tical Shaft for a distance of about
230 feet and for equipping it with a
powerful hoist to deal with up to

30,000 tons of ore per month from the
lower levels of No. 2 shaft section
and the 40 odd Simmer Deep claims,
and your directors have sanctioned
the necessary expenditure of about
£83,000 therefor, namely, surface
eqliipment £46,500 and underground
equipment, etc., say £36,500. Mr.
Leslie says that eventually this shaft
would be the means of dispensing
with ore hoisting in the No. 2 verti-
cal and incline shafts. As against
the proposed surface expenditure of
say £46,500, the cost of renewal of
Np. 2 shaft crusher station would be
saved. The expenditure (viz. some
£24,000 net) on the sinking and equip-
ment of the sub-incline shaft from
the 36th to the 41st level will be be-
gun about the middle of the year
1919 and completed by the end of the
year 1920. The other expenditure,
namely about £59,000, will be comV
pletely expended soon after tfie end
of December next. Under the new
programme Mr. Leslie estimates the
additional profit over the life of the
mine will not be less than £200,(XX)
on account of (a) saving in working
costs, (b) shortening the period of

deferment of profit from the tonnage
referred to, and (c) fuller exhaustion
of ore at the end of the profitable
life of the mine. It will thus be seen
aat a large additional profit over
the life ol the mine working under
the new programme would be chiefly
a result of being able to maintain a
higlier rate of output at less cost per
ton, and of being able also to extract
a larger profitable tonnage than would
otherwise be obtained before the
working of the mine has to be finally
abandoned.
The whole question has been con-

sidered carefully by Mr. C. D. Leslie,
our consulting engineer; Mr. O. P.
Powell, our superintending engineer;
Mr. A. C. Holtby, our consulting
mechanical engineer; and by the mine
managements of the Simmer and Jack
and Simmer Deep, and, of course, the
matter has been thoroughly gone into
i,y your directors, and much as we
dislike having to face this consider-
able amount of capital expenditure,
nevertheless in view of the advice of

the engineerSjthere was no alternative
course, but to agree to the scheme,
in order to derive the fullest benefit
from the acquisition of the Simmer
Deep claims. These claims have been
entered, and preparatory mining work
is being done in order to connect the
bottom levels with the Rhodes shaft
and it is hoped 'that this scheme will

be in running order about May next.

Dividend Not Expected.
~

And now as to the future : In view
of this capital expenditure and see-

ing that at December 31st next a
further payment of £12,400 may be
made to the Simmer Deep Company
ill respect of these claims; also in
view of the somewhat serious adverse
effects anticipated on working profits
as the results of the Spanish influenza,
a dividend at the end of this year can
hardly be expected. You will see
from the mine manager's report that
84 men are still on active service,

the total number who have proceeded
to the front being 198 (24 of the latter
having gone on active service during

the year under review). Since address-
ing you last year it is with
much regret that we have learned of the
following war casualties among your em-
ployes :—Ivan F. Hind, U. b. Howard,
and H. J. VV. Laiug, killed ; R. T. Green,
M. H. O'Mcara, and S. C. Blake, missing.
I have already conveyed sincere sympathy
to the relatives of those men who have
lost their lives, and as regards the men
who are missing, we most earnestly trust
that they may prove to be all right and
that they will eventually be restored.

Tribute to Captain Gordon-White. ^

In addition to tho above it is with the
deepest regret that We heard yesterday
that CapUiu Gordon White, the head
office secretary of this company, died
from wounds received whilst fighting in
Palestine with the Cape Corps Regiment,
a regiment which was only recently again
specially mentioned as having done such
exceptionally good wurk. To most of you
gentlemen who are present here to-day he
was known personally. Conscientious,
thorough and straight as a die in all he
a'd, no matter whether it was in the
office or on the cricket field or in any
line of life, he won the affection and
respect of all, and now he has laid down
nis life in fighting for those very prin-
ciples which had moulded that whole
splendid character. To many of us his
death means more than the loss of a loyal
and trusted colleague; it means the loss
of a dear friend. To his parents I am
sure you will wish me to convey our
deepest sympathy, and may they find
^"T'.fort in the knowledge that Gordon
White will long be remembered as a
standing example of a man for young
S uth Africans, or for that matter any
other youngster, to live up to—a gallant

.
soldier, a gentleman, and the very best of
sportsman.

,

It is a sad coincidence that yesterday
Mr. G. H. Croote, jun., who sat in this
room at our meetings with the late Cap-
tain Gordon White as Jiis assistant, died
from the prevailing epidemic. Mr. Croote
was one of the most promisino- of the
younger members of the Gold Fields' staff.
He was anxious to go on active service,
but failed to pass the medical examina-
tion. Having failed in that direction, he
did his best by taking on work and
helping in every way he could in the
secretarial department in order that
others who were medically fit could go on
active service, only to die on the "very
day the sad news of his immediate chief's
death is received. He will also be sadly
missed by the members of tlie staff o'f

this office, and most sincerely do we sym-
pathise with his wife and family in their
sorrow.

In conclusion, I wish to record appre-
ciation to Mr. C. D. Leslie, the consult-
ing engineer; to Mr. 0. P. Powell, the
superintending engineer ; also to Mr. C.
H. Greathead, the manager, and his staff

at the mine, who have all loyally co-

operated in doing their utmost under ab-
normal difficulties. In addition to the
above gentlemen, I would like to record
the board's grateful thanks to Dr. A. H.
Watt, the chief medical officer of the
Gold Fields Group, for the untiring
efforts of himself and his assistants in
looking after the health of all our em-
ployes, and more partioluarly for the
energetic and valuable work they have
performed in connection with the present
epidemic. They have all been working
night and day. and it is due very largely

to their exertions and activities not only
during the present epidemic, but also to

their constant attention to the health
of the employes at all times, that we
have not suffered to a greater extent than
might otherwise have been the case.

I now beg formally to move the adop-
tion of the report and accounts.
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Mr. Smits seconded the motion, wWcli

•was adopted unanimously.

Messrs. C. Hely-Hutchinson and W. S.

Smits were re-elected directors, and

Messrs. Douglas, Low and Co. and T. A.

White were reappointed auditors.

SUB NIGEL

The annual meeting of shareholders

.in the Sub-Nigel, Ltd., was held on
'Sept. 25 in the board room. Consoli-

dated Goldfields Buildings. Mr. D.

Cnri.«topherson, G.B.E., chairman of

IMe company in moving the adoption

of the report and directors, said:—
From the income and expenditure ac-

count which is before you, it will be

seen that for the year ended June
30th 1918, the declared working profit,

after allowing for expenditure on re-

newals and replacements of ma-
chinery, plant, etc., was £91,769, and
that after adding sundry revenue and
deducting charges in respect of

miners' phthisis payments, special

war expenditure, taxation, etc., there

-was left an amount of £74,468 to be
carried to the appropriation account.

Two dividends were declared during
the year, namely, 74 per cent, in

December, 1917, and 6 2-3 per cent.

in June last, absorbing in all

£72,292. Turning now to the balancT
sheet, it will be seen from the left

hand side that the nominal capital

stands at £775,000, namely 475,000

shares of £1 each fully paid, and
300,000 shares of £1 each, 5s. per
share paid, equal to £75,000, or a

total of £550,000, less, however, £64
15s. in respect of calls in arrear in

London. Full particulars regarding

the increase in the capital are set

forth in the directors' report. More-
over, the remarks which I made at

the last annual meeting, as well as

the subsequent circulars which were
issued to shareholders, as also the
proceedings at the extarordinary gen-

eral meetings of shareholders on Janu-
ary 31st and February 23th last, so

fully explained everything, that there

is no necessity for me to go into de-

tails again at this meeting. Gold in

reserve is £12,463 as against £9,983
previously. The remaining items on
that side of the balance-sheet do not

call for any special notice. Taking
the other side: Property remains the
same, viz.: £168,520; shaft-sinking,

development, expenditure on equip-
ment of property, etc., and capital

expenditure on uncompleted estimates
total £310,099, as aeainst £256,921, or

an increase of £53,178, full details of

which are given in the report. Paj«-

ments in advance £10,613 compare
•with £5,082, the increase being due
to advances on account of mechanical
engineers' orders and native labour
supply payments. Gold in transit and
cash total £88,587 as against £69,653,
the increase obviously being due 'to

the additional new capital raised, and
to the somewhat larger gold reserve
carried. The other items do not call

for comment.

The issue of Shares.

As will be seen from the directors'

report, the balance of working capi-

tal unexpended on capital account at

June 30th was £71,716, of which
£67,637 was locked up in stores, in-

vestments, payments in advance, etc.

leaving a balance of £4,079. It will

be recalled that in connection with
the recent new issue of 300.000 shares
of £1 each, 5s. per share
has already been paid up and the
balance is due as to 5a. per share on
4th January next and as to 10s. per

share on 5th January, 1920. The nety

capital subscribed this year was
£75,000. In January next a further

£75,000 will be paid up, and in Janu-

ary, 1920 a further £150,000 will be

paid up, thus making the total oi

£300,000. As to the new work carried

out, details -svill be found in the Man-
ager's Report. Mr. C. D. Leslie, the

consulting engineer, points out in hi.s

report that the new vertical shaft has
been started (as a matter of fact it is

down 505 feet at date), and that it is

expected to reach the reef horizoa

early in the year 1920, but in view of

only 1,850 feet still having to be sunk
to reach the reef horizon we hope if

no unforeseen difficulties arise, tha*

this estimate will prove to be on the
conservative side. The shaft will com-
mand the lower ground together with
the contiguous area of the 500 myn-
pacht claims situated on the farm
Grootfontein No. 152. which the coni-

pany recently acquired. To turn again

to the working operations for the year
under review it will be seen from the
Reports before you that the tonnage
crushed was 115,780 tons, or an in-

crease of 5,500 tons over the previous

year (and 58,125 tons more than for

the financial year ended 30th June,
1914). The declared revenue was
493. 0.704d. per ton milled or 53. 0.07d.

per ton m,5re than for the previous
year, while working costs were
33s. 2.477d., or an increase of about
8d. per ton. and the working profit

158. 10.227d., or an increase nt

4s. 4.185d per ton; in other words, the
total declared working profit was
£91,769, as against £63,431 for the pre-

vious year, in addition to which gold
to the value of £2,479 was added to

the reserve account. It is all the more
gratifying to note that these results

have been achieved in spite of tho
many disabilities due to the war and
otherwise, for example you will note
from the manager's report that com-
paring the prices of stores in June,
1918, 1914, there is an increase of 48.

per ton milled for June, 1918.

Ore Development.

Coming now to the important mat-
ter of ore development. You will ob-
serve from the Consulting Engineer's
Report that the ore reserve fully de-

veloped at 30th June, 1918, is esti-

mated at 387,000 mine tons of an
average value of 10,3 dwts.—this com-
pares with 359,000 tons of 10.4 dwts. at

30th June, 1917; in addition thereto
the partially developed ore is esti-

mated at 36,000 mine tons of an indi-

cated value of 9.8 dwts. as compared
with 31,000 tons of 9.4 dwts. at the end
of the previous year. The " C" In-
cline Shaft -was advanced a distance
of 663 feet during the year, tothe 18th
level, upon which development will
proceed shortly. Improved winding
equipment has been installed which
will considerably facilitate opening up
the area served by this shaft. On Mr.
Leslie's advice development has been
extended eastwards from C Shaft and
westwards from E Shaft beyond the
confined course of previous develop-
ment, in expectation that this may
lead to fresh discovery of payable ore.

The eastern development in D Shaft
has been interrupted by a dyke about
which further information is required.
Mr. Leslie points out that in E Shaft
the recent lower development values
are less regular than usual, but you
will notice he adds that this should
not be recarded as a disquieting fea-

ture. The pay chutes in C Shaft
have been found to extend further
westwards than was indicated by pre-
vious development.
To sum up the immediate pro-

gramme is as follows :—(a) To rapidly

extend development from prepared
points in C and D Shafts, which de-
velopment will concentrate towards
the new vertical shaft now being
sunk; and in course of this develop-
ment to open up areas for -working
through this new shaft. (b) To ex-
tend development for opening up
ground to be worked through our
existing ghafts.

As to when it will be advisable to

increase the crushing capacity of the
plant, this must be dependent on ths
rate of progress made. As you are
aware, in this district the payable ore
is found in rich chutes or patches, the
intervening ore bodies being worth-
less. Large stretches of low grade ore
which might be payable by extended
crushing capacity and consequently
lower working costs, do not occur.
In the meantime it is satisfactory
to be able to tell you that Mr. Leslie is

satisfied that for the coming year there

are good prospects of maintaining the pre-

sent rate of profits, and that he has no
fears but that development work as it

proceeds will open up fresh points for

attack, but shareholders must bear in

mind, when reading Uie quarterly re-

ports in connection with development
work, that during the current year this

work is likely to include a large footage

either off or under the reef or on reef

between pay chutes. This obviously can-

not be avoided.

High Rate of Dividends.

I have already mentioned that during
the past year we declared 14 l-6th per
cent, in dividends. Having_^the money
available, and also having sufficient funds
for carrying out the programme of capital

expenditure sanctioned for the current
year, and seeing that increasing profits

were being secured, it was found possible

to pay out these somewhat higher dixi-

dends than were anticipated at the begin-

ning of this year. It is as yet too soon
to make any definite forecast as to the
amount of the next half-yearly dividend,
especially in view of the serious effects of

the deplorable influenza epidemic which
is now in our midst. Although for a time
the malady had acute effects at the mine
(so far three whites and 21 natives "Rav-
ing died), yet eur engineer hopes that
profits for this month will not be seri-

ously reduced. On the other hand, if the
epidemic seriously spreads to the native
territories it may for a time reduce the
number of boys coming forward for work.
A number of the company's white em-
ployes are still away either on active
military or on munition work. The
amount paid out by the company on ac-
count of these men, including grants to
the dependents thereof, was £2,020 dur-
ing the year under review, while the total

amount paid out in this connection from
1st August, 1914, to 30th June, 1918, has
been £6,090. Altogether the number of

the company's white employes who have
left for active service, etc., since the be-
ginning of the war has been 73, of whom
four left during the past year. I am
sorry to say that since the last annual
meeting we have received advice of the
following further casualties :—C. A.
R barts, C. H. Noyce, and A. J. Forbes,
killed ; J. R. Clegg, wounded ; and A. W.
Duffy, prisoner. Our deep sympathy is

extended to the relatives of the killed and
to the wounded, whom we trust will

quickly recover completcl.v ; also to the
prisoner, whom we may hope will be re-

leased speedily. In conclusion, I would
like to record our appreciation to the con-

sulting engineer, to the superintending
engineer, and to Mr. F. G. Dunning,
.your manager, and his staff, who have all

worked hard and co-operated mo.st loyally.

We extend to them all our hearty con-

gratulations on the excellent results
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achieved daring the past year. I now beg
formally to move jthe adoption of the re-

port and accountsr

The Chairman before he sat down fiaid

in regard to this month's profits later

information showed there would be no
reduction.

Mr. W. P. Fisher said he had much
pleasure iu seconding the adoption of

the report and accounts. He was sure

it must be gratifying to shareholders to

listen to the higlily interesting report of

ithe chairman as to the present and
future prospects of the mine. There were
one or two salient features in the speech
which he thought deserved consideration,
notably first was the fact that although
there had been an enormous rise in the
price of stores and other expenditure
due to the war the increase in working
costs had been only 8d. per ton and the
profit something over 4s. per ton better,
which was particularly satisfactory. It

was also pleasing to have noticed recently
the advance in the monthly profits, which
was an indication that things were going
well on the mine. He had had a little

feeling of anxiety in regard to the ore
reserves, and he took the opportunity
to mention the matter to the cliairman,
who kindly explained how it was that
a good deal -of the work which had
been done during the cuiTcnt year had
been of such a nature that did not
enable them to block out ore in sufficient
quantities to make it appear that there
had been a large development. The
advance in working -costs all round on
these fields had been something like 4s.

per ton, and for a mine like theirs, which
was particularly rich and which he hoped '

would continue to get richer, that might
not be of such vital importance but for
low grade mines it was a very*>Berious
matter. He congratulated the chairman
and the board on the past year's work,
and he knew the shareholders were highly
pleased at the action of the board in
giving shareholders an opportunity to
subscribe for the fresh working capital.
He was sure that when the new shaft
reached the horizon of the reef nnd addi-
tional working faces were available the
figures which had been given would be
abundantly justified.

The motion was carried unanimouslr.
The retirmg directors, Messrs. W. S
Smits and P. Dreyfus were re-elected, and
the auditors, Messrs. Roberts, Hays and
Co., and Douglas, Low and Co.. were re-
appointed.

KNIGHTS DEEP, LTD.

Mr. Douglas Christopherson presi-

ded over the annual meeting of the

Knights Deep, Ltd., held in the board
room, Consolidated Goldfields Bldgs., on

September 31, and in moving the adopt-

tion of the directors' report and bal-

ance-sheet, said that the working

profit for the year ended July 31st,

1918, was £21,019, which was more
than swallowed up by other expenses,

for it would be seen that £23,950 was

absorbed by Miners' Phthisis pay-

ments, special expenditure due to war.

taxation, interest, etc., -So that after

allowing for £6,143, sundry revenue,

there remained the small sum of

£3,212, which was carried to the ap-

propriation account. The loan of

£25,500 from the Consolidated Gold-

fields has, since the last meeting,

been paid off, this being due almost

entirely to the fact that during the

year they had been able to release a

substantial amount of money hither-

to locked up in stores and material.

Furthermore, during the past year the

company had reduced the investments

from £13,580 to £4,917, chie% by

disposing of the shareholding in Brey-

ten Collieries, Ltd., thus still fur-

ther strengthening the cash position.

As to the operations for the past,

is compared with the previous yea-.

the tonnage milled decreased by 58,800

tons. The mine, which was a low

grade mine, was dependent on putting

through a large tonnage. Working

revenue per ton was priclically the

same namely, 14s. 9d.247d., a decrease
of .63d. per ton. Working costs

were, however, 14s. 4.825d., as com'-

pared with 13s. 3.080d., an inereass
of Is. 1.745d. per ton; while the pro-

fit was 4.422d., as against Is. 6.697d.,

or a decrease of Is. 2.275d. per ton.

Thus the total declared working profit

was £21,019, as compared with £93.214
previously, or a drop of over £72,000.

The average number of natives em-
ployed was 6,301 as against 5,932 :n

the preceding year, or an increase of

369 boys, but this increase was un-
fortunately more than counterbalan>
ed by the shorter hours of work which
prevailed as from January 1st, 1918.

as the outcome of the agreement come
to between the Chamber of Mines and
the Labour Unions. In like manner
with other companies the Knights
Deep suffered considerably owing '.o

the abnormal floods experienced dur-
ing the last rainy season. Share-
holders would doubtless have noticed
from the published monthly returns
in the press that the declared profits

from working for the last three
months of the past financial year Tere
higher than for the previous months,
viz: an average of £4.544 per moTith

as compared with an average of £713
per month for the first nine -nonths
of the lyear. The manager said that

these higher profits were the result

of an improvement in the average
grade which it was found possible to

effect. For instance, the grade of ore

goin? to the mill during the last three

months to Jiilv 31st. 1918. was 3.932

dwts.. 4.384 dwts. and 4.317 dwts. re-

spectively as aa-ainst 3.626 dwts, ner
ton for the fii'St nine months of the

year.

Government and Low Grade Mines.

Continuing, Mr. Christopherson
said that it must be some time toe-

fore there could be any material re-

duction in working costs after peace,

and, therefore, it could be expected
that the existence of low-grade mines
would rem'ain precarious. The Union
Government, on the report of the Se-

lect Committee appointed to inquire

into the position of low-grade mines,
practically did nothing beyond laying

that report on the table of the Hou.?e,

and did not even invite a discussion

on same. So far from any relief being
given it was rather the reverse, as sub-

sequently the Government Railways
raised their charges by means of "ter-

minal additions" : as a result the Wit-
watersrand gold mines would be bur-
dened with an extra £115,000 per an-
num. Other local industries, such as

sugar, tea, matches, explosives, boots,
wines, etc., etc., were protected by
the customs duties imposed on the
imported articles. It might be said

that these duties were introduced
primarily for revenue purposes for

the administration of the country,.

The effect thereof, however, was to

protect and encourage such local in-
dustries, and surely the local industry.
as represented! by the low-grade mines,
was deserving of consideration, espec-
ially seeing that the livelihood of a
large proportion of the community
wa.s derived therefrom, directly and
indirectly, as well as a large propor-
tion of the State revenue. For the
farmer sending his produce through-
out the Union and overseas, facilities
were granted' by way of cheap transit
rates over the railways; in fact, in
one way and another, something had
been and was being done for practic-
ally all local industries. But for the
Gold Mining Industry — the greatest
local industry they- had—not only had
nothing been done to afford relief, but
increasing burdens were constantly.
being put upon its shoulders by the
Government and others.

In passing. Mr. Christopherson saidi
that it would be of interest to share-
holders to know that whilst for the
year ended 31st July, 1914, it cost the
company 16s. 6d. to produce a sove-
reign: for the year ended 31st July,
1918, it cost 19s. 6d., or an increase of
3s.

Since the close of the financial year
their profits had fallen off. For in-
stance

—

Tons crushed. Working profit.

August . .

September .

86,40;<

83,100
£2,612

683

August included the value, viz., £1,833,
of 440 fine ounces frcm reserve gold ac-
count, so that the actual working profit

was only £779.

The operations for the above two
months were considerably interfered with
owing to falls of hanging wall in various
stopes, the result of which affected the
tonnage and grade unfavourably. Then,
also, like all other mines, they had dur-
ing the past few weeks sustained serious
inconvenience and interruption to opera-
tions owing to the influenza epidemic, s>'

far three whites and 19 natives having
succumbed to the malady. They would
therefore readiy appreciate that latterly

, they had passed through a bad period,

and the directors feared that the opera-

tions for the current month must result

in a loss, especially seeing that for the
first three weeks the tonnage milled was
down some 10,000 tons as compared with
the corresponding period of the previous
month. It would be seen from the con-

sulting engineer's report that the ore re-

serve fully developed at 31st July, 1918,

was estimated at 1,671,000 mine tons of

an average value of 4.43 dwts. (as com-
pared with 2,301,000 tons of 4.4 dwts.
at end of preceding year) ; in addition
to which the partially developed ore was
estimated at 83,000 tons of an indicated

value of 5.03 dwts. (as compared with
37,000 tons of 4.32 dwts, previously).

It would be obvious from what he had
said that all concerned in the manage-
ment of the mine had again been faced
with very trying circumstances, and he
felt sure that they would join with him
in expressing appreciation of their efforts

at securing profitable working in spite

of the many disabilities imposed owing to

war and other conditions.

Mr. Christopherson continued his re-

marks by referring to the employes of the
company who had gone on active service,

a number having made the supreme sacri-

five.

The report and balance sheet were
adopted.

The retiring directors. Messrs. W. S.

Smits and C. Hely-Hutchinson, were re-

elected, as were the auditors, Messrs.

Douglas, Low and Co. and Chas. Stuart.
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LACE PROPRIETARY MINES, LIMITED.
(Incokpokated in the Transvaal.)

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS,

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Twelfth Ordinary

General Meeting of Shareholders in the Late Proprietary Mines,

Limited, will be held in the Board Room, The Jeppe Arcade, Com-

missioner Street, Johannesburg, on FRIDAY, 22nd NOVEMBER,

1918, at 10 a.m., for the following business :

1. To receive and consider the Directors' and Auditors' Re-

ports, with Balance Sheet, for the year ended 31st August,

1918.

2. To elect two Directors in the places of Messrs. J. Dale

Lace and B. Southwell, who retire in accordance with

the provisions of the Articles of Association, but are

eligible, and offer themselves for re-election.

3. To appoint an Auditor for the ensuing year, and to fix

remuneration for the last Audit.

4. To transact general business.

The Share Transfer Registers of the Company will be closed

from 16th to 22nd November. 1918, both dates inclusive.

By Order of the Board of Directors,

0. F. BROTHERTON
(for the Witwatersrand Township, Estate and

Finance Corporation, Limited, Secretaries).

Head Office :

The Jeppe Arcade, Johannesburg,

29th October, 1918.

The National Bank of South Africa,

LIMITED.

THE WOLHUTER GOLD MINES, LTD.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

INTERIM DIVIDEND.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that an Interim Dividend at the

rate of Six per cent, per annum has been declared for the half-

year ended 30th September, 1918, being six shillings per share.

The Dividend will be payable on 26th November to all Share-

holders registered in the Books of the Company at the close of

business on Saturday, 16th November, 1918, and to holders of

(Joupon 40 attached to Share "Warrants to Bearer.

The Transfer Books will be closed from 18th to 23rd November,

1918 (both days inclusive).

Dividend Warrants will be despatched to South African Register-

ed Shareholders from Pretoria, and to European Shareholders from

London Office on or about 26th November.

Holders of Share WarraiUts to Bearer ape informed that

Coupons may be deposited at any of the Bank's Branches, and

will, upon verification by Head Office, be paid on or after 26th

November, 1918.

By Order of the Board of Directors,

C. P. MATHEWS, Secretary.

Pretoria, 26th October, 1918

IDECLARATION OF DIVIDEND No. 22.

A DIVIDEND of 2i per cent. (Two and one-half per cent.),

6d. (Sixpence) per £1 share, has been declared by the Board for

the period -ending 31st October, 1918, payable to Shareholders re-

gistered in the Books of the Company at the close of business on
the 31st October, 1918, and to holders of Coupon No. 22 attached

to Share Warrants.
The Transfer Books will be closed from the 1st to the 7th

November, 1918, both days inclusive.

If possible the Dividend will be paid early in December, 1918,

but owing to the irregularity in the mail service it is impossible

to state the actual date of payment. The Warrants, however,

will be despatched to Shareholders as soon as possible after receipt

of the final Transfer Returns from the London Office. Those
despatched from the London Office to perbons resident in the

United Kingdom will be subject to a deduction of English Income
Tax.

Coupon No. 22, attached to Share Warrants, will be payable
on or after the 6th DecemTier, 1918, at the London Office of the

Company. . Coupons must be deposited FOUR CLEAR DAYS be-

fore being paid.

Coupons paid by the London Office, unless accompanied by
Inland Revenue Declarations, will be subject to a deduction of

English Income Tax.
By Order of the Board,

RAND MINES, LTD., Secretaries.

S. C. STEIL, Secretary.

Head Office : The Corner House,

Johannesburg, 22nd October, 1918.

THE RANDFONTEIN CENTRAL GOLD
MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.

Mining Plant and Buildings for Sale.

The RANDFONTEIN CENTRAL GOLD MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED, offer for Sale, by Private Treaty, a Large
Quantity of MINING PLANT and BUILDINGS, including the
following items ;

—

Two 100 Stamp MILLS, falling weight of Stamps about
1,100 lbs.

One 22ft. x 5ft. 6in. TUBE MILL.
F3ur 22ft. X 5ft TUBE MILLS.
Two 65ft. Diameter STEEL TAILINGS WHEELS.
Seven STEEL EXTRACTOR BOXES.
Twenty-one WOODEN EXTRACTOR BOXES.
One 30ft. SORTING TABLE.
Two No. 6 GATES CRUSHERS and SPARE PARTS.
Four MECHANICAL HAULAGE GEARS.
Two BETTY ZINC LATHES.
One JOHNSON FILTER PRESS.
One FRASER and CHALMERS Horizontal Cross Com-

pound MILL ENGINE, about 250 I.H.P., with CONDENSING
PLANT.

One MUSGRAVE Triple Expansion MILL ENGINE, about
450 I.H.P.

One Cross Compound VERTICAL ENGINE, about 125

I.H.P., by Davey, Paxman and Company.
One LANE and BODLEY VERTICAL COMPOUND EN-

GINE, about 75 I.H.P.
One A.C. 3-Phase GENERATOR SET, comprising Tandem

Compound Horizontal Encine bv Macintosh and SeymDur. and
G.E.C Generator. 50 Volts, <^0 Cycles. l.'iO K.W.. 225 R.P.M.

Two EDISON HOPKINSON DYNAMOS, 120 volts, 120

amperes G90 revs., by Mather and Piatt. Limited.
.About 2 000 feet of IJin. Diameter MANILLA DRIVING

ROPES.
Eighteen CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, from Sin. to 2iin. Dia-

meters.
One TANGYE 40 cwt. Dmiblp Purchase HAND WINCH.
Six AMALGAM BARRELS and Three AMALGAM

PRESSES
One Srn.ill DRILLING MACHINE, bv Loudon Bros.

Two TAILINGS WH^PL DRIVES and Belt Tighteners.

Onp KRUPP LIME GRINDING MACHINE.
WOOD nnd IRON BUILDINGS. SHAFTINGS. COtlo-

LINGS, BFARINGS, M.S. and C.I. PIPING VALVES,
COCKS. FURNACES, CLEAN-UP PLANTS, WOODEN VATS,
Etc.. Etc.

Further particulars ran be obtained from the Eneineering

Department. .Tobannesburcr ConsoHdated Investment Com-
pany. Limited. Seventh Floor, Consolidated Buildine, .Tohan-

nesburp. or from the Controller of Stores. The Randfontein

Central Gold Mining Company. Limited, P.O. Box 2. Rand-
fontein.

For JOHANNESBURG CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENT
CO., LTD., Secretaries.

FRANK HALL.
Johannesburg, 34th September. 1918.
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N otes and N ews.
The sale by Messrs. Eraser & Chalmers, LtL, of their Erith

works has been followed by the sale
Fraser & Chalmers of tlieir business in tn.s country to

Changes. Messrs. W. H. Haig and C. E. Rogers,
who will carry it on under the

name of Fraser & Chalmers (South Africa), Ltd. Mr.
Haig is the well-known General Manager of the
company in Johannesburg, and Mr. Rogers . will be
remembered as a foiTner General Manager of the
firm here, who afterwards became Genera! Manager of the
works at Erith. The business, name, goodwill and connec-
tion, including all the agencies, were tnken over by the new
control as from July 1 last, and the new company will be
registered in this country, with its he^id office at Farrar
Buildings, Johannesburg. Mr W. H. Haig will be Chair-
man and Managing Director, and the experienced staff and
extensive organisation so long and so widely known in the
mining, metallurgical and general 3ngineering fields, will

be maintained and augmented. The same progressive policy

that has characterised the fimi in the past will, doubtless,

mark its future, and new branches will be founded in other

South African centres, such as Capetown, Delagoa Bay, etc.

We heartily congratulate the firm on its rebirth, under such
excellent auspices, at such a propitious moment.

'fp •fc WP ^

His many friends on the Rand welcomed back this week
Captain Clem Webb, M.C., from his two

Return of CaDt. years' active service in France. Captain
C. D. Webb. Webb has been given two months' leave

from his unit, the S.A.N.L.C., and he
speaks highly of the value and discipline of that corps.

Before the men under his command sailed, Field Marshal
Haig sent a congratulatory message, worded in the highest

terms, which was read to the men. Captain Webb's four

sons, who hold commissions in different regiments, have so

far escaped without serious mishap.
tF "JF

*
"R*

We are officially advised that on the 4th instant No. 1 Bore-
hole intersected reef on shale contact at

Southern Van Ryn a depth of 2,551 feet. The analyses from
Borehole No. 1. a section of 7| inches of the core gave

the following results :—Top section

:

Character, hanging wall quartzite with some banket matter;

width, If ins. ; value, trace. Middle section : Character,

Banket ; width. If ins. ; value, 2.5 dwts. Bottom section

:

Character, Banket; width, 2^ ins.; value, 2.7 dwts. Below
contact: Character, shale; width, li ins., value, 3.2 dwts.

Total width, 7J ins.; value 2.1 dwts. The reef resembles

that of Sub-Nigel. The borehole was continued in shale

for a distance of 50 feet below the reef.

* * * *

The widespread nature of the demand of gold producers for

assistance is emphasised by recent ad-

The Cold Question vices from Canada, which show that

in Canada. mining interests in the Dominion have
joined those of South Africa and the

United States in urging upon their respective Governments,
through a representative committee, the need for some
mitigation of the conditions which during the war period

have adversely affected the industry. In this connection

mid-August Ottawa dispatches announced that Sir Thomas
White, Minister of Finance, had requested the Canadian
gold mining interests to submit a definite plan whereby
Federal assistance might be made practicable. While the

miners' memorandum had not. been formulated at the time

the mail left, the " Commercial and Financial Chronicle

understood that the chief tei-ms would include removal of

the Customs duty on gold-mining machinery and exemption

from all war taxation by Governments and municipalit'es.

With a fixed price for their product, the Canadian gold com-
panies, in common with those in other British Possessions

and the United States, have been obliged to reduce pro-

duction or close down. Concerns which barely made their

way in 1913 on low grade ore extraction are now earning

nothing whatever on capital.

3
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H.M. Trade Commissioner in South Africa has published a

list showing the items of mining stores

Standardisation which have been standardised, and those

of Mining Stores, of which standardisation is still under con-

sideration by the Transvaal Chamber of

Mines. The list is as follows -.—Items completed and Stand-

ards issued: Battery shoes, battery dies, battery heads,

battery stems, battery camshafts, battery screening, medium
and fine, grizzley bars, skip wheels, rails. Items completed

and now in print: Battery tappets, battery cams, battery

keys and gibs, battery blanton wedge, screening (coarse),

electric lamps. Items under consideration : Truck wheels

and axles, fishplates and bolts for rails, piping, conveyor

belts, filter cloths, pulley centres, conveyor idlers. Prints

showing full details of the nine items in the above list for

which standards have- been issued are at the Department of

Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence) and. may be

consulted there.
* « # *

Renter's Agency is officially informed that the following are

the numbers and amounts of the applica-

The New Union tions received for the present issue of local

Loan. registered stock from the 15th October, the

date on which the lists were opened, up

to and including the 31st October: Applications through

banks, receivers of revenue, and Treasuiy (cash)—4i per

cent, stock, 135, value £320,742; 5 per cent, stock 555,

value £892,990; total 690, value £1,213,732. Applications

through Post Offices for cash—4^ per cent, stock 3, £750;

5 per cent, stock 25, £16,545; total 28, £17,295. Applica-

tions by conversion of Treasury bills—4J per cent, stock 11,

£31,400; 5 per cent, stock 37, £413,300; total 48, £444,700.

Total—4i per cent, stock 149, £352 892; 5 per cent, stock

617, £1,322,835; and 766, £1,675,727. These figures repre-

sent only such applications as have reached the Treasury

and Pretoria up to the 31st October. In view of the dis-

location of business throughout the Union consequent upon

the influenza epidemic, the above figures are regarded as

eminently satisfactory.
* * * *

The Secretary writes:
—

" We shall be glad if you will be

good enough to give publicity to the follow-

The Clennairn ing cable which has been despatched to

Closing Down, the London Office of this Company to-day,

viz. :
' Directors, acting on the advice of

Consulting Engineer, have decided to discontinue mining

and milling operations forthwith. The position has now
been reached when mining has become unprofitable. At
the last annual meeting of shareholders the Chairman indi-

cated that the cessation of mining operations was not far

distant. Work will be now confined to treatment of accumu-
lated slime, which will take about two or three years. It is

exeoted that slime will be worked at a fair profit.'

* * * *

A message from Washington, dated September 5th, says:

—

To conserve gold for monetary purposes

U.S.A. Cold and the more essential trades and arts,

Restrictions, the War Industries Board has decided to

limit the distribution of the metal to

manufacturers of jewellery, dental and optical goods and
other materials into which gold enters. One consideration

which will tend to give manufacturing jewellers a bigger

supply than otherwise is the fact that jewellery forms one of

the best export commodities for equalising foreign exchange
rates. It represents a maximum of price with perhaps a

minimum of war value, and can be shipped in small bulk

to countries which import little other American goods and
where consequently the dollar in exchange rate is low.

* * * *

The intimation of the death of Lieut. -Colonel Charles Arthur
Tremeer, D.S.O., as a result of a motor

Death ol Colonel car accident last week-end, was received

Tremeer. with deep regret by a wide circle of friends.

Colonel 'Tremeer was Imperial Trade Corre-

spondent for H.M. Board of Trade. He came to South
Africa in 1875 for the Frontier Armed and Mounted Police,

seeing service in the Gaika and Galeka wars under General
Sir Evelyn Wood. In 1880 he commanded the Kingwilliams-

town Artillery in the relief coluaan to Umtata. In 1886 he

came to Johannesburg, being gazetted as retaining the rank
of Major in the Colonial Volunteer Forces. ,In 1887 he
organised the firm of Tremeer and Cumings, and in 1892
joined the staff of the Farrar-Anglo-Freneh group of mines.
For the part he took in the Reform Movement in 1895-6 he
was sentenced to three years' imprisonment, and on the
declaration of war in 1899 he joined Sir George Farrar at

the Cape to assist in recruiting the South African Mounted
Irregular Forces. In February, 1900, he received the ap-

pointment of Commandant of the Eosebank recruiting and
training depot until appointed as Field Staff Officer for

Colonial Forces on Lord Roberts's Staff, and subsequently

Lord Kitchener's Staff. He returned to Capetown to

organise fresh recruiting in the Cape Colony and Natal, and
at this period also enlisted the Mines Defence Division.

In 1901 he returned to Johannesburg, where he was ap-

pointed Officer Commanding the Eastern District of the

Rand, being also selected as one of the Commissioners of

the Military Compensation Court. For his valuable and
unselfish services he was awarded the D.S.O. In the Ger-
man South-West Campaign he was Lieut. -Colonel and
D.A.Q.M.G. with General Sir Duncan Mackenzie's Central

Force, and was afterwards with the Northern Force. Col.

Tremeer enjoyed a wide popularity in Johannesburg and the

funeral on Monday was attended by a representative

gathering of all sections of the community.
•W •R* "TT tP

An extraordinary meeting of the Planet-Arcturus Gold
Mines, Ltd., was recently held in Lon-

Planet-Arcturus CM. don for the purpose of passing a reso-

Proposed Lease. lution to lease the property to the

Gold Fields Rhodesian Development
Company. The directors, in a circular, state that they have

received an offer from the Gold Fields Rhodesian Develop-

ment Company to lease this company's mines, with the

object of resuming shaft sinking and development work and
equipping these properties. The Gold Fields Rhodesian

Development Company propose to continue shaft sinking,

further development, etc., and to erect plant for the work-

ing of the properties, including the construction of a light

railway to connect tlie mines with the Rhodesian railway

system. It is proposed that the Gold Fields Rhodesian De-
velopment Company be given a lease of the properties at a

nominal rental and that all receip'ts from ore crushed, after

deduction of working expenses, be retained by that company
in payment of the existing loan, which, with accrued interest

to date, amounts to £113,921, and of such further expendi-

ture as may be incuixed under the proposed scheme. When
the entire indebtedness has been repaid the lease will ter-

minate and the properties will revert to this company, to-

gether with all machinery, plant, railway, etc., to be worked

by it for the benefit of its shareholders.
ff "Iv TT W

The report of the Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Com-
pany for 1917 states that at the end

Victoria Falls Power, of the year the issued share capital

amounted to £3,000,000 and Deben-

ture capital to £4,076,640, a further £147,900 of the Five

per Cent. First Mortgage Debentures and £13,300 of the

Five and a-Half per Cent. Second Mortgage Debentures

having been drawn or purchased for redemption. The net

earnings amounted to £836,301. After providing for interest

and premium on Debentures. £236,273, and for depreciation

and income-tax, etc., £337,262, there remains a net profit of

£262.766: £72,425 was brought forward, making £335,191.

The directors have transferred £50,000 to reserve fund, and

after deducting dividends on Preference shares there is left

£195,191. On 20th June last the directors declared a

dividend of 5 per cent., less income-tax, on the Ordinary

shares for the year, and as the Preference shares are entitled

to share pro rata with the Ordinary shares in the surplus

profits distributed until the former have received a total

dividend of 10 per cent, for the year in respect of which the

distribution is made, the directors also declared at the same
time a further and final dividend of 4 per cent., less income-

tax, on the Preference shares in respect of the year ended

31st December last. These dividends were paid on 8th

July last, absorbing £97,500, leaving £97,691, which it is

proposed to carry forward.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.
PEACE AND THE LABOUR OUTLOOK.

The recent recrudescence of labour troubles on the Rand
is regarded by some people as symptomatic, of what may
follow the advent of peace. Prophecy is perilous in these

days of quickly changing conditions, and we do not pretend

to be able to read the future of the relations between
employers and employed. We may, however, profitably

examine' the most authoritative opinions of others on the

subject, such as the final report of the Whitely Committee
just issued in England, in order to find if it contains any
useful lessons capable of local application. The terms of

reference to that Committee, it may be remembered, were

to consider (1) what could be done to secure permanent
improvement in industrial relations; and (2) to recommend
means for the systematic review of industrial conditions

affecting those relations, so that future improvement in

conditions could be ensured. The final report confines its

attention to indicating a ground plan upon which each
industry is invited to build the fabric suited to its own
conditions. It was preceded by four others, in the first of

which the Committee recommended that joint industrial

councils be established for each of the principal well-

organised industries in order to advise upon matters affecting

the welfare of the industry, labour by this means taking a

definite and enlarged share in the discussion and settlement

of industrial matters. While reaffirming its conviction of

the urgency of the matter, the Committee expresses the

opinion that there is pressing need that every organised

industry should equip itself with a representative machinery
capable of dealing with the large questions of common
interest to employers and employed, arising in war time,

during demobilisation, and in the period after the war. In

its Fourth Report the Committee made recommendations
on conciliation and arbitration.' Relying in the main on the

methods built up by agreement within the various indus-

tries, and looking to an expansion and improvement of these

methods, resulting from the habit of dealing with common
questions in joint council, it has limited its new proposals

to the establishment of a small Standing Arbitration

Council, on the lines of the present Committee on Produc-
tion, to deal with cases where the parties have failed to come
to an agreement under their ordinary procedure and wish

to refer their differences to this Council. In this connection

the Committee made suggestions for minimising the occur-

rence of conflicting awards and for securing an interchange

of knowledge and experience between arbitrators. On the

question of the adoption of a scheme of profit-sharing and
co-partnership, the Committee has considered the evidence

at present available, and felt bound to come to the con-

clusion that it does not justify any general recommendations
being put forward. The report concludes—rather weakly, it

seems to us—as follows :

Our recommondations have the effect of conferring upon the Joint

Industrial Councils, and through them upon the several industries, a

large measure of self-government. Many of the subjects which might
perhaps have been suggeeted as forming objects of inquiry by the pre-

sent Committee are matters which, in our opinion, can more ujefuUy

and profitably be considered by the joint organisations, composed a:

they are of those actually concerned in the various trades. Moreover,

since our Committee was constituted two now Departments of State

have been set up—namely, the Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of

Reconstruction. The functions of these Departments and the activities

of the various Advisory Commiltoes which they have established will

necejearily include the ccnsideration of the relations between employers

and employed and of the problems connected therewith, and the Depart-

ments will no doubt be -better able (through and with the assistance of

the Industrial Councils which we have recommended) to offer such

advice and guidance as may be found necessary than the present

Committee. It is clear, therefore, that if we were to undertake further

inquiries there would be a considerable amount of overlapping, either

with the work that is now being carried on by the Central Depart-

ments, or with the duties and functions of the Industrial Councils.

What may be regarded as expressing the extreme view

of the Labour minority is conveyed in the following note

appended to the report, signed: "J. R. Clj'nes, J. A.

Hobson, A. Susan Lawrence, J. J. Mallon and Mona
Wilson," as members of the Committee, desiring to render

hearty support to the recommendations on Industrial

Councils or Trade Boards, but while recognising the more
amicable relations thus established between capital and

labour, the signatories express the view that a complete

identity of interests cannot thus be effected, and " that such

machinery cannot be expected to furnish a settlement for

the more serious conflicts of interest involved in the working

of an economic system primarily governed and directed by

motives of private profit." This, of course, is all very well

as a pious declaration of faith in the possibility of Utopia.

It will not help much in the solution of the Labour problems

after the war. Indeed, the final report of the Whitely

Committee, representing the last word on the subject in

England, is disappointingly barren in suggestions likely to

be of any practical use in meeting Rand industrial

difficulties. ,

Some little way across the old German border, thinly

disguised in places by a superficial layer

Cold in East of limestone, the prospector, fostered by
Africa. the pre-war German authorities, located

gold in commercial quantity. A field,

roughly measuring 200 miles by 100, with a number of

claims pegged (some of which were being worked when the

war broke out), the whole mining district being at an altitude

of over 4,000 ft. above sea level, which but rarely knows a

mild form of malaria—such is the auriferous country in

which the Kilimafeza gold mines are situated, says the

African World. Towards the end of 1913 Mr. Le Roux, the

promoter and present manager of this enterprise, safaried

through the area. With a previous experience of Transvaal

and Rhodesian gold mining he did not take long to arrive

at the opinion that the district gave ample promise of pros-

perous development. Options were acquired over the

Kilimafeza properties and, on his return to Nairobi, the

company which was registered in June, 1914, was success-

fully floated. In July of that year he was already back at

work preparing for the erection of the necessary machinery

and plant. On the outbreak of hostilities, instead of being

made prisoner, he was fortunate enough to be turned out

of G.E.A. The company's plant arrived at Mombasa too

late to be sent up to the mine, and lay in storage during the

period of the local campaign. At length, towards the end

of 1917, permission having been granted to the company to

recommence operations, the machinery was conveyed to

Musomaon Lake Victoria, as the only practicable route for

freighting all this heavy material to the mine. But even

by this way, a distance of 110 miles, the transporting diffi-

culties were colossal. There was merely the roughest of

tracks through a fly-infested country, where the cattle died

in wholesale fashion, and unceasing rains; but by April,

1918, crushing operations began, only to find that the supply

of water now necessary was insufficient in consequence of

the succeeding drought. Ordinarily at this time of the year

the Oranji River—which flows past the company's holding

—

is a roaring torrent. Three weirs have, however, been

thrown across the river capable of conserving 5,000,000

gallons of water, and the management anticipate no further

troubles in this respect after the fall of the first rains.

Arrangements to complete their cyanide plant have also

been made. Nevertheless, as the result of 38 days of inter-

mittent crushing by a reduced plant, gold to the value of

Rs. 18,000 has been extracted from 259 tons of ore; being

well over an ounce to the ton, at a cost of production of 6

dwts. per ton. In other words, the company has made a

profit at the mine of 16 dwts., or £3 3s. 6d., per ton of ore

milled. This remarkable achievement has been produced by

the unceasing energy of Mr. Le Roux and his able assistant,

the company's engineer, Mr. H. R. Martin, the only white

men working on the mine, together with two Indian fundis.

So far the main reef has not been dealt with, and the pre-

sent results have been obtained entirely from another lode

that was developed subsequently to the formation of the

company. In all seven reefs, each carrying good payable

values, have been unearthed within the boundaries of the

250 acres odd, that comprise the grant; and indications go

to prove that the ore gets richer in every case as-it descends.

The unnecessarily tortuous journey to and from the mine is

also by way of being greatly curtailed, and a practicable

route to Kijabe has been discovered. The company is now
in negotiation with the authorities for permission to use this

far straighter and shorter road.
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THE OCTOBER GOLD OUTPUT: GROUP RETURNS.

Central Mining/Rand Mines Group.

The following are the results of crushing operations of

the Central Mining/Rand Mines companies for the month

of October:—

Company.

Bantjes Cons. ...

City Deep
Cons. Main Reef
Crown Mines ...

Dur. Rood. Dp..
East Rand Prop.

Ferreira Deep . .

.

Geldenhuis Deep
Knight Central ..

Modder B
New Modder ...

Nourse Mines ...

Robinson
Rose Deep ..

Village Main
Wolhuter
Village Deep
Wit. Deep ..

I ^S 3
«^ i
"i JOS 3
S5SS r-

90 3

a154 10

220 6
660 26
100 3

600 23
280 7

300 7

120 3

b104 8
... c236 15

... 180 5

... 180 6

... 300 7

R. 130 4
120
180
200

•8

S

18,150
49,500
46,310
147,000
25,600
113,000
38,700
48,100
23,750

56,500
73,000
38,350
36,800
49,300
21,300

31,550
40,900
28,730

Ik

S
&

5,560
21,696
16,432
48,604
9,068

31,021
14,117

13,615

7,044
27,455
39,529
12,592

9,447
12,965

6,781

8,435

13,662

8,265

£2,129
20,566
8,183

31,484
2,191

11,080
11,975

1,419

2,016

57,827
90,485
1,611

1,329

5,374

5,008

3,459
*670

*2,593

•oO
SSfa
g-Sg

mfi a.

23/ 1

28/ 1

25/10
23/ 2

27/ 9

21/
24/ 1

22/11
22/11
19/11
20/ 3

26/

20/
19/

21/
20/
28/

25/

Tls. & averages 4154 149 886,540 306,288 252,873 23/ 05
A Includes 4 Nissen stamps. B Includes 24 Nissen stamps.

c Includes 56 Nissen stamps.

* Loss.

East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd.—Shareholders were
notified last month of an accident in the Hercuies shaft,

which prevented the hauling of the tonnage broken in that

section during the latter portion of September. This ore

was milled during October, thereby increasing the tonnage
milled at a small cost, with a consequent material reduction

in average costs per ton for the past month, which were
further decreased by a temporary curtailment of develop-

ment footage, in two sections of the mine in order to facili-

tate the commencement of stoping operations therein. The
profit earned is just sufficient to meet standing charges,

including the debenture service. The grade of ore now
being mmed shows signs of improvement, and it remains to

be seen if this improvement in grade and the native labour

position will enable the company to make the working profit

required to meet the standing charges. The outlook regard-

ing native labour is at present unsatisfactory, due to the

prevailing epidemic which has interfered with the supply

coming forward from the native territories.

Bantjes Consolidated Mines, Ltd.—Improved results due
to continuation of cleaning up.

Villige Deep, Ltd.—Reduced tonnage due to shortage of

labour.

General Note.—Results of all companies affected by the

disorganisation of white and native workmen due to the

influenza epidemic.

The general note above does not apply to the East Rand
Proprietary Mines, Ltd.

Transvaal G.M. Estates.

The following notification has been received from the

head office of the Transvaal Gold Mining Estates:—Almost
all the native employees have fled to their homes, and opera-

tions are entirely suspended. Owing to illness among the

staff the publication of results for October of the Transvaal
(jold Mining Estates will be considerably delayed.

Barnato Group.
The results of operations of the Barnato group for

October are as follows :

—

Mine.

Consolidated Langlaagte
Ginsberg
Glencairn
Government Areas
Langlaagte Estate
New Primrose
New Unified

Randfontein Central ...

Van Ryn Deep
Witwatersrand

Stamps.

100
75

160
200
200
90
60

600
90
215

Tnna
Crushed.

40,000
12,750
18,700

114,500
46,940
17,400
12,100

140,000
47,750
34.000

Revenue
from Gold

£50,301
13,908
11,586

200,183
59,520
15,898
12,221

159,457
98,505
37,714

Totals and averages ... 1790 484,140 £659,293

September totals ...

Mine.

Consolidated Langlaagte
Ginsberg
Glencairn

Government Areas ...

Langlaagte Estate ... .

New Primrose
New Unified
Randfontein Central
Van Ryn Deep
Witwatersrand

. 1790

Total
Workiug

Costs.

£40,415
12,312

12,339
115,439
45,098
14,628

9,976
159,374

49,140
34,003

507,690 £684,018

Working
CoalD

per Ton
Milled.

8bi lings.

20-208
19-314

13197
20- 164
19-215

16-813

16-488

22-767
20-582
20-002

liross

Profit iuclud-

ing 8undry
Revenue.

£10,073
1,692
*561

85,358
14,617

1,353

2,286
1,002

50,130
4,738

Totals and averages ... £492,724 20355 £170,688

September totals £487,259 19-195 £200,879

Monthly Gross Profit for 1918.—January, £190,628;
February, £159,225; March, £136,496; April, £164,186;
May, £179,975; June, £180,141; July, £188.103; August,
£186,284; September, £200,879; October, £170,688.

Note.—Profits of all companies adversely affected by
influenza epidemic, some of them seriously.

Consolidated Mines Selection Group.

The following are the results of operations for the month
of October:—

Stamps Tons Working Costs
Working. Milled. per Ton Milled

... 110 49,000 26/ 4-898

80 35,450 23/10-578
Brakpan Mines
Springs Mines

Totals and averages 190 84,450 25/ 4-170

Value of Yield Working Working
Gold per Profit. Piofjt,

decl»r>-d. Ton. per Ton.

Brakpan Mines... £82,424 33/ 7-709 £17,724 7/ 2-81'

Springs Mines ... 74,078 41/ 9-514 31,748 17/10-936

Totals & averages £156,502 37/ 0-765 £49,472 11/ 8595

Tonnage and profit seriously affected by Spanish
influenza epidemic.

Enemy Advertising.
This Journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.
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Albu Group.
The October operations of the producing mines of thia

group were as follows:

—

Company.

Aurora West
Meyer and Charlton ...

New Goch
Roodepoort United ...

Van Eyn Estate
West Rand Consolidated

Company.

Aurora West
Meyer and Charlton ...

New Goch
Roodepoort United
Van Ryn Estate
West Rand Conaftlidated

Tons Total
Stamps. Crushed. Coat.

80 12,700 £14,824
75 12,141 16,460
80 16,050 15,406
80 21,900 26,635
140 33,860 29,745
100 27,150 33,350

555 123,801 £136,420

Cost per Total
Ton. Revenue. , Profit.

23-35 £13,892 *£932
2711 40,105 23,645
19-20 14,031 *1,375
24-32 19,394 *7,241
17-57 35,892 6,147
24-56 31,098 *2,252

Loss.

£154,412 £17,992

As foreshadowed in the notes appended to the September
output returns, the influenza epidemic seriously afiected the
I'esults of most of the mines of the group.

Aurora West.—Loss due to small tonnage consequent on
effects of influenza.

'Nciv Go?h.—Loss due to small tonnage and fall in grade.

Roodepoort United.—Increased loss due to small tonnage
and fall in grade. Improvement in both directions is gradu-
ally taking place.

West Rand ConsoUdded.—Loss due to effects of i-nfluenza

epidemic arid necessity for closing Rand shaft temporarily
owing to breakdown of pumping plant. Latter will also

affect results for November.

Union Corporation.
Results of operations on the producmg mines of this

group for the month of October :
—

Company Stamps.

Geduld Proprietary 100

Modder Deep Levels ... 70
Princess Estate 60

Tons
Crushed.

41,500
42,100
17,500

Total

Revenue.

£62,699
86,786
20,786

Revenue
per ton

30/ 3

41/ 3

23/ 9

Totals ... 230 101,100

Costs.

170,271 —
Profit.

Company.

Geduld Proprietary

Modder Deep Levels ..

Princess Estate

Total. Her Ton.

. £43,355 20/11

. 36,667 17/ 5

. 26,583 30/ 4

Total. Per Ton

£19,344 9/ 4

50,119 23/10
*5,797 6/ 7

Totals £106,605

* Loss.

— £63,666

Note.—The Princess Estate and G.M. Co., Ltd.,

suffered exceptionally severely from the outbreak of Spanish
influenza. Practically without exception the wliole of the

staff and employees (including the manager) fell ill, while

of the 2,494 native labourers 2,401 were affected, but for-

tunately only 7 succumbed. Work was, therefore, com-
pletely disorganised for the greater part of the month.
Conditions are again normal.

City and Suburban.

The following are the details of the operations at the
City and Suburban for October:—Tons milled, 19,053; gold

recovered, 7,292 fine ozs. ; loss, £163. The loss was due to

disorganisation resulting from the influenza epidemic.

OBITUARY.

LIEUT. LESLIE IMROTH.

The whole mining community will deeply sympathise

with Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Imroth on the death of their son

Leslie, aged 21 years, who passed away at the residence of

his parents, on Thursday. Lieut. Imroth was w-ounded in

Flanders in November, 1917, and was invalided out about

three weeks ago. In spite of all medical skill he was, how-

ever, too severely wounded to recover. He was educated

at King Edward School, Johannesburg, and afterwards

proceeded to Westminster, England. In thus giving his

only son in the cause of the Empire, Mr. Imroth is but

following the example of so many other devoted fathers in

this war. The funeral took place yesterday, with full

military honours.

Mh. T. E. GREEN.
It is with the deepest regret we have to record the death

on October 31st of Mr. Thomas Edward Green, the
Assistant Manager of Messrs. Hadfields, Ltd., of 46-47

Cullinan Buildings, Johannesburg, the principal office for

South Africa of the great steel founders and engineers in

Sheffield. Mr. Green has been closely associated with the
company for about twelve to thirteen years, part of which
time he spent in India developing Hadfield's business. In
that country he unfortunately contracted malarial fever in

one of its most malignant forms and has more or less

suffered from its effects ever since. Mr. Green came t-o this

country close upon five years ago, and has w-orked most
unceasingly and energetically during that time to develop
Hadfield's interests. He was a most talented business man,
and his loss will be severely felt by the manager and staff

of their Johannesburg office. Mr. Green came from one of

the most respected families at Wath-on-Dearne, near Shef-

field. His parents predeceased him some years ago. At the

moment two of his brothers are associated with the firm,

one representing the firm in the Midland district. The
funeral took place at the New Cemetery on Friday last

amidst many manifestations of regret. The chief mourners
were Messrs. E. A. Barkby, manager, and 'Mr. G. Holgate,

representing the directors and management of Hadfield's,

Ltd. ; Mr. W. H. Haig and Mr. J. McCracken. representing

Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, Ltd. ; Mr. L. H. Lavenstein,

representing Lewis & Marks; Mr. G. S. Stowe, Mr. T. F.

Roberts, Mr. Diver, representing Messrs. R. Hudson &
Sons, Ltd. ; Capt. Ridley, of the Mechanical Transport,

Roberts Heights; Mr. P. A. Etellin, manager of the Carlton

Hotel; Dr. Morgan Davies, Miss Gordon, Jlrs. Goldsmith,

Miss Leaman, Nurse Henry, Miss Bateman, Miss Lorraine,

Mrs. Mollar, and a host of other friends. A large number of

floral tributes were sent from the following:—His Brothers,

the Directors and Management of Hadfield's, Ltd., Mr. E.

A. Barkby, Mr. G. Holgate, Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers,

Ltd., Mr. W. H. Haig, Mr. and Mrs. McCracken, Messrs.

R. Hudson & Sons, Ltd., Capt. R. A. Ironside, Ih: C. I.

Simpson, and Staff of Messrs, Hudson's, General Manager
and Staff of the British Westinghouse E. & M. Co., Mr. T.

E. Roberts, Mr. S. Marks, Mr. L. H. Lavenstein, Mr. P. A.

Etellin, Mr. Hugh Le-May, Messrs. Strong & ]\Ioore, Mr.

Joe Bell, Mr. F. Robinson, Dr. and Mrs. Morgan Davies,

Mrs, Goldsmith, Miss Lorraine and JMrs. iMollar, Miss L.

Bateman. Mr. Hobkirk, of 47 Bree Street, had the funeral

arrangements in hand, and the Rev. Ernest Titcomb con-

d'lcted the service at the graveside. .\t the request of the

latter, Mr. Barkby gave an appropriate address.
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THE CASE FOR A BOUNTY ON GOLD PRODUCTION.

A Reasoned Plea for an Adequate, Continued Bonus on a Per Ounce Basis.

Feom Mr. H. Strakosch, the well-known Managing Director

in London of the Union Corporation (formerly A. Goerz &
Co., Ltd.) we have received a valuable and interesting

pamphlet on the much-debated gold question, entitled "The
Value of Gold in our Economic System." The work is

—

with some slight modifications and additions—a reprint of

a memorandum, dated 4th Julj', 1918, which Mr. Strakosch
submitted for the consideration of the Committee appointed

by the representatives of the gold producers of the Empire
at their meeting of the 3rd July last, for the purpose of

placing before the Government the position of gold produc-

tion as affected by the war, and it is easily the best state-

ment of the case for a bounty on gold production that we
have seen. Mr. Strakosch is, of course, peculiarly well

qualified to deal with the subject, from his position in the

world of gold mining and finance, and he shows himself in

this work a close student of banking, currency and inter-

national exchange questions. He begins by. pointing to the

progressive decrease in the gold output of the world, and of

the British Empire. To us on this side, of course, the facts

are only too familiar. What Mr. Strakosch has to say about
meeting them interests us more. Under this head he says

:

The question has been raiesd as to whether any and, if so, what
measure of relief should be given to the gold mining industry. Tho
answer must depend upon the view one holds as to the utility and
value of gold to our economic system. If tho view is held that gold

io not necessary to that system, then mines unable to bear the stress

of the situation have no more claim to relief than many industries

which have suffered or gone out of existence owing to the war. The
loss incurred by the owners merely forms a very small addition to tl

price we are paying for waging war to uphold liberty and justice ir

the world- If, on the other hand, it can be shown that gold is necessary

to our economic system, then the question resolves itself into assessing

its value to that syjtem—as distinct from its price—and in devising :

scheme which will most efficiently foster an increased production of

gold.

Mr. Strakosch proceeds to prove that gold is essential

to our economic system and does so with a wealth of detail

and unanswerable array of facts, pieced together and
hammered out into a consistent, irrefutable argument.

From this he concludes as follows in favour of a bounty

:

It can therefore be said with emphasis that there is the most
urgent need for our currency reservoir to be filled as much as possible,

and that the flow of gold into it should continue to be on as extensive

a scale as possible for many years after the war. It is also clear that

it will not be prudent for a number of years after the war to allow

the flow of gold into foreign countries to be governed, as it was in

prewar days, by the laws of supply and demand, and that therefore

the Government, either direct or through the Bank of England, should

have control over the gold production in the Empire for a considerable

period after the conclusion of peace. The granting of a bounty by the

Imperial Government on every ounce of gold produced in the Empire
on condition that it is sold to the Imperial Government suggests itself

as the best means of stimulating the production of gold and placing

its control in the hands of the Government. Let us now examine what
kind of bounty would tend most powerfully to stimulate the production

of gold. For this purpose it is appropriate to divide the gold mines
into the following three classe : (1) Developed and equipped low-grade
mines which have already shut down their operations or which are

on the point of doing so owing to the iccreaso of the cost of produc-
tion. (2) Developed and .equipped producing mines which have a

sufficiently large percentage of high-grade ore to enable them to work
these notwithstanding the increased costs. (3) Partially developed and
partially equippd mines which, owing to the low-grade character of

the ore developed in them, have bpen temporarily allowed to lie idle.

If the granting of a bounty were to be confined to the mines under
Class (1), i.e., the mince which either have shut down or are likely to

shut down owing to the increased cost of production, the effect upor
the whole gold production would not be to increase it but merely to

retard its dacline. If an increase in tho gold production is aimed at,

and in view of what has been said above regarding the needs of our
currency and credit reservoir there can be little doubt about this being

tho right course, an increase can only be produced by stimulating pro-

duction, not merely in the mines under Class (1), but under all thi"'

classes. The so-called rich mines are called rich, not because all the

ore contained in them is of good grade, but because the percentage of

high-grade ore is larger than in tho poor mines. All throe classes of

minei—and especially those of the Central Rand—contain vast quantities

of low-grade ores. The exploitation of these in tho ca-se of mines
under Classes (2) and (3) will involve capital expenditure for additional

development and milling equipment. It is obvious that such expendi-

ture will not be incurred if there is not a reasonable prospect of i:

flowing back with an adequate return in the shape of profits. A bounty,
therefore, too closely circumscribed as regards its extent and duration,

would not be conducive to capital expenditure being incurred. Su..ii

a bounty might, moreover, prove from its purely temporary character

to be a curse in disguise, because the higher profits resulting would no
doubt lead to greater demands from labour, the effects of which would
probably remain long after the bounty was withdrawn. It seems,
therefore, very doubtful whether a bounty extending over a short

period would in the long run achieve the object to be aimed at.

A SEMI-PERMANENT BOUNTY.

To be of real use in properly stimulating the output of gold the
.bounty should, it is submitted, not only be of sufficient size and
granted to all gold producers in the Empire, but should especially be
of a semi-permanent character not limited to the region of the war
period, but extending for say at least 10 to 15 years after the con-

clusion of peace. The erection of additional plant which will be neces-

sary if the output of gold is desired to be increased can hardly be
expected to be poss ble before the war is over, and it must be assumed
that it will take a matter of from two to three years from that time
to complete it ; so that if the bounty were fixed for a period of ten

years from the declaration of peace there would only be left some seven
to eight years within which to recoup the capital expenditure incurred.

To determine the size of the bounty, whether it is to be a fixed one
or a variable one with a fixed minimum, and what the bounty proposed
is likely to produce in the way of increasing the output of the Empire,
are matters which will have to be closely investigated, but broadly
speaking, the bounty should be adequate in amount so as to increase

and not merely maintain the output of gold in the Empire.

OBJECTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES.

Those who object to the idea of a bounty because there is no
precedent for it should recollect that this war is unprecedented, that

the economic conditions created by it are unprecedented, and that

already many things have happened on the economic field for which
it will be difficult to find precedants. They should be reminded of the

purchase by the Government of the Broken Hill zinc concentrates, of

the support given to the dye industry, the granting by the Government
of bounties to producers of wheat, potatoes, etc., and of the differentia-

tion in rates of interest allowed on money deposited by people in this

country and by foreigners- The question has been asked—Why
not, in order to do without the word " bounty," raise the price of

gold ? The answer is that one of the most important attributes of

gold is the fact that by common and tacit consent of the nations, its

price is fixed. It is this attribute which fits it best to be a measure
of value. If that idea were disturbed, gold would be robbed of one of

its meet valuable properties. The raising of the price of gold would,

moreover, lead to utter confusion and no doubt to a rise in prices of all

commodities, with the end i-esult that, as working costs would increase

fin the same proportion as the price of gold was raiied, the mines

would be in the same position they are in to-day.

MINOR HELPS.

Additional relief to tho gold mines of the Empire of a minor order

might be provided by the establishment, at the great centres of gold

production within the Empire, of Agencies for the purchase of gold at

the same price as in London. At present, owing to the charges of

freight, insurance, etc., the price of gold within the Empire may be
said to decrease more or lees according to the distance of the produc-

tion point from London- The establishment of such Agencies authorised

to purchase gold, would produce in present-day conditions a saving to

the mines of the Rand of, roughly speaking, 32s. per cent., mainly in

the matter of freight, insurance, etc. On the Rand output of gold of

say £34,C00,O00 sterling, this would represent a saving of about £650,000

per annum.
SUMMARY.

Briefly recapitulating, if a bounty is considered to be advisable

in tho national interests, it should be framed on the following basis:—
(1) It should apply to all producers in the British Empire.

(2) It should be a bounty per ounce of gold produced.

(3) It should be continued for 10 to 15 years after peace.

(4) It should be adequato in amount so as to not only maintain but

increase the Empire's outputs

l5) The Excess Profits Duty should be abolished as regards gold

mines and gold mining dividends.

(6) The gold should be paid for at Mint price at or close to the

centres of production.

(7) A bounty should only be adopted after consultation irith tho

producers.

Space forbids us quoting the remainder of the paper,

but enough has been given above to show that Mr. Strakosch

has made out 8 case, the validity of which does not end
with the war.
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A REVIEW OF ECONOMIC PROGRESS IN SOUTH AFRICA.-I.

Points from the Annual Report of H.M. Trade Commissioner.

In his report for 1917 on the Trade of South Africa, Mr.
W. G. Wickham, H.M. Trade Commissioner in South
Africa, states that, from the point of view of industrial

development, the year will be looked back to as the date
when the whole question was first taken seriously as a

national problem and not one to be left solely to provinces,

towns, or individuals. The following are the chief points
which make this year notable in respect of industry in the
Union:—(1) The first census of industrial production; (2)

the formation of a Federation of Industries in which are

associated all the Provincial Manufacturers' Associations

and the affiliation of this Federation to the British Empire
Producers' Association; (3) the formation of the Industrial

Development Company, Ltd., to provide the practical

assistance in the form of funds for new industrial enterprise,

this supplementing the investigation, supervision, and
guidance provided by (4) the now thoroughly organised
Industries Section of the Department of Mines and Indus-
tries with its advisory Council of Industry, Statistical -Com-
mittee and Scientific Advisory Board ; (5) the first publica-

tion of the official monthly Journal of Industries; and (6)

the flotation of companies to establish vitally important
primary industries, notably the production of iron.

Development of Industries.

Besides the two companies which are erecting blast fur-

naces, the one at Pretoria and the other at Vereeniging, the
following are among the more important' new industries

which have recently been, or are on the -point of being,

established in the Union:—Manufacture of: Carborundum;
calcium carbide ; alcohol motor fuel (in addition to methy-
lated spirit and industrial alcohol from sugar-cane refuse)

;

asbestos sheet and goods; casting shoes and dies for gold

mine stamp battery (of steel from electric furnaces) ; paint

and distemper from local materials ; maize starch ; lead shot

(in addition to sheet and pipe already manufactured)

;

sauces and condiments; stearine; sulphate of ammonia;
poHshes, shoe and floor; toys—chiefly teddy bears, dolls and
wooden toy?; wattle bark extract for tanning (an industry
previously confined to Germany) ; it is claimed that valuable

vegetable dyes are also obtainable from the same material;

refining of arsenic, with the probable future addition of its

most useful compounds; refining of antimony, pure and
oxide ; tin smelting ; recovery of tin by detinning scrap ; lead

corroding for white and red lead ; glass-bottle blowing (pre-

viously established but closed down) ; chicory, local cultiva-

tion and preparation; meat canning. (There is, apparently,

at present no canning of ox and sheep tongues, but no
doubt this will follow.)

Proposed Industries.

The following are among industries proposed and likely

to be established:—Acetone; condensed milk; paper; tar-

taric acid. Necessities, the manufacture of which, while
not begun this year, is yet of recent date and is being
expanded, are : Cocoa ; oxygen ; rope twine and packings

;

rubber goods (from raw rubber). In addition, salt is being
refined from local salt pans. Carbonate of soda deposits,

chrome ore, magnesite and mica are all being worked and
may lead to further local industries, as also the local pyrites

to the production of sulphur. The Industrial Development
Company, Ltd., is an indication of confidence in the future.

It indicates that there is no longer that hesitation and
uncertainty which delayed industrial initiative in the first

years of the war. This concern has not only been success-

fully launched but it has already taken a lead in financing

some of the new and promising industries included in the
list given above.

Agriculture.

Although the year is notable for its industrial develop-
ments, agriculture has, nevertheless, been on a scale which
in other years would possibly have aroused more comment.

Agriculture has had to make the b'fest of one very serious
deprivation. Basic slag has been practically unprocurable
all the year, aud superphosphates, which in the earher part
of the year could be purchased from Japan, were afterwards
listed as prohibited exports in that country. Sulphate of
ammonia, which is now being manufactured in Natal, is,

apparently, not suited to South African soils and is being
supplied to the sugar growers in the neighbouring island of
Mauritius, supplies of this necessity from Europe having
been shut off. Public attention and scientific research are
alike concentrated on the possibility of making South Africa
more independent of outside sources in respect of phosphatic
manures. It is, no doubt, fully realised that if the present-
day level of exports of grain and meat is maintained, and,
as may be anticipated, increased, the need for phosphates
to replace what is taken not only out of the soil but out of
the country is going to increase enormously. Present-day
consumption is far below that, for instance, of New Zealand.
If the recent finds of rock phosphate prove reasonably rich
it may be anticipated that the small local superphosphate
industry will expand and that the manufacture of sulphuric
acid in the Union will also be further developed.

Municipal Development.

Capetown, after a long and animated debate, has been
cornmitted by the ratepayers to a definite scheme for pro-
viding an adequate supply of water. The choice lay between
two alternatives, both at a considerable distance from the
Cape Peninsula, the one providing a very much larger supply
of rather better water, but the other, the Steenbras scheme,
has been preferred as adequate and at the same time very
much less costly and capable of being brought into opera-
tion in a much shorter time. That time will depend on the
facilities allowed for shipping the pipes from England. The
total cost allowed for is £850,000. Provision for the cost
can be made as the money is needed. An outlay of nearly
£250,000, in addition, is required for extending the elec-

tricity supply and for clearing away slums and building
workmen's dwellings. The important Vaal River barrage
project of the Rand Water Board is well under way so far
as excavation of foundations for the barrage goes, but the
carrying out of the scheme is delayed until the valves and
sluice pumps and pipes are procurable. East London and
Grahamstown have ahke determined on water schemes
which, when carried out, will relieve these towns from
embarrassment and make possible further engineering
development. In the case of electricity, normal expansion
has had to stop, all the more important municipal generat-
ing stations being . already fully loaded and some actually
overloaded, and additional plant on order being unprocurable
or, at least, delayed. The same consideration applies to the
telephone service, for which new instruments are unobtain-
able. Copper cable has, of course, been on the list of pro-

hibited exports from the United Kingdom for some time,
and this fact has given the Japanesg a chance of having
their cable tested in use by the Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment, mines and public bodies. The accumulation of over-

due orders and of postponed development in regard to

electricity, water supply, and sanitation will probably, by
the time normal trade Conditions are once more in sight,

represent a very large amount of business. This is equally
true of mining, since, while production is being pressed on,

both development work and the opening up of new enter-

prises are being largely postponed.

Mining.

This industry, of all the industries of the country, has,
so far as production is concerned, been most nearly normal.
With the one exception of diamonds, practically all the
mineral products have been not only in demand but necessi-

ties of the Empire in war time even more than in peace.

Diamonds, though at the other extreme as regards being
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war necessities, serve a very useful purpose as a commodity

of maximum value with minimum bulk saleable to America

to help the balance of trade. Except from the shareholders'

point of view, no other very obvious national pui-pose is

served, since, as indicated below, there was no sui-plus of

labour to be absorbed. The production, on the other hand,

of gold, coal, copper, tin, lead, chrome, etc, has been

encouraged in every possible way. Even agriculture, owing

to the dearth of fertilisers, can hardly be said to have fared

so well in respect of facilities for obtaining necessary sup-

plies, though, of course, both in respect of prices offered and
freight facilities provided, everything possible has been done

in that direction also. The past year has, however, wit-

nessed changes in connection with mining which commer-
cially amount to a revolution. These changes have been

brought about, both in the case of coal and gold, in the

interests of economy, that affecting coal being a matter of

organisation for disposal of output, and that applying to

gold being concerned solely with the purchase of supplies.

Co.\L.

The change relating to the coal industry consists in an
agreement to group the output of the Natal coalfields by
qualities. Against a contract for a specified coal, any other
coal in the same quality group can be tendered. Previously
to this pool, a steamer might be held up waiting for a
specific coal for which trucks could not be supplied owing
to the congestion of trucks in Durban waiting for steamers
which had not yet arrived. This difficulty has now been
obviated ; . and while no doubt the new arrangement—on
which the mining companies and the Department of Rail-

ways and Harbours are to be congratulated—will produce
the economy of trucks which was the primary consideration,
there can equally be no doubt that it will also be found to

be a great economy to the producing companies as reducing
the wasteful expenditure on demurrage to a minimum and
increasing the quantity of coal for which they can get
transportation trom their pits to the coast.

Gold.

The change in the system of buying supplies for the gold
mines is also nominally a temporary expedient due to war
exigencies. The old system involved the stocking in the
hands of merchants and manufacturers' agents of supplies of
every class of goods required by mines, other than special
machinery and apparatus of which the precise specification
was not fixed and known beforehand. It involved, in addi-
tion, every mining company or, at the very least, every
group of mines, carrying stocks of spares and supplies to a
considerable value. Individually, no doubt, these deposits
of goods did not amount to very much and did not seem
extravagant reserves against requirements. In the aggre-
gate, and particularly when swollen by the very natural
anxiety both of' mine engineers and storekeepers and of

suppliers to be on the safe side in case of abnoi-mal delay
in replacements from overseas or even prohibition of export,
the stocks held on the Witwatersrand amounted to a very
large quantity and value^ The certificate of indents by the
Buyers' Committee, which liad been in force since the early
months of the war, had not involved any pooling of ideas
as to what was necessary. It might, therefore, happen that
every individual concerned might with perfect honesty and
good faith be requisitioning stock of the same item at the
same time; and, as a result, it did actually come about that
in some lines the stocks on the mines an3 in merchants'
hands far exceeded the needs of the Rand taken as a whole.
The very large figures shown in balance sheets by company
after company as representing stocks in hand, called particu-
lar attention to the absence of system and lack of economy
involved; and, seeing that a large proportion of the goods
in question were of a kind the shipment of which was only
justified by the necessity of keeping the mines going, and
that they were in inadequate supply in the United Kingdom
for other war purposes, urgent representations seemed called
for to bring about a modification of the system.

{To be continued.)

Consolidated Gold Fields Group.
The following are particulars in regard to the outputs and

profits for the month of October of the undermentioned
companies of the Consolidated Gold Fields group :

—

No. of Tube Tons Gold Total
Oompftny. Stamps. Mills. Crashed. declared. Profit

Fine Ozs

Simmer and Jack

Robinson Deep
Knights Deep ...

Simmer Deep ...

Jupiter

Sub Nigel

Totals ...

320

95

400

220

80

30

7

8

11

10

5

9

49,900

40,200

75,500

44,500

21,900

9,950

13,254

12,415

15,287

10,908

6,354

5,695

£5,042

*5,967

*7,334

*2,807

*1,077

7,517

... 1145 43 241,950 63,913 *£4,126

* Loss.

The sundry revenue included in the above total declared
profit is as under: Simmer and Jack, £1,500; Knights Deep,
£155; Simmer Deep, £562; Jupiter, £314; total, £2,531.

Gold Reserve.—Simmer and Jack, 2,050 ozs. ; Sub Nigel,

3,231 ozs.; total, 5,281 ozs.

All the companies severely suffered on account of Spanish
influenza.

Manicaland Gold Output.
The mineral output of the territory of the Companhia

de Mogambique (Manicaland), for the month of September,
1918, was as follows:—Reef: ^lill : Gold won (fine), 96 ozs.

7 dwts. ; tons crushed, 458; value, £399 7s. 7d. Alluvial:

Gold won (fine), 442 ozs. 2 dwts. 14 grs. ; cubic metres
dredged, 43,050; value, £1,833 3s. 6d. Copper: Copper
declared, 18 tons; value, £1,800.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, IT. 8. A.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIVE RECRUITING CORPORATION.
The report of the Board of Management of the Native
Recruitiug Corporation, presented to members at the sixth

ordinary goueral meeting on 28th October, reviewed the
operations of the corporation during tlie period 1st Jnly,
1917, to 30tli June, 1918, in the following terms:—The
number of natives recruited by the Corporation, including
voluntary, local and contractors' natives, together with the
natives received from the Witwatersrand Native Labour
Association, during the twelve months ended 30th June,
1918, was 180,448, from the sources shown in the following
table, and the number of natives transferred from one
member to another was 681, giving a total of 181,129:—

R.eruitcd. Voljiitarv. Loeal. Total.

1. British.

Cape Province 41,865 35,045 11,794 88,704
Natal and Zululand ... 2,904 4,495 2,522 9,921
Swaziland 4,438 956 399 5,793
Transvaal 3,019 6,415 3,149 12,583
Bechuanalandi and

Bech . Protectora te 1,979 480 479 2,938
Basutoland and O.F.S. 11,280 2,043 8,306 16,629
Others 8 309 426 743

2. Portuguese.
East Coast natives S.

of Lat. 22° S. (re-

cruited by W.N. L. A.) 27,151 8,989 6,997 43,137

92,644 58,732 29,072 180,448

Natives transferred from one member to another 681

I

Grand total 181,129

Note.—Voluntary natives are those who come direct from
their homes to the mines. Local natives are those who
transfer from one mine to another, or from other employ to

that of mines.

Distribution of Natives.

The labour position of members at the 30th June, 1918,

was as follows:—East Coast, south of latitude 22° S. :

Number employed underground, 48,426.; percentage of

underground complement, 28'93. British South African
natives: Number employed underground, 75,772; percentage
of underground complement, 4527. Others: Number
employed underground, 1,200; percentage of underground
complement, •72. Total: Number employed underground,
125,898; percentage of underground complement, 74-92.

Total emp.oyed on surface, 32,737, equal to 76'66 per cent,

of surface complement. Total, 158,135, equal to 75'27 per

cent, of total complement. The corresponding figures at

30th June, 1017, are given below:—East Coast, south of

latitude 22° S. : Number employed underground, 47,339;
percentage of underground complement, 29'58. British

South African natives: Number employed underground,

71,844; percentage of underground complement, 44'89.

Others: Number employed underground, 1,389; percentage

of underground complement, '86. Total : Number employed
underground, 120,572; percentage of underground comple-
ment, 75-33. Total employed on surface, 81,728, equal to

74'11 per cent, of surface complement. Total: 152,300,

equal to 75-08 per cent, of total comp'ement. Cbmple-
ments: Underground, 30th June, 1918, 167,375; 30th June,
1917. 160,045. Surface. 30th June, 1918, 42 703; 30th
June, 1917, 42,813. Total, 30th June, 1018, 210,078; 30th
June, 1917, 202,858. The net wastage (i.e., natives taking

their discharge, deserted, repatriated and died) during th.e

twelve months under review was 174,277. The number of

East Coast natives, including " specials," received from
the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association during the

twelve months ended 30th June, 1918, for distribution to

members of the Corporation was 27,151, showing a decrease

of 4,536 as against the number received during the year

ended 30th June, 1917.

Accounts.

Liabilities : The registered capital of the Corporation
consists of 2,500 shares of £1 each, of which 1,985 fully

paid shares have been issued to members. Payments made
by members on the basis of their total native labour com-
plements amounted to .€52,519 10s. at the 30th June, 191B,
being 5s. per unit of complement, leaving 15s. per unit of

complement uncalled at that date. Assets : Debtors,
JE43,587 15s. lOd. This consists chiefly of amounts owing
by members for labour supplied and outstanding at 30th
June, 1918, and of advances made to labour agents for

recruiting purposes. Rebates to members : The amount of

the rebate received during the year from the Witwatersrand
Native Labour Association, Ltd., was £51,064 19s. Id., and
this was distributed to members, on the basis of fees paid
by them, in reduction of the cost of labour supplied. The
surplus of receipts and expenditure, amounting to £15,939
5s. 5d., has also been distributed, making a total refund to
members of £67,004 4s. 6d. during the year.

Management and Staff.

The chairman and twenty-five members of the staff are
on war service and are in receipt of the war allowances due
to them in accordance with the scheme approved by the
Chamber of Mines. Of these, twenty are serving in Prance
and four in East Africa, while two hold appointments under
the Admiralty. Private M. Tully, of the South African
Infantry, formerly of the Maseru Office, has been killed in

action. Corporal A. E. Shuttleworth %vas taken prisoner at
Delville Wood but after a long term of imprisonment in

Germany he has been exchanged and is now in England.
Other members of the staff who have been wounded and
who have recovered, or who are progressing towards
recovery, are: Lieut. G. B. Persse, M.C., R.F.A., severely
wounded; Lieut. V. C. Hales, Leicester Regiment, severely
wounded; Lieut. G. S. Rogers, Honourable ArtiLery Co.
(now R.A.F. Balloon Section), slightly wounded; Lieut. J.

C. A. Hartdegen, K.A.R., slightly wounded; Lieut. G. O.
Lovett, R.A.F. , shghtly wounded; Sergt- J. French,
K.R.R., three times severely wounded, twice slightly

wounded, shell-shock and gassed; Capt. H. McVeigh,
S.A.I. , was severely wounded and permanently injured by
shell fire in France, and after prolonged treatment has
recently been invalided out of the Army, and has resumed
duty on the Corporation's staff. The Board desires to record
its appreciation of the manner in which the Corporation's
officials and staff have carried out their duties in the conduct
of the Corporation's affairs, and to thank the Chamber of

Mines, the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association, the
Advisory Committee of Consulting Engineers and the Com-
plements Committee for their valued co-operation. The
various Government Departments of the Union and of the
British Protectorates have been most helpful during the
year, and the thanks of the Corporation are due particularly

to the Native Affairs Department and to the Department of

Pubhc Health.
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I
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INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS AND THE UNION RAILWAYS.

Annual Report and Review by the General Manager of the S.A.R.

The report of the General Manager of Railwaj's and Har-

bours for three months, January—March, 1917, and the

year ended 31st March, 1918, gives the following figures

for the twelve months ended 31st March, 1918:—
: Railways.

Total capital expenditure at 31st March, 1918,

£93,431,626; total earnings, £14,815,860; gross working

expenditure, including depreciation, relaying, and strength-

ening, £10,817,669; surplus of earnings over gross working

expenditure, £3,498,191; interest on capital, £3,216,525

;

net loss (after including miscellaneous receipts and charges)

carried to revenue distribution account, £181,752; passen-

gers carried, 51,178,883; goods, minerals, and coal,

13,936,502 tons; total open mileage of S.A.R. lines, 9,514

miles; total mileage operated by S.A.R., 11,450.

Harbours.

Total capital expenditure at 31st March, 1918, including

lighthouses, £10,180,131; total earnings, £926,778; gross

working expenditure, including depreciation, £456,945; sur-

plus of earnings over gross working expenditure, £469,833;

net profit (after paying interest, providing for expenditure on

charges) carried to revenue distribution account, £105 486.

Total tonnage of cargo handled (harbour tons), 4,681,532.

Dealing with the agricultural and industrial position

during the 15 months preceding ilarch 31st, the General

Manager says : The period covered by this report has been

remarkable for heavy crops and unprecedented prices for

agricultural products. Local industries and manufactures

have grown in number and variety, and developed in pro-

duction. The steady advance in prices, the continued short-
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age of freight, and the increasing difficulty of obtaining

commodities liitherto imported, have stimulated local pro-

duction, and led to a gratifying expansion in every direction.

Considerable interest has also been created in, and in a

small way steps have been taken to exploit, the immense
field for enterprise in the working up of raw materials and
the manufacture of by-products hitherto almost entirely

neglected in South Africa.

The Iron Industry.

An outstanding feature of interest is the new field of
industrial development opened up by the commencement
made recently with the smelting of iron ore at Pretoria and
Vereeniging. The progress of the new industry will be
watched with interest. Its potential value, its immense
possibilities, and its far-reaching effects cannot be over-

estimated. It is an industry essential to any aspiring manu-
facturing country, and especially to a country so far distant
as South Africa is from iron and steel-producing centres.

Once securely established, it will assure the permanent suc-

cess of many budding and numerous subsidiary industries.

It is understood that the progress already made is likely to

lead to improved methods of making coke by which many
by-products will be recovered. Referring to the influence

of the war on South African conditions, Sir William Hoy
says : In every way the appalling effects and ever-widening
influences of the war are becoming intimately borne in upon
the people of South Africa. Neither agriculturally, com-
mercially, nor industrially has South Africa had reason to

complain, and thougli minor and t-emporary inconveniences
have inevitably resulted from war conditions, the Union has
not only enjoyed complete freedom from anxiety with respect
to the prime necessities of life, but may be said to have
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participated in a term of unexampled prosperity- Prices

have been high, but, on the whole, money has been plenti-

ful, and trade brisk. War expenditure on a considerable

scale still augments the purchasing power of the community,
and while it is perhaps adventurous to speculate as to the

future, in view of the many accepted theories already over-

thrown, we should guard against being lulled into a false

security. The present should be a time of conservation and
development on a scientific and stable basis to meet the

unknown conditions and the competition to be faced when
peace is restored. The whole economic life of the Union

has, of course, been influenced by the war. The shortage

of ocean tonnage is likely to become more acute, and for

that and other reasons imports will, no doubt, be further

curtailed. The longer the war continues the greater will

be the industrial and economic disturbance, and the more
far-reaching the efiects upon countries accustomed to rely

on Europe either for markets or supplies. There is, how-

ever, a keen demand for many of the commodities which
South Africa has for export, and this should ensure for it a

reasonable share of the ocean freight available after war
requirements have been met. There is also likely to be a

world-wide shortage of many of our local products, and it is,

therefore, reasonable to suppose that for some time at least

South Africa's share in the world's trade need only be

limited by her production. After several years of drought,

the year 1917 will, in comparison, rank as one of abnormal
rainfall, notwithstanding that the absence of seasonable rains

affected farming operations in certain districts. Crops were
good and grazing plentiful, and agricultural prospects have
never been more encouraging. The Administration was
largely freed from the constant anxiety and expense entailed

by the repeated exhaustion of water supplies which has been
a marked feature of recent years. However, the heavy
rainfall brought its own difficulties.

Record Figures.

A steady and gratifying progress is reflected by the
revenue and traflic retmiis, which show record figures under
ail the principal heads. The most striking advance is in

passenger traffic, in which there has been a phenomenal
increase, notwithstanding the withdrawal of excursion and
concession tickets as from 2nd October, 1917. The number
of passenger journeys increased by four and a quarter
millions, and revenue from passengers by £318,210.
Revenue from goods and mineral traffic increased by
£217,283, a highly gratifying result when it is remembered
that during the past 15 months restrictions on imports have
been imposed with increasing severity, that a larger propor-
tion of the available shipping has been required m the war
zone, and that, in consequence, there has been a decrease
of 67,535 tons, or 21 per cent, in the volume of high-rated
commercial seaborne traffic carried to the competitive area.
Increased local traffic has not only compensated for this
loss but has expanded to such an extent as to reflect an
increase of 248,977 tons in the gross tonnage of goods traffic

handled as compared with the previous twelve months. The
total revenue increased by £729,382, compared with the
corresponding twelve months of the previous year, an
increase of 537 per cent. In comparison with 1909—the
year prior to Union—railway earnings have increased by
£3,860,041, or 37 per cent.; passenger traffic by 22,987,748
passenger journeys, or 81.5 per cent.

;
goods and mineral

traffic bv 2,281,294 tons, or 61 per cent.; coal traffic by
2,719,742 tons, or 52 per cent. ; and the volume of revenue-
earning goods, mineral and coal traffic by 5,001,036 tons,
or 56 per cent.

Exports.

Sir William Hoy remarks on the question of exports

:

" Notwithstanding the world-wide shortage of mercantile
shipping, caused by (1) the large percentage of shipping

tonnage which is being utiHsed for war purposes, and (2)

the losses sustained by Allies and neutrals alike, under
Germany's unrestricted submarine campaign. South Africa,

so far, has had very little cause to complain. It is true that
a lesser quantity of wool was exported in 1917 than during
the years immeaiately preceding the war. 1913 was a record
year for wool, and although, compared with that year, the
tonnage shipped in 1917 decreased by 30,000, there was an
increase of over £3,000,000 in the value of wool exported."
Sir William Hoy lays stress on the difficulties experienced
by the Railway Administration owing to the war, and he
goes on to say : The difficulties induced by war conditions
have been much intensified.- While strenuous efforts have
been made to minimise inconvenience, it has not been
possible in South Africa, any more than in other countries,

to maintain pre-war services and facilities. Traffic has been
unsurpassed in volume, and services vital to the conduct of

the war and the industrial and commercial life of the Union
have had to be given preference. New equipment of all

kinds is practically unobtainable to meet ordinary wear and
tear, apart from providing for an enormously increased

traffic, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to get the
materials necessary to keep the present equipment in repair.

Materials are becoming scarcer, and freight more difficult to

secure. Substitute material of all descriptions have been
devised, and various expedients—unthinkable in normal
times—have had to be resorted to ; but there is a limit to the
extent to which deficiencies can be met in this way. Other
countries are in the same position. In Great Britain the

railways are complaining that they cannot get material, and
they have appealed to the Government for assistance. In
India the railways say that repairs cannot be postponed
indefinitely without business activities suffering, and that it

is necessary that some measures be taken if a breakdown
is to be avoided.
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SUGGESTED STIMULATION OF GOLD PRODUCTION.

Details of the Action in Western Avistralia.

The Mining Association of Western Australia has, during

the sitting of the Imperial Conference, cabled to the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer their views on the gold question.

By a recent mail the president of that association, on behalf

of the executive, forwarded a full statement in confirmation

of the cable sent, and in amplification of the questions and

proposed remedies as they apply peculiarly to this State.

The executive have also sent copies of this letter to the

Commonwealth and State Governments, in hopes of local

interest being aroused. The letter is as follows :
—

1. I have the honour most respectfully to confirm the

cablegram sent to you on the ^3rd of July by resolution of

the Council of the Mining Association of Western Australia,

and reading as follows:
—

" Mining Association of Western

Australia urges upon Imperial Government vital importance

of granting bonus of f 1 per ounce on all gold produced

within the Empire, also strongly recommends suspension of

all taxation by Imperial and Dominions' Governments on

gold mining ; further, that greater security of tenure be

assured to mining properties."

2. As a prelude to the reasons which actuated the

despatch of this message, I may state that the Mining

Association of Western Australia was formed to keep watch

over the interests of all persons interested in mining in

Western Australia, and to promote the welfare of the indus-

try in all its branches. Through its Executive Council the

Association has been actively engaged for some time in an

endeavour to find a solution of the troubles with which gold

mining, particularly, has been beset since the outbreak of

war. These troubles are traceable to the following causes

:

(i.) Great diminution in the number of skilled miners avail-

able for carrying on the industry, owing to their patriotic

response to the call of the Empire for men for the fighting

line, (ii.) Diminished value of the men who are available

owing to their inefficiency and inexperience, (iii.) Increased

wages to the men engaged in the industry to compensate
for the increased cost of living due to the war. (iv.) Greatly

increased cost of essential stores and requisites for gold

mining, notably explosives, steel, iron, cyanide, zinc, and
chemicals. (v.) New and increased taxation upon the

incomes of mine owners and companies engaged in the gold-

mining industry, such taxation proceeding upon inequitable

principles, as, for example, inadequate allowance for deduc-

tion of depreciation on plant and machinery and the wastage

of capital incidental to mining; also insistence of the fallacy

(for taxation purposes) that expenditure upon sinking shafts

is capital outlay which must not under any circumstances

be permitted as a deduction from taxable income. Against

all of these adverse circumstances the Imperial Mints still

pay but £3 17s. lOid. per ounce of standard gold.

3. The Western Australian State and Commonwealth
Governments have not, so far as this association is aware,

taken any practical steps to alleviate the hardships which
have been, and unfortunately Suill are, grievously pressing

upon gold production in this State, the reason, so far as we
are able to judge, being that the matter goes to the root of

international finance, and that it is impossible, except

through the instrumentality of the Imperial Government,
to take any action which may even remotely become
reflected in the standardised value of gold as denoted by

the English sovereign.

4. Therefore, it was with feelings of great interest and

relief that the council of this association learned through

Press cables from London that you had convened a con-

ference to examine the questions of increasing the produc-

tion of gold within the Empire, and the steps to be taken

to accomplish that desirable end.

5. Ill the cablegram which was sent to you in conse-

quence of these reports, the Mining Association has

respectfully submitted several suggestions which we believe

will assist in the solution of what wc fully recognise to be

a very difficult problem. Although it may appear from our

telegraphic message, which necessarily was brief owing to

the exigencies of cabling, that our suggestions were placed

before you as definite proposals, such must not be taken to

be the case. Our views are that the more complete is the

knowledge gained by the committee you have formed in

London of the circumstances attending the production of

gold in the outlying parts of the Empire, the easier it will

become for those entrusted with the task to evolve a satis-

factory solution of the difficulties.

6. I am directed to emphasise the fact that in advocating

the importance of granting ^ bonus of £1 per ounce on gold

produced within the Empire, this association is not actuated

by any selfish motives. The proposal is advanced as the

most readily applicable remedy for a situation calling for

prompt action.

7. With reference to the questions of suspending taxation

by the Imperial and oversea Dominions' Governments on

incomes derived from gold mining, and the greater security

of tenure under mining leases from the Crown, the council

instructs me to state that it recognises these to be matters

which can only be effectively dealt with by the respective

Governments of the Dominions, but our object in drawing

your attention to the subjects is to enlist sympathetic con-

sideration of these important points by the Imperial Govern-

ment, whereby, if possible, to obtain greater consideration

from the Governments of the Dominions.

8. Since the year 1913 the gold production of this State

has shown an alarming decline, which we regret having to

inform you still continues month by month, and unless

some means are speedily found to arrest the decline, the

industry, which was one of the most important in this

State, will become imperilled, thereby creating a grave

injustice to the men who left the mines to fight abroad for

the honour of the Empire.

9. The foregoing statement contains the reasons why the

Mining Association of Western Australia cabled to you on

the 23rd ultimo.

In conclusion, I am directed to state that the council

will greatly appreciate any definite information you may be

in a position to give us regarding this momentous question.

Also, I have most respectfully to request you to be good

enough to advise us of the decisions of the conference, which

we understand you have convened.

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

"FLOWER' BRAND.

''^^^m

HAS THE LOWEST COEFFICIENT OF FRICrriON.

KEEPS down tlie Mil for liihriciints. making BEARINGS smontn a« rI«ss

and keeping ihem COOL nr.der heavist pressnies aii'l liigliest 8,eeds.

Manufactuied and Sold Bv

—

THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION

METAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, L MITED,

49. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. E.C.

A«eat« fw South Africa i FRASER & C lAUMERS, Lid., lahannMburf

,

Bulawmro and Sabsbury.
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MULCOTT BELT I NG
Suitable for ail Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thorouglily proof against
dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action.

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-
eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,
BRADFORD, ENGLAND.

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

91, Market Street,

[Bo, 1124 JOHANNESBURG. Telephone 4701.

I

'

i

^v0Wi0^m0̂ 0^

M7o LOCAL REGISTERED STOCK, 1929-39
(Interest EXEMPT from Taxes on Income).

52 LOCAL REGISTERED STOCK, 1929-39
(Interest NOT EXEMPT from Taxes on Income).

Issue Price. £100 per cent.
Purposes: For the purpose of Railway and Harbour and other Public Work.s in the Uni^n, War Expenditure and thelepayment of advances from His Majesty's Government.
The Subscription Lists will be opened on the 15th October, 1918. and will be closed on the 30th November, 1918.
^^^

^frn!^*f„"^'D°"f*^^'^ ^'*j? Form of Application, giving full information, will be obtainable on the 8th October. 1918

Tln^n JnH frn,;,
,7'^ Commissioner, Receiver .f Revenue, or Money Order and Savings Bank Ofhce within theUnion, and from the Treasury, Pretoria, or from the Sub-office of the Treasury, Capetown.

''*''°'Lftr^Z"U^','Ml''rl'"?no^"''^^P*'"J!^''''^^'^^^'"'^''' P''- ''"' ^'^'^ Government has the option to repay on oraiier tne J5tn March, 1929, on six m nths" notice having been given.

'"^'''on The mh'^C'; Voia^*'*''/ °n
^^^ 15"\March and 16th September. The first payment of interest will be made

the dfti of rPPPin.'.K
' ?"'l,^i" represent interest on the deposit on application and subsequent instalments from

15th September. 1919
interest on instalments received subsequent to the 31st January, 1919, will- be paid on

^"""'amount"""'*
^ ^'"" """^ ^^'' ^^^^ ^^^^ POUNDS, and m'ay be for multiples of ONE POUND in excess of that

"'""rnd 0^:;^?,? dre^^Tt7s^as"X''^uSer^tJ'lle'cf"" "^ "' '"'°" '°'^ '""' ''''' "^ °"^ '^^ ™°^^ »^^*^'--*^'

Union Treasury Bills are convertible into stock of this issue. "T--"'.- : -tt-JW™'-" -
jTransfers of the Stock, Free of Stamp Duty, will be effected by deed registered in the books of the Treasury at Pretoria

'"'"'^Ss llT^^^i !z^orr^i ^^i[^;^^a'^ar&^^g"'-^ ^^"^"^'^^ ^^-^^ ^" -^"* '>^ -^pp'^-

N.B.-Applications should not be made before the 15th October, 1918, nor after 30th November, 1918. I
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Unsatisfactory Condition During the Week—Slight Rally on Peace Rumours.

With victory in sight and the epidemic rupidly abating,
the market continues to fall. At the call on Saturday, out
of eleven sales only, which were recorded, five were for

stocks under 10s. Government Areas, Springs and Modder
Easts were all weaker. No business was done in the other
Modder stocks. Monday's call brought no improvement
in prices. Government Areas, Springs and the Modder
stocks were all easier. The only important business put
through was a large purchase of West Springs from 24s. 3d-

to 24s. 6d. The market continued dull through the day.
Government Areas falling to 90s. sales and sellers. Beyond
an advance of Is. in Southern Van Eyns and a slight

hardening in Springs, the market showed no improvement
on Tuesday morning. The Modder stocks were again weak
and an eager seller of Modder East Options materially
reduced the price of these shares. The market was again
dull on Wednesday morning, and prices practically all

lower. Later on there was a partial recovery, with sales of

African Farms at 16s. 6d. ; Leeuwpoorts, 31s. ; Eandfon-
teins, 15s. 9d. ; Government Areas, 90s. 6d. ; Sub Nigels,

27s. 3d.; Modder Deeps, £7 6s.; New States, 203.; Wit.
Deeps, 13s. 3d., the latter on a report of improved values.

On Thursday morning the overnight advances were main-
tained, though the Modderfontein stocks were again
neglected. The outside business for the week was restricted,

being limited to sales of Union Tins from 7s. 2d. to 7s.

;

ilonteleos, 26s. ; Makganyene Diamonds, 35s. Buyers and
sellers: Henderson's Estates, 5s., 5s. Cd. ; Options, lOd.,

buyer; Union Mica, lO*. 3d., buyer.

There was next to nothing doing at the opening on
Friday. The call was dull and featureless with the follow-

ing alterations :—Sales : African Farms, 17s. ; .•^pex, 7s. 3d.
;

City Deeps, o2s. ; Clydesdales. 21s. ; Geduld Props, 37s.

;

Leeuwpoorts, 31s. ; Modder East three-year Options, 5s.

lid.; Rand Nucleus, Is. 5d. ; Southern Van Rvns, 12s,. 9d.
;

Shebas, Is. ; Sub Nigels, 27s. 6d. ; Springs, 69s. 3d. ; Wol-
huters, 3s. 3d. ; Wit. Deeps, 13s. 3d. Buyers and sellers

:

Dagga Mines, 24s. 6d., buyer; Options. 5s. 3d., buyer;
Modder Bs., £7 7s., £7 8s.; New State Areas, 20s. 3d.,

20s. 6d.; Sub Nigels 5s. paid, lis. 6d., buyer; Alkalis, 46s.,

47s. 6d. ; T.G.M. Estates, 14s., 14s. 6d. ; Van Ryn Deeps,
70s. 6d., 71s.; Witbanks, 51s., 54s.

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
1st. 2nd. 4th. 5ih. 6th. 7th.

Afii"an Fai-ras 16 1 16 0* 16 3+ 16 16 16 9*

Anglo-Americans... — 34 Ot — — — 34 Ot
Apex Mines 7 9t 7 6* 7 3' 7 3* 7 3* 7 3*

Ban j^s 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 4*

Brakpans 72 0* 71 6* 70 6* 70 6 70 6* 70 6«

Prey en Collieries 10 0* 10 0* 10 0* 10 0" 10 0* 10 6'

Prck tnd Pott"ries .

— 3 9» 3 9' 3 9* — 3 9*

British S^uth Africa . . .

— —
.
— 20 Ot — —

I'u hv?!d Tns r 8 7' 8 7* 7«

Cassel Coals — — — 38 6' 40 0* —
C nderel'as A 6* — 4 6* 4 5* 4 6' 4 6*

Ci y and Suburbans ... 8 6t 8 Ot 7 3* 7 0* 7 0» 8
City Pe-ns f2 0* 52 0" 52 6\ 62 0" 52 6t 52 0"

Clove' fields 8 9* — — — — —
Clvd's'ale CoTeri^s .. 21 21 6' 21 (j* 21 0* 21 —
Cn'^rft^ Coi«fruction 5 3* 5 3» — 5 0* 5 0» 5 0»

C"ns. Invettrent ... 20 0» 22 0+ 20 0' — — 22

Cins. Tanglargte — 20 01- — — — 20 Ot
Cons Main R°°fs... . 12 0' 12 0» 12 0* 12 0* 12 3 12 0*

Con'. Mni^s Se'-cM"u 2-1 6* — 26 Of 25 0» 25 25 0»

Cornna^'on Freeholds 1 0« 1 0* 1 0» 1 0» 1 0» —
Crown Di'm^nds 4 ," i n» 5 .^'' — 4 0* 4 0*

Crown Win»s Debs. . £1TO» flOO* .flOO" £100* £100* £100*

Dog"Tfint;-ins 23 6* 22 9" 22 9' — 23 0" 24 0«

Do. Onti~ns . 4 9* 4 9» 4 9* 4 0* 4 9» 5 0'

E-st, R-Mirl r-o-ls 2 0* 2 r* 2 0' 2 0» 2 1* 2 1*

Fa-t Ra-d Dp-p^i — t 10* 1 0' — — 1 Ot
Fast. R-nd '^'ining Estates 17 0» .

!? 0+ 17 6* — 17 6» —
East Rnnd Prons 4 6» 4 9* 4 9 4 6 4 0* 4 10

V, s'"rn rirjrl Mines .. 1 5* 1 5" 1 5- 1 5" — 1 6

F-rrei'a Dep-s 10 0* 11 0* 10 n* — — —
Fra"'- i^mith Diamonds ... 3 7* 3 7» 3 7» 3 8 3 9t 3 P

O-'u'd Props 37 6* 37 .'* 36 9» 3"=. 9* — 37 r

Ci-sb r~s — 2 0" — 2 0« — —
Glencairns — 2 0+ 1 9t 2 Ot 1 3" 2 O-*

"Buyers. tSeHers. lOdd lot-s- bEx London.

147

12 9"

Fri., Sat-,

1st. 2nd.

Glencoe CoH'eries , — 6 0*

Glynn's Lydenburgs 23 0" 23 0*

Government Ar_^as 92 91 6
Jhb. Poard of Executors... — —
Jupiters 4 3* 4 3*

Klerksdorp Props. ... 3 0* 3 0*

Knisht Centrals 4 9* 4 9*

Knights Deeps 5 0" —
Lace Props 11 9* U 7*

Leeawpoo.t Tins 23 3 23 5
Lu paa dsvleis — 10*
Lvdjn! u.-g Farms 8 10 8 9*

Main Reef West Debs. .
£60* —

M ytr and Charltons —
Modder B's 165 Ot
Moc'd3r Depps 148 6

Modd3r Easts 21 20 9
Do. Options (5 years) 6 3 6 1

Do. Options (4 years) 7 3* 7 3

Hume Pipes ".

32 6* 32 6*

Natal Navigation Colls... 19 0* 19 0''

National Banks 282 6* —
New i ok-burgj — 10*

New Eland Diamonds . 23 0* 23 6*

New Era Cms 10 If 10 0*

New Geduld Deeps — 5 6*

New H-rio's 12 6* 12 6*

New Kleinfonteins 12 6*

N^w Modders 540 0*

Nigels 4 0*

N-'w Unifieds

Nourse Mines —
Pr toria Cements 70 0*

Princess Estatee 3 1*

Rand CoH'eries 2 6*

R ind Nu-l us 1 5

Rand Selections 84 0'

Rardfontcin Deeps —
Randfontein Estates 16 0*

Rooibfirgs 10 3*

Roodopocrt Uniteds 3 6*

Rvan Nigeh 3 0*

Shebas —
Simmer D^eps 1 6*

S.A. Brewer es

S.A. Lands & 4t
Springs Mines 69 9

Sub Nig-Is 27 3*

Swa-iland Tins —
Trrnsvaal La-ids —
Transva 1 CM. Estates ... 15 6t
Van Ryn Deeps 70 6*

Village Dc^ps 15 6*

Wret Springs ^.. 24 3*

Welgedachts —
VV'estern Rand Estates ..

—
W'tbank Collieries —
Witwatersrands — —
Wit. Deeps 11 3* 11 9t
Wolhuters 3 0* 3 0*

Zaaiplaats Tins . . 16 3 16 0.\

Union 5 per c-nt; £102i £102i*
New State Ar-as 19 6* 19 6*

Southern Van Ryns 13 12 6*

S.A. Alkalis 47 6 —
Do Beers Preferr-d 375 0* —
De Beers Deferred ... — —

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
4th. 5th. 6th. 7th.

23

90

27

4

3

4

11 3

29 0*

6

22

90

27

4

3

4

5

11

29

22

89

27

4

6 9*

23 0*

90 6*

4 9*

5 6*

11 6*

29 3*
11 9

30 b

8 8' B 8* 8 8* 8 f

87 0* — — 87 0* 87 0'

150 n* 163 6t 158 0* 163 Ot —
t* 145 0* 145

20 4i —

32 6*

19 0*

10 0*

32

19 0'

144

20

5

6

31

20

0* 145 6*

5" 20 4i
9' 5 6*

23 0*

10 0*

5 7*

12 6*

32 r'

20 0*

10*

24 0*

10 3t
5 !<

1312 6* 12 6

12 9 12 9 12 9t 12 9

542 6* 632 6* 535 0" 540 Oa 537 6
— — 4 3* 4 6" 4 6'

— 46*— — — —

71

3 2

1 5'

84 0*

5 9+

10 3*

3 6*

3 0*

71

3

3

5

16

10

3

3

1 6* 2

31 6* 31

6 3* 6

69 0* 63
27 .^* 27

31 0+ -

20 6* 20

14 9t 15

71 0\ 70

6
1*

6t

9t

3*

6*

0*

Ot
0*

2
9*

0*

71

3

3

1

83

5

15 9*

15 6*

71 Ot
3 1*

3 5*

1 5*

82 5*

15 9"

10 3*

70 0"

3 Q*

3 3*

1 5*

15 6

10 0*

— 3 3 3 C
1 Ot - —
2 Ot

6 3

69 6*

27 0*

6* 21 0*

Ot 14 0*

0* 70 0*

24 3 24 6 24 6

50 0* 50 0* 50 0*

3 0*

16 3

11 3*

3

16 3

£102i £102:!*

19 6* 19 9^

12 9* 13 9

48 48

2 Ot
31 0*

6 3*

69

26 9

31 6t
22 0*

13 0*

70 3*

24 3

30 Ot
2 3*

50 0*

25 Ot
12

3 0*

16 !•

£102r

31

6

69

27

31

22

13

70

50 0»

13 0"

3 r'

16 2*

£1025"

19 lOi 20 0*

13 9 13

45 45 0'

— £16*

PERSONAL.

Lady Haig, wife of the Commander-in-Chief of the British

Army, recently presented the prizes, including a silver cup

given by her children, at the Whitehead Aircraft sports,

Whitehead Park, Feltham. Mr. W. J. Cruddas (of the

Union Corporation of Johannesburg), representing General

W. Alexander (of the Air Ministry) proposed the vote of

thanks.
* * * *

The list of certificates issued by the Mines Department for

the month endins; 31st October. 1918, is as follows:—^fine

M.nnngers' Certificates (Metal'iferous) : H. Clarkson, E. W.
Tenkin, F. Reim. E. L. Gny-Rolferts. S. J. van der Spuy

;

"'Colli: J- G. Howard. W. A. Moses. Mine Overseers'

Certifieates (Metalliferous): A. J. Gardner, M. D. Lundie,

J. Morton, R. G. Scorey.
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i TRIMO TOOLS. I

DE sure to ask for the Trimo

Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equ'pped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and wi.h Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO..
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by All Hardware Mercliants.

TEIHO PIPE WREKCH
STEEL HANDLE.

I W" JOHNSTON,

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN »
Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature. J*

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA i 5
President Buildings, c'o President £
and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg *

P.O. BOX 5S80. PHONE 2296.

iriiiiiiiiinii[m!eiiiiiiiiiiiiiii9iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiisiiiigiiiiiiiiiiiii9iBBiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig<

"HYDR AX ^^

New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills. •

The "Hydromax" weighs 90-lbs. It is Suitable for Stop'ng, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Man-iger can afford
to n gleet, the econoxic.
merits of the - - . . •HYDROMAX 9 The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,
CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

Agents

—

Phones 4113/9.

&
Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Teletramt: -HOSKEN.'

I
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—VII.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

CAPE INSPECTORATE (G. E. B. FROOD).

Labour.—A great increase fias taken place in numbers employed on

mines alluvial diggings, and works, the average whites and cooured

respectively having risen from 3,073 and 19,784 in 1916 to 3,705 and

25,756 this vear. This has been due entirely to the increase of opera-

tions in connection with the diamond mines at Kimberley. Restricting

consideration to the year under review, its progress has not been

marked by any appre'ciable change except as regards white employtes

on mines, works, and alluvial diamond diggings, whose numbers have

risen from 3,338 in January to 3,656 in December. There is still a

great deficiency of skilled white labour, especially mechanics, and

mining operations have been a good deal hampered in consequence.

Although we are still about 26 per cent, short, both as regards whites

and coloured, of the numbers emp.oyed on mines at the end of 1913,

there are signs of corresponding depression, but, on the. contrary,

things are apparently nearly as prosperous as ever. For this, apart

from the consideration that a large proportion of the absentees are

still on military service and in receipt of military pay, much indebted-

ness has to be acknowledged to the liberality of the De Beers Com-
pany, which in the first three years of the war had spent no less than

£178,614 in supplementing military pay alone. The company has, in

addition, since the start of the year been allowing a war bonus of £2

per month to all employees, irrespective of position and whether at

work or on active service.

Coloured Labour.—The supply of this labour has proved, as usual,

ample for all requirements. Ihe observation in the De Beers Com-
pany's last report to the effect that the native labour required by the

company was practically supplied by natives voluntarily presenting

themselves at the compounds is rather pregnant in suggestion in view

of the shortness of such labour elsewhere. The same position has

existed at Jagersfontein and Koffyfontein in the Free State and may
thus be taken as applying generally to the diamond mines. If it

can be shown that these mines ai'e paying more for their coloured

labourers, whether directly or indirectly, than are the gold mines, in

proportion to work accomplished, the significance of the comparison

is lost. So also will it be if it can be shown that the possibility of

contracting phthisis acts as a real deterrent to the native seeking em-
ployment on the Rand. If other causes are to seek, however, some
investigation is surely called for, especially in view of the fact that

the compound system as followed out on the diamond mines works so

distinctly in favour of both the moral and physical welfare of the

native labourer.

Accidents.—The results of a classification of accidents, according

to the nature of the injuries received, entirely confirm the remarks
contained in my last year's report as to the extraordinary, preponder-

ance in this inspectorate of accidents of comparatively slight or even
trivial character. Thus, it will be found that, this year there have
been no less than 93 accidents affecting fingers or toes only—few of

which actually have been of much consequence and none dangerous.
Out of the 214 accidents reported, 116, or weJ over the half, are
classified under the headings of " Machinery " and " Trucks and
Tramways." That, where such enormous quantities of ground have to

be handled and hehandled, and conveyed over such tremendous dis-

tances in the aggregate, a certain number of accidents must occur, is

inevitable. Whether, however, in view of all the circumstances, the
present figure is to be regarded as excessive or otherwise, it is scarcely

possible to say. All that need be stated is that the question of pos-
sible reduction has been receiving careful attention, and that various
expedients have been, and are now, under trial with a view to minimi-
sing the dangers inherent to such work. I should like to point out, in

view of the large number of blasting certificates issued to coloured
persons employed on asbestos mines, that tliere has been only one
slight accident on these mines in connection w^ith explosives during the
last three years, which fact appears to afford ample justification for
the course that has been adopted.

Machinery.—I am glad to be able to report that the portions of the
Cape Province worked by the inspectors stationed at Capetown and
Kimberley have now been completely covered. The remaining portion,
which is worked from Port Elizabeth, is still somewhat behind hand,
but it is hoped that another year may see this district completed ,also.

it is only after a district has thus been completely covered that a* rou-
tine of orderly inspection can be entered upon with a free mind, -and
that an inspector can feel he has got the machinery under really satis-

factory control. The accomplishment of this purpose has taken nearly six
years of strenuous work so far, and it is very satisfactory to know that
It is now so near completion. I should add that, to this result, the
utilisation of the motor-car has been an all-important factor, and has
been more than justified economically by the end achieved.

/l»6e3<o«.—2,999 tons, valued at £49,485, have been shipped this
year, as compared with 4,228 tons, valued at £74,293 last year. The
average price for this year works out at ^£16 10s. per ton, as against
£17 lis. 5d. last year. The above results are to be regarded as dis-
tinctly disappointing. Last year the output more than doubled that
of 1915, but this year there is a fall of 29 per cent, on the figure for
1916. At the same time though there has been a big rise in European
prices, the costs of realisation have so increased that the net results to
producers would appear to be, on the whole, distinctly to the bad.

There appears to have been an excellent demand generally throughout
the year, but it has been intermittent to some extent, and the latter

fact may have militated in some measure against export. When good
orders have been availab.e then, either because of shortness of freight

or difficulties with regard to labour, there has been a failure to ship in

time. W'hen plenty of fibre has been available, then there have been
either no ships or no orders. But whilst shortness of freight has been
generally alleged as the chief impediment, it is difficult to accept

this as a complete explanation, in view of the fact that Rhodesia,
wliich is dependent on the same shipping as the Union, has been
able to increase her output, to an average production of 848 tons for

the first nine months of 1917, as against an average for the whole of

last year of 513 tons. Whatever the true reasons may be, the internal

condition of the industry in the Cape can scarcely be regarded as one
making for progress. The Cape Asbestos Company, which controls half

the output, being long established and hai'ing its own factories and
customers, no doubt finds it can progress best independently. As for

the other producers, there is so far an entire want of the combination
that might conduce alike to better local arrangements and to pushing
"blue" asbestos in the European and other markets. At the same time,

though it may be true, as claimed, that the intrinsic merits of the
blue variety are superior to any other, it can well be imagined that
this is scarcely the time when European buyers are likely to be making
fine discriminations. On the contrary, the special troubles attending
reduction and manufacture of this fibre are likely to be found a special

obstacle at such a time as the present. At any rate, it does not appear
that European buyers are yet calling out for this asbestos in particular
or, except for very special purposes, beyond any other, and meantime,
for those already alluded to or other reasons, the production of the
raw material languishes.

Coai.—During the year such coal industry as we had in the Cape
has practical.y fizzled out, the whole output for the twelve montlis
having amounted to only 8,300 tons. By the shutting down of Indwe,
which took place in the end of February, a landmark of some conse-
quence in the history of coal mining in South Africa has been removed.
Incorporated in 1894, the company passed through a halcyon period
when it was playing the chief part in supplying the diamond fields

with fuel ; but, with the opening up of the country and increasing
competition, the poor quality of its coal proved a crippling handicap.
The last straw was the withdrawal of the railway contracts, on which
for a long time past the mine has been mainly dependent. The prac-
tical stoppage of the coal industry in the Cape is purely in conse-
quence of the operations of the laws of supply and demand. The
competition of other fields has ruined the local industry ; but, except
for the little difference made to the trade of the district, there is no
great harm done.

Copper.—The shipments for the year amounted to 10,525 tons
valued at £550,642, showing a decrease compared with the previous
year's output of 74 tons, but an increase in value of £76,566. The
Cape Copper Company and the Namaqua Copper Company have con-
tinued operations during the year. These companies have been accus-
tomed to draw their supplies from England, and shipping difficulties

have been proving a considerable handicap on operations. This
applies particularly to coke, the Natal product not having proved a
satisfactory substitute for English, On the other hand, the improving
price of copper has been more than sufficient to make up for all defici-

encies, and the net results are to the good. A small contribution to

the output was made by the New Areachap Copper Company, which
for a time was sending some picked surface ore to the Messina in the
Transvaal and the Falcon Mine in Rhodesia to be smelted. Latterly,
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this ore was being picked up to 17 per cent. Cu., and values were

realisable at the latter mine at a cost of £9 7s. 7d. per ton, or at a

profit of about £12 per ton. The experiment was interesting and was

no doubt justified in view of the very high price ruling tor copper

and in absence of any facilities for treatment of the ore locally, but

a Qefiaite limit was imposed by the inability to realise the values in

the accumulating "seconds" or lower grade ore left after picking. In

the meantime, also, the company had tailed to find a market lor its iron

pyrites, of which it has a large body, with the result that all opera-

tions had to be suspended towards the end of the year. A visit of in-

spection was paid during the year to the Naniaqualand mines and

proved most interesting. At one time and for a considerab.e period

the-^e werd amongst the richest copper mines in the world, but it is to

be feared that the days of high grade ore have now passed away for

ever. A liule rich stone still continues to be put out from the

O'okiep Mine, but even that is beginning to tail ofl iri value. For the

rest, only medium and low-grade ore now remains in sight in the mines

still' held by the cumpan.es, and prospecting operations in the country

outside have not hitherto disclosed any fresh ore deposits. For the

present, the very high price of copper naturally gives a favourable

aspect to results, but in ordinary course the day wi;l soon come when

most careful stock will have to be taken of the lower grade ores still

remaining. Ihere are stiU fairly large reserves of 4 and 5 per cent,

ore, especially at Wababeep (Cape Copper Company), but if either of

these two great companies is to have a long hfe ahead it will only

be through utilising more and more still lower grade stone, carrying 3

per cent, copper or even less, of which an enormous quantity will be

available. Both companies employ the process ol partial pyritic smelt-

ing for realising most of their va.ues, a matter rather over 50 per cent.

Cu. being exported to England. As a subsidiary process for realising

by-products and other miscellaneous materia, and by way of prepar-

ing these lor the furnace, the Cape Copper Company employs a sin-

tering process, and the Namaqua Company a briquetting process, both

of wnieh uork very satisfactorily. The latter company, however, has

also installed an tlinore plant lor treatment of its poorer stone, and

at the same time subjects iis accumulations of tailings and old broken

ground to a process of leaching with precipitation of the copper or old

scrap iron. Fair success has been met with so far, and it is certain

that it will only be by the utilisation of che.iper processes, of which

these may be taken as representing the start, that any long life can

be anticipated, for this mine or the field generally

Tin.—38 tons of -concentrates of a total declared value of ^£5,692

were shipped during the year. The output is stiK insignificant, but

reflects an improvement on last year's figures of about 9 tons in quan-

tity and 21 per cent, in value per ton. The Alluvial Tin Fields of

Africa suttercd such severe damage from the floods of the last rainy

season that it was compelled to suspend operations in July. This com-
pany lias been for a long time the chief mainstay of this struggling

little industry in the Cape, and had latterly been making small but

quite satisfactory profits. Its demise is the more regrettable, as, apart

from having still some years of work with its alluvial ahead, there was
always the prospect that it might ultimately develop into the jumping
oh place, so to speak, for a systematic attack on the tin lodes, up to

which its alluvial deposits lead. The Good Hope Tin Mines, Ltd.,

having brought its mil. into operation, has been securing a small

output, the results of which are stated to have been satisfactory.

Latterly, some little development has been done on one of its lodes,

but the financial position of the company has not admitted of much
progress being accomplished. The past history of these lodes does
not warrant any optimism, but a doubt certainly survives, and may
possibly be warranted, that they have never had a really fair trial.

Gold.—Work is still persisted in on the Millwood Diggings, in

the Kiiysna District, with the result of a small and quite inconsider-

able return of gold.

Manyonese.—Mr. Welsh's report on the manganese deposits of
the Cape was published daring the year and should have had the
lesult of fixing with sufficient definiteness the prospects that may rea-
scnably be entertained for these ores. Reports of one or two fresh
discoveries have been received, but no developments of any conse-
quence have resulted.

Pliosphnte.f.—The Saldanha Bay Phosphates Company has con-
tinued its output of finely crushed crude rock phosphate. The outlook
for this industry has been admirably summed up by Dr. Du Toit in
his Memoir (No. 10, Geological Survey) on these deposits recently
issued. His estimate of the quantity of phosphatic rock available is

distinctly reassuring. As regards the equally important point of the
availability for fertilizing purposes of the material presently being
milled, he regards the outlook as at least hopeful. Th«re is some
cliance that pho.-phate in its more available form may be discovered
in greater quantity, whilst as regards the remainder, ccmpostng the
great bulk of the deposits so far opened up, in which the phosphoric
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oxide is combined with alumina and iron, its insolubility under actual

conditions of use should not be regarded as couc.usively proved. The

present position appears to be that, in view chiefly of the complexity

of reactions that must take place in contact with the soil, people are

far from being prepared to accept the fact of practical insolubility in

a solution of ammonium citrate (the common test) as proving that the

finely ground rock is practically useless as a fertilizer, ho conclu-

sion in any direction can be accepted, in fact, until after exhaustive

trial, which must take some time, as the material is admittedly only

slowly soluble. On this point, so important to the welfare of the

country, an authoritative independent pronouncement must be awaited

from the I)epartment of Agricu.ture, but in the meantime reports by

faimers of satisf-ictory results following on use of this crude phos-

phate continue to come to hand.

Nitrates.—There are no new developments to report, though in-

terest is maintained and a lot of inquiries are made.

Diamnnda : Mines.—The hauling of ground from Dutoitspan Mine
was started on 7th May. Underground work had already been in

operation for nearly twelve months at Bultfontein and Wesselton, so

that all three of the chief De Beers Mines have been putting out

ground actively for the best part of the year. Skilled white labour

has still been scarce, but nevertheless it has been possible to under-

take a good deal of development work in addition to the ordinary

breaking of ground. In spite of rather unfavourable conditions, the

costs have compared not unfavourab.y with pre-war rates. Except
for some trial work at the Cyrus, Newlands, and Frank Smith, the

outside mines were entirely quiescent during the year. The total

output of diamonds from the mines (excluding debris washers) for the

year was 1,556,777 carats, valued at £4-,529,S08. These figures indicate

advances as against last year s figuresrof about 10 per cent, in weight

of diamonds recovered and over 30 per cent, in gross value realised.

The average value of the output per carat this year has been £2 18s.

2d., as compared with £2 8s. 4d. last year. Comparing the value of

the output from mines only, as apart from debris washers and alluvial,

for tnis year with that of 1913, the last complete year of production

prior to the war, it will be found that we have been producing to the

value of about 70 per cent, of what we did then. The increasing

production and the much better prices realised, as indicated by the

figures given above, bear ample testimony to the satisfactory condition

of the diamond market. This, there can be little doubt, is largely

due to the better control recently established, and the success thus
secured, in face of such adverse conditioifs as now exist, provides the

best promise possible for future stability.

Alluvial.—The output for the year is 84,737 carats of a total

declared value of £567,807. Th s is a decrease on the figures for 1916,

which showed 98,b80 carats recovered of a declared value of £654,276.

Ihe average price realised per carat for the year is 134s., showing a

slight improvement on last year's figure, which was 132s. 4d. Apart
from the continuation of excellent prices for stones, the year has not

been a very favourable one for the diggers. In particular, the state

of the Vaal River has allowed of comparatively little work being done
in its bed and results there have been generally disappointing. Several
breakwaters were washed away before any reward could be reaped
from their erection and all the toil and trouble involved. Some of

these were on a large scale, erected by co-operative effort at consider-

able expensa, and many of the diggers must have been rather hardly
hit by this bad fortune. There have been complaints of shortness of

ground during the year and various migrations to the Transvaal
fields have taken place. The results from the Orange River have been
distinctly disappointing. The Sanddrift outspan was proclaimed a
public diggirg in February and attracted a big crowd of peggers, but
soon after the start of work it became apparent that the payable
ground on the farm was practically confined to the owner's and dis-

coverer's claims. None of the other farms on the Cape side of the
river was found to carry deposits of much value and no further ground
was proclaimed. The total output from Sanddrift from proclamation
to the end of this year was 3,198^- carats, valued at £20 607. but large

values had been extracted previously during the prospecting stage.

Debris Washinrj.—The contribution to output from this source has
been 9382-3 carats, valued at £12,313.

' (To be continued.)
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTI'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, heg to inform the Mine and Compound Managers that despite the present high cost of flour, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the prewar level, thus making Macaroni the most
economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has
now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content
of tht Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1 139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Peace Tension Stopping Business—Timber Trade—Shipping After the War—Absence of
Speculation—Business Steadier, as Johannesburg Soon Forgets—Plate Glass

Slightly Easier—Second-Hand Materials.

The great tension over the peace news throughout the town
on Wednesday had the effect of practically suspending busi-

ness. What few prices were available did not disclose any
further alarm, as the real jar occurred when Bulgaria sur-

rendered and the subsequent events were taken more as a

matter of course. The effects no doubt were felt at an

important two days' sale of second-hand mining material

and plant, as results were on the poor side. According to

an expert dealer it was not altogether a bad sale considering

the rumours flying about, as it was generally recognised that

second-hand materials were not so strong and buoyant as

compared with a few months ago. Two water tube boilers,

practically new or very little used, had a bid of £400 each,

which was accepted subject to confirmation. When new the
price was about £1,000 each. Two vertical boilers realised

£100 each, and these were said to be cheap at £150. Wire
ropes went at Is. 2d. for IJ inch and f inch at Is. Hd. per

yard. A stone crusher, 9 x 12, with new jaws and spare

parts, guaranteed in perfect order, was picked up dirt cheap
at £60, simply as a spec, to sell again, as any second-hand
dealer would ask £l00"for a similar machine. A lot of hose
pipes were passed without a bid, also a good many things

were, treated likewise. On the other hand, here and there

a few things brought very decent prices, and considering

all things the auctioneer did well—buthe had an uphill job,

through the disquieting rumours, etc.

The Timber Tr.ade.

There are no alterations in prices, but there is a penny
difference in deals at some yards. The exchange rate is still

going in favour of London, as it is 17"27 Swedish kroners,

thus making the English sovereign lose only about Is. The
shipments on the way now are at high values, but it is

probable that those arriving in January may be favourably
affected by the exchange. However, the exchange has only

a little to do with values compared with the shipping freight.

For example, before the war the freight for a standard of

timber from Sweden to the Cape was only from 70s. to 80s.,

but now it is £27. The cost of the timber is about £27 and
the marine and war risks about £2, making a total of some
£56 as compared with £14 for a standard in pre-war days.
It will be noticed that the freight question is far and away
the most important one, and as there are various opinions

the matter must have a paragraph all to itself.

Shipping After the War.
It will be noticed in the previous paragraph that freight

for a standard of timber has since pre-war days increased
sevenfold, viz., from £3^ to £4 to over £27. Suppose we
have an armistice with Germany ; that means a cessation
of the submarine menace, therefore shipping could make
more journeys. Then another consideration would be that
the war and marine insurances would be less, as well as the
financial exchanges making a nice httle total, representing
about a penny per foot less on the cost of landing deals In
the case of an armistice and peace there would be less
shipping required between England and France, which also
would enable trips to be made at once into the JMediter-
ranean, which is now free of Austrian submarines In the
event of peace the immense tension will be taken off ship-
ping in Britain and America which in itself would make a
reduction in freight charges. That alone perhaps would not
make much difference, but then comes the point as to what
the British Government will do with the thousands of ships
of all kinds now employed or under its control. It owns
the biggest fleet in the world, therefore it is only reasonable
to suppose they would immediately release a "very large
proportion of those hired and use their own boats to bring
the troops, when ready, back from France, as well as usin^
Its own troopships for South Africa, Australia and Canada"
In support of such an argument a lot of economy must
be exercised by the British Chancellor to satisfy the men
who are paying 10s. in the £ for super-income tax, as well
as the ordinary ones paying 5s. and 6s. The same gentle-
man has also to provide many millions to pay interest
on the war bonds and consols, to say nothing of military
pensions and so forth. If the British Government utilises
its own ships in a measure and with the present good
outputs of IBritish and American yards, as well as other
places, it certainly should ease the present great stringency
in shipping requirements; therefore it is not unreasonable
to look for an immediate peace reduction of ten to fifteen
per cent, in freights and another five in insurance charges.
It is also well known that when once charges of any kind
get on the down grade, a few units of percentages are all
in the reckoning.

The Trend of Business.

The trend of business is difficult to gauge. However, if

anything, prices are steadier generally, with occasional
brokers offering lines a little less to encourage trading. For
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example a small lot of paints, nearly a ton weight in differ-

ent sized receptacles, was sold at 6d. per lb., just to clear

for spot cash. Unfortunately, such a sale is exaggerated

to perhaps so many tons, which obviously gives a wrong

impression of the market, as perhaps one would not get

another such line anywhere in town. As previously

remarked, the damage to prices occurred after the Bulgarian

debacle, and with a few exceptions they have steadied them-

selves since. In the oil and colour trade business pretty

well resumed normal at the beginning of this week, when

the 'flu was pronounced better, as Johannesburg so soon

forgets, as one manager remarked. There is one marked

feature, and that is the absence of speculation, and mer-

chants are only purchasing from hand to mouth.

Oils, Colours and Glass.

The firm which usually issues a price list and trade

circular will not issue one for November, because values are

so uncertain and business so erratic. If peace happens,

then a general circular will be issued anticipating the future,

so that customers may act accordingly. The prices of this

particular firm have not altered, although there is an easier

tendency in plate glass, as fair suppHes have recently been

received; however, the sheet variety is not too plentiful,

especially in the larger sizes. Bevelled mirrors are on the

slack side, because the furniture trade was almost at a

standstill owing to the influenza epidemic for a time, and

Johannesburg is making pretty well all the mirrors required

in the local furniture manufactories.

Iron and Steel Trade.

There is no alteration in bar iron or mild steel, but busi-

ness is a little better through enquiries from the country

and reef. There is a little stuff on offer, viz., wire nails, dog

spikes and shovels, at about current rates. Galvanised iron

is a shade easier, being offered at 85s. per 100 lbs. at Durban

f.o.r. People, however, hesitate about buying, only just to

supply the orders on hand, as it is generally recognised that

this is the top of the market, with peace apparently in sight.

Many people have been expecting the war to last another

twelve months or even two years, therefor^ they laid in

stocks liberally and even now a philosophical view is taken

of the position, because people holding every-day stocks are

not fearing any bad consequences.

Second-hand Material.

The price for the best second-hand deals is Is. 6d. per

foot and best roofing iron Is. 6d. per foot. Business has

been exceedingly quiet owing to the 'flu epidemic, but now

there is a little more enquiry from the farmers, who are

again visiting town. In second-hand mining material there

is very little doing in town and less in the country, as people

are awaiting peace events. The tendency in all second-

hand goods is easier.

Revtskd Price List
Bdildino Materials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, 23. to

2s. Id. ; flooring, 4i x i and 6 x i, Hid. to Hid. per eq. ft.
;

ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. t-o 7i 1. per sq. ft. ; pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

98. per cub. ft.; clear pine, iin. x 12in., Is. 4-d. per foot;

lin. X 12in., Is. 8d. ; teak, 25s. to 27s. 6d. per cubic foot; shelving,

Is. 3d.; Jairah, 14s. 6d. cu. ft.; poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ;
ecantling,

Is. lid. to 28. per ft. ; beaver lioards. lid. ;
galvanised iron, 24-gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 26. to 2s. Id.; lift, 2s. 2d.; 12ft., 23. 3d.; 26-gauge,

6ft. to 8ft., 'is. 9d. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lOd. ; flat galvanised, 24 a-
26-gauge, 95s. 1001b. ; floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling, 75s. ;

wire nails,

758. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim. 72s.; mortice. 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, 80s. to 85s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 50s. ; and 3

ply, 55s. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, lOs.

bag ; 9s. truck loads ; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. : truck loads,

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., Ss. 6d. ; blue, 48. 6d. ; plaster lime, 58. 6d. ;

Uricks, stock, delivered, 60b. to 70s. ; wire cuts, 70s. to SOs. ; pressed,

70b. to 808. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; salt

glazed. £17 178., and white glazed bricks. £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10b. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tilps 17s._ M. to 27s. fid.

yard ;
paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard la'd ; reinforced concrete

columns, fift. plain, 25b. ; fluted, 308. ; fireclay bricks, £8 IDs. to £10

10s. at kiln, per l.OOO; clay chimney pots, 45b. to 806., according to

height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

O11.9, Paints. Leai>. Oxide, OiAas.—Linseed, raw and boiled

14s. fid. to 15s. Imperial gallon ; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, lOOs 2/4 1-5 galls.; 10—I's; 5-6 imp. tins, 110s.;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide. ISs. fid. to Ifis. : linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb. ; paints in tins. Is. fid. per lb. ; British plateglass,

iin., Ss. ; do., mirror, 9s.; window, 15oz., Is. 6d. io It. 9d. per foot;

2I02., Ss. per foot; and fancy glass, 26. p»r foot.

Gkease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31i per

ton ; tallow (looal), 8id. per lb. ; parafiSn, 34e. por oiss of two 4*8

;

petrol, 39s. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 38s. 6d. to 173. 6d. per case ; cylinder, 3Ss. 6d.

to 47s. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 751b. ; bichromate potash, 5s. fid. lb. ;

chlorate, 43. fid. lb. ;
permanganate, 18s. to ISs. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb.

;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. fid. lOOlb. ; cyanide sodium,

28. 3d. to 2a. 6d. lb.; hypo, Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local, £55 10a. ton;
litharge (assay), 70a. to 723. fid. (commercial), 588. fid. 100 lbs. ; zinc

sheets and blucks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, fiid. lb. ; plumbago
crucibles, fi^d. per number; carbide, about ^6110 per long ton.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 33s. to 3fis. wholesale, and 48b. to 54s. doz. retail ; carbon
lamps, 203. dozen; pure rubber flex, fid. to Sd. yd.; 3/20 coils wire.

65s. to 70s.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 50s.; 7/22, TSs. to SOs.; 7/20 120s.;

7/18, IfiOs. ; tubing, SOs. to 55s. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4s. 6d. to

5s. each; round blocks, S^in., 58. to 53. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. 6d;

per dozen ; British glass shades. SOs. to 40s. dozen ; porcelain shaokles,

158. to 18s. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. to 30s. per lOO; cleatg, 228.

per 100 ; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 95s. to

100s. ; |in. do., 85s.
; fin. steel, round, SOs.

;
^in. round iron, 85s. ; do.

steel, 72s. 6d. ; fin. round iron, 72s. fid. ; do. steel, practically none
in town ; fin. round iron, fiSs. to fi7s. fid.

; Jin. steel, 62s. fid. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per ICOlbs.

Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

45s. per 100 lbs, Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-

plates, SOs. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, ^in. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in.

diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb. ;
§in. diameter up to 3in.

long, Is. 9d. lb.; fin. dia.. Is. fid., S^in. and up long Is. 6d. lb.;

4in dia up to 2^in long. 778. 6d. 1001b ; ^in dia. and 2iin up long, 758.

per lOOlb.
; fin. diameter up to 2^in. long, 85s. per 1001b. ; fin. dia.

2|in. and up long, fiOs. per lOOlb. ; jin. diameter, 2]in. and
up long, 55s. 100 lb.

; Jin. and lin. diameter, same price as {in.

diameter; nuts, §in., Is. 3d. per lb.; Jin., 858.; fin. SSs.

;

Ifin. and l^in., 85s. ; Ifin. to Ifin.. 878 fid. : 2in. up. 928. 6d : wa.-ih"

ers, all 55s.; rivets. 3-16in., Is. fid. lb.; ^in., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., |in.. Is. fid. lb.; ^in., 75s. to 80s.; fin., 72s. fid.; |in. up, 60s.

100 lb. ; shoes and dies, 326. 6d. to 35s. 100 lb. ; rails, £35 per ton

;

picks, 4Ib., 40s. dozen; shovels, 90.5. upwards dozen; drill hammers,
aid. to fid. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 48. 6d.

;

24in., 10s.; 30in., 14s.; 3fiin., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction
knoxite. lid. to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

STANDARD
BANK

of SOUTH AFRICA. Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1862.

Bankers io the Government of the Union of South Africa

in the Cape Province ; to the Imperial Government in

South Africa ; and to the Administration of Rhodesia.

Subscribed Capital

Paid-up Capital •

Reserve Fund

- £6,194,100

- 1,548,525

- 2,000,000

OVER 250 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES in the
Union of South Africa, Rhodesia, Nyasaland, East
Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Portugfuese East
Africa, Protectorate of South West Africa, and the
Territory formerly known as German East Alrica.

Head Office in Africa: CAPE TOWN.
London 0£Qe«: 10 Clemenfk Lane, Lombard St., London, E.G.

New York Agenoy: 68, Wall Street

JL J ^.1 J4.B- Wg"
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Engineering Notes and News.

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE.—VII.

Lessons for South Africa—The Electrification of the Italian Railways.

The following is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquier's

contribution to the discussion on Mr. J. W. Kirkland's

paper on railway electrification, before the S.A.I, of E.E.

:

Apart from its value as an experimental field, the electrifica-

tion of these Valtellina hues gave excellent economical results.

It promoted, as is always the case, a very considerably

increased traffic, which in 1914 already comprised 39 regular

passenger trains daily, and 49 normal goods trains, in addi-

tion to optional supplementary traffic. The annual traffic

for this year was 110,000,000 ton kilometres, with a power

consumption, measured at the power station busbars, of

5,500,000 k.w. hours. This is equivalent to 80 watthours

per ton mile, which might seem perhaps rather on the high

side; on the other hand, it is at the power station busbars,

and allowing for double transformation and line losses would

probably be reduced to 68 to 70 watthours at the trolley.

It has also to be remembered that the passenger traffic

is considerable and the speeds relatively high—67 kilometres

per hour—and consequently the consumption figure cannot

properly be compared with that for a heavy freight hne.

Some details of the passenger traffic are as follows :—On the
1"7 per cent, grade between Lecco and Sondria, one loco-

motive would haul a 370 ton train at 30 kilometres per
hour, or a 240 ton train at 60 kilometres per hour. On the
2"2 per cent, grade between Colico and Chiavenna, these
same locomotives would haul 180 tons at 80 kilometres per
hour. Goods traffic is handled at 35 and 40 kilometres per
hour, depending on the locomotive available. Energy is

generated at the Morbegno power house, and distributed

at 20,000 \olts to the various transformer stations, where
the voltage is reduced to 3,000 volts for the contact wires.

The operating results show an economy of 12 per cent, in

favour of electcic traction, after full allowance is made for

interest on capital outlay and depreciation. When it is

remembered that the line was selected not because it was
a particularly favourable field for electric traction, but
because it embodied on a small scale all the difficulties that
might be encountered in a general railway electrification,

the result was certainly most satisfactory. Details of the
three-phase locomotives supplied by Ganz & Co. for these
lines are as follows :

—

Data on Valtellina Railway Locomotives.

Locomotives ordered in

1

1902. 1904. 1906.

Number ordered 2 3 4

Classification 0-4-40 2-6-2 2-62

H.P. rating 600 at 18-3 m.p.h. 900 at 18-3 m.o.h. 1,200 at 25 m.p.h.
1,200 at 37-0 m.p.h. 1,500 at 40 m.p.h.

Full speed of motor in r.p.m 128 225 225

Diameter of driving wheels 55" 59" 59"

Diameter of pony wheels — 33" 33"

Total wheel Uase 21' 8» 31' 10" 31' 2"

Rigid wheel base 6' 7# 16/ VI 15' 5"

Total weight in ton-s 52 68 69

Weight on drivers in tons 52 47 47

H.P. per ton total weight 11-5 17-65 21-8

As a result of the success obtained in the Valtellina

electrification, it was in 1905 decided to electrify the very

important Giovi line from Campasso to Busalla. Work was
commenced in the beginning of 1907, and on the 30th May,
1911, the regular electric sei-vice was commenced. In order

to appreciate the difficulties that had to be encountered, it

is necessary to consider the pre-electric conditions. The
lines which unite Genoa and Liguria with the northern

regions, and with the rich valley of the Po, are situated

in most difficult country, where they cross the Apennines.

In the 10-4 kilometres section of the Giovi line, comprised
between Pontedecimo and Busalla, where the line crosses.

I MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80% of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide. Ust in G.M.E.'a recent Annual Report.

PracHcelly all the Overseert passed. Several hundred saccesses.

Classes may be joined at any time.

Address! Profewor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Eloff St.

the average gradient is 27 per cent. ; the maximum gradient

in the tunnel is 29 per cent, and outside 3"5 per cent. The
line has numerous ordinary and reverse curves of relatively

small radius, 400 metres, often without any intervening
lengths of straight, and there are six tunnels, the longest

of which is 3,258 meti'es. At the time (1854) when a steam
service was first started, these gradients were the heaviest

that it had been attempted to overcome with locomotives
with simple adhesion. It was not very long before the
difficulties of this section, although double tracked all the
way, were throttling the whole traffic, and it was found
necessary to construct a new subsidiary line—Succursale de
Giovi, also double track. The construction was very expen-
sive on account of the numerous tunnels and viaducts which
were necessarj' in order to hmit the maximum gradient to

the figure of 1'6 per cent, which had been decided. In a

length of 24 kilometres there are 20 tunnels, one of which
is 83 kilometres long, the average gradient of the whole
line being 1"3 per cent. Even then, operating conditions

were very difficult; it was necessary in the majority of

cases to employ three locomotives to each train, and under
these conditions the tunnels were a tremendous difficulty,

and in August, 1898, there was a disaster in the Giovi

tunnel, due to air fouhng. The importance of this section

should be recognised. Genoa is Italy's principal seaport,

with an ever increasing traffic, 65 per cent, of which is

transported over the Giovi lines towards Novi, where it gets

distributed. In addition to goods in transit from other
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regions, there is also a very heavy passenger traffic, since

this forms the main line which unites the capital of Italy

with the principal northern towns, such as JMilan and Turin,

and with the International lines over the frontiers to

western Europe. A committee appointed by the Govern-

ment in 1903 decided that it was necessary to provide for

a traffic on the two Giovi lines of a total of 2,400 goods
wagons a day by the ysar 1923, and they concluded that,

with steam conditions, the maximum capacity of the two
lines would be as follows:

—

,

Passenger

Trains.

No. of Trains.
Goods Trains.

Total No. of

Wagons.No. of Wagons,
per Train.

Old Giovi

Subsidiary Gio\'i ...

15

10

22
3 Locomotives.

54
2 Locomotives.

17

19

374

1,566

Total 25 76 — 1,940

This was still substantially short of the daily require-

ments, and even so could only be obtained by constantly

utilising the lines to their utmost capacity. It was there-

fore necessary to effect other improvements with the least

possible delay, so that the ever-increasing needs of the
traffic could be adequately met. A good deal of water
flowed under the bridge whilst this committee were con-

sidering the problem, but, as previously stated, in 1905
they decided the solution was to electrify on the three-phase
system, of which at that time they had had three years

successful experience, and work was started in 1907. In
1908, however, to help matters out, five-coupled steam loco-

motives, weighing 75 tons nett, or 103 tons with loaded
tender, were introduced. Details of these steam locomo-
tives were as follows:—Number of axles, 5; weight of

locomotive, 75 tons ; weight of tender, 28 tons ; diameter
of driving wheels, 53 in. ; capacity on a 3i per cent, grade,

170 tons; speed, 15'5 miles per hour; horsepower rating,

900. These were much more powerful engines than had
hitherto been employed, and on the Pontedecimo-Busalla
section were able to haul—1 locomotive 170 tons—total

weight of train 267 tons; 2 locomotives 310 tons—total

weight of train 504 tons; 3 locomotives 450 tons—total

weight of train 741 tons ; at a fixed maximum speed of 25
kilometres per hour, the time allowed for ascending trains

between Pontedecimo and Basalla being 28 minutes for

passengers and 31 minutes for goods. In the year 1909-

1910, which was the last year of steam traffic, the following

trains were run on these lines:—Passenger trains, ascending
5,610, descending 3,178; goods, ascending 3,183, descending
4,614. The total number of vehicles being—Loaded
wagons, ascending 58,485, descending 79,106; empty
wagons, ascending 1,854, descending 22,339; carriages and
luggage vans, ascending 49,624, descending 31,555; total,

ascending 109,963, descending 133,000. On August 1st,

1910, the electric service had commenced on goods trains,

and increased progressively as follows:—August 1st, 5

ascending goods trains ; August 22nd, 8 ascending goods
trains ; September 1st, 14 ascending goods trains ; October
10th, 20 ascending goods trains. On May 1st, 1911,

electric traction was extended to all the trains on the line,

namely:—Passenger, 12 ascending, 6 descending; goods, 20
ascending, 13 descending; total, 32 ascending, 19 descend-
ing. The new electric locomotives were capable of exerting

the maximum tractive effort permitted by the drawbar gear
on the rolling stock, and with electric traction the service

conditions were modified as follows :—With 1 locomotive
190 tons—total weight of train 250 tons ; with 2 locomotives
380 tons—total weight of train 500 tons ; with 3 locomotives
530 tons—total weight of train 710 tons. For ascending
and descending trains, passenger and freight, the maximum
speed was fixed at 45 kilometres per hour, and all descend-
ing trains were to operate regeueratively. A comparison
of these results with the previous figures given for the five-

coupled steam locomotive shows an increase in the train

load in favour of electric traction of 20 tons with one loco-

motive, 70 tons with two locomotives, and 80 tons with
three locomotives, but the advantage is greater when the
weight of the locomotive itself is considered. For example.

with a single steam locomotive train, the useful load is

1"76 times the weight of the locomotive, the corresponding
electric figure being 3- 16, or an advantage in favour of
electric traction of 80 per cent. For two and three loco-

operation the advantage is 97 per cent, and 90 per cent,
respectively. The maximum speed of the electric service,

as stated, was fixed at 45 kilometres per hour, the schedule
speed is 39' 1 kilometres per hour for all trains, as compared
to schedule speeds of 208 and 223 kilometres per hour for

ascending freight and passenger trains, steam operated,
representing an increase of 88 per cent, and 75 per cent, in

this direction. It has been stated that, in 1909-1910, when
steam conditions were most favourable, seeing that the
power of the locomotive was at its maximum, and the
Giovi tunnel specially well ventilated, omitting descending
trains, there were 8,793 ascending trains in the year, or a
daily average of 24 in a working period of 20 hours. We
have also seen that the normal electric service was 32 trains
per day, the working period being 17 hours. As a matter
of fact, in many days there are supplementary trains,

bringing ^up this figure to 42 ascending trains, or 75 per cent,
over the possible steam service, without taking into account
the shorter working period. In 1915 traffic wa's being
handled on this line at the rate of 5,000,000 tons a year,
and it is safe to say that the conversion has tripled the
capacity of the line. The bulk of this traffic is handled by
two or three locomotives per train for goods traffic, 4,000
to 6,000 h.p., and for passenger traffic two locomotives, or
5,200 h.p. of locomotive per train. The equipment of both
passenger and freight locomotives consists of two three-
phase, 16f period, 3,000 volt motors, arranged each side of

a central axle carrying driving wheels. The rotors are fitted

with cranks, and the crank pins are connected together on
each side of the locomotive by an inverted triangular frame-
work known as a Scotch yoke. In the apex of the frame-
work is a vertical slot, in which slides a block forming the
bearing of one of the crank pins of the central driving
wheels; the rotation of the motor is therefore imparted to

the driving wheels through the slotted crank pin bearing,
and the slotted connection allows for any vertical motion
of the axle relative to the motors, which are mounted on
the locomotive framing. The other driving wheels are

driven from the centre of the Scotch yoke by coupling rods.

This description is taken for convenience from Dover, on
Electric Tractions, who goes on to state that the drive

possesses the advantages of fewer parts and a lighter

mechanical construction than a connecting rod drive in

which a jack shaft is used.

(To be continued.)

P.O. Box 3807.

ROCKWOOD PRESSED STEEL UNIONS

H. ALERS HANKEY . Sole Agent.
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Company Meetings.

E.R. GOLD, COAL & ESTATE.

Mr. W. P. Fisher presided over the

annual meeting of shareholders of the

East Eand Gold Coal and Estate Co.,

Ltd., held in the company's board-
room. National Bank Buildings, on
October 31. In moving the adoption

of the directors' report and the bal-

ance sheet. Mr. Fisher said that the

gross profit for the year amountpd to

£2,414 12s .lOd. and of this amount
they had to write off £682 68. 9d.. be-

ing loss incurred during tlie year on
farming operations, leaving the sum
of £1,732 6s. Id. to be carried to ap-

propriation account. The colliery

had conducted active operations un-

interruptedly during the year and the

amount of coal sold was 95,123 tons,

sliowing a monthly average of 7,927

tons and an advance over the previous
year of 9,582 toits. From this appre-
ciation in the output, slight though
it was, it might naturally occur to

shareholders that this should show
enhanced profits, but whilst the price

"ained practically the same
as that of recent years the costs con-
tinued steadily to increase,

through the rise in native and white
wages, war bonuses and a further ad-
vance in tlie price of stoi-es. Tlie com-
pany's agreement with the Transvaal
Coal Owners' Association had been re-

newed for a further period of five

years as from the first of July of this

year and the company's allotment had
been fixed at 10,000 tons per month.
The basis of prices for renewed fixed
contracts showed a slif^ht improve-
ment, but certainly not in his opinion
what it should be, considering tlie ad-
vance in working costs and also tak-
ing into consideration that the selling
price of coal in the Transvaal was
just about half of that realised by
the Natal Collieries.
Their serious trouble was that they

were not receiving orders for their
coal in any way approximating their al-

lotment, and although they received con-
sideration for shortage, this did not in

the smallest degree compensate them for
the loss of tonnage.

Referring to the Estate, the chairman
said that the agricultural prospects at the
beginning of last season were particularly

bright, but unfortunately during the
month of November they had experienced
QXtremely heavy hailstorms, and these

were followed by torrential rains all
through the season, so that their crops
were almost entirely destroyed. 'This r«>-

suited in a loss on the year's operations,
but with ordinary luck they hoped to more
than make up the loss during the current
year. The breeding stock continued to
thrive, and they were now reaping the
benefit of having oxen of their own
breeding for farm work.
The development of the various mines

in the Far East Rand continued to dis-
close high values and a much higher de-
gree of regularity in the formation com-
pared to the Mines in the Central Rand,
and he could only again express his confi
dence that when more settled times were
reached a scheme for thoroughly pros-
pecting their property would be possible,
as he was still convinced that the Contact
intercented in thpir boreholes was the Van
Rvn Reef. Referring to the influenza
epidemic, Mr. Fisher said that although
75 per cent, of the natives and nearly all

the white staff had been attacked, he
was thankful to sav thev had not a single

death to record from the disease.

The report and balance sheet were
adonled, and the retiring directors were
re-elected, as were the auditors, Messrs.

C. L. Andersson and Co.

il

IMPORTANT TO SECRETARIES OF COMPANIES.

THE ARGUS PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
' LIMITED, make a Speciality in the - - -

PRINTING OF COMPANIES' ANNUAL REPORTS,
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expediting this particular class of work.
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The Argus Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd.,

80x1014. Lower President Street, Johannesburg.
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Representatives especially set apart to wait upon

Clients on receipt of a Telephone Message.
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Notes and Newa
According to a special cable in the Star this week, the

Evening News .^ays the Imperial
Relief for the Government is concerning itself in the

LOW-Crade Mines, matter of the low-grade _ mines of the

Rand, and it is probable that the cost

of explosives will be lowered and other steps taken to give
relief to the gold industry. The matter is refen-ed to in
our leading columns.

* * * #

The following cable was despatched on Thursday to the

London office of the Witwatersrand Deep,
Wit, Deep. Ltd. :

" Main crosscut at the 23rd level,

the deepest point in the mine, ias paBsed
through the Main Reef body, the complete sampling at this
single point giving an average value of 114 dwts. over an
estimated stope width of 50 inches. Hitherto Main Reef
has given only occasional payable values in this section of

the mine, so that further exploration will be required before
its mining possibilities here can be detemiined."

* * • * *

Attention may be drawn to the advertisement inserted by
Messrs. J. V. Stanton & Co. in this issue.

Stanton & Co. The material advertised is the result of

Enterprise. British enterprise and is intended to

replace material used with success by the
Germans in connection with certain parts of electrical

machinery. The purpose for the advertisement at this stage-

is to divert possible orders reverting to Germany owing to
the fact that owners of electrical plant may think that they
cannot adequately replace these parts elsewhere.

* * * *

The report of the directors of the Modderfontein B. for the
quarter ended SOtlf September shows that

Modder. B. the total development footage was 2,875,

while the total footage sampled on reef

was 1,942. The payable reef disclosures were as follows:

Main Reef Leader, 1,256 feet; width, 17 inches; assay value,

23 dwts. The completion of the additions to the reduction
plant, bringing it up to a capacity of 60,000 tons a month;
was successfully accomplished during the quarter, resulting
in an increase in tonnage output of 20,500 tons compared
with the preceding quarter. A slight decrease in mine grade
coupled with a certain amount of absorption in the new
portions of the plant reduced the yield by 2s. 4d. per ton

to 40s. 3d. Working costs were 4d. per ton lower, and the
total working profit increased £6,939. The amount of de-
velopment footage showed an increase. The native labour
position has considerably improved. Towards the end of

September, and during October, operations were consider-
ably disorganised by the influenza epidemic. The Provin-
cial Gold Profits Tax Ordinance, 1918. which was passed by
the Transvaal Provincial Council on 25th June, 1918, has
now become law. No provision, however, has been made in

the attached accounts for the tax, as legal action will bo
taken with the view of testing the authority of the Transvaal
Provincial Council to levy such taxation.

* # * *

The General IManager of the Transvaal Gold Mining Estates,
in his last quarterly report, writes as fol-

Position at lows: "Conditions underground and on
the T.C.M.E. the surface have gradually returned to nor-

mal after the recent floods. Transport
difficulties still exist, and the supply of native labour con-
tinues to be below our needs. The tonnage milled for the
quarter shows an increase of 2,100 tons, and the grade of
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rock miued is about normal. Development has ou the whole

been satisfactory in the Brown's Hill, Iota and Ponieskrantz

North areas, whilst results at Theta Extension and Columbia
Hill Shales have been slightly more encouraging. The
Bette Mine (z-eceutly purchased) has returned a small per-

centage of rock to the mill, and has justified our opinion

of it. The tramline at Ponieskrantz North Mine came into

operation in August, but the ore-bins are not yet com-
pleted, and ihe quantity of rock hauled to the mill has as

yet been but small. The tramline is giving satisfaction.

Prospecting has made good progress, and further encourag-

ing indications on the Portuguese Horizon have been met
with in the Theta Extension neighbourhood, but work on
Grootfoutein has been definitely discontinued. At Elands-

drift the work of reclaiming the lower portions of the mine
after the summer floods has made good progress, and we
have been able to resume the sinking of the western bound-

ary shaft, with a view to testing the values in depth.

Development in the mine itself continues of necessity to be

very slow because of the water difficult}'. The sale of wattle

bark from our plantations has been very limited owing to

the scarcity of shipping, but there is a ready market for all

mining timber. At Vaalhoek, mining work on the Glynn's

Reef Horizon in the River Section was resumed and has

given satisfactory results, though values in this area are

exceedingly en-atic. The work of dewatering the lower

levels of the muie has madt^fair progress, but until drainage

work has been completed, and the low level pumps set to

work once more, full development is impossible. Since the

close of the quarter influenza h«s broken out in. the district;

a large number of the company's einployees are ill and many
of the natives have deserted. Opei-atious are at present

totally disorganised, and results will be advereely affected

for some time."

Eeut«r is officially informed by the Controller of Imports

and Exports, Pretoria, that the following

Imports from circular has been issued to all local priority

the U.S.A. committees in connection with imports

from the United States of America. The
procedure set out in this circular is now in force, and the

particular attention of all importers from the United States

of America is drawn thereto. To the secretaries of all local

priority committees,—Please inform your committee that in

terms of a memorandum approved by the British and
American Governments the following procedure is now
necessary in connection with the importation of goods from
the United States of America for which assistance to import

is desired : (1) .\11 persons desiring assistance to import
goods of any descripton whatever must make application to

the local Priority Committee. (2) If the goods are not
considered by the local Priority Committee to the Controller

of Imports and Exports to be of national importance, the
importer is at liberty to make his own arrangemerfts with
regard to the importation, but in such cases no assistance

will be granted for the purpose of obtaining an export licence

or shipping facilities. (3) If the goods are considered by
the local Priority Committee or ou reference to the Con-
troller of Imports and Exports to be of national importance
and the order has not been placed, the following procedure
will be necessary : (a) Application must be made for priority

assistance for export licence in quintiplicate and shipping
priority in duplicate on the prescribed forms, (b) A copy
of the indent must be attached to each copy of the applica-
tion for export licence, but not to the copies of the applica-
tion for shipping facilities, (c) The indent, which would be
addressed to the manufacturer or agent of the importing
company in the United States of America, must be placed
by the Controller of Imports and Exports through the British
War Mission in New York, (d) Payment for tlie goods,
freight, insurance, etc., will be made by the Imperial
(iovemment's agents in New York, and the Imperial Govern-
ment will look to the High Commissioner for the Union of

South Africa in London for rejwyment. (e) The Imperial
Government's agents will pay manufacturei's on the condi-
tions named in the contract, which are usually : fl) cost of

the goods on production of invoice, and (2) freight on pro-

duction of bills of lading, (f) In view of (c), (d) and (e)

above, it will be necessary for an importer to attach to his

application a banker's guarantee or letter of credit for an
amount sufficient to cover all charges. This documeht will

be forwarded by the Controller of Imports and Exports to

the High Commissioner for the Union of South Africa in

London in order that he may be in a position to repay the

Imperial Government in London on demand. (4) All orders

•on private account already placed cannot be assisted as

above, and consignees must make their own arrangements
as to finance, but if the goods are considered by the local

Priority Committee, or on reference to the Controller of

Imports and Exports to be of sufficient national importance,
the Controller will assist if desired by making recommenda-
tions through the British Embassy in Washington for the

issue of an export licence. In such cases application for

shipping priority should be forwarded to the Controller

through the local Priority Committees. (5) It is further

pointed out that there is nothing to prevent an importer
placing an, order direct and making his own financial

arrangements in connection therewith at any time for goods
which are of national importance, but the American Board
have emphasised that there is not much prospect of the

order being fulfilled unless it is placed through the British

War Mission in accordance with the procedure outlined

above.

* * * *

The directors of the Modderfontein East, Ltd., have issued

a report giving particulars of the reef

Modeler East disclosures for the quarter ended Septem-
Progress. her 30, together with the results from the

inception of the company to date. The
results to date are as follows

:

19th Level, Main Haulage North
No. 1 Main Haulage Raise
No. 2 Main Haulage Raise
19th Level Drive North
No. 1 Raise, 19th Level
No, 2 Winze, 20lh (Level

20th Level, Drive North
20th Level, Drive South ,.. r

No. 1 Raise, 20th Level
No. 3 Raise, 20th Level
No. 1 Winze, 21st Level
No. 2 Winze, 21st Level
21st Level Drive South
21st Level Drive North
21st Level Intermediate Drive
No. 2 Winze, 22nd Level
Crosscuts and Sundries
No. 1 Incline

No. 2 Incline

F'tage Reef
F'tage sampled width Value

advanced. on reef. Ins. Dwts.

1,909 30 20 2.0

1,451 1,135 17 7.1

568 450 15 7.5

69 45 17 3.8

137 125 16 15.7

258 258 14 14.8

467 465 22 8.3

732 565 19 43.4

179 175 7 60.7

228 225 15 9.3

87 00 20 88.8

588 588 15 22.8

283 -260 1„ 17.0

189 185 12 4.1

27 20 6 39.4

101 100 14 36.6

2,342 197 17 15.1

312 — — —
35 35 2J 2.8

Totals and averages 9,962 4,938 16 18.4

Drive from Modderfontein B.,, 983 461 24 5.9

The drive from Modderfontein B. has been in faulted ground

througliout the period, and has failed to disclose any reef

body. No. 2 shaft has been sunk 398 feet, to a total depth

of 898 feet; whilst walling was completed to a depth of 495

feet. An electrically driven pump was installed at the

station at 473 feet. A considerable inflow of water as well

as bad ground was met towards the end of the quarter, and
the rate of sinking for the coming quarter will be affected

on that account. 'The shaft has been in quartzite throughout

the period. No. 3 shaft has been sunk 260 feet, to a total

depth of 818 feet; whilst walling was completed to a depth

of 685 feet. The shaft continued to be sunk in dyke, and

has reached the horizon where reef could be expected.

Sinking has therefore been stopped, and the extent of the

dyke and the probable position of the reef are being tested

by means of diamond drilling. Construclion work has been

limited to the completion of the second air compressor and

a cooling dam and tower. The white labour force averaged

145, and the number of natives employed 1,028. The expen-

diture for the quarter amounted to j£66,56R,
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.
PEACE AND GOLD.

The end of the war, imfortuuately, does not put an end to

the gold question, as is evidenced by the belated news from
London that the low-grade mines are to be assisted.

Authorities agree that the artificiality of the international

exchange position will perforce have to continue for some
time after the war, because it may turn out for a time to

be more important to keep the gold currency reservoir ade-

quately filled for the creation of credit for internal purposes
than to settle balances of trade by gold shipments. As Mr.
Strakosch, in the pamphlet reviewed in our last issue, well

put it: " While there seems no doubt that the position of

our foreign trade, on the resumption of peace activities,

will not continue adversely on so large a scale as now, it is

almost equally certain that we shall not revert to the pre-

war conditions, but that we shall for some years after the
war have to face a fairly substantial adverse net balance of

trade. We shall have to re-stock the country by importing
raw materials on a vast scale, our shipping industrj' will

have to face severe competition from other maritime coun-
tries—notably the United States of America and Japan—

•

and it will, of necessity, take a good deal of time before

our manufacturing industries will be able to reach the stage

where exports on a large scale can be resumed. What that

adverse net balance of trade is likely to be and how long it

will take to convert it into a favourable one, it is of course
impossible to say, but let it be assumed, and this assumption
seems not unjustified, that for some years after the war we
shall have to face an adverse net balance of trade of, say,

£150,000,000 sterling per annum, and that, owing to the
insufficiency of gold in the currency reservoir to meet both
the requirements of our internal and external trade, our
currency, measured by the currency of other countries, will

be at a discount of 10 per cent. The loss to the nation would
then amount to £15,000,000 a year, or, putting it the other
way, if our gold reservoir were sufficiently supplied to

enable us to settle our adverse balance of trade by the
remittance of gold and to do so without causing the value
of money for internal purposes to be raised, then a saving
would result of £15,000,000 per annum, which in assessing

the value of gold has to be added to the saving which results

from its power to create credit and to lower the rate of

interest." Gold will, therefore, be as essential as ever after

-the war. We note also that the August bulletin of the

U.S.A. Federal Reserve Board has brought the issue

strongly before that country in the following terms. It says

:

" Ever since the establishment of Federal Reserve banks, the
Board has endeavoured by every legitimate means to ancrease the
aggregate gold holdings of the banks. ... Of late the Board has
received questions from various quarters respecting the reasons of

theory supporting the course, which it has urged with respect to gold.

The situation in this regard is perfectly plain. In proportion as the
gold holdings of the Federal Reserve banks are increased, the ability

of such banks to extend accommodation to otlier banks, or to issue

notes, is enlarged. Taking 40 per cent, in gold as- normally required
as a minimum behind every note that is issued, it is clear that, in

order to lend 100 dollars in Federal Reserve notes, a Federal Reserve
bank must have on hand in its vaults, or with a Federal Reserve
agent, 40 dollars in gold. In proportion as its reserve holdings are
curtailed, its lendingg power is correspondingly reduced. Some ques-
tion also has been raised with reference to the practice of hoarding
gold. Every dollar of gold that is hoarded in withdrawn not only
from reserve use but also from circulation. It is a net loss of that
amount of metal to the community. The effect of its concealment is,

therefore, to I'emove the possibility of providing the strongest possible
gold-cover for our growing volume of bank-notes and deposits. The
desirable conditions, under e.xisting- circumstances, is to have every
dollar of gold in the Federal Reserve banks, while the circulating

medium consists of currency based on gold. Money of every kind,
whether gold or silver, should be deposited in bank and used, but
not hoarded. Surrender of gold coin and gold certificates, and absten-
tion from hoarding, means an increase in the volume of bank-credit
available for the community, and an increased ability to finance its

war and other requirements."

An extension of this doctrine is contained in the circular

issued by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco,

where it is affirmed :

" Gold in possession of a member bank
or of an individual serves no necessary purpose which other
forms of money would not serve, but in the possession of

a Federal Reserve bank it gives financial protection to the
country as surely as an army gives physical protection. To
draw soldiers from the army or to keep them from the army

t-o perform services that others could perform, would weaken
our physical defence and invite disaster. Likewise to hold
gold out of the reserve of the Federal Reserve banks weakens
our financial defence and invites financial disaster."
Another interesting view is taken by Mr. B. L. Thane in
an article in the Mining and Scienti}i.c Press:

" It is well known," says Mr. Thane, " that the issue of paper
credits by the Central Powers to their own people and to the
adjacent neutrals has been necessarily in tar greater proportion to their
gold reserve tlian in the case of the Allies. So long as thes>e countries
are dealing among themselves only and are unable to engage in inter-
national business, and just so long as their Governments remain strong
enough to compel the peoples of the Central Powers to accept such
paper on its face value, their actual gold reserve is not important;
but the instant the war is ended and the Central Powers are again
compelled to enter foreign trade in order to replenish their e.xhausted
supplies of material their credit will have to be maintained by a
gold reserve, else it will fall to pieces, causing a tremendous financial
disaster. The German financiers aje aware of this, but e.xpect to
Uuil up their gold reserve through their ability to sell material and
supplies in a world market at a less cost than they can be produced
in the Allied countries. There is grave danger that this condition
will actually develop, so far as this counrty and the Allies are con-
cerned, because one of the results of the war has been greatly to
increase the cost of labour—that is, labour has demanded and received
much higher wages, approximating 100 per cent, above the average
before the war The danger from this lies in the fact that the
Central Powers, and Germany in particular, have not increased the
wage scale in Hke proportion; so that the cost, measured in gold, of
producing all articles in Germany after the war, or even now, is less
than it is in this country—very much less. The German financiers
have boasted of this repeatedly. It amounts to the same thing on the
part of Germany as placing a premium on our gold supply, such
premium being equivalent to the difference in the average cost of
lab'our between the Central Powers and the United States and her
Allies. While tariffs and trade agreements may be developed and
arranged to offset this difference in some degree, the easiest, the most
sensible, the most practical, and the quickest way to place labour and
industry on a parity with that in the United States and the Allied
countries will be arbitrarily to increase the value of gold in an amount
sufficient to offset the average difference in wage scale existing be-
tween the Allies and the Central Powers at the present time. ... It
has been argued that such change in the value of the basic metal, gold,
would derange the structure of credit, but this can be obviated by
agreement between England, France, and the United States, the couri- •

tries that control the gold supply of the world, and also by suitable
legislation in their respective countries."

All this goes to show that the whole problem goes deeper
on investigation and still remains to be solved satisfactorily.

A Bill dealing in a comprehensive manner with electric

power supply is now awaiting its final
Electric Power Supply reading in the Legislative Council of
in British East Africa, the B.E.A. Protectorate. The measure

is designed to foster and promote bulk
supply methods, and to ensure standardisation. Public and
local authorities must adopt the standards and specifications
of the British Engineering Standards Committee. The
standard system for the Protectorate will be three-phase at
50 periods, excepting for special purposes, and, excepting
the supplies to authorised distributors and for special pur-
poses, the pressures of supply will be 415 and 240 volts.

All apparatus to be used in connection with a standard
system, by a Hcensee, must comply with these standards,
and that which may be used by others on a standard system
must be marked when usual or necessary as to its capacity
or value, in terms of British standards. Practically every
form of energy which industrialists in the Protectorate will

require must be obtained from or by the conversion of

electrical energy generated by water power, internal-

combustion engines, or oil-fired boilers. Consequently, a
demand for apparatus is developing which should not be
neglected by British manufacturers. The Government
Electrical -Engineer (Mr. James McBlaiu) will be pleased to

receive catalogues and other infonnation, witli prices where
possible, relating to hydraulic, internal-combustion, and
steam types of prime movers, electric generators and motors,
transformers, E.H. P. -transmission line materials, split-

phase and other control and switching apparatus, indicating

and recording meters, testing and measuring apparatus,

etc. ; also relating to apparatus for any industrial applica-

tion of electrical energy, including farm and electroculture

equipment, electrolysers, ozonisers, automobiles, batteries,

and battery-charging, coffee drying and roasting, steam
raising, mashing and distilling, casting and welding, cement
burning, domestic heating and cooking, and X-ray and
electro-medical equipment, etc.
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THE YEAR WITH THE "J.C.I."

The report of the directors of the Johannesburg Consoli-

dated Investment Company, Ltd., shows that the profit

for the year, after providing for depreciation, English and
Colonial income tax, and other charges, amounts to £200,739
Is. lid. This sum, together with .€lo8,556 10s. 6d. brought
forward, makes the total available balance £359,295 12s. 5d.

On the 24th June the directors declared a dividend of 5 per
cent, (free of income tax), this declaration being on the

same basis as that of the previous year. The net distri-

bution to sharehoklere totals £197,500, leaving £161,795
12s. 5d. to be earned forward. la accordance with the com-
pany's usual practice, its shareholdings have, where neces-

sary, been written down to their market value as at the
30th June last. Notwithstanding the acquisition of new
and important mining interests, the company retains sub-
stantial liquid assets in the form of British Government
securities and cash at bankere. During the year under
review the ground known as the Springs-Geduld Area, con-
sisting of 2,055 claimi on the Eastern Rand, was submitted
for public tender by the Union Government of South Africa,
and secured by Messre. Barnato Brothens. New State
Areas, Limited, with a subscribed capital of £1,500,000 has
been formed to work the ground, and the company has
acquired a very large interest in this new concern. The
property adjoins that of the Government Areas, and your
directors have every confidence that this new interest will
prove a very valuable asset. The position of the various
gold mines under the company's control is, as usual, fully

dealt with in the reports which they respectively issue.

At Government Gold IMiniug Areas (Modderfontein) Con-
solidated, Ltd., the ore reserves now exceed 7,600,000 tons,
the estimated value of which is 75 dwts. over 79 inches.
The results of the enlargement of the reduction plant are
now reflected in the large increase in the tonnage cr-ushed,
the substantial reduction in working costs, and the conse-
quent increase in profits. Further additions to the reduc-
tion plant have been in course of erection during the year,
and these should still further augment the profits whenthey
become operative. Within the last twelve months an agree-
ment has been reached with the Union Government of
South Africa, under which the scale regulating the Govern-
ment's participation in the profits of the Company has been
revised. This will remove many of the anomalies which
previously existed, and will prove of advantage to both
parties to the agreement. The Van Ryn Deep, Ltd., also
shows excellent results. The' ore reserves of the company
are in the neighbourhood of 2,300,000 tons, of an estimated
value of 8'9 dwts. per ton over a stoping width of 67 inches.
Arrangements were made early in the year for a considerable
addition to the company's reduction plan, which it is con-

fidently anticipated will materially add to the tonnage
crushed, and will result in still further increasing the com-
pany's annual profits. It may be mentioned that a 10 per
cent, interest in the share capital of the New State Areas,
referred to above, was offered to and accepted by the Van
Ryn Deep, Ltd. The Randfonteiu Central Gold Mining
Company, Ltd., suffered to a greater degree than most min-
ing companies from the difliculties caused by the war, ire-
quent labour troubles, and from the very heavy floods which
occurred in Johannesburg early in the present year. The
policy previously outlined, including systematic shaft sink-
ing and development, is being steadily pursued, and will
enable the company before long to show a progressive hn-
provement in its profits.

A.11 possible measures have been taken to meet essential
requirements, but owing to shipping and other difficulties
incidental to the war the cost of all mining stores and
materials continues to impose a heavy burden on the in-
dustry. The persistent rise in working costs necessarily
gives cause for anxiety, and unless relief can be obtained
the total Rand output of gold must inevitably be adver.sely
affected. The value of the gold produced by the company's
group of mines for the year ended 30th June last totalled
£7,760,957. Shareholders are aware that the company holds
important interests in the leading diamond mines of South
Africa, which have undoubtedly secured great benefits from
the policy of control of output inaugurated by your Chair-
man, which was fully referred to in the directoi-s' previous
report. Although no improvement of importance can be
recorded in the company's net revenue from this source, it

may be mentioned that the inquiry for houses and building
sites during the year under review has considerably
increased.

B.tfiatered Tra.da Hark

'RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite diSerent rrom all other paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elast ic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atniospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for
Iron, Wood, Stone. &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure (o^

^ damp, resists the action of strong
^^ ^ acids. Can be submerged under

J
water, and in use withstands very
high tem-peratures of BUperb'mted
steam.

Sole Uanutactarers :

The CAS30N COMPOSITIONS Co. Ltd.

Three Seas Brand. rmham, London, mgiand.

Williams' "Vulcan"
DROP-FORGED SAFETY LATHE DOGS-100% SAFE.

Ask for Catalogue—It's Free.

Bent Tail

1 or 2 Screws

16 Sizes: } to Gin.

Export Office:

76 STATE STREET,
New York City.

Straight Tail

1 or 2 Screws

16 Sizes: J to 6 in.

London Representative:

BENJ. WHITTAKER,
2 Norfolk Street, Strand.

J
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PROGRESS ON THE BARNATO MINES.

Points from the Quarterly Reports.

Consolidated Langlaagte Mines.—The total profit for the
quarter was £43,126. The expenditure on capital account
amounted to £1,401, and debenture interest £1,375. Owing
to native labour shortage, there was a decrease of 6,650
tons in the quantity of ore crushed as compared with the

previous quarter. Working costs increased by Is. 5d. per
ton, but as the grade improved to the extent of Is. 5d. per

ton, the gross profit showed a decrease of only £2,041. The
development footage sampled totalled 2,770 feet, and gave
the following results: Payable, 1,453 feet, having an average

value of 43-7 dwts. over 14 inches of reef. Unpayable, 1,317
feet, having an average value of 7-6 dwts. over 16 inches.

Ginsberg.—The total profit for the quarter was £1,960.
The quantity of ore crushed was the same as for the pre-

vious quarter. There was an improvement in the grade of

Is. 4d. per ton, and working costs were about 4d. per ton

higher. The gross profit was £1,955 above that for the

second quarter.

Glencairn.—The total profit for the quarter was £'2,170.

There was an increase of 2,150 tons in the quantity of ore

milled, and as the profit per ton showed a slight improve-
ment, the gross profit was £142 more than that for the
previous quarter.

Government Areas.—The total profit for the quarter wa.s

£251,000. The expenditure on capital account amounted
to £27,652. The mine received an increased supply of native

labour in August, and as a result the quantity of ore crushed
was 20,000 tons greater than that for the previous quarter.

The grade improved to the extent of Is. lOd. per ton, and
as there was only 'a slight increase in working costs, the

gross profit was £39,517 higher than that for the second
quarter of the year. The development footage sampled
totalled 5,750 feet and gave the following results ; Payable,

4,240 feet, having an average value of 16' 1 dwts. over 42
inches of reef. Reef partly exposed : 100 feet, having an
average value of 2'9 dwts. over 48 inches. Unpayable:
1,410 feet, having an average value of 4'9 dwts. over 30
inches. The payable ore reserves were increased by 300,000
tons, and now stand at 7,930,000 tons.

Langlaagte Estate.—The total profit for the quarter was
£43,327. The expenditure on capital account amounted to

£3,716. There was an increase of 12,310 tons in the quan-
tity of ore milled, as compared with the previous quarter,

due to improvement in native labour supply. Working costs

were reduced by 4d. per ton, and the grade sl\ow.ed an
improvement of 8d. per ton. As a result the gross profit

was £10,485 higher than that for the second quarter of the

year. The development footage sampled totalled 2,483 feet,

and gave the following results: Payable, 1,920 feet, having
an average value of 3r2 dwts. over 19 inches of reef. Un-
payable, 559 feet, having an average value of 5-8 dwts. over

17 inches.

Neiv Primrose.—The total profit for the quarter was
£4,491. The expenditure on capital account amounted to

£50. The gross profit showed an increase of £1,489 as com-
pared with the previous quarter. This was mainly due to

the tonnage milled being increased by 2,100 tons. The
grade was about 5d. pei ton higher, and there was a .flight

reduction in working costs. The development footage

sampled totalled 415 feet, and gave the following results

:

Payable, 210 feet, having an average value of 7'4 dwts. over

45 inches of reef. Unpayable, 205 feet, having an average
value of 24 dwts. over 17 inches.

Neiu Unified.—The total profit for the quarter was
£7,918. Working costs were 4d. per ton higher, and as the
quantity of ore crushed was slightly less, the gross profit

was £356 below that for the previous quarter. The develop-
ment footage sampled totalled 150 feet and gave the follow-

ing results : Payable, 100 feet, having an average value of

642 dwts. Unpayable, 50 feet, having an average value of

6"2 dwts. over 17 inches.

Rundfontcin Central.—The total profit for the quarter
was £35,985. The expenditure on capital account amounted
tu £64,344 and debenture interest £3b,100. Steady progress

was being niade towards a return to more normal conditions

when a strike occurredamongst the reduction works employeea
at the end of August, and this caused a complete cessation

of milling for five days. Towards the end of September
operations were again disturbed by the outbreak of Spanish
influenza. The quantity of ore milled showed a decrease

of 17,700 tonsas compared with the previous quarter. There
was an improvement in grade of lid. per ton, but working
costs were Is. per ton higher, and the gross profit was
£2,604 less than that of the previous quarter. The develop-

ment footage sampled totalled 10,490 feet, and gave the
following results : Payable, 8,998 feet, having an average

value of 21'7 dwts. over 17 inches of reef. Unpayable, 1,492

feet, having an average value of 7'1 dwts. over 25 inches.

Van Rijn Deep.—The total profit for the quarter was
£162,563. The expenditure on capital account amounted to

£4,311. The enlarged reduction plant was brought into

operation at the beginning of July, and resulted in an
increase of 18,490 tons in the quantity of the ore milled as

compared with the previous quarter. The grade was Is. 4d.

per ton lower, and a slight reduction was made in the work-

ing costs. The gross profit showed an increase of £12,274.

The development footage sampled totalled 855 feet, and
gave the following results : Payable, 695 feet, having an
average value of 138 dwts. over 50 inches of reef. Unpay-
able, 160 feet, having an average value of 5'3 dwts. over

26 inches.

Witwatersrand.—The total profit for the quarter was
£22,737. The expenditure on capital account amounted to

£3,858. Owing to a shortage of native labour it has been

impossible for the mine to maintain its normal rate of

crushing. The quantity of ore milled shows a drop of 9,750

tons as compared with the previous quarter. Worldng costs

increased by Is. 3d. per ton, and the grade showed a slight

decrease. As a result the gross profit was £9,887 less than

that for the second quarter. The development footage

sampled totalled 1,620 feet, and gave the following results;

Payable, 800 feet, liaving an average value of 10'7 dwts.

over 39 inches of reef. Unpayable, 820 feet, having an

average value of 3'6 dwts. over 38 inches.

New State Areas.—Preliminary operations were com-
menced on the property of the New State Areas in March,

1918, and since then considerable progress has been made
with the erection of buildings and plant. Although it is

impossible to import plant from overseas at the present time,

endeavours have been made to instal permanent equipment
wherever possible. Wooden headgears have been designed

of a sufficient height and structure as will render them
permanent; and the hoisting engines which have been pur-

chased locally are also suitable for the permanent installa-

tion. Two shafts—known as the north shaft and south shaft

—are being sunk. Each shaft is 11 ft. 3 in. wide by 26 ft.

3 in. within, and consists of four long compartments 6 ft.

within and 9 in. dividers. At the 30th September the depth

of the shaft was as follows: North shaft, 82 feet; south

shaft, 100 feet.

New Patents.

612. Ernest Robert Goodward.—A method of producing a dry gaseous

mixture for use as an e.xplosive charge or fuel for internal

combustion engines.

G13. Gabriel Christian Erasmus Keet.—Vanning table.

614. Frank Popper.—An improvement in hose, water, air, steam, and
other pipe connections.

616. Thomas Debbie.—Improvements in treating solids with gases and
pai-ticularly in the manufacture of bleaching powder.

616. Albert Lionel Norridge.—Improvements in brackets for supporting
shelving and the like in shop windows and other places.

617. Tobias Johannes Stephanus Fourie.—Improvements in safety

arrangements for hoisting plants.
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LATEST FROM THE "GOLDFIELDS" COMPANIES.

The following is a summary of the operations of the Gold

Fields companies for the quarter ended September 30.

Owing to the spread of influenza to the native territories, the

native labour position is not clear at the present time, but

a shortage is expected for some time.

«
Simmer and Jack.

The development footage accomplished during the

quarter amounted to 1,288 feet, the footage sampled being

as follows :
—

Reef Reef
Footage width. value,

sampled, inches, dwts.

Main Reef 285 32 105
Main Reef Leader 31 19 3'5

South Reef 73 36 8-4

Tons milled, 176,500. Working profit (including sundry
revenue), £39,469, less, however, £5,314, appropriated dur-

ing the quarter in respect of special exi^enditure due to

war, contributions to miners' phthisis compensation fund,

additions and renewals fund. Government taxation, etc.

Gold in reserve, £8,542. Owing to the spread of influenza

to the native territories the native labour position is not

clear at the present time, but a shortage is expected for

some time.

Robinson Deep.

The development footage accomplished during the

quarter amounted to 2,415 feet, the footage sampled being

as follows :
—

Reef Reef
Footage width. value,

sampled, inches. dwts.

Main Reef 131 30 2*4

Main Reef Leader 649 22 21-3

South Reef 279 25 16-0

Tons milled, 131,300. Less on working (including sundry
revenue), £1,766. Appropriations during the quarter in re-

spect of special expenditure due to war, contributions to

miners' phthisis compensation fund. Government taxation,

etc., including also interest on joint loan from the guaran-
tors, amounted to .£7,931. Gold in reserve, nil.

The " Chris " shaft came into partial use on September
2, since when operations there have been extended gradually.

As was anticipated, the change-over militated largely against
profits, which were more severely affected through influenza

troubles, bringing operations to a standstill for a time. This
has accentuated shortage of native labour, from which it is

feared it will take some time to recover.

In view of war conditions seriously affecting profits, also

owing to moving ground troubles at No. 1 shaft, making it

urgently desirable to hoist all possible ore through the
" Chris " shaft, and it being consequently essential to

transfer to that shaft to the greatest possible extent at the
earliest moment, it was necessary to put in a third hoist and
other equipment. In view of the foregoing and possible

serious effects of influenza upon immediate future profits,

arrangements have been made for borrowing up to a further

£100,000 for carrying out the new scheme. The lendere
have the right of asking for repayment of this loan before
any further preference dividends are paid.

The Jupiter.

The development footage accomplished during the
quarter amounted to 1,445 feet, the footage sampled being
as follows:—

Reef Reef
Footage width. value.

sampled, inches. dwts.

Main Reef 701 85 7-6

Main Reef Leader 274 37 14-0

South Reef 171 87 6-8

Tons milled, 72,100.. Working profit (including sundry
revenue), £7,446, less, however, £1,538 appropriated during

the quarter in respect of special expenditure due to war,

contributions to miners' phthisis compensation fund, addi-

tions and renewals fund. Government taxation, etc. Gold
in reserve, nil.

Simmer Deep.

The development footage accomplished during the

quarter amounted to 1,326 feet, the footage sampled being

as follows :
—

Reef Reef
Footage width. value,

sampled, inches. dwts.

Main Reef ^ 571 42 8-0

Main Reef Leader 196 27 8-8

South Reef 250 35 113

Tons milled, 131,800. Loss on working (including sundry
revenue), £2,291. Appropriations during the quarter in re-

spect of special expenditure due to war, contributions to

miners' philiisis compensation fund, additions and renewals
fund, Government taxation, interest on debentures, deben-
ture guarantors' remuneration, debenture trustees' fees,

etc., amounted to £12,535. Gold in reserve, nil.

Operations were adversely affected by a slightly lower

grade and higher working costs resulting from influenza

troubles and minor interruptions. A start has been made in

replacing native labour by machine drills of the jack hammer
type, and the policy is to continue further in this direction.

Owing to increased working costs making fair profits im-

possible under the existing abnormal conditions, but which
could be expected in normal times, arrangements were come
to at meetings of debenture holders on August 29 last

whereby redemption of the firet and second debentures was
suspended for five years and the payment of interest on
the second debentures postponed for a similar period.

Sub Nigel.

The following is a summary of the operations of this

company for the quarter ended September 30 : The develop-

ment footage accomplished during the quarter amounted to

3,274 feet, of which a distance of 2,345 feet was advanced
on reef; 2,315 feet were sampled, of which 1,050 feet gave
12-3 dwts. over a stoping width of 42 inches, whilst the
average of the balance of footage sampled was not within

the pay limit. Tons milled, 30,000. Working profit (in-

cluding sundry revenue), £26,678, less, however, £3,632
appi-opriated during the- quarter in respect of special expen-

diture due to war, contributions to miners' phthisis com-
pensation fund, additions and renewals fund, Government
taxation, etc. Gold in reserve, £13,463.

Southern Van Ryn.

Particulare and values of reef intereected recently in

the two boreholes have already been published. Share-
holders are reminded of the option rights in respect of

180,000 £1 shares, 25 per cent, of which must be taken up
not later than December 31, 1918, on the terms and condi-

tions agreed upon, in order that the rights to take up the

remaining 75 per cent, of such shares may be retained.

Enemy Advertising.

This Journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.
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QUARTERLY REPORTS OF THE ALBU GROUP.
The following information is given in the quarterly reports
of the companies controlled by the General Mining nud
Finance Corporation:—

New Gocu.

Total profit for quarter, £220 15b. The expenditure on
capital account for the quarter amounted to £5,087 12s. 2d.
The development foptage sampled totalled 800 feet, and
gave the following results over an average stoping width of
54 inches : Payable, 680 feet, having an average value of
851 dwts. ; unpayable, 120 feet, having an average value of
3-13 dwts.

West Rand Consolidated.

Total profit for quarter, £5,268 14s. 5d. The expendi-
ture on capital account for the quarter amounted to £7,857
8s. 9d. The tonnage milled was adversely affected during
the quarter by breakdowns in the pumping plant at the
Rand shaft, necessitating the hoisting engines being used
for baling. The development footage sampled totalled 2,230
feet, and gave the following results over an average stoping
width of 50 inches: Payable, 1,300 feet, having an average
value of 9'88 dwts.; unpayable, 030 feet, having an average
value of 2-9 d\ns.

Aurora West.

Total profit for quarter, £1,941 7s. 9d. The expenditure
on capital account for the quarter amounted to £345 18s. 7d.

Shortage of native labour continues to adversely affect the
results obtained from the mine. The development footage
sampled totalled 876 feet, and gave the following results

over an average stoping width of 42 inches: Payable, 521

feet, having an average value of 7-86 dwt«. ; unpayable, 355
feet, having an average value of 2*49 dwts.

RooDEPooRT United.

Total loss for quarter, £8,999 7s. 6d. The expenditure
on capital account for the quarter amounted to £968 12s.
The fall in grade referred to in the report for the previous
quarter became still more marked during the period unaer
review. The development footage sampled totalled 960
feet, and gave the following results over au average stoping
width of 46-4 inches : Payahle, 380 feet, having an average
value of 7-9 dwts. ; unpayable, 580 feet having an average
value of 2-50 dwts.

Meyer and Charlton.

Total profit for quarter, £67,805 2s. lid. A percentage
of 10-8668 of the net produce from mining operations is
payable to the Government in respect of certain undermin-
ing rights leased to the company. The expenditure on
capital account for the quarter amounted to £532 lis. lOd.
The development footage sampled totalled 180 feet, and
gave the following results over an average stoping width of
59-6 inches: Payable, 165 feet, having an average value of
15-23 dwts.

; unpayable, 15 feet, having an average value of
1-76 d^is.

"

Van Eyn Estate.

Total profit for quarter, £19,656 43. There was no ex"-
penditure on capital account for the quarter. The develop-
ment footage sampled totalled 1,255 feet, and gave the
following results over an average stoping width of 48 inches

:

Payable, 850 feet, having an average value of 6-7 dwts.

;

unpayable, JOS feet, having an average value of 2-1 dwts.

i^tk0^0i0tj0^'*Min0ttit0tai^0^0i0t0»mm0t0t0i^^t^^^t^^^^^^^^^

MULCOTT BELTING

I

Suitable for ail Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against
dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. ::

Largely used on the IVIines and Engin-
eering Worlds in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,— BRADFORD, ENGLAND. —
SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

91, Market Street,

Bo, 1124 JOHANNESBURG. Telephone 4701.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & GO., LIMITED.
Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., LTD.

PHGENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., LTD.

DICK, KERR. PH(ENIX. SIEMENS.

CABLES
and WIRES

TELEGRAPHS
LINE

MATERIALS

TELEPHONES FLUID CELLS

EBONITE
SIGNALLING

APPARATUS
DRY CELLS

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd.,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18.

ESTABLISHED 1858. OVER 4,000 EMPLOYEES-

Telephone: City 6400 (7 Lines). Telegrams: "SIEMENS, WOOLWICH."

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—64.68, CoUingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

SOUTHAMPTON.—46, High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES;
CALCUTTA.—Clive Buildings, Clivo Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.-1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

Sole Representasive in South Africa :

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams: "WOTAN."
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THE OCTOBER GOLD OUTPUT IN DETAIL.

Returns Second Lowest for the Year—Effects of Influenza.

The output for October shows a considerable drop and is tlie_

second lowest for the year* The lowest return was in

February, when the bottom levels of many of the mines in

the central area were flooded, and the October return, with

two more working days, is 20,000 ozs. better than that in

February. That the output for the last mouth is .se good is

remarkable considering that operations on every mine were

affected by the influenza scourge, but the only mine that has

failed to make a return is the Transvaal Gold i\Iiuing Estates

at Pilgrims Rest, where the administrative staff is laid lovr.

The total output was G79,7G1 ozs., of the value of

£2,887,4.55, the decrease being 28,442 ozs. and in money
£120,812. The Witwatersrand mines returned 667,955 ozs.,

showing a decrease of 19,008 ozs., and outside districts

11,809 ozs., representing a decrease of 9,434 ozs. Altogether

there wore 190 fewer stamps operating. An analysis of the

returns shows that fourteen of the 50 producers on the Rand
made losses aggregating over £38,000, Of the six producers

in the Consolidated Gold Fields group only two, the Simmer
and Jack and the Sub Nigel made profits whicli totalled

£12,559, while the losses of the other four amounted to

£10,685, leaving a balance oi"i the wrong side of £4,126. The
Princess made a loss of £5,797, the Eoodepoort United of

£7,241, and others made losses ranging from £2,000 down
to £100. The E.R.P.M. had a good mouth owing to the

availability of the ore that was milled in September, but

could not be hauled owing to a shaft accident, and for the

first time for some months profit was sufficient to meet
standing charges. The grade of ore at present being mined
shows signs of improvement. At the last day of the montli

there were 173,153 natives employed on the gold mines, a

decrease compared with September of 6,246.

679,764 ozs.Total output . .

.

Value
Decrease
Value
Witwatersrand
Value
Decrease
Value
Outside Districl^^

Value
Decrease
Value
Stamps
Decrease ...

£2,887.455
28,442 ozs,

£120,812
067,955 ozs.

C2, 837,294
19,008 ozs.

£80,738
11,809 ozs.

£50,161
9,434 oz-^,

£40,074
8,694

190

lNDivinu.\L Returns,

Value. Increase. Decrease.

Bantjes Consolidated ... £23,617
Cty and Suburban 30,974

Citv Deep 92,159

Con. Main Reef 69,799
Durban Roodepoort 302
Durban Deep 38,518
East Rand Proprietary ... 131,769
Ferreira Deep 59,965
Geduld Proprietarv 61,647
Knight Central ...' 29,921
Luipaardsvlei 19,336

Modder B 116,621
Modder Deep 86,960
New Heriot 16,371

New Kleinfontein 73,193
New Modder 167,909
Nourse Mines 53,487

Princess Estate 20,691
Robinson 40,128
Rose Deep 55,072
Village Deep 58,037
Village Main Reef 28.804
Wit. Deep 35,107
Wolhuter 35,830
Con. Langlaagte 50,801

£3,347

2,799

19,735

5,025

1,686

1,852
174

867

£1,712

8,121

1,932

420

2,035

8,122

2,064

2,374
2,332
1,122

1,975

2,991

8,813

2.769

1,322

2,922

2,893

Ginsberg
Glencairu
Government Areas .

.

Langlaagte Estate ...

New Primrose
New Unified

Randfontein Central

Van Ryn Deep
Witwatersrand
Aurora West
Jupiter

Knights Deep
jMeyer and Charlton...

New Goch
Robinson Deep
Roodepoort United ...

Simmer and Jack ...

Simmer Deep
Van Ryn
West Rand Couolidatcd
Geldenhuis Deep
Brakpan
Ci'o^vn Mines
Springs

Vogel Estate
Miscellaneous

Value.

13,907

11,588
200,183

59,519
15,899

12,221

159,455

98,505
37.715
14,043

26,990
63,487
40,698

14,005
52,735
19,421

56,299
46,334

36,153
31,225
57,833
81,748

206,788
73,383

10,642

Increase. Decrease.

900 —
— 1,100
— 2,769

1,508
38

200

565

2,171

998

3,993

2,485

5,281

Sub Nigel

BaiTett

Glynn's Lvdenburg
T.G.M.E.^
Miscellaneous

Odtside Disteicts.

24,191

799
5,331

Group

Rand Klines

Barnato
Albu ..:

Union Corporation

Gold Fields
CoiiK. ^rine'; Sel<>ciii

19,840

Retukxs.

October.
.. £252,873

170,688
17,992

63,666
4,126*

49,472

15,815

2,337

1,610

1,810

6.962

1,401

2,051

"

8,475

105

3,521

5,810

14,077
13,300

1,784

4,698
492

3,644

26,124
0,116

T'.l:U £554,691
< 'OMP.VRISOX WITH L.\ST YeaR.

January 1-3,033,653

Februarv 2,802,477
March " 2,957,614
April 3,046,045
May 3,148,915
June 3,091,058
July 3,127,174
August 3,144,211
Septemhi'i- ... •... 3,008,267
October 2,887,455

Septem^jcr.

£248,833
200,879
26,400
63,457

18,240

64,503

£622,312

£3,324,118
3,063,976

3,343,363

3,155,121

3,310,618
3,227,101

3,219,094
3,214,079

3,135,807
3.191,279

1;.\B0UE Figures.

The number oi natives employed on the last day of the
month by the W.N.L.A. and contractors was:—

On gold mines ... 173,153
On coal mines ... 11,824
On diamond mine'-, 4,749

Total 189,726

Glynn's Lydenburg.
The following are the particulars of this company's out-

put for the month of October, 1918:—Tons crushedli 2,604;
yielding 1,255 fine ozs.; estimated value of month's output.'

£5,219; estimated profit for the mouth, £674. Milling

ceased on 22nd October owing to influenza epidemic ; not
yet resumed.
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T^O owners of Electrical Plant who have been in difficulties about replacing such

parts of German equipment as: BRUSH SPINDLES, SLIPRING INSULATION-

in fact any form of moulded insulation so absolutely necessary to Electrical work !

You can obtain these from GREAT BRITAIN.

THE FOLLOWING PROPERTIES OF

BIRKBY'S MOULDED INSULATION
SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES :-

Specific gravity \'33 to 2"0.

Di-electric strength of base material, 20,000 volts per millimetre.

Tensile strength, 4,000 lbs. to 6,500 lbs. per sq. inch.

Unaffected by temperatures from 100~^ F. to 2000^ F.

Has no softening point.

Unaffected by water, weather, oils, acid fumes, alkalies, ordinary solvents, live steam, etc.

Does not support combustion.

Not affected by surface condensation.

Chemically inert.

Not Brittle.

Extreme accuracy in moulding.

Made m various colours.

Entirely different from, and superior to shellac and similar gum compounds, hard

rubber, ebonite, fibre, etc.

Made by FLEMING, BIRKBY & GOODALL, LTD.,

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS, ENGLAND.

SOLE SOUTH AFRICAN AGENTS:-

J. V. STANTON S CO
SOUTHERN LIFE BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG.
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A REVIEW OF ECONOMIC PROGRESS IN SOUTH AFRICA.-II.

Points from the Annual Report of H.M. Trade Commissioner.

Cextral Buyers' Committee.

The first step necessary was to centralise the whole
supply business in- the hands of one buyer, and the neces-

sary preliminary to further buying was a gigantic stock-

taking, returns being called for and collated of all mine
supplies at the mines, in the haiids of merchants,^nd on
the water. Further, returns of the normal consumption of

all stores having been similarly collated, it was possible to

begin reducing excess stock to the prescribed limit of six

months' supply. Until that limit is reached no orders may
be placed overseas. The result is an organisation of buying
for the mines hardly even dreamed of as possible in pre-war
days—the whole buying from oversea being focussed in one
buyer's hands. How far the present system is likely to be
permanent is a question depending on intricate considera-

tions. At least it is a possibility which must be faced with
serious thought. If it remains as a permanent legacy of the

war it cannot but produce profound modifications in the
whole business organisation built up for supplying the

requirements of the mines. Side by side with this change
in buying and the carrying of stocks of imported goods, local

manufacture has been making vei-y notable strides, also

largely as the result of the war. If the local production of

pig iron proves a success, it is impossible to ignore the
potentialities which stare one in the face. Centralised in an
area of, saj-, 100 square miles, is a huge market for all iron

jnd steel products, situated 500 miles inland at an elevation

which makes haulage from the coast costly, and amply pro-

vided with exceedingly cheap coal, with lime and .with

high-grade cement. Either or both of these factors,

centralised buying and local manufacture, must exercise a

profound effect on the whole supplying organisation which
has grown up and crystallised in the pre-war time.

Americ.\ the United Kingdom's Chief Competitor.

Germany had secured a share of the trade in South Africa

more nearly equal to that of the United States tlian in the
other Dominions, and, certainly, it must be admitted that
this share was not inflated as that of the United States is

by natural products and semi-manufactured commodities.
Nevertheless, it is as foolish to minimise the proportion of

manufactured goods included in America's 9i per cent,

share of South Africa's imports for 1913 as it is to overlook
the overwhelmingly greater resources which lie behind
America's export trade than those of any other economic
rival of the United Kingdom. To those who have in the
past been endeavouring to find a market in the United
States for their manufactures, it has, of course, been
obvious not only that most branches of manufacture were
being carried on in the United States, but that behind that

tariff wall lay an individual consuming market probably the
largest economic unit in the world; a market as large as

the United Kingdom and Gennany combined, and with
probably a much greater consuming power owing to the
higher general standard of living. In view of the general
recognition in these days of interdependence of production
cost and scale of production, to ignore America's domestic
manufactures and to point scornfully at the smallness of her
pre-war exports of manufactured goods was an economic
error fully as great and misleading as the suiprise, so often
expressed by another school of thought, at the rapidity of

expansion of export trade from the United States. Given
the huge home market and boundless natural resources of

the United States, the expansion of America's export trade
in all directions and in all classes of goods is a foregone
conclusion. The United Kingdom can, no doubt, retain her
share, if not her proportion, of world trade by strengthening
her organisation and improving her methods; but it is not
reasonable to expect her, indefinitely, to limit and outdis-
tance American export trade, or, for the failure to do so,

to blame the British manufacturers, officials, or other
persons. The South African import returns for 1917 show
that the United States supplied goods to a value of 6-2

million pounds, as against 61 million pounds, 44 million

pounds, 3 million pounds, and 37 million pounds in the
previous four years, respectively. In view of the enormous
rise in priees generally, this expansion is not so great per-

haps in reality as in appearance. At the same time, a close

analysis shows that the increased share of imports is very
much more important than is indicated even by the
increased percentage. Of the manufactured goods in which
gains are to be noted, the most important group is " Iron
and Steel." The value of the imports of this group from
the United States increased by £250,000, primarily, no
doubt, as a result of the war. To this amount must be
added £45,000 increase in fencing and baling wire and
£13,000 in railway material. South Africa having had to
depend almost entirely on the United States both for light

railway material and wire, instead of Germany, which had
an- important share of both trades. In motor bicycles the
increase on the year is £19,000; but this is part of a con-
tinuous inroad into a virtual monopoly of the United King-
dom. Out of an importation of £101,000 in 1914, the United
States only supplied motor bicycles, tyres and parts to the
value of £'13,000. In 1917 her share of the importation of

£136,464 of motor bicycles and parts (excluding tyres) is

£73,509.
Turning to the destination of exports from the Union of

South African produce we find that the purchases of Japan
were valued at £2,842,000, all of which, except £30,000,
represented wool. It is understood that Japanese buyers
confined their attention exclusively to high grade wool. The
United States purchased wool to a value of £4,500,000 and
also Angora hair to a value of £131,000. About half the
small export of ostrich feathers, and hides and skins to the
value of £796,000, also went to the United States—the
balance, representing sundries, being only slightly ' over
£80,000.

Entrepot Trade.

Exports from the Union are complicated to an increasing
degree by the fact that, while local produce and manufac-
tures are finding a widening market in the neighbouring
Colonies and Protectorates, both British and foreign, as well
as in Rhodesia, the entrepot trade for overseas products
imported and re-sold by merchants in the Union for those
same destinations is growing simultaneously.

Industrial Production.

The census of industries which was taken during the year
reveals creditable progress. Turning to the figures of output
by classes and industries, they are found to have a very
wide range, but comparatively few have attained to great
importance. A very incorrect inference might be drawn
from the fact that as an easy first among industries we find
engineering with an output of £7 millions. From a study
of other tables supplied we learn that nearly £4 millions
of this output is contributed by the Government railway
shops, and a further £2i millions by the engineering shops
of the mines, leaving only £500,000 as the output of all

other engineering works in the Union.

Output of Various Groups.
With an output of £5^ millions comes Hour milling.

Sugar (raw and refined) figures third with £3 millions.

Another table shows the actual output of- raw sugar as worth
£1,875,000. Biscuit making, even before the war, was well
established, and at present the local industry is supplying
all local requirements. It is, however, in the census returns
merged with cake and bread making in a combined output
valued at £2 millions. It is, therefore, not possible to
make any comparison with the imports or estimate of
consumption. The only other industrial groups returning
an output of over £2 millions are building and contracting,
and electricity and gas generation and distribution. Both
of these being of necessity local work, hardly call for com-
ment. The use of coal gas in the Union is insignificant
either for internal combustion engines, for cooking or for
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lighting. Where It is used the cost is exceedingly high.

With an output of more than one, but under two, million

pounds, we find five industries of which the two larger are

perhaps also of the greatest importance. These are soap

and candle and explosive manufactures. These are, of

course, intimately connected and interdependent through

the by-product glycerine. The export statistics for 1917

show that a very large quantity of " blasting compounds
"

has been shipped to Europe, but in normal times the works

depend almost entirely on the mines as their market. The
output of the tvr.) match factories is merged with that of

the three explosive works. Of the remaining three indus-

tries showing an output of over £1 million, namely, printing,

brewing, and tobacco, none seems to call for special com-

ment. The eleven groups and industries referred to so far

account for £29f millions, or practically three-quarters of

the total gross output of all productive industries. Following

these industries come a series of small industries, of which

14, having each an output of over £300,000, produce an

:iggregate of £6i millions, and the next 16 industries account

for a furtlier combined total of £2f milliuns. Finally, 31

minor industries and a group called " miscellaneous " make
up the £1,400,000, which completes the whole, returned

as £40,434,882.

Suggestions to Makufactdrers.

The restriction of British commercial manufacturing and

limitation of export, particularly in lines which have in the

past been specially regarded as British preserves, have

given golden opportunities to commercial rivals to introduce

their goods in this market, to obtain a trial of them in spite

of the prejudices and conservatism of the consumer, and to

obtain much valuable information as to the precise needs of

the market and how such goods should be placed on the

market, advertised, and distiibuted.

Selling Organisation.

It is for this reason that firms which have through war
necessities lost part or all of their normal trade with South

Africa should in proportion as they have lost trade increase

their preparations for after war business by strengthening

and improving their selling organisation. They should

satisfy themselves that for their particular class of goods

they iiave the best system of distribution, whether an agent

working on a commission basis, a salaried representative, a

purchasing sole agent, or no agent at all. JNIanufacturers

who have a new product to put on the market after the

war or who, not having previously been represented in the

South African market, consider that through an agent they

could do improved business should take early steps to con-

elude arrangements for representation. Those firms who
have agency arrangements which have proved satisfactory in

the past should avoid any "possible risk of alienating their

agent or dispersing their organisation. That the question of

oversea selling organisation and the study of the most
economical and effective methods of distribution are of vital

importance can hardly be gainsaid. It was by efficient

distribution quite as much as by organisation of manufacture

that Germany attained to success in the South African

market. And the United States, w^hose share of the South

African import trade is no,w over one-sixth has, during the

past three years, spared no trouble or expense in the same
direction. That share represents trade done, but it does not

indicate the extent to which plans for the future have been
laid or selling organisations prepared for future operation.

Whatever increase of efficiency in manufacturing we may
have learnt during war time we have, nevertheless, to have
also efficient distribution or we shall be unable to regain the

trade unavoidably lost during the war or obtain our right

share of the accumulating suspense orders which will have

to be placed as soon as peace is in sight. In connection with

the study of distribution it cannot be too often emphasised
that the maiuifacturer must concern himself with his goods

until they reach the consumer. There may be economy in

the employment even of a multiplicity of highly speciahsed

middlemen. Bul> it is often forgotten that unless middle-

men are bound to the handling of particular makes of goods
by specific agency contracts they cannot be expected to

have any partiality for one make over another, except on
the sole ground that it is more readily and more profitably

saleable.

Cat.^logces

Another matter connected with distribution which needs
some care is the printing ^f prices on goods and in cata-

logues. No doubt this is sometimes done advisedly and after

full consideration and consultation. On the other hand, it

is also done by oversight or through lack of consideration for

its effect in embarrassing the distribution. It may safely be
laid down as a general rule that, for export, retail prices

should never be marked on goods prior to shipment unless

—

(a) at Ithe request of, or at least with the consent of, the
oversea importer, or (b) as a matter of deliberate policy

matured with fidl knowledge of local conditions and local

selling exjJenses with a view to controlling prices in the
interests of increased turnover. It must always be remem-
bered that in sparsely populated areas of large countries the
cost of distribution is not comparable with the cost of distri-

bution in older countries. It should not be taken for

granted that retail or v/holesale margins of profits are

extortionate without close study of local conditions.

AIachikerv Tenders.

Referring to the very important issue of whether special-

isation on one class of machine results in a more perfect

product for particular purposes than the product of a works
specialising on, say, cement-making plant and confining

attention entirely to that particular purpose for each
particvdar part of the complete plant. H.M. Trade Com-
missioner calls attention to the need for considering the
difficulty involved in selling overseas when no one of the
makers of plant is in a position to draw up a specification

or working drawings of a complete plant. It is all very well

as regards the home market to rely on getting orders for

individual machines or apparatus to take their place in exist-

ing factories and works, or to depend on a consulting

engineer to do the assembling of ten or a dozen items into

a complete specification. It is, however, very far from
being an ideal system for oversea business, and very much
business has gone to foreign countries just for the reason
that manufacturers in so many lines do not profess to know
about the manufacturing system as a v.diole for which they
want to supply one part of the plant. In many instances

it is almost impossible to arrange adequate representation,

or even to interest a representative. The advantages of

specialisation on, say, vacuum pans, or drying machinery,
may be very great, but the drawbacks are also of sufficient

importance to merit study b\' engineering associations in

order to ohviate these. Some development of organisation

seems to be called for. Possibly firms making pumps, air

compressors and machinerj' could, in relation to each of the

various purposes for which their products are used, arrange

small combinations of tho makers of all difterent items

going to make up a complete plant with a joint drawing
office and selling organisation. Possibly firms of structural

engineers who already undertake much work of assembling

could cover the wliole ground of industrial plant more com-
pletely and so fill the gap. That there is a gap, anyone v.dio

looks into the matter cannot seriouslv doubt.
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THE POSITION ON THE RHODESIAN MINES.

The Government and the Natives—Interview with Mr. J. G. McDonald.

Me. J. G. IMeDouald has returued from a round of visits

to the Gold Fields mines and iias given details to the
Bulawayo Chronicle of the situation as he found it in the
country districts. Accompanied by Mr. G. E. Parsons, his

company's consulting engineer, the following mines and
districts were visited: Shamva, Eldorado, Que Que, Gaika,

Gwelo, Falcon, Umvuma and Blinkwater. In Salisbury

the loss of Messrs. Zealley, Upton and Coxwell was felt

very deeply. The epidemic had been well got in hand, how-
ever, and a very good organisation estabnshed. Througli

Mazoe the disease was general and Bindura had suffered

considerably : among others who died there Messrs. Went
and Jardine may be mentioned. The Sliamva Mine had
turned its club into a hospital, which contained about 25
cases still, while the Government hospital had 20; the dis-

ease was, however, abating. At the Shamva Mine the

deaths amongst its white employees had been exceptionally

light, the only victim being Dr. Hawker, who had over-

worked himself and been unwell otherwise. An earlj' arrival

of Dr. Lister's vaccine is undoubtedly responsible for the

low death rate. Native mortality was heavy, however, some
200 natives having died, and many serious cases are still

under treatment by Dr. Jackson, w'ho is working at great

pressure and doing most excellent work, both for the mine
and district. At Eldorado oiie white employee and the wife

of another succumbed. Here again an early supply of

vaccine proved of great service. So far native deaths at

this mine number about 40. At Que Que the mortality had
been rather heavy, the Globe and Phoenix Mine suffering

particularly. Fully 20 whites had died in this centre, while

the native death rate had been very high, the Globe and
Phoenix having lost to date about 250, with a number of

serious cases still under treatment. The Gaika Mine lost

two white employees and 55 natives—a number of serious

cases of the latter are still being treated. Out of a total

complement of 450 natives on this mine only five failed to

contract the disease. From Que Que to Gwelo the country
was all in its grasp, and at Connemara there had been a

number of white cases, one of which had died. Gwelo had
suffered less heavily than most places, three actual white

residents only having died, though a few others brought iu

from outside districts had succumbed. Native -mortality

here had been light also. The Mayor (Mr. Bradley) deserves
the greatest credit for the way he had prepared against the

outbreak. Vaccination has been freely taken advantage of

here. At Falcon the first case occurred on the 11th October,

and within three days the whole population was in its grip-

For some time no vaccine was available and the disease had
its own way for a bit. On the mine no fewer than 16 white
employees and some 275 natives died, while in Umvuma
and Bliukwater 12 whites and some 75 to 100 natives died.

Residents in these two places and on the mine speak most
highly of the work of Mr. H. T. Brett, who got over an
attack very early and for days afterwards he and Dr. Mackay
carried the whole burden of the necessary organisation on
their shoulders. These two gentlemen and Nurse Varrie

saved a large number of Uves for the district, and without
the Falcon Mine hospital the position here would have been
most grave. " Speaking generally," he continued, " the

plague had, at all places I have been to, pretty well con-

sumed itself in fourteen days—it had, however, left numbers
of serious cases, some of which may end fatally. Quite as

many deaths seem to result from toxemia as from pneu-
monia. The information I have given you so far would take

matters on to the 4th of November. In general I may say
I found about 90 per cent, of natives that had not been
vaccinated were affected on the mines, sometimes more."

" Can you give us some information about the position

of the natives outside the mines, Mr. McDonald, and what
the Government has been doing for them? " the Pressman
asked.

I can certainly give you sonie idea of this side of the
situation also, and would like it to be made known that from
one end of the country to the other tiie white settlers have
done all they possibly could for tlie natives, several dying
from their efforts in this counection, and there has been
one constant question fired at me wherever I have been,
viz., ' What is the Government doing for the native dis-

tricts? Does it not realise the gravity of things? ' Well,
I tried to- find out on the 30th for the many w ho are
interested from the Chief Native Commissioner, and was
promised a fulj statement by the morning of November 1.

This has not yet come to hand. 1 was told, however, that
the district native messenger.^ had practically all gone down
with the disease and that this had upset things. I was also

told tliat instructions or advice regarding the epidemic had
just been printed on leaflets in four different languages, and
that these were being distributed, but 1 have so far seen
none of them. Meanwhile to those who have heard of them
they are the subject of derision.- Practical effort is what
was required; it seems" to have been badly wanting. The
missionaries have been doing splendidly, and we will no
doubt be hearing from the\n in time as to" what the Native
Department has done; and the elected members are, I

understand, going to take the matter up, as no doubt the
Resident Commissioner is already doing. Many natives
from different districts have stated to nie that no assistance

has been received from the Government so far. Remember,
I make no charge of neglect against the Native Department.
It has had terrific difficulties to contend with and has done
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a great deal no doubt, but when an epidemic like this comes
along much greater latitude should be given to the District

Commissioners. The telegraph sei'vice got congested and
certain lines went down, and often nothing could be accom-

phshed for days, when, with a reasonably free hand given

to District Native Commissioners and their assistants, thou-

sands of lives might have been saved. It should not be

forgotten that this epidemic broke out in Ehodesia in the

first week in October. We are now well into November, and

the whole country is clamouring to know what the Govern-

ment has done for the native population in the period. Much
complaint has been made over the frequent breakdown of

country telephone lines, and many scathing remarks made
on the now proved disastrous economy of the head
of this department. It \i-as suggested that a hospital

orderly might sit at central exchanges such as Salisbury,

Gwelo, Buiawayo, etc., for an hour three times a day and
take down particulars of complicated cases to which a doctor

could not be sent. These would be submitted to the

M.O.H. and replies sent as soon as possible. I think this

merits the consideration of the Medical Director."

" What about native deaths in the kraals, Mr.
McDonald?

" '

" They have," he said, " been very heavy in certain

districts, less in others. One small kraal I know of had one
solitary survivor, a woman; another the same, but a man!
I saw one or two cases of Kafir dogs eating dead bodies,

and am told that such have been very common. The Falcon
Mine sent out and burnt a number of bodies near the main
roads. Most mines suffered severely from desertions due
to scare. This figure might be put at 25 to 40 per cent, of

the mine complement, and I estimate 12 to 15 per cent, of

these w-ill die."

" And what of the Government's Medical Department?"
" I cannot speak too highly of its efforts, its unceasing

work and its success. It has done wonders and deserves the

highest praise from all of us."

" What would you estimate the death rate for the whole

country is likely to be before the disease departs?
"

" That I could not give a satisfactory reply to yet, but
perhaps 7 to 8 per cent, of the native population and li to

2 per cent, of the white. So far as I have seen, I should
think that one white has succumbed to about every 75 to

100 natives. At Falcon it was 1 to 18, at Shamva again
1 to 200, and Gaika 1 to 30. There have been complaints
that mortality lists have been kept back for fear of alarming
people. This they claim has had the effect of preventing
them from realising how serious the disease was."

" Have you any suggestions to offer that might help the
country to recover as soon as is possible?

"

" Yes, one or two, viz., create depots in three or four

centres to collect the hundreds of natives that are wander-
ing about and starving. Feed them and distribut-e them.
The Labour Bureau might well take this on. Urge ttie

Government to do everything possible to assist Wankie
Colliery and the railway's with labour so as to get coal to all

mines using it, for they- are the bread earners of the country.

If their laoour is allowed to drift away, and it cannot be
held in idleness, bankruptcy will be the country's fate. Let
all Native Commissioners be instructed to help farmers in

getting temporary labour lor the planting and weeding of

their crops. By harvest time things will have become fairly

right again. Assist natives with grain, for a great many
large native districts are seriously short of food, on condi-

tion that if their families are provided for a large proportion

will come out to work."

" A final question, Mr. ^IcDonald. Do you think the

epidemic has hit the small man very severely?
"

" I do, indeed. It has brought stark ruin to many and
numbers of small mines will not re-open again for many
months, some, I fear, never. People arc, however, cheering

up wonderfully, and I am convinced the worst is over."
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S.A.R. ANNUAL REPORT.

The Question of Electrification—Control of Shipping.

The following is the continuation of exti'acts taken from the
report for Januarj'-March, 1917, and j-ear ended j\Iareh 31,

1918, of the General Manager of Railways and Harbours
(Sir William Hoy), which has just been issued.

Certain members of the Natal mercantile community
either do not underetand the position in connection with

the bunkering trade at Capetown, or they affect to ignore

the facts. A prominent commercial representative, speak-
ing at a public meeting recently, said: " If by this means
(referring to the dumping of coal) all the coal that the port

requires can be supjolied promptly—a state of affairs almost
unknown hitherto—an opportunity is given to the coal com-
panies to show what they really can do, and when at the

end of the wdr they can point to their increased production,

the claim of Durban for recognition as the coaling port of

the Union will be so unassailable as to compel even the,

Goveniment to acknowledge it. The long haul will then
become a' relic of the past, and steamers will be at liberty

to coal at whichever port they wish, instead of, as at present,

being compelled to coal at the particular port which is most
convenient to the South African Railways."

The claims, of Durban as the coaling port of the Union
have not only been acknowledged, but have been constantly

advertised and emphasised ever since Union. As I have
persistently pointed out, it is the people of Durban, and
the coal interests themselves, that have failed to realise

the importance of Durban as a coaling station, otherwise

they would not have allowed to last so long conditions to

which I have drawn attention in this and, earlier reports.

The commercial representative reiSponsible for the reference

to " the long haul " may not realise it, but fo adopt the

policy he advocates would be the surest means of bringing

about the very conditions he seeks to avoid, namely, of

compelling vessels either to call at the ports which the coal

interests of South Africa dictate, or, alternatively, to avoid

South Africa altogether as a coaling station. It seems to be

overlooked that, as a earner, the Administration has, to con-

vey the coal to whatever destination it is consigned. The
vessels which bunker at Table Bay did not previously bunker
at Durban, so that the bunker .trade of South Africa has
been increased to that extent, to the advantage of the coal

jnterests and the community in general.

When, owing to washaways and other circumstances,

the Administration has not been able to maintain a sufficient

reserve of coal at Capetown, the Imperial Government has
considered it necessary to divert vessels to transport coal by
sea both from Delagoa Bay and Durban to Capetown, and
I think it will be obvious that at a time of such acute
scarcity of shipping, vessels are not likely to be diverted

for this purpose unless the Imperial Government is satisfied

that there is a bona-fide demand for bunker coal at Table

Bay, and unless vessels under Government control can,

with advantage, be bunkered at that port. Since the com-
mencement of the war, the Imperial authorities have con-

stantly impressed upon the Administration the necessity for

maintaining a large reserve of coal at Capetown for shipping
purposes.

L.4NDING AND SHIPPING W^ORK .\T DURB.\N.

The Administration took over the landing and shipping
work at Durban as from 1st October, 1917. In October
there was an exceptional rush of vessels with general cargo

for Durban, and towards the end of that month, and also

during November, weather conditions were such as had
never previously been experienced in" Natal. ' Some delays

inevitably ensued, advantage being taken of the circum-
stances by certain interested parties to exaggerate and mis-

represent the position, and to mislead public and press

with regard to the manner in which the work was being per-

formed. With one or two notable exceptions, responsible

business men recognised the unprecedented conditions, and
the efforts made by the staff to minimise the effects and
repair the ravages of the storms, which not only affected

the harbour working, but threw municipal and other ser-

vices into confusion, and dislocated the whole railway
sj'stem of Natal, with prejudicial effects upon the work of
the harbour.

Expenditure in Natal Since Union.

In view of the frequent reference by public men to the
alleged pareimonious manner in which Natal has been
treated by the Railways and Harbours Administration, I
would mention that since Union, new works—exclusive of
individual works costing ±5,000 and under, and also of the
amount authorised for the new graving dock at Durban

—

have been sanctioned on the Natal railways and at Durban
harbour at an estimated cost of £3,859,000, of which
£2,432,000 has been already spent. In these figures no
account is taken of the expenditure on new lines and on
new rolling stock.

Electrification.

The Administration has secured the services of a firm of
eminent consulting engineere in London to report upon the
electrification of certain sections of the Union railways. A
representative of the firm has already been to South 'Africa
to stucly local conditions and to collect the necessary data.
The question of electric traction has been prominently in
view recently as a result of several illustrated lectures' de-
livered in South Africa in regard to the electrifioatiou of
440 miles of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway.
The line electrified traverses some rough mountain sections,
and engineering difficulties are as prominent and severe as
in South Africa.

CoNTROi. OF Shipping.

I dealt in my 1915 report with the growing need for
some form of State regulation of shipping and sea freights.

Of the many problems to be solved after the war none is

more pressing or important, and probably few present greater
difficulties and complexities. The international character
of shipping complicates the issue. The necessity for con-
trol, apparent as it has been for some years, has been accen-
tuated by the war. The question has been frequently dis-

cussed, but the apathy of the past is giving place to a' more
widespread and insistent demand for some form of control
and for greater stability of sea freights. Accusations with
regard to excessive freight* have been rife, and have as fre-

quently been rebutted. Whatever the arguments—and
many have been advanced on both sides—I think the public
have and will eventually claim the right to demand more
effective regulation and control of a means of transport so
vital to their individual well-being and to national prosperity.
Experience in most countries has demonstrated the need
for governmental control and regulation of public utilities.

In the railway world the early theories that competition
alone afforded adequate safeguards were soon dispelled, and
regulations introduced to provide for the control of railway
tariffs and facilities. .Changes hitherto undreamt of have
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been forced upon us by war conditions, and not for many

yeai-8 may so unique an opportunity arise for introducing

reforms under conditions so favourable. Shipping must play

an important part in the development and future prosperity

of the Union, and the question of the more effective organi-

sation of ocean transport is one, therefore, which intimately

concerns the people of South Africa. Other Dominions and

other conutries have realised the necessity for action. The

Canadian Govcrumeat Special Trade Commission, which

visited the United Kingdom, France and Italy i" 1916, em-

phasised in their report that Canada's ocean transportation

will have to be completely reorganised if the Dominion is

to derive the fullest benefit from her natural resources and

manufactures. Imperial control of shipping centrahsed,

sav, in London, is suggested, in order to adjust the employ-

ment of ships, so that "the various needs of the Empire may

be met. The American delegate to the International Insti-

tute of Agriculture (Rome) was instructed by joint resolu-

tion of Congress to bring a motion before the General

Assembly of tlie Institute, inviting adhering Governments

to participate in an International Conference to consider the

advisability of formulating a convention for th.e establish-

ment of a permanent International Commerce Commissinn

on Merchant Marine, and on ocean freights, with consulta-

tive, deliberative and advisory powers; the Conference to

be held in Rome during the fortnight preceding the session

of the General Assembly of the Institute in 1917. The

proposal was placed before the Permanent Committee of

the Institute in February, 1915, when it was unanimously

agreed to, and ordered to form part- of the programme of

the next General Assembly, which has been postponed until

the close of the war. The delegate for France said that the

United States was taking a direct and effective step towards

the solution of a problem which is of the greatest economic

and pohtieal importance to the whole v\-orld. The attitude

of the delegates representing Chili and Argentina, which is

of special interest to South Africa, was that as these

countries did not possess a merchant marine, the question

was to them one of exceptional importance, compelled as

they were to submit to enormous freight rates for the export

of their produce. The delegate for Chili said it was, there-

fore, of the utmost importance for their economic and com-

mercial prosperity that a neutral ground be found, such

as is aii'orded by the Institute, not only to get in touch witli

countries which determine freight rates, but where some

protection might be found for the interests at stake. He
suggested that mcrchant-marme countries should take into

due consideration the situation of those nations which supply

the goods to be carried, and also largely supply Europe with

her foodstuffs, and with the raw material for her factories.

TiMEEn AND Affoiiest.\tion.

Only very small quantities of imported timber are now
available. The shortage of an article of everyday use in

practically every branch of industry has led to a general

awakening to the supreme importance of afforestation, and

has shown very forcibly the possible effect of neglect of the

timber industry. But 'for the foresight of the early settlers.

South Africa would have been in a precarious position now.

At present South African timber exclusively is used for

mine props and matchmaking. It is being utilised in in-

creasing quantities for furniture, coachbuilding, cart and

wagon manufacture, for the building trade, and for a variety

of other purpcses. Since the outbreak of war, timber has

been cut in almost every timber district of the Union, and

it is essential for the future welfare of the country that a

vigorous tree-planting campaign should be initiated to make
good the timber which has been felled. Large areas are

lying waste which are jpuitable for. afforestation. Tree-

planting should not be left entirely to Government. Some
years ago the Railwaj's, in order to provide against future

"needs, embarked upon an afforestation scheme, which is

being gradually expanded. The Administration's planta-

tions cover an area of 55,504 acres, of which 23,532 acres

have been planted. The plantations have been in existence

from six to sixteen years. Some of them are already yield-

ing marketable timber fvorn thinnings, etc., which produce

a considerable revenue. The use of South African timber

commercially is capable of great development, and an effort

should be..made to extend the area under afforestation, eo

as to provide in time for our own needs. ]\Ieanwhile we
should be able to make better use of the timber we have
available. Much good timber is being wasted which, if

properly felled and seasoned, could be used for work for

which it has not hitherto been regarded as suitable. The
Administration is experimenting with and extending the Vise

of South African timber, which is being used in increasing

quantit'es and varieties for all manner of railway purposes.

The principal difficulty in the past has been the i)roper

seasoning of the timber—a work upon which we are gradu- .

ally profiting by experience. A small seasoning kiln of the

steam and hot-air type has been ordered for the Railway
workshops at Pretoria. Wood can be seasoned under thirty

days by this process. If successful, further kilns will be
installed. The dry climate of the high veld, and tjie many
and rapid changes in atmospheric conditions to which rolling

stock is subjected, are very severe on timbfcr. Even well-

seasoned imported woods which have been long in use at the

coast,, frequently .split within a few weeks of reaching the

high veld. With a view to extending and encouraging the

use of South African timber, the Administration appointed
a small committee of departmental officers to : (a) "Systema-
tize inquiries into the question of the better and greater

utilisation of South African gro-nm timber for railway and
harbour purposes; (b) to collect data regarding (1) utility,

(2) purchase, (3) extent of supplies, (4) adaptabiUty of dif-

ferent species of wood for particular purposes, (5) seasoning
of timber, (6) tests and I'eports on different timbers of which
samples worked or partly worked shall be kept; (c) deter-

mine th.e purpose, nature and period of seasoning, stacking,

cutting, use and manufacture of South African woods; (d)

create a common and central bureau of information, with
the minimum of correspondence and routine, for the fore-

going purposes 'amongst others cognate to the subject, and
to which the Administration can look for advice. The com-
mittee is empowered to purchase quantities of locally-grown

timber for trial purposes.

Motor Tr.^ctiox ey Road.

Xumerous applications have been made-ior the establish-

ment of motor services in districts distant from the railway.

Whilst it has been necessary to recommend that these appli-

cations be declined, owing to the unsuitable construction

and standard of maintenance of country roads, I realise the

disadvantage at which these communities are placed by
reason of their isolation from markets. The spirit of enter-

prise now abroad has extended to outlying districts, many
of which, though unfortunately situated in relation to mar-
kets and far removed from the stimulating influences of rail

communication, are making commendable strides towards
development. The opportunities afforded by the favourable

pinces at present offering for products of all kinds appear to

be fully realised in these outlying districts, but a serious

handicap is imposed by the abseiico of reliable transport

facilities. In a country like South Africa, in its present

state of development, and with but a sparee population in

the outlying districts, much useful service could be ren-

dered by mechanical transport, if worked in conjunction

with and as an auxiliarv to the railwavs. -

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen, Ltd.)

SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites, Leveli,

Planimeten and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances.

REPAIRS of Scientific InstnimMit*

A SPECIALITY.

Phone 59' RISSK ST., Bo,

1221 JOHANNESBURG. 4040
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Peace, But Not Prosperity.

Saturday morning brought no change in prices beyond a

turn in favour of Van Eyn Deeps and Modder Deeps.
Modder East, which had gone wealt overnight, steadied
somewhat, but the options remain at a low ebb. Later on
the dulness was relieved by a visit from the Empire chorus
girls, who entertained the members with music and
singing for the benefit of the Christmas gift fund. Appar-
ently' their kindly efforts were well rewarded. At the
opening on Monday there was just one sale : Lace Props at

lis. 9d., and then the situation was discussed. On call

there was more business put through, but mostly in low-

priced stocks. Government Areas, Springs, Van Eyn Deeps
and New Modders were all easier. The only stocks really

in demand at advanced rates being Lace Props and Wit.
Deeps. In the course of the forenoon there was active

dealing in Lace Props, which brought them up to 13s. 3d.

When the hooter went the hall was emptied and business

for the day came to an end. The Exchange was, of course,

closed on Tuesday. Nothing was done at the opening on
Wednesday. The call was dull and featureless, business

being again mostly confined to dealings in low-priced stocks.

Zaaiplaats had a bad fall. At noon members and their guests

assembled in the hall, when the chairman gave an address,

followed by the singing of the first and last verses of the

Old Hundredth Psalm, God Save the King and the chorus
of Rule Britannia. The market was dull throughout the

day. A sale of Chartereds at 19s. 6d. was recorded. The
market opened quiet on Thursday and the call brought a

further fall in values, with few exceptions. The outside

dealings for the week were limited to sales ofMonteleos,
26s. and 25s. 6d. ; Union Tins, 7s. 4d. ; Sakalavas, 8s.

;

Phoenix, lid. Buyers and sellers: Union Mica, lis., buyer;
Makganyene, 328. 6d. ; Henderson's Estates, 5s.—5s. 6d.

The following are the alterations in quotations on Friday
morning:—Sales: African Farms, 16s. 6d. ; Geduld Props,

36s. 6d.; East Eands, 5s. 9d. ; Knight Centrals, 5s. 3d.

Lace Props, 12s. 6d. ; Modder East three-year Options
5s. lid.; New Modders, £26 10s.; Kleinfonteins, 138.

Frank Smiths, 3s. 8d. ; Sub Nigels 5s. paid, lis. 9d.

T.G.M. Estates, 14s. 6d. ; New Elands, 25s. ; West Springs

24s. 9d. ; Transvaal Consolidated Lands, 25s. ; Zaaiplaats

15s. 6d. Buyer and sellers : Village Deep, 16s.—16s. 6d.

Glynn's Lydenburg 24s. 3d ., buyer

Fri Sat. Mor . Wed . Thurs.
8th. 9tli. 11th 13th. 14th.

African Farms . . . 17 16 9* 16 9* 16 9* 16 6*

Anglo-American Corp. .
-- 34 Ot - 34 Ot 34 Ot

Apex Mines ...... 7 i 7 0* 7 0' 7 0* 7 U*

Bantjes ConsoUdateds 2 4* 2 3* 2 5' 2 6 2 6*

Brakpan Mines . . . . 70 0» 71 0» 7i 0" 71 0* 71 0*

Brevten Collieries . .

". -_ — 10 0" 10 0* 10 6»

Brick and Potteries .
—- — 3 9' 3 9* 3 9*

British South Africa . 21 Ot 21 6t - 21 6t 21 6t
Bushveld Tins . . . .

8* 8* 8* 8* 8*

Cassel Coals __ 37 6* 38 9* 37 6* 37 6»

Cindere-Ua Cons. . . . 4 6* 4 9* 4 6* 4 6* 4 0*

Citv and Suburbans . . 7 6* 7 6* 7 9* 7 9* 8 0*

City Deeps 52 51 0* 52 6t 51 0* 52 0*

Clydesdale Collieries . . 21 — 21 6t -- 21 Ot
Concrete Construction . 6 Ut 5 0» 5 U* fa 0* 5 U*

Con. Investments . . . 21 0* 21 0* 21 6* 21 9* 23 Ot

Con. Langlaagtes . . . 20 0+ 20 Ot 20 Ot 20 Ot 20 Ot

Con. Main Reefs . . . 12 3 12 0* - 12 6 12 0*

Con. Mines Selection • 26 Ot 25 0* _ 25 0* --

Coronation Freeholds . 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0*

Crown Diamonds . . . 4 0» • 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*

Crown Mines £100 0* £100 0* - -- --

DagRafontein Mines . 24 6* 24 9 23 9* 23 6* 23 0-

Do. Options . . . 5 3* 5 6* 5 9 5 6* 5 3*

East Rand Coals . . . 2 1* — 2 2 2 2* 2 2*

East R.and Deeps' . .
— 10 _- 11» 11*

East Rand Minings . 19 Ot 19 Ot 18 0* 18 0* 18 0*

East Rand Props. . , 4 9 4 9* 5 5 2 5 3*

Eastern Colds . . . 1 6t 1 5* 1 9 1 7* 1 8*

Ferreira Deeps 14 Ot — - 14 0* --

Frank Smith Diamonds 3 9t 3 9t 3 at 3 8t 3 8t
Geduld Props. . , -. 37 37 37 37 Oa 36 6*

Glencairns 1 3* 1 3* 1 5* 1 3* 1 3»

Glencoe Collieries . . .

_- — 6 0* 6 0* 6 0*

Glynn'a Lvdenburgs . 23 0* 23 0* 23 0* 23 0" 23 0*

Union Corporation . 15 0» — - -- --

"Buyars. fSeller 5. iOdd lots. bEx Londor ,

Fri. Sat. Mon. Wed. Thurs.
8th. 9th. 11th 13th. 14th.
90 6* 91 0* 90 3 90 3 90
27 6« 27 6* 27 6* 27 6* 27 6*
4 3» 4 6* 4 9* 5 5 3
3 0- 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*
5 4 10* 4 10* 5 1 5 1*

5 6* — 5 6* 5 6* 6 3*

11 9 11 7* 11 10 13 12 3*
31 29 6* 30 3 30 6t 29
8 9* 8 9* 8 11 8 9* 8 9*
2 3* — _- —

162 6t 160 160 157 6* 157 6
147 0* 149 149 148 0* 148 0*
20 4A 20 3 20 li 20 3 20 4i
5 11 6 6 0* 5 10* 5 9*
6 9* 6 6* 6 7* 6 9* 6 9*

32 0* 32 3* 32 0* 32 0* 32 0»
EO 0* — __ 20 0* 19 6*— — -- — £14 lot

10* 10* 10* 10* —
24 0* 24 0* 24 0* 24 0* 23 6*
10 0* 10 1* 10 0* 10 0* 10 3
5 8* 5 8> 5 9* 5 9* 5 9*

12 6* — 12 9* 12 9* 12 6*

12 9* 12 6* 12 6* 12 9 12 6*

537 6 540 Ot 537 6 530 0* 535 Ot
4 6* — 4 6* 4 6» 5 0*
17 Ot 17 6t 17 6t 16 0* 16 0*

70 0* 70 0* 70 0* 71 Ot 70 Ot
3 1 3 0* 3 1* 3 1* 3 0*
3 3* 3 6t 2 6* 3 Ot 3
1 5 1 4* 1 5 1 4* 1 5*

82 0* — -- — 80
5 1* 5 2* 5 3* 5 9 5 9

15 6* — 15 6 15 Oa
10 0* 10 6t 9 9* 9 9t 9 0*
3 0*

1

3 6t 3 3* 3 3* 3 3*

2 Ot 2 Ot 2 Ot 2 Ot
6 f

34 Ot — _-

6 3» 6 4* 6 5 6 6* 6 -"

69 3 69 3 69 0- 69 6 69 '

27 6 27 6* 27 3« 27 9* 27 "

31 6t 31 Ot __ 31 Ot
22 6* 23 22 6* 24 0* 2d :•

14 0* 14 0* 14 0* 14 0* 1 -

70 6* 71 70 6* 70 6 70 -

15 0" 15 0* 17 Ot 15 0* 17 f:— — 15 0*
— — 2 6t

30 Ot — -- 25 0* 27 6t
51 0» — 50 0* ._.

— 20 Ot 17 C*
13 3 13 14 6 13 0* 13 9*
3 3 3 0* 3 2* 3 2* 3 3*

16 0* 16 1* 16 1 15 6 15 4

102 5 £102 0» £102 0* £102 2i' £102 0*

20 3* 20 3* 20 4i 20 6a 20 3*
12 9 12 9 13 12 9 12 7*

46 0* 46 6* 46 6 46 0* 46 6*

24 9* 25 24 7i 24 6* 24 6*

11 0» 11 0* 10 9* 11 11 0*

C16 0* £16 10* _- —
— £14 0* — —

Government Areas . .

Jhg. Bd. of Executors
Jupiters
Klerksdorp Props. . . .

Knight Centrals ....
Knights Deeps ....
Lace Props
Leeuwpoort Tins . . .

Liydenburg Farms . . .

Main Reef Wests . . .

Modder B.'s

Modder Deeps . . .

Modder Easts ....
Modder Opts. (3 years)
Modder Opts. (4 years)

Hume Pipes
Natal Navigations . .

National Banks ....
New Boksburgs ....
New Eland Diamonds .

New Era Cons. . . .

New Geduld Deeps . .

New Heriots
New Kleinfonteins . ,

New Modderfonteins. .

Nigela
Nourse Mines ....
Pretoria Cements . . .

Princess Estates ....
Rand Collieries ....
Rand Nucleus
Rand Selection Corp..
Randfontein Deeps . .

Randfontein Est. . . .

Rooibergs
Ryan Nigels
Shebas
Simmer and Jacks . .

Simmer Deeps ....
S.A. Breweries ....
S.A. Lands
Sprincs Mines . . .

Sub-Nigels
Swaziland Tins ....
Transvaal Lands . . .

Trans. G.M. Estatss .

Van Ryn Deeps ....
Village Deeps ....
Village Main Reefs .

Van Dyke
Welgedachts
Witbank Collieries. . .

Witwatersrands ....
Wit. Deeps
Wolhuters
Zaaiplaats Tins ....
TTnion 5 per cent. . . . i

New States

South Van Ryns . . .

S.A. .A-lkali

West Springs
West Springs Options
De Beers Con
De Beers Prefs

Roolberg Minerals.
The following is the Rooiberg Minerals Development

Co.'s return for October:—Tons treated: Ore, 2,309; slime,

nil. Concentrates produced, 35 tons. Expenditure; includ-

ing realisation charges and exploration, £6,026; revenue,
£7,302. The mill ran on Blaauwbank ore only.

New Kleinfonteins.
Appended are details of the operations on the property

of this company for the month of October:—Stamps, 165;
days, 26; tube mills, 8; tons milled, 52,820; gold recovered,

17,231 fine ozs. ; net value, £71,571; profit. £62; working
costs per ton (exclusive of development), £1 4s. 3d.

;

development to working costs per ton, 2s. lOd. ; total

working costs per ton, £1 78. Id.; capital expenditure,

£2,159. Operatrong were seriously affected by the epidemic
of Spanish influenza, from which a very large proportion

of the staff, both white and native, suffered during the

month. It is anticipated that the results for November will

also be affected.
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PROGRESS IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION.

The development of the science of accident prevention in

America within the last five years has been summarised in

a smgle phrase, " Nothing is so valuable economically as

the man." Outlined briefly, the following have been found

to be the essential features of accident-prevention work:—
1. To ascertain the actual conditions of risk under which

employees perform each task and to determine the most

practicable methods of eliminating or reducing this risk.

2. The provision of proper working conditions and of

efficient safeguards for dangerous machinery and apphances.

3. Careful selection, instruction and supervison of work-

men, and their assignment to work for which they are best

suited.

4. The promulgation and rigid enforcement of necessarj'

rules for safeguarding.

5. The inculcation of habits of caution in the minds of

all concerned.

Actual conditions of risk, five yeare ago, were usually

summarised as follows : Industrial accidents, fatal, one every

four minutes ; non-fatal, one every four seconds. Only male

workmen were taken into account, and no reference was

made to the many women and minors engaged—probably

because no statistics were available. Elimination of risk

has not been achieved or even approached, but a start has

been made, approximating reductions of 15 per cent, in

fatal and 40 per cent, in non-fatal industrial mishaps. Mem-
bers of the National Safety Council' who have carefully

compiled statistics covering the five-year period report even

more satisfactory totals, a few declaring reductions for both

fatal and non-fatal classifications of 65 to 85 per cent.

Modern Industrial Methods and Standardisation of

Safeguards.

The attempted achievement of proper working conditions

arid the standardising of safeguards on dangerous machinery

and appliances have revolutionised modern industrial

methods, patvieularly when applied to plant's engaged in

"quantity production." ' Starting with the fundamental

principle of installing only safe machinery and equipment,

plant managers demand of machine builders that every

guard of known merit shall be incorporated in the design of

the machine. In the present-day workshop the executive

strives to embody in every operation, beginning in the draft-

ing and planning departments, provisions for safeguarding

his workmen. The purchaser of a crane, for example, can

now secure a completely appointed device—fully as efficient

as any previous model, plus a full complement of guards.

Manufacturers of woodworking devices have gone further,

probably, than any other group of machinery designee, and

shapers, jointers, saws and planers are usually fully pro-

tected. The same may be said, varying only in degree, for

the manufacturers of lathes, cutting, stamping and boring

machines commonly found in workshops of every character.

In the operation of such machinery, however, plant execu-

tives, even through the most careful supervision, have, not

succeeded in achieving entire elimination of work accidents.

In older installations the safety engineer and department

foremen are relied on to design and fabricate most of the

guards. Certain large industries have eystematised the

designing, building and installation of guarding devices by

turning the work over to a special department, and men
engaged in this work are not called upon to take part in

production. Remarkable results have been achieved, but

as yet, although records in accident prevention show reduc-

tions of 85 per cent., no safeguard, however elaborate in

design and efficient in operation, is claimed to be " fool

proof." Accidents still occur, though happily in deci-easing

number.

Initial Training should be in Home and School.

Careful selection, instruction and supervision of work-

men and the assignment to them of work for which they

are best suited, may be said to start in the hoiiie rather than

in the factory, workshop or mill. Education in safety

begins wdth the parents, continues in the schoolroom, and
finally reaches the employment manager or foreman. A
score of Amevican cities have attempted civic safety work,
notably Rochester, N. Y., where a campaign of education
embracing every phase of home, street, public and indus-

trial accident prevention is being earned on. Thousands
of educational bulletins, chduged weekly, have been printed

and displayed, and the lessons have proved of intense in-

terest. Scenes familiar to every citizen of Rochester have
been utilised to drive the lesson home, and it is a safe pre-

dicfion that the campaign will prove of lasting benefit.

Special series of safety bulletins are available for use in

public schools, and in many communities these are proving
valuable aids to teachers in safeguarding pupils to and from
their homes. Primary lessons in crossing streets, avoidance
of traffic accidents, safety at play and in the home are

taught in the lower grades, und in the advanced grades more
comprehensive lessons are offered.

Scientific Course for Students.

Carrying the idea to a logical conclusion, a national com-
mittee is now at work formulating a scientific course for

students of technical schools and universities. The need
for such a course is emphasised by the establishment in

Western Pennsylvania of a private course in safety engineer-

ing, under the auspices of a local branch of the National

Safety Council, the industries being unable to secure a

sufficient number of technically educated men to fill the

positions awaiting such engineers. Supervision, whether in

production or in accident prevention, is one of the most
important of industrial problems. In safety work it has
often been said that " without the whole-hearted co-opera-

tion of the foreman, all efiorts in accident prevention must
fail." Adopting tht experience of safety engineers, it has
been found advisable, if not imperative, to enlist the services

of the general manager not only in enforcement but in every

stage of preliminary planning. This secured, the executive

staff accepts as the policy of the establishment the slogan,
" Stop the Accidents," or, as more popularly phrased,
" Safety Fii-st." The management, the planning staff and
the foremen working in unison, the employment manager is

next in line for conversion to the movement. This is well

emphasised by the present plan in certain large industrial

plants of charting every position in the works and the

acceptances by the employment managers of partly incapa-

citated men or women for lighter service. The^ plan, too,

has worked well in returning injured men to work. Men
incapacitated because of injury to a lower extremity are

found suitable places. The promulgation and rigid enforce-

ment of necessary rules for safeguarding have w-orked out

in actual practice to an advanced stage of mutual co-opera-

tion. Success in drafting shop rules for accident preven-

tion has been attained when shop safety committemen serve

on boards organised for the formulation of accident preven-

tion standards. In fact, next to the general manager and
his superintendents, the members of the shop safety com-
mittee are the most valuable safety boosters in the plant.

Safety Rules Augmented by Bonuses.

Safety rules are often augmented by bonuses, prizes and
rewards of various kinds, and these serve to inculcate the

habit of caution in the minds of all concerned. That " the

best safety device known is a careful man " is an aphorism
of proved merit. Discipline has its value, but watchful care

must be exercised to prevent foremen from confusing dis-

cipline with peevishness or " nagging " of workmen. Prone-

ness to follow precedent in operation, though excellent in

maintaining disciphne of a sort, is destructive to best re-

sults in safety work. Change of process, equipment and
operation calls for complete revision of method, and gradu-

ally habits of personal caution and conscientious observance

of safety standards are revising experience tables of lost-

time mishaps.—From Engineering and Mining J'ournal of

New York.
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI &, CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTI'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boye, beg to inform the Mine and Compound Managers that despite the present high cost of floor, the price for this

wholesome and Tery nonrishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most

economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has

now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content

of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Cancelling Orders—Peace Rejoicings Suspending Operations—Buildings Quieter-
Oils and Colours—American and British Shipping—The Future: Nothing Done-

Second-hand Materials.

The town has been all agog with the great peace excitement
on Monday afternoon, when the streets were taken by
storm, so much so that the tram traffic had to be diverted

from Elofi Street to Market Street. The hundreds of motor
cars, loaded with shouting humanity, and the waving of

flags were truly wonderful. The Tuesday's holiday was also

good, but Monday was the day of days for rejoicings and
excitement. Hence it is not surprising that business was
practically suspended until Thursday, and even then no
one seemed inclined to do anything. The outstanding

features were that all the various trades seemed waiting for

a lead from any prominent man; this was lacking. A repre-

sentative of a British manufacturing firm with large

offices here cabled not to export any more material at pre-

sent, as it was only natural that the mines would commence
using from their immense i-eserve stocks and stores,- there-

fore it were better to wait until definite indications were
received from that source. Another pointer was that

a gentleman received a cable on Wednesday from a London
firm stating it was willing to close for two mineralised

farms, negotiated for about three months ago. An indicator

was looked for from the Stock Exchange, but that also was
as dull as ditch water, simply waiting for a lead from
London. For all concerned it is satisfactory to note that

the influenza epidemic is practically over, which should

make an improvement in the gold output in the future.

Timber and Building Material.

There were only a few enquiries during the arrriistice

excitement, but a slight improvement is expected next week.
Values of timber are unaltered, but the Swedish cables, the

few available, are easier in the Exchange and more shipping

seems to be offering. Although there is quite a fair quantity

of buildings in progress, yet contractors do not think there

will be many new jobs started until after the end of the

year, which is in general accordance with the happenings
of previous years at this season. Bricks are the same price,

but without inclination for alteration in values either way

;

but owing to the fine weather of late stock bricks have
become more plentiful. And also wire cuts and pressed

bricks are now more freely obtainable. Lime is plentiful,

but cement is on the scarce side.

Oils, Colours, White Lead, etc.

There is no alteration in prices. However, in the whole-

sale line practically nothing is doing, as the absence of

buyers is most marked and tantalising. People seem to be

talking things down, but there are no bargains offering, and
against this a merchant who has a twenty thousand pounds
order in London cabled to send it out quickly. Most of the
things mentioned on the order were prohibited from export
previous to the armistice, and now it is hoped that the
British Government's ban may be taken off. This authori-
tative statement as to such an order being cabled for shows
the confidence in our market values, but it must be men-
tioned that the price of the goods is that current when
handed over in Britain for shipment.

Shipping.

According to an American shipper, the freight market is

a bit too free, as there are twenty sailing vessels and twelve
steamers loading and on the way at the present moment.
The opinion of that gentleman is that in the absence of

submarines the freight market will come down to anything
up to 20 per cent. Another opinion expressed, based on this

week's cable information from America is that the (Johan-
nesburg) market need not be unduly alarmed about values,
as the world's markets are short of goods generally, and raw
cotton actually rose 8 cents when the armLstice news
became known. The shipper in question placed great stress

upon the fact that the Central Powers will have to be fed
and clothed, for a time at least, and this never entered into
anyone's calculations before.

British Shipping.

This matter was fully referred to in last week's issue.

It said, " then comes the point as to what the British
Government will do with the thousands of ships under its

control." Renter's message gives the following answer:
" London, Tuesday.—The Shipping Controller announces
that the Government control of merchant shipping will not
continue after the war longer than is necessary to provide
for the extraordinary conditions arising out of the war.
Privately-owned ships will be released as soon as the tonnage
available is considered sufficient to provide for the essential

national shipping services."

The Future.

The question of the future of trade and manufactures
is the absorbing topic of conversation throughout commer-
cial circles, therefore it cannot be ignored in these notes.

Having heard that the furniture manufacturers were having
a meeting to see what could be done towards getting pro-

tection or assistance, as against the dumping of oversea
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goods, etc., a visit was made to the secretary of the Cham-

ber of Commerce, who has not received any instructions

for meetings or committees in reference to the future trade

conditions. The secretary said that nothing could be done

until the next session of Parliament. In the meantime he

thought the extra wages in Britain, the extra cost of raw

materials, freight, etc., will have to suffice for the present

for all Sbuth African manufacturers. This may, or may not,

be the correct reading of the matter, but seeing different

associations have been formed to recommend South African

manufacturers to spend their time and money, it seems a

pity that hardly a word has been heard lately, and now

peace has almost suddenly come upon us—we have done

nothing. Perhaps nothing can be done, but it would be the

more satisfactory if such an important matter was taken in

hand by the commercial authorities assisted by our Members
of Parhament, and so have the matter thrashed out as an

object lesson if nothing more. There are such subjects as

free trade, protection, and bonuses for long or short periods,

as well as dumping. In a measure all these things are good

and should be applied as the various circumstances and
environments suggest or permit.

Second-hand Material.

This is very similar to new goods, being in a state of

suspended animation during the armistice rejoicings.

Second-hand steel plates have been offered at £20 per ton,

instead of £27|, delivery in Johannesburg. A dealer who
was asking £20 for a parcel of second-hand pipes at the

beginning of the month, offered to take £10 on Wednesday.

A dozen train trucks were sent to the East Rand district,

but the price did not transpire. Very few enquiries have

come to hand from the country districts, where evidently

they are biding their time for a little while.

Revised Price List.

BciLDlNO MATERIAL8.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, 2s. to

2s. Id. ; flooring, 4i x J and 6 x J, ll^d. to ll^d. per eq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 I i, 7d. to Vji. per sq. ft. ; pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,
93. per cub. ft.; clear pine, iin. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;

lin. X 12in., Is. 8d. ; teak, 2Ss. to 27s. 6d. per cubic foot; shelving,

Is. 5d. ; Jairab, 14s. 6d. cu. ft. ; poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling,

Is. lid. to 28. per ft. ; beaver boards, lid. ;
galvanised iron, 24-gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 2e. to 2s. Id.; lift., 2s. 2d.; 12ft., 2s. 3d.; 26-gauge,

6ft. to 8ft., Is. 9d. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lOd. ; Bat galvanised, 24 a.ul

26-gauge, 95s. 1001b. ; floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, 803. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, 80s. to 85s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, SOs. ; and 3

ply, 659. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, lOs.

bag; 93, truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 48. 6d. ;
plaster lime, 5s. 6d.

;

b'ricks, stock, delivered, 60s, to 70a. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 808. ; pressed,

/Os. to 80s. 1,000 ; road transport expensive when obtainable ; salt

glazed, £17 17s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1.000; roofing

tiles, £17 lOs. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tile.'. 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d.

yard ; paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete

columns. Oft. plain, 25s. ; fluted, 308. ; fireclay bricks, £8 lOs. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to SOs., according to

height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled,

143. 6d. to 15s. Imperial gallon; white lead, Is. 6d. per lb. and l.s 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, 100s 2/4 1-5 galls.; !0

—

Vs; 5-6 imp. tins, llOs.

;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to lOs. ; linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb. ;
paints in tins, Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

iin., 8s.; do., mirror, 9s.; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per foot;

21oz., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 23. per foot.

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31i per
ton ; tallow (local), Sjd. per lb. ; paraffin, 248. per case of two 4'8

;

petrol, 39s. 7d.- 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 38s. 6d. to 473. Gd. per case ; cylinder, SSs. 6d.

to 47s. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 75lb. ; bichromate potash, 5s. 6d. lb.

;

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb.
;
permanganate, 18s. to 18s. 6d. lb. ; alum, 7d. lb. ;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. 6d. lOOlb. ; cyanide sodium,

28. 3d. to 2s. 6d. lb. ; hypo, Is. lb. ; nitrate lead, local, £55 10s. ton

;

HADFIELDS Ltd
Hecla and East Hecla Works, SHEFFIELD, England.

Workmen employed

over 15,000.

Works area

over 200 Acres.

HADFIELD'S STEEL JAW CBUSHER,

SIZE 64 z Selns. WEIGHT UO TOKS.

OUTPUT 150 TO 200 TONS FEB HOUR.

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STONE BREAKING
AND

ORE CRUSHING
MACHINERY

INOLUSINa

GYRATORY, JAW & DISC CRUSHERS

Renewal* and Wearing Parts supplied

for every Known Make of Machine.

HADFIELD'S STONE BBEAEXB,
With tho

SOLID STEEL FBAUE.

Strong and Economical,

« Era
SOLE MAKERS OF HADFIELD'S PATENT

>> Manganese Steel
The Supreme Material for the Wearing Parts of Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery, Tramway Track Work, etc.

Head Offlca for South Atrlca

:

«l * «7, OXTLLUHlS BtnLoixaB,
JOHAMMZSBUKa.

Phona 6IM. Tal. Aid. : "HacU."

Bulawayo Agenta

;

WXITMOBI * JACKSON,

IT * II, Agancx Ohambari.

Salisbury Agenta :

P. PIXOS * 00.,

ABfWB SIreat.

Natal Agentfl ;

TBOKAS BABLOW ft SONS,

Smith Streat, Durban.
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litharge (assay), 70b. to 728. 6d. (commercial), 688. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc

sheets and blocks, Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, 6Ad. lb. ; plumbago
crucibles, 6|d. per number ; carbide, about ^6110 per long ton.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 33s. to 363. wholesale, and 48g. to 54s. doz. retail ; carbon
lamps, 20s. dozen; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire

658. to 70s.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to SOs. ; 7/22, 75s. to SOs. ; 7/20 120s.;

7/18, 160s. ; tubing, 50s. to 553. per 100 ft. ; keyholders, 48. 6d. to

53. each ; round blocks, S^in., 6b. to 5s. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen ; switches, 5 amp., 363. to 37s. 6d.

per dozen ; British gla^ shades, 30s. to 40s. dozen ; porcelain shackles,

15s. to ISs. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. to 30s. per 100; cleats, 22».

per 100; P.O. insulators, 183. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 953. to

100s.; fin. do., 85s.; |in. steel, round, 803.; ^in. round iron, 853.; do.

steel, 72s. 6d. ; fin. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none

in town; fin. round iron, 65s. to 67s. 6d.
; Jin. steel, 62s. 6d. to

653. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per lOOlbs.

Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

45s. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-

plates, 80s. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, ^in. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in.

diameter, Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb. ;
§in. diameter up to Sin.

long. Is. 9d. lb. ; fin. dia.. Is. 6d., S^in. and up long Is. 6d. lb. ;

^india. up to 22in long, 77s. 6d. 1001b ; ^in dia. and 2iin up long, 75s.

per 1001b.
;

|in. diameter up to 2Jin. long, 858. per 1001b.
; Jin. dia.

2Jin. and up long, 60s. per 1001b.
;

]in. diameter, 2iin. and
up long, 558. 100 lb.

; iin. and Iin. diameter, same price as Jin.

diameter; nuts, |in.. Is. 3d. per lb.; ^in., 85s.; fin. 95s.;

Ifin. and l^in., 85s.; Ifin. to IJin., 873. 6d. ; 2in. up, 92s. 6d. ; wash-
ers, all 55s.; rivets. 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., |in,, Is. 6d. lb. ; -Lin., 75s. to SOs. : |in., 72s. 6d.
;
|in. up, 60s.

100 lb.; shoes and dies, 328. 6d. to SSs. 100 lb.; rails, £35 per ton;

picks, 4Ib., 40s. dozen; shovels, 90s. upwards dozen; drill hammers,
5id. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 48. 6d.

;

24in., 10s.; 30in., 14s.; 36in., 178. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in priceB, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

TAKE
NO

CHANCES
Where it's a Difficult Drive.

Fit a belt you know will do

the work, and that must be a

"TULLIS BELT."

"Chonata" bbakd Balata.
(Driving an-i Conveyius)

"St. Ann's" bbasd Leather.

"Swan" BBAND Waterproof.
(Single, Double and Treble)

" Homogene" brand Laminated.

" Viking" bbaud Launder Lining.

WM JOHNSTON.
Hardware Manufacturers' Representative,

SEOWBOOK AND EXAO orriOX

:

President Buildings, c.'o President and

Von Brandis Sts., JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 6580. Telephone 2296.

Telegraphic and Cable Address: " Glasspicks," Johaaneaburg.
Code: A.B.C. 5th Ed.

Also at Capetown, Fort Elizabeth, Kast London and Durban,

REPRESENTING :

BRITISH- AMERICAN—
Wm. Hewmtn k Sons, Ltd.
Birmingham.
Btiilders & Genaral Erase Foundry.

Jtckson, Ilphick ft Co., Ltd.
Larkhall, Nr. Glasgow.
Porcelain Enamelled Baths and

Basins.

Pegler Bros, ft Co., Ltd.
l5oncaater
Brass Cocks and Fittings for

Steam and Water.

VfsUpspei Hsnutsctureit, Ltd.
Smith & feutler, Ltd.
Harehills, Leeds, England.

Orms Etids ft Co., Ltd.
Wolverhampton.
Wrought Steel ESsmelled Wars,

and Wrought Steel Enamelled
Sinki.

Earrlaoa ft Oo.
Birmingham.
Curtain Hooks, Rings, Brackets, eto.

deo. Wolla ft Soos, Ltd.
Bathgate, Scotland.
Stamped aad Hammerad Sttel

SboTsls.

The Stanley Enis ft Levsl Oo.

New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.,
Bailev Planes, Levels, etc.

Tho Stanley Works.
New York. U.S.A..
Steel Butt and lee Hinges,

Bolts, etc.

Sart ft Oooley Co.
New York, U.S.A..
Ventilating Registers, etc.

Trlmont Usnutactarlng Oo.
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.,
Trimo Pipe and Chain Wrenches.

S. C. Atkins ft Co., Inc.

Indianapolis. Ind., U.S.A.
Silver Steel Hand Saws, HUl

Saws, etc.

The Cleveland Tvriai Drill Co.
Cleveland. Ohio, U.S.A.,
Drills and High Speed Tools.

The Warvrood Tool Co.
Wheeling, W., Va. U.S.A.,
Picks, Mattoclcs, etc.

The United Sandle Illllt.

Singer Bldgs.. 149, Broadway,
New York.

Xth Handles.
Hickory Hammer and Pick Handles.

The Ooibin Cabinet Lock Oo.
Warren St., New York, U.S.A.,
Fadlooka and Trunk Looks.

His many friends on this side of the water will be glad to

hear that Mr. A. F. Brigham, formerly General Manager of

the New Jagersfontein mine, has been appointed General

Manager of the Dome Mines in Canada.

Electric Dust Precipitation.

According to a paper to be presented to the American
Institute of Mining Engineers by Mr. 0. H. Esehholz,

research engineer of the Westiughouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., although the

commercial success of electric cleaning of gases from flue

dust depends on the development of electrical units, par-

ticularly of transformers, the average first cost of electrical

equipment is such a small part of the total cost (about 10

per cent., and in rare cases 15 per cent, of the cost of the

treater), and the value of the recoveries is so large, that the

tendency is to develop rough and ready electrical apparatus

to insure continuity of service rather than apparatus of low

first cost. The value of the yearly recovery from average

installations he estimates as being at least from 150 to 600

per cent, of the total first cost, depending on the type of

construction required and the character of the material

precipitated. Rapid progress is being made in the control of

the disturbing phenomena which are inevitable with high

voltage operation. This voltage, he maintains, is not as

large as is sometimes put forth, and it is his opinion that

very few commercial treaters are operating above 60,000

volts. The synchronous contact maker or mechanical

rectifier, he adds, permits operation within a few per cent,

of the critical voltage of the treater and prevents short

circuits.
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Company Meetings.

MAUSS SEPARATOR.

The fifth annual general meeting of

the Mauss Continuous Centrifugal

Separator, Limited, was held in tlie

offices of the company at CuHinan
Buildings, the chairman of the com-
pany (Mr. J. M. Buckland), presid-

ing 6,325 shares were represented

out of a total of 11,635.

In moving the adoption of the di-

rectors' report and accounts, the

chairman, after reviewing the finan-

cial position of the companyi, said:

—

Gentlemen,—After another year of ex-

pectancji it has to be recorded that

war conditions still militate against

the commercial exploitation of the
value of your assets. But altliough

the war has prevented us from ad-

vancing witli the manufacture aiuli

sale of the machines in the great mar-
kets of the world, that period of en-

forced inactivity has been not unpro-
fitably employed in research, in the
development of new inventions, andi

in practical trials of the different de-

signs. Your patents are not now
mere inventions still awaiting trial.

You have now practical working ma-
chines. You are now possessed of

tliree distinct centrifugals, which al-

though each of them is useful in

many industries, I will for conveni-
ence refer to as the "tin," the "al-

kali," and the "sugar" separators.

The first is especially adapted to me-
tallurgical separation. It consists
essentially of two bottomless buckets
or vertical vyilindexs revolving rapid-
ly in a frame around an upright
spindle. Each of the buckets has also,

like a planet, an independent slow re-

volution on its own laxis. The special

achievement of this machine in con-
nection with tin slime has been to

bring this hitherto intractable pulp
into a condition in which its metallic
contents can be easily, recovered. The
pulp to be separated is fed into each
bucket against its outer wall, i.e., the
point furthest from the central
spindle. The centrifugal force gener-
ated by the revolution of the whole
frame packs the solid matter of the
pulp against the wall of the bucket,
the fluid flowing over the rim or lip

in the same way as in any) ordinary
Cream separator, carrying the colloids
with it. The slow revolution of the
bucket on its own axis continually
carries away the clean and dry solids
paoked against its wall, from the point
of feed, so that a fresh face is con-
stantly exposed to the feed flow. The
packed solids are carried around in
the bucket until they arrive at tlie in-

ner wall, or the point next the cent-
ral spindle. Here the centrifugal
force which at first packed them
against the wall exercises a reversed
effect, and disengages them, so that
thejj fall down and out into any con-
venient receptacle.

Tin Metallurgy.

Hitherto tin slime has presented to
the metallurgist an insoluble problem.
The fine metallic particles cannot be
separated out by any of the existing
concentrating devices, and hundreds
of thousands of tons are being run to
waste, while still bearing a high
metal value, a value approximating
to the original gold values of the ore
of some of our Witwatersrand working,
mines. One of our discoveries is that
the reason for this comparative fail-

ure in tin metallurgy is the mech-
anical hold of the colloids on the me-
tallic particles. These tiny fragments

are entangled in the colloidal constitu-

ents of the slime so firmly that the
ordinary methods of gravity concen-
tration, which depend on the simple
differences in specific trravity between
the different constituents of the pulp,
do not suffice to disengage them. But
this application of centrifugal force

multiplies hundreds of times these dif-

ferences, which become so wide that
the metallic particles tear themselves
free from the colloids, and pack them-
selves on the wall of the bucket, with
the solid or crystalline conteoits

of the pulp, constituted with them a
clean product highly amenable to con-
centration. The complete industrial
unit is one of these centrifugals linked
up with a number of vanners or con-
centrating tables, and the recovery in
good practice is from 66 per cent, to
80 per cent, of the original contents
of the slime, which would otherwise
be worthless.

Result at Zaaiplaats.

The machine has been working with
brilliant results at the Zaaiplaats tin
•nines, the capacity being about 25
tons in 24 hours. Unfortunately war
conditions have interfered. Some of

the smaller parts are made of high-
grade steel, and when these came to
be replaced, which replacement under
ordinary conditions would take a few
hours, we found we could not get the
steel. We had to send to Scotland
for the parts, and even there a permit
could not be got. Recently, however,
though the good offices of the Chamber
of Mines Committee, who made special
recommendations in view of loss
which the Zaaiplaats tin mines were
suffering in slime running to waste,
we have obtained the necessary certi-

ficate. Messrs. Duncan Stewart and
Co. write us that they have the steel,

and we may hope to have the centri-
fugal at work as soon as the parts
can be shipped. The commercial value
of this machine has been completely
proved. If the Tin and Tungsten Re-
search Commission in England had
seen its way to give the machine pri-
ority, and to allow of its being brought
into use in Cornwall, an increase of
very great value, and of imperial im-
portance, would have already taken
place in the output of tin in the Bri-
tish- Isles.

Alkali Separator.
The secoad, which may be distin-

guished as the "alkali" separator, is

essentially a centrifugal filter, differ-

ing from all previous types in that
the charging of the pulp and the se-
parate discharge of the fluids and
solids take plice in cycle and auto-
matically during the uninterrupted re-

volution of the filter. The perforated
.<;eparation basket or drum revolves
horizontally around a vertical spindle,
and consists of two hollow and flat-

tened cones brought together at their
bases. The cycle of operations is

this: The pulp is fed into the closed
revolving basket, and the fluid at
once discharged through the pcfor-
oted walls into an external launder.
So soon as the extraction of the fluid
is complete the drum is lowered about
three inches so as to bring it on a
level with a lower receptacle. The ,

drum then opens by the parting of its

two halves, and the solids are instan-
taneously expelled into the second
receptacle. The piston then reverses
its action, dosing the drum and rais-

ing it to its original position, ready
to receive a new charge. The vari-

ous movements of the machine in
cycle are secured by a most ingenious

and highly flexible mechanical device,
and can be varied in time to suit the
material to be treated. In practice
it is found to be perfect, and no one
who has seen it at work can fail to

be impressed by the smoothness of its

running ard the striking freedom from
friction on any of its wearing parts.

The machine has achieved lesults

which experts in many spheres of in-

dustry have long been aiming at iv

vain, especially in those processes
where intermittent centrifugals, or

filter presses or filters, or decantation
methods are now in use.

In connection with the separation
of alkali, it is found in actual work to

be very effective, having a capacity
for producing about 5 to 7 tons of

crystal per day. It is singularly
adapted to this industry, for it lends
itseU" most conveniently to those oper-
ations of "fractional crystallisation,"

in which the various salts in a solu-

tion crystallise out separately at dif-

ferent temperatures, such as solutions

of common salt and carbonate of soda
or those complicated by the presence
of perhaps gypsum at one end and
the more soluble potassium or
soda salts at the other.
Two of these machines have been running
at the works of the South African Alkali,

Ltd. Their performance has been 60

satisfactory that we have received an
order for a larger number, the manufac-
ture of which will take several months.

Purification of Sugar Mill Juice.

The third machine, which is perhaps
the most valuable of all, is especially

adapted, in the manufacture of sugar, to

the rapid purification of Uie mill juice.

This juice has to pass through a number
of appliances, clarifiers, eliminators, filter

presses, etc., before it is in a clear con-

dition fit for the vacuum evaporators.

The processes are slow and expensive,
some are designed for the separation of

heavy earthy and vegetable matters, some
for the light waxes and so forth, whose
specific gravity scarcely differs from that

of the syrup itself. This separator carries

out these processes at a. single stage. It

attains in a few moments, partly by filtra-

tion and partly by decantation, the re-

sults of processes which are now pro-

tracted over hours. The importance of

this lies in the fact that the juice is

extremely liable to destructive fermenta-

tion. Even in the most modem plants,

even whilst being limed and sulphured,

the juice on its slow way from the crush-

ers to the quadruple effet evaporators,

starts fermenting. The ferments or yeasts

multiply with astonishing rapidity', and
give rise to masses of slimy matter,

which are virtually insusceptible of any
treatment. The present processes, then,

involve delay, expense and the loss of an
appreciable percentage of sugar. This is

the bugbear of sugar engineers, the black

spot in sugar milling. The us© of this

machine brings about a lapid and unin-

terrupted flow of tlie juice to the vacuum
pans. It saves time, it prevents all dan-

ger of fermentation, and it avoids loss of

sugar. There is a very urgent demand
in all sugar milling countries for such a

machine. It is, of course, easy to be too

sanguine, but our opinion is confirmed by
that of American experts, that the re-

sults to be att-ained by tbe introduction

of such a machine are of almost incalcul-

able value. Sugar is now manufactured
at the rate of over 20,000.000 tons a year.

Over that vast field this separator will

reduce the cost of production. It will

make a material increase in the total

output of one of the most necessary of

foods.
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Undeniable
Trustworthiness and Reliability are the

result of Quality, Owners of Karrier
Lorries say these vehicles cannot be out-

classed on Quality, that they do their work
in a manner which leaves no room for

adverse criticism. It's the Quality

in the Lorry that ensures satisfaction.

KARRIER
QUALITY FIRST & FOREMOST

British throughout. Designed & built for 3, 4 & 5 ton loads by

KARRIER WORKS, HUDDERSFIELO, ENGLAND

Particulars anJ icrnis post fre«.

PRICelStSOUTH AFRICA)Uinlt(d
^ lONOON CAPITOWN t'JOHMOMCSeURO (

Manufacturers' Difficulties.

We are now in negotiation with Soutii

African manufacturers of sugar for the

installation of the machine, and we hope
to have it at work before the close of the
present crashing season. Unhappily, the

moulders' strike has come upon us just

at the moment when it is most urgent that

the manufacture he pushed forward. Un-
less that comes soon to an end, we may
have to abandon our hope of having the

machine manufactured in South Africa.

These machines as a group constitute an

important advance in mechanics. They
embody new- ideas, ingenious, fertile ideas

in the scientific utilisation of centrifugal

force. It would have been a legitimate

source of gratification to shareholdei's to

know that they had not only been in-

vented and perfected, but had also been
manufactured in this country.

We have recently endeavoured to ar-

range for the manufacture of the plane-

tary or tin machine in America, but war
needs are imperative and insistent there

to a degree of which few persons in this

country haye formed any conception. Al-

though, however, the manufacture cannot
yet be undertaken by those overburdened
shops and factories, the design of the

machine aroused the keenest technical in-

terest wherever it was mentioned. Tho
necessary metal cannot yet be obtained,
but one or two large firms have expressed
a desire to interest themselves in the

business, and we have received an appli-

cation from probably the largest iron-

works in the Western States for

exclusive rights of manufacture
and sale over certain territories.

Some of the best informed engineers

in America have pointed out to us the
usefulness of the machine in the purifica-

tion of town sewage, the separation of

molasses from sugar crystals, the clarify-

ing of mine sludge, and a number of other
industries. But one most important field

is in that miscellaneous group of indus-
tries whose factories are generally known
as "chemical works." There is, it ap-

pears, scarcely one of these vast establish-

ments in England or Ameiica, in some of

whose processes one or other of our separ-

ators will not be required to replace more
wasteful and slower methods.

Business Opportunities.

So soon as the clouds which at present

obscure our advance have cleared away,
your directors are confident that there

will be ready markets for great numbers

of your machines. In the great expansion
of normal industries which necessarily

accompany the reconstruction of Euroj^e,

they will find numerous and most varied
fields of usefulness. Whether that come
at once or be deferred for months, your
directors wish to unpress on you the need
of your being financially prepared for it.

Hitherto we have not been able to spend
any money on the business side of our
undertaking. Indeed, remembering that
we had to expend over £3,000 in mechani-
cally embodying the first idea wilh which
we started, it may almost be said that we
have advanced to our present stage with-

out money, for spread over five years our
expenditure has been insignificant. But
the policy of rigid economy will serve us

no longer. That will not carry us ou
when we have to push the manufacture
and sale of our apparatus in the busy
and competing markets of the world. Your
directors will therefore, after the close of

this meeting, bring a proposal before you
as a preliminary step towards that

energetic propaganda which we hope will

almost at once be rendered necessarv by
the business opportunities that await us

on the restoration of peace. The resolution

was adopted unanimouslv and the retiring

directors were i-e-elected.

DO YOU HAVE YOUR MECHANICAL RUBBER COODS
Manufactured to order from African Rubber to suit your Special Needs?

We make one quality : THE BEST.
REGISTERED TRADE MARK :

" SARM."

SOFT, MEDIUM AND HARD RUBBERS.

The SOUTH AFRICAN RUBBER MANUFACTURING & TYRE Co., Ltd.

ANDERSON, LOVEDAY & FREDERICK STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 3912. Tel. Add.: "8ARMC0L." Phone 2304

Mauufactnrers of Mechanical Rubbei Gsar of all descriptions for Railways, Minea, Municipalities, Sugar Mills,

end users of Indasi>rial Machinery.
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"INDUSTRY AS USUAL."
LIST OF

Manufacturers & Agents belonging to the British Empire and her Allies.

HERBERT AINSWORTH.
Engineer and Merchant, 304-307 The Corner House, Johannes-

burg; South African Agent for Green's Patent Fuel Economisers,

Canadian Carbide " S " Brand, Allis-Chalraera Mfg. Co., Crane

Co., Richard Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Lt<l., Kennioott Water

Softener Co., Hartlepool Ropery Co., Ltd., Wood's Colliery

Plants and Winches, Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., Conveying

Weigher Co. ^^_^___^_^—^——^—

ANDREW, RESTIEAUX & CO.
Manufacturers of Solders, Bearing Metals, Printers' Alloys, and

all classes of non-ferrous Ingot Material. Proprietors of the

Knoxite Brand of Antifriction Metals.—246 Fox Street, Johan-

nesburg, 'Phone 3753, Telegrams " Andesia."

BARTLE & CO., LTD.
Loveday House, Johannesburg. 'Phones 3553-4. Sole Agent*

for Sanderson Bros. & Newbould, Limited, Sheffield; F.

Reddaway & Co., Ltd., Manchester; John Shaw, Ltd., Shef-

field; J. W. Roberts, Ltd., Leeds; Gimson & Co., Ltd., Lei-

cester; T. Lister & Co., Ltd., Brighonge; John Davis 4 Son,

Ltd. Derby; McLachlan and Co., Ltd., Darlington; The

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co.; The Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co.; The Pittsburg Valve and Fittings Co.;

F. Bartle & Sons, Carn Brea, Johnson & Phillips, Ferranti,

Ltd. ; The Weston Electrical Instrument Co. ;
and many

other well-known British and American Manufacturers.

BRITISH GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Comer Loveday and Anderson Streets, Johannesburg. Elec-

trical Plant and Supplies of all descriptions. 'Phones 4242-

4243 ; Telegrams, "Current" ; Box 2406. Branches at Cape-

town, Durban, Bnlawayo, etc.

HUBERT DAVIES & CO., LTD.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, for all kinds of Elec-

trical Machinery and Supplies. Johannesburg, Durban, Cape-

town and Salisbury (Rhodesia).

FATTI'S S.A. MACARONI FACTORY.
Fatti'8 Macaroni Factories are the suppliers of the much-

appreciated Soup-Macaroni for the Mine Boys. They inform

the Mine and Compound Managers that in spite of the present

high cost of the flour their price for this healthy and very

nourishing food has been kept at the pre-war level, thna

making MACARONI the MOST ECONOMICAL food of the

present time. For orders and quotation please apply to Box

1139, or 'Phone 962, Johannesburg.—L. Fatti and Co., Ltd.

ERASER & CHALMERS, LTD.
Farrar Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannesburg; alCD re-

presenting Holman Bros. ; T. ft W. Smith, Ltd. ; Tangyes,

Ltd. • G. & J. Weir, Ltd. ; and many other British Agencies.

HADFIELDS LTD.
(Incorporated In England.)

46-47, Cnllinan Buildings. 'Phone 5900, Johannesbnrg. Cast

Steel Gyrating and Jaw Crushers and Cmsher Spares,

Wheels and Axles, Pedestals, Rollers, Palleys and General

Steel Castings.

ROBERT HUDSON & SONS, LIMITED.
Works : Gildersome Foundry, near Leeds. 83-4, Cnllinan
Bnildings, 'Phone No. 1731. Telegraphic Address :

" Rale-
trnx." Manufacturers of all classes of Light Railway Material
for Mining and Constractor nse. Rails in all weights per
yard. Switches and Crossings, Standard Tracks of vsrioaa
capacities kept in stock.

INGERSOLL-RAND CO.
Exploration Building, Johannesbnrg Air ComprMsors, Rock
Drills, Hose, Steel, Pneumatic Tools, Cameron Pomps, Leyner
Drill Sharpeners, Davia Cal/x Core Drills, Centrical
Pomps.

PEARSON'S HYCOL, LIMITED.
Manufacturers of Hycol Disinfectant Fluid [guaranteed co-

efficient 18-20) and " Pacolol " Brand of Lysol. Contractors

to Union Government. Works : Hull, Yorkshire. S.A. Head
Office, 33. Hout Street, Capetown. Branches : Johannesburg,

•Phone 2472, Box 3144 ; Durban, Box 245.

PHOENIX FOUNDRY.
Iron and Brass Founders, General Engineers and Blacksmiths.

Office and Works: Hay Street, Ophirton. P.O. Box 3031,

Johannesburg. 'Phone 1641. Sole Agents for Camtyne Steel,

Castings Co., Glasgow. Stocks of Tappets, Skip Wheels,

Heads, etc. Casting Specialties: Pipe Fittings, White Iron

Pump Spares and "Tube Mill Liners.

REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.
Consolidated Building (3rd Floor), Johannesburg; P.O. Box
92; Telephone No. 3061. Sole Agents for North British

Locomotive Co., Ltd.; Leeds Forge Co., Ltd.; Babcock and
Wilcock, Ltd.; Belliss and Morcom, Ltd.; Davidson and Co.,

Ltd. ; Frank Peam and Co., Ltd. ;
" Atlas Rock Drills," John

Stephens and Son, Ltd. ; E. and W. Lucas, Ltd. ;
John

Spencer -»nd Sons, Ltd.; and many other high-class British

Manufacturers.

J. V. STANTON & CO.
Southern Life Bnildings, Representing : Phoenix Dynamo
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Bradford, England), Electrical

Plant; Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd. (London),

Switchgear, Instruments, "Rex" Fire Extinguishers; Flem-
ing, Birkby and Goodall, Ltd. (Liversedge, Eng.), Tramway
Equipments; Henry Wiggin and Co., Ltd. (Birmingham,
Eng.), Resistance materials; Walsall Hardware Manufacturing
Co. (Walsall, Eng.), Conduits, etc. ; Canadian Porcelain Co.

(Hamilton, Canada), Insulators, etc. Mining Material other

than Electrical, also stocked.

S. SYKES & CO., LTD.
Southern Life Buildings, Johannesburg. Telephone No. 1196.

P.O. Box 2303. Telegrams: "Psyche." Sole Agents for

Robey A Co., Ltd., Crosiley Bros., Ltd., E. R. & ^F. Turner,
Ltd., Worthington Pump Co., Ltd., C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd.,

Crompton ft Co., Ltd., ReyroUe ft Co., Ltd., and Sandyoroft,
Limited.

E. W. TARRY & Co., Ltd., Austral Iron Works
Corner of Anderson and End Streets, Box 1098. 'Phones
149 and 626, Johannesburg. Iron and Brass Founders and
General Engineers. Machine Cat Gears in Raw Hide and my
Metal a speciality, and in Cast Iron up to 18 feet diameter.
Sole Manufacturers and Agents for Tregaskis Patent Drill

Heating Furnace.

TRANSVAAL GRAPHITE M. & M. CO., Ltd.
(W. M. HUDSON, Managing Director.)

Foundry Plumbago. Flake Graphite. Pipe Jointing. " Murrella "

Boiler Composition. Graphite Pigment. Electrical Graphite, eto.

Offices and Works: 234 Anderson Street, Johannesburg. 'Phone
2560.

WADE & DORMAN, LTD.
Box 2997; Telephone 1460, Johanaegbuxg. Stmctoral Steel

Work of all kinds. Large Stocks of Joists, Channels, Angles,
Tees, Plates, Chequered Plates, etc. Agents for British Steel

Piling Co. Stockyard and Works : 217, Main Street.

WHARTON HOOD & CO., LTD.
Box 6096, Telephone 973, Tel. Address :

" Castings." Sole

Agents for Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal; Geo. Christie, Ltd.,

Glasgow; James Walker ft Co., Ltd., London; Garlock Pack
ing Co., New York. Offices: Sonthern Life Buildings, Johao
nesborg.

C. F. WIENAND.
Commercial Exchange Boildinga, Johannesburg; 'Phone 3

Sole Agent for Toledo Steels of all classes, Bntterley Iron,

Harwell's Bolts, 8co«t'f Bopea, Mine Lobrieanta, Lid. All

highest quality.
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Notes and Newa
One of the- most successful meetings in the history of the

S.A. Institution of Electrical Engineers
S.A.I.E.E. was held on Thursday evening, when the

Minister of Mines, Mr. Malan, presented
the gold medals of the Institution for 1915 and 1916 to
Prof. Dobson and Mr. Bernard Price respectively. Among
a distinguished audience were the President of the Chamber
of Mines, the Secretary for Mines, and representatives of
the other technical societies. In making the presentations,
Mr. Malan took occasion to compliment the Institution on
the excellent work it liad done during the war in the direc-
tion of promoting research and local industries. He also
paid a tribute to the work of Sir Evelyn Wallers in bringing
employers and employed together. In felicitous little

speeches Mr. Price and Prof. Dobson expressed their thanks
for the high honour conferred upon them. A vote of thanks
tolMr. Malan was moved in an eloquent speech by Mr. du
Pasquier, seconded by Prof. Buchanan. Mr. E. A. Innes
then read an interesting paper on liail and hailstorms, the
point of which was that no case had been made out for the
adoption of any of the known artificial methods of prevent-
ing destructive hailstorms. Mr. Kirkland in appreciative
terms moved a vote of thanks to I\Ir. Innes, which brought
a most successful meeting to a conclusion.

* * * *
The following cable was despatched to the London office on

November 16: "Following are sampling
Crown Mines, results of the Main Reef Leader on the

19th level south of dyke 7th shaft : Width
of reef sampled 8 inches, assay vakie 84 dvvts., inch dwts.
672. Above represents average of 4 sections in the cross-

cut." The reef was intersected in the cross-cut 180 feet
vertically below the point of intersection by a borehole sunk
south of the dyke.

* * * *

The following cable has been received from the London
office of the Consolidated Gold Fields

The " Coldfields " regarding the company's operations for

Year. the financial year ended 30th June,
1918: " The realised profit on the year's

operations subject to audit is largely derived from dividends
received on investments, and after deducting debenture
interest and all outgoings shows a balance to credit of

£412,539 15s. 8d., from which the dividends on the first

and second preference shares, French, South African and
American Government taxes have been provided, leaving
£257,497 5s. 3d. To provide for the depreciation at the
close of the financial year of £388,348 6s. 9d., which is

almost entirely due to the fall in market prices of Simmer
and Jack Prop., Ltd., Knights Deep, Ltd., and Robinson
Deep, Ltd., shares and also for the provision for contin-
gencies hereafter referred to of £317,459 4s. lOd., the direc-

tors have utilised the whole of the resen'e of £600,000 by
transferring the same to the credit of profit and loss account,
the balance £105,807 lis. 7d. being provided out of the
profits of the year, leaving £151,689 13s. 8d., which, adding
the sum of £58,405 5s. lid. brought forward from last year,

leaves £210,094 19s. 7d. • The directors have deemed it

prudent to make this further provision in face of the uncer-
tainty regarding the period during which a high rate of work-
ing costs will be maintained and also of all the other adverse
circumstances which have affected the above low-grade
mines since the close of the financial year. They have had
no hesitation in adopting this course in view of tlie fact that
the company's investments show at current market prices'

and on a conservative estimate of unquoted investments an
unrealised profit considerably over £1,000,000. The direc-

tors recommend that a cash dividend of 7J per cent, free of

income tax be paid on the 2,000,000 ordinary shares,

amounting to £150,000, leaving £60,094 19s. 7d. to be
carried to credit of current year's profit and loss account."
The annual general meeting of shareholders has been fixed

for Thursday, 5th December.
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The AustTal-Briton, a monthly paper published in Sydney,

says: "Apropos of that deadly scourge,

A Cure for miners' phthisis, we learn on excellent

Phthisis? authority that a Chinese herbahst, who is

related to the Premier of the Celestial

Republic, has discovered a positive cure for phthisis, which

is alse eSective in lessening the distressing ravages of the

dust type of that dreadful disease of the lungs. We are not

at present permitt-ed to pubhsh details, but are hopeful of

making a definite announcement shortly."

* * * *

The strike of members of the Amalgamated Society of

Engineers at the Jagersfontein mine ter-

Jagersfonteln minated last week. The mining company
Strike. agreed to continue paying employees the

old rate of war bonus, namely, 12s. 6d.

per week, as requested by the strikers, and went further by
increasing the bonus paid to other workers. Now all

employees receive the same amount. The management also

agreed to recognise the Mineworkers' and Engineers'

Unions. The strike lasted one week.

# * * *

When the resolution for liquidation was withdrawn by the

New Rhodesia Mines last year, and the

New Rhodesia decision taken to hang on, it was hoped
IMines. that the position of the company would

improve. Owing to the war this has not

happened yet, and the debit balance is increased from

£33,681 to £35,505. The Kameel mine seems to be given

up as hopeless, and the machinery has been sold. Appar-

ently the company now depends mainly upon a Porcupine

property, where an encom^aging development has taken

place, but which is, so far, not sufiScient to do more than

raise hopes.
# * * *

The article by Mr, B. L. Thane in the Mining and Scientific

Press, from which we quoted last week.

The Cold is summed up in the following concluding

Question. passage: " So far as the United States is

concerned, the first and immediate neces-

sity is legislation that will permit the continuance of the

present gold mining industry'. This can be accomplished

temporarily by establishing an adequate bonus support to

offset the increased cost of labour and materials. A second

step would be the formation of an international commission

to act jointly with the Committee now formed in London,
and with proper representatives of the Governments, for

the purpose of re-establishing a fixed price for gold com-
mensurate with present conditions, and, finally, the enact-

ment of such legislation as will protect all paper issues that

have been made on the present gold basis, and the taking

of such steps as are necessary to see that the international

gold asset controlled by the Allies is properly used, in order

to plade the Central Powers on a parity with us so far as

the cost of producing material is concerned. In this way
they would be prevented from drawing out the gold supply

of the Allies through neutrals by selling huaterials in the

world market at a lower gold cost."

* * * *
A good showing is made by the accounts to 31st May last

of the Gold Fields Rhodesian Develop-

Cold Fields ment Company, the net profit amounting
Rhodesian. to £181,500, as compared with £101,100

in the fourteen months covered by the

preceding statement. Whether increased dividends or

larger profits on realisations is the chief factor is not stated.

It is shown, however, that the receipts in respect of the

company's holding of Falcon shares have more than offset

the decline in dividends from the Shamva. These two con-

cerns, of course, represent the company's most remunera-
tive mining interests. The final dividend of 5 per cent, for

the past year makes a total of 10 per cent., as against 5 per

cent, in respect of the preceding period. In neither case,

however, have the distributions fully reflected the earnings,

part of the 1916-17 surplus being absorbed in connection
with the capital reduction scheme, while £89,600 now goes

forward, or about two-and-a-half times the amount brought

in. The investments, at book cost £913,200, are stated to

show a large unrealised profit at current market prices. Mr.
C. E. Parsons, the consulting engineer, contributes a fairly

detailed report upon the affairs of the mines in which in-

terests are held, while the general manager, Mr. J. G.
Macdonald, covers a somewhat wider field. The last-named

gentleman describes the Gaika as a " flashy mine "
1

* * # *
Captain Farrar writes: " The note byihe East Rand board

calls for a short reply. It was outside the

E.R.P.M. and province of my alternate director to agree

Captain Farrar. to the abandonment of the southern
claims. Much more than a mere mining

question, was involved. The board is good enough to invite

me to visit the mine. I have, of course, been for years in

closest touch with the company's afiairs. The usefulness of

a visit has, however, been too much prejudiced by the aban-

donment. The board now intimates that the position will

be again reviewed at the end of the year. We must wait

for this. Doubtless the board will be careful not to commit
us shareholders without the fullest notice and a clear

mandate."
* * * *

The shareholders of the Durban Roodepoort Gold Mining
Company in London recently unani-

Durban Roodepoort: mously passed the resolution for

Successful Sale voluntary winding up. Mr. Percy A.

of Assets. Molteno, M.P., who presided, said

that the company, starting with a

capital of £90,000—afterwards increased to £125,000 on the

acquisition of a further property—had, during the thirty

years of its existence, extracted £5,269,000 of gold, and had
paid in dividends £1,491,333, or 1,210 per cent. Good for-

tune was still attending it in its last days, a very successful

sale of a portion of its assets in South Africa having been
made. In addition, it still had assets of a liquid character,

and he was able to hold out the hope that there would be a

substantial sum for distribution among the shareholders.

* * * #

Mr. C. V. Thomas, addressing a meeting of the Nigerian

Tin Corporation in mail week, dealt with

Control of Tin. a subject which is exercising the minds of

all who are concerned in the production of

tin. The price the producer is to get now is apparently to

be determined by an Inter-Allied Executive Committee, com-
posed, it is understood, of two representatives of America,

two of England, one of Italy, one of France, and probably

one other member. This committee is to control the purchase

and distribution of tin for the Allies, and Mr. Thomas has a

shrewd suspicion that it is from hie committee that permits

will have to be obtained before any purchase of tin can be

made, and that possibly the same body will have the power
of fixing the price at which the metal should be sold.
" America, so far as I know," IMr. Thomas said, " does

not pi-oduce a single ton of tin, and therefore a fall of £50
in the price of the metal must be considerably to the advan-

tage of our Ally, who, I believe, is the largest buyer of tin

in the whole world ; but I am perfectly certain that our Ally

would never desire to save what to her are paltry tens of

thousands of pounds, at the expense of those who are pro-

ducing the tin." In Mr. Thomas's opinion, however, this

committee have, under the powers they hold, created a

monopoly in the tin market. " They have," he said,

" placed large profits in the hands of a small number of

privileged dealers, and, speaking generally, they have de-

prived the tin producer of the benefits of his efforts, while

unnecessarily benefiting intermediaries at the expense of the

producer. "Therefore, this control is applied to the prejudice

of tin producers, whether in Cornwall, Nigeria, or especially

the F.M.S.: and I say it is an inequitable and unfair man-
ner of dealing with the industry." Tin producers are not,

however, taking it "lying down"; the Nigerian, Cornish

and F.M.S. Chambers of Mines are moving in the matter,

and it is hoped that the effect will be that they will i-eceive

in future a price for their product more commensurate with

the profits they ought to be makmg and with the law -of

supply and demand.
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The London papers, dealing with the peraomiel of the Com-
mittee appointed by the Treasury " to

The Committee on consider and report upon the effect of

Cold Productioilt the war upon the gold production of the

British Empire," point out that the

selection as Chairman of Lord Incheape (Chairman and
Managing Director of the P. & O. Steam Navigation. Com-
pany, a member of the Council of Foreign Bondlioldere,

and a Director of the National Provincial and Union Bank
and of many other important concerns) will command
general approbation. The other members of the Committee
are, as was announced in a recent issue. Sir Thomas Elliott

(Deputy-Master and Comptroller of the Mint since 1913);

Sir Charles Addis (Joint Manager in London of the Hong-
kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, whose forty years'

connection with which, at Pckin ae well as in London, quali-

fies him as an expert on Eastern currency and financial

questions) ; and Mr. W. H. N. Goschen (of Messrs. Fruhling
and Goschen and a Director of the British Trade Corpora-
tion, the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China,

and the National Provincial and Union Bank). It will have
been observed that the new Committee is to report more
particularly on " the treatment of low-grade ores and how
far it may be of importance to national interests to secure

the continuance of the treatment of such ores and generally

how to stimulate the production of gold." '

The first annual smoking concert of the Underground
Officials' Association was held at the

An Underground Grand National Hotel last Saturday
Officials' Symposium, evening. The occasion was regarded

as marking the progress of industrial

organisation on the fields, and incidentally provided a per-

sonal triumph for Sir Evelyn Wallers, President of the

Chamber of Mines, to whom many tributes were paid.

There was a large gathering, Mr. F. C. W. Ingle, Vice-

President of the Association, taking the chair. Sir Evelyn
Wallers and Sir Robert Kotze, Government Mining En-
gineer, were the principal guests, and the company included

many representatives of kindred institutions. A splendid

programme of entertainment was submitted. The principal

toast was that of " The Mining Industry," submitted by
the Chairman and acknowledged by Sir Robert Kotz6 and
Sir Evelyn Wallers^ The Government Mining Engineer
spoke in his usual happy vein about the future mineral de-

velopment of South Africa, and the President of the Cham-
ber gave one of his straight talks on the relations between
employers and employed on the Rand. ' He warmly acknow-
ledged the personal tributes that had been paid to him.
Speaking in humorous vein, he drew attention to the motto
put before the world recently by a very celebrated professor

that " they must work who never worked before, and they

who worked before must work the more." He said that

with the firet part of that they would all agree; but he was
not sure that they would, all agree with the second portion

of it. Inter alia, he added: " The strengthening of unions,

which to me is the right thing—as you have strengthened
yours—is always accompanied by an added sense of power,
and sometimes the added sense of power comes before the

added 'sense of responeibihty has taken g hold. It always
presents a good deal of difficulty not only to those employed,
but also to the employers, and those in the position of

management. There is one thing I would like to sound a
note of warning about, and that is that we must all lay our-

selves out, with all the conviction, patience and sense of

justice we possess to be moderate and sane in our actions.

There is nothing that we require—all of us—more than
that. We want to get a sense of proportion, so that any
who are extremists, whether they be among the employed
or employere, shall be submerged by the opinion, the con-

sidered opinion and the joint opinion, of the body of those
with whom they were associated." The President of the
Chamber went on to remind his hearers that the question
of the returned soldiers would soon have to be dealt with.

Mr. Forrester Walker, of the Miners' TJnion, also spoke, and
the whole proceedings must be regarded as a' trftimpli '

fof.

the Underground Workers' Association. -''-' -^- '-

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

PEACE AND THE STOCK EXCHANGE.

In no department of business has the coming of Peace been
more heartily welcomed than on the Stock Exchange. For
nearly four years the Johannesburg Exchange has " carried

on " despite the restrictions imposed upon business with

London, and exhibited remarkable stability, not to say

enterprise, during tliat period. Not the least of its public

services has been the help afiorded to the Union Govern-

ment in placing its various loans, necessary to the prosecu-

tion of the war, and it has also played a large part in

facilitating the financing of the Far East Rand and of various

local industrial enterprises. Early in the week, a congratu-

latory cable was received from the London Stock Exchange,

to which a reply was returned in similar terms. One thing

now only remains to crown the great news of the last fort-

night, viz., the removal of the restrictions on share dealings

between Johannesburg and the financial centre of the world.

To that end the Johannesburg Stock Exchange cabled on

Tuesday asking the London Exchange to use its good offices

with the Imperial Treasury to have the embargo on business

removed. To the people on the other side who are in touch

with affairs in the Dominions, the I'easons why that step

is desirable in the interests of all concerned will doubtless

suggest themselves readily enough. But the local Stock

Exchange people nevertheless considered it desirable to

place on record the reasons, as they view them, for the

desired measure of relief, and they have therefore addressed

a letter to the London Exchange setting forth in detail those

reasons. Naturally we have not seen that letter, but

through the courtesy of the chairman of the Committee of

the Stock Exchange, Mr. D. C. Greig, we gather that they

are somewhat as follows : (1) The expressed opinion of the

local banks that the financial position of the Rand was at

no period of its history sounder. (2) Insurance rates on

scrip, etc., have now fallen back to the normal, almost

nominal, rates prevailing before the war. (3) DeaUngs
between Johannesburg and France have never been

restricted and the local market has readily absorbed all the

scrip our French allies have cared to dispose of. (4) Alien-

owned scrip, both here and on the other side, remains safely

in the hands of the Custodians of Enemy Property, and

cannot, therefore, affect the question either way. (5) The
Union of South Africa, like the other Dominions, has incurred

heavy financial obligations due directly to the war, and
should, therefore, be placed on an equal footing with the

United Kingdom as a whole with respect to interchange

of securities with London. Each of these reasons is, of

course, capable of considerable elaboration, and several

others might be adduced in their support. To us, a good

and sufficient reason seems to lie in the fact that anything

that would proijiote Stock Exchange dealings between here

and London would facihtate the flow of capital necessary

to develop the Far East Rand. In this way the Imperial

Treasury, by removing the present restrictions, would be

assisting the industry of gold production. The Secretary for

Finance at Pretoria, we understand, has been supplied with

a copy of the letter from the Committee of the Johannesburg

Stock Exchange, and the Union Treasury can doubtless be

relied upon to support the local Exchange in the matter.

For our part, in view of the courageous and confident policy

pursued hitherto by the Imperial Government in face of the

impreeedeiited problems of Peace, we have no doubt what-

ever that' the wishes of the Stock Exchange will be granted.
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THE ECONOMIC POSSIBILITIES OF ANGOLA.

A Promising Field for Enterprise—Minerals and Ranching—Sympathetic Attitude of the
Portuguese Authorities.

[By A. S. MacKinnon, M.E.]

The Armistice, signed on the 11th November, inaugurated

a state of rest, for which the world has been deeply yearning

for a long time past, and it is confidently hoped a lasting

peace will result therefrom. Already men's thoughts are

turned to the development of the resources of the world in

order to make good some of the ravages of the Armageddon
which has convulsed it during the past four years and more.

I have recently returned from an extended visit to Angola,

Portuguese West Africa, and would like to convey to the

readers of the South African Mining Journal a few of the

many impressions I formed of what I can only describe as

a wonderful country. I should, perhaps, preface ray remarks

in this connection by saying that I found the Portuguese

Government very desirous in every way to foster the enter-

prise of the colonist. Indeed, the laws of the country are

such that the colonist gets a very fair chance, especially if

he shows energy and ability. The war has brought the two
races—the Portuguese and the British—into close and
intimate contact, and thus this attitude of fair play to the

newcomer, especially if he be a Britisher, is likely to be

accentuated, rather than weakened, in the future. That the

country is highly mineralised goes without saying. The
great belt, which extends from Namaqualand through

Bothaland to the Katanga, passes through a large portion

of Angola, and on this copper formation I would like

to dwell for a moment. I was fortunate enough to acquire

for African Minerals Concessions eight titles, amounting in

extent to 4,000 hectares, approximately equivalent to 10,000

English acres. The ground covered by these titles is excep-

tionally rich in copper, of which there is sufficient in sight

to enable the company to carry on, at a handsome profit,

mining operations for years to come. I brought back with

me to the Union a large quantity of samples, taken at a

depth of about 20 feet, from a lode that is not less than
5 feet in width and is miles in length. All the samples wei'e

taken from the property covered by the titles above men-
tioned. Analyses : Mr. James Grey—48-8 per cent, of

metallic copper; Messrs. Littlejohn & Whitby—35'25 per

cent, of metallic copper; National Bank (i\Ir. Green)—43'5

per cent, of metaliic copper; Dr. Marloth, Capetown—2321,
2718, 4201 and 58-32 per cent, of metallic copper. It

will not be necessary in the first instance to concentrate the

copper, as it can be sent in its rough state to the coast

for exportation to England, America, Japan, or any other

Allied country, leaving a handsome margin for the company.
I think 40 per cent, stuff could be sent to the coast at a

cost of less than £8 per ton, and tlie freight home should

be a gradually decreasing quantity, coming (Irown eventually

to 30s. and £2 per ton. Even allowing for a considerable

drop in the present price of copper, there should be an
excellent profit in mining the copper. My figures are neces-

sarily a rough estimate, but I think they will be found to

be on a conservative basis. Transport is easy to Huambo,
a point on the Benguella railway, about 80 to 90 miles from
the property I have pegged. In this connection I should
say that the contour of the country is very favourable to the
construction of a railway to Huambo, and this at the proper
time could be carried out at a comparatively small cost. In
view of the extremely simple manner in which the rock can
be got out, the cost of mining should be very low indeed.

It is .unnecessary for me to mention that the harbour of

Lobito is one of the finest in the world, and that all the
products of Northern and Southern Angola will be shipped
from there. Whilst on the subject of minerals, I should
perhaps say that during my visit to the country, I became
acquainted with a proposal, which, with the exercise of
careful diplomacy in Lisbon, might very well result in the
acquisition of mineral rights over a piece of country

213,530,545 acres in extent—the hmits of which would
reach from Lobito Bay down to Bothaland (embracing one
of the finest harbours in the world. Port Alexandria), and
from the Atlantic Ocean to Rhodesia. There are no insuper-
able difficulties in the way to prevent Union enterprise

carrying into effect the scheme I have outlined. Already a
large American Corporation is in the field and have acquired
oil rights over a large tract of adjoining territory, and the re-

sults should soon exert world influence. Running through the
property I have acquired for African Minerals Concessions is

the River Cueba, with an average depth of about 8 feet, with
a flow of 5 miles an hour and an average width of 60 yards.

At many points there are rapids, and these could be utilised

in such a way as to give all the electro-hydro power that might
be required in working the claims. Labour is cheap and
plentiful, averaging 200 reis per boy per day. The whole
country has an abundance of timber, much of it of the kind
required in the Rand. The supply, it is safe to say, y.'ould

last the Rand as* long as there is a Rand to mine. It is

utilised by li5cal firms in the manufacture of wagons and
furniture. Rubber and rubber roots are products, the
marketing of which forms an important industry. The high
plateaux, averaging 5,000 feet above sea-level, are very

healthy, and are used by the white inhabitants as health

resorts. In particular, Huambo is destined to be a big

health resort and has been chosen for this reason as the
future centre of the railway workshops. It is also a large

and thriving centre of the fruit-growing industry. On these

plains sheep raising is carried on on a large scale, and,

indeed, the whole country lends itself peculiarly to cattle

ranching, which with the world's depleted food supplies as

the result of the war, must soon become an industry of first

importance. I met a prosperous Dutch farmer, Mr.
Erasmus, formerly Bank Manager at Potchefstroom, and,

later, Johannesburg, who has long installed himself as a

thoroughly up-to-date farmer, and is making sheep farming

a highly payable proposition. I also met a Mr. Meyers,
who is farming on a large scale, and is a big importer of

pedigree cattle from Holland and England, which cattle he
crosses with Africander cattle, resulting in useful, sturdy

stock. The country in the south towards the border of

Bothaland is especially adapted for cattle raising. One of

the principal farms in Benguella carries on a large trade in

the export of cattle for slaughter purposes. In this connec-

tion it may be taken for granted that the country is well

watered, and there is an abundance of good grass practically

all the year round. I should mention tliat on the high

plateaux there is an annual visitation of frost in May, June
and July, just as is our experience here on the Rand. There
is no difficulty in obtaining the most satisfactory title to

land after it has been surveyed. The Portuguese are very

progressive in the Aktter of roads, and the country has a

splendid system of wide, well macadamised thoroughfares

from end to end. I hope in this brief outline of the general

characteristics and physical features of Portuguese West,
I have been able to convey some idea of the great possi-

bilities of a country which is bound to command more atten-

tion in the future than has been the case in the past. As
soon as the future of Bothaland has been decided by the

Peace Conference, railway communication between the

Union and Bothaland will doubtless be increased, and the

linking up of Portuguese West through Bothaland and the

Tanganyika brought within practical politics. Thus Portu-

guese West would then be accessible by land, and be
" brought to our doors " so to apeak. In my humble
opinion, there is a great future for all the African territories

facing the Atlantic, and Portuguese West stands well in the

running for its fair measure of success.
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THE ALLIES' TIN POOL AND PRICES.

A Review of the Position and Prospects Before the Armistice.

The annouucement that two-thirds of the world's produc-

tion of tin would be received by the United States under a

pooling arrangement made at a recent conference in London
between representatives of the United States, Great Britain,

France and Italy was made on 11th September by Mr.
Bernard M. Baruch, chairman of the War Industries Board.

According to the New York Commercial ChronicW, all ship-

ments of pig tin, tin ores and concentrates will be consigned

to the American Iron and Steel Institute, which will pay for

and distribut-e the metal through the United States Steel

Products Company. The following is an extract from Mr.
Baruch 's announcement: Each country participating in the

conference will get its needed supply of pig tin. The action

amounts to an international monopoly of a beneficent

nature. The plan of distribution worked out allows the

United States about 80,000 tons of pig tin, or two-thirds

of the world's entire production annually. With the War
Industries Board supervising the allowance to this country,

all imports of pig tin, tin ores and concentrates will be

consigned to the American Iron and Steel Institute, which
will receive, pay for and distribute the metal to the industry

through the United States Steel Products Company. The
price will be regulated by the War Industries Board and will

he maintained at a level which will encourage production

in the tin mining countries—Great Britain and the Straits

Settlements chieHy—and stop profiteering. Prices, rules

and regulations will be announced later. It is probably that

users and dealers may be licensed. The War Industries

Board believes there will be ensured by these arrangements
a steady supply of material at a stable and reasonable price.

Since the negotiations for the pooling arrangement began in

London six weeks ago the price of pig tin has fallen steadily.

That there may be a sufficient supply of tin in the United

States to meet the war needs and to supply essential civilian

users and dealers may be licensed. The War Industries

made effective through co-operative efforts by the War
Industries Board and by the Food and Fuel Administrations

in the enforced substitution of other material than tin for

containers, wherever that is possible. Tin container manu-
facturers have agi'eed with the War Industries Board in

plans that will curtail their use of tin-plate 30 per cent.,

which means a saving in the next three months cJf about

150,000 tons of tin-plate.

A British View.

Before the war the chief use of tin was the production

of alloys, its consumption in the manufacture of tin-plate

being much less than was commonly supposed. The present

position is somewhat different, owing to Germany being out

of the market and the demand from America having become
bigger than ever. The official figures for the consumption of

tin in the United States during 1917 show that the propor-

tion used in tin-plate manufacture is greater than it used

to be. Indeed, the tables apparently credit tin-plate manu-
facture with the premier position, for, with a total consump-
tion of 76,000 tons, the list is headed with 27,600 ions as

the amount used in the manufacture of tin-plate. The other

items are given in detail, but on addition of the various

figiu'es the total used in the manufacture of alloys comes
to about 35,000 tons. The remaining 13,400 tons is distri-

buted among a number of uses in such a way that the actual

means of employment is not easy to ascertain. The classifi-

cation " tin and ter»e plate " requires fuller explanation,

for in this country most of the lead-tin coating is in the

domestic tin utensils, which are not included in the returns

of tin-plate manufactui-e. Thus the figures of United States

consumption do not clearly determine the actual uses of the

metal. While making this comment, it is well to add that

no English or German statistics ever told as much. The
tin position at the present time is party explained by the

foregoing remarks relating to consumption, but the price of

tin in the market and the scale of output are the chief points
that interest producers. " The market quotation for tin has
been (argues the October Mining Magaxinc) at an absurdly
high level recently, and it is well that the British and United
States Governments are endeavouring to bring the quotation
down. The sound men connected with British minhig opera-
tions have deplored the high price ruling at present, holding
that f250 per ton is the highest legitimate quotation. Other
controllers of producing companies appear to wish, however,
as monopolists, to squeeze every penny out of the buyer who
wants the commodity badly. The position of the producer
is that he is able to make a statutory profit with a small
output when the price is high. On the other hand, the
Allies call for metal and still more metal. If the companies
produce more metal their excess profits are commandeered.
As a, counter-stroke, the Governments can control the price,
placing the companies in the position of having to increase
their output in order to maintain their profits, thus pleasing
the buyer both as to price and quantity of metal. No doubt
the producers are protesting to the Government against this
lowering of the prices, but our own view is that the Govern-
ment's firm attitude will be for the eventual benefit of all.

The plea that many mines cannot make a profit if the price
is lowered any further is no doubt true in a few cases. The
same holds good with many of the high-cost low-grade
copper mines in the United States, but the American
Government refuses to advance the quotation for the benefit
of these mines, basing its action on the principle of the
public necessity and welfare." <
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THE MINING DISTRICT OF HEIDELBERG.

Attractive Prospects Marred by Exploiters' Methods—London and Local Criticisms.

[By John Moffat.]

The following article appeared in the issue of Truth of the

4th September last, and it is as well in the interests of the

district that some explanation regarding the matter should

be given to the public.

I am pleased to see that the Directors of the Oceana Development
Company Have bowed to ttie siorm ot coudtmuaiion aiousea in ludiKet

and otlier quarters by tlieir otter at 2s. 6d. each oi an option upon an
option, and have now officially withdrawn it. But it does not alter

ttte fact that the offer should never have been made. However, it is

an interesting side-light on the " get-rich-quick " methods—and a
fig for patriotism or propriety !—which prevent most serious observers

from paying much attention to tlie tall talk as to the potentialities of

the South-Kastern Rand (or the Heidelberg District) which has for

the past eighteen months been made the pretext for pushing suca
shares as Oceana Developments, New Albions, Houtpoorts, Marievale
Nigels, Vaal Riyer Gold Estates, etc. Either those behind these

companies are not really very sanguine themselves as to the prospects

of the properties which they puff so blatantly, or else they are

determined that the public shall find the money to prove them.

As far back as the beginning of last year the Houtpoort Company,
{or instance, was publishing isolated rich assays from areas it has
under option, and periodically since, whenever market conditions are

favourable to share-pushing, it has done the same thing. Yet, so far

as I have any information, the company has never followed the reef

for any distance, or, if it has done so, it has not published the average
results. Isolated good assays mean nothing at all. You can get them
in places where there never has been a payable gold mine, and pro-

bably never %vill be. However the latest cable says that the company
" can now proceed with the development of the (Tulipvale) mine,"
although where it is going to get the money to do so in earnest I

do not know, since, according to its last balance-sheet the company
had no resources of its own worth talking ab'out.

Companies more remote from the reef, like the Oceana Develop
ment, are in a happier position from the share-pushers' point of view,

since they can play about for a long time yet with boring operations

before they tire out the public sufficiently to have to turn to and
make some show of starting deep-level sinking. It is quite possible,

as I have said before, that here and there fresh payable mines will

be opened up in the Heidelberg District, but, judging by the ex-

perience of the Nigel and Sub-Nigel Companies, it is going to take
a lot of money and time to sift the good ground from the bad. In the
meantime for the market to value a company like the Houtpoort, with
a miscellaneous lot of options and no money, at £400,000—which
is what the current price ot over 4s. for the 2s. shares means—is

nothing less than the height of absurdity.

It is not difficult to understand the language of the

mining editor of Truth, and to a great extent he is perfectly

justified in arriving at his conclusions. At the same time

there is not the slightest doubt that from a mineral point

of view Heidelberg district, if judiciously and honestly

prospected and developed, will compare very favourably in

course of time with the Rand as a gold mining centre. At
one time Heidelberg district was turned down on every

occasion, the mining houses no doubt fearing the deflection

of capital and labour from the Rand, but now every farm
down to Heidelberg on the accepted Main Reef series line

has been acquired by the mining groups, the latest to be
taken up being Spaarwater, a deep level proposition which
practically adjoins the town lands of Heidelberg, and was
secured by the Lace Proprietary Co., Messrs. Barnato
Brothers being also interested in this proposition. The
manner in which the propaganda work has been carried out,

by which people overseas have been induced to invest in

certain propositions in the district is very interesting, and
it is unfortunate for those concerned that there is very little

chance of their ever getting any return on their capital under
the present regime. Geologists of repute, such as

Dr. Mellor, Dr. Corstorphine, Dr. Hatch, and others, as

well as all the mining houses, have long known of the exten-
sion of the Main Reef series in the Heidelberg district, but-

the article referred to would imply that such a discovery

was only recently made. Most of the geologists have identi-

fied the Nigel Reef as the Main Reef .Leader and have
further agreed that the Van Ryn Reef, Modder Reef and
Nigel Reef are one and the same thing. However, about
the time the amateur geologists invaded the district the

Nigel was not a name to charm money out of the public

with, and it was necessary for the new-comers in their own
interest to overturn the geology of the district so as to enable
them to raise capital overseas. It was further deemed
advisable to use names of well-known existing mines, not-

withstanding the fact that the properties so floated were
situated thirty and forty miles away from the original pro-

perties, whose names with slight variations were adopted.
It reminds one of the prospectus of a company which was
issued in the early daj's of the Rand, describing the position

of the property under flotation as adjoining the Robinson
and Durban Roodepoort mines, and yet the actual situation

of the ground was on the farm Sterkfontein outside Krugers-
dorp. On the same principle, one must not be surprised if

someone comes along some day with a property, say, in

Zululand, and wants to call it the Robinson South West or

the Ferreira Deep Deep Co., Ltd. The so-called geologists

referred to have devoted their attention in the Heidelberg
district to the line of Witwatersrand formation which runs

from the Nigel towards the Vaal River, but every property
acquired by them has been on the deep levels of the Main
Reef series. They have also bestowed their attentions on
the Balfour district, and if an independent mining engineer

was instructed to examine carefully and report on any
properties acquired by this group he would in all probability

fail to find a payable proposition amongst the whole lot,

notwithstanding the many thousands of pounds which have
been extracted from the pockets of people in England, and
wasted. In the same paper referred to before it was stated

that " sinking and opening up on the reef on the town lands

of Heidelberg is now reported to be well in hand." It might
interest the shareholders of the company who hold the town
lands of Heidelberg, which company has the high sounding
name of the " Eastern Van Ryn and Modderfontein Gold
Reefs, Ltd.," that no reef had been struck at that date

(11th May, 1918) on the property, and the only outcrops

they have are those belonging to the Kimberley series, which
has never been found payable in the district. Dealing with
Houtpoort, Ltd., the issue of Truth of 4th September last

mentions that " the latest cable says that the company can
now proceed with the development of the Tulipvale Mine."
This farm is held only under a short option by that com-
pany, is situated on the horizon of the Kimberley series,

and no payable mine has been proved on it. The other

farms lying in the horizon of the Kimberley series of the

Witwatersrand formation are Boschoek, Boschfontein,

Klipstapel, Mount Arabel, SehikfonteLn and Sterkfontein,

and although a considerable amount of prospecting has been
done on those farms nothing payable has been exposed from

a mining point of view. In the African World of '2'2nd June,

1918, it is noted that " an outcrop has been found on Een-
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dracht which is believed to belong to the Main Reef series,"

and in another issue of that paper they report that "it is

stated that the reef is 3 feet wide ranging in values from

8 to 12 dwts.'" According to all the leading geologists this

farm carries the outcrops of the Elsburg series, so how
anyone can expect to find the Main Reef series amongst

the uppermost beds of the Elsburg series passes under-

standing. Now the question arises if, in the interests of tlie

country, the publication of §uch misleading information

cannot be put a stop to by the Government Mining Engineer

or some other qualified official of the Government. Such

misstatements do incalculable damage to the district and

to the whole country. The present Government Geologist,

Dr. Rogers, has been engaged since the beginning of this

year making a geological survey of the Heidelberg district,

and it is hoped that his reports and maps of that part of the

counti7 will be pubhshed as soon as possible in the interests

of the investing public. Heidelberg district has been under
a cloud for many years, but one must not forget that the

Nigel Mine during its lifetime produced four million pounds'
worth of gold and paid one million pounds in dividends.

Since the Sub Nigel Mine has been properly developed, it

has attained the position of being the second richest mine
now on the Main Reef series, the only mine showing better

results being the Meyer and Charlton. The Nigel and the

Sub Nigel are the only two mines which have been
judiciously and honestly opened up in the district, and it

would be absurd to imagine that there are not other mines
equally as good and perhaps better. The day has gone by
when people can sit in their office, make maps, and put
whichever reefs suit their purpose on paper, and it is the

duty of the Mines Department to see that the people who
invest money in the mining industry, which at present is

the mainstay of the country, should not be misled.

MR. W. E. BLELOCH'S REPLY.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining Journal and Engineering Record.

Sir,—I have seen a letter signed " John Moffat " in the

African World of the 12th October referring to the Een-

dracht borehole and other mining operations in Heidelberg

district, and I am told that he has despatched something

similar to yourself. The Eendracht boring operations are

controlled by Dr. Hans Sauer, who is paying for the work

and is regularly informed of the progress made and receives

diagrams of the core and specimens of the strata regularly.

Mr. Moffat has had no authority to visit the pro-

perty. He may, it is true, have visited it clandestinely

and have thus obtained access to the core trenches

and been misled through seeing core in the trenches

after all reef matter had been removed. In any

case, his statement about the borehole and the prospecting

on the farm is quite untrue. Having left the service also

of the Eastern Van Ryn and Modderfontein Gold Reefs,

Ltd., it was perhaps natural that he should differ regarding

the company's property, which, however, he does

on the strength of such names as Dr. Mellor, Dr. Corstor-

phine and Dr. Rogers. ~ I should think that in view of the

miserable results from the " Main Reef Leader " of the two

first-named geologists, which traverses the Platkoppies line

on which Mr. Moffat has been trying to do a deal for some

time, those gentlemen will not thank him for again drawing

public attention to their conclusions. Nor do I think that

Dr. Rogers is likely to accept Mr. Moffat as his instructor.

Still less do I believe that he has confided to him alone the

, conclusions of the Report which he is to make to the

Government within some months. Among others in whose

; confidence Mr. Moffat would appear to be is the technical

staff of the Consolidated Goldfields. If he should, be right

in regard to their views of the work and reefs on the South-

ern Van Ryn it would be interesting to know why Mr. John

' Moffat should have been selected to convey the information

[to the public. Mr. Moffat has prospected the Heidelberg

district on the old Molyneux line of grit or grit contact

—

for one cannot now call it a. " reef " or identify it as the
" doctors " did in the past as " Main Reef Leader "—and

I should say that all the reef he has managed to take out

could be easily loaded on a couple of wheelbarrows. Fortun-

ately the fate of Heidelberg district about which Mr. Moffat

professes such anxiety does not depend on grit contacts, for

its value is based on something immensely more sohd, viz.,

the Van Ryn Reef which is the basis of the great mines

of the Far East Rand, to which, by the way, the consulting

engineer of the Consolidated Goldfields significantly draws

attention in the last annual report. In the Heidelberg

district this Van Ryn Reef has been already exposed, at

Tulipvale for instance, with good and improving values and

4 feet thick to a depth of 100 feet. Its position has been

located through the town lands of Heidelberg, Boschfontein

and other farms to the south ; and it will, I make no doubt,

in due time be revealed at easily workable depth in the bore-

hole now going down on Eendracht and at much less depth

in the holes now being sunk on the town lands and on the

farm Boschhoek. As for the allusion to Mr. J. S. Curtis,

the City Editor of the African World, in the course of a

crushing reply to his correspondent wrote: "The person

who ought to know is the man who is financing the venture.

That is Dr. Sauer. Dr. Sauer informed me on Tuesday

thafthe late Mr. Curtis offered, and his services were

accepted, to verify and check the geological results of the

borehole and to make such correction with regard to devia-

tion as might be required." I may add that I also have

Mr. Curtis' views on this area, in which he was an ardent

believer. The City Editor of the African World deals also

with other points in the letter. But enough has been said.

—

Yours, etc.,

W. BLELOCH.

Electrolysis of Cyanide Solutions.

Further investigations in the recovery of gold from
cyanide solutions by electrolysis is indicated in a patent

granted to U. C. Taiuton and M. F. L. A. Aymard, of

Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa. The invention

comprehends passing solution under pressure through porous

electrodes arranged in an apparatus similar to a filter press,

anodes and cathodes alternating with distance frames. The
object is to bring the solution into intimate contact with the

material of the electrodes, thereby overcoming a defect in

former processes. The inventors claim to be able to precipi-

tate 99 per cent, of the gold contained in a solution of 3

dwts. per ton in a single passage of the solution through the

electrode in a period of less than 5 seconds. Electrodes are

in the form of filter frames, the anode being composed of

sheets of peroxidized lead covered with filter cloth, and the

cathode of filter cloth supported on each side by wire gauze

or perforated metal plate. In operation this cathode is to

be covered with comminuted conducting material, such as

finely divided graphite, which is deposited out of a liquid

carrying the same in suspension. When the apparatus is

thus prepared for use, a gold-bearing solution is passed

through it, and gold is deposited on the graphite of the

cathode.—Tainton and Aymard, Met. and Chem. Eng.
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THE BANTJES SITUATION EXPLAINED.

Full Statement by the Directors. —Deal with the Consolidated Main Reef.

The latest report of the directors of the Bantjes states:—
The directors regret to amiounce that, on the advice of the

consulting engineer, Mr. H. Stuart Martin, they have

decided to discontinue mining and milling operations at an

early date. The prevailing^ Jiigh working costs due to the

war, made up of increased costs under the headings of labour

(white and coloured) and stores, make the continuation of

operations impossible for the time being without incurring

heavy losses. Shareholders will recollect that for some years

the company has struggled on, firstly, in the hope that the

values in the South Reef which were found to be diminish-

ing as depth was attained would be offset by an improve-
ment an the Main Reef Leader, and, secondly, with the

object of prospecting the mine at still greater depth in the

hope that better values would be encountered. In Augiist,

1915, owing to the very low percentage of payability met
with on the South Reef (only 14 per cdnt. for the twelve
months ended June, 1915), it was decided to concentrate
work on the Leader (which underlies the South Reef at a

distance of about 110 feet), as it was at that time showing
improved values, especially on the then lowest level (15th)

west of the incline shaft. For the two years ending June,
1917, 23,000 feet of development was done in the Leader;
its payability for 17 months prior to this date was 51 per
cent. These results were sufficiently encouraging to warrant
the more vigorous development of the Leader, and arrange-

ments were accordingly made for financing the company
up to .£75,000 for this purpose; Coincident with this

arrangement the Leader drives nearly all became unpayable,
and, after a period of three months' poor results, on the
advice of the consulting engineer, the board decided that

it was not justified in incurring any indebtedness in an
extensive further development of the Leader above the
horizon of the 16th level. Notwithstanding these dis-

couraging results it was decided to test the Leader for a

few months longer on a restricted scale, and shareholders

were warned in the June, 1917, quarterly report (issued 7th

August) that unless unexpected improvement occurred

during that time development operations would be stopped
and milling operations continued as long as profits could be
earned, after which the mine would be closed down. In
the meantime, the sinking of the incline shaft was continued,

reaching the 17t]i level in December, 1917. Good values

were at first encountered in the Leader on the western drive

at this horizon, but these have since fallen off, and for the

whole of this drive (a distance of 225 feet being sampled)
the average is barely payable. At the annual meeting held

in June last, shareholders were informed that the immediate
policy of the board was to prospect the reef on the 17th level

from the incline shaft, to endeavour to reach the 18th level

and to prospect the reefs on that horizon. The 18th level

was reached in September, 1918, the shaft cutting through
the Leader between the l7th and 18th levels. Whilst good
values were obtained in the Leader at this point of intersec-

tion, the values on the 18th level are disappointing. These
results demonstrate the patchy character of this reef, which
has been its disappointing feature since it was first exten-

sively developed. The incline shaft is now some 50 feet

below the 18th level. Reporting on the values obtained

below the 16th level, the consulting engineer now states

:

" In the few places where the South Reef and Main Reef
have been exposed no values have been found ; although good
values over short stretches have been exposed in the Main
Reef Leader, on the whole the disclosures are very dis-

couraging, and there is little hope of blocking out any quan-
tity of payable o're for stoping in the immediate vicinity of

the shaft. On the immediate east side of the incline the

reef is cut off by dykes and faults, and any further explora-

tion on this side will take considerable time and money.
On the west side all the evidence is against proving payable
values except for a short distance just west of the shaft. To
continue this shaft in depth and test new areas by extensive

development is the only method of getting into a new pay-
able patch : whether such is likely to be met with is, of
course, impossible for anyone to forecast." The consulting
engineer further states that during the nine months of the
current year about 136,000 tons have been mined from the
reserves on hand at the commencement of the year; that
the limit of payability to meet present-day costs has had
to be raised to 5| dwts., which has had the effect of
eliminating a large tonnage for the time being from the
payable reserve; that there is now immediately available
and accessible to the incline shaft (which is the only shaft
being worked) a tonnage of about 95,000 tons of a value of
6-3 dwts. ; that the remaining tonnage, which includes blocks
scattered throughout the mine, would probably average in

the neighbourhood of 5^ dwts. ; to attempt to work from
this diminished reserve will so restrict the output that heavy
losses will be made; and, further, that if the mine continue?'
working after the end of the current year, an additional sum
of about £15,000 to £20,000 will be required for renewals
to the plant and equipment on the surface and underground,
an expenditure which he cannot recommend. The board
has therefore decided to give notice to the company's
employees that it intends to cease operations on the 80th
November next. As it will take some little time to clean
up the mine and make the necessary preparations for
closing down, the actual date of stopping miUing operations
is somewhat uncertain, but this will occur between now and
the end of the current year. Comparing the working costs
of to-day, which do not include the expenditure necessary
to provide a normal footage of development, with those
obtaining prior to the outbreak of war, it is found that the
additional costs incurred amount to 2s. 8d. per ton. This
increased cost, on the basis of 20,000 tons milled per month,
is equal to £2,666 per month ; and had it not been for the
war conditions it is evident that the company would have
been able to continue operations to a gi'eater depth in order
to further test the large claim area still unexploited. As the
future of the mine is so dependent upon values obtaining at
a lower depth than the present workings, the directors have
entered into an arrangement with the Consolidated Main
Reef Company, on the Bantjes eastern boundary, under
which the drive already driven into the Bantjes claim area
for a distance of 422 feet from the Consolidated Main Reef
Company's western boundary, shall be e?ctended westwards
to a point where the Bantjes incline shaft would intersect

it, i.e., about three levels or some 500 feet below the 18th
level. This drive will be on the Leader, and will thoroughly
test a large stretch of reef measuring about 3,500 feet from
the Consolidated Main Reef Company's present boundary
and will enable the South Reef to be prospected on the sam.e
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horizon. The terms agreed upon between the tp-o com-

panies are that the Bantjes shall permit the ConsoHdated

Main Eeef Company to mine the ore contained in a strip of

claim area situate on the Bantjes' eastern boundary,

approximately 26 claims, for which right the Consolidated

Main Eeef Company is to pay the Bantjes Company a

royalty at the rate of Is. 6d. per ton of ore sent to the

crusher station, the Consolidated Main Reef Company agree-

ing to put in the drive referred to at cost price to the Bantjes

Company. The first 1,000 feet of this drive will pass through

the claim area leased as above by the Consolidated Main
Eeef Company and will be paid for by that Company. Under
the best conditions, a period of some three years is necessary

to complete the drive to the Bantjes incline and the values

obtained in it will have an important bearing on what future

development work, if any, is to be undertaken. The ground

leased is quite inaccessible to the Bantjes Company at

present. For the past two years the directors and London
agents have waived their fees ; for 16 months prior thereto

only half fees were received by the directors and reduced

fees by the London agents. The whole of the Eand' Mines'

head office fees, comprising the services of the technical

and other departments, have been entirely remitted during

the past two years, the only charge paid being a very small

sum for secretarial work. These arrangements were made
voluntarily in the hope that the mine would be able to

recover itself. The directors have made every effort to

combat the adverse conditions which the mine has had to

face during the last few j'ears; apart, however, from the low

percentage of payability met with in the development
operations, the burden of increased costs due to the war has

been the deciding factor which has necessitated the stoppage

of operations. The financial position of the company per

30th September, as disclosed by the pro forma balance

sheet attached, shows : Cash on hand, after providing for

liabilities, £6,080; cash assets, stores, sundry debtors.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
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exclusive of Eand Mines Power Supply Company's com-
pressor account,, X31, 193; total, £37,273. Whilst it is hoped
that the revenue to be derived from the 26 claims leased

to the Consolidated Main Eeef Company will be sufficient

to meet the cost of the exploratory drive, it is evident that

the assets at the Company's disposal are such that the

company will be able to provide for the cost should this

hope not be realised.

Zaaiplaats Tin.
The results of the Zaaiplaats operations for the month

of October, 1918, as as follows:—Days run, 12; concen-
trates won, 25 long tons; estimated profit for the month,
excluding Government taxes and directors' fees, £2,105 4s.

8d. ; capital expenditure, £26 9s. 3d. The reduced output
is entirely due to the curtailment of operations occasioned

by the influenza epidemic.

The Union's mineral output for September was valued at

£4,010,085, a decrease on the August
Union's Mineral return of £143,315. The diamond

Output in September, output was 225,232 carats, represent-

ing £630,693, a decrease of 4,022

carats, and in value £11,934. The coal production was
786,804 tons, of the value of £262,416, being a decrease on
the August figures of 74,459 tons, and £19,764. The Trans-

vaal Collieries sold 508,764 tons, which was a shortage of

66,305 tons, due to restricted operations consequent on the

epidemic. The Cape output was 317 tons, a decrease of 87

;

the Free State, 67,781, a decrease of 7,565, and Natal,

219,942 tons, a decrease of 502 tons. The copper output

was valued at £43,433, representing 911 tons, and tin,

£29,596, representing 125 tons. The Labour return shows
that 32,415 whites and 270,150 coloureds were employed
in mining throughout the Union, the former being an in-

crease of 119, and the latter an increase of 3,804, compared
with the previous month.
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LATEST RESULTS FROM THE RAND MINES GROUP.

The following are the principal points from the reports of

the directors of the companies embraced in the Central
Mining/Rand Mines group of the result of operations for

the third quarter of the year:—
New Modderfontein.—Tonnage crushed, 217,000 tons;

total yield per ton, 10-879 dwts. ; total profits for the three
months, £273,304. The tonnage milled for the quarter
increased 14,500 tons, the average per month being 72,300
tons, of which 17,500 tons per month were dealt with in

the new plant. The yield, compared with the preceding
quarter, was lid. per ton milled higher, working costs Id.

per ton less, and the profit per ton Is. greater, the net result

being an increase in profit of £28,855. The greater portion

of development work was again confined to cross-cutting and
making ore passes to new stopes. The relatively small

footage on reef gave satisfactory results. Additional air

pressure is now available to deal with a greater number of

rock drills, and development will be resumed on a more
extensive scale. The main winding engine has now been
completed, the change over has been successfully accom-
plished, and production can be looked forward to on an
increased scale. The influenza epidemic may interfere with
operations for a short period and to a limited extent.

Ferreira Deep.—Tonnage crushed, 118,000 tons; total

yield per ton, 7'699 dwts. ; total profit for the three months,
£54,208, and for the previous nine months, £159,536. The
tonnage milled was affected by the low native labour supply,

temporary interference with hoisting at No. 1 shaft, and
the influenza epidemic, which began in the latter half of

September and is still seriously affecting results.

Croton Mines.—Tonnage crushed, 480,000 tons; total

yield per ton, 6'648 dwts. The profit for the three months
was £109,623, and for the previous six months £208,328.
Unsatisfactory labour conditions, accentuated by the out-

break of influenza towards the end of the quarter, resulted

in a reduction of 10,000 tons in the output, and of practi-

cally £8,000 in profit, compared with the preceding period.

The current quarter's operations are also likely to be adversely

affected for the same reasons. Development operations

have expanded with a continuation of satisfactory reef dis-

closures. No. 15 shaft has been sunk 248 feet to a depth
of 319 feet, the surface equipment has been completed and
sinking is now in full swing. No. 14a shaft, the second
stage of No. 14 shaft, was commenced, and sunk 155 feet,

whilst 677 feet of miscellaneous work was done in that

locality. The native labour force at the end of the quarter

was 12,673, as compared with 12,855 at the end of June,
1918.

Village Deep.—The total yield for the quarter was 50,135
ozs., the tonnage crushed bemg 143,000. The profit for the

quarter was £29,632, and for the previous six inonths

£44,764. Unsatisfactory labour conditions, coupled with
the outbreak of influenza towards the close of the quarter,

had a serious effect on operations, the tonnage output
decreasing 10,800 tons below the preceding quarter. The
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increase in working costs was balanced by a higher yield,

and the profit for the period totalled £27,458, or £1,511 less

than for June quarter. Development operations were well
maintained with fair reef disclosures. Negotiations with the
Government for the right to mine under Springfield Exten-
sion and a portion of La Roehelle have been satisfactorily

concluded.

Rose Deep.—Tonnage crushed, 158,300 tons; total yield
per ton, 5,483 dwts. The profit for the three months was
£37,206, and for the previous six months £84,321. The
native labour position continues to be extremely unsatis-
factory.

City Deep.—Tonnage crushed, 168,300 tons; total yield

per ton, 8'885 dwts. The profit for the three months was
£106,846, and for the previous six months £293,036. The
profits were adversely affected by the shortage of labour and
the influenza epidemic. These difficulties were accentuated
by falls of ground in one of the richest parts of the mine,
which temporarily interfered with the output of ore and were
responsible for the decline in the average yield per ton.

Witwatersrand Deep.—Tonnage crushed, 94,470 tons;
total yield per ton, 5' 753 dwts.

;
profit for three months,

£3,676; and the loss for six months previous, £9,516. The
native labour supply continues to be most unsatisfactory,
and the tonnage crushed has, therefore, shown a further
decline. The working costs include £3,785 spent on re-

timbering the east incline, and £2,468 for sinking the south
incline shaft 111 feet and cutting the 23rd level station.

Nourse Mines.—Tonnage crushed, 125,950 tons; total

yield per ton, 6-193 dwts. ; total profit for the three months,
£8,141. Compared with the preceding quarter the profit

shovs'ed a reduction of £7,870, the tonnage milled decreasing

2,050 tons, the yield being 8d. per ton higher, and working
costs Is. lOd. greater. The proportion of payable develop-
ment showed an increase, whilst values were well main-
tained. Towards the end of September, and during October,
operations were much disorganised by the . influenza

epidemic.

Bantjes Consolidated.—Tonnage crushed, 59,150 tons;
total yield per ton, 5-731 dwts. ; total profit for the three

months, £1,231; and loss for the previous six months, £788.
The board has decided to give notice to, the company's
employees that it intends to cease operations on the 30th
November next. As it will take some little time to clean

up the mine and make the necessary preparations for closing

down, the actual date of stopping milling operations is

somewhat uncertain, but this will occur between now and
the end of the current year. The details of the arrange-

ment whereby the drive from the Consolidated Main Reef
Company's western boundary will be extended to a point

where the Bantjes incline shaft would intersect it has been
published.
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LATEST FROM THE UNION CORPORATION MINES.

Points From Quarterly Reports.

Geduld Proprietary.—The payable reef disclosures during
the quarter were 945 feet, having an assaj' value of 24"9

dwts. over 25 inches. Influenza broke out on September 25,

and during its course interfered with work considerably.

Conditions are rapidly becoming normal. Comparison of

results:—Tons milled: June, 1918, quarter, 132,600; Sep-
tember, 1918, quarter, 134,600; 2,000 increase. Working
profit: June quarter, £59,082; September quarter, £58,661;
£421 decrease. Working costs per ton milled : June quarter,

19s. 6'7d. ; September quarter, 20s. 2'7d. ; 8d. increase.

Yield per ton milled : June quarter, 28s. 5'6d. ; September
quarter, 28s. ll'3d. ; 5"7d. increase.

Modderfontein Deep.—The payable reef disclosures were
880 feet, having an assay value of 17'8 dwts. over 46 inches.

No expenditure on capital account was incurred during the
quarter. The expenditure incurred during the quarter
amounted to £7,493 19s. 8d., whereas the fixed charge to

working costs of Is. per ton milled gives £G,475. Compari-
son of results:—Tons milled: June, 1918, quarter, 128,100;
September, 1918, quarter, 129,500; 1,400 increase. Working
profit: June quarter, £149,860; September quarter,

£145,080; £4,780 decrease. Working costs per ton milled:
June quarter, 17s. 4'6d. ; September quarter, 17s. 76d.

;

3d. increase. Yield per ton milled : June quarter, 40s. 9'4d.

;

September quarter, 40s. 05d. ; 8'9d. decrease. Influenza

broke out on September 28, and during its course interfered
with work considerably. Conditions are rapidly becoming
nonnal.

Princess Estate.—The footage sampled was as follows:—
South Eeef, 145 feet, averaging 93 dwts. over 20 inches;
Main Reef, 405 feet, averaging 6-7 dwts. over 44 inches. It
is estimated that the payable ore (based on the milling
width) developed by the above footage is : South Reef,
7,285 tons; Main Reef, 7,871 tons; total, 15,156 tons. These
figures are subject to re-calculation at the end of the year,
when block values are made out. Comparison of results

:

Tons milled: June, 1918, quarter, 57,630; September, 1918,
quarter, 55,600; 2,030 decrease. Working costs per ton
milled : June quarter, 29s. 3-9d. ; September quarter, 298.
7d.; 3-1 increase. Yield per ton milled: June quarter,
26s. ll-9d.; September quarter, 26s. 3-5d. ; 8-4d. decrease.
The work at the vertical portion of the shaft was completed
early in September and hoisting through it resumed, but
before conditions became stabilised Spanish influenza broke
out and caused great disorganisation, which is only now
being overcome. The pumping plant has given considerable
trouble, thus accounting for the small footage sunk in the
incline shaft during the quarter. For the same reason the
proportion of ore obtained from the comparatively high grade
central section was lower than anticipated.

PROGRESS ON THE MINES SELECTION GROUP.

Springs Mines.—The quarterly report states that the

linear development for the quarter amounted to 4,806 feet,

of which 3,245 feet were on reef averaging 15"69 dwts. over

a reef width of 22^45 inches. Of the footage on reef 1,855'

feet, equivalent to 57"2 per cent., were in payable areas and
averaged 1860 dwts. over 3004 inches. The total profit

for the quarter was £121,081 17s. 2d. Sinking operations

were resumed at No. 3 shaft, the total depth reached at the

end of the quarter being 192 feet, of which 163 feet are

timbered.

Brakpan Mines.^The quarterly report states that the

linear development for the quarter amounted to 4,099 feet,

of which 2,485 feet were on reef averaging 804 dwts. over

a reef width of 38'65 inches. Of the footage on reef 1,050

feet, equivalent to 42'3 per cent., were in payable areas and
averaged 1678 dwts. over 35"92 inches. The profit for the

quarter was £84,751. During the quarter work in connec-
tion with the cementation process was continued at No. 3

circular shaft. In the first week of the quarter a distance

of 12 feet was sunk in No. 4 circular shaft, when a flow of

water was encountered. The cementation process has since

been successfully applied, and sinking operations . were
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resumed towards the end of the quarter, the footage amount-
ing to 6 feet. The footage sunk for the period under review-
was therefore 18 feet, making the total depth at the 30th
September 709 feet. Capital expenditure incurred during
the quarter amounted to £32,934 9s. 7d.

Daggafontcin Mines.—During the quarter No. 1 shaft was
dewatered and the station recovered, while the dewatering
of the main incline was also proceeded with. The cutting
of the pump chamber and sump at the bottom of the shaft
was resumed, and the installation of the pump column was
taken in hand. A breakdown of one of the smaller winding
engines, however, somewhat interfered with the progress of

the work. During the early part of the quarter No. 2 shaft
was sunk a further 37 feet, making the total depth 682 feet,

of which 667 feet are timbered. A distance of 163 feet
having been sunk in the cemented zone, sinking was tem-
porarily discontinued, and a start was made with the
cementation of the lower portion of the dolomite series.

Since the end of the quarter sinking has again been resumed.
The directors have accepted the conditions laid down by the
British Treasury, and during the quarter 1,205 ordinary
shares of £1 each have been allotted in respect of options
exercised in London. The issued capital of the company
has consequently been increased bv £1,205, and now stands
at £699,238.

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly SQ% of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide list iu G.M.E.'s recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred successes.

Classes may be joined at any time.

Address: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Qoff St.
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WAR CONDITIONS IN CANADA
may hare caused a shortage of asbestos, but " PALMETTO "

packing will continue to be made only of the first grade
asbestos, even though it costs more.

The quality that has made "PALMETTO" famous for long

service under hard conditions will be continued.

Lat w stad ym • Sampk to prov* qaality.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.

CanM bt Stack br~

BARTLE & CO., <f«hannesbur|.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Ltd.,

KImberley, Salisbury and Bulawaye.

If

ff"HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The *' Hydromax " weighs SO-lbs. It is Suitable (or Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

I

No Mine Manager can afford
to neglect the economic
merits of the - - - - •HYDROMAX f The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX " is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens, Managing Director).

Agents

—

Phones 4113/9.

&
Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Telegrams :" hosken.*

,

^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^w
resz
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FAR EAST RAND (SOUTH) G.M. S., LTD., ANNUAL MEETING.
The first annual meeting of the Far East Rand (South)

G.M. Co., Ltd., was held on Wednesday, the 20th inst. The
chairman, Mr. H. Graumann, M.L.A., in moving the adop-
tion of the report, in the course of his remarks proceeded
to refer to the company's property. He said that it

embraced 496 claims on the Van Ryn Eeef on the farms
Wilgepoort No. 244, and Daaspoort No. 120, south-east of

Heidelberg, running for about two miles along the outcrop
of the reef and being about 6 to 10 claims deep. On Wilge-
poort the company has 344 claims and on Daaspoort 152
claims The reef being worked varies in thickness from 15

to 38 inches, giving values of from 3 to 21 dwts. taken over
sections. There are leaders close to the reef in the hanging
wall which can be stoped with the reef when more develop-
ment has taken place. He thought it might be interesting

in the light of the more recent important and far-reaching

Far'^^ast Rand developments to emphasize the point that

these developments had greatly encouraged one to endeavour
to trace and discover the Van Ryn Reef on the company's
property which he, the chairman, would later on sJiow was
successfully done, besides supplying the necessary data to

enable one to do so, and which data was not available some
years ago, resulting in other reefs then being opened up in

the district with ^o success and after a great deal of money
had been spent and wasted, and with the further result that
the Van Ryn series was neglected. To-day it is an estab-

lished fact that the Van Ryn series is the great gold carrier

of the Far East Rand and that this company is working on
that series, where similar evidence exists as is present on
the properties of the Far East Rand with the characteristics

necessary to establish the identity of the Van Ryn Reef
showing good and very encouraging gold values in the shafts
and for a considerable distance along the strike. It is

proposed to start driving from the 130 ft. level in the main
shaft and to carry on development with a view to locating

the rich shoots so characteristic of the Van Ryn Reef. A
geological section of the country which has greatly impressed
mining men of high repute, taken through these claims
discloses the whole Witwatersrand beds outcropping and
exposed like the leaves of a book extending from amygda-
loidal diabase and Elsburg Reefs through the Kimberley
Van Ryn series, and to the Hospital Hill quartzites and
shales, speckled bed water tower slates, and Orange Grove
quartzites. The section embraced by the company's claims
includes the outcrop of the Kimberley series and what is

now known to be the outcrop of the Van Ryn Reef on the
footwall slates. It occurred to one connected with the
vendor of the company who had worked on reefs in this area
in the past that in the light of the more recent knowledge
of the Witwatersrand beds there could be no doubt as to

the identification of the reefs formerly worked as Kimberley
Reefs, and that consequently the Van Ryn Reef should be
found at the upper contact of the footwall slates as in the
case of the Main East Rand basin, if these could be
discovered outcropping at the back of the Kimberley shales

in this area. A further search in this direction led to this

discovery. The principal points which one might consider
from a shareholder's point of view are : that the company's
property is an extensive outcrop proposition where work
can be done so much more cheaply and expeditiously and
where working costs will be very much lower and the pro-

ducing stage reached so much more quickly than on a Far
East Rand deep level proposition, which deep level pro-

perties also entail an enormous capital expenditure. In this

connection Sir Evelyn Wallers, President of the Chamber
of Mines, in his evidence before the Select Committee of

the House of Assembly on East Rand Gold-bearing Arfeas,

which Select Committee sat at Capetown in 1916, said that
£500,000 to £700,000 was required to sink two shafts on a

4,000 ft. deep level proposition to get to the reef before it

could even be ascertained whether the reef was payable or

not. Of course, all this expenditure is avoided on an out-

crop proposition such as the company's, as the reef is

attacked from the very grass roots. In the matter of low

workmg costs it may be stated that the branch railways to
the South Rand Collieries passes to within a mile of the
property and ensures exceptional facilities for cheap power.
Then again the company's claims are held under Govern-
ment claim licence and there is no further purchase price
to pay or royalty to Government. In the case of many Far
East Rand properties leased from Government, royalty has
to be paid on a graduated scale going as liigh as sixty per
cent, of the profits and over. The capital'of the company
bemg £75,000, it shows the claims to be capitalized at about
one hundred and fifty pounds per claim, and with the excep-
tionally good prospects which the company has and with the
very rare opportunity afforded of the chance of successfully
developing an extensive outcrop Main Reef proposition one
may reasonably assume that there is a very wide margin
for appreciation, especially in view of the fact that the
company's area represents such a long lease of life. The
chairman concluded by moving the adoption of the report.

The Lonely.
The following are particulars of the output of gold, etc.,

for the above mine for the month of October, 1918:—Mill
ran 363 hours; crushed 2,670 tons; fine gold recovered
825-057 ozs.

; value, £3,468 17s. lOd. ; slimes treated 2 670
tons; fine gold recovered, 1,732148 ozs.; value, £7,283 iVs •

total fine gold, 2,537-205 ozs.; total value, £10 752 14s'
lOd.

;
profit, £3,026 7s. 2d. The operations for the month

were very severely handicapped by reason of the influenza
epidemic, but it is expected that the mine will very soon
resume its normal crushing capacity.

JOHANNESBURG CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENT

COMPANY, LIMITED.

(Incorporated in the Transvaal).

Notice of General Meeting of Sliareholders.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Ordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders in the above-named Company will be held
in the Board Room of the Johannesburg Consolidated Investment
Company, Limited, Consolidated Building, Fox Street, Johannes-
burg, on TUESDAY, the 26th November, 1918. at U o'clock in the
forenoon, for the purposes following :

—

To receive and consider the Statement of Accounts and Balance
Sheet for the period ending the 30th June, 1918, and the
report of the Directors and Auditors thereon.

To elect four Directors in place of those retiring, in terms of
the Company's Articles of Association.

To elect Auditors, and to fix their remuneration for the past
financial year, and to transact any other ordinary busines.s

of the Company.

By Order of the Board,

W. H. MARDALL,
Secretary.

Johannesburg.

30th September, 1918.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—VIII.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

ORANGE FREE STATE INSPECTORATE (G. E. B. FROOD).

Accidents.—The accident death-rate for the year on all mines in

the Orange Free State comes out at 2.66 per 1,000 per annum. A
feature that attracts attention is the high proportion of cases attri-

buted to the fault of the injured person, particularly by comparison

with the Transvaal. This repeats the experience of previous years

and is due no doubt to the smaller number of white gangers and over-

seers employed in this Province in proportion to coloured labourers.

I have again this year made a classitication of accidents according to

the nature of the injuries received, but without disclosing any particu-

lar feature of interest on this occasion. Last year it had to be pointed

out that over 42 per cent, of all the accidents had been of the nature of

injuries to fingers and toes, and that such cases connoted generally

occurrences not only of slight character, but also in which, according

to experience, either carelessness or pure misadventure had been to

blame. This year the proportion is under 12 per cent. Collieries are

responsible for 12 out of a total of 16 deaths on mines, works and dig-

gings, and 26 out of the 61 other casualties. These figures, represent-

ing a total casualty rate of 16.64 per 1,000 employees and a death-

rate of 5.25, require serious comment. To the above figures, the

Clydesdale Colliery contributed three deaths and five other casualties.

Of these three fatalities, at least two were entirely outside questions

of supervision or control, whilst the third could only be attributed to

danger inherent to the work. Apart, therefore, from the numbers

employed on this mine being too small to permit of any judgment be-

ing come to on the ground of mere proportion, there does not seem

to be any good ground for complaint of any want of supervision or

control. ' Much more serious is the case against Cornelia with 30

casualties, including 9 deaths, against an average total number of em-

ployees of 1,672, these figures representing casualty and death-rates of

17-94 and 5-38 per 1,000 respectively. Next to ignition of fire damp,

the chief cause of casualties has be"en trucking; and, with regard to

this, it can only be remarked that Cornelia is now an old and very

large colliery, with all its workings far advanced from the main shaft

and thus involving very long haulages ; further, that, owing to the

sharply undulating character of the seam, a large number of self-

acting inclines have to be utilised, which are a considerable source

of danger but at the same time a necessary evil. With the haulage of

large quantities of coal under these conditions, some accidents are in-

evitable, though the present figures are admittedly too high. In the

same way, a few accidents must be expected from sudden falls of

coal ; for, though the roofs are generally good, there are in parts of

the pit nasty slips behind the coal which are bound to lead to trouble

on occasion. The cause, however, which has led to most casualties and
at the same time aflords least excuse is ignition of fire damp. Such
ignitions have occurred on five occasions during the year under review,

with the result shown above. Gas is never detectable at the faces in

this mine under ordinary working conditions, but small emanations do
occur, chiefly on approaching or striking faults in the coal, which
may accumulate in time to a dangerous extent if left undisturbed.
According to experience, the only serious danger from this cause is

on Monday morning after the mine has been at rest over Sunday.
This has been recognised for some years and special and increasingly

stringent precautions have been taken against it, both at the instance

of this office and by the management on its own initiative. A great
obstacle, however, has been presented in the tendency shown by the
miners to underestimate and minimise the danger, and, strangely
enough, the most experienced men have proved the worst offenders
in this respect. The three most serious accidents that occurred were
entirely due to this cause, and show how far obstinacy and indiffer-

ence may triumph on occasion over the best laid plans and precaution.s
and in spite of all regulations and discipline. Looking to the whole
position, and b.id as the case may appear against the management, I

am unable to attribute any serious blame. In spite of having a diffi-

cult mine to work, the accident figures have been satisfactorily low for
three years past. This year, witliout any change in officials or any
apparent diminution of vigilance or discipline, the mine has struck
a "bad patch." Few mines escape such "patches," and not many
mining men will accept as lees than an established fact the tendency
of accidents to occur in runs or batches. We have every reason for
confidence that normal conditions will now be resumed, and I venture
to think that, in the meantime, any wholesale condenmation of
the mine on the bad results of one year is to be rather deprecated.

Labour.—^Chiefly owing to the gradual increase in diamond mining
operations, there has again been a large addition to the total labour
employed, though the figures are still a long way short of normal.

White Labour.—Owing to the large number of employees still con-
tinuing on military service, there has been a deartli of skilled labour,
especially good mechanics.

Coloured I.abour.—The coal mines continue to derive great benefit
from the improved stamp of native they have bteen able to attract,
consequent upon better conditions of ti-eatment. Last year it was
pointed out that in spile of higher wages and shorter hours the
results were all to the good. This result is strongly substantiated by
this year's figures, wliich show that with only 80 more boys on the
average employed, no less than 80,519 tons more coal have been sold.
A further example of the benefit derived from providing for the
natives in a way to sati.sfy their needs and requirements is provided
by Jagerefontein which since the restart of operations early in 1916

has obtained all its native labour entirely free of recruiting expenses.
Everywhere, except for a month or two on the smaller diamond
mines, the supply of coloured labour has been satisfactory. Except
lor a small outbreak of disorder at White's Cement Works, which
was quelled without much difficulty, no trouble has been experienced.

Mortality from Disease on Mines.—Against averages of 538 whites
and 4,718 coloured persons employed on the mines throughout the
year, the deaths from disease or natural causes of 1 white and 71
coloured have to be recorded. The gross mortality represented is

13.51 per 1,000. This figure is higher than last year, but lower
than the average when the mines are working under normal conditions.

Machinery.—It gives great satisfaction to be able to point to the fact

that after six years of somewhat interrupted, but generally strenuous,
work, the whole of this Province has at last been brought under control
as regards inspection of machinery. Doubtless some boilers have escaped
attention, and arrears of routine worl?may have accumulated, bijjt the
great point is that the inspectors can now feel that they have the
whole situation thoroughly in hand and that a complete and satisfactory
supervision of the whole Province is now well within sight. In the
above connection I think a debt of gratitude should be acknowledged
to the motor-car, as with any other mode of conveyance it is hard
to see how and when the work could ever have been accomplished. In
addition the results must be satisfactory from the economic point of

view, especially in the saving of the inspectors' time and consequent
increase in their efficiency.

Diamonds : Mines.—Except for an appreciable increase in the
number of whites employed, there is no improvement in the position

during the year. In the matter of production, the tendency hag
rather been to tail off latterly, though this has really no significance

beyond indicating that things have been slack at Jagensfontein and
Koffyfontein, which two mines dominate results in this Province.
At neither Jagersfontein nor Koffyfontein has any actual mining fcteen

done during the year, both companies having continued to secure their

outputs by washing from the stocks of " blue " on the floors, and
their accumulations of lumps and hardibank at surface. Active
operations have continued throughout the year at Blaauwbosch and
New Eland, but for some time the former was .severely handicapped
by machinery troubles. Monteleo has also made a substantial con-

tribution to the output. At the end of the year Jagersfontein was
ready to restart underground mining. A very fine new treatment
plant had been designed to be ready about the same time, but it

became necessary to postpone construction till after the war. How-
ever, it has been found possiMe to improvise a plant, largely from
old material on the mine, which should prove capable of treating

10,000 loads of " blue " direct from the mine monthly. This, with
the assistance of the other crushing plants now operating, should
permit of the company maintaining an output proportionate to its

proper place in the industry. In view of the restart of underground
raining and the increase in production just referred to, it need scarcely

be said that the outlook at this mine is much brighter for ne.xt

year. Its accumulations of hardibank and lumps have proved some-
what of a bonanza to the Jagersfontein Company these last two
years, the former alone being estimated to yield a profii' of between
£350,000 and £400,000. At Koffyfontein an attempt is now being
made to realize old assets in a similar way. The output from Koffy-
fontein continues to be closely restricted, and there is no definite pro-
mise of improvement.

(To he continued.)

NOW READY.

THE S.A. MINING YEAR BOOK
1918—19.

By S. E. POTTER.

The Standard Reference Work on South African Mines.

Price 20/- net. Post free 22/6. 520pp. inCr.Foiio.cioth. cut Letters

Obtftiaable Irom the Office of tbis Paper or from Ar^us iS.A.^Newspaiiers, Ltd
62-85, Fleet Street, London, £.0. 4.

A Recognised Indispensable Work of Reference
For Mining Investors, Mining Engineers, Mine Managers, Bankers,
Stockbrokers, Solicitors or anyone interested in the Mining
Industry.

A RECORD OF INFORMATION concerning Mining Companies
operating in all parts of South Africa. Gold, Diamond, Copper,
Tin and other Mines, Collieries, Exploration, and Mining Invest-
ment Companies. Data twelve months ahead of those in other
works of reference.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS.
"A complete account of the present position and future prospects of 3oath

AfrlcBn Mines, put on permanent record for ready reference."

—

The Star.
" Tlie only authoritative work of reference on flonth African Mining

Companies produced in Hiis country."

—

Band Daily Mail.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Continued Stagnation—A Slump and Partial Recovery.

TuE stagnation still continues. At SatiU'day's call all the

favourite stocks were af,'ain lowur. New IVlocklers came
sellers at the previous daj-'s buying price. It is diiReult to

understand the true cause of the present position, one of

the best reasons given, however, is that there is nothing iu

which the public is specially interested. Prices have
advanced in all the best class of stocks; investors have got

all they require and there is nothing to tempt speculation.

^Monday's call was an outing for the small fry which dis-

played the only pretence at activity. There was also an
advance in Southern Van Eyns. On the other hand, nearly

all the better class stocks were again lower. A congratula-

t6ry cable was received from the chairman of the London
Stock Echange. and it may be hoped that normal business

across the water will be resumed before long. Not a single

quotation was made at the opening on Tuesday. At the

call, however, the stagnation that has prevailed of late came
to an end and something like a banging of all the leading

stocks took place, the ,first sales all being lower than the

previous day's quotation, followed in most instances with

two further drops. The two exceptions were Mines Selec-

tions and Consolidated Main Reefs. No reason can be

ascertained for the slump beyond the possibility that holders

have got tired of the prevailing inaction, or, as an alternative

suggestion, more market manipulation on the principle- of

stepping back to jump further. The slump stopped with

the end of the call, when buying up of Springs and Govern-
ment Areas commenced, the former recovei'Jng to 66s. 6d.

and the latter to 90s. 6d. Modder East Options continued
weak with sales and sellers at 19s. The three-year Options

fell to us. On Wednesday morning the volume of business

was greatly reduced, but prices kept approximately at the

previous day's closing level, with an additional improve-

ment in Springs Mines. Except for a weakening in Springs

Mines there was little alteration in the price of gold stocks

on Thursday morning. Tins, as represented by Leeuwpoorts
and Sooibergs were lower. Industrials, such as Pretoria

Cements, Hume Pipes and Alkalis, shared the same fate.

Alkalis one can understand, but it is hardly likely that early

imports will affect the value of the other two. The outside

business of the week was limited to:—Sales: Union Tins,

7s. and 6s. 9d. ; Phoenix, Is. ; Monteleos, 26s. ; Makganyene
Diamonds, 32s. ; and Sakalavas, 7s. for odd parcels

Buyers and sellers of Henderson Estates, .'js., 5s. 6d.

The following changes in prices on Friday morning indi-

cate a further weakening of the market:—Sales: Apex,

7s. Id. ; African Farms, 15s. 8d. ; Leeuwpoort, 25s. 6d.

;

Lydenburg Farms, 8s. 7d. ; Lace Props, 12s. 6d. ; Klein-

fonteins, lis. 6d. ; Southern Van Eyns, 12s. 3d. ; Sub
Nigels, 26s. 6d. ; Springs, 66s. 3d. ;

" Zaaiplaats, 14s. 9d.

Buyers and sellers: Coronation Colliery, 47s. 6d., buyer;

Hume Pipes, 27s. 6d., buyer; Modder Bs., £1 12s. 6d.,

£7 17s. 6d.; Randfonteins, 15s., 15s. 6d. ; Village Deeps,

17s., 17s. 6d.; Wit. Deeps, 12s. 9d., 13s. 6d.
Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,

15tli. 16th. ISth. 19th. 20th. 21st.

African Farma ... 16 6 16 3* 16 6t l.i S 16 0* 16

Anglo-Amer. Corp. . ^ — — 32 6t —
' 32 6t

Apex Mines 7 6t 7 3t 7 1' 7 1 7 1* 7 0*

Aurora Wests .... — — — — — SO*
Bantjes Consolidated — 2 6' 2 6* 2 6 2 6* 2 6*

Brakpan Mines ... 71 0* 71 3* 71 0* 71 70 0* 70 0*

Breyten Collieries . 10 6* 10 6* 10 0* 11 3' 11 0* —
Brick & Potteries . — 3 9* — 3 9* 3 9* 3 9*

British Sonth Africa 21 fit 21 6t — — — —
Bushveld Tins .... 08* 10 10' 10* 10* 10*

Cassel Coals 37 6« 37 6* 37 6* — 37 &* 37 6*

Cinderella Cona. . . 4 9* 4 9* 4 9* 4 9* 4 9* 4 9*

City & Suburbans . . — — 8 3* 8 6 8 6 —
Citv Deeps 52 0* 52 3 51 3* 50 0* 50 6* 50 6

Clydesdale Collieries — 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 20 0*

Clon. Investments . . — 21 0* —«q, 22 6t 20 0* —
Con. Langlaagtes . . — — 20 0+ 20 Of — —
Con. Main Reefs .. 12 0" 12 6 12 6* 12 9* 12 9* 12 6*

Con. Mines Selec. . 25 0» — — — — —
Coronation Collieries _ _ _ 45 0' 46 0* 45 0*

Coronation Freeholds 1 0* ' 1 6 IS 14" 13* 13
Crown Diamonds . . 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*

Crown Mines Deb. . £100* £100* £100» £100* £100* £100*
Daggafontein Mines 24 0+ 23 9 23 9 23 0* 23 0* 23 0*

Do. Options ... 6 Ot 6 Of 5 6 53 5 Cf 5 6t

4

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
15th. 16th. 18th. 19th. 20th. 2l3t.

East Hand Coals . 2 2* 2 1* 2 2 2 1* 2 2* 2 1*

East Rand Deeps .
— — 10* — 10* 10*

E.R. Minings . . . 18 0* 18 0* 19 Ot 17 6* 17 6* 17 6*

East Rand Props. . 5 9 6 5 9 5 6* 5 11* 5 6*

Eastern Golds . . . 1 7» 1 7* 1 9 1 9t 1 9 1 7*

F. Smith Diamonds 3 8 3 3* 3 6* — 3 6 3 3*

Geduld Props. . . . 30 6 36 3 36 0*' 35 35 3 35 6*

Glencairns 1 3* 1 3* 2 Ot 2 2 2 0*

Glencoe Collieries .
— — — 6 0* - —

Glynn's Lydenburgs 24 3* 24 6* 24 6* 24 0* 24 0* 24
Union Corporation — — — 15 0* - —
Government Areas 90 0* 90 0* 90 3 89 3 90 6* 90 3

Jhb. Bd. of E.xecuto rs 27 6* 27 6* — 28 0* 28 0* 28 0*

Jupiters 5 0* 5 4 10* 4 6* _ 4 4*

Klerksdorp Props. 3 0* 3 0* 3 0.\ 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*

Knight Centrals . 5 3 5 1 5 2 5 5 1* 5 2*

Knights Deeps . . . 6 0*. — 6 0* 6 0* 6 0* 6 0»
Lace Props 12 6 12 C* 12 9* 12 6t 12 6 12 6*

Leeuwpoort Tins .
—

. 29 Ot 28 6 — 28 6t 27 6

Luipaardsvlei Est. — — — — 1 0* 1 0«
Lydenburg Farms . 8 9* 8 6* 8 6* 8 6* 8 7* 8 6*

Modder B.'s . . . 157 6* 157 6* 157 6 — 157 6* 159 Ot
Modder Deep . . . 148 0* 149 0* 148 0* 147 6* 147 6* 148 6*

Modder Easts , . . 20 4* 20 4| 20 4* 19 9 18 9* 18 9*

Do. Options (3 yrs ) 5 11 5 6* 5 9 5 0* 5 3* 5 4i
Do. Options (4 yrs ) 9* 6 6» 7 Ot 6 0* 6 3* 6 0*

Hume Pipes .... 34 Ot — 32 31 30 0* 30

Natal Navig. Col. — — 20 20 0* 20 0* 20 0*

National Banks . .
— — — £14* £14* £144*

New Boksburgs . ,
10* 10* 10* 10* lot 11*

New Eland Diam. 25 24 0* — 25 Ot 25 Ot —
New Era Cons. . . 10 0* 10 10 0* 10 0* 9 9* 9 9*

New Geduld Deeps 5 9* 5 9* 5 9* 5 8* 5 8* 5 lOi
New Heriots . . . 12 6* — 12 6* 12 6* 12 6* 12 6*

New Kleinfonteins 13 12 9* 12 6* 12 6* 12 3 12

New Modderfontein £26 i £26i* £26 6* £26it £26^* £26it
Nigels 5 0* 5 9* — 6 3t 6 Ot 6 Ot

Nourse Mines . . . 16 6* — — — 16 0* 16 6*

Pretoria Cements . 70 Ot 70 Ot 74 Ot 68 6t 65 6* 65

Princess Estates . . 3 1* 3 0* 3 2 3 0* 3 0* 3

Rand Collieries . . 2 9* 3 0* — 2 9* 2 9* 2 9*

Rand Nucleus . . . 1 5* 1 5* I 5* 1 4* 1 7 __

Rand Select. Corp. 80 0* — 81 82 6 -_ —
Randfontein Deeps 5 3* 5 6 5 6* 5 3* 5 3* 5 3*

Randfontein Est. . 15 3* 15 3* 15 0* 15 3* 15 6* 15 6*

Rooibergs 9 2* 9 0* 9 3* 9 0* 9 0* 8 6

Roodepoort Uniteds — 2 6* 3 Ot — 3 Ot —
Rose Deeps .... — — 10 6t — 19 6t —
Ryan Nigels . . . 3 3* — 3 3* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3*

Shebas 1 0*

2 Ot
1 0* 1 0*

2

1 0* 1 3 1 3*

Simmer Deeps . . 1 9*

S.A. Breweries . . 31 0* 34 Ot 31 0* 34 Ot 32 6* —
S.A. Lands .... 6 7 6 3* 6 2* 6 6 6 3* 6 3*

Springs Mines . . . 69 68 6 67 9 65 6 67 3 66
Sub Nigels 27 6* 27 6 27 3 26 6a 26 3* 26 9*

Swaziland Tins . .
— " — — — 30 Ot 30 Ot

Transvaal Lands . 25 24 3* 25 0* 25 25 Ot 23 6

Trans. G.M. Est. . 14 6 14 3* 14 6t 14 6 14 fit 14 fit

Van Ryn Deeps . . 70 0* 70 69 9 69 68 Ga 68 6*

Village Deeps . . . 16 0* 16 6* — 15 0* -- 15 9*

Wit. Deeps .... 13 9* 13 9* 14 0» 14 0* 14 —
Wolhufers 3 3* 3 3* 3 0* 3 1* 3 0* 3 0*

Zaaiplaats Tins. . . 15 6 15 3* 15 2 15 15 n 15 0*

Union 5 per cent. . . £102i* £in2i £102* £102i* £102i*
New States .... 20 0* 20 20 0* 20 li 20 1* 20 1*

S. Van Rvn .... 12 6* 12 3 13 6 12 6 12 6* 12 6

S.A. Alkali .... 46 0* 46 0* 46 3* 44 46 Ot 40 0*

West Springs . . . 24 9 24 9 24, 6 23 6 23 9* 23 10*

"Buyers. tSellers AOdd lots. bEx London.

PONDENT!ANSWERS TO COB^RESl 3

ill enquiries addrefsed to the Editor must bear the writer's name
and full address. We cannot reply to enquiries by letter, but
telegrams with replies prepaid icill be answered. Correspondents
are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly,

" Shareholder " (Capetown).—The deal, we are officially

informed, is off.

" ^^'. H." (Langlaagte).—We should leavt> the venture
alone.

" Interested."—The scheme, held up during the war, is

now being reconsidered. We hope to print full particu-

lars shortly.
" Perplexed " (Krugersdorp).— (1) Why sell when the pros-

pects seem to be improving? (2) It might be advisable

to spread your investments by going iu for one of the
other Far East Rand stocks.
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTI'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Compound Managers that despite the present high tost of floor, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most

economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has

now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content

of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous mena.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Business Problematical—Chief Buyer Marking Time—The Lower-Grade Mines-

Thousand Million Worth of Stores—Iron and Steel—The Shipping Problem.

A GRE.AT difficulty was experienced in ascertaining the real

position of business. A manager of a large and important

firm practically declined to talk about things, as prices were

so uncertain and sellers predominated, and yet as a i-ule

there were very few bargains offering. Hence he was

puzzled as to the immediate future. Fortunately a visit

was made to the Chief Buyer's office, where it was ascer-

tained that this department was marking time and practi-

cally doing no new business miless in a few exceptional

cases. Cables had been sent to London for the purpose of

unravelling points mentioned in Renter's cables, more

particularly where it stated that " Iron and steel will be

released from the British Government's control forthwith,

and other metals within a period of seven mouths." So far

replies have not been received to the various queries sent,

and naturally as regards iron and steel that is an important

question for" the mining industry. Now that one has posi-

tive information the chief buying office is marking time, it

accounts for much that otherwise could not be understood.

An explosive manufacturing house has also cabled iu refer-

ence to what it actually means about the British Govern-

ment supplying explosives at a cheaper rate for the lower-

grade mines, without so far obtaining any reply. The ques-

tion of the lower-grade mines is still a burning one, as Sir

Lionel Phillips only gave them to Christmas unless the

British Government gave some assistance. Much hope in

this direction is still uppermost in men's minds, but_ a

responsible mining maanate is doubtful now the armistice

is an accomplished fac^

.£•500,000,000 Worth of Stores.

The cable news also stated that "The Ministry of

Supply will replace the Ministry of Munitions to control the

disposal of war stores valued" at five liundred millions

sterling." This is nearly the amount of the British National

Debt a couple of years" before tlie war, but figures in pre-

war davs are pigmies as compared with the present

fabulous totals. If Britain alone has five hundred millions

of stores to dispose of, the other Allies and America would

also collectively have at least a similar quantity. Hence

one thousand millions of stores to be placed on the world's

markets is a factor in the future trade of the world that

cannot be ignored. Again, it is said upon excellent authority

that the Hamburg wliarves are full of goods, more particu-

larly all kinds of enamel ware, especially household utensils'.

This may expkin one of the conditions of the armistice that

German merchantmen cannot be allowed to sail the seas

until peace is actually signed. This is certainly' a knotty

problem, but one that has to be faced, as the Allies are

nursing them back to convalescence with foodstuffs. How
far will they go in commercial matters is a very critical

subject to even whisper about at the present juncture, but

there it is.

Iron .\nd Steel.
V

During the war Great Britain increased its steel output

from 7^ to 12 million tons per annum, and it is the inten-

tion to further increase this. Whilst it is difficult to ascer-

tain prices, yet it is understood that they are inclined to

ease iu bar iron and mild steel, as so much is en route from

America and Canada. The wharf charges in New York and

other ports are to-day a big item on the top of original costs,

representing in some cases anything up to one hundred per

cent., which was one of the reasons vv)iy a special effort was

made to clear the American goods destined for South Africa.

Obviously if the British Government has released its control

over the iron and steel trade it means turning the works

from war production to mining and commercial necessities.

That may decreasai, landed costs into South Africa, chiefly

because of there being little or no war risks insurance, also

the probability of decreased freight, but not much in the

cost of manufacture if it is correct that the present scale of

war wages iu Britain is to continue for seven months owing

to the high cost of living.

Timber axd Building ^I.nteri.al.

The Swedish timber dealers seem marking time, as very

few cables are available. These only disclose that the

exchange is more favourable to London, being- now I9s. for

the English sovereign. There has been no drop in freight

and nothing in that way is expected until peace is actually

signed. Naturally that is a matter of opinion, but what

seems to be the iaet is that the speculative element is

absent both in Sweden and here. Deals are a penny per

toot and flooring a farthing cheaper. Stock bricks arc

plentiful, as business went flat during the influenza period

and has never recov^-ed and may not until the turn of the

year. Of course, there are a number of places, especially

business premises in Johannesburg in tlie course of con-

struction, but chiefly in the finishing stages.
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ALFRED F. ROBINSON, LTD.,
17/19 & 22, Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG.

Sole Agents for MeSSfS. R. GARRETT & SONS, Leiston, Suffolk : Loco-

mobiles. Portable Engines, etc. : Messrs. BRITISH MANNESMAN TUBE
CO., LTD., Landore, Wales : Solid Drawn Piping. Poles and Boiler Tubes

;

and Messrs. SULZER BROS., Winterthur, Switzerland : Centrifugal

Pumps, Diesel Engines, etc. Wrought Iron Pipe Fittings.

P.O. Box 3228, lohannetburg. 'Phone No. 3516. lelegramt: 'ALPHA."

The Shipping Proele.m.

As previously remarked, the American shipping position

is easier chiefly in consequence of so many saihng v'essels

being brought under requisition, also some half do^en

steamers are known to be. on the way. The British position

is not so clear at present, for althougli tliat Government has

given notice that they will release private ships, yet the

date is uncertain. This news created the idea of a decent

drop in shipping rates, but it seems a little premature

;

however, an easing off must come now the routes are free

of submarines, also the lesser insurance and minor charges

will count. The present freights from Southampton to the

Cape are £6 5s. first class, and £-1 5s. for second class goods.

The war insurance before the armistice was 60s. and
immediately afterwards 30s., and now 5s. From America
the rates were just half the British insurances. There is a

little indicator of what will happen after peace, and that is

the Japanese boats are already cutting into the American
trade rather pronouncedly, as they are loading more and
more between America and South Africa. Wherever freight

is fairly regular private enterprise is sure to fill up a gap,

therefore the regular liners, whilst monopolising the bulk

of the trade, may have to contend with outside ships for

a long time to come. It must always be remembered, how-
ever, that when the private ships are handed back bj' the

British Government, most of them will require a lot of over-

hauling, because when on war work there was plenty of

coal to push them along and often the machinery was of

secondary importance to speed when getting away from a

submarine. , Hence delays may occur before our South
African route is anything like what it was in pre-war days.

TuE Trexd of Business.

One can hardlj' remember when business was in such a

state of standstill. If anything, prices keep up and even
become harder, as cables arrive stating that \>ilues are better

in Britain because when the Government release their hold

on factories, prices will increase. The explanation is that

many factories have been restricted to profits up tc^- 20 per

cent., which is not considered sufficient, therefore when the

control is off the prices will ascend. One cable received

states not to sacrifice, as their particular line was increasing

in value. Several similar statements have been received

also with addition that no goods can be supplied until well

into next year. A Canadian reply as to nails said none
could be had until the autumn of 1919. It is said on excel-

lent authority tliat one cable contained an offer from the

British Government to the Cape Government Railways of a

million pounds' worth of trucks, vehicles and stores. All

these things have to be taken for what they are worth, but
one thing has to be reckoned for is that the whole manu-
facturing world's eye is upon the South African market,
chiefly on account of our gold and diamonds. Hence what
is arranged to-day or looked lor may not be depended upon

when our flood gates are open to all the world's trading and
competition. There has been much concern in town as to

how the armistice terms would be carried out, but now a

start has been made with the shipping, as well as the
occupation of territory, a better feeling of confidence
prevails.

Revised Price List

Building Materials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9 x 3, Is. lid. to

2s. Id. ; flooring, 4^ x J and 6 x J, lid. to ll^d. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 X i, 7d. to Tj i. per sq. ft.
;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

9s. per cub. ft.; clear pine, ^in. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;

lin. X 12in., Is. 8d. ; teak, 26s. to 27s. 6d. per cubic foot; shelving,

is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 14s. .6d. cu. ft.
;

poplar, lin. x 12in., is. 9d. ; scantling,

Is. lid. to 2s. per ft. ; beaver boards, lid. ; galvanised iron, 24-gauge,

6ft. to 10ft., 2e. to 2s. Id.; lift., 2s. 2d.; 12tt., 2s. 3d.; 26-gauge,

6ft. to 8ft., Is. 9d. ; 9ft. and 10ft., Is. lOd. ; flat galvani.-.ed, 24 a-

26-gauge, 95s. 1001b. ; floor brads, 97s. 6d. ; ceiling, 76s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 723. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel
ceilings, 80s. to 85s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement. 10s.
bag; 93. truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,
6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. ; plaster lime, 5a. 6d. ;

b'ricks, stock, delivered, 6O3. to TOs. ; wire cuts, 70s. to SOs. ; pressed,
Os. to 808. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; salt
glazed, £17 17s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per l.OOU; roofing
tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 17s. Bd. t(i 27s fid.

yard; paving cement tiles, Qs. per yard laid; reinforced concrete
.columns, 6ft. plain, 25b. ; fluted, 30s. ; fireclay bricks, £8 lOs. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to 80s., according to
height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled
14s. 6d. to 15s. Imperial gallon; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is 2d. in
big lots; turpentine, 100s 2/4 1-5 galls.; !0—I's; 5-6 imp. tins, 110s.;
oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 133. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed
oil putty. Is. per lb.

;
paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

i'm., 83.; do., mirror, 9s.; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per foot;
2I0Z., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 2s. per foot.

Grease. —Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31J per
ton; tallow (Incnl), Bid. per lb.; paraffin. 243. per case of two 4's;

petrol, 39s. 7d. 2/4 I.il.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to Ss. btl. per gallon;
engine lubricating oils, 38s. 6d. to 47s. 6d. per case; cylinder, 38s. 6d.
to 473. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 75lb. : bichromate potash, 5s. 6d. lb.
;

chlorntc. 4s. 6d. lb.
;
permanganate (J.ipaneso), 14/6 lb. ; alum, 7d. lb.

;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borox, 122s. 6d. lOOUi. ; cyanidi' sodium,
23. 3d. to 2s. 6d. lb.; hypo. Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local] £55 10s. ton;
litharge (assay), 70s. to 72s. 6d. (commercial), 58s. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc
sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally smelted zinc. 6Ad. lb. : plumbago
crucibles, e^d. per number ; carbide, about ,£110 per long ton.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage. British, Holl:ind ind
American, 333. to 36s. wholesale, and 48s. to 54s. doz. retail ; carbon
lamps. 20s. dozen; pure rubber flex, fid to 8d vd ; 3 '20 coils wire
65s. to 70s.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 5O3. ; 7/22, 75s. to 80s.; 7/20 120s.

;

7/18, 160s.; tubing, 50s. to 553. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4s. Gd. to
Ss. each; round blocks, S^in., Ss. to 5s. 6d, dozen; lamp holdp
cord grips, 15s. to 15s. Gd. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. 6d.
per dozen; British glass shades, 308. to 40s. dozen; porcelain abackles,
ISs. to IBs. dozen; do., bobbins, 25s. to 305. per 100; cleats, 22s.
per 100; P.O. insulators, IBs. dozen.
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Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 95s. to

100s. ; fin. do., 856.
;
|in. st«el, round, 80s.

; iin. round iron, 85s. ;
do.

8te«l, 72s. 6d. ; fin. round iron, 72s. 6d. ; do. steel, practically none

in town ; Jin. round iron, 65s. to 67s. 6d. ; fin. steel, 62s. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per lOOlbs.

Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

45s. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per 100 lb. Steel-

plates, 808. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon

and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in.

diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.
; fin. diameter up to 3in.

long, Is. 9d. lb.; fin. dia., Is. 6d., S^in. and up long Is. 6d. lb.;

iin dia. up to 2iin long, 77b. 6d. 1001b ;
^in dia. and 2iin up long, 75s.

per lOOlb.
;

|in. diameter up to 2Jin. long, 85b. per 1001b.
;

|in. dia.

2Jin. and up long, 608. per lOOJb. ; jin. diameter, 2iin. and

up long, 55b. 100 lb. ; Jin. and Iin. diameter, same price as Jin.

diameter; nuts, gin.. Is. 3d. per lb.; iin., 85s.; fin. 95s.;

l|in. and liin., 853. ; Ifin. to Ifin., 878. 6d. ; 2in. up, 92s. 6d. ; wash-

ers, all 55s.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16m., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., gin.. Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 75s. to 80s.; gin., 72s. 6d.
; Jm. up, 60s.

100 lb.; shoes and dies, 326. 6d. to 353. 100 lb.; rails, £35 per ton;

picks, 41b., 403. dozen; shovels, 903. upwards dozen; drill hammers,

5id. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 4b. 6d.

;

24in., 10s.; 30in., 14s.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 4b. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

New Patents.

618. Athol Ernest Neville Lawrence.—An improved hiimmtr or striker

for pianos and similar instruments.

619. Bernard Rothschild.—Improvements in conveying by air pressure

sand, grain, ash, coal, sawdust and the like.

620. Arthur Newton-Smith.—Improvements in or in
.
connection with

the picking mechanism of looms.

621. Arthur Newton-Smith.—Improvements in picking mechanism for

looms.

622. Arthur Henry Lymn and Niels Edward Kambush.—Improve-

ments in the ammonia recovery producer gas process, and
apparatus therefor.

623, William Wilkie.—Improvements in machines for pressing the

seams and sages of cloth and the like of various parts of

wearing apparel during the process of manufacture.

621. Eichard Owen Jones.—Improvements in means for removing
.scale or incrustation from the interior of tubes, pipes, and the

like.

62-5. Noel Yeo Robertson and Herbert Moss.—Improvements in means
for indicating the actuation of mechanism such as water blasts

in the construction of water blasts.

626. Briti.sh Unit'ed Shoe Machinery (South Africa). Limited.—Im-
provements in or relating to boot or shoe finishing or orna-

menting machines.
627. William Davis Collins and Victor Fallon Feeny.—Improvements

in and relating to carburetters.

628. Vickers, Limited.—Improvements in or relating to sewing
machines.

629. Vickers, Limited.—Improvements in or relating to sewing
machines.

630. Harry Clarence Sherman.—Imin'ovements in operating upon tins.

631. Franeis William Simpson and Robert Simpson.^Improvements in

pres.ses for pressing food, such as cheese, meat, fruit, and the

like.

632. James Wilshir.—Improvements in mountings for rock drills.

633. James Wilshir.—Improvements in mountings and feeding devices

for rock drilling machines.
6.34. Edwin Henry Turnpenny.—An intermittent moving picture with-

out mechanism.
635. A. Bradley.—A continuous conveyor retort for distillation, car-

bonisation, wasting, etc.. of coal, etc.

636. South African Alkali, Limited.—Improvements in recovering
salts from another liquor by evaporation.

637. William Edwin Nettle, Paiil Selby. James Blythe, and Joseph
Henry Holman.—Improvements applicable to reciprocating rock
drills for supplying water to the boreholes during drilling.

638. .J. 0. Lehman.—Improved combination of st«p ladder, ironing

board-table, table, and the like.

639. George Charles Chadwick.—Improved means for unloading coal

or other suitable goods from vessels.

640. John William Piatt.—Nubo.
641. John George Robinson.-—Improvements in or relating to steam

superheaters for locomotive, marine, and other boilers.

612. Harry Brearley.—Improvements in or relating to articles manu-
factured of steel.

643. Gogu Constantines Co.—Improvements in speed indicating

devices.
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MULCOTT BELTING
Suitable for all Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against

dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-

eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,
BRADFORD, ENGLAND.

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

91, Market Street,

Box 1124 JOHANNESBURG. Telephone 4701.

(
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Rhodesian Section.

RHODESIAN MINERAL OUTPUT FOR SEPTEMBER.

2bl

We have received for publication from the office of the

Rhodesia Chamber of Mines (Incorporated) the following

detailed statement of the mineral output for the month of

September, 1018, with comparisons and values:—

BULAWATO DlSIEICT.

Lane

MATABELELAND.

No. of Tons
stamps, treated.

2BM IT 8P

3

2
5

S

3T 158N

Aberconi (W. J.

Do. (sands) —
Addie Ii-i.s (H. A. D. Tanslev) 2

Allee (R. J. Howe!) ." 2

Annasona (Rhodesia, Ltd.): 3 IP
Do. (sands)

Antelope G.M. (Rhod.) Co.

Do. (sauds) ... ."

Bapanme (A. W. Wilson) ..

Big Ben South (\V. E. Hunt
Bill's Luck (\V. Arberv)
Bothal (W. H. Robinsun) )..

Biishtick Mines, Ltd
Do. (sauds) —
Do. (slimes) —
Do. (concentrates) -

—

Camp (Carson Mines, Ltd.) ... ... 5 IP
Do. (sands) ... —

Cam Stick (Iron Duke Svnd. No. 2)
—

Celtic (Trans. & Rhod. E'states) ... (10) (2P)

Do. (sands) —
Confidence (A. D, Hall), Augast ... (5)

Do. September 5
Cornwallis (E. Frankis) 5
Criterion (M. T. McEweu) 5
Durban (Durban Synd.) 5

Do. (sands) —
Eagle 2 (E. Sutherland), pannings —
Eagle Hawk (T. Berwitz) 5
Farvic (H. S. Henderson) 5

Do. (sands) —
Flora (E. A. Machell), August ... (5)

Do. September 5
Do. (sands) —

Fred (Trans. & Rh. Estates, Ltd.) 10 2P
Do. (sands) —

Oermania {A. G. Hadingham) 2X 2P
Do, (sands) —
Do. adjustment. Nov. and

'Dec. 1917
Hum (Horn Reet Synd.l 5 y"

Do. (sands)

Jessie (Jessie Tributors) 10 2P
Do. (sauds) —

Jumpers (J. P. McCay) 5

Do. (sands) —
Killarne\- (Ro.scoe and Pinil 5
Lonely Reef G.M. Co., Ltd 20 3T

Do. (slimes) —
"Marlish (0. A. Abbot) 2
Matabele Queen's Co., Ltd. ... ... 10 2P

Do. (sandsl if. —
Mount Rosa (R. J. Maidwcll), Aug. (3)

Do. September ' 3
Xapiio (H. Ashburner) 3

Nc Eclipse (J. R. Stewart) : . 5 IT
Do. (sands)

Newtontontein (A. H. Newton) 3

Do. (sands) —
Nicholson (G. Black), clean up —
Old Xic (Charterland & General E.
& F. Co., Ltd.). adjustment Nov.
1917

.'

0.\ou (Iron Duke Synd. Xo. 2) 5

Do. (sands) —
Pannings (G. Johnson), old plates

Red Rose (F. C. Barrett) 10

Rewi (Intabancnda Synd.) 5

Sabi (Fletcher and Williamson) 20
Do. (sands) —

Tartan (G. Leach) 5

W'it Boy (Wit Boy Syndicate) 5

Do. (sands)

Bulawavo District 'total

325
450
45
240
322
458

3,770

3,468
168
150

390
118

5,950 >

3,394

2,376
I

280 J
610
400
150
400
400
245
394
23
478
400
270

280
480
300
175
252
360

1,700

1,700

910
910

380 (

276 t

1.110

522
377
252
490

4.950

4.950

80
1.250

1.2S0

56

^3
50

1.056

756
375
240

70

50

150
298

1.600

1.025

65
290

220

Yield.

Ozs.

265.57

245.54

28.29

25.37

229.98

159.73

705.41

949.38

192.90

62.93

50.92
23.42

Value.

£

1,092

1,017

117

105
953
662

: 2,992

4,027
800
261
211
97

1,122.28 4,652

120.12 498
43.44 180

24.57 102
90.00 373
30.00 124
43.17 179
58.10 199
4.95 20

34.99 145
284.93 1,181
81.19 337
4.42 18

98.73 409
183.92 780
31.47 133

72.44 300
94.09 390
6.91 29

984.74 4.062
157.52 653
352.52 1,379
318.12 1,319

147,52

304.86

25.13
149.38

22.56

236.89

1,628.44

2.954.43

8.05

381.06
125.76

21.96

13.29

22.27

349.56
44.73

237.18

72.61

8.07

16.01

2.70

2.24

181.83

115.97
164.90
142.92

13.72

97.83

12.73

85

612

1,264

104
619
94

982
6.751

12.247
33

1,580
521
91

55
92

1,449
186
983
301
33

17

67
11

9
754

481,
684

57
406
S3

GwELO District.

Acacia (W. and G. Hogg)
Babs (Beach and Boby)

Bell G 96 (Brunton and Turner)—
clean up, May

Chicago 2 (A. Eraser) ...

Chimborazo (Wonderland Trib. Synd
Do. (sands)

Commonage (H. W. Gray)

Connemara (Connemara Synd.)

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes) -,
Do. adjustments, Oct., 1917 ...

Csardas (Wolfshall Synd.)

Danga (Wonderland Trib. Synd.) ...

Dream (Mashara Synd.) ...

Emerald (F. M. Linscott), July ...

Do. August
Falcon Mines, Ltd ... 27 N 2T

(Copper and silver returns not given.

Fed Up (A. Malcolm)

Gaika G.M. Co., Ltd ... i

Do. (sandsl

Globe & Phoenix G.M. Co., Ltd. ...

Do. (sands)

Do. slimes)

Gothic (Murray and Kennedy)
Do. (sands)

Jutland (H. O. Phillips), August ...

Do. September
Loyalist (B. Bertoldi), sands

Moss (W. M. Jamesl .,

No. of Tons Yield. Value.

stamps. treated. Ozs. £

2 165 92.10 382

H 360 519.26 1,324

_ 16.96 70

3 120 19.72 82

5 IP -465 164.82 758

354 59.52 247

IT 240 54.15 141

20 2,840 144.85 600
. 2.104 683.97 2,835
— 736 106.40 441

6

1,09610 490 264.36

5 IP 200 70.72 293

3 20O 38.51 160

5 274 36.52 151

500 44.66 185

1 N 2T 11.977 2.766.21 12,931

5 226 134.87 559

IC IT 3.396 697.57 2,962

3,960 588.75 2,497

10 12P 6,264 5,931.71 24,913

9,599 1.525.70 6,400

2,504 604.72 2,540

10 IP 412 95.29 395

218 62.18 258

(3) 45 51.09 129

50 22.59 91
, 427 47.72 198

5 1.020 514.07 1,302

14,654.26 61,029

TAKE
NO

CHANCES
Where it's a Difficult Drive.

Fit a belt you know will do

the work, and that must be a

•'TULLIS BELT."

"Chonata" bbasd Balata.
(Drivlus and Convexl"8)

"St. Ann's" bea>-d Leather.

"Swan" BEA.VD Waterproof.
(Sinsl.', Doulil.i.lld TirMi)

" Homogene" beand Laminated.

" Viking " BBASD Launder Lining.
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No. of Tom
stamps, treated

Nevada G (K. C. Luxat) H 850

Do. (sands) — 450

New Waza Waza (Est. T. Pedlow) 5 30

Do. clean up — —
Northallerton (I. Malchara), August (5) 135

Do. September 5 155

RoUn Hood (G^iika G.M. Co., Ud.) IC IT 29

Rovali.st (J. Austen) 5 625

Rutland (H. K. Haviiar) 2 60

Second Trial (.J. Rainsford) 2 12

Smith's Pocket (R. C. Smith) 5 442

Snark (J. G. Walter) 5 28

Tebekwo (.\. "N. Tyrell), sands — 1,000

Do. (T. Kerr), clean up mill site — —
Tri.xie B (S. Levin) 5 IP 560

Trnpali (Smith & Wood), clean up... — —
Veracity (L. R. Evans) 5 600

Do." (sands) — 600

Wanderer (Selukwe) G.M., Ltd. ... 4GR 15,770

Do. adjustment, 1917 — —
Yankee Doodle (C. Brunton), clean up

—

—
Zabonkwe (Holmes and Urquhavt)... 5 660

]

Do. (.sands) — 508
\

Do. (slimes) — 152 j

Gwelo District Total

Yield.

Ozs.

84,71

17.24

26.14
3.30

47.93

45.48

29.11

269.87

44.82
1.92

40.27

16.05
60.40

17.42

146.55
3.86

160.22

33.91
1,070.00

23.86

168.33

Vilue.
£

351
72
108
14

199
188

122

1,119

186
8

167
66

250
72

608
16

664
140

4,436
14

99

698

17,228.18 73,571

MASHOXALAND.

HiETLEY District.

Aconi (Anzac Synd.)

Do. (sands)

Ai.sleby (J. C. White) Aug. (pannings)

Bucks (H. F. Wilson), August
Do. September

Cadorna (Attalio & van Breda)
Cam and Motor G.M. Co., Ltd. ...

Do. (slime.s)

Do. adjustment (slags)

—

February & May, 1917
September, 1917

2
RP

406
304

117
62
80

11,078

3,280

140.28
64.17
0.80

21.22
8.61

22.20

3,302.24

271.00

14.25

•582

266
3

88
36
92

14,002

1,149

13

86

STANDARD
BANK

of SOUTH AFRICA. Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1862.

Bankers to the Government of the Union of South Africa

in the Cape Province ; to the Imperial Government in

South Africa ; and to the Administration of Rhodesia.

Subscribed Capital

Paid-up Capital

Reserve Fund

£6,194,100

1,548,525

2,000,000

OVER 250 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES iu the

Union of South Africa, Rhodesia, Nyasaland, East

Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Portuguese East
Africa, Protectorate of South West Africa, and the

Territory formerly known as German East Africa.

Head Office in Africa: CAPE TOWN.
London Offle«: 10 Clement's Lane, Lombard St., London, E.G.

New York Agency: 68 Wall Street. Rotterdam Agency: 15 Coolslngej

N0.0J
etaicps.

Cissy (J. E. F. Poulton) 2

Eiffel Blue (Willoughby's Con. Co., Ltd.) 10

Do. (salids) —
Do. (Tailings, Ltd.), slimes ... —

Eiletii Alannah Mining Co,

—

Adjstmenut (slags), Dec, 1917 ... K
Euney Ext. (E. G. Goodyer), August 5

Do. (sands), August —
Etna and Tssessebe (Macfadan and

Clcsham), August (C)

Do. September ., C

Glasgow Mines, Ltd 5

Do. (sands) —
Do. adjustment (slags) F

Golden Valley (.John Mack & Co.) 10 IP
Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —
Do. (slags) F

Ciuelph (J. and M. Davidson) 3

Hope (Ale.xandra Synd. No. 2) 5

Do. (sands) —
Inkerman (L J. Minaar), August ... (5)

Do. (sands) —
Do. September 5

Do. (sands), September
Just in Time (C. Somerset) 2
Kanyeml'a (Kanyemba Syud.) 10

Do. (sands) —
Kelvin (Westoc .Synd.), sands 2

Do. (sands)

Lion (J. Baker) 2

Mali (J. Thornett) 3
Mountain Dew (A. & J. Milne) 10

Nada (T. H. Long), August (2)

Do. September 2

Nora's Luck {A. Olsen) 2

Owl (A. Rolfc) 10

Do. (sands) —
Owl Exten. (Cribb and Seear), Aug. (10)

Do. (sands) —
Do. September 10

Do. (sands) —
Pckstone IW (Pickstonc G.M. Co.,

Ltd.), August (lOi (IT)

Do. (sands) t.. —
Do. September 10 IT
Do. (sands) —

Pumpoao (J. Knott), Aug. & Sept.

—

(sands) —
Princess Royal (Mrs. ,S. Smitb), Aug . 2

Revie (.-Vmb-rose & Aitken) 5

Do. (sands)

Rouge (Dreadnought .Svnd.), slimes —
St. George 1 (A, & ,1. Milne) (10)

St. Loui.s (.\. J. van Breda)

—

August and September (sands) ...

Tel-el-Kebir (J. G. Volk), sands) ...

Tiger (Clark & Bladsburn), August 5
Tssessebe E. Ext. (Ullvett, CifSb &

Secar) 5
Do. (sands) —

Washington (L J. Minaar), August •-

Do. (sands)

Do. September —
Do. (sands) —

TODB Yield. Value.
treated. ozt. £

93 48.27 200

1,310 440.21 1,825

720 33.95 141

503 37.65 156

. 39

277 89.61 371

400 21.46 89

556 136.30 565

440 105.15 436

424 98.07 407
225 26.46 110

1

1,5611,091 376.57
594 90.12 374
685 81.98 340— 27.19 109
32 5.89 24
385 98.18 407
296 21.50 89
360 86.84 360
520 23.00 95
330 131.00 544
300 27.00 112
244 49.48 205
580 169.17 701
410 58.46 242
150 26.21 109
200 14.17 59
120 33.13 137
435 52.24 217
600 133.41 553
60 14.84 61
20 4.06 17
90 19.58 81

1,100 173.09 718
912 204.83 849
965 170.06 705
900 49.02 203

1.025 161.81 671
900 83.16 346

985 1

985 1

292.48 1,212

1,109 /

1,109 ) 335.86 1,392

750 62.34 258
47 19,70 82

700 82.59 342
530 36.65 152
400 30.70 127
400 86.35 358

530 38.41 159
450 38,44 159

265 31.14 129

858 396.69 1,645
618 82.06 340
im 43.00 178
160 11,67 48
170 65.57 271
150 13.03 54

The largest and most varied

stocks In South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS. RODS and TUBES.

MRROWN 18U, MAIN STREET,
. Dt^Kjyy rt, Johannesburg.

rhone 0770. P.O. Box 182«. Tel. Addresi. "M.^UBEOWN."
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What Cheer (H. Moser), August ...

Do. (sands)

Do. Septomber
Do. (saiids)

Yellowstone (S. Hemlockl adjustment,
December, 1917 ...

Hartley District Total

L01I.\GrNDl DlSIBlCT.

Alluvial (five producers)
Angwa (F. L. Standen)
Anglian (Schapke and Quarrie)
Crescent (Crescent Syndicate)

Do. adjustments, Sept. -Dec, '17

Eldorado Banket G.M. Co., Ltd., 20 2C 4P
Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Maggieraac (.J. McMurdon)
Do. (sands)

Northern Star, No. 2 (Paget and Con-
die), adjustments, Sept.-Dec, 1917

Silverside (Silverside Syndicate)

—

Adjustment, Sept.-liov., 1917 ...

Lomagundi District Total ...

Mazoe District.

Iron 1 (J. I^r. Laing)
Do. (sands)

Jumbo INW (N. Irvine)

Do. (sands)

Do. clean up
Kimberley (Mash.) G.M. Co., .Ltd.,

(.slags), Dec, 1917
Maori Chief (D. McLean) ... ...

Mildred (Rose and Cooke)
Peveril of Peak (G, G. N. Southey)
Promoter 1 (F. C. Croxford) "...

Do. (sands)

Rothschild (Cunningham & .-Vilison)

Do. (sands)

Do. (slags)

Mazoe District Total

Sausbcby Distbici.

Excelsior (Broodryk & Mangan) ... 2

found A (Guy's Synd.), slags

—

November, 1917 ' F
Hague (Hague Synd.) 2
Indicator (W. A. Hoole) 5

Invague (P. Zaft'ere) 2

Joking and Euchred (Harrison and
Drabble) 8

Joyce (Ellsmoor and Wyper) 5

Left Bower (B. G. Bverlev) 5

Mont D'Or (C. N. Buller), August 5

New Full Back (\V. B. Maris) 2

Planet (Planet Mine Tribute) 5 IT
Do. slimes —

Radnor 1 (— Tyland), Aug., sands —
Shamva Mines, Ltd 56N lOT

Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —
Do. (slags) F
Do. (slags), November, 1917 ... F

Southern Cross (.-Vrab Synd.) 2

Do. (sands) —
Trio (Trio Synd.) 5'

Do. (sands) —

Salisbury District Total

Umtali Disteict.

Bessie S.E. (J. Buchanan)
Do. (sands)

'Elgin, adjustment Aug., Oct. and
Dec, 1917

Golden Gate (Meikle & Davis)—

-

adjustments, Jan. and May, 1917

lona West (Meikle & Davis)—
adjustments, Jan. and Oct., 1917

Kent Mines, Ltd.. adjustments, May,
1917-nTan., 1918 .".

Liverpool (R. Ct. Snodgrass)
Do. sands)

Ko.ol Tont VifM. Value
tampi. treated. OZI. «

(10) 680 100.31 416
475 31.47 130

10 470 148.40 615— 375 26.90 112

F
» — 3

9,241.65 38,727

83.93 347

5 793 55.28 229
5 157 33.97 141

F 114 16.02 61

F — — 15

2C 4P 5)430 1,911.20 8,107— 3,200 (

2,300m
990:92 4,203

5 520 94.46 392— 420 65.04 270

F — — 8

F — 0.09 3

3,250.91 13,779

5 916 94.03 390— 450 57.31 238
5 532 44.94 186— 280 84.63 351

'— -— 9.89 41

F . _ 114
5 180 68.22 283
2 150 17.98 75
2 150 26.53 110
C 2.984 100.62 417— 2,100 150.17 622
10 510 296.80 1,230— — 50.83 211
F 34.96 140

1,036.91 4,408

40 15.37 64

— —

.

1

80 5.51 23
85 14.74 61
150 19.19 30

1,234 380.77 1,578

569 79.02 328
' 380 18.76 766

154 61.27 254
40 12.48 52

464 ' 60.65 251
1,423 177.50 736
440 33.87 140

45,428 3,145.40 13,336
21,889 1

24,423 )

4,746.87 20,127

— 137.31 549— — 17

67 25.36 105

180 18.86 78
424 199.13 825
339 31.33 130

9,349.39 39,501

1.130 50.53 209

1,130 156.03 646

— — 70

— — 29

4

302
820 124.46 516
460 155.66 645

Livcriwol A (Meikle & Davis),—!
adjustment, Oct., "1917

..lecca (Meikle & Davis),

—

adjustments, June and July, 1917
Pilgrim 2 E (F. R. Myburgj; pKite
.^uagga (J. D. Maclean), August ...

Do. September ... ..

.Uzende DBl (R. P. Svnd.)
Do. DB. (Meikle "and Davis),
.idjustmcnts, June, .\ug., Oct.

1917, Jan., 1918 ...

.iezende Mmes, Ltd. ..

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Do. (concentrates) ...\

.Sheila (Meikle and Dnvis).—
adjustments, .Julv, 1917

Unitali B (Meikle and Davis),—
adjustments, Jfay, 1917

We.stern (J. Meikle). adjustments,
January, 1917

Umtali District Total

VicTOHn District.

Cambrian (J. and D. Lain^)
Do. (sands)

Do. (slags)

Cotopaxi (T. Morris & W. Hamilton)
Nov., 1917 (under declared)

Echo (A. Aronson)
Empress S.A. Pros. & Con. Synd.)

Do. (sands) ". ...

Gipsy IE (S. A. Taylor), Aug. sands

Victoria District Total

Ne. of Tom Yield. Value.
stanipe. treated. OZl £

3

13— — 1.56 6
(5) 603 91.78 380
5 480 75.46 313
5 460 52.67 218

_ •

127
40 5,200 1,491.55 6,329— 3.670 457.06 1.939— 1.375 337.90 1,434— 121 506.01 2,147

10

3,500.67 15,337

700 96.54 400
500 93.62 388~ 7.89 32

200 22.86
1

?5
1,200 92.74 384
800 49.34 205
220 6.88 28

369.87 1,533

P., Grinding Pan; B.M., Ball Mill; T., Tube Mill; H., Huntington
Mill; G.R., Gates' Rolls; B.. Ball Mill; Pn., Pneumatic Stamp; N.,
Nissen Stamp; C, Chilian Mill; R.P., Roasting Plant; F., Treated at

Falcon Mine; W.M., Waterfall Mill; L.M., Lane Mill.

SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION.

Gold-

August, 1918 £257,095
September, 1918 247,885

Decrea.se £9,210

September, 1917 £291.367
September, 1918 247.885

Dectease ... ... .' £43.482

Silver—

September, 1918 £4,869
.\ugu.st, 1918 2,351

Increase £2,518

BASE MINER.\L PRODUCTION.

September, 1918 £122,566*
Augu-st, 1918 71.264

Increase £51,302

TOTAL MINERAL PRODUCTION.

September, 1918 £375,320
August. 1918 330,710

Increase ... .* £44,610

September, 1917 £394.239
September, 1918 ., , 375,320

Decrease £18,919

• Including adjustment on realisation.
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"INDUSTRY AS USUAL."
LIST OIF

Manufacturers & Agents belonging to the British Empire and her Allies.

HERBERT AINSWORTH.
' Engineer and Merchant, 304-307 The Corner House, Johannee-

burg; South African Agent for Green's Patent Fuel Eoonomisers,

Canadian Carbide " S " Brand, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Crane

Co., Richard Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd., Kennicott Water

Softener Co., Hartlepool Ropery Co., Ltd., Wood's Colliery

Plants and Winches, Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., Conveying

Weigher Co. ^
ANDREW, RESTIEAUX & CO.

Manufacturer, of Solders, Bearing Metals. Printers Alloys, and

all classes of non-ferrous Ingot Material. Proprietors of the

Knoxite Brand of Antifriction Metal3.-246 Fox Street, Johan-

nesburg, 'Phone 3753, Telegrams " Andesia."

BARTLE & CO., LTD.
Loveday House, Johannesburg. 'Phones 3553-4 Sole AgenU

for Sanderson Bros. & Newbould, Limited Sheffield; *.

Reddaway & Co., Ltd., Manchester; John Shaw. Ltd ,
Shef-

field: J. W. Roberts, Ltd., Leeds; Gimson & Co., Ltd., Lei-

cester; T. Lister & Co., Ltd., Brighouse; John Davis & Son,

Ltd Derby; McLachlan and Co., Ltd., Darlington
;
The

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co.; The Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co.; The Pittsburg Valve and Fittings Co ;

F Bartle & Son.*, Carn Brea, Johnson & Phillips, lerranti,

Ltd • The We.ston Electrical Instrument Co. ;
and many

other well-known British and American Manufacturers^

BRITISH GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Comer Loveday and Anderson Streets. Johannesburg. Elec-

trical Plant and Supplies of all descriptions. Phones a24<i-

4243; Telegrams. "Current"; Box 2406. Branches at Capa-

town, Durban, Bulawayo, etc.

HUBERT DAVIES & CO., LTD.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, for all kinds of Elec-

trical Machinery and SuppUes. Johannesburg, Durban, tape-

town and Salisbury (Rhodesia).

FATTI'S S.A. MACARONI FACTORY.
Fatti's Macaroni Factories are the suppliers of the mnch-

appreciated Soap-Macaroni for the Mine Boj-s. They inform

the Mine and Compound Managers that in spite of the present

high cost of the Bour their price for this healthy and very

nourishing food has been kept at the pre-war level, thus

making MACARONI the MOST ECONOMICAL food of the

present time. For orders and quotation please apply to Box

1139, or 'Phone 962, Johannesburg.—L. Fatti and Co., Ltd.

ERASER & CHALMERS, LTD.
Farrar Buildings, Simmonds Street. Johannesburg; alco re-

presenting Holman Bros. ; T. & W. Smith. Ltd. ;
Tangyes.

Ltd • G & J Weir, Ltd. ; and many other British Agencies.

HADFIELDS LTD.
(Incorporated In England.)

46-47, CuUinan Buildings. 'Phone 5900, Johannesburg. Cast

Steel Gyrating and Jaw Crushers and Crtisher Spares,

Wheels and Axles, Pedestals, Rollers, Pulleys and General

Sleel Castings.

ROBERT HUDSON & SONS, LIMITED.
Works : Gildersome Foundry, near Leeds. 83-4, CuUinan
Buildings. 'Phone No. 1731. Telegraphic Address: " Rale-

trui." Manufacturers of all classes of Light Railway Material

for Mining and Constractor use. Rails in all weights per

yard. Switches and Crossings, Standard Trucks of varions

capacities kept in stock.

INGERSOLL-RAND CO.
Exploration Bnilding, Johannesburg. Air Comprassors, Rock
DrUli, Hoie, Steel, Pneamatic Tooli, Cameron Pampi, Leyner
DriU Sharpenen, Dari* Calyx Cora Drilla, Cantrifogal
Ptunpa.

PEARSON'S HYCOL, LIMITED.
Manufacturers of Hycol Disinfectant Fluid {gvaranteed co-

efficient 18-20) and " Pacolol " Brand of Lysol. Contractors

to Union Government. Works : Hull, Yorkshire. S.A. Head
Office, 33. Hout Street, Capetown. Branches : Johannesburg,

'Phone 2472, Box 3144; Durban, Box 246.

PHOENIX FOUNDRY.
Iron and Brass Founders, General Eiigineers and Blacksmiths.

Office and Works: Hay Street, Ophirton. P.O.. Box 3031,

Johannesburg. 'Phone 1641. Sole Agents for Carntyne Steel

Castings Co., Glasgow. Stocks of Tappets, Skip Wheels,

Heads, etc. Casting Specialties : Pipe Fittings, White Iron

Pump Spares and 'Tube Mill Liners.

REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.
Consolidated Building (3rd Floor), Johannesburg; P.O. Box
U2; Telephone No. 3061. Sole Agents for North British

Locomotive Co., Ltd. ; Leeds Forge Co., Ltd. ;
Babcock and

Wilcock, Ltd. ; Belliss and Morcom, Ltd. ; Davidson and Co.,

Ltd. ; Frank Pearn and Co., Ltd.; "Atlas Rock Drills," John
Stephens and Son, Ltd. ; E. and W. Lucas, Ltd. ; John
Spencer and Sons, Ltd. ; and many other high-class British

ilanut'acturers.

J. V. STANTON & CO.
Southern Life Buildings, Representing : Phoenix Dynamo
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Bradford. England), Electrical

Plant; Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd. (London),

Switchgear, Instruments, "Rex" Fire Extinguishers; Flem-
ing, Birkby and Goodall, Ltd. (Liversedge, Eng.), Tramway
Equipments; Henry Wiggin and Co.. Ltd. (Birmingham,
Eng.), Resistance materials; Walsall Hardware Manufacturing
Co. (WalsaD, Eng.), Conduits, etc. ; Canadian Porcelain Co.

(Hamilton, Canada). Insulators, etc. Mining Material other

than Electrical, also stocked.

S. SYKES & CO., LTD.
Southern Life Buildings, Johannesburg. Telephone No. tl90.

P.O. Box 2303. Telegrams: "Psyche." Solo Agents for

Robey & Co., Ltd.. Crossley Bros., Ltd., E. R. & F. Turner,
Ltd., Worthington Pump Co.. Ltd.. C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd.,

Crompton & Co., Ltd., ReyroUe & Co., Ltd., and Sandyoroft,
Limited.

E. W. TARRY & Co., Ltd., Austral Iron Works.
Corner of Anderson and End Streets, Box 1098. 'Phones
149 and 626, Johannesburg. Iron and Brass Founders and
General Engineers. Machine Cut Gears in Raw Hide and ioy
Metal a speciality, and in Cast Iron up to IS feet diameter.
Sole M«nufacturers and Agents for 'Tregaskis Patent Drill

Heating Furnace.

TRANSVAAL GRAPHITE M. & M. CO., Ltd.
(W. M. HUDSON, Managing Director.)

Foundry Plumbago. Flake Graphite. Pipe Jointing. " Murrella "

Boiler Composition. Graphite Pigment. Electrical Graphite, etc.

065ce3 and Works: 234 Anderson Street. Johannesburg. 'Phone
2560.

WADE & DORMAN, LTD.
Box 2997; Telephone 1460, Johannesburg. Structural Steel

Work of all kinds. Large Stocks of Joists, Channels, Angles,
Tees. Plates, Chequered Plates, etc. Agents for British Steel

Piling Co. Stockyard and Works : 217, Main Street.

WHARTON HOOD & CO., LTD.
Box 6096. Telephone 973, Tel. Address: "Castings." Sole

Agents for Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal; Geo. Christie. Ltd.,

Glasgow; James Walker & Co.. Ltd., London; Garlock Pack
ing Co., New York. Offices: Southern Life Buildings, Johan
nesburg.

C. F. WIENAND.
Commercial Exchange Buildings, Johannesburg ; 'Phone 3

Sole Agent for Toledo Steels of all classes, Bntterley Iron,

Barwell's Bolts, Scott's Rop«a, Mine Lubricant*, Ltd. All

highest quality.
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Elsewhere in' this issue will be found a full report of the
proceedings at the annual meeting of the

The "Johnnies" .l()hanne.sburg Consolidated Investment
Meeting. Co., Ltd. The speech from the Chair, by

Mr. John Mumo, was^—perhaps, the
shortest ever made at an annual mooting of the company

—

but it lacked nothing in interest or informativeness. As
Mr. Dale Lace pointed out in moving a vote of thanks to
the Chairman, the future of the company in the new era of

peace is of the very brightest.

* * * *

We have received several letters in regard to the vexed
questions of Far South-East Rand geology.

Far East Rand which we have been reluctantly compelled
Geology. to hold over for the present. Correspon-

dents will help us and the cause of trutli

very much' if they will endeavour not to mix personalities
with their geology.

* * * #

.\ full report of the speech made by Mr. Dale Lace at the
annual meeting of the Lace Proprietary

Lace Proprietary, will be found in this issue. Never was
Mr. Dale Lace's invincible optimism

better justified than to-day, and the personal tribute paid
to him by Mr. Jeppe will be echoed by all who know how
he has not spared himself in his efforts to advance the Far
East Rand.

* # * *

The manager of the East Rand Proprietary Mines has
written to the Boksburg Council as

E.R.P.M. follows: "I beg to inform j'ou that it

Economising. is proposed to discontinue pumping
water from the Boksburg lake, owing

to the curtailment of our mining operations and to the fact
that we arc obtaining from the mine a sufficient supply of
water suitable for the purposes for which the Boksburg lake
w'ftter has been used. I exceedingly regret that the revenue
from this souPce will be lost to tlie municipality, as I fully

recognise the vci-y good use to which it was put, but I trust
the Council ^\-ill appreciate that the present precarious
position of the company renders it imperative that every
econoni\' must be exercised."

* * * *

Tlie first ordinary general meeting of shareholders of the
New State Areas, Ltd., was held in the

New State Areas. Board Room, Consolidated Buildings, on
Wednesday, Mr. J. Munro presiding. The

meeting being purely a formal one under the provisions of

the Companies Act, the chairman moved the adoption of the
directors' report and the bakince sheet, the motion being
agreed to without discussion. The retiring auditors, Messrs.
.\lex. Aiken & Carter and Messrs. E. Danckwerts & Co.,
uere i-e-elected. This concluded the business.

* * * *
The llvuiie Pipe Company have secured orders during the

past few weeks for large quantities of

Hume Pipes, piping. Tlu^ Ladysmith Municipality have
ordered 5,100 feet of piping for 250 lbs.

woi-king pressure. Gold mining companies, amongst which
are Modder B., Wit. Deep, Springs Mines a^id Village Main
Reef, have ordered piping for pressures from 150 lbs. down
to 50 lbs. Other orders have come in from country dis-

tricts for culverts, drains, etc. .\ further consignment of

u?w plant has arrived, whicli will enable the works at
Germiston to be doubled in size and output. Some wonder-
fully good lest results have been obtained with pipes. Two
lengths of 4 iuch pipes jointed together with Hume collar

joint are tested daily to 360 lbs. per square inch without
showing the slightest signs of leakage or sweating. It is

less than two months since these particular pii)es were
made, and. as is well known, concrete pipes improve with
age.
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Mr. Dale Lace has written to the Star an eloquent and
closely-reasoned appeal in favour of a

A State " Tombola." Space unfortunately does

Lottery. not permit of our dealing with the letter

this week, but all interested, in the subject

would be well-advised to peiHtse the case made nut by Mr.

Dale Lace.
* * * *

The following aic the particulars of the T.G.M.E. Com-
pany's output for the month of October,

T.G.M.E. 1918:—Central Mines: Tons crushed,

October Output. 10, .300, yielding 4,651 fine ozs: Elands-

drift Mine: Tons crushed, 1,230, yielding

800 fine ozs. Yaalhoek Mine: Tons crushed, 1,600, yielding

545 fine ozs. Estimated value of month's output, £24,950;

estimated profit for the month, £6,276. Publication delayed

owing to illness of staff from influenza. jMilling has been

suspended since 25th October, as few natives are at work.

* * *~ #

The Zaaiplaats directors' report' for the quarter ended 31st

October, 1918, -has the following, inter

Zaaiplaats Tin. alia

:

—The mill ran on 64 days during the

quarter, crushing 4,748 short tons, the

duty per stamp being 11- 15 tons per 24 hom-s. The output

for the quarter amounted to 138 long tons of concentrates,

assaying 69-8 per cent, metallic tin. The results of working

show an estimated profit for the quarter of £17,622 2s. 7d.,

excluding directors' fees and Government taxes. 82 long

tons of refined tin, assaying' 99'5 per cent, metallic tin,

were produced by the smelter. Owing to the influenza

epidemic operations were brought to a standstill for two

weeks at the close of the quarter, and the results have been

adversely affected thereby. The expenditure on capital

account for machinery and plant amounted to £131

19s. The main face section in No. 13 section ha;;

remained steady in extent - and values. No fresh

<Jevelopments took place in other sections. " During the

quarter 4,868 tons of ore were mined and disposed of as

follows : Wast* sorted, 120 short tons ; sent to mill, 4,748

short tons; total, 4,868 short tons. No improvement in the

labour supply was experienced and the epidemic caused a

further serious depletion in the number of natives in service.

3F ^ ^ *
^

For the twelve months to the end of September, 1917, the

gross revenue of the Beira-Salisbury sec-

Mashonaland tion of the IMashonaland Railway Corn-

Railway, pany decreased £7,249, while the working

expenditure rose £21,009, with the result

that the net earnings decreased £28,258. The unsatisfac-

tory result is attributed to the shortage of shipping and the

restriction of imports and exports on the one hand, and to

the abnormal rains in the early part of this year. For the

nine months to June last the gross revenue fell off to the

extent of £47,436 and the net earnings £69,152. Owing to

the increased activities at the copper mines in the Belgian

Congo, the gross receipts of the'Kalomo to Broken Hill

section rose £36,737, and the net gain was £23,658, followed

by a net improvement in the subsequent nine months. The"
report states that during the past two years questions re-

lating to the wages and conditions of work of th*? railway

staff in Rhodesia have engaged much attention. In Novem-
ber, 1917, it was arranged to refer to arbitration certain

matters in dispute between the management a'nd the

employees. The Arbitration Court, of which Mr. .Justice

Ward, of the Transvaal High Court, was president, issued

an award in February, 1918, which it is hoped will allay the

dissatisfaction that had arisen among certain grades of

employees, and preserve the good relations that have hither-

to existed between the company and its staff in South Africa.
* * * *

The report of the Victoria Falls Power Co., Ltd., is now
available for the year 1917, the dividends

Victoria Falls in respect of which have been already
Power. announced, namely, 10 per cent, in all on

the six per cent, participating preference

shares and 5 per cent, on the ordiuarv. The net earnings

were £836,301, against £800,026 in 1916 and £729,662 in

1915. After providing for interest and premiums on deben-

tures'for the year and for depreciation and income tax, etc.,

there' remains £262,766 as net profit, against £254,607; but

as only £72,425 was brought in, against £161,568 in the

preceding year, the available total is £335,191, against

£416,175. Consequently the appropriation to reserve,

which was £150,000 for 1916, has been reduced to £50.000,

and after paying the dividends already mentioned £97,691
is carried forward, against £72,425 brought in. The -report

contains no reference to the question of shareholders being

entitled to a refund of part of the income tax-deducted from

the dividends on the ground that the company is incor-

porated in Southern Rhodesia. During the year a further

£147,900 of the five per cent, first debentures and £13,300

of the 5J per cent, second debentures have been drawn or

purchased for redemption. The preference shares, which
rank pro rata with the ordinary in surplus profits until 10

per cent, is paid on them, are at present quoted about 24s.,

and" at this figure they yield a purchaser about 8 5-16 per

cent., while the ordinary, which last year received 5 per

cent., are quoted about par. The latter have possibilities,

and the former constitute an excellent speculative invest-

ment. The issued capital is £2,000,000 in preference and
£1,000,000 in ordinary shares of £1, while the first debentures

now amount to £2,700,000 and the second debentures to

£1,376,640. The reserve stands at £200,000, and a sub-

stantial increase has taken place in the investments, which
include £466,355 War Loan five per cent, and £308,219 five

per cent. National War Bonds.

^F ^ ^ •tP .

In response to a requisition signed by some 40 members,

a special meeting of members of the

Enemy Trade. Witwatei-srand Commercial Exchange

was held on Tuesday aftei-noon. Mr. A.

Y. Niven, chairman of the Exchange, presided, and in

opening the meeting, said, inter alia:—" Gentlemen, as you

are aware, this meeting has been called in response to a

requisition signed by 40 members of the Exchange in order

to discuss the question of allowing enemy subjects to trade

on the Commercial Exchange in future, and to devise means

to prevent it. I need hardly say j'our committee is in full

sympathy with the object of the requisition, and I feel sure

the members of the Exchange generally will do all in their

power to strengthen their hands in any action they may
corisider it necessary to take iu this direction." After an

eloquent speech by the chainnan, Mr. D. W. Hamilton

moved the following resolution: "That this meeting of

members recommends the committee of the Witwatersrand

Commercial Exchange to immediately frame and pass a bye-

law,- excluding from membership or representation on the

Exchange any person or firm of enemy nationality, for a

period of five years from the declaration of peace." Mr.

W. S. Thomas, in seconding, made a speech iu which he

said the resolution exjsressed the sentiments of traders of all

nationalities, except enemy subjects perhaps. After some

remarks by Mr. C. F. Wienand and Mr. H. S. Potter, IMv.

J. N. Sellar moved as an amendment that the proposal to

limit the application of the bj-e-law to a period of five yfears

be deleted, aud on being put to the meeting the resolution

with this amendment was carried unanimouslj-. Mr. G.

E. Lambie moved: " That it be a recommendation from

this meeting to the committee of tire Witwatersrand Com-
mercial Exchange that representations be made to the

Government, the Chamber of Mines, and the Municipalities

of the Rand, urging them for a period of at least five years

from the declaration of peace, not to purchase from enemy
firms or have any dealings in goods or products of enemy
origin." Mr. IMacGregor seconded the resolution, which was
carried unanimously. Mr. V. Kent suggested that copies of

these resolutions be posted to all the members of the

Government, Chambers of Commerce, Chamber of Mines,

and the ^Municipalities of the Union.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE PROBLEMS OF THE INDUSTRY.
Notable speeches were made at Springs on Thursday by
the Minister of Mines and the President of the Chamber
of Mines. The occasion was a. lunch given in honour of the
Minister by the Mayor of Springs, at which a representative

gathering of Eand mining men attended. In the course of

a long and eloquent sjJeech tlie Minister referred to the

building that was being erected for the training of miners.

There were tln-ee such schools in existence, and the Govern-
ment beheved that they would be of lasting benefit to the

students as well as to the industry, which would become
safer and more interesting. He said he also came to see

what development was being done on the new afeas. It had
been foreseen that some mines would have to close down.
To avert a disaster, it was necessary to start new mining
undertakings to absorb men who would be thrown out of

employment. He would not at that stage express any
opinion about the Bantjes, but he would say that the

Government was justified in looking to the East Rand to

provide new undertakings. The Minister declared that no
one who visited the four new Far East mining areas that
were now being developed could doubt their tremendous
possibilities, the great amount of work and prosperity that
that development would bring into the Springs district as

well as to the whole Union. He thought it would be
acknowledged that the Government had been wise in bring-

ing up this set-off to the closing down of some of the mines.
To facilitate that an amendment of the Gold Law was
passed. In his darker moments he doubted whether this

law would give everyone everything that was expected. At
any rate, it had made the development of the East Rand
possible under conditions more advantageous to the people,

whilst the risking of a large amount of capital in the develop-
ment of these deep levels worild ultimately be to the lasting

benefit of the whole of the Union. At the same time, he
associated himself with the sentiments of the Mayor of

Springs as to the desirability of looking in other directions for

the development of industries. He was glad to think that
some people who in the past had been inclined to throw all

their eggs into a golden basket were now finding out that
there might be more gold in other baskets. The Govern-
ment was encouraging the application of science to the
development of industries, and he also thought they should
create a condition with regard to unfair dumping and com-
petition from outside, so that the industries of the country
might hold their heads above water. The Government had
instructed the Advisory Board for Industries and Science
to prepare suggestions with regard to a Customs tariff from
the industrial point of view. As far as that district was
concerned, the amount of development done and the money
that had been spent in the district were so vast that Springs
was bound to benefit, and in any difficulties he, as Minister
of Mines, promised to give all the assistance he could. Sir

Evelyn Wallers, who spoke after jNIr. Malau, said the mining
industry was very largely associated in his mind with a

stream of problems of great varietj' and persistence as well

as of considerable perplexity. They had had, and still had,
the problems arising from the war. They would have, as
Mr. Malan had told them, the problems arising from the
great and glorious peace that would soon, be consummated,
and with all these they had those problems whichJie (Sir

Evelyn Wallers) would describe as general or seasonal.
Unfortunately there was one problem that was now particu-

larly acute, and that was the effect on the native labour
supply to the industry of the appalling influenza epidemic.
Fortunately the loss of lives amongst the nativds on the
mines had been extremely light, which was eloquent testi-

mony to the medical officers of the mines, the compound
managers, and the hospital staffs. But its effect on the
stoppage of recrilits was serious. Most of the mines in

the last few months had had a bad time, and he feared that
the next few months would similarly be bad. Still he
thought they reasonably could hope that this was one of

their temporary problems, and that they would soon turn

the corner in that respect. The President went on to

discuss the problem of reconciling the interests of emplcyers
and employed, and pointed to the fate of Russia as an
instance of " how not. to do it " ,in social and industrial

affairs. He uttered an eloquent plea for moderation and for

the elimination of the extremist in the councils of both
employers and employed. The whole speech must be read
with the other public utterances on the subject made of late

by the President of the Chamber, and we purpose returning
to it in an early issue. Meanwhile we may congratulate the
Mayor and Municipal Council of Springs for drawing forth

two such valuable, first-hand contributions on current prob-

lems from authorities best qualified to offer them.

Colonel H. T. Fenwick, presiding recently at the meeting
of Willoughby's Consolidated Co., Ltd.,

Position of said their cattle lands would shortly be
Willoughby's fully stocked, and substantial returns
Consolidated, should begin to accrue. As to mining, in

these times it was impossible to arrange
new tributiug agreements, but in their asbestos they had a
valuable business. The criticisms which had reached him
largely centred on the directors' fees. The managing direc-

tor's agreement had now terminated, and it was not in-

tended to renew it ; that would save £'3,000. The other
criticism was that they said nothing in the accounts with
respect to the share interests. It was a fact that the Eileen
Alannah shares were standing in their books a great deal
higher than the market price, but those were the only shares
that were doing that. Two other shareholdings stood at a
lower figure than they would realise at the present moment.
For the current year they might expect a saving of at least

£7,000 in expenditure; their "bread-and-butter" revenue
would probably be a little bit more; their cattle would prob-
ably yield a nice little bit more, and from their asbestos he
had gre'at hopes.

* * * *

The report of the S.A. Diamond Corporation for the year to
June 30 last states that the directors

South African have made arrangements with the
Diamond Corporation, two permanent directors, who are

holders of the founders' shares, that
they waive their interest of 25 per cent, in the profits of the
company altogether, and the two shares will in future rank
for dividend pari passu with the ordinary shares. In con-
sideration of this waiving of their rights the board have
given the holders of the founders' shares the option for a
period of fi\'e years after the declaration of peace on 50,000
shares at 25s. and 50,000 shares at 30s. The profits made
during the year, which amount to £35,114, have not alone
wiped out the deficit balance of the profit and loss account
of £21,844, but have enabled the directors to declare a divi-

dend of 7i- per cent., while the cash assets leave the cor-

poration in a very sound position. The shares in other
companies taken at to-day's market values show a consider-
able appreciation over cost price. The diamond industry,
in -VAhich the fortunes of the corporation are so largely bound
up, has steadily advanced during the past twelve months,
and it is doubtful whether there has ever been a grsiiter

demand for diamonds. Prices of the commodity have cer-

tainly never been so high, and are likely to go much higher.

The shares in the producing companies have somewhat
reflected the prosperity of the trade, but notwithstanding
the big profits that are now being earned, the prices of the
principal shares are well below pre-war value, wiiich is quite
inexjjlicable. The directors have acquired considerable new
interests in tiie Far Eastern Rand district ou very favour-

able terms, which will ultimately prove of great value to the
corporation. The board also took the opportunity during the
past year to realise certain holdings at a good profit. In
view of the recent rise and activity in the shares of the New
Vaal River Diamond and Exploration Co., it is gratifying

to the board that the corporation's large holding in this

company has so considerably appreciated. From reports

to hand the New Vaal River is obtaining record prices for

its diamonds.
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THE POSITION OF NEW STATE AREAS.

Finances and Initial Operations Explained.

The report of the directore of the New State Areas, Ltd.,

submitted at the fii-st ordinary general meeting on 27th

November, shows that the registered capital of the com-

pany is £1,500,000, in shares of £1 each; of tliese, 316,000

shares are fully paid, and on the balance of 1,184,000 shares

2s. per share has been paid. The property consists of

1,175-6736 claims on the farm De Springs No. 15, and

874-3224 claims on the farm Geduld No. 24, both iu the

mining district of Boksburg, making a total of 2,049-996

claims, held under 2,055 claim licences, in terms of a

mineral lease from the Government under the Precious and

Base Metals Act of 1908. The balance sheet discloses the

capital expenditure up to 30th September, 1918, as follows:

Surface equipment, £41,386 4s. 9d. ; buildings, £40,189

17s. 9d.; permanent works (shafts), £5,820 16s. .3d.; water

supply, roadmaking, etc., £3,804 Is. lOd. ; live stock and

vehicles, £876 43. ; sundry expenditure not allocated, £4,009

148.; total, £96,038 18s. 7d. Investments and Interests,

£171 158. 6d., consist of 18 shares of £1 each, fully paid,

in the Native Recruiting Corporation, Ltd., together with

a deposit of £150, on the basis of 5s. per native on a com-

plement of 600 natives, and also one £10 .share in the Rand

Mutual Assurance Company, £6 called up, at a cost of

£8 15s. 6d. Administration and general expenses from the

inception of tlie company to 30th September, 1918, were

£10,809 IBs. 8d. Interest earned amounted to £6,659 17s.-

lOd., and rents and brokerage to £634 8s. 9d.

The Consulting Engineer (Mr. W. L. White) writes:—
Preliminary operations were commenced in ]\Iarch, 1918,

and since then considerable progress has been made with

the erection of buildings and plant. Altliough it was im-

possible to import plant from Overseas, every effort was

made to instal permanent equipment wherever possible.

Wooden headgeais have been designed of a sufficient height

and structure "as will render them permanent ; and the

hoisting engines, which have been purchased locally, are

also suitable for the permanent installation. Two shafts

—

known as the north shaft and south shaft—are being sunk.

Each shaft is 11 feet 3 inches wide by 26 feet 3 inches

within, and consists of four long compartments 6 feet within

and 9 inch dividers. We have been fortunate ij: securing

two direct-acting hoists for the- south shaft—one from the

Simmer Deep and one from the Roodepoort United—which

are sulBciently powerful not only for sinking but to act as

permanent hoists when milling operations commence. The
erection of the headgear is nearing completion. The founda-

tions for the 26 inch by 48 inch hoist have been laid, and

the erection of the hoist is in hand. Four double-drum

Babcock & Wilcox boilers have been purchased, and are

now being installed. The engine house and boiler house,

which are brick buildings, are in course of erection. The

sinking skips and tips, and also the four lO-foot diamefer

headgear sheaves, are being made locally. The work is not

so far advanced at the north shaft, -whei-e the nature of the

ground has necessitated much deeper foundations than at

the south shaft. The concrete shaft collar has been com-

pleted, as also the foundations for the headgear and the

engine beds. Framing the timber for the headgear is well

advanced, and the erection of the headgear will be com-

menced immediately. Two direct-acting hoists have also

been secured for this shaft—one from the Randfontein Deep
and one from the Vogel Deep. The boiler plant is similar

to that at the south shaft. The foundations have been com-

pleted, and the erection of the boilers has been put in hand.

The engine house at this shaft will be a wood and iron

building, which has been purchased from the Randfontein

Deep. Skips, tips and headgear sheaves are being made
locally. The depths of the shafts at the 81st October were

as follows: North shaft, 105 feet; south shaft, 103 feet.

The following buildings have been completed or are in

eourije of completion : 40 single quartei-s, in 8 blocks of 5

rooms each ; 19 4-romed and 10 3-roomed cottages ; man-
ager's house : two native compounds—one at the south

shaft, with accommodation for 300 natives, and one at tlie

north shaft, with accommodation for 200 natives. Botli

compounds are of the small-room type (12 natives per

room), and both are arranged for extensions as required.

Workshops; store building and store yai'd; temporary offices;

explosives magazine
;
permanent boarding-house. Arrange-

ments have been made with the Victoria Falls & Transvaal

Power Company for a temporary supply of electric power;
the transformer house for same is in course of erection, and
we have been fortunate in securing the necessary distribu-

tion, cables for lighting purposes and small power require-

ments at each shaft.

ALFRED F. ROBINSON, LTD.,
17/19 & 22, Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG-

Sole Agents for MeSSrs. R. GARRETT & SONS, Letston, Suffolk : Loco-

mobiles, PortaWe Engines, etc. ; Messrs. BRITISH MANNESMAN TUBE
CO., LTD., Landore, Wales : Solid Drawn Piping, Poles and Boiler Tubes ;

and Messrs. SULZER BROS., WInterthur, Switzerland : Centrifugal

Pumps, Diesel Engines, etc. Wrought Iron Pipe Fittings.

P.O. Box 3228. JohannesburK. 'Phone No. 3516. r«l«granMi '^A^HA."
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THE YEAR WITH THE GOLD FIELDS RHODESIAN DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY.

Position of Subsidiaries Reviewed.

The directors of th3 Gold Fields Ehodusian Dtvelopment
Company, Ltd., iu their report on the affairs of the com-
pany for the year ended May 31, 1918, state, inter alia:—
The issued capital of the company stands at .tl,257,110, iu

2,514,220 shares of 10s. each, of which 1,392 shares still

remain due to holders of fractional certificates. The balance

of 971,560 shares is held in resex-ve. The realised net profit

on the year's operations amounts to £181,536 15s. lOd.,

adding to which the balance from appropriation account of

the last financial year, viz., £33,774 3s. 4d., and deducting

therefrom the interim dividend of 6d. per share paid on tin-

6th May last, amounting to £62,855 10s., there remains an
available balance to credit of profit and loss account of

£152,455 9s. 2d. In addition, to the foregoing realised profit,

the investments of the company show, on current market
prices, a further unrealised profit. The directors recommend
that a cash dividend of 6d. per share, less income tax, mak-
ing Is. per share, equal to 10 per cent, for the year, be

paid on the 2,514,220 shares of the company, amounting
to £62,855 10s., leaving £89.599 19s. 2d. to be carried for-

ward to the credit of the current year's profit and loss

account. Although the conditions due to the war during
the past year have generally tended towards a reduction of

mining profits, tlie company's income from tWs source,

whilst less from the Shamva Mines, Ltd., has increcised,

owing to the accession of the Falcon IMines, Ltd., to the

ranks of the dividend-paying companies; other profit.? have
been derived from realisations of certain share holdings.

The many factors adverse to successful mining during the
past year have recently been added to by a shortage of

coal from causes apparently beyond the control both of the
Wankie Colliery and the Ehodesian Eailwaj-s. Every effort

in this connection continues to be made to overcome the

difficulty of securing a full complement of native labour
and an adequate supply of railway matei-ial and rolling stock.

The supply of the latter has been affected by the "restric-

lio.is necessarily placed upon all manufacturing firms and
on sea-borne transport during tlie continuance of the war,
as a consequence of which, also, np fresh enterprises de-
pendent upon the provision of machinery and plant have
been practicable. An offer by the company to the Planet-
Arcturus Gold Mining Company to lease its mine for a
period of years having been accepted on terms which it is

hoped will enable that company to liquidate its indebtedness
to the Gold Fields Eiiode^^ian Development Company, and
thereafter to become possessed of its property fully equipped
and unencumbered, arrangements have been made to re-

sume development work at an early date and to acquire
certain available machinery and plant, which it is antici-
pated will be ready for delivery and erection within the
required time. As will be seen from the General Manager's
report, an option of purchase has been given over the Asp
Gold Mining Company's property. A schedule of the com-
pany's principal investments is with the report. The General
iManager's and the Consulting Engineer's reports, together
with schedules of mining claim.^ and land holdings, and
also tabular statistics thereto annexed, give detailed informa-
tion in connection with the company's various interests as
at the 31st Z^Iay last. Mr. G. Mitchell's agreement with the
company liaving terminated, the djrectore have appointed
.Mr. J. G. ^McDonald as general manager of the company
in Ehodesia. :\Ir. :\Iitchell will maintain his connection
with the company, and will continue to act as local director
of the subsidiary companies. In accordance with the terms
of the company's circular of the 2nd December, 1916, Lord
Harris and ilessrs. H. G. Latilla and H. C. Porter are
resigning, but are eligible and offer themselves for nomina-
tion as directors. The Consolidated Gold Fiekls of South
•-Africa, Ltd., will give effect to the nominations as expressed
liy the votes of the shareholder in general meeting. The
auditors, Messrs. Chatteris, Nichols & Co., retire, and offer
theiust'lves for re-election.

Cape Diamoud Output for October.

The statement of output of diamonds from the public

diggings in the Cape Province during the month of October,

1918, supplied by Col. T. J. Wynne, Chief of the Detective
Department, Kimberley, is as follows:—

Barkly West.

Area.

Delpoi-t's Hope
Elandsdrift

Forlorn Hope
Gong Gong
Good Hope
Harrisdale
Hebron
Holpan
Jonas Kop
Keiskama
Klipdam
Klipdrift

Last Hope
Longlands
Niekerk's Eush
Rickett's Prospect
Eosalind
S^holtz's Pi'ospect

Snyder's Eush
Van Zoelan's Laag.
Waldeck's Plant '..

Williamstown
Winter's Eush

No. of

Diggers.

24
2

2

20
37
4

62
14
1

1

51
25
12

23

3

1

26

8
6
30
1

19

Carats.

103J
33i

If
83|
82i
19|

165i
69

2i
4f

160}
44

31J
60i
404

8|
If

139i
54'

17
1471

A

59i

Val

£1,009
240
10

680
719
97

1,318
515
26
35

.243

252
286
372
447
41

25
,252

716
139
958

1

490

1.

ue.

10
15

17 6
10

2 6
12 6

7 6
5

15

5

5

10

2 6

17 6

379 1,33U £10,877 15

Note.—The number of claimholders in the mining district of
Barkly West during the month of October, 1918, was
1,222.

Platdrift

Schmidt's Drift ...

Herbert.

Eobiuson's Kopje
Wedberg

Kimberley.
o

121
74|

87i

43f
20i

64*

£102
868 10

18

T.U'NGS.
Killanii'v 14 103J

PUIV.ATE EST.\TES.
Eiver View Diamond Svndicate 50}
New Vaal Eiver D. and E. Svnd. 6.38}
Pniel Estate 13

£970 10

£212 10
136 5

£348 15

£1,569 10 ,

422

6,659 2 -6

68

COAL MINING.

I oflfer for Prospecting and Mining my farms Roseberry-

plain and Saltberryplain, 6,330 morgeii, near Wolvehoek

and Coalbrook Stations, about 61 mile.s f:oni Johannes-

burg, on Rloemfontein Main Line. Coal Seam about

24 feet thick 2 orebholes. PEETER^, P.O., Coalbrook

Station.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY OFFICIALLY REVIEWED.—IX.

Some Extracts from Annual Reports of Inspectors of Mines.

Alluvial Dujgimjf.—The output from the diggings on the Vaal

River has fallen from 1,503 carats last year to 967 carats this. By way
of compensation the average value per carat has risen from 13'2s. 7d.

to 135s. 9d.

From the farms on which alluvial is worked on the Free State side

of the Orange River, there has been an output of 6993 carats, valued

at i'4,126 or £o 18s. per carat. The last figure compares leather badly

with the previous year's, when the average price was j£6 16s. 9d.

These results, though representing an increase on last year's figures,

are very disappointing m view of the hopes entertained at one tmie

for this field. However, the popularity of a district is perhaps less

a matter of intrinsic merit than of the idiosj-ncrasy of the digger.

In any case, the cUrlum of the latter is that the deposits of the

Orange River are inferior to those of the Vaal, and this more or

less seals the fate of this district for the time. It is certain, how-
ever, that now attention has been directed to these gravels and some
rich patches discovered, interest in them will never entirely cease, but
rise and wane according to the latest results, as on all other alluvial

fields.

Coal.—For seven years running the output of Free State coal has
shown steady and continuous improvement, but prospects have never

been brighter than as things now stand.

The recent agreement by its owners to continue the Transvaal
Coal Owners' Association, Ltd., for another five years provides

assurance of a certain portion of the output being pi-ovided for through
this channel, whilst the increased operations of the Vereeniging
station of the Victoria Falls Power Compaiiy afford promising
possibilities in another direction.

It has been from Vereeniging that a first start has been made
in South Africa with producing power at the pit mouth to carry to

the consumer at a distance. If this practice has proved a success

here, as it would appear to have done, at this comparatively early

stage, then the outlook is certainly very hopeful. Indeed, in view
of the progress that has been made in the -economic use of these
low-grade coals, of the enormous bodies available within suitable

distance of the Vaal River and of the cheapness of which these may
be mined, added to the nearness to the Rand of this field as compared
with any other, it is scarcely possible to go anywhere else, if further
power, so produced, is required for the Witwatersrand. From a

more general standpoint and taking a longer view, the advantage
suggests itself of using these low-grade coals in this manner and
thus conserving the higher grade coals of Natal and the Transvaal
for bunkering and special purposes, whilst at the same time economising
labour generally and freeing the railways to an extent from coal

transport for other purposes.

Ctmcnt.—E.xcept for some slight delays caused by the recent heavy
rains, the duplicated plant of White's South African Cement Works
has worked with perfect smoothness during the year.

The) company has all it can do to meet its orders, and both
financially and other%vise represents a completely successful and well-

ordered industry.

Lime,.—Apart from the quarries in connection with the above
works and the lime works at Iloningspruit, we have only a small
production to meet purely local requirements.

Gypsum.—No progress of any account has been made with this

prospective industry.

The demand from the cement works is strictly limited and is

easily met. At the same time, the competition of small producers
has militated against an improvement in prices and has discouraged
enterprise. Now, however, that our own resources are becoming
realised and safety from outside competition more assured, it is

reasonable to hope that some definite advance will soon be made.

Brirkf, Tiles, etc.—The most satisfactory conditions have pre-

vailed at the Vereeniging Brick and Tile Works during the year
and much solid progress lias been made.

The real value of such works to the general industry of the
country has been abundantly evidenced by its ability to meet
emergencies arising out of the failure in supplies from Europe. In
this way, it has been able to come to the rescue of the explosives
works by supplying all sorts of acid vessels and receivers, to that
of the steel works with niagnesite and silica bricks and other
refractory material, to the help of our port towns with sanitary pipes
in dearth of the European article hitherto depended on, and, not least,

to that of the building industry with a light and cheap tile to
replace the unsightly corrugated iron hitherto so exclusively used
for roofing purposes.

It has to be added that the excellence of manufacture has left

no room for complaint in any case, whilst in some instances proving
fully equal, and even superior, to the European article.

Salt.—From all I have heard the demand throughout the year has
continued rather in excess of the supply, but notwithstanding this

there has been little, if any, advance in price. There seems, however,
to have been more demand for finely ground varieties which afford
a better profit. .

It appears that last year we were only importing a little over
one-fifth of what wo w-cre doing in 1913; but it is to be lioped that
when this year's figures are available they will show still further
reduction, as there should be no room for the imported article.

Important developments are ahead for this industry if, following
upon the study and attention now being given to the sulvject, there
emerges a practical scheme for the local manufacture of alkali. This
should be settled one way or another before another year passes.

NATAL INSPECTORATE {J. E. VAUGHAN).
White Labour.—Skilled white labour has been very scarce

throughout th^ year; this applies to surface men as well as under-
ground.

Miners could always be obtained, but some of them were not
such competent colliers as those employed in former years.

Many men joined the forces and went overseas ; others went to

the Transvaal ; on the other hand, a good many men suffering from
miners' phthisis left the Rand and came to the Natal mines; some
of these men were not coal-miners and had to learn the work.

The Natal Mine Workers' Association made itself felt and,
though no strikes occurred, obtained several concessions for its

members.
The men asked for ten daj-s' holiday per annum on full pay

;

this request was not granted, but the owners agreed to give ten days
on half-pay to men who had worked steadily for tw-elve months.

In October the men asked for very substantial increases in pay,
and, after a discussion between managers and men, it was decided
that an all-round increase of 3s. per diem should be granted ; under-
ground men were to work 10 hours per diem with a 57-hour week,
and surface men 9 hours with a 51i-hour week.

Better accommodation on the mines would be much appreciated
by the men, and would probabl}' lead to steady and reliable men
being obtained ; at some mines three roomed cottages for married
persons are provided, and if married people have children of opposite
sexes it is difficult to arrange the necessary accommodation.

Many mines have recreation rooms, but they should be provided
on every mine ; the majority of the mines are some distance away
from the nearest village, so that in the evenings there is little for
the men to do.

There is one aspect of the white labour question on the mines
which should not be lost sight of. Slany natives and Indians are as

competent as some of the white miners. The miners are constantly
asking for more money, shorter hours, and various other concessions

;

the coal-owners are granting some of these demands, but this cannot
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go on indefinitely. It is po-^sible that tlie coal-owners may think it

better to increase the wages and number of white officials "and to do
away with white miners altogether.

At present whit« officials are indispensable, but the white miners
would do well to realise that natives and Indians are waiting to take
their places, and that unreasonable demands will accelerate the time
when a white miner may find it hard to get a job.

Amative Labour.—Native labour was not plentiful; in the con-
cluding months of the year it became very scarce. The reason
probably was that the abnormal and continued rains rendered the
ground too wet to plough, and to get his ploughing done the native
had to remain longer at his kraal than he otherwise would. Tlie

native and Indian labourers gave no trouble and worked as docilely
as usual.

An outbreak of typhus occurred at the Hlobane Colliery, and
ithe death-rate was very heavy. The disease was thonghjt for .several

months to be pneumonia, and although the deaths from' the disease
at Hlobane were seventeen for the quarter ending June, it was not
until the end of November that the disease was finally diagnosed as

typhus.
Better hospital accommodation could be provided at some of the

collieries, and it should be. Possibly this outbreak of typhus may
cause an improvement in existing conditions.

Timberinrj.—The timbering at the collieries is excellent. St.

Gfeorge's Colliery continues to be the best timbered mine in Natal, and
had no accidents from fall of roof during the year.

Ventilntion.—The collieries are well ventilated, with the possible

exception of the Avon Colliery.

This little mine relied on natural ventilation, but on some days
, the air got so bad that work had to be suspended : a furnace and
chimney were tried, but the results were not so good as was hoped.

At the end of the year the owner of the Avon Colliery was
endeavouring to obtain better ventilation by increasing the size of

his intake airway.

Some of the new collieries, such as the New South jVfrican and
the New Durban Navigation, will be very gassy, and for a start
will have to work with smaller fans than was intended ; as new fans
cannot be obtained, these collieries have had to fall back on disused
fans from worked-out mines. It is not anticipated that an,v difficulty

will be experienced in dealing with the gas before large fans can be
obtained from overseas.

Aids to Prospector^s.—No application for assistance to prospectors
was received. The reason for this is probably that there is so little

prospecting going on in Natal.
Numerous persons sent in specimens for identification, but none

of the specimens was of any value. Specimens of rhyolite were sent

in with the statement that it was pitchblende, and samples of solidified

mud as stream tin. It is, however, a good thing to encourage people
to send in specimens, the trouble in identifj'ing them is usuall.y very
little, and there is always the hope that one day a specimen of real

, value may arrive.

Government Batter}/.—This was disposed of to ^tr. .Tames Boy,
of Johannesburg, for ,£300. The transfer was completed on the 29th

June and a receipt for the plant obtained from Mr. Rov. Every
one who. has had anything to do with the battery is heartily glad to

get rid of it.

It never fulfilled the pui-pose for which it was intended, i.e., to

render assistance to prospectors. If the properties tested were poor,

and most of them were, the prospectors grumbled at the results,

and hinted that we stole the gold.

If an application was refused on the score that samules taken

showed the proposition not to be worth a trial crushing by tlie battery,

the applicants usuallv inferred that the Government Assa.ver was
incompetent or that the Inspector of Mines had a grievance a.gainst

the anplicant.

The trial crushings cost the Government large sums. Prospectors,

as a rule, would not go on developing their property, but lei; us

crush what they had got out. and we were often hung up for stuff.

Coal.—The output of coal decreased considerably, being 2,890,296

tons, as compared with 3.066,261 tons in 1916.

The collieries could have produced more coal, but were handicapped
by the scarcit.v of trucks.

Owing to submarine outrages, .shins came into Durban inter-

mittentl.v ; one week a large number would arrive, the next week none.

The trucks were hung un waiting for .shins to take the coal, and
when the ships did arrive there was sometimes not sufficient coal

;

in consequence, some ships went on to Delaeoa to get coal. Shortage

of engine-power was also given as a reason for scarcitv of trucks.

At the end of the year the colliery owners and railwav authorities

devised a pooling scheme under which the coal was divided into

two classes. A and B. Shins will now be supplied with A or B coal,

and will not have to wait for the product of any particular colliery.

The price of Natal coal is steadily rising and is now nearly double

what it was previous to the war.
The outlook for the coming vear is dubious; now that the Germ.in

Kast campaign is over, much shinping will be diverted, and as the

British Government is allowing less .nnd less commodities to be

exported, I anticipate a further reduction in the output of coal.

Coal Resources of Natal.—While the Vryheid District has attracted

much attention owing to the new collieries which are starting up
there, it is as yet too early to say that the main future of the Natal

coalfields lies in this area. In the Vryheid District the seams lie

in the mountains, the summits of which are often covered by sheets

of igneous rock. Because the outcrop of a coal seam is good in

several places on a mountain side, it cannot be held that it is going
to be good right through the rauge of mountains, or even for a
considerable distance in from tlie outcrop. Altliough vast quantities of
coal exist in the A^ryheid District,, the knowledge of the nature of "the
coal througliout the district is still limited.

Considerable attention has been paid to the coal areas west of
the Durban-Johannesburg railway line, in the Hattingspruit-Dann-
Iiauser District.

The seams here were thought to lie at a depth of 500 feet and
more from the surface. At the close of the year coal was struck
in a borehole five miles west of Dannhauser at a depth of 80 feet.
If this seam is the " pointer," as is thought, the main seams should
occur at 150 feet below surface.

If the main seams are of their usual thickness and of good
quality in this area an immediate extension of active mining opera-
tions is most likely, as the mines would be nearer to Durban than
the Vryheid mines, and it is probable that the Dannhauser coals will
be of greater value for by-products than those in the Vryheid District.

Coal has also been struck at a depth of from 500 to 600 feet on
the farms East and West Heslerton, near Dannhauser, and is said to
be of excelL=nt quality.

Lone/wall Workin(/s.~The long-.vall method of mining is now being
tried at two collieries, but owing to delays in getting suitable coal-
cutters and for other reasons, it is as yet too soon to say if the
method will prove a success in Natal.

New Collieries.—Three new collieries started developing, namely,
the Bernica Colliery, the Enyati Colliery, and the Northern Natal
Navigation Colliery, near Paulpietersburg. The first-named colliery
was producing a little coal at the end of the year and had erected
a small coking plant.

The Northern Natal Navigation Colliery should be producing
early this year, and the Enyati Colliery by June next. With present
abnormal conditions there is a doubt if these collieries will be able
to obtain all the plant and stores they require.

Coke.—The demand for coke increased very much during the
year, and coke-making concerns were never short of orders. In
consequenc'2 of this several collieries started to erect coke ovens at
the end of the year, and the existing coke producers increased their
plants.

Sales of coke during 1917 were as under :

—

Vryheid Coke Company 6,723 tons
St. George's Colliery 3,701 ,,

Natal Navigation Colliery 4.937 ,,

Bernica Colliery Nil

At the end of the year the undermentioned companies were erecting
coke ovens :

—

Tendega Colliery 26
Bernica Colliery 24
Burnside Colliery 54

Unfortunatel,v all the ovens are of the modified beehive type and
no by-products will be obtained.

Bii-l'rodticts.—The Natal Ammonium Company produced sulphate
of ammonia throughout the year to the extent of 1,690 tons (2, 2401b.).
This sulphate of ammonia fetched a price- of .£32 per ton and was
of very high quality.

Some trouble was experienced with the producers, the design of
which was not quite suitable for the coal, so that the producers
clogged and did not put through as much coal as was anticipated.
The shape of the producers w'as altered slightly and the difficulties

were got over, the plant running well at the end of the year.
With the duplication of the plant the profits should lie more than

double and the future of the company therefore seems assured.
It is unfortunate that so much latent power has to escape iu the

waste gases. In other countries the power is the main thing, and
the sulphate of ammonia a by-product.

It is a pity that some other industry cannot be started in the
neighbourhood of these works. If ihe South African Railways wish
to go in for electrification, it would appear that they might try the
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Glencoe-Vryheid-Piet Retief Line, and obtain clieap power for generat-

ing electricity from the Natal Ammonium Company.

Otiier companies are .seriously considering tho erection of by-

product works, and are only waiting for the conclusion of the war

before starting such operations.

MetaJliferous 71//«cs.—Mining, apart from coal, i.s practically non-

existent, though it is to be hoped, and I believe, that this is only

a passing phase.

Coppe.r.—Nothing was done with copper properties; and it is

peculiar that no one attempts to work copper in Natal. With the

high prices for this metal which now prevail some of the properties

might be run at a profit.

Iron Oxide.—12r2 tons of iron oxide for paint manufacture were

obtained from the farm Hazeldene neir Dundee.

Ashcstos.—No work was done .it Isitilo. The Buffalo Asbestos

Companv mined some asbestos near Helpmakaar. This was manu-

factured' into tiles and sheathing for boilers and ataam pipes. Tho
amount of asbestos quarried was small, amounting to 28 tons, and

the finished product was a mixture of asbestos, kaolin from the

Waschbank Valley-, and kieselguhr from the Transvaal.

Gypsum.—The Natal Gypsum Company produced some 1,265 tons

of gypsum, but did very little during the latter half of the year.

Notwithstanding this they paid a satisfactory dividend to the share-

holders, and have now concluded a fresh contract with the Pretoria

Cement Co. and intend mining gypsum actively in the coming year.

Cement.—No cement was manufactured, but as cement has been

made at Umzimkulu on an experimental scale, one wonders why
it is not attempted on a commercial scale, in view of the large profits

such concerns as the Pretoria Cement Company are making

Fires Underfiroiind.—The stoppings round old fire areas were

carefully watched during the year. Constant inspection of these, by

mine officials, is the only way to avoid further trouble from former

fires.

Stone Dusting.—Stone dusting was continued during the year at

the Durban Navigation Colliery, Natal Cambrian Colliery, Glencoe

Colliery, St. George's and Burnside Colliery. Tn the latter half of

the year, the mines were not so much in need of stone du.'sting as

formerly ; the incessant rains managed to get into the mines, througli

the broken workings, and several of the mines liad a difficult job

to cope with the water.

Bescue Station.'.—Nothing has been done as regaids the establish-

ment of a rescue station, and nothing is likely to be done until the

Govemnient moves in the matter.

With the war on it is difficult to get persons interested in any
such scheme as that of rescue work, but the absence of a rescue

station in Natal is to be deplored, and we shall probably be very
sorry one of these days that there is no station and no trained

rescue team.
As there is no rescue station where men can be trained, nothing

is being done in instructing men in the use of rescue apparatus.

Mine Vams.—Several new dams have been built, and some
trouble has been caused by them, as the managers built the dams
first and then sent in the plans and specifications, which did not,

as a rule, meet with the approval of the Irrigation Department.
The managers, not having complied with Regulation 158 (20), have

only themselves to thank for any extra trouble and expense the

mines may have been ))ut to, through the original dams having been

faultily constructed.

Nnfive Land.'i Hill.—Practically all tlie mineral deposits in Natal
and ZuUiland, apart from a portion of the coalfields, occur in lands

wliich it is proposed to include in native areas. The reason for this

is obvious, the natives are to get the broken and disturbed country
and the whites the table-lands.

It is in broken country where the older formations .are e.xposed that

mineral discoveries are mostly made. It is to be hoped that a clause

will be inserted in the Bill to allow of prospecting and mining in

native areas.

General.—Granted that the war has had a depressing effect on
prospecting, the Natal mineral deposits should not be neglected in

the way that is being done lit present.

Practically no prospecting is going on. The country has been
only scratched, and it is peculiar that whereas twenty-five years ago
important discoveries were made, which would probably have become
more important but for poor mining methods and little knowledge,
nothing is now being done to try to discover fresh mineral resources.

Large areas in the older formations in Zuhiland have never even
been examined.

Tin, for example, has been found within ten miles of Melmoth

;

it liardly seems possible that it should not exist anywhere else in

ZuUiland, and r|uite likely in jiayable quantities.

If, in 191b, laSoz. of gold could be obtained with very little

trouble frcrrs one spruit in Zululand, there is no reason why many other
spruits and guUey.s should not yield gold in iiayable quantity.

What is required is trained prospectors, wljo are not on the
lookout for samples, but for properties. I am still confident that
payable mines will eventuate in Zululand, but this is unlikely as long
as the only prospectors working there are pooi- men who cannot afford
to open up discoveries on a proper scale.

Mica.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining Journal and Engineering Becord.

Sir,—I have a mica property in this territory and am at

present taking out mica from it averaging from 3 to 5 inches

square from a big lode. I am out of touch M'itli everything

here, and being a regular reader of your journal, I thought

that perhaps you might be able to tell me of someone who

would be likely to purchase the mica as I mine it. I am
1.3 miles from a railway siding, so would be able to forward

quantities regularly. I enclose a sample of the mica, from

which you will be able to see the quality. Should

you desire further samples or information I would be pleased

to furnish same, if you would let me know what quantity

you would hke forwarded.—Yours, etc.,

T. LONGMORE.
P.O. Box 46, Macaquece, P.E.A.,

16th November, 1918.

New Heriot.

The following cablegram has been sent to London by the

New Hetiot Company: " In view of existing circumstances

the board of directors regret they are not able to declare a

dividend."

George Elliso:
Mechanical & Electrical Ennineer.s

Makers of Electrical Control Gea.r

BIRMINGHAM, LONDON, MANCHESTER, GLASGOW.
NEWCASTLE, LEEDS, CARDIFF, MOSCOW, MILAN.
JOHANNESBURG, SYDNEY, N.S.W., COPENHAGEN.

CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z.

'^^s^SLi A^;^- ^f=«%^:^ ac'.^^
TRAILING CA3LE i

SOCKETS & PLUGS
for Air Break

Gate End Boxes.

pAETICULAELY serviceable in factories and non-flery
-* mines where it is a convenience to connect portable
tools without using a long length of trailing cable. The
socket and plug is mounted on a "Mill" Type Circuit
Breaker, the plug being interlocked with tho breaker to
prevent it being withdrawn while the current is on. Detailed
information is given in list 19, sent post free at request.

ELECTRICAL
CONTROL GEAR
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

A Brief Spurt and a Setback.

The market was once again quiet at Saturday's call, but

without any further falling away in prices. A good deal

of business was put through in the forenoon, with a slight

hardening tendency. Though somewhat early to make a

forecast, it looks as if the worst was over and that the

nervous holders have about finished dispossessing tliemselves

of their holdings. On Monday morning the turn was again

slightly upward. There were no sensational advances but

an inclination to buy which if continued will harden prices.

Knight Centrals was ihe stock most fancied and made Is.

over their last quotation. They soon began to drop back,

but not to their previous level. The market firmed up

during the course of the day and most stocks showed satis-

factory advances. Tuesday's call was satisfactory, the over-

night improvement being fully maintained, even tin stocks

going better. The Modderfontein section was aU to the

good, especially in Modder Easts, which had suffered most

in the recent setback, these, after change, going to 20s. 3d.

African Farms also made up a good deal of leeway. The

market continued to improve to the close, as the following

prices at which sales were booked will indicate : Modder
Easts, 20s. 9d. and 20s. 6d. ; Van Ryn Deeps, 70s. 9d.

;

Springs, 67s. 6d. ; Sub Nigels, 28s. ; West Springs, 24s. 3d.

;

African Farms, 16s. 3d. At the opening on Wednesday Sub
Nigels were in good demand at 28s. 6d. and 28s. 9d. There

was a sale of Springs at 67s. 6d. and this was all the busi-

ness that went through. The call was lacking in interest

and the previous day's activity was missing. Pretoria

Cements and Rand Selections were better as also Geduld
Props, Springs and Van Ryn Deeps. Modder Easts came
easier. The remainder were practically unchanged. Klein-

fontcins are a very weak feature at present and the
Johnnies j-eport only raised the price of the stock Is. on
yesterday's buying ofier. The market was quiet throughout
the day and closed easier, with the exception of Pretoria

Cements and Hume Pipes, which made respectively 68s.

and 30s. At Thursday's call Van Ryn Deeps, Geduld Props,
Modder Deeps and City, and Suburbans, among the import-
ant stocks held their own. The remainder were all easier.

Practically nothing was done during the past week in out-

side stocks. There was a sale of Henderson's Options at

Is., and the following were only dealt in with odd lots:

Sakalavas, 7s. 6d. and 7s.; Mauss Syndicates, 45s.; Monte-
leos, 22s. 6d. ; Makganyene Diamonds, 30s. Other quota-
tions were : Sellers of Union Tins, 6s. 6d. ; Lydenburg
Lands, Is. 9d., 2s. ; Phoenix, lid.. Is. The spurt has been
a very short one and it is impossible to foresee whether there
will be a period of quiescence or another setback. So far

there have been very few offers to sell on time.

There were dealings in only nine stocks on Friday at the
call with the following changes in prices. Sales : Eastern
Gold Mines, Is. 9d. ; Knight Centrals, os. 9d. ; Nourse
Mines, 16s. 9d. ; Rooibergs, 8s. 2d. ; Simmer Deep^, 2s. 6d.

;

Springs Mines, 66s. 9d. Buyers and sellers: Frank Smiths,
3s. 6d., 3s. 9d. ; Geduld Proprietary, 87s.. 37s. 6d. ; Govern-
ment Areas, 91s., 92s. : Hume Pipes, 30s. 6d., 31s. ; Modder
Bs., £7 16s. 3d., £7 18s. 9d. : Modder Deeps, £7 IDs.,

£7 12s.; Witbanks, 51s., 54s.; Zaaiplaats, 15s., 15s. 3d.

Fri., Sat.. Mon., Tue.s., Wed., ThuM.,
22nd 23rd 25th 26th 27th 28th

African Farms . . . . 15 8 15 6 1.^- 6" 16 3 16 0* 15 10
Ang.-Amer. Corp. .

— 31 3* 32 6t -- 32 6t 27 6*

Ape.x Mines .... . 7 1 7 2 7 0* 7 3* 7 0* 7 6
Biintjes Cons. . . . . 2 6* 2 6* 2 6 2 6* 2 6* 2 6
Brakpan Mines . . . 70 0* 71 70 0* 70 0* 70 0* —
Breyten Collieries . . 11 3* 12 6t U 3* -- 11 0* 11 0»

Brick & Potteries . .
— 3 9* 3 9* 3 9* 3 9*

Bushveld Tins . . . 10 10* S» 9* 9* 10
1 'inderella Cons. 5 0* 5 0* 5 5 0* 5 0*

•Buyers. tSellers. iOdd lots. bEx Loudon.

Fri.,

22nd

City & Suburbans . 8 0*

City Deeps 50 6*

Clydesdale Colls. . . 20 0*

Con. Investments . .
—

Con. Lang.aagtes . .
* —

Con. Main Reefs . . 12 9*

Con Mines Selection —
Coronation Colls. . . 47 6*

Coronation Freeholds 1 1*

Crown Diamonds . .
—

Crown Mines Deb. . £100*
Daggafontein Mines 24 Of
Do. Options ... 50*

East Rand Coals ... 21*
East Rand Deeps . . 10

E.R. Minings .... 17 6*

East Rand Props. . 5 6*

Eastern Golds .... 13*
F. Smith Diamonds 3 3

Geduld Props. ... 35 3*

Glencairns 2 0*

Glencoe Collieries .
—

Glynn's Lydenburgs 24 3t
Govt. Areas 90 0*

Jhbg. Bd. of Exect. 28 0*

Jupiters 4 6*

Klerksdorp Props. . 3 0*

Knight Centrals ... 52*
Knights Deeps ... 60*
Lace Props 12 6

Leeuwpoort Tins . . 25 6

Luipaardsvlei Estate —
Lydenburg Farms . . 8 7

Meyer & Charlton .
—

Middelvlei Estate . .
—

Modder B 1,52 6*

Modder Deep .... 148 0*

Modder Easts .... 19

Do. Opts. (3 yrs.) 5 3

Do. Opts. (4 yrs.) 6 1*

Hume Pipes 27 6*

Natal Navig. Colls. 20 0*

National Bank.s . . . £14J*
New Boksburgs ... 11*

New Eland Diams. 25 Of
New Era Cons. . .

—
New Geduld Deeps 5 9*
New Heriots .... 12 6*

New Kleinfi.nteins 11 6*

New Modders ... —
New States 20 Oa
Nigels 5 Ot
Nourse Mines .... 17 0*

Pretoria Cements . 62 6*

Princess Estates ... 3 If
Rand Collieries . . 2 9*

Rand Nucleus ... 15*
Rand Select. Corp. . 80 0*

Randfonteiu Deeps . 5 3*

Randfontein Ests. . 15 0*

Rooibergs 8 0*

Rioodepoort Uniteds 3 Ot
Ryan Nigels 3 3*

Sliebas 13*
Simmer & Jack ... —
Simmer Deeps .... 20*
S.A. Alkali .... 40 0*

S.A. Breweries ... 30 0*

S.A. Lands 6 3*

South van Ryn . . 12 3

Springs Alines .... 66 3

Sub-Nigels 26 6

Swaziland Tins ... —
Trans. Lands .... 22 6*

Trans. G..\l. Estates 14 6t
Van Ryn Deeps ... 69 Oa
Village Deeps .... 17 0*

Village Main Reefs .
—

Welgedaehts .... 27 6t
West. Rand Estates —
West Springs .... 23 9

W. Springs Options 10 6a

Witbank Collieries . 50 0*

Witwatersrands ... —
Wit. Deeps 12 9*

Wolhuters 3 0*

Zaaiplaats Tins ... 14 9

Union 5 per cent. . ^£102

Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,

23rd 25th 26th 27th 28th

8 6 8 3* 8 0' 8 0* 8 3

50 6* 50 0* 51 0* 50 6* 51

20 0* 20 0* 20 0" 20 0* 20 0*

— — — 21 0* 21 0*
— 20 Ot — — 20 0+

12 9 12 9 12 3* 12 3* —
24 6* 24 6* 24 6* 24 6* 25 Ot— 46 0* 48 3* 47 6* 47 6*

1 1* 1 3* 1 5 I 3* 1 3*

4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*

£100* £100* £100* iJlOO* £100*
23 22; 6* 33 3* 24 Ot 23 6
5 0* 6 0+ 5 0* 5 0* 5 0*

2 1* 2 1" — 2 0* 2 2*

10* 10* 11* 11* —
17 6* 17 6* 17 6* 17 6* 17 6*

5 3* 5 6* 5 9* 5 6* —
1 6t 1 6t 1 9* — 1 9t
3 3 3 0* 3 0* 3 2* 3 1*

35 3* 35 6 35 9* 36 6 36 9

2 0* 2 0* — — 2 0*

6 0* 5 6* 6 6t— — — — 25 Ot
90 3 90 0* 91 6 91 90 6*

28 0* 28 0* 28 0* 28 6* 28 6*

4 6* 4 6* 4 9* 5 4 9*

3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*

5 3 6 5 11 5 11 —
6 0* 6 6 — 6 0* 6 3*

11 9* 11 6* 12 3 12 2* 12 0*

25 9 26 0* 27 6 27 3 27— — — 1 0* 1 0*

8 8 8 6* 8 9

87 6*
8 7* 8 7*

90 0*
— 1 0* 1 0* — —

155 6* 155 0* 160 0* 162 Ot 157 6

148 6 149 6* 151 Oa 152 0* 152 0*

18 6 18 9* 19 lOi 20 3 19 9
5 5 5 3* 5 9 5 lot 5 9t
6 6 6 3* 6 9 6 0* 6 6*

27 6* 27 6* 27 6* 28 6* 29 0*

20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 20 0*

£14*
10* 10* 11* 10* 1 0*
— — 25 6t 26 Ot 25 Ot

9 9* 9 9* — 9 9* 10
5 9* 5 9 5 9* 6 Ot 5 9*

12 8* 12 6* 12 6* 12 9* 12 9*

11 3 11 0* 11 10 9* 11 0*
£26i* £26i*

£26i* £26J* £26 316*
20 3 20 6 20 4J 20 0* 20 0*
— 4 6* 4 6* 4 6* 4 6*

17 0* 17 0* 17 0* 17 Ot 16 0*

62 6 63 9* 65 67 6 68 0*

3 It — 2 10* 3 2 0*

2 9* 2 9* 2 9* 2 9* 2 9*

— 1 5* 1 6* 1 6* 1 6*
— 80 0* 81 0* 82 6 85 Ot

5 3* 5 3 5 4* 5 4* 5 4'

14 9* 15 6t 14 9* 14 9* —
7 6* 8 3* 9 8 9 8 0*

3 0+ 3 Ot 2 6* 3 Ot 3 Ot
3 3* — 3 3* 3 3* 3 3

1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3*
— 6 0+ 6 Ot —

1 9* 2 0* 2 0* 2 3 2 1*

40 0* 43 9 45 0* 40 0* 42 6*

34 Of 31 6» 35 Ot 35 Ot 35 Ot
6 0* — 6 3 6 5 6 3*

12 3* 12 3* 12 3* 12 9 12 9
66 66 6 67 67 9 67 3
26 6* 26 9* 26 9* 28 9 28— — — 31 Ot 31 Ot— 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 24 6t
14 6t — 13 6»

69 3 69 3* 69 6* 70 9* 71 3
17 0* 17 16 6* 16 0* 16 0*— — 10 6» — 11 0*— — — 27 6t
2 0* 2 0* — —

23 3 23 6* 24 0* 24 3 23 9
10 3* 10 3* 10 3a 10 3
50 0* 50 0* 51 6* 50 0*
— 19 19 0*

13 0* 12 Oa 13 0* 13 0* 13
3 2* 3 0* 3 0*

14 3* 14 8* 15 6 15 6 15 2*

£102 £102 £102 £101J» £1011*

•Buyers. tSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & GO., LIMITED,
Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., LTD.

PHCENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., LTD.

DICK, KERR. PH(ENIX. SIEMENS.

CABLES
and WIRES

TELEGRAPHS
LINE

MATERIALS

CABLE
ACCESSORIES

TELEPHONES FLUID CELLS

EBONITE
SIGNALLING

APPARATUS
DRY CELLS

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd.,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18.

ESTABLISHED 1858. OVER 4,000 EMPLOYEES.

Telephone: City 6400 (7 Lines). Telegrams: "SIEMENS, WOOLWICH."

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—64-68, CoUingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

-SOUTHAMPTON.—46, High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clive Buildings, Clive Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount R«ad.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

Sole Representaslve in South Africa

:

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams: "WOTAN."
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Important to Mine and Compound Managers.

Messrs. L. FATTI & CO., LTD.,
The Proprietors of FATTI'S MACARONI FACTORIES, and Suppliers of SOUP MACARONI

FOR THE
Mine Boys, beg to inform the Mine and Compoand Managers that despite the present high cost of floar, the price for this

wholesome and very nourishing food has been practically kept at the pre-war level, thus making Macaroni the most

economical food of the present times. Owing to the general increase of the prices of all foodstuffs Soup Macaroni has

now been introduced into the native diet by a large number of Mining Companies, in whose Compounds the full content

of the Boys has been gained by occasionally changing with Macaroni their somewhat monotonous menu.

For quotation and orders please apply to Box 1139, 'Phone 962, Johannesburg—L. FATTI & Co., Ltd.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

British Government Release Shipping—Pushing Trade—German Goods—Freight

:

What It Means—Iron and Steel—Trend of Business—Time Given to Debtors—South
African Timber.

Shipping is the thing that matters to-day, and it is sur-

prising how quickly the British Government is tackhng the

question. As an announcement was made at the beginning

of the week that in accordance with instructions from the

Ministry of Shipping, all outward and homeward rates of

freight by Conference line steamers are to be reduced forth-

with by approximately 25 per cent. In addition to this, the

Union Castle Company has had two cargo steamers and
one passenger ship released and handed over by the British

Government this week. Evidently superhuman efforts are

being made by the Imperial authorities to foster and encour-

age the export trade, which had been in existence before the

war. There is a lot of talk about what Germany has in

hand in the shape of manufactures, more particularly

enamel and hardware goods, and undoubtedly letters leak

through now and again in support of this theory. It also

stands to reason that the Central Powers and neutral coun-

tries have not been idle during the past four years without

manufacturing goods of some kind for the purpose of selling

them and so give tliem gold to purchase raw materials. And
obviously the Allies having forbidden the German mercantile

flag to be flown at sea until peace is signed is a sure indica-

tion that they must have a fleet of merchantmen ready to

put to sea, otherwise why such an embargo? Whenever
these goods come out, and leak out they will into the

markets of the world, they will be cheaper than those at

top wages, as the best of information is that Germany gave

a very poor war bonus to their workers. Hence another

reason why some kind of goods will be cheaper in the near
future.

Freight Conditions and Values.

The ordinary merchants dealing in mining material are

thoroughly conversant with rates. However, the man in

the street will be apt to mislead himself as to the real

importance of a 25 per cent, reduction in shipping freights

by the Conference lines. As it will give people a handle to

talk about a 25 per cent, reduction generally, which in

freight is not of much consequence on many lines. For
example, the freight was to Durban 125s. for drapery, elec-

tric, lights, etc. : now it is Bis. 3d. less, then 70s. the war
risk percentage on values a short time ago and 5s. London
dock risks, making £5 6s. 3d., less 2s. 6d. , tlie present war
risk. An electrical merchant considers it will make a

difference of 3d. per light, as these come by measurement
and not by dead weight. A scale maker was heard to

remark that it meant about 5 per cent, off values for him.

Taking iron and steel, where the freight is 95s. to Durban,
the 25 per cent, represents 23s. 9d., then come the war
risks and other lesser charges, thus giving about 5 per cent.
off values, as compared with ordinary war times. However,
many merchants contend that the extra cost of. mining
material in Britain will more than set ofi any privileges
already granted in freights, etc. The reason given for the
extra manufacturing costs is that the maximum allowed by
the British Government when under its control was up to
20 per cent., which was not sufficient considering the extra
cost of labour and raw material. However, as previously
remarked in these columns, Johannesburg and these gold
fields are not altogether dependent upon Great Britain as
large quantities of goods and mining material come from
America, Canada, Japan, etc.

Iron and Steel.

Eeuter is officially informed by the Controller of Imports
and Exports, Pretoria, that cable information has been
received from the British Embassy at Washington to the
effect that export licences will now be granted freely for all

old orders of finished steel products, and all outstanding
orders which have been recommended by the Controller of
Imports and Exports are now being- re-submitted by the
British Embassy at Washington. Restrictions on semi-
finished steel and pig iron will for the present be continued.

As regai-ds local business it is almost at a standstill, only
just sufficient being done for daily or weekly requirements.
There is a lot of mild steel on the way from America and
it is difficult to ascertain correct prices.

•glstered Trada HKrH , _^

'RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite different from all other paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elastic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atniospberic condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for
fron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for
damp, resists tlie action of strong-
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands v^ry
high temperatures of superheated
steam.

Sola Uannfacturers

:

The 0AS80N COMPOSITIONS Oo. Ltd.

Tl-^'.EE Seas BRATJD. rmham, London. KngUnd.
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I TRIMO TOOLS. I

DE sure to ask for the Trimo
^-^ Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO..
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by AN Hardware Merchants.

TBIHO PIPE WRENCH
STEEL HANDLE.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA

:

I
WM JOHNSTON, President Buildings, c/o President

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg

P.O. BOX 5580. PHONE 2296.

|g<lllllllllll9BIII3IIIIigilllllllll8IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllll|||g<
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MULCOTT BELTING
Suitable for all Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against

dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-

eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,— BRADFORD, ENGLAND.

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

Box 1124

91, Market Street,

JOHANNESBURG. Telephone 4701.

I %fiuy '
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Trend of Business.

The chief buying office is still resting on its oars, simply

doing nothing excepting in very special cases, as it is still

awaiting cable news in reference to the post-war position.

Naturally the mines are using from reserve stocks, thus

making business on the Commercial Exchange exceptionally

dull. Even the municipalities are holding back, and

obviously the railway will, now that the General Manager
has gone to London with the view of buying railway stores

from the British Government's war stocks. . No one can

object to this, but if several millions' worth are bought

direct, it makes Johannesburg the poorer by the eommissiou
that would have been earned in the ordinary course of busi-

ness. Another i-eason for poor earnings is tlia't it is sur-

prising what amount of speculation has been going on by

people liaviug money and who have purchased a lot of goods

on their own and friends initiative, that they never touched

before. Now they are caught and cannot sell, simply

because buyers are only just getting sufficient for immediate
requirements. A general shipper expressed surprise at the

amount of speculation coming to light since the armistice

was signed. It has not been restricted to any particular

class of goods, but an all-round scramble, most of the

speculators thinking the war would last for another year or

so. Several meetings of creditors have been held and time

has been given in two known cases ; however, these were not

in the mining material line.

TiMBEU.

Thei'e is a slight inclination for an easier tendency in

values, chiefly in consequence of the influenza, peace news
and the end of the year approaching, checking the new
building operations. So much so that contractors are con-

tenting themselves in recognising the fact that only a very

few tenders will be put out this side of Christmas. As
regards the future of imported timber, an expert thinks now
that the Conference lines freight has come down the Swedish
freight also will be reduced. He also maintains that South

African timbers will play a greater part in our consumption

/than in pre-war days. "The position has been forced upon us

and it is found that the mines can use S.A. timbers for

many purposes, even better than the imported, as the wood
is harder and more lasting, especially in wet mines. And
S.A. deals are not at all bad for outside work, also other

woods for furniture-making, box-making, and so forth. He
recognised, however, that the Baltic timber for the majority

of buildings cannot be substituted, although the brown
woods are excellent for decorations, stair eases, and furni-

ture built into the walls, and such like. The forecast for

the Baltic timber trade is not an easy one, although it can

be taken for granted that prices will not remain at the

present high levels. It is difficult to say what quantity of

Baltic woods are to be used for paper-pulp purposes, as

many substitutes have been found during the war period.

For e.xample, in Zululand there is a company recently

formed for making paper-pulp out of papyrus reeds, and one
hoars of many substitutes for wood-pulps that may assist

from depleting the forests too much for their more legitimate

use for building purposes. Sui-prise was expressed at the.

fact that S.A. deals were Is. 6d. per foot, when the answer
was made that Is. 3d. was nearer the price. Undoubtedly
the general idea has been to base prices on that of the

imported article throughout tiie local maiuifacturers, pro-

duce -and timber lines—to charge as near as possible to the

imported price and not to woiry about costs with i-easonable

profits added.

Secoxd-ji.\nd Materi.al.

A sale on Wednesday, amounting to over £10,000, for

mining machinery, stores, spares, etc., realised according to

the auctioneer a fair amount considering the times. A
machinery dealer who attended states that the prices on the

whole were about 33J less than a similar sale a few months
ago. It so happened that some of the boilers and machinery
were held over from the sale in question, and from that it

was easy to judge what was then offered and what was
accepted on Wednesday. Otherwise enquiries about second-

hand material are very quiet indeed.

Tr.\de Jottings.

The ironnioulders' strike, it is expected, will come to an
end this week and the artisans commence work on Monday
next, December 2nd. It is pretty well understood that this

will relieve the labour position as regards strikes. It may
also assist in keeping some of the poorer mines open.

The largest and most varied

stocks In South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS. ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

MRUOWN 18U, MAIM STREET,
. Pl^V^yyi^. JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 5770. P.O. Box 1828. Tel. AddresB. "MATTBEOWN."

DO YOU HAVE YOUR MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
Manufactured to order from African Rubber to suit your Special Needs?

We make one quality : THE BEST.
REGISTERED TRADE MARK : " SARM."

SOFT, MEDIUM AND HARD RUBBERS.

The SOUTH AFRICAN RUBBER MANUFACTURING & TYRE Co., Ltd.

ANDERSON, LOVEDAY & FREDERICK STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 3912. Tel. Add.: "SARMCOL." Phone 2304

Manufaoturera of Mechanical Rubber Ge<ir of all descriptions for Railways, Mines, Municipalities, Sugar Mills,

and users of Industrial Machinery.
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Revised Price List.

Btjildinu Materials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9 x 3, Is. lid. to

23. Id. ; tiooring, 4J x| arid 6 s |, lOJd. to Ud. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 x.-i, 6Jd. to 7d. per sq. ft.
;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

9s. per cub. ft.; clear pine, jin. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;

lin. X 12in., Is. 8d. ; toak, 25s. to 279. 6d. per cubic foot ; shelving,

Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 14s. 6d. cu. ft. ; poplar, lin. x 12iu., Is. 9d. ; scantling.

Is. lid. to 2s. per ft. ; beaver boards, 7d. to TJ-d. ;
galvanised iron, 24-

gauge, 8ft. to 10ft.. 2s. to 2s. id.; lift., 2s. 2d.; 12ft., 2s. 3d.; 26-

gauge, 6ft. to Sft. Is. yd. ; 9ft. & 10ft. Is. lOd. ; flat galvanised, 24 &
26-gauge, 115s. lOOib. ; floor brads, 95s. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, KOs. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, 80s. to 85s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, 10s.

bag ; 9s. truck loads ; . lime, white, unslaked, 7s.' 6d. ; truck loads,

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. ; plaster lime, 5b. 6d. ;

Wricks, stock, delivered, 60s. to TOs. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 80s. ; pressed,

708. to 808. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; Bait

glazed, £17 17s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d.

yard ; paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 25a. ; fluted, 308. ; fireclay bricks, £8 lOs. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45a. to SOs., according to

height (12iQ. to 18in.) per "dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, ra-w and boiled.

14s. 6d. to 15s. Imperial gallon; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, 100s. 2/4 1-5 galls. ; 10—i's; 5-6 imp. tins, 110s.;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb.
;
paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

jin., 8s.; do., mirror, 9s.; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per foot;

21oz., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 2s. per foot.

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £314 per

ton; tallow (local), S^d. per lb.; paraflBn, 24s. per case of two 4'8;

petrol, 39s. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 38s. 6d. to 47s. 6d. per case ; cylinder, 38s. 6d.

to 47s. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 75lb. ; bichromate potash, 5s. 6d. lb. ;

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ;
permanganate (Japanese), 14/6 lb. ; alum, 7d. lb. ;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lib. ; borax, 122s. 6d. 1001b. ; cyanide sodium,

2s. 3d. to 23. 6d. lb.; hypo, Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local, £55 10s. ton;

litharge (assay), 703. to 72s. 6d. (commerpial), 58s. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zinc

sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, e^d, lb.
;
plumbago

crucibles, O^d. per number; carbide, about ,£110 per long ton.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT* *>

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail l^re
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished ^Vire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Wire Neuls Fence Staple*

Pig Iron, BloomR, Billets, 'Wlr©

Bods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel

Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing.

lf« an frtpartd to giv4 PROMPT SERVIOS, (»ul tctitit

your tn^uirtM acmmpanitd by compUt4 tptcijtcaticiu

AddreM

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.
^ CM» Kiin- 1 "PITTSTIR."

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 33s. to 36s. wholesale, and 40s. to 45s. doz. retail ; carbon
lamps, 20s. dozen; pure rubber fle.x, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire,

65s. to 70s.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to SOs. ; 7/22, 75b. to 80s.; 7/20 120s.;

7/18, 160s.; tubing, 46s. to 50s. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4s. 6d. to

5s. each; round blocks, S^in., 5s. to 5s. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. 6d.

per dozen; British glass shades, 30s. to AGs, dozeu; porcelain shackles.

15s. to 18s. dozen ; do. , bobbins, 25s. to 30s. per 100 ; cleatg, 2Za.

per 100 ; P.O. insulators, 183. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 958. to

100s.
;

3in. do., S.'is. ; lin. steel, round, SOs.
;
^in. round iron, 77s. 6d. ;

do. steel, 72s. 6d.
;

|in. round iron, 70s. ; do. steel, practically none
in town

; Jin. round iron, 62s. Gd. to 65s.
;

|in. steel, 62s. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per lUOlbs.

Dunswart local iron has advanced and is now sold by storekeepers at

45s. per 100 lbs. Vereeniging mild steel also SOs. per 100 lb. Steel-

plates, SOs. to 90s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in.

diameter, Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.
; fin. diameter up to Sin.

long, 2s. 6d. lb. ; §in. dia.. Is. 6d. ; 3^in. and up long. Is. 6d. lb.
;

^in dia. up to 2iin long, 77a. 6d. lOOlb
; iin dia. and 2^in up long, 75b.

per lOOlb.
;

jin. dia. up to 2110, long, Is. 6d. per lb.
;

fin. diameter

2Jin. and up long, 6O3. per lOOlb. ; Jin. diameter, 2iin. and
up long. Is. per lb.

;
|in. i.nd lin. diameter, same price as fin.

diameter; nuts, fin.. Is. 3d. per lb.; ^in., 853.; |in. 9bs.

;

Ifin. and l^in., 85s. ; Ifin. to IJin., 87b. 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash'
ers, all 55s.; rivets, 316in., Is. 6d. lb.; ^in., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., §in., Is. 6d. lb.; ^in., 75s. to SOs.
;
|in., 72s. 6d.

;
|m. up, 60s.

100 lb.; shoes and dies, 328. 6d. to 35s. 100 lb-; rails, £35 per ton;
picks, 41b., 40s. dozen; shovels, 90s. upwards dozen; drill hammers,
oid. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American^ 14in., 48. 6d. j

24in., lOs. ; 30in., 14s.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 48. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

Chemists' Work in the War.
Professor J. A. Wilkinson presided at the montlily meet-

ing of the Soutli African Association of Analytical Chemists
at the S.A. School of ilines, Johannesburg. Before pro-

ceeding to the business of the meeting, he said the cessation

of hostilities which had followed the signing of the armistice

had plunged the world into a new era, which they welcomed
with heartfelt thanksgiving after the terrible price which
had been paid for it. They hoped that the doctrines which
had actuated those whose fiendish machinations and
criminal calculations foreordained the cataclysm would be

buried for ever in its ruins, and that the era of peace which
had just dawned would be worthy of the sacrifices offered

to create its birth. The last four years, he continued, had
seen members of their profession striving with might and

. main to encompass destruction on the one hand by highest

technical services, firstly in the manufacture of explosives,

and secondly of those metals necessary for the engineer in

the making of guns. On the other hand, many of their*

members had been engaged in augmenting the food supply
by making possible the "fertilisers necessary for plant growth.
Also in many other ways had the chemists' work been indis-

pensable and possibly in no greater manner than in the
manufacture of drugs for the pharmacist and medical practi-

tioners, both at home and in the field. Those services had
been epitomised in the saying that this liad been the

chemists' war, and, without unduly empliasising the value

of the services which chemistry had rendered, this was a

truth which could hardly be disproved, though possibly it

might be difficult for the man in the street to encompass its

fuller meaning. Owing to this fact, the profession had been
harassed in a manner which othenvisc would have been
impossible, and incidentally, this liad been of great benefit,

as it had served to create a union and brotherliood in the

profession, which must make for future advancement and
progress. For this they could feel naught but tliankfnlness,

though this was tinged with the sadness of regret at the
great losses which had come nearest to them, those members
of their Association wlio have laid down their lives in the

great fight, Messrs. Vipond and Koenig. In respect to the
memory of their gallant co-workers, he would ask them to

stand. The members all stood for a short time, and the

meeting then proceeded to discuss the following papers
which were presented: " Notes on Natal Cail," by Mr. J.

S. Jamieson, F.I.C., and " Notes on Iodine in Nitric Acid
and Sodium Nitrate," bv Mr. E. A. White.
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S.A. Society of Civil Engineers.

At a meeting of the South African Society of Civil

Engineers, held at Capetown last week, and presided over

by Mr. A. D, Tudhope, nominations were received for the

election of office-bearers for the 1919 session. Mr. W.
Craig, who is a foundation member of the society, was
returned unopposed as president, Mr. T. W. W. Perry as

hon. treasurer, and 'Sir. Geo. Stewart as hon. secretary. A
postal ballot will be taken for the election of ordinary mem-
bers of the Council. The ex officio members of the Council

will be Prof. Snape, Mr. R. W. JMenmuir, and Mr. M. D.

Robinson (past presidents). It was decided that a message

be sent to His Excellency the Governor-General conveying

the society's sense of deep thankfulness and gratification at

the conclusion of the armistice' with Germany. In the

course of a valedictory address, the retiring president (Mr.

M. D. Robinson) dealt with a few problems in connection

with railway construction in this country, and an analysis

of the grounds on which the. decisions taken were arrived at.

Regarding the question of gauge, he remarked that, although

the wisdom of departing from the standard of construction

of the first railways built in South Africa, viz., 63J miles in

the Cape Colony, and SJ miles in Natal, had often been

questioned, at the time this matter was under consideration

(nearly 50 years ago), no one could foresee the immense
mineral resources that within a comparatively few years

would be discovered in the Transvaal and, although a wave
of prosperity was then passing through the country as a

result of the discoveries on the diamond fields, the life and
magnitude of that industry had still to be proved. Some
saving would certainly have been effected in the cost of

operating the wider gauge, the net earnings being corres-

pondingly increased, and the deficit reduced; nevertheless

it was quite obvious that, under the conditions prevailing

at the time the matter was under consideration, the Colonial

Government were quite justified in departing from the

English standard gauge and practice which had been fol-

lowed in the construction of the Capetown-Wellington rail-

way, as, unless the lines which it was proposed to construct

(aggregating about 859 miles) could be built at about half

the cost per mile paid for the Wellington railway, a very
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severe tax would have been imposed on the resources of the

Colony by the annual deficit on load charges to be met from

general revenue, with, the consequent result that the expan-

sion of the railway system would have been checked, while

the delay in providing improved facilities for transportation

would necessarily have impeded the development of the

Colony. Touching on the question of non-paying branch

lines, Mr. Robinson observed that the fact that the State

was fully justified in offsetting against the direct losses

incurred on branch lines, the increased' prosperity and

development in the districts served by non-paying lines,

could not be more forcibly demonstrated than by considering

what would happen if all such lines were closed down. It

had always appeared to him that branch lines should be

credited with a percentage of the net revenue earned by the

main lines from the freight received from or delivered to the

branch lines. Discussion was taken on the following papers

:

" Reconstruction of Bridges, North Coast Line, Natal," by

Mr. G. Reynolds; " Selborne Avenue Bridge, Bulawayo,"

by Mr. A. H. Walter; " Field Water Supplies in the East

African Campaign," by Mr. A. C. Jennings. A vote of

thanks was accorded to each of the authors.

National Bank's Inci'ease of Capital.

THE FOSTERING OF LOCAL INDUSTRIES.

The Hon. Hugh Crawford presided in Pretoria over an

extraordinary general meeting of ehareholdere in the

National Bank of South Africa, Ltd., convened to consider

the proposal to increase the capital from £3,000,000 to

£4,000,000, with discretion to the director as to when and

how the new issue should be made. The directors and

shareholdere present were Messrs. J. Emrys Evans, P.

Duncan, E. J. Renaud, H. O'K. Webber, E. Haines, F.

W. Meadley, T. B. Herold, J. Rissik, F. Heys, W. Dunlop,

A. C. Duff, A. Sutherland, W. Fitzgerald, A. T. Brook,

E. Rooth, R. Walker, R. Hamilton, E. C. Reynolds

(general manager), and C. P. Mathews (secretary). The
Chairman, dealing with the business of the meeting, said :

This is a special meeting of the shareholders convened for

one specific purpose, as is mentioned in the published notice

regarding it. This purpose is to ask shareholders to vest in

the board of dirSctoi-s discretionary power to issue further

capital when the board considers it advisable. This capital

would be issued on such terms as the board considered

advisable. This capital would be issued on such terms as

the board considered advisable. The amount of the issued

capital already sanctioned by shareholders is £3,000,000.

and the bank in terms of its constitution is empowered to

issue capital to the total extent of £4,000,000. As yet the

board has not taken full advantage of the previous authority

granted by shareholdei-s, as our issued capital stands to-day

at £2,865,000 against the £3,000,000 authorised. I should

like to emphasise that the board has no present intention

—

should you agree to the resolution that is now to be pre-

sented for your con.sideration—to increase the capital, except

possibly to a moderate extent. The future, however, is

charged with momentous events, and at any moment we

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen. Ltd.)

SCIENTinC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites, Levels,

Planimelers and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances.

REPAIRS of Sdentific InstmrnenU

A SPECIALFTY.

.. Phone 59. WSSK ST.. Bo.^ 1221. JOHANNESBURG. 4040
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might desire to quickly avail of the advantage of additional

capital to enable us to deal with developments. We are

required by our articles of association to give sixty days'

notice to shareholder when calling them together, and it

is felt that this somewhat long period might prove a handi-

cap and prevent us from availing of important opportuni-

ties. Consequently we feel it to be in your interests that

the board should be provided with the discretion for which it

asks. You will have learned of the initiation of an indus-

trial corporation to finance new industries, and to foster

industries already existent, in South Africa which are in

need of assistance to develop along sound lines. This cor-

poration, I am convinced, will be no immaterial factor m
the advancement of the country from an industrial point of

view. The bank will take participation in the scheme, and

it is possible in this connection that if shareholders grant

the necessary discretion to-day your board may issue a

moderate amount of new capital for the pui-pose indicated.

It is, on the other hand, possible that to take participation

it will not at present be necessary to increase our capital

at all. It is the feeling of the board that, should it be found

desirable to increase our capital to any material extent, all

shareholders should have the opportunity of subscribing.

At the present time British Ti-easui7 regulations will not

permit of oversea shareholders having this privilege. I now

formally move that the capital of the bank be increased to

£-4,000,000 by the creation of 100,000 shares of £10 each,

to be issued in such manner, at such times and upon such

terms as the directors shall from time to time determine.

Mr. Emrys Evans seconded the motion, which was agreed

to without discussion.

Many causes have contributed in recent years to the

development of a strong movement
Railway towards the electrification of steam rail-

Electrification, ways in this as in other parts of the

world, and while, no doubt, little can be

done towards this end during the war, there is every reason

to believe that when peace returns this will become one

of the most important and pressing questions that will then

arise. Amongst the factors which have influenced the

growth of opinion in this direction may be cited the urgent

necessity of economising fuel, the scarcity of labour, the

dearth of raw materials, and the need for improvement in

transportation facilities. In countries which possess but

scanty fuel resources, or none at all, such as Switzerland

and Italy, but which are blessed with an abundance of

natural water power, the adoption of electric traction is

obviously inevitable, and plans are being projected on an

enormous scale to carry out schemes of a most comprehen-

sive nature. Proposals have been submitted by the

managers of the Swiss Federal Railways to the Council of

Administration which involve an expenditure estimated at

from £120,000,000 to £160,000,000, to be spread over a

period of 30 years. In Italy preparations are under way
for the electrification of the whole of the railways in the

north, together with the supply of electricity for all indus-

trial purposes on a gigantic scale. France, like Italy,

already possesses a considerable mileage under electric trac-

tion, and contemplates important developments in this

respect, while Norway and Sweden have carried out note-

worthy schemes, and have large projects in view. In the

United States we find tlie greatest development, for there

electric traction has been put to the severest tests in main-

line operation, and has been proved capable of handling the

heaviest loads on stiff gradients with efficiency and reha-

bility far in advance of steam haulage. In all these coun-

tries large supplies of water power are available, and the

arguments in favour of electrification are irresistible. But
even where fuel is the only source of electric^ power, a very

strong case has been made out for the conversion of the

railways ; it has been proved beyond question that very great

economies of fuel result from the substitution of electric

for steam power, that the number of electric locomotives

required to maintain the service is far less than in the case

of steam, and that important economies are made also in

operating and maintenance staff and in the cost of repairs.

The possibility of recuperating energy that would otherwise

be expended in braking on long gradients has also been
demonstrated in actual practice, and the greatly-increased

traffic which can be handled on electric railways is a power-

ful argument in favour of the newer system. The fact that,

in the words of an American authority, " to-day electrified

installations make use of the very heaviest high-speed,

heavy-tonnage equipment in the world," speaks for itself;

the same authority remarks that " the unquestioned relia-

bihty of this form of motive power has been proved in the

severest service "; and it is reported that Mr. McAdoo,
Secretary of the U.S. 'Treasui7 and Controller of Railways

for the War, is seriously considering the idea of electrifying

the whole of the railways of the country.

New Patents.

644. Basil Heber Tilston and Thomas Melbourne.—Improvements in

or relating to the treatment of hides, skins, or other goods.

645. Luke Vincent Lockwood.—Machine for making bottles, etc.

646. Thomas William Stainer Hutchins.—Improvements relating to

muffle furnaces.

647. Frederick Edmund Berry.—Improvements in or relating to elec-

trical ti"ansformers.

648. Percy Octavious Rowlands.—Improvements in and connected with

liquid fuel internal combustion engines.

649. Agricultural Co-operative Union. Ltd.—An improved hydraulic

baling press.

650. Ray C. Newhouse.—Comminuting mill.

651. Valborg Hansen.—Improvements in resilient metallic and like

tyres for wheels.

652. Frederick William Leeds and Cecil Thomas Mitchell.—A dis-

charging device for liquids from air-tight containers.

TRANSVAAL AND DELAGOA BAY

INVESTMENT COMPANY, LTD.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal).

NOTICE is hereby given that the ORDINARY ANNUAL
-GENERAL MEETING OF THE COMPANY will be held in the

Board Room, Exploration Buildings, Johannesburg, on TUESDAY,
the 10th DAY OF DECEMBER, 1938, at 4 p.m. precisely, for the

following purposes :

—

1. To receive and consider the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss

Account for the year ended 31st August, 1918, and Reports of

the Directors and Auditors.

2.—To declare a Dividend.

3. To elect Directors in the place of those who retire in accord-

ance with the provisions ot the Articles of Association.

4. To appoint Auditors tor the ensuing year, to fix their

remuneration, and to transact the ordinary general business

of the Company to be dealt with at ."iuch meeting.

The Transfei Books of the Company will be closed from the

4th December to the 10th December, 1918, both days inclusive.

Holders of Bearer Shares who desire to attend or vote at the

meeting must deposit their Warrants at the Head Office of the

Company, in Johannesburg, at least 24 hours before the time

appointed for the meeting, or at the London Office not later than

the 19th September, 1918.

By Order of the Board,

The Transvaal Gold Fields Building,

6. Fraser, Street. Johannesburg.

2nd September, 1918.

MOSES,
Secretary.
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HADFIELDS. Ltd.
WORKMEN
EMPLOYED:
OVER 15,000.

Hecla and East Hecia Works, Sheffield, England.

ROWBOTHAM'S

WORKS AREA:
OVER 200

ACRES.

Self-Oiling Wheels and Axles

FOR MINE WAGONS.
ROWBOTHAM'S Wheels have

withstood the most severe tests,

and have been adopted exclusively

in many large mines.

The wheels are fitted with a

special frictionless bronze bush,

which prevents wear on axles and
reduces friction to a minimum.

After being charged with oil, they

usually require no further atten-

tion for a month.

So perfect is the lubrication, that

the ease with which wagons fitted

with Rowbotham's Wheels can be

hauled is astonishing.

Tlie cost of oiling is approximately

one penny per month.

Dust Proof.

All the wheels are made of

Hadfield'f toughened cast steel.

STEEL CASTINGS of every description for Mines.

MAKERS OF ALL
KINDS OF STONE BREAKING & ORE CRUSHING MACHINERY.

SOLE MAKERS OF

HADFIELD'S PATENT
^^Era'' Manganese Steely

THE SUPREME MATERIAL FOR THE WEARING PARTS OF CRUSHING, GRINDING MACHINERY. ETC.

Head OfBce for South Africa :

46 & 47, Cullinan Buildings, Johannesburg.
Tt»ooe 8M0. T«l. Add. i

" HECLA." Bon 1008.

STORES: DENVER, TRANSVAAt (Adjoining Denver Station).

Bulawayo Agents t

WHTTMORE & JACKSON,
17 & 18, Agency Chambers.

Salisbury Agents

:

P. PEECH & CO.,

Angwa Street.

Natal Agents :

THOS. BARLOW & SONS,
Smith Street, Durban. I

'
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Company Meetings.

JOHANNESBURG CONSOLI-

DATED.

Air John Munro presided at the

annvial meeting of the Johannesburg

Consolidated Investment Company,

Ltd on Nov. 26, which was held m ttie

board-room, Consolidated Buildings.

There were present: Messrs. li.

Imroth, C. Marx, H. A. Rogers, J.

Emrys Evans, P. Richardson, L.

Abiirrow, H. A. Baily, T. Bertram. E.

W. Bond, E. Brayshaw, A. Campbell,

J. Andrew Cohen, J. H. Crosby, H.

Cundall, Col. W. Dalrymple,, L. Ed-

wards. W. Fergusaon, R. P. Fitzgerald,

G. C. Fitzpatnck (representirig Mr. J.

Friedlander), H. Gregor, D. C. Greig,

C. Grosser, J. D. Goldsbury, F. Hil-

ner, E. M. Hind, E. M. Hyman, h.

Harbottle. J. Jacobs, F. Jacobs, Emile

Levy, J. Lyttle. G. Lipman, J. H. Mac-

kie, J. E. Mackinlay, \V. A. McKen-
zie. J. Neilaon, C M. Neustetel, H.

Newhouse, A. C. B. Meiklejohn, J. R.

Nicholson, R. Orr, G. M. Pemberton,

T Petyt, W. Reid, J. Reinier, J. F.

Rutherford, C. Sampson, J. Stephen,

A. Silver, G. Sonn, A. Sprinz, S. Thom-
son, Senator W. K. Tucker, H.
Vickers, H. L. L. Wainerlein, W. 1.

Warrener, W. S. Webber, E. Wilkin-

son, D. Wilkinson, W. L. White, R.

Wridgway. The secretary (Mr. W. H.
Mardall) was in attendance.

CHAIRMAN'S SPEECH.

The Chairman said:—Gentlemen,—
We are met together to-day to con-

sider and. if approved, to adopt the

directors' report, balance-sheet and
profit and loss account for the finan-

cial year ended June 30th, 1918. The
report and accounts were duly circu-

lated to the South African share-

holders on the 9th inst. I regret

that owing to the unavoidable delay

in the receipt of our London Office

figures and advices, it was impossible

to issue the same at an earlier date.

In examining the accounts and the

position and progress of the company,

I must ask you to remember that they

cover the fourth year during which
we have been working under war con-

ditions. Bearing this factor in mind,
gentlemen, I am of opinion that we
have every right to congratulate our-

selves on the facts and figures sub-

mitted for your approval to-day, and
to be -well satisfied with the financial

position of the company. I shall

now proceed to review, as briefly as

possible, the principal figures of our

accounts. On the liability side you

•will note that there has been no
change during the financial year in

the capital of your company, which -

stands at £3,950,000. Your reserve

fund of £250,000 remains intact.

Sundry Creditors, £369,599.—A de-

crease in your liabilities of £228,000

is reflected under this heading, which
represents the withdrawal of monies
temporarily deposited with us in Lon-

don by the various mines of our group.

and which monies could be employed
to better advantage in South Africa.

Contingent Liabilities, £559,191.—

The large increase of £477,072, shown
in our contingent liabilities, repre-

sents the balance of the partially-

paid interest we have acquired in the

New State Areas, Limited, of which
the chairman informed you at our

last meeting. This money will only

be called up from time to time to

meet the requirements of the mine,

as development proceeds. I would,

however, here ask you to note that

the total amount of our contingent lia-

bilities only represents apprnximately

two-thirds of our absolutely liquid

assets.

Asset Side of Balance Sheet.

On the asset side of the balance-

sheet the first item is investments in

stocks and shares, £3,317 ,058.-lhe

"book value" of our holdings in

stocks and shares shows a decrease ot

£223,000, as compared with the figures

at June 30th, 1917. This decrease re-

presents the value of shares realised

plus the' amount written off for depre-

ciation, less the cost ot new shares

acquired during the financial year.

As in previous years, the -' book

values" of our shareholdings have

b-^en written down to their absolute

"market value." You will readily

understand that in view of the serious

international complications of the

world's money markets, it was neces-

sary for your directors to make ample

provision in this direction, and though

the amount provided is a large one.

we trust it may be regarded more as

a prudent precaution than an ulti-

mate loss. -At to-day's market prices

the value of our shareholdings reflects

a very large appreciation over the

amount at "which they appear in the

balance-sheet but no credit is taken

for this in our accounts. You wiu

be pleased to hear that this appreci-

ation reflects an increase on the figure

quoted last year. ' •

Mining properties and Advances .o

Mining Companies, £69,438.— i his

account reflects a small increase ot

£8 000, being a temporary loan to jne

of 'our mining companies, since paid

off.

Real Estate.

Real Estates and Buildings,

£5.38 743.—The total of this asset is

made up as follows :-Johannesburg

properties, £303,345; Johannesburg

Suburban Estates, £93,376; other pro-

perties in South Africa, £37>053; pro-

nertv in London, £104,969. Total.

|538';743. The total is £23,000 les.

than last year, which is accounted foi

by the amount written on

for redemption of our ground rent

capitalisation account plus the book

value of building lots sold on om- su-

burban estates. The Municipal Coun-

cil valuation of our town propertU'S

and suburban estates is at date

£581,682. which reflects a surplus over

the value at which they stand in oui

books of £185,000.
.

With a view to assisting the
_

de-

velopment of the lower portioii or th°

Houghton Estate we are constructiTig

a new road, at the cost of some £8,000.

connecting the up^er and tbe .o.ver

portions of the estate. This road

when completed, will undouoted.y be

one of the most beautiful drives m
Johannesburg, and should prove \

great attraction and convenience u,

residents in this neighbourhood. I

regret being unable to report any re-

duction in the heavy burden of muni-

cipal taxation. .

Lourenco Marques Properties.—Our

town properties at Lourenco Marques

are all well let and continue to yield

a. fairlv satisfactory revenue. In

order to develop its magnificent Po-

lana Estate, one ot our subsidiary

companies, the Delagoa Bay Lands

Syndicate, Ltd., is considering, if euit-

able terms can be arrived at with the

Portuguese authorities, the erection

of a large hotel thereon. The hotel,

if erected, will be a great acquisition

to the iowD of Loureuco Marques, and

should prove a great stimulus to the

trade and popularity of Delagoa Bay
as a seaside health resort.

Carlton Hotel.—The improvement in

the business of the Carlton Hotel, to

which your chairman referred last

year, has, I aui pleased to be able to

report, been well maintained, though
during the past two months the rev-

enue has suffered severely from the

effects of the prevailing epidemic.

Loans on Mortgage and Real
Estate, £86,450.—A decrease is hero

reflected of £37,718, and represents the

difference between loans paid off

(chiefly in London) and new loans

granted. I am pleased to be able to

state that all our loans of this nature

are eminently satisfactory and amply
secured.
Pre-War Loans, £102,060.—A further

sum of £18,000 has been paid off these

loans during the financial year, and
I have no doubt that with the new
conditions that will presently obtain

the balance will shortly be liquidated.

Loans at Short Call on Market Se-

curities, £455,943.—The figures undsr
this heading are practically the

same as at 30th June, 1917, a small

increase of £2,000 only being shown.
With the improved circumstances that

may, I trust, exist in the near future,

we "shall be able to profitably employ
more of our funds in this direction.

Fixed Deposit. £30,102.—This is a
new item in our accounts, and repre-

sents the temporary utilisation of sur-

plus funds that would otherwise be

lying idle.
• Sundry Debtors and Dividends Ac-
crued, £245,089.—The increase of

£47,000 here shown is mainly under
the heading sundry debtors, and re-

presents advances made to the gold

mining companies of our group against

native gold. These accounts are na-

turally of a fluctuating nature. The
remaining items do not call for spe-

cial comment.

Financial Position.

Gentlemen, from the facts and
figures I have given you, I think you
are in a position to fully grasp the

financial position of our company,
with whichJ trust you have every

reason to be well satisfied. The
total "book value" of our assets at

30th Junejast amounted to £4,928,894.

This amount is exclusive of the very

large appreciation in the value of our

shareholdings. This total reflects

a decrease as compared with the

figures at 30th June, 1917, of £225,000.

which mainly represents the balance of

the provision made for any possible

depreciation on our shareholdings to

wbich I have already referred. Ou"
liabilities to the public at the same
date (exclusive of the dividend of 5

per cent., declared on the 24th June
and paid on the 26th September last,

and our "contingent liabilities")

amounted to £369,599. Our assets at

their "book value," therefore reflect

a surplus over our liabilities of

£4,559,295, practically the same ts

last year. Our absolutely liquid as-

sets are approximately equal to the

total of our liabilities to the public

and our contingent 'labilities. I

venture to think, gentlemen, that

\ery few financial corporations oper-

atihg within our sphere ot influence

cin show such a strong financial posi-

tion.

Profit and Loss Account.

I now invite you to turn to the pro-

fit and loss actcount, from which you

will observe that the gross profit for
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th'j year under review amounted to

£^25,739, a small increase of £1,700

on last year's figures. Our working
expenses, including income tax, war
donations, staff bonus, etc., amounted
to £35,000, a decrease of £4,380 as

compared with the previous year. This

gives us a net profit for the year of

£200,739, about £6,000 more than for

the previous twelve months. To this

net profit we must add the sum of

£loS,556 brought forward from the

previous vear, making a total of

£359,296. After deducting from this

total the sum of £197,500, the amount
o: the dividend, we are left with

£161,7% to carry forward, an increase

of approximately £3,000. Gentlemen,
after four years of endless anxiety

and working under most trying condi-

tions, it is a source of great satisfac-

tion to your directors to have been

able not only to maintain our dividend

and provide for all depreciation out of

tho year's profit without encroacliing

on our reserve fund, but also to in-

crease the amount carried forward.

Diamonds.—You will note with sat-

isfaction from the directors' report

that the arrangement made toy your
permanent chairman (Mr. S. B. Joel)

fo.- the control and disposal of the dia-

mond output continues to work to the

bei.efit of all concerned.

Gold Mining Companies.

I will now refer to the Gold Mining
Companies of our group in which you
hold large interests. As foreshadowed
by the chairman at our last annual
meeting, the gold production of our

group of mines reflects a very consider-

able increase from £4,500,000 to

£7,760,000, or nearly 75 per cent. Al-

though the cost of production has in-

creased ^enormously the selling price

of the s'tandard ounce of gold remains
at the pre-war figure. You are doubt-

lesj awair« that a committee has been
formed in London to try to find some
solution of this anomalyi, and we trust

to hear the result of their delibera-

tions in the near future.
Consolidated Langlaagte. — This

mine with the other mines of the

Rand,* has liad many difficulties to

cortend with since the beginning of

1918. The year started off badly with
the heavyi irains which occurred in

January, and February. The conse-

quent flooding of the mine interfered

considerably with the progress of

underground operations, and unfortun-
ately very little shaft sinking has heen
possible. Shortage of native labour
has been a source of worryi throughout
the year, and the influenza epidemic
which broke out at the end of Sep-
tember added further to our troubles.

There has been a continual rise in the
cost of imported stores, and further
increases of pay have had to be made
to the European employes. All these
factors have made for increased cost
of working and lower profits. For
October the working costs were over
20,*. per ton, which js a rise of 3g. per
ton as compared with the average for

]9lV. The development of the mine
has been kept going regularly, and!

the ore rserves have been maintained.
Good values were encountered in the
lower levels at both the West and
Eastern shafts, which, although
somewhat patohy, showed a percent-
ajrc; of payabilityi of slightly over 50
pe.- cent.

Government Areas.

Profits on this mine have shown a
st( ady and gratifying improvement for

some months, and but for the epidemic
e\er. better results would have been
obtained. There has been a marked
Increase in the fathoms mined, corn-
hired with an increase in the mill
grade, and we have fortunately been

able to maintain our scale of develop-
ment with only some little sacrifice of

the tonnage milled. The directors'

policy has always been to place this

property in a thoroughly sound posi-

tion, and we feel sure this policy will

commi/.nd itself to shareholders. The
reefs exposed by the development work
are of excellent widths and values and
there is no doubt that the ore reserve
pOiition at the end of the year will

show a further substantial improve-
ment on that for the previous year.

Th'j last underground connection be-

tween No. 1 and No. 3 shafts has now
been effected and as the arrangement
for increasing the fan capacity to

300,000 cubic feet per minute is Jiow

in hand, and will shortly be com-
pleted, a further improvement in the
ventilation of the workings should re-

sult. The enlarged reduction plant is

now in operation, although by reason
of the native labour shortage it is not
at present being worked to its full

caapcity. Increased war charges are

a heavy item on this mine, and, in-

cluding cost of stores, war bonuses and
increased wages, active service allow-
ances, increased gold charges, etc.,

aiT.ounted in August to £25,812, or

4 355 shillings per ton milled. For
th- month of August the charge to

working costs on account of develop-
ment was 33. per ton, and the total

working costs were 19.78 shillings per
ton.

Ii. one respect only—that of native
labour—can the position ibe said to

be anything but satisfactory. The
aveiage number employed under-
gi.)und for September was 5,.368—the
h.ifhest in the history of the company.
This figure fell to 5,106 for October,
and at the middle of the present
mouth to 4,730. The provisional agree-
mcnt with the Government for the al-

teiation of the sliding scale, which
was submitted at our last meeting,
ha,-, I am pleased to state, been ra-

tified by Parliament, and I am satis-

rii'd will prove advantageous to both
parties. Since last wo met this company
has entered the list of dividend payers,

having declared two dividends of 12| per

cent, in December and June respectively.

amd you may confidently look forward to

improved dividends in future. You will

have learned with much regret of the de-

mise of the manager, Mr. Sudlow, who so

capably managed the property for two
years. To his relatives we offer our
sincere sympathy. Mr. M. J. Turner
has been appointed acting manager of this

properly.

Langlaagte Estate.

Satisfactory progress has been made at

this mine during the year. The heavy
rains which occurred in January and
February had a serious effect on under-
ground operations, but once this difficulty

was overcome the monthly profits have
shown a stMdy improvement, and the

outlook to-day is promising. The grade
of the ore milled has improved, and. not-

withstanding the increased cost of stores

and white labour, working costs have been
kept in the neighbourhood of last year's

average. Development work was con-

siderably retarded by the flooding of the

mine, but recently there has been a not-

able increase in the footage accomplished,
and the average value of the reef exposed
has been quite satisfactory.

Randfoniein Central.

The present year has been one of almost
continued difficulty. There have been
strikes and floods, and at the present time
we are suffering from a very serious na-

tive labour shortage. The floods were
extremely serious. Practically all sections

were more or leas flooded for some weeks,
and in the case of Block A and Mynp.icht
sections the increased amount of water
has even now scarcely diminished to any

extent. The pumps have been working

to their utmost capacity, and there have

been constant breakdowns and hind-

rances to this work in consequence. Fur-

thermore, the hoisting of ore from these

sections has frequently been entirely in-

terrupted for days on end, owing to the

bad conditions of seme of the shafts, and
these causes have had a detrimental effect

on the profits. There are employed under-

ground in the mine at the present time

only 12.750 natives, against an average of

15,084 for 1917, and 17,000 in the early

part of that year. Every effort is being

made to meet the position by the installa-

tion of machine drills, but there is an
economical and practical limit to this,

and the tonnage milled must necessarily

be a good deal short of the capacity of

the reduction plant until labour becomes
more plentiful. No sinking has been pos-

sible in the Mynpacht incline shaft during
the year by reason of the floods. The
ore reserves in this section have been de-

pleted, and at present only amount to

285,400 tons, whilst at tlie same time the

tonnage milled had dropped to 10,300 tons

in September." In face of this position,

and as this mine is capable of producing
from 20,000 to 21,000 tons under normal
conditions, it has been decided .to stop
mining operations and confine the work to

shaft sinking and development. Good
progress has been made with the two new
vertical shafts, which when completed will

replace the shafts on the Forges, South,

North, Robinson and Block A sections.

At the end of October the north shaft

had attained a depth of 1,716 feet, and
the south shaft a depth of 1,894 feet. The
redeeming fe,iture on this property has

been the continued excellent development
results throughout the year_ which for the

first nine months averaged 7.2 dwts. over

1.3 inches stoping width over a payable

footage of 26,255 feet. The Increased cost

due to the war on account of increased

prices of stores and other war charges
amounted to £19,396 for the month of

August being equivalent to 2.833. per ton.

From what I have said you will agree

that the disappointing results obtained
were due to abnormal "onditions which
prevailed during the period

;
yet, with

regard to the future, in view of the ex-

cellent development results in the lower
levels and the good progress accomplished
in sinking the neW' deep level shafts, I am
confident that when these shafts come
into operation the difficulties enumerated
above will disappear, and the patience of

shareholders will be duly rewarded.

Van Ryn Dee^.
The additions to the reduction plant,

bringing the capacity up to 54,000 tons

per mvmth, were completed and brought
into operation early in July. The ton-

nage thereafter increased somewhat,
though not to the extent anticipated.

Costs were also higher, and, in conse-

quence, profits, although well maintained,
were somewhat lower than was hoped for.

The effect of the influenza epidemic was
not felt So seriously on this mine as on
some others, and with an adequate sup-

ply of native labour it is hoped that an
improvement in results will soon be shown.
Development troughout the year has con-

tinued to expose reef of excellent width
and value, as you will doubtless have no-

ticed from the quarterly reports pub-
lished. The amount of footage developed
on reef is somewaht small for a mine ot

this size, but this is due to the fact that

the lowest drives are being driven in foot-

wall well under the reef. There are, how-
ever, ample slope faces available for sin-

gle shift working, in fact some to spare,

and the ore reserves position is

very satisfactory. The increase in

working costs on account of . the

high prices of s^tores and other war
charges amounted to 3.3343. per ton
milled from the month of August, of which
stores alone accounted for 2.2593. Al-
though the war is now practically over,

there are still large quantities of stores,

amounting to six months' supply, on the
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mine, which stand in the books at high

prices, and these stocks must be con-

sumed before much improvement can be

looked for under this head. When how-

ever, the heavy burden due to the war

has been relieved there must necessarily

result a very considerable reduction m
costs on this property.

Witwaiersrand.

Recent results from this might have

not been too satisfactory. The native

labour supply is toUUy inadequate for the

requirements of the mine, now that tJie

ore from reclamation work in the outcrop

section has fallen off, and consequently it

is necessary to concentrate operations on

the deeper sections. Costs have increased

in common with all mines on these fields,

but in additon they have been prejudicially

affected by the heavy shortage ra the ton-

nage milled, and the consequent undue in-

cidence of the standing charges. Ihe

amount of ore mined from slopes has drop-

ped considerably, and although the value

of this rock is quite good, the mill grade

has fallen about 2s. since last year, due

to the necessity of including a larger pro-

portion of reclamation and development

rock of comparatively low grade. Develop-

ment work since the beginning of ttie

year has given about 50 per cent, pay-

ibilitv, having a value of 400 inch-dwts.

over "the payable fooUge driven. These

results are fairly satisfactory for tins dis-

trict and when more normal conditions

prevail and especially if a better supp y

of labour can be secured, this mine should

show improved results. The increased

cost due to the rise in prices of stores and

on account of other war charges amounted

for the month of August to £6,415,. equal

to 3.530s. per ton milled.

New State Areas.

Preliminary operations were commenced

in March last, and since then considerable

progress has been made with the erection

of buildings and plant. Although it was

impossible to import plant from overseas

every effort was made to instal permanent

equipment wherever possible. Wooden

headgears have been designed of a suffi-

cient height and structure as will render

them permanent, and the hoisting engines,

which have been purchased locally, are

also suitable for the permanent installa-

tion. The permanent sinking equipment

is nearing completion, and a start has

been made in sinking the two shafts

which had reached a depth of 105 feet and

103 feet respectively at 31st October. 11

is e.xpected that the reef will be inter-

sected at a depth of from 3,700 feet to

3,800 feet, and sinking will be carried out

as expeditiously as possible. The excel-

lent results obtained by the mines imme-

diately adjoining this property 'nf"^f''®

that this area will prove a highly valauble

mining proposition.

Ginsberg, New Unified Main Reef and

New Primrose Gold Mining Cos.

These smaller mines continued to work

throughout the year under the adverse

conditions prevailing, which had a marked

effect on their profits. It is hoped that

they will continue to earn profits for some

time to come.

Glencairn Main Reef.

Shareholders have been advised that it

has become necessary, owing to the ex-

haustion of payable ore, to cease mining

and milling operations. A lai-ge quantity

of accumulated slime remains to be treat-

ed, from which it is hoped to secure a fair

profit.

Appreciation of Staff.

To the members of our staff both in

Johannesburg and London, who have

worked so loyally for us during tlie past

year, I would wish, on behalf of the

board of directors, to tender our sincere

thanks; and also our high appreciatiqn of

the devotion to duty of those members

of the staff and employes of our group

of mines who joined up for active ser-

vice.

Since the date of our last meeting we

have, I regret to say, suffered the loss

of one of our auditors, Mr. Henry Hams.

Mr Hains was one of the oldest ser-

vants of the company, and his many good

qualities endeared him to all with whom

he was brought in contact. In terms ot

Clause 127 of the company's articles ot

association, your board appointed Mr.

W Fergusson, for many years our accoun-

tant in Johannesburg, to fill the vacancy.

Measurable Distance of Peace.

Gentlemen, before I resume my seat

there is one further subject to which 1

must refer—a subject which I know is

uppermost in all our thoughts to-day ;
a

subject of such magnitude and recent hap-

penincT that it is almost impossible for us

at prt^sent to realise its vast potentialities.

Armistices have been signed with our ena-

mies, and we are within measurable dis-

tance of peace. Our only feeling for the

moment is one ot deep gratitude and .

profound thanksgiving. But in our hour

of vict'-ry and rejoicing let us not forget

those who have given of their best and

dearest to enable us to attain the end we

set "ourselves out to achieve. To many

life can never be what it was before, but

they can at least feel that their sacrifices

have not been in vain. We look back

with awe and horror on the past four

years of destruction, and we now have

to face the enormous task of reconstruc-

tion. I feel I cannot do better than here

quote to you from a speech the Minister

of Railways (the Hon. Mr. Burton) re-

cently made at Capetown : "We have a

. great country with great possibilities and

a m;st glorious and interesting future.

That future depends entirely on ourselves.

What we want for the successful develop-

ment of our great resources is national

unity, and I pray that the end of the

war may bring about that unity, so as to

secure that happy and glorious _f uture to

which South Africa is entitled."

Gentlemen, I am sure that we all cor-

dially endorse these sentiments, and I de-

voutly pray that now hostilities have

ceased in Europe political strife may

cease in South Africa, so that we may all

work together in unity with one single

purpose in view—the welfare and pros-

perity of the land we live in. Gentlemen,

I now. beg to move that the report and

accounts as submitted be adopted.

Mr. Imroth seconded the motion, which

was carried unanimously.

The retiring directors. Sir Robert

Llewellyn, Messrs. C. Marx, J. Munro

and H. A. Rogers, were re-elected on the

motion of Mr. Aburrow, seconded by Mr.

Pemberton.
Messrs. W. Fergusson and S. Thomson,

the auditors of the company in Johannes-

burg, and Messrs. Chatteris, Nicols and

Co., auditors in London, were reappointed

op the motion of Mr. Richardson, se-

conded by Mr. Hilner.

Thanks to the Chairman.

Mr. Lace said he wished to propose a,

very hearty vote of thanks to the chair-

man for the very able, lucid, concise and

at the same time comprehensive manner

in which he had placed before the share-

holders the business of the year under

review. He was quite sure the results

achieved during a period of great stress

and difficulties must be eminently grati-

fying to every shareholder in the com-

pany. Now that peace was within sight

it was only reasonable to tJiink that the

company was going to participate in the

progress and success which must come

about after such & war as they had gone

through. (Applause.)

The motion was carried with acclama-

tion, and the chairman acknowledged the

compliment.

LACE PROPS, LTD.

The twelfth ordinary general meet-
ing of shareholders of the Lace Pro-
priatory Mines, Lid., was held in tl e
board room. Trust Buildings, on Nov.
22, Mr. J. Dale Lace presiding over a

large attendance. Among those pre-
sent and represented by proxy were:
—Sir Abe Bailey, K.C.M.G., M.L.A.,
Messrs. Alfred Barker, J. S. Brown,
D. R. Christie, Llewellyn Edwards,
R. Hedding. E. M. Hind, A. B. E.
Johnson, E. H. Lamb, E. Molyneux,
W. Nelson, D. O'Regan, G. B. Pascoe,
Bailey Southwell, Julius Jeppe, W.
Ross, and O. F. Brotherton, secretary,
representing in all 71,362 shares out
of a total issued capital of 129,850
shares.

In moving the adoption of the re-

port and balance-sheet, the Chairman
said:—Gentlemen,—The directors' re-

port and -balance-sheet are before you.
The accounts are made up to August
31st, 1918. Since that date consider-
able changes have taken place in our
affairs, but, as those changes did not
take effect until after the closing of

our books on the date mentioned, they
are not reflected in the accounts now
submitted for your consideration. The
capital account, comprising £255,000
issued shares now appears as fully-

paid and the £45,000 reserve shares
stand as before. The only other im-
portant change in the accounts as sub-
mitted is in the two items: Spaarwater
Mineral Rights (on the credit side),

i;i43,707 and Sundry creditors (on the
debit side), £142,1.38. These two items
are intimately associated, as will pre-

sently appear.
Much of what I have to say is

known to those present here to-day,

but as I have to speak for the infor-

mation of tile larger body of our
shareholders who cannot be with us,

you will pardon me if I deal with the
present position at some length.
At our last ordinary g,eneral meet-

ing on November 23, 1917, I informed
you that we were still waiting for

that amendemnt in the Gold Law
which would enable us to obtain the
necessary capital for the exploitation
of the valuable Far East Rand pro-
perties held by you at that date, and
which, as you will gather from the
directors' report, you still hold.

You know that for years past your
directors have striven to get that
amendment in the Gold Law, and, you
also know that until the present
year, our exertions were without
avail. But in the last Session of

Parliament our efforts were crowned
with success, and Act No. 30 of 1918,

the Mining Leases Amendment Act,
was placed upon the Statute Book.

An Instantaneous Result.

The result of the promulgation of

that Act, in so far as it affected the
fortunes of this company, was instan-
taneous. We were able to conclude
negotiations which had been long pre-

viously in progress, and on August
6th last you were called together in

extraordinary general meeting to con-

sider certain proposals. These you
adopted, and in a subsequent meet-
ing on August 28th their adoption was
ratified by you without a dissenting

voice.

I will now briefly refer to the
reconstruction of our company, which
the now law enabled us to effect, and
which you accepted at our meetings
of August 6th and 28th last. Our
nominal capital was £300,000. of

which was issued £255,000, with re-

serve shares, 45,000. The reserve

shares, £45,000, were cancelled, and
for the £3">5,000 issued shares, an is-

sue of £127,500 new shares has been

X,
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created, giving shareholders one no.v
share for every two shares previously
held.
Then, for initial working capital we

create a new issue of shares, £127,500,
which are being offered at par (20s

per share) up to December 5th, 1918,

to all shareholders registered as .<uch

on July 31st, 1918. We further create
an additional issue of £127,500, which
will be offered at 22s. 6d. per share
during a period which is to be fixed,

and which shall expire on September
5th, 1919, to all shareholders regis-

tered at a date which will be deter-
mined by your Board.
These two issues will produce casli

as follows; — First working capital is-

sue 127,500 shares at par, £127,500;
second working capital issue, 127,5WJ

shares at 22s. 6d., £143,437. Total,

£270,937.
The two working capital issues are

guaranteed and, I am pleased to be
able to state that the guarantors
think so highly of the mining pros-

pects of your properties, that your
Board were able to arrange that the
remuneration of the guarantors should
take the form of options over fur-

ther issues of working capital shares.

These options are as follows;—For
three and a half years from September
5th, 1918, at 22s. 6d. per share,

£510,000; for five and half years from
September 5th, 1918, at 27s. 6d. per
share, £607,500.

On the exercise of those options, the

capital issues of your company will

stand thus;—First issue, in lieu of

the old shares, £127,500; second issue,

working capital, at par, £127,500;

third issue, working capital, at 226.

6d., £127,500. (The second and third

issues are guaranteed, as I have
stated). Fourth issue, working capi-

tal, at 22s. 6d., £510,000; fifth issue,

working capital, at 27s. 6d., £607,500—

£1,500,000, of which the working capi-

tal shares would produce £1,680,000 in

cash, which should be ample provi-

sion for the working requiremerjts of

the company.
At the special meeting of 6th Aug-

ust, I informed you that your direc-

tors had acquired the mining rights

over three farms:—Spaarwater A., in

exteift 1,906 morgen; Spaarwater B.,

in extent 1,906 morgen; Spaarwater
remainder in extent 1,906 morgen (a
-total of 5,718 morgen or 12,107 Eng-
lish acres—or in claim extent equal
to 8,262 claiius). The total cost of

this acquisition was covered by a sum
of £143,707 as set forth in the balance
sheet. I also stated that arrange-
metrts were being made for the flota-

ti. n of these Siiaarwater interests as
a separate company. That flotation,

gientlemen, is now an accomplished
fact, all negotiations having been
completed, and the new company is

1K)W in process of registration by this
company's solicitors. The position as
it stands is this, that this company
has sold the Spaarwater mining
rights to the Spaarwater Gold Mining
Company, Limited, for 300,000 fully
paid £1 shares in the latter company,
out of which we have to account for
48,000 shares leaving to this company
in their own right 252,000 shares.
The initial working capital of the
company will be £400.000, which will
be provided thus. There will be
created and offered for subscription
at par shares £200,000 and within
two years there will be created
shares, £200.000, which will be offered
at par to the subscribers of the first

£200,000.

Guaranteed Issues.

These two is=iies are guaranteed.
The guarantors in this case, as al.so

in that of tb.e cash issues of the Lace

Proprietary Mines are Messrs.
Barnato Brothers and Sir Abe Bailey,

acting for themselves and other par-

ties interested. As I have already
told you, this company hold in their
own right Spaarwater shares,

£252,000, those sharei having cost the
Lace Co. £143,707. There, therefore,

remains a net profit to the Lace Com-
pany of shares, £108,293. Now. I

may point out that since the working
capital shares £400,000 of the Spaar-
water Company are guarinteed at

par, we are entitled to assume that
our £252,000 shares are also worth par
nt least. Your directors are highly
satisfied with the transaction, and
they have no doubt that you as share-
holders of the Lace Proprietary Coni-
panv will take a similar view.
In consideration of the guarantees

of the £400,000 cash working canital
of the Spaarwater Company, the guar-
antors receive the following options
over further new Spaarwater shares,
which will be created as and when
required for the purposes of that
company: For 4 years, at par, shares,
£500,000; for 6 rears, at 22s. 6d.,
shares, £500,000. These options run
from the date of registration of the
Spaarwater Company When these
transactions are complete, the total
issued capital of the Spaarwater (?om-
pany will be £1,700.000, of which the
cash provision for working canital
will be £1,462,500.
As you were informed at the special

meeting of the 6th August, 1918. the
Lace Company borrowed the £140,000
necessary for the acquisition of the
Spaarwater rights. That will explaiu
the item in the balance sheet, sun-
dry creditors, £142,138 .and there will
be no difiBcuIty In providing for re-
payment of the loan when 'the time
arrives. All these are long and dry
details, but it is necessary to set
them forth clearly for the benefit of
distant shareholders. I will now
refer to the mining aspects of your
properties.

.

The Vlakfo-xftein Farm (freehold)
13 bounded on the north by the Myn-
pachts and leased areas of the
Springs Mines, Limited, and the
Anglo-American Corporation. The
great value of the areas now being
»o successfully worked by thesegood neighbours of ours are too well
known to require any eulogv from nu

,

and I have no reason to doubt thatm our mining operations we shall be
equally successful in finding good
vaiues at a very reasonable depth.

It 1.S not improbable that at no dis-
ant aate you may bo called together

to discuss a proposal in reference to

I 1
''j Droogtfontein, in the neigh-

bourhood of which important minin<'
«ork 13 proceeding It would not be
in your interests that I should say
more than that at this juncture.

Spaarwater G.M. Co., Ltd.
Vlakfontein and Spaarwater hai-e a

beacon common to both, the northern
beacon of Spaarwater being the south-
ern beacon of Vlakfontein. The
Spaarwater farms are bounded on the
.south-east by the property now being
worked, with very profitable results,
bj the Sub Nigel Company, and on
the north-east by the farm Grootfon-
tein, the property of the Corner House
und the Consolidated Gold Fields of
South Africa, Ltd. The map of the
I'ar East Rand, which accompinin.i
our report for 1916. sets forth very
clearly the position of our properties
and interests. Whatever I may have
said in the past as to the value of
our enormous assets in the Far East
Rand, those interests have to-day been
largely increased by virtue of our
acquisition of the ir.terest in Spaar-
water, and further by the fact as we

have shown you tha: we have been
able to find the necessary nionov on
tnir and reasonable terms for the ex-
ploititi'.n and development of those
interests.

Vou will under.^tand that the ad-
ministration of our company and the
Spaarwater Company and the cont/ol
of the exploitation of their very valu-
able properties nnist piss into tbf
hand.- of those whj are providing and
<iuaranteeing their basic finance. Both
ihe Lace Proprietary Company and
the Spaarwater Companv will be ad-
ministered by the house" of Barnatos.
This will be as satisfactory to you as
i'j is to your present directors, recog-
nising as we do and must that the
Barnato firm has a reputation well
pnd worthily earned for thorough
efficiency, fairntss, consideration to
V. orkers, and conscientious oare for the
interests of shareholders. The dirjc-
torate of this company will be slightly
changed, and we shall, of course, be
represented on the board of the Spaar-
water Company.

Gold Law Amendment.

There is no doubt in mv mind :.hat
without an amendment of the Gold
Law of 1908 (which was one of the
most unjust and iiK'qiiitable laws ever
fnacted), the owners of mining pro-
perties, the individual, or comp'iny in
cionii'iium. never w<'uld have had a
possible chance of any reward for their
industry. And so you 'la 1 the stop-
nage of all enterprise in the Far East
Rand. With the passing of the Gold
Law Amendment Act, all that was en-
tirely changed, and the effect of same
is reflected particularly in that which
\ye have attained, and" what has been
done by ihis company may be don-.-

by other companies with a Govern-
ment anxious to see the development
of the Far East Rand under fair and
reasonable conditions, and with this
year's enabling Bill to which I have
referred.

I feel that the future of your com-
pany is now fully assured, and yo-ji
thanks are due in th.; fullest m;asur.!
to the tenacity, push and endurince
of you: directors who, in season and
out of seu.son, never ceased to fight
(or your company's rights
To-day wo stand in a very first posi-

tion to deal with our own affairs and
with any other business that comes
along—and it can fairly be said of
the Lace Proprietary Company to-day
that we are a real and live concern.
The policy of your board, every in-

dividual of it, is to push to the finest

advantage the enormous interests «e
hold. Very much has been done this
year already in spite of almost su-
preme difficulties, war conditions, dif-

ficulty of communication, but more car.

yet be done, and I can promise yon
this, that no unnecessary time will b-;

lost in getting to activi; opei'3tij:i*,

for which the means have now becii

provided.
Witli the coming of peace there is

the coming of certain prosperity. I

am an optimist and I thank God for

it, for the pessimists in a country such
as ours are of no use. You will find
your pessimist generally a bilious ;;nd

decrepit old gentleman" or pjerhaps
more often a disappointed office-seeker

—a past-participle of a past man-
hood—no good to himself or to any-
body else, and I am sorry to say we
have a few of these in Johannesburg.
For success you must believe in your-
selves, as our great heroes have done
in France. That is the spirit of true
Eritishers."
Concluding, ^^r. Lace said; ''.\nd

eve- upon tne top-mast height the
banner of England blew.' Thanks be
to God and our soldier boys, and may
it blow there for over and the day
after, for it is our flag, and it is our
dav to-day.
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"I novr beg to roov« that the report

Bnd balance sheet be adopted."

Mr. W. Boss, in seconding the

adoption of the report, congratulated

Mr Lace on his forethought in ac-

quiring the farms referred to. He
hoped Mr. Lace and the companyi

would derive the great benefit which
thej were all looking forward to.

Mr. Julius Jeppe supported Mr.

Ross, although there were certain

points in Mr. Lace's speech which
ho did not agree with. INIr. Lace had
said that the directors had fought day
and night for the passage of the Min-
ing Leases Amendment Act, but with

n.sual modestv, Mr. Lace hod omitted

to say that it ivas really he (Mr. Lapo)

who had done a tremendous amount ot

work in the matter, and had iaispired

others by his example. Many were the

Board meetings at which the question

had been fully discussed, and the

manner in Avhich Mr. Lace had fought

and worked at those peaceful meet-

ings, would always be remembered.
No doubt Mr. Lace deserved the sin-

cerest thanks of the shareholders.

(Hear, hear.)
The report and balance sheet were

agreed to.

The retiring directors: Messrs. J.

Dale Lace and B. Southwell were re-

elected, and Messrs. Page and Fry
were re-elected as the company's
auditors.
This concluded the business.

CONSOLIDATED MAIN REEF.

NATIVE LABOUR POSITION.

The 20th ordinary general meeting
of shareholders of" the Consolidated
Main Reef Mines and Estate, Ltd.,

was held on Nov. 28 in the board room,
Corner House. Mr. .M. Honnet pre-

sided.

In moving the adoption of the
report and accounts, the Chairman
siid : — .\ very complete record of the
company's work for the last finan-
cial year is contained in the various
reports and audited accounts circu-

Jated to shareholders some time ago.

In terms of the amalgamation agree-

ments passed last year, the operations
of the two companies were merged
as at the 1st of October, 1917; tne

records of this company for the period
under review, therefore, comprise 12

months work of the Consolidated
Main Reef and nine months' work of

the Main Reef West. This fact mukes
comparison with the records of the

previous financial year of the two
companies a little difficult. More-
over, the circumstances in many re-

spects having been so dissimilar in

the two penods, a common basis of

comparison is not easily established.

I shall, therefore, confine iny.seU to a
short review of the actual results

achieved and the principal features
aflectuig them. Our gross profit for

the year amounted to £1S2,613 13s. 7d.

To tnis sum must be added the net

value of cash and cash assets taken
over from the main reef west, £43,240
79. lid., and certain other small items
amounting to £499 los. Id. The balan-ie
brought lorward trom the previous
year was £99,736 6s. lid. These
Items total £296,0!)0 3s. 6d., which
sum has been dealt with as follows:

—

Wo paid Government taxes £22,217
8s. 8d., and distributed dividends ag-

gregating £101,084 4s. 6d.; capital ex-
penditure aosorbed £4,541 5s. 3d

,

while main reef west liquidation e.K-

penses and bearer share warrants
written off accounted for further

£1,482 59. 6d.; leaving a balance of

£186,764 19s. 7d., to be carried for-

ward to the current year's accounts.

The greater portion of this balance
of appropriation account, i.e., £118,459

6s. 4d., it should be noted, is not
available in the form of cash, being
invested in shares, etc., £8,574 183.

4d., stores and materials, etc.. £98,678

Is. 5d., sundry debtors, etc., £11,206
6s. 7d., leaving the cash and invest-

nienis, alter allowing tor liabilities,

at £48,305 13s. .3d. The war having
terminated, it is hoped from now on-

wards to make a considerable reduc-

tion in the large amount of money
locked up in stores. In connection

with the balance-sheet, as now drawn
to show the incorporation of the

Main Reef West, Ltd., you will notice

that the 323,233 shares issued to the

Main lieef West are shown under
capital account at £323,238, increas-

ing the issued capital to £1,247,602.

Against this figure of £323,238, pro-

perty and assets are charged with

i.a79,977 12s. Id., being the differ-

ence between the net amount of cash

and cash assets taken over (£43,240

7s. lid.) and the face value of the

shares issued to the Mam Reef West,

Ltd. The only other items in the

balance-sheet, which perhaps call for

remark are, first, "Mine Development,

Suspense Account," to which I shall

refer later, and, second, "Main Reef

Kast and Main Reef Deep Share-

holders' unpaid calls," which repre-

sent arrears upon partly-paid shares

of the old companies named, and

have appeared in our .accounts for

some years past. These calls are not

likely to be rccovtred from the share-

holders concerned, and if possible we

shall eliminate the two items from

our accounts during the current year.

Review of Operations.

Turning now to the mining opera-

tions, the average recovery value for

the year 28s. 2d., is. satisfactory, and

the tonnage crushed 539.760 tons (in-

cluding only nine months of Mam
Keef west milling) is also well up -o

the capacity of the combined reduc-

tion plants. For the comparatively

lar-Te tonnage treated, however, the

costs at 22s. 7d. are high; this, as the

consulting engineer points out, 'S

principally due to the further heavy

increases in the prices of stores and

materials, which in June, 1918 in-

volved us in an^
"-^^'H"".

expenditure, as compared with June,

1914 of £7,850 per month, equiva ent

to about £94,000 per annum. .What

this means to shareholders will be

clear ^hen it is realised that the ad-

diitional burden on account ot this

item alone on the above basis repre-

sents a dividend o£ 71 per cent, on

out capital. The prices of. materials

have risen still further since June

la=l. I need not refer in detail to the

several other items that have contri-

buted to the increase of working

co=ts such as active service allow-

ances, holiday pay, war bonus, in-

creases in white and native labour

wages, etc., etc., as their adver.se in-

fluence must be apparent. At the

same time I should point out to you

that though the working costs were

high for the reasons already given

they would have been still higher had

we "been able to do all the develop-

ment work that we wished to do and

that is considered necessary to main-

tain tllie ore reserve position ot the

mine During the financial year 1916-

1917 the Consolidated Main Reef ac
complished 14,493 feet of development

work and the Main Reef West 13,355

feet, or a total of 27,848 feet: during

the year 1917-1918 the total footage

accomplished by the cQmbined pro-

perties had fallen to the low figure

of 13,5.30 feet, showing the serious dse-

crease of 14,313 feet. Tlie deficiency

m this respect is an unfavourable fea-

ture of the past year's work, and in-

deed is one that has an important

bearing upon the future of the mine.

D is only fair to the management to

say that this set-back in the develop-

ment position is due to circumstances

quite beyond their control. In the

firft place, shortage of native labour

for the greater portion of the year was
partly responsible for curtailment of

development work: secondly, the

heavy floods eaa-ly in 1918, from which
we suffered very seriously, completely

shut us out of the deeper parts of the

mine, where the bulk of our develop-
lueit operations are proceeding: and
thirdly, the breakdown ot the main
winding engine at No. 3 Deep Level
Shaft caused the stoppage of develop-

ment work in that important section

of the mine for a period of three

montlis. In addition, these succes-

sive mishaps, as you may imagine,
were responsible for general disorgan-

isation of our work, as well as extra
expense. To compensate in a mea-
sure for the shortfall in development
last year, a "Development Suspense
Account" was created, to which ap-

propriations from the monthly profits

wore placed trom time to time. At
the 30tli June the amounts so set

aside totalled £4,033 12s. 6d., which
amount is shown as a liability in the
balance sheet, being definitely ear-

marked to be spent upon development
to replace the deficiency as far as pos-
gilile. At this date, l" may add, the
account is in credit to the extent of

£7,033. The ore reserves at the SOtli

June amounted! to 1,425.870 tons of a

value of 7.3 dwts. over 53 inches. Mr.
Clioffrd, in his report, characterises
the reserve position as fairly siiis-

factory and emphasises the importance
t>> the future of the mine of carrying

1 development and shaft sinking
with the utmost speed. Crushing at
the rate of, say, 50,000 tons per
month, this reserve in itself will last

fo.'- somewTiat over two years from the
30th June last. The wisdom of main-
taining ore reserves well ahead of the
requirements of the mill is obvious,
and I need hardly assure you that the
management, as well as the Board, are
fuUy alive to the situation and are
making everyi effort to at least main-
tain, and if possible increase, the ex-
isting margin on the development
position. The greatest handicap we
have to contend with is the periodical

8h( rtage of native labour. Just now
the supply is extremely bad, our
underground force a week ago being as
low as 58.7 per cent, of oiw com-
plemeJit. "The influenza epi-

demic is of course primarily
responsible for the abnormal wastage
in our case and for the insignificant
number of natives coming forward for

work on the mines at pre.sent. It

is not possible to say when the sup-
ply will become normal again.

An Important Step.

One important step we have takan
towards strengthening our develop-
ment position is the recent conclusion
of an agreement with the Bantjes
Consolidated Mines, Ltd., whereby we
have obtained the right to mine cer-

tain 26 of their claims adjoinine our
boundary which are inaccessible to

their own workings. The principal

terms and conditions of this agreement
were given in the last quarterly re-

port issued to shareholders, and I

need only recapitulate here that we
have secured the right to mine the
claims, paying a royalty of Js. 6d.

per ton sent to our crusljer station,

and doing certain driving for the

Bantjes Company outside the area of

the leased ground, at the entire cost

of that rompany, we also having the

right to abandon the lease on giving
one month's notice. Extensions of
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our drives from the 7th level down
t-o the 13th lijvel, which are adjacent
to the common boundary, can be made
into the leased area immediately, and
consequently facilities are at hand for

rapid development of a large compiot
block of claims, which we have rea-

sonable ground for assuming will not
only yield fair profits, but, what is

more important, will provide a large
tonnage, conveniently close to our No.
5 shaft, from which to supply the mill,

thus conservinn; our existing ore re-

serves during the period that develop-
ment is being pushed energetically
elsewhere in our own mine. If we
have any luck at all with the values
and percentage of payability in this

ground—concerning which, as I have
indicated, v.e are very hopeful—we
frhall recover much of the ground lost

on our development position, owing
to the rapidity with which the whole
area can be developed. On the other
band, if the area proves to be unpay-
able we can abandon it at short no-
tice and we will have lost very little

money over it. I must refer to one other
matter in connection with the pro-
perty, and that is the reorganisation
scheme mentioned in the consulting
<!ngineer's report. The idea is to

operate the whole mine by means of

two main outlets only, namely, ths
No. 3 deep level shaft (main reef sec-

tion) and the No. 5 shaft (main reef

west section), and to abandon No. 2
shaft and the vertical portion of No.
4 shaft as soon as the ore in their
vicinity has been worked out. The
programme involves the establish-
ment of two main haulage ways, one
on the 15th level, between the Nos. 4

and 5 inclines, and the other on the
24th level, betneen the Nos. 2 and 3
inclines, and when co-npleted the
scheme will result in more economical
and efficient working. as two old
.shafts will be laid off and greater

concsntration of labour will he pos-

sible. In addition, certain alterations

to the surface works are necessary in

connection with this scheme, and
owing to the increasing depths of the

workings further pumping and hoist-

ing equipment—^quite apart from tlio

reorganisation scheme—will also hare
to be in.?tallei|. The work and the
expenditure thereon will be spre.id

over the next two years. Owing to

the uncertainty as to whether and
when the requisite plant can be ob-

tained and also as to prices, our en-
gineers have not been able to give us
f., definite estimate of cost as yet, but
it is believed tha', the whole pro-

gramme, i.e., the reorganisation scheme
mentioned and the iiew equipment
necessitated by th.'j increasing depth
of the mine—can be carried out for an
expenditure of £100,000 or thereabouts.
The work is already in progress. .\

l>relimin9ry estimate of the expendi-
ture to be incurred between now and
the end of Jun^, 1319, places the total

at about £41,000, thovgh it is pro-

bable that payment for some of the
larger items of plant will not be made
until a later date At the end of

October the company had £71,510 cash
on hand.

Scarcity of Native Labour.

For the first four months of the cur-

rent financial year our profits have de-

clined from £11,092 in July to £8,183
in Octotor, and for the preseut month I

regret to say they will probably bo a

good deal lower. The giade of the ore

milled having remained practically up to

the satisfactorj- average of the previous

year, the decline in profits is directly

due to the heavy decrease in tonnage
milled, which from 57,140 tons in July

fell to 46,310 tons in October, resulting

in an increase in the working costs of 3s.

7d. per ton milled, being 22s. 4d. in July
and 25s, lid. in October. During the

whole period we have suffered from scar-

city of native labour ; our force has fallen

from 5,062 at the end of June t-D 4,494 at

tie end of October, showing a loss of 568

boys. On tlie 20th of this month we had

on the property only 4,259 boys, our total

complement being 6,793. Apart from this

acute shortage of labour, operations at the

mine were very much disorganised by the

prevalence of Spanish influenza amongst

both white and coloured employes during

the months of September and October,

and even now, Ihongh happily to a lesser

degree, our work is still being retarded

by the effects of this disease. We can

only hope that matters will S':on take a

turn tor the better as regards the supply

of native labour, but those who are best

able to judge speak none too hopefully

of the prospects for the immediate future.

With the existing inadeqaute supply of

labour it will not be possible t-o maintain

the desired scale of operations throughout

the mine, and it may shortly become ne-

necessarv to suspend work temporarily in

that section of the mine served by No.

4 shaft. You will have realised that our

officials have been through a very trying

period, and you will therefore, I know,

endorse an expression of appreciation of

the excellent services rendered by Mr.

Clifford, the consulting engineer ; Mr.
Healey,, the general maanger, and the

staff at tlie mine. Amongst the latter

we have to record with much regret the

death of Sergeant S. R. Rogers on active

service. Since the close of the financial

years Messrs. John Mmiro and W. P.

Fisher, lately directors of the Main Reef

West, have "joined the board of your

company. Messrs. F. R. Lynch and A.

F. Mulling having resigned.

Retiring directors were re-elected.

Messrs. .\lex. Aiken and Carter and
Ferryman and Goldby were reappointed

auditors.

The chairman remarked with regret

that Mr. Ferryman had been killed on

active service.

»

T^HERE'S ALWAYS A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF RISK IN MERELY
^ SPECIFYING "THE BEST," BUT THERE'S NEVER THE
SHADOW OF A RISK WHEN ASKING PARTICULARLY FOR

S'B'N^ "STEEL
Sanderson Bros. & Ne^\bould's S.B.N, lines are absolutely dependable

—

uiiiformly good—always of just, the proved quality that best satisfies dis-

criminating buyers and users in this country, as the world over. That's

why so much of the steel business is coming our way. Are we getting

your next inquiry ?

BARTLE & C° L"

LOVEDAY HOUSE. Box 2466. 'Phone* 3SS3/4. JOHANNESBURG.

S.B.N. LINES
INCLUDE

S.B.N. Mining: Sleel.

S.B.N. Hnllow Drill StoeL
Foi^'ed Slioos and Dies.
Cruoiblc Steel Upads.
Cnmy and Tuppots.
" Saben " .\ir-Hardeuing Sioel.

Sleins, Stem Ends and Cam
Shafts.

" Sabfn ' High Speed Twisi
Drills.

Spring Sttcl (round and flat).

Steel Shaftin".

Mild Steel Bars (round,
squares and flats).

Steel Blooms.
Tool Steel.

Punch and Die Steel.

Reeled Steel Stems
Shear Blades.
Talent Sand Blast Files.
" Saben " Wood and Metal

Saws.
Uauluge Rollers.

tmm
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Holidays at the Seaside

PAY A VISIT to one or more of the following Healthful

Seaside Resorts during your next holiday. Full

particulars of fares, etc., may be had upon applica-

tion to the nearest Station Master.

Capetown

Muizenberg Zi^l -

Hermanus

Somerset Strand

-

Mossel Bay -

Port Elizabeth
(Humewood)

Jeffrey's Bay

Port Alfred

East London

D..MU«aM and North & SouthUroan coast Resorts

The oldest and most beautiful city in South
Africa.

Matchless for marine, woodland and mountain
scenery. Excellent bathing.

Off the beaten track. Romantic surroundings,
excellent fishing, good boating.

Quiet and rustic ; essentially a place for
family parties. Delightful bathing.

Good sea bathing, equable climate, famous
scenery at Wilderness, George, etc.

Urban attractions of wealthy town, combined
with healthfulness of bracing seaside resort.

Mild Climate. Beautiful shelly beach. Safe
bathing, sea and river fishing.

Golf course—one of the best ; river boating,
fishing, sea bathing.

Camping on beach feature of season ; excel*

lent sea bathing, delightful river.

Premier South African winter residences.

Sub'tropical surroundings, refreshingly novel.

Johannesburg.

W. W. HOY,
General Manager.
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Mineral Resources:
Sir L. Phillips's

Recommendations.

Marlevale Nigel

Cold Mines.

According to the cables, Sir Lionel PhiUips, in his report
as Controller of the Department for the
Development of the Mineral Resources
of the United Kingdom, recommends
that the Government concern itself

more actively than hitherto in mining
and mineral industries at Home and in the Crown Colonies
and Dependencies. He also recommends the organisation
of a Mines Department for the United Kingdom, and the
appointment of an Imperial Resources Bureau to form a
link with the self-governing Dominions. It is noteworthy
in this connection that Sir Lionel Phillips has become a
foundation director of the British Metals Corporation, which
has a capital of five millions sterhng. A representative from
the Treasury is joining the board of the company, the prin-
cipal objects of which will include the development of the
Empire's minerals and metal production.

* * * #
In March last, the Empire Finance Corporation, Ltd.,

London, acquired the controlling interest
in the Marievale Nigel Gold Mines and
Estate, Ltd., and ^Messrs. W. H. Dawe,
J. Emrys Evans, C.M.G., and W. H. B.

Frank, who represent the " Neumann int-erest " on the
board of directors, have in consequence resigned, and Mr.
J. Morisse has also resigned the secretaryship. Messrs. A.
Mackie Niven, Gustav Sonn and Chas. M. Neustetel have
been appointed directors of the company to represent the
new control, with Mr. F. J. Slaven as secretary. Partly
owing to the irregularity of the mail service tliere has been
some delay in the re-an-angement of the board and secre-
taryship. The head offices of the company are now at 159-

160, Stock Exchange Buildings, Johannesburg.
* * * *

The death occurred suddenly on Wednesday through heart
failure following influenza of Mr.

The Late Benjamin Palmer Carter, manager of

Mr. Palmer Carter, the Robinson Gold i\Iine. Mr. Carter
was on duty the previous day, and his

sudden end will come as a shock to his large circle of friends
and acquaintances. It seems that he was playing with his

children shortly before the seizure took place. i\Iedical aid
was summoned immediately it was realised that he was in

danger, but proved unavailing. The late Mr. Carter was
born in New York in 1872, and came to the Transvaal in

1895. During his career on the Rand he had been connected
with many mines, including the Crown Deep., Langlaagte
Deep, Ferreira Deep, and finally the Robinson. The funeral
took place on Fridaj', and was attended by a large and
representative gathering of mining men.

W "Tr 'fp ^

The thanks of the whole conmiunity are due to Mr. Dale
Lace for reviving the proposal to hold a
" tombola " in aid of the Governor-
General's Fund. Mr. J. Dale Lace, in his

letter to The Star suggesting a big

"tombola," or lottery, or sweep, says: "What is first

wanted, it seems to me, is a small Private Bill in Parlia-

ment authorising a sweep for the Governor-General's Fund
for a period of, say, two years, to meet an absolute neces-

sity, and to allow us to get into our stride, and renewable
thereafter, if the necessities require it, for a further period.

I would be proud to pay the costs of sucli a Bill, and I will

undertake to fight it through Parliament. I will find a man
in the House of .Assembly to handle it. I challenge the men
and women for it, or against it, to declare themselves. The
time for talking is passing quickly. The coming Parlia-

mentary session will be a short session, and the opportunity,

if neglected, may soon be gone for ever. It would be a non-

party Bill, and would find support from every quarter of the

House, particularly in view of the fact that our Government
are impotent to-day to make provision for those of our brave

men soon returning home, by i-eason of dissensions among
the backvelders. I am sure the Government must recognise,

The "Tombola
Proposal.
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Union's EVImeral

Statistics

fcr October.

and do recognise, that the responsibiUties are its own. Does

not the end, then, justify the means? " Many years ago

this paper wrote strongly in favour of a State lottery, and

Mr. Dale Lace, we believe, can rely on the support of almost

the whole community for his timely proposal.

* * * *

Referring to the circular issued to South African share-

holders of the Geduld Company on the

Ceduld Issue of 15th October last, the secretary states

New Shares. that cable advice has now been received

that the Imperial Treasury and the French

Minister of Finance have granted permission for new shares

in the above issue to be offered to shareholders resident in

British and French territory respectively. The offer to

shareholders in British territory is being made by circular

and notice issued from the London office of the company

on the 25th ultimo, the hsts closing on the 11th instant.

Particulars have not yet been received as to when the_ offer

is to be made to shai-eholders resident in French territory.

* * * *

The statistics of the Mines Department of the mineral out-

put of the Union for October show a

decrease in value of over half-a-million

pounds compared with September, the

total for October being £3,480,730, and for

September £4,010,085. The gold output, including 32 ozs.

from Natal, 'was valued at £2,903,011, a decrease of

.£104,434. The diamond output for October was 110,982

carats, valued at £265,958, the decrease being valued

at £365,735. The coal output also reflects the

ravages of the epidemic, the decrease being 127,993

tons, representing in cash £45,499. The total output was

668,811 tons, valued at £216,917, to which the Transvaal

contributed 434,314 tons, a decrease of 74,450 tons; the

Cape only 142 tons, a drop of 175 ; Free State 55,442 tons,

a fall of '12,339; and Natal 178,913, a decrease of 41,029.

The coal output for October, 1917, was 911,308 tons. Sales

and shipments of copper last month amounted to 752 tons,

and of tin to 75 tons, while there were 68,420 ozs. of silver

produced, which had a value of £13,684. There were 31,504

whites and 255,379 coloureds engaged in mining throughout

the Union in October, the former being a decrease of 911,

and the latter of 14,771.

* * * *

The following is a summary of the operations of the Knights

Deep Company for the quarter ended 31st

Knights Deep. October, 1918:—The development footage

accomplislied during the quarter amounted

to 2,180 feet, the footage sampled being as follows:—
Main Reef: Footage sampled, 865 ft.; reef width, 36 in.;

reef value, 5' 73 dwts. South Reef: Footage sampled, 900

ft.; reef width, 30 in.; reef value, 8-61 dwts. Tons milled,

245,000; loss on working (including sundry revenue),

£3,228; appropriations during the quarter in respect, of

special expenditure due to war, coutributions to miners'

phthisis cfompensation fund, additions and renewals fund.

Government taxation, etc., amounted to £2,761; gold in

reserve, nil. Operations were curtailed owing to minor

accidents, and through serious influenza troubles. Tonnage

and profits for current month will be considerably affected

owing to overwind Robertson shaft resulting in considerable

damage, and preventing hoisting therein for about a

fortnight.
* * * *

Publication No. XL of the South African Institute for

Medical Research, just issued, is a mono-
Medical Research grapli from the pen of Dr. Annie Porter,

on the Rand. the. Parasitologist to the Institute, on the

intestinal parasites of natives as found on

the Rand. Investigations have been made on some 375

native patients and 70 European patients, and, in addition

to those post mortem examinations of over 100 natives. The
j)ublication is, of course, highly technical in character; but

there appears to be no doubt that the work accomplished is

of very great value. It is believed that this report is the

first detailed account of these parasites as found among the

native labouring community of the Transvaal. Not less than
56'8 per cent, of all natives examined were found to be

infected with intestinal parasites of one form or another.

Altogether six different varieties of intestinal worms were
detected and 11 different varieties of what are known as
" protist ' parasites

—

i.e., parasites which consist of single-

celled animals. It is interesting to note that 70 per cent,

of the Shangaans, 52 per cent, of the Zulus, 64 per cent,

of the Basutos, 45 per cent, of the Msutus, and 54 per cent,

of the Cape coloured people harboured parasites. The report

includes a section which minutely describes the characters

of the various parasites. This section is admirably illus-

trated, and should be of considerable value to South African

medical men. In the section dealing with " general con-

clusions " the means by which infection with the various

forms of intestinal parasites is brought about are described.

The author observes that the numerous cases of infestation

with the two commonest varieties of tapeworm, due to the

use of imperfectly cooked beef or pork, " call for more atten

tion to the proper cooking of meat and consequent destruc-

tion of the bladder-worm stages of these parasites. Further,

the disposal of infected human excrement, in which tape-

worm eggs may be present, should be so arranged that there

is no contamination of herbage on which pigs or cattle feed.

By preventing the development of the eggs into bladder-

worms in pigs or cattle, the development of the tapeworm
stages in man is rendered impossible, while the proper

cooking of meat also aids in tapeworm eradication."

* * * *

Speaking at the recent annual meeting of the S.A. Diamond
Corporation in London, Mr. B. Oppen-

The Outlook heimer, said: " The diamond market, in

for Diamonds, which we are largely interested by virtue

of our holdings in diamond properties,

continues sound, and in my considered opinion, the pros-

pects of the diamond trade are ever brightening, and we can
look forward with confidence to much higher prices ruling

after the war, good as these prices are to-4ay. My conten-

tion in this respect is based on the fact that, whereas now
the world is making profits out of destructive production,

there will be an enormous impetus on and for constructive

work when peace comes. If we can sell our diamonds in the

present turmoil, how much greater will be the demand when
commercial constructive prosperity returns to the stricken

world 1

"

* * * #

At the last aimual meeting of the S.A. Institute of Electrical

Engineers, Mr. A. E. du Pasquier (Mem-
The Future of ber of Council), in moving a formal vote

Electricity, of thanks to the Hon. F. S. Malan
for presenting the Institute's medals,

said: " In normal times this is an honour which I am sure

we should have all deeply appreciated. When we reflect,

as the President has pointed out to-night, that, in addition

to the onerous duties of Minister of Mines and Industries,

the Hon. F. S. Malan has to perform the additional offices

outlined to us to-night, I think I am not saying too much,
or over-expressing the feeling of our members when I say
it is a very signal honour indeed. It is also significant of

the times that are ahead of us. Mr. Malan's presence hero

to-night is a real outward and visible sign that the import-
ance of industry and scientific development is becoming
increasingly recognised in high places. We, in a society

like ours, are workers who are all deeply interested in the

application of science, more particularly, perhaps, is the

application of electricity to practical industrial purposes,

and many of us feel the time is approaching when electricity

will be the universal motive power for locomotion, for ship

propulsion, and for the driving of all machinery used in

industrial applications, whether reciprocating or otherwise.

When I say industrial applications I include it in that huge
field of agriculture embracing as it does the cultivation of

sugai', of sisal, the producfion of vegetable oils, and so on

;

wc look forward to a time when electricity will be more and
more extensively used in metalliferous and chemical pro-

cesses, such as smelting and the production of fertilisers.

It seems to be the indicated means to effect conservation of

that natural source of energy, coal, which is becoming so

increasingly important with our ever-increasing demands.
Last and not least, gentlemen, there is the application of
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electricity to domestic purposes, for light and heat in our
houses, bringing in its train the incalculable advantages of

hygiene and labour economy, and I contemplate Ihe time
when tliis will not be the*pecial luxury of the well-to-do, but
will be as universal as the water supply. Gentlemen, all

this is leading me up to the point I wish to make, that there
is probably no body of meu or no socjety which is more
deeply and vitally interested in industrial development than
electrical eugiueers, and I think we may all congratulate our-

selves that we have holding the office of Minister of Miues
and Industries at the present time a gentleman like the Hon.
F. S. Malun who, by his works, and remarks this evening,
has given evidence of such whole-hearted enthusiasm and
interest in the objects which we all have so much at heart.
Gentlemen, it is my privilege and honour to move that the
thanks of this Institute be accorded the Hon. Mr. Malan
for his presence among us to-night."

# ^ * *

An influential deputation from Pilgrims Rest, representing

both the big and small mining and com-
The Epidemic: mercial interests of that district, visited

Pilgrims Rest Pretoria and Johannesburg last week,

Deputation. armed with strong mandates issued at a

big and unanimous public meeting. The
resolutions, which have already appeared in the press, were

strong, but not too strong in view of the circumstances

which prompted them. They drew the attention of the

Government to the fact : Firstly, that had steps been taken

to isolate Pilgrims Rest from passenger traffic before the

epidemic reached the district, and as was suggested and
urged should be done, much could have been done to lessen

the ravages of the disease throughout the district by enabling

some sort of organisation to be built up before the onslaught,

which was foreseen, actually took place. Secondly : It was
pointed ovit that the absolute lack of machinery to cope with
the large native population, to cohtrol them, and to adminis-
ter their affairs, was lamentable and largelj' accountable for

the disaster which ensued when natives in their fear and
absolute lack of confidence in the administrative officers

took flight and died in large numbers in their kraals and
beyond help of immediate relief. Thirdly : Government
were asked, to enquire into all these circumstances, to study
the evidence which was provided in abundance, Vq

strengthen the discipline of the white police, and to provide

adequate machinery to enable the Native Commissioner to

deal with the problen^is which confront the district and tr

become an administrator instead of merely a tax collector

as he,uow is and as he has been for many years past. The
deputation pointed out the grave state of affairs obtaining

throughout the district, the complete paralysis of all -busi-

ness, the utter lack of control of natives and lack of

attention to the just and wise needs of natives, and thej'

drew special attention to the fact that this condition was
not one merely arising out of the epidemic or even of the

war but had existed a long time and had been steadily

growing worse, that attention had been frequently drawn
thereto, and that unless something, were immediately done
to remedy matters worse would befall. Remedial measures
were discussed, such as the increase of administrative staff,

provision of telephonic connection, better discipline of

police, etc. After full discussion with the various Ministers

concerned, and with the Secretary for Native Affairs and
Secretary for Justice, immediate help was promised, 'and

steps have been taken to institute a full and careful enquiry

with a view to further amending the position. Officials were
also interviewed in Johannesburg, and it is felt that great

good may result. Certainly the condition of affairs is most
grave and calls for urgent attention.

ilr. D. Hawksley, who was formerly district manager in

Northern Rhodesia for the Rhodesia Native Labour Bureau,
has now been appointed by the board of management as

acting managing director in the place of the late Mr. George
Upton.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.
INDUSTEIAL RELATIONS.

One hears it said, and said too o/ten, that a fvjTu betwe&n employer
and emiiloye is tnevtfablc. I do not subscribe to that view. I do not
believe that tt is by any means inevitable, and I cannot imagine for a
moment that ice in this industrial community should be so unworthy
of the sucrificcs that have been made and the lessons that hove been

j

tuiight vs. .-1 test of strength in the adjustment of industrial relation-
s/lip and in social reconstruction is surely a method, as I have saidmany times before, of the crudest possible character and of the most
wasteful. It IS true that we might arrive at thai stage if there exiHs
amongst employers and employed any appreciable body of extremists—

j

men who m their particular section of the community have not realised
[

tfie .spirit of the times and the spirit of the agreements forming the

I J "',/ V.^y^^^ «•« ''"« 10 far made, and are not conscientiously
and with patient endeavour trying to build up the belter slate of
affairs that wc desire As I say, I do not believe there is any appre-
ciable body of individuals such as I have just described, and althounhsome probably do exist it is for us to very definitely and conclusivelysubmerge them.—SiR Evelyn Wallers at Springs..

"
In the foregoing passage from his speech made at Springs
last week, the, President of the Chamber of Mines provides
an admirable summary of the several public stTitements he
has lately made on the thorny subject of the relations
between eiTiployers and employed on the Rand. During the
past week, as is recorded elsewhere in this issue, there has
been a recrudescence of trouble at Randfoutein, and there
must be moments when even the bravest of optimists like
Sir Evelyn Wallers must feel disheartened at these seem-
ingly never-ending symptoms of friction. In face of such
disquieting events we may, however, find some comfort in
the following from the pen of the Minister of Labour in
Great Britain, the Rt. Hon. .G. H. Roberts, which shows
how essential it is for the national welfare, particularly
after the war, that capital and labour should work har-
moniously together: " Throughout the war," he' writes, " a
splendid unity has characterised the nation. AH classes and
parties have co-operated in assisting the Government to
prosecute the war to a successful issue. . . . The
greatest possible measure • of national unitv is desir-
able at all times, but is essential in "periods of
great stress and trial. . . . Peace at home, then, is the
great essential. In other words, the greatest service that
can be rendered the country at this juncture is to work for
the improvement of the relationships of employers and
workers. ... At this fateful juncture of our national
history any body that exists to humanise industry by point-
ing out to employers and employed alike their rights', duties'
and responsibilities, that lays insistence on the fact that
honest labour must be humanly treated and adequately
remunerated, that in return for just and equitable treatment
the best service should be forthcoming—such a body deserves
every support in its aim to elevate all .without hurting any,
which makes appeal to men of faith in their country's
destiny, to those who believe in wisely-ordered progress and
balanced enthusiasms, for it is with' these that abide the
surer hope for the enduring greatness of our cormtry and the
well-being of its people as a whole." These wise and noble
words may, moreover, be matched by another quotation from
the peroration of Sir Evelyn Wallers' notable speech of
last week. '• My object," he declared, " in setting out
these few points briefly (regarding the fate of Russia) was
because the lesson in those great experiments must be to
employers and employed throughout the wortd of significant
value. It fixes more firmly than ever in our minds that in

our efforts towards industrial reconstruction and the building
up of the new social and industrial spirit there is positively
no short cut. We have made great progress in this industry—more, I think, than in any other industry in the world; let'

us, therefore, go on with confidence and, above all, with
increasing efficiency. And I finish my remarks as I began
by insisting with all earnestness of which I am capable, that
the way lies through constant patient endeavour to realise

a common sense of duty and public service. Let us never
forget that the solution of social and industrial trouble
cannot be achieved by the head only, the heart must be in

it too." We have rescued these fine passages from the
files of the daily papers because we believe them to con-
stitute a lasting and notable contribution to the literature

of the most important question of the moment.
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SUCCESSFUL START OF BRITISH
INDUSTRY.

DIAMOND-CUTTING

Mr. B. Oppenheimer's Big Scheme to Train Disabled Soldiers.

Diamond cutting is now an established success in England.

In the course of his speech at the recent annual meeting of

the S.A. Diamond Corporation, Mr. B. Oppenheimer said

:

" I personally have started a diamond-cutting factory at

Brighton for "disabled and legless sailors and soldiers, and

have given the company the right to join in this venture at

cost price when it is productive, not before. After twelve

months of experimental work, I am glad to inform you that

I can now state without fear of contradiction, even by the

most sceptical, that the time is not far distant when 1 shall

offer your company the participation promised ; but, although

the articles give the board the right to do such a business

without first consulting you, the issues are so great that your

directors have decided at the proper time to call a special

meeting of shareholders that you may decide for yourselves

whether you accept or refuse the participation which will be

offered to you. I will now make a few remarks with regard

to the scheme. Ninety-nine per cent, of the diamonds pro-

duced come from British Dominions
;
yet all this wealth was

exported in the raw state of the Continent to be polished,

and the wages were consequently lost to the British working

man. Any number of " fairy stories " were circulated by

interested parties when I started the scheme that this dia-

mond cutting could not be learned or acquired except by

long years of practice, and even then it was stated the

British workman would prove incompetent. Gentlemen, I

was always, long before the war, of a different opinion, but

could not find adherents, as old prejudices die hard, or I

should say died hard before the catastrophe brought about

by Germany. When I saw what our ' contemptible little

Army ' could do, and when I, furthermore, saw how step

by step the old formula of ' it can't be done ' was swept

away, and people put their shoulders to the wheel, and did

what they thought was ' impossible ' before, and did it well,

as we all know, the old idea took.hold of me again to start

a diamond-cutting factory, to keep, anyhow, part of the

wages in the country, but to start it with men who were

broken in the war. In short, I conceived the idea that being

too old myself to fight in the trenches 1 could oppose the

enemy commercially, and could find work, and remunera-

tive work—not charity—for men who were prepared to lay

down their lives for you and for me, so that we here could

live in peace. The "world, to my mind, is big enough for

everyone. It would be foolish to say I want to create a

monopoly for cutting and polishing diamonds in England.

In my attempts to establish an industry I do not intend,

and never have intended, to go against our Ally, gallant

Belgium. But I do say we here are entitled to do some of

the work, and I maintain by doing it we are not only not

competing with Belgium, but an interchange of workmen

at a later date will make the industry more stable in both

countries, and will not make it easy for the enemy after

peace is declared to foster another industry on which he had

an eager eye.

GermanY and the Diamond Trade.

" It is a well-known fact that before the war Germany
had commenced on quite a big scale to polish diamonds, and

most of these diamonds were sold to them in the raw state

by Belgian and Dutch merchants, who bought more

raw material in England than they manufactured.

Well, gentlemen, this I aim at stopping. The raw

article, or, as we term it in the trade, the rovigh

diamond, which was traded in Germany before the

war, must be manufactured in this country, and the wages

must go to the British working man. I approached my
friend, the Eight Hon. G. N. Barnes, M.P., then Mini.ster

of Pensions, who, after most searching inquiries, encouraged

me to go on witli the scheme ; he afterwards handed me over

to his able successor, the Right Hon. John Hodge, M.P.,

to whom I also explained the scheme fully. Both gentle-

men named are the friends of the working man, and the

outcome of our deliberations was that, as an entirely private

enterprise, I would train up to 2,(K)0 disabled men, the

Ministry of Pensions merely paying the men their training

allowance of 27s. 6d. per week for six months, as they do
under all training schemes. I undertook to pay the men a

minimum of £2 per week after six months' training, and to

guarant-ee continuous employment for three yeai's; and
whilst I bound myself to the men, the men are not bound
to rae, but can leave me at a moment's notice, if they can
earn higher wages elsewhere. As for various reasons all the

candidates cannot be trained at Brighton, and there is a long

waiting Ust, I am arranging centres of instruction at Cam-
bridge, Wrexham, and Fort William, with a good chance
of establishing factories in these places at a later date. This

is the outline of the scheme. I am greatly indebted to the

Director of Training, Major Mitchell, and to the National

Service Department, the latter for granting the necessary
building permission. It will interest you to learn that every

bit of machinery is being made at our own workshops by
disabled men, under the supervision of Dr. Beckit Burnie,

the principal of the Technical College at Brighton, and my
thanks are due to the Committee of the Municipal Technical

CoUege for lending him to me.

The Wages of Trained Men.
" At present we have trained, and have in training, 150

men, but within the next few weeks, when our new build-

ings are completed, we shall be able to take on 50 new men
a week. Amongst those trained there is a large number
whose wages have been increased from the minimum of £2
per week to £2 5s., £2 10s., £2 15s., £3, and £3 10s. respec-

tively, and I have no doubt in my mind that most of the

men will be able, within a measurable distance, to earn up
to £5, and more, a week. Some of the men have shown
such exceptional ability that we already allow them to teach

newcomers. Every diamond turned out by the factory

—

that is, by the disabled men—up to date (about £200,000)
has been sold, and the cutting has been found perfect by
the severest critics. We have now in cutting £300,000
more ; we have polished some of the finest diamonds pro-

duced by the Jagersfontein Mine, which you all know yields

diamonds as fine in quality as the historic Brazilian stones

of olden times. As far as wages are concerned, I am con-

vinced, in my own mind, that we will, when we are firmly

established, be able to pay the men wages which will com-
pare favourably with the highest being earned by skilled

workmen in Amsterdam. Before concluding my remarks on

this proposed diamond cutting industry, I wish gratefully

to acknowledge the assistance given to me by the great

producers and the Diamond Syndicate, who control the

rough article."

The largest and most varied

8t«cka in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS. RODS and TUBES.

MnnOWN 180, MAIN STREET,
. JPtV^VTfl* JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 6770. P.O. Box 1826. Tel. Addreii. " MAUBEOWN."
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THE YEAR WITH THE ZAAIPLAATS TINS.

Points from Annual Reports.

The annual repurt of the Zaaiplaats Company states that it

has acquired 27f acres in the Valley from the Transvaal

Consolidated Lands. It contains, apart from any unknown
ore bodies that may exist, a large quantity of high-grade

alluvium. From 17,078 tons milled during the year and
r),'iQ-i tons of alluvium treated, the yield was 521 long ton.s

concentrates besides which 25 tons were purchased. The
average value was 705 per cent, metallic tin. Refined
metal produced 735,609 lbs. There were a4so 112,605 lbs.

tin in slags and concentrates. A number of boreholes put
down gave negative, results. The connecting drive between
Nos. 6 and 13 sections was completed, the saving in labour

and power, with the additional advantage of better efficiency

has more than justified this undertaking. The working profit

amounted to i;65,643. Of this £19,125 was paid fti divi-

dend, £10,000 was used for the creation of a reserve fund,
expenditure on fixed assets i'19,205. Amount carried for-

ward, £17,425. The total amount paid in dividends totals

.€358,125, equal to 595 per cent. The policy of converting
the whole of the company's production of concentrates into

metallic tin has been continued throughout the year. The
results achieved have been eminently satisfactory ; the

quality of the tin produced exceeding expectations. During
the year a new smelting plant was erected. The directors

have seriously considered from time to time the question of

purchasing concentrates from other tin mining companies for

smelting purposes, but owing to the many difficulties at

present connected with this class of business only 25 tons

were purchas-ed during tlie year. The matter is still occupy-
ing attention.

Mr. W. J. Gau, the consulting engineer, in the com-se
of his report, says the production of high-grade ore from
No. 13 section has continued very satisfactory, and exten-

sive development of the ore body on steeply dipping fissure

planes has increased the number of ore-bearing faces, by

which means it is possible to augment the output. Pros-

pects in this section are very encouraging. Several pro-

mising sections are at present closed dowii due to shortage
of native labour. The mine continues to be run on
economical lines and working costs may be considered
satisfactory.

Referring to other sections, the manager says that work
in No. 5 was carried on with indifferent results. Most
promising conditions exist at all times in the face, but no
permanent improvement in the ore body has taken place.

Development' is being continued, and a small tonnage of

payable ore is obtained from time to time. Flooding of No.
6 caused suspension of work, and subsequently shortage of

labour prevented re-opening. Prospects although compara-
tively poor are by no means hopeless, and it is intended to

restart work when conditions are suitable. A small pijie

discovered in the connection drive between Xos. 6 and 13
has not led to the establishment of a new ore body, but the
existence of a strong ring and other characteristics, coupled
with the situation of the body, marks the occurrence as one
of great potential value. Labour was scarce throughout the

j'ear. The payable ore reserves available for treatment are

5,780 short tons. The working expenditure totalled £50,651,
equal to 59s. 4d. per ton, while the working profit of £65,643
represented 76s! lOd. per ton. The working revenue was
136s. 2d. per ton. The October profit was £2,105, the

reduction being entirely due to curtailment of operations

occasioned by the influenza epidemic. In the October
quarter 4,748 tons were crushed for a yield of 138 tons coji-

centrates assaying 69"8 per cent., and a profit of £17,600.

The smelter produced 82 long tons of refined tin assaying
99'5 per cent. The influenza epidemic brought operations

to a standstill for a fortnight. The main face in No. 13 has
remained steady in extent and values. No fresh develop-

ments took place in other sections. Labour supply remains
unsatisfactory.

>))
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THE LATEST TROUBLE AT RANDFONTEIN.

Both Sides of the Case Stated.

The dismissal of the local Prei^ident of the Mine Workers'

Union at Raudfonteia has led to a strike of men at the

Block " A " section. Both sides of the case are given in

the following statements. The following was issued by the

general management of the Eandfontein Mines this? week in

connection with the dispute:—
" The notice in the Rand DtiUij Mail of 3rd inst. is likely

to give a wrong impression on certain points. It might be

as well to state again that Day was dismissed for calling

the sectional manager a liar, and that there was no question

of victimisation. On the morning of Day's dismissal the

men voted against a strike. On the following morning a

ballot was taken, and the decision was again against a

strike. It was only on the Monday morning (December 2)

when the men were met by six South African Mine Workers'

Union officials from along" the Reef that the men decided to

strike. After addressing the men, a strike having been

decided upon by a show of hands, the deputation interviewed

the general manager. The deputation stated that unless

Day was immediately reinstated the men would not go

down, and they argued that no matter what Day had said

to the sectional manager, Day could not be dismissed before

a Board of Reference had been called for by the manage-

ment. The management offered to call a Board of Refer-

ence jointly with the Mine Workers' Union, and promise^:!

to reinstati? Day and pay him for time lost if the Board's

finding was? in Day's favour. This suggestion was refused,

and the men went on strike."

The Men's Reply to the AIanagement.

The Mine Workers' Union has issued a stateinent in

regard to the dispute, which traverses the report of the

management. The local grievance committee at the outset

made the recommendation that the question of Day's dis-

missal should be left in the hands of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Union and on last Saturday night the officials

of the Krugersdorp branch and the Grievance Committee

met the Executive Council of the Mine Workers' Union. A
resolution was passed empowering the Krugersdorp branch

to take action and appointing six members of the Council to

undcrtoke the work of negotiation. The resolution contained

an expression that it was " a fair ease of victimisation, the

last act in a series of fruitless attempts to get rid of Day."

The deputation saw the men on Monday raoming and got

the following recommendation from them: "'That Day
should go down with us this morning and that ho should

bo paid for the two shifts which he has lost, or we will not

go down. Further, if the management feel that they have

a grievance against Day, they then can call for a.Board of

Reference and the men will abide by the finding of this

Board."

Before the Tuoudle.

The statement of the Union alleges that the management
had a grievance against Day, and had been trying to get rid

of him. It mentions incidents in support of this contention,

and coming to the point at issue states: " Day got leave

of absence from the management for the Friday and Satur-

day, one of which days was to attend a delegates' council

meeting in Johannesburg. He took ill on the Sunday. On
Monday the mine captain was infoi-med over the 'phone

that he was unwell and could not come to work, and that

ho would not come on the following day if he did not feel

up to scratch. On Thursday the management 'phoned to

tlie doctor to ascertain if Day was ill—a most unusual

procedure for a manager. On Friday morning Day came
back. He was told that somebody else was working in his

[ilace, and therefore they would not issue him his candles

or gang book. Usually a shift boss or a mine captain fixes

one up when one returns after absence. In this instance

the sectional manager was the only man capable of doing

this."

' D.\Y Must Go Down."

.•Vfter expressing dissiitisfaction with the manner in wlilch

Mr. Beattie had received the deputation, and denying the

statement made by Mr. Beattie that Mr. FoiTester Brown
had arranged with Mr. Gemmill for a Board of Reference

for Saturday night, and that the executive council had

turned it down, the statement proceeds: Mr. Beattie said

that Day had also on the shaft, in the presence of the men,

called Mr. O.xley-Oxland a liar. We asked the men if Mr.

Beattie's statement was correct. They denied it. After tho

irien had appointed their pickets, etc., on our way out Mr.'

Beattie held out this threat :
" That W'e must eleai'ly under-

stand that when the men came back they would not take

them all on again in view of the shortage of natives." This,,

is merely a short digest of the facts of the case, and more
«ill come out later if the management elects to call a Board

of Reference on condition that diu-ing the sitting of that

Board all mn«t go down, including Day. Another misstate-

ment of facts is that the president and secretary of the

Federation had been muzzled by us. Even the Mine
Workers' Union recognise certain impossibilities, and the

muiizling of Archie Crawford and Forrester Brown is one of

these. The actual resolution passed is this: " That before,

taking any definite steps in any negotiations between our-

selves and the Chainber of Mines on the subject, these

gentlemen refer the matter to the committee appointed to

see this affair through to a successful issue."
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LATEST FROM THE "T.C.L.'

Mining and Financial Activities Reviewed.—Tin Profits.

The " T.C.L." directors' interim report for tlie period from

Ist July to 30th September, 1918, has the following, inter

alia:—Five farms have been sold at a satisfactory profit.

Lot 236, Parktown, taken over under a mortgage bond, has

been satisfactorily disposed of. Twenty-six lots in the com-
pany's vaiious residential townships have been sold, and
seven leasehold lots have been converted to freehold. In the

coloured township of New Clare eleven lots were realised.

The market for township lots continued good and sales were

stimulated by the grant of building facilities adapted to meet
the prevailing conditions. Loans amounting to £3,554 19s.

9d. have been repaid in full, and current mortgages have

been reduced by £8,872 Is. lOd. New loans have been made
to the extent of il5,671 3s. 2d., whereof fl0,846 3s. 2d.

represent building loans to purchasers of township lots. The
mortgage bonds and other investments account has been

furt>her increased by X7,912 17s. 5d. in respect of balances

owing on sales of property. New leases have been entered

into in respect of three farms, and five farms have been

sold subject to the retention by the company of the mineral

rights thereof. There continues to be a steady demand for

cattle grazing land. A fair crop of maize has been harvested

and disposed of at satisfactory prices. The preparation of

the land for the coming crop season is well in hand
;
good

spring rains having fallen. All livestock have wintered well

and are in good and growing condition. The forest planta-

tions at Pan and Holfontein continue to make good growth,

and additional plantings are being made. Water boring

operations on the Saron ranching block have been discon-

tinued for the time being, and the drilling plant has been

transferred to the Eondeboschje ranching block, where fur-

thei- stock watering facilities are needed.

Mining.

Groenfontein Tin Mine: 1,210 tons of ore were crushed
and 1,021 tons of sand residues re-ti-eated, producing 45 long
tons of 72 per cent, concentrate ; 14 long tons of 73 per cent,
alluvial concentrate were also produced. Estimated profit

for quarter, £5,160. The year's operations show a credit
balance of £10,429 as at the 30th Septemlier, exclusive of
an amount of .£15,{X)0 paid by the Zaaiplaats Tin Jlining
Company, Ltd., for the freehold of a portion of alluvial tin-

bearing ground on Groenfontein and Roodepoort. The main
working faces continue to carry average exposures of ore.

Mutue Fides Tin Mine: 1,338 tons of ore were crushed,
producing 60-5 long tons of 71-7 per cent, concentrate.
Estimated profit for quarter, £8,570. The year's operations
show a credit balance of £22,505 as at 80th September. The
main working faces continue to carry average exposures of

ore. Mining interests held by the company : Penge No.
780, district Lydenburg ; Operations at this mine have been
practically suspended by the tributors owing to shipping
difficulties. Fairview (T.C.L. ), Ltd. : The tributors crushed
4,450 tons, yielding 1,085 ozs. of gold, during the quarter.
Rietfontein No. 1228, district Lydenburg : The tributors
crushed 1,546 tons, yielding 195 ozs. gold, during the quarter
from amalgam only. A roasting furnace has now been
installed, enabhng recovery to be made from concentrates.
The mine development has yielded satisfactory values and
the tributors have taken steps to increase the plant capaeit.y.

Holfontein: The third borehole was down 1,366 feet on 27th
September, still in quartzite. Swaziland Tin, Ltd. :

97'5

long tons of concentrate were produced during the quarter
at an estimated profit of £9,820, the total profit since the
beginning of 1918 to 30th September being £38,982. :\Iount

Morgan Mine : This mine has been let on tribute and a

commencement has been made by the triljutor, who has
erected a roasting furnace and further plant.

New Mine Regulations.

The following additions to and alterations in the Mines
Regulations are gazetted:—Regulation No. 126 (3) to be
amended bj' the insertion, after the words " and the check
surveyor," of the words " after making an adjustment for

the ground broken in the interval between the two measure-
nients." Regulation No. 131 to be numbered 131 (1).

Regulation No. 132 to be numbered 131 (2) and the following

new Regulation No. 132 to be inserted:—132 (1) An
inspector of underground contracts or other official

authorized by the Government Mining Engineer who shall

be a certificated mine surveyor shall at any time have the

power of examining the contracts, cost sheets, and records,

of checking measurements, whether disputed by contractors

or not, and generally of supen'izing the observance of the

provisions of this chapter. (2) The manager of any mine
shall place at the disposal of the inspector, at any place and

time required by the latter, the services of one of his certifi-

cated surveyors, together with sucli assistance as the inspec-

tor may consider necessarj', for the pui-jiose of carrying out

any of the matters referred to in sub-section (1) of this

regulation, and such surveyor, when required to do so by

the inspector in terms of this regulation, shall carry out in

conjunction with the inspector a joint survey in such mine,

in a manner and method satisfactory to such inspector, or

for the said purpose assist him in making any survey in such

mine. In the case of the inspector carrying out a check
survey, as provided for in sub-section (3) of this regulation,

the services and assistance to be placed at his disposal as

provided for above shall not include those of the surveyor

who carried out the measurement in dispute. (3) In the

event of a contractor being unable to obtam the services of

a check sun'eyor as provided for in Regulation No. 125 (2),

the contractor may apply to the inspector, who, if he thinks

fit, shall exercise the functions of such check surveyor in

the tnanner and subject to the- conditions specified in Regu-
lations Nos. 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, and 130, provided that

the said contractor shall deposit with the inspector the sum
of ten pounds (£10) sterling, or such lesser sum as the
inspector may decide. Regulation No. 158 (10) to be
amended by the addition of the following sub-section:

—

(g)

Provide and cause to be used in every crusher station and
ore-sampling room appliances, such as suction fans,

atomisers and sprays, which may be necessarj' for the effec-

tive prevention of dust arising from the operations con-

ducted in such station or room. Regulation No. 166 to be
nuuibered 166 (1) and to be amended by the addition of the
following new sub-section:—(2) An inspector of mines, with
the approval of the Government Mining Engineer, may
direct that any regulation applicable to a mine included in

the list of mines framed under section two of .\ct No. 19
of 1912, or luider a provision of any law amending or sub-

stituted for that section, shall be applied to any mine not
included in such list by giving written instructions to that

effect to the manager of such last-mentioned mine, and sucli

regulation shall thereupon apply to such mine. Each such
regulation shall be specified in the instructions to the
manager of such mine.

Swaziland Tin.

The following are the results of the operations of this

company for the month of October, 1918 : Concentrate
recovered, 30 long tons; estimated profit (taking tin at

£230 per ton), .£800; less adjustments in respect of previous

shipments, £552; net estimated^ profit, £248. Owing to

the recent fall in the price of tin the value of the output is

calculated at a conservative figure. Influenza is now
affecting operations.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Continued Stagnation—Diminishing Business.

At the opening on Saturday Government Areas were in

demand at 92s. 3d. .\t the call they made a further advance
to 93s. New Modders had a big recovery and ilodder Easts
were also tlie turn better; the remainder of the group came
unclianged. In the small stocks Kuight Centrals made
another rally. The tone generally was better, but busines-s

was limited to dealings in eight stocks. The only sale put
through at the opening on Monday was one of S.A. Lands at

6e. 7d. The call was dull and, with the exception of Knight
Centrals, generally the turn lower. There was a larger turn-

over at Tuesday's call and a further falling of prices, with
the exception of some of the smaller stocks and Geduld
Props. The market was almost stagnant throughout the
daj'. The market was steady on Wednesday morning with
small advances in Plodder B., Modder Deep, Geduld Props,

and Van Ryn Deep. Knight Centrals were again in good
demand and Hume Pipes decidedly weak coming 29s. sellers

after one hundred had been sold 'at the price. On Thurs-
day morning Southern Van Eyns rose to 14s. and main-
tained the price at the call, though immediately afterwards
they came sellers. The options are apparently unattractive,

as they are 2d. sellers. The rest of the market was on the
weak side. Knight Centrals lost 6d. of their recent gains.

.\fter the call City Deeps were offered down to 49s., the

buying price being 468. Genuine business is at a standstill.

The chief controUel's of the market are evidently holding

their hands, and the general public is following their

passive lead. Only a few outside stocks have been dealt

in. The following sales w'ere recorded: Phoenix, Is. and
lid.; Union Tins, 5s. to 5s. 9d. ; Lydenburg Lands, 2s.;

Henderson's Estates, 5s. ; Monteleos, 24s. to 25s. 6d.

;

Sakalavas, 6s. ; New Farms, 2l8. ; Makganyene Diamonds,
20s., after having been* buyers at 25s. 6d. earlier in the

week. Henderson's Options were lOd. buyeis.

The following alterations in prices at Friday's call sho'O'

few improvements, except in Modder Deep, while the weak-
ness in City Deep and Brakpan was accentuated. Sales :

Bantjes, 2s. 3d. ; City Deeps, 46s. 6d. ; Daggafonteins, 24s.

;

Modder Easts, 19s. 6d. ; New Geduld Deeps, 5s. 9d. ; New
Eras, 10s. 6d. ; Kleinfonteins, 12s. ; New Modders, £26 10s.

;

Pretoria Cements, 65s. ; Sub Nigels, 27s. 6d. ; Springs.

66s. ; Alkalis, 42s. 6d. ; Van Ryn Deeps, 71s. ; West Springs,

23s. 6d. Buyers and sellers: Brakpans, 69s., seller; East
Rands, 5s. 9d., 6s.; Government Areas, 91s. 6d., 92s.;

Knights Deeps, 7s., buyer; Leeuwpoorts, 26s.. buyer; Lace
Props, 10s. 6d., lis.; Modder Deeps, £7 12s. 6d., £7 ISs.

;

Modder East three-year Options, 5s. 3d. : Nourse Mines.

16s. 9d., 17s.; Rand" Selections, 82s., 83s.; Rooibergs, 7s.,

7s. 6d.; Southern Van Ryns, 13s., 13s. 9d. ; Sub Nigel 5s.

paid, lis., lis. 6d. : Zaaiplaats, 14s. 9A., 15s.

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed.. Tliurs.,

29th. 30th. 2nd. 3rd. 4tli. .5Ui.

African Fainis .... 13 9* 15 9* 15 9* 15 9* 15 9' 15 lit
Ang.-Amer. Corp. . 2fi 0* 27 0* 26 0* 26 0* — —
.\pex Mines ..... 7 0* — — — 7 0* 7 0*

Aurora Wests .... 8 fl* 8 0* — — — -—
Bantjes Cons. . . . 2 0* 2 3* 2 3* 2 4* 2 3* '2 3*

Brakpan Mines . . . 70 0* — 70 0* 70 67 6* 70 Ot

Breyten Collieries .
— n 3* — U 3 11 e" 11 6*

Brick & Potteries . 3 9* — — — 3 9* —
British Sth. Africa — — — — — 20 0*

Bushveld Tins .... 9" 9* 8* 9* 8* 9

Cinderella Cons. . . .5 0* — 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* -—
City & Suburbans .

— — 7 9 7 6* 7 9* 8 6t
City Deeps 52 Ot 53 0+ 51 Ot 50 3* 51 Ot 47 6*

Clydesdale Collieries — 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 21 0* 20 0*

Con. Investments . .
— — — — 21 0* 20 0*

Con. Langlaagtes . .
_ — 18 — — 20 0*

Con. Main Reefs . . 12 0* 11 9' 12 11 9* 11 9 11 fi

Con. Mines Select. . 25 Ot — — 23 9* 23 9* __
Coronation Collierie.'* 47 6* 47 6* — — 46 0' -—
Coronation Frees. ^ 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3
Crown Diamonds . . 4 0* 4 0* — 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*

Crown Mines .... 33 0* — — — 43 Ot 47 fit

Crown Mines Deb. . £100* £100* .£100* £100* £100* ^

Daggafontein Mines 23 0* 22 9* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 00 6*

Do. Options .... 5 0* 5 0* 5 0* — — _
De Beers — £15J* _ £151* — „
East Rand Coals . . 2 2* 2 2* 2 2* 2 2* 2 2* 2 0*

Kast Rand Deeps . . 10* ir ir — 11* 11*

Fri., .Sat.. Mon., Tucs,, Wod., Thurs.,
29th. 30th. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5lh.

East Rand Minings 17 6* — 17 6* 17 G* 17 6* 17 6*

East Rand Props. . . 5 6* o 11* 6 5 3* 5 6 5 6*

Eastern Golds .... 19 1 9t — 1 8t 1 St I St
F Smith Diamonds 3 6" 3 7* 3 7* 3 7* 3 8 —
Geduld Props 37 0* — 37 0* 37 6 38 3" 6*

Glencairns — 2 0* — 2 0* 2 0* —
Olencoe Collieries . .

— — 6 0* 6 0* — —
Glynn's Lydeuburgs 24 Ot 22 0* 22 0* 22 9* 22 6* —
Govt. Areas 91 0* 93 92 3* 92 6 92 3* 92
Hume Pipes 30 6* 31 0* — — 29 28 6*
Jhbg. Bd. Executors 28 6* 28 6* — 26 0* — —
Jupiters 4 9* 4 9* 4 9* 4 9* 4 10 4 10*

Klerksdorp Props. . . 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*

Knight Centrals ...5 9 64 07 68 70 65
Knights Deep .... — 6 0* 6 0* 6 3* — —
Langlaagte Estates . 13 G' 15 0* 13 0* 15 0* — —
Lace Props 12 0* U 3 11 6* 11 3 10 9* 10 10
Lecuwpoort Tins . . 26 9* 27 0* 27 6t 27 6t 26 3* 25 9
Luipaardsvlei Est. .10* — — — —
Lydenburg Farms .8 7* — 8 7* 8 7 8 6 8 6*
Meyer & Charlton . . 9(1 0* 90 0* 90 0* — 90 0* 90 0*
-Middelvlei Est. ... — — — — — 1 3t
.Modder B 136 0* 156 3 156 3a 134 0* 155 0* 155 0*
Modder Deep .... 160 0* 150 0* 149 0* 149 0* 151 151 0*
Modder Easts ... 19 6* ' 20 19 9* 19 10* 19 9* 19 6*
Do. Opts. (3 yrs.) 5 8t 5 7* 5 8* 5 8* 5 6* —
Do. Opts. (4 yrs.) 6 7 6 7* 6 7* 6 7* 6 7* 6 6*

Xatal Nav. Colls. .
— — 20 0* 20 0* 20 0' —

National Banks ... — — £14* £14^* £14J* £14i*
New Boksburgs ... 10* 10* 10* 10* 10* 10*
N. Eland Diamonds 25 Ot 25 Ot — — 23
New Era Cons. . . 10 0* 9 9* 10 0* 10 3 10 3 10 3*
New Geduld Deeps 5 8* 6 Ot 5 8* 3 8* 5 9* 6 Of
New Heriots .... 1-29* 12 9* 12 9* 12 9* 12 6* 12 9*
New Kleinfonteins . 11 3* 11 9* 12 3 12 0* 12 0* 12 0*
New Modders . . .

.i'26i* £26?* £26| £26J* £26J* £26.i*New States 20 0* 20 3 20 i* 20 4^ 20 3* 20 3
Nigels 4 6* 4 6* 6 Ot 4 6* 4 0* 6 Ot
Nourse Mines .... — 16 0* 16 0* 16 0* 16 0* 16 0*
Premier Prefs. ... — — — HO o ^
Pretoria Cements . 68 0* 69 Ot 69 6t 67 66 6 65 0*
Princess Estates . . 2 10" 2 10* 2 10* 2 9* 2 9* 3 Ot
Rand Collieries ... 29* 30* 30* 30* 30* 3 0*
Rand Nucleus .... 1 6* 1 6* 1 6* 1 6 — 16*
Rand Select. Corp. .

— — — — ,<5,3 o* 84 Ot
Randfntn. Deeps .. 5 3* 5 3* 3 3* 5 6 5 3* 5 3*
Randfontein Ests. . 15 0* — 13 O* 15 0* 15 0* 15 6t
Roberts Victors ... 5^ 0* 5 0* 50*
Rooibergs 8 2 8 2* 8 2* 8 8 7 9*
Roodepoort Uniteds — 3 Ot 3 Ot 3 Ot — 3 Ot
Ryan Nigels .... 33* 3 6t 3 .3* 3 6t 33* 33*
Shebas 13* l 3» t 3* 13* 13* 13*
Simmer & Jacks . . 6 6t 6 Ot — _.
Simmer Deeps ... 26 26* 26* 2 9t 26* 26*
g.A. Breweries ... 31 0* — — 35 Ot 33 0* —
S.A. Lands 6 5 6 6* 6 6* 6 6 6 3* 6 4*
S.A. Alkali 43 0* 44 0* 45 0* 42 0* 42 Oa 42 0*
South Van Ryns ... 12 6* 12 6* 12 7^* 12 9 12 9* 14
Springs Mines ... 66 9 66 6* 66 65 6 65 9 65 9
Sub-Nigels 28 0* 28 6 28 6* 28 6 28 0* 28
Swaziland Tins ... — 29 6t 30 Ot — — —
Transvaal Lands

. .
— 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 23 0* 23 6

Trans. G.M. Estate.^ — 13 0* — 12 6* 13 0* 13 3*
Van Ryn Deeps

. . 71 0* 71 0* 70 6* 71 71 3* 70 9*
Village Deeps .... 16 0* 17 Ot 16 0* 16 0* — 16 0*
Village Main Reefs . 11 0* 11 0* 11 0* U 0* 11 0* 11 0*
Welg?dachts

. . . .
_ _ _ 27 6t 27 6t —

West. Rand Estates 2 0* — 2 0* ^ _
West Springs .... 23 3* 23 9* 23 9* 23 9 23 6* ''3 6*
Do. Options ... 9 6* — 10 0* 10 0* — —

Witbank Collieries . 51 0* — 50 0* 50 0* 52 6* —
Witwatersiands ... 20 Ot 19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0*
Wit. Deeps 13 13 0* 13 3* 13 6* 14 14
Wolhuters 3 2* — 3 2* 3 0* —
Zaaiplaats Tins ... 15 0* 13 3 15 1* 15 1* 15 3t 15 0*
Union 5 per cent. . £102t .£102 £IOIJ* £101|* £102t £102+

•Buyers. tSellers. xOdd lots. bEx London.

PERSONAL.
The Rhodesian Chamber of Mines has to record its great
regret at the death of Mr. S. H. Boright, alternate member
of the Executive Committee. The Chamber also regrets to
record the death of :\Ir. F. P. Rolfe, representative member
for the Fred Mine. The death of Mr. George Upton, chair-
man and managing director of the R.N. Labour Bureau, is

also recorded with sincere regret.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS DYNAMO WORKS Ltd.

Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., Ltd., & PHOENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., Ltd.

DICK, KERR. PH(ENIX. SIEMENS.

ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEM
WINDING ENGINES.

INTERIOR OF WINDING ENGINE HOUSE
at a CoUiery in South Wales,

•howing Flywheel Converter Sets and Winding Engine.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—64-68, CoUingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD,—23, Filey Street.

SOUTHAMPTON.—46, High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clive' Buildings, Qive Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.-^2, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE—29, William Street.

Sole Representative in South Africa.

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telepltone 1202. Telnrami "WOTAN
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that the London market expects it cheaper during the next

three months. Iron and steel bars have experienced a little

more demand, on the turn of the month and in a measure
owing to the ironmoulders having resumed work on Wednes-
day of this week. Ail prices are steadier even tn firm,

because the cables from Britain and America all report

higher values. A representative British firm doing business

in America as well, cabled to say that any of their clients

wishing to cancel orders were at liberty to do so immedi-
ately, Or confirm, as prices were advancing generally. The
importance of values is of such significance that the following

has been taken over from The Star of December 4th : I^ocal

builders, says the Times of Natal, affirm that one result of

the armistice has been a tremendous fall in the price of

certain building materials, the greatest drop being experi-

enced by corrugated iron, which has fallen from £95 per ton

to £45 per ton. Timber has likewise experienced a drop of

about 20 per cent., while iron water piping has declined tn

the extent of about 33J per cent. It is confidently antici-

pated that prices will decline still further, and it is pointed

out tliat the moment hostilities ceased, war risk insurance

freights dropped 25 per cent., which means that the next

shipment of general merchandise from England should

reflect this sympathy so far as bills of lading are concerned.

This does not in any way agree with Johannesburg
values, as new iron is Is. lid. per foot and second-hand best

Is. 2d. This latter is in good demand, and even Is. 3d.

was paid on ^Monday morning. New deals are Is. lid. to

2s. Id., according to length. In fact, prices in .lohaniiesburg

are steadier, but there has never been a decided drop here

for new goods. The nearest approach to the Natal news
was when second-liand st-eel plates went to £20 per ton as

compared with £50 at their top values during the war.

The Trend of Business.

Business is picking up again after its deadly dulness for

a week or so since the armistice was signed. However, so

far as the Commercial Exchange and mining material are

concerned, it is more of a retail proposition than any big

lines. It must be borne in mind that the consumption is as

great as ever, but a lot is being taken from the mine reserve

stocks. The position is simmering and it is almost impos-

sible to forecast anything until, say, a month after the

armistice, therefore during next week a better opinion might
be formed from the cable information. There is undoubtedly

a quantity of goods on the water, and these may be sold

without much profit, in the present restricted market now
the mines are on their reserve stocks.

Revised Price List.

Building Materials.—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9 x 3, Is. lid. to

2.S Id. ; flooring, 4J xj and 6 x J, lO'd. to lid. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

K X ^, 6|d. to 7d. per sq. ft.
;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

98. per cub. ft.; clear pine, ^in. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;

lin. X 12in., Is. 8d. ; teak, 25s. to 27s. 6d. per cubic foot; shelving.

Is. 3d.; Jarrah, 14s. 6d. cu. ft.; poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; scantling.

Is. Ud. to 2s. per ft. ; beaver boards, 7d. to 7Jd. ;
galvanised iron, 24-

Xauge, 8ft. to 10ft., 2s. to 2s. Id.; lift., 2s. 2d.; 12ft., 2s. 3d.; 26-

a,auge, 6ft, to 8ft. Is. 9d. ; 9ft. & 10ft. Is. lOd. ; Hat galvanised, 24 &
26-gauge, 958. lOOlb. ; floor brads, 95s. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 1508. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, 80s. to 85s. ; roofing material, I ply. 45s. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. :

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Baicits, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, 10s.

bag; 98. truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads.

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., Ss. 6d. ; blue, 4s. 6d. ;
plaster lime, 5s. 6d. ;

Wricks, stock, delivered, 60s. to 70s. ; wire cuts, 708. to 80s. ;
pressed,

70s. to 80s. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; salt

glazed, £17 178., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 173. 6d. to 27s. 6d.

yard ; paving cement tiles, Ss. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 25a. ; fluted, SOs. 6reclay bricki, £8 lOs. to £10
10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to 80s., according to

height {12)n. to 18in.) per dozen.
Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled.

14s. 6d. to 15s. Imperial gallon ; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, lOOs 2/4 1-5 galls.; 10— I's ;
5-6 imp. tins, llOs.

;

nxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed

oil putty, Is. per lb.
;
paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

jin., 8s.; do., mirror, Os. ; window, 16oe., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per foot;

21oz., 33. per foot; and fancy glass, 2a. per foot.

Grease.—Imported, A.F. axle, £40; local, £31 to £31i per

ton; tallow (local), 8id. por lb.; parafEn, 24s. per caie of two 4'e:

petrol, 39s. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor nil, 7s. to Hs. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 38s. 6d. to 47s. nd. per case; cylinder, 38s. 6d.

to 479. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 751b. ; bichromate potash, Ss. 6d. lb.

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ;
permanganate (.Japanese), 14/6 lb. ; alum, 7d. lb.

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lb. ; Ijorax, r22s. 6d. lOOlb ; cyanide sodium,
Is 3d. to Is. 6d. lb. ; hypo. Is. Jb. ; nitrate lead, local, £5S IDs. ton;

litharge (assay), 708. to 728. (id. (commer(;ial), 683. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zmc
sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, e^d. lb. ; plumbago
crucibles, 6|d. per number; carbide, about ^110 per long ton.

Electiucal Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, S.^s. to 3r)s. wholesale, and 40s. to 45s. doz. retail ; carbon
lamps, 20s. dozen

;
pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd. ; 3/20 coils wire

65s. to 70s.; ditto, 3/22, 45s. to 50s.; 7/22, 75s.'to 8O3. ; 7/20 120s.;

7/18, 160s.; tubing, 46s. to oOs. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4s. 6d. to

5s. each; round blocks, 3iiu., Ss. to 5s, 6d, dozen; lamp holdei
cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen ; switches, 5 amp.. 36s. to 37s. 6d.
per dozen; British gloss shades, SOa. to 4O3. dozeu

; porcelain shackles.

15s. to IBs. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. to 30s. per 100; cleats, 22i».

per 100; P.O. insulators, I83. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, ^in. and 316in. round iron, 958. to
96s. ;

jin. do., 85s.
;

|in. steel, round, SOs. ; ^in. round iron, 77s. 6d.
;

do. steel, 723. 6d.
;

|in. round iron, 70s. ; do. steel, practically none
in town; Jin. round iron, 62s. 6d. to 65s.; Jin. steel, 02s. 6d. to
65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50.s. to 70s. ; all at per lOOlbs.
Dunswart local iron, 45s 1001b. Vereeniging mild steel also SOs. per
ItOlb. Steel-plates, 75s, to 80s, ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in.
diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.; §in. diameter up to 3in.
long, 2s. 6d. lb.; ^in. dia.. Is. 6d. ; S^in. and up long. Is. 6d. lb.:
^in dia. up to 2iin long, 77s. 6d. 1001b ; ^in dia. and 2iin up long, 758.
per 1001b.

;
|in. dia. up, to 2Jin. long, Is. 6d. per lb.

; fin. diameter
ajin. and up long, 60a. per 1001b. ; Jin. diameter, 2|in. and
up long, Is. per lb.

;
|in. and lin. diameter, same price as Jin.

diameter; nuts, gin.. Is. 3d. per lb.; ^in., 85s.; Jin. 958.;
liin. and I^in., 853. ; IJin. to IJin., 878. 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d ; wash-
ers, all 55s.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; ^in., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;
7-16in., gin.. Is. 6d. lb.; ^in., 75s. to SOs.; fin., 72s. 6d.

; Jm. up, 60s.
100 lb.; shoos and dies, 326. 6d. to 35s, ICC lb.; rails, £35 per ton;
picks, 41b., 40s. dozen ; shovels, 90s. upwards dozen ; drill hammers,
5id. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 4s. 6d. j

24in., 10s.; 30in., 148.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, antifriction
knoxite, lid. to 48. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation
in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to
verify any quotation in our list.

'

STRETCH
AND

SLIP
IN BELTS

Costt the Mines many
Thousands a Year.

This Loss should, and can be

avoided by using only proved

Good Belts, or in other words
•• TUL^IS BELTS."

"Chonata" bband Batata.
(Drivioi and Conveying)

"St. Ann's" »rakd Leather.

" Swan " BEAND Waterproof.
(Single, Double and Treble)

" Homogene" bhand Laminated.

" Viking " BBAKD Launder Lining.
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RINTOUL & DAVIS,
Engineers & Importers of Mining & Irrigation

Materials. ^^^^^
REPRESENTING

The Goulds Manufacturing Co.
Pumps for Every Service.

Main Belting Coy.
" Leviathan " and " Anaconda" Sewn Cotton

Belting. Belt Conveying Idlers.

New York Rubber Coy.
High Grade Rubber Conveyor Belts.

Kennedy Valve Manufacturing Co.
Valves for Every Purpose.

National Meter Coy.
" Empire " Water Meters.

Asbestos Protected Metal Co.
Roofing and Siding.

Whitmore Manufacturing Co.
Gear Protective Compound, Rope and

Belt Dressing.

Independent Lamp and Wire Coy.
" Salamander " Fire-proof Wire.

Highland Chemical Products Coy.
" Non-Corrosive Coating." Acid Resisting

Paint.

E.M F. Dry Cells.

Made in our own Factory.

W. R. Du Mond Solventine Boiler

Compound.

LARGE STOCKS ALWAYS ON HAND OF

MINING MATERIALS.

Pumps, 3 throw and irrigation

Bronze and Iron Gate and Globe Valves

Muntz Metal

Copper Sheets

Brass Wire

Anti-Corrosive Paint

Red Oxide

Cotton Driving and Conveyor Belting

Watermeters

Gear, Rope and Belt Dressing

Boiler Compound

ELECTRICAL MATERIALS.

Insulating Tapes and Varnishers

Signalling Bells and Pulls

Dry Cells

Watertight Fittings

Accumulators

Bare and Insulated Wires and Coppers

Copper Bussbar

Fibre and Vulcanite, Sheets

Rods and Tubes

Fireproof Armature Wire

Switchboard Metal.

Address : 23 & 24, Cullinan Buildings^
Phone 422, Central. JOHANNESBURG. Box 1934.

Telegrams: "GONDETTA/
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the
Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

Local Industries and Trusts.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining Journal and Engineering Record.

Sir,—At a ftinction given in lionour of the Acting Prime
Minister, the Hon. F. S. Malan, at Springs on the 28th
instant, tlie Minister stated tliat since the signing of the
amiistiee the Government had already instructed an
advisory committee to draft a new tariff of Customs duties,

for goods to be imported into the Union. From Mr. Malan 's

statement I take it for granted this is being done in order
to foster local industries which are existent and may
subsequently come into existence in this country. From
the manufacturer's point of view this action of the Govern-
ment will receive considerable support. I can see every
local 2^d. manufacturer mirroring himself already as a

millionaire trust magnate ! However, from the consumers'
and importers' points of view the fixing of what we may
term a protective tariff can only be looked upon with
mistrust and danger. In order to substantiate the latter

view, I shall quote certain historical facts from the annals
of the United States of America. Up to the year 1897,
using the American term, that country enjoyed free trade,

although trade was hardly as free as it was in the United
Kingdom. What they actually did enjoy was a reasonable
tariff on Customs duties, notwithstanding the fact that
nearly all commodities and necessaries of life were produced
and manufactured in the various States of the union; but
at the same time the foreign markets were available and
open to the importer and consumer. This factor kept
competition amongst local manufacturers keen. The cost

of living was reasonable, and wages were also good. I

shall now endeavour to tell your readers what happened
when the Republican party, in the year 1897; returned
BIr. William McKinley as President. The first thing his

administration did was to place prohibitive Customs duties

on all imports as a pretext that it was necessary to protect

local industries. 'This accomplished, local manufacturers
discovered that by keeping up keen competition with each
other and selling their products to consumers at reasonable
prices, it was not possible to amass and accumulate con-

siderable wealth and power quickly. Trusts and trust

magnates, whose money and power practically I'ule the

whole civilised world to-day, for that opportunity have to

be thankful to the McKinley Administration. No sooner
did it fix the protective duties and the United Stat-es was
no longer a dumping ground for exporters of other countries,

than combines of local manufacturers sprang up like magic.

There were no longer scores of manufacturers of any particu-

lar commodity who competed against each other by sending

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

"FLOWER" BRAND.

HAS THE LOWEST OO-EFFICIENT OF rKH/nuN.

KEEPS down the bill for lubricants, making BEARINGS smootn as glass

and keeping them COOL under heaviest pressures and highest speeds.

Manufsctared and Sold By

—

THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION
HETAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIMITED,
«, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. E.C.

Aiaoli for South ACrico i FRASER & CHALMERS, Ltd., lohannetburi,
Bulawayo and Salisbury.

round hundreds of commercial travellers all over the
country to find customers. This was discontinued forth-
with; all manufa<!turers amalgamated, and wherever anyone
refused to join the combine and tried to keep out he was
soon crushed. By this means hundreds of thousands of
commercial men were thrown out of work. Workmen's
wages were also reduced, because the next shop was not
going to give employment at a higher wage, as all workshops
practically came under the control of the combines and
trusts. Prices of commodities went up in leaps and bounds.
The consumer was made to pay through the nose : he was
at the mercy of the tnist magnates, and there was no
remedy for the evil thus brought about by a generous and
protective administration. I may state from personal
experience on my last visit to the States, \\-hich took [jlace
in the years 1911 and 1912, that I found the cost of living
had increased to a great extent. Where in the pre-protec-
tive days one could obtain board and lodgings at hotels fur
a dollar a day, or a suit of clothes for ton dollars, for the
same items I had to pay as much as four and five times
when I was there last. I trust, Sir, after placing all these
facts before your readers, the Government of the Union will
not act rashly and rush through any new legislation regarding
protective Customs duties to bolster up local industries, or
else the consumer of the Union of South Africa will be
placed in the same predicament as the consumer of America
«-as placed by the McKinley Administration. Thanking you
for trespassing on your valuable space.—I am, etc.,

ANTI-TEUST.
Box 5843, Johannesburg,

November 29th, 1918.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
ill enguiriei addrnaed to the Editor must bear the writer'i name

and full addrei: We cannot reply to enquiries by letter, but
telegrams with replies prepaid will be answered. Correspondents
are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

H. Gamble."—As you anticipate, we cannot, because of
its libellous nature, print your attack on the good faith

of Trutli, the Financial Times, and the Wit. Deep
directors.

Senex."—Thanks for j^our appi-eciation.

T.N.T."—Dealt with in the article in this issue.
" A.C."— (1) Yes. (2) ,The company is being refloated.

Particulars will be announced shortlv.

SAFETY FIRST.
Projecting Set Screws, Clamps, etc., on revolv-

ing shafting is a constant clanger to v^orkmen
and the cause of many accidents, which can be

entirely prevented by installing

WARD'S PATENT SAFETY
AND ADJUSTABLE COLLAR.

Cam Shafts, Tubs Mill S afts ,

and Line Shafting a Speciality.

Agents : QEO. STOTT & CO., Ltd.,
Engineers, Johannesburg.
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LEGAL DECISIONS AFFECTING MINING.

Judgment was given this \veel\ at Bloemfonteiu in two
important Rand appeals regarding income-tax assessment.

The first was that of the Commissioner of Taxes versus

Booysens Estate. This was a" stated case by the Income
Tax Special Court under the Income Tax Acts. The Booy-
sens Estate, Ltd., now in liquidation, was registered in the

Transvaal with a capital of £40,000, divided into 40,000 £1
shares. In accordance with the objects of the company as

set forth in the articles of association the company acquired

258 odd mining claims on the Witwatersrand. On the 17th

•July, 1906, the company sold 33 of these claims to the

Village Deep, Ltd. On the 7th September, 1915, an agree-

ment was entered into between the company with certain

other parties as vendors and the trustees for a new company
to be formed, to be called the " Robinson Deep, Limited,"
for the sale, inter alia, of all the mining properties of the

company for 441,000 £1 shares of the Robinson Deep, Ltd.

The sale was conditional on its being approved by the share-

holders and upon the members of the company passing a

special resolution for the voluntary liquidation of the com-
pany, and for the appointment of a liquidator to carry the

agreement into effect. This was done. At no time did the

company carrv^ on any mining operations on the claims, but
in 1914 the company allowed another company to sink an
incline shaft through ground included in its claims, and paid

this company its outlay thereupon. At the date of the sale

in 1915 the assets of the company disposed of thereby stood

in the books of the company at the figure of £78,598. In

April, 1918, the Commissioner of Taxes made an a'ssessment

under Act 35 of 1916 on the company for the year ending

30th June. 1916, assessing the taxable income of the com-
pany at £362,402. and the tax payable as £36,240 4s. The
amount of £362,402 so assessed was the difference between
the figure of £78,598 and the consideration of 441,000 £1
shares received by the company for the assets sold. The

questions submitted for decision were : (1) Was the profit

realised by the company on the sale of its assets to the
Robinson Deep, Ltd., income of the company in terms ot

Section 49 of Act 28 of 1914 ? (2) If the profit so returned
was income, was the Commrssioner correct in assessing us

the income accrued for the year ended 30th June, 1916, the
difference between the price reahsed on the sale and the

cost to the company of the assets sold '.' The Courti below
answered both questions in the negative.

The Appeal- Court dismissed the appeal with costs, also

the similar appeal heard jointly with the above case of

Commissioner of Taxes v. South Deeps, Ltd., in which the
facts were as follows : The respondent company had acquired
the freehold of the fatm Ormonde and certain claims on that
farm on Booyseus Estate, Mooifontein, Vierfontein and
Klipriversberg. In 1905 the company disposed of portion

of the fann Ormonde in consideration of the cancellation of

a servitude over another portion of the farm. In 1906 it

disposed of 67 claims for 287,000 £1 shares in the Turf
Mines, Ltd., and sold two claims to the Village Deep for

1,924 £1 shares in that company. In the same year it

disposed of 60 claims to the Rand Mines for £13,200, 60 to

the New Vierfontein Mine for £12,300, and 60 to the Klip-

riversberg Estate and G.M. Co. for £12,900. In 1909 it

disposed of the remaining extent of Onnonde and certain

j

mining titles and claims for £41,406 in 82,812 shares of 10s.

I each in the Crown Mines. Out of 847 claims it had sold

730, leaving a balance of 117 claims. With regard to the

latter sale, the shares received as consideration were distri-

buted as a bonus to the shareholders. The question to be

decided M-as whether the profit realised on the sale of nU its

mining properties to the Robinson Deep in 1915 constituted

income. Both the questions put (the same as in the Booy-
sens case) were answered in the negative bj' the Court
below.

One Williams' Tool Holder Does the Work of Two.

Two Blades Grow Where One Grew Before.

Remember

Outting-oB Blade. Side Tool Blade.

Williams' "AGRIPPA" Cutting-off & Side Tools accommodate
both types of cutters.

You need not pay for two competing holders if you specify

"AGRIPPAS."

All "Agrippa" Tool Holders Can Be Shipped Immediately.

Export Office:

76 STATE ST.,

New York City, N.Y.
SiimzviiB9fMMSl<SS%ffif

London Representative:

BENJ. WHITTAKER,
2 Norfolk St., Strand.
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Engineering Noteri and News. ^

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE.—VIII.

Lessons for Sovith Africa—The Electrification of the Italian Railways.

The followiug is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquier's
contribution to the discussion on Mr. J. W. Kirkland's
paper on railway electrification, before tlie S.A.I, of E.E. :

The motors for the freight locomotives are rated

at 1,000 h.p. one hour rating, 720 h.p. continuoiiji,

and are an-anged for simple cascade and parallel

connection, giving efficient running speeds of 14 and 28
miles per hour respectively. The passenger locomotives are

equipped with two 1,300 h.p. motors, arranged for com-
bined cascade and pole changing control, giving four

efficient speeds of 233, 31, 46-6 and 62 miles per hour. In
each case, further speed control is effected by liquid con-

trollers of a special type, pneumaticall^^operated. Provision

is made for efficiently circulating the liquid in these

controllers, and they are further provided with an automatic
device for securing constant watt input, the idea being that

the acceleration of the motors should not be influenced by
any variation in line voltage. The cascade and pole

changing switches are contained on the motors themselves
and are also piieumatieally operated from the master con-

troller in the driving cab. The whole ^f the control arrange-

ments are extremely interesting, but the limits of this

contribution will not permit of my dealing with them in

greater detail at the moment. Although the speed control

of these motors, devices for preventing irregular loading,

and so on, sound rather complicated at first, in actual

operating practice these- locomotives are distinguished by the

simplicity of control and absence of complication in the

driver's cab. Details of the locomotives are as follows:—
Italian State Railw.\ys.

.
Freight. Passengers.

Class 0-10-0 2-6.2

Length of framing .

.

31ft. 3ins. 36ft.

Width overall 10ft. .3ins. 10ft.

Height to roof excluding trollev .

.

13ft. 4ins. 12ft. 4ins.

Total weight in fons . . . . .

.

60 71
Weight on driving axles GO .50

Weight on pony axles — 21

Percentage weight on driving axles 100 70-5

Total wheel base 20ft. 27ft. 6ins.

Total coupled wheel base . . 20ft r 12ft.

Fixed wheel base 12ft. 7Jins. 12ft.

Diameter of driving wheels 42 .ins. 64ft. lin.

Diameter of pony wheels .

.

.

—

37ft. Kins.

Distributing voltage 3300 3-ph. 3300 3-ph.
Frequency 1 6s 16s
Type of motors induction induction
Normal ojjerating voltage . . 3000/3300 3000/3300
Number of motors O 2
Rate H.P 1,000 1,300
Total rated H.P 2,000 2,600
Tractive eflort corresponding to one hour

rating 30,800 20,900
Tractive eli'ort at 2.5% adhesion .

.

33,fi00 28,000
Speed corresponding to one hour rating 24-3 m.p.h. 46-6 m.p.h.
H.P. per ton one hour rating 33-4 36-6

In addition to the lines briefly described, the Savoua-
Ceva line and the Moutcenis and Simplon tunnels are

operated on the same three-phase system. The five

Westinghouse locomotives operating thy Montcenis tunnel

are of the same design as just described. The lfl09 Brown
Boveri locomotives for the Simplon tunnel are of the 0-8-0

class, developing 1,700 h.p. at 43'.5 r.p.m. At the beginning

of 1915 the Westinghouse Co. had 110 of these locomotives

actually in service on the Italian State Lines, out of a total

of 200 locomotives of an aggregate capacity of 412,000 h.p.

At this stage the Italian State Railways had already 400
kilometres of hue, or 785 kilometres of single track in opera-

tion with electric traction, and had passed plan.'; aiid

approved expenditure for a further 2,6U0 kilometres of line,

this programme embracing the more important State lines
and those can-ying International tmffic. One is justified,

therefore, I think, in concluding that the three-phase
system as applied to the Italian Railway electrification is

an unqualified success and constitutes one of the most
important railway electrifications to date. I trust it will not
be considered that I have occupied too much time with this
short description of the Italian State Railways electrifica-

tion; my excuses are that very liftle has been published
about it except in Italian, and the importance and magni-
tude of the undertaking is in consequence frequently over-
looked. I am afraid, in the short time at my disposal, I

have done but scant justice to it, but will now pass on to
as brief as possible a description of the Norfolk and Western
electrification, as one to some extent supplements the other.
Unlike the Italian State Railways, many descriptions of the
Norfolk and Western electrification have appeared, but
almost exclusively confined to the American Technical
Press. The undertaking is doubly interesting, not only on
account of the magnitude of the traffic requirements, but
also on account of the system adopted, commonly known
as the split-phase system, the contact line b^ing energised
with single-phase power at 11,000 volts, which is utilised

by three-phase induction motors on the locomotives. As far

as the motor portion of the equipment went, there was
therefore all the accumulated experience and data gained
on the Italian lines already to hand, eliminating any possi-

bility of uncertainty in regult, and the novel feature,
marking a tremendous stride, was the apphcation of 11,000
single-phase current to the operation of the three-phase
motors. Many seemingly difficult problems are essentially

simple when the correct solution is found, and so it is with
this phase converter. An elementai-y diagram is given.
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The phase converter operates on the principle that, if one

phase of a two-phase motor is supplied with single-phase

current, when the motor' is running the E.M.F. induced in

the open phase will have a phase difference of 90 degrees

from the voltage in the other phase, and by arranging that

the E.M.F. induced in the open phase should be
2

we produce the standard conditions (Scott connection) for

two-phase to three-phase transformation. The converter is

practically a two phase induction motor of rather special

.construction, with a squirrel cage I'otor. A starting motor,

single-phase commutating type, is provided at one end, and
the shaft is extended at the other end to carry the fan for

the ventilation of the main motors. An inspection of the

diagram will make it apparent that the efficiency of con-

version should be quite high, and practical working results

with this railway have demonstrated the entire reliability of

the system. The section of the 2,050 miles of line that

the Norfolk and Western Railway Company control, selected

for electrification, is that known as the Elkhorn grade in

the Pocohontas division, the distance being approximately
30 miles of main line, double track, which, with the
numerous sidings and delivery tracks, amounts to approxi-

mately 100 track miles. A map and profile of the section

is given. The full traffic is from Vivian to Bluefield, west
to east. From the profile it will be 'seen that there is a
1 per cent, grade from Vivian to New Forks, from New
Forks to Ennis a grade of 1 to IJ per cent., and from Ennis
to the summit this increases to 2 per cent. At the summit
occurs the Elkhoni tunnel, three-fifths of a mile long and
single track, with a gradient of 1"6 per cent. From the
eastern portal of the tunnel to Copper we have a descending
grade of 2'34 per cent., from Cooper to Graham an ascending
grade of 0'4 per cent., and finally, in the last section, from
Graham to Bluefield, an ascending grade of 1'2 per cent.

Sixty per cent, of the line is on curves, ranging from 17 to

3 degrees, and at only two points in the whole section is it

possible to see one end of tlje train from the other.

ViTiAJl

Figs -^63-to .153 lacl. repr?*»nt Ejtcs from Wortolk

Fig. 10.

—

Map : Electrified Section, Norfolk and Western Railroad.

Electric Lamp Standardising and Fuel
Economy.

A plan to save electricity and thereby fuel by the

elimination of inefficient incandescent lamps has been

adopted by the United States Fuel Administration, and

became effective on September 15, 1918. According to the

Electrical Review, ChTcago, the following programme is

recommended : (1) The elimination of unnecessary types of

standard carbon lamps and of carbon lamp types for special

application as follows : The standard 60-watt multiple carbon
lamp 100-130 volt range; the standard 20-watt S-14 bulb
multiple carbon lamp 100-130 volt range; the 120-watt stan-

dard multiple carbon lamp 100-130 volt range ; the complete
elimination of standard 30-watt and 60-watt round-bulb
multiple-carbon lamps, and all other types of 100-130 volt

range multiple-carbon lamps with standard base for decora-
tive purposes. (2) The complete abandonment of the instal-

lation and renewal of carbon incandescent lamps of all sizes

and discouragement of their use for any use or application
for which tungsten lamps can be substituted ; this policy

to go into full effect not later than September 15th, 1918.

(3) The gradual abandonment of the installation and renewal
of metallised filament (Gem) lamps of all sizes and discour-

agement of their use for any use or application for which
tungsten lamps can be substituted. Under special and

unusual conditions where it is absolutely necessary to use
lamps with exceptionally robust filaments owing to rough
handling or excessive vibration, the use of carbon lamps is

recommended so that the metallised filament (Gem) type
may be completely eliminated. This policv to go into full

effect not later tha'n November 15th, 1918. '(4) That the use
of considerable numbers of the smaller sizes of lamps for

commercial and industrial applications be eliminated where
it is practicable to substitute for them large single gas-filled

lamps of highest efficiency in a smaller number of lighting

units. (5) That the use of vacuum tungsten lamps in sizes

of 100 watts and over be eliminated and whenever practic-

able gas-filled tungsten lamps of highest efficiency be sub-
stituted therefor. (6) That electric light and power com-
panies employ no differentials in their price schedules for

the sale or renewal of lamps which may tend to encourage
the use of larger sizes of lamps rather than smaller sizes,

except as such difierenti'als are justified by differences in the

cost of the service. (7) That all manufacturers of carbon
and metallised filament (Gem) lamps insert with each stan-

dard package of such lamps shijiped by them a printed

notice directing the attention of the user of the lamps to the
fact that the particular larnps in the package should be used
only in locations where it would be impracticable, because
of excessive vibration and rough handling or for therapeutic

and heating purposes, to use satisfactorily a more efficient

type of lamp.

OabU :

• KcKIOHim
WIDKM." McKECHNIE BROTHERS, Limited.
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American and German Manufacturers.

The vaiinted superiority of German research and manufacture is

largely " bluff," and is based upon a high capacity of advertising on

the part of the German and a tendency in the past for the American
to swallow the formers statements, and accept him at his own valu-

ation, even to the depreciation of the American. This is the view

taken by Mr. H. H. Dow, President of tlie Dow Chemical Company,
U.S.A., in a paper published by the Cleveland Engineering Society.

He instanced the Siemens-Halske Company, which about 20 years ago

started a plant in Araei'ica to build the Siemens-Halske electric gene-

rator, which was of a curious type, having an armature outside the

field coils and the commutator outside the armature. On the strength

of the general reputation of Germany for scientific and electrical

work, the design was largely accepted and introduced, but it is now
practically obsolete and unknown. On the other hand, the Westing-
house Company, about the same time, introduced a multiple-pole gene-

rator very similar to the type it manufactures to-day, except that

there were no commutating poles. The Dow Company bought two of

these—the larger one in 1897—and they are still in use.

In many chemical compounds for medical purposes the German
products have been used by American doctors, and more extensively

than American products of equal quality, largely because the former
have been given a fictitious value by -extensive advertising and
" booming."

The wide use of potash as an agricultural fertiliser is attributed

by Mr. Dow to the extensive advertising, and the broad claims made
for it by the Germans. In his own opinion, it is rarely needed or use-

ful, -and this %iew is supported by Dr. Hopkins, of the Illinois Experi-
ment Station. Furthermore, tiie American has the tendency and
ability to do things on a large scale where the German sticks to labo-

ratory methods. Thus, before the war, soda-ash and caustic soda were
made and .sold in America at a less price than in Germany, probably
because of the mechanical ability to handle the matter on- a commercial
scaje. Where Germany has an established manufacture it has been
difficult to get American capital to invest in similar manufacture, tlie

idea being that it will be impossible to compete with German science
and skill. But in cases where capital has had tlie courage to meet the
situation the results have been highly satisfactory. This has been the
case with the dye industry, which was practically in the hands of the
Germans up to the time of the present war, but which has been
developed and put on a commercial basis by American chemists and
manufacturers. As for personal or mental capacity, it is certain that

Pittsburgh Steel Company
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the German lias no superiority. Part of his former assumed strength

was due to the weakness of his opponent in taking such superiority for

granted, part to an ability in trading, a large part to his self-assertion,

and a larger part to his entire lack of any comprehension of ethics or

commercial honesty. His principle always has been that the end

—

however small—justifies the means—however foul.

The American manufacturer is on a very different footing now
tlian before the war. His eyes have been opened to his weaknesses
and his opportunities. His field has widened, at home and abroad.

He sees that it is dangerous and entirely unnecessary to rely upon
cr to give way to foreign rivals, and almost overnight he has seen his

negligible mercantile marine expanded into a large and powerful com-
mercial asset which he will not drop or lose when the war ends.

Mr. Walter M. Campbell, A.M.I.C.E., at present Circle

Engineer in the Union Irrigation Department, Uitenhage,
has been appointed water engineer to the Borough of

Durban. IMr. Campbell was formerly associated with water-
works undertakings in Belfast (Ireland), and Bury (Lanca-
shire, England), and during the past six years, whilst in

charge of departmental activities at Bloemfontein, Cape-
town, Cradock, and Uitenhage, he has gained very widened
experience of the hydrographic conditions and irrigation

potentialities of the Union.
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Company Meetings.

KLERKSDORP PROPRIETARY.

The annual meeting of shareholders

in the Klerksdorp Proprietary Mines,

Ltd., was held on Decembei .2. Mr. W. P,

Fisher, in moving the adoption of the

report of the directors and accounts,

said:—The issued capital of your com-,

pany remains the same as at the last

statement of accounts, and the

balance carried to the credit of profit

and loss account, is £2,073 Ss. 3d.,

but this amount includes the sum of

£940 17s. 3d., being part

of the amount at credit ot

reserve for bad and doubt-

ful debts not required, and written

back. The amount under the heading
of sundry debtors has been reduced

by £780 whilst the cash represented

by cash in hand and investments in

English treasury bills, war loans, and
National War bonds, etc., less the

amount due to shareholders under the

reconstniction scheme is £13,148 Is.

7d. Since I addressed you last year

the Main Reef West, Limtled, has
been absorbed by the Consolidated
Main Keef Mines and Estates, Lfd.,

and we received for our debenture
holding of £16.484. in the former com-
pany, 14,835 fully-paid £1 shares in

the latter company being at the rate

of 90 shares for each £100 debenture,

and 1,200 shares on surrender of

6,000 ordinarv shares, being one for

live. So that our total holding in

the Consolidated Main Reef Mines
and Estate Co.. is now 16,035 shares.

Since the closing of the accounts we
have sold four small farms in the
VVaterberg district at prices in ad-

vance of the amounts at which the.\'

stand in our books, and I may add
that we retain the mineral rights of

these farms. It was suggested to the
Board by some of the larger share-

holders in England that a cash distri-

laution should be made to share-
holders. JNow as this would absorb
all the available c;isli at our disposal
and preclude any possibility ct our
being able to entertain any fresh busi-

ness, however attractive, it was a

matter calling for very serious con-
sideration and if agreed to, really

meant the gradual liauTdation ot the
company. After full consultation
with the directors in London, and see-

ing that something like 80 per cent,

of the shares are held in Europe, it

was decided to return the share-
holders the sum of 2s. per share,
which will absorb £18,838. All the
details of the proposition are embodied
in the resolutions, which will be sub-
mitted for your acceptance at the ox-
traorclinary general meeting which
tollows. Seeing that the war is now
happily over, and it is generally ad-
mitted that South Africa is about to

embark on a period of great prosper-
ity, when there will be unlimited
opportunities for safe and profilablf
investments, J am sure there are
many shareholders who may question
the wisdom of this decision, but in
the laee of the expressed wish of

those who certainly were entitled to
make it, your Board had no reason-
able alt^rfritivo but to agree. Owing
to the nature of some of our invest-
ments. It was impracticable to place
the*company in imnifdiato liauidntion.
Indeed, in my opinion, it would not
have bten in the best interests of
Shareholders to have done so having
regard tn the nature of some of our
assets. We shall, of course, keep this

m view and endeavour gradually to
realise the remaining assets to the
oest aavanrago when favourable op-
portunities occur, and when this ob-
ject has been achieved I think I can
promise you that final liquidation will

not be unduly delayed. I regret that
Mr. J. H. L. Manisty, one of your
directors who has always taken a
great interest in the affairs of the
company, is prevented by illness from
being present to-day, and I am sure
you will join me in wishing him a

.speedy restoration to health.

The report and accounts were
adopted, and the directors, . all of

whom retired, were re-elected, Messrs.
A. Aiken and Carter and J. H. Rainie.
were reappointed auditors.

JOHANNESBURG
BOARD OF EXECUTORS.

The annual ordinary general meet-
ing of the shareholders of the Johan-
nesburg Board of Executors and Trust
Company, Limited, was held in the
Board Room of the company, 97,

Connuissioner Street, Johannesburg,
on Nov. 27. Mr. Llewellyn Edwards
presided, and there were present either
personally or by proxy:—Messrs. S. J.
Wilks, C' H. Barclav; D. F. GilfiUan.
Walter S. Webber. R. Niven, H. Cur-
tis, A. Howat, G. A. Jones, J. E.
\eale, W. H. Thorne, J. T. Goldsbury
(manager), A. H. Robertson (acting
secretary. There were represented!
10,201 shares out of a total issued cap-
ital of 25,000.
The chairman, in moving the adop-

tion of the report and balance sheet,
which was taken as read, said;—In a
conservative institution of the nature
of our Board, we naturally do not ex-
jject to find any startling feature pre-
sented to us, and our statements mer-
ly record a quiet steady upward pro-
gress. Such a progress 'we have been
warranted for .years past to lead you
to anticipate. A decade since, 'we
adopted a policy which was, and is.
different from those followed bv most
Corporations in our particular channel
of business. Other companies of simi-
la.- character consider themselves en-
titied to employ in current business
the surplus floating balances belong-
uij' to clients, or estates, or the like.
Possibly they are quite right in doine
so. We do not pose as mentors. We
merely state that long ago we decided
that the Johannesburg Board of Ex-
eei.tors would not do so. Whatever
nionies we have at any time belong-
iiig to our clients are placed imme-
aiately in a distinct and separate ac-
count at the bank, and are never
drawn upon except for account of the
owner, or by his instructions or 'bv
those of his leg.il representatives. This
policy m its initial stages had the de-
ment, from our shareholders point of
view, of reducing the company's im-
mediate earning power. That' it un-
doubtedly rhd, for a time. Your di-
rectors, however, took the long view.
Ihpy considered that if they
Pi-cvided absolute security to the
Bonrds clients. the certaintv
ot those clients being able to get all due
to them, no matter what the circum-
stances might be, would render the ulti-
mate result dnuhlv satisfactory. Clients
would have their due, our business would
expand, and our profits would ultimatelv
be enhanced prnportionatelv.

Public Confidence.

The chief reason which influenced the
directors in adopting so conservative a
policy, was the desire to instil confidence
in the general public, and induce them to
avail themselves of the company's ser-
vices as executors and administrators of
their estates, and as trustees. This
is one of the principal objects for
which the company was originally estab-
li.shed, and one which thev have" succes-
fully cultivated. This is 'a point the
directors wi.sh to bring prominently to
the notice of the public generally, and
especially to those who have not already
availed themselves of our services in this
direction. To illustrate in concrete form
what I am saying I wiU ask you to refer
to the balance sheet. You will see, on
the debit side, that we are liable for
monies due to clients £21,744. On the
oppcsite side of the balance sheet you will
find that we have to our credit in trust
account at the National Bank £23.027.
That simply means that 'if all our clients
ask for all their money at any moment,
we have only to draw a cheque. That
is our fixed system, and we never depart
from it. As I said, although the initial

effect of this policy was to reduce our
immediate profits, we considered that in
the long run the company would benefit
by accession of business. That view is

being steadily and surely justified. Our
clientele continues to expand in gratify-
ing manner^ which is natural, since we
cater for all, for the man of moderate
means as well as for the wealthy one.
All are sure that any obligation assumed
by the Johannesburg Board of Executors
is always discharged in a manner at

which no critic can cavil. The increase

of business to which I have referred is,

you will be pleased to observe, reflected

in the profit and loss account. The net
earnings for the year total d6.3,811, which
compares with £3,129 for the correspond-
ing period of 1917. The directors, being
fully satisfied that all necessary provision

has been made for depreciation

and similarly lor any probable
doubtful debt, feel justified in

recommending a dividend of 10 per cent.

They also recommend a b'jnus of 6d. per

share, and that both dividend and bonus

be paid free of dividend tax to share-

holders registered as such on the 30th

November, 1918. Our staff is still de-

pleted in respect of those of our officers

who are on active service. In that re-

gard our company ha.s in every way
borne its full share, and our proprietors

will agree with us that it lias been our

proud privilege to have been able to do

so. The resulting weight of the work
and responsibility has been heavy on the

rest of our staff, and our thanks are due

to Mr. Goldsbury, the manager ; Mr.

Robert^^on, the acting secretary : and their

assistants tor the manner in which they

have carried out their duties.

I cannot refrain, in conclusion, from
pointing out to vou the unique position of

our company. Our capital (^£25,000) and

reserve fund (£10,000) are intact. and

represented by sound assets ; we have tlie

goodwill of a first-class increasing .and

pr fitable business; we have no debts,

and our shareholders and our clients are

quite content with us.

The report and accounts were adopted.

The Chairman stated that Mr. Robert

Niven wa.9 the retiring director in terms
o.f the articles of association, but was
eli[,-ible and offered himself for re-elec-

tion. Xs there wa.'' no other nomination

Mr, Niven was declared duly elected.

The retiring auditors, Mr." H. F. Wat-
son and Messrs. Ale.-;, .\iken and Carter,

were reappointed.
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VICTORIA FALLS AND TRANSVAAL
POWER CO., LTD.

The ordinary general meetint; of tlie

Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Com
pany, Ltd., was held on October lltli,

at Salisbury House. London Wall, E.C.
The Mo.st. Hon. the Marquess of Win-
chester (f'hairnian of the Company) pre-
sided.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption
of the report and accounts, said : The
balance .sheet and profit and loss account
are drawn up in tlie same form as in

previous years. The latter shows a fur-

ther improvement in revenue of over
£36,000. This improvement durino; a
period of such exceptional circumstances,
which increase the' cost of everything we
require, is a source of great satisfaction.

ar)d reflects the greatest credit to our staff

both in South Africa and London. ]n
.July last we declared the same dividends
as in respect of 1916 on the ordinary and
preference shares, the latter af;ain re-

ceiving the full amount of participation

to which they are entitled.

BALANCE SHEET.
The auditors' certificate is in the sim-

plest form. The item £41,6.')3 is repre-

sented by about £30,000 cash remitted to

the Dresdner Bank immediately prior to^

iJie outbreak of war for payment of the

coupon on the first debentures, which
matured for payment on July 1, 19H.

. the balance being contractors' retention

account. The amount of first mortgage
debenl/ures purchased and drawn for re-

demption, but not yet presented for pay-

ment, has increased from £161.480 to

£312.444 ; the figures I have quoted in-

clude the premium. Only a small pi'o-

portion of thvj issue was held in this

country, the issue having been taken en-

tirely by the Dresdner and Deutsche
Banks. This naturally accounlis for the

small amount presented for cancellation.

The second mortgage debentures have
now been reduced from £1.650,000 to

£1,376,640, the total reduction of .your

debenture indebtedness being £573,360.

leaving the amount of first and second

debentures outstanding £4,076,640. The
reserve fund, consti Luted last year by an
appropriation of £150,000, has been in-

creased by £50,000, which, in view of the

constant reduction of the debenture debt,

we consider a sufficient .sum to set aside

annually until the reserve fund has been
brought up to a sum commensurate with
tlie scope of our umlertaking. Creditors

and credit balances have been increaiied

by £247.508, the present amount being

£1,064.922. representing for the most part

the increase on the amount of interest on
the first mortgage debentuies remaining
uncollected and amounU reserved for

taxation, On the other side of the

balance sheet in cash, British Govern-
ment securities, etc, aggregating a sum
of £1,925,635, is shown the necessary

funds to meet this amount of £1,064,922.

including the reserve fund, unclaimed
debentures and profits. You will there

also find the reductions allowed for de-

preciation and the value of general

stores and spare parts. This item shows
a .slight increase, which is owing to in

creased production of our own workshops.
Debtors and debit balances. £97,896.

shows an increa.se of £21,000 over last

year. Of this amount about £93.000 has
been paid, the balance being mostly claims

against' enemy contractors which cannot
be dealt with during the war. Our cash
at banks and depo.sit accounts has in-

creased ,bv £116,-101. Our holding in

Treasury Bills has decreased, but ag'inst

that our investment in 5 per cent. War
Loan, to which your attention wns drawn
last year, amounts (o over half a million,

whilsl- Ex'chequer Bonds and National
War Bonds costing £328.393 aggregate a

sum of £1,925.635. a.s against £1.498.306
at December, 1916. Our carry forward
amounts to £97.690, as against .£72,400.

Since the date of the balance sheet a case

hs!^ come before the law courts which is

of interest to you. The judgment has
given us matter for consideration. I
refer to the action of Eoser versu.i the
South African Breweries, Ltd. In this
case it has been held that no higher rate
of income tax can be deducted from divi-
dends declared than is actually paid by
the Company on its profits, taking into
consideration the allowance made in relief
of Colonial income tax paid by the com-
pany in t'he country from whence the
profits of the Company are derived.
Those of you who received tlie July divi-
dend warrants will have noticed that
Colonial relief will be remitted to you so
soon as the amounts of relief liave been
agreed. It would have been more satis-
factory if it had been possible to do so.

to include this small amount on the divi-
dend warrant ; but this was impossible,
because, although we had presented our
claim, we had not then, nor have we yet,
had the amount agreed upon which the
relief would be granted by the Inland
Revenue Authorities in this country.

THE GOLD MINING INDUSTRY.
The. position of the low grade mines has

been a source of anxiety to those con-
cerned in their management, and much
credit is due to all concerned in main-
taining them at the point r4' production.
The one commodity which is of fir.st rate

importance to the industry is the price
of power, and that, ow'ing to your under-
taking in their midst, has, as is fixed by
statute, remained the same. Gold min-
ing and the supply of power to the mines
are the two industries in which profiteer-

ing is impossible. In both wages ri.se,

consumable stores, spare parts, etc., rise,

the only way in which we can meet this

is by economy of production. We cannot
maintain regularity of supply and fail in

maintaining our plant at the highest
point of efficiency ; skimping our upkeep
would nob assist us, therefore the only
way is to study economy of production,
and in this direction our staff and all

I'anks of our personnel in South Africa
deserve your appreciation in the pursuit
of economies, niey have not been tried

and found wanting.

DIRECTORS' FEES.

The question of the amount paid to the

Directors of the Company, as fixed in the

Articles, has been considered, and in vicu-

of the largely increased .scope of tlie Com
|)any's business and the decrease in tlie

number of Directors since the foundation
of the Company, the claim that the sum
allocated for the remuneration of the

Board seems ripe for consideration. Hnder
ArWcle 87, each Director shall receive as

remuneration for his services the sum of

€400, with an additional sum of £200 for

the Chairman. Article 82 fixes the niaxi-

nuini of Directors at 15, with a minimum
of six. The proposal, which would only

affect six of the Directors, which is under
consideration, would be to increase the re-

muneration of each Director, other than
those who are members of the executive,

from £400 to £600. aild at the same time
reduce the maximum number of Directors

from 15 to 10. Should it l)e decided to

proceed further, a special meeting will be
convened, and the necessary resolutions

submitted tu you.
Lord Brabourne (Director) seconded the

motion, which was carried nnaninion.sly.

The retiring Direcliors (the Marquess of

Winchester anil Mr. F. Astley Cooper)
were re-elected, and. the Auditors having
been re-appointed, the jiroceedings termi
nated.

MONTELEH^IAMONDS.
The ordinary general meeting of

shareholder.* of the Monteleo Dia-
nioiids. Ltd.. was held on Dec. 4 in Bel-
telheim Buildings, Johannesburg. Ati

H. do V. Stoytler presided.

The Chainnan said they had carried
over from last year's accounts a sum
of £5,720 10s. 2d., which, together
with the net profit for this year made
a, total sum of £6,315 18s. 3d., .stand-
ing to the credit of the profit and
loss account; £5.685 10.-. 9d., which
came out of profits, represented a
sum expended in develoimient. The
value of the diamonds won for the
year was £12,170, which brought the
total value of the diamonds recovered
from the mine to £22,998, The ex-
penditure for the year under the
heading of mining and development,
and removal of overburden, was
£10,586 17s. 5d., but during quite
three months of the year the mine
was being developed and construc-
tion work was carried on in connec-
tion with the erection of
the aerial gear, crushers and
rolls, necessitating the ces-
sation of washing of mine ground
operations, with the consequent loss
of revenue and accounting for the
fact that only an average of 100 loads
per day of mine ground were treat-
ed during the year. On acount of
these cessations of work, the cost
per load of mine ground treated was
exceptionally high, viz,, 7s, per load,
and yet the company worked at a
profit, small though i't was. On three
occasions during the last rainy sea-
son, notwithstanding every precau-
tion, the mine ' was "

flooded.
Out of the revenue earned this year
they had taken about £2,600 and ap-
propriated it in the expenditure of the
additional machinery and plant and
pumps to cope with' the great influx
of water which was struck at the J25
feet level in the prospecting shaft
which was being sunk to prove the
extent of the mine. But for this
their profits would have been consider-
ably enhanced Up to now they nad
hauled in all, since the inception of
the company, something like 300,000
loads of waste, hauled and dumper, at
a cost not exceeding 5d. per load. 'The
prospecting work had shown an in-
crease in the size of the mine at the
125 feet level, but not to a very great
extent. During October the " mine
was visited by the terrible epidemic,
resulting in a serious loss not only
financially but in time so far as strip-
ping is concerned; that meant that
instead of restarting operations at the
end of November they would not be
able to start before the end of this
month. When they did start up
again they should have a very suc-
cessful run for some time. The ground
treated during the period under review-
had shown a value of £41 per hun-
dred loads, whereas the ground treat-
ed during 1917 showed a value of over
£56 per hundred loads. The differ-
ence was, in his opinion, accounted 'or
by the fact that the treatment of the
blue ground (through the want of a
secrad set of rolls to thoroughly pul-
verise the ground) was not complete.
This second treatment was in vogue at
all mines where direct treatment of blue
ground by rolls w^as the practice, but,
unfortunately, no second set was ob-
tainable in the country at present at
anything like a justifiable price, Th?y
had therefore a large quantitv of blue
ground on the dumps that required
further treatment. The difference in
the yield showed that the diamonds
were in the untreated ground, for in
1917 the yield was ar the rate of 23
carats per hundred loads, and in
1918 17,21 carats, and no man would
convince him that when passing
from the yellow to the blue the
ground would reduce in vield by six
carats per 100 loads. That loss, he
was sure, would be recovered at the
next treatment. In an interim report
the board advised that it was installing
two machines invented by Mr. A. G. N~
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Burden for the treatment of blueground.

The machine had been tested, and the in-

ventor was confident it would do away
with the necessity of using heavy and

cumbersome rolls. The prospecting work

dealt with in the manager's report was
now in progress, and the last advices

showed that the tunnel from the east end

of the mine was now in li2 feet, and

should about reach the spot where the

manager anticipated further diamondifer-

ous ground would be encountered—whe-

ther of a payable nature remained ' to be

seen. Diamonds existed in that area.

The only expenditure during the coming
year, so far as they could foresee, would
be in connection with the miniin^ opera-

tions, as there would be no further con-

struction work to _be done. Were it not

for tlie strike of the moulders, the Bur-

den machines would have been installed

by now and treating the half-treated

ground dumped. Variosu parts of the

machine had to be made in different

places, and this, of course, caused unneces-

sary delay. Boys had not been too plen-

tiful, and since the epidemic the com-

pany had been handicaped very much,
but by recruiting the full complement
could be kept up. During December.
1917, the Governriient had proclaimed the

diamondiferous area on the portion of the

farm Erfbloem a mine within the mean-
ing of the Precious Stones Ordinance,

1904, O.F.S. The company had intimated

its intention to work the whole mine in

accordance with the Ordinance. It was,
however, the intention of the Board.

when the occasi':'n presented itself, to

negotiate the terms of an agreement with

-the Government. The financial position

of the company was sound. Its entire

eciuipment and the freehold of its portion

of the farm Erfhjoem had been paid for,

and it had no debts. The cash reserves in

hand at present w'ould enable the com-

pany to clear the mine of a considerable

portion of its heavy overburden and
also, after paying for the new machines

to be installed, leave a considerable sum
in hand.

The report and accounts were adopted.

Mr. H. de V. Stsytler and Dr. R. A.

Ross were reelected ti the directorate.

Mp. a. E. Steytler was reappointed

auditor.

MmgiMt*reA Tpftd« Hlwa

•RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite different from all other paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elastic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for
Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for
damp, resists the action of strong:
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands very
high temperatures of superh'^ated
steam.

Sole ManutacturerB :

The CASSON COMPOSITIONS Co. Ltd.

Three Seas Brand. Fuiham. London. Engund.

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80% of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide list in G.M.E.'s recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred successes.

Classes may be joined at any time.

Address: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions. Eloff St.

Safety can be secured by

using a packing that has

great lasting qualities

under hard and difficult

conditions, such as high

pressure super - heated

steam and compressed

air pressures.

PALMETTCf.
gives long service because it's made of a mineral substance that is heat resisting
and each strand of which carries its own lubricant.

"PALMETTO" KEEPS THE RODS AS SMOOTH AS VELVET.
Plaited for large rods. Twist for globe valves.

Let us send you free working samples for test.

GREENE, TWEED & CO., SoIe Manufacturers,

109. DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.
Carried In stock by

BARTLE & CO., Ltd. E. W. TARRY & CO., Ltd.,
Johannesburg. Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.
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Notes and Newa

The Randfontein

Strike.

evidence. The

The strike of the Block " A " section of the Randfontein
Central still continues, and a Board of

Reference, representative of the Men's
Union and the Chamber of jNIines, has
been sitting all the week and taking
Board is presided o\er by Sir Evelyn

Wallers, and it is safe to say that both sides are being given
every opportunity to air their views.

* * * *
A leading engineering firm on November 14 sent the follow-

ing cable to the chief business expert
Peace and connected with its New York house

:

Prices. " What do you consider prospects of

changes in regard to costs, material and
freights during the next six months'.' " To this the following
reply, dated December 8, has been received: "Do not
anticipate any change in costs or materials. Freights uncer-
tain, probably will remain stationary." The cabled reply
speaks for itself.

* « * #
The Imperial Institute, in continuation of its publications

with reference to the mineral resources
The Empire's of the Empire, has now issued a map

Mineral Resources, with diagrams indicating the sources
within the Empire of the chief metals

of commercial importance. The outline map shows the
occurrence in each British country of important metallic
ores, and also the existence of deposits at present unworked.
The diagrams attached to the map give for 1915 the pro-

duction of each country as well as the total British output
and the world's output of each important metal or ore.

Among the striking features disclosed are that in the case
of gold more than half the total production is within the
Empire, the principal producer being South Africa; with
silver the British proportion is rather less than one-fifth,

the principal producer being Canada ; in tlie cases of man-
ganese, chromium, tin and molybdenum the British propor-
tion is near one-half. It is remarkable that there appears
to be scarcely any production of the valuable metals
mercury and platinum within the Empire, so that we are
almost entirely dependent on foreign countries for supplies.

This publication should prove of great general interest apart
from its importance to those specially concerned in mining
operations and should be of considerable value for educa-
tional purposes. The map, which is folded and mounted on
linen, has been prepared with the advice of the Mineral
Resources Committee of the Imperial Institute, of which the
late Lord Rhoiidda was chairman at the time of his death.
The map with diagrams has been placed on sale at a price

of 5s; 6d. post free.

ff TT "it* *

Sir .\be Bailey writes to the London papers as follows:—
" In South Africa we, the majority of

Cecil Rhodes on South Africans, have no politics, at any
British-American rate for the present; we support Botha,

Reunion. and our little support and influence in this

country go to Lloyd George. We think

these two men are the outstanding figures in the British

Empire among the many who have saved that Empire.
Personally, I think every Britisher should feel the same.
It is a great pity the Labour Party in Britain—those who
have remained behind and not in the trenches—should allo«

Bolshevism to appear among them, for they have benefited

more through the war and will benefit more through a

successful war than any other class. It is time some of the

politicians told them straight, and not to have an ej"e on
the ballot-box, that this nibbling at the assets of those who
have should cease. It is a constant demand for more, and,
like the opium habit, it grows on one and becomes a most
dangerous habit. Thank goodness, the war is getting into

the last lap, and we have only to hold on, set our teeth, and
we have the bullies beaten. Then peace, and I hope there

will be no conference without Lord Milner ;iiid General
Botha—men who know what thev want and liow to get it.
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Let us hope peace will bring a reunion of the English-

speaking races. I always bear the words of Cecil Ehodes in

mind when speaking about his American scholarships. He
said .

' Bailey, everyone should work to bring the Britishers

and Americans together; an English-speaking combination

means the peaceful development of the world, and personally

I would not mind if the capital was Washington.' Truly

the words of a large-minded man. Few people in Britain

really appreciate his great work at its true worth."

Tlie re]>ort' of the directors of the Wolhuter for the quarter

ending 31st October, 1918, states that the

The Position of development work was as follows : Total

the Wolhuter. footage, 1,624 feet; total footage sampled
on reef, 1,176 feet. The payable reef

disclosures were as follows: Main Reef, 145 feet, width 38u
inches, assay value 9"9 dwts. ; Main Reef Leader, 143 feet,

width 15"7 inches, assay value 331 dwts. ; South Reef, 352

feet, width 33'2 indies, assay value 16' 1 dwts. Compared
with the previous quarter, the tonnage crushed was less by

5,000 tons and the yield per ton was 5'504 dwts. against
5" 701 dvi'ts. The lower tonnage was occasioned by the

Spasish influenza epidemic, combined with the decrease in

the native labour force. The epidemic was responsible for

15 deaths amongst the natives, but fortunately none of our

white employees succumbed. The native labour position is

becoming still more acute. A dividend (No. 22) of 2i per

cent, was declared on 22nd October, 1918, for the period

ending 31st October, 1918, and will be payable from the

head and London offices to all shareholders registered on

the company's books at 31st October, 1918. Holders of

share wari'ents will receive payment of coupon No. 22,

attached thereto, on presentation at the London oflice. The
Provincial Gold Profits Tax Ordinance, 1918, which was
passed by the Transvaal Provincial Council on 25th June,

1918, has now become law. No provision, however, has been
made in the attached accounts for the tax, as legal action

will be taken with the view of testing the authoritv' of the

Transvaal Provincial Council to levy such taxation.

VP "Jf "JF TT

We understand that by mutual arrangement, and with full

approval of Messrs. Sulzer Bros., oi

A Business Winterthur, Switzerland, their agency foi

Change. centrifugal pumps, centrifugal fans, Diesel

engines, etc. , has been transferred from
Messrs. A. F. Robinson, Ltd., to Messrs. Rice, Wilson A
Herd, of Standard Bank Chambers. Mr. C. Diethelm will

continue to act as Messrs. Sulzer Bros.' direct representa-

Hve with Messrs. Rice, Wilson & Herd.*4t- .If. ,^
^t" •7P "A"

'I'he result of the operations at the East Rand Proprietary

Mines for the quarter shows a loss on
E.R.P.M. working account of £12,633, to which has
Position. to be added the cost of the debenture

interest, redemption of debentures, under-
mining rights annuity payable to Government, and miners'
I)hthisiK compensation, etc., estimated to amount to about
£ll,00n per month. These poor results were largely due to

an accidriif, to the Hercules shaft during September, which
suspended operations in that section f<ir two weeks, thereby
seriously reducitig the tonnage milled in that month. The
influenza epidemic also adversely affected operations during
September. The tonnage crushed for the quarter is 29.500
tons less than for the previous quarter, the value of the

yield being practically" the same. Towards the end of thf
quarter the value of the or<' mined showed some improve-
ment. Recent development has also shown an improve-
ment in some sections of the mine, which are, however,
very widely separated; it is expected that stoping will com-
mence in these sections before the end of the current year,
when an improved grade of ore is hoped for. The native
laboiii- supply still remains far short of requirements, and
the influenza epidemic in the native territories is Iiavin;/ a

very adverse effect on the labour supply. Tlie financial
position shows the value of cash and cash assets on hand at

x489,891 after allowing for all liabilities other than deben-
tures .outstanding and balance of Government annuity— this

sum includes
.
the, mine development suspense account

(£304,972), but excludes the amount realised by the sale

of plant assets. ±'51,334, which is being held in suspense',

and which sum is also in hand. The financial shortfall for

the quarter is £63,151. Operations will be continued to the
end of the year, when the position will be again reviewed
with the view of ascertaining whether the anticipated bettei'

grade of ore will enable the company to earn profits sufficient

to meet tlie standing charges. 'The development accom-
plished during the quarter was as follows: Total footage,

4,896 feet; total footage sampled on reef, 3,305 feet. The
payable reef disclosures were : Main Reef, 25 feet, width 18
inches, assay value 24"4 dwts. ; Main Reef Leader, 2,665
feet, width 27 inches, assay value 18"2 dwts.

Reuter's Agency is officiallj- infonned that the following are

the numbers and amount of applications

The New received for the present issue of local regis-

Union Loan, tered stock up to and including the 4th
inst. : Applications through banks. Re-

ceivers of Revenue and Treasury for cash; applications

through Post Offices and applications by conversion of

Treasury Bills, and total:—4i per cent, stock: 267,

£509,011; 13, £2,175; 12, £37,400; total, 292, £548,586.
5 per cent, stock: 1,727, £1,851,815; 157, £50,070; 189,

£661,600; total, 2,073, £2, .563,485. Grand total: 1,994,

£2,360,826; 170, £.52,245; 201, £099,000; total,' 2,365,

£3,112,071. The following, showing the geographical

distribution of the above applications, will be of general

interest:—4A per cent, stock and 5 per cent, stock: Cape-
town and suburbs: 82, £92,321; 789, £1,110,206. Port
Elizabeth: 5, £9,8CX); 103, £1.52,139. Kimberley : 7,

£3,700; 32, £43,366. East London: 1, £1,000; 26, £72,350.

Other places in the Cape Province: 37, £48,780; .339,

£335,913. Total, Cape Province: 1.32, £155,591; 1,289,

£1,713,974. Johannesburg and Reef: 42, £130,855; 147,

£144,125. Pretoria: 13, £9,910; 64, £2.39,610. Other places

in Transvaal: 8, £6,130; 45, £29, .500. Total, Transvaal:

63, £146,895; 256, £418,235. Durban: 33, £175,300; 115,

£•181,487. Maritzburg: 19, £38,650; 98, £76,590. Other
places in Natal : 21, £25,220; 70, £55,.516. Total for Natal

:

73, £239,170; 283, £313,593. Bloemfontein : 2, £1,100;

22, £27,.398. Other places in Free State: 4, £2,105; 46,

£29,165, Total for Free State: 6, £3,205; 68, £.56,563.

Outside the Union: 5, £1..550; 20, £16,050. Post Office

applications not yet allocated: 13, £2,175; 157, £50,070.

Totals: 292, £548,586; 2,073, £2,553,^85. The public is

again reminded that the date of closing the subscription lists

has been extended to December 31 this vear.

The Board of Trade Journul reproduces a statement by the

Director of the United States Department
Manganese, etc., of Mines calling attention to the import-

in the U.S.A. aiice of the metal mhiing industry in the

present war and to the vital necessity for

a supply of home-produced nickel, manganese, or chromium.
" The ultimate success of our country in the present world-

wide catastrophe," the Director stites, " depends very

greatly upnn the intelligent prosjiei'tor and upon the metal
fmining industry as a whole. For our own use in this war
we need manganese, chromium, pyrite, sidphur, and the

other miscellaneous metals. Xt the present time this

counti'v is sadly deficient in these materials. By far the

larger portioil of them is imported. Yet all of them occur

within our borders, and investigation and experimental work
would doubtless render them available and make this coun-

try independent of all outside source. So long as any of

these essentials must be obtained from foreign sources the

United States will be to that extent dependent. The
country should be able not only to manufacture munitions

of war in groat quantities but also munitions of the highest

quality. The L^nited States has enormous deposits of iron

ore, and the coal with which to smelt it. So far as the

supply of iron is concerned our Government need not look

outside its boundaries; bvit sight should not be lost of the

all-important fact that we do not now produce nearly enough
nickel, manganese, or chromium."
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.
THE RHODESIAN RAILWAY

CONTKOVER6Y.
We have received from the Rhodesia Railway Coinuiission
Committee a bulky publication dealing with the long-

standing railway controversy oi that country. It will be
remembered that an enquiry was held into the whole matter
early this year before Mr. W. M. Acworth, who was
appointed for the purpose as Railway Commissioner. Mr.
Acworth had had a long and intimate association with
railway problems, and among the rest was a member of the
Committee appointed in 1906 by the Board of Trade in the
United Kingdom to enquire into the financial and statistical

returns of the various railway companies in Great Britain.

Mr. Acworth 's report was described by himself as substan-
tially amounting to a verdict in favour of the Rhodesian
Railways on all three counts of the indictment brought
against them, i.e., (1) the criticisms as to the financial

history of the companies, in regard to capitalisation and
relative assets

; (2) the financial policy subsequently
adopted ; and (3) the justification or otherwise of the existing

rates. The Commissioner at the same time expressed the

hope that the report would help not only to remove mis-
apprehensions, but to allay the mistrust and svispicions that

had arisen therefrom. This hope, unfortunately, has not
been realised. The Committee of complainants, as con-

stituted in connection with the enquiry, comprised the

Rhodesian Chamber of Mines, Salisbury Ciiamber of Klines.

Rhodesian Small Workers and Tributors' Association, the
Bulawayo and Salisbury ('hambers of Commerce, and the

.Agricultural Union. This Committee has declined to accept
Mr. Acworth 's report as a s itisfactory adjudication on the
essential issues involved. It has accordingly prepared a

comprehensive Memorandum in which these essential find-

ings are critically, reviewed. The Memoiandum is signed

by the members' of the executive, Sii- Bourchier Wrey,
Bart.. Messrs. E. A. Hull and Geo. Jolmson. Sir Bourchier
Wrey and ^Ir. Hull have also drafted a separate Note (u

an indi\idual pojnt, having reference to the projioseil

Messina railway. "Further, Mr. J. G. McDonald, O.B.E.,
who prepjrerl -tire- case presertted'af the enquify^on' behalfof
the Rhodesia Chamber of Mines, has framed an individual

reply to ^Ir. Acworth, traversing various features of the

report. The Salisbury Ciiamber of Commerce has drawn
up a statistical statement, relating to railage and prices (A

foodstuffs at Salisbury, which it contends more accurately

represents the position than did the figures from railway

sources placed before the Commissioner. Finally, the

General Manager of Railways and Harbours of the Union,
Sir Wni. Hoy, in his latest ainiual report issued a few
weeks ago. has made a vigorous reply to Mr. Acworth,
touching certain features of the Rhodesian enquiry and
report having to do with comparisons between Rhodesia and
Union railway policy and results. The Rhod^^sian Railway
Commission Committ-ee has republished, in the compilation
now under notice, Mr. Acworth 's report, and appended the

several documents to whir-h we have referred, in order that

the public may have before them all the points at issue.

It is oidy pfissible here to touch on n few of these points.

Mr. .\cwortli, in his r.'port. sttted exhaustively his rea: ons
for the conclusions arri\ed at. He held that while railway

policy and rates are substanti il factors in heljiing or hinder-

ing a country's development, an unduly pessimistic view
has been taken of their importance and influence in relation

to the progress of Rhodesia. Looking ahe»<l, and taking

the prospective growth of population and development of-

natural resources into account, it should be jiossible, he
suggested, to continue a steady policy of substantial rate

reductions. Given a good understanding betwcn the rail-

wa.ys and the public, it should be feasible to fully discuss,

and in the main arrive at an agreement on, the form which
those reductions slmuld take. To this end he counselled

greater publicity on railway matters—the more- so since the

Rhnd^'sian railways are owned in and must idtimately be

controlled from London, by absfutet's who— if they chose

—

miglit be autocrats. While coming to the conclusion, on all

the chief heads of the enquiry, that the complainants had
failed to establish their case, he considered that tlie com-
plaints brought forVvard were in the main based on
misunderstandings due to want of knowledge. The railway
authorities, he thought, had been unduly reticent. The
j)ublic were entitled to greater information. He recom-
mended the issue from year to year of a consolidated railway
report on the working of the entire system similar to that
presented by Sir Wm. Hoy in the case of the Union lines.

He further advocated the constitution in Rhodesia of a

Railway Council, as a means of bringing the railways and
the public into contact, and of promoting mutual under-
standing and harmony, though not in any way as a means
of interference with the internal management of the com-
panies. He also expressed -li is sympathy with the suggestion
made in the course of the enquiry that the railways should
appoint one or more representatives to go about among the
people, visit the Chambers of Commerce, agricultural shows,
etc., interview traders, communicate railway information to

the Press, and generally promote a better knowledge and
understanding of railway affairs. The Railway Commission
Committee, in their Memorandinn, emphasise these recom-
mendations as showing that even a report which has been
hailed as a complete victory for the railway companies
acknowledges the position to have been in vario\»s respects
unsatisfactory. The Committee specially emphasises the
stress laid by the Commissioner on the complete absence of

public control, in which respect the Rhodesian position is

admittedly unique. Tins state of things, the Committee
contends, should not be allowed to continue. It urges that
even if the Commi:-sioner's recommendations for greater
publicity and the constitution of a Council were given effect

to, there would still be no guarantee of any improvement
in existing conditions. It dennnds. in effect, for the people
of Rhodesia, " that measure of control, supervision and
responsibility without which no satisfactory solution of the
railway ditfi.Hilty in Rhodesia can he found." Enough has
been written to show that the whole matter merits careful

studvbv evervone interested in the future of Rhodesia.

His many frii^nds on the Rand and thiovighout South
Afrioa,-.\vill-- regret to hear of the death at Capetown on
Thursday of Mr. Hubert Da vies, head of the well-known
firm which lie irs his name. We hope to print an adequati-

obituary notice of the deceased gentleman in o'.U' next issue.

The folkiwing interesting notes showing tlie development of

industries in the Union appear in the

New Industries S.A. Journal of Industries: A proposal
in the Union. is on foot to start the manufacture of

woollen blankets, cloth, etc., at East
London. Nearlj- one hundred extra hands were engagetl by
the sweets and confectionery factories in the Cape l^eninsula

duiing September. O^-hres of various colours are being
worked on a juoperty near I'ietermaritzburg, and clays suit-

able for firebiicks have been sampled. By the end of the
yeai- it is hoped to have nine machines installed at a new
rojic works neai- l^urban. The factory buildings are now in

course of erection. A Durbin firm advises that it is now
manufacturing glucose in large quantities. The selling price

is ^4.5 per ton of 2,000 lb., barrels free, f.o.r. Dui-b.tn. Good
asbestos boiler lagging and steam-pipe jointing are now being
turned out by a Natal comjiany, and it is stated that the

South African l-iailway Aduiinistration has offeied to take

all the jojnting the rom.pany- can produce. \'ery fair

medicine and other small bottles, made fiom glass scrap,

are being manufactured at Dundee (Natal). The company
concerned is now erecting another furnace, and the pros-

pe.'ts of a glass industry at Dinidee appear promising, as it

is said that suitable sand for glass-making has been found
close at hand. The progress of the company's experiments
with this raw material will be watched with interest. The
manufactuie of plaster of paris has been carried onjor some
time in .Tohannesbiug. .\ second firm also -cojitemidates

the setting uji of plant for the production of cold-water

paint. The raw materials to be used will be obtained

entirely from local sources.
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Released from Admiralty Control

DELTA MHAL

The Delta Metal Company, Limited, East Greenwich, have cabled that they are

again open to receive orders for South Africa.

SOLE AGENT:

TEL. NO. 5892. H. ALERS HANKEY, P.O. BOX 3807.

STANDARD BANK CHAMBERS, JOHANNESBURG.
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THE YEAR WITH THE WITBANK COLLIERY.

The report of the directors of the Witbank Colherj' for the

j'ear ended 31st August, 1918," to be submitted at , the

ordinary general meeting to be held on \\*ednesday, 29th

January, states that the company's property lioldings, aftei'

deduction of sales in freehold, are:—Witiianli, freehold,

2,398 morgen; .loubert's Rust, freehold, 1,042 mo»-gen

;

Uitspan, freehold, 225 morgt-n
;
portion of Blesiiolclaagle,

mineral rights, i>()[ morgen; total, 4,1()9 morgen, equal to

about 8,824 English acres. The company also owns the

township of Witbank. The. despatciu'S from the mine
reached a total of 907,738 tons, being an increase of 20,407

tons upon that of the preceding year. The working ])rotil

for the year amounted to £99,370 lis. lid. This amount,
together with the balance of £69,578 17s. ltd. unappi-o-

priated at the commencement of the year, making a total of

£168,949 9s. lOd., has been dealt with in the appropriation

account as follows:—Expended on capital account; Equip-
ment, i6,(r28 Os, Id. ; less sale of mineral rights over 1

morgen 441 square roods on Fai'm Blesboklaagte No. 311,

i'l,900; sale of freehold stands, Witliank Township, etc.,

£'2,086; amount previously appropriated for tree planting,

now transferied from capital account to liquid assets, .£794

17s. 9d.—£4,780 17s. 9d. ; Government taxes, £7,888 19s.;

dividends Nos. 26 and 27, £57,750; balance unap|iropriateJ,

represented by eash and cash assets, less liainlities, £102,063
8b. 6d.; total,' £168,949 9s. lOd. The balance is made up as

follows: Shares and interests in co-operative concerns,

£4,019 8s. lOd. ; stores and materials, etc., £20,589 12s. 8d.

;

sundry debtors and payments in advance, £28,763 4s. 5d. ;

net cash, after allowing for liabilities, £48,091 2s. 7d. ; total,

£102,063 8s. 6d. Duriun the financial year the Witwaters-
rand Native Labour Association, Ltd., pm'chased from this

company the mineral rights underneath a piece of ground
in extent 1 morgen 441 square roods on the farm Blesbok-
laagte No. 311, the surface rights of which the Association

had acquired as a site for a depot. The purchase considera-

ti«n was .£1,900, a condition of the sale being that the

Association should have the right at any time within ten
years from the 22nd September, 1917, to return the mineral
rights and site in the same state and condition as existed

at the date of the sale against refund of the price paid. Two
dividends, Nos. 26 and 27, of 12A- per cent, and 15 per cent,

respectively, absorbing £57,750, were declared by the board
during the' year. In accordance with the Ti'ading with the

Enemy Act, 1916 (Union of South Africa), the amounts due
to Enemy shareholders in respect of dividends Nos. 25 and
26 have been handed over to the Custodian of Enemy
Propertj'.

Consulting Engineer's Report.

The consulting engineer writes:—The coal of all classes

despatched during the year amovmted to 907,738 tons, an
increase of 20,407 tons on the previous year's total. Work-
ing time was again badly broken, an equivalent of only 236
full shifts for both pits having been worked during the
period. Efficiency, of course, must suffer under these con-

ditions of brolien time, but the causes of the interruptions

are mainly not within the control of the mine management.
At both pits, development has been maintained well in

advance of mining requirements, and the coal disclosures

continue of the usual high standard q\iality and of good
thickness. The general position, therefore, remains very
sound.

M.^nager's Report.

THfe manager writes:—Despatches: Detailed schedvdes
are submitted giving the montlily despatches. Wit-
bank section: Machinery and plant: The screening and
generating plants have been thoroughly well maintained.
It was foimd necessary to instal one new 250 h.p. boiler. A
new blacksmith and truck repairing shop has also been
erected; this addition has materially improved the efficiency

in this department. Afine : The main seam continues to

open up well and throughout the mine carries satisfactory

calorific values. Conditions have improved in the eastern
section. I fully expect to recover a considerable tonnage

from this area. 5,50() feet of 6 in. compressed air column
has been installed. The improvement in the coal-cutting

efficiency has fully justified the expenditure. Development
is well advani^ed and has proved the quality and thickness of

the seam to be well up to standard. Uitspan section

:

Machinery and plant : The plant has run satisfactorily during
the past year. A small additional conveyor has been
installed and minor alterations carried out to improve the
method of handling the waste product. ^line : Develoi)ment
has been advanced Well ahead of the working faces and
shows the quality and the working faces to l)e well main-
tained. The elecli'ic coal cutters continue to be efficient

under varying conditions. The mine generally is in a most
satisfactory condition. General: The emploj-ees have
responded well to the call for active service. I regret, how-
ever, ,to state that Lieut. A. Martin, M.C., one of

the officials, G. N. Taylor, miner, and W. J. Ward,
trammer, were recently killed in action. I wish to place on
record my appreciation of the willing and efficient way the

mine staff have worked during the past year.

PERSONAL.

The list of certificates issued by the Mines Department
for tlie month ending 30th November i« as follows:—Mine
Oveiiseeif!' Certificates (Aletalliferous) ; C. Dame«, C. C. C.
Fagan, D. .McLeish, N. Rowe, L. A. van Heerden. Mine
Survevoi-s' Certificate: W. .\lleii. Alechanical Engineers'
Certificates (Works): .J. H. Bower, D. F. Millard, i>. .1.

Rosevear, M. B. Seneque, A. R. Walsh. (Mines) C. E. II.

Denman, G. H. Edgecomb, E. Grafton. Electrical

Engineei's' Certificates (Alines): A. G. Andereon, H. R.
Bevington, E. H. Boyce, C. Davies, G. Fletcher, T.

Hendei-son, M. C. le Lean, .J. Reekie, G. H. Seldon, A. E.
Spiers, W. A. Wade. (Works) A. S. Thomsen. Assavei-s'

Certificates: R. E. Barker, H. R. C. Wood.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

Manufacturer* of

-PITTSBURGH PERFECT*

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail Wire
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
'Varnished Wire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Wire NaiU Fence Staples

Pig Iron, Bloomi, Billets, Wire
Bods, Hard Spring Coil 'Wire,

Twisted Cable 'Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel
Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fenoing.

1f« »r4 frtparid te ^w PROMPT SERVICE, amfWMI
yrnir injuirUt mctompanitd bv tompUU tpnijleatitnt.

Addreaa

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

obu Ad<!r*M > "rnnniL''
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SOME QUESTIONS CONCERNING KIMBERLEY DIAMONDS.
Valuable Treatise on the Long-Standing Problems of the Industry.

The Roy:-! Soci?ty of South Africa has recently published
a lengthy pyper, running to 32 pages, on " Kimberley
Diamonds: Especially Cleavage Diamonds," by Dr. Sutton.

The author has been fortunate in the important respect of

havi.ig been able to study the subject on the spot, and to

test by personal observation and experiment on an enormous
mass of material any point that m'ght arise, rather than of

having to trust to mere hearsay. The paper ranges widely,

g'ving stati-?ti:s. from a scientific standpoint, of size and
qualify of the diamonds won from the different Kimberley
mines, how these vary w'th depth of working, and how one.

mine d'ffers from another. As an illustration of this last

point we may quote some pTrt'culars from the paper of

what each mine does in the way of producing large

diamonds of, or exceeding. 10 carats each in weight: In

every 100.000 carats of all sizes produced by each mine
the number of large diamonds is:—

Biltfi-item 63
Wesss'iton 140
Kimberley 684
D; Beers 674
Duto'tspan 850

Now the avenge sizrs of these large diamond.^ are :
—

Biltf-ntein 14-9 carats.

Wcsselton 15'5 carats.

Kimb?rley 17-0 carats.

De B^ers 182 carats.

Dutoitspan 20-0 carats.

And the ratios of the total weights of large diamonds to the

total productions are :

—

Bultfontein 0'97 per cent.

Wes'seltcn 2'32 per cent.

Kimberley 11'65 per cent.

De Beers 1225 per cent.

Dutoitspan 17-02 per cent.

" Thus," comments Dr. Sutton, " diamonds exceeding 10

carats each in weight are relatively infrequent at Bultfon- I

tein, and average small; whereas upwards of one-sixth of the

Dutoitspan yield consists of stones averaging 20 carats each.

This is remarkable seeing that these two mines are so close
^

together that they could even be worked (though perhaps

not very profitably) from the same main shaft, and possibly

have some underground connection. Comparing one mine

with another the rule iS essentially : The greater the average

size of diamonds exceeding 10 carats each, the greater the

ratio of their total weight to the total production, and the

greater their mmibcr in every 100,000 carats produced.

Kimberley Mine deviates slightly from the rule in the second

particular."

In section 7 of the paper we get an account of the won-

derful " etewartite," a kind of bort first recovered from

the magnetic separators at the Pulsator by Mr. Stewart, and

afterwards determined by Dr. Sutton to be genuine diamond.

and yet to possess polar properties like the lodestone. " It

is of a steel-grey colour, with a dull steely sheen, and is more

fibrous in texture than other types of bort. In hardness it

equals the diamond, but its specific gravity is rather less.

P.O. Box 3807.

ROCKWOOD PRESSED STEEL UNIONS

H. ALERS HANKEY - Sole Agent.

It is a good conductor of electricity, lilce other borts. Its

most remarkable property, though, is that it is magnetic and
polar, and thus it has an important bearing on Crookes's
theory that diam.ond has separated out from molten iron.

Being magnetic, it must contain iron; and because it con-
tains iron and carbon in association and is polar, we miglit

almost call it a steel bort." Dr. Sutton calls this stewartite

the most interesting and most important member of the
always interesting bort family.

The main theme of the paper is cleavage diamonds. Why
are diamonds so often in fragments? Various reasons have
been proposrd, e.g. (1) that they get broken in the mining
machinery

; (2) that the broken fragments owe their condi-
tion to violent eruptive outbursts in the diamond pipes ra

past ages; (3) that certain classes of diamonds break of

themselves. Dr. Sutton does not deny the possibility of any
or all of these processes as operating causes to a relatively
minor degree, but prefei^, nevertheless, to believe that
mineral inclusions are mainly responsible. Diamonds have
always crystallised freely about other minerals, as well as
about other diamonds, with disastrous consequences in the
long run. The author scouts the idea that diamonds
bui-st. He claims to have met plenty of people who
have heard of brown or smoky-looking diamonds having ex-
ploded to pieces, though nobody who has actually seen
such a d'saster, and he appeal's to attribute the belief in

such a thing to an ancient tradit'on based on lack of observa-
tion. As the paper seems to prove, brown diamonds do
evidently show a tendency to break up, although not accord-
ing to the argument, by bui-sting. Do diamonds grow?
Native Indian diamond diggers used to say that a given
quantity of diamond gravel could be depended upon to repro-

duce it^ diamonds every 15 years. So far as the Indian
gravels were concerned they were easily proved wrong ; but
that there can be growth when conditions are favourable is

proved all right by the structure of South African

diamonds. Dr. Sutton adduces in this connection the accre-

tionary form of Bultfontein and Wesselton diamonds, and
instances sundry cases such as the crystallisation of one
diamond about another of diffei-ent colour, and of one about
another that had previously suffered much wear and tear.

He adds that accretionary structures are common in mines
where diamonds are most numerous. The shape of a

diamond, rounded, or angular, or what not, he regards as

dependent upon the colouring matter it contains ; thus yel-

low diamonds are mostly rounded ; bright yellow macles are

uncommon, even in mines where yellow diamonds abound;
ordinary grey bort runs to cubes and spheres.

The largest and most varied

Btocka in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

MTlf?OWV "0, MAIN STREET,
. pa^L^yype. Johannesburg.

Phono 5770. P.O. Box 1826. Tel. Addresa. "MAUBEOWN."
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THE SECRETARY FOR MINES ON POST-WAR PROBLEMS.

Important Statement Made at Manufacturers' Conference.

Speaking last week at a conference of manufacturei-s, Mr.
H. Warington Smyth, Secretary of the Department ot

Mines and Industries, made a number of statements of

considerable importance and interest. He said the end of

the war had placed the country in a position industrially

which it had never held before. We were at a point where
a great deal depended on oureelves. We were on the verge
of and were looking forward to the rapid return to normal
conditions. There were no data to place before them at
present, which would tell them in what guise they would
return. For many months to come we should have to
work much on the same basis as before. The priority

system in regard to most restricted articles from Great
Britain would continue for some considerable time. There
was, at the same time, an indication that certain classes of

iron and steel production would be obtainable at less than
heretofore. As regards American shipping, we were told

that controlled shipping would be reduced in the immediate
future. Uncontrolled shipping would probably be controlled

to some greater extent than during the past sis months.
There were certain causes in Europe and the Northern
Atlantic which made for the continuation of our present
conditions up to a certain point. They would see that the
food scarcity in Europe was very marked and the Allies

were undertaking to supply food to a large extent, which
meant shipping requirements.

Transport Requirements.

There would be a large requirement of shipping for troop
transport and passenger transport too. Liner tonnage had
been very seriously reduced and liner tonnage to-day was
very short. All these circumstances must be taken into

consideration, and further it must be remembered that
many ships to-day urgently required overhauling. On the
other hand they had large building programmes, which
would result in improving the position from month to month.
How soon that position would be satisfactorily met, they
could not say, but there was no doubt with the American
programme and our own that a steadj^ improvement could

be looked for. From these factore they must draw their

own conclusions, but they hoped for a speedy improvement
of the position.

Trade Competition.

Mr. Warington Smyth went on to refer to the European
competition, which was coming, but reminded his listeners

they had a number of months to prepare for that competi-
tion. With regard to the question of-Union trade with other

parts of Africa during the past four yeare, the Union had
built up a steady trade with all the neighbouring territories

of Africa. That trade had been gradually built uj) and we
had become the distributing centre, and the Government
Export Department had become more and more busy coping
with that trade. We ought to try to keep that trade, and
with that view in mind the Department had had instruc-

tions from the ^Minister to reduce the restrictions on exports

to these territories gradually, but as rapidly as possible

having regard to Union stocks. The whole object of the

Department bad been to conserve all necessary stocks. It

had been found that certain articles were going out at a

great rate to certain territories, with the result that we were
left short. The Department immediately placed restrictions

on such articles, and the result had been satisfactory.

Cement production to-day was insufficient for our urgent
requirements—railways, irrigation schemes and necessary

works. Yet they had large .demands for it. It had been
the Department's duty to conserve our own supplies while

letting out a certain amount for necessary operations. The
Government had appointed a Commission to investigate and
report on the trade possibilities of tlie East African terri-

tories. A big body like this Association could not afford to

overlook these a.spect8 of the work of the Government De-
partment on the question of distribution to other portions of

Africa,

Very Important.

The question would come to be a very important one in
the future development of their industries, and the 'Depart-
ment would do all it could to make more of holding the
footmg which had been gained in this trade. In this ques-
tion of distribution we might have to consider the question
of establishing free ports where they could load and re-load
slnps for distribution purposes to those ports with which
they had a regular trade. It seemed to him in order to
compete with Overseas shipping lines, it might be their
duty to look into the question of establishing two or three
free ports on the two sides of Africa—the question might be
one of supreme importance later on.

The Factory Act.
Mr. Warington Smyth went on to speak of the Factory

Act. It was, he said, intended to bring the Act into force on
January 1, but owing to the epidemic they had had to post-
pone the date till March 1. It was hoped to have inspectors
by the beginning of February. Under the Act, every factory
had to be registered within six months of the Act coming
into force, but this time might be extended in certain cir-
cumstances. It was hope^ to appoint a class of inspectoi-s
who would at least be judicially minded. With regard to
hours laid dowm, on the whole they conformed generally
with t}j.e hours in force in most of the factories in this
country. As to those who m'ght find the hours rather short,
he would point out that short hours were conducive to the
greatest efficiency. Long hours were a relic of the pi.st.

Poor White Problem.

Mr. Warington Smyth next' touched on the labour posi-
tion of unemployment, or as it is often called, " the poor
white problem.'' Such problems, he said, could oniy be
met by industrial expaus'on, and there must be adequate
education for the rising generation. We would never clear
out that poor white class by taking immediate action. We
must build up a market for competent men by giving the
rising generation every opportunity to become competent.
Apart from the question of labour colonies, which was
merely " biting at the thing " we were trying to do. ws
must try and do sc mething for the control of cliildrcn after
they left school, and the Advisory Board were endesvoin-'n.p
to work in this direction. In paying a tribute to the Adv'-
sory Board of Industries and Snen^e, Mr. Wnrlnp-c
Smyth said the Board was doin.s' impcrtont wcrk in res^:.:!

to getting surveys of raw materials.' T-'U w» eot our ire .

industry well on its le.gs, and till we produced our own s'-C'

he would not be happy.

Petrol Position.

Regarding the petrol position, Mr. Smyth sa'd th^^t the
committees at Pretoria and on the Witwatersrand will be
di-ssolved a1? the end of December. It is pointed out. how-
ever, that economy is still essential. The output will have
to be restricted for some time to come, as sto-^ks r\,-!\\ not
permit of normal consumption until further shipment? sre
in sight. The distribution for the next few months w'll b?
regulated by the importing companies in consultation with
the Controller of Imports.

New Kleinfontein.
Tlie details of the operations on the New Kleinfontein

for November are as follows:—Stamps, 165; daj-s run, 23;
tube mills, 8; tons milled, 46,440; gold recovered, 14.64'7

.fine ounces; net value, £60,785; loss, £2,633; working
costs per ton (excluding development), £1 4s. 4d. ; develop-
ment to working costs per ton, 3s.; total working costs per
ton, £1 7s. 4d. Capital expenditure, £1.690. Results ad-
versely affected owing to a large number of natives returning
home as a result of influenza and by a fall of rock in the
east subsidiary shaft, which is now repaired.
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THE PROBLEM OF NEUTRALIZATION OF ACID WATER.
[By a Special Correspondent.]

Bkgarding the problem of the neutralization of acid -water

which has to be contended with )*! our mines, a problem
M'hich to-day has not yet been solved in a satisfactory

manner, there seems to have been overlooked a very valvi-

able agent which promises to prove much more successful

than the present use of lime (CaO) or carbonate of soda

(Na^COj). The agent to wliicli I refer is magnesia (MgO)-
There are immense quantities of magnesia to be found in

the Transvaal and up to the present the sources of supply

have only been worked in a small way. This magnesia is

being used by several Johannesburg firms fur the production

of carbonic acid (CO,) and the calcined magnesite, which is

the residue after the production of carbonic acid, is used
in the manufacture of Epsom salts. In using magnesite as

a water purifier, the following facts may prove interesting :

The following are the combining weights (taking them all

as moiiad) of: Sulphuric acid (H,SO,,), 49 ; Hme (CaO), 28;

carbonate of Soda (Na.,C03), 53; magnesia (MgO), 20. Tliis

shows that the theoretical amount of the alkalis reiiuired io

neutralize 49 parts of sulphuric acid are: Lime, 28 parts;

carbonate of soda, 53 parts; magnesia, 20 parts. It will be

seen that in theory the magnesia is considerably more
eflficient, 'weight for weight, than either lime or soda. In

practice this superiority is even ,more marked. Although

theoretically lime is nearly .twice as efScient as soda, it has

been found in practice the soda is superior to lime, owing to

the greater solubility of its product with suli)huri('k acid

—

sulphate of soda or Glauber's salt has an additional advan-

tage over lime owing to this solubility of its product ; it does

not precipitate and thereby choke pipes, etc., as the almost

insoluble sulphate of lime (gypsum) does. The advantages

of magnesia over lime are the sailie as those of soda, tlu-

suljihate of magnesia formed being very soluble; it has also

an advantage over soda, magnesia being very insolubk- in

water, whereas carlionate of'soda is readily soluble causing

loss in working. This advantage is very apparent in praeiica!

working when a considerable excess of magnesia can lie

used to insure the complete neutralization without troubling

to make careful tests of the acidity .of tiie water, and this

without any a]ipreciai)le loss of magnesite. If the neutraliza-

tion is carried out liy causing the acid water to flow through

a bed of calcined magnesite in lumps of suitable size, the

work could be entrusted to an unskilled white man or even

a native without any danger of either of incomplete

neutralization or loss of magnesia, it being merely necessary

to replace the magnesite as it is dissolved away, whereas

when an excess of soda is used this ^^xcess is lost owing to

its being dissolved unchanged and carried away. In addi-

tion to this it will be noted from the combining weights

that magnesia is more than 2i times as effective as soda and
as in practice li per cent, eai'bonate of soda is found nioi-''-

efficient than lime, it follows that calcined magnesite which
can lie easily obtained of a purity of from 90 per cent, to
95 per cent, is more than three times as effective as lime.
Calcmed magnesite has another great advantage over crude
carbonate of soda, inasmuch as it can easily be obtained
practically free from organic impurities, while crude soda
contains these to some considerable extent, and it is a well-
known fact that even small quantities of organic matter in
cyanide solutions interfere with the precipitation of gold in
tlie extractor boxes. Calcined magnesite readily combines
with Sulphuric acid even in dilute solution as the attached
experiment shows. The advantages of magnesite may bo
summed up as follows :—Advantages over lime: (1) Over
three times as effective (in practice); (2) does not choke
pipes, etc. Advantages over crude carbonate of soda: (1)
Over three times as effective (without considering the loss
of soda due to its insolubility); (2) free from organic impuri-
ties; (3) more easily used. The following is the result of an
experiment in neutralizing acid watec. with calcined
magnesia :—An aqueous solution of sulphuric acid was made
up containing O'OS per cent. H,SO,. This being an approxi-
mate reproduction of a sample of water from a local colliery
recently tested. This solution was run through a beil

composed of 10 granmies of calcined magnesite in pieces
from J in. to J in. diameter at the rate of 3o litres per hour.
After passing through the magnesite the water was found
to be fainllv alkaline.

Another Iron Foundry.
The Newcastle Town Council have been approached with

a view to the iselling of certain of the town lands for the
establishment of a Nmelting iron works. The acreage re-

quired is 150 acres and this ha« been applied for by Mr.
J. K. Eaton, of Johannesburg. The Council liavc agreed
to the tielhng of these town lands at 10s. per acre with
certain reservations regarding trading rights. The apphcant
is prepared to put up ])lants within 12 months to the value
of £25,000, and the estimate of \\ages each month will

amount to ai>proximalely il,000, t'ertain facilities in re-

spect of the water supply from the river are gixeUj and for

domestic use fid. per 1,000 g.'dlons will be charged, jilus

the cost of the connection of the main water suppl}'. Terms
have already been submitted for the consent of the Adminis-
trator by the Corporation, and the purchaser will have the

right to transfer to a company, and also to deal with pros-

pective applicants m bo \\h\i to take stands in this jjart

for the purpose ot' introducing and working up other alhed

industries, such as making agricultural implements from
the pig iron.
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PRESENTDAY INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTION

Some Points from a Notable Address by Mr. W. L. Hichens.

An interesting address on " 8oine Problems of Modern
History " was recently delivered by Mr. W. L. Hiclien.s.

chairman of cue oi the most important Reconstruction
Commissions in England, before the Watts' Institute.

Dealing with the question of profits, the speaker said : No
business is- entitled to make unlimited profits. The present
theory is that the residuum, however large it may be, after

defraying costs of production, should go to capital. This,

I submit, is unsound. I.iabour, the entrepreneur class,

capital and the consumer, are all partners in the business

of the community, and no one class is entitled to benefit

unduly at the expense of another. The principle of the
jirofits ta.x should therefore be retained after the war. The
present tax, of course, was intended as a temporary
measure, and a standard of profits based on pre-war earnings

is quite unsuited to permanent conditions. It would be

necessary to fix a standard rate of intei-est for the capita!

invested in each class of trade or industry, and a proportion

(I suggest a substantial one) of any excess profits over -that

standard should accrue to the State. In any such scheme
it would be necessary to provide that adequate allowances
are made for depreciation and for reserves to secure tlie

stability and development of business. The wholly inade-

quate provision lor dej)reciation allowed under the income
tax regulations to-day has, I believe, done serious injury to

the industries of this country. It has encouraged over-

cajjjtalisation; it has hampered the scrapping of old and the

substitution of modern machinery ; it has given us a reti'o-

grade in place of a progressive standard. It would be easy

to spend the whole of my allotted time in discussing tlie

arguments for and against this proposal, but I nuist content

myself with the observation that effect must somehow l>e

given to the principle tliat uo section of the society is

entitled to an unlimited share of the wealth of the com-
munity, that free competition has proved an im|)ossil)le

solution, and that profit-sharing with the State, which is

what, in the effect, an excess profits tax is, is more equit-

able and more expedient than other forms of pnifit-sharing.

L.\bouk's Duty to theSt.vte.

It follows secondly that, just as capital is not entitled

to au unlimited reward, but .must be checked by State

action, so also the reward of labour must, in the last resort,

be determined by the State, as representing the community.
Labour has Lio more right than <,'apital to make a corner in

its own eonnnodity and hold the community up to ransom,
and it, too, must bow to the will of the State. In practice

it is clear that the tendency -will develop for wages to be

settled by joint industrial boards representing emjjluyei-s'

and \^orkers' organisations, but in the event of disagree-

ment, or collusion to exploit the community, the State must
have the right of intervention. It is not fitting that any
party should be the final judge in its own cause, and any
such claim, if successful, will inevitably lead to tlie dis-

integration of society. For the community M'ill bo divided

into a number of groups each fighting for its own hand,

private gain ^\ill rise superior to the public good, the funda-

mental law of social life will be broken, and the eternal

truth will be verified that a kingdom divided against itself

cannot stand. I recognise that a large section of the com-
munity is not, to-day, prepared to accept the principle of

State intervention, and I recoguise also that unless it

appeals to the moral judgment of the great majority of the

nation it cannot be enforced, and ought not to be enforced.

The important thing to-day is that the verdict of public

opinion should be sought.

The Status of L.^Boru.

The principle of national service requires thirdly. I sulj-

mit, that the status of labour as a whole should be raised.

The workers are olearly entitled to have an effective voice

in regard to the general conditions under which their work

is carried on. They are vitally interested in all questions,

for example, affecting wages, hours of labour, apprentice-
ship, deniarcation of work, decasuali.sation, and they have
an equal right with employers to assist in the detennniation
of these problems. The general acceptance of the proposals
for Joint Industrial Councils contained in the Whitley
Report is good evidence that public opinion will support the
demand of labour for au improved status. If its voice is to
be at all effective it follows that, as suggested in the Whitley
Report, District Councils and Works "C'ommittees mu.st be
established to deal with local questions, and to ensure that
whatever is agreed to by the Central Councils is carried out
locally. The more higlily organised employers' asso<'iations
and trade unions have already advanced far along the lines
of the Whitley Report, but nmcli has to be done in deter-
mining precisely the powers and functions of these joint
central and district bodies.

The Value ok Initiative.

Unrestricted competition is au evil, but its coniidete
elimination spells stagnation; for a healthy rivalry between
one type of organisation and another, and 'betv.een one firm
and another, is the life-blood of efficiency. Hence, subject
to the observance of the general policy and conditions of
industry, I think that each business should be organised on
whatever lines seem best to those who are responsible for
its direction. I do not agree, for example, with the sugges-
tion so oftei} made, that the power of dismissal is too big
a responsibility to be exercised by any single employer, and
that there should be a right of appeal to some outside body.
I admit to the full the evils of insecurity 'of tenure, and hold~
that every effort should be made to remove this nightmare
of uncertainty which oppresses the wage-earning class. But
the root cause of it is, not the right of the management to
employ whom it pleases, but the fiuctuation in supply and
demand, which can never be wholly controlled, although
nuicii more can be done than has ever been attenipted.

Unemi'loymext and Insurance Benefit.

Meanwhile, it is clearly rigiit that the evils of unemploy-
ment should be mitigated by a wide extension of unenqjloy-
meut insurance benefit. Division of labom- is essential to
the organisation of modern society, it is reqiiired in the
interests of the connnunity as a whole, and unemployment
should be administered from one central fund. It is reason-
able th;it each worker should contribute a percentage of his

pay, and each firm a proportion of its wages bill to the fund,
but it is reasonable, also, that the general public should
contribute. To regard each industry as a separate unit, with
a separate financial responsibility, would, I believe, be a
serious blunder, tending to restrictions of iuterehange similar
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to those brought about hy the laws ot settlt-nirnt arid tlio

apprenticeship laws of the 17th and 18tli centuries. But,
given an adequate sjisteni of unemployment benefit, I

submit it in vital to the success of imlustrj' that those
responsible for the management of a business should be
entitled to select their own employees. The secret of suc-

cess in business lies very largely in the wise selection of

mtn, and, if that i-esponsibility is taken away from the
management a blow will be struck at the very roots of our
industrial supremacy.

yHORTER HOUKS.

1 come now to the fourth point in the application of tiie

general principle of national service, and it is, strictly

speaking, rather a necessary preliminary to, than a conse-
quence of, the principle. I refer to the question of the
reduction of hours of labour, which I venture to think is one
of the most important problems awaiting solution. Under
modern conditions, very large numbers of men and ^\•omen
are engaged on -n-ork of unalloyed drudgery, and the pro-
gress of specialisation and automatic machinery, which is

inevitable, will increase rather than reduce the monotony
of labour. Leisure hour's, therefore, become of increasing
importance, for man is not a mere machine; lie is by nature
many-sided, and his different faculties must be given an
opportunity for development and expression in any really

healthy connnunity. The idea of the leisured cla.s'ses and
the toiling masses is monstrous : it is just the toiling drudge
who needs leisure most—leisure for recreation, and refresh-
ment leisure for education—above all, the leisure for educa-
tion. For education is not something which ceases with
boyhood; the roots only are planted in early youth; the
flower and the fruit ripen in after life, and how can they
ripen if they are choked by the dense jungle of drudgery '.'

How can a man understand the meaning and beauty of life,

how can he feel inspiration of patriotism, if he sees the
world only through the clouded spectacle of drudgery'.'

STR1KT3S UxHE.VLTnY ExCKE.SCENCEH.

If all strikes can be prevented and regarded, as they
should be, as the unhealthy excrescence of a semi-civilised
age, the addition of our national wealth will be very great.
An average of 18 million workiTig days per annum were lost
owing to trade disputes in the four years before the'war, to
which nuist be added the indirect losses involved by the
dislocation of industries not primarily affected. But an even
greater gain will be made if the policy of restricting output
is abandoned. The loss that falls upon the conmiunity
owing to " slow timing " and indifferent workmanship is ati

oft-told tale, and I will not dwell on it. But disastrous
though the policy is to the workers themselves, as well as
to the rest of the community, we shall, I believe, be indulg-
ing a vain hope if we think it will be abandoned so long as
the theory holds the field that ca|)ital is entitled to the
residuum of profit after the costs of production have been
defrayed. Unless it is made unmistakably clear that indus-
try is run for' the benefit of the whole eommvmity, and not
for the enrichment of certain classes, restriction" 3f output
will continue, and tlie reforms that are so urgently needed
will be sadly hamj'fred. Similar in kind—and"^ far less
o.xcusabkwis the loss' that falls upon the community owing
to the existence of able-bodied drones, rich or poor, who
contribute nothing to the common stock, but live in idleness
upon the fruits of other men's toil.
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Speed Prodi'ction B'i' Modern Macuikery.

.V third important factor in improved production is the
substitution of up-to-date machinery for old, and the exten-

sion of labour-saving devices. Before the war, it often

happened that it did not pay to introduce labour-saving
devices, because, apart from the difficulty of raising fresh

capital, the interest charges came to more than the cost of

cheaf) manual labour. If the industries concerned could
not bear the extra charge, as was the case in many sweated
industries, the consumer was at fault, because he was
paying too low a price for the commodity, and State inter-

vention was justified. For it is clearly in the general interest

that machinery should be substituted for hand labour wher-
ever practicable, just as it is a social duty to secure that

no one is paid a wage below what will support a civilised

existence. In fact, the latter cannot be secured without
the former; for it is machinery which irees us from the

unremitting toil that the winning of our daily bread other-

wise demands. But just. as we lia,ve been backward in

substituting mechanical devices for unskilled labour, so we
have been slow to replace antiquated with modern machines.
In both cases want of capital, cheap labour, and the opposi-

tion of the workers have stood in the way. This opposition

on the part of those who may be thrown out of a joId is not
unnatural, and must be met partly by extending unemploy-
ment benefit, as indicated above, and partly by special

provision to safeguard the interests of those displaced.

Obstacles to be Overcome.

But it woxild be a mistake to suppose that the opposition

to the reforms involved in the introduction of improved
mechanical devices and improved organisation comes from
the workers alone. Vested interests play an even more
powerful part in thwarting progress, and ingrained habits

present a formidable obstacle to far-reaching schemes of

reform. It is essential, however, that all difficulties should
be overcome, for the possible economies are enormous. Let
me give a few examples taken at random. One of the para-
mount necessities of this country is cheap transport, and
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nttentiou must bo conceutrated ou reducing rail\\-iiy lalos.

Can anyone doubt lliat by standardising our locomotives and
wagons; by establisbing central coal depots; by con-

centrating our goods yards; by subwtitntinj^ idectrii'

traction for locomotives in wliicli only 15_JiIrJ eent.

of the original energy is utilised ; by eliminating wastetui

competition ; can anyone doubt that, by a far-sighte<l Kclieme

of reform, a vast field of economy niay be opened flp in the

administration of our railways? Or, again, take the transfer

of landed property. A simple and cheai) method of laud

transfer is of great importance to a progressive comnumlty.
And yet it would be hard to find any country wliere the

system is more cumbersome or expensive. It is estimated
that over £4,000,000 a year is spent in lawyers' fees alone

under the present system, whereas a scheme of universal

registration would be cheap, simple and expeditious.

Waste in Industriai, Competition.

There is one further instance of wasted effort to whicli

I should like to refer briefly, because I believe it is of far-

reaching importance. 1 mean the waste involved in lune-

stricted competition. Certain forms of competition arc

healthy and cheapen production, but others are sadly waste-

ful. The rivalry in commercial production—so long as

wages, hours, and general conditions of work are safeguarded

—seems to me- healthy, and I believe that it is better for

a country to have a large number of small manufacturers

than a few big trusts; this also accords more with the genius

of our race, whose sturdy independence and self-reliance has

built up an Empire containing a quarter of mankind. Nor
do 1 believe that the economies resulting from manufacture
on a gigantic scale are very great. It is necessary, of course,

that an economic unit of production should be established

in each case, but the economic unit is not necessarily large.

Eor e.xample, many small firms have proved ibat they can
manufacture shell at least as cheaply as tii(> hirgest organisa-

tions. A great source of wasted energy to-day is that so

many manufactureis aio engaged in a miscellaneous trade,

with no economic standards. \ dozen firms may eaeli be
manufacturing a dozen typos of articles at a loss, whereas,

if each concentrated on one type, the loss would bo con-

verteil into a profit. Moreover, standardisation of types has
been sadly negk'cted, and quite unnecessary variations have
been allowed to intrdude themselves, merely because it is

noijody's business to see tliat tbey arf icdiieed [n a

minimum.

Selling Okoamsations.

But big selbng organisations are undoubtedly, I think,

more economical tluui small ones. What is wanted, there-

fore, 1 suggest, is big selling combinations, which should
aleo promote research work, and a variety of manufac-
turing units. The money that is wasted every j'ear in ad-

vertising, in travellers, in touting for ordens by means
which are often degrading, in over-production, rune into

enormous figures. But the remedy of syndicating tlie pro-

ducing <if each industry is, I admit, full of difficulty; it

tends to stagnation, to tiie exclusion of newcomoi's, and
to inflation of prices; for tiie evil of rings in the ])ast has

been that they have thouglit more of keeping prices u])

than of cutting costs down. The principle is not, of couiwe,

innnediately applicable in all industries, but it might be

applied at once, with great advantage, to many of the

standai'dised trades, and it might be encouraged where it

already exists. Otherwise it will be impossible for British

industry to hold its own abroad against tlie big trusts and
cartels of other nations, and, what is even more important,

it will be impossible to take effective action to jjrevent over-

production.

•HECLON'

ROCK AND ORE BREAKER
(HADFIELD Si JACK'S PATENT)

HADFIELDS LTD

Works area over
200 acres.

Hecla and East Hecla Works,

SHEFFIELD. ENOLAND.
Workmen employed

over 15,000."

Head Office. S.A..

4647 Cullinan BldgJ
Johannesburg.

Biila\v'a\o .\pentB,

WlllTMORE & JaCKSOS.
1718, Agency Chnibs.

Sali.Hlmrv Agents,
P. Peei'ic «r CO.,

Angwa Stret't.

Natal .\pentfl,

T. Bim.ow 4- SONS,
Smith St., Durban.

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Stone Breaking and
Ore Crushing
Machinery

including GYRATORY. JAW & DISC CRUSHERS

Renewals and Wearing Parts supplied for every known make of Machine

MINING REQUISITES
of every description.

SPECIAL F0RO£D STEEL BALLS FOR BALL AND TUBE MILLS, SHOES, DIES,
ORIZZLEY BARS, CSUSHINQ ROLLS, JAW FACES, OONES, CONCAVES, ROLLERS

AND FRAMES, PULLEYS, WHEELS AND AXLES, ETC.

Sole Makers of Hadfield's Patent

*ERA' MANGANESE STEEL
THE SUPREME MATERIAL

for the Wearing Parts of Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery,
Railway and Tramway Track-work, &c.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED.
1

Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., LTD.

PHCENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., LTD.

DICK, KERR. PHCENIX. SIEMENS. 1

RUBBER CABLES PAPER CABLES

TELEGRAPH CABLES TELEPHONE CABLES

FLEXIBLES ii STANNOS" WIRES ENAMELLED WIRES

TELEGRAPHS TELEPHONES

RAILWAY SIGNALLING MINE SIGNALLING POWER STATION SIGNALLING

JOINT BOXES AND ACCESSORIES

FLUID CELLS DRY CELLS EBONITE

LINE MATERIAL FIRE ALARMS

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18.

ESTABLISHED 1858.

TeUgrsma : " Blemena, Woolwich"

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMIXGHAM—Central House, New Slreet.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANiCHESTER.—196, Deaiisgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—6468, Collingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filoy Street.

SOUTHAMPTON.-46, High Street.

OVER 4,000 EMPLOYEES.

Telephone : Oity 6400 (7 Unei).

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clive Buildings, Clive Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SIXGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN—45a, St. George's Street (fust floor).

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE—29, William Street.

SOLE REPRESENTATIVE IN SOUTH AFRICA:

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. Box 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. TaUffuu I

" WOTAN.'
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THE NOVEMBER GOLD OUTPUT IN DETAIL.

Lowest Return for the Year—Some Notable Decreases.

During November the Transvaal mines produced 658,701
ozs. of fine gold, valued at £2,797,983, as against 679,764
ozs., value £2,887,455, in the longer month of October, a

decrease of 21,063 ozs., value £89,472. The November
output is the lowest monthly return for the year, being

1,058 ozs. less than the total for February. Owing to the
influenza epidemic the operations of the Transvaal gold

mines in November were affected by a serious decrease in

the supply of native labour. This caused a decrease in the

tonnage milled, with a consequent increase in costs and fall

in profits. The group profits for November amount to over
£50,000 less than those declared for October. The disease

is on the wane in the Union native territories, and natives

are beginning very slowly to come forward again from those
parts. It is, however, still raging in Portuguese East Africa.

and recruiting there may have to be discontinued for a month
or so. The number of natives employed on the gold mines
on the last day of November was 160,275, compared with
173,153 in October, showing a loss of 12,878 boys. The
output figures for November as compared with those for

October were declared by the Chamber of Mines this week
as follows :

—
WiTWATERSRAND.

Ozs. Value.

October ... .

November
. ... 667,955
. ... 640,797

£2,837,294
2,721,932

Decrease . . ... 27,158
. 115,362

Outside.

November
October ... .

. ... 17,904

. ... 11,809

76,051

50,161

Increase . . ... 6,095

Grand Total.

2,589

October ... .

November
. ... 679,764
. ... 658,701

2,887,455

2,797,983

Decrease . . ... 21,063 89,472

The following Rand companies show an increase for

November : East Rand Proprietary Mines, £10,861 ; Roode-
poort United, £2,854; Robinson, £2,621; City and Subur-
ban, £2,439; Bantjes, £2,107; Knights Deep, £2,085;
Robinson Deep, £1,959. The outside districts' total of

£76,051 includes gold produced by the Transvaal Gold
Mining Estates in October valued at £25,482.

StaJip Position.

The total number of stamps dropping on the Transvaal
goldfields in November was 8,704, as against 8,694 in

October, an increase of 10.

October
November

Rand.

8,479
8,464

Outside.

215
240

Total.

8,694
8,704

Increase ... 25 10

Decrease ... 15

Labour Figures.

The native labour figures for the past three months are

ag follow :
—

September. October. November.

On gold mines 179,399 173,158 160,275

On coal mines 12,108 11,824 11,826

On diamond mines ... 4,889 4,749 - 4,016

196,896 189,726 176,117

Individual Returns.

Value.

Aurora West «"
... £12,624

Bantjes Consolidated ... 25,724
Brakpan 80,507
City and Suburban 33,413
City Deep 88,731
Con. Langlaagte 47,906
Con. Main Reef 62,985
Crown Mines 188,620
Durban Deep 38,399
Durban Roodepoort —
East Rand Proprietary ... 142,630
Ferreira Deep _ 59,252
Geduld Proprietary 60,794
Geldenhuis Deep 54,978
Ginsberg 12,599
Glencairn 9,885
Government Areas 187,274
Jupiter 24,841
Knight Central 27,122
Knights Deep 65,572
Langlaagte Estate 56,291
Luipaardsvlei 18,962
Meyer and Charlton ... 40,298
Modder B. 109,455
Modder Deep 84,092
New Goch 13,147
New Heriot 15,632
New Kleinfor "^ein 62,217
New Modder ... ... ... 167,650
New Primrose 15,355
New Unified 11,800
Nourse Mines 45,791
Princess Estate 20,576
Randfontein Central ... 147,358
Robinson 42,749
Robinson Deep 54,694
Roodepoort United 22,275
Rose Deep 53,823
Simmer and Jack 55,985
Simmer Deep 40,460
Springs Mines 72,343
Van Ryn 33,816
Van Ryn Deep 94,932
Village Deep 53,050
Village Main Reef 26,548
West Rand Consolidated... 26,994
Witwatersrand 35,851
Wit. Deep 31,454
Wolhuter 35,124
Miscellaneous 9,354

Sub Nigel •

Ban'ett

Glynn's Lydenburg
T.G.M.E. (Oct.)

.Do. ^Nov.)

Miscellaneous

Central Mining ...

Barnato
Gold Fields

General Mining . .

.

Mines Selection ...

Union Corporation

Totals

26,349
943

1,096

25,482
3,075

19,106

Group Profits.

September.

... £248,833

. . . 200,879
18,240

26,400
64,503

,

63,457

Increase.

£2,107

2,439

10,861

2,085

2,621

1,9.59

2,854

Decrease.

£1,419

1,241

3,428

2,395

6,814
18,168

119
302

713
853

2,855

1,308

1,703

12,909

2,149

2,799

3,228
374
400

7,166

2,868
858
739

10,976

259
544
421

7,696

115
12,097

1,249
314

5,874
1,Q40

2,337

3,573

4,987

2,256
4,231

1,864

8,653
706

1,288

Outside Districts.

Value. Increase. Decrease.

2,158 —
144 —
— 4,235

25,482 —
3,075 —
— 734

October.

£252,873
170,688
*4,126

17,992

49,472

63,666

November.

£310,865
159,347
*2,621

17,266
53,498
62,232

£622,312
* Loss.

£554,691 £503,208
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ULCOTT BELTING

e

:

Suitable for ail Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against

dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. :: :: ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-

eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Baiata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,
BRADFORD, ENGLAI'ID. —

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

Box 1124

91, Market Street,

JOHANNESBURG. Telephone 4701.

'^(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiaiiitiiiiiaiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.:^

I TRIMO TOOLS. I

DE sure to ask for the Trimo

^ Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO..
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by Ail Hardware Merchants.

TEIMO PIPE WEENOH
STEEL HANDLE.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA

:

I WM JOHNSTON, President Buildings, c/o President

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg

P.O. BOX 5580. PHONE 2296.

iFiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiioiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiMiii^
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THE NOVEMBER GOLD OUTPUT: GROUP RETURNS.

Central Mining/Hand Mines Group.

The following are the results of crushing operations of

the Central Mining/Rand Mines companies for the month
of November:—

Company.

Bautjes Cons. ...

City Deep
Con. Main Reef
Crown Mines ...

Dur. Rood. Dp..
East Rand Prop.

Ferreira Deep ...

Geldenhuis Deep
Knight Central ..

Modder B
New Modder
Nourse Mines ....

Hobinson
Rose Deep
Village ilain R.
Wolhuter
Village Deep
Wit. Deep

»| «
eg 3KM t<

90 3
.\154 10

220 6

660 26
100 3
600 23
280 7

300 7

120 3

b104 8

c236 15

180 5

180 6

300
130
120
180
200

£
.a
X
g
u

'U

p

21,000
46,500
41.700
134,000
25,800
112,000

33,950
45,300

20,500
56,300
73,000
84,500

35,000
46,400
19,800
29,270
38,200
28,120

6,050

20,889
14,828

44,274
9,010

33,578
13,949

12,943

6,385

25,768
39,468
10,780
10,064
12,671

6,250
8,269

12,489

7,405

a
s

£6,992
15,893

3,020

15,537

2,002
12,054

12,592
*999

778

51,244

90,318
*4,288

4,012

6,779

4,007

4,819
*7,164
*6,237

c3 = g

I ° V

17/

30/

28/

25/
28/

22/

26/
24/

25/

19/

20/
28/
21/

19/
22/
20/
30/

3-9

0-3

1-5

2-9

1-7

9-0

90

9
2
6-8

11-2

26/ 3-5

Tls. & averages 4154 149 840,840 295,106 210,865 24/ 21

A Includes 4 Nissen stamps, b Includes 24 Nissen stamps.

c Includes 56 Nissen stamps.

•' Loss.

Bantjes Consolidated Mines.—The increased profit is due

to a considerable reduction in working costs caused bj' the

stoppage of all shaft sinking and development and general

reduction consequent on the decision to close down the

mine and works. A thorough clean-up is being made of the

underground workings and surface accumulations. The
breaking of rock in the mine was discontinued on the 30th

November, and during December the remaining sweepings

and broken rock in the mine will be treated and a thorough

clean-up made of all gold in the reduction works.

East Band Proprietary Mines.—With reference to the

recent increase in the profits, it should be noted that during

the last two months w-orking costs have been relieved of a

large expenditure on account of the curtailment of develop-

ment operations in three important districts in order to

prepare these districts for sloping. Development will be

resumed when this work is completed provided the supply

of native labour renders this possible.

Modder B.—Decreased profit due to temporary fall in

grade

.

On account of the influenza epidemic operations of all

companies generally have been affected by a serious decrease

in the supply of native labour. This has caused a decrease

in the tonnage milled, and consequent increase in costs.

The number of natives coming forward still continues to be
insufficient to replace those taking their discharge. The
disease is on the wane in the Union native territories, and
natives are beginning very slowly to cgme forward again

from thence. It is, however, now becoming severe in its

incidence, but fortunately not in mortality, in Portuguese
East Africa, the supply of labour from which up to now has
been but little affected. In consequence of present position

it is feared that recruiting in East Africa nxiy have to be

discontinued for a month or thereabouts.

Transvaal G.M. Estates.

No tonnage was treated in November at Eland;>drift or

Vaalhoek, and only 475 tons at the Centi-al Mines. The loss

for the month was £6,336. A somewhat similar loss is

anticipated for the month of December.

Xuua Revenue
Sumps. I'ruslied. from Gold

100 36,600 £47,905
75 11,800 12,599

160 11,350 9.885
180 100,000 187,273
200 44,260 56,292
90 17,000 15,355
60 12,100 11,800

600 133,000 147,360
90 42,350 94,932
215 31,000 35.853

1770 439,460 £619,254

179a 484,140 £659,293

Barnato Qroup.
The results of operations of the Barnato group for

November are as follows:—

Mine.

Consolidat-ed Langlaagtu
Ginsberg
Glencairn
Government Areas
Langlaagte Estate
New Primrose
New Unified

Randfonteiu Central ...

Van Ryn Deep
Witwatersrand

Totals and averages

October totals

Mine.

Consolidated Langlaagte
Ginsberg
Glencairn
Government Areas ...

Langlaagte Estate ...

New Primrose
New Unified

Randfontein Central

Van Ryn Deep
Witwa tersra nd

Totals and averages •

October totals ...

Motiihhj Gross Profit for 1918.—January, £190,628
Februarv, £159,225; March, £136,496; April, £164,186
May, £l79,975; June, £180,141; July, £188,103; August
£186,284; September, £200,879; October, £170,688
November, £159,347.

Glencairn.—Includes revenue derived from gold re-

covered from final clean-up of portion of reduction plant.

Randfontein Central.—Loss mainly due to the epidemic
and consequent native labour shortage.

Total

Working
Costs.

Working
Coets
per Ton
Milled.

Shillinjra.

Gro8«
Profit includ-

ing Sundry
Revenue.

. £39,057
11,873

21-342
20-123

£9,019
808

8,475 14-933 1,606
. 107,625
. 42,773

21-525
19-331

80,204
13,728

14,049

9,633

16-528

15-922
1,401

2,208
. 152,370 22-913 *4,203

. 45,462

. 32,361

21-470
20-878

50,059
4,517

. £468,678 21-102 £159,347

. £492,724 20-355 £170,688

* Loss.

Consolidated Mines Selection Group.

The foUowiug'are the results of operations for the month
of November :

—
Stam(>s Tons Working Costs

Working. Milled. per Ton Milled

Brakpan Mines 110 45,000- 26/3-784
Springs Mines 80 32,000 24/ 6-159

Totals and averages ... 190 77,000 25/ 6767

Value of

Gold
denlared.

Brakpan Klines.

Springs Mines .

Working Working
Profit. Piofit

per Ton.

£80,252 35/ 8010 £21,052 9/ 4-276

71,067 44/ 9-506 32,446 20/ 3-347

Yi.ld
per
Ton.

Totals ct averages £151.919 39/ 5-514 £58,498 13/10-747

Glynn's Lydenbvirg.
The following are the particulars of this company's out-

put for the month of November; Tons crushed. 540, yielding

258 fine ozs. ; estimated value of mouth's output, £1,063;
estimated loss for the month, £1,517.
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Albu Group.

Tke November operations of the producing mines of this

group were as follows:—

1

Company.

Aurora West
Meyer and Charlton

New Goch
Eoodepoort United

Van Ryn Estate

West Rasd Consohdated ...

Ooicpany.

Airrora AVest

Meyer and Cliarlton ...

New Goch
Eoodepoort United
Van Eyn Estate

West Rand Consolidated

Stamps.

80
75

80
80
140
100

Tons
Crushed.

11,800

18,000
15,200

24,000
32,000
25,000

Total

Cost.

£14,619
15,860
14,962

26,551

28,104
32,179

555

Cost per

Ton.

24-78
24-40

19-68
22- 13
17-57

25-74

121,000 £-132,275

Total
Revenue. Profit

£12,527 *£2,092
39,692 23,832

13,971 *990

22,685 *3,866

33,648 5,544

27,017 *5,162

£149,540 £17,266
* Loss.

The native labour position became still more acut« during

November with the effect of still further reducing the out-

puts of most of the mines of this group. Owing to preval-

ence of influenza epidemic in native recruiting areas.

including Portuguese East Africa, outlook for December and

January is very unsatisfactory.

Aurora West.—Additional stoping drills of jack hammer
type have been ordered to counteract shortage of native

hammer boys, and arrangements being made to obtain

necessary additional compressed air.

West Rand Consolidated.—Results for November were

seriously affected by suspension of operations at Rand shaft,

owing to breakdown of pumping plant. Repair work almost

completed but continued shortage of natives bound to affect

operations until labour position improves.

Union Corporation.

Results of operations on the producing mines of this

group for the month of November:—
Oompany

Geduld Proprietary ...

Modder Deep Levels

Princess Estate

Stamps

... 100

... 70

... 60

Tons
Crushed.

41,000

41,000
18,500

Total
Revenue.

£61,881
83,901

20,848

Revenue
per ton

30/ 2

40/11

22/ 7

Totals ... 230 100,500

Costs.

166,630 —
Profit.

Company.

Geduld Proprietary

Modder Deep^ Levels ..

Princess Estate

Total.

. £41,434

. 36,228

26,736

Per Ton.

20/ 2 .

17/ 8

28/11

Total.

£20,447
47,673
*5,888

Per Tot.

10/

23/, 3

6/ 4

Totals £104,898 — £62,232 —
The decrease in the native labour available particularly

affected the Princess Estat-e Co.

* Loss.

Manicaland Output.

The mineral output of the territory of the Companhia de

JiloqambiquG (Manicaland) lor the month of October, 1918,

is as fallows:—Reef: Mill: Gold wen (fine), 64 ozs. 4 dwts.

9 grs.; tons crushed, 415; value, £266 3s. 8d. Alluvial:

Gold won (fine), 438 ozs. 5 dwts. 14 grs. ; cubic metres

dredged, 34,920; value, £1,816 16s. 4d. Copper declared,

11-25 tons; value, £1,125.

Consolidated Gold Fields Group.

The following are particulars in regard to the outputs and
profits for the month of November of the undei-mentioned
companies of the Consolidated Gold Fields group:

—

No. of Tube Tons Gold Tctil
Company. Stamps. Mills, Crushed. declared. Fiofib

Fine Ozs

Simmer and Jack . . 320 7 48,900 13,180 £5,977
Robinson Deep . 100 7 40,500 12,842 *3,000

Knights Deep ... . . 400 11 75,900 15,437 *5,330

Simmer Deep ... . 220 10 42,400 9,525 *8,142

Jupiter . 80 5 20,600 5,848 *801

Sub Nigel ... . . 30 2 9,100 .6,203 8,475

Totals ... . . 1150 42

Loss

237,400 68,035 *£2,821

The sundry revenue included in the abote total declared
profit or loss is as under: Simmer and Jack, £1,500;
Robinson Deep, £139; Knights Deep, £182; Simmer Deep,
£387; Jupiter, £665; Sub Nigel, £9; total, £2,882.

Gold i?eseryc.—Simmer and Jack, 2,050 ozs. ; Sub Nigel,

3,281 ozs.; total, 5,281 ozs.

The acute shortage of native labour seriously affected

operations, except in the case of the Sub Nigel; and, in view

of this shortage continuing, bad results are expected for the

current month.

Rooiberg Minerals.

The following are details of the operations on the Rooi-

berg Minerals Company's property for November: Tons
treated, ore 986, slime 1,177; concentrates pr-odueed, 25;
expenditure, including realisation charges and exploration,

£5,771; revenue, £8,978.

New Kleinfontein.

Appended- are details of the operations on the property

of this company for the month of Novembei- : Stamps, 165;

days, 23; tube mills, 8; tons milled, 46,440; gold recovered,

14,647 fine ozs.; net value, £60,785; loss, £2,688; working
costs per ton (excluding development), £1 4s. 4d. ; develop-

ment to working costs per ton, 3s. ; total working costs per

ton, £1 7s. 4d. ; capital expenditure, £1,690. The results

were adversely affected owing to the large number of na-tives

returning home as a result of the influenza, and by a fall

of rock in the east subsidiary shaft, w-hich is now repaired.

^^'''^^, BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen, Ltd.)

SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites, Levels,

Planimelers and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances.

REPAIRS of Scientific Instnunento

A SPECIALITY.

Phone 59. RISSK ST., Bo,

1221 JOHANNESBURG. 4040
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.
Weak Beginning—Firmer Close—Fall and Recovery of Modder East.

The market was again dull on Saturday with a further lower

tendency. The sales of Modder East three-year Options at

5s. and the four-years at 6s. is about low-water mark since

the scrip was issued. At Monday's call, the majority of

stocks were once more on the down grade, with a slight

recovery in the Modder East trio. The main feature was,

however, the sharp rise in Brakpans, which, from 67s. 6d.

sales on Saturday, came 70s. buyers, with business at 71s.

immediately after the call and a buyer at 71s. 8d. City

Deeps also improved their position from, sales at 45s. to 46s.

buyers. The market pursued its downward trend on Tues-

day, the only gold stock showing any strength being Modder
Deep, which has now reversed its position with Modder B.

The latter was at one time leading by 20s. In other stocks

Coronation Collieries, Alkalis and Hume Pipes were marked
up. The late favourites, Knight Centrals, are fast getting

back to their original level, and African Farms were

decidedly weak. The market hardened during the course

of the day and at the close the following improvements
were not-ed : City Deeps, 45s. 6d., 46s. 3d.; Geduld Props,

37s. 3d., 388.; Modder Easts, 19s. 9d., 20s.; three-year

Options, 5s. 6d., 5s, 9d. ; four-years, 6s. 9d., 6s. lOd. ; the

last three stocks with sales at the buying prices ; Modder
sales and sellers at 154s. 6d. ; Government Areas sales and

buyers, 90s. 9d. ; Springs, 65s. 3d. buyers; Sub Nigels,

27s. 8d., 27s. 6d. The weak feature was Modder B. with

sale at £7 lis. The Exchange was closed on Wednesday.

At the opening on Thursday Van Ryn DeejDs were sold at

7l8, and Modder East Options (three-years) at 6s., but both

were lower subsequently. Prices were steady at the call.

Modder Deeps were a trifle easier, but for all that still ahead

of Modder B. Modder East and their Options were better.

The remainder mostly unchanged. The business in out-

side stocks during the past week consisted of:—Sales:

Sakalavas, 6s. ; Makganyene, 28s. to 30s. ; Henderson's

Options, lid. .and Is.; Lydenburg Lands, 28.; New Fanns,

28. 3d. Buyer's and sellers: Phoenix, lid.. Is.; Hender-
son's Estates, 5s. 6d., seller; Monteleos, 23s., 25s.

The market was dull on Friday morning. The following

show' the alterations in prices at the call:—Sales: City and
Suburban, 7s. 9d. ; East Eaiid, 5s. 9d. ; Government Areas,

90s. 6d. ; Knight Centrals, 5s. lid. ; Sub Nigel 5s. paid,

lis. 6d. ; Alkalis, 41s. 6d. ; Wit. Deeps, 13s. 9d. ; Zaaiplaats,

15s. 3d. ; Van Ryn Deeps, 70s. 3d. Buyers and Sellers :

Clydesdales, 21s., buyer; Coronation Colliery, 50s.,. .buyer;

Dagga Options, 5s. 3d., sellers; Geduld Props, 37s. 9d.,

38s. ; Lace Props, 10s. 7d., 10s. 9d. ; Modder B., £7 lis. 6d.,

£7 15s.; Modder Deeps, £7 lis., £7 12s. 6d. ; Modder East
three-year Options, 5s. 3d., 5s. 6d. ; four-year Options,

6s. 7d., 6s. 9d. ; Natal Navigations, 21s., 22s.; Consolidated

Lands, 23s. 6d., 24s.; Wolhuters, 3s. 4d., 3s. 6d. .

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tup?., Thurs.
6th. 7th. 9th. 10th. 12th.

African Farms .... 15 6* 15 6» 15 3* 15 1 15 2*

Apex Mines ....70 6 0a 71 72 7 2*

Aurora Wests .... — — 86* 86* —
Bantjes Cons 2 3 2 2 2 1* 2 li 2 1*

Brakpan Mines . . . 69 Ot 67 6 70 0* 70 0* 69

Breyten Colls. ... 11 5* 11 0* ] 1 6* 11 6* 11 6*

Brick and Potteries .3 9* — 39* 39 3 9*

British South Africa 20 — — — —
Bushveld Tins ... — — 08* 08* 08*
Cassel Coals .:... — ' — — — S6t
Cinderella Cons. ..53* 53* 50* 56 —
City and Subs. ...S3* 86 80* 80* SO*
Citv Deeps 46 6 45 46 0* 45 0* 45 9*

Cl/desdale Colls . . 20 0* — 21 0* 20 0* 20 6*

Con. Investments . . 21 0* 21 0* — 22 0" 20 0*

Con. Langlaagtes . . 17 0* 17 0* 17 0* 17 0* —
Con. Main Reefs . . 11 6 11 3* U 4 11 4J- 11 6

•Buyers. tSellera. iOdd lots. sEx London.

Fri. Sat., Mon ., Tues • t Thurs.
6th. 7th. 9th. 10th. 12th.

Con. Mines Sel. . . . 23 6* 23 9 23 6*

Coronation Colls. . .
_ _ 46 0* 47 6*

Coronation Frees. . 1 3 — 1 3* 1 3* 1 3*
Crown Dias i 0* 4 0* 4 0*

Crown Mines Deb. J^lOO* JilOO .£100* .£100*
Daggafontein Mines 24 24 22 6* 23 0* 22 9*
Do. Options .... 6 Ot — 5 9t 5 6t 5 6t
East Rand Coals . . 2 2" 2 2* 2 3 2 2* 2 3*
East Rand Deeps

.
11* — 11* 11* n

E.R. Minings . . . 17 6* __ 17 6 _
East Rand frops. . 5 9* 5 6* 5 6* 5 6* 5 Oa
Eastern Golds . . . • 1 8t 1 7t 1 7t 1 3* 1 7t
Ferreira Deeps . . 9 6.4 — __ _
Frank Smith Dias. 3 7* 3 9t 3 9t 3 8t 3 6*
Geduld Props. . . .

- 37 3* 37 0* 37 0* 37 6*
Glencoe Colls. . . .

0' — 6 0* _ 6 6*
Glynn's Lydenburgs 22 6* — 22 6* 23 0* 23 6*
Govt. Areas 91 3a 91 0* 90 9 90 3* 90 3
Jupiters ...... 4 10 4 10* 4 9* 4 8* 4 lit
Klerksdorp Props. . 3 0* 5 0* __ _ 3 0*
Knight Centrals . . 6 6 6 6 5 5 11 5 9
Knights Dseps . . . 7 0* — 6 3* 6 6» 6 6*
Lace Props. . . . 10 6* 10 6 10 7 10 6* 10 9
Leeuwpoort Tins . 26 9* 28 0* 26 0* 26 0* 26 3

Lydenburg Farms . 8 6 8 6* 8 6 8 6* 8 6
Meyer and Charl. . 90 90 0* 90 90 0' 90 0*

Modder B's . .- . . 155 0* 155 152 6* !53 6t 150 0*

Modder Dteps . . . 152 6* 152 6* 151 0* 153 6 153
Modder Easts . . . 19 6 19 3 19 6 19 4* 20
Do. Options (3yrs.) 5 0* 5 5 3 5 0* 5 9

Do. Options (4yrs.) 6 6t 6 6 1* ^ 6 2* 6 11

Hume Pipes .... 28 6* -^ 28 0* 29 6* 28 0*
Natal Xaviga. Colls - — 20 0* 20 6 20 6*

National Banks . . A' 141* .£i4r £Uk _ .

—

New Boksburgs . . 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0*

New Eland Dias . 21 0* 21 0* 21 0* _ 21 0*

New Era Cons. . . 10 6 10 7 10 6* '

10 6* 10 6

New CJeduld Deeps 5 9* 5 9* 5 9* 5 8* 5 8*
New Heriots .... 12 9* — 12 6^ 12 9* 13 0*

New Kleinfonteins 12 12 Of 11 6 10 9* 10 9*

New Modders . . . . £2 Si i:26|t ^26i* .£26i* £26^'"

New States .... 20 Oa 20 0* 20 3* 20 0* 20 3a
Nigels 4 6* 6 Ot 4 6* 4 0* 4 0*

Nourse Mines .... 16 9* 16 9* 16 9* 16 6* 16 0*
Pretoria Cements . 65 64 6* 64 0* 64 64
Princess Estates . . 3 Ot 2 9* 3 Ot 3 0+ 3 Ot
Rand Colls 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*

Rand Nucleus . . . . 1 6* 1 6 1 6* 1 6* 1 6
Rand- Select. Coi'p. 82 0* 82 6 81 0* 81 80 C
Randfontein Deeps r, 3* 5 3* 5 3* 5 3* 5 cr

Randfontein Est. '. 15 0* 15 0* 15 0* 14 6 14

Roberts Victors . .
_ — 5 0* 5 0*

Rooib«rgs 7 0* 7 6 7 5 7 6 7 6

Roodepoort Uniteds 3 ot 3 Ot 2 9t 2 9t 2 6t
Ryan Nigels .... 3 3* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3' 3 0*

Shebas 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3*

Simmer and Jacks .
_ r— 5 9t -

Simmer Deeps . . .
- 2 9t 2 9t 2 6t 2 6t

S.A. Breweries . . 35 Of 35 Ot •35 Ot 31 6* —
S.A. Lands 6 3* 6 3* 2* 6 1* 6 1

Sprin.gs Mines . . . 66 65 9* 65 9 65 65 6

Sub Nigels; .... 27 6 27 6* 27 0* 27 27 6

S.A. Alkali .... 42 41 3* 41 6*, 42 6* 41 6

S. Van Ryns .... 13 0* 13 6 13 0*' 13 3 13 3

Transvaal Lands . . 22 6* 22 6 23 0* 22 6* 22 6*

Transvaal G.M. Est 13 3* — 13 0* 12 6 12 6*

Van Ryn Deeps . . 71 71 0* 71 70 9 70 6

Village Deeps . . .

-- 17 _- 16 0* 16 0*

Village Main Reefs U 0* — n -- —
Welgedachts .... _ 27 6t 27 6t _ —
West Springs . . . 23 6 23 9 23 6* 23 ,3* 23
Witwatersrands . . 19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0* 19 0*
Wit. Deeps .... 13 6* 13 6* 13 9 13 0* 14 Ot
Wolhuters 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 3t
Union 5 p.c illO i i;i02t .£1011 .£101|t ,£101|
Zaaiplaats Tins . . 14 9* 14 9 14 6 14 6* 14 6*

*Buyers. tSellera. AOdd lots. bEx London.

It is officially announced that Major James R. Leisk,

C.M.G., late Secretary of Finance in the Union, and Mr.
Ernest Oppenheimer, managing director of the Anglo-
American Corporation of South Africa, Ltd., are joining the

board oi the National Bank of South Africa, Ltd.
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DO YOU HAVE YOUR MECHANICAL RUBBER COODS
Manufactured to order from African Rubber to suit your Special Needs?

We make one quality : THE BEST.
REGISTERED TRADE MARK :

" SARM."

SOFT, rVSEDJUM AND HARD RUBBERS.

The SOUTH AFRICAN RUBBER MANUFACTURII^G & TYRE Co., Ltd.

ANDERSON, LOVEDAY & FREDERICK STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 3912. e Tel. Add.: "SARMCOL." Phone 2304

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber Gedr of all descriptions for Railways, Mines, Municipalities, Sugar Mills,

and users of Industrial Machinery.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

An Easier Tendency—Johannesburg the Dumping Ground —Either Buried or Burned-
Belated Orders on the Way—Merchant Shipping^Freights Will Drop—Iron, Steel and Pig

Iron—Priority Certificates—White Lead and Linseed Oil.

NoT\viTHST.\NDiNG that soiTie values iu Britain and Americci

have advaaueed since the Ai-niistice, prices generally in

Johannesburg are easier or have that tendency. The fact

is that merchants here have been caught napji-ing as regards

stocks, partly because of the war stopping suddenly and
partly in consequence of too inuch faith being placed in

priority certificates in getting goods through. The shipping

has had something to do with the delays, but now and again

material and goods have come through in bunches. For
instance, in September South Africa imported £4,221,146

against £2,612,903 for Septeufber, 1917. This great differ-

ence was not all to do witli values,, but owing to a combina-

tion of circumstances, chiefly through the anxiety to obtain

goods and materials, based on the fact of previous extra

good profits. Another sure sign of ovei-stocks here is that

the official statement of imporfs for the nine months ending

September, 1918, shows the immense total of £34,694,315

as against £25,033,650 for the corresponding period of 1917

—

about a third more. Unfortunately for Johannesburg, all

overplus of any kind of merchandise finds its way here

either in bulk or through brokere from the coast,' etc. In

London and other largo European centres when any one

market is overloaded there are many outlets for a surplus

within a fev.- days, whereas here when the merchandise

reaches such a far-away inland cent«e as Johannesburg it

must " be either buried or burned," as a broker remarked.

This accounts for the depression ruling here, as there are

many eellei^ and very few buyere, the latter of whom are

naturally waiting to see which way events will take, as

there are so many belated orders do. be filled, both from

America and England.

Merch.\nt Shipping : Effect of the War.

According to Reuter, the effect of the war on the

merchant shipping of the United Kingdom is strikingly

illustrated by a Parliamentary paper, which shows that at

October 31 the position of the world tonnage was as follows

:

Losses: 15,052,786 tons. Gains: New construction,

10,849,527 tons; enemy tonnage captured, 2,392,675 tons.

Net loss: 1,811.584 tons. The position of British tonnage,

excluding transfere to and from the British Flag, then was

as follows:—Losses: 9 031,628 tons. Gains: New con-

etruct'on in the United Kingdom, 4,342.296 tons; purchased

abroad, 530 000 tons; enemy tons captured, 716,320 tons.

Net loss: 3,443.012 tons. The redeeming feature now is

that the eubmai-iue menace has been aw'ay just over a

mouth, hence no loss from that source, and iu addition a
satisfactory output from the world's shipbuilding j^ards will

mattrially assist. Another important factor is that there is

three months' further grace, as the-peace will not, according
to the latest advices, be fixed up before Alarch at the latest.

Therefore no hurried movement of troops will take
place until then, so that meanwhile the mercantile fleet

will have a free hand to deal with its legitimate trading,

thus catching up much of the leeway in moving foodstuffs

and merchandise generally. The shipping offices in turn
have resumed quite a bustling appearance, as one office

alone has 850 passages booked to London, with £10 deposit

in each case. The conclusion of the matter is 'that in a few
months the shipping position -uill resume somewhat normal
conditions, with a squeeze perhaps, when the American
troops return home again.

Mr. J. W. Jagger, M.L.A., at a public gathering at

Capetown on Wednesday, said: "Personally, he thought
that freight would drop almost immediatelj' because of the
tremendous activity in shipbuilding, especially in America,
and there was not the remotest doubt that in twelve months'
time freights would drop largely."

Position of Iron, Steel and Pig Iron.

There has been a little more activity in the bar iron and
mild steel-trade, but no alteration in values, excepting in a

few sizes difficult to obtain. Priority certificates are still

needed from Britain, but the manufaeturei-s there are taking
general orders without them, but when it comes to a ques-

tion of preference the priority orders secure it. Hence the
Chief Buying Department recommend priority certificates

for urgent cases. The. question of the Transvaal pig iron

industry has been allowed to rest after tlie exhibition of

really nice specimens in prominent shop windows at Pretoria

and Johannesburg. However, the subject forces itself for-

ward again through the annual meeting of the Transvaal

and Delagoa Bay Investment Company. The directors'

report states that the company has participated in starting

a new undertaking to produce pig_ iron from ore found close

to Pretoria, as the Pretoria Iron Mines. Ltd., is a com-
pany promoted with a view to the- ultimate manufacture

of various iron and steel products. So far, the report goes

on to say, the pig iron turned out has proved to be of satis-

factory quality, and as the company commenced work

under very sympathetic auspices, it is hoped that it may
prove not only a success, but the forerunner of a great and
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important Transvaal industry. Seeing the company re-

ferred to paid a 25 per cent, dividend for the past year, also
that Messi-s. Lewis & Marks are supporting the pig iron
industry at Vereeniging, it proves that the financial aspect
of pig iron is well assured.

Oils, Colours, White Lead, etc.

White lead is easier between merchant and merchant at
about 95s. per 100 lbs. Turps are steadier at the lower
rate of 85s. per case of two 4's, as the 'recent consignments
have been pretty well absorbed, and now the wholesalere
are awaiting fresh shipments. Linseed oil has an easier
tendency at 14s. for raw and 15s. for boiled. Salad oil is

130s. for the best and 110 seconds. South African nut
oil is 80s. The factories at Durban and Delagoa have
developed well during the war period, therefore this local

product has an excellent chance of staying. Spanish olive

oil is easier at 25s. to 27s. per gallon, as a shipment has
an-ived after being 2^ years on order. A little while back
the price was 30s. to 3os. per gallon. This is a small -indi-

cation of the sensitiveness qi our market, for immediately
a consignment arrives a difference is almost invariably made
in our prices. Another case is that of glycerine, which is

now 6s. 9d. to 7s. Gd. per lb., as compared with 10s. at one
time. A recent sliipment came in, but people will onlj buy
actual requirements and not for gtock owing to the wait-

and-see policy. Lnported grease is £40 to £45 per ton,

and local £33 10s., but it is said that a circular has been
issued advancing the latter from 5 to 10 per cent, in conse-
quence of the shortage of raw materials. By the way, the
embargo on white lead and linseed oil from Britain has not
been lifted by the British Government. The local distri-

butors have excellent demands from the smaller contractoi's,

especially in paints and wallpapeiis, for work preparatory
to the Christmas holidays. •»'

The Trend of Business.

The holiday on Wednesday and another on Dingaan's
Day on Monday obviously interferes with the smooth run-
ning of business. There are a number of quiet sellers, but
practically no business of consequence, as the speculativp
element as regards purchasing is a non existent quantity.

The special feature is that the Chief Buying Oflice is doing
very little 'business indeed, apparently aw'aiting instructions

86 to the future. This Chief Buying Office has done very
essential work during the war, but obviously the day must
come when the pre-waj conditions will be reverted to.

However, such a contingency is not expected until after

jjeace, which is not probable under about six months.
Financial mattei-s in the mining material world are spoken
of as sound, especially with the ordinary merchants, who
have not been speculating in futures. In all fairness it is

also right to mention that not a financial whisper has been
heard in reference to speculators in connection with mining
materials.

Timber and Builders' Hardware.

News is scarce, but the exchange between London and
Sweden is practically normal, hence deals are quoted at a

penny per foot lower, viz., Is. lOd. It is said that several

mills in Norway and Sweden are quoting fractionally lower,
but "nothing worth remembering" was the remark made by
an importer. Second-hand best deals are firm at Is. 3d.,

and roofing iron Is. 2^d. per foot. The new iron is a penny
per foot cheaper for 24-gauge of the various lengths.

Buildere' hardware is quieter during ^tlie present month,
more so than for twelve montlis past, owing to the 'flu

and the peace question, as contractoi-s feel that nothing
much will be done this side of the New Year. The ordinary
price of glue is from Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per lb. wholesale, but
it is said that a parcel was offered during the week at Is. 3d.
per lb. The losses on glue has been great from a specula-
tor's point of view.

Revised Price List.

Building M.\terials.—Timber: Deals, Baltic, 9x3, l.i. lOd. to
2s.; flooring, ii, x I and 6 x |, lO'-d. to lid. per sq. ft.; ceilings,
6 xi, 6|d. to 7d. per .sq. ft.

;
pitch pine, Oa. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

93. per cub. ft.; clear pine, {in. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;
lin. X lain., Is. 8d ; taali, 253. to ff). 6d. per cubic foot; shelving,

Immediate Service in

WILLIAMS' SUPERIOR

DROP-FORGED WRENCHES

The real meat in the whole

subject of Drop-Forged Wrenches

^!^S

What can they earn ?

What will they save ?

The "Wrench People" give you unsurpassed

opportunity for correct adaptation. The great and
varied stocks of Williams' "Thin," "Standard"
and "Heavy" Wrenches tell you that some one
type or strength is bound to be superior for

your purpose and that it will pay you to give

- them individual consideration.

We have made Wrenches for nearly half a cen-

tury, and novr have ready for shipment about

1000 sizes in 40 Standard Patterns, 95 % of

which can be shipped the day order is received.

ASK FOR BOOKLET—IT'S FREE I

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.,

"THE WRENCH PEOPLE,"

76 RICHARDS STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

London Representative:

—

BEN J. WHITTAKER, 2 Norfolk 'street, Strand.
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Is. 8d. ; Jarrah, Ms. 6d. cu. ft. ; poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; ecantling,

Is. lOd. to 2s. per ft. ; beaver boards, 9d. to d^d.
;
galvanised iron, 2-t-

gauge, 8ft. to 10ft. Is lid. to 2«. ; lift., 2s. Id.; 12ft, 2s. 2d.; 26-

gJSp, 6ft. to 8ft., Is. 9d. ; 9ft. & 10ft., Is. lOd. ; flat galvanised, 24 &

26-gauge, 95s. lOOlb. ; floor brads, 95s. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 72s. ; mortice, 80s. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, SOs. to 853. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 45s. ; 2 ply, 528. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, lOs.

bag; 9s. truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,

6s. 6d. ; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 4b. 6d. ; plaster lime, 5s. 6d. ;

tfiicks, stock, delivered, 60s. to 70s. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 80b. ; pressed,

70s. to 808. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; salt

glazed, £17 17s., and 'white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d.

yard; paving cement tiles, 9s, per yard laid; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 258. ; fluted, 30s. ; fireclay bricks, £8 10s. to £10

10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45b. to SOs., according to

height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled

14s. to 15s. Imperial gallon ; white lead, Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, 85s. 2/4 1-5 galls. ; 10—I's; 5-6 imp. tins, lOOs.
;

o.xide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, 13s. 6d. to 16s. ;
linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb.
;
paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ;

British plateglass,

iin., 83.; do., mirror, 9s.; window, I602., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per foot;

21oz., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 83. per foot.

Gr-.ase.—Imported, A.F. axle, ^40 ; local, ^33 to .£33^ per

ton; tallow (local), 8id. per lb.; parafiSn, 243. per case of two 4'8;

petrol, 393. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 38s. 6d. to 473. 6d. per case; cylinder, 36s. 6d.

to 478. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 75lb. ;
bichromate potash, 58. 6d. lb. ;

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ;
permanganate (Japanese), 14/6 lb. ; alum, 7d. lb.

;

carbolic acid, 5b. 6d. lb. ; borax, 122s. 6d. 1001b ; cyanide sodium.

Is 3d. to Is. 6d. lb. ; hypo. Is. lb. ; nitrate lead, local, £55 10s. ton
;

litharge (assay), 70s. to 728. 6d. (commercial), 58s. Cd. 100 Iba. ;
zinc

sheets and blocks, Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, e^d. lb. ; plumbago

crucibles, 6^d. per number; carbide, about dEllO per long ton.

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and

American, 33s. to 36a. wholesale, and 40s. to 45s. doz. retail ; carbon

lamps, 20s. dozen
;
pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire

65s.; ditto, 3/22, 40s. to 42s.; 7/22, 75s to 80s.; 7/20 120s.;

7/18, 160s.; tubing, 46s. to SOs. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4s. 6d. to

Ss. each; round blocks, 3iin., 5s. to 5s. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 373. 6d.

per dozen; British glass shades, 30s. to 408. dozen; porcelain shackles.

158. to 18s. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. to 30s. per 100; cleats, 22».

per 100; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron and Steel.—Imported, iin. and 3-16in. round iron, 958. to

968. ; iin. do., 85s. ; fin. steel, round, SOs. ;
^in. round iron, 778. 6d. ;

do. steel, 72s. 6d.
;

|in. round iron, 70s. ; do. steel, practically none

in town ; -Jin. round iron, 62s. 6d. to 65s. ; fin. steel, 62s. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 70s. ; all at per lOOlbs.

Dunswart local iron, 45s lOOlb. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per

leolb. Steel-plates, 75s. to SOs. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon

and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in.

diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb. ; §in. diameter up to Sin.

long, 2s. 6d. lb. ; gin. dia.. Is. 6d. ; 3^in. and up long. Is. 6d. lb. ;

^in dia. up to Z^in long, 77s. 6d. 1001b; iin dia. and 2iin up long, 758.

per lOOlb.
;

|in. dia. up to 2.iin. long. Is. 6d. per lb.
; fin. diameter-

2Jin. and up long, 60s. per 1001b. ; jin. diameter, 2iin. and

up long, Is. per lb.
; Jin. and lin. diameter, same price as gin-

diameter; nuts, §in.. Is. 3d. per lb.; iin., 85s.; fin. 95s.;

Ifin. anfl liin., 85s. ; IJin. to IJin., 878. 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash-

ers, all 55s.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., iin.. Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 75s. to 80s.; |in., 72s. 6d. ;
|in. up, 60s.

100 lb.; shoea and dies, 329. 6d. to SSa. 100 lb.; rails, £35 per ton;

picks, 41b., 40s. dozen; shovels, 903. upwards dozen; drill hammers,

aid. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 4a. 6d.

;

24in., lOs. ; 30in., 148.; 36in., 17s. 6d. -per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 4s. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

BELTING, HOSE, PACKING, VALVES

Conveyor Belting
The life of a Conveyer Belt depends lai-gely

upon the wiear-resisting qualities of the cover on

the conveying side of the belt.

The economy of a Conveyor Belt depends upon

actual tonnage of material conveyed during the

life of the belt.

In the Goodyear Conveyor Belt there is a tough

centre cushion to meet the destructive force of

the material. Where wear demand is greatest

Goodyear is strongest. And the Metzler Cushion

edge protects the belt from abrasion and ply

separation.

These two fuciors insure the greatest tonnage,

low maintenance cost and continuous service,

even under adverse working conditions.

Transmission Belting

Engineers who have had years of experierwe

with Tranf?,missiou Belting are Goodyear " Blue

Streak's " most enthusiastic endorsers.

The severe demands of a belt on the main

drive and on heavy machines have no ten'ors for

the " Blue Streak " and " Klingtite " Belts.

There is a Goodyear Belt for each and.,£very

type of drive, therefore tell us your working con-

ditions, and wo will specify the best belt for

the purpose.

We also supply Hose for all purposes—Suction, Delivery, Rock Drill, Water, etc.

H. W. ALLKIN & CO., LTD.,
Corner of Marshall & Harrison Streets, Johannesburg.

P.O. Box 4951. Telegrams: "EYEWORTHY." 'Phones 236, 237.
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Engineering Notefi and News.

ROAD MOTOR TRACTION IN SOUTH AFRICA.

An Auxiliary to the Union Railways—Promoting Development of the Outside
Districts.

The General Manager of Railways, in his annual report,

writes : Numerous applications have been made for the

establishment of motor services in districts distant from the

railway. Whilst it has been necessary to recommend that

these appHcations be declined, owing to the unsuitable con-

struction and standard of maintenance of country roads, I

realise the disadvantage at which these communities are

placed by reason of their isolation from marliets. The
spirit of enterprise now abroad has extended to outlying

districts, many of which, tliough unfortunately situated in

relation to markets and far removed from the stimulating

influences of rail communication, are making commendable
strides towards development. The opportunities afforded by
the favourable prices at present offering for products of all

kinds appear to be fully realised in these outlying districts,

but a serious handicap is imposed by the absence of reliable

transport facilities. In a country like South Africa, in its

present state of development, and with but a sparse popula-

tion in the outlying districts, much useful service could be
rendered by mechanical transport, if worked in conjunction

with and as an auxiliary to the railways. Some of the ser-

vices might for a time be run at a loss, but the shortfall

would be less than on a branch line, however cheaply it be
constructed and worked. As soon as the war is over pressure

will be brought to bear for the construction of railways in

all parts of the Union. Even if a comprehensive scheme of

construction be decided upon, it will not be adequate to

satisfy requirements, as the capital expenditure necessary

to construct all lines in demand in the near future would
represent' a sum altogether beyond the resources of the

Union Treasury. Some of the lines advocated would, for a

time at least, prove a severe drain upon the revenue of the
Administration, a large proportion of which would be
required to meet losses on branch lines.

A Limit to Non-Payable Lines.

I appreciate that considerations other than the balance-
sheet factor must necessarily and very properly govern the
construction of State railways, but there is obviously a limit

to the non-payable lines that can be constructed without
adversely affecting the finances of the Administration, and
necessitating readjustments of rates which might react

seriously upon trade and upon the development of many
struggling industries. It may, therefore, be necessary to

call a halt with regard to new construction before all con-
tending claims have been met, and development will unques-
tionably be retarded if some of the districts now seeking
relief have to wait until all prior claims for railway coiri-

munication have been satisfied. The Administration has
proved what other countries have also proved, namely, that
mechanical transport is doomed to failure unless the roads
are well constructed, and are maintained at a high standard.

Country roads in South Africa are not, as a rule, suitable

for heavy motor traffic, and in view of the importance of the
road factor in any consideration of the question, responsi-

bility for the solution of the problem cannot rest solely and
entirely upon the Administration. At the same time, I

think the question of the provision of transport facilities for

these outlying districts is worthy of serious consideration
as a matter of public policy, and in the interests of the fuller

development of the resources of the State. Practically all

departments are interested, namely, Agricultural, Lands,
Forests, and Mines and Industries. The Provincial Adminis-
trations should be associated with the scheme, as they con-
trol the roads, and are equally interested in the prosperity
and development of their respective Provinces. The question
of providing transport for outlying districts and the possi-

bilities of motor traction as a solution of the problem is

much to the fore at present, even in countries like Great
Britain, with a vast network of railways. In the past the
motor was regarded in Great Britain and America as a com-
petitor to be eschewed. As 1 have already indicated, how-
ever, I look upon it more as an ally, and tliat is the spirit

—

awakened partly by war necessities—that now predominates
both in Gi-eat Britain and the States. One prominent
railway journal says: " As has been abundantly proved in
connection with the traffic of London alone, the interests

of the community, and, indeed, those of all concerned, are
best served by a fusion of transportation systems with a
centralised concentrated effort to reach the best results in

service and returns." A prominent military engineer, with
considerable experience of transport arrangements in India,
says: " Everyone knew now what a mistake that had been
(referring to the theory that railways in themselves were a
complete solution of the transportation problem), and it

could be seen how completely any system of railways, not
supplemented by a system of road carriage, failed to develop
the farm interests of a country, failed to distribute its

food ..." In some districts in England railway companies
run motor services with a view to developing traffic up to a
point which will justify new railways. A prominent British

railway official, in referring to these services, stated that,

as compared with light railways, they involved less capital

outlay, cost less to work, involved no difficulties in regard
to legal inquiries or land expropriation before estabHshment,
and gave a greater elasticity of service. It is, however,
constantly emphasised that the fullest utilisation of road
transport depends on a . comprehensive scheme of road
improvement. While this refers more to America than to

Great Britain, it applies with special force to South Africa,

where roads are not suitable for motor transport except in

the environs of large towns.

The Importance of Good Roads.

In my 1916 report I laid stress upon the importance of

good roads as a means of promoting development in remote
districts. The question of road construction in Victoria

(Australia) as an adjunct to the railways was investigated

by the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the
working of the Victorian Railways. A» extract from the
Commission's report is subjoined: " For the success of the
railways, good roads for the conveyance of produce to the
system are necessary, and this aspect has been considered.

. . . Your Commissioner is of opinion that if the funds
made available to the Roads Board were expended chiefly in

the construction and improvement of the roads giving access
to the railway system, the State and the railways would
benefit." I also subjoin extracts from the report of the
Commissioner of Railwaj's for Western Australia for the year
ended June 30, 1917, which are not without interest in this

connection: "... The present result (a deficit of f214,834)
is unquestionably due to the extension of the railways with-

out a corresponding increase in population and production.

... It is a question for careful consideration whether the
policy of construction can be reasonably and safely continued
until the population assumes such dimensions and the
State's resources reach that stage of maturity as to provide

a sufficiently increased business to warrant the additional

financial liability incurred in providing departmental lines.

. . . Our railway system has already considerably outgrown
the population and production of the State. Therefore, it

could not be hoped that it could continue to be worked at a

profit under such conditions. . . . The obvious remedy,
from a railway point of view, is to ensure sufficient settle-

ment in the districts already served by the existing railways
before any further lines are constructed." Agricultural and
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industrial development must proceed in unison with railway

expansion, and unless production in South Africa continues

to advance on a scale sufficient to justify a progressive policy

of railway extension, the construction of many lines still

necessary to open up the country will be delayed. As is

stated in the report of the Royal Commission recently

appointed to inquire into railways and transportation in
Canada: "But area means potentialities, not actualities.
Population alone can supply traffic. That the railway mile-
age already built will be insufficient for the Canada of the
future, we doubt not. The question which concerns to-day
is the relation of existing mileage to the circumstances of
the present and the future."

Ellison's Motor Ampere Calculator.
Any device which saves time in connection with the

installation of electric motors helps to increase the number
of power consumers. Electric power installation engineers

frequently have to deal with machines not only for different

voltages but for different systems, where a few years ago it

was customary to employ only C.C. motors. The exten-

sion of the generating station with A.C. plant nas brought

into general use alternating current mains for power pur-

poses. We have grown accustomed to talking glibly of the

use of electric power in industry, and we are apt to over-

look that in every instance the motors have to be handled

by the electric power contractor, who, in addition to fixing

the motor, must also arrange the correct size of the cable

with which to supply it. We are quite sure that electric

power contractors will welcome the Ellison Ampere Calcu-

lator, for it will relieve them of the trouble of constantly

working out the current required for the motore they are

installing and the nearest size of cable suitable for use in

connecting up with the power circuit. The calculator is

simplicity itself. It comprises a chart which reads in

horse power up to 100 and in amperes up to 200. The horee

power is read ofi La vertical lines and the amperes in hori-

zontal lines. The centre of the chart is occupied by four

arcs reading in voltages from 1 to 600—1-phase C.C,
2-phase and 3-phase circuits respectively. Pivotted at the
left-hand bottom comer is a narrow strip of celluloid, which
sweeps over the whole of the diagram and which can be
moved so that its left-hand edge, when placed against the
voltage of the motor, gives a reading of the amperes where
it intercepts the horse power line. No more simple method
for obtaining the current required for any motor from 1 to

1,000 h.p. could be devised. At the left hand of the chart
is a column containing figures which give the nearest stand-
ard V.I.E. cable S.W.G. I.E.E. rating to the current
shown in the column immediately adjoining. The calculator

measures 14 inches deep by 12 inches wide, and can either

be hung on the wall or stood on the desk. It is finished in

best washable gelatine and has every appearance of being

built to withstand hard usage. It is one of the most prac-

tical devices we have seen for a long time. It should also

serve as a useful piece of publicity literature for George
Ellison's products, in the way of C.C. circuit breakers and
A.C. motor control gear. Both these latter are well known
to our readers as representative types of standardised British

electrical products.

IMPORTANT TO SECRETARIES OF COMPANIES.

THE ARGUS PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
LIMITED, make a Speciality In the ...

PRINTING OF COMPANIES' ANNUAL REPORTS.

and can execute these

IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AFTER RECEIPT OF COPY.

THE NEW MACHINERY LATELY INSTALLED IN THEIR WORKS Is the means ol their

expediting this particular class of work.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION TO

The Argus Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd.,

Box 1014. Lower President Street, Johannesburg.

'PHONE UP 3232.
Representatives especially set apart to wall upon

Clients on receipt ol a Telephone Message.
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Company Meetings.

TRANSVAAL & DELA60A BAY

INVESTMENT CO.

£100000 PLACED TO RESERVE

The highly satisfactory position of

the Transvaal and Delagoa Bay In-

vestment Company, Ltd., was the sub-

ject of an interesting report submittedi

at the annual meeting of the companyi
wliich was held in Exploration Build-

ings on Dec. 10. Mr. S. C. Black pre-

sided, and also present were: Messrs.

J. T. Goldsbury, P. C. Haviland, G.
Scnn, S. Fleischer, Comte F. de Fer-

rieres, W. J. Dold, \V. M. Berlein and
B. Moses, secretary.
(Share representation, 80,577).

In moving the adioption of the re-

port, the chairman said:

—

The report and statement of ac-

counts, which I have pleasure in sub-
mitting to you for adoption, will, I

feel sure, toe as satisfactory to you as

they are to the Board. The realised
net profit, after writing off £8,911 4s.

3d), for depreciation, and making pro-

vision for the payment of income, di-

vidend and excess profits taxes,
amounts to £81,936 6 2
We brought forward from

last year 125,272 2 10

207,208 9
Less placed to reserve
fund 100,000

Making a total to credit
of profit and loss ac-
count of £107,208 9

Your directors considered) it desir-
able to create a reserve fund, and to
place to it the sum of £100,000; in
terms of clause 98 of the memorandum
of association, I shall invite you at a
latei stage of this meeting to confirm
it. We reconimended a dividend of 25
per cent, equil to 5s. per share, free
of Union of South Africa dividend
tax. This will absorb £46,250, leav-
ing £60,958 9s. to be carried forward.
The balance sheet, as in previous
years, exhibits the various items with
such clearness that I need not refer
to them in detail. The financial posi-
tion of your company has been still

further strengthened, which must be
gratifying to all shareholders. Cash
and equivalent assets represent
£192,628 10s. 8(1. In this total is in-
cluded cash at bank, British and
Union of South Africa war loans and
Treasury bills. The profits for the
year again show an increase, derived
not only from additional tonnage of
coa! sold, but also from other of your
Company's invo^^tment.

The directors' report briefly
refers to a number of pro-
perties prospected durins; 'the
period under review. Though quiti^
ready to take advantage of any oppor-
tunity to invest in promising mining
and industrial propositions, we have
always exercised considerable caution
by avoiding ventures of a highly
specul.Ttivp nature. We are even now
busy closely investigating a number
of properties, which we hold under
option, but whose prospects are still
undetermined.

A Prosperous Year.
The

_
Transvaal and Delagoa Bay

Collieries, owned entirely by your
company has, despite many difficulties,
experienced a prosperous year. We
were able to keep both pits at work.

and though at times neither was
ing at its full capacity, the output for
the 12 months reached a total of
7n7,7ii9 tons, as Compared with 674,.367
fo- the previous year. Our maximum
output in any one month was 75,269
tons, and the largest in any one day
4.119 tons. This, however, represents
by no means what we are able to
do, as our pits and surface equipment
could have dealt with a still larger
tonnage. Whilst a shrinkage in ship-
pmg to South Afri^-.an ports was but
too apparent during 1917-18, yet con-
sidermg the abnormal shortage of
available vessels dae to war demands
i;i Northern seas, we have much to
be thankful for that so little real dis-
turbance to South African trade mani-
fested itself, especially during the
first six months of the present year.
Wl.'ilst in pre-war times we often had
reason to complain of the shortage of
railway truckage, it is but fair and due
to the South African Railways to say
that seldom has the supply to the col-
lieries been so regular and prompt
as during the present year, and I re-
cognise and appreciate the efficiency
of the department responsible for the
allocation of rolling stock.

6,082,105 Tons.
The Transvaal Owners' Association,

of which your coUieryi is a member,
disposed of 6,032,105 tons during the
year ended June, 1918, as compared
with 5,902,158 tons in the preceding
year. Of this total the mining indus-
try utilised 1,876,584 tons, the Govern-
ment Railways within the Union of

?"A'\
^^"""^^^ 1,067.766 tons, shipping

at Delagoa Bay 880,518 tons, shippini
at_ Capetown 294.946 tons, various
inaustries and consumers all
over South Africa, the
balance of 1.962,291 tons.

1 he Association continues its efforts
to rostPT and advance an export trade,
and I hope we shall have the support
of Government to encourage the ex-
pansion of the coal industry by low
railway rates, both for bunkering and
in trading with other countries The
present rates, whilst they enabled
bouth Africa to secure a fair share
of bunkering and export trade in the
abnormal times of war, consequent on
high prices ruling elsewhere, would
not only prevent any expansion of our
coal industry, but arrest its develop-
nient. And here let me say, we have
observed tliat whenever the railway
revenue failed to approximate to the
Minister s estimates the simple expe-
dient of raising the bunker coal rates
was found his principal and most con-
venient refuge. Throughout the war
uhe iransvaal Collieries have either
not advanced their prices, or, when
found absolutely necessary to do so
in order to meet the higher working
costs, the advance has been very
slight. We do not notice that the
rates for other products of this coun-
tiy—which had greatly appreciated in
price—were in any way increased in
proportion,

Railway Rates.
In proof of my assertion, I submit

to you the following figures. Before
the w^ar the railway rate for bunker
coal from Transvaal shipping collieries
to Delagoa Bay, which is 277 miles
distant, was 63. Id. per ton; during
the war it was raised to 16s. 7d., or
an increase of 173 per cent. To the
port of Capetown it was 14s. per ton,
less Is. rebate. In 1916 the rebate
was cancelled and the rate increased
to 20s. In 1917 it was again advanced
to 24s., and in 1918 a terminal cliarge

work- was added, making it 24s. 6d. per tonWe were assured that these increases
were merely temporary war measures,
and under the circamstances they were
accepted with little demur. Now it
If proposed to still further increase
the rate to Capetown to 27s. per ton.
a total advance of 108 per cent onthe pre-war figure. I am afraid col-
lery interests are singled out becausethey are apparently politically voice-
less, a posilion which it would be most
desirable to remedy. I feel that withproper and sympathetic treatment, the
coal industry of this countrv is cap-
able of considerable expansion and
would thus materially benefit the
btate. The collieries in South Africa,
1 am giad to state, have been free
from disturbances in the matter of
laoour disputes, which enabled the
coal output to be produced with re-

8"ff,i'y- This state of affairs was,
and IS, due to the good sense on the
part of both empjoyer and employed.
We felt that, however uncertain the
supplies of coal might become dur-
ing the war in other parts of the Em-
pire, no shortage either to shipping
or other industries should be ascribed
to lack of a right spirit on the part
ot those engaged in this industry,
i-yeryone connected with the collieries
did their best to maintain and, where
necessary, increase the production,
and I take this opportunity to ex-
press our recognition of the loyal
service of both whites and natives em-
ployed in the business of coal win-
ning throughout the long period of
stress and strain of war.
^
Since the close of our financial year

ftouth Africa has been visited
by an outbreak of Spanish
influenza. The disease has been of
unexampled severity, and the mortal-
ity caused by it greater than any-
t-iing hitherto experienced in the his-
tory ot the country. A great number
ot our employes became subject 'to
the epidemic, but owing to timely
precaution on the part of the manage-
ment, I am thankful to say that yourcompany did not suffer the loss of a
single white or native employe,
directly attributable to the epidemic.

A New Undertaking,
We have paiticipated in starting

a new undertaking in this country
namely, the production ol pig iron
from ore found close to Pretoria. The
Pretoria Iron Mines, Ltd., is a com-
pany promoted with a view to the
ultimate manufacture of various iron
and steel products. So far, the pig
iron turqed out has proved to be of
satisfactory quality, and as the com-
pany commenced work under very
sympathetic auspices, let us hope
that it may prove not only a sucess,
but the forerunner of a great and
important Transvaal industry.

If a country's potential industrial
greatness is dependent on its re-
sources of coal and iron deposits, then
South Africa's future is assured. Its
production of gold and diamonds has
been no mean factor in the increase
•f it.< wealth and activity, but I look
forward to a time not far distant—pro-
vided no artificial restrictions are im-
posed—when agriculture coupled
with the expansion of its" coal, iron
and other industries, will lift South
Africa to a very different commercial
plane from that ocupied by her at
the present time.'

Turning now to your landed inter-
ests, we disposed of a few farms, re-
taining the mineral rights, and ac^
quired by purchase in December last
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the coal rights over some 2,677 acres

in the Middelburg ditrict of the
Transvaal. The directors' report
briefly touches upon it, and I would
just add that the Board is well sat-

isfied with the exercise of its option,

which was obtained so far back as 1904.

Otherwise the schedule of your pro-

perty assets calls for no further com-
ment. In company with my co-direc-

tor, Mr. J. Berlein, I recently paid a
visit to Delagoa Bay. We found that

progress is discernible in many direc-

tions, and improvements in sanitation,

streets and buildings are undoubtedly
apparent. The nearness of the port to

the Transvaal should make Delagoa
Bay a very important coaling station

in the early future. That is not only
our own view, but it is shared by
those on the spot well qualified to

form an opinion. I should like to

take this opportunity to express our
acknowledgements to Col .Errol Mac-
donell, C.M.G., the British Consul-
General at Lourenco Marques, for the

invariable courtesy shown to his

countrymen visiting Delagoa Bay,
and the attention to their interests,

especially during the long period of

the war. Included in the statement
of accounts is an item of £1,328 5s.

for sundry charitable and war dona-
tions, but this does not include the
payments made to those of our men
who were still serving at the front,

and their dependents. I feel sure that

you cheerfully concur in such expen-
diture, and I will beg you formally

to confirm it.

Sacrifices of the War.

We meet to-day under circum-
stances that point towards universal

peace. Looking back over the past

four years of war, we in South Africa

can but faintly appraise the immense
sacrifices of Great Britain and her

Allies, which were necessary to secure

the ultimate triumph of their arms.

We owe an immeasurable debt of

gratitude to the men and women who
gave up their lives for the Great

Cause, and let us also never forget

those who survived the ordeal. I had
hoped that our colleague, Mr. J. Ber-

lein, would have been present at the

meeting, but he was unfortunately un-

able to attend. This company owes

its inception to hiro, and he was our
chairman until he took up his perma-
nent residence in England. Mr. Ber-

lein has rendered valuable services to

the company over a very long period,

services for which no remuneration
was ever sought. At all times he has
promoted the company's welfare, and
his business prudence and acumen
have been of distinct benefit, and

have contributed in great measure, to

the successful results achieved in the

past, and to the present gratifying

position of the company. Like in-

numerable other fathers, he has had
to endure the bereavement resulting

from the sacrifice of two brave sons

who fell on the Western Front early

in the war, and I am sure that you
will join with me in r#eording our
profound sympathy to him and to his

family. It is with great regret I have
to announce the demise in September
last of Mr. Jas. Ferguson, for over
17 years one of our colleagues on the

directorate. He resided in England
for some years past. The loss of his

only son on active service, caused a

sudden breakdown in health, which
undoubtedly hastened his end, and to

his family also we tender our sincere

jympathv. Mr. W. J. Dold acted for

Mr. Ferguson on the board as his al-

ternate. The latter gentleman has
been appointed to the vacant ocat,

which I beg you to con-

firm. Before closing my resume, it

may interest you to know that the

enemy shareholders of this company
do not represent a holding of more
than 6.1 per cent, and, as you are

doubtless aware, tneir shares a,re

vested in the hands of the Custodian

of Jinemy i'roperty both here and in

London. During the long period of

the war, mining undertakings in

South Africa have experienced con-

siderable difficulties, wtiich, however,

in our case, were sjUCcessfuUy over-

come. In this connection, much
credit is due to our general manager
at the colliery, Mr. Jas. Mcfhee,
M.Sc, M.K., for his energy and fore-

signt, and 1 wish to take this oppor-

tunity to record our appreciation of

his services. I should like our staff

and workmen to know how much ive

value the good work done by them,

also the officials »t the Head office,

Johannesburg, at our London office

and our agents at Delagoa Bay. With

these remarks I now beg to move that

the directors' report, balance sheet,

and profit and loss account for the

year ended 31st August. 1918, be re-

ceived and adopted, and that the

amount of the reserve fund therein

referred to be fixed at £100,000.

Mr. Haviland, in seconding the

adoption of the report and accounte.

said: In seconding the resolution that

has just been proposed I would like

to draw the attention of shareholders

to the excellent work that has been

done and to the very satisfactory re-

sults" obtained. To be able to carry

£100,000 to a reserve fund, declare a

dividend of 25 per cent, and at the

same time carry forward a balance of

£60,958 is a position on which the

directors can. congratulate them-

selves. To these few words I would

like to add that although as a general

rule shareholders are satisfied to re-

ceive their dividends without com-

ment, in this case I would like to take

the opportunity of expressing the

thanks and appreciation of share-

holders to all those connected witr

the management and staff Qf thi=

company.
Mr. J. T. Goldsbury said: I shoiilrl

like to draw the attention of share-

holders to the very small amount of

fees drawn by the directors for the

year under review, which I think we
must all admit is inadequate. I have,

therefore, mucli pleasure in proposing

that a bonus be voted ti> the directors

which, with the amount drawn by
them as ordinary fees, will bring their

total fees for the year ended 31st

August, 1918, to one thousand
pounds.
This was seconded by Mr. G. Sonn,

and carried unanimously.
The report and accounts were

adopted, and the retiring directors

were re-elected.

BLAAUWBOSCH DIAMONDS,

LIMITED.

The ninth annual general meeting
of shareholders in Blaauwbosch Dia-
monds, Ltd., was held in the Board
Room, No. 2, Cheapside, on December
5th, Mr. G. S. Ronaldson presiding.
There were present:—Messrs. J
van Praagh, M. M. Aaronson, C. W.
Bodley, N. F. Marcus, and J. D.
Tyson (secretary). Shares to the
number of 18,413, personally and by
proxy, were held out of an issued
capital of £24,500. The minutes of

the last annual general meeting, and
the report and statement of accounts,
were taken as read. The report of

the directors was as follows :—The

nominal capital of the company is

£24;^(X) fully issued. The company
owns 100 morgen freehold under the
title of "Catherine's Fancy," being a
portion of the farm "Blaauwboschton-
tein," No. 229, District Boshof, O.F.S.,
and six-tenths of the mining rights
over the said 100 morgen, and we
hold a lease of the Government's
four-tenth's share. The number of

loads removed from the mine and
treated during the year is fully stated

by the manager in his report hereto
attached. We have again been ham-
pered by the difficulty, and in some
cases impossibility, ot obtaining ne-

cessary supplies, a difficulty which
will increase with the prolongation
of the present war. The balance-
sheet shows a net profit on the

year's working of over £9,000. A
liberal amount has been written ofl

for depreciation, provision has been
made for the Government mining
tax, and the debit standing to profit

and loss account has been liquidated,

which leaves us with a credit balance
of £3,300. Under the existing diffi-

culties referred to in the previous
paragraph, and the enormous increase
HI tne price of all our requirements,
the position must be considered satis-

factory. The diamonds produced from
the mine totalled 20,110J carats, and
realised £30,613 lis. lid. Messrs. B.
Oppenheimer and N. F. Marcus re-

tire in terms of the Articles of As-
sociation, and, being eligible, offer

themselves for re-election, Mr. F.

J, Gardiner retires, but offers himself
for reappointment as auditor. The
Chairman, in moving the adoption of

the directors' report and financial
statement, said:—.\t our last meeting
I remarked that the large amount oi

dead work done during the previous
ye.ar would greatly assist in this year's
work. I think I can fairly claim that

this forecast was correct; for the
year ended June, 1917, we treated
60.000 loads of blue; 16,500 loads of

tailings, and hauled 230,000 loads of

reef; and for the year ended June.
1918, 93,660 loads of blue. 12,000 loads
of lumps and tailings were treated,

and 95.000 loads of reef hauled, where-
as we dumped four loads of reef as
against one load of blue treated to

Tune, 1917, we had only to haul one
load of -reef for every load of blue to

June, 1918. The difference between
the amount of blue ground and tail-

ings treated in the two yejirs is re-

flected in the price realised for the
diamonds; in the former year 18,429

carats produced realised £21,991, and
in the period under review 20,110
carats realised £30,757, an average of

approximately 24s. per carat as against
30s. The net profit for the year is

£9,000. This enabled lis to place the
affairs of the company upon a sound
financial basis, as we have wiped out
the deibit standing to profit and loss

.account, an amount of £3,100 has
been written off equipment account,
and we carry forward £3,300 to the
credit of profit and loss account. The
greatly increased cost of all mini it
material has raised our working costs

by 25 per cent., otherwise we would
be able to show a still more favour-
able position. Prospecting and devel-
opment have disclosed an extension
of four or five claims under the re<>f

and since the close of the finanoinl

year we have discontinued hauling
blue to clear the reef from these
claims, and also to render the mine
safe for deoper workinsrs. The man-
ager and staff have again loyally car-

ried out their duties, a^d I should
like to record the Board's apprecia-
tion of their services.

Tn conclusion . the Chairmin moved
"That the reports and accounts to

the 30th June, 1918, as audited, and
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now before the ifieeting, be approved
and adopied."
• Mr. Van Praagh seconded, and the

motion was carried.

On the motion of Mr. Aaronson,
seconded by Mr. Tyso", Messrs. B.

Oppenhormer and N. F. Marcus were
re-elected directors.
Mr. Aaronion moved that the remu-

neration of the auditor for the past

year be lelt in the hands of the direc-

tors, and that Mr. F. J. Gardiner be
reappointed lor the ensuing year.

Tnis was seconded by Mr. Bodley,
and agreed to.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman
concluded the meeting.

PNIELS, LIMITED.

The fifth annual general meeting
of shareholders in Pniels, Ltd., was
held in the Board Room, 2, Cheap-
side, Kiniderley, on December 4tli.

Mr. G. S. Ronaldson presiding. There
were present;—Messrs. M. M. Aaron-
son, J. van Praagh. N. F. Marcus,
and J. D. Tyson (secretary). Shares
to the number of 77,3S9, personally
and by pro.xy, were held out of an
issued capital of £10U,0UU. The Secre-

tary read the notice convening the
meeting. The minutes of the last an-
nual general meeting, and the report
land statement of accounts, were
taken as read. The report of the
directors was as follows;—The author-
ised capital remains at £125.000 in

125,000 shares of £1 each, of which
100,000 are issued and fully paid up.
The gross revenue for the year was
£3,390 10s. 9d., whilst the expendi-
ture amounted to £3.553 Os. 6d.,

which leaves a loss of £162 9s. 9d. on
the year's working. This loss is at-

tributable to the serious decline in the
production of diamonds and the
greatly enhanced cost of all material.
The accompanying manager's report
will show that the numiber of diggers
operating on our property has re-

mained stationary throughout the
year; nor can an augmentation be
looked forward to during the continu-
ance of the war. Messrs. G. S.

Ronaldson. J. van Praagh, and N. F.
M'arcus retire in accordance with the
Articles of Association but, being
eligible, offer themselves for re-elec-

tion. Mr. F. J. Gardiner retires, but
offers himself for reappointment. The
Chairman, in moving the adoption 6f

the report and statement of accounts,

said;—in presentmg to you tne direc-

tors' report and accounts, very lew

words are necessary. The issued

capital of the company remains un-

ali,ered, and stands at £100,000. The
company's operations for the year
show a loss of £162, which compared
with the two preceding years would in

ordinary tunes be regarded as most
unsatistactory, but can be explained

iiy tne loss of revenue usually de-

rived Iroai the construction of break-

waters, which, owing to the phenom-
enally- high stats of the river, was
quite impracticable during the year.

Moreover, owing to the continuance

of the war over the whole period

now under review, no influx of dig-

gers took place. Happily an armis-

tice has been concluded, and a peace,

glorious to the Allied arms, is in

sight; although during the present

financial year we are not likely to feel

tne benefit, we are hopeful that next

year our position will be improved.

The financial position of the company
remains perfectly sound, our cash

assets amounting to nearly £19,000,

whilst our liabilities are practically

nil. I have again pleasure in record-

ing the excellent services rendered

by the Manager, who throughout ihe

year carried out his duties to our

entire satisfaction. I now beg to

move that the directors' report and
statement of accounts be adopted.

Mr. Aaronson seconded the

motion, which was agreed to.

Mr. Aaronson moved that Messrs.

G. S. Rrnaldson, J. van Praagh, and

N. F. Marcus, the retiring directors,

be re-elected.

Mr. Tyson seconded the motion,

which was agreed to.

On the motion of Mr. Aaronson,

seconded by Mr. Marcus, it was •-?-

solved that the remuneration of the

auditor for the past year be left in

the hands of the directors, and that

Mr. F. J. Gardiner oe r-Mppoin;2d

for the ensuing year.

A vote of thanks to the Cnaliman

for presiding terminated thj procoed-

ings.

NEW THOR DIAMOND MINING

CO., LTD.

The eighth annual general meeting of

sbaveholders in the New Thor Diamond
Mining Company, Ltd ., was held in the

Board Room, No. 2, Cheapaide, Kimber-
ley, on Thursday, December 5, Mr. G. 3.

Ronaldson presiding. There were pre-

sent Messrs. J. van Praagh, C. W. Bod-
ley, G. R. Benford, N. F. Marcus, M. M.
Aaronson, and J. D. Tvgon (secretary).

Shares to the numlj?r of 45,833 were
represented personally and by proxy.

The minutes of the late annual gene-
ral meeting and the report of the direc-

tors and statement of accounts were
taken as read.

The report of the directors was as fol-

lows;

Mining operations have not yet been
resumed, nor will it be practicable until
the termination of the war, when it is
hoped that tlie present very serious oiffi-

culties in obtaining all necessary mining
material will disappear. The work of
prospecting other portions of our pro-
perty has been steadily proceeded with,
but nothing of an important nature has
been discovered. It will be seen from
the balance sheet that a satisfactory pro-
fit has been made on the realisation of
certain of our investments. In terms of
the articles of association all the direc-
tors retire, but being eligible, offer them-
selves for re-election. The retiring audi-
tor, Mr. F, J. Gardiner, offers himself
for reappointment.

^The Chairman, in moving the adop-
tion of the report and statement of ac-
counts, said; " In presenting to you the
dii-ectors' report and statement of ac-
counts, I have very little to add to the
iufonnation I gave you at our last an-
nual meeting, the hope then expressed
that sufficient profits would result from
our investments has been justified, as
not only have they enabled us to pay
for all prospecting done during the year,
but a substantial amount has been "util-
ised in reducing the balance standing to
the debit of profit and loss account.
Prospecting, thus far, has not revealed
the existence of further payable min'e
ground on other portions of tlie propeity,
but until the whole luopertv has been
thoroughly prospected it is the intention
of your board to continue this work I
now beg to move that the report and
balance sheet be adopted.
Mr. Benford seconded the motion,

which was agreed to.
Mr. Bodley moved, Mr. Tyson seconded,

and it was resolved that the retiring
directors, Messrs. G. Roy Lewis H
Daubney, Dr. G. H. Lsmar, G. S. Ronald-
son, J van Praagh, and N. F. Marcus,
be re-elected
Mr. Marcus moved, Mr. Bodley second-

ed, and It was resolved that the remu-
neration of the auditor for the past year

1 . -f^r'"
4''*^ '''""'* "^ ""^ directors, and

that jUr. F. J. Gardiner be reappointed
for the ensuing year.
A vote of thanks to the chairman ter-

minated the meeting.

Nationality of

Mr. Henry Samuel.

Estates Company,

At Bow Street Police Court recently I\Lr. Garrett had before

him the adjourned summonses against

, the Maccabean Land Company, Empire
Builders, New Lydenburg Minerals
Exploring Company, Transvaal Northern
Zwartland (Transvaal) Land Company,

Transvaal Exploring Land and Minerals Company and
Transvaal United Trust and' Finance Company for failing in

furnishing particulars to the Registrar of Companies to give

full and accurate information, as required by the Companies
Acts, respecting the nationality of origin, etc., of one of the
directors^Henry Samuel. There were also adjourned sum-
monses against Heyman (known as Henry) Samuel, of

Gloucester Terrace, Paddington, charging him in respect of

each of the companies named with permitting default to be
made in furnishing the particulars required concerning his

nationality. It was stated at the previous hearings that in

the returns made by ' the companies Mr. Samuel was
described simply as a British subject. The space in which
his nationality of origin should have been stated if it was
different from his present nationality was left blank, thus
leaving it to be inferred that he had always bi^en a British
subject, whereas, according to the prosecution, he was
originally a German subject. On behalf of the companies
it was stated that the returns had been filled up in accord-
ance with the information supplied to them by Mr. Samuel
himself. Mr. Frampton, on behalf of Mr. Samuel, said ho
had had an opportunity of considering what took place at

the last hearing, and had advised his client that he had m
lawno answer to the charge. Mr. Samuel, accepting his
advice, would plead guilty; but it was only right that certain
pircumstanees should be stated. Mr. Samuel was a
Jew and had no German blood of any description
running in his veins. His ancestors were Spanish
and went to Poland before the dismemberment of
that kingdom. He was born there, after the dis-
memberment, in German territory, of Jewish parents. He
had always regarded himself as a Jew having no nationality
whatever except the Jewish, which had not yet been recog-
nised by the Courts. Being a pure Jew by descent, Mr.
Samuel repudiated the idea that he was a German; he had
never conformed to any of the obligations of German citizen-
ship or done anything to lead anyone to treat him as a

German. His son had served in the British Army in the
present war, and his daughter had served as a V.A.D. nurse.
Mr. Garrett said the defendant had undoubt<?dly made a
statement to the effect that his nationalitj' of origin was
British, whereas in fact it was not. He was horn in Ger-
many and owed allegiance to Germany unless he had got
rid of the obligation by naturalisation elsewhere. On each
of the seven summonses he must pay a fine of .€100, and
would also have to pay 2.5 guineas costs—total £726 5s. In
regard to the summonses against the companies, as the
latter had been misled by I\Ir. Samuel into making the incor-
rect returns, he would order each company to pay only a
fine of 20s. and five guineas costs.
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Transvaal and Deiagoa Bay Investment Co., Ltd.
(Incorporated in tbe Transvaal.)

REPORT
Submitted to the Shareholders at the Ordinary Annual General Meeting, held in the Board Room,

Exploration Buildings, Johannesburg, on Tuesday, the 1 0th December, 1918, at 4 p-ni.m.

The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the Shareholders

the annexed Statement of Accounts for the year ended 31st August,

1918.

The realised Net Profit, after deduct-

ing estimated Income, Dividend
and Excess Profits Taxes, amounts
to £81,936 6 2

Balance brought forward from last

year £167,497 2 10

From which is deducted :

—

Dividend No. 15 of 4/6
per Share £41,625

Bonus to Directors ... 600
Placed to Reserve Fund 100,000

142,225
25,272 2 10

Making the total tu the Credit of Profit and Loss
Account £107,208 9

The Directors recommend that a Dividend of 5s. per Share= 25
per cent., be paid, free of Union of South Africa Dividend Tax.

This will absorb £46,250 and leave a balance of £60,958 9s. to

be carried forward.
From the amount standing to the Credit of Profit and Loss

-Account at 31st August, 1917, your Directors considered it ad-

visable to create a Reserve Fund, to which they have placed the

sum of £100,000; this, in terms of Clause 98 of the Articles of

Association you are asked to confirm.

Financial Position.—Cash and Equivalent Assets, less Sundry
Creditors, amount to £192,628 10s. 8d.

The Company's holdings in Shares have been increased to the

extent of £6,484 ISs. id., and now stand at £19,897 19s. 4d. The
lamount m short-dated British Treasury Bills has been reduced to

£43,000, and £40,000 Union of South Africa Treasury BiUs has
been acquired.

During the year £20,000 Union of South Africa S per cent.

Local Registered Stock, 1921-1936, was purchased ; the holding of

British 5 per cent. War Loan 19291947 remains at £25,150.

The profits for the year again show an increase, derived from
additional tonnage of coal sold and from profits made on invest-

ments.

The financial resources of the Company have been further

strengthened.

A good many properties have been examined and prospected

during the year, the cost of which has been written of?.

The option to purchase the coal rights on the farm Klipfontein

No. 17, late Bankfontein, district Middelburg, Transvaal, 2,677

acres in extent, was exercised. We have tested the property by
boreholes and are satisfied that it contains seams of good coal over

the whole of the area acquired, varying in thickness up to a

maximum of 18 feet at fiom 145 to 200 feet from the surface. The
Springs-Witbank Railway Line ti-averses the property from East
to West, which adds considerably to its value as a mining pro-

position

The Transvaal and Deiagoa Bay Collieries,

owned entirely by this Company, produced 7o7,709 tons of coal,

an increase of 83,342 tons compared with ihe previous year.

The Transvaal Coal Owners' Association (1910), Ltd., of which

your Company is a member, has been re-formed for a period of

five years from 1st July, 1918, land continues to distribute tha

product of the affiliated Collieries, with advantage to both sup-

plier and consumer.
Owing to more regularity in the supply of railway truckage,

the Collieries were enabled to work under conditions of greater

efficiency than for some years past. Much credit is due to the

Railway Administration for the manner in which the increased de-

mands made on them have been met, notwithstanding the difficulty

of obtaining rolling stock at the present time.

The width of the seam and superior quality of the coal remain

unchanged.
Machinery, Plant, Buildings and Railway have been main-

tained, and are in good condition.

The sum of £8,911 4s. 3d. has been written off for Depreciation.

Capital Expenditure, less amounts received for old machinery

sold, totalled £2,800 7s Id., and includes the purchase of an 86-

ton locomotive, further extension of water service, and erection of

a dairy and stablts for cattle.

The annexed Manager's Report furnishes particulars of the

year's operationa
A number of the Collieries' employees have been on active war

-service for a considerable period, and the Board desire to record

appreciation of their loyalty and patriotism.

The Directors have much pleasure in again giving expression

to their appreciation of the excellent services of the General

Manager, Mr. James McPhee, M.Sc, M.E., and of the good work
of the Staff and other employees.

The Company's

Freehold Properties in Lourenco Marques (Deiagoa Bay),

remain unchanged.
Transvaal Farms.

The surface rights of one farm in the Rustenburg District, and
small portion of the farm in the Middelburg District were sold

during the year, all mineral rights being retained. The following

is Schedule of the Company's holdings:

—

Acres.

Farms, Freehold, Full Interest 61,080

Farms, Freehold, Undivided Half Interest in 96,012

Farms. Mineral or Coal Rights only. Full Interest 13,577

Farm, Mineral Rights only. Undivided Half Interest 21,873

Farms, Leasehold or Under Option, Full Interest 7,356

Directorate.—It is with deep regret that your Directors have
to record the death of Mr. James Ferguson, who was for many
years a memb.^r of your Board of Directors. Mr. Walter John
Dold hap been elected to fill the vacancy created by the decease

of Mr. Ferguson.
In terms of the Articles of Association, all the Directors retire.

Tliey offer themselves for reelection.

Auditors.—The Auditors, Messrs. E. Danckwerts & Co., retir*

and offer themselves for re-election.

By Order of the Board,

B. MOSES, Secretary.

The Transvaal Gold Fields Building,

6, Fraser Street, Johannesburg,
7th November, 1918.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT lor the YEAR ENDED 31st AUGUST, 1918.

Dr.
To Directors' and London Comm!tte.e Fees ,£218 8

,, Salaries, Printing, Stationery, Audit, Insurance,

Advertising, Legal and General Expenses, Johan-
nesburg and London {has Fees Received) 1,435 13

,, Salaries, Insurance and General Expenses in

Deiagoa Bay .-. 855 16 5

„ Licences, Taxes and Expenses on Farms, Claims
and Landed Properties 4.091 5

„ Donations to War Relief Funds, etc 1,328 5

„ Property Maintenance Deiagoa Bay and Trans-
vaal 877 3 1

,, Amount Written Off for Depreciation of

Machinery, Buildings, Railway, etc 8,911 4 3

„ Balance carried to Balance Sheet 81,936 6 2

J99,653 16 4

Cr.

By Realised Profit, Rents Received, Interest, etc.

(le-^s Estimated Taxes to 31st August. 1918, under
Income Tax (Consolidation) Act, 1917 £99,653 16 4

,£99,653 16 4 -;
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A Bonus (or the

Production of Cold.

The annual general meetings of the New Modder, the
Modder East and Nourse Mines took

The Week's place this week, and full reports will be
Company Nestings, found in this and the next issues.

Comment on the many interesting

features of the speeches from the chair must, however, be
reserved till next week.

* * * *
The Minister of Mines and Industries has been pleased to

appoint a Departmental Committee to
A Commission on inquire into and report upon the foUow-

Mine Trading. iug matters:—(a) The desirabihty or
otherwise of altering the present system

of native trading on the mines, whether by the establish-

ment of co-operative stores or otherwise, (b) The desira-
bility or otherwise of altering the present method of the
disposal of trading sites under the Trading on Alining Ground
Regulation Act, 1910. (c) To what extent any such altera-

tion is practicable and advisable. The following gentlemen
have been appointed to be members of the committee :

—
Herbert Hamel, Mining Commissioner, Boksburg (Chair-
man); John James Innes Middleton, Under-Secretary for

Finance ; Herbert Sutton Cooke, Acting Director of Native
Labour, Johannesburg; Johannes Pttrus du Toit, Mining
Commissioner, Krugersdorp.

* * * *

.\s was to be expected (says the Australasian), the Acting
Prime IVIinister (Hon. W. A. Watt) was
unable to ofifer any hope that the
Commonwealth Government would pay
a bonus for the pi-oduction of gold in

Australia. The same question is engaging the attention of
leading mining men in London. A number of those who are
moving in the matter are directors of South Afi'ica mines,
who have great financial weight in the city. The committee
appointed to further approach the British Government are

hot of the sort to have their demand lightly set aside. It

includes such men as Lord Harris, Sir Lionel Phillips, Sir

Newton Moore, and ^Messrs. E. Taylor, D. 0. Malcolm, and
H. Blyth. The argument being used there is that any
alt'Cration paid in the price for gold does not involve a change
in the gold standard as applied to the currencj'. The
interesting part of the discussion is that one of the argu-

ments is that, as the State saw fit to buy the whole of the
Australian output of zinc in the interest of the Empire for

a term of years, a purchase of the whole of the gold output
might be justified on the same plea of Imperial interests.

* * # *

The strike at Block " A," Randfoutein, has tenninated and
the men returned to work this week. As

The Randfontein stated in our last issue, a Board of Enquiry
Strike, sat at the Chamber of Mines, and it con-

sidered two points. On the first point the
Board arrived at a unanimous finding that the evidence was
not sufficient to prove that Day had been victimised. This
finding was reported to a meeting of the Miners' Union held

last Saturday at the Trades Hall, and the following resolu-

tion was adopted: " That the men return to work on Block
' A ' and use every end ^avour to secure the reinstatement

of Mr. Day on the Randfontein Gold Mining Company, and
further that we all agree to support Mr. Di\y finalicially until

he starts work again." The procedure in regard to calling

for a Board of Reference before taking strike action was also

d'scussed by the Board of Enquiry, which came to the con-

clusion that cases of alleged vi^'timisation should not be

exceptions to the rule, and that the men concerned in such
allegations would be safeguirded by a guarantee from the

Chamber to the effect that if the Board found in favour of

the man he would be reinstated and paid in full for his time
off. Such an undertaking had been given in the ease of Day.
Two hints were thrown out by the Boaid of Enquiry in the

way of advice. The first was that decisions by the men
involving drastic action should be taken by secret ballot.
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The second was that, as in the case of the Eandfontein

strike, when both parties refused to take the initiative in

calling a Board of Reference, the management should report

the matter to the Chamber of Mines and the men should

report to the Federation of Trades. Then it would be for the

Chamber and the Federation to bring the parties together.

Under the resolution the strikei-s have now returned, and

it is understood that work will be found for JNIr. Day in some

other part of the mine. The Miners' Union and the Chamber

are meeting again to elaborate machinery for avoiding sudden

strikes.
* * * *

By the death of Mr. John Hubert Davies, which took place

last week at Capetown, the Rand loses

The late a well-known member of the corn-

Mr. Hubert Davies. munity, who was universally loved

and respected by those who knew him.

He had taken a constantly active part in the business which

bears his name from the time of its inception until about a

year ago. Then it became obvious that he was in failing

health and would improbably be able to take any further

active interest in the business. This was therefore con-

verted into a private company. Mr. Davies was born in

Blakeney, Gloucester, in 1858. As a young man, he showed

great natural bent and aptitude for mechani:s, physics and

electricity, and long before he was actively engaged com-

mercially in engineering he spent much of his time and

money in experimental and inventive work. In the early

days of ele^-tric light'ng in 1883 he became connected with

tlie now extinct firm of Woodhouse and Rawson, of London,

whi;h took a very active part in developments at that time.

Very quickly he "became head draughtsman to the firm, and

had charge of all its experimental work. In 1889 deceased

left England and came to Johannesburg in charge of the elec-

trical phnt for three of the early gold mining companies, at

the same time carrying on business as an electrical engineer.

He put up a number of plants which in those days were

cons'dered important, and acted as consulting electrical

engineer to the Johannesburg L-ghting Company, the East

London Town Council, Pretoria L-'ghting Company, as well

as other concerns. He was a member of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, the Council of the South African Association of

Engineers and Architects, and an associate member of the

Institution of Civil Ensineers. as well as other institutions.

His firm did a verv' large amount of -important work in

South Africa and Rhodesia. The funeral took place during

the week, and was attended by all the leading mining and

commercial men of the Rand.

With reference to the revision of railway tariffs, which is

being introduced with effect from 1st

New Railway January, 1919, it has been decided that

Rates. bunker coal rates (including the existin"g

war surcharge of ten shillings per ton and

tei-minal of sixpence per ton) shall be increased by 10 per

cent, irrespective of the distance the coal is conveyed.

Export cargo coal will be charged at the increased rates for

bunker coal, but on receipt of proof that the coal has been

exported as cargo oversea beyond South or South-\\ est

Africa, the existing rebate will be granted of ten shillings

per ton. This will mean that export cargo coal will be

increased by the same amounts per ton.

* * * *

The report of the Piggs Peak Company to March 31, 1918,

states that a further sum of £9,228 has

Piggs Peak been expended mainly on the development

Development, and upkeep of the properties in Swaziland.

Development operations were continued

until the beginning of May of this year. Unfortunately

work was much handica)))ied by abnormal rains during

January and February, resulting in the flooding of the lower

levels. In view of the position thus caused, the directors,

after the most careful consideration, came to the conclusion

that it was advisable to suspend opei-ations. The develop-

ment carried on since the last report' covers 1,593 ft., of

which 1,513 ft. were in the old section and 80 ft. in the

new section. In the new section good values have been
met with in the west shute, and in the opinion of Mr.
Jennings, the late manager, there is every evidence of good
points becoming available in the 6th level. In the old

section a payable lense of ore, 102 ft. long, has been dis-

closed in the east-ern part of the mine, from which at least

4,000 tons of 9 dwt. rock can be extracted. In the 6th level

payable ore has been opened up, with every indication of

the values continuing downwards, the discoveries here, in

the opinion of Mr. Jennings, form the apex of another lense,

the major portion being below the level. A further lense has
been disclosed in the part of the mine known as the Black-

smith's shute. The developed ore reser\-es are estimated

by the manager as 29,500 tons—18,500 tons of 8'5 dwts. and
16,000 tons of 4 dwts. The farming and cattle breeding

operations have made satisfactory progress. The accounts
show a loss for the year to March 31 of £9,228, converting

a credit balance brought forw-ard into a debit of £8,436.

Home papers to hand by the mail contain references 'to the
death and funeral of Capt. Jack

The Late Barnato, R.A.F., elder son of Mrs. and
Capt. Jack Barnato. the late Mr. B. I. Barnato, whose death

from pneumonia occurred recently, at

the age of 24. The late Capt. Barnato was educated at the

Charterhouse and Cambridge, and notwithstanding the fact

that he was a millionaire, joined as a private in the U.P.S.
at the outbreak of the war. He later transferred to the

R.N.A.S., and was one of the four airmen who bombed
Constantinople. His career in the Air Forc« (writes a Cape
Times correspondent) was one showing remarkable ability,

and by his constant daring succeeded in many dangerous
exploits. He was frequently mentioned in despatches,

especially for his Constantinople success. He married on

October 13 of last year Dorothe, the only daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Lewis, of London and South Africa, their

friendship dating from childhood days. A keen motorist,

the knowledge of -which technicalities stood him in great

stead as an airman, the late gallant officer was held in the

highest regard by all with whom he came in contact, his

kindly and genial manner, combined with a very charitable

nature, making him beloved by all who knew him.

The Registrar of Companies issues the following notice

:

" This office being an office of record,

Important to business should be .transacted as far as

Companies. possible personally and not by correspon-

dence. On and after the 1st day of

December, 1918, all documents relating to an application for

the registration of a company, notices of increase of capital,

and copies of extraordinary or special resolutions, must be

lodged in this office through a local agent, whose duty it

will be to submit the documents personally and attend to

their completion. No documents will be accepted unless

they are complete in every respect. Searches must be made
personally or through an agent."

* * * *

Mr. W. L. Hichens, Chairman of Cammell Laird & Co.,

^ Ltd., lectured on " The Functions of the

Dangers of Government in Relation to Industry " at

State Trading. Saddlei^' Hall, Cheapside, in mail week,
under the auspices of the Industrial Recon-

struction Council. " Just as we were unprepared for war
in 1914," said Mr. Hichens, " so now in 1918 we are un-

prepared for peace. We muddled into war, and we shall

muddle into peace. Not until wo find oureelves wallowing

in a Sii'bian bog of confusion shall we bestir oureelves,

and then we shall damn the politi:ian and make the best

of a bad job." The list of industrial activities which the

State might assume as a part of its reconstruction pro-

gramme was. said Mr. Hichens, formidable. It would be

the height of folly to allow the Government to embark on

these new ventures while their own house was in a state of

grave disorder. Stnte trading tended to create international

complications, and increased the risk of war. Economic pro-

blems would probably bulk large at the peace conference,
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and it was to be hoped that an attempt would be made to

define the hmits within which State intervention in matters
of foreign trade was justified. State trading on an exten-

sive scale would create a large army of Civil Service voters,

who, in exercising the franchise, might find it difficult to

forget that their material prospects could be better promoted
by one candidate than another. A Government was handi-
capped, from a business point of view, by its responsibility

to Parliament and the public. " The fact is," declared the
speaker, " State management on sound commercial lines,

a business Government,' are parrot-cries incapable of reali-

sation so loiig as Parliamentary control remains a reality,

and so long as the Party system continues." He did not

suggest, however, that Civil Service administration was less

efficient tlian business management. Competition was, of

course, eliminated by State trading, which introduced a rigid

uniformity of administration resulting in stagnation. By
itself entering the. arena of ti'ade the State lost the detach-
ment and impartiality which were expected from the ulti-

nVate controlling authorit}'. He suggested that the primary
function of the Government in relation to industry was to

determine the conditions under which industry should be

conducted by private individuals, firms, or coi"porations, and
to see that these conditions were carried out. It was im-

portant that employers and employed should, in the firet

instance, hammer out their differences among themselves,

but the final decision must rest with the Government.

# * * #

At last week's meeting of the Johannesburg Chamber of

Commerce the president (Mr. F. 0-

Trade with . Sturrock) moved the patriotic resolutions

Germans. sent forwafd by the Executive of the

Chamber. Deahng with them, he said

that the committee was also at work on resolutions regarding

the trade position with Germany," and it might be likely that

resolutions on that subject would be placed before the

Chamber for consideration at a later date. Continuing, he

remarked : It seems to me that these questions, which are

economic in their nature, must be looked at from two points

of view. We desire that resolutions such as we are con-

sidering to-day shall be given effect to; firstly, that Germany

may be punished for her wrong-doing, and secondly that

the safety and strength of our own Empire may be main-

tained for the future without the constant menace of an

aggressive and ill-disposed neighbour; and it is from this

second standpoint that I would emphasise the importance

of our taking action to safeguard the future of ourselves and

our country, and taking that action now. The question of

how far w-e can go in regard to the post-war position is, of

course, largely contingent on the peace conference and the

conditions imposed upon us tlien. There will be no thought

but to carry out loyally the terms agreed to by the united

Governments of the Allies, for what England and France

agree to, with all they have sacrificed to attain this con-

summation, we, who have been able to do so little, can have

no quarrel. On the other hand, in matters of purely

domestic concern it is only right that we should

make our views kno%vn and that we should proceed

to order our own house in our own way so far as the German
people and German trade are concerned. It will be agreed,

I think, in the words of this Chamber's report of March 30,

1916, that " a- return to pre-war conditions in regard to

trading with enemy nations would be contrary to the best

interests of the Empire." We should thei-efore alSrm, in

so far as such trade is concerned, the resolutions already

put forward by this Chamber. One of the most effective

ways of combating German trade will be by cultivating the

resources and trade of our own Empire, and we should urge

upon the Imperial and Dominion Governments the necessity

for close commercial and industrial co-operation to that end.

Steps should be taken to encourage in all parts of our

Empire the production and utilisation of the raw materials'

available under such legislative safeguards as will ensure

that never again will important British industries be bi'ought

mider the control of foreign capitalists.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

BEBEERS AND THE DIAMOND INDUSTRY
The speech made by Sir David Harris at the annual meeting
of De Beers last week was at once a comprehensive record
of the progress of that great corporation during the year
and an authoritative review of the diamond industry as a
whole. A full report of the meeting appears in another part
of this issue, and it merits the careful study of everyone
mterested in the industrial progress of this country. It
will be seen that while the sales of diamonds were a little
less than in the year preceding, the diamond market, thanks
to the policy of control, remained firm, and prices advanced,
to the_ benefit not alone of the shareholders in De Beers
and the other leading producing companies, but equally of
the smaller concerns and the River diggers, who, despite
an unrestricted alluvial production, reaped the advantage
of the enhanced value of their finds. That the shareholders
of De Beers Company, notwithstanding the lessened produc-
tion and sale by the company, have every reason to be
satisfied with both demand and prices, will be apparent
from the financial results of the year. The war period has
been one of unprecedented difficulty, and few would have
ventured to anticipate, when it began, that its closing stages
wbuld have seen the diamond industry in so eminently
strong and satisfactory a position as that in which it stands
to-day. This gratifying position, as the speech points out,
is attiributable to one circumstance, and one only—the
policy of regulating sales to the demand.' In further pur-
suance of the policy referred to an important step has been
taken by the creation of a " reserve for the stabiliment of
the diamond trade," for which purpose a sum of £1,576,526
has been set aside, representing amounts which have been
used from time to time for the purchase of shares in other
diamond mining companies and kindred /interests with the
object of consolidating the industry and preventing diamonas
being put on the market in excess of the demand. The
object-lessons of the war period, and subsequently of the
disastrous epidemic which has recently worked such havoc
in the mine compounds and among the European residents
of the diamond fields, have demonstrated more clearly than
ever the need of providing; against the special and peculiar
risks of mining by establishing and maintaining reserves
on a sufficient scale to enable the industry to be kept going
during any future emergencvothat may have to be faced.
That the creation of this substantial further reserve will in

every way add materially to the strength of the company
and the security of the diamond industry is obvious, and
shareholders will no doubt welcome the additional evidence
thus afforded .of the directors' conservative -policy. It is

also noteworthy that the company's total holding in war
loans now amounts to £3,203,000. If we take into account
all that the company has done in other ways, such as enab-
ling those of its employees who were qualified for active

service to go to the front, its aggregate contribution for -war

purposes is one it may well be proud of. The chairman's
speech gives particulars of the immense sums which tlie

Union Government is receiving from the industry by way of

taxation, and contains in this connection some entirely justi-

fiable criticisms as to the methods pursued in levying taxa-

tion on mining companies. -The chairman points out that

since 1907, covering a period of eleven years, the company
paid dividends for seven yeai^s only, while for four yeans the

ofdinary shareholdei-s received no return whatever on their

investments. Yet facts like' these are entirely ignored when
taxation schemes are drafted, and the deferred shareholders

of De Beere Company have been called upon to contribute

in taxation no less than 33 per cent, on the dividends de-

clared during the past financial year. The speech bears

testimony to the valuable services which have been rendered

to the mining industry, not only in this country, but in

Australia, during the war period, by the De Beere Explosives

Works. The practical importance of such facilities is cer-

tainly appreciated by all m'ning men. For the rest, the

speech is packed with facts and figure that reflect^ the

all-round progress of the company and the industry in a year
of exceptional trial and stress.
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CURRENCY COMMITTEE'S REPORT ON IHE GOLD QUESTION.

No Resumption of Gold Circulation in the United Kingdom—Principle of Bank Act to be
Maintained—Summary of Conclusions.

TuE first interim report of the Committee on Currency anel

Foreign Exchanges After the War, of which Lord Cunhffe,

Governor of the Bank of England, is Chairman, came out

in mail week. The following is the summary of the con-

clusions of the Committee:—Before the war the country
possessed a complete and effective gold standard. The pro-

visions of the Bank Act, 1844, operated automatically to

correct unfavourable exchanges and to check undue expan-
sions of credit. During the war the conditions necessary to

the maintenance of that standard have ceased to exist. The
main cause has been the growth of credit due to Govern-
ment borrowing from the Bank of England and other banks
for war needs. The unlimited issue of currency notes has
been both an inevitable consequence and a necessary coudi-

dition of this growth of credit. In our opinion it is inopera-

tive that after the war the conditions necessary to the

maintenance of an effective gold standard should be restored

without delay. Unless the machinery which long experience

has shown to be the only effective remedy for an adverse

balance of trade and an undue growth of credit is once more
brought into play there will be grave danger of a progressive

credit expansion, which will result in a foreign drain of

gold, menacing the convertibility of our note issue and so

jeopardising the international trade position of the country.

The Gold Standard.

The pre-requisites for the restoration of an effective gold

standard are:-—(a) The cessation of Government borrowing

as soon as possible after the war. We recommend that at

the earliest possible moment an adequate sinking fund

should be provided out of revenue so that there may be a

regular annual reduction of capital liabilities, more especially

those which constitute the floating debt, (b) The recognised

machinery—namely, the raising and making effective of the

Bank of England discount rate—which before the war
operated to check a foreign drain of gold and the speculative

expansion of credit in this country must be kept in working

order. This necessity cannot, and should not, be evaded by
any attempt to continue differential rates for home and
foreign money after the war. (c) The issue of fiduciary notes

should, as soon as practicable, once more be limited by

law, and the present arrangements under which deposits at

the Bank of England may be exchanged for legal tendei*

cuiTency without affecting the reserve of the Banking De-
partment should be terminated at the earliest possible

moment. Subject to transitional arrangements as regards

currency notes and to any special arrangements in regard to

Scotland and Ireland which we may have to propose when
we come to deal with the questions affecting those parts of

the United Kingdom, we recommend that the note issue

(except as regards existing private issues) should be entirely

in the hands of the Bank of England. The notes should

be payable in London only and should be legal tender

throughout the United Kingdom.

The Note Issue.

As regards the control of the note issue, we make the

following observations:—(1) While the obligation to pay

both Bank of England notes and currency notes in gold oji

demand should be maintained, it is not necessary or desir-

able that there should be any early resumption of the

internal circulation of gold coin. (2) While the import of

gold should be free from all restrictions, it is convenient

that the Bank of England should have cognisance, of all gold

exports, and we recommend that the export of gold coin or

bullion should be sul)ject to the condition that such coin and
bullion has be<Mi obtained from the Bank for the purpose.

The Bank should be under obligation to supply gold for

export in excliunge for its notes. (3) In view of the with-

drawal of gold from, circulation we recommend that the gold

reserves of the country should be held by one central insti-

tution and that all banks should transfer any gold now held

by them to the Bank of England. Having carefully con-
sidered the various proposals which have been placed before
us as regards the basis of the fiduciary not-e issue, we recom-
mend tliat the principle of the Bank Charter Act, 1844,
should be maintained—namely, that there should be a fixed
fiduciary issue beyond which notes should only be issued in
exchange for gold. The separation of the issue and banking
departments of the Bank of England should be maintained,
and the weekly return should continue to be published in
its present form. We recommend, however, that provision
for an emergency be made by the continuance in force,

subject to the stringent safeguards recommended in the body
of the report, of Section 3 of the Currency and Bank Notes
Act, 1914, under which the Bank of England may, with the
consent of the Treasury, temporarily issue notes in excess
of the legal limit. We advocate the publication by the
banks of a monthly statement in a prescribed form. We
have come to the conclusion that it is not priicticable to fix

any precise figure for the fiduciary note issue immediately
after the war.

A Central Gold Reserve.

We think it desirable, therefore, to fix the amount which
should be aimed at as the central gold reserve, leaving the
fiduciary issue to be settled ultimately at such amount as
can be kept in circulation witkout causing the central gold

reserve to fall below the amount so fixed. We recommend
that the normal minimmn of the central gold reserve to be
aimed at should be, in the first instance, £150,000,000.
Until this amount has been reached and maintained, con-

currently with a satisfactory foreign exchange position for

at least a year, the policy of cautiously reducing the un-
covered note issue should be followed. When reductions

have been effected, the actual maximum fiduciary circulation

in any year should become the legal maximum for the

following year, subject only to the emergency arrangements
previously recommended. When the exchanges are working
normally on the basis of a minimum reserve of £150,000,000,
the position should again be reviewed in the light of the

dimensions of the fiduciary issue as it then exists. We do
not recommend the transfer of the existing currency note

issue to the Bank of England until the future dimensions
of the fiduciary issue have been ascertained. During the

transitional period the issue shoidd remain a Government
issue, but new notes should be issued, not against Govern-

ment securities, but against Bank of England notes, and,

furthermore, when opportunity arises for .providing cover

for existing uncovered notes, Bank of England notes should

be used for this purpose also. Demands for new currency

would then fall in the normal way on the Banking Depart-

ment of the Bank of England. When the fiduciary portion

of the issue has been reduced to an amount which experi-

ence shows to be consistent with the maintenance of a

central gold reserve of £150,000,000, the outstanding cur-

rency notes should be retired and replaced by Bank of

England notes of low denomination in accordance with the

detailed procedure which we describe.

Box 3807. Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALER8 HANKEY - - - Sole Agent.
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NEW BRITISH METAL CORPORATION.

Full Details—Drastic Precautions Against Any Enemy Taint—Personnel of Directorate.

The British Metal Corporation, Ltd., which has recently

been the subject of questions in the House of Commons,
has been registered at Somereet House with a nominal
capital of £5,000,000 in 500,000 shares of £10 eaeli. The
papere were presented by ^lessrs. Ashhuifit, Morris, Cri.sp

and Co., solieitore, who certify that no pereons had consented
to act, or had been appointed, as directors to November 1,

the day on which the papere were presented for registration.

The objects as defined in the memorandum of association

are in very u>;ual form, pow'er being taken to buy, sell,

manufacture, crush, smelt, calcine, refine, dress, amalga-
mate, manipulate, prepare for market, and deal in ores,

metals, minerals, mineral substances, and similar products,

to carry on any other metallurgi;al oi)erations, and to act as

capitalists, financiere, promotei-s, concessionaires, bankers,

mei'chants, shipowners, ship and insurance brokers, freight

contractor's, wharfingers, etc. The signatories to the memoi'-
andum of association (each subscribing for 1,000 shares)

are: Cecil K. Rudd, 7 Graceehurch Street, E.C., metal
merchant; C. W. Fielding, 3 Lombard Street, E.G.,
merchant; Chas. Sale, 21 Old Broad Street, E.C., merchant;
Vivian H. Smith, 22 Old Broad Street, E.G., merchant;
A. J. H. Smith, Milburn House, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
merchant and manufacturer; A. W. Tait, Basildon House,
E.G., chartered accountant; W. L. Tennant, 9 Mincing
Lane, E.G., "merchant. The minimum cash subscription

on which the directors may proceed to allotment is fixed at

seven shares. The company may pay a commission not

exceeding 10 per cent, to any person subscribing or procur-

ing subscriptions for shares. Share wan-ants to bearer are

prohibited.

No share may, without the consent of the Board of

Trade, be held by any enemy or by any member in trust

for, or on behalf of, or in any way directly or indirectly at

the disposal of or under the control or directions of any
enemy or enemy Stiite, or enemy corporation or eorporatiou

under enemy control. The directors may not, without the

consent of the Board of Trade, allot any shares or register

any transfer of shares the allotment or registration of which

would cause more than 40 per cent, of the total issued share

capital or more than 25 per cent, of the voting power to be

'held by foreigners, foreign corporations, or corporations under

foreign control, or by any peison holding shares in trust for

or on behalf of or under the control or directions of any
foreigner, foreign State,, foreign corporation, or corporation

under foreign control. They may also decline to register any

transfer to a person who (although a British subject) may
by resolution of the directors (which shall be final and con-

clusive) be declared to be an undesirable pereon to admit to

member-ship, on the ground that such pereon is, in the

opinion of the directoi-s, subject to enemy influence.

No enemy may be a director or altei-nate director, and

not less than three-fourths of the board (including the"

chairman) must at all times be British subjects resident in

the United Kingdom. The word " director " includes any

member of any local board, eommittee of management, or

other like body. " Enemy '" means a citizen or subject of

any State which was on January 1, 1917, at war with this

country. " Enemy corporation " means any corporation

incorporated in and subject to the laws of any enemy State.
' Corporation under enemy control " means (a) a corpora-

tion of which a majority of the directors are enemies, (b) a

corporation of which a majority of the votes are held by

enemies or under enemy control, (c) a corporation which is

by any other means under the control of enemies, an enemy
State, or enemy corporations, (d) a coii^oration the executive

of which is a corporation within (a), (b) or (c). "Foreigner"

means evei^ pereon, other than an enemy, who is not a

British subject. " Foreign corporation " means any corpora-

tion (other than an enemy corporation) which is not incor-

porated in and under the laws of and has not its principal

place of business in some part of the British Empire.
_

The
definition of " coi-poration under foreign fcntrol " is on

similar lines to that of " corporation under enemy control."
Shares " include any securities carrying any power of

voting with respect to the management ot the company.

Subject to any special terms on which any shares may
be issued, or may for the time being be held, each £10
share confei-s one vote. The number of directore is not to be
less than three uor more than 10. The Treasury has the
permanent right to be represented by one director. The
first directoiTS are to be appointed by the subscribers to the
memorandum of association. The qualification of a director

(except the Treasury nominee) is £5,000 shares. The re-

muneration of each director is to be £500 per annum, with
an additional £500 for the chairman, and the board is also

to receive collectively 5 fier cent, of the balance of net
profits remaining in any year after payment of 10 per cent,

dividend. The directoi-s may borrow or raise money and
secure the same by the issue of debentures, debenture stock
and other securities, provided that they may not, without
the sanction of a general meeting, borrow or raise any sum
which will make the amount outstanding exceed the issued

capital for the time being. No notice of situation of regis-

tered office Was filed with the original papere.

Mozambique Indiistrial.

NEW CO.MPANY WITH £400,000 CAPITAL.
The ^Mozambique Industrial and Commercial Companj-,

Ltd., was registered on November 1 in I>oudon i\ith a capi-

tal of £400,000 in £1 shares, to carry on all kinds of com-
mercial, industrial, financial and other operations. There
is an agreement with the Companhia de Mocjambiqtie. The
subscribers (each with one share) include: L. Oury, 3

Thames House, Queen Street Place (director of Companhia
de Mozambique) ; S. H. Sharpe, 3 Thames House, Queen
Street Place, secretary; J. L. Langlands, 3 Thames House,
Queen Street Place, registrar; E. G. Endicott, Delena,

Grove Hill, South Woodford, commercial manager. The
first directors are not named. The file number is 151,846.

Appointment of Works Manager,

Umtali.

THE BEIRA AND MASHONALAND AND
RHODESIA RAILWAYS invite applications

for the position of Works Manager, Umtali,

Rhodesia. Commencing Salary, £600 per annum,

with usual staff privileges. Candidates, who must

be conversant with modem workshop and loco-

motive practices, and have had good drawing

office experience, are requested to forward their

applications (giving full particulars of training,

and stating age and whether married or single)

not later than the 10th January, 1919, to:—

The Locomotive Superintendent,

P.O. Box 703.

BULAWAYO, S. Rhodesia.
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MINING SHARES AFTER THE WAR.

World-wide Expansion of the Industry Predicted—Rand and Rhodesian Prospects
Tlirongli London Spectacles.

The follovs'ing interesting forecast of the mining sharemarket
appeai-s in the London Financial Times to hand by this mail

:

More than in almost any other section of the Stock
Exchange is the post-war prospect of the mining markets a
lai-gely separate problem from that of the future of the
industry on which they are based. The obiter dictum stands
on record that " no mining share can be regarded as an
Investment." And when you come to " speculation "

—

waiving any question of the exact definition of that vexed
term—the merest tyro in City affairs soon realises that share
fluctuations are nearly always a case of discounting—more
or less intelligently—the future, whether good or bad. It

is a familiar Stock Exchange jibe that the surest way to kill

speculative interest in a share is for the directors to start

paying regular dividends upon it. This is, of course, an
exaggeration, but contains the germ of truth that in mining
speculation certainty, or apparent certainty, of outlook
leaves " nothing to go for," whereas what the public gener-
ally wants is the omne ignotum pro magnifi.co. The public
is, moreover, probably right in this instinct, though most
membeiis thereof could not, we imagine,,give an intelligent

reason for it. The truth is, however, that once a mining
company is an established success and to all appearances
somewhere near its zenith of prosperity its shares are

—

speaking quite generally—best avoided by those not in very
close touch with developments on the property and thus able

to judge when the inevitable decline, or at best a temporary
bad time, is about to set in. The golden rule in speculation
in mining or any other more or less risky shares is, of couiise,

to buy sound, or fairly sound, shares when everybody else m
selling for pm-ely extraneous reason.? and to sell -when, the

public is " on the feed." Anyone who had been bold

enough to act on this theory in the winter of 1914 could
have been a millionaire by now. The insider sells discreetly

all the way up on a rising market; the foolish outsider fol-

lows only too often the reverse policy—and, naturally, is left

to " hold the baby."

Met.\l Mining Does Not P.\y.

It is only in the rarest instances that it pays to lock

away a mining share certificate in your safe and forget it.

Almost the only excuse for doing so is if you have sold

enough of your original purchase at a sutfieiently large profit

to leave the balance standing you in at nothing, or a merely
nominal cost. But as a rule the quicker in reason mining
shares are turned over the better. In two picturesque

phrases
—

" Even Methuselah died " and " Every mine
must end one day as a mere hole in the ground "—Messx-s.

T. A. Rickard and F. A. Govett have summed up crisply

enough the reason for the policy we have suggested, and the

reason incidentally why constant readers of our " Answers
to Correspondents " column only too frequently regard us

as incorrigible pessimist's. If we are pessimists, then so is

every intelligent operator in the mining markets, for none
that we know of would leave any more money than he could

help tied up in these sections through the long periods of

inactivity which recur in almost regular cycles. The fact

is that " by and large " non-ferrous metal mining does not

give even a reasonable return—especially when allowance is

made for amortisation—on the capitaT invested in it. An
analysis was taken out privately during the war of the results

for a decade of several of the chief groups of companies. The
depressing showing made by this analysis was that, within

ten yearn, of nearly 1,500 companies, with a nominal capi-

talisation of over £300,000,000, over 1,000 had died, or

sufficient to wipe out more than half the capital, while on
only about 12 per cent, of this moiety had dividends been
paid during the decade. Of the balance of nearly 400 com-
panies still in existence at the end of the decade over half

had paid substantial dividends during the period, while of

the remaining moiety somewhat under half had made fair

distributions and the rest had made no return whatever to

shareholders. The broad result disclosed was that of some
1,500 companies during a period of ten yeai-s less than 250
had paid substantial dividends, and even of these 250 about
40 had come to the end of their tether.

A Word of W.\rning.

We have dealt unusually frankly and at perhaps undue
length with the speculative nature of mining shares partly
for the reason that it seems desirable to lay stress on this
aspect of the subject for the benefit of those novices to the
Stock Exchange who may have attached and be attaching
too great importance to the unjustifiably high quotations
many descriptions have reached of recent months, and
partly for the reason that we incur no risk at this juncture
of assisting the unpopular bear—who is not dead, but only
sleepeth. When he is allowed to awake again from his long
hibernation we shall once more see free markets on the
Stock Exchange, and in all probability a strong curb put
on the unhealthy activities of those unscrupulous individuals
who have apparently acted recently, with some success we
fear, on the theorem that, so long as you keep pushing the
price of a share up, more and more of the uninstructed
public will be tempted to buy it, quite" irrespective of in-

trinsic merits or of any dividend possibilities. The " Sup-
plementary Official List " is a very useful war-time innova-
tion which most responsible people desire to see continued
indefinitely, but many leading membere of the Stock Ex-
change and others are much exercised in mind as to how
it can l»e purged of rubbishy shares without the Committee
exercising an extreme censorehip or giving something in the
nature of a testimonial to those descriptions whose marRmgs
are allowed to be included in it.

The Re.moval of War's Handicaps.

Turning from general market conditions to the" outlook
for the mining industry itself, it is a relief to be able to feel

much more optimistic as regards that aspect than that of

the early post-war purely Stock Exchange point of view.
There is hardly a decent mine in the world that should not
benefit sooner or later from the advent of peace and the

.

consequent release of capital, transport, labour and material
required for the expansion of the industry. Immediately,
perhaps, the gold mining industry stands to gain most, but
however views may differ as to the early prospect for the

world-market in base metals, there is no doubt that over a-

period of years every ton of copper, lead, tin, zinc, etc.,

that can be produced will be readily absorbed, and that the

bigger producer, at all events, will soon breathe mucli freer

owing to their relief from the innumerable handicaps of

'Phone 4673. Box 3162.
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war-time, even if they do not get such abnormal prices for

their output. The mining industry in all its branches has
supplied a noble quota to the Allies' fighting strength, its

contribution of technical experts—from the inventive

geniuses attached to headquartere and riJsearch staffs to the

patient and life-careless " tunneller "—being possibly even
more important than its contribution of those metals indis-

pensable for munitions. Mining engineere, at all events, will

go back to their ordinary avocations like giants refreshed,

with their minds broadened and with added experience of

handling men. Whether every mining " private " will be
content to settle down in his former lowly rank and with
his former pay and conditions in metalliferous or coal mines
may be more doubtful. But mostly, no doubt, he will be
only too pleased to be back in his old work again. More-
over, since mining directore and managers have, like other
people, learnt much from the war, doubtless those properties

which had formerly lagged behind tlie march of world-pro-

gress will by new methods and scientific adaptation gradually

achieve a higher rate of production per man, and conse-

quently be able to pay better wages and improve working
conditions.

Gold Mining and the Rand.

Though opinion is not absolutely unanimous as to the

theoretical economic value of the gold mining industry, and
as to whether it is at bottom worth to the world all that it

absorbs in the way of capital, labour and materials, yet
there is no doubt that as things are it is by far the most im-
portant of the British Empire's non-ferrous metal indus-

tries, and that it has played a great part in maintaining the

Allies' financial strength through the four yeans of the world-

conflict. In the early days of the war it reaped a fair

reward for its labours, but the increasing handicaps of recent

yeaiis have, as has been proved ad nauseam in our columns
and elsewhere, weighed very unfairly upon it. Whether
Lord Inchcape's Committee will recommend any relief to

the Empire's low-grade producers to tide over the transition

of working conditions to something like a normal basis, and
whether and how far any such recommendations will be

acted upon by Government or Parliament, it is unfortunately

quite impossible to predict with any certainty as yet. But
it seems possible that if any scheme of State assistance

were to be coupled with any species of State control, or

increased local taxation on the richer gold mines, then the

gold industry might fare better in the long run if left to

solve its own difSc-ulties. The immediate problem as regards

the Rand—which produces two-thirds of the Empire's and
over two-fifths of the world's annual gold output— is rather

one of labour and of materials for accelerated development
operations than of working costs pure and simple. Unfor-

tunately the influenza epidemic has temporarily accentuated

the native labour scarcity throughout Africa's mining fields

and probably made still more i-emote the possibility of

obtaining permission to re-introduce tropical " boys " to

the Rand. The return of the natives employed on Army
work may alle^*iate the position, but it will not cure it. In

the long run the Rand will, many people think, have to come
round to the idea of imporfTng " poor whites " fi-om Europe,

and if they in due time left the mines for agriculture and
trade and were replaced by fresh immigrants, such a pro-

cedure might supply the increased white population which

Rhodesia and the Northern Transvaal so sadly need.

Central Rand's Decline—Eastern Rand's Ascension.

The decline of the old Central Rand properties has been
greatly expedited and the rise of the younger Eastern Rand
has been slightly retarded by war handicaps, but no con-

ceivable outside assistance—nothing short of a remarkable
recovery in developments in depth—will, in our judgment,

recreate sustained speculative interest in the former, while

the latter are now so strong that they can only stand alone,

but their success is rapidly drawing fresh capital into the

Eastern Rand. Already several of what are called State

mines—because the Union Government participates in

profits with shareholder—have been formed, and one, the

Government (Modder) Areas, has achieved wonderful pros-

perity. Some people look for a boom in new Eastern Rand

flotations at a comparatively early date after the war, but
if this does come along the buyer must be wary of calcula-
tions founded on the results of, say, the New Modderfonteiu,
nearly the whole of whose reef has so far been payable.
Further south, in, for instance, the Brakpan and Springs
mines, rich patches are int^rspei-sed with unpayable ones
in the proportion of, say, half and half. Neverthelese,
although the Eastern, like the Central, Rand will doubtless
have its lean yeans as well as its fat ones, it promises to be
a wonderful goldfield. Sir Robert Kotz^, the South African
Government Mining Engineer, has estimated that it will

produce at least £450,000,000 worth of the precious metals,
and othere put the probable output much higher still, pos-
sibly more than tlie f600,000,000 which the whole of the
Rand has produced to date.

Rhodesia and the Chartered Companv.

In Rhodesia we seem likely, apart from a few prominent
exceptions, to hear less of gold mining and more of base
metal, land and industrial development in the early yeare of
peace. With the Colony likely to enter the Union at an
early date, possibly at the same time as what was
German " South-West .\frica, the Chartered Company

—

assuming that it remains in being—will be freed of its ad-
ministrative burden and able to devote undivided attention
to the development of the valuable assets it will retain.

That the Chartered Company itself will be generously, or
even adequately, rewarded by the Government for its thirty

yeare of work and expenditure we, however, still gravely
doubt in the light of the experience of the Niger and other
formerly "chartered" companies. In the Belgian Congo
the Tanganyika and the Zambesia Exploring Company's
subsidiary, the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga, have made
splendid progress in copper production in the past few years,

and there seems scope for great expansion after the war,
especially when the Benguella Railway is completed. As
regards land prospects in Africa, we think the recent talk of

an early boom is premature and exaggerated. In Rhodesia
each ex-soldier who may desire to settle will be expected to

have a minimum capital of £1,000, and, ceteris paribus, no
one should go in for agriculture in any other part of Africa
without plenty of money and experience behind him. Big
American capital seems likely to go into the Colony after

the war, and should accelerate the progress of its mining
and other industries, but those who imagine that another
Canada can be built up in a day, or even a few years, or

that enormous immediate profits are going to be made out
of sales of land, new cattle ranches and so forth can liave

no conception of the tremendous spade-work still to be
done.

Enemy Advertising.
This Journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.
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FIRST AID TO THE WOUNDED IN MINES.

Mr. Edgar Hall contiibutes the following to the Queensland

Governmrnt Mining Journal:—" Among the manifold .';eien-

tifie investigations undertaken by the British Gov^ernment

as part of the war is that of the study of the part whieii

bacteria play in the wounds and diseases of the soldier on

active service. At the beginning of the war a bacteriological

laboratory was established at a British base in France not

far from the front, in charge of Sir Ahnroth E. Wriglit,

F.R.K., etc., the most famous of living Englisli bacteriolo-

gists. The work done there lias led to discoveries of the
highest value in the treatment of wounds and the diseases

of modern warfare. In several matters former ideas have
been upset and former treatment revolutionised. Among
these one of the most important is the discovery that the

value of antiseptics has been rated much too highly, and
that what value they have has been hitherto largely mis-
understood. It is well known that the great danger in all

cases of wounding lies in the rapidity willi which the wound
becomes infected by malign microbes before it reaches
surgical aid. Hence the importance of first-aid treatment.
This is a matter of great importance everywhere, but
especially at mines, which only too often are far from
surgical skill. There ^ are few mines now without facilities

for first-aid treatment,- and it is important that the latest

and best methods should be known among miners. In an
article appearing in the Lancet of 15th June, 1918, by Sir

Ahnroth Wright and his assistants (Drs. Fleming and Cole-

brook), and since published in pamphlet form, on " The
Conditions under which the Sterilisation of Wounds by
Physiological Agency can be obtained,' the result of their

investigations is shown to have an important bearing on
this point, so urgent at mines. And fortunately the best

treatment is simple. Formerly trust was placed on some
antiseptic dressing, more often than not unavailable, or

when available apt to be used in manner more harmful than
beneficial. The antiseptic now recommended as the best in

these cases is our oldest antiseptic friend, common salt,

found everywhere, even in the prospector's tent. The
article referred to says:

—
' Among the problems of treat-

ment there is one which up to this has been omitted from
consideration. This is the question whether anything can
be done to restrain the bacterial infection in the case of

patients brought in off tlie field who have large open wounds
and cannot for the time being receive full operative atten-

tion. We believe that a liyper-tonic salt .solution fulfills all

the requirements of a (temporary) dressing.' The ' saline

solution . . . prevents that drying up of the wound and
shutting down of the surface capillary circulation which
must produce sloughing of the wound surface. And . . .

the saline solvition will, so long as it remains sufficiently

concentrated, inhibit the growth of (malign) microbes in the

exudation.' The first-aid treatment recommended as ' all

that would be necessary ' is to cover the whole wound sur-

face with several layers of gauze soaked in a r> per cent,

solution of salt; to back this with a plugging of gauze steeped
in saturated salt solution and then to cover with an
impervious bandage. Nothing could be simpler. All that

is necessary at a mining camp is to fiave a supply of cotton

wool, or lint, or any of the prepared absorbent bandages,
and a large bottle full of water in which more salt lias been
placed than will completely dissolve. When the wound has
to be dressed, part of the clear solution is taken and diluted

with seven times its volume of clean water, and the cotton

wool soaked in the weak solution thus obtained and applied

to the wound in suflicient quantity. On this is placed a

thick layer of the lint soaked in the saturated salt solution

direct from the bottle ; and finally the whole is covered and
kept in place by a bandage of some waterproof material

which will preserve the dressing from drying until the patient

reaches the surgeon. There is no need that there should
be kept at a mine any other antiseptic for the treatment of

wounds ; in fact, the application of any other antiseptic than
common salt should be left to the surgeon.
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VAAL RIVER DIGGERS' UNION ANNUAL REPORT.

Review of an Eventful Year.

Thb following it) the report Bubmittcd by the Geiierul Secre-

tary at tl^e 14th annual congress of the Vttal Eiver Diggers'

Union, held at Barkly West on Thursday, l'2th iust. :
—

To the President and members of the Vaal Eiver Diggers'

llnion : Gentlemen,—1 have much pleasure in submitting

my report ujjon the work of your union since last congress.

Native Pass Law: Following upon a resolution of last con-

gress an official from the Native Affairs Department visited

the district, and since February this year native labour

regulations under Proclamation 31 of 1918 have been in

force. It is perhaps too early at this date to record what
benefit accrues from this extra £2,000 per annum paid by
the individual digger. Police affairs: Shortly after congress

the Commissioner of Police, Colonel Truter, C.M.G., visited

the diggings in company with the Chief of the Diamond
Detective Department ; various interviews with ofhcials of

your union and others resulted in a somewhat better working
with the police in carrying out the requirements under pro--

visions of the Diamond Trade Act on the river. The Officer

Commanding the district has, under great difficulties,

endeavoured to meet all requirements. At present, however,

unanimous feeling exists tliat the control of the police on
the river diggings should be vested in the Chief of the

Detective Department in his capacity as Deputy Commis-
sioner of Police. Magisterial Eeport, 1916-17 : Eesultant

upon adverse criticisms upon the conditions of life on the

river diggings contained in the Magisterial report, 1916-17,

considerable controversy in the Press arose, and feeling along

the river diggings ran very high. Subsequently a strong

deputation waited upon the Minister of Justice at Capetown
in February last. The Minister found that the gross charges

made could not be substantiated, and accordingly gave

publicity and complete refutation thereto, and had the

official in question removed from the district. Cordial rela-

tions exist to-day between the Eesideut Magistrate of Barkly

West, all . his stalf, and the community, whilst iu the

recently cut-off magisterial area of Khpdam the Eesident

Magistrate there is unanimously acclaimed the right man in

the right place. Mosesburg : Diamonds approximating

£40,000 have been found on the original farm Mosesburg

—

still the ground remains unproclaimed, and feeling on the

lower river is at present strained to the highest pitch of

resentment against this inexplicable d'elay iu proclaiming

this proved diamondiferous ground. A deputation from the

United Lower Eiver Diggers' Committee to Pretoria in July

last was assured that Government intended to have this

ground thrown open. The outcome of Government's
decision is anxiously awaited. Proclamation of new ground

:

New fields proclaimed since last congress have been an
extension of the Longlands diggings running on to Borrell's

Kopje, proclaimed under the titles of " Last Hope " and
" Borrell's Kopje," in April last, and " Kareepan," 11,000

morgen, between Holpan and Harrisdale, iu October last.

Breakwaters : The year has been an unprecedented one as

far as floods are concerned; at Elandsdrift, Barkly West,

Good Hope, and Winter's Eush breakwaters were com-
pleted, but work had scarcely started when heavy floods

came along, washing everything away, and all hopes of

restarting work had to be abandoned. The losses through

breakwaters this year would approximate £5,000. Output

:

The output of the alluvial diamond diggings in (iriqualand

West for the ten months ended September, 1918, totals

102,078 carats, realising £400,952, averaging £6 10s. per

carat. Officials: Your Inspector of Claijns, !\Ir. J. T.'Audas,

who was compelled to go on sick loave for some considerable

time owing to an aft'liction of his eyes, brought on whilst in

the execution of his duty, has now liappily returned, though

not yet wholly recovered. We have also to record the

departure of Chief Clerk Mr. F. J. Matthews, sometime
Acting Inspector of Claims. His six years amongst us marks

a period of usefulness and improvement, and diggers both

of the upper and lower river, whilst regretting his unpre-

veutable departure, wish him every success in his new-

sphere to promotion iu Pretoria. The work of administra-
tion falls very hard just now upon the diminished staff, and
diggers in the various camps must meanwhile bear with
fortitude little inconveniences it is impossible to remedy on
the instant. Diggers' Committees : Since congress your four
Diggers' Committees have each undergone two re-elections,

and the seats, witii the exception of a few in one committee,
were secured to your union niem"bers. Eecognition of the
advantages to be gained by centralisation is more general
to-day along the river than heretofore, and the hope is

expressed that the present dissipation of force and energy,
as represented in scattered Diggers' Committees, may yet
be obviated by their being eventually amalgamated and
centralised. Transvaal Diggers' Union: Before the war your
executive were in communication with prominent diggers in

the Transvaal with a view of extending your union's pro-

paganda to those fields, but the intervention of the war, the
set-back to the industry, and other causes, resulted in a
deadlock. Since last congress, however, continuous corres-

pondence and frequent visits from your union's officials to

the Transvaal fields have brought about the happy forma-
tion of a Diggers' Union iu the Transvaal, with a strong
executive committee, embracing the various diggings from
Klerksdorp to Fourteen Streams. At the foundation con-
ference held at Bloemhof in September last there were some
200 present, amongst whom were prominent officials from
various departments and your union's representatives. This
work may be regarded as a first step towards facilitating

consolidation of the existing diamond laws, whilst the sub-
ject of affiliation or of unification of these two Diggers'
Unions is undergoing consideration. Eifle Associations : The
ranks of the Eifle Association have been greatly reduced
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owing to the large percentage of members being absent on

active service, botli in German East and overseas. The

District Commandant, however, assembled his officers and

men on 24th September, when a fairly strong and represeri-

tative gathering held a shooting contest. Prizes were distri-

buted by the popular Di-strict Stafi Officer from ivimberley,

and the marksmanship was of a very high order. The return

of the men from the front will see 'a corresponding increase

in the association's ranks. Barkly West Hospital: Your

union's annual contribution this year to the Barkly West

Hospital took the form of a general collection along the river,

and resulted in the handing over of a cheque for £111 3s.

6d., or, with the Government subsidy, a sum equal to £277

odd. War Funds : At the present moment the total amount

of the various collections in connection with the war funds

is not procurable. In one camp alone at Holpan, with a

population totalling only 573 souls, a sum of £577 odd was

collected ; the total of the collection along the river diggings

would not be under £3,000. Burial Fund: This fund is

now practically depleted, and unable to meet present calls

upon it. An attempt to augment the fund by the sale of

the " River Book " (by Messrs. G. Beet and T. L. Terpend)

last year did not meet with the success anticipated, as tlie

publishers were unable to issue the edition de luxe that

would have given a balance over for the fund. The neces-

sity of keeping this fund alive is under consideration, and

wiil be taken up by your incoming executive. Epidemic:

At the present moment it is not possible to give an accurate

list of the deaths due to the recent epidemic. A full and

comprehensive list will be published later; the only lists to

hand and still open to revision are :—Wedburg, 4 Europeans.

129 natives; Windsorton, 6 Europeans, 2 coloured, 2

Indians, 120 natives; Klipdam and Holpan, 5 Europeans,

120 natives; Roslyn and Holsdam, 4 Europeans, 2 coloured,

24 natives; Good Hope, 1 European, 19 natives; Gong-Gong,

3 Europeans, 30 coloured, 63 natives; Niekerk's Rush, 2

Europeans, 10 coloured, 80 natives. It is to be hoped that

Quality First and Foremost
A cunimcrcial lorry is employed to do important

work. When it does that work well, its services aie

valuable. But should the lorry show itself to be iin-

titled for its t.isk, then the sooner it is discarded by

the firm concerned, the lietter for the welfare of the

business. To give satisfaction, a lorry must in all

thinjjs be reliable. Reliability is the result of (Quality,

and, in the K.vrkier, Oualitv is first and foremost.

KARRI ER
QUALITY FIRST & FOREMOST

IVilish throut;bout. Dc^igneil & Imllt for ','i Si. ton loads by

KARRIER WORKS, HUDDERSFIELO, ENGLAND

Particulars and terms post free.

Government will act upon the resolution passed by the

Barkly West Divisional Council on 13th ult., to the effect

that " Government should bear the total cost in connection

with the epidemic on the river diggings." Obituary: It is

your union's intention later, when times are more propitious,

to compile an obituary list of the river for the past four

years, but some time must necessarily elapse before this can
be done. Amongst those names obtainable we lament the

death of the following : Eugene de Gay, A. Coqui, J. P.

du Plessis, W. il. Fenton, A. Johanson (junr.), G. Keeble,

P. Keogh, G. Oosthuizen, C. M. J. Moore, Chas. Pearson

(senr.), P. il. Rosseau, G. Thompson, D. Viljoen (junr.),

G. van der Westhuizen ; and amongst the friends of your

union—F. Oats, late chairman of De Beers ; J. F. Wynne,
an efficient and popular official of the Detective Depart-

ment; Reg. Andrews; O. N. Haarhoff, late To^ti Clerk of

Barkly West ; and H. Timmerman, Vice-President, Trans-

vaal Diggers' Union. Your union's sympathy is extended

to all who have suffered recently through the epidemic. The
President, Vice-President, and officials of your union have

worked in harmony during their term of office, and their

relations with all the Government officials of the various

departments have been of a most cordial nature.

Consolidated Gold Fields.

Speaking at the annual meeting of the Consolidated Gold
Fields last week, Colonel Lord Hawis, chairman, announced
the depreciation of assets fur the year was £388,348, duo
to the fall in the market price of big mining shares. The
policy to be adopted by the directors was to utilise the

balance in reserve to meet further anticipated depreciation.

Lord Harris expressed confidence as to the future because of

the satisfactory position of liquid reserves, which, excluding

unrealised or inner reserves, was IJ millions sterling, includ-

ing gilt-edged securities.

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

(With which ara incorporattd THE BANK OF AFRICA, Ltd., Ealabliihed 1879)

THE NATIONAL BANK OF THE ORANGE RIVER COLONY, Ltd., E.ub. 1877;

Dd THE NATAL BANK, Ltd., Eitab. 1854.)

Bankers to the Union Government in the Transvaal, the Orange

Free State, and Natal, anil to the Imperial Government.

T - £2,865,000

- - £4,000,000

Capital Subscribed and Paid up

With power to increase to -

Capital and Reserve £3,715,000

Directors

:

Th« Hon. HUGH CRAWFORD - Chwrman.
J.EMRYS EVANS, CM.G. - ViM-Cb.irm»n.

J. ELLIS BROWN. P. DUNCAN. CJVl.G.. MI..A.

ThB Hon. ALBERT OLIFF, E. J. RENAUD.
JAMES B. TAYLOR. H. O'K. WEBBER.

S.n.iorThe Hon. Sir ANTONIE G. VILJOEN,
The Hon. Sir EDGAR H. WALTON, K.CM.G.. M.LA.,

©cncral flnanaijcv : E. C. REYNOLDS.

HEAD OFFICE - - PRETORIA.
( LONDON WALL, LONDON, E.G. 2.

London Offices
\^ jg_ ^j SWITHIN'S LANE, LONDON, E.G. 4.

New York Office - 10, WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

The Bank has over 300 BRANCHES and SUB-BRANCHES

in the principal Towns in the Union of South Africa,

South West Protectorate, Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Portuguese East Africa and East Africa.

Agents in all the principal Cities of the World.

Officials ot the Bank are bound to secrecy In regard to the

transactions of any of its customers.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.
Continued Weakness, with no Features of Interest.

Prices eased off after the call on Friday and the market
closed weak. The improvement in Modder East and their

Options was of short duration. Saturday morning brought
no rehef. All the favourite stocks were again lower, and,
with the exception, of a few genuine Colonial ordere, there
was no di.5po«ition to deal.The Stock Exchange was closed
on Monday. Busines.s was somewhat more active on Tues-
day morning, with a .slight improvement in Government
Areas, Springs, Van Kyn Deep and Sub Nigels. African
Farms and the Modder East lot continued weak, especially

the firet named. At the opening on Wednesday, Springs
Klines were in good demand, finishing at 07s. buycre. At
the call they made an additional 6d. Jlodder Deeps have
not retained for long tlieir advance over Modder B's. The
former were brought down to £7 lOs. sales and sellers, at

which figure their rival stands os. to the good. The other
favourites showed little change. Van Ryn Deeps and Govern-
ment Areas being firm, while Sub Nigels and Geduld Prop.s

were the turn lower. There was no improvement in Modder
East or African Farms. In the smaller stocks Kuiglit Cen-
trals were to the good. Government Areas were the feature

at the opening on Thursday, with buyers at 91s. 6d. At the

call all the available stock at 91s. 9d. was taken up. Springs,

for no apparent reason, fell back to t>6s. 6d., after sales at

t37s. before 'change. Rand Selection came better, as also

Modder East, but the Options showed no improvement.
The outside business for the week was a negligible quantity,

the only sales being odd lots of Makganyene Diamonds and
Monteleoe at 31s. 3d. and 23s. respectively. Buyei-s of

Sakalavas at 5s. 6d. and dealere in Phoenix at lid.—Is.

Fri.

13th.

African Farms 15 2

Anglo-American Curp —
Apex Mines 7 1*

Aurora Wests 8 0*

Bantjes Con . 2 1*

Brevten CoUierie.s —
Brick and Potteries 3 9»

Briti.sh Soutli Africa —
Busliveld Tins fl 8'

C,is.sel Coals — S

Cinderella Cons — 5

City and Suburbans ^7 !t '7

City Deeps 15 B*

Clydesdale Collieries .... '21 U"

Con. Investments —
Con. Langlaagtes IH 0*

Con. Main Reefs 11 0*

Con. Mines Selection —
Coronation Collieries 50 0*

Coronation Freeholds .... 13*
Coronation Syndicates .... —
Crown Mines Deb £10U*
Daggafontein Mines 22 6*

Do. Options 5 3+

East Rand Cwls 2 3*

East Rand Deeps U 11*

East Rand Props 5 9

East Rand Debentures ... —
Eastern Golds 1 3*

Frank vSinith Diamonds .... 30*
tJeduld Props 37 9*

Clencoe Collieries 6 0*

(ilynn's Lydenburgs 25 0+
Covernment Areas 90 6

Jupiters 5 0+

KlerUsdorp Props —
Knight Centrals 5 11

Knights Deeps 6 6*

Lace Props 10 7*

Leeuwpoort Tins 26 6+
Lydenburg Farms 8 6

Modder B 101 6*

Modder Deep r51 0*

Modder Easts 20

Do. Options (3 years) . . 5 3*

Do. Options (4 years) . . G 7*

Hume Pipes 28 0*

De Beers Def .£14J*
Natal Navigation Collieries . 21 0*

National Banks JtHJ*

Sat.

11th.

15 0*

25 0*

7 0*

2 2*

11 6*

3 9*

20

Tucs.
17th.

Wed. Thurs.
18th. 19th.

13 0* 15 1*

0*

8*

6+
0*

IB U*

11 3*

25

7 0'

8 6*

2 3

11 0*

8'

0*

0*

0*

18 II*

11 3*

8 6* •

2 2*

11 0*

20 0*

8*

8 B+

7 B*

IB 0*

21 0*

21 0*

17 B*

11 3*

15 3*

30 0+
7 9

8 6*

2 2

12 0.
3 9'

20 0*
8*

7

IB

B*

6

22 a*

21 0*

17

11

B*
6*

1 3*

2

22 B*

5 3+

2 3*

6 Ot

37

3*

7+

!t*

B 0*

25 0+
89 9*

i '.)*

3 0*

B

10 B

25 B'

8 6«

152 B

152

19 B

5 3*

6 4*

28 6*

£14J
21 6*

£141

1 3*

£100*
22 B*
"5

3+
2 3*

11

6 0+

1 3*

37 9

6 0*

24
90 (I

4 9*

6 3

6 B*

10 6*

25 6

8 9

153 0*

l.')2

19 3*

5 3

6 4

28 6*

— 23 B*
— 50 0*

13* 13*

£100*
22 B*

,-, 3+

2 3*

11

5 0*

1

3

37

fi

21

90

•I

3

B

3*

B*

9
0*

6

6
9*

0*

9

B*

10 6*

£100*
22 9*

5 3+

2 3*

11*

5 0*
£65*-

1 3*

2j

8

155

3*

9
0*

150

19 9a

5 0'

6 2*

28 0*

21 6* 21 0*

37 9

2t 0*

91 9

4 9*

3 0*

B 4

B B*

1(1 fi*

25
8 8"-

157 0+

151 0*

19 9

5 1*

6 3

29 0*

£i4r

— .£144*

'Buyers. fSellers. AOdd lots. bEx Loodoa

Fri.

13th.

New Boksburgs 1 0*
New Eland Diamonds .... 21 0*

New Era Cons 10 6+
New Geduld Deeps 5 9*

New Heriots 13 0*

New Kleinfonteins 11 0*
New Modderfonteins .... £26i*
New States 20 0*

Nigels —
Nourse Mines ......... 16 6*
Pretoria Cements 65 0+
Princess Estates 2 6*
Rand Collieries 3 0*
Rand Mines —
Rand Nucleus 17*
Rand Selection Corp 80 0*

Randfontein Deeps 5 6+
Randfontein Estates ..... 13 9*.

Rooibergs 7 6*
Roodepoort Uniteds 2 1*

Ryan Nigels 3 0*

Shebas 1 3*
Simmer and Jacks —
Simmer Deeps —
S.A. .Alkali 41 6
S.A. Breweries 34 0+
S.A. Lands 6 11

South Van Ryn 13 0*
Springs Mines 65 0*
Sub-Nigels . 27 3*
Swaziland Tins 31 0+
Transvaal Lands 23 6*
Transvaal G.M. P^states .... 13 B+
Van Ryn Deeps 70 3

"

Village Deeps 16 0*
Western Rand Estates .... —
West Springs . : 23 3*

Do. Options 9 6*
Witbank Collieries —
Witwatersrands 19 0*
Witwatersrand Deeps .... 13 9
Wolhuters 3 4*
Zaaiplaats Tins lo 3
Union 5 per cent iilOH*

Sat.

14th.

1

23 0*

10 0*

5 9*

12 B*

11 0*

£261
20 6*

6 0+
16 0*

62 0*

2 6*

2 0+
82 0+
5 6+

13 9*

7 6*

3 6+
1 6

Tues.
17th.

1

23 0*

10 0*

5 9*

12 6*

U 0*

£261
20 1*

6 0+
16 0*

65 0+
2 6

3 3*

65 0+

1 9+

82 0+

Wed. Thurs.
18th. 19th.

1 0*

24 0*
0*

9*

0+
3*

£26J
20 3*

1 0*

24 0*

10 IJ 10 0*

5 ^* 5

12 0* 13

11 3* 11

£261*
20 3

4 0*

62 6*

3 1*

16 0*

63 9

2 3*

3 6+

1

81

3 9*

7 6

2 0*

3 3*

1 6*
— 6

37 B

34 0+

6 1

13

64 9

0+
2 9+

37 B

34 0+
6 1*

13

65 0*

9
0*

5 3+

13 9*

7 4*

2 0*

3 6+
1 6*

6 0+
2 9+

32 6*

1

83

4

13

7

27 6* 28

6

12

67
27

3 0*

1 9+

2 9+
40 Oa

33 6+
6 1*

12 0*

68 6
27 3*

— 31 0+ 31 0+ —
22 6*

12 6*

70 0*

16 0*

23 6

9 6*

19 0*

13 3*

3 4*

U 4

£102+

22

12

70

10

2

23

19 0*

13 0*

3 4*

15 8

£102

22 6*

12 6*

70 6

23 3

9 9*

54 0*

13 0*

3 0*

15 1*

£102

22 6*

12 6*

70 9»

15 0*

23 0*

19 0*

13 3*

3 3*

15 9

£102i+

•Buyers. tSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.

The Gaika Company made a net profit for the year to June
30 last, after deducting depreciation,

Caika Cold. £18,775, and £1,520 was brought in,

making £15,295. A final dividend is paid
of 2 per cent., making 5 per cent, for the year, less tax;
forward, £1,020. The consulting engineer states that in
the north section no further developments of importance
liave occurred, but in the south section an ore body has been
located in the course of operations, which at the 5th level
for a length of 225 ft. averages 19-4 dwts. over a width of
70 in. Since the dose of the financial year the No. 1 winze
from the 5th level has been continued to the 0th level, and
cross-cutting carried out from that point. Sinking has
recently been started from the east crosscut at 50 ft. down
ill the winze, and, according to the last cable advice, good
values were obtained for the first 12 ft., when the reef
gradually contracts, and low values only were obtained, tlic

i-cet in the face at 18 ft. down becoming narrow and uniiay-
al)l... The ore reserves at June 30 last were estimated at
80,000 tons, average assay value IS'l dwts., against 85,831
tons and 129 dwts. at June 30, 1917. Crushed 38,554 tons,
yielding 17,828-61 ozs. gold, value £70,569. Working costs
and realisation ciiarges, £59,560, leaving a working' jirtifit

of £17,008, subject to deproeiation, r.ondon charges, etc.

Working costs, 29s. 10-79d. per ton, against 29s. 5-81d. for

the preceding year.

Zaaiplaats Tin.

A dividend of 30 per cent. (Is. 6d. p<;r share) has been
declared by the Zaaiplaats Company.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS DYNAMO WORKS U
Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., Ltd., & PHOENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., Ltd.

DICK, KERR. PHCENIX. * SIEMENS.

MOTOR DRIVEN
AIR COMPRESSORS.

THREE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING AIR COMPRESSOR
installed at a Colliery in Yorkshire.

Output of Motor : 895 B.H.P., 3000 Volts, 50 Frequency

Speed : ' .P.M.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMINGHAM—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL. -;50, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—6468, Collingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

S0UTHAMPT0N.-46, High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clivc Buildings, Glive Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester Hou.'.e.

CAPE T0WN,-45a, St. George's Street (fust floor).

8YDNEY.-42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

Sole Representative in South Africa.

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.l.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegranu "WOTAN'
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:

" McKIOHNia
WIDKM." McKECHNIE BROTHERS, Limited.

SMELTING WORKS 1 WIDNES. ENGLAND. LONDON OFFICE: 11, LOMBARD STREET, S.E.

BIBtCXOHAH, BSWOMTLI, NAJIOEESTIX, LEED8 AHD BSUTOL.

BUYERS OF

COMPLEX ORES
Which contain COPPER.

COPPER-TIN ORES. COPPER-LEAD ORES. COPPER-ZINC ORES*
BE8IDDE8, MATTES, CONCENTRATES, PRECIPITATES.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

The Chief Buying Office—British Manufacturers Inviting Orders—Trend of

Business—More Natives Expected—Oils and Colours—Timber—Electrical Light Cutting.

Business is very quiet indeed on the Commercial Exchange.
The chief buying office is still adopting the. waiting policy

and doing just wufticient to keep things together, which means
putting out only sufficient indents for sorting up lines.

During the war the chief buyer has somehow managed to

please everybody, therefore Mr. Nethersole can well be con-

gratulated, as trade jealousies are real difficulties in this

workaday world. The mines may also be congratulated, as

prices have been kept well under control and the sj'stem has
been successful, thanks also to the Chamber of Mines and
our own Government in using their commercial machinery
in dealing with the British, American and maybe other

Governments. No doubt there have been hitches and diffi-

culties without end, but from a public outlook of the whole
position, everything seemed to work very harmoniously.
Nothing much can be ascertained about the prolongation

of the chief buying office, but from hints and pointers ht-re

and there it seems it will not be long after peace is arranged
before the various mine buyers come into their own again.

British Manufacturers' Advices.

Important cable information has been received from
several British manufacturers, that they are prepared to

take orders for mining and other materials, as they have
every chance of fulfilling them. From t!ie meagre informa-

tion received it is not altogether clear how far the British

Government has taken the embargos off, but undoubtedly
there are reservations. According to some, the British

Goveniment reserves the right to control shipping and con-

structional materials and also so far as can be learned the

priority certificates are still being used, and as previously

remarked these are still advisable for urgent cases. All this

goes to show that the British Government and manufac-
turers are very much alive to the fact of retaining the trade

so laboriously worked up in pre-war days, notwithstanding
the underhand dealings of enemy competition.

The Trend of Business.

Business is very quiet indeed, which is not unusual at

this season of the year, but it is marked on this occasion.

This is not altogether surprising, as. we are in the midst of

holidays, stock-taking and the uncertainty of the future of

the chief buying department. There are no real buyt:'rs in

the market, as merchants are only getting sufficient to com-
plete orders and not for extra stock. The drop in prices and
the sharp curtailment of Inisiness when the armistice was
signed, have not really improved, but there is a less nervous
feeling. Things, however, will take some time to become nor-

mal as a lot of belated ordere have to arrive from .\merica.

Most of these are at high values and may become trouble-

some as regards turning them over at a profit or, what is

worse, a loss. This is at the moment the weak spot,

as this material is coming on the top of fairly big stocks

already in the Johannesburg warehouses, and the mines
are almost out of the market for heavy goods, through using

their reserves. Perhaps Johannesburg is not very different

from other places, but undoubtedly there is little or no

cohesion- here, therefore when trade is dead and dull from

week to week holders will accept less for any decent line,

but immediatelj' there is a little genuine buying, prices

stiffen at once, especially of late, as the chief buying office

was credited with knowing exactly where the various

stocks were located. Notwithstanding this unsettled state

of things, as between the war and peace periods, there is an
excellent impression existing amongst merchants that the

mining industry will soon pick up again. Because now that

General Botha is in London and in close touch with the

British Government something may be done to

ameliorate the position of the lower grade mines

—

in, perhaps, the shape of purchasing the gold at

5s. per ounce above the standard rate. Then there

was a half-promise about cheaper explosives, which should

be an easy matter now that the shooting has stopped. How-
ever, these are on the small side as compared with the all-

important one of greater native labour supplies. These are

within practical politics, as the close of the German East
campaign as well as the Portuguese territories also having

become more or less normal again, will very much assist

the native incoming. But this is not all, as longing eyes

are being cast on the supplies from Central Africa, which

are now possible considering the wonderful progress inocu-

lation has made against the pneumonia scourge.

Oils, Colours, Motor Petrol and Paraffin.

White lead has adfanced in England £4 per ton accord-

ing to the latest cable advices, but that is only an indicator,

as the British Government has not raised its embargo
against its export. White lead is from 95s. to 100s. per

100 lbs. in Johannesburg and Is. 3d. per lb. from the

distributing houses. Turps are 85s. 'J-4's with a steadier

tendency after the big drop, but the cargoes causing that

have been absorbed and importers are awaiting the next lots

from America, which should now be very near Capetown.

Paints are much the same with an easier tendency, although

the demand for those and wallpapers is excellent, prepara-

tory to the holidays. Business is again normal as compared
with the period before the 'ilu epidemic. Travellers are not

^^—"-^
'RIVERSEA' PAINT

The Best for Africa.

Quite difFerent from all other painta,

supplied ID any ordioary colour.

Klastic, Waterproof, impervious to

lieiit, cold, aud atinot^pheric condi-

tions. A perfect preservative lor

Iron, Wood, Stone. &c. Salt Water
lias no effect, is a positive cure for

damp, resista the action of etrony

acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands very

hiffh temperaturea of superheated

steam.

Sole lfanu(actur«rt

:

The CAS80N OOUPOSITIONS Co. Lta.

Three Seas Brand. ruiham, London, mgund.
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BO much in evidence witli loose parcels of oils, colours and

other things in that trade. An idea prevails that most of

the speculative goods have been got into stronger hands

as undoubtedly values are steadier. However, there is no

such thing as activity, as purchasers for stock are not in

the mood to buy because a decided feeling is in evidence that

the British Government will release white lead, linseed oil,

etc., from its embargo list of exports as quickly as possible

for the sake of future business. So far back as October 16th

a Liverpool paste firm issued a circular letter stating that

the Britisli Government had given them permission to do

an e.xport trade and presumably other firms had similar

permission granted.

Timber and Builders' Material.

Business is very slack, both in town and on the Reef.

People are standing aside presumably to see the happenings

until the New Year opens. There is a little timber offering

from the Baltic, but even there an uncertainty exists about

freight, which is offering slowly for the long journeys, as

preference is given to the London trade. The second-hand

timber and building material trade is steady considering the

holidays. The best second-hand deals are Is. 3d. ; flooring,

C^d. to 7id. ; ceiling, 4^1.; Oregon pine, 6s. to 6s. 6d.; and
roofing iron of the best. Is. '2d. to Is. 4d. the running foot.

On the whole stocks are fair. The demand for bricks is

slow, but a fe^^• orders are being booked for January and
hopes are entertained at that time better business will

ensue. Tiie builders' ironmongery is rather better than the

dulness described last week. The additional orders are for

c-ompleting houses and business premi.ses.

Iron, Steel and Other Met.\ls.

The demand for the smaller kinds of bar iron and mild

steel is quite fair, as the iron moulders are at full work
again, therefore the foundries have bought rather freely.

There is very little f round iron in town, except of local

make. Copper and brass rods and sheets have fallen very

slightly. 'The question of price is being governed as to

what is on the way from America. The trading in brass,

copper and iron is chietly from outside sources, such as

railways and municipalities, as very little is being done with

the mines. Second-hand steel plates of the very best are

steadier in price at about £25 per ton, but others go at any
price according to condition.

Electrical Materi.\ls.

Recently an element has been introduced into the retail

trade amongst several firms, of cuttijjg prices, hence lamps

are being offered freely, per advertisements of various kinds,

including extra window dressing. There is a reason for this,

that may be personal or otherwise. However, it appears

there are heavy stocks of lamps in town, as they have been

reduced 3s. a dozen wholesale, and from 3s. to 3s. 6d. each

retail. Business is very slack in a general way, and nothing

much is expected until the turn of the year.

Revised Price List.

Building Materials.—-Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9x3, Is. lOd. to

23.; flooring. 4i x I and 6 x J, lO-Jd. to lid. per sq. ft.; ceilings,

6 X i, 6Jd. to 7d. per sq. ft. ;
pitch pine, 9s. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

99. per cub. ft.; clear pine, Jin. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;

lin. x 12in., Is. 8d ; teak, 253. to 278. 6d. per cubic foot; shelving,

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80% of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.

— Vide list in G.M.E.'s recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overteert passed. Several hundred successes.

Classes mtiy be joined at any time.

Address I Professor lOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Eloff St.

Is. 3d. ; Jarrah, 14s. 6d. cu. ft.
;

poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d. ; ecantling.

Is. lOd. to 2s. per ft. ; beaver boards, 9d. to 9id.
;
galvanised iron, 24-

gauge, 8ft. to 10ft. Is lid. to 2s. ; lift., 2». Id. ; 12ft . 2s. 2d. ;
26-

gauge, 6ft. to Sft., Is. 9d. ; 9ft. & 10ft., Is. lOd. ; fiat galvanised, 24 &
26-gauge, 95s. 1001b. ; floor brads, 95s. ; ceiling, 75s. ; wire nails,

75s. to 150s. lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 723. ; mortice, SOs. per doz. ; steel

ceilings, SOs. to 85s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 453. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d. ;

and 3 ply, 57s. 6d. per roll. «

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, lOs.

bag ; 93. truck loads ; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,

66. 6d. ; slaked, do., Ss. 6d. ; blue, 48. 6d. ;
plaster lime, Ss. 6d. ;

t/iicks, stock, delivered, 6O3. to TOs. ; wire cuts, 70s. to 80b. ; pressed,

70b. to 803. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable ; salt

glazed, £17 17s., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles, £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000 ;
glazed tiles, 17s._ 6d. to 273. 6d.

yard
;

paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid ; reinforced concrete

columns, 6ft. plain, 25b. ; fluted, SOs. ; fireclay bricks, £8 10a. to £10
lOs. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 45s. to 80s., according to

height {12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils, Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled,

14s. to 15s. Imperial gallon; white lead. Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 2d. in

big lots; turpentine, 85s. 2/4 15 galls. ; 10—I'a; 5-6 imp. tins, 100s.
;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb. ; dry oxide, ISs. 6d. to 16s. ; linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb.
;
paints in tins, Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

iin., 83.; do., mirror, Ss. ; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per foot;

2I0Z., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 2d. per foot.

Gr':ase.—Imported, A.F. axle. .£40 ; local, i'33 to .£334 per

ton ; tallow (local). Bid. per lb. ; paraflin, 24s. per case of two 4's

;

petrol, 393. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, SSs. 6d. to 47s. 6d. per case ; cylinder, SSs. 6d.

to 473. 6d.

Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 75lb. ; bichromate potash, 5s. 6d. lb. ;

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb.
;
permanganate (.Japanese), 14/6 lb. ; alum, 7d. lb. ;

carbolic acid, 5s. 6d. lb. ; borax, 122s. 6d. lOOlb ; cyanide sodium,
Is 3d. to Is. 6d. lb.; hypo, Is. lb.; nitrate lead, local, £55 10s. ton;
litharge (assay), 708. to 72s. 6d. (commerQial), 58b. 6d. 100 lbs. ; zmc
sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, 6Ad. lb. ; plumbago
crucibles, 6^d. per number; carbide, about ^£110 per long ton.

Electhical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and
American, 2S3. to 33s. wholesale, and 3s. to 3/6 each retail; carbon
lamps, 2O3. dozen

; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd. ; 3/20 coils wire.

65s.; ditto, 3/22. 40s. to 42s.; 7/22, 75s to 80s.; 7/20 12fts.
;

7/18, ICOs. ; tubing, 46s. to 50s! per 100 ft.; keyholders, 4s, 6d. to

Pittsburgh Steel Compimy
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Manufacturer* of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT"

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail >^re
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished Wire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed >\lre

Wire Nalla Fence Staplaa

Pig Iron, Blooms, Billets, Wir«
Bods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, 8t«el

Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing.

Wt •« prtpartd to ifiv4 PROMPT SBRVICS, anStoKM
IfMir inquiriM acttmraniti by t»mpUl4 i!|>M</lcaMMW;

Addreaa

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANT
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDINQ

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

OUeAddNMi
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5». each ; round blocks, 5iin., 58. to 5s. 6d. dozen ; lamp holdei

cord grips, ISa. to 153. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 363. to 378. 6d.

per dozen; British glasa shades, 30b. to 409. dozeu; porcelain shackles.

ISs. to 18a. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. to SOs. per 100; cleats, 2iiij.

per 100 ; P.O. insulators, 18s. dozen.

Iron & Sieel.—Imported, |in. & 3-16in. round iron & steel, 90/-

to 96/ 1 ; Jin. do.. So/-; jin. steel, round, 80s.; ^in. round iron, 77/6;
do. steel, 70s.

;
|in. round iron, 7Us. ; do. steel, practically none

in town
; fin. round iron, 623. 6d. to 65s.

; Jin. steel, 623. 6d. to

65s. Imported hat iron, various sizes, 50s. to Vus. ; all at per luOlbs.

Dunswart local iron, 45s lOOlb. Vereeniging mild steel also 50s. per
1001b. Steel-plates, 75s. to 80s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; 5-lbm.
diameter. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.

;
|in. diameter up to Sin.

long, 2s. 6d. lb. ; jiu. dia.. Is. 6d. ; Sjin. and up long. Is. 6d. lb. ;

iin dia. up to 2^m long, 778. 6d. 1001b ; Jin dia. and 2^iu up long, 75s.

per 1001b. ; |in. dia. up to 25in. long, Is. 6d. per lb.
;

|in. diameter
ejin. and np long, 608. per lOUlb.

;
}in. diameter, 2]in. and

up long, Is. per lb. ;
|in. and Iin. diameter, same price as |in.

diameter; nuts, §in.. Is. 3d. per lb.; ^in., 85s.; |in. 90s.

Ifin. and l^in., 85s. ; l|in. to l|in., 878. 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash'
ers, all 55s.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.

7-16in., fin.. Is. 6d. lb.; ^in., 75s. to 80s.
;
|in., 723. 6d. ;

|in. up, 60s
100 lb-; shoes and dies, 32a. 6d. to 359. 100 lb. ; rails, £35 per ton
picks, 41b., 40s. dozen; shovels, SOs. upwards dozen; drill hammerS;
6id. to 6d. per lb. ; hammer handles (best American), 14in., Is. 6d
24in., 10s.; 30in., 143.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction
knoxits, lid. to 48. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor vrill answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

Rhodesia, Ltd.
4)

The report of Rhodesia, Ltd., for 1917 states that the

authorised capital at 31st December last stood at £600,000,

divided into 2,400,000 shares of 5s. each, and the issued
capital at £304,542, divided into 1,218,168 shares of 5s.

each. At an extraordinary general meeting held on 19th

December last, and subsequently e-onfirmed, resolutions

STANDARD
BANK

of SOUTH AFRICA. Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1862.

Bankers to the Government of the Union of South Africa
in the Cape Province ; to the Imperial Government in

South Africa;- and to the Administration of Rhodesia.

Subscribed Capital

Paid-up Capital •

Reserve Fund

£6,194,100

1,548,525

2,000,000

OVER 250 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES in the
Union ol South' Africa, Rhodesia, Nyasaland, East
Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Portuguese East
Africa, Protectorate of South West Africa, and the
Territory formerly known as German East Alrica.

Head Office in Africa: CAPE TOWN.
London OtDee: 10 Clement's Lane, Lombard St., London, E.C.

New York Agency: 68 Wall Street. Rotterdam Agency: 15 Coolsingel

were passed by which each of the issued shares of 5s. be-

came shares of 2s. each, and the unissued shares were also

dealt with, so that the nominal capital now stands at

£•417,275, divided into 4,172,748 shares of 2s. each, of which

1,218,168 have been issued, leaving 2,954,580 of 26. each in

reserve. In a circular dated 13th June last it was reported

that an agreement had been entered into with the Anglo-

American Ehodesian Exploration Company, under which

1,218,168 of these reserve shares were to be issued to holders

of the then issued shares under guarantee of that company,
the holders of such shares having the right to take up
609,084 of the guaranteed issue in proportion to their holding

at par—that is to say, 2s. per share, less 15 per cent, com-
mission thereon—and they may also apply for any of the

further 609,084 shares at par. Profit for the year amounted
to £3,091.' The amount of £10,900 (special creditm-) has

been reduced since the date of the accounts by £5,600,

leaving one instalment to liquidate—namely, £5,300—on
11th June, 1919. During the year 60 claims were abandoned
and 20 acquired. The total number of mining claims now
held is 708. No development work has been carried out

at Sabiwa mine during the year. The total ore reserves at

date of ceasing work were reported to be approximately

195,000 tons, of an average value of slightly over 11 dwts.

per ton. Development is regarded as sufficiently advanced
to warrant complete equipment as a producing property so

soon as times permit. The returns from Annasona mine
show that 8,648 tons were treated, yiek^jng bullion—includ-

ing proceeds frqjn cyanide plant—to the value of £22,487.

Since the close of the accounts cable returns state that a

further 2,469 tons have been treated, yielding bullion to the

gross value of £11,634. Developments continue to be most
encouraging.

Safety
"W/HERE pipe wrenches
** are used under con-

ditions that admit of danger
to the operator, the integ-

rity of the tool for the
purpose of insuring the

workman against injury is

a matter of first impor-
tance.

The use of Vanadium Steel

parts in Williams' Im-
proved "Vulcan " Chain
Pipe Wrenches results in

a decided increase of

strength, and furthermore,

that they command your
full confidence, every chain

is placed in a standard test-

ing machine and pulled

up to two-thirds of the

breaking strain listed in

catalogue.

TWO TOOLS IN ONE AT
THE PRICE OF ONE AND
EVERY TOOL TRUE.

J. H. WILLIAMS © CO..
" The Wrench People,"

76, RICHARDS ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

London Representative: Benj, Whittaker, 2, Norfolk Street. Sirand, W.C.

Export Office : 76, State Street, New York.
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Small Stuffing Boxes
Need the Right Packing
because the amount of packing is small
and is more likely to burn out or harden.

PALMETTOTWIST
PACKING

does not burn out, it's made of heat resisting materials. It does not harden, because each
single strand contains lubricant.

G-I-VES LOnSTG- S E I? "V" I O El
by unstranding any size valve packed from one spool of "Palmetto" Twist.

LET US SEND YOU A SAMPLE FREE.

GREENE,TWEED& Co.
Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

BARTLE & CO., LTD.. Johannesburg.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.

MULCOTT BELTING
Suitable for all Driving and Conveyor
purposes. Thoroughly proof against
dampness, changes of Temperature
and uneven action. ::

Largely used on the Mines and Engin-
eering Works in the Witwatersrand.

About half the cost of Balata Belting.

Made by the MULCOTT BELTING CO., LTD.,
BRADFORD, ENGLAND.

SOLE AGENTS:

MOSENTHAL BROTHERS
LIMITED.

91, Market Street,
Bo,ii24 JOHANNESBURG.

I

Telephone 4701.
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Engineering Notefi and News.

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE—IX.

The following is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquier's

article on " Railway Electrification "
:
—

The road is primarily a coal-caiTving road, over 85 per

cent, of its revenue being derived from freight. The largest

individual coal area on the Norfolk and Western lines is the"

Pocohontas field, extending from Graham to Welsh, 27

miles west of Graham. The field comprises no less than 86

collieries, the output of which is solely dealt with by this

line, and accounts for 62 per cent, of the total coal tonnage
of the road. Of this quantity about 250 car loads a day
go west, and the remainder goes east over this electrified

section. To give some idea of the density of these coal

mines, in a section of 10 miles between Vivian and Switch-

back, there are no less than 54 main line switches control-

ling the delivery and outlet tracks to the mines. In addi-

tion, there are the numerous crossovers necessary for the

delivery of cars and the assembling and picking up of loads

on either side of the main line. Under steam conditions,

employing Mallet engines of the most powerful description

—the latest were of the 2-6-6-2 class, weighing 200 tons,

fitted with super heater equipment and mechanical stokers,

with a- tank cariying 15 tons of coal and 9,000 gallons of

water and capable of exerting a tractive effort of approxi-

mately 85,000 lbs.—three of these locomotives were required

to handle a 3,250 ton train on the 2 per cent, grade at a

speed of 7 miles per hour. At the entrance -to the tunnel

the pusher had to be dropped off owing to ventilation con-

ditions, and the remaining two Mallets made a very slow

job of hauling the 3,250 ton train through the tunnel.

Actually it used to take twenty minutes to clear the tunnel,

whereas the electric locomotives consistently pull a 3,250

ton train through in approximately three minutes. There

were also many additional delays with steam traihc, due to

train stalling, break-in-two incidents at starting, and so on.

In 1912, therefore, it was decided to electrify this section,

and on a scale to handle 65,000 gross tons of east-bound

traffic in 24 hovu-s. Twelve electric locomotives were

deemed sufiicient for this duty. The object of the electrifi-

cation was to obtain an increase in the capacity of the

existing track by increased speed, by handling heavier trains,
and by eliminating delays for coal and water. It was antici-
pated that tiiere would also be a general reduction in
operating expenses, maintenance, fuel, train crews, and so
on, and fewer train delays. Some striking figures as to the
comparative performance of these Mallet engines and the
electric locomotives are given in the paper by Mr. C. H.
Quinn, to which reference has already been made. The
maximum east-bound tonnage handled by steam locomo-
tives for any 24 hours in 1914 was 51,226 gross tons. The
corresponding figure for 1916, with electric locomotives, was
59,543, or an increase of 16 per cent. The maximum
number of loaded east-bound cars in any one day, by steam,
was 675, and required 43 locomotives, the corresponding
figures for the electric locomotives being 757 cars, with 9
locomotives. When one talks about cars, one must remem-
ber that this road is equipped with many 100 ton cars,
called "^.battleships." The total number of loaded east-
bound cars handled by steam in 1914 was 132,618, which
figure was increased in 1916 to 165,689 with electric locomo-
tives. A still more remarkable figure is the time figure.
To handle the 1914 trafiic just stated took 93,625 steam
engine houi-s, whereas the 25 per cent, greater traffic in
1916 was dealt with in 44,112 engine hours—a 25 per cent,
increase in traffic handled in less than half the time. A
few more figures and I have finished. The total ton miles,
east-bound, in 1914 amounted to 457,163,921, the figure
for 1916 being 592,597,018, or 30 per cent, increase. On
the basis that 25 Mallet engines could handle the 1914
traffic, it would have required 33 to deal with the 1916, and
further, Mr. Quinn points out that, if one considers the
maximum day condition, 42 Mallets would have been
required, whereas the 1916 traffic was handled with an
average of 7 electric locomotives in service at one time.
The conclusion he draws is that, without any increase in

track facility, the capacity of the line has been at least

doubled. Details of these locomotives have already been
given and need not be repeated, but the following table gives
fuller particulars as to power and tractive effort developed
with different loads on different grades:—

Norfolk and Western Railw.w—Information on Freight Movement.

Vivian to Elkhorn
Tl'NXKL

Elkhorn Tdnnel to
Gr-iham.

Graham to
Bluefikld.

East bound. West bound. East bound. West bound. East bound. West bound.

Trailing load tons
Locomotives per train

Speed on grades .

.

Maximum grade %
H.P. on maximum grade

3,250
2

14

+ '2

6,350

2,000
1

14
2

3,500
1

2S
-fO-4
3,450

2,000
1

14

-t-M
2,560

3,250
1

14

-fl-22
3,980

2,000
1

14
fll4
2,640

Tractive Efforts for Different Grades and Load.s.

Train on 15 and Train on 1% Train on 4%
2 '/o grades. grades. grades.

Weight of train, tons .

.

Locomotives per train
3,250 3,250

1

3,250
1

Approximate speed, miles per hour . . . .
~

Drawbar pull per locomotive lbs.

14 14 2S

Uniform acceleration

On 2% grade
On 1% grade
On 0-4% grade
Maximum guaranteed accelerating tractive effort per locomotive lbs.

91,800
75,400

133,000

114,000

85,800

133,000

79,400

4,600
90,000
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A brief description of a round trip on these locomotives

would be sometliing as follows :—Starting from the eastern

boundary, the locomotive would leave the Bluefield inspec-

tion track, and in the west Bluefield yards would pick up
a train of from 85 to 95 empties, and proceeding westward
set them oH at the various mines in the coalfield west of

the tunnel. Proceeding on to Eckman, where the main
yards are, the locomotive, without turning, picks up what is

known as a tonnage train of 3,250 tons, consisting of from

28 to 45 cars, depending on their capacity, and starts out

east again. A pusher is utilised from Eckman to Euth, at

the eastern portal of Elkhom tunnel and at the summit of

the 2 per cent, grade. The single locomotive then takes the

tr„in to Flat Top yards, where additional tonnage up to

4,750 is accepted. The run over Flat Top to Bluefield is

made with the help of a pusher on the final If per cent,

grade section between Graham and Bluefield. The round
trip from Bluefield to Eckman and back is made in the

average time of 7 hours, and two such trips constitute an
average day's work for one train crew. Formerly, with

steam operation, a day's wotk for one* train crew consisted

of a single round trip between Bluefield and the coalfield,

which usually took 12 hours. Some ammeter readings taken
on one of these trips may be of interest. Four ammeters
are provided in the cab, each registering the current taken

by each of the four trucks. Normally, the current taken
by the different trucks is equal, therefore the total current

taken by the locomotive is four times the reading of one
ammeter. The train westward bound consisted of one loco-

motive, with a traihng load of 92 empties. Going up the
1'4 per cent, grade, west of Bluestone, at 14 miles per hour,

the ammeter registered 500 amperes, and when coasting

down the 2 per cent, grade, through and west of the Elkhorn
tunnel, an average regenerative current of 800 amperes was
registered. On coming east, with 28-75 ton cars, half a

nonnal tonnage train, with one locomotive, the arnmeter
showed 550 amperes on the 2 per cent, up _grade, and a

regenerative current of 400 amperes on the 286 per cent,

down grade ; one locomotive taking a full tonnage train of

3,250 tons down the 2"36 per cent, grade, at about 15 miles
an hour, registers a regenerative current per truck of 550
amperes. It is said to be a most impressive sight to see

one of these heavy coal trains hauled up one side of the
mountain and lowered down the other, at a constant speed,

without the use of air brakes and with no indication of the
changing grade other than the gradual fall and rise of the

ammeter needles. The regenerative ability of the three-

phase motor is one of the main factors which make their

use for this severe service particularly successful. Another

SWAZILAND TIN, LIMITED.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

DIVIDEND No. 23.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Dividend No. 23 of Ten

per Cent. (2s. per Share) has been declared by the Board, payable

to all Shareholders registered in the Books of the Company at the

close of business on the 31st day of December, 1918.

The Share Transfer Books will be closed from the 1st day of

January to the 7th day of January, 1919, both days inclusive.

The Dividend Warrants will be posted to Shareholders from

the Head Transfer Office on or about the 18th day of January,

1919.

By Order of the Board,

Transvaal Consohdated Land & Explokation Co., Ltd.,

Secretaries.

W. E. S. LEWIS, Secretary.
Head Office :

The Comer House,
Johannesburg, 18th December, 1918. 70707

characteristic which has proved most valuable is the inherent
ruggedness, due to the absence of a commutator. Starting
long and heavy trains on a grade like this, with a steam
locomotive, it is essential that the pusher does n5t shut o£E

steam when the leading engine stops the train with the air

brakes; it simply holds against the train with open throttle,

and in so doing permits the leading engine to release the
air and pick up its share of the slack when ready to start.

When the^ront half of the train is under weigh, the pusher
will start its half, and so the entire train is got under weigh
with a minimum of jarring and bumping. The three-phase
motors on these electric locomotives are peculiarly adapted
to stand up under such severe operating conditions ; in fact,

their ability to stand still under full load, for a maximum of

five minutes, while holding a train about to be started on a
heavy grade, contributes in a large measure to their success
in this installation. Before leaving this description of the
general operating conditions of the line, I would like once
moi'e to quote Mr. Quinn on the question of the constant
speed characteristic of these equipments:

—
" Some criticism

of the constant speed feature of operation has been made
by steam railroad men, who are not conversant with the
results thereof. The train despatchers speak most enthusi-

astically of this feature, which permits them to count on
the arrival of a train at a given point within a fraction of a

minute, consequently their despatching is rendered very

much easier. As a result, any freight train is sent out on
the line ahead of aTiy passenger train, whose schedule speed
is not more than 15 miles an hour, and the passenger train

is not held up. I came in on a very heavy east-bound train

that actually was sent out on the line 20 minutes ahead of

the passenger train, and we pulled into the Bluefield ter-

minus in plenty of time to clear the passenger train. Such
operating would be unheard of on the ordinary steam line."

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

"FLOWER" BRAND.

has the lowest co-efficient of friction.

KEEPS down the lull for lubricants, making BEARINGS smooto as glass

and keeping them COOL under heaviest pressures and highest speeds.

Manufactured and Sold By—
THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION

BIETAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIMITED,

O, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

AxcoU fw South Africa i FRASER & CHALMERS, Ltd., lobinntshuri

,

Bulawaro and Salisbury.

THECASSELCOAICOITD.
(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

Declaration ofDividend No. 16.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Dividend (No. 16) of 5

per cent., equal to Is. per share (making, with the Interim

Dividend of 5 per cent, declared in June last, a total Dividend ^f

10 per cent, for the year ending 31st December, 1918), has been

declared, payable to Shareholders icgistered in the Books of the

Company at the close of business on Tuesday, the 31st day of

December, 1918.

By Order of the Board,

T. L. DAY, Secretary.

Lace Building, 74, Fox Street,

Johannesburg, 17th December, 1918.
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Railway Equipment and Standardisation.

CCMMITTEE REPORTS IN FAVCUE.

The report of the Advisory Council which the Ministry of

Reconstruction appointed to consider the desirability of

standardisation of railway equipment is now available. Its

conclusions in brief are that, in so far as is practicable, the
national interest would be best served by uniformity of

railway plant, and immediate steps to carry standardisation
into effect are recommended. It is suggested that the
standardisation of wheels, axles, wheel-centres, tyres, run-
ning gear, draw gear, buffing gear, bogies, brakes and under-
fraines be dealt with immediately by the Engineering
Standards Committee on which all interested, including

private buildere and makers of materials, should be repre-

sented, and that when such essential parts have been
standardised the adoption of the standards should be gradu-
ally enforced. In view of the difficulties of standardising
complete locomotives and other rolling stock under existing

circumstances and of the excessive amount of dead weight
now canned on British railways, it is proposed that a Com-
mittee be formed to investigate the existing conditions of

structural gauges and clearances of the British railways and
the loading and unloading arrangements' at works and ports

in order to ascertain how far uniformity could be introduced

and tares reduced, and at what cost. The Committee furtlier

thinks that the costs of construction of locomotives and roll-

ing stock by the railway workshops and by private firms

respectively should be investigated and ascei'tained by com-
petent independent accountants appointed by the Govern-
ment. In view of the great demand for rolling stock that

there will be at the close of the war in Britain and else-

where, it is felt that, in order to expedite delivery and to

secure production at the lowest possible cost, standardisation

is very necessary for the export trade. The Committee

therefore recommends that the consulting engineere and re-

presentatives of railways financed by British capital in

foreign parts and in the Dominions be brought together to

confer with the locomotive and wagon manufacturers in this

country to determine what standardisation can be effected,

and that, with a view to the possibility of effecting partial

international standardisation, the separate Committees
should take cognisance of each other's investigations.

Treatment of Conveyors.

Mechanical conveying apparatus is a necessary adjunct
to milling operations. The design and manufacture of it

has developed from an insignificant beginning to a highly
specialised industry, and, in common with other specialities,

is none too well understood by the general practitioner.

Mr. Robert S. Lewis, Professor of Mining in the University
of Utahj contributes an interesting and in<5tructive article

to the 14th September issue of the San Francisco Mining
and Scientific Press dealing with the design and application

of the conventional types of conveyor. Mr. Lewis offers a

means of determining the efficiency of the so-called
" friction " by a simple test, which is rational, effective,

and should enable the prospective purchaser easily to ap-

praise the serviceability of the belt that he is going to buy.
The question of the pi'oper position for the drive end of the
conveyor is determined by whether the conveyor is hori-

zontal or is expected to elevate and al.-5o to convey. If the
conveyor is horizontal it is of no special consequence whether
the drive be at the head or the tail end. If the convej^or

is set at an angle and is expected to perform the function

of an elevator as well, the drive should invariably be at the

discharge end. A belt mxist be pulled up ; it cannot effectu-

ally be pushed up. It is interesting to note, in Mr. Lewis's
article, the copious reference made to the formulas developed

ff"HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromaz" weighs SO-lbs. It is Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% (aster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Manager can afford
to neglect the economic
merits of the - - - - 'HYDROMAX 9 The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills (or thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

Ag«iit»—

Phonei 4113/9. Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Telegram: "HOSKEN.'
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"INDUSTRY AS USUAL."
LIST OIF'

Manufacturers & Agents belonging to the British Empire and her Allies.

HERBERT AINSWORTH.
Engineer and Merchant, 304-307 The Corner House, Johannes-

burg; South African Agent for Green's Patent Fuel Economisers,

Canadian Carbide " S " Brand, AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Crane

Co., Richard Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd., Kennicott Water

Softener Co., Hartlepool Ropery Co., Ltd., Wood's Colliery

Plants and Winches, Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., Conveying

Weigher Co.

ANDREW, RESTIEAUX & CO,
Manufacturers of Solders, Bearing Metals, Printers' Alloys, and

all elasses of non-ferrous Ingot Material. Proprietors of the

Knoxite Brand of Antifriction Metals.—245 Fox Street, Johan-

nesburg, 'Phone 3753, Telegrams " Andesia."

BARTLE & CO., LTD.
Loveday House, Johannesburg. 'Phones 3553-4. Sole Agents

for Sanderson Bros. & Newbonld, Limited, Sheffield; F.

Reddaway & Co., Ltd., Manchester; John Shaw, Ltd., Shef-

field; J. W. Roberts, Ltd., Leeds; Gimson & Co., Ltd., Lei-

cester; T. Lister & Co., Ltd., Brighouse; John Davis & Son,

Ltd Derby; McLachlan and Co., Ltd.. Darlington; The

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co. ; The Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co. ; The Pittsbnrs; Valve and Fittings Co. ;

F Bartle & Sons, Carn Brea, Johnson & Phillips, Ferranti,

Ltd. ; The Weston Electrical Instrument Co. ; and many

other well-known British and American Manufacturers.

BRITISH GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Comer Loveday and Anderson Streets, Johannesburg. Elec-

trical Plant and Supplies of all descriptions. 'Phones 4242-

4243 ; Telegrams, "Current" ; Box 2406. Branches at Cape,

town, Durban, Balawayo, etc.

HUBERT DAVIES & CO., LTD.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, for all kinds of Elec-

trical Machinery and Supplies. Johannesburg, Durban, Cape-

town and Salisbury (Rhodesia).

FATTFS S.A. MACARONI FACTORY.
Fatti's Macaroni Factories are the suppliers of the mnch-

appreciated Soup-Macaroni for the Mine Boys. They inform

the Mine and Compound Managers that in spite of the present

high cost of the flour their price for this healthy and very

nourishing food has been kept at the pre-war level, thus

making MACARONI the MOST ECONOMICAL food of the

present time. For orders and quotation please apply to Box

1139, or 'Phone 962, Johannesburg.—L. Fatti and Co., Ltd.

ERASER & CHALMERS, LTD.
Farrar Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannesburg; alfto re-

presenting Holman Bros.; T. & W. Smith, Ltd.; Tangyes,

Ltd. ; G. & J. Weir, Ltd. ; and many other British Agencies.

HADFIELDS LTD.
(Incorporated in England.)

46-47, Collinan Buildings. 'Phone 5900, Johannesburg. Cast

Bteel Gyrating and Jaw Crushers and Crusher Spares,

Wheels and Axles, Pedestals, Rollers, Pulleys and General
Steel Castings.

[ROBERT HUDSON & SONS, LIMITED.
Works : Gildersome Foundry, near Leeds. 83-4, Collinan
Buildings, 'Phone No. 1731. Telegraphic Address :

" Rale-
trui." Manufacturers of all classes of Light Jlailway Material
for Mining and Constractor use. Rails in all weights per
yard. Switches and Crossings, Standard Trucks of yarions
capacities kept in stock.

INGERSOLL-RAND CO.
Exploration Building, Johanneiburg. Air ComprMsori, Rock
Drills, Hose, Bteel, Pneumatic Tools, Cameroa Pumps, Ltyner
Drill Sharpeners, Darit Calyx Oora DrilU, Oantrifngal
Pwnpa.

PEARSON'S HYCOL, LIMITED.
Manufacturers of Hycol Disinfectant Fluid {guaranteed co-

efficient 18-20) and " Pacolol " Brand of Lysol. Contractors

to Union Government. Works : Hull, Yorkshire. S.A. Head
Office, 33. Hout Street, Capetown. Branches : Johannesburg,
'Phone 2472, Box 3144; Durban, Box 245.

PHOENIX FOUNDRY.
Iron and Brass Founders, General Engineers and Blacksmiths.

Office and Works: Hay Street, Ophirton. P.O. Box 3031,

Johannesburg. 'Phone 1641. Sole Agents for Camtyne Steel

Castings Co., Glasgow. Stocks of 'Tappets, Skip Wheels,
Heads, etc. Casting Specialties : Pipe Fittings, White Iron
Pump Spares and 'Tube Mill Liners.

REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.
Consolidated Building (3rd Floor), Johannesburg; P.O. Box
92; Telephone No. 3061. Sole Agents for North British

Locomotive Co., Ltd. ; Leeds Forge Co., Ltd. ; Babcock and
Wilccck, Ltd. ; Belliss and Morcom, Ltd. ; Davidson and Co.,

Ltd. ; Frank Peam and Co., Ltd. ;
" Atlas Rock Drills," John

Stephens and Son, Ltd. ; E. and W. Lucas, Ltd. ; John
Spencer and Sons, Ltd. ; and many other high-class British
^Ianufactu^er3.

J. V. STANTON & CO.
Southern Life Buildings, Representing : Phoenix Dynamo
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Bradford, England), Electrical

Plant ; Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd. (London),
Switchgear, Instruments, "Rex" Fire Extinguishers; Flem-
ing, Birkby and Goodall, Ltd. (Liversedge, Eng.), Tramway
Equipments; Henry Wiggin and Co., Ltd. (Birmingham,
Eng.), Resistance materials; Walsall Hardware Manufacturing
Co. (Walsall, Eng.), Conduits, etc. ; Canadian Porcelain Co.
(Hamilton, Canada), Insulators, etc. Mining Material other
than Electrical, also stocked.

S. SYKES & CO., LTD.
Southern Life Buildings, Johannesburg. Telephone No. 1198.
P.O. Box 2303. Telegrams: "Psyche." Sole Agents for
Robey & Co., Ltd., Crossley Bros., Ltd., E. R. & F. Turner,
Ltd., Worthington Pump Co., Ltd., C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd.,

Crompton & Co., Ltd., Reyrolle & Co., Ltd., and Sandycroft,
Limited.

E. W. TARRY & Co., Ltd., Austral Iron Works.
Corner of Anderson and End Streets, Box 1098. 'Phones
149 and 626, Johannesburg. Iron and Brass Founders «nd
General Engineers. Machine Cut Gears in Raw Hide and my
Metal a speciality, and in Cast Iron up to 18 feet diameter.
Sole Manufacturers and Agents for "Tregaskii Patent Drill
Heating Furnace.

TRANSVAAL GRAPHITE M. & M. CO., Ltd.

Foundry Plumbago. Flake Graphite. Pipe Jointing. " Murrella "

Boiler Composition. Graphite Pigment. Electrical Graphite, etc.

Offices and Works: 224 Anderson Street, Johannesburg. 'Phone
2560.

WADE & DORMAN, LTD.
Box 2997; Telephone 1460, Johannesburg. Stmctoral Steel
Work of all kinds. Large Stocks of Joists, Channels, Angles,
Tees, Plates, Chequered Plates, etc. Agents for British Steel
Piling Co. Stockyard and Works : 217, Main Street.

WHARTON HOOD & CO., LTD.
Box 6096, Telephone 973, Tel. Address: "Castings." Sole
Agents for Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal; Geo. Christie, Ltd.,
Glasgow; James Walker & Co., Ltd., London; Garlock Pack-
ing Co., New York. Offices: Southern Life Buildings, Johan-
nesburg.

C. F. WIENAND.
Commercial Exchange Buildings, Jobannesborg ; 'Phone 3
Sole Agent for Toledo Steels of all classes, Bntterley Iron,
Barwell's Bolts, Scovt'i .Bopea, Mine Iiubricanta, Lii. AU
highest quality.
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by manufacturere ; this is only another instance where com-
mercialism inspires scientific research in order to render pos-

sible better service for the user. All the engineers in the
world are not in consulting practice, and much of the best
work that has been done in engineering research has been
accomplished in the experimental laboratories and testing

plants of the manufacturer. Too little attention is given by
designere to the determination of proper diameter of pulleys.

As Mr. Lewis points out, the thickness, or number of plies

of the belt, is the governing factor; too small a pulley in

proportion to the thickness of the belt lessens the life of the
belt greatly.

There is another factor influencing the length of service
obtained from the belt, and that is age. After a time the
rubber loses its elasticity—it hardens and cracks. This
occurs whether the belt be in use or not; in fact, idle belts

seem to succumb to the ravages of time more rapidly than
those in constant use, in which respect they are similar to

the human machine. Why is it that lagged driving-pullej'S

are not used more frequently ? Wood or rubber-strip lagging

may be employed, to good purpose ; it greatly diminishes the
loss of power due to slippage. This is especially true wher-
ever the troughing-belt is used to elevate as well as to con-
vey, and the degree of elevation approaches closely to the
critical angle beyond which the material will not cling to the
surface of the belt. Chutes feeding belt-conveyore should
be set at such an angle as to minimise the abrasive effect

of the material upon the belt, and, if the material fed is ore

in comparatively large particles, some sort of. hinged baffle

should be placed in the chute to break the force of impact
on the belt. Belts are costly, especially at the present time,
and every possible care should be exercised to obtain the

utmost service from them. " Dusting,'' ' where fine dry
material is conveyed, is another cause of destruction, espe-
cially to bearings. The compression grease-cups should be
inspected daily and kept filled. Keep the dust and dirt

outside; there- is no objection to the spectacle of grease
exuding from the space between the pulley-hubs and the
bearings ; in fact, it' is an excellent surface indication of good
lubrication inside.

The report of Wanderer (Selukwe) Gold Mines, Ltd., for the

year ended 30th April last states that the

Wanderer quaiitity of ore treated was 148,395 tons,

(Selukwe). as against 164,700 tons. Working costs

increased by about 3^d. per ton, of which

2d. is estimated to be caused by the additional cost of

stares. The costs are about 9d. per ton below those of the

previous year, when 2,000 tons less were treated. The
bullion sales produced £60,542, as against £71,052. The
average grade of ore treated was 247 dwts., the gold left

in the residues averaging "58 dwt. In the previous year the

figures were: Grade 260 dwts., and residues 50 dwt. Ore

reserves at 30th April last were estimated to be 48,000 tons,

and the development work done during the year amounted
to 7,035 feet, a d^Tease of 2,125 feet. The cost of develop-
inent has been charged to revenue account as in previous
years. Owing to an abnormal rainfall losses were made on
the working of the mine for the months of December, 1917,
and February and March, 1918, with only small profits for

January and April, but the severe storms had far-reaching

effects on the properties generally. The Hillside property,

consisting of three blocks of claims situated immediately to

the south of the company's property, was acquired by pur-

chase in January last. Further three blocks of claims,

adjoining those purchased, were' pegged, and it was hoped
that these acquisitions would go towards making good the
deficiencies in the older sections of the mine, but the results

have been disappointing. The latest information by mail

from Mr. Noel Griffin foreshadows the necessity for shutting

down in December next, as soon as the rainy season has
thoroughly set in, as he is of opinion that with so many of

the sections exhausted it will not Be possible to continue to

work the remainder at a profit. The net profit amounted
to .£17,251 ; £4,777 was brought forward (after payment of

£30,000 in respect of the dividend of Is. per share on loth

August, 1917), making £22,028, which in view of the finan-

cial position of the company the directors propose to carry

forward.

IMPORTANT TO SECRETARIES OF COMPANIES.

THE ARGUS PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
LIMITED, make a Speciality In the ...

PRINTING OF COMPANIES' ANNUAL REPORTS,

and can execute these

IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AFTER RECEIPT OF COPY.

THE NEW MACHINERY LATELY INSTALLED IN THEIR WORKS Is the means of their

expediting this particular class of work.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION TO

The Argus Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd.,

Box 1014. Lower President Street, Johannesburg.

'PHONE UP 3232.
Representatives especially set apart to wail upon

Clients on receipt of a Telephone Message.
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Vo^eistruis Consolidated Deep, Ltd. I Meyer and CharltoH Goid Mining Co.,

LIMITED.
(IN LIQUIDATION.)

Invitation for Tenders,

SIGNED AND SEALED TENDERS are hereby invited

for the purchase of the pro*perty of the above Company,

consisting of 294 Prospecting Claims, 62 Diggers' Claims

and 3 Water Rights, all situate on the iarm Vogelstruis-

fontein No. 62, Mining District of Krugersdorp.

The terms of sale are cash, which will have to be paid

by the successful tenderer befoi-e transfer is passed. All

costs of transfer to be borne by the purchaser. All tenders

must be received not later than 4 p.m. on Monday, 20th

January, 1919, and must hold good up to 4 p.m. on Monday,

10th February, 1919. The highest or any tender wiU not

necessarily be accepted.

Assay Plans and other particulars can be seen and

obtained at the office of the Liquidators.

H. G. L. PANCHAUD,
Secretary to the Liquidators.

78 Cullinan Building,

Johannesburg,

14th December, 1918.
^

Zaaiplaats Tin Mining Company, Ltd.

(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

] Notice of Declaration of Dividend No. 18.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Dividend of 30 per

cent, (i.e., Is. 6d. per share), has been declared payable to Share-

holders registered in the books of the Company at the close of

business on FRIDAY, the 31st DAY of JANUARY, 1919.

Dividend Warrants will be posted to South African Share-

holders from the Head OflSce, Pretoria, as soon as possible after

the receipt of the final Transfer Returns from London, and to

European Shareholders from the London Office, Pinners Hall, Aus-

tin Friars, E.C.

The Share Transfer Register will be closed from the 1st to

the 6th day of February, 1919, both days inclusive.

No deduction will be made from the amounts due to South

African shareholders in respect of any dividend tax payable by

the company to the Union Government.

By Order of the Board,

H. P. WEBBER,
Tudor Chambers, Secretary.

Church Square, Pretoria,

18th December, 1918.

(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

DIVIDEND No. 58.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Dividend of Fifty per.

Cent. (50 per cent.), equal to Ten Shillings (10s.) per share, and a

Bonus of Ten per Cent. (10 per cent.), equal to Two Shillings (2s.)

per share, free of Union Income Tax (making, together with the

Dividend of 50 per cent, declared in June last, a total Dividend of

One Hundred per Cent. (100 per cent.) and a Bonus of Ten per

cent. (10 per cent.) for the financial year ending 31st December,

1918) have been declared by the Directors for the half-year end-

ing 31st December, 1918, payable to all Shareholders registered at

that date, and to holders of Coupon No. 58, attached to Share

Warrants to Bearer.

Warrants in payment of this Dividend and Bonus will be
issued to European Shareholders from the London Office and to

South African Shareholders from the Head Office, Johannesburg,
as soon as possible after the receipt at Head Office of the London
Transfer Lists to 31st December, 1918.

Holders of Share Warrants to Bearer will receive payment
(12s. per share) in exchange for Coupon No. 58, at any of the

undermentioned Offices of the Conipany :

—

Head Office : General Mining Buildings, Johannesburg.

London Office : 63/64 Winchester House, E.C. 2.

Paris : At the Credit Lyonnais, 19 Boulevard dea Italiens.

Coupons must be left for FOUR CLEAR DAYS for examina-
tion. The Transfer Registers will be closed from the 1st to the

7th January, 1919, both days inclusive.

By Order,

J. V. BLINKHORN,
General Mining Buildings, Secretary.

Marshall Square (P.O. Box 1173),
Johannesburg, 19th December, 1918.

VAN RYN GOLD MINES ESTATE, LTD.
(Incorporated in England.)

DIVIDEND No. 30.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Board of Directors.

have declared an Interim Dividend of Five per Cent. (Is.) per

Share, less English Income Tax, but free of Union Income Tax,

for the half-year ending 31st December, 1918.

The Dividend now declared will be payable to all Sharehold-

ers registered at the 31st December, 1918. Dividend Warrants

will be posted from London to Shareholders on the European Regis-

ter on the 24th January, 1919, and to Shareholders on the South

African Register from Johannesburg early in February.

Holders of Share Warrants to Bearer must present Coupon

No. 30 :—

In London : At the Registered Office of the Company, 63/64

Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.C. 2.

In Paris : At the Credit Lyonnais, 19 Boulevard des Italiens.

The Coupons must be left for examination for FOUR CLEAR
DAYS.

The Books of the Company will be closed from the Ist to the

15th January, 1919, both days inclusive.

By Order,

J. V. BLIN-KHORN,
General Mining Buildings, Local Secretary.

Marshall Square (P.O. Box 1173),

Johannesburg, 19th December, 1918.
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Company Meetings,

DE BEERS CONSOLIDATED MINES,

Annual Meeting of Shireholders.

Speech by Sir David Harris.

The thirtieth ordinary general meeting

of the shareholders of Oe Beers Consoli-

dated Mines, Ltd., was held in tlie board

room at the company's ottiMs in Stock-

dale Street, Kimberley, on December 13.

There were present : Colonel Sir David
Harris, K.C.M.G.. V.D., M.L.A. (who

presided), Mr. G. VV. Compton, Mr. W.
Picliering (and qq. A. Gloag), M. P.

Ross Frames, Mr. R. Phiiipson-Stow, Mr.
F. Hirschhorn, Mr. A. Brink, Dr. A. G.

W. Compton, Mr. W. M. Miller, Mr. E.

Oppenheimer, Mr. B. Horkheimer, Mr.
E E. Newberrv, Mr. T. Rowe English,

' Mr. G. R. Benford, Mr. A. Slew, Mr. L.

McBean, Mr. E. W. Weatherby, Mr.

Colin W. Lawrence, Mr. J. J. X. King
(and qq. Mrs. R. McFarland, Mrs. J.

McCuUagh, D. van Ulsen, and estate late

C. A. E. H. Meyer), Mr. H. Rose Innes,

Mr. A. Westcott, Mr. Paul Senier, Mr.
Walker Marshall, Mr. A. S. Gibson, Mr.
C. E. Hertog (the company's solicitor),

and Mr. E. F. Raynham (secretary).

Col. Sir David Hai-ris held proxies re-

presenting 190,788 shares.

Mr. F. Hirschhorn held proxies repre-

senting 69,8X3 shares.

Mr. A. Brink held proxies, representing

7,723 shares.

Mr. G. W. Compton held proxies repre-

senting 3,700 shares.

Mr. R. Philipson-Stow held proxies re-

presenting 6,288 shares.

The Chairman called upon the Secretary
to read the notice convening the meeting,
after which the secretary also read the
minutes of the last annual genera! meet-
ing of shareholders held on 3Cth Novem-
ber, 1917, and an extraordinary general
meeting held on the same date immedi-
ately after the annual meeting. The
minutes were duly confirmed.

DIRECTORS' REPORT AND STATE-
MENT OF ACCOUNTS.

. The Chairman : As the Directors' Re- .

port and the accounts have been in the
hands of the shareholders several days, l

take it that you will follow the usual" cus-
tom, and that some shareholder will be
good enougli to propose that they be taken
as read, which will save considerable
time.

Mr. H. Rose-Innes moved, and Mr. J.

J. T. King seconded, that the Directors'
report and the financial statement be taken
as read, and, there being no objection, the
iiiotion was agreed to.

The directors' report, together with the
balance sheet and profit and loss account,
have been published in previous issues,
and the report of the General Manager
appears elsewhere.

SIR DAVID HARRIS'S SPEECH.

Colonel Sir David Harris, K.C.M.G.,
V.D., M.L.A., then rose to move the
adoption of the directors' report and
financial statement, and in so doing he
said : At the last annual meeting the
chairman referred in sympathetic and
touching terms to the "deaths of four
directors of this company, and the loss
thus sustained by the removal of gentle-
men who had been long and honourably
as.=;ociated with us in the conduct of its
affairs. To-day it is my sad duty to men-
tion yet another great I'oss in the death of
Mr. Francis Oats, who was a director of
this company for 28 years, and occupied
the responsible position of chairman since

1908. Mr. Oats was a self-made man,
who overcame the disadvantages he
laboured under in early life, and by dint

of hard study, indomitable persistency,

pnd determination, laid the foundation
of the distinguished and remarkable
career which came to an honourable close

in his 7Cth year. His devotion to the in-

terests of this company was unbounded,
and his solicitude lor the welfare of its

employees uppermost in his thoughts.

His whole soul was wrapped up in De
Beers Company, and his activities on its

behalf knew no limitation, though even
then he found time to take up an active

iritsrest in the affairs of South Africa
generaLy, and to render valuable service

in many ways. On behalf of the beard,
I express our deep regret at the loss of a

capable and indefatigable colleague.

BALANCE SHEET.

In dealing with the finances of the com-
pany, 1 vviU firstly direct yonr attention

to the debit side of tlie balance sheet,

'ihe items capital account and liability

ill respect of debentures remain the same
as tile previous year. Last year our
General and Debenture Redemption Fund
stood at £2,122,958, which has been in-

creased to £2,208,992 by the addition of

£86,034. From tne big figure must be
deducted £104,362, the cost of increas-

ing our blue ground stocks from 8,291,722
loads to 9,077,267 loads, which leaves a
b.nlance of ' £2,104,630. Against this

amount we have £1,500,000 invested in

British War Loan, £250.000 in British
National War Bonds, a;lOO,000 in French
National Loan, £25,000 in French Trea-
sury Bills, and the balance in British
Treasury Bills. 1 may mention that our
total holding in loans raised for
cairying on the war is £3,203,000. I

feel confident that our shareholders will

approve of the action of the board in

subscribing such large sums to assist in

maintaining the integrity of the Empire,
and in all probability the security of our
own property for which the enemy would
have shown scant regard if he had been
the victor in this great . conflicts
The value of the blue ground
stocks has since last year increased
by .£104,362, and now stands at
£1,295,433. A sum of £1,576,526 has
been set aside as a reserve for the stabili-
merit of the diamond trade. This figure
represents amounts which have been ii.'.ed

from time to time for the purchase of
shares in other diamond mining com-
panies and kindred interests with the
object of consojdating the diamond in-
dustry, and to prevent diamonds being
put on the market in excess of the
demand. The greater part of this amount
appeared in our balance sheet last year
under the heading "Amount transferred
from Appropriation Account." The bal-
ance has been taken from this year's pro-
fits. On the assets side of the balance
sheet, £2,626,526 is shown as " invested
in other diamond companies and kindred
interests." The £1,576,526 which I have
already mentioned is included in this,
leaving a balance of ' .£1,050,000, which
appears as a liability in the balance sheet.
As this £1,050,000 is reduced, so the
reserve will increase, and when (he liabi-
lity is wiped out the reserve on the liabi-
lity side and the investment figure on the
asset side will equal each other. Our re-
serves have reached a fairly substantial
figure, but are not in excess of the
amount that may be required in an emer-
gency to meet our obligations and respon-
sibilities. When war was declared be-
tween England and Germany on the 4th
of August, 1914, there was a financial
deadlock in London. I can speak of this
with some authority, as I happened to

ba in England at the time. Bank of Eng-
land notes could not be exchanged for
gold, credit was at a standstill, and it was
quite out of the question for a mining
ciimpany to borrow large sums of money.
'J he state of attairs was so serious that
we felt compelled to close our mines, but
at the same time we rendered every as-
sistance to our employees. The decision
of the board to stop work was fully justi-
fied, because we did not sell a solitary
diamond for eleven mouths after hostili-
ties commenced. The recent inUuenza epi-
demic is a painful object-lesson of the
great risks attending our operations, as
the bulk of the natives working for the
company insisted on leaving for tlieir

homes ; consequently our mines have been
shut down since the 4lh of October,
though in spite of this we have not dis-
missed any of our white employees.
Realising the necessity for having
an adequate reserve, we liave suc-
ceeded in setting aside an amount which
should be sufficient to keep our mines
woi'king during an emergency, as we are
most anxious to keep our people employed,
and not to cease work, as we were forced
to do at the commencement of the war.
The policy of regulating the sale of

diamonds to the demand has benefited the
small concerns and also the alluvial dig-
gers, who continually produce as much as
possible, and reap the advantage of the
control by securing greatly enhanced
prices for their finds. The company's
cash reserve at 30th June, 1918, amounted
to £2,104,000—a very big sum, but not
too large to enable the company to tide
over any temporary lull in the demand,
and to ensure the withholding of dia-
monds that the world for a time would
not be prepared to purchase. To main-
tain prices it is imperative that we should
have adequate resources, so that the
mines may continue working without be-
ing compelled to force sales on an unwiJ-
ing market, which would inevitably re-

sult in a fall in prices, and in shaking the
ci^nfidence of the trade which it has taken
many years to establish, and which
relies on the big producers to pro-
tect its interests, The power to main-
tain prices by regulating the supply to
the demand is no longer a theory' but an
established fact, which vears of actual
experience have positively demonstrated.
Last year £4,979,436 stood to the credit
of Property Account. This has been re-
duced by £71,331 by deducting £70,117
from the previous year's figure of sus-
pense liability, and £8,700 sale of sun-
dry machinery, and adding £7.486 for
farms purchased. In last year's balance-
sheet, investments in stock and shares
figured at .£3,121,885, of which £2,385,278
(representing investments in other dia-
mond companies) has been transferred to
oiir investments under that heading.
Through the drawing of debentures, etc.,
.we realised £37,884, leaving a balance of
£698,723 in this year's accounts. The
figure of £2,626,526 16s. 6d., under the
heading investments in other diamond
mining companies and kindred interests,
is rnade up of the aforementioned
£2,^,85,278, and tbs outright purchases
during the year, the latter amounting to
£241,249, as per the appropriation ac-
count. This year timber, fuel and other
mining stores appear in the statement of
accounts at £510,830. Last year the
amount was £412,839, showing an increase
of ^97,991. This difference represents
the enhanced value of the stores at to-
day s prices rather than an increase in
quantity.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
We have spent £67,000 more this year

than during last year in productive mia-
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ing espendlture, and for this additional

Bum we treated approiimately 430,OUO

more loads. The cost of production is fully

6tft lOitU lu the General ^Manager's report.

On nun-productive expenditure we spent

last year £139,099, against £o2,330 during

the present year, a reduction of £56,769.

This difference is due to the fact that

whereas during last year bauhng opera-

tions at Dutoitspan Mine were only car-

ried on for two months, hauling opera-

tions at that mine coniinued throughout

the year under review. Tliere is a de-

crease of £10,000 in charges account. The
amount paid in interest on capital of

leased companies and debeu'.ures, and set

aside in the sinking fund provu ,i . iur

repayment of debentures, is practically

the same as last year. In regak'd to the

item, " Expenditure consequent on the

war," I may state for your information

that the war bonus has been increased,

and the amount paid to employees on

active service has also increased.

Up to the end of June last the total

expenditure owing to the war in the

shape of half-pay to emp.oyees on active

service, war bonus, and donations to

various funds, amounted to £451,935.

In our financial year ended the

30th June, 1917, the "sales of diamonds
amounted to £4,606,750 against .£4,030,723

for the following twelve months, a de-

crease of £576,027. In consequence of

this falling-off in sales, our stocks this

year have been increased by £269,554, as

again-st last year's increase of £23,021,

which represents an additional credit in

the diamond account in respect of stocks

of £246,533. The figure shown in our

diamond account this year is therefore

£329,494 less than last year. The com-
pany's participation in South-West Africa
diamonds yielded £27,371, making a total

difference of i'302,123, being the net dif-

ference between this and last year's figure

in the diamond account.

The actual increase in interest and divi.

dends on investments was £70,453, the

figure this vear being £308,699 against

£238,246 last year. The actual fall in

value of our reserves and special invest-

ments for the vear ended June 30, 1917,

was £21,064 ; tliis year it is £12.666 ; that

is to say, we lost £8,398 less than last

year by following our usual practice of

taking in our securities at current mar-
ket value. This account shows a vield

of £296,033 as against ^£217,182
"
last

year, an improvement of £78,851.

APPEOPRIATION ACCOUNT.
Although the shortfall in the diamond

account was £302,000 compared with the
previous year, our balance carried to ap-
propriation account is only £200,000 less

than last year's figure, owing to the dif-

ference in other items of revenue and ex-

penditure. The £2,771,000 carried for-

ward in this year's account has been dealt
with as follows : Income tax, £267,000

;

investments for stabiliment of the dia-

mond trade, £441,000; dividends,
£1,990,000; increased suspense profit ac-

count, £31,000; and undistributed profits

carried forward, £42,000.

TAXATION.
During the year under review v.e will

have to pay the Union Treasury in
normal and dividend taxes £267,500,
which, together with £201,500 for dia-
mond export duty, makes a total of
£469,000. Deduct from this figure £60,000
dividend tax due on preference shares,
and it leaves a balance of ^2409,000 contri-
buted by deferred shareholders, or equal
to about 83. per share. B'or the 12 months
the company declared 25.s. per shai-e, and
it will therefore be seen that the deferred
shareholders contributed in taxation 33
per cent, on the dividends declared during
the year. ^

LeRislatures, like other bodies and indi-
viduals, when seeking to impose addi-
tional taxation, or to make increased de-
mands upon the mining industry, invari-
ably base thoir claims on the profits made

as disclosed in the annual published ac-

counts, and strengthen their arguments

by selecting the most prosperous year in

which the maximum profi.t was made,
ignoring entirely the lean years when no
return was received by the shareholders.'

This, you will agree, is most unreason-

able and unfair. 'They do not con-

sider for one moment the great

risks connected with mining, and the pre-

carious position of an industry producing

a commodity of pure luxury, subject to

tha v.'orld's conditions politicaLy, com-
mercially and financially. Instead of

averaging the return to shareholders over

a period of years, they select the very
best year, and on this they establish their

contentions, which are consequently one-

sided, as the following facts will em-
phasise. Since 1907, covering a period of

11 years, owing to the American financial

crisis, and latterly the terrible war now
liappily ended, this company paid divi-

dends for seven years only, and for four
years the ordinary shareholders received
no return whatever on their holdings. I

feel constrained, in fairness to our share-

holders, to mention these matters, as it

would appear that they are purpose'iy

.".voided by many occupying responsible
public positions.

DIAMONDS.

During the year under review the dia-

mond market was firm, and prices have
advanced. Ihe total number of carats
produced by the three largest concerns

—

De Beers, Premier and Jagersfontein
companies—did not total in the aggregate
the average annual quantity put on the
market by these companies during the
three years orecedinor the war, for the
reason that the world was not prepared
to purchase ttie quantity exported in
normal times. I may say, it is a source
of great satisfaction, if not surprise, that
the market absorbed the large amount it

did, considering the devastation of Bel-
gium and Northern France, the condition
of Russia and other States, and the demo-
ralisation of the cutting and polishing in-

dustry in Antwerp, which was tlie seat
of an enormous diamond trade, and which
centre will, I feel confident, in the near
future, resume its great industrial activi-
ties. Amer'--^. as usual, has been our best
customer, and we are not only grateful
tj this great Republic for putting the
finishing touches to the ghastly war, but
for her continued larcre purchases of gems,
tlie production of which provides, emplcy-
meiit for many thousands of human be-
ings, and gives an impetus to an industry
of great importance to the Union of
South Africa. The stability of the
diamond market is attributable to
one circumstance, and to one cir-
cimstance only—namely, the policy of
regulating sales to the demand, and to
this fact we owe the present gratifying
condition and position of the industry'and
the confidence established throughout the
whole trade.

EXPLOSIVES.
The Cape Explosives Works, as you

arc aware, are exclusively owned by De
Beers, and they have continued in opera-
tion without intermission during the
whole period of the war. Despite the
great difficulty experienced in obtaining
raw materials, the requirements of the
gold and diamond mines of South Africa
and Rhodesia, and of the mines in Aus-
tralia, have been fully met which reflects

great credit on the management of the
Explosives Factory. The bulk of the raw
materials used in the manufacture of our
explosives consists of nitre, sulphur and
glycerine. The price of the last-named
commodity has risen from £60 to £120,
sulphur from £6 to £15 per ton, and nitre

from £11 to £22 per ton since the war
began. But our present selling price of

the manufactured explosives has only risen

about 15^ per cent, owing to our having
laid in largo stocks of these essential in-

gredienta at low rates. This necessitated

a large outlay of cash. But subsequent

events have fully justified that step. It

is a source of great satisfaction that wa
were able to supply our clients with ex-

plosives at such reasonable rates. Al-

though the profits of the factory were

not increased, consumers have received

the full benefit of our large purchases of

raw materials before the big rise in prices

took place.

TRAMS.

When we purchased from Messrs. Gib-

son Brothers, the local tramways, on
July 1st, 1914, we reduced the 6d. fares

to '2d., and the 3d. fares to Id. ; and
since that date we have extended the sys-

tem to other parts of the town, greatly

to the convenience of the inhabitants. 1

may tell you tliat the running of the trams
has resulted in a loss to the company,
which the figures I wiJ lay before you
will illustrate. Of course, we could make
the tramways a paying concern by doub-
ling the present fares, which would then
be only two-thirds of those paid before
we took over the system from the former
owners, but we have refrained from do-
ing so in the interest of the residents of

Kimberley and Kenilworth, among whom
are numbered a large proportion of our
employees and their families. Up to the
SOth June, 1918, the capital expenditure
on the tramways amounted to i'16o,278,

exclusive of the proportionate share of
our big poyer station. The profit on
working for the twelve months, including
employees' free tickets of twopence per
journey (which is credited to income)
amounted to £6,463—although we only
debited running expenses with power
generated by our plant at bed-rock cost,

without taking into account the trams'
proportionate share of interest and depre-
ciation. If we calculate 5 per cent, in-

terest on the capital outlay, which
amounts to £8,264 per annum, and 7^
per cent, for depreciation, equai to

£12,396, and deduct from these two items
the £6,463 gross profit, there was a net
loss of £14.197 on the twelve months
running. At the request of the Kimber-
Jey Shop Assistants Association, we reluc-

tantly granted concessions to the female
employees in receipt of low salaries. In
actual money these concessions amount in

the aggregate to only a small sum per
month ; but it strikes us as being unrea-
sonable that De Beers should be made to

bear a charge that should in all fairness
be borne by the firms employing these
young ladies. They should take a
leaf out of our book, and provide
the necessary number of tram tickets for
these employees. Our trams, as you
know, also carry a large number of
youngsters attending the schools, to
whom, for the sum of three shi.lings, 80
tickets are issued, each to complete a
single journey from any part of the town.
With these it is possible to travel 800
miles for the small amount mentioned.
The running of the trams by De Beers
Company is a distinct advantage and a
direct saving to the community, for if, in
addition to the capital now invested, the
Municipality had taJien the system over
and erected its own electric power sta-
tion, I doubt if it could have more than
paid its way at double the present very
"low fares, or if the town would have en-
joyed such an extended system as it now
possesses.

TAXATION TEST CASE.

At last year's meeting the Chairman,
the late Mr. Fr.nncis Oits. referred to I'he

difference of opinion bptween the Con-
solVlated Company Bnltfniitein Mine.
TtH,, and the Grinnalntid West Diamond
Mining Crrmnnny Diitnit*5nnn Mine ltd.,

and th's Cnmpnny rt^crnrdinir the liability

for normal and dividpnd t^xes imposed
bv Act 41 of 1917. To settio the qnest-

tion it was decided to appeal to the Law
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Courts iu a friendly action, and last year
you were informed that the Local Division
of the Supreme Court of Soutli Africa
had given judgment in favour of De Beers
Consolidated Mines, Ltd. Since then the
case has been broughi; before the Appel-
late Qpurt, which is the highest tribunal
in the Union, and it has upheld the judg-
ment given here by Sir John Lange,
which means that the Consolidated Com-
pany and the Griqualand West Company
are liable for both taxes At the t me
the decision was given by the Appellate
Court, a sum of £2,455 12s. 8d. was due
by the Consolidated Company, and
£2,685 lis. was due by the Griqualand
West Company, in respect of normal and
dividend taxes, and if De Beers had in-

sisted upon it, these amounts could have
been deducted from the next payment's of
interest to those companies. De Beers,
however, agreed to make ex gratia pay-
ments of these amounts to the Consoli-

dated Company and the Griqualand West
CompaJiy.

WAR CASUALTIES.

The terrible war that raged in the

greater part of Europe, Africa, and Asia
for four and a quarter years has ended
in a g.orious victory for the Allies.

Right and justice h-ave triumphed
over ambition, frightfulness, and arro-

gance. The British Empire's sacrifices in

blood and treasure are appalling. Of our
employees alone, up to the end of June
last, 77 were killed or died, and 147 were
wounded, prisoners of war, and missing,

making a total of 224 casuaUiesI Our
accounts and the General Manager's re-

port will show that we offered every pos-

sible encouragement to our worker.? to

proceed on active service, and to their

credit I can say thit nearly all those
physically fit, and of military age, in-

cluding a fair proportion of Duieh Afri-

kanders, took up arms in defence
of the Empire. This spirit of pat-

riotism was not confined exclusively to

employees, as all directors' sons, without
exception, of mil'tary age and fit for ser-

'

vice, went to the front, of whom five were
killed, one died, and several were
wounded. In cnmnion parlance. T can say
thnt all rinks of the Comnanv " did tho'r

bit." My colleagues on the board desire

to join with me in expressing the deepest
sympathy with the relatives of those gal-

lant men who have made the great

sacrifice.

INSURANCE.

The South African Marine, Fire and
General Insurance Company, Limited,
which was reg'stered in .August, 1917.

and in which De Beers holds a 50 per
cent, interest, has since its e,«tahHshmpnt
insured diamonds in transit to the value
of £7.fl62.315. I doubt if we could have
secnrpd insurance during this period for
one-*.hird of that amount thrnup'h [he
medium of other ey'.stinff C'mn^nies. as

underwriters were only prep'ired to accept
verv limited risks in one bottom ow'na-
to the menace from enoiny submarines.
It WPS not from choice, but thrnneh com-
pulsion, that wp had to co-opp''ate with
the PreniiPr and -Tapprsfontein Companies
and the Diamond Svndicale in the for-

mation of this insurance romnany. other-

wise min'ng operations must have been re-

stricted, Ts purchasers of the output were
not willinn- to nvdertake the enormous
marine risks. The insurance company
was unnupstionablv a verv necessarv ad-

junct of the diamond industrv although
t°chnica11v a senaratp ent'ty. TTn to now
the operations of this cofporn have been
VPry satisfactn>-v and nvofi'aViIo. but, as

which averaged £733,900 daily up to the
end of -^une, 1918—a^d at n*^p r»ovio^ Hie

r'sks afloat rpaphpd £1 ssi.?"^"—th°R'
WPT*e vprv anvionci t'"i«s. But all i«; well

that e^ds waII tho'ifrVi -we ran»>^t 1'»p c^r-

tain of results until peace is, finally de-

clared. I may mention that when the
Royal Mail steamer " Kenilworth CasMe"
was nearly wrecked in June last our in-

surance company stood to lose over half-
a-miUion sterling, having insured dia-
monds to this amount, which were car-
ried in that boat. Wo had a very nar-
row escape of losing more than the whole
of the pa'd-up capital and accrued profits,

and it would have been neces.sary to have
called up a portion of the subscribed
capital if the mails had been lo.st. As
you may imagine, it was a great relief

when wo heard that the diamonds referred
to were safely delivered in London.

INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC.

Gentlemen, you all know, only too
sadly, how the epidemic designated Span-
ish influenza attacked Kimberley. During
the montli of October about >,vo-thirds of
the entire population—European, native,
and coloured—became affected, and about
9 per cent, of the inhabitants were cir-

ried off by the dread malady. The native
and coloured sections of the community
were more susceptible to the disease than
the white people, though the toll among
the latter reached 550, a tragic testimony
to the havoc wrought by the devastating
disease.

Kimberley Hospital, which has accom-
modation for 320 paiients, could not cope
with the number of stricken people for
whom admiss'on was sought, and emer-
gency hospitals were organised, including
the Hotel Belgrave, the property of this
company (with accommodation for 105
beds), the Beaconsfield Central Schools
(with 50 beds), and the Teachers' Train-
ing College, which had 92 beds. All
these annexes to the Central Hospital
were quickly filled with patients, the
majority of whom would no doubt have
succumbed without the medical attention,
skilled nursing, and nourishment they re-

ceived at those institutions. During the
first week of the epidemic we were de-
pendent unon the services of the re.'sident

doctors, but. as several of the«e gentlemen
were thomselves ittnoked bv the disease,

the work of those who escaped , and were
able to attend unon the sick, was enor-
mous'v increased. This comiiany spared
no effort anH eypense in combating the
apnalline v'sitation. Our staff and vari-

ous orsran'sations were placflH at the dis-

posal of the to"'n and d'ptn'pts. and th^re
lV »--->C'Mi in V,«l,'«iro tVirtt flip |."1ti tViMS

afforded saved many lives. The ser-

vices rendered bv our General Man-
ager, Mr. Al'iheus Williams, ably assisted
by many willing workers from the em-
plovpps of th» company, are beyond praise.

Neither fatiq-ue nor danger detei-red them
from carrying out their .<!elf-imposed

duties, even though many had those near
and dear to them Iving .stricken in their
homes at the same time.

The mother of dpathq in our e^nipouiids
was ann^H'Mg. ??-4fl por cpnt. of our
pa'ive latioiirer^ s"pcnn>hnrl net a rpc^'U of
the ppidemio. dpepite med'cal aftp"t'''^n.

noi'r'shment and '^v-^rv pncp'V,].! »7trpi'-«T

and rare. T>ia orr)'nn»'v roTnPonr»fls; staff

could not ade(iiu<'*p'v deal w'th tho num-
bpr of cacoq r^nri rv^o•^^^ nf nn^ iw>ii*«s pny.

p'ovpps volunteered their services in do-
inff thp ut'-'tnpf to con^haf fho pcourfre

and nurse '^^ notiVo<! ^vho f-ll s'W I
ro?rPt to sav fiat a lirrro rinv.'S'ir of tbPS41

brave Trip" c^nfvi/^f^rl flia iriflnpp7n^ py^f{

pioT>v of fhpTTl Hio'l : b"t nllr^vQ .'TviTvipHi-

atplv rar"p forwqr^l to faVp thpir plapp"!,

in f^rt. thpro wac no lapV of T<forV*>»'s w*!-

l-'ifT to facp t^p r^'cV of fl'sencp. and pi"^n
(linth. in ordpr fhat b"lp ,anH piippopr

shouM hp rppdprod to the Tviine r«*M'<»s.

Our mine compounds wore considered
excplh''nt so far as their construction, sani-

tary prnvisioua, and geppral oro-nn'sation

were conrprned. A V.oppit.al w'th an ade-
quatp staff wqs pi-ovMed at each, and the
gpnoril hfalth pf thp "at'ves wa's most
satisfactory j the death-rate for nine

months ended 30th September, 1918, be-
ing 6-184 per thousand, while during the
epidemic, out of a total population of
11,445 in our compounds, 2.564 died. The
terrible time experienced during last Oc-
tober has given food for thought on thi>

part of the Directors, General Manager,
and stiff, and after due consideration we
have decided to erect one large general
hospital, maintaining only a dressing
station at each compound. Some of the
existing compounds will be improved,
others demolished, and new ones erected.
Water sewerage will be installed through-
out, and no expense will be spared "to
make the compounds, if possible, more
comfortable and healthy for the natives
than those occupied previous to the epi-
demic.
So far as the town was concerned, a

large number of men. women, and even
girls of tender age volunteered their ser-
vices for the nursing of the s''ck. Others
undertook relief work and visiting suf-
ferers in their homes. Thev krew the
risk connected with such work, but- the
dangers did not deter these noble souls
from joining in the efforts made to suc-
cour the sick and attend to thp dying and
the dead. Alas! a large number of "these
self-sacrificing volunteers paid for their
devotion with their lives, s'-'ll oth°rs
camp forward quicklv and unTiesitatino-lv
to fill the gans. The heroism displavpd
durinij the epidemic bv thpae workers will
I've in 'ho memorv of KimherVv for all
time. Kin^h^rlev mav indppd f"pl proud
that in periods of war ind pp^t'lenc" its
daughters a"d sons have plaved a nobie
part, and fi" nampo of -ts lipropg ppd
hproipos "-=11 be indeliblv inscribed on the
Roll of Honour.

COMPANY'S FUTURE OPERATIONS.

The reports and accounts submitted at
this meeting only cover the twelve months
ended June 30 last, but I cannot refrain
from referring to events that have hap-
pened subsequently, which materially
affect the operations of the company.
Let me stiie at once that it is difficult
tcf even estimate when we will be in a
position to resume normal work'ng. This,
as vou are aware, depends on our pro-
curin? siiffioient native labour and replac-
ing the 197 white employees who suc-
cumbed during the recent epidemic, and
the s'tditional losses of employees who
fell while on active service.

On September 25 there wpre in our com-
pounds 11.445 natives (ipclud-hg~ con-
victs), but consennent upon the large num-
ber of deathq nnd t'l" irrpot px'-dus of
boys who left for their kraals, only 3,285
natives were left -n the compounds on
November ' 6th. We had stopped work
entirelv on Optober 4th. but on the 'Uh
of that month we recommonced washing
at' Bultfontein. and at Wes'j-Uon four
davs latpr. This is all th" m'n'"qr work
beinu rarried on ti-dav. F"r the last tpii

wp°kq thp mi'ips have not Ir'pri work'ng,
8"d it is doiihff'il if we will b» In a posi-
tion to h->"l bl'ie or wash D-'toitsnan
ground unt-1 Fpbr"ary ne^t. whpn we ex-
pppt thp natives w'11 rpfurn af^r the end
of the nl-'-'ioflilnrr <3anc'%n. T'^p Inrtp re-

R"rve of blue, on the floors will enable U3
to continue wachinsr operations for nn-
othpr throp months, an^ to have sufficient

pulvprispd bl'ie availaKlp to m-'"tain a,

co'vtintiont; o'ltnnf of /diamonds if hnnling
worl^ iq rpsurnrtd in Fehrnarv. hq evnpp*ed.
.A s T have alrpadv wpn'rionprl. in fspitp of
pro'lnntivp work havinp- hi^t^rt ,50 (rraatly

d'niinisIipH. wp have not' discTiarged any
of our employees.

EMPLOYE'!"?' r.v\^-p-D \T^ EIGHT-
HOURS SHIFT.

Tn pvprv movenipnt in this countrv for
jmnro'vrinr' the rond'tipns o^ the wor^--'ng
claflspq and '-'rovidinfr ^or tl'P''* r-crpat'Pn

and the welfare- of thp'v fapiilips. fl^is

company has keen the pioneer. As far
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back as 1892, following the advice of

Mr. Gardner Williams, than whom the

miners have never had a better

friend, we inaugurated an eight-hour

shilt in our mines without aecrease

of pay. Five years ago we granted our

employees 14 days' leave per annum on

full pay, and we have now decided to

e.-ctend the eight-hour shift to.xil surface

hands. This system is, therefore, general

throughout the company's mining works.

The compensation awarded for the com-

pany has always been far in e.xcess of the

provisions of the Workmen's Compensa-

tion Ac!/. In these and other matters of

a similar character we have acted volun-

tarily, without pressure or intervention.

Our men feel they can look with confi-

dence to the Board and the General Man-
ager for fair consideration and sympathe-

tic treatment if they have any grievance

or temporary difficulty. The relations

existing between the company and its em-

ployees have been, and are, of the most

cordial character. I think I can eafely

say there is a feeling of mutual confidence

and reliance. This desirable state of af-

fairs we are most anxious to perpetuate,

and hope that nothing will be allowed to

happen to disturb the existing good feel-

ing which is so beneficial to all con-

cerned.

REDUCED PAY MADE UP :

FOR EMPLOYEES.
£160,000

The operations and finances of the com-

pany were so seriously affected during

the American financial crisis in 1907-8

that we were compelled to decrease min-

ing work for a very considerable period.

Our diamond sales were reduced to such

an extent that' the ordinary shareholders

received no dividends for nearly two
years. From January 1st to September
30th, 1908, Saturday work ceased, so that

for nine month's we only did mining and

washing on five days per week. At the

same time the sl'aff and a large number
of other employees, owing to the special

nature of their duties, put in full time,

but, through the depression in the dia-

mond industry, they voluntarily agreed

to forego one-sixth of their salaries or

wages. When the company had recovered

its financial position three yeitrs later it

made up to all concerned, towards the end

of 1911, the difference between the salaries

and wages they received and full pay,

which amounted in the aggregate to

£24,000. Although mining work during

this period was very restricted, it was to

a great extent productive, and we con-

sidered it only fair to ultimately pay those

who had worked full time their full

salaries.

In the first two years of the war this

company had a very rough time indeed.

We did little or no productive work,
which will be apparent when I tell you
that from September 1st, 1914. tn the end

of .Tune, 1916, covering a period of 22

months, we hauled onlv 107.722 lo.ids,

contrasted with 14,9.56.869 for a like

period from Scntember 1, 1912, to .June

30, 1914. the 22 months anterior to the

war. During t'ie former neriod we did

everything possiVe to keep the old

hands and married men employed,
Manv agreed to remnin on h^lf and some
on three-quarter pav, a smnll percentage

of whom worked full time in running- the

power station, trams, pumping, guarding,
etc. ; but we could have oonsider^blv de-

creased our exnenditure bv retaining on
full pnv only those actually required for
the duties T have ]ust mentioned and
disnens-ng with the services of thn large
majority of men who were redundant. As.
however, this policy would havo resulted
in hardships, and probibly suff-r^nrr. t-o a

large numb"r of families, we dec'ded to
provld'i some sort of emnlovment to pre-
vont the distress which wonld have inevi-

i^h]v followed if we had adopted the
othor coiir<(e.

Dnrhig the 22 months thai; reduced pay
was in operation owing to war conditions,

we did no remunerative mining work,

as the figures I have just given you re-

garding hauling prove. W^e faced wliat

we knew would be a serious loss to the

company in the interest of our employees

at the expense of the shareholders, who
have never complained or expressed the

slightest objection. Following the pre-

cedent established in 1911, when,

after an interval of three years, we
made up the difference between full

salaries and the amount received by those

who worked fn'l time at reduced pay, 'we
shiiild, now that the company has recov-

ered its financial position, and has de-

clared div'dends, make up to those who
worked full lime dunng the 22 months the

difference between the pay they agreed to

tike and what they would havebeen en-

titled to in normal times, although during

this, and a longer period, the sharehold-

ers received no dividends. Tlie Directors

have also L'aken into consideration the

cases of those employees who received re-

duced pay. but did not work full time.

(tliese constil'iting the unskilled and
lower-paid workers), and who must have
undergone the same or perhaps greater

hardships than those earning higher

wages. The Board his given this matter

earnest thought, and decided not to dif-

ferentiate, but to act generously, and
treat all alike by m^^king up to those en-

gaged in mining work for the 22 months
ended .Tune 30, 1916. the difference be-

tween the amounts they received and full

pav, regardless of t,h« number of hours

they worked. The sum required to

nieet these payments exceeds ,£160.ono,

and the distribution of this, we feel

sure, will assist our employees and
their families to sncnd a hapnv Christ-

mas, make more bright their New Veir,

and stren.gthen the good feeling and cor-

dial relations which have always exi<ted

between the company and its emnlovees.

Since the beginning of the war the d'ffi-

cuHies encountered in running this b'g
concern have enormou-slv 'ncreased from
year to year. The sc^rcitv of mining
supplies, etc., has sorelv tried us at t'mes ;

however, we strugglod thronffh owing to

the foresight and nbib'tv of th° General
Manager and sfnff, and the loval co-

operation of heads of departments and
their n^sistants, and of our empVyes
gori^r^llv. to whom we h^ve given prpc-
t>v->l and substantial proof of our appre-

ciation.

T mqv state gentl*^men. thnt the d'v*-

dend for the current s'x months will be
deelir'^d before tjjp plotjp of the vear.

Nfithing further, I think. c-Ps for re-

mavlc. and T now h^ve mnrh pleasure in

moving that th" diroctor.s' report, the
b^lqrinp-pheet, a"d "rofit a"d I'^ss account
for fio vear <»-r]'.rl .Tunc 30, 1918, be and
are hereby adopted.

MR. G. Vf. COMPTON.

Mr. G. W. Compton seconded the

motion, and said : ^ientlemen, I do not

intend to make a speech, but with your

permission I should like to sav a few
words. You. > am sure, have all listened

with great pleasure and interest to the

Chairman's well-thought-out and informa-

tive speech—with which. I may state, I

am in full accord— in wh'ch he has so

ablv placed the position of the Company
before you. I think as shareholders we
have cause for congrat'ilation that the

Company is in such a sound pos't'on. I

regret that the Commny, as the Chairman
has told you, has lost many of its old

and trusted men as a result of the recent

epidemic, and I am sure we offer our s'n-

cere svmpa-hy with their families. With
these few words. I now bee tn second the

Cha'rman's motion for tlie ndopt'on of the

directors' report, bnlanc° sheet and profit;

and loss account for the past financial

year.

The- Chairman invited rem-rVa from
any of the shareholders present, but none
were fortlicominc. and the motion was
unanimously carried.

RE-ELECTION OF DIRECTORS,

The Chairman : I have to report that,

in terms of clause 84 of the Company's
Articles of Association, Mr. S. B. Joel,

Mr. Breitmeyer, and Mr. Ross Frames re-

tire from office as directors of the com-

pany, but are eligible, and offer them~-

selves for re-election,

Mr. Colin W. Lawrence : I shall have

very much pleasure in proposing that the

gemlemen n.imed be re-elected directors

of the company ; but, before doing so, I

should like to ask a question. I am sure

all the shareholders have heard with

great pleasure that it has been possible

for the company to restore the amount to

the employees to make up the difference

between the reduced pay received during

the twenty-two months referred to and

their full wages. If my memory serves

me rightly, the directors' fees were also

- reduced for that same period, and 1

would like to know if those fees are also

to be paid.

Sir David Harris : I may say, in reply

to Mr. Lawrence, that the Directors' fees

are not included in the amount I men-

tioned in my remarks. We feel we could

not do it oni our own motion—off our own
bat. as it were ; and we have no intention

of a«king the shareholders to vote the dif-

ference between the reduced fees received

and the amount we would have been en-

titled to in normal times. We have more

regard for our employees than ourselves,

Mr. Colin Lawrenc^e : I should like_ to

suggest that, in order to make the Christ-

mas of the directors a happy one as

well, that they should also be voted

the reduction in their fees made
during that time. I move that Mr. Solo-

mon Barnato Joef, Mr. Ludwig Breit-

meyer. and !Mr. Percival Ross Frames be

re-elected directors of the company; and

I should like to add that the directors

also "oeelve the amount making up !>'"''•

full fees. '^Wm
The Chairman : I am afraid I cannot

accept that as one motion. It would be

out of order to unite those two resolu-

tions. We must first deal with the elec-

tion of director!.

Mr. Lawrence : I would put the election

first then.

Mr. Newberry seconded, and the motion

• was carried unanimously.

Mr. Colin Lawrence : I should now like

to move ray second proposition, and I do

so with great pleasure, because we all

know the excellent work of the directors

in administering the affairs of the com-

pany, and the tremendous amount of time

they devote to their duties. I think,

therefore, that the reduced fees should be

made up in tlie same way as the salaries

of the employees,

Mr, Arend Brink seconded, and said :

I am here this morning in my capacity

as a shareholder, and I also have the

honour to represent a number of share-

holders not present. I feel sure that dur-

ing the period of the war the directors

carried out their duties in the usual

manner; indeed, they devoted more time

to the business of the company than they

do in normal times, because we passed

through a very critical period. I have

very much pleasure indeed in seconding

the resolution mo\-€d by Mr. Lawrence.

Sir David Harris : Before putting the

proposition to the meeting I should like

to make a few remarks. Of course, the

directors appreciate very much your kind-

ness in including us with the staff and

the employees of the company as far as

making up to us the difference between

the fees we received and Tvhat we would

be entitled to in normal times. I need

hardly tell yon. considering the high cost

of living, the amount would come
ill very useful to most of the directors,

but we have discussed this matter

amongst ourselves, and we feel that, al-

though we are entitled to something, yet

considering the uncertainty of resuming
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work, and the difference it might make to
the company, we would prefer that this
matter should remain over to some future

• meeting. If next year—and please good-
ness we are all here, and normal working
of the mines is resumed^you should feel

in the same good temper ag you
are in today the money would be
much more acceptable then, because a
sovereign in those days will have
greater purchasing power than it has
to-day. We should then accept your
kind offer with much le.«s compunction
than now, To-da^ we will take the will

for the deed. As I have said, we have
discussed the matter among ourselves, and
if you will allow it to stand over we shall
bi very thankful.

Mr. Siew ; I do not see why the meet-
ing should not pass the resolution pro-
posed by Mr. Lawrence, and then, if the
directors like to let the matter stand over
for a future time, that is their business.
The meeting should do its duty and pass
the proposition ; then the matter can be
left to the directoi's.

.

Sir David Harris : I am, of course,
bound to put to the meeting any resolu-
tion you submit, but you now know our
feeling on this matter."

Mr. Colin Lawrence : I would suggest
putting the motion. If the chairman
feels too modest to do that, I will do it

myself. Let ua put the resolutions to the
nieeting and carry it, and leave it to the
dijectors' discretion to act upon it either
now or when the mines resume working.
Mr. Hirschhorn : Will you allow me

just to say that I think the shareholders
will please the directors very much more
if they leave the matter over until next
year, as the Chairman has suggested.
Mr. Colin Lawrence : I am satisfied if

that is your wish, and" we will leave it

over.

Sir David Harris : We thank you very
much, all the same, but feel it would be
better to defer the matter.

THANKS FROM STAFF AND
EMPLOYEES.

Mr. I. R. Grimmer rose at this point
and said : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,
unfortunately very few of the company s

employees are shareholders of the com-
pany, and therefore only a small num-
ber of them are present at this meeting,
and for that reason I am taking it upon
myself to say, on their behalf, a word of
thanks to the directors for making up full
pay to those of us considered entitled
thereto, and also to thank the share-
holders for the manner in which they
have received the chairman's announce-
ment. We are all—staff and dailv-paid
men—grateful to the board and share-
holders for making this generous conces-
sion. I think we may fairly look upon
it as a concession, seeing that when the
war broke out the outlook for the com-
pany was particularly black, and the
cold-blooded course would have been to
discharge every redundant man, retaining
only those absolutely necessary. But the
directors of this company have never been
cold-blooded

; and they' offered to grant
half-pay to those of us who careS to ac-
cept it rather than look for work else-
where. Needless to say, we were glad to
accept the offer, but liow the board and
shareholders are going to pay us the dif-
ference between what we actually re-
ceived and our full pay ; and, Mr. Chair-
man and gentlemen, speaking for myself
and all the other employees of the com-
pany, I beg to thank vou. The pleasure
of returning thanks has devolved upon
me, as our General Manager is not with
us to-day, but is at the coast by the im-
perative orders of his doctor to enable him
tj recover from the labours and anxieties
of those terrible weeks of sickness through
which we have just passed.

APPOINTMENT OF AUDITORS.
Mr. T. R. English moved : " That

Messrs. Howard Pim & Hardy and

Messrs. Salisbury & Beaton be appointed
auditors for the ensuing year, and that
the remuneration to be paid them be fixed

by the directors."

Mr. B. Horkheimer seconded, and the
motion was unanimously carried.

This ended the business of tjjie ordinary
meeting.

Extraordinary General Meeting.

ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF
AS80CIATI0N.

An extraordinary general meeting of

shareholders was held immediately after

the annual meeting, at which Col. Sir

David Harris again presided, and there
were present the shareholders in attend-
ance at the previous meeting
The Secretary read the notice conven-

ing the meeting, and
Sir David Harris said : The amend-

ments in the company s Trust Deed just

road will, if adopted, have the effect of

reducing the number of directors from 16

to 12, besides decreasing the expenditure
under this head. On the formation of

De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd., over
30 years back, which resulted in amalga-
mating the various concerns that then
existed in the Kimberley and De Beers
INlines, it was only natural that the differ-

ent companies owning valuab e claims in

these mines should have stipulated a right
to nominate representatives on the board
of the consolidated company ; hence the
large number of directors provided for in
the original Trust Deed. As the years
rolled on the members of the board be-
came more closely associated and identi-
fied with this company, and all idea of
the necessity for protecting their respec-
tive interests disappeared. Origina-ly
the board consisted of four Life Gover-
nors and 16 Directors, of whom only
thi'ee are alive to-day, namely, Messrs.
F. Baring Gould, G. W. Compton and
Sir Carl Meyer. We have now 12 direc-
tors constituting the board, and this num-
ber w'e consider sufficient to carry on the
business of the company. We therfore
appeal to you to adopt "the amendments
which we confidently recommend to the
meeting.

Mr. Arend Brink then moved :
" That

the Articles of Association of the Com-
pany be altered in the manner following :

In Article 84 (a) the word 'twelve' shall
be substituted for the word 'sixteen.'

"

Mr. Brink explained that the Article
would then read :

" Until otherwise de-
termined by a general meeting the num-
ber of directors shall not be more than
12."

Mr. Ernest Oppenheimer formally
seconded, and the motion ' was carried-
unanimous!}'.

Sir David Harris said that this clssed
the business of the meeting, and the pro-
ceedings concluded with a vote of thanks
to the Chairman, which was moved by
Mr Colin Lawrence, and was cordiallv
carried.

NEW IVIODDER.

Sir Evelyn Wallers, the chairman
pt the New Modderfontein Gold Min-
ing Company, Ltd., in reviewing the
.year s operations at -the annual meet-
ing of shareholders on December 19th,
outlined an eminently satisfactory state
of affairs. He said: The facts and
figures relating to the past year's
work, which are fuUv recorded in the
reports and acoounta before vou. speak
for themselves You will have ob-
served that, notwithstanding the
many disabilities of the times, marked
progr.^ss all round is shown. and
shareholders, I think, are to he con-
gratulated upon the results obtained,
llie year s working operations result-
ed in a profit of £833,264 from 684,100

tons milled, these figures showing
increases of £48,247 and 27.400 tons
over the corresponding results for the
previous year. The profit averaged
24s. 4<1. per ton milled, the yield being
453. 7d. and working costs 21s. od.
After delays, over which we had no
control, the new' reduction plant was
completed in April of 1918, but as the
drums for the new winder at the cir-

cular shaft had not then arrived, it

was decided to commence milling op-
erations on as large a scale as pos-
sible with the limited hoisting ap-
pliances which had up to that time
served for the development of the cir-

cular shaft section of the mine. In
this way it was possible during the
last three months of the financial year
to add appreciably to the profits and
at the same time to condition and
test the efficiency of the new reduc-
tion plant. Looking, at the figureb
for 1916 and comparing them with last

year's, it will be seen that the yield

has increased by 4s 9d. and working
ocsts by 4s. per ton as at 30th June
last. The increase in costs calls for

no particular remark, being common
to all mines on these fields during the
war period.

Yield Maintained.

The yield, however, was again high-

er than could be expected from the
average value of our ore reserves.

There are two reasons for this : the

first is that on' account of the con-
stantly increasing working costs—

•

caused mainly by prevailing condi-
tions—it was considered expedient as

well as legitimate, in view of the
very strong ore reserve position, to

continue the practice adopted last

year of taking ore from the mine of

somewhat higher value than the aver-

age value of the ore reserves, thereby
countei acting the adverse circum-
stances and maintaining the level of

profits; the second reason for the high
yield is that—as was the case last

year and the year before—the •ctiifU

working results, particularly in the
richest section of the mine, gave
values considerably in excess of the

block values as thcj; appear in the ore
reircrve estimates. It may be noted)

tliat the second reason had a greater

influence on the yield than the first,

and it should be borne in mind also

that shortage of native labour natur-
ally necessitated a greater concentra-
tion of the force available than would
otherwise have been the case. With
an adi?qaate supply, the labour avail-

a'blp would of course be more widely
dii-tributedi in the mine, and mining
operations wOuUl be conducted more
in accord with the average value of

the ore reserves. At all events it

will be clear to you not only that we
are in an enviable position in being
able to combat disabilities by raising
our grade at will, without straining
our position in the least, but also that
cur ore reserve estimates have con-
tinued to be framed on very conserva-
tive lines. As bearing upon this lat-

ter feature, you will have noticed that
the average grade of the ore develop-
ed during the year under review was
lower than the grade mined, due main-
ly to the fact that practically no de-
velopment was done in our richest
areas; nevertheless it was possible to
shew a slight "improvement in the
averase value of the ore reserves at the
annual revision of the position at 30th
June last. This rermires a little ex-
planation, i.e., th.it although the
rather abnormal richness of certain
Inrge blocks of ground, particularly
between the 8th and 10th levels ea.st

of No. 12 Shaft, has comnelled our of-
ficials to he very cautious in their
pFtimates, this section of the mine in
pHrticiilT has continued to yield ore
of a value considerably above our
legitimate expectations. We need not.
however, complain about that.
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Development Footage.

/ comparison with tlie previous

year's Bgures will show that the de-

velopment footage accomplished has

fallen very considerably, being 27,11 <

fe«t in 1917 and 13,661 feet in 1918.

O'l the fact of it this appears to be a

vi-rj serious decrease, and I will anti-

cipate inquiry on this point by recall-

ing the fact that in the previous yiear

ve took advantage of the then abund-

art supply of native labour to push

development operations for the . tirst

siv mont'is of the year very energetic-

ally, particularly in the Circular Shaft

Section, with the consequence that ths

development footage for that year was

in realitv abnormally high. The de-

vnlopmeiit footage for the year under

review is little, if anything, below

the footage required to maintain our

ore reserve position. In fact, as you

will see from the reports before you,

the tonnage of payable ore developed

during the last year amounted to

82.3,500 tons, while the tonnage mined
from the ore reserves amounted to

658,723 tons. Our position therefore

was more than maintained on that

year's work; and even on the basis of

crushing, sayt, 100,000 tons a month,

which our plants are now capable of

doing and the mine capable of produc-

ing, the mine is in such a condition

that it would not require a very much
larger development footage than that

accomplished last year to replace all

the ore taken from reserves. The
point to bear in mind in this respect

is that, given tlie necessary native

labour, it is possible in our mine, hy
concentrating upon development work
for even so short a period as, say. six

months, to bring about the addition

of very large tonnages to the reserves.

Labour, as I have indicated, is the

essential factor. Given a reasonably
adequate supply there is not the

slightest doubt that we can maintain
our position with ease, and viewing

our situation generally,, I can only

repeat the opinion I expressed last

year, that we are indeed fortunate in

possessing an extremelyi sound devel-

opment and ore reserve position.

Ore Reserves.

The ore reserves as at 30th June,
1918, consisted of 9,000,000 tons of a

value of 8.6 dwts. per ton. This re-

serve can be seen from a reference to

the map accompanying the annual
report to be fully delevoped and con-

veniently situated to either of the

reduction plants, the underground ar-

rangements being verji elastic. The
following information relating to the

claim property as at 30th .Tune last

mav be of interest to you. The total

clafm area of the property is' l.OOl

claims, of which the barren area north
of the outcrop amounts to 36^ claims
and the worked out area at 30th .June

amounted to 241 claims, leav-

ing aporoximate'y 1,034 claims.
Of this balance approximately 283
claims are represented by the ore ve-

Berve.The accumulated unpavable area
developed to dste covers 95 clnims.
whilst the undeveloped area stands at

approximately 639 claims. It is in-

teresting and gratifying to note that
the area enuival^nt to the ore reserve
is grentcT than the tolal area worke^t
nut since the commencement of opera-
tions in logr..

Working Profit £833,264.
Turning now to the financial results

for the yar, the working profit,

£833.264. after adding the income from
interes.t, exchange, freehold and
sundry revenne. and deduHin?
amounts exnend"d under th-^ hen<1in?s

of miners' nhth'sis compensation fuTid

and virions doiT'tions. vns increased

to £850,878. Adding to this the un-

appropriated balance from the pre-

ceamg year, viz., £354,906, and a
small sum representing forfeited dii^i

dends, the lunds at the company's
disposal totalled £1,205,965. This vv.i3

dealt with as follows :—Two dividends
of 15s. and 17s. 6d. per £4 share :i.b-

sorbed £568,7.50; taxes including ad
jusbments lor the preceding year
amount.d to £110,706, and the not

sum expended on capital account,
after deducting £62,53i received undor
the Be-.vaarplaats Moneys Application

Act was £219,765. The unappropri-
ated balance carried forward it

£306,744 consisted of stores and matsr-
ials valued at £154,297, cash £72,667

—of which £19,000 is invested in

British war loans—and certain other

items scheduled in the directors' 'C-

port. The large sum expended on
capital account was on account of

the new reduction plant, underground
equipment, a new native compound
near the circular shaft, and additional
quarters for married employes.
The new reduction plant whicri

consists of 56 Nissen stamps. 8 tube
mills and every requirement to deal
with some 4.'i.n6o tons a month, has,
a.s I informed you a year ago, cost

a great deal more than originally

estimated owing to circumstances be-

yond our control. While this fact is,

of course, a matter for regret, yf-t

the plant is paid for or provided for,

and I feel sure that shareholders must
view their situation to-day with no
.small amount of satisfy ction. Several
years of very valuable time have been
gained by foUowiiiff a bold policy, and
we now possess rednctioii nlnnts cap-

able of dealine with lOO.OflO tons of

ore per month, which nuantity the

mine is fully equipped to suoply so

long as sufficient native labour is

available.

Recent Results.

Since the close of the financial year,

results have been achieved above
anything hitherto shown in the past.

By the end of September the erection

of" the new circular shaft winder had
been completed, the change over

took place in the first fortnight ..f

October, and since that date the ma-
chine has been in operation and the
whole equipment has given every sat-

isfaction. For the first five month.-;

of the current year the tonnage milled

averaged 72.600 tons a month, and the
profit £90.283 or 24s. 10. 5d. per ton
milled. Working costs at 20s. 3.7d.

are about Is. per ton lower than for

the past financial year and will no
doubt show a subrtantial further -le-

crease 'is the tonnage outnut increase?

and general conditions become more
normal. I'nt'l native lab-iur li-^cDrnts

more plentiful we shall not be able to

operate the two reduction plants to

their full capacity, and while th.<

shorta"". due as vou are aware to

the influenza eoidemic, continues, it

is our intention to work the new niant

to its full limit, i.e.. about 45,000 tons

a month, leaving the spare capacity

in the old plant.' The obiect here is

twofold—first, fullv to test the possi-

bilities of the new plant, and, second,
to put the major portion of our ton-

naae throuch a more uo-tn-date and
efficient plant; by this means we hope
to eecure lower reduction costs.

Capital expenditure for the first

five months, namely, to the end of

November, totalled £60.95.3 in connec-
tion with the comnletion of outstand-
ing constructional votes The lia»

bilities remaining in this connection
amount to some £29 000. which will

mostiv be spent during the current
financial venr. From now onwards
cnmmitments on capital account
should be reduced to very small pro-

portions. We propose to increase the

dividend distribution for the current
half-year from 17s. 6d. to 24«. per

share.

influenza Epidemic.

The recent epidemic of influenza

caused a good deal of disorganisation

on the property, and a few figures in

this connectio'n should be noted. The
total white population resident on the

property was 956 men, women and
children, of whom 183 were attacked

by the illness, but, happily, only one
death occurred. The total coloured
residents numbered 4,685, of whom
872 were attacked and 61 succumbed.
These figures afford eloquent testi-

mony to the energy and ability ex-

hibited and the success achieved by
the medical and mine authorities in

dealing with this virulent attack.

Housing of Employes.

We again spent a considerable sum
of money last year on the housing of

our employes, and we must still spend
some more in the current year—ob-

viously the right thing to do with a
financial position and assured life

such as ours. The general amenities
of life for our people on our property
are very happily in evidence, and the
workmen, the officials, the under-
ground manager, Mr. Tillard, and last

but not least," the manager, Mr. Miles
Sharp, pull together admirably. To
them afi and to Mr. Stuart Martin,
the consulting engineer, who continues
to direct the technical affairs of this

company with great ability and dis-

tinction, I wish to offer the congratula-

tions and the thanks of shareholders
and directorate alike.

I now beg to move that the direc-

tors' report and balance sheet for the
period ended 30th June, 1918, be
adopted.

Promises Redeemed.
Mr. S. C. Black said : In seconding

the adoption of the report, I think
shareholders will agree that the mine
is now in a position to reward them
with all that had been promised for

the past few years. It is sometimes
inconvenient to be reminded of past

forecasts, espec-ially in gold mining
undertaldngs, for but too often, as^

our American friends would say,
" the performance does fiot come up
to the advertisement," but if I may
be permitted to express a note of per-

sonal satisfaction, it is to refer to

what I said at the annual meeting in

1914, three months after the out-

break of war. On that occasion I

stated that this company should per-

haps before very long outstrip in pv^-

fit makins all rivals on the Witwat-e'-s-

rand. and I added " it was a wonder-
ful gnld mine, among the list of re-

markable ones, and that many shave-

holders did not grasn the po+entialitv

-of their own property." I am in-

clined to think they all do now, and
if. as you have iust stated, given a
si'tisfnctorv supply of nat'vo l.abo-ar

and WP get to normal conditions. th-,->

Kow Mndderfnn*ein Onmpnnv Mrjll -lot

•^plip the confidence of those who have
pinned th'ir faith to it. With tlie'«e

few remarks I bee to second the

adoption of the report and accounts.

The Native Supply.

Mr. J. .\ndrew Cohen said: Sir

Evelyn Wallers has, with his usual
frankness, reviewed the past year's

op'-'rations in detail so I need not tra-

verse that ground. 1 observe, ho'v-

ever, a distinct note of optimism as

to what may be expected fr'^m this

propertv in the future, provided t'.ie

present disabilitv concrning the na-

tive' labour supply is removed. Ad-

mitted that the immediate outlook in
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that direction Ib disquidting, I am at
least hopeful that this trouble will
prove ephemeral and by the end of
iiext quarter I look forward with con-
fidence to witness the mine being
worked to the maximum of its plan:
There are, of course, two ways ol
achieving this result, primarily by
being able to recruit a sufficient rub-
ber of native workers to satisly the
demands of al] the mines, or alterna-
tively by a more practical distrib.i-

tion of native workers into channsls
where substantial profits can ba
earned by their labours instead cf

continuing what I believe to be the
mistaken policy of using that energy
to prop up the dying mines on these
fields. In emphasising this point 1

wish it to be clearly understood I im
only expressing my own views on
this question and indeed by colleagui s

on the Board may not share this

opinion. I cannot help feeling, how-
ever, that if the industry is toex-
75and naturally some such steps might
be worthy of serious ,

consideration.

For e.xai^ple, New Modderfontein ha-'

fulfilled every promise foreshadowed
by its respective chairmen. The ore

reserves, as prophesied two venrs aso,

have reached the substantial figure o!

9.0no,OOn tons: the new plant has been
designed, erected, and is now working
satisfactorily and, in the ordinary
course of events, would be crush-

ing 100.000 tons per montn.
so, insofar as human effort

is concern"r1, the snonsors for

this company have fnlfilled their

promise, and the shart^holders have

willingly footed the bill. The; only

thins now required is an adeauate

native labour ^unnlv to enable us to

go full steam ahead, and. as already

stated. I am lionfful that some solu-

tion to this diflBculty is near at hand.

The Upper Leaders.

In regard to the mine and its future

possibilities, leaving aside the known
factors fcr the moment. I am natu-

rally impressed by the remarks made
by the consulting engineer, Mr. H;
Stuart Martin, in the report now in

your possession, i.e.. that prospecting

of tlie upper leaders, particularly in

the central section of the mine down
to and including the 14th level was
continued with success. I interpret

this as an indication that by the in-

clusion of these leaders the tonnage
per claim will be materially in-

cr(?ased, thereby prolonging the life

of the mine and adding additional
value to the known and undeveloped
ore reserves, a factor that should not

be lost sight of when making future
calculations. It has been my privi-

lege on previous occasions to add on
your behalf my sense of anpreciation
of the excellent work nerformed by
all the heads of departments, and I

should' like to take this opportunity
of saying how much shareholders are
indebted to those gentlemen who
have been responsible for desicning
and erecting the new equipment
wh'Vh will be the means of spelling
arHit'onal prosperity to this vast and
important company.

There was no further discussion,
and tlie report and accounts were
adopted unanimously.
The appointment of Sir Harry Ross

Skinner to the directorate was con-
firmed. Messrs. S. C. Black and C.
S. Goldman the retirinsr directors,
were re-elected and the auditors,
Messrs. C. L. Andersson ard Co., and
Deloitte. Plender. Griffiths, Annan
and Co., were reappointed.

ZAAIPLAATS TIN CO.

Sir T. K. Murray presided over the an-
nual meeting of the Zaaiplaats Tin Min-
ing Company, Limited, on December 13.
In the course of his speech in
moving the adoption of the re-
port and balance sheet, he said : The re-
ports and accounts submitted to you at
our last general meeting showed very un-
satisfactory results. Fortunate.y, gentle-
men, we have a very different position
disclosed before us to-day. The accounts
show better results from the working of
the mine than they have shown for the
past four years. It will be seen that the
profit on actual working amounted to
£65,5t3. Against this, however, there
are some charges, particularly in respect
•f Government Royalty, which reduces the
profit for the year to d£52,185. This sum,
together with the balance carried forward
from the previous year, viz., £13,569,
has been appropriated as follows : For
the purchase of additional ground,
£17.500; fof expenditure on plant and
equipment, £1,705; for a sererve fund,
£10,OjO ; for payment of a dividend of
1.3. 6d. per share, £19,125 ; leaving a
balance to be carried forward of £17,425,

It will thus be seen that the financial
position of the company has been consi-
derably ttrengthened during the year un-
der review. The chief causes for the im-
proved results may be summarised as
fellows : (I) The smelting of the concen-
trates and the disposal of refined tin in-
stead of sehin^; the concentrates to out-
side smelters. (2) The increase in the
price of the metal on the London Metal
Exchange. (3) The improved condition
of the mine With regard to the first
mentioned cause, it gives me great plea-
sure to be able to reiterate the remarks
I made last year when I informed you
that the company had successfully em-
barked on the policy of converting its
concentrates .into metallic tin, for
throughout the year the v^hole of the out-
put has been smelted and tin of a high-
class quality has been produced. A small
sample was sent to Messrs. Watson & Co.,
of Liverpool, for the purpose of ascer-
tainuig how the class of metal we were
producing would be likely to be received
on the English market and in rep'y we
received the following letter :

" With re-
gard to the sample of tin you sent us, we
enclose an original letter from Mr.
Knight, who makes assays of tin for the
London Metal Exchange." If you can ship
tin of this description, we can readilv
place it on the market here. Verbally,
Mr. Knight told us he had never seen
better tin." Mr. Knight's report reads
as follows : " I have very carefully ex-
amined the sample of tin and find that
with the exception of .006 per cent, cop-
per, there are only faint traces of arsenic,
lead, iron and bismuth present. The
n/etal is of very good quality. I think /
am safe in stating that it is over 99.09
per cent, fine."

The Price of Tin.
During the past year, chiefly owing to

our smelting operations, there hag been
no ditBcu'.ty in disposing of our output at
satisfactory prices ; but, as you all know,
the price of tin varies considerably from
day to day. On one occasion the price
actually reached tlie phenomenal figure of
£398 per ton on the London Metal Ex-
change. The average price of cash stan-
dard tin for the last six months of the
year amounted to £333 per ton. At pre-
sent there is a considerable drop in the
price, and it is difficult to gauge how
prices will rule in the future. I am,
however, of opinion that when peace is
concluded and all ordinary business re-
sumed, there will be a great demand for
this metal. Stocks of tin and
tinware all over the world must be very

low. In any case now that w» are pro-
ducing a high-class metal, we ehouW be
ab.e to dispose of any surplus of our out-
puts in the world's markets after South
Africa's requirements have been filled.
The accounts before you show very

clearly the position of the company, and
the results of running the mine during
the year and do not need any further
elucidation from rae.

Work at the Mine.

Turning now to the work at the mine,
you have before you, annexed to the
directors' report, the reports of the con-
sulting engineer and mine manager,
which give full information respecting the
work accomplished during the year. One
of the chief features is the 'continued
production of high grade ore from No.
13 section. Since the close of the com-
pany s year there has been little change in
ihe development in this section, the posi-
tion to-day being if anything more satis-
factory and encouraging. As a matter of
tact when I saw the mine last week. No.
13 section was looking exceedingly well.
Another interesting feature of the

year's development is the long continued
steep dip of No. 13 ore body. Unfortu-
nately, the shortage of native labour haa
prevented the carrying out of a progres-
sive programme of development in any
other sections of the mine—work hav-mg chiefly been centred in Nos. 5 and
13 sections. In the former no discoveries
of any great importance were made: the
prospects are, however, hopeful, and as
soon as .the native labour position im-
proves work will be pushed ahead in this
section.

When we met last year I referred to an
extensive pieco of work which had been
undertaken for the purpose of connecting
"P Nos 6 and 13 sections. This work
has been successfuUy completed and
the saving m costs and the improvement
in w-orking conditions have fully justi-
fied the undertaking. The whole of the
expenditure incurred in making this, con-
nection has been charged to working
costs. I a so referred last year to aS
option which the company had secured
over certain ground adjoining your com-pany s property and known as
' / aipiaats Valley Alluvial." \b.
normal rainfalls gave rise to great dif.
fioulty in testing the value of the ground
during the option period, but your
directors were able to secure an exten-
sion of the option. It was not until June

I
;' .rr.^""^'^ °^ inspection was com-

pleted. The ground was found to contain
a large tonnage of payab'.e alluvium and
on tlie recommendation of the companv's
technical advisers, your directors decided
to pureh-ise the property, which is about
28 acres in extent.

The arrangements for exploiting this
alluvial ground contemplated the treat-
ment of upwards of

. 20.000 tons per
month. It was found advisable, however
(chiefly on account of the unfavourable
native labour position) to proceed at once
with the construction of a temporary
plant for the treatment of a much smaller
tonnage—the idea being to open up the
ground with this temporary plant and to
put the larger plant into operation when
the native labour position improved. The
influenza epidemic has, however, upset our
arrangements for the time being, and it
will be a matter of the utmost 'difficultv
to do any work at all until the natives
havp fully recovered from the viKitation
of this epidemic. We do not look for-
ward to anv radical change in the labour
position before the end of .Tanuarv next.
In the meantime efforts are being made to
keep a pm.nll san? of hoys at work so th.U
'•h-nthe labour supply does improve, the
worki"_e places will be in a position for
iinmodiate expansion, and a considerable
addition to our outpost should result.
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The Ore Reserves.

It will be seen from the manager's re-

port thfit the ore reserves consist entirely

of residues. An attempt was made dur-

ing the year to accumulate a surplus of

b\<rh grade ore, but no progress could be

made on account of the low tonnage

mined. Every effort is being made dur-

ing the. current year to create a reserve of

ere in the form of dumps.

I have endeavoured, gentlemen, to put

the position of the company clearly be-

fore you. We have had a very successful

year," and we have reason to believe that

the company will continue to do well in

the future.
.

Before concluding, I wish_ to express

the directors' appreciation of the excel-

lent services rendered by the manager, as

well as by the mine and head office staffs.

Mr. Gilbertson, the manager, deserves

gieat credit for the good work he has

done, particularly in so successfu'.ly tack-

ling the problem' of smelting, and I have

pleasure in saying that the directors have

decided to vote him a bonus of 250 gui-

neas in recognition of his services, as it

was entirely owing to his labours that the

smelting was undertaken and the profits

of the company increased thereby.

I now formally beg to move that the

directors' report and statements of ac-

count for the year ended 31st July, 1918,

be approved and adopted and that the

action of the directors in declaring in-

terim dividend No 17 of 30 per cent.,

b econfirmed It was also decided to

declare a further dividend for the next

half-v^ar of Is. 6d. per share. It was

possible to declare a still further dividend

but the directors wished still further to

strengthen the reserve.

A proposal was moved by Mr. Morley,

.ind seconded by Mr. Wagner, that Mr.
Gilbertson'a bonus be one thousand gui-

np:>3. T.iis was carried. It was also de-

cided to suitably recognise Mr. Webber's
services as secretary to the company.
The report was adopted, and Mr. J.

Munro re-elected a member of the board.

The membership of the board was in-

creased to five, Mr. E. H. Morley being

added. The auditors were re-elected, and
the chairman thanked for presiding.

GLYNN'S LYDENBURG.

Mr. H. C. Boyd, the chairman of

Glynn's Lydenburg, Ltd., in presiding
at the annual meeting ot share-
holders December 18, said : Gent'.emen,

—

The report and accounts for the year
ended July 31st last, are submitted
for your approval. Shortage of native
labour handicapped operations
throughout the year, and the effects

of the severe- floods experieaced in

the early part of 1918 were felt for

some months : consequently only

46,964 tons were milled. These con-

ditions, combined with the added ex-

penses due to the war, now so hap-
pily ended, led to an increase in

working costs of some Is. 9d. per

ton, while the yield was nearly 2s.

per ton lower than that of the pre-

ceding -year, and the net profit of

£29.840 was about £11.300 less than
that shown in the last accounts. Two
dividends absorbing £27 625 were de-

clared, taxation was relatively light

owin^ to adjustments in resoeot of

])revious payments, and the bai-ance

carried forward was increased to
£^0,427. ot which ei7.4f52 were net

cash after providing for all liabili-

tie«.

Taken as a whole, the results of

the vear's devt-lonment were hishly
satisfactory. Mill Hill section is being

gradually worked out, and the ore
reserves there at the close of the year
showed a natural decrease. In the
werf section, despite the severe hind-
rance caused by the flooding, the
reserves increased on balance by over
8,000 tons of improved value. A wel.

t.'iought out drainage scheme has just

been completed, which should safe-

guard us. against any repetition of

last year's troubles. Sinking of the
Oshorne Shalt was resumed early in
October, but has since been interrupt-
ed. In Compound Hill the reef dis-

closures came fully up to expecta-
tions, and the reserves there - show
addj'tioral 35,200 tons, while the aver-
age value is hiaher by 1 dwt. per ton.

The total ore reserve of nearly 139 ODO

tons of an average milling value of

9.8 dwt. . is decidedly the best in the
history Of the company.

In view of the excellent resutls in

Compound Hill, 165 claims were peg-
ged on its southern extension. The
fact that good reef has been exposed
on the southern boundary of theso
claims is extremely encouraging. The
disclosures to be made in this area
will have an important bearing on the
future of the company.

The Epidemic.

As the consulting' engineer point.9

out, the yield for the past year was
not representative of tBe capabilities
of the mine—^the better yield secured
during the early months of this finan-

cial year is confirmatory of this—and
with the greatly-improved ore reserve
position we were justified in looking
forward to a prosperous year if a
reasonable native labour supply were
available, but unfortunately the dis.is-

trous influenza epidemic struck the
mine toward the end of October and
operations were virtuiUy suspended
till quite recently. All possible pre-

cautions had bedU taken, but unfor-
tunately 73 natives died on the pro-

perty, and lenrning of the sufferings

of their families almost all _the re-

mainder returned to their kraals,

where we fear an appreciable number
died. Halt the white employes w^era

affected by the disase, and to out

great regret Mr. W. Gallant, mind
captain of the Werf Mine section, who
had been with the company for many
years and done excellent work, suc-

cumbed. Urgent representations were
made to Government and steps were
taken to render assistance to the

natives in the kraals and latterly to

encourage them to retui-n to work;
this they have been doing more satis-

factorilv during the nast few days, and
we row have about half the normal
nutrber at work. The profit for

Octoher was reduced to £674. while

for November a loss of £1.517 was in-

curred. Five stamps have been dron-

ning for some wpeks. and we have
just been advi=ed that ten are now
runninif: a gradual improvement in

conditions is looked for. but it la

not yet nossible to say when opera-

tions will return to normal. To O'lr

regrftt. Mr. R. C. Wnrriner resiorned

his position as consuVinsr ensririe^T

last Ta"ii<i'-v, nnd towaH the end of

the past fippncial venr Mr. R. _H.

Clifford, wh'^ is "'ell aeounip+A'l "'Hh

the »"inp nnd di'tri'^^ wis nnn'^iTitpd

in b's plice. To Afr. -J^. Pam-'^t
tl-K> mipiTPr. and the st-ff. e^n^'^illv,

our tbir-ka a^-o duo for ^hl'ir oin+'Vn'Ml

ffood WOtV. T n'^w Vpt r, ryctrp t.Vi-it

fl-in renTt npil noc""n+,s for t,hp veiT

pp-i-d -T"'" 31st, 1918, be received

and fldonted.-

t?voVt" W^np'S nnd Sir 'Vho Roller,

the retiring director.?, were re-elected-

EUNDSFONTEIN ESTATE CO.

Mr. D. Christopherson, C.B.E.. pre-

eided at the annual meeting of the
Elandsfontein Estates Company on

December 13th, and in moving
the adoption of the report of

the directors and accounts said:

The profit and loss account

: showed that the revenue during the

past financial year was £3,098, as

compared with £3,761 for the previous
year, but in the latter period there
was included an amount of £746 re-

ceived from the Government by virtue

of the Eewaarplaats Moneys Applica-

tion Act, 1917, otherwise the ordinary
revenue of the past year was just

about the same as before. The expen-
diture was £2,322, or £451 more than
X>reviously; that v/as almost entirely

accounted for by an increase of £332
in respect of municipal assessment
rr.tes; and by an ircrcase of £96 unier
general expenses, which main'" arose

owing to p.xpenditurc incnned in con-

nection with the filling up of an old,

disused and unprotected shaft on tne

company'.? property. The amount
carried to tiie appropriation account
was £776, which, together with the

balance of £2,268 at 31st October, 1917,

made a total of £3.044. During the

year under review a dividend of t'i

per cent, was paid, absorbing £1,950,

and £1,094 was carried to the balance

s-heet There was nothing in the bal-
ance sheet that called for notice, ex-

cept that the amount of £689 16s. re-

ceived from th ! Government in *h3

form of Union of South Africa 5 i er

cent. Local Registered Stock, in re-

Epect of moneys due at SOth .Tunc.

J917, under the Bewaiirplaats Moneys
Application Act, 1917, was shown as

an investment.
Mr. Kent s.'^cnndel the motion,

which. WPS earned. Messrs. R. d.'>s

Clayes and D. Christopherson were re-

elected directors, and the auditors,

Messrs. .Douglas, L<TW and Co., were
reappointed.
Those present at the meeting were

Messrs. D. W. Rossiter. .1. H. Keegan,

W S. Smits, W. S. Saunders, J. E.

Kent, V. .1. Ronketti, A. E. C. Hock-
ing' and F. H. Down (secretary).

There were represented personally and
by proxv 23.354 shares out of an is-

sued capital of 30,000 shares.

SOUTHERN VAN RYN REEF.

An extraordinarv general meeting

of the Southern Van Pvn Reef Gold

Mining Co., Ltd., was held December 17

in the board-room. Consolidated Gold-

fields Buiklinss. Jo' annesburs. in

pursuance of a requisition signed by
members holdins in the asgregate not

less than one-tenth of the nominal
amount of the is=ued capital of the

companv to consider and. if approved

ot, to pass a resolution removiiig Mr.

E." G, Clifford-Tones from his office

as a director of the company. The
meeting had been postponed from la.sk

week on account of the armistice

celebrations.
Mr. W. E. B'e'och proposed the

ipot'on to the above effect and Mr.
Cl'fford-Joups, -in renlv said that Mr.
Bleloch. with the larffe number of

shares at his disposal, could carrv the

motion, and it was therefore of no
nse for him to fi?ht the matter: flU

he could do at present was to vote

asninst thp motion. Tf the mot'on
was carripd he intended to carry the
matter further.

The motion was carried.
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Notes and Newa

Ceduld Delivery of

New Shares and
Option Certificates.

A batch of dividend notices appears this week, and our next
' issue will contain our customary com-

The Dividend plete list for the year. The directors of
Declarations. the Nourse Mines, Limited, and Village

Deep, Limited, " regret to announce that
as the operations for the half-year ending Deceimber, 1918,
have been very seriously affected by the shortage of native
laboui-, and as supply for the near future is unsatisfactory,
it has been decided not to declare a dividend for that
period."

* * * *
We have received advice from the Secretary of the Geduld

Proprietary Mines, Ltd., that, owing to

unavoidable delay in the engraving of
the option certificates by the printers,

it will not be possible to deliver scrip

and relative option certificates to accep-
tors of new shai-es in South Africa until about the third

week in .January next. Acceptors desiring delivery of scrip

and option certificates by post are requested to forward their

official receipts under registered cover to the head office of

the company, P.O. Box 1125, Johannesburg.
* * * *

At this week's quarterly meeting of the Transvaal Chamber
of Mines, the President, Sir Evelyn

Congratulations to Wallers, was the recipient of warm
Sir Evelyn Wallers, congratulations upon the honour re-

cently conferred upon him. After the
President had (moved the adoption of the report of the
executive, Mr. H. Newhouse said that before the report was
passed they would all like to express their great
gratification at the high honour which had been
conferred, upon their chairman. (Hear, hear.) In
this matter he was certain that everybody would be at one
with the executive—which had worked with Sir Evelyn
Wallers for years—in the feeling that there could be no
man who was more deserving of such an honour. They all

felt that without his able guidance the industry could not
have worked through such trying years in the way it had

—

not entirely without disturbance, but at any rate with dis-

turbances of a trifling nature. This success, which was in

the best interests of the Empire, and indeed necessary to its

well-being, was beyond all doubt first of all due to Sir

Evelyn Wallers. *(Applause.) The Chairman, in his reply,

thanked those present for the manner in which they had re-

ceived Mr. Newhouse's verj' kind rcimarks. He felt sure

they would agree that the honour done to him was an hon-

our done to the industry, and in expressing their apprecia-

tion he also wanted to make it clear that it was an honour
which he felt must be shared, and was shared, with a great

number of people attached to the industry, and certainly

not least with those permanent officials of the Chamber who
in the public work which he had to do had heen to him a

tremendous support. (Applause.)

* * * *

During the year to September 30, 1917, the gross revenue
of the Rhodesia Railways increased

Rhodesia Railways £87,153 and the net earnings £38,521,

Company. as compared with the previous twelve

months. There was a general increase

in all important classes of traffic, with the exception of

chrome ore, and, in particular, traffic in imported mining
machinery and construction material, and in timber,

cement, copper, and coal of South African production

showed substantial advances. In the first nine months of

the current financial year the gross revenue increased

£14,167, but as the \\-orking expenditure rose £23,943, there

was a net falling off of £9,776, due to some extent to the

interruption of traffic in February and March owing to the

floods that occurred east of Salisbury. The net revenue

account shows a credit balance of £172,063 and an available

total of £555,150. A special reserve of £69,668 has been

set aside to meet current arrears of maintenance, and
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£300,000 has been placed to the general reserve. The
credit balance is thus reduced to £185,482, out of which the

directors recommend the appropriation of a sum of £80,000

for the payment of a dividend. The amount of the sug-

gested dividend is not stated.
# # * *

The report of the enquiry by two officials of the Department
of Mines and Industries into the closing

The Closing of down of the Bantjes Consolidated Mines,

the Bantjes, Ijtd., appeared in the last "Government
Gazette." The report is signed by Mr.

Malcnlm Fergusson, Inspector of Mines, and Mr. M. Suth-

erland, Mine Surveyor, and the position is summed up in

the concluding paragraph as follows:
—"We consider that

the policy adopted by the company of conserving its re-

sources with the object of exploring its ground and of resum-

ing mining operations to better advantage at some later date

in preference to exhausting them at a very small profit, or

possibly no profit at all, to be the correct one and the one

likely to be more beneficial to both shareholders and the

State." A covering note by Sir Robert Kotze, in submit-

ting the report to the Secretary of Mines and Industries,

states that " there does not appear to be a prima facie case

for calling upon the company, under section 107 of Act

No. 85 of 1908, to furnish reasons why mining operations

have ceased."
* * * *

From all the gold producers of the world the lat<-st returns

portray waning figures, and the following
The World's

Declining Cold
shows the established diminution from

British possessions for the half-year to
Output.

3Q^]^ j^jj^-g^ jgjg^ j^ comparison with the

corresponding period of last year:—
Half-year to Half-year to

SOtb June, 1917. 30th June, 1915. Decrease

Transvaal

—

Ounces 4,572,936 4,256,334 316,602

Value £19,424,597 £18,079,762 £1,344,835

Rhodesia

—

Ounces^... ... 419,880 334,216 85,664

Value £1,784,491 £1,420,421 £364,070

West Africa

—

Ounces 181,720 - 163,614 18,106

Value £754,702 £697,416 £57,286

Australasia

—

Ounces 878,383 773,000 105,383

Value £3,733,127 £3,285,250 £447,877

India

—

Ounces 61,518 5!f,254 3,264

Value £261,452 £247,583 £13,869

Canada

—

Ounces 411,224 *400,000 11,224

Value £1,747,701 £1,700,000 £47,701

Total decrease from British Possessions

—

Ounces
Value

540,243

£2,275,638

* Approximate.
From other producing countries complete figures are not

yet to hand, but decreases will be shown. America : The
output is much less on the figures as yet known. For the

half-year to 30th June, 1917, the production was 2,042,745

ozs., value £6,681,870. Mexico: A decrease will be shown
when complete returns are to hand. The 1917 half-yearly

figures were 180,000 ozs., value £765,000. Russia: No
returns to form a reliable estimate; a decrease is certain.

Last year's figures for the six months to 30th June were put

at 500,000 ozs., value £2,175,000. Other producing coun-

tries, although of small figures, will show collectively a

ma,terial decrease.
* * m *

At the last meeting of the S.A. Institution of Engineers, the

President of the Chamber of Mines paid
Important Paper a tribute to the important paper by Mr.
on Rock Drills. H. R. Potter, on the subject of " Rock

Drills." We hope to be able to reprint

Mr. Potter's j)nper in an early issue,

In his speech at Springs in the Union, .Mr. Malan made
certain references to the tariff ques-

TarifJs and industries tion which, if they were to be

in the Union. accepted in the literal sense of the •

words employed, might be regarded as

rather ominous, says the Cape Times. The Advisory Com-
mittee, he stated, had been instructed to draft a tariff of

Customs duties " which would enable South African indus-

tries to keep their heads above water, and prevent the

country from becoming a dumping ground for other

countries." During the past three or four years industrial

development in South Africa has unquestionably been very

rapid, and we have seen from time to time in the reports

of the General Manager of Railways and the Census Depart-

ment that a really considerable amount of industrial activity

has sprung into being throughout the Union under condi-

tions which have amounted in many cases at least to the
most extreme form of protection, namely, the exclusion,

owing to war conditions, of competing products from oversea.

Many of these new industries are legitimate industries which
perhaps would not have come into existence so soon but
for the enforced protection they enjoyed, but are natural

to the countrj', and have already established themselves
pretty firmly. Others, however, are essentially transitory

and could not be expected to survive the competition of

normal times. If the Acting Prime Minister's speech is to

be interpreted as meaning that the Government has in

contemplation a policy of protection which will enable all

industries established during the war to " keep their heads
above water," there is likely to be some trouble in the not

distant future. Such a policy must mean that every legiti-

mate industry will be penalised in order to bolster up illegiti-

mate industries. It means that the cost of living will

certainly not decline; it will probably increase; and it means
that industrial progress along healthy and natural lines will

be gravely handicapped. For these reasons we assume that

Mr. Malan was speaking in rather more general terms than
he intended. His speech is probably nothing more than a

reminder that the Customs Tariff investigation which the

Industries Advisory Board began eighteen months ago is

still in progress.

One of the various reasons adduced in Germany for the

desired return of that country's former
Copper for colonial possessions lies in the deposits of

Cerman Industry, copper in South-West and East Africa and
New Guinea, whilst at the same time

eager glances have been directed towards the mineral riches

in the Belgian Congo. It seems quite a grievance to

Christian Pfrank of the Oriental Seminary of the Berlin

University, that with a domestic copper production of only

39,000 tons in 1912 Germany was compelled to import

200,000 tons in order to assist in meeting the total con-

sumption, and that 85 per cent, had to be procured from

the United States at the prices arbitrarily fixed by American
producers. Although the copper deposits in South-West
Africa had only been slightly opened up prior to the war, it

is considered that they would be able, in the course of time,

to meet a considerable portion of the German home demand
for copper, and thus break the monopoly of the United

States. The copper ore deposits in the Katanga district of

tlie Belgian Congo are said to be enormous, and C. Pfrank

states that " with such a possession we could cover our

whole requirements within a not distant period, and conse-

quently provide our important electricity industry with its

thousands of workmen with an assured position for ever."

Tliis is surely an intimation of what the Belgians might have

to expect if the Germans were ever permitted again to

become established in Africa. It is contended finally that

the Germans could only liberate themselves from paying

tribute to the United States for copper by possessing their

own colonies with rich copper deposits, and that therefore

no peace should be agreed to without the return of German
South-West Africa. It is highly probable that the Germans
will reach a different conclusion before very long.
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The position of Crescens (Matabele) Mines and Laud Co. is

set out in the aniiual report and the state-

Crescens ment of Mr. Hubert B. Vaile, the chair-

(Matabele). man, at the annual meeting recently.

The main features may be briefly sum-
marised as follows : A strong cash position, having regard

to the modest capitalisation, valuable assets, and energetic

and capable administration. Investments figure at £18,792;
sundry debtors (representing almost entirely balances^luo in

respect of land sold and bearing interest at 6 per cent, per

annum) amount to £7,727; and cash in London and Bula-
wayo at June 30 was £1,435. These three items alone,

deducting the amouut absorbed by the 7i per cent, dividend

just declared, total £23,933, or, roughly, 33 per cent, of the

issued capital of the company—in other words, about 3s. 4d.

per share. Last year's profit was £4,145, which admitted

of a dividend of 7A per cent., less income tax, as compared
with 5 per cent, free of tax for the preceding year, the carry-

forward being £744, as against £620. The prospects for the

current .year, liowever, are distinctly better. The company's
principal asset, it must be remembered, is its large land
holding, which is steadily appreciating in value. It is,

indeed, fi'om the sale of farms that the company mainly
derives its revenue. During the financial year ended June
30 last, 11,335 acres of the Main Belt block were sold at a/

profit of £3,619, but since then the demand for the com-
pany's land has increased, offers having been accepted for

a further 19,500 acres on the Main Belt block and 19,715
acres, representing the whole of the Kodhwaj'o block. The
company is now left with 402,848 acres of land, equal to

about 630 square miles, and having regard to the growing
demand for land in Rhodesia, at higher prices than hereto-

fore, Mr. Vaile says: " I think there can be no doubt that

the values placed upon the company's land some six or seven
years ago need overhauling and revising." He anticipates

that the unsold farms on the Main Belt block, representing

the pick of the Ehodesian basket, will find early and eager

buyers at prices considerably in advance of those now
ruling.

Tf TV" TV"

Writing in mail week, Messrs. Morrison, Kekewich & Co.>

report that the tin market was duU, with

Metal Markets business very small and quotations un-

in Mail Week, changed. Spot and three months stan-

dard closed at £333 10s.—£334 IDs.;

settlement price, £334. Reporting on the week's business

in metals, Messrs. Morrison, Kekewich & Co. say:—Copper:
So far as the home position is concerned there is nothing

fresh to report. American advices K-fer to a better output

of refined during the past month, and it is believed that

this improvement will be maintained. In connection with

prices it is pointed out that refinery costs have increased a

good deal since the previous price fixing, but it may be

doubted whether this alone would justify an increase in the

official maximum unless it -could be shown that an increase

in the production of refined metal would result therefrom.

Cash and three months standard closed at £122—£122 10s.

;

tough and best selected, £136—£131 ; electrolytic, £137—
£133; strong sheets, £161. Tin: The tendency all round

seems to be towards stabilisation in prices. In America the

buying and use of the metal will be licensed on similar fines

to those here, an official quotation is likely to be fixed by
the New York authorities, and strict attention will be paid

to the matter of allocations so as to secure economy in use.

It is understood that the inter-Allied arrangements for the

control of production in all centres have now been com-
pleted. The standard market has been very quiet on the

whole, excepting one day when the demand showed more
activity, but the inquiry was soon satisfied and the tone

again became dull, and quotations show no change on the

week. Cash and three months standard closed at £333 10s.

—£834 10s. Lead : Remains steady at £29 10s. to £28 10s.

Silver: Is unchanged, and the official maximum is not likely

to be altered unless cheaper freights and insurance permit

a reduction. Iron and steel : There is no change to report

in quotations. Demand all round continues as urgent as

ever, and deliveries to consumers are being hindered by
shortage of trucks apart from inadequate production, though
everything is being done to develop the latter as much as

possible.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE POSITION OF THE INDUSTRY.
The speech of the President of the Chamber of Mines from
the chair at the quarterly meeting this week furnishes a
timely review of the position of the industry at the end of

a momentous and critical year. That, unfortunately, the

end of the war does not mean the end of the troubles and
extra burdens of the industry was made clear by the
President. " During the period of the war this industry has
been faced with ever-increasing difficulties," he said, " and,

as I stated to you at the last quarterly meeting of the
Chamber, we have hung on remarkably well—really

amazingly well as regards gold production, but not as regards
profit. I wish I could say that with tlie cessation of

hostilities our ditticulties had appreciably diminished. Such
is hot, nor likely to be, the case for the present. On the
contrary, we have to look forward for a considerable period

yet to a continuance of the burdens produced by the war,

and some time must necessarily elapse before the mining
companies experience any material reduction in the cost of

supplies." In one direction the President of the Chamber
expects that the industry will get immediate re|ief, namely,
in regard to the additional charge of some £400,000 per

annum for freight, insurance, etc., that it had to bear during

the war as a result of the arrangement made by the Bank
of England for the handling of the gold output. " We
cabled on tlie subject immediately the armistice was pro-

claimed," said the President, " but have not received any
definite information so far. Indeed, I feel that in the

peculiarly difficult conditions of our industry we can reason-

ably ask that this question should be pursued further, and
that the whole arrangement from its inception should be

the subject of very sympathetic review on the part of the

Bank of England and the Imperial authorilos."

Having shown how the influenza scourge and native

labour shortage have further hampered progress. Sir

Evelyn Wallers proceeded to discuss some of the par-

ticular problems that will naturally accompany peace.
" Chief among these latter," he said, " will be the necessity

of meeting, as far as possible, the problem of unemploy-
ment. As you know, the gold mining industry has rightly

promised to re-employ all those of its former employees who
proceeded on active service. In the great majority of cases

temporary men were taken on in place of those who had
enlisted. Our first duty, obviously, is to the returned

soldiers formerly employed by the gold-mining industry. It

goes without saying that all pledges given will be faithfully

observed so long as it is humanly possible to do so, but it

is clear that the services of a considerable number of men
employed temporarily to fill the places of those who happily

will return can no longer be utilised by the industry. It is

clear, therefore, that this difficult problem has to be faced,

and faced with sympathy of a practical nature. It is also

clearly a problem that cannot be left on the shoulders of

any one particular industry, but is one that must be tackled

by the State and the community generally." Referring

to the success achieved in dealing with the adjustment of

industrial affairs, the Presidentr—who has himself so largely

contributed to that success—mentioned the recent recog-

nition of a yirinciple "of the greatest importance."

He said: "That principle lies within the arrange-

ment made that no sectional or drastic action shall be

taken in a dispute by either side before the question has

been referred to a Board of Reference. On some occasions

this understanding has not been kept, and, realising its

importance, we were able to get a meeting between tlie

various Executives of the Federated Unions and the Execu-

tive of this Chamber. At this meeting, I am happy to say,

the principle to which I have just referred, and which had

been previously agreed with each of the Unions, was

unanimously and definitely reaffirmed." And thus, it will be

seen, the year ends, in the opinion of the President of the

Chamber, in a note of hope and confidence that, great as

are the problems, present and prospective, of the industry,

all will yet yield to the same solvents of sympathy, hard

work, co-operation and moderation as in the past.
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TRANSVAAL CHAMBER OF MINES QUARTERLY REPORT.

The quarterly report of the Executive Committee of the

Transvaal Chamber of Mines states:—During the three

months ended 30th November, the disbursements amounted

to £47,954 5s. Id. This sum includes certain disbursements

in connection with the Transvaal Miners' Phthisis Sana-

torium, Wedge Farm Sanatorium, Witwatersrand University

Committee, Government Miners "Training Schools, Governor-

General's Fund, Central Buying Department, and Standing

Committee on Dust Sampling. The receipts amounted to

£52,120 13s. 3d., including refunds in connection with the

disbursements akeady mentioned. The Chamber's current

account was overdrawn on 30th November by £1,739 12s. 7d.

Native Labour.

The returns supplied by the Witwatersrand Native

Labour Association, Ltd., show the following results for the

months of September, October and November, 1918.

Number of natives employed by members of the Association

on last day of month (including natives in the service of

mine contractors, but excluding natives in the employ of

members of the Association in the districts of Barberton,

Breyten and Eooiberg) :
—
September, October, November,

1918. 1918. 1918.

160,275
11,826

4,016

On Gold Mines 179,399 173,153

On Coal Mines . 12,108 11,824

On Diamond Mines .. 4,889 4,749

196,396 189,726 176,117

The Witwatersrand Native Labour Association and the

Native Recruiting Corporation furnish the following infomia-

tion with regard to the natives recruited by the Association

and its members and the Corporation during the months of

September, October and November, 1918, and the districts

whence they were obtained:—
Sept., Oct., Nov.,

1918. 1918. 1918.

East Coastr—South of Lat. 220S. 4,544 3,990 1,920

Cape Province 3,817 1,975 244
Transvaal Province 309 275 40
Basutoland and O.F.S. Province 1,311 840 103

Bechuanaland 199 63 72

Natal Province 246 166 58

Swaziland 508 354 156

Rhodesia (including via Pieters-

burg) — 2 —
Local and Voluntary ., 10,061 8,088 3,347

20,995 15,753 5,940

The monthly report issued by the Department of Native

Affairs shows that at the 30th September, 1918, 283,052
coloured persons were employed in labour districts of the

Transvaal. Of this number, 212,720 were engaged on mines
and on the various classes of works, i.e., cheimical, metal-
lurgical, brickmaking, and other works as defined in Part I.

of the Coloured Labourers* Health Regulations, 1906, and
70,332 were in other employ.

General Health Conditions on the Mines.

The 21st dust sampling survey of the mines was com-
pleted during the period under review. The average dust
content per cubic metre sampled was 2'6 milligrams in the
20th survey and 2-7 milligrams in the 21st survey. In
addition, 7,335 dust samples taken by mine dust inspectors
were analysed in the Chamber's laboratory. The reports of

the surveys indicate the maintenance of the improvement
in the dust conditions on the mines.

Industrial Conditions of White Employees.

The strike of the members of the Ironmoulders' Society
terminated at the beginning of December, the men returning
to work upon the same standard rate as that of all other

mine mechanics, and the same war bonus according to the
sliding scale agreed upon between the Chamber and the
other Mechanics' Unions, the strike to constitute a breach
in continuity of service for holiday leave purposes. Under-
ground contract system : The proposed now form of agree-

ment resulting from discussions between representatives of

the South African Mine Workers' Union and the Chamber
has been submitted by the South African Mine Workers'
Union to a ballot of its members. The result of the ballot

was not known at the close of the period under review.

Board of Conciliation (Engine Drivers' and Firemen's
Mutual Protection Society) : A Board of Concihation sat
during the period under review on the dispute relating to

the employment of certain engine drivers on the sinking of

a new shaft at the Crown Mines. The Board was unable to

come to a unanimous decision, and the matter was referred

to the arbitration of Mr. H. O. Buckle and Mr. T. G. Macfie.
The award of the arbitrators had not been made at the close

of the period under review. Boards of Reference : The
following Boards of Reference sat during the period under
review:—D. Opperman—Crown Mines; F. W. Lippiatt

—

Crown Mines; E.R.P.M.—Cutting of prices, etc.

Sir Evelyn A. Wallers, K.B.E. : The Executive Com-
mittee has much pleasure in reporting that His Majesty the

King has been pleased to confer on the President of the
Chamber the honour of Knighthood of the Order of the
British Empire.

Armistice celebrations : The day following the signing of

the armistice, namely, Tuesday, November 12th, was
declared a public holiday, and the same facilities were
granted to both European and native employees on the
mines as are granted on Christmas Day and Good Friday.

On the occasion of the official celebration of the signing of

the armistice in Johannesburg on December 11th, returned
soldiers, both Europeans and natives, employed on the
mines, were granted similar facilities.

Bravery of mine employees : The Chamber's medal for

bravery was presented to the widow of the late G. S.

Pretorius, in recognition of an act of bravery of her late

husband in a gassing accident at the Bantjes Consolidated
Mines, Ltd., by which he lost his life. With the medal was
presented a gold locket and chain for his posthumous
daughter.

Membership : The following companies have been
admitted to membership of the Chamber, as from 1st

January, 1919:—Messina (Transvaal) Development Co.,

Ltd. ; New State Areas, Ltd. ; The African and European
Investment Co., Ltd. The following withdrawals from
membership of the Chamber, as from 31st December, 1918,
have been notified: Henderson ' Consolidated Corporation,

Ltd. ; Durban Roodepoort Gold Mining Co., Ltd. ; The Sheba
Gold Mining Co., Ltd.; Glencairn Main Reef G.M. Co.,

Ltd. ; Bantjes Consolidated Mines, Ltd. The appointment
of the following representative has been noted : West
Springs, Ltd.^Mr. Sydney E. T. Ewing. The following

changes in representation have been noted : City and
Suburban G.M. and Estate Co., Ltd.—Mr. H. C. Hilton,

vice Mr. C. Glyn; East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd.

—

Mr. F. C. Dumat, vice Mr. W. J. Gau.

Gold output : The output of gold for the Transvaal for

the mouths of September, October and November, 1918, has
been declared as follows : September, 1918, 708,206 fine ozs.,

valued at £3,008,267; October, 1918, 679,764 fine ozs.,

valued at £2,887,455; November, 1918, 658,701 fine ozs.,

valued at £2,797,083.

Mr. A. E. du Pasquier, Manager for South Africa for the
British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

leaves Johannesburg this week on a visit to England. Mr.
Du Pasquier's visit will be a short one in view of his having
been elected President of the Soutli African Institute of

Electrical Engineers for the coming year.
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Released from Admiralty Control

LTA METAL

The Delta Metal Company, Limited, East Greenwich, have cabled that they are

again open to receive orders for South Africa.

SOLE AGENT:

TEL. NO. 5892. H. ALERS HANKEY, P.O. BOX 3807.

STANDARD BANK CHAMBERS, JOHANNESBURG.
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Rhodesian Section.

RHODESIAN MINERAL OUTPUT IN DETAIL.

We have received for publication from the office of the

Rhodesia Chamber of Mines (Incorporated) the following

detailed statement of the mineral output for the month of

October, 1918, ^vith comparisons and values:—
MATABELELAND.

No. of Tons
stamps, treated.

BcLAWATo District.

A. D. G. (Lochade Synd.), Sept. 5

Allee (R. J, Howe) 2

Annasona (Rhodesia, Ltd.) 3 IP
Do. (sands) —

Antelope G.M. (Rliod.) Co. ... 2BM IT 2P
Do. (sands) —

Balmoral (W. Arberv) 5

Bapaume (A. W. Wilsonl 3

Big Ben South (W. E. Hunt) ... 2

Bushtick Mines, Ltd 8N 3T 15

Do.- (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Do. (concentrates)

Camp (Carson Mines, Ltd.) 5 IP
Do. (sands) —

Celtic (Trans. & Rhod. Estates) .. (10) (2P)

Do. (sands) —
Confidence (A. D. Hall) •'')

Eagle Hawk (T. Berwitz) 5

Fred (Trans. & Rhod. Estates, Ltd.) 10 2P
Do. (sands)

—

Germania (A. G. Hadingham) ... 2N 2P
Do. (copper blister) F

Jessie (.Jessie Tributors) 10 IP
Do. (sands) —

Jumpers (J. P. McCay) 5

Do. (sands) ^ —
Lonely Reef G.M. Co 20 3T
Do. (sands) —

Mali (E. C. Smythe), September 3

Do. October clean up —
Marlish (C. A. Abbot) 2

Matabele Queen's Co., Ltd
,

10 2P
Do. (sands) —

Moreton Pinkney (J. Robinson) . 2

New Eclipse (J. R. Stewart) ... 5 IT
Newtonfontein (A. H. Newton) .. 3

Do. (sands) —
Petrel (E. Warren) T)

Red Rose (F. C. Barrett') 10

Rhodesian Queen (Gilpin and
Pickles), September 5

Sabi (Fletcher & Williamson) ... 15

Do. (sands) —
Star (Eastern Queen) Romola Nigel

G..M. Co. (sands) —
Wit Boy (Wit Boy Synd.) 5

Do. (sands) —
Bulawayo District Total ...

GwELO District.

.Aca.ia (.M. & G. Hogg) 2

.\rd|iatri(k (B. Frav) 3

Babs (Beach & Bobv) H
Bonsor B323 {('. Brunton).

dean up. August F
( liiniborazo (Wonderland Trib. Svn.) 5 IP

Do. (.sands)
'. —

I 'omnionage (H. W. Gray) IT
Comiemara (I'onnemara Synd.) ... 20

Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —

Conqueror (Leppington & McConkey) !i

Danga (Wonderland Trib. Svnd.)
'

5 IP
Emerahl (F. M. Liiiscott), Sept. . ,1

Falcon Mines. Ltd 2GN 2T
(Copper and Silver valuesnrtl given.)
Fed Up (A. Malcolm) .5

Gaika G.M. Co., Ltd , IC IT 5
Do. (sands) —

Glen Arrnck (Clen Arrock Synd.),
September (5)

Do. October 5

Yield. Value.

Ozs. £

600
220

195
294
2700
24S4
800
95-

70

3940 "1

2040 I
1744

I

156 )

549
420
500
500
301

300

1300
1300

782

654
790

170

2665
2665

96

48

930
930
216
680
300
140

175

295

25

1260

879

175
149

230

51'00

31-52

287-90

80-13

570-30
587-80

143-81

88-35

31-05

667-50

27-79
84-18

110-00

40-00

55-57

102-19

851-69
288-49

663-14

13-51

191-63

40-08

64-36
32-41

825-06

1732-15
10-94

26-40
6-12

198-24

90-70

40-81

197-66

128-58

45-60
2-2- .54

299-17

16-67

154-67

119-02

27-23

68-74
19-64

211

131

1194
332

2419
249?
596
366
129

2353

115
349
456
166

230
424

3531

1196

2749
55

795

166
267

134
34-20

7181
45

109

25

822
376
169
819
533
189

93

1240

69
641

494

113
285
82

9.034-34 37.562

110 41-03 170
86 62-00 257

240 188-26 780

' 1-55 6

140 56-68 135
1.50 31-R4 1.32

238 14-03 58

1813 ,54-02 186

1326 295-21 1224

487 140-77 583
200 107-57 446
100 41-30 171

575 86-01 356

4067 225-58 948

148 133-26 553
21.30 549-89 2332
2435 297-47 1262

I'JO 43-65 181

100 82-76 343

Globe & Phcenix G.M. Co., Ltd.
Moss (James & Worthington) ...

Nevada G (F. C. Lu.xat)

Roseate (W. J. Wright), September
Rossie (C. Brunton), clean up ...

Rovalist (J. .4usten)

Rutland (H. K, Havnar)
Sheba B125 (('. Brunton), clean, up,

August
Tabekwe (A. N. Tyrell), sands ...

Do. (T. Kerr), clean up (sands)

Do. (sluices)

Veracity (L. R. Evans)
Do. (sands)

Walrus (J. Jones), September ...

Wanderer (Selukwe) G.M.. Ltd. ...

Zabonkwe (Holmes & LTrijuhart) .

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Gwelo District total

MASHONALAND.

Hartley District.

Acorn (Anzac Synd.) 6

Do. (sands) —
Birdie 2 (A. Olsen) 2

Cam & Motor G.M. Co., Ltd. ... EP
Do. (accumulated slimes) —

Dalney 1 W (McDonald & Sale),

September & October, slimes •

—

Eiffel Blue (Willoughby's Con.
Co., Ltd.) 10

Do. (sands)

—

Enney Ext. (E. G. Goodyer) 5

Do. (sands) —
Frog (C. Somerset) 2

Golden Valley (John Mack & Co.) 10 IP
Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes)

—

Hervine (A. E. Ward), slags ... F
Horseshoe (C. E. F. Hussey) 2

Kim (R. S. Milne). September ... 5

Lily 1 (Lily Synd.) 2

Owl (A. Rolfe) 10

Do. (sands)

—

Do. (slimes) —
Owl Extension (Cribb & Seear) ... 10

Do. (sands) —
Pomposo (J. Knott) 2N
Princess Royal (Mrs. Sarah Smith).

September 3

Rouge (Dreadnought Synd.), slimes —
Shepherds (Begbie & Jackson), Sept. —

Do. (sands) —
St. Louis (A. J. Van Breda) ... 2

Tiger (Clark & Blackburn). .Sept. • 5

Tssessebe E. Ext. (UUyett & Seear) 5

Do. (sands) —

Hartley District Total

LoMAGflNDi District.

Alluvial (2 producers) —
Angwa (F. L. Standen) 5

Anglian (Schapke & Quarrie) ... 5

Crescent (Crescent Synd.) —
Eldorado Bkt. G.M. Co., Ltd. ... 20 2C
Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —

Eureka (F. K, Brown) 5

Gloria (H. H. Tallantire) 5

Maggiemac (J. McMurdon) 5

Do. (sands) —
Mediteraneo (J. Perhat), clean up

and pannings —
Silverside (Silverside Synd.) F

No. of Tons Yield. Value.
tamps. treated. 0Z9. £

40 12P 2910 3198-98 13436

5 450 142-09 089
1*H 5 960 116-97 485

9 75 11-19 46— — 2-87 12

5 250 89-58 371

2 72 49-12 204

F 48-89 196— 600 33-51 139— 55 1

2 1

3-2-16 133

5 6.50 117-01 485
, 650 45-43 188

5 300 57-24 237

4GR 11590 818-96 3395

5 840
1— 550 y

170-47 707
__ 290 J

7,378-15 30,746

230 70-46 292

210 .36-64 152

47 •29-10 121

5510 2036-19 8676
2079 187-02 793

1100 97-84 406

975 326-86 1355

600 40-11 166

220 146-48 607
2-20 43-61 181

198 28-82 119

802 192-96 800
462 1

510 1

233-32 967

13-17 53

50 50-99 211

77 27-38 113

50 13-30 55
875 156-34 648
823 1

498 1

200-94 833

833 115-91 480

725 78-85 327

271 22-91 95

30 14-62 61

400 28-08 116

690 150-07 6-22

800 162-84 675

35 19-54 81

240 35-36 147

490 202-19 838

414 53-15 221

Loma idi District Total

4,815-05 20,211

11-39 47

694 76-49 317

247 S3-75 223

59 6-02 24

4045 1651-00 ()999

2432 )

2424
)

701-75 2977

95 11-15 46
2-20 34-30 142

410 87-73 364

350 .5.3-31 221

_ 12-36 51

14 — —

2,«99-25 11.411
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No. of Tons
stamps, treated.

Yield. Value.

Ozs. £

3

5

C
10

108
78

480

311

208

1574
430

20

32-29
16-99

25-02

81-61

60-66

,52-14

17-65

58-40

204-87
6-57

134

70

104

338
252

216
73

242
849
27

5.56-20 2,305

*

330 14-42 60
, F 04-34 257

5 232 29-79 123

8 10.50 354-14 146S
,

—

456 36-21 150

5 458 79-,89 331

5 278 211-72 878

5 60 25-09 104

5 111 96-16 399— 4.50 24-04 100

50N lOT 22053 1471-'24 6238
'

10907
1

10965
1

1919-93 8141

5 324 184-60 765

4,5y-59 19,014

Mazoe DiSTEicr.

Jumbo INW (N. Irvine)

Do. (sanda)

Firefly (C. Laland)
Kimberley (.J. Rutter), September
Do. October

Maori Chief (D. McLean)
Micky (Micky Synd.), clean up ...

R(jsa (R. Aserman), September ...

Rothscbild (Cunningham & Allison)

Victory (G. C. N. Southey)

Mazoe District Total

Salisbues District.

Beatrice (New Beatrice G.M. Co.,

Ltd., sands

Do. (J. Kerr), slags

Cross Your Luck (W. A. Hoole)

Joking & Euchred (Harrison &
Drabble)

Do. (sands) ...

Joyce (Ellsmoor & Wyper)
Left Bower (B. G. Byerley)

MoUie A. (Mollie A. Synd.)

Mont D'Or (C. N. Buller)

Radnor (L. Hyland), sands

Shamva Mines, Ltd
Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes) ...

Trio (Trio Synd.)

Salisbury District Total

UmTALI Di.=!TRICT.

Bessie S. E. (J. Buchanan), adjust-

ments, Mav-Bec, 1917, and
Feb., 1918 .".

Liverpool (R. G. Snodgrass)

Do. (sands)

Liverpool A (Meikle & Davis).
September

Do. October
Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Liicknow D.B.I.E., September ...

Do. (sands)

Rezende Mines, Ltd.

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Do. (concentrates)

LTmtali District Total

Victoria District.

Cotopaxi (T. Morris & W. Hamilton)
Count (C. D. Currie)

Empress (S.A. Pros. & Con. Synd.)
Do. (sands)

Victoria District Total

(P) Grinding Pan, (BM) Ball Mill. (T) Tube Mill, (H) Hunting-
ton Mill, (GR) Gates Rolls, (B) Ball Mill. (Pn) Pneumatic Stamp.
(N) Nissen Stamp. (C) Chilian Mill. (RP) Roasi-ing Plant, (F) Treated
at Falcon Mijie, (WM) Waterfall Mill, (LM) Lane Mill.

SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION, OCTOBER, 191S.

Gold, 32,628-96 ozs £136,780
Silver, 6,928-58 ozs 1,980

Base Minerals and Precious Stones • 37,018

— — 7-01 216
5 820 138-43 574— 420 146-,55 608

(•'') 7.36 83-42 346

5 544 .50-25 208
510 1

240 (

38-26 159

2N 430- 65-62 272— 130 28-81 94

40 5200 1746-67 7411— 3348 380-59 1615— 1180 237-16 1006— 123 492-05 2087

3,408-82 14,596

2 25 10-22 43
80 19-85 82

8 1200 122-59 .508— 750 72-90 302

225-56 935

£175,778

Grand Totals Gold anti other Metals and Minerals and Precious

Stones—OuTruT to Date.

Gold. 10,488,140 ozs £42,389.964
Silver, 2,614,161 ozs 295,149
Base Miner.-ils and Pi'ecious Stones 5,086,016

Grand Total value of Mineral Production to date £47,771,129

George Ellison
Mechanical t Electrical Enameers
Makers of Electrical Control Gear
BIRMINGHAM, LONDON, MANCHESTER, GLASGOW,
NEWCASTLE, LEEDS, CARDIFF, MOSCOW, MILAN,
JOHANNESBURG, SYDNEY, N.S.W., COPENHAGEN,

CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z.

TRAILING CABLE
SOCKETS & PLUGS

for Air Break

Gate End Boxes.

PARTICULARLY aerviceaUe in factories and non-flery^ mines where it is a convenience to connect portable
tools witliout using a long length of trailing cable. The
socket and plug Is mounted on a "Mill" Tvpe Circuit
Breaker, tlie plug being interlocked with the "breaker to
prevent it being withdrawn while the current is on. Detailed
information is given in list 19, sent post tree at request.

ELECTRICAL
CONTROL GEAR

WITHDRAWAL.
An artiele appeared in T/ir Houi]i African Mining Journal

on 23rd November, 1018, entitled " The Mining District of
Heidelberg," written by Mr. .Tolin Moffat. Mr. W. Bleloch
has notified us that lie regards certain portions of the artiele
as containing derogatory reflections upon himself. We take
this opportunity to state that in publishing the article in

question we intended to cast no reflection upon Mr. Bleloch,
and we therefore dissociate ourselves from the statements
to which he takes exception and expi-e.s.s our regret to him
for having given publicity to them.

This notice of withdrawal is published on behalf of the
following parties:—

Mr. S. R. Potter, in his capacity as the editor of Tlir

South African Mining Journal;

The South African Mining .Journal Syndicate, Liniileil,

the proprietors of The South African Mining Journal:

The Argus Printing and Publishing Company, Tviniitcd,

printers of TIic Soutli African Mining Journal ; and

The Central News Agency, Limited, the pnijlislievs nf

The Soutit African Mining Journal.
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HADFIELDS Ltd.
Workmen
Employad
over 15,000

1

Hecia and East Hecla Works, Sheffield, England. Works Area
200

We are ACTUAL MAKERS of

Complete Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Plants.

RENEWALS and WEARING PARTS SUPPLIED FOR EVERY KNOWN MAKE OF MACHINE.

Mining:
Requisites

of all kinds,

INCLUDING

WHEELS AND AXLES,

ROLLERS AND FRAMES.

PULLEYS, PEDESTALS,

SHOES. DIES, BALLS,

GRIZZLEY BARS, ETC.

Sole Makers of

HADFIELD'S PATENT

" 3Era '^ Manganese Steel,
THE SUPREME MATERIAL

FOR THE WEARING PARTS OF

STONE BREAKING
AND ORE CRUSHING MACHINERY, ETC-

Steel

Castings & Forgings

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

FROM A FEW LBS. IN

WEIGHT UPT0 25TONS

Group of " Era " Manganese Steel Jaw Faces.

Haacl Office for South Africa :

46 & 47, Cullinan Buildings, Johannesburg.
'PbOBo S»M. TeL Add. : "HECLA." Box 1009.

STORES : DENVER, TRANSVAAL (A<Qoii>ui( Dcovcr Statioa).

Bulawayo Agents

:

WHITMORE & JACKSON,
17 & 18, Agency Chambers.

Salisbury Agents :

P. PEECH & CO.,

Angwa Street.

Natal Agents :

THOS. BARLOW & SONS,

Smith Street, Durban.
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Oomments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the
Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

Trade With Germans.

To the Editor, S..1. Miniug Joiiiun} and Engineering Record.

Sir,—I notice that in last week's i.ssue of your paper

you deal with the speech made by Mr. F. C. Sturrock at

the meeting of the Johannesburg Cliamber of Commerce
with reference to the future dealings and trading with the

Germans—I presume this also covers the other enemy
nations composing the Central Powers. I quite agree with

the remarks that Germany should be punished for her

wrong-doing and that we should have as little to do as

possible with an aggressive and ill-dispo.sed neighbour, and

it certainly would be contrary to the best interests of the

Empire to revert to pre-war conditions in regard to trading

with the enemy nations. I have returned from France and

have had opportunities of seeing some of the released and

tortured soldiers, and I maintain that it is the duty of every

member of the Britisli Empire not only to make himself

acquainted with Hun crimes but to rememl^er them and

place the enemy nations in Coventry for a number of years

and only to consider trading with them after they show

signs of becoming civilised and repentant. We should also

remember that there is a thing called International Law
which forbids the torture and ill-treatment of prisoners of

war and also forbids employing them upon military works

under fire. The enemy nations signed pledges to observe

these laws, but they chose to adopt a policy of brute force

and proclaimed that no such laws or pledges vs'ould be

binding upon a nation which felt itself strong enough to

disregard them. Now we all know that the captured privates

and non-commissioned officers of the Allies have been put

to forced labour in German trenches under the fire of

French, American and British guns. They have be'&n beaten,"

murdered and starved, they have perished with cold, they

have been herded together like swine, some of them were

forbidden to let their relations know they were alive and
have been treated with every cruelty that the ingenuity of

their savage taskmasters could devise. Some of us have

seen, others have read of men, or poor things that once were

men, gaunt skeletons, covered with iice and sores, wearing

the rags of the clothes in which they had been captured

months if not years before, and which had never left their

bodies, stumbling back into the French and British lines

to tell" the tale of their awful martyrdom. We have had
described to us, by those who were captured, that men were
crammed 110 in a room 20 feet by 15 feet, insufficiently

ventilated, in other words men, subjected to slow murder,

of men lying uneter roofs through which rain ])oured down,
or in shelters in which the wet clothes froze at night upon
their emaciated bodies. Thei'e was one man reported to

weigh 13 stnne before capture and returned weigliing a little

more than 8 stone. We have heard of men, of starving
men, being shot down for falling out of the line to pick up
a crust of bread. We have been told by eye-witnesses of

compassionate Frenchwomen being struck down by Hun
sentries for trying to pa^s a bit of their scanty food to the
unhappy British victims. Some of your readers must have
heard of a certain prison camp whence were returned from
the front trenches the wrecks of humanity who had become
too weak to be usefully tortvu-ed further. It is said that
the Camp Commandant gave orders that his victims were
to be led through the byways of the town because their

passage through the main streets would have evoked the

pity and possibly the tears of the inhabitants. Now let us
remember that all these unlawful acts were done in

obedience to the Prussian spirit. We took up anus that the
accursed thing, wliich has brought lilack shame upon the
wliole white race, may i)e beaten down into the mire from
wliich it arose. The coloured races of South .\friea, whether
they chose to believe or not, have been told by the natives
employed in both German South-West and German East
of the awful treatment meted out to the aborigines of those
colonies, and many have been known to say that the Kafirs
of South .\frica would never descend to commit such acts
of barbarity. Those who have been to France and seen the
German prisoners employed by both French and British
can witness and verify my statement that they were treated
with kindness and justice. In the camp I was in there were
some ten to fifteen thousand German prisoners of war, and
I positively swear that these were treated exactly the same
as the British soldier prisoners or even the Labour Corps
men were treated. They had the same hours to work and
the same sort of huts to live in. Before we talk of trading
again with the Huns, the Austrians, or the Turks, let us
remember and realise how petty in comparison are the
sacrifices which we 'ourselves have made in South .Africa,

far away from the seat of war, to what these soldier-

martyrs have suffered. Let these men say when they think
we should trade again, or when they think the 'Hun has
become repentant.—Yours, etc.,

C. D. W.

STRETCH
AND

SLIP
m BELTS

Costs the Mines many
Thousands a Year.

This Loss should, and can be

avoided by using only proved

Good Belts, or in other words

"TULUS BELTS."

"Chonata" bsand Balata.
(Driviug and Ciuvej-liig)

"St. Ann's" bbano Leather.

" Swan " BBAND Waterproof.
(Single, Double and Treble)

".Homogene" bband Laminated.

" Viking " BBABD Launder Lining.
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Successful Start of British Diamond Cutting
Industry.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining Joinnul diitl Eiiginrciimj l-tccaid.

Sir,—In your jjaper dated 7th iiist. you pubhsh j\Ir. B.
Oppenheimer's big .scheme to train disabled soldiers in the
art of diamond cutting, and then you go on to tell us that
tliis gentleman says he has actually started a British
diamond cutting factory in Brighton. ' Mr. 0])penheimer
says " that some of the men were alile to cam as much as
£5 per week and that their cutting has been found perfect
by the severest critics." My object in writing a few lines
to you is simply to satisfy my curiosity and to enquire why
it is that Mr. Oppenheimer did not start the dia-mond cutting
factory at the Richmond Hospital ^\here there are so manv
disabled and legless South Africans? I distinctly remember
when I was invalided from France to the South African
Hospital in Richmond Park being told that someone had
offered to erect all the necessary machinery and plant so
that the disabled South African soldiers might be instructed
in the art of diamond cutting and polishing. We were sub-
sequently informed that, for some reason, certain members
of the committee had protested against the industry being
started at the South African Hospital. It was hinted thaf
these members of the committee were influential and
prominent men interested in the S.A. Diamond Corporation,
Now, Sir, if Mr. B.- Oppenheimer is in South Africa,
would it be asking you too much to endeavour to get'
him to tell us who was the man who first offered to
start the industry at the Richmond Hospital, and secondly,
who were the people \\-ho so successfully and strenuous'lv
oppose^ the offer? We all applaud Mr. Oppenheimer's
action in establishing this industry in England—more power
to his elbow—but we cannot understand what possible
objection there co\ild be to teaching the young and legless
South African soldier how to cut diamonds". Later on, when

they had become proficient the industry could have been
removed to South Africa, where industries are badly needed,

and employment given to thousands of men and women who
live in the country where probably ninety per cent, of the

diamonds of the world come from. Mr. Oppenheimer .says

he is arrangilig centres of instruction at Cambridge, Wrex-
ham and Fort William. I, like many others, wonder why
not at Kimberley, Pretoria and, say, Bloemfontein. One
industry is often the means of others starting. For instance,

instead of sending the rough diamond to England to be cut

and then back again to South Africa when cut, the diamonds
might be cut here, save transport expenses, and no doubt a

large jewellery factory would be started here to set the

diamonds for the South African trade.—Yours, etc..

RETURNED SOLDIER.
Barberton,

December 23, 1918.

'RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite different from all other painta,

supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elastic, Waterproof; impervious to

heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for

Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for

damp, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands very
high temp'eraturcB of superheated
steam.

Sole Uanufacturers

:

The CASSON OOMPOSITIOKS Oo. Ltd.

Three Seas Brand. rmham. irondon. Engund.

r

A REMINDER
UAVING taken over the Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Business

which was for many years run under the style of R. H. GOULD & Co.,

at Trust Buildings, Johannesburg, and with Mr. GOULD having joined our

organisation, we are at your service now—and always—for the satisfactory

filling of your requirements—Electrical and Mechanical.

1

-your next inquiry ?
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

An Unsatisfactory Week—Fall in Modder East.

On Friday luorniug the market was quiet and praetically
uncliauged, tliough tlie tendency waa towards lower prices,

as in the case of Government Areas. Springs lost no more
ground. Kaud Selections were firm and Pretoria Cements
weak. The average of prices at Saturday's call was about
the same. The three big. Modder stocks were harder and
the Modder East lot Itfwer. Government Areas probably
for the first time on record were passed without a quotation.
In the CQurse of the morning someone got annoyed with
Modder East and banged them down to 18s. (5d., but being
left alone the game finished without a sale at the price.

Immediately afterwards they came buyers at the same
figure. The four-year-old options touched bottom with a
sale at 5s. lid. On Monday morning the only strength was
shown by New Modders and Dagga Mines. Modder East
were done at Saturday's closing price and the options had a
further fall.' The report of the meeting does not seem to

have been appreciated by holders or prospective buyers.
Before lunch Daggafonteins made a further advance to

24s. 6d. iModder East were actively dealt in during the
afternoon and closed at IBs. 5d. Tuesday was a holiday
market with very little disposition to deal. Only a dozen
stocks changed hands. Government Areas were better, and
just after the call a sale was put through at 92s. Modder
East fell to 18s. and the options were unquoted. Brakpans
came 70s. sellers without a buying offer. The following
stocks improved towards the close with sales of New
Modders at £26 10s. and £26 12s. 6d. ; Modder Deeps,
£7 13s. ; South Van Ryus, 13s. 6d. ; Springs, 67s. ; Leeuw-
poorts, 24s. 6d.

After the tv\o days' holiday there was a tired, next
morning, tone about the House. Prices were not materially
altered, neither was business any brisker. The following
changes took place. Sales:—Government Areas, 92s. and
buyers; Leeuwpoort, 25s. and buyers; Lace Props, 10s. Od.

and sellers; Meyer and Charlton, 93s. 9d. ; Modder East,
17s. 9d. ; New States, 17s. 9d. ; New Modders, £20 12s. 6d.

;

Randfontein Deep, 5s.; West Springs, 23s. 8d. Buyers and
Sellers Consolidated I^anglaagte, 18s. 8d. to 19s. ; Modder
B, £7 13s. 6d. to £7 17s. 6d. ; Modder Deep, £7 lis. 6d. to

£7 14s. ; Alkali, 36s. 6d. to 40s. ; T.G.M. Estates, 13s. to

13s. 6d. The record for the last two months in the way of

actual business is the worst since the Stock Exchange has
been reopened and the general disappointment at the fall

in Modder East, largely held by the public, has not im-
proved the situation. No one seems inclined to foretell a

speedy recovery.

Thm-.. Fri., Sat., iMuii., Tues.,

loth. 2Qtli. 21st. 2.3rd. 24th.

African Farms 15 3* l.j 3 15 3* 15 0* 15 4

Anglo-Amer. Corp. ... ' 30 Of 31 32 Ot — 27 6*

Apex Mines 7 9 — — 7 3* 7 Ut
Aurora Wests 8 B* S 6* H 6* — 8 6*

Bantjes Consulidated 2 2 2 3* 2 3' 2 3* 2 3*

Brakpan Mines — 0!) 6* — 71 6t 7» Ot

Breyten Collieries ... 12 11 6* 12 0* II 6* 11 ti*

Brick & Potteries 3 n* 3 9* 3 9* 3 9* 4 0*

British South Africa 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 20 6*

Bushveld Tins 0* 8* 8* 8* tl 8*

Cassel Coals — 38 6t - — — —
Cinderella Cons — 5 0* — — 5 0*

City and Suburbans 7 6* 7 6* 7 9* 7 9* 7 9'

City Deeps 46 fi* 40 6* 46 0* 4(r 0* 46
Clydesdale Collieries 22 0* 22 0* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6*

Con. Investments 21 0* — — — —
'Con. Langlaagtes 17 6* 18 0* 18 0*/\fi 3* IS 0"

Con. Main Reefs 11 6* 11 6 11 6* 11 7* 11 6*

Con. Mines Selection 23 R* 23 9* 2.5 Ot 21 0* 24 0'

Coronation Collieries 50 0* — — — —
Coronation Freeholds 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3*

Crown Diamonds — — — 3 0* 3 0*

rVown Mines Deb £100' £100* £100* £100* £100*
Daggafontein Mines 22 9* 22 9* 22 9* 21 24 0*

Do. Options 5 .3t 5 1 5 fit fi 6 3t
East Rand Coals ..* 2 3* 2 .3* 2 3* 2 3* 2 3

East Rand Deeps 11* 11* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0*

E.R. Minings _ 17 0* — — —
East Rand "Props 5 0* 5 3* 5 3* 5 (i* 5 fi

East Rand Debentures £65* £67* £67* £68* £68*

"Buyera. tSellera. iOdd lots. bEx Londoa

Thur., Fri., Sat., jron., Tues.,

19th. 20th. 2Ist. 23rd. 21th.

Easlern Golds 1 3*

Frank Smith Diamonds . ... —
Geduld Props 37 8

Glencoe Collieries -' —
Glynn's Lydenburgs 24 0*

Government Areas 91 9*

J'burg Board of Executors . —
Jupiters 4 9*

Klerksdorp Props 3 0*

Knight Centrals fi 4*

Knights Deeps 10 6*

Lace I'rops —
Leeuwpoort Tins 25 0*

Lvdenburg Farms 8 8*

M^Jdder B.'s 157 Of
Modder Deep 151 0*

Modder Easts 19 9

Do. Options (3 yrs.) 5 1*

Do. Options (4 yrs.) 6 3

Hume Pipes 29 0*

De Beers Pref £14^
De Beers Def —
Natal Navigation Col —
National Banks £14^*
New Boksburgs 1 0*
New Eland Diamonds 24 0*

New Era Cons.- 10 0*

New Geduld Deeps 5 9*

New Heriuts —
New Kleinfonteins 13 Of
New Modderfontein £26^
New Unifieds —
Nigels —
Nourse Mines 16 0*
Pretoria Cements 63 9
Princess Estat'es 2 3*

Rand Collieries 3 6+
Rand Nucleus 1 9*

Rand Select. Corp S3 6*

Randfontein Deeps 4 9*

Randfontein Est 13 fi*

Rooibergs 7 6

Ruodepoort Uniteds —
Ryan Nigels 3 0*

Sfiebas 1 9t
Simmer & Jacks —
Simmer Deeps 2 9+
S.A. Breweries 33 Of
S.A. Lands .- —
Springs Mines 66 6

Sub Nigels ... 27 3*

Swaziland Tins —
Transvaal Lands 22 G*
Trans. G.M. Est 12 6*

Van Ryn Deeps 70 9*

Village Deeps . 15 0*

Western Rand Estates —
Witwatersrands 19 0*

Witwatersrand Deeps 13 3*

Wolhnters 3 3*

Zaaiplaats Tins '.. 15 9
ITnion 5 per cent £102^+
New States 20 3*

S.A. Alkali 40 Oa
South Van Ryn 12 0*
West Springs' 23» 0*

Do. Options —
•Buyers. tSellers. AOdd lots

1 3* 1 3* 1 3.* 1 3*

3 5' 3 9t 3 6* 3. 6t
37 9* 37 9* 37 9*

.

—

— B 0* 6, 0*

24 6* 24 0* 24 6* 24 6*

91 — 90 9* 91 9*

28 0' — — —
4 10 4 9* 4 9* 4 9*

3 0* — 3 0*

6 3" 6 4* 6 3 5 9*

10 6* 10 7 10 fi* 10 B*
23 6» L'3 9* 21 0" 24

8 fi* S 7 8 7 8 8*

152 6* 1.52 6* 152 6* 153 0*

151 6* 1.52 0* 151 0* 152 0*

19 6 19 3 18 6 18

5 — — —
6 — 5 0*

29 28 fi* 29 Bt 27 6*

£14i* £i4r —
— £15' — —
— 20 6* 21 0* 21 0*

— — £141* £14g*
1 0* 1 0* 1 1* 1 0*

24 0* 25 23 9* 25 Ot
10 1* — 10 6 10 6*
5- 9* 5 9* 5 9* 5 9*

12 6* 12 6* 12 6* 12 6»

11 3 11 3* 11 0* 10 9*

£26^ £26^ £261* £26i*— 6 Ot —
4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*

16 0* — 16 0*

60 0* 60 0* 60 0* 61

2 6 2 5* 2 5* 2 4*

3 1* 3 0' 3 0*
—

1 10* 2 Ot 1 10
84 0* — 84 0* 87 6t
4 9* 4 9* 4 9 5 Ot— — 13 9* .

7 4* 7 6* 7 9* 7 9
2 9t 2 0* —
3 6+ — 3 3t 3 0*

1 6*
1 fi* 1 6* —

— 6 Ot .

—

2 9t 2 9t 2 0* 2 6+— 34 Ot — 33 Ot
6 2 6 2 6 1* 6 3

66 3* 66 6 66 3 66 6
27 6* 27 6* 28 27 .3*

30 Ot 30 Ot 29 Ot
23 0* 23 0* 24

12 6* 12 6* 12 6* 12 6*

70 9* 70 6* 70 9t 70 6*

16 0* 16 0* 16 0* .

—

— 2 0* 2 0* 2 0*

19 0* 19 fi* —

^

13 9 13 9* 14 13 9*

3 3* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3*

15 .3* J,-i 1* 15 3 15
£102* £102^ £102* £102i+
20 3* 20 0* 20 0* 20 0*

40 Ot 35 0* 35 0* 36 0*

12 9 13 3 13 fi* 13 0*

22 9* 23 9 23 0* 23 0*

9 .0* — — —
bEx London.

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen. Ltd.)

SCENTIFIC AND MATHEMA'HCAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites, Levels,

Planimeters and Pantographs (Gjradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances.

REPAIRS of Scientific butrumeDU
A SPECIALriY.

Phone 59. RISSK ST., Bo.
1221. JOHANNESBURG. 4040
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED,
Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., LTD.

PH(ENK DYNAMO MFG. CO., LTD.

DICK, KERR. PH(ENIX. SIEMENS.

Cables and accessories

Telegraph
Telephone and

*

Signalling Apparatus

Overhead Line

Equipment

Primary Cells

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd.,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18

Ttlegrtma : Slemans, Woolwich"
ESTABLISHED 1858.

Telephone : City 6401) (7 lines).

HOME BRANCHES:

131R.MINOHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.-30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANiCHESTER.—196, Dcan.'igate.

NEWCASTr-E-ON-TYNE.—64-68, CoUiiigwuod BuildiiifB.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

SOUTHAMPTON.—46, 'High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA,—Clive Buildings, Wive Street.

BOMBAY.—Rumpart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN. -45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

Sole Representative in South Africa :

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M-I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams: "WOTAN."
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Cliief Buying Office Closing—Merchants Carrying Instead of Mines—The Shipping
Position—The Future—Restrictions Being Removed.

Tub must important official information available is that the

chief buying office is closing down at the end of January,

when Mr. H. R. Nethersole will resume his duties as buyer

of the Band Mines group. A couple of the clerks will be

kept at his office at the Corner House for tlie purpose of

clearing up any details left over. For example, there are

quantities of belated materials to come from America and
Britain for merchants who obtained the orders for the

various mines tlirough the chief buying office. When these

arrive they will be hrfuded over, as now, to the merchants
for delivery to the mines. This chief buying office was a

bold innovation, when many other bold things were
attempted. However, so far as we are concerned it has

worked with very little friction because when the patriotic

merchants recognised the paramount importance of sucli a

scheme they fell into line almost with one accord, and it

was a big thing to request the merchants to specify every

item of essential mining machinery and stores ihey

had in stock, as well as under order from oversea.

The point now arises as to whether they cannot obtain some
compensation for their loyalty, in the shape of official

information as to what the mines have now on hand,, so

that their oversea indents can be arranged accordingly. This

would place everyone on the same footing and on the whole
would be very much appreciated. The fact that we know
when the chief buying office is closing is lifting a great

tension off the mining material world on the Rand, as there

The South African Rubber

Manufacturing Co., Ltd,

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber
Goods of every description in Soft,

Medium and Hard Rubber.

Vacuum Brake and Coach Gear for

Railways, Municipal and Sugar Mill

Fittings and Mine Fittings.

On and from January 1st, 1919, all Sales

will be effected by Messrs. Reunert and

Lenz, Ltd., as Sole Selling Agents for the

South African Rubber Manufacturing CoT;

Ltd. All enquiries regarding prices and

details as to quality, etc., should be ad-

dressed to •

Messrs. REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.,
CONSOLIDATED BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG.

was not that freedom of dealing as under normal conditions

when the several group buyers dealt with their own require-

ments. Of course, the other side to the question is that we
are now entering a period when the merchants will be carry-

ing stocks instead of the mines. This wiU disturb the finan-

cial aspect of affairs, because in twelve months' time the
balance sheets at the end of 1920 may only show about
£10,000 stores as compared with £100,000 for the principal

mines and also others in proportion. Hence instead of a
super-abundance of money in Johannesburg, this will be
one of the items to reckon with in decreasing our surplus

trade funds. With the eating up of the reserve stores on the

mines and the transference from the mine carrying to the

merchants' ledgers, we must of necessity be in for an
anxious time, more particularly for the speculative element.

The Shipping Position.

The shipping position is likely to become, even in the

immediate future, much freer for South Africa. No very

special information could be had from the shipping offices

during the holidays, but a favourable impression was con-

veyed. On that day a Eeuter's message appeared as fol-

lows: London, Friday.—In a memorandum on the world's

shipping published by Lloyd's and the Admiralty, Sir James
Glenuy Wilson argues that within a few months the supply

of shipping for commerce will be greater than the demand as

compared with the pre-war relationship, and that freights

will fall to a level not much more than double the rates

current before the war.

These notes have always supported that optimistic view,

because of the absence of the submarine menace, coupled

with the fact that America and England are rushing their

outputs from their ship yards. It must also be remem-
bered that practically no troops are being conveyed over-

seas, no guns or ammunition; in fact, Europe is pretty much
at a standstill in its requirements for shipping; therefore it

is not surprising that there is a better chance for South

Appointment of Works Manager,

Umtali.

THE BEIRA AND MASHONALAND AND
RHODESIA RAILWAYS invite applications

for the position of Works Manager, Umtali,

Rhodesia. Commencing Salary, £600 per annum,

with usual staff privileges. Candidates, who must

be conversant with modem workshop and loco-

motive practices, and have had good drawing

office experience, are requested to forward their

applications (giving full particulars of training,

and stating age and whether married or single)

not later than the 10th January, 1919, to:—

The Locomotive Superintendent,

P.O. Box 703,

BULAWAYO, S. Rhodesia.
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CfiTRIMO 99

(TEADE MARK)

Stands for absolutely the

BEST in a Pipe Wrench;
Strength, Durability,

and all the qualities

necessary in a

tool of this kind

to stand up
under hard

usage.
upenor

Features ^^^
Inserted Javv In Handle "^^^ AirHAROw/RE
easily and cheaply replaced, ^^^^ merchants.

lengthening life of. wrench in

definitely. Spring protected
against damage or loss. Movabl o

Jaw reinforced, giving additional
strength where others are weak. Made
of drop forged Steel. All parts interchange^
able and guaranteed. Steel frame that will not break.

Send for our Catalogue showing our full line,

Trimont Manufacturing Company
ROXBURY (BOSTON), MASS., U.S.A.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA:

President Buildings, cor. President and

Von Brandis Streets, JOHANNESBURG.

P.O. Box 5580. Phone 2296.

WM JOHNSTON,
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Africa, as expressed in the first paragraph. In any case the
shipping required by the troops will be only gradual, as, at

all events, the American army seems to be in for a fairly

long sojourn in Europe. The Allies are asking from Germany
for 2i million tons of cargo space. Now this is not a ques-
tion of taking it, but simply one of using those ships lying

idle in German ports to be utilized under the pooling arrange-
ments of the Allies. Naturally seme of those ships, and
perhaps a good proportion, will be required for supplying the
Central Powers with foodstuffs, therefore there should be
no great question arising as to the Germans falling in with
Marshal Foch's demand.

The Future.

The President of the Chamber of Mines, Sir E. A.
Wallers, could have given a less promising report of the gold
industry, but perhaps he cannot be blamed for that, because
if Johannesburg is not optimistic it is in a very poor way
indeed. There seems a chance of obtaining relief from the
Bank of England or Imperial authorities for the lower-grade
mines. The bad factors are excessive taxation, high cost of

stores, and the deai'th of natives, chiefly in consequence of

the 'flu, also the increased bonus on account of the higher
cost of living. The best understanding of the year—nay,
the war period—is that of capital and labour, between whom
there is a better feeling: a little more here perhaps, and a

little less there, but it is on the better side. The Boards
of Reference and Conciliation have brought this about. The
chief principle lies within the arrangement that no sectional

or drastic action should be taken in a dispute by either side

before the question has been referred to a Board of Refer-
ence and that Board under the present machinery can be put
into existence promptly. We may still have strikes or even
lock-outs, but these should not happen until all constitu-

tional methods are exhausted. It almost seems a pity tliat

the great coal mines of the Union are not dealt with in a
similar manner as the gold mines, as those are a good second
string to our bow. Hence with the gold mines, and the
coal industry, also factories (other than agriculture and
mining) numbering 4,050, employing. 99,000 people, produc-
ing £40,000,000 from raw materials. South Africa must have
a splendid future. Then there is the land required for

ranching purposes, also the fact that there must
be a great increase in people who will be coming
here, priimarily for our gold and diamonds, from all

parts of the universe. They will bring a- certain

amount of capital and what is equally as good,

their enterprise and activity for agricultural, mining and
manufacturing. However, do not forget that the future will

contain strenuous times because of the influx of the new-
comers and the world's manufactures being poured into ova-

limited markets. The present merchants, be they 'whole-

salers or retailers, will have to look to their laurels to hold-

their own, to say nothing of forging ahead, as we have had

FOR SALE.
200.000 feet New Piping.

20,000 feet Second-hand Piping.

New and Second-hand Steel Plates.

Second-hand Timber and Corrugated Iron.

Engines, Boilers and Pumps.

Zinc Cutting Lathe, Iron and Wooden

Extractor Boxes

WRFTE FOR QUOTATIONS.

A. SONNENBERG & CO., LTD.,

Fox, Polly, Mooi and Main Streets.

Phone 1582. Box 4297.

easy times during the war both for trading and financial

matters. Financial matters may still go easy with us owing
to the heavy income tax in Britain sending money to South
Africa for investment.- Trading cannot be so easy, as the
gold and diamonds have given us such a wonderful adver-
tisement and the people in the more crowded portions will

be attracted to Johannesbui'g to try their luck. However,
these newcoiners might not do the older traders much harm
providing they understand that after all ours ai'e limited

markets and not London or Chicago.

Restrictions Removed.

It is very pleasant to record the American Consul's
report that the restrictions on the imports of asbestos, corun-
dum and corundum grains into the United States have been
removed. Pretoria also advises that in regard to imports
from the United Kingdom the Imperial authorities are now-

prepared to issue export licences freely, and that application

for priority assistance need no longer be made to local

prioritj- committees. The. same procedure also applies in

respect of orders from the United States, the arrangements
for placing orders with the British War Mission having been
terminated. Provision is also made for expediting the

execution of orders of vital or national importance. It will,

however, still be necessary to apply direct to the Deputy
Controller of Imports and Exports, Pretoria, for shipping

facilities from North America, Australia and India. ^ These
indications show in everj' instance that the war restrictions

are being removed, and as they have started so briskly, it

can be safely said that in a month or so after peace is signed

all the real difficulties will be removed.

Revised Price List.

Building Matehuls.'—Timber : Deals, Baltic, 9_>; 3. l.s.vlOd. to

2s. ; flooring, 4-^ x J and 6 x J, lOfd. to lid. per sq. ft. ; ceilings,

6 X i, 6|d. to 7d. per sq. ft.
;
pitch pine, 93. 6d. per cub. ft. ; Oregon,

9$. per cub. ft.; clear pine, 4in. x 12in., Is. 4d. per foot;

Williams'

Superior

Drop-

Forged

Wrenches
Big Ones

Little Ones

Bent Ones

Straight Ones

Thick Ones

Thin Ones

40 Standard Patterns in

about 1000 sizes with open-
ings from ^ to 71 inches.

Ask for Booklet.

J. H. WILLIAMS (El CO.
"The Wrench People,"

General Offices: 76 Richards Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Export Offloe ; 75, Stale Street, Kew York.

London Representative: Bcnj. Wbittokcr, 2, NotW* Street, SIrnnd, W.C.
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lin X 12in. Is. 8U ; teak, 25s. to 273. 6d. per oubio foot; shelving;

Is Sd • Jar'rah, 14s. 6d. cu. ft.; poplar, lin. x 12in., Is. 9d.; Bcantling

Is lOd to 2s. per ft. ; beaver boards, 9d. to g^d. ;
galvanised iron, 21

gaugerSft. to 10ft. U lid. to 2.. ; lift., 2s Id.; 12ft 2s, 2d. ,-26

lauee 6ft to 8ft.. Is. 9d. ; 9ft. & lOft, Is. lOd. ; flat galvanised, 24 &

26.etu'ge, 953. 1001b. ; floor brads, 95b. ; ceiling, 753. ;
wire nails

75s to 150s lOOlb. ; locks, rim, 723. ; mortice, 80s. per doz.
;

steel

ceilings, 80s. to 85s. ; roofing material, 1 ply, 453. ; 2 ply, 52s. 6d •

and 3 ply, 573. 6d. per roll.

Bricks, Cement, Lime, etc.—Pretoria Portland Cement, lOs.

bag; 9s. truck loads; lime, white, unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; truck loads,

68 6d.; slaked, do., 5s. 6d. ; blue, 48. 6d. ;
plaster hme, Ss. 6d ;

btricks stock, delivered, 6O3, to YOs. ; wire cuts, 70s. to SOs. ;
pressed,

70s to 80a. 1,000; road transport expensive when obtainable; salt

glazed £17 173., and white glazed bricks, £35 per 1,000; roofing

tiles £17 10s. to £45 per 1,000; glazed tiles. 17s. 6d. to 27s. 6d.

yard; paving cement tiles, 9s. per yard laid; reinforced concrete

columns; 6ft. plain, 25s. ; fluted, 30s. ; fireclay bricks, £8 IDs. to £10

10s. at kiln, per 1,000; clay chimney pots, 453. to 80s., according to

height (12in. to 18in.) per dozen.

Oils Paints, Lead, Oxide, Glass.—Linseed, raw and boiled,

14s to 15s. Imperial gallon; white lead, Is. 6d. per lb. and Is. 2d. m
big lots; turpentine, 85s. 2/4 15 galls.; 10—I's; 5-6 imp. tins, 100s.

;

oxide in oil, 9d. per lb.; dry oxide, 133. 6d. to 16s.; linseed

oil putty. Is. per lb. ;
paints in tins. Is. 6d. per lb. ; British plateglass,

iin.y 8s.; do., mirror, 93.; window, 16oz., Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per foot;

21oz., 3s. per foot; and fancy glass, 2s. per foot.

Gr"\se—Imported, A.F. axle, .£40; local, ^33 to i'33i per

ton; tallow (local), 8Jd. per lb.; paraffin, 24s. per case of two 4'a;

petrol 39s. 7d. 2/4 I.M.P. ; motor oil, 7s. to 8s. 6d. per gallon;

engine lubricating oils, 38s. 6d. to 473. 6u. per case; cylinder, 3Ss. 6d.

to 47s. 6d.

. Chemicals.—Mercury, £35 75lb. ; bichromate potash, 53. 6d. lb.

chlorate, 4s. 6d. lb. ;
permanganate (Japanese), 14/6 lb. ;

alum, 7d lb.

carbolic acid, 53. 6d. lb. ; borax, 122s. 6d. 1001b ;
cyanide sodium

Is 3d. to Is. 6d. lb. ; hypo, Is. lb. ; nitrate lead, local, £55 10s. ton
,

litharge (assay), 70s. to 72s. 6d. (commercial), 58s. 6d. 100 lbs. ;
zinc

sheets and blocks. Is. 9d. lb. ; locally-smelted zinc, Ud. lb. ;
plumbago

crucibles, B^d. per number; carbide, about ^110 per long ton.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT*

Open Hearth Stee! Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail ^^r©
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varaished Wire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Wire Nails Fence Staplm

Pig Iron, Blooma, Billets, Wiro
Rods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,

Twisted Cable Wire, Telephons

Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel

Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated

Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing. -

W* «f» pripartd to giv4 PROMPT SEEflQ}!, andntltU
your inquiritt ucsompanitd by ccmpUU sp«c^ficQti*n$,

AddreM

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

G«bUAa<lrw«t "nTTSTnL"

Electrical Goods.—Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and

American, 28s. to 336. wholesale, and Ss. to 3/6 each retail; carbon

lamps, 203. dozen; pure rubber flex, 6d. to 8d. yd.; 3/20 coils wire,

Cos.; ditto, 3/22, 40s. to 423.; 7/22, 753 to 8O3. ; 7/20 120s.;

7/18, 100s.; tubing, 463. to 50s. per 100 ft.; keyholders, 43. 6d. to

5s. each; round blocks, 3iin., 5b. to 5s. 6d. dozen; lamp holdei

cord grips, 15s. to 15s. 6d. per dozen; switches, 5 amp., 36s. to 37s. 6d.

per dozen; British glass shades, SOs. to 403. dozen; porcelain shacklei,

15b. to I83. dozen; do., bobbins, 258. "to 30s. per 100; cleats, 2iis.

per 100 ; P.O. insulators, ISs. dozen.

Ihon & Steel.—Imported, Jin. & 3-16in. round iron & steel, 90/-

to 96/ I ; lin. do., 85/-; jin. steel, round, 8O3.
; Jin. round iron, 77/6;

do. steel, 70s.
;

gin. round iron, 70s. ; do. steel, practically none

ill town ;
gin. round iron, 623. 6d. to 65s.

; Jin. steel, 62s. 6d. to

65s. Imported flat iron, various sizes, 50s. to 7Us. ; all at per lOOlbs.

Dunswart local iron, 45s 1001b. Vereeniging mild steel also 503. per

ICOlb. Steel-plates, 75s. to 80s. ; many sizes unobtainable. Hexagon
and cuphead bolts, iin. diameter, 23. 6d. per lb. ; 5-16in.

diameter, Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.
; fin. diameter up to 3in.

long, 2s. 6d. lb.; iin. dia., Is. 6d. ; S^in. and up long, Is. 6d. lb.;

^in dia. up to 2^in long, 77s. 6d. 1001b ; ^in dia. and 2iin up long, 758.

per lOOlb.
;

|in. dia. up to 2jin. long. Is. 6d. per lb.
; Jin. diameter

2|in. and up long, 60s. per 1001b.
; Jin. diameter, 2}in. and

up long. Is. per lb.
; Jin. and lin. diameter, same price as Jin.

diameter; nuts, Jin., Is. 3d. per lb.; ^in., (j5s. ; fin. 963.;

Ifin. and l^in., 853. ; l|in. to IJin., 873. 6d. ; 2in. up, 928. 6d. ; wash"
er.=!, all 55s.; rivets, 3-16in., Is. 6d. lb.; iin., 5-16in., Is. 6d. lb.;

7-16in., fin., I3. 6d. lb.; iin., 75s. to SOs. ; fin., 723. 6d.
; Jin. up, 60s.

100 lb. ; shoes and dies, 32e. 6d. to 35s. 100 lb. ; rails, £35 per ton

;

picks, 41b., 40s. dozen ; shovels, 903. upwards dozen ; drill hammers,
bid. to 6d. per lb.; hammer handles (best American), 14in., 4s. 6d.

;

24in., lOs. ; 30in., 143.; 36in., 17s. 6d. per dozen; metal, anti-friction

knoxite, lid. to 48. and special prices per lb.

In consequence of the daily, and even hourly, variation

in prices, the Editor will answer reply-paid telegrams to

verify any quotation in our list.

The issued capital of the British Central Africa Company
is £1,468,000, out of an authorised total

British Central of £1,500,000 in £1 fully-paid shares. The
Africa Co. company owns 375,000 acres of freehold

land in the most fertile part of East Africa

—to wit, Nyassaland—a climate extremely suitable for white
men, and M'here the supply of native labour is plentiful and
cheap. The company's policy is to lease its lands rather

than to sell them. This it is doing in circumstances which
produce a continually augmented revenue. As an auxiliary

to the land business its trading stores make constant steady •

progress. In this respect it has reaped the benefit of large

stocks held at tlie outbreak of war and well maintained since.

Its 40,000 acres of plantations arc under cotton, tobacco,

coffee and fibre. The crops have realised high prices during

the last three _years. In fact, Nyassaland cotton commands
higher figures than the American variety, and is only second
to the Egyptian product. In tobacco the company has been
fortunate, and as regards fibre its output is keeping propor-

tionate pace with the constantly expanding demand. De-
velopments of great importance are likely to follow the ex-

penditure of £800,000 by the Nyassaland Government on a
railway to tap the millions of acres bordering on Lake
Nyassa. These railway extensions are expected to increase

tiie profits of the company's present flotilla on the Zambesi
Eiver, which has done well for it in the past, and is expected

to do better in the future. British Central Africa share in-

terests include £175,000 of the second debentures in the

Shire Highlands Railway and the whole of the ordinary

stock of the company—namely, 20,000 shares of £5 each.

The company also holds £50,000 of the preference capital

of the Central Africa Eailway, of which the dividend is guar-

anteed by the Nyassaland Government. This holding is in

addition to the whole of the railway company's other share

capital. The company's liability as guarantor of the 5 per

cent, first debenture stock of the Shire Highlands Railway
is largely technical, since the railway is earning much more
than the money required for the service. As for profits,

these were £72,875 in 1916, with an estimated aggregate of

£100,000 for 1917, and a figure again in excess of that for

1918. The balance sheet at December, 1916, showed .cur^.

rent liabilities £42,006, against which there were liquid

assets, cash, Treasury bills, Exchequer bonds, sundry

debtors, cost of produce in land and in transit, £261,499.
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Engineering Notefj and News.

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION IN AMERICA AND EUROPE —X.

The following is the continuation of Mr. A. E. du Pasquiers

article on " Railway Electrification ":—
A brief description of the locomotives is as follows :;—The

locomotives of Baldwin-Westinghouse make have articulated

trucks, and- weigh 135 tons each. From the outline sketch
of the locomotive it will be seen that each truck has two
driving axles and one carrying axle, the carrying axles being
mounted radially. The wheel base is thus divided into two
separate units, connected at adjacent ends by a hinged
coupling. The outer ends of the trucks are fitted with
standard buffers and friction draft gear with standard
coupler, the drawbar pull being transmitted through the
truck frames. A single cab controls the operating and
control apparatus, and is provided with end doors and plat-

forms for convenient passage between two or more locomo-
tives when coupled together, or between 'the locomotive and
the train, and in addition, there are side doors at opposite
corners. The apparatus is arranged along the centre of the

cab, so that it is readily accessible and leaves a clear passage
on either side. Each locomotive is provided with two over-

head Pantograph trolleys, having automatic self-adjusting

action, and arranged for a working height varying from 16

feet under bridges to a iiormal height of 24 feet in the open.
The motors drive through twin gearing on to a jack shaft,

which is coimected to the driving wheels through the
ordinary side rod or coupling bar of steam locomotive prac-

tice. The motors are of the three-phase induction type,
with wound secondaries, and arranged for operation at 725
volts on a 25 period system. Their one hour rating, at 14
miles per hour, is 410 h.p., continuous rating 325, the
continuous rating at 23 miles per hour being 875 h.p. The
specification called for a maximum tractive effort for five

minutes, with wheels at rest; actually the maximum tractive

effort exerted under these conditions on test was 20 per cent,

more than specified. There are two running speeds, 28 and'

14 miles per hour, and a switching speed of 7 miles per
hour. The control is effected both by cascade and pole

changing methods. In starting with the 7 mile combination,
the motors on each truck would be connected in cascade
and the two trucks connected in parallel, resistance being
inserted in the secondaries for starting. With this com-
bination the stators would be arranged for 8 poles. For the
14 mile speed all motors w-ould be connected in parallel,

with 8 pole stators, and for the 28 mile speed the motors
are again in parallel, but with stators connected for four

poles, resistance being used on all intermediate steps. The
control is carried out on the well known multiple unit

system. The liquid rheostats are similar in design to those

in operation on the Italian State lines, and permit an adjust-

ment of the load on the individual motors, so that the
engineman, by watching his ammeters, can develop the
maximum tractive efiort of the machine without danger of

burn out of any part of the equipment. Each locomotive

is additionally provided with an air compressor driven from
the phase converter through a multiple disc friction clutch.

This clutch is controlled by the main receiver pressure, so

that the compressor is operated only as required. Each
locomotive is equipped with straight air and automatic air

brakes, which, hov.-ever, are not used in practice except for

actually bringing the train to_^'€st, and is also equipped with
the necessary ventilating apparatus for the motor equip-

ment, transformers, etc. The question of the purchase of

power from an adjacent Hydro-Electric Company was care-

fully considered, and it was decided that the Railway Com-
pany could more economically generate its own power, and
water considerations led to the selection of Bluestone Junc-
tion as the most suitable site, the power station plant

consisting of three 10,000 k.w. steam turbo sets, 25 period,

11,000 volts. All the energy is delivered into a main sub-

station at Bluestone, and there stepped up to 44,000 volts

and transmitted to five step-down sub-stations of a capacity
ranging from 2,000 to 10,000 k.w., situated at suitable
points along the line. The main 44,000 volt transmission
line is carried on pin type insulators on one side of the
catenary construction, a § inch steel ground wire being
carried above the transmission lines over the whole length
of the line. The crossarms on all poles are connected to
this ground wire, which is itself grounded every 400 yards.
At the sub-stations the high tension lines are seetionalised
by means^bf air break switches located on the roofs. No
supplementary feeders are necessary for the distribution
system, the power supply being effected entirely by means
of the contact lines. The trolley line consists of a special
grooved phono electric wu'e7 corresponding in section to
000 copper wire. The contact wire is clipped to the auxiliary
messenger cable at intervals of 15 feet, and this latter
auxiliary wire is hung by straps at intervals of 30 feet on
the messenger cable itself, which is a 7-16 extra high tension
galvanised steel cable. Such coTistruction gives very
flexible and smooth operation. To give a clearer compara-
tive idea of the immense tonnage handled on this section
of the Norfolk and Western fine, it is instructive to compare
the figures given for 1916 with the ton miles for freight
given by Mr. Kirkland for the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul railroad, for the month of August, 1916, namely,
127,630,000 ton miles. An average monthly figure for the
year 1916 on the Norfolk and Western section would be
50,000,000. and when you take the mileage as approximately
30 to 220, it works out that the tonnage on the Norfolk and
Western section is very nearly three times as large. Since
these locomotives were built, considerable improvementa
have been effected; the latest designs, while only weighing
250 tons, have an h.p. capacity of 4,800, with a maximum
tractive effort of 180,000 lbs., all of which is concentrated
in a single cab unit, but perhaps tlie most interesting

development is the synchronous phase converter, by which
100 per cent, power factor is obtained on the locomotives,
thus eliminating some of the line losses which were encoun-
tered with the induction type phase converter originally

installed, and effectively removing one of the few possible

objections to the system. In its final form, its claims
cannot possibly be ignored. Very powerful locomotives of

this type are now being supplied to the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, capable of developing power up to a maximum of

7,000 h.p.

In conclusion, I pi-opose giving a few particulars of the
experimental 5,000 volt D.C. equipment in operation on the

Grass Lake and Wolf Lake division of the Michigan United
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Traction Co.'s road. It -was realised that even 3,000 volts

might not be sufficiently high to eliminate all the difficulties

of current collection in the case of large locomotives, or to

restrict the number of sub-stations required and the cost of

the Una copper to reasonable dimensions. It was desirable,

in view of the importance of high voltage for certain classes

of D.C. electrification, to design on some practical operating,

scale equipment for 5,000 volts, which, if successful, might

permit of the trolley line voltage being raised at one step

to this figure, instead of graduaUy by small inci-ements. To
demonstrate the possibilities of the system, the Michigati

United Traction Co. were prepared to adapt their 12 mile

branch line from Jackson to Grass and Wolf Lakes, summer
i-esidential districts, with a limited service of about three

cars a day. The existing 600 volt trolley line was retained,

with the simple addition of two porcelain strain insulators

located in the span wire on each side of the ordinary cap

and cone insulator. Direct current power for operating the

car is obtained from steel tank mercury vapoui' converters

in the sub-station at Grass Lake, which supplied 000 volt

D.C. power for the normal operation of the line. I do not

propose describing these rectifiers, as the principle on which

they operate is well known, and they are extensively* used

on a small scale for battery charging and so on, but this-

was the first application to such high D.C. voltages. From
the diagram of connections it will be seen that there are

three of these converters connected in series to give 5,000

volts on the trolley line. The use of mercury rectifiers is

not an essential part of the 5,000 volt equipment, but if

practical they would be the cheapest and most efficient

means of obtaining D.C. voltages of these dimensions. On
the other hand, they cannot operate D.C. to A.C., so that

regenerative operation is not practical beyond the D.C.

busbars. The car equipment consisted of two twin motors

of 200 h.p. capacity at 2,500 volts, giving a total capacity

of 400 h.p. for the car. An elementary diagram of the

motor arrangement is given, and shows two armatures in one

common field fi-ame, with separate pinions engaging with

one common spur wheel. The armatures are m series, so

that the voltage on any one commutator is limited to 1,250

volts. Although the motors would appear to be very deep

as compared with the ordinary construction, there was no
difficulty in accommodating them on 38 in. diameter wheels,

with satisfactory clearance. The control is accomplished by
switches of the double break type, electro-pneumatically

operated, and has been entirely successful, the wear on

contacts being reported less than with ordinary 600 volt

operation. The car was put into service on June the 1st,

1915, and on September the 1st, 1916, had completed 37,000

miles of commercial operation, of which 30,620 was on the

5,000 volt line. For a 15 mile schedule this is very fairly

regular work. The operation of the car was very satisfac-

tory ; there were no commutator troubles, and the very few

troubles that did arise were confined to the grounding of »
main resistance due to the unsatisfactory insulation of an

asbestos covered lead, groundmg of a commutating pole field

coil after rurming through a pond of water 6 in. to 9 in.

above the rails during the spring floods, and once there was
trouble due to a lightning stroke, which occurred immedi-
ately after a 44,000 volt transmission line had dropped on

to the trolley line and destroyed the car's lightning arrester.

There was also one armature defect due to an open circuit

which occurred after 30,000 car miles. Xo switching or

control difficulties arose, and generally the results obtained
were of a distinctly encouraging riatinre. When starting on

this contribution it was my intention to devote some space

to a consideration of the limiting factors of steam locomo- .

fives and the heavy and excessive operating and mainten-
ance charges that are inevitably incurred with their use on
any heavy railroad service, but this contribution has already

assumed siieh length that instead I will ask Mr. Kirkland
if he can see his way to briefly deal with this aspect of the

case in his reply. The locomotives illustrated and described

in these remarks are generally representative of the different

methods of connecting the motive power to the driving

wheels in favour at the time such locomotives were
designed, or to meet special conditions. They include

fsamples of side rod locomotives, sub-divided into con-

necting rod and jack shaft drive—first Pennsylvania locomo-

tives, crank and Scotch yoke—Italian State Railways, geared
jack shaft—Norfolk and Western, and geared quill drives,

which type is exemplified in the New York, New Haven and
Hartford, and Chicago, ^Milwaukee and St. Paul locomo-
tives. It is interesting to see whether, of all these different

varieties, any particular transmission is emerging as the

finally approved solution. Continental experience has been
mainly with locomotives of the side rod type, and difficulties

have been reported due to vibrational troubles at high
speeds, leading to faiknes of cranks or jack-shafts. One
reason why side rod drives have given trouble in electric

locomotives, whereas they are a common and inseparable

feature of steam practice, is the absence of any cylinder

cushioning in the electric locomotive, and the consequent
general inelasticity of the mechanical system. That this

difficulty can be overcome by proper attention to bearing

adjustment is exemplified in the remarkable operating

results of the earlier Pennsylvania locomotives. Gear driven

jack-shafts, as in the Norfolk and Western locomotives,

obviate many of the difficulties, but it does seem as though
the tendency of the time is to avoid side rods altogether

by driving each axle directly through gearing, quill

mounted, as in the latest Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
locomotives, the motor .being placed above the axle, entirely

spring supported, and securing a reasonably high centre of

gravity. It is probable also that with this design a twin
motor arrangement will be found to give the most satisfac-

tory results. The actual ai-rangement adopted in the latest

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul engines is illustrated in

Fig. 18. There are several advantages : smaller weight for

output, economy in gearing, greater reliabilitv' in service due
to lower voltage across armatures, and, as previously men-
tioned, it is claimed that the utilisation of space is better

accomplished. These are all important advantages, and may
possibly lead to the standardisation of this type of locomo-
tive, at least for D.C. or single-phase equipments. In the

preparation of a contribution of this nature, recourse for

accurate data has to be largely made to existing pubUcations,

and in this respect the writer would like to acknowledge his

indebtedness to papers read by Mr. A. H. Babcock and
Mr. C. H. Quinn, from which he has freely quoted, to

various text books, notably Burch and Dover, and to the

many Westinghouse publications dealing with the subject,

and last, but not least, to Mr. C. W. R. Campbell for his

kindness in preparing the slides illustrating- these remarks,

and to Mr. McKowen for so ably operating the lantern.

Under the recent decision of the United States War Indus-
tries Board to take control of the

> U.S. Tin domestic pig tin situation by a license

Distributing Agency, system, the United States Steel Pro-

ducts Company only will be granted
import licences. The company will act under Government
direction and in the interest of consumers. The " Official

Bulletin " announced the decision in the following terms;—
All users and dealere in pig tin will be lic-ensed, and will

secure their future requii-ements of pig tin from the United
States Steel'Products Company, which will make distribu-

tion imder the direction of the War Indush-ies Board. The
Inter-Allied Tin Execution, who will cany out the terms
and agreements of the Inter-.\Hied Pig Tin Pool recently

arranged in London, will control the buying price in each
producing market. The War Industric-s Board will control

the prices and terms under which the pig tin is to be sold

to the domestic users and dealei-s. Preliminary to the issu-

ance of licences to the users and dealers in pig tin an inven-

tory of stocks on hand and contmcts unfilled by the two
thousand odd individuals and plants affected is being made
by the Tin Section of the War Industries Board. If neces-

sary, there will be a redistribution of the stocks on hand to

equalise them according to essential uses.

Enemy Advertising.
This journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and AuBtrian gooda.
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New Patents.

66i. William John Stewart.—Improvements in the moulding or coat-
ing of reinforced concrete^ ships and other structures.

665. Alexander Constantine lonides.—A method and means for mix-
ing the constituenls of a combuslible gaseous mixture.

666. John William Smith, Industrial Appliances, Ltd.—Improvements
in valves used on lubricating systems for retaining oil pressure
in the feed pipes and controlling the discharge of lubricant from
the pipes.

667. Noel Yeo Robertson, Herbert Moss.—Improvements in means
for controlling the flow of fluid tiirough flexible pipes.

668. Victor Albert Alexander.—An improved spool for cinematograph
films. ,

669. Oliver Cromwell Roberts.—An improved arsenical solution for
the destruction of prickly pear.

670. William Frederick Cottrell.—Improvements in flexible covers
for laminated vehicle springs.

671. Multiplex Racketing and Filling Machine Co.. Ltd.—An im-
proved receptacle filling and measuring machine.

672. Hall-Welter Company.—Improvements in " check writer.''

673. The Singer Manufacturing Company.—Sewing machine.
674. William Morris & Son (Birmingham), Ltd., Frank Swingler

Chaplin.—Improvements in the mode of and means for form-
ing metal blanks, from which shell casings and other sheet
metal articles may be found.

675. Evan Owen Williams.—Improvements in or relating to slipways
for the construction of reinforced concrete ships, barges, float-

ing structures, and tlie like.

676. Harold Workman.—Improvements in kinematograph apparatus
and in intermittent feed mechanism therefor.

677. George Herbert Williams, Edward Sydney Luard.—A combined
feed water heat and steam superheater for locomotive and other
smoke or fire tube boilers.

678. F^lix .Johan Tromp.—For the manufacture of fertilisers.

679. Edward Henry Hellyar.—A polisher (o be used in the process
of polishing linoleums, wood, stone, cement, tiles, glass, rubber,
and metal surfaces.

680. General Electric Company.—Improvements in and relating to
systems of electrical distribution.

681. Frederick Charles Lynde.—Improvements in pads used on
crutches, certificial limbs, and sticks.

682. H. F. Parker.—Improvements in aeroplanes and other similar
flying machines.

683. Clarence Watson White.—Improvements in children's toy
vehicles.

684. Peter Milne Duncan.—Loose leaf binder.
685. John Nelson.—Improvements "in or relating to the low tempera-

ture distillation of coal, shale and the like.

686. George William Sidney Simpson, Robert Ferris Lyle.—Improved
means for treating sugar liquors.

687. Hugh Myddleton Butler, Charles William Davis.—Improve-
ments in axles for motor driven road vehicles.

6SS. Gideon Sundback.—Improved met'hod of and apparatus for
making fasteners.

689. Martinus Landsberg.—Triple patent dogs for man hoist or skip.
690. Percy Robertson.—Improvements in electric lighting systems

for trains and the like.

691. Alois Gerald ComeiUe Pittevit.—Improvements relating to the
welding of different metals to form a composite ingot.

692. Henrv Samuel Potter.—Improvements in hammer driUs and the
like.

693. Francis Henry Stevens.—Improvements in hydraulic power
transmission apparatus.

694. Thomas Binks Kit^on.—Improvements in or relating to the
manufacture of hollow glass ware and to machinery therefor.

695. James Wilshir.—Improvements in valves for percussive tools.

696. Russell William Mumford.—Decolorising and purifying agents
and methods of making the same.

697. The Watford Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Improvements in and
relating to collapsible boxes or cases.

.698. Arthur Newton-Smith.-^Improvements in the picking mechanism
of looms.

699. Louis Lucien Ruffier.—Improvements relating to stereoscopic
cinematography.

700. Ernst H Jalinar Waloddi Woibnll.—Improvements in roller
bearing*.

701. Henry Theophilns Johnson.—Improvements in or relating to
the separation of fats. oHs, or the like from liquids.

702. Arthur George Cross.—The monolithic wnll slab.
703. Lnckenbich Processes, Incorporated.—Mineral se'ective and

frothine agent and processes or methods of producing and
using the same.

704. Luckenbach Processes, Incorporated.—Mineral selective and
frothing agent and processes or methods of producing and using
the same.

705. Luckenbach Processes, Incorporated. — Composition of matter
and methods of and apparatus for using same.

706. William -Jefferson Woods. Frank Horace SearU.—Apparatus for
refrigerating and liquefying eases.

707. General Electric Company.—Improvements in and relating to
circuit interrupters.

708. Charles Algernon Parsons.—Turbine Wade attachments.
709. Hans Ivar Parson.—Improved safety holder tor stirrup straps.
710. William Coackley.—Improvements in bars or the like for sup-

porting the glazing or roof and like structures

711. William Coackley.—ImproTed fittings for \it» in the glazing
roof and like structures.

712. The Sopwith Aviation Company, Ltd.—Improved device for

-,-, i1 o'"^
"'® '*^'*^ of liquid in a tank or other receptacle.

.13. The Scpwith Aviation Company, Ltd.—Improvements in and
relating to radiators for the water cooling systems of internal
combustion engines, employed on aircraft.

714. The Singer Manufacturing Co.—Sewing machine.
715. George William Beldam, Albert Uriah Benjamin Ryall —Im-

provements in or connected with the solos and heels of boots
and shoes.

71». Frederick Lionel Rapson.—Improvements in or relating to self-

- 7
j';^'"''"^ devices for internal combustion engines.

1 17. AJfred Bonde, Trygue Norman.-Improvements in crafts of
steel concrete.

Glynn's Lydenburg.
The following footage was driven, risen and sunk during

the quarter m undeveloped ground .—Compound Hill : Total
1.000 ft.; on reef. 572 ft.; sampled. 440 ft.; pay-'
able, 400; average width and value of payable
tootage, 14.0 inches, 12.7 dwts. Werf Mynpacht:
lotal. 129 ft.; on reef, — ; sampled, —

; payable,—
;
average width and value of payable footage, — inches,— dwts. Total, 1,129 ft. ; on reef, 572 ft. ; sampled, 440 ft.

;

payable, 400 ft.
; average width and value of payable footage,

140 inches, 127 dwts. The comparatively" low footage
exposing reef as compared with the total number of feet
driven is due to its undulating character, passing at times
into the hanging and at others into the footwall. No sampHng
was possible during October. In addition to the above, 1,025
feet have been driven, risen and sunk in developed ground
in Compound Hill, of which 911 feet were on reef, 590 feet
sampled, 320 of which were payable, averaging ISS dwts.
over 8-3 inches. Reduction works : Ore received from mine,
10,665 tons; tonnage crushed, 10,915 tons; number of
stamps operating, 25; number of tube mills operating, 1;
assay value of ore before crushing—mill yield per ton, 37
dwts.

;
assay value of mill tailings per ton, 68 dwts. ; total,

10-5 dwts. Total yield, 5,5591 fine ozs., equal to 102 dwts!
per ton. The influenza epidemic complet-ely closed down all
work on the property on the 22nd October. Manv of the
natives went down with it suddenly, and the rest deserted.
Milling was resumed with five stamps on the 11th Novem-
ber and no increase has as yet 'been possible. Approxi-
tnately 50 per cent, of the white employees also suffered
from the disease, all of whom have now recovered, with the
exception of the Werf Mine Captain, Jlr. W. Gallant, who
unfortunately died. Compound Hill: Good progress with the
development of this section was being made up to the time
work stopped. Stoping operations were carried on from
this mine, 2,100 tons being milled during the quarter. Werf
Mynpacht

: Satisfactory progress was made with the drain-
age system, both in the mine and the new drainage drive.
The latter would probably have been completed by now had
the work not been stopped by the prevailing 'epidemic.
Stoping from this section had been recommenced on a small
scale, though there is still a lai-ge quantity of water to deal
with. Work on the Osbom shaft was started early in
October.

The largest and most varied

stocks In South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

M. BROWN. 180. MAIN STREET,
L±l—*"'*^^'' ^V JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 5T70. P.O. Boi 1526. Tel. Address'. "M.WBKOWX."
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Company Meetings,

MODDER E.f\ST. LTD.

The second ordinary general meet-

ing of shareholders in the Modder-
fontein East. Ltd.. was held in the

board room, Corner House, December U'

Sir Evelyn Wallers presiding. In

moving the adoption of the directors'

report and balance sheet, the chair-

man said:
The consulting engineer's and act-

ing manager's reports give in consid-

erable detail the Kork carried out on
the property up to June 30th. 191S,

and since that date the quarterly re-

port for the succeeding three months
has been in your hands. Therefore,

in order to bring vou as fully up to

date as possible the following figures

give the results of all development
up to the end of November, 191S:

—

NO. 1 SHAFT S-ECTION.
Footage Footage

ad- sampled
Description. vanced. on reef.

19th Lev. main haulage
nortli 1,909 30

No. 1 main haulage raise 1,641 1,2C0

No, 2 main taulagc raise 928 650

19th Level drive north... 244 70
No. 1 raise 19lh Level ... 312 251

No. 3 raise 19th Level ... 13 5

Mth '.evel drive north... 700 895
20th Level drive south... 732 565
No. 2 vviuze 20th Level... 258 258

No. 1 raise 20th Level ... - 273 250

No. 3 raise 20th Level ... 223 223

21st Level drive north... 396 380

aist Level drive south... 504 410

No. 1 winze 21st Level ... 2.50 - 545

No. 2 winze 21st Level ... 68S 58S

21st Level intermediate
drive PC 30

No. 2 winze 22nd Level... 262 235

No. 1 incline 436 —
No. 2 incline 217 210

Crosscuts and sundries... 2,'i30 197

Totals and averages ... 12.411

Drive from Modder B. ... MO.'i

6,554

461

NO. 1 SH.^FT SECTION.
Reef

width. \aUie
Description. inches dwts

19th Level main haulage drive 20 2.0

No. 1 man haulage raise ... ... 17 7.4

No. 2 main haulage raise ... ... 15 7.5

19th Level drive north ... 20 45
No. 1 raise 19th Level .. 19 12.5

No. 3 raise 19th Level .. 16 12.3

20lh Level drive north .. 20 7.7

20th Level drive south 19 43.4

No. 2 winze 20th Level 14 14.8

No. t raise 20th Level 7 4J.9

No. 3 raise 20th Level 15 9.3

21st Level drive north 17 4.2

2l5t Level drive south .. 13 30.2

No. 1 winze 21st Level .. 25 45.2
No. 2 winze 21st Level .. 15 22.8

21st Level intermediate drive 9 16.6

No. 2 winze 22nd Level .. 18 24.3

No. 2 incline .. 27 4.0

Crosscuts and sundries 17 15.1

Totals and averages . 17 16.9

Drive from Modder B 5.9

The average values disclosed differ
littU from the results as published
in the Isst quarterl-" report, viz., for
September. A detail peiusal of the
regultg from separate developm&nt
faces, which can be followed by re-
ference to the plan accompanying the
report, will show the variations com-
mon to mines on the extreme Far
East Rand, i.e.. the disclosures
are either auite nnpavable or
moderately high grade. So far the best
results obtained have been in the locality
between No. 1 incline and the Geduld
boundary. A recent estimate indicates the
P.^yab!e development to date to consist of
3.50,450 tons of an average value of 7.3
dw'ts. over a sloping width of 57 inches, a
fair re.^ult taking into consideration the
short time development has been carried
out on this mine. No. 2 shaft, which is

designed to tap the reef body about in

the centre of the area leased from the

Government, has reached a depth of 900

feet. The type of ground encountered has

been against rapid sinking, and recently

water troubles hung this shaft up for two

months. The itifficulties have now been

overcome, and sinking is again proceeding.

Located by Borehole.

No. 3 shaft, the most northerly on the

leased ground, has reached a depth of 81S

feet. The reef, from the available geolo-

gical data, shou'd have been intersected

at about this horizon ; unfortunately, how-
over, a dyke was encouutered at this

depth, and operations are at present con-

fined to efforts to determine by driving

and diamond drilling the size and extent

of the dyke, and at the same time to

locate the position of the reef bcdy. i

have just heard thra the reef was located

yesterday by borehole. Fifty-five feet of

driving will expose it.

From the plan attached to the report

you will see that our large area of ground

has so far been opened up only to a small

extent. The scheme of development which
wa have adopted, as I told you last year,

is to connect all three shafts as soon as

possible, and to push two main drives

from the Cloverfi!>Id. shaft one westwards

toward.s the Modder B, and the other

eouth through the centre of the Clover-

field area. These headings are being

extended as rapidly as circumstances per-

mit, and although considerable distances

have still to bo driven, which will take

time, you will realilse that when once

completed these main arteries, from which
lateral development will proceed, will

enable ns to secure a very co*preliensive

knowledge of that portion of the pro-

perty in which they are situated. The
Riind Klip area, defined on the plan bv

a broken boundary line (as the mynpacht

has not yet boen finally selected), will be

left alone for the present. Unfort-inately,

as I have already indicated, the hick has

been against us rather in the character

of the country passed through by our two

new shafts, and in consequence the pro-

gress of our work has been^ somewhat
retarded, in addition to which the ex-

pense has been lieavier than woidd other-

wise have been the case.

The net e.^penditure at the close of the

finaTicial year. viz.. June 30. 1918. had

totalled £239.229. as shown in the sche-

dule of expend ituie eiven in the annual

report. Since that date the expenditure

at the end of November, 1918, had in-

creased to a total of £318.533, and the

•workine capit«l of £350.000 had been

practically exhausted. The expenditure

iiece.ssarv to prove the property will aver-

age £27.000 a month, and in the course

of another- year's work a considerable

area, of new gronud will have been

tested.

Further Funds Needed.

The board has at present under oon-

eideration ths qusstioo of raising further

funds to meet the company's requir*.

menta. As you know, the first option

expires on the 2nd July, 1920, and it is

anticipated that in about 12 months' time,

provided no interruptions to the work
occur, the property will have been opened

up sufficiently to" enable shareholders to

determine whether or uot to exercise their

options. Additional money will be raised,

probably on loan, but as yet no definite

arrangements have been concluded. Wo
hope to communicate the result

of the board's negotiations to

shareholders at an early date.

In the meantime, the Central Mininji
and Investment Corporation, Ltd., h&s
agreed to .advance the funds to meet
our current expenditure.

Mr. Walter C. Coe remains in charge
at the mine. To him and hia stafi,

as well as to Mr. ±1. Stuart Martin,
the consulting engineer, and the Rand
Mines mechanical engineering depart-
ment, our thanks are due for excellent
services rendered. I now beg to move
that the directors' renort and balance
sheet for the period ended 30th June,
1913, be adopted.
A number of questions were put,

most of which had already been dealt
with in the chairman's opening re-

marks. In reply to one question. Sir
Evelyn Wallers said he disliked pro-
phesying aiiything, but he hoped that,
given a continuation of the same per-
centage of development hitherto ex-
perienced, in twelve months' time to
have three-quartei's of a million tons
developed.
One of the shareholders, Mr. Sie-

pheas, said that as a former share-
holder in the Rand Klip he had been
forced to became a share-
holder in the Modder East,
but he could truly say that he had
fallen from the frying pan into th(|B
fire. As a Rand Klip shareholder in
the Modder East he had become sub-
ject to increasing and heavy liabili-

ties for meeting which there existed
no provisions, except the pledging
of the company's a.ss©ts to provide
for the liabilities. The spe;iker went
on to say that an extremely awkward
position had been created, as all the
available capital had been tied up by
the option sales, so that it could not
become available until and unless the
options were exercised. He saw no
reason why those options should bo
exercised. By the time they matur-
ed development would cither have
ceased through lack of funds to carry
on or a heavy liability for interim
advances and payment of heavy Ad-
ministration expenses would exist, and
the company would be in the han-ls
of money-lenders. Mr. Stephens con-
cluded his remarks by expressing
his determination of forming a share-
holders' protection committee. He
was certain the property was a good
one, but he was also quite certain it

was not in the best hands.
Sir Evelyn Wallers briefly replied,

and said that Mr. Stephens ap-
parently was happy in a company,
which was not active, but was un-
happy in a company which wa*
active. Mr. Stephens's remarks
called for no reply.

The direcfors' report and balance-
sheet were agrfed to, and the retiring
dirpctor":. Sir J^velyn Wallers and
Colonel W. Dalrymple were re-elected.
as were the auditors. Messrs. H. G. L.
Panchaud and J. H. D. Lang.

WOURSE MINES, LTD.

Mr. H. C. Boyd presided over the

annual general meeting of shareholdcrB of

the Nourse Mines. Ltd., held in the board-
room. Corner House, on Dec. 19. In mov-
ing the adoption of the directors' report

and balance sheet, the chairman said that

throughout the year the native labour sup-

ply had been quite insuflicient for the

cimpiny's needs, and it had never been
possible to employ the plant to anything
like its full capicity of 50,000 tons monthly,

the average amount milled monthly being
under 40.000 tons The introduction at

very considerable cost of a large number
of j-ick hammers p'-oved of great assistance

in combating the deficiency, and had there

been no further decrease in the labour
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force improved results would undoubtedly
have been realised, but during the current

financial year the position had become
steadily worse, and finally as a result of

the influenza epidemic the serious loss ol

£4,288 had been incurred for last month.
Altogether 1,840 natives were admitted to

hospital between September and Novem-
ber, of whom 28 died, while of the 184

cases among the European employes, for-

tunately only one had resulted fatally.

During the past 11 weeks the native labour
force had decreased by some 800 boys, and
the mine had now only about 60 per cent,

of its underground complement, and there

was a steady daily wastage. While there

was some sign of improvement in recruit-

ing within the Union, the supply of labour
from the East Coast was interrupted, and
it appeared inevitable that losses must be

incurred during the next two or three

months ; under the circumstances it was
not advisable to declare a dividend for the

present half-year. Everything possible

was being done by concentration of min-

ing operations to use the available labour

to the best .ndvaiitaa;e. but shareholders

would appreciate how much disorganisa-

tion arose from attempting to carry on

work with a constantly diminishing labour
force.

The materially reduced tonnage of the

Past year, combined with a recovery

nearly 2s. a ton lower than that of the

previous year, produced a greatlv de-

creased profit of £60,977. after allowing

for sundry items of revenue and expendi-

ture. Development operations were un-

avoidably restricted, the total footage be-

ing 11.746. Reef disclosures were mainly

confined to the South Nnurse section,

where the improvement in the main reef

leader was maintained. The results from

the investigation of the south reef in the

eastern section of the mine had been
fairly enc'uraging, but an appreciable

amount of main reef previously regarded

as payable had proved not to be so when
further opened up. Altogether 31S.0flO

tons of payable ore had been developed, of

an average v.ijue of 7.6 dwts.. a consider-

able improvement in value compared with
the disclosures rf the previous year. With
the increased costs it had been found ne-

cessary to rriise the pay limit, afid conse-

quently a large tonnage, chiefly of main
reef, which had previously been included

in the ore reserves had had to be elimin-

ated. Some 406.000 tons of an average
value of 4.0 dwts. had thus been removed
ft'om the reserves, possibly "nly tem-

porarily, and at the close of the "year the

reserves amounted to 1,513.600 tons of an
increased average value of 6.8 dwts. per

ton. As the consulting engineer indicated

in his report, the company had been justi-

fied in expecting an improvement in yield

for the current year, but so far, in spite

of close investigation, the average yield

for the year was precisely the same as

that of last. The mine was perforce now
stoping about half its total tonnage in the

South Nourse section, and during the past

week or so the grade had shown some
signs of improvement. There was no

change to report as the result of the

year's development, which was mainly in

the South Nourse section. Values con-

tined to be variable, but satisfactory on

the whole. At the moment several of the

headings were in some of the dykes, which

unfortunately infesied the property. Mr.

Boyd concluded by expressing regret at

the death in action of Private Thomas
O'Kelly, one cf the company's employes.

The retiring directors, Messrs. H. C.

Boyd and H. Nourse, were re-elected, as

were the auditors, Messrs. II. J. Lamb
and C. I/. Andersson and Co.

S.A. ALKALI, LTD.

Tb« anmiDl general meeting of sharfi-

holdprs of the S.A. Alkali. Ltd. w.as

hfUl in the Board Room, Conc;oli-latod

Buildings, Dec. 19, Mr. A. V. Lind-

bergh presiding. In moving the adop-
tion of the directors' report and bal-

ance sheet, Mr. Lindbergh, at sorne

length, went dnto the company's his-

tory since December 31st, 191-2. The
company had been registered with a
capital of £25,000 to acquire and work
fcertain rights over the farm Zoutpan.
Several previous owners had unsuc-

cessfully worked the farm, which was
mainly due to the fact that it had
been worked as a saltpan. The pro-

perty contained a much more valu-

able asset in the form of soda, con-

tained in solid toeds, and in the mud
which filled the pan. All authorities

Were convinced that there was a de-

posit worth millions sterling. Up to

the end) of 1917 the company had con-
fined itself to the working of the trona
beds. Owing to the almost insuper-

able difficulties encountered in work-
ing these, the company bad decided
to confine its attention to working the

mud, which all authorities considered
to be their main asset. Mr. J. R.
Williams undertook to devise a pro-

cess by which the mud could be work-
ed economically). After a trial, the

technical board of the company (Mr.
J. T. Wyndram -and Mr. W. Mauss)
decided that it was impossible to con-

tinue the process, and recommended
its abandonment to the board. The
board had no option, but to accept the
recommendation, in view of the re-

sults. Another piocess was resorted to

—the erection of a plant which was
to produce ttn tons of soda a day was
rapidly proceeded with. Unfortunate-
ly unforeseen circumstances had made
it impossible, up to the date of the
meeting, to complete the plant. At
the present date the plant was almost
complotedi, but until it was actually

in working order it was impossible to

say that in actual working the new
plant would be a success. The latest

figures supplied from the actual tests

taken since Saturday last, placed a

much more hopeful complexion on
certain difficulties. There had been a

good many diflSculties to face dui-ing

the last few months. A demand was
received from the railway, claiming a

large sum of moneyi, on the grounds
that the company had consigned its

products under a wrong description.

The Board hadl been able to settle the
question foT a reasonaJble sum and also

to arrange for future railway rates on
a most satisfactory basis. When the

Board decided to adopted the Wil-
liams' process andi were conviinced that
it would be a success, orders were ac-

cepted from Japan for the supply of

large quantities of soda. These theyi

were unable to fulfil, and the company
was threatened with proceedings. An
agreement, however, had been entered
into with the Japanese people for fu-

ture supplies when theyi were in a

position to produce, andi no claim
would be made on the company for any
past failure.

Raising Further Capital.

After dealing with the company's
financial position, the chairman said

that they were faced with the posi-

tion that the company had expended
all its cash in hand, and it would be

necessary to make arrangements for

the raising of further capital. It was
extremely unfortunate that they were

not in a position to give definite re-

sults of the portion of the new plant

which they had been working. If

they were in such a position, and the

results were satisfactory, they would
have no hesitation in saying that

funds could be rapidly raised to work
the company on a very much larger

scale than at present. Offers of fii>-

ancial support had been received and
in particular their Japanese friends

had asked them to submit any pro-

posals under which they would be

allowed financially to assist them. It

was impossible for them to make any
definite statement that day, as they

had not yet been able to make any
proposals. The delay was due en-

tirely to their waiting for the results

of the new process and until they got

these it would not be advisable to

commit the company to any further

obligations. Under the articles of as-

sociation, whatever increase of canital

might be recommended by the direc-

tors must be first offered to share-

holders, and before any arrangements
were made with Japan they would
also be submitted. In conclusion, he
moved the adoption of the report and
balance sheet.

Mr. Williams, one of the share-

holders, said he could not congratu-

late the chairman on his address from
the chair. Dealing with the

report the speaker wished to know
how many days the working on the

property had been stopped owing to

there being no coal at all on' the pro-

perty. How much money, he asked,

had been spent on absolutel" useless

machinery. Was it true or not, that

notwithstanding Ithe serious obliga-

tions with Japan, one of the directors

had written to Dr. Schlesinger Del-

more offering the whole of the com-
pany's output with the exception of

120 tons to the Transvaal Chemical
Co. Furthermore he wanted to know
whether tenders had been invited for

the new machinerv bought.
Replying to the questions, Mr.

Lindbergh said that on account of

heavy floods there might have been
days when there had been a shortage

of coal. Besides, there had been a

lack of trucks. Regarding the offer

to the Transvaal Chemical Co., Mr.
Lindbergh said that the whole of the

output had not been offered by any
means and whatever had been done
had been done in the interest of the

company. On Mr. Williams's final

point, the speaker said that since he
had been connected with the company
tenders had been invited for every-
thing.
Mr. Wyndram, in the course of a

few remarks, dealt with the value of

the company's product, and expressed
the opinion that the principal difii-

culties had been overcome.
Mr. Moseley criticised the balance

sheet and asked for certain details,

which were supplied by the chairman.
The report and balance sheet were

agreed to. The retiring directors,

Messrs. A. V. Lindbergh, J. V.

Wyndram were re-elected, as were the
auditors, Messrs. P. A. Stokes and F.
Roberts.
The meeting concluded with votes

of thanks to the chairman and to the
past chairman, Mr. Llewellyn Ed-
wards.

MAKGANYENE_ DIAMONDS.

The second annual meeting of share-

holders of the Makganyene Diamondl
Syndicate, Limited, was held in the

Boaa-d-room, ExploTation Buildings,

last week. Mr. W. J. Gibson presiding.

In moving the adoption of the re-

port nn<li accounts, the chairman said

that Mr. McLelland had now complet-

ed purchasing the new plant for thor-

oughly testing the mine. The plant

included a set of rolls, comet crusher

and an eight foot pan with boiler aJid

engine to supply adequate motive
power both for running the plant and)

for hauling the yellow ground) out of

the mine. This plant was being
erected, and in the course of a few
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more' weeks would be I'eadjl and they
would then be able to make a reliable

and proper test washing on an ade-
quate scale to give them a reliable

gauge of the value of the mine. Share-
holders must understand that with
the old plant it was impossible to do
this, the ground was taken out of the
mine in a raw state and was put
through tire pan without toeing pulver-
ised, consequently, lumps of yellow
ground passed through intact and no
dbubt many diamonds were not recov-
ered. With the new roll plant all the
ground would be reduced to 3-16tli of
an inch before it entered the new pans
and practically all the diamonds would
be -recovered. Meantime, pending the
completion of the new plant, Mr. Mc-
Lelland had decided to proceed witli
washing ground direct from the mine
at the 50 loot level with the present
six feet pan. This would enable them
in a measure to check th« previous
results they had obtained by the same
incomplete treatment, and the value
of the diamonds recovered would help
to pay the cost of opening up the
mine. Washing in this way, would be-
gin next week. The new incline shaft
was already complete down to the 50
foot level and Mr. McLelland intends
to put in a series of tunnels at that
level into the yellow ground in all di-
rections towards the outside rim of the
mine. In that way he would speedily
determine the number of claims the
mine area contained. Unfortunately
the epidemic of influenza had been
very severe on the mine and he was
sorry to say that one white man, Mr.
Joordan, the son of the owner of the
farm, died. On behalf of tihe syndi-
cate he wished' to express deep regret
and sympathy with his father and re-

latives. He regreted to have to in-

form them that seven native workers
also died, and their sympathies are

fiven to their sorrowing friends,

rompt measures were taken, other-
wise the death roll might have been
greater. He was glad to be able to
say that the time of trouble seems
now to be over. It was hoped that
the mine would be working its full

complement of labour. He thought it

was due to him to express the confi-

dence the Board had in Mr. McLel-
land, and its appreciation of the work
tie had already done since he took
charge of the syndicate's property and
works as managing director and con-
sulting engineer. He forgot to men-
tion that on November ISth, 1918,

the Board resolved! to increase the cap-
ital by £10,000 and notices were dul}l

sent to tlie holders of rights und-er the
vendor's agreement. A gratifying
number of shares liad already been
applied for of this issue and it was

expected that very shortly the whole
number would be taken up.
-^ Mr. T. G. McLelland, in the course
of a few remarks, stated that al-

though he considered that under the
old sjistem of work tlie mine was a
pajiable one, with the proper plant
which was now being erected the re-

sults should be increased by at least
30 to 40 per cent., which would, of
course, make a great difference. In
his opinion there was no doubt but
that it was a payable mine and one
that had great possibilities, especially
seeing that the quality of the dia-
monds were the finest in tSouth Africa.
The retiring directors were re-elect-

ed, as was the auditor.

SAKALAVA OIL FIELDS.

The fifth ordinary general meeting of

shareholders iu the Sakalava Madagascar
Propriet^iry Oilfields, Ltd., was held i"

the boardroom, Consolidated Buildings,
Fox Street, Johannesburg, on Satui-day
December 21. Mr. G. D. Alexander, chair-
man of the company, presided, and there
was a large attendance.
The Chairman said that since the la.st

meeting the board had had many difficul-

ties to meet in regard to the progress of
the work of the company in Madagascar.
Most of those difficulties arose from the
fact that the world was at war, others
arose from men the board depended on
having failed them. After briefly review-
ing what had taken place as regarded the
company since the present board took
office, the chairman said that the direc-

tors had worked hard and consistently,

and striven iu every way to attain suc-

cess, but the difficulties and disabilities

arising from war conditions were sufficient

to render all efforts futile. Restrictions
on every side existed. After more than
two years' close association with the com-
pany's affairs, and after having tried "ii

every way to overcome difficulties that

seemed almost insuperable, he had come to

the conclusion, and his fellow-directors

were all in accord with him, that to ex-

ploit oilfields of the dimensions of the
company's claims in a foreign country and
under the disabilities that existed, a
mistake had been made in having too small
a capital. The financial position of the ,

company as at June 30 last showed that

they had an amount of available capital

left of £3 878, but since that time that

amount had been reduced by expenditure,
and was now £3,000. It would be ap-
parent, therefore, that to carry on further

capital must be provided. The directors

recommended that options should not be

renewed beyond February 28, 1918, but

should be offered to shareholders on the
instalment system at the rate of 6d. per
share Per month. Continuing, the chair-
man said :—The board is in a position to

say that a guarantee to take up 10,000
of those option shares is offered on the
following terms : No limit is made as to

the number of options that may be taken
up. Every shai-eholder may exercise bis
or her option on tlie terms of 6d. per
share per month, but in the event of any
shareholders deciding not to take up their
options, those who signify their intention
to do so shall be entitled to take up any
options not applied for at par within 12

months at pro rata. In other words, in

order to keep the company going the direc.
tors guarantee that at least 10,000 shares
will be applied for, thus providing for a

further amount of £5,000 capital; any
other shareholder who desires to do so

can become one of the guarantors and
take over part of the guarantee, or if suffi.

cient numbers come forward the guaran-
tee can be increased. Say for the sake
of argument that the guarantee is in-

creased to 20.000 shares and the holders
of the remaining, say, 30,000 decided not
to take up their options, then the guaran-
tee of the 20,000 shares would have the
right to an option pro rata on the 30,000
option shares not applied for for twelve
months Shareholders would have to

notify their intention to accept or decline

options by January 31, 1919. If the
guarantee of 10,000 shares was not in-

creased, the company could count on a
capital of £5,000, plus £3,000 on hand,
making a total of £8,000. It would be
for the incoming board to decide whe-
ther to continue working in a small way
in the hope of obtaining oil, or to devote

the funds at their command to obtaining

a capital suitable to the size of the pro-

position. In conclusion, the chairman
drew the attention of shareholders to the

interest being shown in the development
of new oilfields.

Mr. W. M. Bielski seconded the motoon
for the adoption of the report and ac-

counts.

Mr. W. J. Woolley opposed the adoption
of the report on the ground that the re-

port conveyed no information. He pro-

posed that a committee of shareholders

should be appointed to consider with the

directors wiiat had been done, and what
could be done for the best possible ad-

vantage of the company, and to report

to an adjourned meeting of shareholders

on January 11.

In supporting Mr. Woolley's proposi-

tion, Colonel Hutchinson similarly criti-

cised the report.

After further discussion Colonel Hut-
chinson, Mr. Woolley and Mr. Bielski

.w^ere appointed as a committee, with
power to co-opt another shareholder, and

the meeting stood adjourned until January
nth, at 3.30 p.m.

The ordinary general meeting of the Wanderer (Selukwe)
Company was held at the Cannon Street

Wanderer Hotel, London, E.C., on October 21,

(Selukwe). 1918. Mr. Edmund Davis, chairman of

the company, presided. The chairman, in

moving the adoption of the report and accounts, said that

after paying on August 15, 1917, the dividend of Is. per

share, which amounted to £30,000, they were left with a

balance to carry forward of £4,776. To that had now been
added the balance of profit for the year ended April 30,

1918, namely, £17,2,50, making the total at credit of the

account of £22,027. They started the year commencing
May 1, 1917, witli estimated reserve's of 60,000 tons; during
the year sufficient ore was developed to enable 148,395 tons

to be treated, and at April 30, 1918, the reserves were esti-

mated at 48,000 tons. During the five succeeding months
the mine had been able to treat 70,470 tons, but they
appeared now to be getting to the end of .^their resources, as

the consulting engineer foreshadowed the necessity of

closing down in December next. In view of the indications

that they would shortly have to close down, it was desirable

that any money they had in hand should be retained until

the company was put into liquidation, and then i-eturned

by way of capital. Otherwise, if they were to pay a dividend

as soon as they had sufficient funds in hand, it would be

subject to deduction of tax at the present heavy rate of 6s.

in the £.

Zaaiplaats Tin.

The Zaaiplaats results for the month of November, 1918,

were as follows:—Days run, 24; concentrates won, 42 long

tons; estimated profit for the month, excluding Government

taxes and directors' fees, £3,814 lOs. 3d.; capital expendi-

ture, X299 69. 3d.
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Notes and News
No. 15 Circular Shaft, Crown Klines, Ltd., twenty feet

diameter, was sunk during December (31

Record Shalt working days) a distance of 279 feet, viz.,

Sinking. from 655 feet to 934 feet, showing an
average of 9 feet per 24- hours. This is

the world's record. Ideating the last world's record of 252

feet made in No. 14 shaft, Crown Mines, Ltd. Tlu' work

was in direct charge of the well-known Welsh master sinker,

Ivor Rees. It is noteworthy that the drills used in creating

the latest record were Holman sinkers and Holman hand
hammer drills, manufactured by Messrs. Holman Bros.,

Cornw-all, England. We hope to give fuller details of the

work accomplisliod in our next issue.

* * * *

We have received several K-Uers frcjni shareholders of the

above company, the head office of

Insizwa Nickel, Copper which is at Kokstad, East Griqua-

and Cobalt Developing land, complaining that they are

and Mining Co., Ltd. un ibK- to obtain information regard-

ing cither the proceedings at the

annual general meetings or the names of the directors,

beyond that of tlie chairman. ]>r. Thoi'nton. VCe feel sure

these complaints have only (o be brought before those

responsible for the conduct of tiie company to have them
dealt witlK

* * * *

The Press Bureau has issued the following:—Notice is given

that, notwithstanding the signing of the

The Embargo on armistice, no relaxation can at present be

Capital Issues. ]iermitted in the restrictions on cajjital

issues. The approval of the Imperial

Treasury should still be obtained for all issues of shares,

debentures, or other securities whetlier for cash or other-

wise, for the subdivision or consolidation of shares, and for

invitations for deposit loans carrying options, express or

implied, to convert into shares or other securities.

* * * *

The i-cfioi't of the Jumbo G.M. Co. for the year to June
30 last states that milling and cyanide

Jumbo Cold, retreatment were stopped in March, 1917.
Tributers continued work during the year,

and gf)l(l vahie £8,508 was won, the royalty on which pay-
able to the company amounted to £'1,227. Tip Top Gold
Alining Co. ; The consulting engineers report that we have
18,000 tons of ore developed, worth 11"7 dwts. per ton, and
ad\-ised that no further development w'ork should be done,
owing to the increased mining costs, etc., and recommended
that this property sho\dd be closed down. Instructions were
therefore cabled to Salisbury at the end of December last

to stop all work and store the plant and machinery at the
Jumbo mine. Owing to the In'gh rates ruling in Salisbury

for second-hand plant and machinery, it was deemed advis-

able to dispose of all plant not immediately required, and a

large quantity has been sold during the year at satisfactory

prices.
gp tF TV TT

Tlie eiiairman of the Rhodesia Cattle and Land Company
in mail week made a very interesting

Ranching in statement at the meeting of that company
Rhodesia. on the prospects of ranching in Rhodesia.

The future of the counti-y as a great cattle

country, he declared, is without doubt absolutely assured,

basing his opinion on personal inspection of the company's
properties and on the success of the Chartered Company
and Liebig's on their ranches. The feai-s of prolonged
droughts in the past, he said, may be overcome by compara-
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tively moderate outlay in sinking wells, which will ahiiost

invariably provide ample supplies of water. Immune from

the difficulties caused by dry seasons, cattle-raising under

capable management should prove a highly profitable indus-

try in South Africa.

* * It *

The mining statistics for November which were issued last

week, show the total mineral output was
Official Mining valued at £3,570.677, an increase com-

Statistics. pared with October of £89,947. The
principal items were : Gold, £2,760,889, a

decrease of £14'2.1'22 ; diamonds, £425,720, an increase of

£159,762; coal, £254,962, an increase of £38,045; copper

ore, £61,391 . an increase of £19,419; tin, £38,139, an

increase of £21,659; silver, £13,692, an increase of £18;
and other base minerals, £15,884, an increase of £6,824.

The Transvaal produced 525,612 tons of coal, an increase of

91,298 on the October output; the Cape 276 tons, an increase

of 134; the Free State 57,600 tons, an increase of 2,158;

and Natal 98,304 tons, -an increase of 19,391. There were
230,695 coloureds engaged in mining throughout the Union.

a decrease compared with October of 24,684. The whites

employed numbered 31,138. an increase of 366.

"Jf "tr W W

The report of the Selukwe Columbia (i.lSl. Co. for the year
to June 30 last states that all mining

Selukwe operations on the Wonderland mine ceased
Columbia Cold, at the end of March last, from which date

it was taken over by the tributers. who
have since commenced crushing operations. The machinery
and plant have been dismantled and are in course of realisa-

tion. The reasons for the cessation by the company of

mining operations on its own account were set out in the

circular issued to shareholders on Februarj' 20 last. During
the nine months to March 31 10,451 tons of ore were
crushed, yielding 4,953 ozs. gold, value £20.692 and £147
was obtained from slag and matte, making £20,839. Work-
ing expenses for same period £20,572, leaving £2IT7 as

working profit. The only operation carried out on the

Yankee Doodle mine diu'ing the year was the treatment of

1,400 tons of. tailings by a tributer, from which royalty to

the amount of £4 accrued to the company. The net restdt

of the year's operations shows a debit balance of £734 ; add
net loss on realisation of investments. £7,183—£7,917.

Deduct balance brought forward £10,307, less dividend No.

4 of 4d. per share f6§ per cent.) paid December 17. 1017.

£9,350; debit forward'. £6.960.

* * * *

Sir Lionel Phillips, the late Controller of the Department
for the Development of Mineral

Britain's Minerals: Resources in the United Kingdom, in a

Sir Lionel Phillips's report to the Minister of Munitions,
Report. which was issued recently as a White

Pai)er. favours the setting up of a Mines
Department. The following are his recommendations:—

That the Government should, in the public interest, concern itself

more actively than hitherto in the mining and mineral industries at

home and in the Crown Colonies and Dependencies. That for this

purpose it is necessary to organise a Mines Department on suitable

lines for the TTnited Kin<;dnm. That in order to secure the full

benefit of the Deparl-ment at least three small f|ualified bf)dies actinj;

as Committees or Commissioners should be appointed, and they might
be conveniently styled : The Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau

—

forming a link with the self-governing Dominions; the Klines and
Minerals (Commission—to watch and foster the interests of the Empire
in the output and trade in mineral and metallic products ; Commis-
sioners authorised to take action in cases of improper e.xploitation of
properties, or unreasonable or prohibitive conditions imposed by land-
owners for royalties and wayleaves. That a fund, to be administered
by the Mines Department, and rendered as far as possible self-sup-
porting, should be provided for the purpose of undertaking experi-
mental work in approved directions. That profits spent upon the
further development of the properties from wliich they were derived
should be exempted from taxation. That the luovision of the Metal-
liferous Mines Regulati(jn Act of 1872 should be amended and ex-
tended where neces.sary in order to give effect (o these rerommen-
dations.

Sir Lionel Phillips states that the British Isles have
probably been endowed with greater mineral wealth tlian

any area of (>qual size on the globe. Vast reserves of coiil

remain, and beds so far untapped await exploration. Con-
siderable but diminishing quantities of high grade and
enormous bodies of lower grade iron ore are available. Lime-
stone, clays, igneous rocks, chalk, sandstone, salt, slates

(unrivalled in quality) and various silica sands for moulding,
furnace work and glass making, and barytes are abundant.
Outside these there are no great known reserves. The tin

mining industry of Cornwall, which succeeded that of

copper, has been steadily declining, but the great rise in the
value of tin has stimidated interest in derelict properties,
and the possibility of reviving past activity is attracting the
attention of capital. None of the non-ferrous metals, says
Sir Lionel, excluding exceptional instances, are likely to be
worked at a profit against the competition of the world in

normal times unless special action be taken to render them
remunerati\'e. Railway rates are excessive and singularly

erratically applied. Dumping and tmfair competition must
be met if the industries are not to be extinguished. The
present system of levying royalties on the gross value of

the product, irrespective of its net value, is declared to be
most illogical, and Sir Lionel considers that royalties should
come out of the profits derived from working. In dealing
with the establishment of a mines department, the report

says that one of the most effective means of countering the

German ]dan for controlling a large part of the world's out-

put would be State support to the metal trade on defined

and ^\ell-organised lines. The ^linister of Munitions in a

Note states that he does not accept responsibility for the

conclusions arrived at or for the expressions of opinion

contained in the report, which must be regarded as a state-

ment of the personal views of the Controller.

» * * #

The list of New Year honours already aimounced, though
doubtless incomplete, as far as South

The New Year .\frica is concerned, is particularly wel-

Honours. come in mining circles. The baronetcy
conferred on Sir 'Abe Bailey is a fitting

reward for his many public services to his country. Mr.
Newton's knighthood marks the close of a long career of

usefulness on the part of the late Treasui'er and Acting
Administrator of Rhodesia. It is gratifying that Mr.
CTurne3-'s sterling worth should be also recognised in similar

fashion; and Colonel Hewat by his work in connection with

the medical services at the Cape has fully earned the dis-

tinction conferred upon him.

* * * *

Speaking last week at the Transvaal Chamber of Mines, the

President (Sir Evelyn Wallers) referred to

Native Labour the position of native labour on the mines
Shortage on in a passage that was unfortunately
the Mines. crowded out of our last issue. He said :

Since our last meeting the industry has
had to face a most serious position, resulting from the

epidemic of Spanish influenza, which has played havoc with

the native labour position. For some six or eiglit weeks it

resulted in the practical cessation of the recruitment of

native labourers in British South African territories; and
though the epidemic seems to ha\c inn its course in the

native territories of British South Africa, and it is hoped
tliat the position so far as it affects them will slowly

improve, unfortunately the disease has become manifest in

Portuguese territory. It has become necessary, therefore,

to suspend recruiting operations with regard to Portuguese

natives. It is hoped that the necessity for this suspension

will not exist for more than a period of a few weeks. The
Portuguese Government in the meantime has agreed to sus-

pend the repatriation of natives to Portuguese territory,

witli a view to preventing the further sjiread of the epidemic.

The effect o fthe epidemic on the native labour position

cannot be more clearly indicated than by stating that at

the end of Noveember some 20,000 lass natives were in the

service of gold mining companies than at the end of Sep-

tember. The position creates a situation which causes grave

anxiety not only from the point of view of the revenue of

particular companies, but also from the point of view of

afpording employment to Eiu-opeali wm-knirn.
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The report of the directors of the Bushveld Tin Mines,

Ltd., for the year ended 30th Septem-
Position of the her, 1918, shows that the capital of

Bushveld Tin Mines, the company remains unaltered, viz.,

300,000 shares of £1 each, of which

250,000 shares have been issued. The property also remains

unclianged and consists of a divided freeliold portion of the

farm Enkeldoorn No. 373, district Pretoria, in extent 3,219

morgen and 56 square roods. The property is in charge of a

caretaker, and, for financial reasons, no serious work -to

further test the mineral possibilities of the farm has been
undertaken during the year. No depreciation has been pro-

vided for in the accounts, and it is not proposed to deal with

this until the position of the company can be reconstructed.
No opportunity for dealing with the company's finances has
presented itself during the past year. Small items of plant,

etc., not necessary in the event of work being resumed,
have been disposed of.

* * * *

Sir Evelyn Wallers, K.B.E., presiding at the annual meet-
ing of the New jModdei'fontein G.i\I. Co.,

The New Modder. before the holidays, referred to the
marked progress shown all round,

despite the disabilities of the times, and' expressed the
opinion that the company was fortunate in possessing an
extremely sound development and ore reserve position.

Including the unappropriated balance from the preceding
year, the funds at the company's disposal totalled

£1,205,965, out of which two dividends of 15s. and 17s. 6d.

absorbed .£568,750, taxation £110,706, and capital expendi-
ture, after deducting £62,538 received under the Bewaar-
plaatsen Act, £219,765. The unappropriated balance carried

fonvard of £306,744 eon/sisted principally of stores and
materials £154,297, and cash £72,667. The new reduction
plant cost a great deal more than originally estimated, owing
to circumstances beyond control. While tliis was regret-

table, yet the plant was paid for or provided for, and share-

holders must view the situation to-day with no small amount
of satisfaction, seeing that several years of very valuable
time had been gained by following a bold policy, and the
company now possessed reduction plants capable of dealing
with 100,000 tons of ore per month, which quantity the
mine was fully equipped to supply so long as sufficient

labour was available. By the end of September the erecting

of the winder at the circular shaft was completed and
operated from the first fortnight of October, since when the
whole equipment had given every satisfaction, and the

results achieved had been above anything shown in the past.

While the shortage of native labour, due to the Spanish
influenza, continued, it would not be possible to operate the
two reduction plants to their full capacity. It was, there-

fore, the intention to work the new plant to the full limit,

leaving a spare capacity in the old plant, thus fully testing

the possibilities of the new plant and putting the major
portion of the tonnage through more up-to-date and efficient

plant. The chairman stated that the commitments on
capital account would be reduced from now onwards to very
small proportions. A dividend for the current half-year of

24s. per share has been declared.

We very much regret to have to record the death—self-

inflicted—last week of Mr. E. J.

The Late Moynihan, consulting engineer, and editor

E. J. Moynihan. and proprietor of the monthly jiaper, The
SeiirchJicjht. His depression had been

most marked since he had suffered from influenza some
time ago. Mr. Moynihan lived for many years on the Rand,
and after a close association with mining had, up to a year
or two ago, conducted classes for mining, surveying, and
mine officials" examinations. More recently he actively

associated himself with the promotion of mining ventures,

and was closely interested in a manganese jsroposition at

Randfontein. He was full of confidence as to the success
of the scheme, and had floated a company with a capital of

several thousand pounds.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE TREASURY REPORT AND THE LOW
GRADE MINES.

We are indebted to Renter for a summary of the report of

the Treasury Committee on the gold question. When the

Committee was appointed in October last we wrote: " It is

plain that the Rand can hope for little aid as a result of

its deliberations," and " the fact that the Committee has

come into being at all is doubtless due to the persistency of

the efforts of those who represent the gold mining industry

in London." Our comment has, unfortunately, proved only

too well justified. The Committee, according to the cable,

is not prei^ared to recommend any bounty or subsidy for

the purpose of stimulating the output, as such a measure
would be financially unsound. The result of a subsidy would
be that the purchasing power of the whole world's gold

would be diminished, while the value of commodities for

which it was exchanged would rise. Tlie Committee con-

siders that it is desirable that a gold reserve be held, and
that the most important function of such a reserve would
be its availability for export at a standard pi'ice when
required to meet foreign indebtedness. ' A gold reserve,'

the Committee remarks, ' can only be maintained if the
value of our exports exceed or balance the value of our
imports. If we want gold and cannot produce it at a profit,

we must depend on our capacity to render services and
produce at a profit commodities wanted elsewhere by holders
of gold, and to do so we must adjust our prices to world
prices.' The Committee recommends that steps be taken
to control the amomit of development work that may be
carried out by each mine and the allocation of the available

labour forces." In the last recommendation it will be seen
that the opinion of the Select Committee of the Union
Assembly has been endorsed. That recommendation, of

course, is rather in the nature of a counsel of perfection.

The main point is that all this wise and excellent advice
leaves the low-grade mines exactly as they were before. As
Mr. D. Christopherson in his annual report, which makes
an opportune appearance this week, puts it: " Those who
have read the evidence given before the Select Committee
(of the Union Assembly) no doubt look for some explanation
as to why certain low-grade mines which were then expected
to close down within a short time if relief were not forth-

coming have so far been able to continue operations. The
explanation is:— (a) That a policy of selective mining has
been adopted, particularly in mines where, if once closed

down, there would be no hope of re-opening. Admittedly,
this is a drastic remedy, and only warranted under the
abnoi-mal conditions as now obtain. The future profits of

these mines, if they survive the present war conditions,

must be dependent on values opened up by current develop-

ment and on reduction of working costs to such an extent
after war as to permit low-grade ore, unpayable under
existing conditions, being eventually worked at a profit, (b)

On certain of these mines more recent development work
has opened up ore of somewhat better value, of which
advantage has been taken, (c) The more extended use of

the Jack hammer, (d) The constant and unwearying exer-

tions of mine managers and their staffs, and of the consult-

ing engineers and individual members of the various

technical staffs, to overcome difficulties, and to find ways
and means for meeting the ever-increasing costs. It is

evident, however, that there is a limit to all these factors,

which have so far enabled many low-grade mines to

continue." With the acute labour shortage, the question is

whether the limit has not now been reached ! There is,

of course, still hope that the minor measure of relief referred

to by the President of the Chamber of Mines the other daj-

—

th': rebate of the war freight and insurance charges—may
yet be forthcoming. It may fairly be urged that no world-

shpking currency question is affected by a measure of such

simple justice to a long-suffering industry 1
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THE WORLD'S GOLD PRODUCTION AND THE TREASURY
COMMITTEE'S REPORT.

The Conclusions of the Committee Reviewed—Brief Outline of the Problem Involved—An
Unsettled Question.

The report of the British Treasury Committee on the pro-

duction of gold within the Empire is probably very different

from what was generally expected by" the gold producers

concerned. It is distinctly depressing from the point of

view of the Rand, the leading gold producing centre of the

Empire and of the world. The Committee, we understand,

is not prepared to recommend any bounty or subsidy for

the purpose of stimulating the output, as such a measure
would be financially unsound. " The result of a subsidy,"

they are reported to have declared, " would be that the

purchasing power of the whole world's gold would be
diminished, while the value of commodities for which it

was exchanged would rise." There are two schools of

thouglit among tliose wlio study the economics of money

;

one of them argues that there is not enough gold current in

the world ; the other affirms that there is so much that any
important increase—such, for instance, as that which has
been in progress from year to j'ear during the present

century—is lilseh' to depress the value, or purchasing price,

of the accumulated gold, to a material extent. The
Treasury Committee apparently holds the latter view. The
question has been discussed at considerable length in gold

countries for some time past, and particularly, of course,

since the beginning of the war. In many of the discussions

it has been made evident that a leading economist, Stanley

Jevons, if memory serves us well, was speaking truly when
he said that a contemplation of these money problems often

resulted in " intellectual vertigo." However that may be.

the outstanding and clearly defined points of difference

between tlio debaters are those briefly referred to above.

On the Rand these points have been argued from different

sides, as elsewhei-e. In an interesting paper which was
read by Mr. Alex. Aiken before the South African Institu-

tion of Engineers, in August last, the author dealt with

the theory of value with regard to money, and took occasion

to combat what is known as the " quantity theory " of the

relative value of money. If this theory were true, he
remarked, " there is no avoiding the deduction that the

high prices of commodities, and the excessive costs of

mining to-day are due mainly, if not entirely, to the quan-

tity of gold put out; that therefore, the only way to lower

costs and prices would be to shut down a number of mines
and create a scarcity of gold sufficient to appreciate its

exchangeable power. Now, these conclusions follow from
the causative use of the quantity theory. It is invariably

implied that the cause of a change in general prices and
values is a change in the quantity of the money unit. But
the theory of value I have very sketchily outlined leads to

no such conclusion. The quantity of the inoney unit is,

according to this theory, onlj' one influence among many
making for value, and the absolute changes in the quantity

of gold produced in our experience are unlikel3' to exei't any
great influence on its value in comparison with the many
other influences which have already been indicated. There
are valid reasons for believing that the absolute value of

gold is highly stable, that it has an elastic power of resist-

ance to depreciation. The money use of gold adds to the

value of the metal."

Purchasing Cap.\city of Gold.

Space does not permit, unfortunately, of an extended
discussion of Mr. Ai]<en's very lucid and cogerit arguments.
The other side of the question has been indicated, rather
than actually affirmed, by Professor R. A. Lehfeldt, of the
South African School of Mines and Technology. In a jiapcr

which he wrote a little time ago, on " Gold Production,"
he tabulated the following figures which show the secular
variation in the purchasing price of gold as deduced from
the average prices, during a course of years, of various
essential conmiodities. They are apparently based on what

are known as " Sauerbeck's fig ures ," in which the average
of the prices of some 45 commodities for the eleven yc.-rs
1867-77 is taken as the unit.

Value

or 100.

Value
Year. of gold. Year. of gold.

1896 ... 164 1907 125
1897 ... 161 1908 137
1898 ... 156 1909 185
1899 ... 147 1910 128
1900 ... 133 1911 125
1901 .. 143 1912 118
1902 145 1913 118
1903 . . . 145 1914 118
1904 ... 143 1915 93
1905 ... 139 1916 80
1906 ... 130

In its issue of October 19th last. The Statist gave a table
showing the index number, or avirage price number, of
these commodities for some vears, in which it was shown
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that the index number for 1917 was 174, while for the first

nine months of 1918 it was 191. On the basis of thes,'

figures the value of gold for the same p. riods was 57 and
52 respectively. In commenting upon these figures Pro-

fessor Lehfeldt said :

" The changes in value are not so

rapid as with most commodities. A similar table for be< f

or for coal would show more violent ups and downs ; but

that is because there is an enormous stock of gold in exist-

ence. There is some 20 years' supply on hand. Pouring
new gold into so vast a r^eservoir naturally makes less

dift'. rence to its level than if the demand had to be met
fi'om the year to year's supply, as is the case with most
commodities. But the effect, though slow, is cumulative

;
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yRu cannot go on pouring a stream into a reservoir, how-
ever large, without affecting it in time. Moreover, when
the mi chanism for turning out the stream of gold is once

set uji it keeps on acting for a long time ; so that when a

fall in value is once under weigh it is not quickly stopped."

The Gold Ef:si:RvoiR.

In view of what has been said so far, it will be interesting

to enquire how great is this " vast reservoir " of gold, tht

filling of which is said by some to be accompanied by
marked changes in the value of money. It is r',ther a

difficult question to answer, with any degree of accuracy,

because the information at hand is of a doubtful and quite

insufficient kind. Compilations have been made at different

times by careful students of the problem. In his presiden-

tial address which was delivered before the members of the

Institution of ^Mining and ^Metallurgy, in London, in 1913,

Mr. Bedford ^IcNeill dealt with the subject of the increase

of the world's i^roduetion of metals, and made the following

reference to gold :
" Taking gold first, for the 108 years from

1493 to 1600, the average annual production was a little

under a quarter of a million ounces. Taking the next 100

years, from 1601 to 1700, this figure approximated to a little

less than one-third of a million ounces ; for the next sixty

years, 1701 to 1760, the output approximated to two-thirds

of a million ounces. Froin the earliest date (1493) until

1840, there is only a gradual rise in production, but from

1841 onwards the increase markedly sets in. The discovery

of gold in California was in 1848, and in Australia in 1851,

and the effect of these two discoveries is shown in the

output for the next forty years : From 1851 to 1860 the

average annual output was 6'4 million ounces; from 1861

to 1870, 6-1 million ounces; from 1871 to 1880, 5-6 milhon
oimces; from 1881 to 1890, 5-1 million ounces. This latter

date brings us to the starting of the Transvaal output in

1889, which owes so much to the simultaneous successful

application of the cyanide process. We now get an enor-

mous acceleration in output, and in 1911 the total output
reported of the world was '2'2h million ounces. In other

words, the world's present average production in one year

is now equal to more than the total production for the sixty

years preceding the year 1700. Another way of bringing the

gold production vividly before you is the statement that it

is estimated that 653 millions sterling was added to the

world's stock of gold for the 858 years from 1493 to 1850,

whereas for the eleven years alone of this present century,

that figure of 653 millions sterling has already been exceeded
by the output of 867 millions sterling. Or, again, there has

been added to the world's stock of gold during the last

fifteen years a quantity greater than the total amount pre-

viously known to exist in the civilised world. It is most
extraordinary that the gold which is produced under circum-

stances demanding the highest technical skill, and in the

obtaining of which the greatest care is lavished, and for

which so many men risk so much, should be destined

ultimately to be buried and hidden out of sight, and, as far

as we can judge, ruled out of any economic calculations,

at any rate for the time being. I need not remind you that

the use of gold in a civilised community is not merely, as

it were, for itself, but as serving the foundation for an
enormous superstructure of credit; and unless, therefore,

this absorption of gold can be controlled or directed into

channels in accordance with modern conditions, the embar-
rassment of the more civilised communities, as we regard

ourselves, is going. I fear, to become more and more accen-

tuated. It is only fair to mention there are some who argue
that this disappearance of gold is the least of several evils.

and if it did not so disappear much greater troubles would
ensue." The position, thus described, is summarized in the

table below:—

Period.

1493—1660

XiinihtT

of

Years.

... 168

Millions

of
Ounces.

41

Value in

Millions
Sterling.

£173
1661—18.50 ... 190 118 480
1851—1900 50 334 1,400
1901—1911 11 205i 867

419 693i £2,920

The interesting table which is published from time to

time by The Siatist, in which the annual gold production

of the world is shown diagramatically is, of course, well

known. Tables of this kind, however, fail to give any
distinct idea of the quantity of gold that is being accumu-
lated, year by year, as a result of this annual production.

According to the figures given just above, there was accumu-
lated to the end of the year 18.50, some 480 million pounds
sterhng. A summary of the outputs since that date, to the

end of 1917, show that an additional quantity of gold to the

value of about £2,816,714,000 has been added to the stock.

The Qu.\ntity Theory.

The accompanying diagram is intended to represent this

gradual accumulation of gold, and to show how the value

of the gold has varied from time to time, with respect to

the quantity of commodities that could be purchased by

the money equivalent of the metal. The lower curve shows

the rise in the stock of gold while the upper one shows the

value of this gold in accordance with Professor Lehfeldt's

figures and those of The Statist. It may be explained that

the starting point of the lower curve is at the year 1850. If

the actual quantity of gold produced, as quoted by Mr.

McNeill, were included, the height of the curve would be

higher by 480 millions sterling, or a Httle less than one of

the horizontal spaces. When allowance is made for wastage,

however, the curve as actually shown is probably sufficiently

near the truth for our purpose. In any case the upper curve

represents the variation in purchasing capacity of the

quantity of gold actually produced during the period 1850

—

1918. It will be seen at a glance that the curves have very

little relation to each other in this connection. In a word
there seems to be nothing whatever to indicate that the

irregularities of the upper curve have anything to do with

the progress of the lower one. Take, for instance, the

most striking drop of all, that between 1914 and 1918. It

would be absurd to say that the one is related to the other

in any way at all. Probably no one would wish to argue

in that way, but, leaving this period out of the question,

is there any reason for assuming a relationship during the

other periods'.' If there be any at all it might reasonably

be taken over the whole period 1896 to 1914 during which

there is a gradual lowering of the whole upper curve. That

is to sav, while £1,121,000,000 was worth in purchasing power
about £1,838,000,000 in 1896, £2,447,000,000 in 1914 were

worth in the same way only about £2,887,000,000 a falling

off to the extent of some 28 per cent, in value, while the

quantity of the metal had increased by nearly 119 per cent.

The comparative fall in value was not nearly as excessive

as might have been expected if the quantity theory is true.

There are, as Mr. Aiken insists in his paper above referred

to, other factors to be considered which have little or

nothing to do with the quantity of gold that is produced

from year to year, even if wars are left out of consideration.

It will be interesting to learn the grounds upon which the

Treasury Committee has based its conclusions, but if figures,

such as tho.^e we have plotted, go for anything it would seem
that their economic views, however convincing they may
be to themselves, need not be taken as a solution of the

very intricate and important problem that has been a subject

of profound differences of opinion for many years.

The further information which is to hand since the above

was written, does not enlighten us much with regard to tlie

views of the Treasury Committee concerning the problem

which has just been briefly set forth. " The intention of a

subsidy," says the report, " as suggested by the gold pro-

ducers, is to enable gold to be produced which otherwise

would not, conformably with the laws of supply and
demand, be produced at all. Other things being equal, the

result would be that the purchasing power of the

world's gold would be diminished, pro tanto. The value,

in terms of gold, of commodities for which it is exchanged

would rise." Whether it was wise to refuse the kind of

assistance that was asked by the actual jiroducers of gold is

a matter that does not fall to be discussed here. With
regard to the "quantity theory" of the Treasury Committee
it need only be said that the assumption of " other things

being equal " is one that confuses and distorts the whole

question.
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POINTS FROM THE GOLDFIELDS' ANNUAL REPORTS.

Review of the Rand Industry by the Manager and the Consulting Engineer.

For the year
ended July 31.

1915
1916
1917

The reports of the manager and the consulting engineer of

the Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa, Ltd., for the

year to June 30 last are now available, and we make some

extracts therefrom.

Mr. Christophersox's Report.

The manager, ^Ir. Douglas Christoi'herson, in his report,

says : In view of the European war having continued for

over four years, and while the gold mining industry has

suffered severely during that period in consequence of the

disabihties and burdens thereby created, it is nevertheless

satisfactory, in presenting the report for the year ended

June 30 last, to be able to record that, despite the many
adverse conditions which have prevailed, and still continue

in a more accentuated form, the operations of the industry

as a whole have been maintained, an accomplishment which

has not only been of inestimable value to the Imperial and

Union Governments, but of undoubted benefit to tlie whole

community of South Africa. The outputs of, and the native

labour employed on, the Witwatersrand gold mines for the

past four years have been as under:—
Tons Gold output. Natives

milled. Fine oz. Value, emplyd.

27,283,170 8,394,573 £35,657,879 178,729

28 754 982 8,971,282 38,107,584 205,374

28,190,501 8,893,138 37.775,648 191,938

1918 ... 26,013,428 8,409,603 35,721,720 179,016

During the 1916 and 1917 periods, when the output was

higher tlian 1915 by some 500,000 fine ounces, there was a

greater nati\e labour force available. In these four years

the Transvaal has produced an average of close on 9,000,000

ozs. of fine gold annually, or a total for the war period of

35,968,462 ozs, fine gold, value £152,784,310, all of which

was disposed of to the Bank of England—a matter of great

importance to the Imperial Government. In July, 1914, 13

Witwatersrand companies were making a working profit of

5s. or less per ton crushed, whereas to-day 31 companies

come under that category; that is to say, that three-fifths

of them, milling 63-2 per cent, of the total tonnage, and

producing over 50 per cent, of the total gold output of the

Rand, are making a gross profit of only 2s. 3d. per ton

;

and as from this low margin of working profit payments

have to be made for miners' phthisis levies, debenture

interest and redemption, taxation charges, capital expendi-

ture, etc., it will be realised how precarious is the position

of many of these companies.

Mr. Cluistopherson goes on to discuss the question of tlie

low-grade mines—his remarks under this liead are dealt

with elsewliere—and continues : In last year's report

mention was made of the importance of the Far Bast Rand
gold mining companies in maintaining the gold production.

Reference was also made to the phenomenal increase in the

profits of such mines—namely, that (including the older

Far East Rand companies) they contributed in July, 1917,

48 per cent, of the profits of the Witwatersrand gold mines

as against only 20 per cent, in July, 1914. It is interesting
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Nearly 80% of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide list in G.M.E.'a recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred successes.

niasaes mny be joined at unij time.

Address: Professor lOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Eloff St.

to note that these mines (11 in all) now contribute 59'7 per

cent, of the profits, as against only 40'3 per cent, by the

remaining 38 companies. The stronger jjosition of the

richer Far East Rand mines to meet present conditions, as

compared with the rest of the Witwatersrand, is seen from
the fact that, owing to extended operations with larger

tonnages, working costs of the Far East Rand companies for

June, 1918 (in spite of the ever-increasing cost of stores and
other disabilities) increased by oulj' 3s. 2d. per ton over

July, 1914 (20s. 5d., against 17s. 3d.), while the revenue

increased by 6s. 6d, per ton (36s. 8d., against 30s. 2d.);

so that, notwithstanding the adv^'se conditions, the profit

increased by 3s. 4d. per ton (16s. 3d., against 12s. lid.).

In the case of the other mines of the Witwatersrand, how-
ever, the revenue per ton was precisely tlie same in both

periods, viz., 25s. Id., whereas working costs increased by
4s. 8d. (21s. 4d., against 16s. 8d.). Consequently their pro-

fits decreased from 8s. 5d. per ton in July, 1914, to 8s. 9d.

per ton in June, 1918—a falling off of 4s. 8d. per ton, or

nearly 56 per cent. The dividends declared for the 1918
period amounted id £6,022,369, as against £7,985,437 for

the 1914 period, or a decrease of nearly £2,000,000. The
actual results of operations on our o\\"n group of mines show
that the decrease in profit over the previous twelve months
was Is. l'471d. per ton milled. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, the profit during the twelve months immediately prior

to the outbreak of war was 5s. 6d., as against 2s. 9d. per

ton for the past twelve months, or a decrease of 50 j)er cent.

Therefore, though the revenue was 21s. 0'977d. for the year

ended June 30, 1918, as against 19s. 5627d. for the year

ended July 31, 1914 (an improvement of Is. 7'350d.), work-

ing costs increased by 4s. 4'922d. per ton. Otherwise, had
it not been for war conditions and other disal)ilities, the

results would have compared favourably with pre-war days.

Apart from the increasing cost of production and other

disadvantages, results have been adversely affected during

the past year by the continued shortage of native labour,

the average number of natives employed by our group

underground being 16,553, equal to 73'99 per cent, only of

the underground complement, and comjiares with 82'49 per

cent, for the previous year. As further indicating the

serious effect of war conditions upon the low-grade mines of

our group, the following figures are given (for the twelve

months ended June 30, 1918): Tons milled: Knights Deep,

1,145,700; Simmer Deep, 541,000 ; Jupiter, 276,200; work-

ing profit, after deducting all expenses consequent on war
conditions: Knights Deep, £6,372; Sinmier Deep, £9,366;

Jupiter, £20,326; equal for the three companies to a total

gross working profit for the year of £36,064. Tlie war
expenses paid were : (1) Increased gold realisation charges,

£10,055; (2) amounts paid in war bonus, £25,493; (3)

increased prices paid for stores, £151,865; (4) allowances to

men on active service and to their dependents, £17,750;

total, £205,163. Therefore, if war conditions had not pre-

vailed, these companies, instead of making a gross working

profit of only £36,064, would have made at least £241,227,

without taking into consideration other disadvantages due

to war as well as additional burdens placed upon the mining

industry. It is of interest to state that while the cost of

stores in respect of our group of mines for the year ended

July 31, 1914, was 4s. 3d. per ton milled, for the years

ended June 30, 1917 and 1918, it was 5s. 8d. and 6s. 5d.

respectively, despite the close attention and keen discretion

exercised by our engineering and buying departments and

strict economy on the part of mine staffs. The work of the

central l)uying department established by the Chamber of

Mines ill connection with the pooling of mine supplies, and

in wliicli wc are represented h\ our consulting mechanical

engineer, :\/r. .>i. C. Holtby, has proved, under the guidance

of the Advisory Technical Committee appointed to act in

conjunction witli it, of great benefit to the industry. Not

only is the work of this Committee extremely valuable under

existing conditions, but the results of its investigations will
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be of great benefit hereafter, enabling considerable savings
to be made in various directions. Perhaps one of the most
valuable results will be the standardisation of certain lines

of stores and material. The woi'king costs of our group of

mines for the past yiw were 18s. 4d., as against 20s. 2d.,

per ton crushed for tiie whole of the Witwatersrand, thus
indicating ca]iable and economical management; and in this

connection a meed of praise is due to our engineers and
mine managers, as well as to their respective staffs, for

their zeal and pffieienpy.

Southern \'an Kyn Reef G.Al. Co., Ltd.: During the
year the Gold Fields were offered and, together with asso-

ciates, subscribed 50,000 shares in this company, and also

have options on further shares. The sinking of two bore-

holes on the property is being proceeded with in order to

determine the best sites for vertical shafts, after which
every effort will be made to bring the property to a producing
stage as soon as possible. This must necessarily be depen-
dent on the requisite material and equipment being avail-

able, ilr. Leslie, the consulting engineer, is of the opinion

that there is every reason to think that tliis \\ill prove a

most valuable mining proposition.

Thf; Consulting E.vgineer's Report.

i\Ir. C. ]). Leslie (the consulting engineer), in the course
of his report, says:—During flie period the mines of this

group milled 3,329,480 tons of ore, vielding gold to the value

of i3, 509, 510, of which 1:3,054,909, or 87 per cent., was
absorbed by working costs, leaving £454,601, or 13 per
cent., as working jjrofit. The corresponding figures for the

preceding year were 3,683,180 tons milled, yielding gold

to the value of £3,755,830, of which working costs absorbed
£3,046,211, equal to Sl'l per cent., leaving £709,619, equal

to 18'9 per cent., as working profit. The decreased output
for the year in gold, valued at £246,300, is in itself a serious

matter. The average revenue per ton was 21s. 0'977d., as

compared witli 20s. 4'734d. for the preceding j'ear, and the

average working costs were 18s. 4'208d., as compared with
16s. 6'4fl4d.. the average working profit per ton being 2s.

8-769d., and 3s. 10-240d., or a decrease of Is. r471d., equal

to 29 per cent, per ton milled. The expenditure on renewals
of plant not included in working costs was £23,415 Os. 2d.,

equal to l'688d. per ton milled. To appreciate the change
since war started a comparison of the last two years' figures

is not sufficient, and it has to be shown that over the last

four years there has been a gradual increase in working
costs on the mines of this group, which has now reached
an amount of 4s. 5d. per ton milled, equal to £735,000 on
the toimage milled for the year under review. Most of the

year's increase in working costs of Is. 9'714d. per ton milled

is accounted foi- by the greater cost of mine supplies,

amounting to 7'863d. per ton milled, being equal to

£109,082, the higher wages bill, and a reduction of 353,700
tons milled. Further disabilities weie imposed by an
abnormal rainfall of about double the quantity of previous
years, which resulted in flooding of mine workings, with
consequent hindrance of operations, and bj' an increase of

3'261d. jier ton milled, equal to £45,239, for support of

mine woi-kings. In respect of the latter item, a decrease
in cost is scarcely to be expected. The lower tonnage is a
direct result of reduced hours of labour as from January 1,

1918, since which time there has been a decline in the out-

put per underground native affected by the shorter working
hours of 12'52 per cent., equivalent to a loss of one and a

half montli's tomiage per annum with the same underground
native strength. By this falling off the prevailing shortage
of native labour is rendered much more acute, and working
costs are increased in every direction, resulting in a greatly

reduced tonnage per annum multiplied l)y a smaller profit

per ton. As an example of this position, whereby more
labour is employed for the same amount of work, it maj' be
stated that, while white wages arc higher than last year
by Is. 2d. per shift, involving an additional expenditure of

£52,959, equal to 3'817d. per ton milled, the actual in-

crease in white wages, due to more daily pay plus lower
efficiency, amounts to ll'422d. per ton milled, or £158,455.
Similarly, while native wages are higher than last year by
()'294d. ])fv shift, equal to £7,535, or 0'543d. per ton milled,

the actual increase amounts to 2'779d. per ton milled, being
an additional expenditiU'e of £38,553. The reduced hours
of labour, including the short Saturday shift, which is

worked at a loss on mines with a small margin of profit,

have seriously jeopardised the position of the low-grade
mines. For the period of the war a voluntary reversion

on the i)ai-t of em]jloyees of mines in imminent danger of

closing down, to the forty-eight hours' week " face to face,"
obtaining until I")ecembei' 31, 1917, would help very appre-
ciably in relieving the situation. The proportion of each
shift actually absorbed in the main operation of drilling with
machines or hammer boys is seriously eiu-tailed through loss

of time in getting to and from working places and in pre-

paration for drilling and blasting. During the last twelve
months 14 mines on the Witwatersrand, employing over
5,000 white employees and 36,000 natives, and distributing

in working costs an amount of £6,073,000, made a working
profit of £182,755, equal to 8d. per ton milled. For the

first half of the period tlie jirofit was £148,709. or lid. ])er

ton milled, and for the second half of the period £34,046.
or 3d. per ton milled. During the second half of the period,

when reduced working hours were in force, the average out-

put per underground native was lower by 10"o4 per cent.,

equivalent to one and a quarter month's tonnage per annum.
If our gold mining industry is to continAie to be penalised

at the rate obtaining during the last year, the working
expenditure on several of these fourteen mines, which
include Knights Deep, Simmer Deep, and .Tupiter, would
be expected shortly to exceed their revenue.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Special Mission to This Country—Important Working Alliances.

f

During the week we have been privileged to interview two
gentlemen now visiting the Rand on a momentous mission,
the aim and purport of which we liave much pleasure in

putting before our readers. JMuch has been said and written
since 1914 about the necessity of British manufacturers
combining for export trade, if they intend to make any
serious competition against the highly-organised and
efificiently-directed German overseas trusts. It has remained
for Messrs. Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., of Loudon, to

take tho, lead in this movement, and there is now in this

country a mission which has been sent here by that firm (1)

to make clear the change in the nationality of the firm, (2) to

notify the enhirgenient of the scope of the company's busi-

ness, which dates back over half a century, and (3J to

make known the conclusion by the company of industrial

alliances in various directions. Incidentally, the mission is

studying here and elsewhere the possibilities of electrical

engineering, as well as the scope of the mai'ket for electrical

plant and materials of all kinds. This mission is composed
of Mr. Walter B. Hopkins and Mr. F. H. Leonard, of

Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., of London.

Ousting Germ.\n Tr.\de.

Several years ago German interests obtained financial

control of Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., of London, and
worked it as a subsidiary company of Siemens & Halske,
of Berlin, the firm which controlled the well-known firm of

Siemens-Schuckertwerke. The British Government has,

however, eliminated all German interests from the firm,

and being now purely British in every department it has
started out with the intention of capturing the fielcl from
its former controllers. It is particularly noteworthy,
in this connection, that by Clause 4 of the Articles

of Association of Siemens Brothers it Co., Ltd.,

which was inserted pursuant to the Companies (Foreign

Interests) Act of 1917, it is rendered impossible for its

shares to pass into the hands of either Germans or other

foreigners. Our readers will recall that at the outset

of the war Siemens, Ltd., who represented the London firm

in this country, went into liquidation.

Sie first step of the newly - appointed board in

on, was to make a working arrangement with Dick,

Kerr & Co., the electrical contractors, who had already

acquired the well-known firm of Willans & Robinson, and
who were also associated with the Phoenix Dynamo Co.

,

and manufacture has been so distributed that between
them these firms will be able to deal with contracts

for all descriptions and sizes of electrical plant, including

telegraphs and telephones. The joint designing office for

electrical jilant is now at work. In this waj' the cost of

manufacture should be materially cheapened, thus enabling

the firms to compete advantageously in the export field. It

may be remarked here that Siemens Brothers have import-

ant contracts for automatic telephones for the British

Government and other telephone services.

Objects of Present Mission.

As far as export business is concerned, the selling end
of the business will be handled by representatives

appointed by tho associated firms, and the mission now here

is charged with reporting on the most feasible method of

establishing these in accord with local conditions. By this

means duplication of representatives is avoided—a form
of wasted effort very common in the past. Siemens
Brothers & Co., Ltd., erected the first telegraph lines in

Cape Colony 55 years ago, and have constantly supplied

such material to the South African Governments since that

time. They hope that now that the German influence has

been eliminated they will be able greatly to extend this field

of electrical enterprise throughout the whole of South
Africa. Mr. Hopkins and ^Ir. Leonard have expi'essed their

conviction that this working alliance of such powerful
electrical industries under the protection and consent of the
British Government will enable them to secure a large share
of the many installations of electrical plant that will un-
doubtedly be wanted in the near future. Both also expressed
themselves as greatly pleased with the co-operation they had
been accorded by the British Trade Conmiissioner for South
Africa, Mr. J. L. Wilson Goode. They expressed the opinion
that if British Government officers continue to co-operate
as heartily with all British industrial representatives as they
have with them, it will be a long step towards beating
the Germans who, before the war, were already well estab-
lished in South Africa. Both gentlemen also voiced their

warm appreciation of the kindness and sympathy with which
they had been everywhere met throughout South Africa.

They leave shortly for India and the East, in continuation
of their trip round the world. In their tour round South
Africa, Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Leonard are accompanied by
Mr. A. J. G. Simpson, representative in South Africa for

Messrs. Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.

Further Important Developments.

From the report of the annual meeting of Messrs. Dick,
Kerr & Co., Ltd., to hand last week, we gather that some
further important developments are taking place in this

direction. We notice that the chairman of Messrs. Dick,
Kerr & Co., Ltd., Mr. Claud T. Cayley, presiding at the
annual meeting, said that an alliance had been made with
Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., bj' which it was thought
much economy could be attained through the amalgamation
of selling organisations and co-ordination of designs and
products so as to avoid overlapping. Siemens and them-
selves were not competitors in manufacture. They were
long established as makers of all kinds of cables, from
submarine telegraph to power transmission, dynamo
machinery, telephones, instruments, and so on, while they
had specialised in apparatus for railways and tramways,
steam turbines, and the larger classes of electrical machin-
ery. The two manufacturing organisations dovetailed into

each other perfectly, and only small adjustment was required

to bring the commercial sides together with material benefit

to both. This arrangement was referred to bj' Mr. j\lure

Ritchie, the chairman of Siemens Brothers, Ltd., in his

speech to the shareholders of that company in June last,

and it had now been consvmimated by an exchange of

directors, IMr. Mure Ritchie having^aken a seat on their

board, and he (the speaker) having joined that of iMessrs.

Siemens. An interesting development which had taken

place since the last meeting was the establishment in France
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and in Japan of companies to exploit their niamifactiiring

rights in connection with apparatus for railways and tram-

waj'S. It must be gratifying to them to know that Dick-

Kerr machinery ranked so highly in these important coun-

tries that representative technical and business njen were

willing to provide the considerable capital required for such

undertakings. It had further been brought home to the

management that the manufacturing capacity of the country

for heavy electrical machinery was much below the demand,
and that in their own case they must, if they wished to

retain the position they held at present, find facilities not

only for increased output, but also for the production of

individual units larger than tlieir present shops admitted of.

Having reached that conclusion, they were faced with the

difficulty, if not impossibility, at all events for a long time
to come, of extending the works, obtaining the necessary
machinery, and building up a strong organisation. It was
therefore with pleasure he had to inform them that they
had solved the difficulty in a very satisfactory manner. An
option agreement had been entered into with the Coventry
Ordnance Works, Ltd., who owned an engineering works
of modern design and equipment which, although not at

present occupied upon electrical work, could very quickly be
converted to that purpose. The Coventry Ordnance
Works, Ltd., which was not a public company, had
an issued capital of £800,000, and debentures of £600,000.
Its proprietors were Messrs. John Brown & Co., Ltd.,

Messrs. Cammell, Laird & Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Fairfield

Shipbuilding and Engineering Co., Ltd. The shops were
laid down for the purpose of making heavy armament, and
could be easily altered for the production of heavy electrical

machinery.

Some of the Siemens Products.

In conclusion we may add that Messrs. Siemens Brothers
& Co., Ltd., have at present three large manufacturing
establishments in England. The works which began
their activities in IS.iS are situated at Woolwich, and

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT"

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail Wire
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished Wire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Wire Nsdls Fence Staples

Pig Iron, BlooDBi, Billets, Wire
Rodn, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel
Bauds, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing

W4 ar* frtpartd to giv* PROMPT SKSVIOS, anatoHM
your tnjTuiriM actompanitd by tampUU tptci/hatimu.

Addres*

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

CabUAddraMi "PimTOL'*

it is here that the company produces cables of all kinds for

electric light and power, for telegraph, telephone and other
purposes, besides all types suitable for submarine, subter-
ranean and aerial work, telegraph apparatus of all descrip-
tions—such as the well-known Morse, Wheatstone, Hughes
and Baudot systems—telephone exchanges of all sizes, of

both manual and automatic types, and all the accessory
apparatus for subscribers. They also manufacture many
other forms of apparatus for various purposes, such as

signalling apparatus for use on board warships, searchlight
projectors, loud-speaking telephones for ships and mines,
wireless telegraph apparatus, and others too numerous
to mention. At the Woolwich works are produced
also all kinds of telegraph an4 telephone line material and
electric batteries; the output of dry cells having assumed
enormous proportions. The dynamo side of the company's
business is carried on in large works at Stafford, where
generators and motors are made in all sizes up to units of

no less than 25,000 horse-power, and the company are now
manufacturing two reversing rolling mill plants, each having
a capacity of approximately 20,000 horse-power. They also

construct the powerful machinery required for electric

winding equipments for mines, motors for textile factories,

turbo generators, rotary converters, transformers, switch-
boards and switcligear of all kinds for high aiwl low tension
working. At the Stafford works are also manufactured
electric ventilating fans, motor driven ash hoists, crane
motors and other machines of a special character and large

numbers of these have been supplied to the British and
other navies and to the mercantile marine. In these works
are also made the well-known " Z " fuses, of which large

quantities are used in South Africa. The third manu-
facturing establishment is at Dalston, in London, and this

is exclusively engaged in the manufacture of metal filament
lamps in very large quantities.

STANDARD BANK
OF

SOUTH AFRICA,
'

LTD.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL

£6,194,100

PAID-UP CAPITAL

£1,548,525

RESERVE FUND

£2,000,000
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DIVIDEND LIST IN DETAIL.
pared—Rand DeclineRand and Ovitsid ng Declarations for Two Years Com

£1,225 222-

HING

-Far Ej

COMPAN

ist Increase and Central Rand Falling Off.

This,RAND CRUS] lES. Labt

The foUowini; tables show the dividends declared by Rand
" outside " districts gold niininii comoanies for the year! toe

and
jther

K
COMP.VNY Date.

am PL
eeit.

r Capital.

£
Anioiinl.

£
Kate
p.c.

iiat«

p.c.

with those for tlie si.x months ended SOth June and for last year :

New Modderfontein . June 21? 1.400,000 306.250

TliiB

\ear.

Last
year.

Dec.
New Primrose —

30

325.000
420,000 51

J

35

5

iatf per Capital. .\iiiftinit. iiate Rate. New TTnified June 5 250,000 12.500
(li.MI'ANV, D^Ue. cent. £ £ p.c. p.c. Dec. 5 1 2. .500 10 15

lirakpan .Mines June 20 £791,100 .i:i58.220 Nourse Mines .Tune H 827.821 31.043 H 12i
Dec. m 98.887 32^ 47i Robinson June U 2.750,000 41.250

•~2

City Deep June 20 1.230,000 250.000 Dec. 1 27.500 •).L 7-
Dec. 7-i 93,750 27^ 45 Robinson Deep June 2s. per "A" Sliare 50.000 _I^

2

City & Suburban Tune 1| 1.360,000 25.500 n 10 Rose Deep Tune 10 700.000 70.000
f'on. Langlaagte Dec. .5 950,000 47, .500 5 17i Dec. ^i 52.500 17^ 30

Jan. *
1.247.602 54.299 Simmer & Jack June u 3,000,000 37,500 \i Oi

Con. Main Reef .June H 46.785 Springs Mines June 10 ],.150.000 115,000
Dec. n 31.190 — 5 Dec. i-'j 1,153.,500 144,185 22^

Crown Mines Tune 15 940.106 141.016 Van Rvn June 5 500.000 25.000
Dec. .5 47.0»5 20 40 Dec. 5 25,000 10 30

Durban Roodepnort .. — — 125.000 — 15 Van Ryn Deep ,Tune 22| 1,196,892 269.300
Durban Rood. Deep .. June 2i 440,000 11.000 2i 5 Dec. 22i 269.300 45 42i

16^Ferreira Deep Mar. Hi 980.1100 110.2.50 Village Deep June 3| 1,060,671 39.775 H
Sept. "i 110.250 22i 28i Village Main Reef ... June 10 472,000 47,200 10 20

Geldenhuis Deep June .5 58,5.75:! 29.287 Witwatersrand .Tune 10 469,625 46.962
Dec. n 14,644 7i 20 Dec. 5 23,481 15 35

Oinsberg — — 210.000 — 10 Wit. Deep — — 550.000 3
niencairn Dec. 5 550.000 27.500 5 ^- Wolhuter April ii 860.000 32.250
Gov'ment G.M. Areas, June 12i 1 .400.000 175.000 Oct. •-'i- 21.500 6i Hi

Dec. 1.5

970.000

210.000

48.500
27^ V2i

Totals

^4

Geduld Proprietary .. .Tune £5.330 966
Dec. + 6-J

U
1.150.000

1.014.200

743.526

71.875

12.677
Hi 10

7i * Declared in .January in respect o 5 per
.lupiter Dec.
Kniglits Deep —
Langlaagte Estate Tune

Dec.
Meyer & Charlton ... .Tune

operations in 1917, cent.

.5

7i
.50

886.500

200,000

44.325

66.488
100.000

12i 10

on Consolidated Main Roef
on £323,238 issued for Maii
end February.

old capital of £924.364. 2^ per
Reef West as.sets. + Payable

cent

.

about

Dec. .50 100,000
" OT'TSIDE " DISTRICTS.

Bonus 10 20 000 110 no Glynn's Lydenburg ... .Tan. 8-i £170.000 £14,875
Modder B .Tune 42^ 700.000 297.500 July 7i 12.750 16i 20

Dec. 40 280.000 S2| 85 Sub Nigel June fif :J775.00U 36.606
Modder Deep Tune 47i 500.000 237.500 Dec. 5 27.500 •1§ 15

Dee. ,50 2.50.000 97i 85 Transyaal G..VI. Estate, Mar. 3J 604.225 22.6.58

New Goch — — 550.000 — 7i Sept. ~'2 15.106 H 10

New Heriot ,
— — 115.000 — — 55 Totals £129.,5.55

New Kleinfontein ... — — 1.151.540 — -- 5 : 475.000 shares fully paid. ukI iOO.OOO shares partly paid up.

"^iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

TRIMO TOOLS.
DE sure to ask for the Trimo
^^ Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO..
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by All Hardware Merchants.

TSIHO PIPE WRENCH
STEEL HANDLE.

I W" JOHNSTON.
P.O. BOX 5580.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA

:

President Buildings, c'o Presiden t

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg

PHONE 2296.

l^llillllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllMlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIi^
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fi= 77/

::

I

RINTOUL & DAVIS,
Engineers & Importers of Mining & Irrigation

^^^^^ Materials. ^^^^^
REPRESENTING

The Goulds Manufacturing Co.
Pumpis for Every Service.

Main Belting Coy.
" Leviathan " and " Anaconda" Sewn Cotton

Belting. Belt Conveying Idlers.

New York Rubber Coy.
High Grade Rubber Conveyor Belts.

Kennedy Valve Manufacturing Co.

Valves for Every Purpose.

National Meter Coy.
" Empire " Water Meters.

Asbestos Protected Metal Co.

Roofing and Siding.

Whitmore Manufacturing Co.
Gear Protective Compound, Rope and

Belt Dressing.

Independent Lamp and Wire Coy.
" Salamander " Fire-proof W^ire.

Highland Chemical Products Coy.
" Non-Corrosive Coating." Acid Resisting

Paint.

E.M F. Dry Cells.

Made in our own Factory.

W. R. Du Mond Solventine Boiler

Compound.

LARGE STOCKS ALWAYS ON HAND OF

MINING MATERIALS.

Pumps, 3 throw and irrigation

Bronze and Iron Gate and Globe Valves

Muntz Metal

Copper Sheets

Brass Wire

Anti-Corrosive Paint

Red Oxide

Cotton Driving and Conveyor Belting

Watermeters

Gear, Rope and Belt Dressing

Boiler Compound

ELECTRICAL MATERIALS.

Insulating Tapes and Varnishers

Signalling Bells and Pulls

Dry Cells

Watertight Fittings

Accumulators

Bare and Insulated Wires and Coppers

Copper Bussbar

Fibre and Vulcanite, Sheets

Rods and Tubes

Fireproof Armature Wire

Switchboard Metal.

Address : 23 & 24, Cullinan Buildings,
Phone 422, Central. JOHANNESBURG.

Telegrams: -GONDETTA/
Box 1934.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

A Quiet Time—Hopeful Anticipations— Shares ex Dividend.

On Saturday morning business was limited, for tlie third

time in succession, to a dozen sales. Prices were practically

unchanged. After the call Modder Easts came tlie turn

harder. On Monday morning Anglo-Americans, whicli had
come to life again on Saturdaj', improved still further.

Modder Bs. and Modder Deeps both recorded an advance.

Modder Easts made anotlier small advance and svibsequently

were buyers at 18s. 6d. Tfie options remained at about the

old figure. Tuesday's call was practically a record for

inactivity, only three sales being recorded. Government
Areas were weaker, otherwise there was no change \\'orth

noting. Wednesday and Thursday were holidays On
Friday morning before the call, the chairman addressed the

members. After dealing with the questions of cable and
telegraphic delays, he mentioned the efforts that were being

made to re-establish business with Ijondon on pre-war con-

ditions. He next dealt with the position of the Stoclc

Exchange, which was eminently satisfactory from the reduc-

tion of liabilities to the increase of dividend on the proprie-

tary shares. He anticipated a renewal of prosperity during

the present year. .\t the call most of the stocks were quoted

ex dividend, but taking the necessary deductions into

consideration prices were ^satisfactory. Very little business

was put through and mostly in lower-priced goods. The
dealing in outside stocks during the week, was practically

nil.

Tues., Fri., Sat., Mon., Tiies.,

24th. 27tli. 28th. .30th. 31st.

African Farms 15 4 15 4* 15 3* 15 3* 15 3*

Anglo-Amer. Corp 27 6* — 31 0*
. 31 6 32 0*

Apex Mines 7 flt 7 3* 7 3* 7 9t 7 !1t

Anrora Wests 8 6* — ,s B» 8 fi* —
Bantjes Consolidated 2 3* 2 li* 2 1* 2 1* 2 1*

Brakpan Mines 70 Of 70 Ot «9 Ut 68 6t 66 0*

Breyten Collieries 11 6* 11 6* 11 6* 11 6* 11 9*

Brick & Potteries 4 0* 3 9* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*

British South Africa 20 6* — 20 6* 20 0* 20 0*

Busliveld Tins fP 8* 8* 8* 8*

Cassel Coals — 38 Gt 38 6t 38 6t —
Cinderella Cons 5 0* .5 0* — — —
City & Suburbans 7 9* 7 9* 7 9* 7 9 7 6*

City Deeps 46 — 45 0* 45 0* 45 .3*

Clydesdale Collieries 22 6* 22 6* 24 24 Ot 24 Ot

Con. Investments — 20 0* 21 0* 22 0* 22 0*

Con. Laiiglaagtes 18 6' IS 0* 18 3* 18 3* 18 3*

Con. Main Reefs 11 6* 11 6* 11 7* 11 9* 11 9*

Con. Mines Selection 24 0* 24 0* 24 0* — _,24 6*

Coronation Collieries — — -— 48 6* '50 0*

Coronai'ion Freeholds 13* 13* 10* 10* l' 0*

Coronation Syndicates — — — — 2 0t

Crown Diamonds 3 0* 5 0* — 4 0* 4 0*

Crown Mines Deb £100* -- £100* £100* —
Daggafontein Mines 24 0* 23 6* 23 0* 23 0* 23 0*

Do. Options 6 3+ 6 0+ 6 0+. 6 0+ 5 9+

East Rand Coals 2 3 2 3 2 3* 2 •>* 2 3*

East Rand Deeps 10* 10* 10* 10* 10*
E.R. Minings — — — 19 0+ —
East Rand Props 5 6* 5 6* 5 3* 5 3* 5 3*

East Rand Debentures £68* £68* £68* £68* £68*
Eastern Golds 1 .3* 13* 14* 14* 1 5*

Frank Smith Diamonds . . 3 6+ 3 5* 3 3* 3 6+ 3 3*

Glencoe Collieries 6 0* 6 0* — 6 0* 6 0*

Glvnn's Lvdenburgs 24 6* 24 6* 24 6* 24 6* —
Government Areas 91 9* 92 92 3 91 9 91

•tflst«r«d Trad*«%
'RIVERSEA' PAINT

The Best {or Africa.

Quite different from all other paints,

supplied in any ordinary colour.
Klastic, Waterproof, impervious to

heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for

Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for

damp, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands very
high temperatures of superh'ated
steam.

Sole Manufacturers

:

The OASSON COMPOSITIONS Co. Lid.

Three Seas Brand. Fuiham, London, ungund.

Tues., Fri.,

24th. 27th.

,Jlib. Bd. of Executors — —
.Jupiters 4 9* 4 9*

Klerksdorp Props 3 0* —
Knight Centrals 5 9* 5 9*

Lace Props 10 6* 10 9

Leeuwpoort Tins 24 25

Lvdenburg Farms 8 8' 8 9*

M"ever & Charltons — 93 9

Modder B.'s 153 0* 153 6*

Modder Deep 152 0* fel 6*

Modder Easts 18 6 17 9

Do. Options (3 years) ...
— 4 3*

Do. OpUons (4 vears) ... — —
Hume Pipes ' 27 6* 27 6*

Natal Navig. Col 21 0* —
National Banks £14'* —
New Boksburgs 10* 10*
New Eland Diamonds 25 0+ 23 0*

New Era Cons 10 6* 10 6*

New Geduld Deeps 5 9* 6 0+

New Heriots 12 6* 12 6*

New Kleinfonteins 10 9* In 9*

New Modderfontein £26^* £26|
New Unifieds — —
Nigels 4 0* 4 0*

Nourse Mines — —
Pretoria Cements 61 01 0*

Princess Estates 2 4* 2 6*

Rand Collieries — —
Rand Nucleus 1 10 2 0*

Rand Select. Corp 87 6+ —
Randfontein Deeps 5 0+ 5

Randfontein Est — 14 6+

Rooibergs 7 9 7 6*

Roodepoort Uniteds — —
Rvan Nigels 3 0* 3 31-

Shebas —
1 0*

Simmer and Jacks ...
— 6 0+

Simmer Deeps 2 6+ 2 0*

S.A. Breweries 33 0+ —
S.A. Lands 6 3 fi 1*

Springs Mines 66 6 66 6*

Sub Nigels 27 3* 27 4*

Swaziland Tins .

— —
Trans G.M. Est 12 G* 13 II*

Van Ryn Deeps 70 fi* 70 6

Village Deeps — —
Western Rand Estates 2 0* 2 0*

Witbank Collieries —
Wit'Watei'srands — —
Witwatersrand Deeps — ... 13 9* —
Wit. Townships — 24 0*

Wolhuters 3 3* 3 (5*

Zaaiplaats Tins 15 14 10*

TTnion 5 per cent. El(i2i* £102i
New States 20 0* 20 3

S, Van Rvn 13 0* 1.3 ,

0*

S.A. Alkali 36 0* .36 6*

West .Springs 23 0* 23 3

De Beers Pref — —
•Buyers. +Se!lers. *Odd lots.

Sal., Mon., Tues.,

28th. 30th. 31st.

28 0* 28 0* 28 0*

5 5 0* 5 3+— 3 0* 3 0*

5 9* 5 9 5 7*

10 9+ 10 9+ 10 4*

25 3* 25 ,6* 26 3*

8 8* 8 6* 8 8*

154 0* 155 0* 157 6+

151 0* 153 6 153 0*

17 7* 18 1* 18 6

4 G 4 6* 4 6*

5 6 5 6 5 7*

27 6* 27 6* —
21 0* 21 0* 20 0*
— £14i* £14i*

1 1* 1 1* 1 1*

23 0* 23 0* 23 0*

10 6* 10 9 10 6'

6 Ot 6 0+ 6 Ot
12 6* 12 6* —
10 9* 10 9* 10 9*

— £26|+ —
6 0+ — 5 0*

4 0* 4 0* 4 6*

— — 15 0»

61 60 59 0*

2 6* 2 7 2 7*

— 3 0*

2 0+ — —
86 0+ — —
4 9* 4 9* 5 0*

14 3+ 13 6* 13 6*

7 6 — 7 3+

2 9+ — 2 0*

3 3+ — 3 3+

1 9+ 1 3* 1 9+
— ^- - 6 0+

2 0* 2 0* 2 0*

33 0+ — —
6 1* 6 0* 6 0*

66 6* 66 6* 67 0*

27 3* 27 3* 27 3*

28 6+ — —
13 0*

1 3 0* 12 9*

70 3 70 3 70 9*

15 0* 16 0* —
2 0* C, |}» 2 3*

— 54 0* —
— — 19 0*

1 3 r.' 13 3* 13 9*

25 n* — —
3 6+ 3 3* 3 3*

14 10* 15 3 15 4*

£1017* eioiz* £I02i
•JO 0* 20 0* 20 0*

13 n 12 lOi 13

^7 0* 3- 6* 37 6*

23 23 22 10*

£14i* — —
bEx IxinHoa

Since it's only a handful,

why grudge it a place ?
3 sizes,

J in. to 8 in.

1 'I'O-

WILLIAMS' "VULCAN"
CHAIN PIPE VISE.

rtHE WRENCH PEOPLEJ . I

76 1WTiHa.Trn^CTffR.T? fifinfiffrjff,J}t^ glIT^

Lxpnrt iilhio: 76, Slate Struet. New York

London Representative: Bcnj. Whittaker, 2, Norfolk Street. Strand, Vi'.C.
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Small Stuffing Boxes
Need the Right Packing
because the amount of packing is small
and is more likely to burn out or harden.

PALMETTO}}:TWISTPACKING

does not burn out, it't made of heat resisting materials. It does not harden, because each
single strand contains lubricant.

G-iATEs Lonsra- sei?-vice
by unstranding any size valve packed from one spool of " Palmetto " Twist.

LET US SEND YOU A SAMPLE FREE.

GREEN E,TWEED&Co.
Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

BARTLE & CO., LTD., Jobannesburg.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.

"HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

yy

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromax" weighs SO-lbs. It b Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Manager can afford
to neglect the economic
merits of the .... •HYDROMAX f The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crovming effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,
CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

Agent*—

Phones 4113/9.

& ,

Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Teleiram: -hosken.
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

The Outlook for 1919—Changes in Timber, Iron and Steel—The Trend of Business.

A FEELING of optimism usually accompanies the opening of

a New Year—in a measure it is so tor 1919- But South
Africa is up against many big problems as regards the first

portion of the year at all events, and no good pm-pose would
be served in not tackling the various questions that are

standing out so prominentlj'. The truth is that the armis^

tice came upon us too suddenly and so upset the best of

calculations, as many merchants and importers have been
(•aught witii heavy stocks in their warehouses in Johannes-
burg as well as many orders being fulfilled and even yet to

be fulfilled in Britain, America and Canada, and these orders

of doubtful arrivals are the things that matter. It can be

accepted as an axiomatic fact that the mines on the whole
have six months' general supplies on hand, some more,
some less, but in the aggregate the best informed people
accept that statement. The mines would be ill-advised to

go full speed ahead and use up all these reserves, as the

peace is not absolutely here yet and unexpected happenings
may occur. As regards the mines, su[ipose they use up
half from reserves each month, and as to the other half,

well, much of that half would come from the belated goods
on the water, or to come anywa}'. Therefore this will give

our market only very little business for the first three

months of the j'ear, and three months is a long while, seeing

how fast the world, especially the British commercial world,

is moving. Every cable appearing in the press about ship-

ping becomes more encouraging. For example, the Shipping
Controller says the situation was already much easier and
ships were being placed on trade routes which had been
neglected during the war. Again, a Melbourne message
says that 29 steamers are expected very soon to load vip

wheat. The British Government has alreadj' lifted the

embargos off manufactures, with few exceptions, and even

the exceptions can be obtained by special permission. The
most significant remark in one cable is: " The effect of

adverse factors w-ill diminish greatly in a few months, and
every effort is being made by the Departments of State

Appointment of Works Manager,

Umtali.

THE BEIRA AND MASHONALAND AND
RHODESIA RAILWAYS invite applications

for the position of Works Manager, Umtali,

Rhodesia. Commencing Salary, £600 per annum,

with usual staff privileges. Candidates, who must

be conversant with modem workshop and loco-

motive practices, and have had good drawing

office experience, are requested to forward their

apphcations (givmg full particulars of trammg,

and stating age and whether married or single)

not later than the 10th Januaiy, 1919, to:—

The Locomotive Supenntendent,

P.O. Box 703,

BULAWAYO, S. Rhodesia.

(o assist in the reconstruction of the British export trade,
the importance of which is fully realised." A private cable
has been received that the export of white and red lead is
free frorff all restrictions from Britain; the same message
also stated that dry white lead is JE60 per ton in England
(a long ton, and ours are short onesj, which therefore
represents about half our selling price. Hence in a month's
thne the problem of rearranging our prices must be con-
sidered, or may be that when holders here thoroughly gra-sp
the position, the thing will be discounted either partly or
fully very quickly. This is only given as a typical ease;
and yet another—the Olifantsfoutein people say that the
price of glazed pipes is unsettled on the easier side because
several consignments have come into Durban from Stafford-
shire recently. The new price did not transpire, and under
the circumstances the subject was not pressed. To-day,
through the mine reserves being used, and so much material
coming and under order, no one in Johannesburg seems in
a buying iiumour excepting from day to day to fill up orders
on hand to be completed. And obviously oifrs is not an
unlimited market, which most speculators evidently over-
looked when loading themselves up with big parcels.
.\gainst these adverse circumstances looming in the near
future, we -are a very live community with our energetic
merchants and pubhc, therefore if we fall off in trading
with the mines we shall be forced to look for other pastures
by our enterprising people. Naturally there are quite big
fields in Eastern and Western Africa, as well as the Northern
Transvaal, Belgian Congo and other places. It can well be

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

(With which art incorporatxl THE BANK OF AFRICA, Ltd., Established 1879|
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recognised that Johannesburg will not be such a pond or

cul dc sac as in pre-war days, but can be likened to a river

as the outlets for our own people, as well as the newcomers,

will be much wider and greater witli the immense possi-

bilities throughout South Africa vmder the peace conditions.

Another all-important factor for law and order was the

sweeping victory accomplished by tlie Coalition Government
in the United Kingdom, which has been received by the

commercial community in' South Africa with feelings of

satisfaction and pleasure, second only to those evoked by

the announcement of the armistice on November 11th. The
financial people and merchants not only feel that this will

give stability but prove a wonderful incentive to enterprise

in commercial affairs, besides being in itself an excellent

answer to l^olshevism, and, indeed, to all other " isms,"

tending greatly to give that steadiness to affairs on the

Continent so necessary and desirable if the Entente Powers

are to deal successfully with the many important problems

now facing them.

Timber Roofing Iron and Builders' Hardw.\re.

The manager of a builders' hardware house* stat-es that

December was the worst month experienced for five years.

The building trade had a nasty setback during the 'flu

epidemic and has never really recovered. Then came the

armistice, when trade in this particular department dropped

as if it had been cut like a knife, as evei-y contractor and
builder with one accord stopped buying, excepting for

urgent necessities, as the belief was abroad that things

would become cheaper. Cooking stoves are about ten per

cent, cheaper because of advices that consignments are on
the water. This drop is not sui-prising, as the price for

stoves had become rather inflated. Wire nails have also

declined to: 1 in., 135s. ; 2 in., 120s. ; 3 in. and 4 in., 105s.

per 100 lbs., also galvanised roofing iron has fallen about

Id. to 2d. per foot for the 24 standard gauge. Timber is

about the same, but fears are entertained that when busi-

ness in Sweden starts after the holidays values will be

easier, as Is. 8d. per foot is quoted for forward delivery

and even less for March. However, to get the correct quota-

tion we must wait until next week, when business will have

commenced after the holidays. As regards South African

timber, the Government is advertising two forests for sale,

thus showing that the authoiities are alive to the necessity

of securing our present high market values for timber.

Electrical Goods.

There is no alteration in prices and very little doing

throughout the holidays. Household lamps, in consequence

of the acute competition, are advertised all over Johannes-

burg at 3s. and 3s. 6d. each. General mat-erials are coming
in more plentifully than heretofore from Japan, England
and America. Although jobbing and house wiring are very

For Sale or to Lease

The Sweetwaters Iron Works,

NATAL.

Complete plant to make 5 tons pig or castings per day,

easily increased.

Moulding sands, fire clay, ganister and loam on the spot.

Great variety and abundance of the finest iron ores the

world prodvices.

Convenient siding, steam and water power, on main
line, near town.

Every enquiry courted, and pig iron can be seen.

Small capital required ; would consider partnership
with practical founder.

S. L. GREEN, SWEETWATERS, NATAL.

quiet indeed, high hopes are entertained that by the end of

January business in this respect will improve. It is difficult

to obtain reliable quotations at the moment.

Ikon and Steel.

There is no alteration in the standard quotations, but
these will be thoroughly overhauled after the holidays.

Business is very quiet and values have a lowering tendency,
simply because consignments of bar iron and mild steel are

expected from jVmerica and Canada. Enquiries have been
made for barbed wire at 42s. 6d. to 44s. per roll.

The Trend of Business.

At the close of December there were not the usual

enquiries from the mines for the following month's require-

ments, presumably because the chief buying office finishes

at the end of January. The brokers say that it is very
difficult to sell parcels in any lines, even at a reasonable

discount. One party remarked that merchants are set

against buying, which is not surprising when one of Renter's
latest messages states that France may be placed on the

same footing with the Colonies as Britain, otherwise France
will not be able to face the pitiless competition for a long

while to come.

PERSONAL.
His many friends will be glad to know that Capt. Clem D.
Webb, M.C., late of the 5th S.A. Infantry, has received

notification that he had been gazetted Major as from June
20, 1918, in the British Labour Coips, B.E.F.

JF w * *

We are glad to be able to announce that Lieut. Owen
Letcher has returned from East Africa and will resume
duty as Mining Editor of this paper as from February 1

next. Our readers may rest assured that now that dis-

abilities due to an attenuated staff and the paper shortage

are being gradually removed the journal will resume its

former size and comprehensiveness.

iff -TT TT TT

The many friends of Air. Harry Howard Johnson,
M.I.M. & M., M.I.Mech.E., who was formerly well known
in South Africa as manager of the Village Deep mine,
and latterly as consulting engineer to a number of Rhodesian
companies, and who, at the outbreak of war, was consulting

engineer to the Kirkland Lake groujj in Canada, will be
pleased to note that he is home on leave and was the

rocipient at the hands of H.AI. the King, at a recent

investiture, of the D.S.O. for distinguished services in the

field. Mr. Johnson, who is a Lieutenant-Colonel command-
ing a battalion of tanks in France, has also been made a

Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur by the French Govern-
ment. It is interesting to note that Lieut. -Col. Johnson's
elder brother, Lieut. -Col. Frank Johnson, C.^M.G., D.S.O.,
who is well known as a director of Falcon ]\lines, Ltd., and
other companies, has been in command of a battalion of

the Royal Sussex Regiment in India for the past two years,

and is at present serving on the staff' in that countrj'.

The largest and most varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS. RODS and TUBES.

M. BROWN. 180, MAIN STREET,
JOHANNESBURG.

Phoue 6770. P.O. Box 182 5. Tel. Address. "MA I BK
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The Latest

Shaft-Sinking

Record.

In another part of this issue will be found the first instal-

ment of an address delivered by Dr. P. A.
Dr. Wagner's Wagner on the future of the mining indus-
Address. try in South Africa. Dr. Wagner's paper

is easily the most comprehensive review
of the subject we have seen, and we welcome the opportu-
tiity of giving it the wider publicity which it merits.

* * * *
The shaft-sinking record put uji hy Mr. Ivor Rees in sinking

the No. 15 Circular Shaft at the Crown
.Mines has attracted considerable atten-
tion; and Mr. Stuart JNIartin, the Con-
sulting Engineer to that property, has
consented to read a paper on the subject

before the S.A. Institute of Engineers next Wednesday
night. It is noteworthy that the cost in machine spares of

sinking 780 feet with Holman drills was only £156 lis. The
No. 15 shaft, it may be recollected, is 21ft. 6ins. in diameter,
or 20 feet clear after bricking. At the end of December
last the shaft had reached a depth of 934 feet.

tP 'Jp ^ ^

Since our last issue the daily papers have published a fuller

precis of the report of the Treasury
The Cold Question. Committee on the gold question.

This appears to have been countered
very effectively by the Gold Producers' Committee in Lon-
don, and on this side it has drawii forth a reply from the
President of the Chamber of Mines. Our readers are now
familiar with the case made out for the relief of the indus-
try, and 'we can only hope that, before it is too late, the
Imperial and Union Governments will awaken to their re-

sponsibility and duty in the matter.

-Votices or advertisements of appointments vacant on the
mines or elsewhere, so long as the employ-

The Employment ment will be first offered to a returned
Question. soldier, will be published free of charge

in the .S'.^4. Mining .Journal. In order to

assist the mine secretaries to make known any vacancy for

a returned soldier, a free copy will be sent weekly to every
;nine secretary who forwards his address to this office.

* * * *

The value of the war to this country has been the means of

ereating a new and practical interest

Mr. J. B. Taylor's in the cultivation of the soil. Men
Views. who hitherto devoted their whole lives

to mining are tiu'ning their attention

to farming, and there is a general cry of " Back to the
Land !" We reproduce in another column a most interesting

interview with Mr. J. B. Taylor, whose opinions are well

worth studying, and we are sure that all of our readers will

be glad to hear that this successful South African has
decided to return for good to the land of his birth and settle

down to farming.
Tt" ^ "jf "Jf

From a recent census return in the Cape Province it would
seem that there is an alarming migra-

The Migration to tion of i\hite people from rural districts

the Towns. to the to\\Tis; there is an indication also

of the gravitation of large numbers of

poi.ple from various parts of the Cape Pro\ince to the Rand.
.Mtliough South Africa, at present, runs little risk of becom-
ing a country of crowded cities, yet it makes it a more diffi-

cvdt problem for future Governments to convert tliis colony
into a food producing centre if steps are not taken to stem
the tide of migration from the country to the towns. There
is no gainsaying the fact that there is too nnich dependence
on the mines of the country and South Africa has been
spoon-fed from this source of revenue long enough. Now
is the time for the Government to start land settlements
and not wait for the return of the soldiers.
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The annual report of the Van Kyn Gold Mines Estates, Ltd.,

wilt be found elsewhere in this issue.

Van Ryn Cold. Owing to war and other difififiulties the

comj)any reports little more than half the

profit for the year ended June 80 last than it earned for

19J6-17, namely, £96,800, against ^£178,600. As a result of

laljour shortage, etc., conisideral)ly less ore \^'as crushed,

while the average gold production was also lower, and, on

the other hand, as with other liand companies, costs in-

creased seriously. After allowing for the two dividends,

totalling 3s. 6d. per share, against 7s. for 1916-17,

there will be £34,710 to be canied forward, as

oompared with nearly £26,000 brought in. The directors

regret to have to report a decrease in the ore reserves, both

in tonnage and average value, the latest estimate being

1,347,900 tons, worth 56 dwts. per ton. Considerable quan-

tities of ore which were payable on the previous level of

working costs have had to be temporarily eliminated in

making up the latest estimate, but a proportion will, of

course, be taken into account again as and when the present

level of working costs is reduced. While Sir George Albu,

the managing director, in course of an interesting report

—

from which we quote extensively in this issue—expresses

the fear that the mine has passed its zenith, he points out

that ' although we cannot expect a return to the previous

high level of profits, the mine should be capable of earning

profits on a scale which, after the termination of the war,

and with a return to more normal conditions, should show
an improvement on recent results."

tP 'ff ^ "ff

A joint visit of the three Technical Societies, the Chemical,
Metallurgical and Mining Society of

Visit to New S.A., The S.A. Institution of Engi-
Modderfontein CM. neers, and The S.A. Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, will be made to the

property of the New Modderfontein G.M. Co., Ltd. (at the

cordial invitation of the directors and management), on

Saturday, the 18th inst. Amongst the many items of inter-

est to be inspected are the Circular Shaft, the new Reduc-
tion Works, and the Electric Winder, full details of which
will be handed to each visitor in an illustrated booklet now
in preparation.. A special train has been arranged for. The
return fare from any station will be 5s., and only those in

possession of the special train tickets can be permitted to

travel by this train. A dining car will be attached to the

train, which will enable membere to obtain dinner on the

return journey, should they desire it. The Management has

kindly invited visitors to luncheon on the mine, and it is

earnestly hoped that those members who may visit the mine
by other means of transport than the special train will cour-

teously advise their respective secretaries, in order that the

necessary provision may be made.
-JP ^ Tp -iP

From the circular letter addressed by the directors of Nobel's

Explosives Company to the Ordinary
The Big Explosives Shareholders of that undertaking, it

Combine. seems that the long-continued nego-

tiations between various companies
and firms engaged in the explosives and allied industries for

a consolidation of their interests have at length reached a

satisfactory conclusion. The combine is to be known as

Explosives Trades, Ltd., and includes Kynochs and the

B.S.A. Explosives Co., Ltd. The authorised capital of the

new company will be £18,000,000 in £1 shares, of which
£6,500,000 will be in Six per Cent, cumulative Preference

shares, preferential both as to capital and dividend,

.£8,0110,000 in Ordinary, £1,500,000 in Deferred, and
£'2,000,000 " to be issued hereafter (sid)ject to the rights

ot the cumulative Preference shares) on such terms and
conditions and with or without a right of preference either

in respect of dividend or capital or both as the company in

general meeting may direct." It is impossible to say what
the eventual issued capital of the new company will be,

but if, as is anticipated, the whole of the shareholders in

the constituent companies decide to exchange, the issued

capital would be £6,'232,443 in Preference, £7,584,194 in

Ordin.'iry, and £1,430,821 in Deferred, an aggregate of

£15,247,458. The circular gives full particulars of the first

dii'ectors of the new company, with the nominal value of the

shares of the constituent company's undertakings and the

merger exchange, and the directors add their conviction that

the closer co-operation to result from the adoption of this

scheme is necessary to enable the explosives and allied

trades to effectively deal with post-war problems. " Such
an amalgamation as is proposed will enable the various

technical, commercial, and financial problems to be more
satisfactorily handled, and essential improvements in work-
ing conditions and economies in manufacture and distribu-

tion to be introduced, so that the various products of the

company may be obtained by the consumers on such condi-

tions as enable the companj', their employees, and their cus-

tomers to benefit by this amalgamation of British interests.

Foreign manufacturer of explosives and kindred commodi-
ties have already formed themselves into powerful combina-
tions, and British interests must be similarly consolidated

if they are to maintain their position in the future."

T? •TV" tP

The question of dealing fairly and squarely with the return-

ing soldiers is exercising the minds
The Future of the of all thinking people in the British

Returned Soldier. Empire and South Africa if she
wants peace and prosperity cannot

afford to ignore this most important problem. The mines
cannot be expected to do everything. No doubt they will

absorb a large percentage, but the Government and the

people will have to get a move on and devise some scheme
in order to employ the men who have done so much and
made such sacrifices for this country. Arrangements have
been concluded with the War Office whereby the soldiers

will be returned to South Africa in batches of 2,000 per
week. A certain time on full pay will be given to the men
to seek employment and get fixed up. What is the Govern-
ment going to do?

•ff 'Tr 'tv ^r

We notice that De Beers Company, Ltd., have acquired a

large tract of ground on the Sundays
De Beers' Example. River for the purpose of settling

the soldiers, former employees of

that corporation, on the land. It naturally occurs to the

man in the street, that if De Beers and others, such

as Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, are moving in the matter that it

is about time the Government formulated and published

what thej' are going to do. Some farmer has suggested that

tliere are immense possibilities of an irrigation scheme on

the Crocodile River in the Vliegpoort area, Rustenburg
District, where rich plots of ground could be allotted to

soldiers at a vei-y low cost. By damming up the point where
the river cuts through the range of mountains it is said that

an immense reservoir would result ; below the reservoir there

extends for hundreds of miles rich soil capable of growing
anything. Tliis is a scheme which has been commended to

ihe Government. We suggest that the Government take

steps to inspect the site and obtain an engineer's report on
the cost, and if the ground is reasonable in price and suit-

i'ble for a settlement put the matter in hand at the next

sitting of Parliament. The Kalahari scheme, written on by

Professor Schwarz, of the University College, Grahamstowu,
is attracting more than the ordinary amount of interest and
we hope in the near future to publish a series of articles

from the Professor who is the originator of the scheme.
* * * *

There should be no clashing between the various returned

soldier organisations. Some friction,

Returned Soldiers' unfortunately, exists in offices of the

Employment. " Comrades' and Natal League of

Sailors and Soldiers." This should be

nipped in the bud at once, and those responsible should

remember the old Dutch proverb, " Eendracht maak
maacht " (Unity makes strength). At a meeting of re-

turned soldiers in front of the Town Hall on the 8th inst.,

allegations and accusations were made against certain em-
ployers for breach of faith. This sort of thing is bound to

crop up in increasing instances as the men return, and for

lliat reason there should be unanimity amongst all the

soldiers. Employers who refuse to give work to their re-

turned employees on the grounds tliat the men may be
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subject to recurrences of malaria iever are as unworthy of

support as the people who have exploited the soldiers during

tl'.eir absence (and there are many cases) and should be

boycotted. Such employers like all profiteers are merely

thu British types of the Hun. The soldiers should slick to-

fjtthe)' and publish to the world tlie names of such con-

temptible and imworthy citizens. As far as we know the

mines and big financial institutions are "playing the game"
by their men. It is again alleged that certain returned

soldiers have been told by their previous employers that

they were fools to go and fight. Could there be anything

more brutal and Hunnish '? The only way to combat these

unpatriotic persons is for the citizen sailors and soldiers to

combine all their organisations and form one strong society,

call it what name you like, and get together sufficient funds

to assist one another to expose and fight any flagrant cases

of injustice.

* * * *

In the course of his annual report, 'Sir. C. D. Leslie, the

Consulting Engineer to the Consoli-

A Consulting Engineer dated Goldfields, pays the following

on the notable tribute to the Jackhainer.
" Jackhamer," He says: " As agriculture and in-

dustries advance it is to be expected

that the supply of native labour for mining will be even less

plentiful than it is at present. Approximately 41,000

natives, or double the number of natives employed on the

mines of this group, are engaged in hand-drilling on the

mines on the Rand, and as a means towards maintaining the

rate of output on our gold mines it appears highly desirable

to eliminate hand-drilling as far as practicable in favour of

machines of the Jackhamer type. Extended trials with

these machines' at the Robinson Deep mine, as referre3"tcJ in

last year's report, gave very satisfactory results. Ilr'*was

found that eacli Jackhamer, employing an average of 1'25

natives, did the equivalent fathomage of seven hamnier boys
and used only 9 per cent, more explosives per- fathom than
was used irt-ireaking rock by hand. In fathomage bi'oken

their duty. *^ljo\ved an improvement of 12'4 per cent/, as

compared : ttith that of reciprocating machines, which "Used

•ipproximately 86 per cent, more explosives per fathom
bioken. Considerable progress in the use of Jackhamers
lias been made at the Simmer and Jack mine, the result

there corroborating those obtained at the Robinson Deep
and justifying extending the use of the Jackhamer on

each of our mines.
'

'

# * * #

i\Ir. Wickham, H.]\I. Trade Commissioner for South Africa,

has completed hi.s tour in Great

Mr. Wickham's Tour. Britain. The first part of his visit

to England was spent in London,
where he met a great many business men by appointment,

and also devoted two days to the London Chamber of Com-
merce. The second part was spent in visiting works in and
within a short distance of London. During the last part Mr.
Wickham travelled to the chief industrial centres of the

United Kingdom, seeing works and giving interviews to

members of firms. In all, Mr. Wickham visited 81 works, a

large increase over the number during his previous tour, saw
552 firms, and addressed nine Chambers of Commerce.
Except in Lancashire, where the interest shown by the cot-

ton trade was disappointing, Mr. Wickham was very well

received. The' woolFen and Worsted trades in all branches

showed great keenness in meeting him, and so did majiy

other important manufacturing trades. He visited 27
machine works, 12 iron and steel foundries, 10 hardware
workshops, 11 motor and cycle works, six chemical factories,

and six china and glass works. The tour not only revealed

the general alertness of British manufacturers and mer-

chants to understand and avail themselves of the new con-

ditions in the Dominions, but also proved the value of the

system bj" which Trade Commissioners abroad are periodic-

ally brought into personal cont.a.Qt with industry at home.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE FIGHT AGAINST WASTE AISD
INEFFICIENCY.

The aimual report of the Consolidated Goldfields throws
many sidelights on the struggle against waste and inefti-

ciency that has marked the past year on the Rand. The
speech made from the Chair by Lord Harris at the annual
meeting is reprinted in full in another part of this issue,

and may be left to speak for itself as a comprehensive
summary and review of the Rand mining position by one
peculiarly well fitted to judge. In the annual repoils of

Mr. D. Christopherson, the Manager, and Mr. C. D. Leslie,

the Consulting Engineer, we find more detailed reference

to the efforts made to cope with the difficulties created by
the continuance of the war, and the newer problems of the

industry. For instance, ilr. Christopherson pays a notable

tribute to the work of the Central Buying Connnittee and
brings out very clearly the value of the standardisation of

supplies with a view to reducing importations. He shows
that " it W'as found that many varieties of the same line

were in use on the mines, differing only to a slight extent,

but each reputed to have some special advantage over the

other. The Technical Advisory Committee appointed a

sub-committee to investigate this matter with a view to

standardising supplies generally, and as a result standards

have been laid down for screening, mill spares, grizzk'v bars,

skip wheels and axles, piping, belting, etc. Standardisation

will be continued until all supplies have been considered.

As instances of what has been achieved in this direction,

of 98 different kinds of mill screening that were in use on
these fields, 77 have been eliminated. Battery cam shafts

have been reduced from 36 to 13, and grizzley bars from
16 to 3. Economies have been effected in the use of wire

ropes "by" withh'olding" renewals until the Department was
assursid-'' they "-'were -absolutely needed, and by urging the

more,?- extensive - use of discarded hoisting ropes for

mecliftnical haulage, for which purpose they are generally

suitable. Not only is tlie work of this Connnittee extremely

valirable pnder 'existiug conditions, but the results of its

investigations will be of great benefit hereafter, enabling

conSWerable savings to" be made in various directions."

Again, in view of the statement made by Sir Willem van
Hulsteyn during the week that phthisis sufferers were to

have their compensation increased, it is noteworthy that

I\Ir. Christopherson says: " While the mines do not seek

to shirk responsibility in this matter, they nevertheless

claim that compensation should not be unduly increased,

and that finality should now be arrived at. . . . Large
amounts have been spent by the mines in endeavourins to

improve underground conditions, and this is a matter which
has the constant attention of all concerned. To date, the

mining industry has paid £2,709.309 to the funds of the

JMiners' Phthisis Board." In 'Sir. C. D. Leslie's report

there are also several important points not covered by our

extracts of last week. His striking tribute to the efficacy

of the "Jackhamer" we reprint separately; and his

conclusions in regard to the effect of reduced hours are also

noteworthy. ]Mr. Leslie declares :

The lower tonnage for the year is a direct rssult of reduced hours

of labour as from 1st January, 1918. since which time there has been
a decline in the output per underground native affected by the

shortsr working hours of 12'52 per cent., equivalent to a loss of one
and a half months' tonnage per annum with the same underground
native strength. By this falling off the prevailing shortage of native

labour is rendered much more acute and working costs are increased

in every direction, resulting in a greatly reduced tonnage per annum
multinlied by a smaller crofit per ton. The reduced hours of labour,

including the short Sunday shift, which is worked at a loss on mines
with a small margin of profit, have seriously jeopardised the position

of the low-grade mines. The ])roportion of each shift actually

asborbed in the main operation of drilling with machines or hammer
boys is seriously curtailed through loss of time in getting to and
from working places and in preparation for drilling and blasting.

It would be interesting to know whether the experience

of the other groups has been the same as that of the Gold-

fields in this regard. The flatter is of sufficient importance.

It seems to us, ±o warrant further investigation.
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THE MINERAL INDUSTRY OF SOUTH AFRICA AND ITS
FUTUKE.*-I.

[By P. A. Wagner, B.Sc, Ing.D.

Notwithstanding the many adverse circumstances affecting

the mining industry, the value of the mineral production
of tlie Union during 1917 amounted to £52,288,766, only

£036,224 short of that of the record year 1913, when
diamonds to the value of £'11,387,807 were produced. The
diamond output for 1917 was worth £7,713,810—£3,675,897
less than that during 1913. Had it been anything like

normal, the 1913 total would have been very considerably
exceeded : a truly remarkable achievement after nearly four

years of war, and one that, in view of the fact that over 92
per cent, by value of the total output is exported overseas,

serves to emphasise our absolute dependence on the British

Navy. Tables show that in comparison with 1913 the most
important increases were under the headings gold, silver,

coal, copper, salt, asbestos, soda and corundum; also that
certain products such as rock phosphate, tungsten, talc, iron

pyrite, mica and ammonium sulphate, that do not figure in

the 1913 tables, appear in those for 1917. On the other
hand, diamonds, lead and chert show notable decreases,

and tar and kieselguhr, of which there was a small produc-
tion in 1913, are not included in the 1917 tables. I propose,
in the first place, to treat seriatim of the various minerals
and mineral products enumerated in the tables so as to

present to you a general picture of the mineral industry of

the Union, while the second part of my address will be
devoted to a discussion of the potentialities of the country
in regard to future discoveries. Before proceeding, it may
be of intei-est to record that the Union is not only the
world's leader in the production of gold, diamonds, and
corundum, but is happy in the possession of the largest

known reserves of these minerals. In the matter of asbestos
production we stand fourth, and in coal production eleventh.

GoLD.t

Gold has long been, and will without doubt continue for

many a year to be the principal mineral product of the
Union. The total recorded output to date is approximately
134,435,000 ounces — 4,609'75 short tons — valued at

£571,350,200. Much the greater part of this has been
contributed by the Witwatersrand goldfield, the output of

which during the past five years has averaged over

£37,500,000 per annum. The output for 1917, namely
8,822,431 ounces, worth £37,475,303,: represented 42-34

per cent, of the gold output of the world. The high-water
mark of production on the Witwatersrand was reached in

1916, when gold to the value of £38,492,070 was produced.
It is not hkely, for various reasons, that this figure will ever
be reached again. Had it not been for the war, and for the
serious shortage of native labour in recent years, it is not
improbable, however, that the 40-million level would have
been exceeded. At th& present time the industry is faced

with one of the gravest crises in its liistory. As a result

of ever-increasing costs, no fewer than 14 low-grade mines,
responsible in 1917 for almost 19 per cent, of the total

output of the Witwatersrand, are either actually being
worked at a loss or barely repaying exploitation, and it is

quite evident that, unless relief in some form be forth-

coming, most of these mines will sooner or lat<?r have to

suspend operations. This, in addition to being fraught with
the most serious consequences to a large section of the

community, would result not only in a very considerable

decrease in the current output, when, according to the

* Being Presidential Address read before t+ie S.A. Association for

the Advancement of Science.

t I am indebted for assistance in the preparation of this section of
the address to Sir Robert Kotze and Mr. Samuel Evans.

X The output of the Heidelbei'g district is included in this toial.

§ The value of the output of the Witwatersrand mines for the first

six months of 191S was £687,970 below that of the corresponding
period of last year. This, however, is parlJ.v attributable to the
floods during the earlier part of the year.

highest authorities, it is absolutely essential to the success-

ful prosecution of the financial side of the war that gold

production should be maintained at its highest possible

level, but in the ultimate output of the Witwatersrand as

it is certain that a number of the properties referred to, if

now closed down, would never be re-opened. The inade-

quacy of the supply of native labour and the shortage of

glycerine have undoubtedly contributed towards bringing

about this very serious state of affairs, but at the root of

the trouble lies the fact that whereas the price of almost
every commodity incidental to its production has risen

enormously as a result of the war, that of gold itself is

arbitrarily fixed. As a matter of fact, the mines, in con-

sequence of the increase in freight, insurance and refining

charges, only receive £4 3s. 6'84d. per ounce compared with

the standard value of £4 4s. ll'45d., and owing to the

depreciation of the British currency given in payment the

actual value received is much less. As the producers, if

they were allowed to dispose of their gold in the best Allied

markets, would obtain much better t-erms than they now
do, a case for equitable adjustment undoubtedly exists.

Various remedial measures have been suggested to effect

this, among the most recent of which are : (a) That the

f)rice of gold be increased by 5 or even 10 per cent, (b)

That the Imperial Government—it is now generally realised

that this is essentially an Imperial question—should grant

a subsidy of so much per ounce or pet ton milled to all low-

grade gold mines within the British Empire, (c) That part

of the increased cost of production, due to the rise in the

price of commodities and wages, should be borne by the

Imperial Government. The first of these proposals is

obviously im practicable, having regard to the enormous
stock of gold actually in existence—it is estimated at over

£2,000,000,000—compared with which the total annual
production is very small. The second and third, while per-

haps indefensible on sentimental grounds, have both much
to recommend them. A Committee, elected by the gold

producers of the Empire, are at present preparing a case

for presentation to the Imperial Government, and it is to

be hoped this will result in a satisfactory solution of the

problem being arrived at. In regard to the question of

freight and insurance charges, which even in normal times

constitute quite a heavy item, it appears to me that these

could to a great extent be done awaj" with, in so far, at

any rate, as the mines are concerned, by minting as large

a proportion as possible of our gold locally ; and I am
strongly of opinion that a great mint for gold as well as

silver coinage should be erected at Johannesburg. The
silver for the purpose would have to be imported, but this,

after all, is also done in England and other countries.

Assuming that means are found to enable the majority of

the low-grade mines threatened with being closed down to

continue operations, it should be possible for some j^ears to

maintain the output of the Rand at nearly its present level, §

as developments at some of the mines on the Far East Rand
have exceeded expectations, and it is anticipated that the

opening up of new mines in that area, whicli is proceeding

apace, will make up for the decline in production on the

Central Witwatersrand and in the Boksburg area. It is

none the less certain that there will henceforward be a steady

diminution in the production of the Witwatersrand gold-

field.

(To be coniinucd.)

Enemy Advertising.

This Journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages wiU not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.

;j
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RAND MINES AND PEACE PROBLEMS.

The Price of Gold—An Important Decision—Utopian Distresses—The Battle of the
Metals—President Wilson's Rival—The Cross of Gold.

[The Editor of the S.A. Mining Journal is not responsible

for the views expressed in the following articles. They are

sent in by a correspondent who is not interested in mining,

except as a me.mber of the public, and his comments are

those of an outside observer who deals with his subject from
the standpoint of a layman, ignorant of the latest mining
developments and facts. His object is to call attention to

some consequences arising from (1) The Price of Gold; (2)

The Cost of White Labour.]

He writes : It seems, sir, that Rand gold mines have
not come out of the war unhurt. I gather from the state-

ments made by Sir Evelyn Wallers and other mining leaders

that the end of the war finds all the companies making
smaller profits and some of them inaking losses. The list of

these losers is neither short nor confined to the smaller

mines. We may take it that mines producing about one-

third of our total gold output of, say, 38 millions annually

are below or on the line of payability, and that a

continuance of the adverse conditions of to-day must pro-

duce a similar reduction in the prosperity of the Eand and
of the Union. But we have so often heard the cry of
" wolf " about the mines that the public does not take this

newest news about the failure to make profits seriouslj-

:

it is taken for granted that some relief will be got somehow
or somewhere. I want to suggest that to-day there are

factors in the case that must raise the misgiving that it

may not be possible to restore the position to what it was
before the war. And if we cannot, what will follow"?

Can We Get a Higher Price for Gold?

A business man whose profits have gone has two courses,

or rather three, open to him. He may (1) increase the

charge made for the article he produces
; (2) cut down the

cost of his production; or (3) close down his business. The
mines on the unprofitable list published are therefore com-
pelled to adopt one or both of remedies (1) and (2); if they

do not, then remedy (3) comes certainly into action—as it

did the other day in the Bantjes Consolidated. In saying

this I am not unmindful of those confirmed optimists who
think that better ore will be struck when the mines really

need it; but the Bantjes did not strike better ore, and we
may in actual practice leave these lucky chances out of the

reckoning.

Now the hard facts of war have battered many theories

to death, and among them are those speculations and
theories that obscured the effects of gold production on the

prices of goods exchanged for gold. It was taught by such
economists as Giffen that the amount of gold in circulation

did not affect prices. But suppose it does : suppose that

when gold is produced and circulates in greater quantity
than before, the effect is to cause a higher range of prices

for everything that is exchanged for gold; obviously the
conclusion follows that if the Rand gold mines increase the

MlaUrad Tnid* Maik
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quantity of the metal they produce they thereby increase the

prices of the goods the world buys. That is to say, labour
and other costs go up. The answer then to the inquiry
whether the price of gold can be increased is that which
has just been given by the British Treasury Committee
wliich was appointed to consider the agitation of the London
gold companies for a better price for gold. According to the
cable published on Monday, " the Committee is not pre-

pared to recommend any bounty or subsidy for the purpose
of stimulating the output, as such a measure would be
financially unsound. The result of a subsidy would be that
the purchasing power of the whole world's gold would be
diminished, while the value of commodities for which it was
exchanged would rise."

An Official Answer.

The importance of this report is likely to be overlooked,

not only by the public generally but also by many of those

who are concerned in the production of gold. So far as I

know this is the first time in the history of England that

an official commission has endorsed the theory that prices

of goods are affected by the quantity of gold in circulation.

Such a finding will inake some of the older economists turn

in their shallow graves, and it will, too, excite quite a

number of present-day experts to protest. Personally, I

never could see that any other conclusion is possible.

Increase the world's gold output and you increase the price

of the articles that gold buys; decrease the world's gold

output and prices fall ; everything becomes cheaper. If this

is true, as the Committee implies, then future historians of

this era, who know their business, will say that the most
important result of the Great War was the discovery by
politicians and the public generally that the economic posi-

tion of the nations, their prosperity and their pain,

depended directly upon their currency—that is, their money
conventions.

A Utopian Mine.

Perhaps it is worth while indicating the kind of argument
that long ago convinced me and may help to convince my
readers that money and prices are linked together like the

tug and the steamer: that the one follows the other. When
such an idea or guess is started the historical evidence can

be examined for support or contradiction—a subject I do
not propose to enter on except to say that the evidence

supplied by the war has no doubt been the main factor in

causing the Committee to give the verdict just reported.

There is an island, let us say, called Utopia that

possessed a mad banker who succeeded in collecting nearly

all the gold on the island, and then sailed over the sea and
used his gold as a sinker to carry him to the depths. Only

a few hundred sovereigns escaped him, and the island dis-

covered suddenly that the madman had deprived it of its

money. The first effect of the shortage w^as to send prices

down
;
goods became cheaper. The island had a law that

debts can be paid only in gold, and though the authorities

called in the sovereigns and minted them into smaller coins

it was impossible to supply the needs of trade. The banks

refused to lend any money because the law required them
to hold a certain proportion of gold against their loans, and

till enterprise stopiied. Raw materials used in manufacture

became largely unsaleable, and the stoppage of industries

caused great distress among the people, who were compelled

to offer their labour for food only. Most of the country

districts were reduced to bart*^r, and could get few of the

luxuries which they were accustomed to obtain in the town.

The island, in fact, was reduced to the condition of Eng-

hmd in the days of the Saxon and Norman Kings. Then
a silver mine is discovered, and after carefully considering

the relative value of the gold and the cost of mining the
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silver, the price of silver is fixed, let us say, at IQs. an
ounce. The gold in this case was withdrawn from circula-

tion and became the standard of value, and determined the

price of the silver produced from the silver mine. It pro-

duced all the silver the business of the island called for,

and presently baidfing operations and the use of cheques
further relieved the position. The aid from this latter

development was, however, limited, as many of the islanders

were uneducated and could not write their names to cheques
or any other paper.

Then a prospector found another silver mine—a richer

one. The owners produced the silver at 2s. 6d. an ounce.

Tlie mint or baid< of Utopia was compelled by law to

purchase all silver at a fixed price of 10s. an ounce, and in

addition the owner of any silver in bars could have it

minted at the public mint into coin.

The practical effect of such conditions was that presently

the owners began to try and force silver into circulation.

They paid their miners more in order to make them accept
new coins, and these men passed the silver to the butchers,

bakers and bar-keepers. Sellers of produce were paid more
silver to accept the new coins, and the price of goods
throughout the island began to rise. . More silver was
demanded by the owners of goods, and the process once

started, the rise in prices continued until the first mine
closed down. Eventuallj' the second and richer mine found
prices so high that its former profits almost disappeared.

A Complex Problem.

Now this example will not be accepted by experts as

a complete explanation of what happens when prices rise

owing to an increase in the quantity of money. The exist-

ence of many gold-using coimtries and many silver-using

countries, and the vei'y complex relations so created

between the metals and prices, create almost an insoluble

problem, though Professor Ijehfeldt, of the local University

College, has tried to state these relations as an equation

to be solved by mathematics. Again, at no time in the

history of the world has gold been so plentiful as to compel
English banks to take action to escape their obligation to

take gold at a fixed price. I have >ised the illustration only

to show that a disturbance of prices at one point very soon
affects a whole country, and will extend to others. Alluvial

gold miners, for example, who buy their food and drink at

exorbitant prices with " gold dust," cause a break in prices

that may spread far. Money is like water in this respect

:

it tends to reach a definite price level over the whole world,

and a break at one point eventually affects the whole gold

area.

The most common way in which prices are driven up
is by the special rules of the Bank of England, by which
gold is made, bj' law, the basis of our credit systein. When
gold is plentiful in the banks, the bankers advance money
more freely and enterprise is stimulated. Competition for

raw materials comes in and up go prices. This is what has
happened during the last twenty years, owing to the gold

production of the Rand—at least it was one of the chief

causes of the rise in prices before the war. The demand
during the war for goods and materials has been so active

that naturally every class of commoditj' is now high in

price. But it must be understood clearly that the war has
only aggravated a condition of things that existed before

the war. The state of trade and business in Germany owing
to the expansion of credit, made possible by Rand gold,

was indeed no inconsiderable factor in bringing on the war.

The desire to collar the East and as much of the world as

possible became an irresistible passion with the prosperous

German bankers and merchants who had made money by
their enterprises in Turkish railways and in every other

counti'y about the Mediterranean.

The Gold .\nd Silver Contest.

But it is as well to bear in mind also that the over-

production of a metal used as money has been, at times, a

factor in these big questions of price. It was the big silver

mines of South America that set the English pirates, Drake
and Raleigh and others, moving on the waters and capturing

Spanish galleons. We find that gold and silver questions I

began to crop up soon after Queen Elizabeth's time. Gold
was given second place in the reign of Charles II., and
silver became the only legal tender. Later on gold went
to the top again after the wars with Napoleon, but gold and
silver were each legal tender for all debts. Then came the
big silver discoveries in the Western States of North
America in the sixties. The United States and Europe
found their currency systems greatly upset; and England,
which had been a bi-metallic country (that is, a country
in which two metals are legal tender), became a mono-
metallic country.

Bry.4n and Silver.

Naturally this step caused a tremendous disturbance in
the silver markets, because other countries also " demone-
tised " silver. It caused almost a revolution in Western
America. Those South African gentlemen who imagine,
to judge from theLi- letters, that South Africa is a law to
itself in these matters had better look up the biography
of Mr. W. J. Bryan, who was President \Mlson's right-hand
man when the present war began. Bryan came to the front
as a public man at the Convention held in Chicago in 1896
to elect a President for the United States. He was not a
candidate when the Convention began. But a single speech
on the silver problem sent him with a jump nearly to the
top. He has been a candidate for the Presidency at every
election since. And it may be said that if the currency
problems of the world—including the States—had not been
relieved by the discovery of great stores of gold on the
Rand he would have been President of the United States.

He might have been President now during the war! Then
America would never have joined the Allies—because Bryan
is a pacifist—and so, according to some persons, England
would have been beaten.

Bryan is a pacifist because he was a silver man first.

He has studied social questions as a currency expert, and
thinks he can bring in the millenium by making silver legal

tender. We get the note of his mind in the famous final

sentences of his great speech which I have referred to- I

quote it to suggest that " hard " money like silver and gold
carry human fortunes and human destinies with them.

A Cross of Gold.

Bryan declared, like some South Africans, that the

United States could m'ake their own currency laws. " It is

the issue," he said, " of 1776 over again. Our ancestors,

when but three millions, had the courage to declare their

political independence of every nation upon earth. Shall

we, their descendants, when we have grown to seventy
millions, declare we arc less independent than our fore-

fathers? ... If they (our opponents) say bimetallism is

good but we cannot have it till some nation helps us, we
reply that instead of having a gold standard as England
has, we shall restore bimetallism, and then let England
have bimetallism because the United States has. If they
dare to come out in the open and defend the gold standard
as a good thing, we shall fight them to the uttermost, having
behind us the producing masses of this nation and the
world. Having behind us the commercial interests and
the labouring interests, and all the toiling masses, we shall

answer their demands for a gold standard bj" saying to them
' You shall not press down upon the brow of labour this

crown of thorns. You shall not crucify mankind upon a

cross of gold.

'

A speech on bimetallism would hardly be understood in

England. But in the States so acute was the situation

created by the scarcity of gold that the public knew what
Bryan was talking about—and his speech was followed by
the support of the delegates of 31 States. He was then
nominated as Democratic candidate for the Presidency,

though at the time he was not generally known.

I suggest that these references to forgotten matters

remind us that the currency position was an acute public

question twenty years ago when gold was scarce. It is

becoming acute again.

{To- be continued.)
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THE YEAR WITH THE VAN RYN GOLD MINES.

Points from the Managing Director's Report—A Period of Abnormal Difficulties.

In the course of liis report on the operations of the Van Eyn
Company for the financial year ended 30th June, 1918, Sir

George Albu, the iNIanaging Director, writes:—During the
year an average of 140 stamps ran for 318-46 days, and with
tube mills crushed 410,300 tons of ore, yielding 110,359-52
ozs. of gold, etc., of the total value of £460,749 Is. lOd.,

equal to £1 '2s. 5-5d. per ton treated. The working expen-
diture for the s-ame period amounted to £344,648 5s. lOd.,
<ir 16s. 9-6d. per ton, thus leaving a working profit of

±116,100 16s., or 5s. 7-9d. per ton. A comparison with the
figures for the preceding financial year reliects a decrease
of 46,150 tons in the quantity of ore crushed, with a reduc-
tion of £91,564 10s. 9d. in the value of gold won, and of

Is. 8-9d. per ton in the average recovery. As pointed out
in the accompanying report of the manager (and as fore-

shadowed in my report for the previous financial year),

working costs have still further increased during the year
under review, the additional expenditure in this respect
being equivalent to Is. 6-5d. per ton crushed. This increase

is due partly to the decreased quantity of ore milled, con-
sequent upon shortage of native labour, which necessitates
the standing charges having to be distributed over a smaller
tonnage

; partly also to the considerably, enhanced prices

for mining supplies, and the temporary additions to the
«ages of our white employees which w-e have had to make
in order to counteract to some extent their increased cost
of living, and in a large measure to the more expensive
mining in the narrow stopes now being opened up.

Ore Reserves.—The payable ore reserves were recal-

culated at the end of the financial year, and, as shown in

the manager's repoi't, consist of 1,347,916 tons, of an esti-

mated value of 5-6 dwts. over 52 ins. In comparison with
the previous year's return, it will be seen that there is a

reduction in quantity of 382,856 tons, and in value of 0-97

dwt. The reduction in quantity is due partlj' to the higher
scale of working costs prevailing under present conditions,

and the necessity for increasing the pay limit to a corres-

ponding extent ;
partly to the low values met with in the

No. 8 mine, and partly to the limited number of developing
faces at present avaikible. The latter point is instanced
on reference to the footage driven, risen and sunk during the
year, which amounted to 2,786 ft., as compared with 7,689
ft. during the previous twelve months. The reduction in

value is due to two causes. Firstly, to the necessity for

increasing "the average stoping width from 50 ins. to 52 ins.,

and, secondly, to the application of a corrective factor to

the mine valuation, in order to arrive at a, more accurate
figure for the actual recovery to be expected. The increase

in stoping width was found to be desirable as the result of

our experience in working the steep stopes of the No. 3 mine,
where, on account of the friable nature of the footwall, it
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was found impossible to keep the stoping width down to
the former estimate. The application of a corrective factor
to the mine \aluation, although it may appear somewhat
arbitrary, is no new thing. In a mine where the reefs are
wide and the gold is distributed evenly throughout their
width, the liability for error in sampling'is but small, and
when the Van Eyn was in the happy position of working
stopes of this nature, the necessity for such adjustments
was not apparent. Now, however, that such a high propor-
tion of the ore reserve consists of hanging-wall reefs in which
the gold is concentrated in narrow bands, and which, owing
to development being carried out on the footwall portion
of the series, are only partially exposed, the unavoidable
variation between underground sampling and actual recovery
becomes more marked, and it is therefore necessary to
apply a factor to compensate for this. This difficulty of
valuation is likely to be even more marked as the tonnage
drawn from the hanging-wall reefs increases.

Water.—Reference was made by me last year to certain
arrangementf, which had been carried out on the mine to
ensure the future water supply, the effect of which, it was
anticipated, would be to make the company independent
of outside sources. This prediction has been fulfilled, and
it was found unnecessary to purchase w-ater from any source
during the year. At the present time both dams are over-
flowing, and a plentiful supply of water is obtainable from
the boreholes.

Native Labour.—I referred in my previous annual report
to the shortage of native labour, which, although fairly acute
for the period then under review-, threatened to be even more
so in the future. Unfortunately, this actually happened

—

the average number of natives employed during the vear

TAKE
NO

CHANCES
Wliere it's a Difficult Drive.

Fit a belt you know will do

the work, and that must be a

"TULLIS BELT."

"Chonata" beand Balata.
il'riving an.i Conveying)

"St. Ann's" beand Leather.

" Swan " BEAND Waterproof.
(Single, Double nud Treble)

" Homogene" bradd Laminated.

" Viking " BEAND Launder Lining.
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being only 2,310, which represents a further decrease of

320, as compared with the previous year. On most mines

this shortage of labour would be counteracted by the

employment of additional machines in the stopes, but on

the Van Eyn, owing to the peculiar nature of the ground to

be stoped, this cannot be done to any extent, and, in con-

sequence, shortage of native labour is at once reflected in

reduced tonnage and revenue and higher costs—as instanced

in the results from the mine for the past finaiicial year.

Sand Filling.—Simd filling in the Nos. 4 and 5 sections

of the mine is proceeding steadily, and at the present time

a new borehole is being sunk in the No. 2 section for the

same purpose. The value of sand filling to the Van Ryn is

almost inestimable. In certain areas of the mine no less

than four reefs exist, separated from one another by narrow

partings of quartzite, which vary in width from three to

about eight feet. If all four reefs were worked together,

the full width would be unpayable on account of the barren

nature of the partings. The scheme of attack, therefore,

is to work the footwall reef first, and after this has been

exhausted, to fill the excavation with sand, then work the

next reef of the series, and so on. In addition to this, by

adopting sand filling we shall be able to reclaim large num-
bers of pillars from the old stopes, which otherwise would

be lost to the company, since their removal before the stopes

in the vicinity were filled would start extensive caving,

which might result in losing whole areas of the mine.

South Reef.—It will be remembered that in the past a

considerable tonnage has been drawn from the South Eeef,

which is an ore body lying some 500 ft. above the Main Eeef

series. This reef has been opened up in the Nos. 1, 2, 3 and

4 mines, but until lately it had not been located in the No.

5 section. Eecent prospecting work shows that the reej

exists in this area, and that payable values are met with.

Further prospecting work, with the object of proving the

extent of the reef, is being carried out at the present time.

General.—In my report of a year ago I intimated that,

in view of the more recent development then being carried

out, we could not in future look for a higher average recovery

than 24s. per ton, but mining operations for the past finan-

cial year have shown that it has not been practicable to

maintain this figure. On account of the falling profits, and

especially the decreasing yield per ton from the ore milled,

I deemed it necessary to have a thorough investigation of

the mine made by our technical adviser, with special refer-

ence to the question of the value of the ore reserves. As
a consequence of this examination, and in view of the actual

results being obtained from milling operations, it was
apparent that the ore reserves were not giving the full value

indicated—and in the past obtained—from the sampling and
assaying of the blocks. As pointed out in the earlier para-

graphs of this report, the explanation appears to lie in the

change from the wide reefs which, particularly in Nos. 4

and 5 mines, have hitherto characterised the property, to

the narrower reefs now representing for the most part the

remaining ore contents of the mine. The difficulty of

correctly assessing the probable recovery value of narrow
reefs is now i^cognised, and, in the light of experience

gained, allowance is generally made, in calculating ore

reserves, for a considerable margin of error, by adjusting

vakies to a conservative basis. Oiu- experience on the Van
Ryn Estate, however, had for such a long period of years

shown that the values exposed by development were fully

Box 3807. Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALERS HANKEY - - Sole Agent.

borne out in stoping, that the necessity for drastic adjust-

ments did not seem to arise in our case. It is probable that

the change of mining conditions from wide to narrow stopes,

being of a very gradual nature, was not fully recognised,

more especially as its influence only began really to be felt

towards the end of last year. Now, however, that this

influence has become so marked, it has been necessary to

apply a reducing factor in valuing the ore reserves, and the

effect of this is shown in their lower avei-age value. The
recovery value to be expected from the ore reserves as now
revised is round about 21s. per ton, which more nearly

approximates the yield actually obtained during the past

nine months. It is inevitable, in the ease of a mine with

a very long history of successfvd operations, that the time

must come w^hen the grade and profits begin to show a

decline, and we must regretfully realise that this position

has arrived in the instance of this company. At the same
time, I desire to point out that although we cannot expect

a return to the previous high level of profits, the mine
should be capable of earning profits on a scale which, after

the termination of the war, and with a return to more
normal conditions, should show an improvement on recent

results.

It is notified that the S.A.R. Administration is calling

for tenders for the supply of 250 4-wheeled drop-sided sheep

trucks. Tender forms and further particulars may be

obtained only from the High Commissioner for the Union of

South Africa, 32 Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Salphos, Ltd.

Presiding at the first annual meeting of shareholders of

Salphos, Ltd., held in the Board Room, Corner House, this

week, jNIr. E. G. Izod said there were now indications that

the labour position was becoming more favourable. Their

representative at Saldanha Bay reported that he hoped that

within the next few weeks he would be able very materially

to strengthen the labour force at work on the quarry. The
most important point before the company was the grade of

the phosphatic rock which they were able to mine from the

Houtjes Bay deposits. The result did not show such a high

grade of rock as they had hoped for, but when the shortage

of labour was taken into account and it was further realised

that a very large area of ground at Houtjes Bay was entirely

unexplored, it would be seen that it was yet really too early

to make any accurate forecast of the value of the deposit.

The motion for the adoption of the report and accounts was
seconded by Mr. Robert Niven and agreed to. Messrs.

Alex. Aiken & Carter were re-appointed auditors. At the

meeting 146,896 shares were represented out of a total

issued capital of £150,000.

FOR SALE.
200,000 feet New Piping.

20.000 feet Second-hand Piping.

New and Second-hand Steel Plates.

Second-hand Timber and Corrugated Iron.

Engines, Boilers and Pumps.

Zinc Cutting Lathe, Iron and Wooden

Extractor Boxes

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

A. SONNENBERG & CO., LTD.,

Fox, Polly, Mooi and Main Streets.

Phone 1582. Box 4297.
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TRANSVAAL COAL COMPANIES DIVIDENDS FOR 1918.

Company. Date.

Apex June

December

Anglo-French Navigation ... Dec.

Anglo-French Nav. (Pref.) . Dec.

Cassel June

Dec.

Clydesdale Coll

Coronation Coll

June

June

Dec.

Middelburg Steam (Pref.)

Middelburg (Ord.)

Transvaal & D.B. Inv. ...

Tweefontein Coll. (Pref.)

Tweefontein Coll. (Ord.) .

March

.. Nov.

+June

•Marcli

tJune

*March
.. JuneTweefontein United

Witbank Feb.

Aug.

Welgedacht June

* Final in respect of 1917. + Interim.

No. of

Div.

24

25

1

15

15

16

14

15

Rate

per cent.

5

7''2

15

12i

5

t33

25

6

4

6

19

6

15

Capital.

£

150,000

110, OOO

120,000

200,000

185,000

83,000

05,000

99,888

185,000

75,000

60,000

1130,500

210,000

1

26

27

5 33 1.56,750

X Previous to acquisition of Tweefontein and Hende

.Vniounl.

£

7,500

7,500

7,700

S,4(I0

10,000

10,000

13,875

12,4.50

10,375

3,245

3,746

46,250

4,500

3,000

3,600

11,400

7,830

26,250

31,500

5,878

Total for Year.

Rate. .-Vniount.

p.c. JC

10 15,000

7 7,700

7 8,400

10 20,000

n 13,875

27i 22,825

~) 3,245

n 3,746

25 46,250

10

25

27^

33

7,500

15,000

7.830

.57,750

5.878

Total last' Year.

Rate. Amount.

p.c. £

m 18,750

9-6 11.530

7-i 15.000

5 9,250

25 20,750

5 3,245

10 9.989

22J 41,625

10 7.500

25 15.000

25 52,500

^ 5,878

rson's No. 1 Colliery.

PERSONAL.

The list of certificates issued by the Mines Department for

the month ending 31st December, 1918, is as follows : Mine
Overseers' Certifieates (Metalliferous): H. Bond, G. J.

Cook. Mine Surveyors' Certificates: T. H. Nuttall, C. A.

Assayers' Certificates; S. J. Day,Pratt. T. Le R
C. T. Messum

Mr. J. E. H.

Eoskilly.

*

Lomas,

* * *

director of Oceana Consolidated,

now on his way to this country, and will take the oppor-

tunity of investigating the affairs and interests of the com-
pany on the spot. JNIr. Loinas has had a long and successful

experience in dealing with South African land, and will pay
special attention to the company's farms.

* * 9 *

Mr. A. H. D. Cochrane, who is an expert agriculturist, and
who until recently has been employed by the Imperial

Government in agricultural work, is on his way to South
Africa on an important mission, which is not confined to the

affairs of one company, but will be extended to several. Mr.
Cochrane has an intimate knowledge of farming in South
Africa, and important results are likely to attend his present

visit, just as they did a previous one some few years ago.

* * # *

Mr. Frederick William Lunau, of Christchurch Road,
Streatham Hill, S.W., a director of the General Alining

and Finance Corporation, Ltd. (London Committee), the

London and Provincial Marine and General Insurance Co.,

Ltd., and the Sacke Estates and ^Mining Co., Ltd. (London
Committee), who died on August 13, aged eighty-one. has

left a fortune of the value of £172, .511 , with net personalty

£170,174.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

Mozambique Tin Discovery.

The Mozambique Company, it is announced, has received

official information that in the district of Chimoio in its

territory a tin mine has been discovered which is said to be

important. It is situated in the same region where wolfram
was latelv discovered, south of Beira Railway line.

Ut enquiries addressed to the Editor must bear the writer's name
and full address. We cannot reply to enquiries by letter, bul

telegrams with replies prepaid will be answered. Correspondents

ore requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

Shareholder."— (1) The Chartered Company shares are
of the denoinination of £1 each. (2) The whole ques-
tion is under discussion in London now.

L. L. B."—(1) Just a speculation. (2) Should be left

alone.

Capital."—The restrictions on dealings with London have
not yet been removed, though some relief is expected.

" G. B."—(1) Yes. (2) 10 per cent. (3) About three years.

Sweetwaters Iron Works For Sale.

Attention is drawn to the advertisement in this issue of

the Sweetwaters Iron Works, near Maritzburg, Natal. The
property is a well-known one, and it is to be hoped that

capital will be forthcoming to give it another chance.

Leeuwpoort Tin.
The report of operations at Leeuwpoort for the cj^uarter

ended 31st December, 1918, is as follows:—Stamps, 17
(including 2 Nissen) ; time tun, 48'23 days; tons crushed,

5,797 short tons; concentrates won, 129 long tons. Average
assay value of concentrates is f)L20 per cent, metallic tin.

Average price of metallic tin on which the quarter's revenue
has been determined is £242 Bs. 6d. per ton. Estimated
loss, £3,850 Is. Id. ; net adjustments in respect of previous

shipments, £786 Is. 8d. ; loss for quarter, £3,069 19s. 5d.

The sum of £8,189 17s. lOd. has been expended for

machinery, buildings, shaft sinking, etc. During the quar-

ter a sum of £1,159 8s. for development redemption has
been included in working costs. Owing to a serious outbreak

of Spanish influenza at the mine during the quarter under
review the time run only amounts to 4823 days against an
average of 83'90 days for the preceding six quarters.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & GO-, LlilTED.
Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., LTD.

PHCENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., LTD.

DICK, KERR. PH(ENIX. SIEMENS.

CABLES
AND

WIR

TELEGRAPHS

OVERHEAD LINE

MATERIAL
AND

EQUIPMENT.

AND

TELEPHONE
MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC.

JOINT BOXES,
TAPES, COMPOUNDS, CABLE

ACCESSORIES, TOOLS, Etc.

SIGNALLING

APPARATUS,
RAILWAYS, MINES, SHIPS AND

POWER STATIONS.

FOR

PRIMARY
BATTERI

FLUID AND DRY.

Carbons for Battery Making.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., Limited, Woolwicli, S.E.18.
ESTABLISHED 1858.

Telephone : Citjr 6400 (7 lines).

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ONTYNE.—64-68, Collingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

SOUTHAMPTON.-46, High Street.

OVER 4,OO0 EMPLOYEES.
Telegrams : " Siemens, Woolwich"

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.— Clive Buildings, Clive Street.

BOMBAY.- Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smitli'.s Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.-1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

Sole Representative in Soutti Africa.

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams "WOTAN"
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THE FUTURE OF AERIAL LOCOMOTION IN SOUTH AFRICA:

Johannesburg to Durban in Three Hours."

[I5y KnxNKTii Austin, W.P.O,, Ministry of .Muiiitions, M.S. A. I.E.

The changes wliieli are likely to occur in methods ot loco-

iiiotion hy aeroplane are of such importance that the recent

offer of the Daihj Mail prize of £10,000 for the succeseful

rtiglit from America to Europe, and the definite London to

Paris passenger service, must awaken in the ininds of

thinking people the possibilities of haviiig some aerial

method of loconiotion^ between the Wit watersraud and ibhe

coast. The establishment ot a fying school within the

Union will provide a large number of pilots, who will not

be satisfied only to devote their time to the '-' service," but

will extend their influence into the realnis' of private enter-

prise. It is quite clear in England that the (Toveinmeiit

will not take the control of the aeroplane industry, but will

leave to " ])rlvate enterprise " to develop the great possi-

bilities in the commercial expansion ot wluit" .should be,

very largely, an interesting personal business. It is quite

clear, however, that the State will not allow any kind of

aeroplane to be flown by firms or iudivid.unls, unless such

a-eroplanes are properly made ; and to prevent as ffii;_^ as

possible ally loss of life or property through a failure. Fur-

ther, the State will undoubtedly insist upon the test of the

efficiency of pilots, similar to those tests made by the Uuien
Mines Department for engineers, managers and othei's who
are in charge of human lives; and that some system- of

inspection and licensing aeroplanes will also inevitably have

to be provided for. It is quite clear that none other than

the Government departments could possibly undertake the

duty of inspection, testing of materials, and assemblage of

complete aeroplanes for use. There is no doubt that in the

course of time the Fi'ench, Italian, and possibly German
aeroplanes will compete in South Africa with the British

made machines, but it is (from the general public point of

view) inconceivable that any such machines should be per-

mitted to leave the ground for flying unless they had
previously been subjected to Government inspection, and
licensirig for use in South .-\frica. Those who have had the

pleasure of visiting the different aeroplane factories all over

England must have come to the conclusion that the inspec-

tion work done by the Aeronautical Insiiection Department
of the ^Ministry of ^Munitions has been of priceless value in

developing the best pos'jible methods fvf jiroduction, and
there can be no doubt that tire Bi-itish-made aeroplane is

at the present time far ahead gf anything turned out on the

Continent, chiefly because of the A.I.D. The methods of

inspection adopted by the A.I.D. have, as far as possible,

been as perfect as human beings could make them: this,

naturally, has involved some extra expense which has been
more than repaid by the conqiarative absence of failures,

and which .has had the effect of greatly reducing the loss

of life in the Roval .\ir Force. There is no doubt that this

BARFORD & Co., Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen. Ltd.)

SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT,

Large Stocks ol Theodolites, Levels,

Planimelcrs and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances

REPAIRS of Scientific Instruments

A SPECIALITY

Phone 59, RISSK ST., Bo.
1221 JOHANNESBURG. 4040

subject must have had the attention of the Union Ministry

of Defence ; but, in addition, some further attention is

'

required to be given to the subject of the conditions to be
laid down by the Government in connection with the

development of commercial transportation by means of

aeroplane. Mr. G. Holt Thomas has recently advertised

the fact that a regular passenger service will be estab-

lished between London and Paris, the time occupied to be

2.^ hours, the cost approximately the same as the first-clas.s

transport by train. • How long will it be before the Rand
mining magnates and commercial princes leave after break-

fast in the morning from .Johannesburg, and arrive at the

coast in time for lunch? There is no question about the
possibility of safety: it is simply a matter of arrangement,
and a question of time, before such a service can be
adopted. Previous to that being done, we draw attention

to the matter in order that the necessary public regulations

for such traffic should be drafted for general use and guidance
of the " aeroplane travellers "' who niay be attracted by
" .Inlniiiiirslnn-fi In Dnrb:in in llircc hours."

Sale o! Australian

Metals to Imperial

Government.

In the' Budget speech delivered by the Federal Treasurer
(Hon. W. A. Watt) on the 25th Septem-
ber, it is stated: " The exportable
output of zinc concentrates had been
sold to the Imperial authorities for the
period of the war and ten years after-

wards. This sale covered 300,000 tons of concentrates annu-
ally.,. Our production of lead amounted to about 175,000
tons per annum, and the exportable output had been sold

to the British Ministiy of ^lunitions, with the exception
of lead for the markets of the East. Tiie surplus output of

copper had also been sold until the end of this year to the
British Ministry of Munitions. The value of the outjiut

per annum wai* apjiroxinvately .£5,000.000. An embargo
liad been placed on the exportation of tin ores and concen-
trates, and in future all locally-produced tin ore and concen-
trates would be smelted in Australia. The formation ol a

Tin Producers' Association had been approved, so as to pro-

tect the interests of all the producers. Local requirements
would be provided for. The Association would remain under
British control, and the Commonwealth Government would
be represented on the board of director. The Australian

output of wolfram, sheelite and molybdenite had been
acquired for the Imperial authorities, and it was gratifying

that the production of these necessary ores had increased

almost 100 per cent, eoinpared with 1914. Considerable
sums of money were being expended on up-to-date plants

for the treatment and purification of these minerals. On
the whole, the base metal industry of Australia was in a

prosperous condition. So vital was the supply nt iron and
steel to the Commonwealth that the Government had taken
an opt'on of purchase over the Blythe River leases, situated

near Burnie. Tasmania. With the production of refined

mct«ls in the Commonwealth, the . subsidiary industries

vv,>re being developed, such as the manufacture of plate and
sheet iron, wire, white and red lead, zinc p'gmeuts, and sheet

zinc. Bluestone was being produced, and white ai-senie

production was steadily inu-easing. The fabrication of

arsenical compounds was important to the pastoral industry

for sheep and cattle dips, and also to the orcliardists for

spraying compounds. The production of antimony had not

advanced as it should have done, and plants for the treat-

ment of auriferous ;uitihionial ores nuist be installed in the

near future. The production of b'smuth was well established,

and there waS every prospect that within the next year there

wou'd be ample capfinity for the treatment of all bisnuith

rrincenlratcs recovered in Austva-lia."
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i TRIMO TOOLS. j
« /"Sl^l TRIMO PIPE WRENCH ^^

/^MBMimi f^— n^r.i STEEL HANDLE. S
S DE sure to ask for the Trimo wS^^^W Fr EOE sure to ask for the Trimo

*-^ Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO,.
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by All Hardware Merchants.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGE\T FOR SOUTH AFRICA :

I
WM JOHNSTON, President Buildings, c o President

and Von Brandis Sts., Johannesburg-

P.O. BOX 5580. PHONE 2296.
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Workmen employed over 15,000

Works area 200 Acres.

Hecla and East Hecla Works, Sheffield, Eng-land.

HADFIELD'S SPECIAL FORGED STEEL

BALLS FOR BALL AND TUBE MILLS

MINING REQUISITES
of all kinds.

Sole Makers of HADFIELD'S PATENT•ERW TVJKNOKISeSE STEEL-
The supreme material fur the we,iriii3 parts of Stone Breaking
ami Ore Crn.shin'' Ma'liinery, Tr.iniway Track Work, etc.

('omplete Stone Breaking

and Ore Crushing Plants
Head OOite for South .\!nca :

«• 6 47, CULLINAN BinLDINOS,
JOHAKNESBORO.

'Phone 6900, Tel. Add. : "HecU."

WHITMOEE & JACKSON,

17 & 18. Agency Chambers.

>lmry .\ge:itit :

P PEECH i CO.,

Angwa Street.

.Vjtil A^cnls ;

THOMAS BARLOW li SONS,

Smith Street. Durban.
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THE DECEMBER GOLD OUTPUT: GROUP RETURNS.

I

Central Mining/Rand Mines Group.

Tlie following are the results of crushing operations of

the Central Mining/Rand Mines companies for tlie mnntli

of Decomher :
—

Company

•2

•s

1
V
.9 S

a
OD

|.Hg
».§ S (E

S iSS .§2^

zes
3

1 £, hh£ H&S.

Bantjes Cons. . 90 8 7,130 3,039 ,t5,844 18/10-1

City D<?pp .\154 10 45,000 21,4.53 22,992 29/ 5-2

Con. Maui lU-vi 220 6 43,420 15,425 4,833 27/ 5-1

Crown Mines . .

.

660 26 132,000 45,674 21,630 25/10-5

Dur. Rood. D)).. 100 3 26,200 9,175 3,080 26/ 9-0

East Kami Piop. 600 23 11.5,000 32,439 11,802 21/ 5-1

Ferreira Deep ... 280 7 3.5,500 13,480 11,848 24/10-8

Geldenhuis Deep 800 7 47,000 13,108 n,2B3 23/ 8-9

Knight Central .. 120 3 17,350 6,445 1 ,476 29/ 2-2

-Modder B b104 8 57,000 26,728 52,236 20/ 6-3

New ^Modder . . (236 1.5 70.000 37,519 85,062 20/ 8-8

Nourse Minos ... 180 5 31,200 10,467 ='3,640 30/ 4-9

Robinson 180 6 36,100 10,417 4,467 21/ 6-0

Rose Deep 300 7 44,300 12,121 5,663 20/ 2-2

Village Maui P.. 130 4 17,600 6,(J92 2,506 •25/10-2

Wolhut'er 120 4 27,300 8,783 5,278 22/11-0

\'illage Deep ... 180 7 46,800 15,3.35 6.6()2 24/ 3-8

Wit. Deep 200 5 26,400 7,685 *2,577 26/ 1-9

Tls. A averages 4154 149 825,.3O0 295,385 237,879 24, 07

.\ Includes 4 Nissen stamps, b Includes 24 Nissen stamps.

c Ineludes 56 Nissen stamps.

* Loss.

Eiist Hiind PnTpricldnj Minr.-;, Lid.—It is hoped to

restart development on a somewhat larger scale in the com-se

of the next two or three weeks.

Bantjes Consolidated Mines, Ltd.—The clean-up of the

miderground workings and surfa"&e accumulations was con-

tinued and anticipated to be completed in -January.

General Note.—The results of all mines have been

affected by the continued acute shortage of native labour

due to the influenza epidemic, the numbers employed during

December being considerably lower than for November.
Recruiting in Union Native Territories is gradually improv-

ing but has lieen temporarily suspended in East .\frica.

Transvaal G.M. Estates.

The following are the particidais of this companj-'s out-

put for the month of December, 1918:—Central Mines:
Tons crushed. 2,850; yielding 831 fine ozs. Elandsdrift

Mine: Tons crushed, 700; yielding 324 fine ozs. Vaalhoek

Mine: Tons crushed, nil. Estimated value of month's
output, £4,862. Estimated loss for the month, £7,77.6.

Labour supply gradually increasing; improved results

expected for .Tanuary.

Glynn's Lydenburg.

The following are the particulars of this company's out-

put for the month of December: Tons crushed, 1,318;

yielding fine ozs.; estimated value of month's output,

£2,186; estimated loss for the month, £1,276. Labour
supply gradually increasing; improved results expected for

Januarv.

New Heriot.

The result of the New Heriot Company's operations for

the month of December, 1918, was as follows :—Tons milled,

11,100; gold recovered, 3,870 ozs.; profit, £791.

Baru£
The results of operati

ito Group
ons of the

>.

Barnato group for

December are as follows:—
Tons Revenue

Mine. Stamps. Crushed. from Gold

Consolidated Langlaagt.' . . . 100 37,400 i;47,.586

Ginsberg 75 12,000 12,791

; Government Areas . . . 180 93,000 171,837
Langlaagte Estate ... 200 44,190 54,781
New Primrose . . . 9(J 17,800 15,99.3

New Unified . . . 00 13,100 12,164

Randfontein Central ... . . . 600 118,200 128,363
Van Ryu Deep ... 90 40,800 94,389
Witwatei-srand ... 215 .33.300 37,850

Totals and aM'ragf;

November totals ..

1610 409,790 £575,754

1770 4.39,460 £619,254

Working Gross
Totiil Co.st.s Profit includ-

. Mine. Working per Ton ing Sundry
Costs. Milled,

.'^billings.

Revenue.

Consolidated lianglaagte . £38,751 20-722 £9,013
Ginsberg 12,0-22 20-037 847
Government Areas ... . 102,238 21 087 70,142

Langlaagte Estate ... 41,669 18-858 13,-232

Ne«- Primrose 14,785 16-612 1,301

New Unified 9,719 1 1-839 2,482

Randfontein Central . 140,2.57 -23-732 *10,945

\pn Rvn Deep 47,244 •23-159 48,104
\^'itwatelsrand 33,7tU •20-279 5,114

Totals and average^ .
£•440,440 21-496 £139,-290

November totals t-463,678 21102 tl59,347

Loss.

Monihlu Gross I'mjil for 1918.—Jamiarv. £190,628;
February, "'£159,'225; March, ±136,496; April, £164,186;
May, £179,975; June, £180,141; .July, £188,103; August,
£186,-284; September, £'200,879; October. £170.688;
November, £1.59,347; December, £139,290.

Profits of companies adversely affected by native short-

age. Randfontein Central, in addition, had strike of white

employees at Block A. shaft lasting a fortnight.

Consolidated Mines Selection Group.

The following are the results of operations for the mouth
of ];)ecembei- :

—
Stamps Ton.s Working Coats

Working. Milled. jierTim Milled

110
'

44,(X!0 -26/ 1-810

80 28,800 25/ 9-0'23
Brakpan .Mines

Springs Mines

Totals and averages 190 72,800 •25/11-917

\'.Uue nf Yield Working Working
Gold per Profit." Piofit

declarid. Ton. per Ton.

Brakpan Mines... £83.972 88/ 2-0'26 £26,440 12/ 0-216

Springs ^Mines ... 67,-282 46/ 8-687 • 30,199 20/11-664

Totals A- averages €151,254 41/6-639 £56,639 15' 6722

P.O. Box 3807.

ROCKWOOD PRESSED STEEL UNIONS

H. ALERS HANKEY Sole Agent.
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Albu Group.
The December operations of the

group were as follows:—
tii-odnein.c mines of this

Tn„s T..tHl

Com; .iny. Stampi. Cni.slieii. Co--t.

.Vtirni-a W'esl 60 10,700 £13,647

-Mever anj ('hailtuii 75 13,035 15,697

Xow Cloch 80 15,150 13,767

Eoodepoort United 80 24,000 25,•250

Van Evn Estate 140 . 32,300 28,^255

West Kand Consolid il:'d .. 100 •28,400 33.395

.585 124,185 £130,011

Co.st per Total

Company. Ton. Revenue. Profit.

.\urora West . 25-51 £10,713 •£2,934

Mej'er and Charlton ... 23-02 39,215 •23,518

New Goch 18-17 13, -266 -501

Roodepoort United ... . . 21-04 22,790 *2,460

Van Evn Estate 17-49 32,318 4,063

West Eand Consolid.ited .

•23-51 32,000 -1,.395

£1.50,302 .£•20,291

* Loss.

The operations of all the mines of the group are

seriously affected by the continued shortage of native labour.

Aurora TTV.s-f.—Additional rock drills should arrive

within the next week, which will enable the tonnage to be

increased.

Union Corporation.

Results of operations on the producing mines of this

group for the month of December:—
Ton.s Total Revenue

Company Stamps. Criislied. Revenue. per ton

Geduld Proprietarv 100 42,500 £63,147 29/ 8

Modder Deep Levels ... 70 40,900 84,331 41/ 3

Princess Estate 60 17,500 21,979 25/ 1

Tot-als •230 100,900

Costs.

169,457 —
Profit.

Company.

Geduld Proprietary

Modder Deep Levels ..

Princess Estate

Total. Per Ton.

. £42,025 19/ 9

. .36,748 18/

27,265 81/ 2

Totiil. Per Ton

£21,1-22 9/11

47,583 23/ 3

*5,^286 6/ 1

Totals £106,038

* Loss.

£63,419 —

Priii'jcss Estate.—The continued shortage of native

labour again adversely. affected this company's results. The

native labovu- position is, however, slowly iiiipro\ iiig.

Swaziland Tin.
Tiu' following are the results of the operations «f this

company for the month of November, 1918:—Output of tin,

21-5 tons of 70-9 per cent, concentrate; estimated working
loss, based on tin at £'200 per ton, £257; iidjustments on

previous shipmeuts, £386; total loss, £643. The November
operations were adveisely affected by the influenza epidemic.

Conditions at tiie mine are now nonrinl.

Manicaland Gold Output.
The miueral output ol the Tcriitoiy of llie Companhia

de ;\lo(;ambique (Manicaland) for tlie month of November,
1018, is as follows:— .Mluvial : Gold wfin (fine), 231 ozs.

9 dwts. ; cubic metres dredged, 15,007; value, £959 9s. 2d.

Copper: Copper declared, 7-5 tons; value, £750.

Notices of appointiuents vacant on the mines .'iie inserted

fi'.'i' in till' advellisemcnt columns of this j'nunal.

Consolidated Gold Fields Group.

The following are particulars in regard to the outputs and
profits for the montli of December of the undermentioned
companies of the Consolidated Gold Fields group:

—

No. of Tube Tons Gold Total
Cumpauy. .Stamps. Mills. Crushed. declared. Profit

Fine Ozs

Simmer and -Jack . . . 320 i 45,700 12,616 £7,303
Eolainson Deep 90 6 39,400 12,889 * 1,450
Knights Deep ... . . . 400 11 78,<")00 14,437 *7,732
Simmer Deep ... . . . 220 10 43,100 11,:399 1,^221

.Jupiter ... 80 .5 23, '200 6,818 2,384
Sub Nigel ... .30 •2 9,700 6,061 7,.590

Tot! ... 1140 41 239,1(10 64,220 £9,310
' Loss.

The simdry revenue included in the above total declared
profit Or loss is as under: Simmer and .Jack, £1,500;
Knights Deep, £^209; Simmer Deep, £309; .Jupiter, £471;
Sub Nigel, £21; t<.t il. .£2,510.

Gold naicrrr.—Simmer and .Jack, 1,100 ozs. ; Sub Nigel,

3,-231 ozs. ; total, 1,331 ozs.

Shoi-fage of native labour was severely felt by all the

companies, but there are indications of improvement in this

respect.

Village Main Reef.

It is announced that no further dividend will be paid in

respect of the operations of the Village ^lain Eeef G.-M. Co-

lor the current vear.

The South African Rubber

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber
Goods of every description in Soft,

Medium and Hard Rubber.

Vacuum Brake and Coach Gear for

Railways, Municipal and Sugar Mill

Fittings and Mine Fittings.

On and from January 1st, 1919, all Sales

will be effected by Messrs. Reunert and

Lenz, Ltd., as Sole Selling Agents for the

South African Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. All enquiries regarding prices and

details as to quality, etc., should be ad-

dressed to

Messrs. REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.,

CONSOLIDATED BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG.
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A PIONEER ON THE PROGRESS OF SOUTH AFRICA.

A Cheei'ful Outlook—Mr. J. B. Taylor's Review and Forecast.

A icKPiiESKNTATiNi: ot the Cupi' Tiinni has had an opportunity

of :i talk \\it!i Mr. .1. B. Taylor, who returnefl some time

ago from a prolonged residence in England. Since his

let inn, 'Slv. Tayl(ir has travelled all over the Union, and

has hegun a new South African life by purchasing an exten-

sive faiTn at Saldunha Bay, where he intends settling down
with his sons. The conversation turned chicHy on the

contrast between then and now, very much in favoiu' of

the now. " I find South Africa," said Mr. Taylor, " very

different to-day. I knew it in the days rif mines and pro-;-

peeting for mines, when people talked of nothing but gokl

and diamonds. Share speculation was rife, and fanning

badly neglected. The farmers were mostly transport riders.

To-day I find the people of South Africa intent on farming
.

and industrial d<'veloi3ment, and more prosperous than they

have ever been in consequence. 1 have visited many coun-

tries since I left South Africa, including America, Canada,
India, Ceylon, the whole of Europe, and parts of Asia.

Palestine, Egypt and Northern Africa. Nowhere have I

seen a country which offers greater or even as great attrac-

tions and rewards to the settler than are offered by Soutln

Africa. I am thoroughly convinced that, given peact'ful

development. South Africa is going to take a very prominent
part in the future, and will attract men and capital from
every part of the civilised world. Climatically, we have
the advantage over every country 1 have seen. It is a

white man'.s covmtry. Twenty-five years ago everj-one

wanted to get rich quickly and go away. To-day the people

in South Africa are content to make South Africa their

home. Children aro being educated here instead of being

sent abroad. Instead of going to Europe for their holidays,

1 find that the people are content to visit their own seaside

resorts and watering places, rightly spending their money
in the Union. In touring the Union I have been surprised

to find what changes have taken plaf-e. My old mining
friends, scattered all over the country, who, when I left here

used to talk of nothing but mines', shares and prospecting

development, now seem to think of nothing else but
farming. The topic of conversation is up-to-date farming,

motor-traction, steam ploughs, new grasses, foddeis, silos,

dairy farming, ranching, blood stock, irrigation, water con-

servation, boring, etc; In the large centres thi-oughout the

Union men's minds are active in the direction of industrial

development. When I left South Africa we had a- few small

sugar factories—practically notliing was being made in

South Africa. Butter, cheese-, milk and most of the ueces-

sai'ies of every-day life were beiiig imported. To-day we
have large sugar estates and refineries capable of satisfying

all our requirements and preparing for export. The by-

products, formeily wasted, are being turned into motor
spirit, ether, fertilizers, wax, etc. Tea plantations, jam
factories, dairies, dried friuts, wines, beer, matches, leather

boots, blankets, tweeds, iron, carbide, fertilizers, paints,

condensed milk, bacon, fish canning, cement, piping, tiles,

furniture, tobacco—all are being made in the Union, and
give promise of making us self-supporting. One has only to

look at tlie old import figures to realise what it will mean
for the Union to have all this money kept in the country.

Water conservation and irrigation schemes promise to give

us a large number of contented settler.;. These will add
greatlj- to our output, and enable South Afiiea to become
an expoi't country. When I think of the days when one
travelled through South Africa aloug the transjiort roads

—

.seeing dead cattle everywhere on the roadsid(> aTid thousands
of v\iltures all over the place—I marvel at the change. It

is true railways do most of the lrjns])ort now, but it is

nevertheless very striking that, in the whole of my recent

travels through the Union, covering tiiany thousands of

miles by motor, I have not seen a single vulture, and only

ouf dead animal on the roadside. Cattle diseases have been
checked, and look like being stamped out. Instead of the

old Afrikander breed of stock, one sees some herds of Here-
fords, Shorthorns, Ayrshires, Black Angus, Frieslands,
Devons, and the best breeds of sheep; whilst the quality of

the horses, mules and donkeys has been greatly improved.
When one considers the trials and tribulations that South
Africa has passed through in recent years, and realises that
in spite of all sorts of advei-se conditions, what progress has
been made, then there seems to be no limit to what may
be done under more peaceful and prosperous circumstances.
Men and women of the Union have but to unite to build
up a great South Africa. Give politics a rest. I have no
doubt about the future prosperity of South Africa—none
whatexer. I am firmly convinced South Africa will become
self-supporting, and unity will reign among the people. Evil
influences have been at work within the Union, just as
actively-^s they are at work throughout Europe to-day. It

cannot last in South Africa, because our real differences are
nil. Though much has been done of late years, there is still

a lot to do. Forestry and fisheries may be named as two
urgent matt-ers for attention. Trees grow everywhere you
plant them, the sand flats and the mountain sides cry out to

be planted. The ocean teems with fish life, and fortunes
are beiirg made by those who hold the monopoly for supply-
ing oiu- wants. Notice has been given by one large fishery

company that from January I the price 'of fish will be 6d.

per pound. Just think what it means. When I left South
Africa you could buy a 20 lb. Cape salmon for Is. 6d. It is

now proposed to charge 10s. How many people are there

in the Cape Peninsula who can pay 10s. for geelbek? The
watering places within the ITnion deserve more attention,

Caledon, Aliwal North, Warmbaths, Port Elizabeth, ilon-

tagu, and other well-known springs have great curative
value. These springs are an enormou.s national asset. When
cheap and fast passages can be made from Europe, it is

reasonable to believe that a gre^t many people will come
to our watering places to spend the English winter—the
tendency will be to spend our money within the Empire.
It is perhaps a pit.\ that the hospitals erected during the
war for troops were not built around some of our watering
places. The patients would have received much benefit

from the wateis, and the luiildings would have been of

permanent use to the community. I was very much struck
by the magnitude of the work done at Sundays Eiver for

bringing on water for irrigation. Sir Percy Fitzpatrick and
his colleagues on the Board of the Sundays River Settle-

ment Co. deserve the greatest possible praise foi- what they
have done to induce land settlement in the valley. All the
conditions are favourablt" for citrus, fig, and other fruit

growing. Lucerne thrives, the climatic conditions are good
—no extremes of heat and cold. In fact, Sundays River is

an ideal place foi- intending settlers who wish to make South
Africa their honre. They cannot fail to prosper if they work,

and apply themselves diligently and intelligently to culti-

vate the rich soil in Sundays River Valley. There are many
places in the Union where similar work can be done, and
advantage taken of the wonderful Karoo soil, rich valleys,

and an incomparable climate and geographical position.

Wherever I went in every Province of the Union the poor
white problem loomed very large. Coming direct from
Europe, where every property holder has to pay a poor rate,

it natiu'ally occurred to me that a possible solution of our
poor white problem might be the application of a poor rate,

with the proceeds applied to educate the children of the poor
and teaching them a trade. It may mean compulsion, but
it would be worth it, if in a generation we cotdd do away
with the evil. Althoiipli I have not mentioned ranching, I

am full.y alive to the great future for stock leariug v\itliin

the Union and also in Rhodesia, where land can be acquired
on very easy terms. If evidence is wanted that South
Africa will, iu a very few years, export meat, the intending
rancher has only to look at the figures officially published
showing the enormous increase of stock din-ing the jtast ten

years."
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Gomments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the

Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

The Question of German Trade.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining Journal and Engincrrnuj Rrcnrd.

Sir,—In your itisue ot December 28 there appears under

the heading "of " Trade with Germans " a letter which is

very clearly written by one who knows of what he writes

in regard to German cruelty and brutality. It certainly will

do no harm to reiterate and keep on reiterating the fact thai

the Hun lias admirably proved himself to be tlie Blonde

Brute of Creatiou. Every thinking person in this world

must realise that. I often" think indeed that the Hun must

i-ealise it himself. I have no personal knowledge of the

Germans in Europe during the past four and a half fateful

years, but I have had considerable experience of the kindly

Teuton and his methods in his late African Colonies, both

during and before the war. I know from what I have seen

with my own eyes that the German treatment of his late-

native subject races lias always been the essence of cruelty

and injustice, and that during the campaigns in South-West

and East Africa the Hun has excelled himself in his

diabolical and systematic brutality. Had I the space I

could tell you of scores of instances of the most terrible and

revolting
"

" frightfulness " imaginable. The Germans
undoulitodly have placed themselves outside the pale of

ei\ ilizalion, and t-thically your L-orie.spondent's view that

the wliole nation of Hims should be treated to a rigorous

trade boycott is a wholly correct view to take. But would
it profit us to impose tliis commercial penalty upon a race

of people who, though brutes at heart and murderers of

women and children, are essentially industrious, scientific

and studious"? I think not. My view is that we can only

recover from Germanj' a portion of the vast sums of money
which the AUied nations iiave expended on this terrible war
by re-establishing German industries and fostering German
trade, but alwa.ys to our own advantage. If we cripple

industrial Germany the vast damage wrought by their now
defeated armies in France and Belgium, in Italy, in the

liallvans and in Russia will not be recoverable from the men
who did tiiis foul thing. Therefore I say let Germany slave

for the nations she has made suffer. Let the German
become the serf of the world until the material damages of

the vi-ar have been recovered. Ijct us foster German indus-

trialism—at the point of the bayonet if necessary. liCt us

encourage Germany to erect factories so that we may ring

tliem in with cannon if it be recjuired. Let us reorganise

Germany and then exact from her all tlie profits of her toil

for a century or two centiu'ies to come.—Yours, etc.,

• BUTLANIA."

Capetown, Jan. 4, I'.Uft.

The Future of the

Mining Market.

]\Iost good shares

In concluding its interesting series of articles on the future

of mining shares, the Financiid Tmics
says: "The outlook for the mining
markets in the early days of peace is, in

our opinion, obscure and uncertain,

have risen i)i recent months to prices

which "fully discotuit their immediate dividend outlook,

while many bad ones have apjjreciated to a level which

discounts the prospects of peace bringing a mining millen-

nium. .Vustralia and South Africa have bought freely of

shares in their own mines which they will possibly want to

resell here when the Stock Exchange is no longer working

under the Emergency Eegulations. Home business men
will in many cases desire to withdraw their capital from

the Stock Exchange to expand tlieir factories and other

works. Moreover, there is still an enormous enemy-
holding, mainly of South African mining shares, to be dealt

witli. Ha]i])ily there is probably no need to fear—especially

after the I'ecent relapse in base-metal shares—a serious

slump in any direction. The system of cash dealings under

wiiich Stock Exchange business has been conducted ever

since the re-opening of the House in January, 1015, should

obviate that risk."

gp tP •TT tP

The secretary of the Globe and Phoenix Gold Mining Com-
pany has issued the following circular

A Clobe and to shareholders: " The response to the

Phoenix Subsidiary, proposal of the board in their circular to

form a develo[)ment company is now to

hand. 1,133 shareholders have expressed their approval,

and only 81 have expressed their disapproval. In view of

this ovei'whelming assent the board have proceeded to

register a development company under the name of Phoenix
Mining and Finance, Ltd. The object for whieli this com-
pany iuis been formed was set out in the above-mentioned
circular. The board wish only to emphasise the fact that

the practical management will be primarily in Soutii .\frica,

where various propositions are already \mdor consideration.

The services of Mr. D. P. McDoTudd, the eminent geologist,

who was one of the principal advisers and witnesses in the

recent litigation, have been secured, and he will shortly

sail for Tihodesia. Your present board will form the first

directors of the new company, Mr. Tom Priest will act as

secretary, and Messrs. Price Waterhouse & Co. as auditors.

The new company being a purely domestic concerii in which
onh' the Globe and Phoenix Company and its shareholders

are being offered shares, it has not been considered neces-

sary to obtain the sanction of the Treasury to this issue.

The new comjiany will not be biu<lened with any promotion
monej', commission, lirokerage or other initial expenses

bej'ond actual formation costs. This invitation to subscribe

is addressed only to shareholders, whose applications need

not, houever, be prj luta. .\ny surplus of applications will,

however, be allotted on a [no rata basis. The capital of the

Phoenix Mining and Finance, Ltd., is i2u0,000 in 250,000

sliares of £l each. i)ayable 2s. 6d. <-)n application, 2s. 6d.

on allotment and the l)alance in calls not exceeding 5s. each

at intervals of not less tlian thrro months."

*
"n* "fT "Jt"

Sjieaking at the last irionthly m.^eting of the South .\frican

Institution of Engineers, Sir Evelyn
Lessons of Wallers, President of the Transvaal Cham-
the War. Iier of Mines, expressed appreciation of

the united effort put forth during the war
by those engaged in the mining industry. From the men
at the head office and on the mines with w'hom he had the

pleasure of being associated, he knew of the extraordinarily

valuable work that had been done for the mining industry.

Continuing, Sir Evelyn Wallers said, inter alia:—"I am
speaking not only of resident engineers but of foremen
smiths \\ho have shown me a variety of things that they

have conceived and executed in a time of stress. The value

of the work done appears to me t« lie in the opportunity

afforded of co-ordinating the information and the experience

derived by those various men. It seems to me that we do

ratiier neglect in the industry the value of getting into a

co-ordinated form the various experiences of some of the

technical men on these fields. Each group, each mine, is

inclined to go on its own, has been more inclined than is the

case npw. I agree with a remark that has been made lliat

if we can get some method, or the right set of individuals,

to collect the information, the value of that information will

be infinitely greater than any small amount of expense in

collecting an<l paying those people."
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Rhodesian Section.

RHODESIAN MINERAL OUTPUT IN DETAIL.

1-21

We have received for publifation from the office of the

Rhodesia Chamber of Mines (Incorporated) the following

detailed statement of the mineral outinit for the month of

Novomlier. 1918, with comparisons and \alu.'s:—
ilATABELELANU

No. of Tons
stamps, treated.

BUL.WV.WO DisTHKT.

Aberconi (W. J. Lane) .">
21J.')

Do. (sands)
,

— —
Algoa '.' (Criterion G.M. Co., Ltd.) .3 1.3C

Do. (slimes), September — —
Allee (R. J. Howe) •_' 14(i

Annasona (Rhodesia, Ltd.) Z 11' 2P.S

Do. (sands) .JS

Antelopi' G.M. (Rhod.) Co. ... 2B.M IT 21' 630
Halmoral (W. Arberv) 5 .30CI

Uhiff (Clement Di.xoii) 2 ^22

Cam Stick (Iron Duke Svnd. No. 21 3 !HI

Confidence (A. D. Hall)' .i f2.3

Durban (Durban Synd.) .'. 33S
Do. (sands) ^. — 254

Eagle 2 (E. Sutherland), pannings — —
Eagle Hawk (T. Bervvitz) T.

.') 2!)0

Excelsior (R. Aserman), October . ."J 12.')

Fernando (F. A. Norval) 10 21* llOd

Do. (sands) — IBM)
OBrmaiiia (A. G. Hadinghani) ... 2N 2T fiOO

Do. (concentrates) F
Horn (Horn Reef Synd.) r, IB i;n

Do. (sands) ' 34(1

Jessie (Jessie Tributors) ,., 10 2P 817
Do. (sands) — 424

Lonely Reef G.M. Co 10 3T 2.550

Do. (slimes) — 2550
Marlish (C. A. Abbot) 2 35

Mount Rosa (R. J. MaicTwell) ... 3 16

New Eclipse (.J. I!. Stewart) ... ... 5 790
Do. (sands) — 500

Petrel (E. Warren] 5 210
Red Rose (F. C. Buiett) ......... 5 .33

Rewi (Intabamanda Synd.) 5 300
Rosy Morn (.J. \V. Rose), panning.^ -— —
Sabi (Fletcher & Williamson) ... 20 340
Stock's Luck (E. W. Bosomworth).

September 5 4'20

Do. (sRuds) — 540
Wainui (Moll & Co.). Seutember . (3) 40

Do. October . (3) 34
Do. November ., 3 90

Wit Boy {Wi'c Boy Synd.) 5 102
Woodstock (Clement Dixon) . (2) 22

Bulawavo District Tot.il

GWELO DiSTKJCT.

.\ll British (H. J. Lea), sands
Ardpatrick (B. Frav)
Babs (Beach & Boby)
Bell (Austen & Eaton), clean up ...

Bonsor B 323 (C. Brunton).
clean up, September

Bull Dog (J. Rainsford)
T'hicago 2 (Beaton & Baldwhin) ...

Chimborazo (Wonderhnd Trib. Svn.) 5

Do. (sands) "

Commonags (H. W. Gray)
Connemara (Conneniara Synd.) ... :

Do. (sands)
Danga (Wonderland Trib. Synd.) 5

Dream (Mashnm Svnd.), clean up
Diniraven B 329 (C. Brunton).

clean up, October
Falcon Mines. Ltd 20\
(Conper and Silver values not given.)

Fed Up (A. Malcolm) .".. 5

Gnika G.M. Co., Ltd IC IT
Do. (sands)

Glen Arrock (Glen Arrock S,vnd.)

Glen Rosa (C. Brunton), clean up

Yield. \alue.

0Z9. £

lo4^7S 642
2-73 11

22-05 '..'4

1-69 "T

•22^S)4 95

176^33 731

235-73 1 000
74-62 309
18-02 75
24-49 102

2-2^G3 9J
111^3!i 462
49^44 i05
4-GO 19

99^72 413
62^41 259

641^21 2058
317^77 1317
664^43 2755
150-00 015

189-81 787
213-50 . 885
28-93 120

1461-72 0000
1731^84 7179

1-46 =18

6-23 26
417-73 1732
26-20 109
66-60 270
.56-33 234

1.30-41 566
•51 o

65-95 27.3

.S7-12 301

40-81 109
18-81 78
13-58 56
39-15 162
36-27 1.50

58-20 241

.570-33 31.400

3.5 17-83 74

3 143 104-25 132

n 24 7 l(i0-50 r-r>5

-- 2-31 10

^ 28-94 CO
n 10 1-85 8

3 90 2'2-33 92

ir 169 1^3-53 263— 147 27-61 115

T 372 52-00 215

20 1185 117-14 486
-. 1185 •311-04 12P2

IP 1 -10 4f:-S7 207
'•' 20 22-7r, 91

_ . 16-48 (=8

IT 3853 15.38-40 6401

IP 190 1.52-90 634
5 1914 384-33 1030— 2448 5.36-79 2277
.5 T5D 1 52-57 632
_ 17-12 71

Globe & Phceni.x G..\l. Co., Lt<l.

Do. (sands), clean up
Do. (.slimes)

Goi'hic (Murray & Kennedy) .

Jessmar (T. Malcham) ... ! .

Jutland (H. C. Phillip.^)

Loyalist (B. Bertoldi). sands .

Moss (James & Worthington) . ...

Robin Hood (Gaika G.:M. Co.) ... (5 1

Royalist (.J. Austen)
Second Trial (J. Rainsford). Oct.
Smith's Pocket (R. C. Smith), Oct.

Do. (sands)
Do. do. November ... .

Tabekwe (A.^ N. Tyrell), sands ...

Do. (T. Kerr), clean up (sluicing)
Trixie (S. Levin). October
Veracity (L. R. Evans)
Wanderer (Selukwe) G.M.. Ltd.
V:iukee Doodle (C. Brunton)

Ciwclo District tctil

MASHONALAND

ll.\HTLiir District.

.\corn (.\uzac Svnd.) ."i

Do. sands (final clean up)
Bucks (H. F. WiKson), Oct (2)

November ... 5

Cam & Motor G.M. Co., Ltd. Rl'
Do. (slimes) ~
Do. (under declared). October.
Do. adjustments, Dec, 1917-

Nov., 1918 ..

Cissy (!. E. F. Poulton). Octobei- (21

November 2
Chad.-^hunt (C. H. Wheildon).

September and NovemliT 5

Do. (sands) —
Eiffel Blue (Willoughby's Con. Co..I,d.) Id

Etna & Tssessebc (Macfarlane and
Chesham) ...

('

EiHicv E.xt. (E. G. Goodver), dean no
Do. (sands) ' ...

Do slags ...
1-"

B'rog (C. Somerset) 2
Gla%ow Mines, Ltd., Oct.-Nov. . 5

Do. (sands) ... -.

Golden Valley (John Mack & Co.) in IP
Do. (s.inds)

Glendarni W. Ext. {C. S. Marks),
October 2

Gleudevon (.J, Young) (2)

Horseshoe (C. E. F. llussc-v)

No. of Tons Yield. Value.
stamps. treater Ozs. £

4012P 2054 2061-07 h057— — 069-.30 2811
- 873 .5-20- .53 218(;

Ill 11' 445 76-03 315
40 •26-95 112

3 15 17-14 71

607 18-61 77
.1 400 •280-82 1189

C IT) 177 185-80 788
n 110 02-93 201
2 12 3-.38 14

5 170 20-42 85— 450 13-50 5G— 90 0-25 2(i— 1000 .33-10 137
--- 46 •29-88 124

5 1 P 300 122^94 510
.) 200 00-09 249

KiR 4180 395-81 1041
I" 41-04 164

8.43-2-89 35.319

114

200

194

9S
1 1 -200

1 500

36

56

J.55

200

842

354

375

lOSl

990

7r-84
•24-03

1-2-87

3174-27

111-.32

10-00

2-20

20-65

40-04

•257-42

55-30

254-43

90-75

68-41

19-84

13-51

31-63

116-67

36-04

298-88

1 55-05

1-18

13-6S

121-28

•291

499

o3
13459
472

23

85

166

1067

229
1055

401

283
82
51

131

484

149
1-239

645

503

'Phone 4673. Box 316?.

OSBORN'S
PATENT

ttW &, S" "- LINER
Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co.. Ltd.. SSurc
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No. of

etanips.

Hope (Alexandra Synd. No. 2) . , 5

Do. (sands) —
Inkerman (I. J. Minaar) S

Do. (.sands)
—

.Jockie's Luck (Mrs. Sarah Smith) 2

Kanyemba (Kanyemba Syndicate),

October and November Id

Do. (.sands) —
Kelvin (Westoc Synd.) 2

Lion (J. Baker), October (2)

Do. November 2

Mountain Dew (A. & J. Milne) ... 10

Owl (A. Rolfe) lU

Do. " (sands) —
Do. (slaKs) K

Old Dop (H. F. Wilson) —
Pickstone G.M. Co 10 IT

Do. (sands) ..
—

I'omposo (J. Knott), Oct. and Nov..
.sands —

Uevie (Ambrose & Aitken). Oct.. Nov. o

Do. (sands) —
Shepherds (Begbie & Jack.s..n). Oct. (10)

Do. (sands) —
Do. November 10

Do. (sands) —
St. Louis (A. J. van Breda) 2

Solpex (E. Sedgwick) (.3)

Step 1 (W. Miller) 2

Tiger (Clark k Blackburn), Oct. & Nov. 5

Tssessebe E. E.\t. (UUyett & Seear) .0

Do. (sands) —
Tel-el Kebir (J. G. Volk). Oct.. sand.s —
Do. November i>

Do. do. (sands)

Wa,shington (L J. Minaar) (."i

Do. (sands)

What Cheer (H. Moser), Oct. & Nnv. lu

Do. (sands) —
Welcome Friend (H. F. Fry), panuings -

Hartley Dis;vict Totul

Tone Tield. Value.

treated. - 07.B. £

300 70-14 291

240 24-80 103

334 74-78 310

284 22-31 92

30 21 -.52 89

42(1 221-51 918

280 51-33 213

00 19-45 SO

120 22-18 92

120 •2'2- 83 95

1040 201-76 836
7.'34 227-72 944

715 151-89 630— 19-66 79

25 2-55 10

384
384 107-68 695

850 89-91 373
1320 156-30 648
1000 70-12 291

120 •29-76 123

323 74-20 307
558 118-39 491

405 81-52 338

138 36-72 152

28 33-68 140

80 38-96 162

263 55-03 228

452 124-70 515

410 50-06 208
300 37-89 157

l.-iO •26-87 HI
lllli 50-70 211
1110 37-39 155
141 11-15 46

4(ij 140-54 .533

425 4'2-82 178
— 4-98 21

7,640-78 31,952

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U. 8. A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT"

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail Vnrt>

Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished Wire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

Wire Nails Fence Stapl«s

Pig Iron, Bloomi, Billets, Wire
Bods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel
Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing,

W4 art prtpartd to giv* PROMPT 8ERTI0M, andtdtUU
yovr inqiiiriu ac4ompanU<i ty tempUU tpmJIcalUnt.

Addres*

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

CM» Aadm* I

Los1.4(;T.ND! DiSTHIl I.

Alluvial (2 producers)

Anglian (Schapke & Quarrie)

Angwa (F. L. .Standen)

Crescent (Crescent S,ynd.)

Eldorado Bkt. G.M. Co., Ltd. .

Do. (.sands)

Do. (.slimes)

Gloria (H. H. Tallantire)

Maggiemac (J. McMnrdon)
Do. (sands)

Mediteraneo (J. Perhat). sluicing

dumps
Silvcrsidc (Silvciside Synd.)

I.omagundi District Tutal . ..

M.\/OE DlsTiaci.

Firefl.y (C. Laland)
Iron 1 (J. M. Lanig), October ...

Do. (sands)

Maori Chief (D. McLean)
Mopani (Mopani Synd.)
Promoter 1 (F. C. Cro.\ford) ...

Do. (sands)

Rotlischild (Cunningham & .Vllison)

Victorv (G. C. N. .Southi'v)

.Mazoe District' Tut il

i>.\Ll.SBL"RY DlSTKlCT.

Alluvial (P. Crosland)
Beatrice (New Beatrice G.M. Co.,

Ltd., slimes
Cross Your Luck (W. A. Hoole)
Euchred (W. C. Harrison)

No. of Tom Yield. Value
stQt^ipe. treeted- OZB. C

27-95 116

5 113 37-89 157

5 4.32 5'2-38 217

F 84 11-64 47

20 2C 3358
1664

1551 -.56 G581

— 1439 539-43 2288

5 95 15-85 66

5 312 70-60 293
— ,300 39-08 162

17-49

!5

2.363-93 9,999

10

33 11-73 48

910 7'2-33 300

340 48-74 202

1.32 •28-72 119

38 36-37 151

2300 51-60 214

1320 94-79 393
30O 19'2-89 800

70 20- 10 83

.557-27 2.310

500
80

580

1-65 7

4"2-ll 175

14-87 62
130-77 542

IMPORTANT.

NEW FILES FOR OLD
SEND US YOUR OLD FILES AND WE WILL RECUT
THEM EQUAL TO NEW AT A MODERATE CHARGE.

n
If you are not satisfied with the recut Files

we are prepared to credit you with the cost of

recutting and purchase the Files from you.

This offer holds good until the end of December only.

SEND YOURS TO-DAY.

S.A. WIRE COMPANY, LTD.

Durban and Johannesburg.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Robt. Murray & Co.,

310, Smith Street,

P.O. Box 651,

DURBAN.

Wilfred Cassere, Ltd.

128, Main Street,

P.O. Box 2139,

JOHANNESBURG.
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No. of Tons Yield. Value
Btampa. treated. - 028. £

Joyce (Ellsmoor & Wvper) .

')
IS'.t 29-92 1-24

Lett Bowev (B. G. Bverlev) .. :i 1!<2 Sl-lti 337

Nr.illie A (Mullie A. Svnd.) ... .5 11

1

38-69 160

Planet (Planet Mine Tribute).

October clean 11)1 — — 105-81 439

Do. slimes. November 70U 96-35 •399

Radnor (L. Hvland), sands ... — 500 i:5-.Sfi .)(

Sliamva Mines, Ltd . , .-fi\ lOT 27S80 115.5-27 11-98

Do. (sands) — 1227.5

Do. (slimes) — 1476S 34 72-37 1 J 7-23

Soutliern Cross (Arab Svn.). .-^ands — — 24-0+ H'O

Trio (Trio Synd.) ISO 146-96 609

Salislp\ny District total ... 5.387-10 22.769

U.\iT.\Li District.

Gem (.J. Buchanan). October
Do. (sands)

Kent Mines, Ltd.. adjustments,
April, 1918

Liverpool (R. G. Snodgrass)

Do. (sands;

Lucknow D.B.I.E. (Toronto Synd.)
OcBuber

Do. (sands)

Do. (concentrates), November .

Rezende Mines. Ltd
Do. from reserves .,

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Do. (concentrates)

Do. stay

I'mtali District Total

Vi'..TORiv District.

iheer Up (S.A. Tavlor). Oct. sands
Count (C. D. Currie)

Empress (S.A. Pi-os. & Con. .Syiid.^

Victoria District ToLal

(Pi Grinding Pan. (^M) Ball Mill. (T) Tube Mill, (H) Hunting-
Ion Mill. (GR) Gates Bolls. (B) Ball Mill. (Pn) Pneumatic Stamp.
(N) Nissen Stamp. (C) Clr'Han Mill. (RP) Roasl-inrr Plant, (F) Treated
at Falcon itine. (VvM) Waterfall :\rill. {hS\) Lane Mill.

5 938 •29-91 124— 938 95-16 394

„ _ 33

.5 350 49- .S3 207

1.3« 40-48 lf8

2N 270 38-72 160
— 90 16-63 69

F — 9.). 99 89
4M 1700 610-01 -2626

— 992-62 4212

iir.7 192-10 815

301 1 •28-96 .547

61 336-34 1427
97-55 414

2.659-53 11.285

320 11-23 47

2 10 23- ro OS

S 400 67-45 279

102-34 424

.'-t'MM.VHV OF PRODUrXION. NOVEMBER, 1918.

Gold-

Noveniber, 1918

October, 1918 ...

November, 1917 .

November, 1918 .

Decrease

Silver—
October. 191S .

November, 1918

Decrease .

November, 1917

November, 1918

Decrease

j5i-'' Mhiernl Prodn'tiim—

October. 1918

November. 1918

Deci-ease .

November. 1917

November, 1918

Decrease

Totiil Mineral I'niducli'ni-

November. 1918 ..

October, 1918

November, 1917

November, 1918

Decrease

,£145,459

.£136.780

£8.679

,£275.829

£145.4.59

£130,370

£1.980

£ 1.27s

£702

£1.889
£1,278

£(ill

£37.018
£30.2.55

£6.763

£42.409
£30.255

£1-2, 131:

£176.992
£175.778

£1,214

£3^20.127

£176.992

£1 t:!.in5

The Monarch Mine Changes Hands.

The .Monareh Mine in tiie Tati Concessions lias been

sold to an Eastern EanJ syndicate.

I

Pretoria Portland Cement Co.

Tlie Pretfiiia Portland Cement Cuinj).uiy has declared for

the half-year ending December 31, 1918, a dividend of 10

]ier cent, (two shillings per share) free of income and divi-

dend tax.

A Durban Water Supply Scheme.

.Vt the last meeting of the Dinban Toun (,'oUncil, Mr.

Hooper said when the foundations for tiie proposed Camper-
down Dam were found unsuitable, a careful survey was put

in hand of the Umlaas Eiver between the intake and the

old dam site iu order to ascertain whetlier a suitable site

for a dam could be found lower down. Two possibk? sites

were located, and a special committee were appointed to

obtain options of purchase over any properties aft'ected. So

far as certain properties arc concerned, legislative authority

will be necessary to prevent undue advantage being taken

of the corporation in the matter of price. Provided a suit-

able^ foundation exists, the site selected will be an ideal one

for a dam, and the Acting Borough Engineer and his

assistant, 'Sir. Serridge, are heartily to be congratulated.

The main advantages are a more direct pi|Je-line ; greater

head, thereby eliminating pumping; considerably larger

water shed; saving the present loss in evaporation and

seepage of water on route to the intake ; and a storage

capacity sufficient to provide water for Durban with its

growing requirements for the next 2.5 years. The site has

been inspected by both of the consulting engineers and

ajiproved by theni subject to the foundations proving suit-

;ible, which can be determined only by sinking n number

of shafts, and work is proceeding as fast as circum-

stances permit. The whole scheme will entail an outlay of

probablj- .€500,000. It does not mean scrapping all the

existing water works.

Eileen Alannah.

The ie[)ort of the Eileen .\lanuah Alining Company for

1917 states that profit and loss account shows a debit

balance of £-3,894 and provision has been made for income

tax of £1,819. These two amounts being deducted from

the balance brought forward leave a credit to be carried

forward of .£8,281. During the year 48,060 tons were

crushed and 62,273 tons treated in the cyanide works,

realising a total value of ±78,443. In May of this year the

power generating plant broke down and it was found that

the locomobiles were beyond repair. In addition to this

the consulting engineer estimated that the working costs had

risen .5s. per ton and the board decided to close down the

mine for the present. The directors have since resolved to

sell a portion of the plant, as they are advised it will not

be possible to work the mine in the future on the same
scale as -heretofore. Ore I'eserves were estimated by the

manager at : Eileen .\laiinali section, 77,200 tons at 1062
dwts. ; Egglantine, 20,000 tons, at 10 dwts. ; Blue Duck,

1;5,000 Ions at 10-23 dwts.: total, 112,200 tons. Accumu-
lated tailings, 6,176 tons at 3-76 dwts.; and surface dump,
0,490 tons at 7 dwts. Consulting engineer reports that uo

development of great importance was^ undertaken in view

of most discouraging results, and that ore reserves, as given

in the manager's report, now need modifications.
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Wiliiams' Superior

Drop-Forged Wrenches

A Corner of our Wrench Storage

pURSUANT to our policy, inaugurated

nearly half a century ago, of standard-

izing lines of Drop-Forged Wrenches we
have now developed some 40 patterns

in about I 000 sizes for various trade needs.

All are reliable, efficient tools made

of the best materials obtainable for the

purpo.e and manufactured by methods

developed and perfected through many

years' experience.

For conservation purposes, as requested

by the War Industries Board, we in common
with all other leading Drop-Forged Wrench
makers have discontinued, for the duration

of the war, the manufacture of certain lines

as vvell as all " Finished ' Wrenches.

While those now in stock last, however,
they are at your disposal.

Ask for Wrench FooMet

t]kimwniwiii'iiiW«ia ^-

WESTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE:
76 South Clinton Street, Chicago, III.

llie reiiort just i^rsued by the Tanganyika Concessions may
be regarded as representing the turning

Katanga Mining, point in the company's career. The
statement to 31st December last shows a

credit balance of £188,300 in place of the debit of £143,300
recorded for 1916. The transformation has been effected by
taking credit for £352,800 on account of the profits of the
Union Miniere du Haut Katanga, which company, although
possessing large accumulated profits, is unable to declare a

dividend until a meeting can be lield in Brussels. So far as

'

the mining operations are concerned the company has been
.ir.ljject to many disappointments. The smelting phmt of

tlie Union Miniere, whose output capacity is •lU.UdO tons per
anmmi, \\ns completed early in 1918, but ow.'ng to the
failui-e of Itiel sujiplics it lias not been ] ns.^ibl- to run more
th-mfoiu' lurnaces dmiuy the greater part < 1 the current
ytar, and thus the tutal output is not expected to exceed
about 2-2,000 tons instead of the 36,000 or 37,000 which
would have been obtainable under normal conditions. This,
>jl ciui,-;'. (1(1 not affect the revenue of tlie past accounting

I'l r;(i(l, lur wiiicli the output totals 27,.^)00 tons as against
2-2,lll(t 'u I'.iK; and less than 1=000 tons in 1911. It is in-

teresting to not? that opei'ations have been started upon
1 art of the tin concession of the Union Aliniere, and that the
first consignments of the metal are expected early next
yew. Satisfactory jirogress continues to be scored by the
Beng.iella llailway, of whose share capital the Tanganyika
h' Ids 90 |)er cent. The steady advance in earnings is due to

i' c il tv:iflic. but \A'hcn the line can be completed to Katanga
the receipts will be on a greatly increased scale. The com-
[lany is rapidly reducing its indebtedness to the Zambesia.
Last year the Rhodesia-Katanga Railway—which is leased

t ) the Mashonaland—showed £51,200 balance of receipts

over expenditure, and for the first seven months of the cur-

rent period the surplus ajiproximated to £32,300. As to the

Zambesia Exploring, this company is also able to show a

substantial credit instead of an insignificant one—thanks to

the reeeijit of £.39,600 in respect of Union Miniere profits.

The

' S.A. Mining Journal
AND ENGINEERING RECORD

IS PUBLISHED WEEKLY

Annual Subscription Rates :

Local Delivery {Town Only

Somlh Africa {Postal) . - .

Ovenea

Payab e in Arivancc.

£1 6,. Od

£1 lOt. Od.

£2 Om. Od.

Rh|$- AS A

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER
THE

S.fl.lT?itilna3ournaI
AND ENGINEERING RECORD

Is HARD TO BEAT.
Advertisement Ratei on Application.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Govei-nment Areas and New Modders Only Features.

BusiXKS.s was ayaiu ijiik'l at Saturday's call. S|)ririgs and
\'iin Eyn Deeps \\-ere easier, also Modder Enst ()|itions, the
pai'ent stock lemaining uucluiiiged. On the other lumd,
(reduld Props and (iovernmeut Areas hardened. Diu'iiig

the course of the morning these improved still further, as
also Springs West with sales at 23^. 6d. and 23s. -lid.

Things were again dull on Monday morning, Mith nothing
worth noting. Sub Nigels partly-paid are now quoted 5s.

higher owing to the calling up of the second instalment.
During the day Government Areas advanced steadily,

closing at 92s. 6d.—92s. 9d. On Wednesday morning
Government made another small advance. Prices on the
whole were steady, with an inclination u])ward, «ith tlie

exception of Modder East and tlieir Oi>tions. After the call

Hume Pipes were sold at 29s. Another quiet call on
Wednesday with Van Eyn Deeps and New Modders some-
what better. Modder Bs. have been passed over without
quotation for the last two days. On Thursday morning New
Modders advanced to £26, with a sale at that figure ex
London. Springs and Gedulds were hardei''. Government
Areas the turn lower. Otherwise no change. Tin goods
seem in a liopeless state. Why, it is difticult to under-
stand. Outside dealings for the week were limited to sales

of Phoenix at lid. and Is. and Sakalavas us. Henderson's
Estates were 4s. 6d.—3s,, and Monteleos 25s, sellers.

After the call on Thursday, therO was an active market
in Geduld Props, until the price reached 40s, sales and
iiuyers and commencing sales of the options at 9s. advancing
to 10s, These options extend over three yeais with the
right of taking up the present stock at 40s, At the opening
on Friday the same stocks were again in demand, with sales

at 41s, and lis, respectively. The following alterations in

prices took place at the call:—Sales: Mines Selections,

25s,; East Eand Coal, 2s, 4d, ; Frank Smiths, 3s. "fid, :

Geduld Props, 40s. '.M, and 4(Js, (xl, : Knight Centrals,

(is. Id,; Leeuwpoorts 24s, 6d, ; .Modder Bs., £7 9s, 6d, ;

Modder Deeps, £7 5s, ; New State Areas, 21s, 3d. ; Pretoria

Cements, 68s, and 67s. 6d, : Evan Nigels, 3s, 3d. ; Southern
Van Eyns, 12s, 9d. ; Sub Nigels (10s, paid), 16s, lid,;

West Springs, 23s, 6d. ; Wolhuters, 3s, Id, ; Modder East
three-year Options, 4s, 9d, louvers and sellers: Consoli-

dated Investments, 22s, 6d, buyer; Glynn's Lydenburgs,
26s,, 26s. 9d, ; Hume Pipes, 29s,, 30s,; Government Areas,
92fi, 6d,—92s, 9d, ; Lace Props, lis,, lis, 6d. ; Modder Easts,

18s, 4d,, 18s, 6d,; New Modders, £26, £26 5s.; New Boks-
burgs. Is. 3d.—Is. 5d. ; Kleinfonteins, 10s. 3d., buyer;
Alkalis, 36s.— 38s. M.: Zaaiplaats, 14s.

Fri..

3rd.

6*

Sat..

4th.

St

6t
0*

2*

(I*

Mon..
Cth.

1.5 3*

32 6+

2 3

fill II*

11 G'

lOd.-

Tncs.

\

African Farm.s . . .
).') 6* 15

.\nglo-Amer. Corji. — 32

Apex Mines .... — 7

Bantjes Cons. ... 2 3 2

Brakpaii Mine.s .
liii (1* lill

Brevten CulliLTies . 11 li* 11

Brick & Potteiie.s , . 3 ti* 3 (>* —
British S, Africa . . 21 0* 21 0* 21 3»

Bushveld Tins .... OS* s* S*

Cassel C^oals — — 38 lit

Cinderella dins. ... — — —
City & Subnrbans . . 7 6* 7 fi* 7 i;»

City Deeps 44 0* •(.. 0* in r>»

Coii. Investments . . 21 0* 22 0* 22 0*

Con. Langlaacctes . .

— IS lit —
Con. Main Eeefs . . 11 0' 11 U* 11 3*

Con. Mines Selection 21 I'." 2! d" 21 ir

Coronation Collieries — 17 fi*

Coronation Freeholds 12 11* 1 (I*

Coronation Synd. . .
— 2 0+ 2 Of

r^rnwn Mines Deb. .
— £100' —

Daggafontein Mines 23 II" 23 0* 23 0*

Do. Options ... .") '.) fi 0+ "^ >

Durban Rood. Deeps — —
Eist Rand Coals . . 2 .r 2 fit-

East Rand Deeps . . ft 11* n 11' 1 n*

E.R. Minings ... — — 10 0+

1.")

32

6(1

11

7th.

3

tit

3t
2*

0*

-Ill

21

11

21

,s*

fit

II*

0*

fi.\

fi*

1*

3*

-15s.

Wed.,
Sth.

l.i 3*

32 6+
6 6*

2 3*

66

3 11*

21 0*

S*

38 6+

Thurs.

,

9th,

1.5 0*

32 6t
6 9*

2 2*

46

0+
0*

(I*

II 3*

.'1 fi*

1 1*

11

3

38

Jfi

70

11

24

6*

6'

0*

8*

6+

II*

0*

0*

3*

6*

in

3'

0+

1 1

2 0+
£100*
23 3

,5 3

7 0*

2 3'

19 Ot

•Buyers. +Seller.«. AOdd lots. bEx London.

Fri.. Sat., -Mon.. Tues.. Wed., Thurs.,
3rd, 4tli, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th.

East Rand Prop.-*. . .5 3' .5 3* .5 3* .5 3* — 6

East Rand Deb. . . .
£66* — £66* £66* £66* £66*

Eastern Golds ... 14* 1 ,5* 1 .5* 1 .5* 14* 16
F. Siniili Diamonds 3 6t 3 0* 3 6t 3 0* 3 1* —
(Jeduld Props. ... 37 6* 38 3 38 37 6* 38 0* 38 !l*

Glencairns 13* — — 16* — —
CJlencoe Collieries . . 6 0* 6 0* — 6 0* — —
Glynn's Lvdenburgs 25 0* 25 0* 25 fi* 25 0* 25 0* 25 6*

Gnvernment Areas . 89 0.\ 90 3* 91 6 93 92 9 93 O.x

.Jhb. Bd. of Executors — — — — — 28 0*

.Jupiters 4 6* 16* I
6* 5 0+ 5 0+ —

Klerksdoi-|i Props. . 3 0* — — - 3 0* —
Knight Centrals .."59* 57* 511 (1 3 6 3 6 0"

bace Props 10 3' 10 6* 10 0* 11 4^ 11 6* 11 4"

Leeuwponrt Tins . . 26 6 26 6t ^24 6—24 3* 24
Lvdenbiirg Farms . . 8 8* 9 . Of ^ 9 8 10 9 8 IT
Jiever & Charltons .

— 83 0* «3'*-0* 83 0* 83 0* 83 0*

-Middelvlei Est. . , ,
— — — 1 3+ n 10* —

Modder B,'s 150 Ot — 147 0* — — —
.\ludder Deep , , , . 143 9* 144 0* 144 0* 143 0* 144 143 6*

Modder Ea.sts .... IS 9.\ 19 0.\ 18 3* 18 0* 18 0* 18 3*

D.J. Options (3 yrs.) 4 7 4 4* 4 6 4 3* 4 5* 4 7*

Do. Options (4 yrs.) 5 9* 5 7* 5 9* 5 8* 5 10* 5 10*

Hume Pipes ,,,",. 28 0* 28.
"8* 28 0* 28 0* 29 28 6

»

Xatal Navigation . . 20 0* — — 21 0* — 21 0*

National Banks . . . £14^* £14^* £14L» £14^* £14^* £14i'
New Boksburgs ... 1 0* 1 0* 10* 10* 10* 1 i*

New Eland Diam. . 23 9* 23 0* 23 6 25 Ot 23 0* —
New Era Cons. ... 96* 99* 99* 99* 99* 99
New Geduld Deeps . 5 8* 5 8* — 5 9* 5 9* 5 9*

New Heriots .... — 12 6* — 12 6* 13 13 0*

New Kleinfonteins . 10 3* 10 6* 10 9* 10 6* 10 G 10 0*

New Modder £25^* £25 8 9 £25J.\ £25 7 4 £25;* £2fB
-Nigels 6 0* 6 0+ 4 6* — 4 6* 4 0*
Nourse :SIines .... — 17 0+ 17 0+ 17 0+ 17 0+ 17 0+
Premier Preferreds .

— — — 140 0* — 145 0*

Pretoria Cements . . 58 0" 58 58 0* — 58 58
Princess Est:ites ... 27* 29 29* 29* 27* 29*
Rand Collieries ... 30* 3 0* 30* 30* 30* 30*
Rand Nucleus .... 20+ 20+ 19* 2 0+ 1 11+ 16*
Rand Selec;-. Corp. , 78 11* — 81 3* 81 9* 81 6* —
Randfontein Deeps , 5 li* 5 0* — 5 0* 5 0* 5 0*

Randfontein Est, , . 13 6* 13 6* 13 6* 15 6* 13 6* —
Rooibergs 7 0* 7 3 7 0* 7 3+ 6 0* 6 3*
Roodepoort Initeds — 3 0+ — — 2 3* —
Ryan Nigels — 3 0* 3 3+ — 30* —
Sl'iebas .' — 10* - 1 (I* 16* 16*
Simmer & Jacks . .

— — 6 0+ 5 9+ — —
Sinmier Deeps ... 2 6+ 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0*
S.A. Breweries ... — — — — — 31 6*

S..\. Lands 6 0* fi 0* 6 1 6 2* 6 3 C-,

Springs Mines .... 66 3 65 3 65 63 0* 65 65
Sub Nigels 26 6 26 fi* 26 6* 27 0* 27 3 27 6
Transvaal Lands . . 23 6* 24 0* 25 0* 2.T 0* 25 0* 25 0*

Trans. G.M. Est. . . 12 6* 12 6* 12 6* 13 3* — 13 3*
Xnn Ryn Deeps . . 66 3 66 67 0.\ 60 6 67 67 0*

Village Deeps .... — — — 16 Oa 16 0* 16 0*

Western Rand Est. ,
— 2 3* 2 3* — 2 3* 2 3*

Witbank Collieries .
— — 55 0* — 55 0* —

Witwatersrand Deeps 13 fi* 13 6* 13 G* 13 6* 13 6* 13 9+
Wit. Townships ... — — 27 fi 27 6 27 6 27 fi*

Wolhuters 3 3 3 1* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 3+
Zaaiplaats Tins . . . 15 6 15 0* 14 6* 14 fi* 14 .0,\ 14 6*
I'nion 5 per cent. .

£102J C102i* £102 7 6 £103 £102i* £103
New States 20 211 20 U 20 0* 20 3 20 6

S. Van Rvn .... 12 9* 12 9* 12 9* 12 9 12 9* 12 6*

S.A. Alkali 39 6* 38 0* 42 6+ 3S G* 39 0,\ 38 0*

West Springs . . . , 23 .

0* 23 3 23 3* 23 3 23 3 23 3

•Buyers. tSelleri, AOdd lots, bEx London.

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80"o of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide list in (i.M.E.'s recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred successes.

Chi^'^^^ tudi/ he jnine-i at any time.

Address: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Doff St.
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Latest Company Registrations.

The list of new companies registered in October, 1918, is

as follows :
—

.j7.39.

5740.

-)741.

5742.

574.3.

5744.

.'i745.

574G.

.".747.

.)74S.

574 9.

5750.

5751.

57.)-2.

5753.

5754.

5753.

5756.

575S.

5750.

57(iO.

57fn.

5.305.

3(157.

5573.

4261

5334.

4005.

4264.

27.50.

4519.

4903.

5603.

2572.

nso,";.

?85B.
."-SOI.

5573.

•I9C3

4264.

190.').

2750.

4510.

1505.

2572

.Toll:

Presi-

£IH:0.

Harvviii & Pateison. Ltd.

capital, £30.000.

Street. Klerk^rlciiii

veday .Street. .Juliiin-

Lion Cardboard Box Company, Ltd., 37a, West Street,

nesburg ; capital, £1,000. Private company.

Orient Gold Mining Co., Ltd., 23, Mo.s-ley Buildings.

dent- Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £6.000.

Gaba, Limited, 26. Market Street, .Johannesburg ; capital.

Private company.

55. Harrison Strrot, .lohannesburg :

Private company.

Sali Mahomed Ayob, Ltd., 86. Prin.sloo Street. Pretoria; capital,

£1,000. Private company.

Dadamia, Ltd.. 24. Polhk Avenue, Xew Clare. .Toliaunesburg :

capital. £500. ]'rivai-e company.

The Fencing Poles and Firewood Supply Co.. Ltd.. 95, Harri

son Street. Johannesburg ; capital, £L06o. Private company.

Toilet ilanufacturing Co.. Ltd.. 155. !Meyer Street, Germi.ston

:

capital. £2,000. Private company.

M. E. Asvat Properties, Ltd.. Kimberley
capital. £1.000, Privai'e company.

J. -J. Simpson. Ltd., 100a. Market Street, Johamiesburg : capital.

£5,000. Private company.

African Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., 17a, Li

nesburg; capital. £1,000. Private company.

Asbestocement Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 131-133. President

Street, Johannesburg ; capital, £14,000. Private company.

M. Kessel & Co.. Ltd., 99, Church Street West, Pretoria;

capital, £20.000. Private company.

L^r.ited Commercial Agencies. Ltd., 96, President Street. .Johan

nesburg; capital, £10,005. Private company.

Consolidated Agencies. Ltd., 287. St, Andries Street, Pretoria ;

capital. £-500. Private company.

Light's Saw Mills, Ltd., 10 and 11. London Houpo, Loveday
Street, .Johannesburg ; capital, £500. Private company.

Kathor Estate, Ltd.. 31. Market Street. Johannesburg: cipital.

£400. Private company.

Unity Club of .South Africa, Ltd., Central Hou^e. Sininiond.-i

Street, Johannesburg ; cipllal, £60. Private company.

The General Ad,vertising Agency, Ltd.. 10-15. Provident Build-
iug. Fox Street, .Tohannesburg ; capit;il. £2.000. Private com-
pany,

D, I. Fram & Co., Ltd., 58. Market' Street. Johannesburg;
ta|iital, i'20.000. Private company.

The Timd United Boot M,anufacturers. Ltd., 201, Commi?.*ioiier
Street. Johannesburg; capital. £2.200. Private company.
Bailem, Ltd., 1, Burchniore's Buildings, Fo.\ Street, Johannes-
burg; capital, £100, Private company.
Murite Paint and Chemical Comnanv. Ltd., 20. Corporation
Buildings, Commissioner Street, .Johannesburg; capital. £5,500,
Private eompanv.
SPECIAL AND EXTEAOKDINAEY RESOLUTIONS.
The Pretoria Iron Mines. Ltd.. Pretor'a. Increase of capital
Minn, George & Co. (Delagoa). Ltd.. .Johannesburg. Increr..se

of capital.

South African Horseshoe Manufacturing T'o,, Ltd.. Pretoria.

Increase of capital.

. Asmana & Co., Ltd., Tohaune.sburg. Destruction of buok.s

Freedmans Meat Supply Co.. Ltd.. Johannesburg. Destructioi:
of books.
Industries, Ltd., .lohannesburr.'. Liouidation.
South Africiin Produce Co.. Ltd., PrelMria. Liou'dation.
.*dair-Usher Process. Ltd.. -Tohannesburg. Liquidation
Transvaal Tradim; Acrency. Ltd.. .Tohanne'burg. Linuidntion.
W P. Tevin & Co.. Ltd., .Johannesburg. Increase of capital.
Globe Garase and Engineering Co., ltd,, .Tohannesburg.
Alteration of articles.

Cnrolinn Asbestos Co . Ltd.. .loh-annesbur", T l.inidati.in

NOTICES OK INCPF,4SR OF CAPITAL,
The Pretoria Iron Mines, Ltd,, Preo ria. £35 000 to £50.000,

•Toh. inne.sbn^*[^

.Tnbnnnesbu**g.

INfanufacturing

£3.000 to .{'3 50n.

£5,000 lo £fi..500

Co.. Ltd , Pretor'a

.T,.lnnno=l,n>-i. f,2.00n 1.. 1:50,000

TTOI'TD.ATIOX,
l.t.l., I'r.l>,ii:i : ca)>it;d. e750 \'m1

Northern lime Co.. Ltd
White T.^-ds (S. A.K ltd.'.

South .Afric-in TTorseslne
ci.Roo to E4.nno
W. Ti. Levin S; C'l \ td

XHTICES OF
.So\ith African ProduceCo,,
"ntnrv,
Indus; i"os. Ltd., ,Tohonnosbnv<T : can=tal. .£1.000 X'ol.intnrv
.-Vd-ov-Usher Process. Ltd.. .Tohannesburg; capital. £4,000. Vol
untarv.
T.-i„svnal Trading Agency, ltd,. J.ihannesbur;; : . pitnl. Clin
Vulnnt^rv.
FcM"oniic Sii'k BeneOt Associat'on. Ltd.. Johannesburg
Co onn. Order of Court.
Cjirr.liiia Asbestos Co., Ltd.. Johannesburg: capital. C52 000,
Vohintary.

ciipital

Ne'w Patents.

718.

718.

720.

721.

723.

724.

726.

727.

728.

729.

730.

The American Machine and Foundry Company.—An improved
automatic-hand cigarette machine feed.

Dirk Lodewijk Kohlman.—Collapsible baby and wheeling chairs

arid carriages.

Harold Piatt'.—An improved method of fitting branch connec-

tions to pipes.

Labouchere and Company.—An improved process for the separa-
tion of diamonds from diaraondiferous matter.

Henrv Samuel Potter. Oliver Trevilllon .Tenkins.—Improvements
in drills, bits, or steels for use with hammer drills and the like.

Louis Robert Vierdag.—A chemical fertiliser.

Arthur George Dampier-Bennett.—Ironrovements in automatic

air admission valves for internal combustion engines.

William Edwin Nettle. Paul Selby. James Rlytbe. and Joseph
Flenrv Holman.—Improvements in conveying lirpiid to rock

drilling tools.

Margaretha Lesser.—An improved concentrator.

.John Henry Moise.—The S.S. (Safe and Sure) Indigestion Cure.

George Patrick Milne.—Improved fitting for bedsteads and the

like,"

Margaretha Les,»er.—An improved excentre.

The Home Pipe Company (South Africa), Ltd.—Improvements
in machines for manufacturing wire reinforcements for concrete

pipes.

Frederick Claud Sturrock. Herbert Freelaud. and George
Vickerv.—Improvements in " water blasts " a.od the like

devices.

Rhodesia Broken Hill Mine.
Results.

Borehole

The Rhodesia Bv.iken Hill Development C.j. states, in regard to

the Rhodesia Broken Hill iline that the following further results

w'ere received by c ;ble on December 2nd, relating to the continuation

ct the two boi'eholos as ,to which an announcement was made on Sep-

t--mber 11th last ;—North hole ; From 46 ft. lo 64 ft., in rich lead

ore, as already reported; 61 ft. n 116 ft., carbonate of load sludges,

assaying 55-4 p.c. lead, 1-2 p.c. zinc. Hole s,topped in good ore, owing

to influenza. West hoL' : From 62 ft. to 91 ft., in rich lead ore, as

already reported : 91 ft. to 138 ft,, mixed oxidi.i'ed ores, averaging

26-8 p.c. lead. 25-6 p.r. zinc; 138 ft. to 161 ft., sulphide ore. averaging

43 p.c. lead. 23 p.c. zinc: 161 ft, to 188 ft., mixed oxidised ores, aver-

aging 20-6 p.c. lead. 24 ii.c, zinc; 198 ft, to 264 ft,, sulphide ore,

averaging 42 p.c, lead. 24'5 p,c, zinc: 264 ft. to 276 ft., sulphides with
some silicate zinc, averaging 25-7 p.c. lead. 32'5 p.c. zinc; 276 ft. to

286 ft., hematite with silicate of zinc, averaging 10-6 p.c. lead. 20"5

p.c. zinc; 286 ft. to 315 ft., silicate of zinc with carbonate of lead

and galena, averaging 21-4 p.c. lead. 39 p.c. zinc; 315 ft. to 385 ft.,

silicate of zinc, averaging 4'4 p.c. lead, 45 p.c. zinc; 385 ft. to 403 ft.,

sulphides with some oxidised ore. averaging 28 |),c. lead. 31'8 p.c.

zinc; 403 ft. to 415 ft., silicate of zinc, averaging 8 p.c. lead, 38 p.c.

zinc. Hole stopped in good zinc ore owing to influenza.

Balkis Sou,th African Interests.

The report of Balkis, Ltd,, for the year ended 31st August list

states that income arising from rents, dividends, interest, transfer

fees. etc.. amounted to £1,635. and. after allowing for £1.263 brought
forward. )irofit and loss shows a credit of £1,391. Property account
stands at £74.186. an increase of £215. represented by expenditure
on capital account incurred. The land holdings comprised under
this heading remain as previously reported, and aggregate approxi-
mately 285.000 acres in the Transvaal, an undivided moiety of aboirt

13,000 acres in Rhodesi;i, known as the " Kanya Bhck," and mining
concessions in the Bangwaketsi Reserve of the Bechuanaland Protec
iorate. giving rights of selec.ion for mineral exploitation over an
irea of about 9,000 square miles of territory. No developments of

interest have occurred in connection with these concessions. Suudry
investments stand at £32,503. against £32.029. As usual, these are

taken at or under cost-. During the yeiir and .subsequently .some of

the securities were sold at prices cons'derablv in excess of the book
figures. Inquiries for land have evinced a distir.c'ly broadening te'i-

dencv. and the company has beeai successful in nenotiatiug the sale

of 44.557 morgen of land for approximately .C22.300. The deeds of

sile have not yet been completed. The sale referred to in la.st year's
re|)ort, has been duly completed, but the ace lunts in connection will)

the transaction have only just been received. In(|uiries liave recently

been made regarding other blocks of land, and an offer of purchr>.se

in one ca.se has been submitted from South .Vfrica, although at a

price below the figure which, in the opinion of the directors, should
he accepted. The discovery of deposits of corundum on one of tlie

farms was reported, and arrangements mad.> with a tributor resulted
in the receipt of .£51 in royalties. The same tributor is also engaged
in opening up a deposit of mico on another farm.
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

News Expected i-e Low-Grade Mines—Steamers and Sailers Coming—The Speculative
Element—Watching and Waiting Policy—Galvanised Iron Down—Lamps Cheaper.

BUSINESS is still quiet, but there are a few more encjuiries

on the Commercial Exchange. Although things are quiet
there is a fairly cheerful tone in trade circles, presumably
based on rumours or rather statements from responsible
mining people that good news is shortly expected in refer-

ence to the British Government doing something to assist

the low-grade mines. It is pal[iable fioni the gold output
returns for D<}eember showing the large number of mines
suffering losses that we are reaching an acute stage when
something has to be done or several mines must close do\\n.

The chief buying office is doing very little preparatory to

closing down at the end of January, when a little freer

market is expected. However, what is keeping business

at a standstill is the fact that eight steamers are on their

way from America, chiefly with mining material, ordered
some, long time ago. In addition to these steamers there
are sailing vessels from New York and Canada in plenty also

on the way here. In addition there aie several large Union
Castle boats en route with general cargos for South Africa.

An American import house here has not sent any orders to

America for the past three months, their principal object

being to cancel or modify orders already paid for or under
bankers' guarantee, but without any great success. The
practical stoppage of big business since the armistice is

unchanged, but confidence is restored somewhat, chiefly

because of tlie values keeping up in Britain and America.
However, merchants will not buy anything of importance
until they obtain some idea as to the quantities of belated

material to arrive from America and Britain. Then again

the outside speculators are still in the market, but as they
cut most of their losses at from five to ten jicr cent, in

November and December they are not the disturbing ele-

ment they were, and their importance to-day should not

be too much exaggerated. The other side of the subject,

however, is that one great reason for the absence of dealings

in anything like parcels is the putting out of action of the
speculating element. And further, merchants are decidedly
holding their hands. Yet another reason is the watching
and \\aiting for military sales. For example, a semi-public

institution sent two representatives to Pretoria on ^Monday
last to attend the Roberts Heights public auction, and
although they did nothing, becavise of thf poorness of the

materials offered for sale, so far as their instructions are

concerned, yet the fact remains that every consumer seems
to be adopting the policy of watching and waiting for some-
thing to turn up in the way of bargains.

TrMEF.R AND BuiLDING MATERIALS.

The free dealing in timber in Britain seems to be the
only reason for the price of deals decreasing in Johannes-
burg, as they are now Is. 9d. per foot for short lengths and
Is. lOd. for the longer ones. Ceilings and floorings are

also down a farthing per foot. Importers seem i-eticent

about the Baltic news, but from hints gathered here and
there, the tendency is easier both for freight and timber.

By the way, a returned soldier conversant with the timber
trade states that he saw a hundred miles of railway in

France with improvised villages all along the route, behind
the lines. It struck him that when the troops are demobil-
ised and after peace is signed that the quantity of timber
in these temporary structures will go a very long way to

build up the French devastated districts; at all events to

make a wonderfully good commencement. Pitch pine is

down 6d. per culae, making it the same as Oregon. The
price of deals for forward delivery is Is. 8d. per foot.

Galvanised roofing iron is Is. 7d. and Is. 8d. per foot for

short lengths. A broker was asked what it coidd be bought
for three months ahead. He replied that no one would
give even Is. 6d. per foot, as the market was nervous in

consequence of the unkno\vn quantities coming from

America and Britain, therefore the quotation for three
months ahead was an unknown quantity. Business is

languishing, as tenders are being held back for private work
to a very great extent, chiefly for lower prices and also the
uncertainty about the builders' demands for a forty-four
hours' week at the present rate of pay. For second-hand
material, stocks are ample, with a tendency to lower prices,
as the farmers arc not coming into town at all freely in
consequence of the 'flu. Roofing iron is ruling at about Is.

and deals Is. to Is. 3d. per foot. The poorer qualities are
at negotiated values at the proverbial any-price quotation.

Electrical Goods.

Lamps, high voltage, British, Holland and American,
are 24s. to 27s. wholesale, and 3s. to 3s. 3d. retail; key-
holders, 3s. 9d. to 4s. ; lampholders, cord grips, 14s. to

15s.; switches, Japanese 24s. to 27s.. English 30s. to 35s.
Other prices for electrical goods remain unaltered. Materials
are coming in very fairly, which accounts in one way for

some prices coming down. Buyers are holding back in the
expectation of prices going down further, but this, in the
opinion of an expert, is a mistaken idea, as it will, in his

view, take a long time, probably six to eight months, before
a big decrease in prices can take place, and even then pre-

war levels will not be reached. At another store it was
noticed that a further " cut " has been made in lamps at

2s. 9d. each.

Motor Cars and Tyres.

Business in the motor world is almost at a standstill

owing to the absence of fresh stocks coming forward. One
of the largest impoiters stated that they had recently dis-

missed four of their travellers in consequence of the impos-
sibility of doing business under the present conditions, and
were sending one of their representatives Home shortly to

accelerate the flispatch of cars and materials. .Although

the complaint is universal among importers of the present
dearth of business in consequence of non-existent stocks,

high hojies are held as to future expansion as soon as
shipping facilities shall lie restored to a more normal
condition.

Ikon, Steel and 1'ii>es.

Dunswart local iron has been reduced from 45s. to 40s.

per 100 lbs., therefoi-e it is taken for granted that our South
African makers are alive to the fact that competition is

coming fi-om Britain and America. It is a pity that the

S.A. pig iron has not yet become the commercial factor that

was fondly antici))ated a short time ago, as it would very

materially assist the Dunswart people to put more backbone
into their manufactures. However, no doubt a little more
patience will enable the Pretoria Iron Company to accom-
plish much and so stop much of the imported pig iron

coming into this country-. It is said that another and larger

furnace and other works are in course of construction at

the Pretoria works. Unless one is in touch with the iron

trade, it is hard adequately to realise the amount of interest

taken in the pig iron industry, as it means so much as n

basis to all our hinterland industries. Steel plates from
America are about 75s. per 100 lbs. for spot delivery and
70s. " to arrive " jirice. Flat galvanised iron has come
down to 75s. per 100 lbs. as compared with well over 100s.

a short time since. The imported round iron and steel in

the smaller sizes have declined from 92s. 6d. to 82s. 6d.

per 100 lbs. There have been decreases in the price of

piping, notably on account of the speculative element, who
are said to have been rather badly bitten. Of course, at

one period the temptation was very great to cut into this

trade, particularly in the second-hand kind. To-day new
one-inch [lipes have lieen deliv<'red to the mines at 7i\d.
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per foot, as compared with Is. four months ago. Two-inch

at Is. 7*d. instead of 2s. 2kl. Three and four-inch pipes

have bee'n coming in from America in such large (quantities

that they have suffered more tiian the one and two-inch

kinds. It appears that the speculators have been

more or less caught in the jugghng of quotations, as they

never reckoned on the freight and other charges being so

much, say, from America or Canada. The values of second-

hand pipes at the weekly auction sales have declined from,

say, Is, 9d, to the odd ninepence and even less per foot,

as compared with pre-armistiee days.

Oils, Cololrs, White Lead, etc.

According to a trade list for 1919, it appears that Beavei

board will arrive in two weeks, but orders can now be boobed

at 7d. per square foot, with packing extra. Special coach

varnish, 21s. ; black Japan, 21s. ; church pew, 273. 6d. ;

Terebine, knotting, etc., 25s.; ceiling varnish, 15s., all for

five-sixth Imperial gallon. Eaw hnseed oil, 13s. 0-AI. ;

do., 60s. for 4 imperials. White lead, lid. lb. in 100 \\>.

kegs; Pacific, Is. lb., 112 lbs.; smaller sizes, Is. 3d. lb.

JMuralo, 36s. case 8 7 lb. pkts. Glues, Is. 4d. to 2s. 9d. lb.

Glasspaper, 56s. ream (480 sheets). Plaster of Paris, second

quality, 40s. per 187 lbs. Cement, 10s. 6d. bag. White

lime, 8s. 6d. bag. Whiting, 25s. per 100 lbs. Paints in oils :

Canadian, black and green, 10|d. lb. ; Venetian red, lOW. ;

yolden ochre, lOid. ;
patent driers, lOAd. ; burnt umber,

lO^d.; burnt sienna, lO^d. lb., all in 112 lb. kegs; smaller

sizes. Is. 3d. lb. Coal tar, 16s. per 4 imperial gallons;

4s. 6d. per gall. Market cable reports all English markets

are advancing ; no possil)ility of prices falling. I'he whole-

sale price of white lead (genuine) is 90s. to lOOs. The latest

information is that il has advanced i'7 lOs. in Britain,

Turps are SO^. 2-4's, and 90s. 10-1 's. Grease, imported,

£42 per ton; this is an increase, as there were no new ship-

ments of late. Local grease, £33 to £33^ per ton; raw

material scarcer. Paraffin easier at 22s. 6d. case, as com-

pared with Government regulation price of 24s. ]Motor

petrol, 38s. 6d. case. Business is quite good for the jobbing

l)ainters, therefore the deniand for paint and brushes is

good. One manager remarked, "' The whole \^orld has to

be painted, therefore our prospects are good." The roofs

of Johannesburg, it is true, will require a lot of painting.

United Rhodesia Gold Fields.

The report for year to July 31 last states that ol the

company's holdings of shares and debentures, which stand

ir. the balance-sheet at their book cost, £188,798, about 73

p.c. were quoted at July 31 last, and on this proportion there

was a depreciation of about £80,700. The greater part ol

this loss is due to the low market price at which tlie Mayo
(Rhodesia) Development Co. (1908), Ltd., shares are quoted.

'J'he directors consider lliat the assets of that company
justify a considerably higher value. Properties Leased on

Tribute.—Pesults of year to July 31 : Cambrian, 7,709 tons

crushed, 4,O39'60 ozs. fine gold'; value £16.883; royalty to

;;ompanv, £844, 8. D. C, 3,410 tons crushed, 115-19 ozs.

fine gold; value, £483; royalty, £36. Lion, 312 tons

crushed, 9283 ozs. fine gold: value, £385; royalty, £19.

Cmtali (;., 327 tons crushed, 34-45 ozs. fine gold; value,

£145; royalty to company, £11; total royalty, £910.

Jumbo (iold.—The tnbuters have crushed continuously

throughout the vear, and the following are the results

:

Tons treated, 6,540; fine gold won, 2,044-13; value, £8,508;

rf)yalty jiaid to company, £1.227. Just-in-Time Gold.

—

Crushiiiy lias been continuous on Block No. 854 throughout

tlie year, with the following results: Tons treated, 3,109;

fine gold won, 731'87; value of gold, £3,188; royalty, £174,

Mavo (Hhodesia).—P.esults of the tnbuters operations: Tons

treated, 10,009; fine gold won, 5,85208; value of gold,

£24,338; royalty, £2,182. Work was again very restricted

(U the 13orrowclale estate on account of only mules being

used for the work there. In addition, the ero])s suffered

somewhat from lack of rain at the most important growing

period. The vahu' of the crops was therefore only £1,449,

showing a loss of £496. Cattle amounted to 2,717 head, esti-

mated value £18,002. Land sales 8,079 acres, for £9,469.

The accounts show a loss for tlie year of £10,544, increasing

the debit balance brought forward to £76,637.

Harmony Proprietary.
The report to September 30 last states that the comple-

tion and opening of the railway during the war, together

with the cessation of hostilities, gives, after many years of

weary waiting, the necessary facilities for economically
developing the enormous mineral and agricultural features

cf the company's 320 square miles of freehold territory, and
also enables the realisation of its immense quantity of valu-

able timber, all of which assets are fully dealt with in the
synopsis and recent circular dated July and November 5

respectively. Iinportant progress made since these dates
will be placed before the shareholders at the meeting. As
r.gards working capital, that will be provided by the reali-

sation of the very valuable timber and by leasing the various

mineral, agricultural, and pastoral propositions, tliis com-
pany, as owner of the estate, receiving rents, royalties, and
a share of the profits from the subsidiary companies now
being organised in influential people who will find all the re-

spective \\orking capitals, and also from all other com-
panies that will be formed from time to time. The accounts
show a loss for year of £3,195,, increasing the debit brought
forward to £92,962,

Fraser & Chalmers.

What will probably prove to be the last report, in the

ordinary sense of the word, of Fraser & Chalmers, Ltd., in

England, the well-known manufacturers of mining machi-

nery, has just been issued. With the sale of the manufac-
turing business at Erith to the General Electric Company
and the disposal of the African branches there is nothing left

to do but to wind up the concern, and the main interest

centres upon the question of how much the shareholders will

receive in the end. The profits for tlie year ended ,SOth of

June last amounted to £33,300, and this is just sufficient to

provide for the Preference interest and a dividend of 7i per

cent, on the Ordinary shares, leaving the balance of £16,800

brought into the accounts still intact. No profit and loss

account is furnished, but the balance-sheet shows an

apparent surplus of assets over liabilities, including the

share capital, of £211,600, and this justifies the present price

of the Ordinary shares at between 30s. and 31s. Negotia-

tions, however, are still proceeding with regard to the sale

of the assets of the remaining branches of the company in

Canada, Australia and Singapore so that the exact amount
which will finally be distributable is still uncertain. At the

fcrthcoming nu'eting the views of the shareholders will be

taken as to liquidation .

An Important Engineering Contract.

Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd., have recently received

an order for two 5,000 k.w. turbo-alternator sets and con-

densing plants for the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga,

which is one of the largest copper producers in the world,

outside the U.S.A., liaving extensive mining properties in

the Belgian Congo. The turbines will be of the Willans-

Zoelly type operating on steam at 145 lbs. per sq. in. pres-

sure and exhausting into a vacuum of 28 in. (Bar 30 in.)

and will carry an overload of 6,250 k.w. for two hours. The

condensing plants are each designed to deal with 66,000 lbs.

of exhaust steam per hour and have 10,000 sq. ft. of cooling

surface. The turbines will be coupled to Siemens alternators

designed for a normal output of 5,000 k.w. at "9 power factor

(5.560 k.v.a.) when supplying 3-pliase current at 50 cycles

and 6,600 volts pressure,' and will be capable of carrying

overloads of 25 per cent, for 2 hours or 50 per cent.

momentarily. The ventilating air for these machines will

bf filtered in dry air filters of the Premier Cooler Co-'.-

make; the machines will each be fitted with a direct-coujiletl

110 volt exciter of the overhung type and will operate in

conjunction with an automatic voltage regulator.
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Company Meetings.

CONSOLIDATED GOLD FIELDS OF
SOUTH AFRICA.

PROVISION FOR UP:PRK(. lATlON
AXU fONTINGEXCIKS.

LORD HARRIS'S REVIEW.

The ordinary general meeting of the Con-

solidated Gold Fields of South Africa. Ltd..

was hold on Decendjcr 5 at Cannon Street

Hotel, E.C., Lord Harris (chairman of the

conipanv) presiding.

The Secretary (Mr. Herbert C. Porter)

having read the ntitice convening the meet-

ing and the report of the auditors,

The Chairman .said:—Shall we run

through the accounts, commeneing with

profit and ]of»': Management expenses are

£13,373 odd. as compared with £10.574 odd.

The increase is due to war bonus granted

to the staff in consideration nf the increased

cost of living. Since the accounts were

made up we have had to take up that

matter again and to give an increased

bonus over what we were giving in the

year under review. We have received

from our employee an expression of their

appreciation of our endeavours to meet

them in the very difficult circumstances

caused by the increased cost of living, and

it may be of interest to you to hear that

ue have made an arrangement with them

by which the bonus will fluctuate upwards

and downwards as the cost of living in

creases or decreases, down to a fixed mini

mum which we have agreed with them

fairly represented a standard wage pre-

vious to the w^ar. Sub.;criptions and dona-

tions are £2,042, as compared with £1,659

odd, due chiefly t« a subscription to the

South African Hospitals and Comforts

Fund. Debenture interest is reduced, as

usual, by the drawings. L'pon the other

side, we get by dividends, profits by sales

of investments, commission and sundry

receipts, less amounts written oft', £432,080

odd, as compared with £464.179 odd. A
big reduction, due chiefly to the pa.sing

by Knights Deep. Ltd., of its dividend, a

dividend on Robinson Deep af 2s. instead

of 8s., and of 9d. instead of Is.' 6d. on

Sintiners, is largely counterbalanced by
the receipt of our first dividend

of 5 per cent.---namely, £49,000 odd
on Gold Fields American shares and
."^ 23 000 odd on Gold Fields Rho
desian shares—and from dividends on Go-
tfHrnment Gold Mini-ng Areas, Falcon

Mines, New Modders and America Trona
Preference. Profits from investments real-

ised were £37,750 more than last year, so

that the ultimate reduction in revenue is

only some £32,000. Lnterest received is

some £10.000 down, due chiefly to the

lower rate of interest on Treasury bill-

and bank deposits and the repayment of

loans on w-hich we were getting 7 per cent,

and could only obtain 3i per cent. on. The
amounts written oft' under this item have

nothing to do with the large sums written

down for depreciation in another part of

the accounts, but are chiefly recurring items

for redemption of propertiea.

. APPROPRIATIONS.

That gives us a balance to carry down
of £412 539 odd: add to that the balance

from the appropriation account of £58.405,

and also the amount of £600,000 which, as

we told you in the rej^ort, we liave taken
from the reserve, and wo get £1.070,945.

Out of that sum wo make the following
provisions;—For depreciation of invest-

ments, £705 807 odd—a subject which I

will deal with at length later on—the First

and Second Preference dividends, French
Government duty and stamjis, income tax.

South African and. for the fir.it time.

American income tax, representing the
Federal Government taxation on revenue

received by us in th:; States; ai.d we carry

to the baiance-shcet £210,094 odd. Turn-
ing to the balance-sheet, the capital, au-

thorised and issued, is unchanged. The
r::^erve drsappears, having been transferred

lo profit and loss account. As regards lia-

bilities, the amount of the debenture lia-

Idlity has been redueeu by the anmial

drawing. The Simmer and ,Tack East

second debenture guarantee is £6,496. as

compared witli £8,352. Sundry creditors

are £226 597 this year, as compared with

£76.101 last year, the increase being af

that date partly for amounts due for the

purchase of the .Johnson Mattln\y interest

and for temporary finance, all since paid.

Contingent liabilities are reduced by
£80.306" The liability to Robinson Deep
has become an actual loan, and there is

a reduction in American Trona loan which
we guaranteed. The other items are not

of importance. On tho other side we get

by investments, shares in companies at or

under cost. £3.175,671. as compared with

£3,507.156. or a' decrease of £331,464. The
total value of purchases of investments in

excess of sales was £374,000, the principal

items of which were the new isjue of the

Sub Nigel shares, Trinidad Leaseholds.

.Johnson Matthev and Co., and Southern

Van Ryn Reef". As £705.807 lias been

written oft' other investments for depreei.T-

tion, a net deereaso on investments of the

amount I ha.^e stated is shown. Pritish

(:o\ernment securities are this yeai

£556.319 odd, as compared with £784.400

odd last year. In addition, you will flnti

ioAver down investments in Treasury bills

£297,867 odd. Loan at short call is this

year only £11.000, as compared with

£200,000, idue to repayments from the

market. Sundry debtors and dividends de-

clared are £219.498, as compared with

£173.754 odd, an increase of £45.743 odd.

The debtors in London increased owing to

amounts due from participants in respect

of American Trona shares to be taken up
for guarantee of loans since paid. The
dividends accrued are less by £22,528, ow-

ing lo reductions in receipts from South
African companies. Cash advances and
mortgages are £266,264, as compared with

£352,956 odd, the reduction being due to

acceptance of shares in American Trona
for an advance; and a repa.vment by Gold
Fields American. Treasury bills I have
already referred to. Cash at bankers and

in hand is £351,935, as compared with

£2!!6,557. The cash position, taking the

usual items on eaoh side this year, is

£948,709 odd, as compared with £1,000.578

odd, the dift'erence being due to purchases

of investments.

THE rSE OF RESERVE.

Before passing to general subjects I bad
better now deal with the policy wliicli we
have adopted of providing out of the re-

serve not only for the deijreciation of tie.'

'year, namely. £388,348 odd, almost en-

tirely accounted for by the fall iit the

market price of our big South African

mine:, and then by the decision to make
provision for further depreciation by utilis-

ing th.e balance of the reserve. That is a

point upon whicli you may be disposed

to argue or to criticise. I am sure, how-
ever, when' .vou realise how serious have
been the disadvantages we have had to

face and arc: facing, and the inevitable

eft'ect on our receipts for the year 1918-19.

you will accept our advice, apijreciating

that the unpleasant fact has got to be faced

some time or other. Owing to the he-ivy

extra cost of gold mining, heavv floods,

interruptions to mining owing to influi.'uzu

and earth troubles in the case of Robinson
Deep, the fact is we are in face of a period

of moit serious disappointment. We could,

of course, not have foreseen the eft'ects of

the war ; we could not have foreseen the

interruptions to mining caused by the epi-

demic: bill \\e had sonie years ago fore

s;;on that heavy depreciation had ^e,

be p-ovided for, and thatthe reserve tuml
which we set aside >jiccially for that pur-
pose would be heavily indented on. .-Vt

the same time, having regard to the stable
character of mining on the Rand, we were
perfectly justified in looking forward to

our holdings in the Knights Deep, Simmer
;4nU Jack, Robinson Deep, and other
smaller interests being steady and regular
dividend payers. It was on the basis of
that security that some .years ago I en-
couraged you to hope for regular divi-
dends out of the receipts from our invest-
ments on the Rand, and at the same time
I ex])i-essed the hoijc that there might h-'

fuither profits from new business. At the
same time, we quite appreciate the fad
that these South African investments were
wasting assets, and that we must look to
other investments -b.v, degrees taking their
place. We at the advice of our engineers
made our effort on the Rand further e.-ist.

It was a failure, and, naturally, ,hat dis-
couraged us from making more extensive
op.rations in th- Far East Rand. 'VVe have
to some extent made up for that more ri'

cently by |iurchases after the success of
some of these companies had been fullv
assured. Again, upon the advice of our
engineers, we made varipus investments in
the United States and formed our Ameri
can Company, and up lo 1914 oiu- anticipa-
tions seemed to be thoroughly well justi-
fied that, long beore tur R-iiid investments
began to fall oft', our receipts from other
sources would be bringing in a fair in
co:iie.

WAR—AND AFTER.

L'nfortunately, the war intervened and
lias spoilt our programme. Our income
from our three big investments in South
Africa h-is been reduced from £457.000 in
1911 to £248,000 last year and £72.000 this
.vear. and the heavy depreciation has had
to be met either out of income or from re-
serve. At the same moment, owing again
to the war and to the difficulties under
which the factories in America arc labour-
ing, and, within the last week or two.
owing to the epidemic of influenza having
attacked many industries in the X'nited
States, including some of ours, while our
income from the Rand has fallen off. the
income which we anticipated from the
I nited .States has not materialised at as
early a date as we expected. We arc pasi-
ing throiigli a lean period, which we must
ask you courageously to bear with, but
certainly not to be despoudcnt over.
Several things may happen, though I make
no projihocy. The cost of gold mining
may begin to come down. The British
Government may consider that the excep-
tional position of gold production deserves
*oine special helii. The Government of the
United States may be disposed, by remis-
sion of some taxation, to assist the pro-

duction of potash, a chemical which is of
such vital importance to agriculture. .\ny
one of these possible contingencies would
help to restore the balance and enable us
to show vou something more like normal
]irofiis without the fear -of further depre-
ciation. Meantime we are ino.t anxious,
if possible, to continue to distribute divi-

dends, and we want to feel that we have
dealt with the unfortunate iiosition of bur
low-grade mines, if not on a

drastic, at least on a conserva-
tive basis. A large portion of the
p:'ofits of iliG year are being used to pa.v

the dividends, and at the same time we
ask you lo support us in our policy, which
we have adopted unhesitatingly, to use our
reserve to meet the extremely abnormal
situation.

INNER RESERVES.
We are followdng precedent. Our re-

serves have been utilised on previous occa-
sions for similar purposes. Of course, a
loserve eives a f.^-liiiL.' of eonfideiico. .nid
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It will be our business to buikl one up

a^-ain when things become normal, but a

tr°u«t company dealing chiefly in mining

shares cannot afford to keep hundreds of

thousands of pounds locked up in gilt-cdged

securities when, owing to no fault of its

own it has difficulties to meet. This eitua-

tion'ii partlv caused by our conservative

system of accounting. I have dealt with

the matter, I think, at length on previous

occasions, but perhaps I had better v.p.'ai

that we never write up our investinenls to

market price. Once written down there

they stav, unless afTected by further pur-

chases, whatever the market price mn.v

be and the conseiiuence is that we have a

very comfortable and substantial inner re-

serve in the shape of unrealised approc-ia

tion of considerably over £1.000.000. And

Hith reference to that, I should point out

th-vt in addition to this unrealised prcfn,

we 'have a further deferred proHt lying

dormant in the Grootfontein transaction,

referred to "in our report. We have, as

you are aware, sold an area i qual to 50J

claims to the Sub Nigel Company for

130 000 of it< fully-paid shares, but as t he

completion of the sale depends upon ilie

date at which we may elect to locate our

invnriacht rights, transfer may not be

giVen to us and the shares delivered to us

before the end of 1920. As we have an 8o

per cent, interest in the deal, and as the

farm Grootfontein stands in our books at

a moderate figure, it will be apparent to

you that if the Sub Nigel continues on its

prosperous career we stand to harvest a

very handsome profit indeed in due course.

We" shall retain a mynpacht area equal T"

about 1,100 claims on this farm, the work

ing or disposal of which still depeiirl.

upon developments in that neighbourhood,

which are being closely followed by our

engineers. A casual but deferred profit

to^which I may also refer is a bewaar

plaat.sen award ace:ruing to the Turfion-

tein Estates, of which our share amounts

to some £20.000, payable to us over a

term of years. If our system of account-

ancv was diflicult or altered to an annual

. valuation at market price that apprecia-

tion would appear in the accounts. W e

l-.Kve d'scussed the policy of a cliange. but.

owing to complicated transactions with thi>

income tax authorities, extending over

many years, we have decided that it is

better to continue our present system of

accountancy. I have made a full disclosure

of our policy, which has only been adopt eil

after the most careful consideration, and \

ask you to continue your confidence in w
that, in making provision beyond th;-

necessities of the year under review, we

have acted wisely.

GOLD .\NI) MINING COSTS.

Turning to general subjects, Mr. Chris-

topher's report and that of Mr.- Leslie con-

tain a very full description of the adverse

circumstances which have alfocted gold

production in the Tran;vaal, and these cir-

cumstances are common to gold production

throughout the world. I dare say you have

noticed that there has been a combined

movement in the United States of gold

producers to impress upon the Government

of the United States, just as the gold pro

ducers of the British Empire have endea-

voured to impress upon the British Govern-

ment, that, if the production of gold in its

former volume is of vital importance for

banking and currency purposes, and if ores

which could be treated at the pro-war cost

of productym are to continue to be pro-

duced, then assistance in some form or

other is necessary. What is happening i"

the case of prac'ically all gold milieu i-

that ores which were being jiroducod ai

pre-war cost are now being left behind

never in all probability to bo extracted, if

once left behind, because the cost of goinj;

hack would be too groat. This means th-il

the lives of stich mines are being

reduced in length—a procedure which i^

abhorrent to all gold miners. It is their

invariable practice to keep mines going as

long as possible by cruohing the largest

posjible payable tonnage, so that working

expenses may be spread over the largest

possible tonnage, thereby reducing the cost.;

per pennyweight of gold, and consequently,

of course, extracting the largest possible

quantity of ore. We have been pressing

this matter upon the Government for many

m-.;nths. The gold producers of the Einiiir:

have now had an opportunity of living

their case before a Committee appointed

by the Treasury. The facts which were

laid before them are indisputable—namely,

that some very low grades of ore are being

left behind, and that, if that is much longer

continued, the gold production of the Em-
pire must fall off, notwithstanding the ad

vantageous and profitable discoveries on the

Far East Rand. We have therefore 'done

our best. There we must leave it. trusting

that Government will see the justice of our

complaint, that ours is practically the oiu-

industry which unquestionably suft'ei's b>

the increased costs due to the war.

riNANCING LOW GRADE MINKS.

In the case of the Rand we liave th

iiiisfoitunc to b<? interested in mines where
it was necessary, if a profit was to be so-

cured and lives were to be extended as

long as jiossible, to crush very low grades,

and you will see from the reports to which

I refer that that is no longer possible, and

that these mines are working either at so

low a profit as to be practically uninipor

tant, or, as happened in the last two or

three months, at an actual loss. Having
regard for our large interests. Consoli-

dated Gold Fields is at present advancing
moneys for the purpose of keeping th"

plants running in the hojie that the pre

sent difficulties may be overcome, but un

lass a turn of the tide sets in we have, of

course, to keep a careful watch as to the

extent we are justified in supporting them.

On the other hand, we have reason to be

well aitisfied with our largo shareholding

in the Sub Nigel Company, which com-
pany moreover holds*tlie '' key " position

lo further development in the region of the

Far Eastern Rand in which it is situated.

We have secured an interest in the adjoin-

ing Southern Van Ryn Reef Company, and
[lossess important mynpacht rights on our

farm Grootfontein. which, as you know,
marches with the Sub Nigel area. So thit

tliere are all the elements for taking ad-

vantage of the result of current prospecting

and developments which are full of possi-

liilitics, but we prefer to go step by step

and not to be carried away by geological

theories, and progress may therefore be

(-low. We and our associates did our duty

by the shareholders of the Sub Nigel Com.
pany by guaranteeing tha 300.000 shares

recently oft'ered to them, who showed their

confidence in the future of that cornpnny

by subscribing 26'd,955 thereof. .\ new
vertical shaft has already been sunk and

had reached a <lepth of 229 feet in Au{:ust

. la.^t. At the Southern Van Ryn RecF bore

holes have been sunk, the results of whii^h

have been published, and our consulting

engineer appears to be satisfied with th".

preliminary indicatioiiK disclosed. He an-

ticipates that it will be justifiable presently

to start sinking the first permanent vertical

shaft. The only other enterprise I need

refer to in connection with Gold Fields

operations in the, neighbourhcH:)d of the

Transvaal i.'. that- we have subscribed for

debentures ill an estate called Movent,

with ii. right for tw-o years after peace is

declared of promoting and floating a com-

pany which would have very large land

roncessions in Portuguese East Afrna.

favourably situated in many respects for

th" production not only of sugar, bui

other agricultural products. As regards thi-

Gold and Platinum Company in Colombia.

Central America, they have produced iv

less than 4,000 oinices of platinum up to

date this vear. and I think that the oul|iul

last month was 1,000 ounces. The parts of

th? ..econd dredge are in situ, and when

they can got over labour difficulties and

get that erected, of course the output will

very materially increase. As regar^ls Rln'

desia, 1 have so recently addressed the

shareholders of the Gold Fields Rhodesian

Development C-ompany that I need not de-

lain you on the prospects of that company

at any length. It has, as jou are aware,

after a severe struggle for some years, re-

duced its capital, which put it in the posi-

tion of being able to distribute dividends,

and the pro.poets of its principal mining

properties, Shamva and Falcon, and its

interests in Rhodesia Asbestos, are dis-

tinctly good, but here again I regret to say

that "the epidemic, especially in Falcon

Mines, has seriously interfered with opera-

tions recently.

AMERICAN INTERESTS.

There remains for me to refer to our in-

terests, through our holding in Gold Field.,

Ameiicjn Development Company, in the

Cnitcd States, and you will be glad to note

from Baron de Ropp's report that in th'

case of all the companies referred to therin

there, have been improvements. He devote..,

and naturally, most attention to the

American Trona Corporation. Since ha

wrote it we have suffered the disappoint-

ments I have mentioned—namely, the non-

delivery of the plant to complete the second

unit, and of certain parts which would

have secured further and immediate econo-

mies in the cost of production, due to

shortage of labour, the demands for the

services, and latterly to influenza, which

has also seriously attacked the staff ai

Searlcs Lake. The effect of these is to

postpone the date when Baron de Ropp
confidently anticipated that the second unit

would be running and, therefore, of re-

ceipts to which wc were looking for some

return on the ordinary stock, in addition

to the cumulative interest on the preferred

stock, the whole of which has been paid up

to September last. But for these adverse

factors, which it. was impossible for us to

foresee, I might have truthfully claimed

that, subject to the delay of one year in

the unfortunate experiment in a process

which proved to be unsuitable, our confi-

dence in this investment had been fully

realised; and as regards tliat first year's

failure, you must remember that we were

dealing with an entirely novel proposition.

There was no previous experience to help

the chemists and engineers as to how to

treat the brine most effectively. They havr

suurmonnted the difficulties, and I cannot

speak too highly and gratefully of the

unwearying efforts made by our represen-

tatives. Baron de Ropp and his associates,

and by their legal advisers, which resulted

in our receiving good and indeieasible

title from the United States Government.

Although we never had any doubt as to the

justice of our claim, we were b<--set by op-

position which it required all our repre-

sentatives' time and ability to overcome, so

that our most favourable anticipations have

been realised, save in respect of the cost of

bringing the proposition to the productive

stage. The first installation had to bo

scrapped, and the war has raised the cost

of all material. These are great disappoint

ments. especially so coming at the same

moment as our difficulties in South Africa :

but, as I said Ix'foro, there is no need for

despondency. As soon as the second unit

is running the output will be largely in-

creased, and the coat will bo reduced, so

that all that is called for is a little more

patience. For the current year working

profits will amount to between 2,000.000 dol

and 2,200,000 dol. How much of this will !•

taken by the United States Government in

the shape of war profits tax is still uncer-

tain.

VICTORY .\ND TllK HTIItK.

The war has hit us very hard, but «e

may safely conclude that that i" over, th.il

the militarism of a united Cleimany is not

merely scotched, but killed, and that the

witherin.g contempt of the rest of the

world for their barbaric methods will be

such a lesson, oven to the shortsightedness

of the German races, that a new generation

may— it is to be hoped— realise that luili
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tarism such as they have hitherto been

educated up to regard as a fetish is a snare

and dehision. The terrible bereavements
which We deplore must remain for years

as a grievous oppression, but the trials we
have faced and surmounted have had this

glorious result—that the race has been tried

and not found wanting. In our
darkest moment the race has never

despaired ; and in a minor matter such as

the affairs of this company, that. I can
assure you, has been the attitude under
heavy cares and disappointments of your
managers, officials and staffs in several

parts of the world. If it had not been for

their determination to overcome each diffi-

culty as it arose
^

the situation, certainly

in South Africa, might have been far more
discouraging than it is. We are not clear

of danger yet, but it has so far been met
calmly, resolutely, successfully, and there-

fore we ask you, in acknowledging your
indebtedness to those who have served you
well, to face the present position with

equal confidence that we shall come
through it successfully. We may bo
legitimately the more confident bo-

causo we are in such a satis-

factory position as regards liquid re-

serves. Excluding the unrealised profits or

inner reserve, we have something like one
and a half million of liquid reserves, includ-

ing the gilt-edged securities. It is, I can
imagine, inevitable that capital will be re-

quired for the development of industries

temporarily diverted from their original

lines of business, and we are well equipped
to take advantage of favoiirablo opportuni-
ties for investment which are bound to be
forthcoming. Among other things, the
relation of industries to mining in South
\frica is of mutual imporfarice. and we
may be disposed to take some pait in the
industrial development which is taking
place in that country. We have a highly-
trained technical staff, who have proved
themselves capable of dealing with the in-

dustrial side of mining for many

years past, so that we may de-

pend upon any proposals .fmanat-
ing from that side being carefuly sifted

and investigated l>efore they are presented

to us. Taking all these facts into con-

sideration, I feel justified in concluding on
a very hopeful and encouraging note as

regards the future. I beg to move the re-

.solution which stands in my name: "That
the report of the directors and statement
of accounts and balance-sheet at 50th June,

1918, and the recommendation of the direc-

tors that a cash dividend of TJ per cent.,

free of income tax, be paid on the 2,000,000

ordinary shares of the company bo
adopted."

Mr. S. Christopherson seconded the mo-
tion, which was unanimously adopted.

The retiring directors. Sir Leigh Hos-
kyns, Colonel E. Frewen and Mr. R.
Maguire, and the auditors, Messrs. Tur-
quand Youngs and Co., were re-elected,

and the proceedings terminated.

It is stated (says the Nairobi paper) that a valuable tin

reef has been discovered in conquered territory by a member
of the forces. The Uluguru mica mines are now under the
control of the Civil Administration, with effect from Julv 1.

I

Anglo-French Matabeleland.
The annual report of the Anglo-French Matabeleland to

May 31 last states that the profit and loss account for the
year shows a debit balance of £1,248, which, when deducted
from the balance of £5,659 brought forward, leaves £4,411
to the credit of this account. The available cash, including
the company's holding in 5 per cent. War Loan, less sundry
creditors, amounts to £16,699. Ten claims on the " F "

Reef have been abandoned, reducing the holding of gold

claims to 97, on which no work has been done during this

year. The company and the Anglo-French Exploration
Co., Ltd., have jointly purchased a half interest in the 60
" Guruma Tumba " asbestos claims, and have pegged 60
claims on the extension. With a view to testing the ground
some work has been done and encouraging disclosures made
on the " Guruma Tumba " claims. The total claim holding
in the Belingwe district now amounts to 133 claims.

Schedule " B " attached to the report gives details of the
farms representing 353,236 acres in the districts of Belingwe,
Gwelo, Shangani, Inyanga, and Insiza. The sales of cer-

tain farms aggregating 10,485 acres have been cancelled at

the request of the settler to whom they had been sold. The
amounts paid up thereon have been credited to the purchase
of the farms which he retains. This land reverts to the

company, and the item of " farms and land " in the balance

sheet has consequently increased, while the amount credited

to profit and loss suspense account has been reduced. Two
of the land purchasei-s have completed their payments and
obtained transfer of their fanns. The manager reports that

owing principally to the exceedingly dry year in 1917, fol-

lowed by an abnormally wet season in the early months of

1918, the cattle-ranching results have been unsatisfactory.

The stock, which at the commencement of the year num-
bered 2,601, has been reduced to 2,503. An independent
valuation made on June 27 last, based on the prices realised

from sales of similar cattle, gives a total value of £17,541,

which compares with a valuation of £21,742 at May 31,

1917. During the year 186 head were sold for £1,521, and
20 animals were purchased. An outbreak of quarter evil

attacked the young stock, and resulted in the death of 171

head from this and other causes. The Rhodesian Meat
Packing Company, to which reference was made last year,

is expected to be in working order at an early date when a

ready sale for its canned products is anticipated. The initial

difficulties in obtaining tlie necessary plant and the heavy
rains and subsequent floods this South African summer have

delayed construction work. The board liave under considera-

tion' the method to be adopted for the efficient carrying out

of the ranching business, and are receiving the valuable

assistance of the representatives .of the Anglo-French Ex-

ploration Co., Ltd., in South Africa in the matter.

Cape Electric Tramways, Ltd.
During the year to June 30th last there was a substantial in-

crease in the traffic receipts on both the Capetown and Port Eliza-
beth systems of this undertaking, and although the high cost of
supplies and all materials, together with the further unavoidable rise
in wages, have not permitted any reduction in the ratio of working
expenditure, a distinct improvement in net earnings is shown, the
profit on the year's working, after provision for debenture interest
and redemption, being £39,801. compared with £31,169 for 1916-17.
The dividend of five per cent, is the same as before, the sum carried
forward being advanced from £2,591 to £5,831 after the repetition of
an appropriation of £12,000 to reserve, increasing that fund to
£22-4.157. The tendency of business conditions in South Africa is in
a distinctly favourable direction, and the population of Capetown is
increasing. Both these circumstances should have a beneficial effect
upon the company's future, and although the shares have improved
recently on the report, they are still attractive at the present price
of 15s., the yield, after taking off the current dividend, being slightly
over 7^ per cent.

Mayo Rhodesia Report.
The report of Mayo (Rhodesia) for the year ending July 31, 1918,

shows the company to possess 346 claims. Investments total £20,653,
shares and debentures in other companies £111.723. In the bank there
is £2,302, and loan against securities accounts for £23.098. Loans
from bankers and others, owing by the company, amounted to £29,717.
The item of £20,653 is lepreseiited by Government stocks to the
extent of 68 per cent., and on these there is a deficiency of about
£1.700. On 50 per cent, of shares and debentures in other'companies,
taken at book cost, there i.s a deficiency of £7.800. The more impor-
tant interests of the company are represented by Government stocks
£20,653. British Cyanides ?.100 6 per cent. cuni. pref. shares Cam
& Jlotor 2,250, Lonely Reef 3,722, Nyassa Co. 10,000, Shaniva 8,900.
Tip-top 180.000 (of Is. 6d. each). Union Steel Corporation of South
Africa 3,800 6 per cent, debentures. 2.228 8 per cent, preference,
and 4,245 7 per cent, preference. United Rhodesia 21,300 G per cent!
debentures, and 77.831 shares of 7s. 6d. fully paid. Of Zambesia
Exploring, Mayo holds 15.027 5i per cent, debentures and 467 shares
of £1 each. It will be seen from the foregoing that the assets are
numerous and important.

Bwana M'Knbwa Copper.
The report of the Bwana M'Kubwa Copper Mining Company for

the year ended 30tli ,June states that the financial position at the
end of the year was as follows : Cash and War Loan at cost, £26.173;
debtors, £2,158; estimated value of concentrates on hand unrealised,
£17,000. Less creditors and bills payable, £3,737. Total, £41,595.'
There has been no change as regards the properties, concessions and
rights in Northern Rhodesia belonging to the company. The pro-
perties comprise an area of about 47.097 acres (73^ square miles), of
which 565 square miles carry mineral rights. In February arrange-
ments were made with the Government for the survey of the land
areas so .is to enable final title to be issued. During the year develop-
ment work was continued, the total footage accomplished being 4,651.
The ore tonnage treated was 16,295. which produced 1.419 tons of
concentrates, of which 787 tons remained on hand at SOth .lune last,
awaiting shipment. There are also at the mine about 45.000 tons of
high grade tailings available for retreatnient. Owing to the impossi-
bility of obtaining sea freight, the mining and concentrating of high
grade ore was suspended at the end of March last. The arrangement
with Minerals Separation. Ltd., referred to at the last annual meet-
ing has been completed, and a plant capable of treating 100 to 150
tons of ore per day has been shipped, and should be in operation
during the early part of next year. As soon as the trial tests at the
mine unde? ordinary working conditions have proved satisfactory,
arrangements will lie ni.ide for an extension of the plant to treat aboiit
500 tons of ore per day.
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While nothing much was done by the Scottish Mashonaland
during the twelve months ended June 30,

Scottish a substantial improvement is shown over

Mashonaland. the previous year's figures, a debit balance
of ±913 being converted into a credit of

£1,183. A brief comparison is here given: Dividends, etc.,

1918 £1,595, 1917 £410; profit on sales, 1918 £368, 1917

nil; loss on sales, 1918 nil, 1917 £604; total e.xpenses, 1918

£793, 1917 £766. The directors have sold certain of the

shareholdings, and put a total of £4,000 into Five Per Cent.

War Bonds and Five Per Cent. War Loan, and bought 1,500

Geygerles and 1,000 Cloverfields, and a summary of the

balance sheet states the relative positions : Investments at

or under cost, 1918 £58,104, 1917 £60,349; market value,

June 30, 1918 £29,174, 1917 £20,806; market value, mid
October, 1918 £37,887, 1917 £30,990; cash, etc., 1918

£4,626, 1917 £473; creditors, 1918 £837, 1917 £390. A
suggestion was made that the company should go into

liquidation. The du'ectors consider that the matter should

be postponed till the conclusion of the war. when it will be

left for the shareholders' decision.
* * * *

Dealing with mining in what was lately German East Africa,

the Board of Trade Jo^trtial says: " The
Mining in principal mining group in the Protectorate

East Africa, consisted of the Centralafrikanisehe Seen
Gesellschaft (Central African Lakes Com-

pany), the Centralafrieanische Bergwerks Gesellschaft, the

Kironda Goldminen Gesellschaft, and the Irangi Syndikat.

The second company was an offspring of the first named and
the third on offspring of the second. The Irangi Syndikat,

founded in 1896 by the Diskonto Gesellschaft and the Nord-
deutsche Bank of Hamburg, was closely connected with the

last two. The parent mining company, the Central African

Lakes, founded in Berlin in 1902, was itself chiefly con-

cerned with the salt works at Gothorp, and from 1910
onwards paid a steady 8 per cent, dividend. The Lakes
Company's gold mining claims were represented by an
interest in the subsidiary Bergwerks Company (1905), which

in its turn made over its rights in the Schenkw.e- Goldfields

to the Kironda Goldmining Company. The original holding
of the Lakes Company in the Bergwerks concern was one-

half, but the proportion apj^ears to have been since reduced.
The Bergwerks .and the Irangi Syndikat each held a one-
fifth interest in the Kironda Company, founded in 1908, of

which the capital was 1,250,000 marks. The Kironda Com-
pany produced nearly a million marks worth of gold in 1911
and made 224,000 marks of profit, but afterwards did less

well. Gold mining in the Protectorate was upon a very
small scale in comparison with the industry in the British

possessions in South Africa."

Sir Robert Hadfield, in his presidential address a few weeks
ago to the Faraday Society at Burling-

Sir R. Hadfield on ton House, said that the war had been
German Science. largely one of the metallurgist, the

engineer, and the chemist. To the
enemy scientists and technical men had been left the ignoble

role of prostituting knowledge to the basest of uses. No
matter how clever might have been their inhuman ideas

with regard to poison gas, petrol flame throwers, and so on,

the enemy's men of science in time to come would look

back and find everything to be ashamed of and nothing
of which they could be proud. On the other hand, the

scientific and technical men on the Allies' side had not only
clean hands but clean minds. While it had been necessary
in self-defence for us to meet and coimter-attack the many
horrible devices of the enemy, there was not a man in the

whole of the British Empire who would have introduced one
of these terrible devices of the enemy. Huns of all classes

were equally to blame for this war. Of what use, therefore,

was it to talk about a League of Nations at this hour of the

day ? It would be a League of Fools if it included Germany
after her unparalleled atrocities, inhumanity, and bestiality.

To admit the Hun to any Council of Nations now would be

like inviting a burglar or a murderer, who had been caught
in the act, to join the council of a Y.M.C.A.
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Notes and Newa
It is our intention to alter, at an early date, the title of this

paper, to " The S.A. Mining and
Change of Name. Engineering Journal," in order to indi-

cate and emphasise the larger measure
of attention that will in future be devoted to general engi-

neering. Further notice will be given of the contemplated
change.

* * * *
The news of the death from pneumonia at Reefton, New

Zealand, on Christmas Day, 1918,
The Late of J\Ir. Victor Hartog, has been re-

Mr. Victor Hartog. ceived with genuine regret throughout
South Africa. The deceased gentle-

man, a son cf the well-known Kimberley pioneer, Mr. Henry
Hartog, was born in Kimberley in 1881. He received his

early education at Johannesburg and Kimberley, where he
won the Barnato Scholarship. Electing to take up min-
ing and geology he proceeded in turn to the South Afi-ican

College. Capetown, and the South African School of Mines,
K-.Tiberley, and graduated in the year 1902 as Mining
Fngineer and Bachelor of Science of the Cape University.
Mr. Hartog 's first professional engagement was with De
Beers Consolidated Mines. Ltd., as mine surveyor, in wh'ch
capacity he gained an intimate knowledge of the geology of

the Kimberley Diamond Mines. He relinquished the post
after three years, and proceeded to Columbia University,
New York, to take a post-graduate course in economic geo-
logy. Here he had an opportunity of working up some of
the material he had collected at Kimberle*, and was
awarded the A.M. (Master of Arts) degree for an admirable
thesis on " The Petrography of the d'amond-bearing Peri-

dotite of Kimberley, South Africa," which was subsequently
pub'.islied in Economi- Geology. On his return to South
Africa Mr. Hartog held various appointments on the gold
mines of the Witwatersrand, and in 1913 was appointed
Deputy Inspector of Mines. It was characteristic of the
man that despite his onerous duties he did not allow him-
self to neglect the scientific side of his work. .\t Columbia
University, while examining with reflected light microscopio
sections of blue ground from the De Beers Mine, he had
noticed bright lines or leaves in the dark oxides of the rock

—

ilmenite, chromite and magnetite—and was led by this cir-

cr.Tistance to suspect that metals of the plat'num group
might be present. He accordingly separated and assayed
small quinitities of these oxides, and actually found them
to contain fpp)-eciable amounts of )>]atinum. Continuing
these investigations in South Africa he was able to establish
the presence rf motals of the platinum groun in the blue
ground of the Kimberley, Bultfontein, Wesselton, Du
Toit's Pan, Jagersfontein, and Premier M^nes. Mr. Hartog
was quick to realise what his discovery would mean if these
metals could be economically extracted, and set about to
devise a process for recovering them. 'Owing to lack of ade-
quate financial support he was unfortunately unable to carry
liis researches to a satisfactory conelusicn, and the very
important question whether any of our Kimberlite contains
workable quantities of platimun or allied metals thus re-

mains unanswered. In 1914 Mr. Hartog was offered and
i'cc pted the post of acting manager of the Consolidated
Goldfields of New Zealand. He held this important ap-
poin'iTient until he died. A man of outstanding ability, a
tireless worker, a genial companion, and a loyal friend,

Victor Hartog was of a type we can ill afford to lose, and he
will be sadly m'ssed even outside the circle of his intimates.
He leaves a widow and a young daughter. To these and to
his relatives we tender our sincere sympathy.

* * *
' *

In preparation for the greater scope for its operations which
will be afforded by peace conditions, the
.•\frican and Europonn Investment Co., Ltd.,
further strengthened its financial position
during thf> vear ended June 30th. and since
then its £200.000 Debentures in the Vereeni-

ging Estates have been sold" at a profit, thus further materi-

African and
European
Investment.

2
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East Rand Mining
Estates: Important
Developments.

ally reducing liabilities. The operations for 1917-18 re-

sulted in the increased profit of over £9,000, thus raising the

balance at credit of profit and loss account to £10,400. The

shareholdings entered in the balance sheet at £586,500 show

at current prices " a very material appreciat'on " over their

book value. Apart from well over a million acres of free-

hold ground (mainly in the Transvaal) the chief holdings are

133,200 Vereenigin<];s, 114,135 Ehodesia Gold Mining and

Investments, 72,675 Swazieland Corporations, 49,657 East

Band Minings, and so forth.

* * * *

Very important developments are disclosed in the d'rectors"

report of the East Eand Mining
Estates for the year ended June 80th,

1918. Under the new Mining Leases
Bill steps are now being taken by the

Company's Engineers to locate the

Mynpacht (representinsr an area of 985 claims) on the Farm
Grootvlei, as well as the Discovery Claims, representing an

pdditional 150 claims. The question of applying for a fur-

ther minins; area is also be'ng esrefuHy considered by the

Consultinar Engine,er, as the negotiations for financing tlie

propertv depend I'^r^elv u^-on the total area which will iilti-

mately be secured by the Company to ,m'ning; purposes. Min-
ing developments in the neighbourhood of the Company's
properties hnve furnished additii^nal proof of the high aver-

age vali'e nf the reef in this d'strict, as far south as the

farm Vlakfontoin. The eo?l rights over portions of the

Farm Grootvlei and Palmietkuil are bp'na; disposed of to a

new Company, cnlled tbe Largo Collierv Company, the

whol° issued capital of which, viz.. £110.000 in £1 shares,

constitutes the purchrse-price. Ten thr-uspnd of such shares

are to bf^ granted to Mr. Isaac Lewis for his services in con-

nection with the matter.

* * * *
Sir Abe Bailey writes:

—
" After all the reckless cr'rnes com-

mitted by the Germans I can quite

Sir Ab° Bai!"V on understand the feeling among our people
the Outlook. rf bashing everyone—including the

Kaiser—over the head, and making them
pay up to the last fai-thins; and taking a mortgage on thf>ir

fu+ure as an indemnity ; but when peace is signed then the
fin'htin? should cease. How are vou poing to keep them or

th°ir goods out of the Emp're? In order to keep them out,

what notice are yon goinsr to put up at the norts? How
are you goin" to discriminate between the Germans froin

Germany and th'^se tr'rn the colonies and the countries ot

the Allies, esp^c'^lly America? Are v^u going to banish
frr.T) the Empire thf> Germans or sons of Germans who have
fought on onr sid^ during tlT^ war? How are you going to
prevent neuf-ral countrif^s selMng German goods to residents
within the Emp're Speak'n" from my knowledge of the
position in South AfrVa, it will be imr-ossible to carry on a
boycott against, them there. No: this is the time when the
states'^i.-'n. and not the politician in search of vot°s. must
be called in. Ve have evperiepced a tremendous triumph,
and may the blessing of a sti-ong. s^^und and just, yet
humane, peace crown our magnificent victory."

* * # *
Included in the valuable paper read before the S..\. Institu-

tion of Engineers on Wednesday night
The Shaft Sinking by Mr. Stuart Martin were the'follow-

Record. ing details of the record sinking opera-
tions during the month of Decf»mber

last at the No. 15 shaft. Crown IMines, diameter 21ft. 6in.

(20 feet in the clear) :—During 31 days, 279 feet were sunk.
Costs taken over 30 days (270 feet) totalled £13 4s. 8d. per
foot. Those costs include the whole of the station cost
walling only excluded. The average tons hoisted per blast
was 90 = 8.100 tons for 30 sink'ng days, three blasts per
day. An average of 31 nntives per shift in shaft per day

—

93 boys. White men in shaft—Leading hand sinker, 1 per
sh'ft, 3 per day; second hand sinker, 1 per shift, 3 per day;
stageman, 1 per day; master sinker, 1 per day. Total in
shaft per day, 8. Total other whites employed on surface

—

Engine drivers, 3; boilermen, fitter blacksmith, machine

men and masons, workshops, etc., 9; grand total, 20. Sur-

face boys—attendants, Total explosives used = 151bs. per

foot sunk. Machines : 4 Holmau Torpedo Sinkers ; 2 Hol-

man Jack Hammers. 279 feet sunk in 31 days constitutes

the world's record for speed in sinking, covering all forms of

shaft.
"T? "fc "tF 7P

The Luipaard's Vlei Estate has had another bad year,

the result for the year to June 30th last being a loss of

£3,449. The sum standing to credit of

Luipaard's Vlei profit and loss was "£126,158; deducting
Estate. the above amount and £8,192 written off

for depreciation, the balance is £114,517,
which the directors recommend be carried forward. This
balance is largely represented by the additions which over

a number of years have been made to the general equipment
of the mine, and to the pi'operty, and to that extent is not
in a liqu'd form. At a special meeting of debenture hold-

ers, held June 5th, 1918, authority was given to suspend for

the financial year ended June 30th, 1918. the usual annual
rrdemption of £8,000 nominal value of debentures. The out-

standir'^ amount of debentures remains at £63.945. The
difficult'es of working, due to war conditions, to which refer-

ence was made in last year's report, prevailed throughout
the year in an increasing measure. A less plentiful supply
cf native Inbonr hns added to these difficult'es. At the be-

gi'^ning of February Ifst work at the mines suffered con-

siderably f"om the effects of the unprecedented rainstorms
yh'ch visited the Western Witwatersrand. The lower levels

of the mine were flooded, a considerable outlay had to be
incurred to pump the mine dry, and for the last five months
of the financial year the lower levels were onlv partially

pvnilah'e and the ord'narv routine of work interfered with.

The eff'^ct of th^^so conrlit'ons is evidenced by the increase

in working costs by 10.314d. p^r ton. coming on to'" of an
incease of Is. per ton diu'ing the previous year. This, to-

gethf^r with a s'->^all r^dnction in the yield, has resulted in a
T-ovking loss of B.riflOd. per ton crushed. The expevippce of

th's company during the last two years is strong evidence of

the necessity of some assistance being given to the lowgrade
gold m-'nes wh'ch have suffered greatly through the increase

rf workinor eosts cused by wp>' conditions, W'thout being
able to obtain a higher pvipe for +heir nro<9ijef,. The Question
of gold pr"di)ption. and the position of <"he frvw-grade mi"es.
has recently become f^e subi^ct of puhhc discussion and of

Government inquiry. The British Government has referred

th<^ ouesfi'ori to a Special CrjTim'sKi'^n, whose renort is

."Wfited wi*-h a great deal of coreem by all companies in a
«iT>Miov Tiosition to this. Details of year's operations:
2'*f> 910 tons of ore crushed; average gi-ade of ore sent to

mill was 5.02'^ dwt. p^r ton, total recovery 97 p.c. of m^ld

contents. The yield from all sources was £1 Os. 2.969d.
per ti^n crushed. Avomge working expenditure, £1 Os.

11.059d. per i-r^r\. including charge for development redemp-
tion at 2s. 11.582d. per ton on tonnage crushed. The driv-

ing, ra's'ng, winz.ing. and c'-oss-cnttint^ accomplished during
the ynof pcrareo'f'trd ]0. 448ft. PpvpHIp ore reserves as at
•Tu'ie 3'^th h'st : Fully deyelo'ied. 645 034 tons, averno-f. assay
value 5.51 dwt. per ten: pprtinllv developed, 48,809 tons,

average assay value 6.10 dwt. per ton.

* * * *
The I'eport of the New Lisbon-Berlyn for the year to 30th

September states that expenditure has
New amounted to £1,054. apart from interest,

Lisbon-Berlyn. the amount of which has been added to

the loan. The funds necessary, as far as
they were not covered by revenue, have, as in previous
years, been advanced by the H. E. Proprietary (New), Ltd.
Further tests of the pyritic ore have been carried out, and
the results obtained are indicative of a satisfactory percent-
age of sulphur in the ore tested. There is a growing de-
mand in South Africa for sulphur for agricultural and other
purposes. The opened im ore reserves are 103.013 tons,
assaying 7.56 dwts. in gold and 0.347 per cent, in copper,
with a small amoimt of silver, equal to £183,569, taking
copper at £60 per t' n and silver at 2s. per ounce. No allow-
ance has been made for the sulphur contents.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

I

THE WIT. DEEP AFFAIR.
We cannot pretend to give a verbatim report of the long-

drawn-out proceedings at the Wit. Deep meeting tins weeK,
and we must ask our readers to be satisfied with the lengthy
accounts that have appeared in the daily papers.

The question at issue was as before, the control

and adunnistration of the company, and it must be admitted
that the opposition organised by Messrs. Bleloeh, Holland,
Gamble, and O 'Flaherty put up a very deterjoiined fight.

The whole afternoon's debate ultimately resolved itself uiio a

discussion on the ethics of the use by the Central Mining
people in their own favour of the proxies which the Cus-
todian of Enemy Property in the Union and the Public
Trustee in England had given them. For our part, we
cannot understand the contention that such proxies are in

any way tainted by German interest. They are not given
by Germans, who, of course, have no say at all in the
matter, but by the accredited representatives of the Union
and Imperial Governments who presumably have first satis-

fied themselves that the Central Mining people are the most
competent recipients of their trust and confidence. Holding
that view, we cannot for the life of us see why the Corner
House people should have weakly yielded to the noisy sec-

tion who hurled about such epithets as " German-control"
and " enemy votes." At once the stronger and the wiser
course, it seems to us, would have been to have ousted the
opposition by means of all the proxies held by the Central
Mining people, and afterwards there could have been dis-

cussed the question of using the disputed proxies. The public

verdict, we believe, would have been overwhelmingly in

favour of that proceeding, and the present agitation would
have quickly petered out. What has actually happened is

that the whole trouble is prolonged indefinitely, and the

terms of the adjournment motion give the opposition an
undeserved opportunity to make an exaggerated pother over
the whole sorry business. It is to be hoped that the
Imperial, French and Union Governments who are now to be
dragged into the thing will not take our eloquent friends who
are out to protect the shareholders too seriously Quis
custodict ipnos custodios?

ENGINEERING ECONOMIES ON THE
MINES.

Those of us who have been privileged to attend the last two
meetings of the South African Institution of Engineers have
been afforded ocular demonstration of the stimulating effect

of the war on Rand engineering skill and inventive talent.

Numerous devices have been on exhibition at those meetings
drawn from the engineering shops of the Reef illustrating

but not exhausting the long list of minor economies effected

during, and as a consequence of, the war. As we under-
stood that Mr. Izod, and Mr. Elsdon Dew, of the Corner
House, were engaged for some time back in preparing a
report for publication on the whole subject as far as the
mines of their group were concerned, we purposely refrained
from attempting to deal with it, and we print elsewhere in

this issue the first instalment of Mr. Elsdon Dew's extra-

ordinarily valuable and interest'ng report. The history of

the mo\ement was given by Mr. Elsdon Dew before the
Institution of Engineers, and he credited Mr. Izcd with its

initiation as far back as December, 1910, when a round
table conference of resident engineers was held under Mr.
Izod's presidency at the Corner House. The far-reaching
and stimulating effects that this conference had on the
engineers encouraged them to suggest other opportunities to

econom'se, and the whole-hearted co-operation of the man-
agers and engineers in the interchange of ideas was soon
apparent on the mines. The engineers with their several
foremen continued a regular campaign of .mine economies,
which is still proceeding, and which, altlioucrh not possible
to express in money value, is an actual fact fully recognised
by those in control. Mr. Elsdon Dew related that some
time aco it was felt des'rable to summarise the many econo-
mies which had been effected. A close investicration at each
mine was made and a full report circulated for comment.
At the same time the mines were asked : fa) Which of the
practised economies were new or practised before the war.

(bj \Miicli of the new suggestions were valuable to them,
(cj To furnish particulars of any new economies in practice,

but not referred to in the report. A summary lias been
imade cf the replies received from the mines dealing with
the enumerated items referred to, which is printed for gene-
ral reference purposes. It is felt that this is the fairest

manner in which this important matter can be dealt with
withcut doing injustice to those that have not been able to

deal fully with the question of economies through want of

facjlities on their own mines. Such an important factor

will not be lost sight of by those who review the position,

and where there are large workshops with up-to-date tools

the staff on a mine has opportunities for devising and carry-

ing out their idess with much greater possibilities of success
than on the smaller or older mines, where .juch equipment
does not exist. JMr. Elsdon Dew declares that in summar-
ising the position the endeavour has been to avoid overlook-

ing any useful ideas, however small. It is hoped that the

methods adopted of dealing with the subject will ensure
that the information as circulated will be of value to the
mines. It will be recognised that by systematic investi-

gation of all engineering stores in use, economical control

can be exercised. All the Rand technical societies have
been dealing with s'milar problems, and the outcome is

that a strong cr^nmittee, comprising three representatives

of each of the technical societies, have already met and are

now preparing a scheme to have a joint exhibition of the

various items locally manufactured and carried out under
war conditions to meet the requirements of the mines. A
very interesting exhib'tion may be expected, and one which
may be the nucleus of a standing exhibition, showing im-
portant examples of locally manufactured articles.

CIRCULAR vs. RH(JTANGULAR SHAFTS.
The large hall of the Chamber of Mines was packed on
Wednesday night, when three of the leading consulting en-

gineers of the Rand discussed the old yet ever new subject of

eirculai' versus rectangular shafts. The Institution of

Engineers is fortunate in being able to secure for its trans-

act'ons such valuable contributions on a subject of such
great technical interest and importance, and the resulting

discussion is bound to be of corresponding value and fruit-

fulness. It is impossible, of course, for us to print, as we
would wish, all these papers in their entirety this week, but

'

we give an instalment of Mr. Stuart iMartiu's views on cir-

cular shafts, since shafts of this foiTn are less familiar in Rand
mining practice. We hope to print the extraordinarily inter-

esting views of Mr. W. L. White and Mr. C. E. Knecht in

future issues. A noteworthy feature of all three contributions

is the readiness exhibited by all their authors to admit the

good points in favour of the opposing view. ' Thus, Mr. W.
L. \A hite, in concluding his paper, declared most emphati-

cally that he was not an advocate of one type of shaft for all

conditions. He holds that the very essence of mining is

adaptation to conditions as they exist, and his paper merely
explained the reasons why he had adopted the wide rect-

angular form of shaft in the conditions that existed. Again,

Mr. C. E. Knecht, in introducing his paper, declared that he

did not intend it to bo an exhaustive treatment of the

subject of Vertical Shafts, as obviously the subject was so
,

large that it could not be dealt with in that manner in the-

20 minutes at his disposal. "The aim," he said, "is
merely to stimulate discussion upon the merits, under cer-

tain conditions, of the three types of shafts now being sunk
en these fields, viz., Circular. Square, and Seven-compart-
ment. The term " Square " is used for want of a better

name : what is referred to is a four-compartment rect-

angular shaft, each compartment having the dimensions
adopted at the New State Areas, viz., 11 ft. 3 in. by
6 ft. inside timbers. I will endeavour to bring fonvard

the points for d'scussion, confining myself chiefly to the

S"ven-compartnient Rectangular type as applied to the con-

ditions pt'Pvalr'nt in the Par East Rand—esnecially East of

the Brakpan-Government Areas Section." INIr. Stuart

Martin's view will be found in the extract from his paper

prhited elsewhere, and it is esneciallv nrteworthv that he
has a good word to say for the elinticnl form of shaft, which,

theoretically, h^s so much in its favour. Mr. Knecht's
papor, it should plso be noted, conta'ned a valuable tribute

to the success of the cemrntatinn process in shaft sinking in

w.~t strata at D.iggafontein and Brakpan.
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RAND MINES AND PEACE PROBLEMS.—II.

Clever Folly- -War Currency and Prices—Why Mines Miist Be Subsidised-
and Gold Ontpvits—Where the Attack Must Begin.

-Revolutions

Last week reference was made to the theory that prices of

goods are determined mainly by the quantity of money

circulating in a country; and it was pointed out that the

cabled summary of the report of the Treasury (Inchcape)

Committee appointed to consider the request of the gold

owners for a subsidy showed that this theory had at last

been adopted by an official Commission as the basis of

British currency policy. It was also recalled that silver has

been a great factor in these currency questions ever since

1550, and also that prices may be affected by the action

of bankers and of private owners of gold or silver mines

acting through the Government. Up to recent times prices

were largely at the mercy of kings and queens and private

monopolists who constantly interfered in these matters.

Macaulay, referring to an earlier period, says that it was

doubtful"" whether all the misery which had been inflicted

on the nation in a quarter of a century of bad kings, bad

parliaments and bad judges was equal to the misery caused

in a single year by bad crowns and bad shillings."

Let me say here that I am not making any pretence of

dealing with the questions involved in this subject of prices

and gold supply. There are many books of reference for

those who are interested in the subject. I have merely

selected one or two facts that bear on the points 1 want to

make. The real difficulty is to condense the argument into

an intelligible and reasoned statement.

Clever, but ?

And first, to continue with the principle laid down by

the Inchcape Commission. A further cable gives a much
fuller report of the findings of this Committee. I cannot

refer in detail to this report, but it deserves the

careful study of all mining men. My criticism of

it is that it is sound and unimpeachable in its

statement of the main principle involved in this

big question. But just now it rather reminds me of the

verdict passed upon a Rand engineer by one of our mine

managers. "He is," said the manager, " the cleverest

fool God ever put guts into." It is the cleverest report

that ever Disaster was wrapped in.

Four Ye.\rs of War.

Four years ago I, with many others, woidd have wel-

comed this statement of the " quantitative " theory of gold

prices as the first evidence of sanity in banking and Treasury

circles. It has been plain for years now that prices were

creeping up ; and my personal conclusion was that the cause

of these growing quotations for all classes of goods was the

increase in the gold output of the world over the last thirty

years—that is to say, the Rand was slowly digging its own
grave by pouring out gold and increasing the amount of

money in circulation, and so stimulating enterprise and
raising the prices of commodities (that is, working costs,

including labour costs) to a level that would stop all low-

grade mines, reduce the gold output and so stop the rise

in prices. It was a natural process, as the Committee says

of supply and demand. So strongly did I hold tTiis view

that I advised friends to act on it and regard the Rand as

a sun that had passed its zenith and was der'lining to the

west.

But four years of war have changed all that. Sound in

economic theory as the refusal to subsidise gold mines
unquestionably is, it is from the standpoint of the states-

man an act of profound folly. If the Government of Mr.
Lloyd George acts on the report of the Committee, counter
action must bo taken here and in Australia, in London, the
United States, and in Em-ope to explain to the public the
real issues involved and compel a revision of the verdict.

A Gold SuEsmv.

Let it be admitted that an ordinary subsidy would
increase the price of gold to 23s. 9d. per sovereign. But
the aid to the low-grade mines must not take the form of

a subsidy to be added to the price of the sovereign. It

must be a direct money subsidy from the Treasuries of the

gold-using countries of the world; a grant to be written off

after a certain term of years to the item, " Defence
measures rendered necessary by the war." Every member
of the Entente must contribute. It must be given to all

the low-grade gold mines whose profits are threatened,

whether in Australia, in Klondyke, or in South Africa. It

would not amount in all to more than two millions a year.

But there is evidence that this grant in aid will prevent a

loss in the total gold output of about 16 millions sterling

annually. The gold output for the whole world is, say, 90
millions a year, and a reduction of 16 millions or there-

abouts yearly means a fall of about 17 per cent. What
would be the effect of this fall in the gold output? Let the

Committee answer. It says :

" Periods of increased gold production following on the

discovery of further deposits of gold capable of extraction

at low cost have been marked bj' an increase in the prices of

commodities. Exhaustion of these sources of supply has

been accompanied by a decline in the prices of commodi-
ties." (My italics.) Let us follow this admission of the

effects of an increase or decrease of the gold supply a little

further.

Fiddling Neros.

The Committee, it is clear, views with scientific equani-

mity the shutting down of all low-grade gold mines.

Roughly, I reckon that a subsidy of about two millions

annually will keep going mines that are producing about
16 millions of gold annually. This is only a rough guess,

but it will serve to keep readers closer to the facts. The
Committee therefore thinks it is not a matter of public con-

cern that many gold mines should shut down, and that the

world should enter on a period of lower prices for com-
modities ! The Committee seems to have forgotten the war
and all its human forces and passions. One is reminded of

Bryan's passionate protest, quoted last week: " You shall

not press down upon the brow of labour this crown of

thorns. You shall not crucify mankind upon a cross of

gold." The Committee has forgotten that lower prices

react with crushing effect upon what Bryan calls " the

struggling masses." Is this the time to raise the vague
terrors of lower values and lower wages among the "masses"
of the world?

Some Necessary Figures.

It is a pity that these politicians and technical experts

do not read history, and especially economic history. If

they look up the history of gold and silvei: imports of the

early part of the 19th century they will find that there was
then a fall in the value of gold and silver produced. (It

is necessary to bear in mind that before 1873 silver was
a more prominent money and price element than gold.)

Potosi, the great South American silver mine, fell on evil

days more than 100 years ago, and there was no one to

save it. The population at the mine fell from 130,000,
which was the total in 1790, to 9,000 in 1826, and the

number of stamping mills from 132 to 12. Jacob's figures

give an average of 7 millions as the average yearly output
of gold and silver combined between 1790 and 1810. In
the next 20 years ending 1829 the average annual value
produced was only four millions, and the effect on prices

was this. The Napoleonic wars had raised prices to an
exceptional height, just as this great war has done. The
demand for raw materials, etc., cmitiiuied (ill 1818, that is,
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for three years after Waterloo, which was fought in 1815,
and prices were maintained. Taking 100 as the starting

average price-figure, the index number in 1818 was 142, tlie

liighest recorded in economic history. Then prices came
down with a run. In 1820 there was a drop bo 121, and by
1830 the index figure had fallen below 100 and was down
to 91—a drop of 51 points in 12 years ! But the reduction
in the output of the precious metals continued till 1848.
Californian gold began to affect the output in 1849, The
index number of the prices of goods continued to fall down
to 1849 when the index number which had been 142 just

after the Napoleonic wars was down to 74 ! This meant a
fall in prices of nearly 50 per cent.—that is to say, the
scarcity of gold during the first half of the 19th century
had nearly doubled its purchasing power, and the prices of

goods were very low.

Low Prices and Revolution.

Now let us go back to the human side. After the Frencli

wars, discharged soldiers and sailors who could not be
employed went about England smashing machinery. In
1825 there was a financial crisis following a stock market
gamble, and seventy banks failed in England. In 1832 tlie

fears of a revolution forced the House of Lords to agree to

the great Reform Act—so-called ; and a few years later the

Chartist agitation began. Corn Laws were repealed in 1846
in response to the clamour for bread, and the policy of
" cut the painter " was adopted as the principle of Colonial

administration. The Boer republics were a creation of that
time.

.And as all know, 1848 was the year of revolutions. In
that year the Chartists were suppressed in England, the
Bourbons were driven from France and a Republic pro-

claimed, Belgium revolted, Berlin was barricaded against

the revolutionaries, Austria was disrupted by war, Italy also

broke out into revolutionary war and Ireland into rebellion.

Unaccustomed to trace economic causes, historians have
failed to trace the connection between the unrest of the

80 years between 1818 and 1848 and currency causes. But
there can be no question that tliat period of low prices

reacted on human values too, and revolutions would have
continued had the discoveries of gold in California and
Australia not changed the economic condition of the nations.

The Profiteer Criminal.

It is necessary to" make these brief references to past

big events in order to emphasise my point that a period of

lower gold returns with their consequent reactions on credit

during the next ten years niay well \\reck civilisation. There
is no space to dot the i's of this assertion fully ; readers

must use their common sense. Here, in 1918, a hundred
years later, we have a position similar in its creative cau.ses

to that of 1818, but vastly more complex and with infinitely

greater possibilities of disaster. There is again a very high

range of prices. Profiteers have been allowed, especially

here in South Africa where the critical gold situation is,

to increase prices to a monstrous extent. This local action

of men who would be put against a wall and shot if politi-

cians understood the relative anti-social values of crimes, has
reached a stage when a third of the gold output of South
Africa is threatened with extinction. Probably, very

probably, jirofiteers, acting unchecked in an al)noi-mal posi-

tion created by war, have driven up prices to similar heights

in the goldfields of America and Australia ; and if the loss

of the output of gold from the Siberian mines be included,

we may say that unless immediate action is taken the gold

output of the world will soon fall 20 per cent. Such a

calamity may well wreck civilisation.

A Dangerous Situation.

For though these gold mills grind slowly, they grind

exceeding small. We are, as I have said, facing an

extremely dangerous and fragile economic world-situation.

Every leading nation has great quantities of paper money
circulating—and circulating, be it noted, as legal tender

—

that is, so far as the public is concerned, as gold. But the

banks and lending institutions cannot confidently treat this

paper money as the basis of loans and credits. They are
limited by law to a gold basis and will freely lend only when
the gold in their possession bears a reasonable relation to
their paper assets and. liabilities. And as might have been
expected, we hear of action taken by the bankers to further
limit the credit foundations. The Cunliffe Commission (the
chairman is Governor of the Bank of England) recently
advised the early resumption of gold payments to wipe out its

paper notes. The Bank of England, I must remind readers,
is compelled by law to redeem all its bank notes in gold on
demand. But at present this rule is suspended, as it was
suspended during the whole period of the Napoleonic wars.
Obviously a decision to resume gold payments will mean a

vast withdrawal of bank and Treasury notes from circulation
because people will exchange them for gold. But every
such note withdrawn will mean just what this proposed
reduction of the gold output will mean; it will help to
restrict the supply of circulating monej' and so tend to bring
about a fall in prices—and I have just indicated what a fall

in real prices may mean in the human world.

Two Layers or Inflated Prices.

At the same time it is urgent that all this artificial

inflation due to such minor causes as difficulties in produc-
tion, difficidties with shipping, and difficulties due to human
greed, be burst as soon as active men who realise the danger
can take united action. Prices are inflated to-day in what
may be called two layers or storeys. At the beginning of

this century a sovereign could purchase more than 20s.

worth, counting from an artificial line of values drawn more
than half-a-century ago. But in July. 1914, a sovereign
could purchase only 16s. worth, or thereabouts. This fall

was a natural fall due to existing banking conventions
and to the steady augmentation of the gold supply of the
world from the Rand gold mines. But after the war started

an entirely new and different increase in prices began, dut.

directly to the adverse market and business conditions of

the war. Boots, for example, went up in price partly

because leather became dearer owing to the closing of

Russian ports and partly owing to the absence of the boot-

makers at the front. On these causes again there is the
action of the boot-seller, who steadily writes up the prices

of all his existing stock every time a new higher-priced
consignment comes in, and so marks boots that maj- have
cost him 10s. at 20s., which is the price of the later con-
signments. Thus the purchasing value of a sovereign may
be to-day only 12s. War prices have reduced the value of

gold, and the buying value of a sovereign, which was about
16s. or 17s. in 1914, is now some three or four shillings less.

It is this extra three or four shillings, due to exceptional

war conditions that must be the object of the early attack

of the mining leaders and the Government.

I hope I have made it clear in these brief comments on
a big subject that however correct the findings of Lord
Inchcape's Committee regarding gold prices may be, these

are not the times for theoretical decisions. The world must
prevent a fall in prices. Why this is necessary can be
further indicated next week.

(To- be continued.)

»<I«»«T«< Trs«a•
RIVERSEA' PAINT

The Bett for Africa.

Quite different from all other paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elastic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for
Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for

damp, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerg-ed under
water, and in use withstands v^ry
hifi-h tempe'-aturee of superh'^ated
steam.

Sole Hanutactttrers

:

The OASSON COMPOSITIONS Oo. Ltd.

Three Seas Brand. ruiham. London, mgund.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF CIRCULAR SHAFTS.

Different Types of Shafts Compared—Cost the Chief Factor.

[By H. Stuart Martin.]*

At the request of the Council of the South African Institute

of Engineers, I am pleased to submit the foUowuig short

paper on the advantages of circular shafts as compared with

other types. Before dealing with the matter of circular

shafts in particular, a few explanatory notes are necessary.

Custom.^The selection of the type of shaft on different

mining fields has depended to some measure upon tlie

custom prevailing in the particular district or mmmg field,

regardless of the advantages of other types, and therefore

the type of most suitable shaft lias not always had that

consideration which is due.

Advantages of all Types.—There are advantages which

can be shown for all the various types of shafts, including

the elHptical shaft, according to the conditions of ground

to be sunk through, the equipment necessary, the product to

be hoisted, and the particular problem which belongs to

each specific mining undertaking the engineer is asked to

equip. As my colleagues, Messrs. Knecht and White, are

writing on the" advantages of rectangular sliafts, I will tres-

pass as little as possible on the advantages of that type of

shaft, and deal with the circular shaft under conditions

where I consider this type is most advantageous. This will

necessitate a short description of shaft equipments under

varying conditions of depth.

Chief Factor in deciding type of Shaft.—The chief factor

which goes towards deciding the type of shaft is the mini-

mum cost which will meet the requirements of a particular

problem. Therefore no engineer can advocate any one type

of shaft under all conditions as being preferable to all other

types; although, at the outset, I might at once state that,

in my opinion, tlie circular shaft can be made to meet nearly

all conditions, and carries with it the greater number of

advantages over any other type.

Strongest Form of Shaft.—\i the strata to be sunk

through consists of weak beds of shale (such as is often vaei

with m carboniferous measures) or junction beds consisting

of clays, sand and water, the strongest forai of shaft is

necessary to make the shaft walls permanently secure. The

strongest method of securing shaft walls in weak ground is

the arched wall with mass concrete walling or bricking.

Under these conditions, the circular shaft has the advantage.

The advantage in sinking a circular shaft in strong ground

is in costs (roughly 50 per cent, less powder is required)

and, as a rule, faster sinking.

Blasting.—In a vertical circular shaft, blasting is much

simplified "as compared with a rectangular shaft, for the

following reasons : The minimum distance of excavation

between the sides of an ordinary circular shaft is greater

than that of a rectangular shaft designed for the same duty.

A good round of sumping shots can, therefore, be blasted,

leaving a regular, circular bench of ground to be subse-

quently blasted by a round of side holes placed in selected

positions. Such side blasting holes, if discreetly placed,

have the effect of securing a circular form of excavation to

the required dimensions, without the necessity of any sub-

sequent dressing off by hand or other means, thus breaking

the minimum of waste ground, particularly so in faulty and

jointed ground. In the case of a rectangular shaft, particu-

lar care must be taken during blasting operations to ensure

the shaft being excavated to its full, dimensions for the

reception afterwards of the shaft timbers; and in variable

ground; when a complete series of lioles are fired consecu-

tively across the shaft bottom in one operation, it is not

always possible to guarantee the desired result. Unless

successful blasting is obtained to give full clearance to

required dimensions, a second operation of dressing is

required, and more particularly at the corners of the shaft.

There is, therefore, a tendency towards excavating more

*Fron1 paper rpacl before iho S.A.I, of E.

ground than absolutely necessary in order to ensure sufficient

clearance being produced by the first operation of blasting.

Irregularity in excavation of a rectangular shaft implies

additional cost in the fixing of shaft timbers.

Support.—The circular shaft lends itself to an easier

method of temporary support than a rectangular shaft by
the use of steel rings and cribbing close up to the blast (see

sketch). This is most important in weak ground, and any
bad ground can subsequently be completely lined by brick

walling or mass concrete walling, making a very secure job

which requires no further attention. In the same manner,
ordinary feeders of water can be kept back by the use of

water-tight walling. The ditficulties caused by such feeders,

which are a constant source of danger in the rectangular

shaft, are done away w^th in a round shaft.

Siyiking.—A circular shaft, 20 feet in the clear, is sunk
at about 21 ft. 3 in. diameter in the hands of a skilful

master-sinker. The quantity of explosives used averages

about 15 lbs. (including primer cartridges) per foot sunk,

when sinking in quartzite. The circular shaft can be sunk

with a minimum of 1| in. to 2 in. waste rock broken; the

usual thickness of wahing is 6 in. to 9 in., allowing 1| in.

to 2 in. behind the walling for grouting. A shaft sunk in

this neat fashion is a great aid to rapid walling; from 60

to 80 feet of walling per 24 hours (3 shifts) is considered

rapid walling. If a shaft is sunk through water-bearing

measures, and is rectangular, the obstructions which exist

in the form of shaft framing, etc., call for constant examina-

tion and attention, create a wet condition to the shaft which

imposes a considerable charge in upkeep and winding equip-

ment, whereas if the shaft is circular it may be suitably

lined, is practically free from obstructions, and can be kept

dry. A dry downcast shaft, particularly when mining at

great depth, is most desirable.

Lining.—The modern practice in circular shafts of

employing a system of lining, consisting either of cast iron,

brickwork, or concrete, has, in addition to the factor of

ground support, the great advantage of producing a perfectly

smooth surface to ventilation. Suitable lining may also be

introduced into a rectangular shaft, but even under the best

of conditions the same ventilation efficiency, area for area,

as compared with the circular shaft, cannot be obtained on

account of the difference in form of the air passage and of

the creation of eddy currents. The question of comparative

cost of Uning a circular shaft and a rectangular shaft with

similar material and effecting the same resistance (strength

is of importance in deciding upon the type of shaft to be

sunk) : Area for area, the cost of lining a circular shaft will

be 30 to 40 per cent, less than that of a rectangular shaft

with the same thickness of lining. In addition to this fact,

the rectangular shaft will require a thicker and stronger

fining than a circular shaft to give the same degree of

safety, thereby further increasing the cost. A comparison

may be made between a rectangular shaft completely

equipped with frame timbers, lagging and guides, and a

circular shaft, of size suitable to meet the same duty, com-

pletely lined witli an ordinary concrete or brickwork lining.

In such a parallel case the cost of the provision and fixture

of timber framing and guides for the rectangular sliaft would

exceed the cost of the circular shaft lining and conductor

equipment by an amount of possibly 30 per cent.

Sifcty in Sinldng.—The' " Galloway " stage in circular

shafts provides for "the maximum safety of the sinkers

—

providing a cover prot^ecting the workers at the shaft bottom.

On the score of safety, I think there is no comparison with

this stage during sinking operations. It is used as a walling

platform and for putting in pipes, cables, byats, etc., much
of which work is done during sinking operations without

danger to the sinkers.
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Water.—It is interesting to note that in Scotland, where

the type of sliaft employed has in the jaast always been

rectangular, recent shafts, sunk to depth of approximately

2,000 feet, have been made circular in form. One advantage

gained is greater facility for closing off water through the

water-bearing measures. All such water encountered when
sinking the older form of rectangular shafts has remained

as a peiTuanent pumping charge for the life of the mine.

Two companies of importance may be mentioned in this

connection, viz., Fife Coal Company, and William Dixon's,

Ltd. If the quantity of water encountered does not justify

the employment of sinking pumps, it being possible to keep
the shaft drained by bailing, there is practically no difference

in the type of shaft selected, whether circular or rectangular,

for dealing with such water conditions. In either case a

duplicate hoisting engine may be employed for the purpose
of raising water only. This system of sinking through water
in circular shafts has been successfully employed in Great
Britain, two complete hoisting sets being employed for

raising dirt and water respectively. Where sinking pumps
are required, they can be more conveniently handled in a

circular shaft, where more space exists in which the atten-

dants can work.

Cementation Process.—Since the introduction of the
" cementation process " for shaft sinking, the question of

dealing with abnormal quantities of water has been practi-

cally settled, and consequently the usual consideration and
precautions which must be taken for a wet sinking are

unnecessary. The chief features of this process, however,
as relating to the best type of shaft to adopt in connection
with it, and which are of considerable importance, are as

follows:—(1) A more certain and efficient treatment of the

water-bearing measures, at a smaller cost, is obtainable in

the case of a circular shaft. (2) The circular shaft is more

suitable for fixing a water-tight lining, behind which every
small leakage of water from the treated ground can be
closed off.

Ventilation.—The majority of modern circular shafts are
devoid of any serious obstruction, such as buntons or girders
for guides (with the exception of water or compressed air
columns and cable supports), as a result of the employment
of steel rope guides. The frictional resistance to ventilation
from this cause is therefore reduced to a minimum in a
circular shaft, as compared with that presented by the
systematic timbering in a rectangular shaft. In the case of
mines having extensive workings and necessitating the
installation of large capacity fans, the reduction of shaft
friction to a minimum is a matter of the greatest importance,
resulting in substantial increase of ventilation efficiency, and
consequent reduced running cost.

(To be continued.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Itl^ enquiries addressed to the Editor must bear the writer'i nam*

and full addresi. We cannot reply to en//utrie$ by letter, but
telegrams with replies prepaid will be answered. Correspondents
are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

" Eeefs " (Salisbury).—The company appears to be defunct.
" A. G. W."—Will you kindly repeat your questions?
" K. B."— (1) Yes. (2) Better left alone. (3) 10 per cent.

Medico."—Your experience seems to have been shared by
several other local medical men, and the matter is being
enquired into.

Shareholder."—The secretary says you never applied to
him. The life is about five years.

X."—Your letter is libellous.

Box 1924.

%

J. K. EATON,
180, Main Street, Johannesburg.

FOR SALE

Phone 1715.

2 "PEACH" ENGINES, Direct Coupled to E.C.C.
Dynamo, 205 Volts, HO A., 480 Revs. (1 Crank Shaft
Short). PRICE

TANDEM HORIZONTAL ENGINE, 10m. x 16in. x
24in., in Good Order. PRICE

HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE, 12ft. x 24ft., in

Good Order. PRICE

CORLESS TANDEM HORIZONTAL ENGINE, lOin.

and 18in. x 30in., in Splendid Condition. PRICE ...

STEAM WINDING ENGINE, by Ruston and Proctor,

12in. X 24in., 6 Drums, in Splendid Condition. PRICE
STEAM WINCH SINGLE DRUM, 6iin, x 9in.,

Ruston and Proctor, in Good Order. PRICE
HOIST, by Ransome, lOin.

Order. PRICE
1 TANGYE OIL ENGINE,
Order. PRICE .'

1 TANGYE OIL ENGINE, 8 H.P., in Good Order.

PRICE
1 GARDNER OIL ENGINE, 6 H.P., in Good Order.

PRICE
3 LANCASHIRE BOILERS, 16ft. x 7ft., 1401bs.,

W.P., Condition as Good as New. PRICE, EACH
1 HEINE BOILER, 150 H.P., UOlbs., W.P., in

Good Order. PRICE, R.O.R

14in., 5 Drums, in Good

5 H.P., in Good Working

£150

£120

£50

£150

£300

£75

£250

£55

£60

£50

£400

£250

2 F. AND C. UNDER FIRED MULTITUBULAR
BOILERS, 66in. x 16ft., 100-3in. Tubes, 140 W.P.,
in Excellent Condition. PRICE
2 STIRLING BOILERS, 125 H.P., 140 W.P., in Good
Condition. PRICE, F.O.R., EACH
FOWLER TRACTION ENGINE, 10 H.P., in Good
Order. PRICE
TRAILERS. PRICE FROM £1Q TO POQ EACH.

1 GEARED TANGYE PUMP, 6in. x 12in., in Good
Order. PRICE
1 GEARED TANGYE PUMP, Sin. x 12in., in Good
Order. PRICE
1 CLnL\X DEEP \\1:LL PUMP HEAD. PRICE

1 GUNMETAL PUMP, Barrel 4|in. x 24in. PRICE

1 GATES CRUSHER, No. 1, in Good Order. PRICE

ELECTRIC LOCOS (2). 30 H.P., 24in. gauge 220
v., D.C. PRICE, EACH
NEW AIR COMPRESSORS, Belt Drive, 340 cub. ft.

per minute. PRICE
140 cub. ft. per minute. PRICE

SUCTION GAS ENGINE, National, 8 H.P., Condition
as New. PRICE
3in., 4in. and Sin. PIPES.

£650

£250

£300

£30

£25

£75

£15

£50
£50

£320

£145

£180
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

More Activity at Improving Prices—New Modders and States Rising.

On Saturday morning Gecluld Props, which had been

steadily receding overnight from their maximum of 41s.,

came back to 40s. sales and buyers. The options were

quoted at 9s. 9d., 10s. 6d. Modder Bs. and Deeps came

slightly easier and Modder East just a trifle harder. Busi-

ness was restricted. After the call a sale of West Springs

went through at 23s. 9d. with sellers at the price. The

call was quiet on Monday morning with an advance in New
Modders and a fall in Government Areas. In the course of

the day prices hardened, beginning with West Springs,

which touched 24s. 6d. ; Geduld Props rose to 41s. 9d., 42s.

;

Modder Easts were sold at 19s., but the options did not

improve proportionately. There was considerably more

activity at Tuesday's call and prices on the whole were quite

satisfactory. West Springs made a further advance, but

Gedulds were not quite up to the overnight's quotation. The

Modder lot were firm with little change, but that to the

good. Van Eyn Deeps and the two Sub Nigels came better.

The only features of Wednesday's call were an advance in

New Modders and Pretoria Cements, and a fall in Alkalis.

During the day Geduld Props rose to 42s. 6d. ;
Modder Easts

to 19s. 3d. ; four-year Options to 6s. ; and Government Areas

to 93s. 9d., all sales. There was a buyer of the three-year

Options at 4s. lOd. At the opening on Friday Geduld Props

were sold at 43s. and Modder Bs. at £7 10s. On call

Government Areas and Springs were harder. Wit. Deeps

suffered somewhat from the perfervid oratory at the meetings

otherwise prices were unchanged and business limited.

Nothing has been doing in outside stocks during the past

week. There was a buying quotation of Henderson's

Estates at 4s. 6d. and a sale of Monteleos at 25s. and odd

lots at 20s.

There was a good deal more activity in the n&arket on

Friday morning and the volume of business increased in

proportion. Prices were generally higher, the only exception

being Southern Van Eyn. The following shows the altera-

tion in prices :—Sales : Dagga Mines, 25s. ; Options, 5s. 6d.

;

Main Eeefs, lis. 6d. ; Government Areas, 95s. 3d. and

95s. 6d. ; Hume Pipes, 29s. : Leeuwpoorts, 9s. 5d. ; Lace

Props, lis. 6d. ; Modder Deep, £7 7s. 6d. ; ^Modder Easts,

19s. 6d.; New State Areas, 22s.; Sub Nigels (10s.), 17s.;

Springs, 66s. 3d. ; Wit. Deeps, 12s. ; Zaaiplaats, 15s. 5d.

Buyers and sellers: Brakpans, 67s. 6d., 70s.; Modder Bs.,

£7 10s., £7 15s.; Modder East three-year Options, 4s. lid.,

.5s. 3d.; New Modders, £26 15s., £27; Eand Colliery,

3s. 6d., buyer; Eand Selections, 82s., 83s. 6d. ; Eooibergs,

6s. 9d., 7s.; Southern Van Eyns, 13s. 3d., 13s. 6d. ; S.A.

Lands, 6s. 3d., 6s. 6d. ; Alkalis, 32s. 6d., 35s. ; West Springs

Options, 10s. 6d., 10s. 9d.

Fri.. Sat., Mon.. Tues.. Wed. Thurs..

10th. 11th. 13th. 14th. 15th. 16th.

African Farms ... 15 0* 15 0* 15 0* 15 0* 15 0* 15 0*

Anglo-Amoricans — 32 6t — 32 6t 32 6t 32 6t

Apex Mines — 7 0* 7 0* -- — 7 1*

Bantjes ... 2 2» 2 2* 2 2* 2 6 2 2* 2 2

Brakpan Mines ^ 67 6t 65 0* 65 0* 66 0* 66 0* —
Brevtcn Collieries ... 11 6* 11 9* 11 9* 11 9* 11 9* 11 9*

Brick and Potteries ... ... 3 6* 3 6* — 3 6* — —
British South Africa ... ... 23 0' — — 25 Ot 22 6« 25 Ot

Bushveld Tins ... 8* — 8* 8* 8* 9

Cassel Coals ... 38 6t 38 6t 38 Ot -- 38 Ot —
Cinderella Cons — 5 Ot 5 Ot 5 Ot 5 Ot 5 Ot

City an<l Suburbans ... ... 7 6* 7 6* 7 6* 8 3 — 7 9*

City Deeps ... 46 6* 46 0* 47 0* 48 0* 47 0* 48 0*

Clydesdale Collieries ...
— — — -- — 23 6

Cons. Investment ... 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6' 22 6* 22 6«

Cons. Langlaagtes ... 17 0* 17 3* 17 3» 17 6* 17 6» 17 6*

Cons. Main Reefs ... 11 3' 11 6 11 0* 11 6 11 6 11 9t

Cons. Mines Selection ... 25 24 9« — -- 24 6 24 6*

Coronation Freeholds ... ... 1 1» 1 3 1 2" 1 3 1 3* 1 4

Coronation Syndicates... — — 2 Ot -- — —
Crown Diamonds ... 5 0* — 5 0* -- 5 0» 5 0«

Daggafonteina ... 23 3* 23 0» 23 3* 23 3* 23 3" —
Do. Options ... 4 9» 5 Ot 4 9* 4 9 4 9* —

East Rand Coals ... 2 4 2 3" 2 4 2 4 2 3' 2 3*

•Buyers. tSellers. iOdd lots. bEX London.

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed.
10th. 11th. 13th. 14th. 15th.'

East Rand Deepo 11* — 11* 11* 1 Ot
East Rand Minings 19 Ot 19 Ot 17 0* — 17 6*
East Rand Props 5 11* 5 9* 6 Ot 6 3a 6 0*
East Rand Debentures .. £66* £66* £66* £66* £66*
Eastern Gold Mines

. .
15* 13* 14* 14* 14*

Frank Smith Diamond.* .36 — — — 3 9t
Geduld Props 40 6 40 40 6 41 6 41 6
Glencoe Collieries 6 0* 6 0* 6 0* 6 6* 6 6*
Glynn's Lydenburgs 26 0* 25 6* 25 6* 26 0* 26 6t
Government Areas 92 6* 92 9 92 3 92 3 92 6
Jhb. Board of Executors 28 0* — 28 0* — ' —
Jupiters 5 Ot 4 6* 5 Ot 4 6* 4 6*
Klerksdorp Props 3 0* 3 0* — 3 0* 3 0*

Knight Centrals 6 1 6 1 6 1* 6 0* 6 1*

Lace Props 11 0* 11 1* U 2 11 1* 11 3*

Leeuwpoort Tins 24 6 24 3* — ~ —
Lydenburg Farms 8 11 8 9* 8 9* 9 9
Meyer and Charltons 83 0* — — — —
Modder B's 149 6 148 0* 148 0* 149 0* 148 0*

Modder Deeps 145 144 0* — 143 9* 145 0*

Modder E-sts 18 4* 18 6 18 7i 19 19 0*

Do. Options (3 years) 4 9* 4 8 4 8* 4 8" 4 9*

Do. Options (4 years) 5 10 6 Oa 5 10 5 9 5 10*

Hume Pipes 29 0* 28 9* 28 6* 30 Ot 28 0*

De Boers Deferred £15^* — £15^* £15i* £15it
Natal Navigation Colls.... — 21 0* — 21 0* 21 0*

National Banks 292 6* — 290 0* — 292 6*

New Boksburgs 1 3* 1 0* 1 0* 1 —
New Eland Diamonds ... 23 0* 22 6* — — 22 0*

New Era Cons 9 10* 9 9* 9 6* 9 7* 9 11*

New Geduld Deeps 5 9* 6 Ot 5 9* 5 9* 5 9*

New Heriots 12 6* 13 0* 13 3* 13 13 6*

New Klcinfonteine 10 3* 11 Ot 10 6 10 10

New Modders 520 0* 525 0* 529 6 532 6 538 9a

Nigels 4 6* 6 Ot 4 6* 4 0* 4 0*

Nours'? Mines 17 Ot — — — —
Premier Preferreds 145 0* — 150 0* 150 0* 150 0*

Pretoria Cements 57 56 0* 56 0* 58 61 0*

Princess Estates 2 9* 2 9* 2 9* 2 10* 2 10*

Rand Collieries 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 6

Rand Nucleus 1 6* — — — 2 Ot

Rand Selections — 82 0* 82 6 84 Ot 81 0*

Randfonteiu Deeps 5 0* 5 0* 5 0* 5 0* 5 0*

Randfontein Estates 13 0* — 13 6* 13 9* 13 6*

Rooibergs 6 0* — 6 3* 6 6* 6 6*

Roodepoort Uniteds 2 3* 2 3* 2 0* 2 0* 2 2*

Rvan Nigels 3 3 3 3* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3*

Shebas 1 9* - 1 9* - 19*
Simmer and Jacks — — 6 Ot 6 Ot 6 Ot

Simmer Deeps 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* -
S.A. Breweries — — 32 6* 32 6* 33 0*

S.A. Lands 5 11* 6 1 5 10* 5 10* 6

Springs Mines 65 3* 65 65 3 65 6 65 6

.Sub Nigele 27 3* 27 0* 27 0* 27 3 27 6*

Swaziland Tins — — — 27 6t —
Transvail Lands 25 0* 25 0* 25 0* — —
Transvaal G.M. Estates... 12 6* 13 0* 13 6* — —
Van Rvn Deeps 67 9* 67 6* 67 6* 68 3 68 3t

Village' Deeps 16 0* 16 0* 16 0* 16 3* 16 0*

West Rand Cons — 4 3* 4 3* — —
Western Rand Estates ...

— — — 2 0* —
Witbank Collieries 55 0* — — 55 6* —
Wit Deeps 13 6t 11 0* 13 Ot 13 6t 12 6*

Wit! Townships - 30 Ot 27 6* 29 Ot 27 6*

Wolhuters 3 1
- 3 2* - 3 0*

Zaaiplaats Tins 14 10* 15 14 10* 15 1 15 0*

New States 21 3t 21 3 21 3 21 3 21 6*

Southern Van Ryns 12 9 12 lOi 12 lOi 13 6 13 6*

gA Alkalis 36 0* 38 Ot 38 Ot 35 0* 33 6*

Wet, Springs 23 6 23 6* 23 9 24 9 25 Oa

Do. Options 9 9* 10 6t 10 0* 10 6 10 6*

Union 5 per cent. Loan had buyers up to £102 17s. 6d.

Buyers. tSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.

Thurs.,

16th.

1 0*

19 Ot
6 3*

£66*

1 3*

3 0*

43

7 9t

95 Oa

4 5*

3 0*

5 10*

11 3*

24 6*

9 3*

149 0*

145 0*

19 0*

4 9*

5 10*

28 6*

£15r
21 0*

292 6*

1 0*

25 Ot
10 3

5 9*

13 0*

10

532 6*

6 Ot

150 0*

61 0*

2 10*

3 3'

1 6*

81 0*

5 0*

14 0*

6 6'

2 6*

3 3*

1 9*

5 9t
2 6t

32 6*

6

66 0'

27 6

26 0*

13 6*

68 3t
16 0*

2 3

55 6*

11 9*

3 0»

15 0*

21 6*

13 8

35 Ob

24 3*

10 6*

Enemy Advertising.

This Doumal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages wiU not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.
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THE WORLD'S RECORD SHAFT SINKING.

f?¥^-

No. 15 Circular Shaft, Crown MiNicsi.

•279 feet accomplished in 31 days, December, 1918. size of shaft as broken 21 feet 6 inches, equal to -2(1 feet diameter after

bricking, previous record 252' feet, same size circular shaft, No. 14, Crown Mines, both records performed b.v the well-

known master shaft sinker, Mr. Ivor Rees. The drills used in the latest record were manufactured by Messrs. Holman
Bros, Camborne, England. Top Photo: Headgear No. 15 Shaft. Bottom Photo: Group of Shaftsinkers.

Names (reading left to right) : Front row : J. Ninnis, I. Williams, W. Evans, A. E. Rees, Ivor Rees (master sinker). T. J.

Lindsay, W. E. Morgan, W. J. Williams. 2nd row : G. B. Gunn, E. Harris, T. G. Phillips, C. H. Pearce, T. C. Cridland,

A. B. Wright. Back : J. Doonan, J. Lewis. Brittain Photo.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS DYNAMO WORKS Ltd.

Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., Ltd., & PHOENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., Ltd.

DICK, KERR. PH(ENIX. SIEMENS.

UR ALTERNATORS.

2 PEDESTAL BEARING ON BED PLATE TYPE ALTERNATOR

WITH OVERHUNG TYPE EXCITER.

(Top half of endshield removed showing windings).

SIEMENS BROTHERS
DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

C.\RU1FF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

.MAXCHRSTER.—196, Deansgate.

XEWCASTLE-ONTYNE.—64-68, Collingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

S0UTHAMPT0N.-^6, High Street

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clive Buildings, Clive Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Roud.

SINGAPORE.— 1, 2, 6 a*id 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first flior),

SYDNEY —42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

Sole Representative in South Africa.

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239. CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams " WOTAN
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i
THE PRICE OF COAL AND THE BY-PRODUCT INDUSTRY.
The Qviestion of Pi-ofiteering in the Transvaal—Government Urged to Aid By-Prodnct

Recovery.

The price of coal and the waste of. by-products were dealt

with at the recent meeting of the Jliddelburg Steam, Coal
and Coke Co., by Mr. Alfred T. Macer, the managing
director. Mr. Macer said:—The small price of coal is rather

a sore point in the Transvaal. The internal coal trade is

looked upon as a source of profiteering, but you will see

from the price we realised for our coal—5s. 2d. per ton

—

that there was certainly no profiteering so far as the mines
in the Transvaal Coal Owners' Association are concerned,
and they output 90 pA cent, of the coal. The only chance
of making a higher price was with regard to the compara-
tively small proportion of the trade which deals with export

coal. The trade is a healthy one, and is increasing yearly,

but even now it is only 13 per cent, of tlie total output of

the Transvaal collieries. In Durban, I believe, the price

is something like 3s. per ton more than the pre-war price.

That is owing to the fact that the Natal trade is, as to ovei'

50 per cent., an export trade. Natal is in the fortunate

position of having its own port, Durban ; the Transvaal has
the use of perhaps one of the finest ports in the world, but
unfortunately it is a Portuguese port, and there are con-

siderable difficulties in working a trade to the best advantage
through a foreign port. The general effect of war upon the

coal trade there has been not to put up the price, and I am
rather surprised that these coal resoiu-ces of the Empire
have not been taken fullei' advantage of in time of war.
They have been taken very little advantage of—no advantage
of at all for munition purposes ; and practically the by-

products of the collieries have been neglected. In peace
times we should have the advantage that these coal

resources are there, and although I, for one, do not antici-

pate or expect or hope that a bigher price will be charged

for coal intei'nally, I do expect that a higher price will be

obtained for foreign coal, and certainly the coal should be
used far more economically in Stnith Africa itself. A large

proportion of the small coal has not been utilised at all. It

is dumped on the collieries. I believe we have something
like 500,000 tons of small coal dumped at our colliery alone,

and within three or four miles of the big centre, Witbank,
there are 5,000,000 or 6,000,000 tons of small coal dumped
which contains volatile products equal to 80 to 35 gallons

per ton. If a central plant were put down at Witbank, as

1 have advocated for years past, it could treat the whole of

this small coal that is dumped now and the small coal that

is made, and the profits of the collieries ought to be

increased by at least 50 per cent, from the same output of

coal as is obtained at the present day.

A Combined Plant.

A combined plant is an essential thing for a treatment

plant of this kind, because you have not only to deal with

the volatile products, but you have also to deal with sulphate

of anmionia, which, in an agricultural country, is of the

very greatest value, and is now being entirely wasted. I

submit that this is a question that the Union Goverinnent

of South .Africa ought to take up seriously, either by

advancing through a central company money at a low I'ate

of interest to put up a big plant cajiable of dealing with,

say, 100,000 tons a month, or in some way by assisting the

collieries, or even by taking over the dumps themselves and
making it a Govermnent scheme to deal with these

resources, which are only one of the great resources of the

Union of South Africa.
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CRADOCKS ROPES

GEO. CRADOCK & CO. (S.A.), LTD.

P.O. Box 316. Phone 539. Tel. Address " ROPES."
Offices: 75, 77 CULLSNAN BUILOrNGS.

Phone 539.

JOHANNESBURG.
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THE MINERAL INDUSTRY OF SOUTH AFRICA AND ITS
FUTURE.*—II.

[By P. A. \V.\GN-ER, B.Se., Ing.D.]

As to the amount of gold that the mines of the Rand may
be expected to produce, it is of interest to recall that Sir

Robert Kotze, in evidence before the Dominions Royal
Commission, in 1914, estimated the tonnage of ore in *the

mines producing at that date to be 587,000,000, and in the
mines and areas not then producing at at least the same
quantity. Having regard to the disappointing gold values

encountered at depth in some sections of the West Rand
and in the neighbourhood of Boksburg, it would appear that

the estimate in regard to nunes crushing in 1914 was rather

too high, while, it developments to date on the Far East
Rand can be accepted as a criterion, that in regard to areas

not then producing was undoubtedly too low. Allowing for

this, and assuming that working costs after the war will

recede to their average level during fihe period 1908-1914

—

namely, 17s. 9' Id. per ton—which will depend very largely

upon the policy jidopt-ed by the Allied nations with regard

to the prices of commodities,! I have estimated—so many
uncertain factors enter into the calculation that the estimate

is largely conjectural—that the total amount of gold still

capable of being profitably extracted on the Witwatersrand
is in the neighbourhood of £1,200,000,000. The probable

life of the field is to an even greater extent a matter of

conjecture, as it will depend on the rate at which the exist-

ing mines become exhausted and new ones are opened up
to take their places. There can be no question, however,
that 50 years hence the Far East Rand—and possibly certain

other sections of the Witwatersrand—will still be the scene
on a very considerable scale of gold-mining operations. With
regard to the gold mines of the " outside " districts of the
Transvaal—Lydeuburg, Barberton, and Leydsdorp—the
outlook is not at all encouraging. Recent developments at

most of the mines in "these districts have been very dis-

appointing. Several properties, including the celebrated

Sheba at Barberton, have in consequence been closed down,
and the reserves of others are being steadily depleted. It

would appear, altogether, that unless fresh discoveries are

made, the output of the " outside " districts will decline

vei'y considerably during the next few years. In the Cape
Province alluvial gold mining is still jjeing carried on on
the Millwood field in the Knysua district. The outpiit,

however, is very small, and in 1916 amounted only to 31''28

ounces, valued at £132.

Silver.

No very important deposits of this metal have hitherto
been discovered in the Union.]; Practically the whole of the
silver recovered is contained in the gold bullion, of which
it forms roughly 10 per cent. Small quantities of silver are

also contained in the copper ores of Little Namaqualand,
and in the lead ores worked at different localities in the
Transvaal, but in regard to this no figures are available. It

will be noted that, while the weight of the silver produced in

1917 was lower by 14,450'8 ounces than that produced in

1913, the value was almost 50 per cent, higher, owing to
the great advance in the price of the metal.

Dl.\MONDS.

The production of diamonds in the territories embraced
in the Union of South Africa from the year 1867, when the
first discovery was made, to the end of April, 1918, reached

* Being Presidential Address read before the S.A. Association for
the Advancement of Science.

tit is contended by some economists (vide The Round Table, Sep-
tember, 1917) that price.? after the war should be maintained at the
highest levc^l possible in order to lessen the burden imposed on the
different communities by the huge interest-bearing war loans contracted
by their Governments. If this is done, there is little prospect of any
very appreciable diminution in working costs for a long time to come.

JSouth Africa appears to be rather poorly off as regards silver, lead
and zinc, which are frequently associated in ore deposits. This may
possibly be due to great denudation that the sub-continent has under-
gone, as deposits of these metals, speaking generally, are formed close
to the surface.

the enormous total of 137,868,630 carats—31 short tons

—

of a declared value of £216,165,760. § The latter figure is

certainly very much below what the diamonds actually
realised in Europe and America, and probably not nmch
more than one-half of what they were finally sold for in a
cut state. The industry ranks next to gold-mining in

importance. The output reached its maximum in 1913,
when there were produced 5,163,547 carats, valued at

£11,389,807. It is common knowledge, however, that there
was a considerable over-production of diamonds in that year,

and the average annual output for the period 1910-1912,
namely, £9,596,804, gives a fairer indication of the pre-war
rate of production. As a result of the outbreak of hostilities

the output dropped in 1914 to 2,801,017 carats, valued at

£5,487,194, and in 1915 to 103,386 carats, valued at

£399,810—the lowest figures on record in the period 1870-

1918. Within the past two years there has been a remark-
able recovery, and the value of the output, of which about
86'5 per cent, is contributed by the mines and 13'5 per cent,

by the alluvial fields, is now rapidly approaching its normal
pre-war level. This is mainly a result of the agreement, in

regard to the production and sale of diamonds, reached by
the principal companies, which has placed the industry on
a sounder basis than it has ever been. The policy of

judiciously feeding the market, or, in other words, of care-

fully adjusting the output to the amount of money that the
world is prepared or inclined to expend on the purchase of

diainonds, has led to a very considerable increase in the
price of the gems, as is evidenced by the following figures :

Average value per carat of the diamonds produced by the
mines of the Union: 1913, 41s. 6d. ; 1914, 37s.; 1915, —

;

1916, 43s. lid.; 1917, 49s. 2d. Indeed, prices are higher
at the present time than at any jjivvious period, and there

is every prospect of their going yet higher. The progressive

appreciation in value is not only of great advantage to the
producers themselves, but of the utmost benefit to the
State; directly, because it tends greatly to increase the

profits of the mining companies, and thus the revenue
accruing to the Government, and indirectly, because it has
the effect of conserving the diamond resources of the Union
and prolonging indefinitely the lives of the existing mines.
If the increase in prices continue, there can be no doubt,

moreover, that certain mines, hitherto unpayable, will be
brought within the limit of profitable exploitation, and the

already enormous diamond reserves of the LTnion thereby

increased.il Finally, the policy of regulating and controlling

sales has inspired the whole diamond industry with absolute

confidence, since, as the Chairman of De Beers put it at

the last annual meeting of that company: "Cutters,
polishers, factors, and jewellers now know that they can,

without fear of rough diamonds being forced on the market,
hold large stocks, and bankers can grant financial facilities

to the trade generally, knowing that our product will not

be offered in excess of requirements, and that merchants
and others will not be faced with a serious fall in prices or

the risk of over-production." As regards the possibility of

fresh diamond discoveries, there can be no question, as I

have elsewhere pointed out,1I that further payable pipes

await discovery, and will be discovered. So far as existing

knowledge can be accepted as a guide, there is no reason

why pipes or dykes of kimberlite should not be found any-

where within the limits of the South African plateau. The
profitable occurrences so far discovered are, however, con-

fined to a tract of country, about 160 miles wide, extending

in a north-easterly direction from the Jagersfontein Mine in

§This figure is very considerably in excess of that given under the

heading. " Progressive Totals of Mineral Production," in the last

Annual Report of the Government Mining Engineers. The " Progres-

sive Totals," however, do not take into account the diamond production

of the Capo Colony previous to 1883—prior to whicli date no accurate

data are available—or tluit of the Orange Free State previous to 1904.

IIThe reserve of blue ground actually in sight in the live Kimberley
mines of the De Beers Company alono is estimated at 108,750,000 loads.

TIf'/. ''''" Dinmond Fields of Southern Africa, p. 242.
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the south to the Premier Mine in the north, and it is pre-

sumably within this " Diamond Belt," as it may for con-

venience be tenned, that any discoveries of importance will

be made. What the future holds in this respect it is

impossible to say, but having regard to the enormous finan-

cial resources of the con)bination controlling the market, it

may be asserted with confidence that the discovery of even

a verj' large pipe—unless it were of ph-enomeiial richness

—

could not lead to any serious disorganization of the diamond
industry. The alluvial diamond diggings, which, as already

stated, are responsible for about 13'5 per cent, by value of

the total output of the Union, are likely to continue for

many years to be an important source of production. This

applies particularly to the Griqualaud West fields, where
diamond digging has reached the condition of a compara-
tively settled industry conducted on well-established lines

of experience, and where it has come gradually to be realised

that, while the element of chance undoubtedly enters very

largely, finds, generally speaking, are in proportion to

energy and int-elligence expended.* The only serious com-
petitor of the Union in the matter of diamond production

is the Protectorate of the South-West Africa, the output of

which amounts at the present time to about 30,000 carats

per montli.

CO.-VL.

Coal, next to gold and diamonds, is tlie most important
mineral product of the Union. The output amounted in

1917 to 10,382,6-23 tons, valued at £3,255,659, against

10,007,502 tons, valued at £-2,739,665 in 1916, and 8,801,216
tons, valued at £2,240,458 in 1913. The mai'ked increase

in comparison with 1918 is due mainly to the increasing

quantity of coal bunkered and exported, which in 1917
reached the record figure of 2,343,552 tons, valued at

£543,211. This is largely a result of conditions due to the

war. In view, however, of the favourable geographical

situation of the Union, the excellent facilities for coaling

that exist at our principal ports, the fact that the price

of coal at the pit mouth is lower in South Africa than in

any country in the world with the exception of India,! and
that the quality of South African coal has now become
established abroad, there is every reason to anticipate

—

provided that the coal-owners receive fair treatment in the

matter of railway rate.s—that the export and bunker trade

will continue steadily to expand. In particular, an export

trade with the Argentine and other South American States

appears to offer great possibilities, as South African coal can
be landed on the east coast of South America at a much
lower price than North American or European coal. The
establishment of a direct service of steamships between
South Africa and Buenos Ayres, which is also very desirable

for other reasons, wovdd greatly assist matters in this direc-

tion, and is certainly worthy of the consideration of the
Union Government and the big shipping companies carrying

on trade with South Africa. In regard to the available

reserves of coal in the Union, some of you will remember
that these were estimated in 1911 at 56,200,000,000 tons,

of which 36,000,000,000 tons fall to the share of the Trans-
vaal. Both estimates, which it is only fair to state were
admitted to be very approximate, are now generally con-

ceded to have erred considerably on the conservative side,

and it is very desirable, both in order to settle this important
question and to obtain accurate information in regard to

the suitability of the various South African coals for the
production of coke and the manufacture of ammonium
sulphate and other by-products, that a detailed survey of

our coal-fields be made on the lines recommended by the

Fuel Eesearch Board of Great Britain.

*Cf. Anntml lieyort. Government Mining Engineer, 1916, p. 64.

+The following table gives the average price per ton of coal at the
pit's mouth in 1912 in the principal coal-producing countries;—

s. d. s. d.

United Kingdom 9 0|
Germany 10 6i
France 12 8^
Belgium 13 5i
United States 6 1

British India 4 5

Australia 7 65

New Zealand, 10 lU
Canada 11 5i

Union of South Africa 4 11

Coke, T.^k, and Co.\l By-Puoducts.

Most of the Natal coals and much of the coal found in

the Central Witbank ' district of the Transvaal yield good

•serviceable coke, well adapted to blast-furnace and foundry

purposes, though unfortunately, as a rule, rather high in

sulphur. Until the middle of last year the only producers

\^"ere the Natal Navigation Collieries at Hatting Spruit and
the South African Coke Company at Vryheid. Recently, as

a result of the increased demand for coke created by the

erection of blast-furnaces for the production of iron at Pre-

toria and Vereeniging and in Natal, the coke industry has

undergone considerable expansion, and at least five other

Natal companies will shortly enter the market. None of

the ovens at present in operation are designed for the

recovery of the valuable by-products contained in the
volatile matter of coal. The shortage and consequent high
price of coal-tar—for which there is a very considerable
demand in South Africa—due to the embargo placed on its

export from the United Kingdom, have, however, led to the
formation of a company with a capital of £40,000, which
proposes to undertake the production of coke, tar,

ammonium sulphate and benzol at Witbank.^ A much
more ambitious project is that of the Dundee Coal Company,
who intend, as soon as the requisite equipment is available,

to spend £150,000 on the erection at Dundee of a large

by-product recovery coking-plant. These schemes are

frauglit with the greatest importance to the country, because
if successful they will <loubtless be followed by others, since

it is becoming generally realised that the coal by-product
industry offers almost illimitable possibilities. It is almost
certain, for example, that after the war trinitrotoluol, pre-

pared from toluol, a coal-tar derivative, will compete with
dynamite as an industrial explosive, just as benzol, another
coal by-product, is at the present time successfully com-
peting with petrol in France and Germany.

Amnioiiium Sulphate.—One of the most important
developments that has taken place of recent years in the
South African coal industry has been the erection by the
Natal Ammonium, Ltd., at Mount Ngwibi, near Vryheid in

Natal, of a large modern plant of the Mond type for the

production of ammonium sulphate. A seam of coal,

characterised by containing about 2 per cent, of nitrogen,

which crops out on the slopes of Blount Ngwibi, alt'ords the

basis of tlie industry. At the present time the output is at

the rate of about 250 tons per month, and it is hoped to

increase this to 350 tons in the near future. Most of the
ammonium sulphate is exported to Mauritius, very little of

this valuable fertiliser being used in South Africa. The
industry appears to be capable of very considerable expan-
sion, as there are other coals in this and the adjoining dis-

tricts of Natal which are equally well adapted to the manu-
facture of ammonium sulphate.

+The tar production shown in the returns for 1913 came from a
plant erected at Witbank some years ago. The plant proved to be
badly designed and altogether unsatisfactory, and after being in opera-

tion for some time it was closed down.

(To be coniinned.)

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80"o of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide list in C..lI.E."s recent Annual Repvirt.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred successes.

Classes may be joined at any time.

Address: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Eloff St.
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6i yyHYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromax" weighs SO-lbs. It is Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Manager can afford

to neglect the economic
merits of the - - - - •HYDROMAX 9 The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

)

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens, Managing Director).

!l

Agent*—

Phones 4113/9 Box 667, JOHANNESBURG. Telegrams :" hosken.-
,

WAR CONDITIONS IN CANADA
may hare caused a shortage of asbestos, but " PALMETTO "

packing will continue to be made only of the first grade
asbestos, even though it costs more.

The quality that has made " PALMETTO " famous for long

service under hard conditions will be continued.

\M m» Mad ;• Sampl* to proTc qaality.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.

CanM ia Stack ky-

BARTLE & CO., Johannesburf.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Ltd.,

Kimberley, Salisbnry and Buiawaye.
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POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE FERREIRA DEEP.

Outcrop to Close Down at an Early Date— Reduced Profits Anticipated.—157 Earth Tremors!

In his report on the Ferreira Deep for the year ending 30th
September, 1918, Mr. Percy Cazalet, the consulting
engineer, writes:—The scale of operations again shows con-

siderable decrease on previous years ; this is due to the
decreasing number of available slope faces, the delays to

hoisting in No. 1 incline shaft, and the poor native labour sup-

ply throughout the year. ^Nlany severe eai-th tremors were
experienced during the year wliicli seriously affected the No.
1 incline shaft; work on the release of pressure on this shaft

was continued throughout the year, but no finality has as

yet been attained, and delays to hoisting have been constant.

The reorganisation of No. 2 shaft from compound to vertical

winding was restarted, and the equipment of two compart-
ments of the vertical portion completed ; one surface hoist

is now being used for vertical hoisting from the 7tli level,

and the other is still employ-ed in compound hoisting down
to the 12th level; there has been no delay or loss of tonnage
due to this work. During the year the use of the Outcrop
shaft was discontinued, effecting considerable saving in

standing charges and releasing some material for re-use and
sale

;
preparations are now in hand to render the remaining

shaft pillars here available for stoping. The method of

supporting the workings by reef packing has been continued
with most successful results; 54 per cent, of the area stoped
during the year was covered by packs. The total tonnage in

packs, at 307,660 tons, is practically the same as that at

the beginning of the year, but during the latter half a larger

tonnage was withdrawn, than was actually packed; this

reduction will now continue for the rest of the life of the

mine, owing to the decrease in the number of slope faces

available. The working costs show an increase of 2s. 2d.

per ton milled. The average tonnage milled monthly was
42,350 tons, as compared with 48,860 tons per month in

tlio previous year; this reduced scale of working, together

with a further increase in the cost of stores and labour,

accounts for the major portion of the total increase. The
increase in white wages and cost of stores owing to war
conditions is found to amount to quite 3s. 5d. per ton. The
yield shows a reduction of lid. per ton milled, which is

not greater than it was reasonable to anticipate in view of

the rapid exhaustion of the higher grade block ground in

the central and western portions of the mine. The develop-
ment footage for the year amounted to 3,184 feet, the main
development of the mine being now practically complete.
There remains only an area at the eastern end of the mine,
which has up to the present proved to be of low grade,
where further prospecting work is being carried on. The
payable ore developed during the year amounted to 143,700
tons of a value of 6'6 dwts., a decrease of 93,700 tons com-
pared with the previous year, the average value being
slightly higher. The ore reserves have been re-estiipiated

as at 30th September, 1918, and are as follow:—Leader,
Outcrop section, 29,200 tons, value 6'B dwts. ; Deep section,

630,200 tons, value 8-3 dwts. ; South Reef, 273,000 tons,

value 7-4 dwts. ; total, 932,400 tons, value 8-0 dwts. These
figures may be segregated as under: Immediately available,

556,600 tons, value 7'9 dwts.; temporarily vmavailable,

shaft and boundary pillars and isolated blocks, 375,800 tons,

value 8-0 dwts. ; total, 932,400 tons, value S'O dwts. The
estimated stoping widths of the above' reserves are 72 inches
for the Leader and 57 inches for the South Reef, as com-
pared with 76 inches and 61 inches respectively in last year's
valuation. It will be seen that there is a decrease of 373,100
tons compared with the reserves as at 30th September,
1917; this is chiefly accounted for by the excess of ore mined
from the reserves over the ore developed during the .year,

but is also due to the fact that the increasing costs have
necessitated an increased pay limit, cutting out 39,500 tons
which would have been included in normal times. The value
of the reserves (8'0 dwts.) is an increase of 0'4 dwt. on
the previous year, due to the lower stoping width and the
increased pay limit taken. The broken ore packed in the
slopes, amounting to 307,660 tons, is additional to and; not
included in these reserves. Owing to the decreasing number
of available stope faces and the prospects of a still further

reduced native labour supply, it is necessary to anticipate

a lower tonnage milled in future, and in consequence a

reduced scalo of profits. In view of these facts, preparations

are in hand for the transfer of certain plant from the Outcrop
to the Deep reduction works, with a view to the final closing
down of the former at a comparatively early date.

M.vnager's Report.

Tlic manager, .Mr. Paul Selby, writes, i)itvr alia:—The
method of supportiug the slopes liy means of reef packs was
continued during the year with satisfactory results. The
total tonnage of broken ore in packs at 30th September,
1918, ^?as 307,660 tons, which is 3,048 tons less than at the
close of the previous financial year. During the year 129,431
tons were recovered from reef packs, and a further 120,774
tons were obtained from other sovu'ces of reclamation. The
above tonnages, taken together, represent practically 45 per
cent, of the ore mined during the year. The systematic
scraping and washing of footwalls of the slopes in the
reclamation areas prior to the final abandonment was con-
tinued throughout the year in all but a few of the poorer
value slopes. The work in connection with the reorganisa-
tion of the winding arrangements at No. 2 shaft was practi-

cally at a standstill during the year, but earlj' in October
of this year the timbering was changed at the bend in order

to allow the two eastern skips to pass through the bend into

the new vertical shaft extension. This change has resulted

in a considerable saving of time on handling the shifts, and
it is anticipated that the shaft pillars in the upper portion

of this incline will be available for stoping at an early date.

The surface accumulation of ore, amounting to 3,436 tons,

was entirely used up in Jairuary last at a time when a
portion of No. 1 shaft incline had collapsed. No tonnage
was mined in the Outcrop section during the year under
review, but development work is in progress which will

render possible the mining of the remaining shaft pillars at

at early date. No less than 157 earth tremors were recorded
on the mine during the year. A number of these caused
hoisting delays in our No. 1 (east) incline shaft. The work
of stoping the reef above the incline where possible, and
under it where the incline is above both reefs, has, I think,

saved this shaft from complete collap.se, but has not entirely

overcome the difficulties resulting from earth tremors. The
percentage of the tonnage mined from the poorer (eastern)

section of the mine was again considerably increased over
previous ye'ars, as will be seen from the following figures

for the past three years:—No. 1 shaft : 1915-16, 416,823
tons, value 7-1 dwts., 56-0 per cent. ; 1916-17, 411,226 tons,

value 7-1 dwts., 62-7 per cent. ; 1917-18, 383,096 tons, value
7-0 dwts., 68-9 per cent. No. 2 shaft: 1915-16, 327,338
tons, value 8-9 dwts., 44-0 per cent.; 1916-17, 244,382 tons,

value 7-7 dwts., 37-3 per cent. ; 1917-18, 173,234 tons, value
7-6 dwts., 31-1 per cent. Totals, 1915-16, 744,161 tons,

value 7-8 dwts., lOO'O per cent. ; 1916-17, 655,608 tons, value
7-3 dwts., 1000 per' cent.; 1917-18, 556,330 tons, value 72
dwts., 1000 per cent. The development footage for the
year amounted to 3,184 feet, and a similar footage is still

required in order to tlioroughly prospect the reefs in the
poorer sections of the mine. The small footage accomplished
on the pyritic footwall reef in order to expose the reef where
a borehole indicated high values, has proved sufficient ore

to more than justify the expense incurred in diatnond drilling

during the previous year. The yield per ton milled aver-

aged 7'605 dwts., or '236 dwts. lower than for flic previous
year; this difference can be accounted for by the increase

in the percentage of ore mined from the eastern (poorer)

side of the mine, coupled with a reduction of 2'3 per cent,

in the proportion of \\aste rock sorted. Working costs

averaged 23s. 5d. per ton milled, or 2s. 2d. more than for

the previous year. The average number of natives working
during the year was 3,461, as compared with 3,698 for the
previous year. The machinery and plant have been kept in

thorough repair. Certain disused machinei-y and plant were
sold. In this way a sum of £8,118 was realised.
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THE POSITION OF THE AFRICAN AND EUROPEAN INVESTMENT
CO., LTD.

Points from Annual Review of Mining and Other Interests.

Varied and important are the interests of the African and
European Investment Co., Ltd., as reviewed in the latest

annual report of the company. The freehold land held by

the company represents an area of 505,363 morgen (equiva-

lent to 1,069,602 English acres), with the mineral rights over

an additional 5,318 morgen (11,246 English acres). The
company further owns about 61 per cent, of the capital of

Bechuanaland Farms, Ltd., which holds 154,309 morgen
(326,596 acres) of laud in British Bechuanaland and pro-

perty in Capetown.
Share Interests.

The directors have decided to issue with the report this

year a full list of the share and debenture holdings of the

company. A schedule of these holdings is accordingW given,

and short particulars of the assets of the various companies
in wliich large interests are held are given below.

Vcrceniging Estates, Ltd.—As will be seen from the

schedule of .shareholdings, the company is very largely

interested in the Yereeniging Estates, Ltd. The issued

capital of the Estates Company is £730,580, and it has a

debenture issue of £200,000, the whole of which was, at

30th June last, held by this company. The Estates Com-
pany is the owner of 127,340 acres of freehold land on the

boundaries of the Transvaal and Orange Free State, with a

frontage of 25 miles to the Vaal River, and on the main
trunk line of railway from Capetown to Johannesburg. It

is now one of the most important centres of industry in

South Africa, with its immense coalfield, the Power Station

of the Victoria Falls Company, the Steel Works of the Union
Steel Corporation, flour mills, brick and tile works, blast

furnaces, and the other industries which have recently been
established there. The Vereeniging Estates is also one of

the leading coal producers in South Africa with an output

of 50,000 tons per month and has other assets of great value,

such as its forest of pine and oak consisting of over four

million trees. The felling of this timber is to be commenced
this year, and as the whole forest stands in the hooks at a

cost of under £'60,000, the sale of the timber should produce
a large and steadily increasing revenue to the Estates Com-
pany. The profit outlook of the company is now so satis-

factory that it should be in a position to resume the pay-
ments of dividends next year.

East Rand Mining Estates, Ltd.—Another important
holding of the company is in the East Rand Mining Estates.
This company has an issued capital of £450,000, with no
liabilities, and possesses 22,785 acres of freehold land, practi-

cally all of which is situated in the gold basin of the Far
East Rand. Boreholes have proved the existence of the

Van Ryn Reef over the whole of its farm Grootvlei, adjoin-

ing Springs, and over a large portion of Palmietkuil, and
developments on neighbouring farms have shown the farm
Vlakfontein to be within the gold area. A large coalfield has
also been proved on Grootvlei, an agreement having recently
been concluded for the sale of these coal rights to a new
company which has been formed to develop and work the
coal mine.

East Rand Extension Gold Mining Company, Ltd.—This
company owns a block of 194 claims on Farm Leeuwpoort
(East Rand) and various other claim holdings, buildings,
and share interests. All operations on its property in the
East Rand were suspended some years ago owing to the
inability of its board to raise the funds required for the
purchase and erection of a treatment plant. Two shafts
were sunk, and considerable development carried out in the
mine, the tonnage developed being estimated at 226,055
tons of a value of 6-28 dwts. The mine is still closed pend-
ing the provision of further working capital.

Rliodesia Gold Mining and Investment Comjxuiij, Ltd.—
This company has a capital of £300,000 (in which your com-
pany holds a 40 per cent, interest) and has no liabilities. It
has large shareholdings in the Lonely Reef and Cam and

Motor Gold Mining Companies, as well as smaller interests

in other Rhodesian companies. It also owns practically the

whole share capital of the Sabi Gold Mining Company,
whose mine is let on tribute, a producing gold mine (the

Bernheim), which also is let on tribute, and another mine
(the Huntsman) which has been recently acquired and which
has been developed by the company down to the third level.

The tonnage developed in the three levels so far opened up
in this mine is estimated at 8,700 tons of an assay value of

19 dwts., and the consulting engineer considers the pros-

j^ects of the mine at depth are very promising. A new main
shaft is being sunk to open up the fourth and lower levels,

and a reduction plant is being erected to treat the ore.

Lonely Reef Gold Mining Company, Ltd.—In addition

to its interests held through the Rhodesia Gold Alining and
Investment Company, the company has a direct share

interest in the Lonely Reef Gold INIining Company.
Developments during the past year have given most satis-

factory results, high grade ore having been consistently

opened up throughout the 19th, 20th and 21st levels. The
ore reserve at 30th September last were estimated at

198,585 tons of an assay value of 20"64 dwts., sufficient to

supply the mill for a period of over three years. Its profits

are at the rate of about £9,000 per mouth on a capital of

£271,000, and it is paying dividends at the rate of 30 per

cent, per annum.
Groivn Diavio7id Mining and Exploration Company, Ltd.

—Mining operations on this property were suspended some
years ago owing to the disappointing results obtained and
the inability of the company to profitably work the yellow

ground by surface operations, but in view of the existing

high price of diamonds the board have recently tested the

mine at depth by means of boreholes and blue ground of an
apparently high quality is reported to have been struck at

about 250 feet. A contract has been entered into for

dewatering the mine and sinking a shaft to the blue ground,

and this work has now been started.

Swazieland Corporation, Ltd.—This company, with an
issued capital of £200,000, possesses mining rights in

Swazieland covering an area of 410,000 acres, and freehold

land 48,000 acres in extent. All work on the mining areas

has been stopped, and it is proposed to let the mines on
tribute.

South African Breweries, Ltd.—Your company has for

many years held a substantial interest in the South African
Breweries, which is one of the oldest-established and best-

managed industrial businesses in South Africa. This com-
pany continues to make very satisfactory profits notwith-
standing the increasing cost of its raw material, and that

practically no increase has been made in the selling price

of its products, the improvement in its position Iseing

entirely due to its larger turn-over and economics effected

in working. The dividends paid on the ordinarj- shares

during the last financial year amounted to 2s. 3d. per share,

the final dividend of Is. 3d. per share being declared free

of income tax. The financial position of the company is

very strong, and your directors consider this investment a

thoroughly sound one with improving prospects.

Union Steel Corporation {of South Africa), Ltd.—The
interest acquired in this undertaking promises to be a very
profitable one. The business was established at Yereeniging
2)rior to the war, and although at first great difficulties

—

inseparable from the establishment of a new industry—were
met «ilh and serious losses were incurred, these difficulties

have now been overcome and very satisfactory ]irofits are

being earned. The company is supplying the South African

Government and the mines of the Rand with a considerable

proportion of their iron and steel requirements, and the

iDUsiness has now reached a stage when it can be regarded
as one of the permanently established industries of the

Transvaal.
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THE GOLD OUTPUT FOR 1918—£35,768,688.

A Decrease of £2,555,233—December Worst Month Since 1914—Detailed Returns.

During the past year the Transvaal gold mines produced

8,420,659 fine ozs. of gold, valued at £35,768,688, as com-

pared with 9,022,212 fine ozs., valued at £88,323,921,

produced in 1917. The decrease of 601,553 fine ozs., valued

at £2,555,233, is mainly due to floods, the native labour

shortage resulting from the influenza epidemic, and the

closing down of certain mines. In 1918 the Witwatersrand

produced 8,198,029 ozs., valued at £34,823,017, and the

outside districts 222,630 ozs., valued at £945,671. The

monthly returns for 1918 are as follow:—

January

, February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Following are the grand totals for the past sixteen years

:

Ozs. Value.

714,182 £3,033,653
659,759 2,802,477
696,281 2,957,614

717,099 3,046,045
741,317 3,148,915
727,696 3,091,058

736,199 3,127,174

740.210 3,144,211

708,206 3,008,267
679,764 2,887,455

658,701 2,797,983

641,245 2,723,836

1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

Ozs.

2,955,749

3,779,621
4,897,221

5,786,617
6,451,384

7,052,617

7,280,545

7,533,843

8,237,723
9,124,299

8,794,824

8,378,139

9,093,671
9,295,538

9,022,212

8,420,659

December Output.

Value.

£12,589,248
16,054,809
20,802,074

24,579,987
27,403,738

29,957,610
30,925,788

32,001,735

34,991,620
38,757,560

37,358,040

35,588,075
38,627,461

39,484,934
38,323,921

35,768,688

During the past month 641,245 fine ozs. of gold was
produced, as compared with 658,701 ozs. in November, a

decrease of 17,456 ozs. The official figures for the Wit-
watersrand and the outside districts are :

—

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

FLOWER" BRAND.

HAS THE LOWEST COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION.

KEEPS down the liill for lubricants, making BEARINGS smootn as glass

and keeping them COOL under heaviest pressures anil liiyhest speeds.

Manufactured and Sold Bv

—

THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION
METAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIMITED,

4», QUEEN VICTORU STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Acaoti for South Africa i FRASER & CHALMERS, Ltd., lehannMburt

,

Bulawayo and Salisbury.

Witwatersrand.

Ozs. V^alue.

November
December

640,797
630,505

£2,721,932
2,678,217

Decrease 10,292

Outside Districts.

43,715

November
December

17,904

10,740

76,051

45,619

Decrease 7,164

Grand Total.

30,432

November
December

658,701
641,245

2,797,983

2,723,836

Decrease 17,456 74,147

Last month's grand total is the lowest since February,

1914. There were 8,454 stamps in operation in December,
as against 8,704 in November, while the labour returns show
that the number of natives employed on the gold mines last

month was 7,669 less than in November. The Glencairn

mine made no return for December. Among the decreases

recorded for the past month are the following : Eandfontein

Central, £18,995; Government Areas, £15,436; Bantjes,

£12,815; New Modderfoutein, £8,280; Simmer and Jack,

£6,431; East Eand Proprietary Mines, £4,834; New Klein-

fontein, £4,648; Knights Deep, £4,248;' Springs Mines,

4,235. The following are the principal increases : Village

Deep, £12,089; Simmer Deep, £7,960; Crown Mines,

£6,759; Brakpan Mines, £4,545; Jupiter, £4,120; Modder-
foutein B., £3,968; Consolidated Main Eeef, £2,451; City

Deep, £2,396; Wolhuter, £2,184; Witwatersrand, £2,000.

Stamp Position.

In December there were 8,454 stamps at work on the

Transvaal goldfields, as against 8,704 in November, a

decrease of 250. The official figures are as follow:—

November
December

Decrease

Eand.

8,464
8,274

Outside.

240
180

Total.

8,704
8,454

190

Labour Figures.

60 250

The native labour figures for the past three months are

as follow :
—

On gold mines ...

On coal mines ...

On diamond mines

October.

173,153
11,824

4,749

189,726

November.

160,275
11,826

4,016

December.

152,606
11,851

3,180

176,117 167,637

Box 3807. Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALERS HANKEY - - - Sole Agent.
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Individual Returns.

Aurora West
Bantjes Consolidated

Brakpan Mines
City and Suburban ...

City Deep
Cons. Langlaagte

Cons. Main Reef
Crown Mines
Durban Roodepoort ...

Durban Deep
East Rand Proprietary

Ferreira Deep
Geduld Proprietary ...

Geldenhuis Deep
Ginsberg
Glencairn
Government Areas ...

Jupiter

Knight Central

Knights Deep ... ...

Langlaagte Estate . .

.

Luipaardsvlei

Meyer and Charlton

Modder B
Modder Deep
New Goch
New Heriot

New Kleinfontein

New Modder
New Primrose

New Unified

Nourse Mines
Princess Estate
Randfontein Central

Robinson

Value.

£10,789
12,909
85,052
31,624
91,127

47,587
65,436
195,379

1,024

38,969
137,792
57,259
62,471

55,679
12,790

171,838
28,961

27,355
61,824
54,783

20,122
39,763
113,423

84,577

13,045

16,439

57,569
159,370
15,993

12,165
44,852
21,668
128,363
42,248

Increase.

£4,545

2,396

2,451

6,759
1,024

570

1,677
701

191

4,120
233

1,160

3,968
485

807

638
365

1,092

1,499

Decrease.

£1,835
12,815

1,789

319

4,838

1,993

9,885

15,436

4,248
1,508

535

102

4,648
8,280

939

18,995

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT"

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail '>\lre

Annealed Wire Bright Hard W^ire

Varnished Wire Bright Soft Wire
Bolt and Rivet Wire

Galvanized Barbed Wire
Wire Nails Fence Staples

Pig Iron, BloomB, Billets, Wire
Eods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel
Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing.

Wt art prtpared to givi PROMPT SERVICE, andtoUtU
your inquiria tcKtnpanitd by tompUtt tpmfioatimtt.

Addreaa

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

CtbUAddNMi ••PITTSTIIL"

Robinson Deep
Roodepoort United ...

Rose Deep
Simmer and Jack
Simmer Deep
Springs Mines
Van Ryn Estate
Van Ryn Deep
Village Main Reef ...

Village Deep
Witwatersrand
West Rand Consolidated
Wit. Deep
Wolhuter
Miscellaneous

Value.

£54,749
22,589
51,487
49,554
48,420
68,108
32,550
94,389
25,877
65,139

37,851

32,117
32,644

37,308
3,690

Increase. Decrease.

£55 —

Sub Nigel

Barrett

Glynn's Lydenburg
T.G.M.E

Do. (Oct.)

Miscellaneous

Central Mining
Barnato
Gold Fields ...

General Mining
Mines Selection

Union Corporation

Totals

Outside Districts.

25,746
989

2,239

4,915

314

,960

12,089
2,000

5,123

1,190

2,184

46
1,143

1,840

£2,336
6,431

4,235
1,266
543
671

11,730

5,664

603

25,482
7,376

Group Profits.

October. November.

£252,873
170,688
*4,126

17,992

49,472
63,666

£554,691
* Loss.

£210,865
159,347
*2,621

17,266

53,498

62,232

December.

£237,879
139,290

9,316
20,291

56,639
63,419

£503,208 £526,834

STANDARD BANK
OF

SOUTH AFRICA,
LTD.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL

£6,194,100

PAID-UP CAPITAL

£1,548,525

RESERVE FUND

£2,000,000
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

No Consuming Market—British Trade Commissioner—Fifty Millions South African
Manufactures—Shipping—Trend of Business—White Lead—Timber and Property.

Theke is no consuming market at the present time as the
mines are experiencing a cessation as between the chief

buying office ih-opping out of existence and the buying
reverting to the pre-war plan of each group or mine catering

for itself. And again there has been an extra careful stock-

taking in connection with the allotment of charges against

the several groups from the chief buying office. From July
1st, 1917, to December 31st, 1918, that office dealt with
approximatelj' .€3,750,000 worth of stores. The establish-

ment expenses for such will, it is understood, be borne by
the various groups pro rata to the dealings. Just one
illustration will give an excellent idea of what the pooling

scheme accomplished. For example, during the year ending

June 30tli, 1918, some 3,300 tons of wire ropes were dealt

with or negotiated. Out of this quantity only 1,300 tons

had to be imported from oversea, and the balance of 2,000

tons was drawn from pooled stocks and from the extra

accumulated surplus at the mines and distributed to the

mines requiring them. This resulted in a saving, roughlj'

speaking, of 2,000 extra (beyond the 1,300 tons) coming from
oversea, when shipping was so acutely scarce.

Bkitish Trade Commissioner, Shipping, etc.

The British Trade Commissioner has returned and will

have his head offices on the Rand. According tor^several

published interviews, he has a lot of knowledge, and so far

he is giving both sides of the question, viz., the British and
the South African, which by the way are not always in

HAULING ENGINES
ALL OF WHICH ARE IN GOOD CONDITION:

ONE SINGLE DRUM HOIST, Cylinders 17in., Stroke 50in., Drum
96in. X Gin,

ONE TANGYE H.\ULING ENGINE, DIRECT DRIVE, Cylinders
ISin., Stroke 36in., Acting Hoist, Drums 84in. x 30in.

ONE MILL ENGINE, TANGYE COMPOUND, Corliss Valve Gear
and FIv Wheel, H.P. Cylinder 16in., L.P. Cylinder 28in.,

Approximately 250 H.P., Stroke 42in., Fly Wheel I6ft. x

2ft Sin. face, with Worthington Condensing Plant.

GENERATORS
FOUR GENERATORS, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, Model R.

.52/50, 2,200 Volts, 39.4 Amps., 375 Revs., Pulleys 3ft. x 2ft.

Face All Belt Driven.

ONE GENERATOR, SIEMENS AND HALSKE .500 Volts., 230
.4mps., 375 Revs. Coupling on Shaft.

ONE LARGE GENERATOR, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, Type
D.R.R., 97/30, 2,000 Volts., 165 Amps., 300 Revs. Pulley
on Shaft 4ft. Sin. approx. x 3ft. lOJiji. wide Exciter direct

coupled on same base. Type L.A. 28/16, 110 Volts., 195
Amps., 300 Revs.

ONE EXCITER, S.A.G.E., C. 25 Form B., 30 Kilowatts, 280
.\mps., 125 Volts., 1,050 Revs. Very good and suitable as

a Dynamo.

SCHNEIER & LONDON
Mining Material Merchants,

BREE STREET, NEWTOWN,
Telegraphic Add.:

JOHANNESBURG.

Nodnolsh." 'Phone 4438. P.O. Box 6009.

harmony and reciprocal. The subject at the moment is very
appropriate, as our members of Parliament are on the eve
of considering many trade subjects—or should be. A note-
worthy remark was that the people in England had been
much impressed by the news that in the year ending June,
1917, the value of South Africa's manufactures had been
in the neighbourhood of fifty millions. Now what all good
South Africans must desire is to increase that fifty millions'
output and not have it swamped by frenzied oversea com-
petition, from whatever soui'ce it may come. This is said in
no carping spirit. Another pertinent remark was that every-
thing naturally hinged upon the shipping facilities, and it was
emphasised that these would improve almost weekly. This
latter statement is supported by Sir Joseph Maclay, Minister
of Shipping, who said the termination of hostilities had
eased enormously the shipping position, and the tonnage
available for bringing imports to the United Kingdom was
increased by the equivalent of ten million tons of goods
yearly. It would shortly be possible to release substantially
tonnage from Government requisition, thereby creating a
free market in tonnage and freight.

These increased shipping facilities will very much assist

the export of raw materials from South Africa, which in all

fairness to the British Trade Commissioner, he is anxious
to obtain from this country. He also spoke well of our
cheese, eggs, meat and foodstuffs generally. And to assist

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

(With which are iacorparated THE BANK OF AFRICA, Ltd., Established 1879j

THE NATIONAL BANK OF THE ORANGE RIVER COLONY, Ltd., E»tab. 1877:

and THE NATAL BANK, Ltd.. Estab. 1854.)

Bankers to the Union Government in the Transvaal, the Orange
Free State, and Natal, and to the Imperial Government.

Capital Subscribed and Paid up - £2,865,000

With power to increase to - - - - £4,000,000

Capital and Reserve £3,715,000

2)lrCCt0l-6 :

The Hon. HUGH CRAWFORD - Chairman.
J. EMRYS EVANS, CM.G. Vic^Chairman.

J. ELLIS BROWN. P. DUNCAN. CJVl.G.. Mi,.A
The Hon. ALBERT CLIFF. E. J. RENAUD.
JAMES B. TAYLOR. H. O'K. WEBBER.

Senator The Hon. Sir ANTONIE G. VILJOEN.
The Hon. Sir EDGAR H. WALTON. K CAl.G.. MXA..

Scncv.il /IDanagci: E. C. REYNOLDS.

HEAD OFFICE - - PRETORIA.
I J r.fl;

f LONDON WALL, LONDON, E.G. 2.
London Ottices

( jg^ ^^ SWUHIN'S LANE, LONDON, E.G. 4.

New York Office - 10, WALL STREET, NEW YORK

The Bank has over 300 BRANCHES and SUB-BRANCHES
in the principal Towns in the Union of South Africa,

South West Protectorate, Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Portuguese East Africa and East Africa.

Agents in all the principal Cities of the World.

Officials ol the Bank ^ire bound to secrecy In regard to ths

transactions of any of its customers.
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our manufacturers he was sending out a bale of skins of

different types, nearly all mimosa-tanned, as could be so

well done in South Africa, as there is a big market in

England for basils or tanned sheepskins for use in harness-

making and upholstery as well as for boots and shoes.

Other information is that the Washington Shipping
Board has announced reductions of from 25 to 30 per cent.

on freight rates from Atlantic ports to Asia, Japan, Aus-
tralia and Africa, to be effective from January and February
loadings.

Trend of Business.

Whilst business in the mining material trade is on the
lean side, yet confidence is being restored. A second-hand
material merchant said that at the armistice his goods went
down twenty-five and even more per cent., but since then
they have steadied at, say, the twenty-five per cent, reduc-
tion. He thinks that there will not be another such reduc-
tion and in some things even a betterment will obtain on
decent machinery, that is when one has just the thing
wanted by a customer. Undoubtedly there are signs ot

general steadiness on the basis of present prices for the
next month or so, subject to untoward arrivals of lines from
America and elsewhere. For example, in the case of the
Government motor car sale on Wednesday prices were
remarkably good, practically some twenty per cent, more
than the man in the street anticipated. But this being
the first sale and well advertised, it brought people from
long distances, therefore the prices reahsed were not- sur-
prising. Perhaps the weakest point about business is the
absence of enterprise and speculation, for although mer-
chants will purchase actual requiremduts there is no desire
to obtain things for speculative or stock purposes.

Oils, Colours, White Le.\d, etc.

The white lead position is under a cloud, as no less than
5,000 kegs have just been received at the coast from
America, which is estimated to last the country five months.
Tlie price is Is. per lb ordinary, but 90s. from merchant
to merchant. Linseed oil, raw, is 14s. 6d., and boiled 15s.
imperial gallon. Cape nut oil, 77s. 6d. to 82s. 6d. gallon.
Olive oil, 24s. to 27s. 6d. gallon. Castor oil, 72s. 6d. to
75s. Turpentine the same price as last. Carbolineum,
which always came from Central Europe, is now being made
in Britain and exported. The latest American cables state
that turpentine is rapidly rising, as stocks are very scarce.
Glue is firm at the lower level of values of Is. 4d. to Is. lOd.
per lb, although some can be had at Is. Through the effects

of speculation, it is estimated that South Africa has suffi-

cient glue to last another twelve mouths, therefore our
prices are similar to those ruling in New York. There is

said to be a superabundance of cotton waste in town at
prices varying from 9d. to Is. 3d., according to quaUty.

Timber and Property.

It is said that quite fair quantities of timber logs, such
as Oregon and pitch pine, have been received at the coast
from America for merchants under contract for the mines
here. This is a little disconcerting for the timber dealers,
as they had an idea that with the dissolution of the chief
buying office the mines would again soon fall into line as
their customers. Deals are Is. 9d. to Is. lOd.; floorings,
10]d. to lOid.; and ceilings, GM. to Gfd. per foot. Gal-
vanised roofing iron, Is. 9d. to Is. lOd. per foot, 24 gauge.
It is said that lower quotations are available, mostly for
odd lengths or the 2G gauge. Although business is quiet,
but not so quiet as last month, yet great hopes are enter-
tained that the building trade in town is waking up again.
There was a decided lull in properties after the armistice,
and maybe prices had the tendency to go lower, but there
is certainly a more robust feeling, 'presumably because the
demand for houses is greater than ever. Second-hand deals
are Is. 2d. and the standard sized roofing iron Is Id per
foot.

Iron and Steel.

Business is exceptionally quiet in bar iron and mild steel.

Values remain the same throughout the gamut of sizes.

There may be a disturbing element in the fact that fair quan-
tities of bar iron of the smaller sizes are on the way from
America. New galvanised iron piping at a second-hand
warehouse were on ofier, cheaper than the landed cost on
to-day's oversea prices, viz., ^ in., 6d. ; | in., 8d. ; and lin..

Is. per foot. The price of wire nails is on the easier side,

but very erratic, as two travellers are hardly alike in their

quotations.

Gleanings.

Nitrate of lead has receded from £57^ to £55J per ton

of South African make. Carbide is about 85s. to 90s. per

100 lbs., with an easier tendency through expecting ship-

ments from Canada. Dealers in belting are chary about

expressing an opinion as to the immediate future. There
has been no alteration in electrical materials and buyers

remain in an expectant mood for reductions, but well-

informed dealers do not expect much alteration in present
rates until about July next. There may be two proposed
new cement companies asking for capital in the Johannes-
burg monej" market.

Spitzkop Farm Gold.

For the year to June 30 last the ore cru.shed by the tributers, the
G.H.L. Syndicate, was 15,003 tons, giving an estimated yield of £11,439,
equal to 15s. 3d. per ton. The company's royalty amounted to £1,416.

The total royalty for the year shows a reduction of £154 as compared
with the previous year, partly owing to the lower grade of ore treated.

These figures are subject to adjustment on receipt of final account sales.

The revenue account shows a net debit balance of £403, after charging
concession duos, prospecting and other expenses in South Africa and
London. Prospecting operations on the Spnnghill section of the pro-

perty, which adjoins the Leader Hill mine at present let to the tributers,

consist of 455 feet of driving at an expenditure of £796. The har<lnesa

of the ground has retarded progress, but softer ground is looked for

soon. The driving hae been on reef from 4 to 16 inches thick. The
assays have varied very much and no estimate of its value can be formed
until the reef is further developed. When the softer ground is reached

it is expected that the values will improve and become more regular,

as has been the experience in the same reef in (he adjoining area, where

better results were obtained in the soft than in the hard ground.

THE CASSEL COAL CO., LTD.,
(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Twenty-first Ordinary
General Meeting of Shareholders in the above Company will be
held on Tuesday, the 23th day of March, 1919, at 11.15 a.m., iu

the Board Room, Lace Building, Johannesburg, for the following

purposes :
—

1. To receive and consider the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss
Accounts, and Directors' and Auditors' Reports for the year
ended 31st December, 1918.

2. To elect two Directors in place of Messrs. J. Dale Lace and
W. J. Gau, who retire in rotation, but, being eligible, offer

themselves for re-election.

3. To appoint Auditors for the ensuing year, and to fix the
remuneration of the Auditors for their past services .

4. General Bu.siness.

The Transfer Books of the Ccmpanv will be closed from the
18th to the 25th March, 1919, both days inclusive.

By Order of the Board,

T. L. DAY, Secretary.

Lace Buildings, 74, Fox Street,
Johannesburg, 14th January, 1919.
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the
Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

A Great Engineering Project: Reclaiming
Lakes N'Gami and Makari-Kari.

To the Editor, 5.^4. Mining Jovrnal and Engineering Record.

Sir,—From the sub-titles of your publication I imagine

j'our columns are open to writers on engineering and indus-

trial schemes, provided the subjects are considered of

interest to your readers. I ventiu-e to state that, if the

Union Government can be persuaded to think that it comes
within its province to spend a ia'niy moderate amount on

carrying out the proposal suggested by Professor Schwartz,

viz., to reclaim the Kalahari Lakes, then there would be

hundreds of thousands of acres of laud—now useless waste

ground—capable of being put under irrigation. This would
open up the possibilities of great engineering works, land

settlements, industrial undertakings, and give employment
to thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of white people.

No man can say with any certainty what would be the effect

on our climatic conditions in South Africa, or the recently

conquered territory in South-West Africa, if these great

lakes were reclaimed. The whole thing is, of course, quite

problematical and one opinion is as good as another. Per-

sonally, I conscientiously beUeve if we could get great

sheets of water where we now have great planes of hot

sand that our climate would be improved, our fountains in

years to come would probably be strengthened, and our

rainfall would be greater. There is bound to be some
benefit to the Karoo farms, ns Lake Makari-Kari had an
overflow right down to the Orange River through the South

Kalahari. I remember quite forty years back meeting an

extremely intelligent old man of about 85 to 90 years of

age. This old fellow told me then that quite sixty years

previous to our conversation (i.e., 100 years from this date)

he had gone with some Dutch hunters and " trekkers

through the Karoo and up to possibly Lake N'Gami. He
described the country as fertile and green, teeming with

game and lots of waters in the rivers which are now dry.

He also thought that there was less rain (at the time of our

conversation) than there was 60 years previous. Personally,

I am of opinion that the rainfall is less now than it was
fifty years ago. From evidence obtainable we are told that

Lakes N'Gami and Makari-Kari are now only small swamps
of about three or four miles across. We are also told by
elderly men that they can remember when there was quite

a large number of inhabitants living in the vicinity, possess-

ing thousands of head of cattle, and quite a number of

traders. To-day the places are deserted. Professor

Schwartz and others who have visited the old lakes assure

us that there are large parts of excellent pasturage in what
is erroneously called the Kalahari desert— it is certainly

not all desert. The question to be considered is this : Can
we accomplish in the Kalahari what has been done in Egypt,

and construct a second Assouan Dam by filling the lost

lakes? How much would it cost to divert the rivers into

their old channels? How many great reservoirs would it

be necessary to construct for storage in order that ten or

more millions of acres might be irrigated for the benefit of

one or more millions of white people? Is it not

worth serious consideration? It is up to the Union
Government to send their engineers to visit the sites along

with Professor Schwartz and get first-hand information for

themselves. It certainly cannot be an Imperial Govern-

ment undertaking. I have no doubt great canals would
have to be cut through the swamps to save evaporation.

Three or four rivers would have to be dammed and employ-

ment given to thousands of white men. You state, sir,

in j'our last issue, that you hope, in the near future, to

publish a series of articles on this subject by Professor

Schwartz. May I suggest that the Professor deals with it

very carefully from an engineering point of view? Let us
know how many rivers will have to be dammed, and the
cost; how many canals to be cut and storage reservoirs
to be constructed, giving estimate of cost and number of
men to be employed; about how many millions of acres
could be irrigated; and approximately the number of white
people they would carry. Could the water be taken to
Bulawayo, Kimberley, or other towns, and the cost, etc.?—Yours, etc.,

M. H. D. HOWES.
Godwan River,

Eastern Transvaal.

Insizwa Nickel, Copper, and Cobalt
Developing and Mining Co., Ltd.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining Journal and Engineering Record.

Sir,—My attention has been drawn to a reference in

your Notes and News contained in your issue of the 4th
instant intimating that you had received several letters from
shareholders of this company complaining that they are
unable to obtain information regarding the proceedings at
annual general meetings of the company or the names of

its directors other than the chairman. As far as I can
recollect only one complaint regarding the non-publication
of proceedings at the company's annual general meetings
has ever been received "by me. No request has ever been
submitted to me for the names of the directors on the Board.
The only change made in the directorate since the animal
general meeting of the company held in 1917 was the sub-
stitution of Mr. John Taylor, of Mount Ayliff, in the place
of the late Mr. A. K. Green, killed on active service. I

may mention that a confidential circular was sent to all

registered shareholders at the end of November last dealing
with the company's prospects.—Yours, etc.,

FRED S. BERNING,
Secretary.

Kokstad, East Griqualand,
7th January, 1919.

[Perhaps the above will satisfy the shareholders who
wrote to us in regard to the company.—Ed., S.A.M.J.]

Notices of appointments vacant on the mines are inserted
fftie in the advertisement columns of this journal.

The largest and most varied

stocks In South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

MRUOWN 180, MAIN STREET,
. nmjyyn. Johannesburg.

PhOQO 6770. P.O. Boi 1826. Tel. Addresi. " MAUBEOWN. '
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Engineering Notes and News.

REPORT ON ECONOMIES IN MINING ENGINEERING SUPPLIES.

Points from Statement Prepared by Mr. W. Elsdon Dew.

During the year 1916, the tightening up of restrictions in

England on the export of supplies for the mines made it

imperative that concerted action should be taken regarding

economies to be practised on the mines and, where possible,

have substitutes for imported articles made locally. Pre-

vious to that year the large local stocks of necessary

engineering supplies had not made the matter so urgent,

but certain economies and useful ideas were being developed

on individual mines, and it was evident that, providing a

free circulation of this information could be accomphshed,

the mines of the group would be greatly benefited. Many
interesting and unique devices in connection with machinery

on mines were evolved by various engineers, and it was felt

desirable to summarise the many economies which had been

effected. The following is a list of the principal items:—

Mill Parts.

1. Stems.—Stems are made on many mines from old

cam-shafts or by faggoting up three old stems, at a cost

averaging about £3. Stems are also repaired by welding on

any suitable scrap material. Many mines report that one

or other of these ideas has long been practised.

2. Cams.—New Modderfontein : Worn cams are brought

up to shape by welding on pieces of rail or drill steel, at

a cost of about £2 10s. per cam. The Knight Central fuller

up the cams and, when necessary,- weld in a piece of drill

steel. The cost is stated to be £1 per cam. Many mines

are putting this process into practice. Ferreira Deep, Ltd.,

draw out old worn cams from root to standard size ; in prac-

tice prior to war. Crown Mines, Ltd., have made up a few"

by-quasi-arc; first results not good, could be improved.

3. Heads.—Ferreira Deep, Ltd. : When badly worn in

socket are heated up, compressed, re-bored, and put again

into commission.

4. Shoes.—Several methods are being tried for replacing

broken shanks on shoes. New Modderfontein weld a worn-

out shoe on to the broken one. This is economical if the

weld holds, but definite infonnation on this point is not

yet available. A more useful method is to draw a new shank

out of the shoe under hammer, which makes a satisfactory

job, not, however, invariably successful, variation in quality

of steel sometimes causing the shoe to split. It is stated

two hours are required to form a new shank like this, so the

cost would be about 10s. Rose Deep bore out shoe and
shrink in a mild steel shank at a cost of about £1. Another

mine converts old tappets. into shoes by welding on a shank.

5. Dies.—It is now general practice to make dies by
cutting an old head in two and filling holes with shoe shanks.

Thi.s casts about ISs. for two dies.

G. Cam Shafts.—Witwatersrand Deep, Ltd., make cam
shafts of five stems faggoted up together. Other mines weld
up broken shafts, with varying success.

7. Blanton Gibs.—Ci-own Mines, Ltd., has found a gib

with feather on key much superior to the gib with two pins.

The holes for pins are frequently drilled too deep and
become a source of weakness in cam shafts. The keyway
would appear to add 50 per cent, to life of cam shafts.

Feri'eira Deep, Ltd. : All pin-holes in cam shafts are drilled

in fitting shop to gauge ^ in. deep, by using flat-faced drill

with sleeve on to prevent possibility of drilling too deep,
therefore consider cutting key-ways and fitting key an
unwarranted expense.

8. Mortar Box Liner,':.—At the Crown Mines, I^td.,

mortar box liners are made from old cam shafts at a cost

no per cent, under imported ones. Similar liners are being
made on some of the mines from old dies.

9. Wood Guides.—In connection with the practice of

re-boring wood stem guides, the Knight Central, Ltd., find

it pays to buy extra thick tirnber for the outside guides. In

this mill the inside guide against the girt cannot be more
than 4 in. thick, but the outer one can be 4^ in. This extra

I in. gives a much longer life to half the guides. Ferreira

Deep, Ltd. : Practice on mine to start guide with J in. liner

between halves, and as holes wear the liner is reduced until

they come face to face. J in. is then cut away from the

face of each half of guide block and restarted with a f in.

liner. Same procedure carried out until blocks are com-
pletely worn out ; any odd hole worn out of proportion is

lined with raw hide liner. By this method get an average

life of seven years. Other mines adopt similar methods for

economies in guide blocks. Crown Mines, Ltd. : Reduced
our bill by lining guides with discarded leather (" Hendry ")

belting. Leather lining is not a new idea, but tacking on
strips is novel, having advantage of enabling shape of box
to be maintained. Still further improved bj' battery

screening.

10. Boilers.—An interesting boiler repair job, which
saved the company an expenditure of £300 on the boiler

tubes, was carried out at the New Heriot Gold Mining Co.,

Ltd. Through removal for cleaning, the tubes of an F. &
C. boiler, 104 in number, had worn out at the ends. By
cutting 2 in. off each end of these tubes and 4 in. off the

boiler shell, all these tubes could be used again. The whole

job cost £60. East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd. : Method
new to mine, but do not approve. It is practice to cut and
weld tubes to suit the boiler and consider this better method.
Welding tubes in practice on mine since war started. Crown
Mines, Ltd. : Shartening of boilers has been in practice with

Sterling boilers in order to make further \ise of tubes, also

being done to facilitate transport.

11. Bye-Pass Valve.—A bye-pass valve for Sulzer pumps
is made by Mr. Hird, Durban Roodejioort Deep, Ltd., which
eliminates the wasting of the whole of the valve casing

when the seats are grooved. The seating and valve can be

renewed without breaking any joints except the top cover,

and can be changed with valve in position. Robinson Gold
Mining Co., Ltd. : Designed one last j'ear of simple type—
doing well. Suggest making seat removable in way to save
bringing to shops. Then alter dimension a little so valve

could be renewed by taking off cover only. Knight Central,

Ltd. : Great economy has been effected by placing a worn
valve outside the good bye-pass valve by closing the worn
valve first. Tliis has the effect of balancing the pressure

when closing the inner valve. The life of valves is greatly

prolonged for the cutting effect of water under pressure is

greatly reduced.

12. Charging Sticks.—East Rand Proprietary Mines,
Ltd.—Have locally made machine of revolving tube carrying
two cutter blades. Sticks squared and passed througli

centralising guide slot on to cutter blades, etc. Operation
both simple and efficient. Is a valuable economy. Have
made charging sticks by machine before the war.

13. Crushers.—Bantjes Consolidated Mines, Ltd. : Car-
ried Out an economical repair job on a 30 in. x 12 in.

Hadfield crusher. The engineer made a pair of case-
hardened toggles from cam shaft at a cost for labour of

£3 5s., which allows an ample margin for power costs, etc.,

compared with the impoi'ted price of £9 10s. From similar
material a wedge block toggle seat for 30 in. x 12 in. Had-
field crusher has been made. Ferreira Deep, Ltd. : F. & C.
or Hadfield 's 10 in. x 20 in. and 12 in. x 30 in. All toggles
when worn badly reformed cost of 8s. each. Broken toggle
blocks replated by M.S. ones made on mine, also back
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wedges for fixed jaw faces. East Eand Proprietary Mines,

Ltd. : Have made wedge blocks and toggle seats from this

material. JNIaking crusher parts from old cam shafts or

suitable scrap valuable economy.

14. Drill Steel.—There is great activity iu the collection

of old driU steel from surface and underground workings,

and the quantity forthcoming is remarkable. All this odd

steel is welded up and the economy effected is reflected in

the greatly diminished call for new steel. Village Main

Reef G.M. Co., Ltd., have done very good work in making

drill steel from scrap. Witwatersrand Deep, Ltd. : j\Iethod

of faggoting up odd bits of steel to make drills is, I believe,

novel and certainly excellent. Ferreira Deep, Ltd., has

done well with scarfing and finishing tools. City and

Suburban G.M. Co., Ltd., has been welding old hand steel

and hollow steel in Tregaskis furnace with good result.

15. Welding Steel.—Considerable variation in practice

obtains on the mines in regard to welding. Some smiths

adojit scarfing in varying degrees, others lap welding, others

again are trying the butt weld. Bantjes Consolidated

Mines, Ltd., scarf and weld all machine and hand-dnll steel.

Hand-drill steel welded under rock-drill hammer. Machine-
drill steel welded under steam hammer.

16. Welding Drill Steel.—The Ferreira Deep, Ltd., has

devised the method of scarfing steel in Leyner sharpener.

By this method it is stated one man can scarf 2,000 pieces

per shift as against about 200 using the anvil. The welding

up is done under a rock drill hammer, the anvil having a V
groove to keep steel in place. It is believed that 300 welds

of solid steel can be done per shift. There is the Holman
machine for removing any burr on hand-drills after sharpen-

ing. When the drill is thrust against doUie, air is automati-

cally turned on into operating cylinder.

17. Welding Hollow Steel.—Several methods are in

vogue for welding hollow steel. It is difficult to say which

is the best. The six point doUie for scarfing is perhaps that

most likely to secure a strong weld. East Rand Proprietary

Mines, Ltd., weld hollow steel and use scarf weld for
" Leyner " steel and Basket welding for " Hydromax,"
" Atlas," and other similar ma'chine steel. Best type of

weld is matter of opinion.

18. Making Drill Steel.—The Village Main Reef G.IM.

Co., Ltd., have been very successful with I in. hand steel

made from shoe shanks. The shank is punched out of the

shoe, heated and drawn out under hammer. One smith can

make from 200 lbs. to 240 lbs. of steel per shift, costing 3d.

per lb. and about 2 tons of this steel is used per month on
the Village Main Reef. In tempering only | in. to J in.

of the drill tip is put into water which is kept at about

200°. Mine water was found to affect tempering, and water

for this purpose is collected from steam traps. The appear-

ance of this steel makes it easy to sort out from steel

requiring different tempering. City Deep, Ltd., have made
drill steel from wire rope, giving the cost at 8d. per lb. At
date this has not been extensively used on the mine, and
further results are awaited. Ferreira Deep, Ltd., have made
I in. drill steel from old grizzley bars, at a cost of about 2d.

per lb. It is stated that this steel tempers very well. Wit-
watersrand Deep, Ijtd., is making drills by faggoting odd
bits of drill steel from 3 in. to 6 in. long.

19. Shanking Jack Hammer Steel.—City and Suburban
G.M. Co., Ltd., have devised an excellent machine for

shanking hollow Jack hammer st-eel. This consists of a

spindle on which are mounted two 12 in. diameter hardened
steel cutters, kept apart by a distance piece, and having
teeth cut on the inner faces with a bull-nosed chisel. The
discs revolve at 1,000 to 1,500 revolutions per minute, and
the steel to be squared is heated and thrust between them.
The width of distance piece between discs determines the

size of square cut on steel, and the diameter of the distance

piece relative to 12 in. cutters, determines the length of

square, the distance piece forming a stop for the steel. Two
men and four natives with use of funiace, hot mill and

Leyner sharpener do 200 shanks in eight hours. Cost per

shank, about 5d. Rose Deep, Ltd. : Suggestion is new
one, but our present system of jumping these shanks appears

to be much more economical. East Rand Proprietary

Mines, Ltd. : End is heated and punch put in the hole.

End drawn up to gauge under hammer, dressed and tem-
pered. For Leyner drill steel have a machine. Any
successful method of shanking by machine better than
drawing down under hammer.

20. Shanking 1 in. Hexagon Steel.—Langlaagte Deep
has a good method of shanking 1 in. hollow hexagon steel,

which unless squared is apt to slip round in the rock drill

chuck. The steel is jumped up inside a jig to 1^ in. diameter
and then squared to 1 1-16 in. in the Leyner sharpener.

While squaring air and w'ater are blown through the steel

which prevents the hole in steel closing up. East Eand
Proprietary iMines, Ltd. : For 1 in. steel practice to jump
or stave up the end. End then drawn down to gauge and
finished off similar to Jack hammer. Any successful method
of shanking by machine superior to drawing down under
hammer.

21. Fhuiges.—Excellent flanges drop-forged in one heat

are being made by the Wolhuter Gold Mines, Ltd., of scrap

plate, in all sizes up to 12 in. bore. The heated plate of

the required flange diameter, with the hole in centre pro-

portioned to the depth of flange collar required, for screwing

oi( rivetting, is placed on a die and dollie driven into the

centre under hammer.

22. Furnaces.—The necessity for a good soaking heat in

working up scrap led to the engineer of the City and
Suburban G.M. Co., Ltd., designing a furnace. Apart from
its utility in the work of renewing such things as batterj'

parts and truck wheels, the engineer finds it pays him, with

this furnace, to faggot up scrap and make flat iron. The
pre-war price for flat iron ranged about 14s. per 100 lbs.

:

to-day's price is 62s.; the City and Suburban G.M. Co.,

Ltd., costs are 25s. per 100 lbs. for odd lots specially made,
and 16s. for a whole shift output at piece work rates. W^ith

this furnace IJ in. copper bars for electrical purposes are

run out of scrap. Two days' run on faggoted scrap gave

cost as 8s. a cwt. ; for 3 to 4 in. blooms weighing 100-160

lbs. Scrap charged at Is. 6d. a cwt. and use of hammer
32s. for two days. This furnace has been adopted on many
mines with beneficial results. It is undoubtedly of great use

wherever there is a large hammer.

(To be continued.)

New United Reefs (Sheba) report for the year ended
May 31 states that an agreement has been entered into w-ith

a tributor for working 35 of the Desire claims at Pilgrims

Rest who is engaged in prospecting opei'ations.

'Phone 4673. Box 316?.

OSBORN'S

Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co.. Ltd.. S^bSc
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Company Meetings.

VAN RYN GOLD MINES ESTATE,
LTD.

The 23rd ordinary general meeting of the

Van Ryn Gold Mines Estate, Ltd., was

held at Winchester House, Old Broad

Street, London, E.C.2, on WednedHay,

December 11, 1918. Mr. L. B. Burns

(chairman of the company) presided. Mr.

T. Fredk. Thorne (secretary) vead the

notice of meeting and the report of the

.auditors.

ABNORMAL CONDITIONS.

The Chairman, who was cordially re-

ceived, said : Gentlemen, I think on this

tha first occasion of my meeting you as

chairman of the company, it is fitting,

before we pass to the ordinary business <if

the meeting, that I should say a word or

two as to the change that has taken place.

You will have seen in our report that Mr.

Gillam has been impelled to resign the

chairmanship, although happily he retains

his seat on "the Board. Mr. Gillam has

been, as you know, chairman for nearly 2'

years, and whilst the regret that the Board

feel at his retirement is to eome extent

modified by the fact that he still remains

our colleague, we still feel very sorry for

the step he has taken. The long years ol

association count for much, especially

where they have been marked by such ;

singular absence of friction in our counsels,

as has been the case with us. If some of

this absence of friction is due to the fact

that the Van Ryn machine has been fo.'

years a remarkably smooth-running one, n

great part of it has undoubtedly been dn-

to the unvarying tact and courtesy with

which Mr. Gillam has carried out his duties

as chairman. Mr. Gillam has, it is un-

necessary to say, done our State great ser-

vices during theee long years, and if I do

not dwell more particularly on these to-

day, it is because he is not saying " good-

bye " to us, but is carrying on still, and

actively sharing in the direction of the

company. With regard to Mr. Gillam's

successor, my colleagues have done me the

honour to invite me to fill the vacancy.

I may say that no claims of length of ser-

vice as a director would have justified me
in accepting the position had not my col-

leagues' invitation been accfimpanied by

unanimous and very cordial expressions of

goodwill and confidence. I shall do my
best to justify that confidence, and may
I add, gentlemen, that I hope as time goes

on I shall be fortunate enough in the dis-

charge of my duties to secure your good-

will and confidence too. I will now ask

you, gentlemen, to listen to the remarks

I have to make on the subject of our com
pany's position, and in support of the re-

solution which I shall have to move for

the adoption of the report and accounts.

The financial year ended June 30 last, with

which the accounts now in your hands deal,

was not a very satisfactory one generally

for the mining industry on the Rand.

Owing to abnormal conditions diminished

profits were the rule and a conseouent re-

duction in the amounts distributed in divi-

dends. This is especially true of the

eecond six months of that period, and a

comparison between the six months ended

Jime 30 last and the corresponding six

months of the previous year shows that 19

of the producing companies had to retluce

their distributions in June last, whilst

eight others fell out of the dividend-paying

list altogether. One or two fortunate

companies were able, it is true, for special

reasons, to increase tlioir rate of difltribu-

tion, but, on the whole, there was a con-

siderable falling away, and as a matter

of fact, there was .something like half a

million sterling less distril)\itcd in divi-

dends for that six months than there hnil

been for the correeponding period of the

previous year. Our own mine—tho Van

Ryn—shares in this reduction, and the

accounts before you reflect our position at

June 30 last. If you will allow me, I

will refer to one or two of the principal

items of these accounts. The net profit

for the year from all sources amounted to

£96.804. This, added to the balance of

profit brought forward from the previous

year, gave us £122,758, out of \vhich a

dividend was paid for the six months ended

December 31 la.it of 2s. 6d. per share,

ab.wrbing £62,500, and one for the six

months ended June 30 last of Is. per sharn

absorbing £25,000 (as against £87,500
^

for

the corresponding period of the previous

year). During the year the capital ex-

penditure amounted to £1,300 lis. lid.,

which was met by the proceeds of sale

of disused plant, £950, and the balance of

£350 lis. lid. written off. The sum of

£34,710 has been carried forward to the

current year. None of the items of th •

balance sheet require any special explana-

tion, as the same form has been adopted

as for many years past, and the alterations

in tho amounts are merely those occurring

m the ordinary routine of business. But

perhaps a word of explanation is calh^il

for by the item of unclaimed dividends,

which now stands at the unusual figure of

nearly £12.500. This is really a war item

—the bulk of the amount being made up of

dividends duo to shareholders residing in,

until recently, invaded territory with whom
we have not for a long time been able to

communicate, and from whom their divi

dends have perforce been withheld. Now
that these fellow shareholders of ours have

happily obtained their release it is to be

supposed that this item will soon materially

diminish. I may add that an enquiry has

recently reached us from a shareholder for

details of the item of £8.127 3s. 2d. ap-

pearing to the debit of profit and loss

account under the head " General Charges,

London." For the benefit of shareholders

generally we are pleased to supply this

information. The item is made up as

follows: Rent and secretarial remuncr.i-

tion, £1.868 Is. ;
general charges, £504 19s.

2<1. ; advertising. £306 8s. lOd. ;
printing

and stationery, £502 I83. 9cl. ; postage. £ir
8s. 7d. ; cablegrams, £12 7s. 6d. ; audit fee,

£84; agency charges, £100; directors' fees,

£1.500; directors' commission, £1,876:

French taxes, £1.257 19s. 4d. I now come,

gentlemen, to the causes of our reduced

profits. Put very briefly, they may be

summarised thus: A reduction of 46.nnri

tons in the quantity of the ore crushed,

with a i-eduction of £91,560 in the value

of the gold won. and an addition of Is

6'5d. in the cost of each ton crushed. This

increase in the costs per ton is due to some

extent to the decreased tonnage treated

by reason of the distribution of tho more

or less fixed amount of standing charges

over tho smaller tonnage. The princip-V

cause, however, as you have been informed

already, is the enormous all-round increasr

ii tho cost of everything appertaining (•

the production and treatment of the or

in consequence of war conditions. Tli<

cfliect of this was not seriously felt during

the first .year or two of the war, as, firstly,

large stocks of stores were hold by the

mining companies at pre-war prices; and,

secondly, the rise in price has been gradual.

At the present time, according to latest

advices from the mine, the cost of almost

rvcrv conceivable article required for gold

production has increased by anything up if

400 or 500 per cent.

.SIR GEORGE ALBU'S VIEWS.

Actual figures, however, speak louder

than any general i*emarks I can make on

tho subject, and I therefore quote from

tho speech of your Managing Director. S'r

George Albu. at the recent meeting of the

General Mining and Finance Corporation.

Ltd., in Johannesburg. He speaks of the

statement made by the President of the

Transvaal Chamber of Mines that the total

burden of increased costs borne by the

industry (including the increased cost of

both white and native labour) amounted in

March of this year to over £5,000,000 per

annum. This has undoubtedly largely

increased since. Now consider this figure

in relation to the published returns of divi-

dends paid by Rand gold mining companies
for the half-year ended June 30, 1918,

which amounted to £2,858,192, and we may
safely say that the burden of increased

cost which the industry is bearing to^lay

represents approximately the amount of

dividends paid. Or, in other words, that

under pre-war conditions the dividends paid

would have been twice the amount. Sir

George Albu further states that according

to statistics prepared by him. and which
exclude such items as the war levy on pro-

fits and the extra cost of realising the gold,

this burden represents an addition of 3;.

3d. per ton milled to tho costs, as applied

to the General Mining group of mines,

which, translated into a figure which will

bd better understood by shareholders,

means, in the case of our own mine, an

addition of £3,970 per month. This, gen-

tlemen, represents a considerable amount
of discrepanc.y between our pre-war and

our present profits. I might mention that

amongst the items included in the above is

one which I am sure you will agree is an

expenditure we have made with very great

pleasure, viz., £4.308 paid during the finan-

cial year to employees on active service

and to their dependents, but which we hope

will be somewhat reduced this year, and

be altogether eliminated shortly. The re-

maining difference is accounted for by the

gradual reduction in the recovery value

obtained from our ore, which, while being

a sufficiently serious matter, must not be

taken too literally by shareholders. That

is to say, while being true that the ore

stoped to-day is inferior in value to that

to which we were accustomed in the hey-

dey of the mine's success, the grade has

also been affected to some extent by " war
conditions "—a phrase which has unfor-

tunately itself become war-worn. I must
explain this rather fully. Many of our

skilled men have joined the colours and

.

their places have had to be filled by a

generally less efficient type, and we have

also had to suffer—but in a more aggra-

vated form—one of the customary

"plagues" of Africa, viz., shortage of

native labour. This has lately been accen-

tuated in a most serious manner by tho

recent ravages of " Spanish influenza,**

which has not only resulted in many deaths

amongst the native mine workers but has

seriously disorganised the whole of the

native labour supply. Not only have its

effects on the native constitution been

proved to be more lasting than in the case

of whites, but the spread of the scourge te

the native territories has almost paralysed

recruiting for tho time being. Now, as to

the effect of all this on the grade, it has

been well established that inefficient white

supervision and labour, coupled with short-

age of native labour, has a direct effect

on the qualitv of rock mined. The limit

of gold-bearing reef is not defined by

olearly-ind'cated lines—say. of golden-

yellow. There is practically no such thing

as " visible gold " in Rand ore—many of

you know this, of course—the precious

inetal being finely distributed in the rock,

and it requires considerable knowledge and

experienee to mine clean gold-bearing ore.

Want of experience and efficiency in this

resjiect means lower grade.

THE GRADE OF ORE AND THE
RESERVES.

That the average grade of the mine has

fallen is indicated by the necessity which

has arisen to reduce the average value of
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the ore reaervea by a corrective factor in

order to arrive at a more accurate figure
for the actual recovery to be expected. On
this subject, and on the subject of the ore
reserves generally, no words of mine can
so clearly explain the conditions leading-
up to the necessity for the reductions in
both tonnage and grade as those in which
the Managing Director sets them out on
page 4 of his report, and also on page 5,

under the heading of " General." I will
therefore ask shareholders who have not
already done so to read this report care-
fully, and they will obtain a much clearer
view of the position and circumstances than
I can Iiope to convey. There is, however,
one important factor affecting boiii ore
reservee and grade which might be made
clearer. It has been pointed out—and
indeed it ie obvious—that the higher the
level of working costs becomes the greater
is the quantity of existing ore reserves and
of ore in process of development automati-
cally ruled out of the payable category,
because of the necessity for raising the
pay limit. It is just as obvious, I think,
that the temporary elimination of these
blocks of ore means that the management
has to draw to a larger extent on fair

grade, and even higher grade rock to
counterbalance the extra expenditure as
far as possible; and that this procedure,
in the instance of a mine like the Van
Ryn, which has nowadays no big scope
for development, has a necessary tendency
towards reducing the average value of the
grade as and when these higher grade
stopes become exhausted. This iinavoid
able process is almost negligible in its

effect at first, but after three or four year<
of its application, such as has been neces
6ary in the present instance, owing to the
war, the time inevitably arrives when the
cumulative effect becomes marked, and i.'

reflected both in lower ore reserves anil

lower grade. Also it must be clear, by
reason of the increased pay limit, current
development opens up less payable ore i'^

the aggregate than a similar footage of

development would have done prior to the

war.

WATER SUPPLY.

I may just refer in passing to the que>-
tion of the water .supply. I think the

steps which have been taken at the mine
will result in the company being made
independent of outside sources, and that

we shall not find it necessary in future to

purchase our supply, or any part of it, as
we sometimes have had to do in the past.
and occasionally at a heavy cost. I am
reminded in speaking of water to tell you
that the heavy floods of February and
March last, which did so much damage to

some of the mines on the Rand, fortunately
did no harm worth recording to us.

NATIVE LABOUR.

I scarcely think I can usefully add any-
thing to what the Managing Director says
in his report on the subject of native
labour. He tells you why on our property
we cannot counteract a shortage of native
labour by the employment of additional
machines in the stopes. In referring lo

the important work of sand tilling, he ex-
plains the position very fully, and shows
how necessary this work is in dealing with
the narrow reefs which we now have to
attack in the mine, and also in preparing
the way for dealing with the large number
of pillars in the mine, which contain a
considerable quantity of payable ore. The
ro-exploitation of the South Reef, more
especially in the eastern section of our pro-
perty, has distinct possibilities, and de-
velopments hei'e will be awaited with con-
siderable interest. The chairman in his
remarks last year referred to the disability

under which the gold mining industry suf-

fers, as compared with every other industry
in the world, in not being able to pass on
to the consumer the increased cost of pro-
duction by raising the price of the product.
One effect of this was inevitable from the
e<Jmmencemcnt—viz., that a great many of
the low grade mines of the British Empi'e
have had to shut down, and many more
are on tljs>, verge of this course—because
they are producing gold at a loss or, at

.".ny rate, without the reasonable amount
of profit wliich the shareholders who invest

their capital in these mines are entitled

to expect. The serious eft'ect of any great
decrease in the production of gold on the
re-organisation of the Empire's finance-

has been brought home to the Government,
with the result that a strong committee
h;is been .appointed to consider and report
on the whole situation. This does not
necessarily mean any immediate material
remedy but we must " wait and see "

—

the old formula—and hope that some prac-
tical benefit may come out of it for the
sorely-tried low-grade mines. Lefore con-
cluding what you will say, gentlemen, is

mainly an explanation of why the general
position of our mine is not so favourable
as it was a few years ago, I would just
like to dwell on the other side for a
moment. We have to realise that our
mine—like many of us who have been
associated with it for .so long—is not get-
ting younger. There have been indica-
tions of this during the past few years,
Lai anything else could hardly be expected
of a mine which has produced during its

knp and honourable career so many mil-
lions of gold and paid upwards of 2j
millions sterling in dividends. AH the
same, there is no question that it still has
a strong vitality, and will carry on for a
number of years to come. Even if con-
ditions do not resume their pre-war level,

tney should gradually improve, and work
ing costs come down from their presen
artificially high standard. Consequently,
gentlemen, I can foresee the Van Ryn con-
tinuing to contribute substantially to the
wealth of the Empire, with satisfactory
profits to you all. In conclusion, 1 must
say a word endorsing the reference in our
report to the valuable services or tl

Managing Director, Sir George Albu, and
his staff at the mine. It seems to me

—

and I think you will agree—that we are
under a special obligation to record our
recognition of these services at a time when
the conditions under which they have been
given have been so trying, unfavourable
ancl full of anxiety.

THE DIVIDEND.
Before I sit down, gentlemen. I have i"

announce the declaration of a dividend for
the current half-year of the same amount
as for the previous six month.s, viz.. Is.

per share. In view of the fact that the
sum carried forward at June 30 last was
nearly £9,000 in exces-t of that for the pre.

vious period, this declaration could have
been slightly increased, but we have to bear
11' mind that this is only an interim divi-

dend, carrying us through only half a
year, and provision may have to be made
for other contingencies that may arise. In
expectation of a reduction in working costs

the directors hope that in June next they
may be able to reflect an improvement in

the profits by an increase in the dividend
rate. I now beg to move " That the re

port and accounts be received and
adopted."
Mr. Leopold Albu (director) : I beg to

second the motion.

Zaaiplaats Tin.
The Zaaiplaats results tor the month of December, 1918.

are as follow:—Days run, 22 daj"s; concentrates won, 45
long tons; esthnated profit for the month, excluding
Government taxes and directors' fees, £2,321 12s. 9d.

;

adjustment in respect of November, 1918, ,€803 9s. 7d.

;

profit declared for the montli, .£1,518 3s. 2d. ; capital expen-
diture, £256 16s.

Mercury.
A discussion which has been carried on at recent meet-

ings of the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of

South Africa, deals with various jDhases of the relation

between mill practice and mercury losses. In spite of .the

])resent high price of mercury, experiments carried out by
members of the society who contributed to the discussion

seem to establish the fact that there is no successful rival

in the field to compete with plate amalgamation, and fur-

thermore, that the aim should be to obtain as high an
extraction as possible in the mill, the value of residues being

kept at its lowest jioint b.v this polic.y. Regarding merciir.y

losses, considerable disparity is shown in the figures quoted
by different authorities. Richards states that the average

loss would be about 0"339 ozs. per ton of ore treated, but
it seems to be much lower on the Rand—about O'Loz. per

ton. One large source of loss is shown to be the barrel or

pan amalgamation of black sands, which frequentl.y carry

off mercury to the amount of froin 9 to 15 lbs. per ton. It

was found that grinding black sands for 10—20 hours before

adding any mercury at all, greatly lightened the losses.

The Eastern Asiatic Company, a Danish concern
interested in the extraction of oils from vegetable matter,
and which has branches in Russia, Siberia, Manchuria,
India and America, has secured a stretch of land, 15,000
acres in extent, in the Waberberg district, which it is

intended to crop with oil-bearing plants. Cotton, soya
beans, linseed, ground nuts, maize and castor oil plants will

be grown, while it is intended further to experiment with
jinte. The entire ar-ea will be put under cidtivation, and a

European expert will direct the principal operations of the

concern in the Transvaal. It has not been decided where
the extraction plant factory will be established, but it is

hoped that such plant will represent a very considerable

industry in the Province.

Arsenic.
The war has focussed attention on arsenic. It lias

caused arsenic lodes to be opened up in several places for

their arsenic values alone. But present prices of arsenic

compounds nmst be regarded as purely war prices, quite

ephemeral. Probably no arsenic mine will pay to work for

arsenic alone after the war is over if steps are taken to

compel our smelting works to recover fine dusts. Arsenic

mines may, however, pay to work for the cm-rency of the

war and for a little time after. The working of tliese mines
may lead to the discovery of other minerals of economic
importance at the water level in the arsenic lodes, and the

present search for arsenic by prospectors and others will

etdiance our knowledge of the mineral resources of the State.

—Dr. H. I. Jensen, of the Queensland Geological Survey.

;j
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Undeniable
Trustworthiness and Reliability are the

result of Quality. Owners of Karrier
Lorries say these vehicles cannot be out-

classed on Quality, that they do their work
in a manner which leaves no room for

adverse criticism. It's the Quality
in the Lorry that ensures satisfaction.

QUAIITY FIRST & FOREMOST

Hritish throushoTit. Desi'^^ncJ i^; built for *,-<&> ton loads by

KARRIER WORKS, HUDDERSFIELO, ENGLAND

Particulars and terms post free.

GLYNN'S LYDENBURG, LIMITED.
(INOORPOEATED IN TBS5 TRANSVAAL.)

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND No. 33.

A DIVIDEND of 2^ per cent. (6d. per Share) has been de-

clared by the Board for the period ending 31st January, 1919,

payable to Shareholders registered in the Books of the Company
at the close of business on .Slst .January, 1919.

The Transfer Books will be closed from the 1st to the 7th

February, 1919, both days inclusive.

If possibls the Dividend will be paid early in March, 1919,

but owing to the irregularity in the mail service it is impossible

to state the actual date of payment. The Warrants, however, will

be dispatched to Shareholders as soon as possible after receipt of

the final Transfer Returns from the London Office. These dis-

patched from the London Office to persons resident in the United

Kingdom will be subject to a deduction of English Income Tax.

By Order of the Hoard.

TRANSVAAL CONSOLIDATED LAND AND EXPLORATION
COMPANY, LTD , SecreUries.

Per C. L. READ.

Head Office : The Corner House,

Johannesburg,

loth January, 1919.

Williams' ** Vulcan ''

Drop-Forged
Wire Rope Sockets

"THEY STAND THE STRAIN"

Both the Closed and Open Patterns are weldless. Numerous and repeated
tests on standard tension machines indicate that, the they are light and
compact and so oflfer little or no obstruction in haulage, etc., their strength
is remarkable. In fact, theij are considerably stromjer than any rope ivliich

they accommodate.

Remember, we have been making drop-forgings for nearly half a century.
Our methods and processes from material buying on up to the completed
article enable us to embody in these Wire Rope Sockets the experience
gained in quantity production of goods of the highest grade for many
purposes.

BOOKLET ON REQUEST.

J. H. Williams & Co.
" The Drop-Forging People

'

Export Office:

76 State Street.

NEW YORK.

General Offices:

76 Richards St.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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A. du Pasquier has been elected President of the
S.A. Institute of Electrical Engineers

The S.A. Institute of for the present year. At the monthly
Electrical Engineers, meeting of the institute last Thursday

week. Prof. Dobson delivered his

valedictory address, covering the whole range of electrical
developments in South Africa during the past year. We
hope to print the address in an early issue.

* * * *
There are only three directors of Vaal River Gold Estates

and they have sold the Klerksdorp pro-
perty because of the impossibility of

working it at a profit, the assets now
consist entirely of shareholdings in South-

Eastern Rand companies, particulars of which accompany
the report. ,\mongst these interests are 60,000 Nigel Van
Ryn Reef 10s. shares, 15,000 Houtpoort 2s. shares, 10,000
New Albion 5s. shares, 8,000 Boschfontein £1 shares, 2,000
Oceana Development, 8,000 Lomah Banket, 1,000 Eastern
Van Ryn and Modderfontein Gold, 1,000 Rhodesia Consoli-
dated, 1,000 Sub Nigel, 1,000 Daggafontein options, 5,000
Soutliern Van Ryn options and 1,000 Henderson's Transvaal
options. There are also other interests, set forth in the
circular referred to. The debenture debt has been reduced
from £9,145 to £5,580.

* * * *
Considerable satisfaction was expressed at the recent annual

meeting of the shareholders of Fraser i^t

Fraser & Chalmers. Chalmers, Ltd., in London, at the
alliance which has recently taken place

witli the British General Electric Co. kt first, negotiations
proceeded on the lines tliat the general merchanting business
in London and South Africa and the other branches should
be retained by the company, but when the conditions were
examined, and having regard to future trading and possible

conflicting interests as to the rights of manufacture, it was
decided it would be better to sell the manufacturing works
and business as a whole, without attempting to retain any
part thereof. This latter policy was therefore carried out
on the basis of the book values as at March 31 last, and a

substantial sum was paid for goodwill, patterns and draw-
ings, amounting to £110,000. The South .\frican business,
as already announced, has been taken over by Messrs.
Fraser & Chalmers (South Africa), I^td. As to the probable
return to the shareholders there is some question as to

whether the preference shareholders are legally entitled to

participate in the surplus, but on the assumption that they
do not, it is estimated that the approximate return will be
32s. 6d. per share. In making this statement Mr. Tait, the
chairman of the company, was careful to emphasise the fact

that this figure was only an estimate, and he made it quite

clear to the meeting that he would not commit himself.

Mr. Vere H. Smith, an original shareholder, in a well-

phrased speech, voiced the views of the shareholders
generally, expressing the gratitude they felt to the board for

the valuable services they had rendered in bringing the
business to a -satisfactory conclusion.

* * * *
It is our intention to alter, at an early date, the title of

this paper to " The S.A. Mining and
Change of Name. Engineering Journal," in order to indicate

and emphasise the larger measure of atten-

tion that will in future be devoted to general engineering.

Further notice will be given of the contemplated change.

* * * *

Notices or advertisements of appointments vacant on the
mines or elsewhere, so long as the employ-

The Employment ment will be first offered to a returned
Question. soldier, will be published free of charge in

the S.A. Mining Journal. In order to

assist the mine secretaries to make known any vacancy for

a returned soldier, a free copy will be sent weekly to every
mine secretary who forwards his address to this office.
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Mr. F. J. Dormer isresided over a meeting of London share-

holders of the New Heriot in mail week.

New Heriot. As he truly remarked, the Heriot has been

one of the most successful gold mining

ventures ever floated, and under normal conditions its pros-

perous career might have continued for several years to

come. Circumstances, however, have been against it.

There has been a falling off in the gratte of the ore milled

—

this was due more to temporary difficulty in getting at

certain parts of the mine than to povertj' of the reef

—

working costs have been and are abnormally high, opera-

tions were interfered with by floods, and shortage of native

labour was accentuated by the outbreak of influenza. The
combined effect of all these adverse conditions is that for

the first time in nearly 30 years the company worked at a

loss, and, of course, nothing can be distributed by way of

dividend. Mr. Dormer did not venture to forecast the

prospects for the future, as, he said, " the situation is in

some respects obscure," but a new manager has been

appointed, who states that " given time, he is quite con-

fident the position at the mine can be improved."

* * * #

The report of the Gold Mines Investment Co., Ltd., for the

eleven months ended October 31

Cold Mines Investment, shows that a final dividend of Is.

per share was recommended,
making a total of 2s. 6d. (free of tax) for the period, against

nothing previous since 1912. An amount of £50,000 is trans-

ferred to a reserve fund, and there will be X25,375 to be

carried forward. Nearly £29,000 profit was made out of the

sale of investments during the period covered by the report.

As compared with the schedule of assets as at November 30,

1917, the latest schedule shows that the company has sold

its 10,500 Abbontiakoons, over 23,000 of its 39,900 Gold
Fields Ivhodesian Developments, 2,700 of its Springs, its

small liolding iu the Consolidated Gold Fields, a few Gold
Coast Amalgamated and Simmer Deep, and nearly half its

Victoria Falls Preference. On the other hand, 7,500 South-
ern Van Ryn l^eefs and 457 Modders have been bovight, and
the holdings of Orovilles, Ropps and Sub-Nigels have been
increased.

'^ TT ^ff vr

Some well-known Johannesburg business men are said to be
interesting themselves in the pro-

A South African ject of an aeroplane company. It

Aeroplane Company. is stated that all the capital needed
for the pui^pose will be forthcoming

when required. It is pointed out that the Governments of

the Dominions will almost certainly be given priority in the

acquisition of machines when released from war work, and in

this connection it is stated that the Union Government is

actually at present organising an aeroplane service to

operate between the principal centres of the Union for the

conveyance of mails and Government officials. It is, indeed,

believed that the scheme is nearly completed. In regard

to the startiBg of ordinary passenger services, the

opinion is expressed that this will be left to private initia-

tive and enterprise, and that the people in Johannesburg are

fully alive to the necessity of not letting the grass grow
under their feet.

* * * * •

A letter from India conveys the information that an old-

time pioneer of the Witwatersrand, Mr.
Death Of C. F. Roberts, M.E., died in Mysore,

Mr. C. F. Roberts. India, on the 13th December last year.

Mr. Roberts was a foundation member
of the South African Association of Engineers and Archi-

tects in 1893 and a member of the Council of that Society.

1899 fomid him established in Salisbury, Rhodesia, from
where he was appointed engineer to the Champion Reef Gold
Mining Co., Mysore, where he superintended the lay-out
and <'rection of one of the largest hydro-electro power plants
now in operation. Mr. Roberts' death was due to pneumonia
supervening upon an attack of influenza. The late Mr.
Roberts was a frequent contributor to the columns of this

paper, and his death will be deplored by many of his old
Rand eonteniporarics.

An effort is being made to revive the old Premier Tati

Monarch Reef Gold Mining Co., Ltd., a

Victory Monarch, mine in the Tati district which was
formerly \vell known as a property carrying

good ore. One of the early day mines, it suffered the usual

vicissitudes of over-capitalisation, indifferent management,
and other troubles. A report by Mr. Thomas Temby,
F.G.S., M.I.M.M., shows that a large body of good reef

is apparently still available and that at a cost of £10,000

some 200,000 tons should be developed in a section that is

reported to carry profitable milling ore. The nominal

capital of the concern is placed at £75,000, of which £35,000
in cash goes to the vendors for a property equal to about

175 Transvaal gold claims, upon which a fair amount of

work has been done, together with certain buildings. Plant,

including a 20-stamp battery, will cost £12,000. The work-

ing capital proposed is £20,000, and reserve 20,000 shares

of £1 each. The prospectus appears to be a "carefully

reasoned statement of the prospects of the undertaking.

Mr. Temby considers from information that seems quite

satisfactory to him that from ore already developed and
awaiting treatment a profit of £49,100 may be obtained.

* * * *

The details of the Wit. Township, Estate and Finance
Corporation merger \\'ith the Pretoria

The Wit. Township Townships appear to have been well

Merger. received by the shareholders in both

undertakings. It will be remembered
that an extraordinary general meeting of the first-named

company is to be held in Johannesburg, on 26th February, for

the purpose of passing resolutions approving the provisional

agreement entered into 26th September, 1918, between the

company and Pretoria Townships, Ltd., increasing the

nominal capital of the company from £200,000 to £600,373,

and authorising the directors to further increase it up to

£1,000,000; also changing the name of the company to
" Soiith African Townships jMining and Finance Corpora-

tion." The principal provisions of the said agreement are

that the Witwatersrand Township Company shall purchase

the undertaking and property of Pretoria- . Townships as at

30th September, 1918, exclusive of the latter's holding of

11,218 Witwatersrand Township shares, and assume its

liabilities- and obligations as at that date ; the consideration

for the sale to be the allotment of 400,373 £1 fully-paid new-

shares in the Witwatersrand Township Estate and Finance

Corporation, for distribution with the 11,218 shares in that

company already held and making together 411,591, among
the shareholders in Pretoria Townships, other than Wit-

watersrand Township Estate and Finance Corporation

(which holds 88,409 shares)—that is, on the basis of one

new share in the Witwatersrand Township Company for

each share in Pretoila Townships previously held. The
Witwatersrand Township Company to surrender for cancella-

tion its said holding of 88,409 shares in Pretoria Townships
and to receive no share in any distribution in the liquidation

of Pretoria Townships.

Tf •Jr TV

The report of the Middelburg Steam Coal and Coke Com-
pany for the year ended 30th Jime last states

Middelburg that output aggregated 274.802 tons, a de-

Steam Coal, crease of 34,763 tons, partly attributable to

scarcity of railway trucks. During the year

47 \\orking days were thus wasted. In the latter half a

large influx of watoi> owing to excessive rainfall, also largely

hampered production. Price of all material averaged 107

per cent, above pre-war average. Wages also considerably

increased and working costs show a large increase, which
has not been compensated by an equivalent advance in the

selling price of coal. The balance brought forward, less

final dividend, was £1,430, and profit from colliery, etc.,

less depreciation, was £17,245, together £18,675. After

meeting London expenses, fees, interest. Preference divi-

dend, interim on Ordinary shares, and Government duty.

South Africa, there remained £7,429. The directors propose
a final dividend of 3f per cent., less tax at 3s. 9d. in the £,

making 7i per cent, for the year. Freehold surface rights

over 400 morgen of Farm Blesboklaagte were purchased.
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The annual meeting of Cape Copper Co., Ltd., held in

mail week in London, provided another

Cape Copper, illustration of the difficulty of conducting

mining properties under war conditions.

Working costs have appreciably increa.sed, notably for such

items as transport, freight and insurance, the last two
amounts alone accounting for an increase of £14,000. Then
again the position at the Briton Ferry Smelting Works has

been such that operations have been carried on at a loss.

Continual advances in wages and higher costs for all

materials are responsible for this state of affairs. In regard

to the properties, the working of the Cape mines essentially

depend on shipping facilities as coke from England has to'

be shipj>ed to smelt the ore and then the resulting matte
has to be sent home. With the shortage of freight at

present existing, it will be easier to imagine rather than
describe the position. Therefore it is not to be wondered
that there is a heavy falling off in output. IMoreover, owing

to lack of coke the smelter only ran 170 days during the

twelve months, and as the year closed on April 30 there has

so far been no improvement in the returns. It was satis-

factory to learn from Mr. T. Blair Reynolds, who presided,

that he does not consider that the old mines are likely to

be worked out for a few years yet, and that as soon as con-

ditions become more normal there is no doubt operations can

be continued with success. It is, however, to the Eakha
Hills mines in India that the management look for the

renewal of prosperity.

^P ^p tI* ^ff

A well-known member of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange

in a letter dated October 31 to a

Will Working Costs London correspondent writes: "I
Come Down ? went fully into the mattei'j of woi'king

costs on the mines in general with a

leading authority, and he says he is certain working costs

will come down quicker than most people think as soon as

we know the war is over, for the following reasons : Although
the mines have all got nine to twelve months' supply of

stores in hand at high prices, which will stop the quick

reduction of working costs, all other things will come down
and stores will come down gradually. He says even now
during the last two weeks they have had all kinds of mining
stores offered to them at 10 and 15 per cent, lower than
current prices, but, of course, cannot buy as they are full

up, but the longer this goes on the more the prices will

come down if the merchants find they cannot sell. This

is a point to show you how they have been hoarding, as

a few weeks ago no one was offered mine stores and talked

of shortages. He says the war insurance will come off and
gold freight will come down, realisation charges be less, Inen
coming back from the Front will take their places on the
mities again, therefore saving war bonuses, and as food
supplies come down the extra war bonus given to miners
will automatically come down, but he does not think this

will lead to trouble, as they will not be drastic with the

miners. Say the cost of living comes down 7i per cent.,

they will only reduce the miner perhaps 5 per cent, of his

war bonus, and in this way please everybody. He says it

will not take much to get costs down Is. per ton and gradu-
ally lower them each three or four months. ... If we can
reduce our working costs to any considerable extent all these

mines that were on the point of closing down will be able

to work and perhaps increase their outputs provided we are

able to get some new inventions to substitute native labour.

There is no doubt in the future, when working costs come
down and these new mines come in to the gold producing
stage, our great difficulty will be to get sufficient native

labour without new machinery to keep up the supplies, and
we shall never be able to get white men to take ^e place
of natives. Our increased output depends on new
mechanical inventions for winning gold so that we are not

altogether dependent on our native labour supply."

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE SHOW MINE OF THE RAND.
FoK several reasons the visit of the technical societies to

the circular shaft section of the New Modderfontein last

Saturday was a notable event in the history of the Eand.
Firstly, because only a few weeks ago, at the annual meeting
of the company, the chairman, Sir Evelj'n Wallers, was able

to lay before the shareholders a statement as satisfactory

as it was unique in respect of ore reserve position and profit-

making potentialities. Secondly, because last week Mr.
Stuart ]\lartin, to whom is due the credit for the successful

lay-out and equipment of the section of the property visited,

read a valuable paper explanatory of the advantages of the

circular type of shaft he had designed for the New Modder,
and his audience were thus afforded early and practical

demonstration of its merits. Thirdly, because the visit,

following close upon the Wit. Deep meeting, at which many
hard things were said by some disgruntled shareholders

about Corner House management, afforded tangible proof

that, other things being equal, the engineering staff of that

house could lay out a mine and design a surface plant that

could not be beaten in any part of the world. That point

was emphasised by Sir Evelyn Wallers in a humorous
reference to the wise men who came to the Far East and
proved their wisdom by tarrying not at the Wit. Deep ! As
Mr. Stuart Martin's recent paper read before the S.A.

Institution of Engineers on the Circular Shaft may be

familiar to our readers, and as his further paper on Circular

Shafts is being printed in our columns, it is unnecessary for

us to repeat here that description. A well-illustrated and
carefully-prepared account of the circular shaft equipment
was distributed by the management last Saturday, and from
this we gather that the chief features of the reduction plant

—the "last word" of its kind on the Eand—are as follows:

(1) Thorough washing and elimination of fines before sorting.

("2) Gravity flow from stamps to tubes. [S) New design of

tube mill. (4) Isolation without decentralisation of plate

house. (5) Continuous slime thickening by Dorr system.

(6) Separation of sand and shme at a low elevation. (7)

Flexibility of method of slime treatment. (8) Collection and
treatment of sand in one tank. Eegarding the new plant

generally, which consists of 56 Nissens and eight tube mills,

the chairman admitted at the last annual meeting that it

cost a great deal more than originally estimated, owing to

circumstances beyond control. However, the plant was
-paid for, and shareholders doubtless view the situation with

satisfaction, seeing that several years of verj' valuable time

have been gained bj" following a bold policy, and the company
now possesses reduction plants capable of dealing with

100,000 tons of ore per month, which quantity the mine is

fully equipped to supply so long as sufficient labour is

available. The winder at the circular shaft was completed
and operated from the first fortnight of October, since when
the whole equipment has given everj' satisfaction, and the

results achieved have been above anything shown in the

past. While the shortage of native labour continues it will

not be possible to operate the two reduction plants to their

full capacity. It is, therefore, the intention to work the

new plant to the full limit, leaving a spare capacity in the

old plant, thus fully testing the possibilities of the new plant

and putting the major portion of the tonnage through more
up-to-date and efficient plant in order to secure a reduction

in working costs. It may here also be recalled that the ore

reserves as at 30th June', 1918, consisted of 9,000,000 tons

of a value of 8"6 dwts. per ton. This reserve is fully

developed and conveniently situated to either of the reduc-

tion plants, the underground arrangements being very

elastic. It only remains to add that last Saturday's function

was brought to a fitting close by notable speeches from
representatives of the different scientific societies present.

Thus metalhu-gists, mining and electrical engineers vied with

one another in eulogising those features of the equipment
upon which each was most competent to speak, and the

whole formed a valuable expert testimony to the different

engineers responsible for the -n'ork, and to the directors who
had so courageouslv hacked them.
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Released from Admiralty Control

f

METAL

The Delta Metal Company, Limited, East Greenwich, have cabled that they are
again open to receive orders for South Africa.

SOLE AGENT:

TEL. NO. 5892. H. ALERS HANKEY, P.O. BOX 3807.

STANDARD BANK CHAMBERS, JOHANNESBURG.
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MINING AND ECONOMIC QUESTIONS IN THE UNION PARLIAMENT.

Wit. Deep Affairs— Something About Diamond Cutting, A Mint, A Delagoa
Bay Deal, and Canteens for Mine Natives.

Sever.\l matters of impoitance to the mining and business

community came up for consideration during the first week
of this session of the Union Parliament. Tlie followinp are

the most noteworthy:—
Wit. Deep Meeting.

Questioned about the alleged use of " enemy voting

po^^•er " at the meeting of the Witwatersrand Deep share-

holders on .January 15, the Acting Prime ]\Iinitfter stated:

The position is this. Certain shares, previously registered

in the names of enemies, were vested by an Order of Court

in the Custodian and all rights incidental to the ownership

of those shares thereby passed to that official. The number
of these shares is 32,585, out of an issued capital of

£550,000. At the present time the control of the company
is in the hands of the Central Alining and Investment Cor-

poration, but a body of shareholders are in favour of

changing tliis control. After considering the matter, the

Custodian, who is in the position of trustee, was, and is, of

opinion that the interests for which he is responsible would

in the meantime and pending further developments, be

better served by the management of the company remaining

in the present hands, than by a change to a new manage-

ment unknown and untried, and, therefore, decided to use

the voting power derived from the shares vested in him in

support of the shareholders who were in favour of the re-

election of the present board of directors. It appears that

the public trustee in England previously took similar action

in connection with enemy shares in this company vested in

hiin. The legal position with regard to the question of the

right of the Custodian to vote at meetings of the company
and the intentions of the Trading with the Enemj- Act, etc.,

were discussed verbally between the Custodian and the legal

advisers."

Native Recruitixg.

In the Senate on Tuesday, Senator Tucker moved that

a return be laid on the table of the House showing the

number of passes issued in the mining districts of Krugers-

dorp, Johannesburg, Germiston and Boksburg to natives on
arrival in such districts from localities other than those

mentioned during the calendar years 1917 and 1918, and the

number of passes issued diuing those years to natives on

leaving the districts mentioned. His reason for the motion
was, he said, that he wished to know how many natives

flowed into these industrial areas in the course of twelve

months. The data given by the census was misleading.

The Minister without Portfolio replied that steps wore

already being taken to supply the statistics.

Diamond Cutting.

At question time, in reply to a question by Senator Ware,
the JNIinister without Portfolio stated that the matter of

establishing in South Africa a diamond cutting industry was
receiving the careful attention of the Government.

A South African Mint.

In reply to a question by Senator Whiteside, the i\Iiuistei-

stated that the Government quite independently of any

request of the Transvaal Provincial Council had inquired

into the matter of establishing a branch mint and refinery

in the Union, and was in communication with the Imperial

Government on the subject. The Minister added that the

Government had no intention to authorise the Transvaal

Provincial Council to institute State lotteries or to tax Kaffir

beer.

.•V Delagoa Bay Deal.

Col. Silburn, member for one of the Durban consti-

tuencies, in deference to the wish of the Government, with-

drew a question he had set down referring to the pos.sible

acquisition of Delagoa Bay by the Union Government.

An Aviation Service for S.A.

In the House of Assembly on Tuesday, Mr. Boydell

asked the Acting Prime Minister whether the Union Govern-
ment had been approached by the Imperial authorities in

regard to the establishment of an aviation service to and
from or within South Africa in connection w'ith postal,

passenger, or commercial traffic, and if so would the Minis-

ter make a statement on the subject, and if not, was the

Government prepared to consider the question of establish-

ing a State aviation service instead of leaving this future

means of transport to private profit-making concerns. The
^linister replied : The possibilities of aerial transport have
been receiving careful consideration by an expert commit-
tee appointed by the Imperial Government, and a great

amount of data has been collected with a view to dealing

with the matter comprehensively. As a result of the work
of this committee a draft international convention has been
prepared, and will probably be discussed during the current

year at an international conference called for the purpose.

Domestic legislation for the United Kingdom has also been

prepared, and these two measures have been sent for its

information to the Union Government, and the subject

matter is at present under consideration. No proposals for

the establishment of aviation services have as yet come to

hand. The Minister added : Realising the practical signifi-

cance of air services in a country like the Union, which is

one of long distances and partially developed communica-
tions, the Union postal administration as far back as

November, 1917, addressed communications and requests for

information relating to tentative mail or other services estab-

lished by them to the postal administrations of Great

Britain, the United States of America, and Italy. Interest-

ing replies have been received, and further information has

been promised as soon as data of practical value have been

collected. When the matter has been sufficiently

advanced legislation will be needed to secure the

safety and efficiency of all aerial services. It cannot at this

stage be stated whether State aviation services will be

established, but the matter is obviously one which must
demand consideration by the Government.

•Phone 4673. Box 3162.
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Liquor for ]\Iine Natives.

Mr. Rooth gave an exposition of his case for light wine

Government canteens in the Rand area. Mr. Rooth 's

speech was mainly a restatement of the report itself. He
quoted largelj' from its pages, and absolved the Government
from all complicity. This, he said, ^^^as not a party matter.

His thesis, briefly summarised, is that the illicit liquor

laws have proved a gigantic failure; that the evidence
establishes the fact that natives on the Rand can obtain
liquor whenever they like ; and that the effect of the law is

most demoralising upon white as well as coloured, breeding
criminals by the thousand. He cited the oft-told figures of

convictions—168,000 in the past 16 years—and declared that
in 1918 the returns showed the position to be worse than
the average. He dwelt on the gigantic cost to the State,
the breaking up of homes and the moral degradation.
Sectional prohibition, he claimed, had failed. " I should
like to try total prohibition," he told the house. Mr. Rooth
maintained that the United States experience of total pro-

hibition had proved a fallacy, for people who wanted liquor
went to a chemist's shop and bought a snake bite antidote,
which is very soothing. In introducing light wines canteens
the Government, he suggested, could make an experiment in

one area, and if it failed the result could not be worse than
present day facts. He ridiculed the contention that the
natives would get a craving for drink. He described the
close compound system as impracticable in view of the
60,000 house boys and store boys scattered over the Rand,
and he denied that if the experiment were tried the wine
farmers would perpetuate such a system once it had been
proved to be intolerable. The law could, in fact, be altered
in two years if it failed, and in any case he thought the time
had passed for continuing the unsuccessful doctrine of
vicarious temperance which the Europeans had applied for

the past 17 j-ears.

The Case Against.

The case against the acceptance of the report was placed
by the Unionists in the hands of Mr. Wyndham, who made
an admirably clear and concise summary of counter-

argument. The remedy he condemned as worse than the

disease, for he denied altogether the policy of the past could

be described as a total failure. Before prohibition on the

Rand came into operation 25 per cent, of the natives on the
shifts were lost. To-day the percentage is k'ss than one.

Tliese results, \Ahich were endorsed by the old experienced
mining ofhcer, Mr. Raine, showed that the law was not
a failure but in a large measure a success. Mr. Wyndham
laid emphasis on the fact that a native would go from the

territories where liquor is prohibited to the Rand where he
would find that the Government actually encouraged him
to drink at the light wine canteens, and the result would
inevitably be a demand, and a logical demand, for the
extension of the sale of liquor to the Territories. He quoted
the experience of the Western Province as showing that

light wine tots lead to a demand for heavier wine and spirits

among the Colonial people; and as for Mr. Rooth's sugges-

tion that an experiment might be made, he pointed out that

there is abundant evidence that light wines in sufficient

quantity could not be produced for three years, that farmers
would begin planting on an extensive scale, and that it

would be practically imjjossible to reverse the experiment
against the vested interests thereby established. Further-

more, experience has proved that the native who drinks does
not want light wines; he wants spirits, and it is in spirits

that all the illicit traffic is carried on. Mr. Wyndham
pointed with great effect to the views expressed by almost
all jMagistrates that in order to control the illicit traffic it

would be neeessai'y to limit the sale of spirits to Govern-
ment canteens; but Mr. Rooth, said ^Ir. Wyndliam, dare

not make such a proposal in this House. The debate

remains unfinished.

^Willi&ms' ''Vulcan
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THE INDUSTRIAL POSSIBILITIES OF COAL BY PRODUCTS.
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BY P TS FROM COAb
The above graphic sketch illustrates in a striking fashion the many, b^'-products obtainable from eoal, ands
indicates the many varieties of industry that may be built up upon tlie vast eoar deposits of South- Africa:

The Lonely Mine.

The following are the particulars of the ovitput of gold,

etc., from the Lonely mine for the month of December,
1918:—Mill ran 706 hours, crushed 4,2-10 tons; fine gold

recovered, 1,631'444 ozs., value £6,859 lis. 4d. ; shmes
treated, 4,240 tons; fine gold recovered, 2,578'226 ozs., value

;ei0,841 7s. 9d.; total fiue gold, 4.209-670 ozs.: total value,

£17,700 19s. Id.; profit, £7,038 5s. lOd.

Kamfersdam Mines.

The report to June 30 last states that, owing to the
conditions which have continued during the year under
review, no productive work has been done at the mine and
only expenses necessary for the maintenance of the property
have been incurred. Tlie accounts show a loss for the year
of .€6,326. increasing the debit balance brought in to

£192,715.
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OVER 15,000.

AREA OVER
200 ACRES.

SOLE MAKERS OF
I

Hadfield's Patent "ERA" Manganese Steel,

THE SUPREME MATERIAL

For the Wearing Parts of Crushing and Grinding Machinery, etc.

Steel Castings

and Forgings
of all descriptions from a

lew lbs. in weight up to

25 tons

FOR ENGINEERING
AND

OTHER PURPOSES

•:«Si

/ ;•

• ^ ?

jyBN'-?-S^2-

Mining Requisites

of every description,

including Steel Wheels and

Axles, Haulage Rollers and

Frames, Angle Pulleys

and Frames, Pedestals, '

Rope Clips, Shoes and Dies,

Balls for Ball and Tube

Mills, Grizzley Bars, Crush-

ing Rolls, etc.

Group of Wearing Parts for Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery

Makers of all kinds of

STONE BREAKING & ORE CRUSHING PLANTS
INCLUDING

GYRATORY JAW AND DISC CRUSHERS.

Head Office for South Africa:

46 & 47. Cullinan Buildings. JOHANNESBURG,
'Phone 6900. Tel. Add.: " HECLA."

STORES: DEMVBR, TRANSVAAL (Aajoining Denver SuUob),

Box 1009.

I

I

Bulawayo Agents

:

WHITMORE & JACKSON,

17 & 18, Agency Chambers.

Salisbury Agents

:

P. PEECH & CO.,

Angwa Street.

Natal Agents :

THOS. BARLOW & SONS,

Smith Street, Durban.
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RAND GOLD AND PEACE PROBLEMS.—III.

Jumpy Gold—The World's Workers—A Serious Position—The Paris Conference-
Weakness in India—German Paper and British Gold—The Gold Producers: Their

Real Interests.

It lias been pointed out in the two previous articles that-

the Inehcape Conunittee accepts the position that there is

a direct relation between the prices paid for goods (including

labour) and the quantity of gold in the banks of the civilised

nations. When gold is scarce, prices fall; when gold is

plentiful, prices rise. And it has been indicated too that

these rises and falls are slow movements, taking years. But
the effect is this, that gold becomes an unsatisfactory

measure or gauge of values when time comes into the
problem. If a sovereign can buy 5 bushels of corn at one
time, 8 bushels a few years later, and only 3 bushels sorne

years later still, the world is evidently trading on an
extremely inistable and erratic basis of values. And it is

this instability that is the trouble at the present time when
the men and women of all civilised nations are facing a

period of restricted linsiness and therefore of unemployment.

]MiLLioNs OF Workers.

I suppose that all will agree that if tens of millions of

men and women are presently wanting woi'k tlie " unrest
"

of the unemployed will be a very serious danger to all estab-

lished forms of government and to all property holders.

Russia has a population of 170 millions, the Central Powers
counted 140 millions, Serbia, Italy and Roumania can put
in 50 millions more, making about 360 millions of humsm
beings; all of whom are without any certain future ; or, as

in the case of the last three countries named, possess no
adequat-e means of adjusting the severe economic pressures
caused by the dislocations of war. Food prices are, for

example, very high in Italy, and the stoppage of ^ar indus-

tries may have a very serious effect in a couutry whose
strategic position is of vast importance to' all members of

the British Empire. A reign of terror in Italy means that

the ]\Iediteiranean area will become a revolutionary area

for decades to come.

Responsibility and Gold.

I mention this single possibility as a sort of sample :

there are dozens of possibilities. Even in England we see

that already impossible demands are being made. Clearly

tlie question of the content and discontent of hundreds of

millions of men and women is the main probleni that faces

all responsible men to-day. One of the main factors in this

great responsibility is the gold supply of the world. Gold
is' the basis of the world's credit system. Free credit means
enterprise, business, employment. Restricted credit means
no Inisiness, falling prices, lower wages and unemployment.
It is vital for all of us and for the societies of which we
are units to strain every faculty to the solution of the

complicated and almost insoluble problem of the reorganisa-

tion and re-establishment of a normal economic w'orld,

where the reward of effort shall be reasonably safe and con-

fidence shall exist. This is why every proposal from bankers
and financiers, and from gold producers must be closely

scrutinised. For high prices are an essential condition

of an employed and contented world. It must be so. If

mills are running, factories humming, dockyards, mines and
every other business in active movement, then raw materials

and goods generally are in demand and therefore dearer,

wages are higher and employment more constant. The
opposite condition was fitly described by Disraeli in 1832
(the year of the Reform Act) in an address to his consti-

tuents. Ho said, describing the conditions then: " Ireland

in rebellion; the farmer in doubt; the shipowner in despair;

our merchants without trade; the revenue declining; the
wealthy hoarding their useless capital." That is a picture

of what happened after the Napoleonic wars, mainljr owing
to the exhaustion of the great Potosi silver mines in Soutli

America and consequent restriction of credit. It will happen

again with tenfold force it ilje exhaustion of the low-grado
gold mines of the world is allowed to take effect in terms
of the rejiort of the Inehcape Commission.

The Question of ^o-d.\v.

The question to-day in technical terms is: Is the pur-
chasing power of gold likely to rise? It would be easy to
make it rise. We have only to adopt the recommendations
of the Cunlifte Commission, which has just reported that
" in our opinion it is imperative that after the war the
conditions necessary to the maintenance of an effective gold
standard should be restored without delay." We have only
to send quantities of gold to India ; wc liave only to curtail
the present expansion of credit, or destroy the'^paper cur-
rency now circulating; we shall then get a rising value for
gold, that is a fall in the prices of goods. But we shall
get also revolution and ruin.

There is already evidence that credit faeihties are stiffen-
ing. We have in the rising prices for our gold shares a
proof that investors are not putting money into business
enterprises; they are seeking safe investments where they
will get their dividends regularly and not be bothered with
the task of running enterprises during a period of uncer-
tainty and possible losses. _^ow if all the investors follow
this cautious policy, God help us I It is reckoned that the
war has created about forty thousand millions of debt. Let
us wipe out fifteen thousand millions as the share of the
defeated Empires. That leaves twenty-five thousand millions
as the war debt of the Allies. FouV per cent, interest on
twenty-five thousand millions is a thousand millions, which
must be paid every year to the holders of the war bonds.
Now the whole annual income of Britain before the war was
only about 300 millions; the whole war debt of the 20 years
of war %vitli Napoleon was only 800 millions; and the total
war debt of England before the- war was about 700 millions :

to-day it is ten times as great ! Obviously to pay these
stupendous sums in interest, every man and woman should
be in full remunerative employment. If they are not at
work they cannot pay, and it is useless to try and make them
pay. But if the investors sit down to draw their interest
because credit is scarce—because gold is scarce—we reach
a condition of deadlock with all its possibiHties of the
enqiloyment of force as the final arbiter.

Twenty-five Thous.^nd Millions.

We must expect as the first immediate consequence ol

the war that capital will be timid. These bond-holders will
wait and see, and twenty-five thousand millions of money
will demand its pound of fiesh, that is its legal rate of
interest. There is no matter more momentous than the
action of these " investors," who comprise a very large
proportion of the people of the civilised world. Will their
demands for a thousand millions of legal interest yearly
be poised like an impending avalanche above the shaken
and disorganised business worlds of Europe and America
and Asia? How to get this "money" into active remunera-
tive and confident employment is the real world problem.
If it is not answered satisfactorily and quickly those import-
ant Peace Conferentists in Paris are merely idle chatterers
in a nest of volcanoes.

India Weakening. :

They- seem to be quite unconscious of the dangers. Silver
values, for example, are beginning to fall, but who regards
them? Silver is India's asset. A few pence on the value
of an ounce of silver adds a hundred millions to the value
of India's hoards of silver. Recently silver rose in price
from about 2s. an ounce to nearly 5s. ; silver was wanted for

«ar purcliases in India. This rise added immensely to the
wealth of India and nnturally India has been prosperous and
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happy and the revenue ample for her needs. But silver

is fafling again in value and India's wealth is diminisiiing

with every drop of a penny per ounce. And no doubt Indian

discontent is increasing likewise. It will take the new peer,

Lord Sinha, all his time to persuade the ryots and the

merchants of India that a few titles are compensation for

smashed trade and depreciated hoards. The break in the

world war prosijerity, that contingency that is more to be

dreaded than the plague, may well begin in India, where

the standard of values is at the mercy of every gang ol

silvt'r speculators that can persuade the politicians of

London to maintain a depreciated currency in oiu' greatest

and most populous dependency. But they better look to

it that no tricks are played with gold values ; otherwise it

would liave been better for them had they been svmk in the

sea with golden millstones round their necks.

Paper and Shells.

This problem of depreciated currencies is itself of a kind

to turn one's hair grey. Long ago a friend wanted me to

go into some Eastern business with him. " You buy your

silver," he said, " at about half of its face value. The

workman accepts, say, one shilling a day, but the ' shilling
'

costs you only sixpence as you buy the silver in bulk." It

was a" tempting proposal, but as it meant going mto a new
world I refused. But it illustrates the main factor in the

foolish scheme that pays one man with one standard of

N^Alues and pays another with another standard. If in

Sparta you can buy your labour with iron money, the goods

of Sparta can be sold cheaper than the goods of England;

and if German and Russian workmen are to be paid in future

with roubles and marks that are not worth their face value,

then German and Russian goods will find their way into

the markets of the world in spite of all barriers. Wliat do

our Wades and Andrews say to this fact, that the Indian

and the Chinaman, who is paid in silver or brass, and the

Russian and German, who is paid in depreciated paper

money, can undersell the gold-paid Britisher every time.

In Virginia, away back in the days of Queen Bess, the

medium of exchange was wampum, a beads and shells

contraption. Can a man who demands gold at 77s. lOd.

an ounce sell his products at the same price as the man
who accepts for his labour beads and shells at a penny an

ounce? Raise the value of gold—that is, do what the Inch-

cape and Cunliffe Committees are advising us to do—and

the value of the rouble and the mark and the krone

becomes still more depreciated and the gap between German
and British values of goods gapes wider than ever.

Gold Producers' Demands.

It is pretty obvious that there are more things in this

philosophy of gold and prices than the average man dreams

of. The Producers' Committee in London, which is advo-

cating a subsidy for low-grade gold mines, is touching only

one phase of it. The fact that there is a big war paper

currency, says the Committee, has reacted on gold values,

and the sovereign is now worth less than it «as : it takes

more gold to buy goods, and therefore costs are up, and

the low-grade mines cannot make a profit. But this paper

currency is comparatively a small matter. Whether it

affects prices greatly is a disputed point. A sovereign was

worth only 16s. or 178. in actual buying value before tlie

war when there was no paper currency to speak of, and if

the sovereign is worth only 12s. now it is evident that a

great part of this fall from"^ 17s. to 12s. is due to war con-

ditions. The Producers' Committee will do better if it

takes up the wider position that the maintenance of present

gold prices is a world issue, and that our social conditions

aile dependent to a great extent on the careful and far-

reaching handling of this gold difficulty. What is wanted
is time. .\ny hasty action that may cause a number of gold

mines to close down, or disturb violently the banking posi-

tion which is based at present on paper and gold combined,
will probably bi,' accompanied by irretrievable financial

disaster. The Committee can talce up a strong patriotic

position in this matter. As a fact it. would pay the gold

])roduccrs to play for a scarcity of gold. When gold is

scarce and [iric<'s are low, there is ample money for gambling

in gold mines, and tlie lower range of prices enables gold

mining to be carried on at a profit. These were the condi-

tions that started gold mining as a popular line of enterprise.

In 1886 money was down to 3 per cent, and food and other

values correspondingly low; consequently speculation in

gold mines soon became fashionable. It is not the real and
permanent interest of the gold producers to ask for subsidies

to keep the gold output up. If they wanted to wreck things

regardless of consequences they would send gold to India

and do everything possible to cause a break in the world

price of commodities—such a break as follows, so the lucli-

cape Committee reminds us, a decrease in the production

of gold. The Committee therefore can easily prove that its

permanent interests are really injured by this attempt to

maintain the weak members of the gold industry ; in the long

run cheap money and restricted business entei-prises favour

gold miners better than expanding business, cheap credit,

high prices and high costs. But this brings us to the second

matter I proposed to touch on, namely, the cost of white

I/ibour. It is necessary to look at this question and its

relation to prices and gold values before any suggestions

can be made for a settlement.

(To- be continued.)

African Banking Corporation: Increase of
CapitaL

Cable intimation has been received that the directors of

the African Banking Corporation, Ltd., have arranged to

increase the paid-up capital of the Bank of £1,000,000 by

the issue of the 80,000 unissued shares of £10 each, £5
paid up. The new shares will be offered at a premium to

all shareholders on the register as at January 2nd, 1910, in

the proportion of two shares to every tliree shares held and

the new shares will rank for dividend from September 30th,

1918. The issue is guaranteed. The Bank has also decided

to establish a Colonial Share Register.

HAULING ENGINES
ALL OF WHICH ARE IN GOOD CONDITION

:

ONE SINGLE DRUM HOIST, Cylinders 17in., Stroke SOin., Drum
96in. X 6in.

ONE TANGYE HAULING ENGINE, DIRECT DRIVE, Cylinders

18in.. Stroke 36in., Acting Hoist, Drums 84in. x SOin.

ONE MILL ENGINE, TANGYE COMPOUND, Corliss Valve Gear
and Fly Wheel, H.P. Cylinder 16in., L.P. Cylinder 28in.,

Approximately 250 H.P., Stroke 42in.. Fly Wheel 16ft. x

2ft Sin. face, with Worthington Condensing Plant.

GENERATORS
FOUR GENERATORS, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, Model R.

52/50, 2,200 Volts, 39.4 Amps., 375 Revs., Pulleys 3lt. x 2ft.

Face All Belt Driven.

ONE GENERATOR, SIEMENS AND HALSKE 500 Volts., 230

Amps., 375 Revs. Coupling on Shaft.

ONE LARGE GENERATOR, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, Type
D.R.R., 97/30, 2,000 Volts., 165 Amps., 300 Revs. Pulley

on Shaft 4ft. Sin. approx. x 3ft. lOJip. wide Exciter direct

coupled on same base. Type L.A. 28/16, 110 Volts., 195

Amps., 300 Revs.

ONE EXCITER, S.A.G.E., C. 25 Form B., 30 Kilowatts, 280

Amps., 125 Volts., 1,050 Revs. Very good and suitable as

a Dynamo,

SCHNEIER & LONDON
Mining Material Merchants,

BREE STREET, NEWTOWN,
.IOHANNESBUR(i.

Telegraphic Add.: " Nodnolsh." 'Phone 44:t8. P.O. Box 6009.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Spurt in Government Areas—From Strength to Weakness.

On Friday afternoon there was a big run on Government
Areas. A bid of 97s. 9d. was made for 5,000, but holders

stood out for the extra 3d. At Saturday's call one sale of

100 was put through at 98s., but no more were obtainable

at the price. T\u; ?tlijdderfontein stocks were \ery firaij

Springs ilines and Van Eyn Deeps both hardened. Cousolir

dated ^lain Eeefs, from whom an improvement was expected
in certain quarters, fell back to lis. \A'est Springs have for

three days oscillated on i^d. differences, 24s. lOAd. to 25s.,

with business at both prices, niainly at the lower figure.

After the call Government Areas had a further advance to

99s., but closed at 98s. 3d. ; Springs rose to 67s. 9d. and
Geduld Options to 13s. 9d. African Farms have stuck

badly in the region of 15s. The other advances comprised
Geduld Props, with sales at 44s.; New Mcdders, k2(j 15s.;

Kleinfonteins at 10s. Od. ; Van Ej'n Deeps were quoted at

69s. 3d. to 70s.; and Modder B. at t7 13s. 9d. to f7 15s.

On Monday morning business was done in 25 stocks, with

advances in Modder B., Kleinfonteins, Sub Nigols and
Plodder Easts. New Modders fell away with sellers at the

last buying price. Only one sale of Government Areas was
booked at 98s., and for the moment interest in this stock

has died away. The price declined to 97s. 6cl. during the

day; The principal changes before the close were : Sales

oi Geduld Props, 44s. ; Options, 14s. 3d. and 148. 6d. ;

Xleinfouteins, 12s. 3d. and 12s. lid.; and Modder Deep^
£7 10s. Once more, West Springs revolved all day in their

vicious penny halfpenny orbit. The volume of business was
less on Tuesday morning, but prices on the whole were well

maintained. West Springs emerged at last from the vicious

circle, and after sales at 25s. 6d. closed 25s. 3dT buyers.

Pretoria Cements made a good recovery. The market was
irregular on \\'ednesday morning with advances in Erakpans,
Consolidated Langfaagtes, Modder Bs. and .Vlkahs, and falls

in Geduld Props, Modder Deeps, Modder Easts and the

Options, Sub Nigels, Van Eyn Deeps, and Vv'est Springs.

The tendency was somewhat easier during the rest of the

day to the close. On Thursday, at the call, every stock

on the list of any importance was lower, with the exception

of African Farms, Leeuwpoorts and Mines Selection, all of

which registered small advances. Geduld Options appeared
for the first time on the official list at a quotation of 13s.

—

13s. 6d. Tweefontein United Colliery also were introduced.

The preference shares wore bid to 22s. 6d. without any
selling offer. The ordinary shai'es after sales at 23s. and
24s., closed 24s. 6d. buyers. Dealings in outside stocks for

the past week were:—Sales: Monteleos, 18s.; Union Tins,

5s. 3d. ; Makganyene, 3()s. to 31s.; Sakalavas, 6s.; and
Henderson's Options, lid. Buyers and sellers: New Farms,
Is. lOd., buyer; Phoenix, lid.—Is.

The following were the alterations in prices at Friday's

call:—Sales: Crown Diamonds, 7s.; East Eands, 5s. 3d.;

Government Areas, 97s. ; Knight Centrals, 5s. 7d. ; New
State Areas, 22;;. 3d.; West Springs, 24s. lOid. ; Zaaiplaats,

15s. 6d. Buyeis and sellers: African Farms, 15s., 15s. 6d.

;

City Deeps, 50s., buyer; Clydesdales, 23s. 6d. ex London,
seller; Consolidated l^anglaagtes, IBs. 3d., 19s.; Daggafon-
teins, 25s. 3d., 26s.; Options, 5s. 3d., 6s.; Geduld Props.

43s., 43s. 6d. ; Lace Props (new shares), 22s. 3d., buyer;
-Modder Bs., £7 15s. 6d. £7 17s. 6d. ; Plodder Deeps.' £7
8s. 9d., seller; New Elands, 22s., 23s.; Premier Prefeired,

£7 15s.; £8; Pretoria Cements, 65s., 68s.; Springs, 66s.,

67s.; Witwatersrand, 20s., seller.

Fri., Sat. Mon., Tue.s., Wed . Thurs.,

17th. 18th. 20th. 21st. 22ih1. 23rd.

Afiiiaii Farni.s ... 1-5 0"* 15 0* Ij 1 15 0* 15 0* 15 3*

Anglo-Americans - .
— 32 fit 32 6t 32 6t 32 G-f 32 6t

Apex Mines ... 7 0* 7 0* — 6 9* B !)* 6 9*

Bantjcs 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2* 2 2*

Brakpans Ij7 6* — ~ 09 0* 70 0* 69 0*

Breyten ColUei-ies . 11 0* — 11 9* 11 9* — 11 9*

Bi-ifk and P.itterics .
— 5 0'' 5 0* 5 0*

ti Ot 5 0*

Bi-itish Sonth Africa — 2.) 01" — 21 — 23 Of
Bnshveld Tins .... 8* 6* 9 8* 9 —
Cassel Coals 38 6t 49 Ot 38 6t 38 6t 38 «+ —
Cinderella Cons , , . 3 Of 5 Of 4 9t 5 0+ 4 6* —

Fri., Sat. .Mon., Tnes., Wed..
17th. 18th. 20th. 21.st. 22nd.

City and Suburbans 7 9* 7C' 7 6* 80 —
City Deeps — — 4G 0* 48 48 0*

Clydesdale Colls. . . 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* —
Cons. Investment . . 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6*

Cons. Langlaagtes. . 17 6* 17 6* 17 0* 17 6* 18 6

Cuns. Main lieet'.s . 11 6 11 11 11 6 ) 1 0*

Con. Mines Selection 21 0* 25 0' 25 0* 24 9 25 0*

Coronation Freeholds 1 5 1 5* 1 3* 1 3* 1 5

Coronation Synd. . .
— 19* — — —

Crown Diamonds. . . 5 (i* 5 0* 5 3* 6 3* 6 6*

Daggafonteins . . 25 U 2t li* 25 6* 25 G --

"Do. Options ... 50 5 9t 5 3* 5 6* 5 6t
De Beer.s Deferred .

^ — — 310 0' —
Durban Hood. Deeps — - — 9* —
East Rand Coals . . 2 Ot 2 3* 2 3 2 4* 2 4t
East Rand Deeps .10 --

1 0* 1 0* 1 0*

East Rand .Minings. 17 0* IS 9* 19 Ot 19 Ot 19 Ot
East Rand Props. . 3* 5t 5 G* 3 3*

East Rand Debe^'t. £00* £iMi* £66 — £66*
Eastern Golds .... 13' 1 3" 1 3* 1 3' 1 3*
Frank Smith Diam.. 3 0* — 3 0* 3 2' 3 6t
Geduld Props. 43 43 0* 44 44 43 G

Glencoe Collieries . . 0* — 0* 6 0* —
Glynn's Lydenhur.u's. 25 6* — 25 G 20 25 6*

Government Areas . 95 98 9», 97 3 36 6*

Hume Pipes 29 .

' — 28 0* 28 0" 28
Jupitirs — — 4 9t — —
Klerksdorp I'ltips. . 3 0" :) ir 3 0* 3 U' 3 0*

Knight Centrals ... 5 10 59 59 3 9* 6 Ot
Knights Deeps — — — 5 3* 6 (V*

Lace Props 110 11 3* 11 3* 11 G 11 4*

Leeuwpoort Tins. . . 25 24 0' 24 9 24 0* 2t 9*

Lvdenburg Faro s ..95 9 7 10 1 99 90*
Middelvlei Estates .

— — — 1 —
Modder B.'s . . . . 150 0* 151 3' 1.54 154 0* 1.50

Modder Deeps ... 147 6 149 148 6* 150 0* 148 6*

Modder Easts .... 19 6 19 7.'. 19 9 19 9* 19 3*

Do Options (3 years) 4 11* 4 9* 4 9* 5 4 9*

Do. Options (4 vears) 6 2t GO GO 6 0* G

Natal Nav. Colls. . 21 0* 21 0* 21 .0' 21 0* 21 0*

National Banks . . . 293 9* 293 9* 293 9^ 295 0* 295 0*

New Boksburgs . . 1 0* 1 1 0* 10* 10*
New Eland Diam. . 22 0* 25 Ot 25 Ot — 21 0*

New Era Cons. ... 10 3 10 9 10 9 10 0* 11 6t

New Geduld Deeps . 5 10 5 9* 5 9* 5 10 6

New Heriots 13 0* 13 6* 13 0* 13 3* 13 0*

New Kleinfonteins. . 10 10 11 6 11 9 11 9

New Modders ... 535 0* 535 0* 530 0* 537 6* 537 0*

New Unifieds .... 7 Ot — — — —
Nigels - 4 0' 4 0* 6 Ot 4 0* 4 0*

New States 22 22 9 22 0.\ 22 22 6

Premier Dcfcrr.d .

^ 150 0* — 150 0* —
Pretoria Cemeiits . . 62 0* 62 6* 62 0* 65 64 0*

Princess E.states . . 2 10* 2 10* 3 2 10* 2 11*

Rand Collieries ... 36* 3 6* 3 0* 3 6* 3 0*

Rand Nucleus . . . . 2 Ot — 1 9* 1 9* 1 10

Rand Selections ... 82 0* 83 Ot 82 3* 81 0' 81 0*

Randfoutein Deeps . 5 0* 4 10 5 2 5 0* 5 0*

Randfonteins — — — 14 0' 14 0*

Rooibergs 9* 6 9* 10* — GO*
Roodepoort Uniteds. 2 0* — 2 6* 2 6* —
Rose Deeps — — — — —
Ryan Nigels-. ... 3 .3* — 3 3* — 3 3*

Shebas 19* 19* 19* 19' 19*
Simmer and Jacks .

— — —

—

5 9t

Simmer Deeps ... 2 6t 2 0* 2 Gt 2 Ot 2 Ot

S.A. Breweries .... 32 G* 33 0' 32 6* 33 -0* 33 0*

S.A. Lands .... 6 5* 6 3* 6 5 6 4* 2*

Springs Mines .... GO 3 67 3 67 9 68 0* 07 0*

Sub Nigels 27 G* 27 6 27 9 27 0* 27 6

S. Van Rvns .... 13 3* 13 3 13 3130 12 9*

S.A Alkalis 32 6* 30 0* 31 Ot 30 0* 30 0*

Transvaal Lands . 26 0* 26 6 25 0* 25 0* 25 0*

Transvaal G.M. Est. — — — 13 6* —
Van Ryu Deeps . . . 07 9* OS G 69 0* 70 68 9*

Village Deeps .... 10 0* 10 6* 10 0* 16 0* —
West Rand Cons. ..40*— — — —
Witbank Colls. . . 55 0* — 55 0* 55 0* 55 6*

Wit. Deeps 12 12 Ot 10 0* 10 0* 10 3t

Wit. Townships . . . 30 Ot — 30 Ot 27 Ot —
Wolhuters . ... 3 0* 3 3* 3 4* 3 5« 3 5*

West Springs .... 24 9 25 24 lOi 25 ii 24 6a

Do. Options ... 10 6» 10 9 10 6* 10 9* —
Zaaiplaats Tins . . 15 5 15 4 15 0* 15 0* 15 0*

There were buyers of Union 5 per cent. Loan up to £102

Thurs.,
23rd.

8 0*

48 0*

25 Ot
•Tl 6*

18 0*

11 0*

20 0*

1 6

1 9*

7 G

23 9*

3 Ot

2 3

17 6*

5 0*

1 3*

42 9

25 0*

96 0*

28

5 Ot

5 8

11 6*

25 3

9 U
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HOW TO ELIMINATE ENEMY CONTROL OF COMPANIES.

No Bearer Share Warrants- Foreign Interests Limited to 40 Per Cent, of Share Capital and
One-Fourtli of the Directorate.

Fears are often expressed that at ikj jjireat interval after

Peace is signed, foreign control of companies registered in

the British Empire may be revived. In the United Kilig-

dom, at any rate, under the provisions of the Companies
(Foreign Interests) 'Act of 1917 this is impossible; and
doubtless the Union of Sonth Africa will speedily follow
suit. In the case of new companies being registered in the
United Kingdom, or old ones reconstructed to eliminate
enemy control,, we find that the following, ititer alia, pro-

visions are inserted for the purpose of restricting or limiting

the proportion or amount of the capital of the company and
of tlie voting power in the company, and of the control upon
the board ot the company which may he exercised by or on
iiehalf of aliens, and no alteration in these jirovisions shall

be of any effect until it has received the written consent of

the Board of Trade pursuant to the Companies (Foreign
Interests) Act, 1917:—

(a) The company shall not be entitled to issue share warrants to

bearer. (b) Every application for the allotment of shares and every
transfer of shares presented for registration shall be accompanied by :

(1) In the case of an application m^cle by, or transfer to, an indi-
vidual, a declaration by the,"applicant or transferee stating whether
he is or is not a British subject, and whether he has or has not ever
taken an oath of allegiance oi- otherwise become a citizen or subject
of any, and, if so. what, enemy or foreign sovereign or state; and.
if a British subject, whether ho is' a natural-born British subject, or

a British subject by naturalization or otherwise, and if naturalized,
whether he remains for any purpo.sc in the allegiance of any, and. if

so, what, enemy or foreign sovereign or state. (2) In the case of an
application made by. or transfer to. a corporaticm, a declaration made
on behalf of the corporation by the secretary or other officer au-
thorized in that behalf stating whether the corporation is an enemy
..r foreign corporation or a corporation under enemj- or foreign control.

(3) In each of the said cases a declaration made as aforesaid stating

whether there is or is not any arrangement under which the applicant

or transferee will hold the shares or any of the shares, if allotted or

transferred to such applicant or transferee in trust for or on behalf
of or in any way directly'or indirectly'under the control or directions

of any enemy or foreigner br enemy or foreign state, or enemy or

foreign corporation, or any corporation under enemy or foreign con-

trol, and if anv such arrangement exists the nature thereof ; and in

any case the directors may. before iuaking any allotment or passing
any transfer, require such further evidence as in theii' absolute

discretion they think necessarv in support of any such declaration.

SALE OF
Suction Gas Eng-ine

and Qas Plant, etc.
BY PUBLIC TENDER.

TENDERS are hereby invited for the purchase of the under-
mentioned Machinery in situ:—

One 115 B.H.P. Suction Gas Engine and Gas Plant, com
plete with all necessary Pipes, Fittings and \\'ater

Tanks, fitted with Petrol Engine driven compressed
air starter.

One lOin. Centrifugal Pump.
Two Klin, diameter Y Pieces.
Two lliiu. Sluice Valves.
Tv.o IGin. Retaining Valves.

The above are situated in the. Gamka Cost Irrigation District.

about 33 miles fr(mi Oudtshoorn.

Any further particulars may be had on application to the

Director of Irrigation. Union Buildings, Pretoria, from Whom per-

mission can be obtained to iu.suect the Plant.

Sealed Tenders, superscribed " Tender for Suction Gas Plant,"

must be addressed to the Chairman of the Union Tender Board.
Union Buildings. Pretoria, and must be in his hands by 12 o'clock

noon on Wednesday, the 'ifith day of February. IfllO.

The highest or any tender not necessarily aceepted.

(c) No share shall, without the previous consent in writing of the
Board of Trade, be held by any enemy or by any member in tru^t
for or on behalf of, or in any way, directly or indirctly, at the
disposal or under the control or directions of any enemy or enemy
state or enemy corporation or corporation under enemy control. (n)

Tliit directors shall not, without the previous consent in writing of
the Board of Trade, allot any shares or register any transfer of
shares which it may appear from the declaration to be made imder
clause (b) would upon such allotment or transfer be held in contra-
vention of clause (c). (e) In the event of its being proved to the
satisfaction of the directors (o) that .iny shaie is at any time held
in contravention of the provisions of clause (f) or (6) that the
declaration to be made under clause (b) is untrut as regards any of

the shares to which such declaration relates such shares shall in case

((;) and nuiv in case (ft), be forfeited by resolution of the directors,

which shall be final and conclusive and not subject to question by
any person oa any ground whatever, and upon such resolution being
passed the holder of such shares shall cease to have any interest

therein or claim against the cmipanv in respect thereof or for the

payment of any sums paid up thereon. (f) The directors shall not

without the consent of the Board of Trade allot any shares or register

any transfer of shares, the allotment or regi.stration of which would
cause more than forty per cent, of the total of the issued share capital

or more than twenty-five per cent, of the voting power for the time
being of the company to be held by foreigners and/or foreign cor-

]3orations. or cnrporations under foreign control, and /or by any
person who as shown by the declaration to be made under clause (b)

holds shares in trust for or on behalf of or in any wav directly or

indirectly u-.uler the control or directions of any foreigner, foreign

state, foreisjn corporation or corporation under foreign control, and
miiy^also decline to register any transfer of shares to any person

^^o'TeAen though such person be a British subject, may by resolution

of the directors (which shall be final and conclusive, and not subject

to any question by any person on any ground whatever) be declared

to be an undesirable person to admit to membership, on the ground-

that such nerson is. in the opinion of the directors, subject to the

influence of anv enemy state, body, person or corporation, or corpoi-a-

ti^iir- under' esiemv control.

DIRECTORATE.

(L) No enemy shall be qualified tr) be a director or alternate

director, and not less than three-fourths of the board, including the

chairman thereof, shall at all times be British subjects resident in

the United Kingdom. (m) The office of a director shall be vacated

—

(n) If he cease to be a British subject, or cease to reside in the

United Kinsdom, and bv reason of bis so doing there ceases to be a

three-fourths majoritv of the Board who are British subjects resident

in the T'nited Kingdom (i) If he be called upon in writing by at

least three-fourths of all the other directors tor the time being to

resign odice on the ground that he is in their opinion, subject to the

influence of an enemy state, body, person, or corporation, or a cor-

pjra'ion under enemy c(uitrol, and for that reason is not a desirable

person to hold office as a director, and so that the opinion of a three-

fourths majoritv of the other directors so expressed sb.nll not he

subject to question or control by any person or on any ground

whatsoever.

The Metal Struggle.

Ill an interesting article on the coming "Metal Struggle"

with (lermany, the Daily Mail had the following with regard

to the disposal of the interests of ^Messrs. Henry E. IMerton

i Co. : "In the United States the Merton firm had a large

holding in the American Metal Company, which is now in

charge of the Custodian of Enemy Property. The holding

is valued at about £750,000. An attempt to form a syndi-

cate to take over this ]\Ierton holding was disallowed, but

it will doubtless pass to American interests. . . The British

Metals Corporation has not secured directly the Merton
as>;ets in England. They consisted mainly of the control

of Williams Foster & Co. and Pascoe Grenfell & Sons, and
this control has been acquired by the Central ^Mining Com-
pany. But the Central ^Mining Company has one of the

largest participations, t-200,000, in the British Metals Cor-

poration. An even larger participator in the British Metals

Corporation is the great copper-]>rodiicing company, the Eio

Tinto, which has a holding of £250,000. Other important

participators in the corporation are Messrs. ?iIorgan Grenfell

I'i: Co. and many of the investment trust companies, especi- .

ally those of Mr. Robert Fleming's group."
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LIIVIITED.

Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., LTD.

PHCENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., LTD.

DICK, KERR. PHCENIX. SIEMENS.

RUBBER CABLES.

PAPER CABLES. FLEXIBLES.

" STANNOS " WIRES.

ENAMELLED WIRES.

TELEGRAPH CABLES.

TELEPHONE CABLES.

JOINT BOXES.

COMPOUNDS. TAPES.

CABLE APPLIANCES.

EBONITE.

TELEGRAPHS.

TELEPHONES.

RAILWAY, MINE, SHIP
AND

POWER STATION

SIGNALLING.

FIRE ALARMS.

TUBULAR POLES.

LATTICE POLES.

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

FLUID & DRY CELLS.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18
ESTABUSHED 1858.

Tslephone . City 6400 (7 lines)

OVER 4,000 EMPLOYEES.

Telegrams : " Siemens. Woolwich"

HOME BRANCHES:
BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Slivet.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—64-68, CoUingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

•SOUTHAMPTON. -46, High Street.

INDiAX A.NU COLONIAL BRANCHES;
r.4XCUTTA.-CUve Buildings, Olive Street.

BOMBAY.- Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.-^2, Bridge Street.

.MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

SOLE REPRESENTATIVE IN SOUTH AFRICA

;

A. J. G, SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

Telepbooe 1202.

P.O. Box 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telegrami :

" WOTAN.'
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SOUTH AFRICA THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDER IN ASBESTOS
PRODUCTION.

Official Review of Occurrences, Distribution and Value of Different Varieties.

We liiive received from the Geological Survej' an exhaustive

illustraterl treatise of 155 pages on asbestos in the Union,
the work of Mr. A. L. Hall, the Assistant Director of the

Surve,v. In his introduction Mr. Hall points out that

among the numerons far-reaching effects of the present world
situation, not the least important has been the increased

activity in the development of the natural resources of marjiy

countries. In a young dependency like South Africa' this

stimulus is likelj- to be specially felt. The opening up of

new marl<ets, read.justments of the conditions of sup])ly and
demand, the closing of established sources, and other

economic factors have directed keener attention to the

resources of our sub-coiitinent, and the notable impetus to

industrial developments recently manifested in many fre.^b

directions is a wholesome sign of the times. In the domain
of mineral resources the more energetic search for new
deposits of economic use and the moie vigorous exploitation

of known ones are bearing good results. Under these circum-
stances the South African asbestos industry is acquiring,

increased importance. Mr. Hall states that his object is to

give a connected review of the present state of our know-
ledge regarding the various kinds of asbestiform minerals
within the Union, their mode of occurrence, distribution,

and comparative value of different varieties in the indiLstrial

applications of the raw material. Eecent discoveries in tlie

Transvaal liave yielded new varieties of asbestos of remark-
able fibre-length and in large quantities, so that South
.Africa now holds the world's record in the variety and
length of fibre, as well as in the proportion of spinnable

deposit ; very little ijiformation of these new fields has
hitherto been available. We append JNIr. Hall's own sum-
mai-y and conclusions:

—

-^

Tlie outstanding featiire.s regarding the mode of occurrence and
distribution of asbestos within the Union may be summarized as

follows :—The Union of South Africa contains asbestos deposits of

very considerable extent and holds the world's record as regards
varieties of fibre, wliile it occupies the leading position as a croci-

dolite producer; in areal extent the crocidolite belt of the Cape
Province is the largest asbestos area of any kind hitherto recorded.

The fibre varieties comprise the following, enumerated in approximate
order of abundance : Crocidolite, amosite, chrysotile, and tremolite.

As commercial sources these varieties are distributed : In the Cape,
crocidolite ; in the Transvaal, crocidolite. amosite, tremolite, and
chrysotile ; in Natal, chrysotile and tremolite. The Free State has
not su far furnished any a.sbestos deposits. Crocidolite or " Cape
Blue " is the best-known and longest developed variety in the Union,
its occurrences having been exploited practically w'ithout interruption

since 1892 ; in this work the Cape Asbestos Company (established

1893) has maintained a .strong lead. The crocidolite belt in the tape
is restricted to the north-western parts of the Province (mainly Griqua-
la.nd West) and reaches as a narrow strip of country from a point

WAR BUILDINGS AND MOTOR CARS.
I am attending GOVERNMENT SALES early in 1919. I can pick

up sheds 25ft. to 40ft. span, 16tt. to 30ft. high, in any lengths

SUITABLE FOR MINES AND FARM BUILDINGS, also MOTOR
CARS, all mikes. Touring, Tractor and Lorrv builds. None bought
except in llrst-class condition. BROKERS' COMMISSIONS IN-
VITED. Send me your instructions in writing or cable. Nominate
your Home agents for paying out. SHEDS TAKEN DOWN AND
CLEARLY MARKED FOR RE-ERECTION IN THE COLONY.
Commission 10",, over £400, 15",, under £400. Extra tor taking
down and marking sheds. Call and see me when in the old country.

A.B.C. Code, 5th edition.

BANKERS: Commercial Bank of Scotland,

Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

T. L. HAMILTON.
INSPECTING ENGINEER,

137 W. REGENT STREET, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

some twenty miles south of Prieska in a general northerly direction
across the Orange River through Oriquatown. Daniels Kuil, and Kuru-
man at least as far north as Tsenin on the Mashowing Kiver. It
measures some 250 miles in length, with a maximum width of over
30 miles. This distribution coincides with the Lower Griqua Town
Series, now- correlated with the Pretoria Series as the highest division
of the Transvaal System ; it consists of a great thickness of thinly
bedded ferruginous siliceous slates or banded ironstone, to which
the crocidolite is confined in the form of many strictly interbedded
cross-fibre seams, ranging from the exceptional maximum of about
5 inches downw^ards ; most of the seams consist of lavender blue fibre
from i inch to 1 inch in length. Crocidolite in this belt occurs at
a very large number of localities more or less over the entire area,
but often—especially in the northern part—in closer proximity to the
underlying limestones of the Campbell Rand Series. Two sections of
the fibre are recognized : the southern section, comprising the oldest
and most important workings (on the Orange River) round Westerberg
and Koegas, the local headquarters of the Cape Asbestos Company's
mines ; the northern section extends from the neighbourhood "of
Daniels Kuil northwards through Kuruman (including the Asbestos
Mountains and the Kuruman Hills), where the deposits have been
opened up since about 1910 by a number of smaller producers.
Mining developments usually proceed by means of open-cast workings,
sometimes extending a little underground on the dip ; this is more
especially the case in the northern section, whereas in the southern
some of the mines are by now worked on more systematic lines to
deeper levels (Westerberg). In the Transvaal crocidolite is restricted

to the north-eastern part of the Province, situated east (jf Chunies-
poort and embracing portions of the Haenertsburg Goldfields. Here
the interbedded cross-fibre seams occur in the basal poi'tion of the
Pretoria Series close to the underlying Dolomite, in ferruginous
siliceous slates, practically indistinguishable from the banded iron-

stones of Griqiialand West, and consist of the same lavender blue
fibre as in the Cape belt, with sensibly the same dimensions as regards
width. Though known since 1905, they have been opened up only
during the last two or three years, and their exploitation is still to a

large extent in its initial stages. Amosite has so far been found in

the Transvaal only It apparently forms a new variety of asbestos
as a monoclinic ferrous -silicate amphibole with or without soda. It

is found at a number of localities in the Lydenburg and Pietersburg
Districts over a narrow strip of country extending from the Steel-

poort River north-westwards through Sekukuniland at least as far
as the Malips River and Chuniespoort through a distance of some
sixty miles over an average width of about three miles. Amosite is

an ash-grey or pale brownish mineral, occurring as interbedded cross-

fibre seams in the same banded ironstones of the basal portion of the
Pretoria Series (close to the underlying Dolomite) in which the

cnxidolite in the Haenertsburg Goldfields is found. The length
ranges from the not unconnnon value of 11 inches downwards, but
the principal amo.site horizon in Sekukuniland is strongly characterised

by thick seams, verv frequently from i to 7 inches wide over con-

siderable distances. This asbestos was known as far back as 1907,

but its systematic development only began some three or four years
ago, and the main deposits, now well opened up in the Egnep and
Amosa. Mines on the right bank of the Olifants River, reveal large

quantities of this unique fibre length. Chrysotile forms a commer-
cial occurrence so far in the Carolina District of the Transvaal only.

where several farms—some twenty-five miles east of Carolina—show
a persistent fibre horizon almost at the top of the Dolomite within a
few feet of an intrusive diabasic sill ancl over a di.stauce of some
two to three miles along the strike. This asbestos forms cross-fibre

seams interbedded in altered dolomite and ranging from the very rare

maximum of 7 inches downwards. Seams in the neighbourhood of

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen, Ltd.)

SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites, Levels,

Plauimelcrs and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances.

REPAIRS of Scientific InstnunenU

A SPECIALITY.

Phone
1221

59, RISSK ST.,

JOHANNESBURG.
Box
4040
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^ inch in thickness are the common experience. They have been
worked at intervals for a number of years, but, compared with the

crocidolite and amosite reserves, the supply is distinctly piore limited :

the fibre has the familiar brilliant white appearance of the best

chrysotile, is of superior quality, and closely resembles Canadian
chrysotile. In Natal chrysotile is found in Zululand near the Jliddle

Drift over the Tugela River, where it has been exploited at the Sitilu

Mine; here one finds cross-fibre seams in dark greenish serpentine

and disposed vertically along and very close to the contact with an

aplite intrusion. The remaining asbestos—tremolite—has been worked

in Natal, where the Buffalo Asbestos Company have opened up :

number of slip-fibre .seams, several inches thick, in pale greenish

talcose rocks on the Klipriver Location of Zululand, some forty-six

miles from Dundee. The same variety has also been exploited in the

Zoutpansberg District north of Mara Siding. As regards, mode o

origin, the crocidolite and amosite seams are most probably derived

from ferruginous sediments carrying some form of soda as an original

constituent, not by lateral secretion along open fissures, but b>

growth in situ, the constant presence of magnesia being probably

genetically connected with the proximity to underlying dolomitic

beds. The Transvaal chrysotile seams are also derived from the

alteration of sediments, due to the subsequent serpentinization of mag-

nesian silicates resulting from the thermal metamorphism of siliceous

dolomitic rocks consequent upon a basic intrusion. This mode of

origin is probably identical with that of the chrysotile deposits from

Grand Canon, Arizona, to which the Carolina chrysotile (and also an

occurrence of the same asbestos at Chuniespoort) show a remarkably

close resemblance. On the other hand, the Sitilo deposits of Zululand

appear more closely analagous to the Canadian type of deposit, due

to the serpentinization of massive igneous rocks of ultra basic charac-

ters. The preceding chapters have shown that the Union possesses

great reserves of asbestos, and the remarkable increase in the total

output during the last four years or so, in spite of the almost com-

plete disorganization of oversea markets and shipping conditions, is

a striking feature. While Canadian chrysotile—of which only a small

fraction is spinnable—still riiaintains a leading position in supplying

raw material for the asbestos industry, the superiority of crocidolite

for certain articles of manufacture has brought about its successful

use in a variety of goods turned out by the European factories of

the Cape Asbestos Company. Both crocidolite and amosite are avail-

able in large quantities, and these are greatly superior to Canadian

chrysotile in the spinnability proportion, which amounts to some 70

per cent, in case of Cape blue, while no difficulty has so far been

experienced in keeping the entire amosite output of spinnable length.

The present international economic situation has seriously interfered

The South African Rubber

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber
Goods of every description in Soft,

Medium and Hard Rubber.

Vacuum Brake and Coach Gear for

Railways, Municipal and Sugar Mill

Fittings and Mine Fittings.

On and from January 1st, 1919, all Sales

will be effected by Messrs. Reunert and

Lenz, Ltd., as Sole Selling Agents for the

South African Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. All enquiries regarding prices and

details as to quality, etc., should be ad-

dressed to

Messrs. REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.,
CONSOLIDATED BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG.

with a regular production and disposal gf fibre from the Union, so
that the successful efforts to establish a local manufacturing industry
of asbestos goods are specially welcome. Such factories exist at Salt
Eiver, near Capetown, Durban, Johannesburg, and Dundee, in which
crocidolite, amosite or tremolite (with its country rock of talc) are
adapted to various uses ; among these the requirements of the building
material and engineering trades claim fir.st attention, e.g., roofing

tiles, flooring composition, boiler lagging, etc. Such increased activi-

ties react favourably on the local cement industry and stimulate the
exploitation of the Union's mineral resources in other directions.

The suitability of Cape blue for the manufacture of goods requiring
spun fibre has long been well established, and recent experiments
rarried out under proper technical conditions have demonstrated that

amosite can also be fiberized and adapted for yarn production. The
marked industrial revival now apparent in many directions of South
Aftican effort, the proof that the more important fibre deposits of

this. Dominion possess the requisite commercial advantages of quality

and quantity, the many further uses to which such asbestos—with
its very high proportion uf spinnable fibre—might be extended (as

pointed out above), and, lastly, the successful establishment of several

local asbestos factories, entitle one to the belief that a wide and
increasing field of utility awaits our deposits. In this beneficial

result the growing self-consciousness of a South African nationality

will not have been the least important factor.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ill enquiries addressed to the Editor must bear the writer's name

and full address. We cannot reply to enquiries by letter, frul

telegrams with replies prepaid will be answered. Correspondents

are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

" Small Man."—Ynu cannot go far wrong by ignoring all

touting share pushers.

" Cement."—There is a Ehodesian cement-making com-
pany, and the head office is, we believe, in Biilawayo.

South African."—The question, as 3'ou may have seen
since yon wrote, is being debated this week in the Union
Parliament.

"Debenture Holder."—We are making enquiries, and quite

agi-efe "n-ith you regarding the impoi-tance of the principle

involved.

" Interested."—Thanks tVu- your apprj^iatioj\ and for the

cutting enclosed in your Idler.

" Another Shareholder."—Yoin- letter arrived too late for

insertioTi this week.

Preventing the Growth of Cast Iron.
Amongst the fascinating problems which make engineering

science at once a most exacting and a most fruitful study,
the, characteristic behaviour of metals under varying condi-

tions provides many curious cases. For example, grey cast

iron grows appreciably in volume \\-hen exjjosed to high
temperature. This characteristic, which causes much
trouble in cast dies, valve seatings and other parts, is

believed to be due to internal oxidation caused by the pene-
tration of hot gases into the metal. A remedy recently
suggested in En^^land is to eliminate free graphite from the
surface of the metal, this being the cause of its porosity.

Successful results have been obtained by annealing the parts

for several days in iron rust at a temperatvu-e oi froiii 1 ,650
to 1,830 degrees Fahrenheit.

Electrical Advance in Great Britain During
the War.

One of the most striking developments in industrial

Britain during the war has been the enormous development
in electricity supply, and with it a corresponding develop-
ment in electrical manufactures as relating to the industrial

ap])lications of electricity, whether for lighting, heating or
[xiwer. Between 50 and 100 electricity stations might be
cited in which the plant capacity has been more than
doubled during the past four years. The output of electrical

energy has been increased to nearly the same extent.
Unparalleled demands have been made upon manufacturers
of lamps and lighting fittings, 'of motors and power
auxiliaries, of electric furnaces and welding equipment, for

munition purposes.
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THE OUTLOOK FOR TWEEFONTEIN UNITED COLLIERIES.

Largest Single Coal Producer in South Africa—Improved Mond Treatment for Waste Coal.

The fact that au official quotation for the shares of the

Tweefontein United Colheries \\as given this week on the

local Stock Exchange has drawn attention to the jjositiou

and prospects of this important undertaking. The new
company is an amalgamation of coal companies acquired

by the Henderson Estates as parent company, and clahns

to be tlie largest single coal producer in South Africa. It

will be recalled that Tweefontein JNline was developed by
Henderson's ten years ago and has paid for some years past

regular dividends of 10 per cent, on preferent and 25 per
cent, on ordinary shares. The Premier Coal Estates pro-

perty was acquired in 1914 and their allotment with the

Transvaal Coal Owners' Association was added to Tweefon-
tein output. The Oogies Mines was then acquired from the

Transvaal Coal Trust. A second mine opened up by
Henderson Consolidated, adjoining Tweefontein, was the

last acquired, and a full description of its layout and plant

appeared in our pages some months ago. The enlarged

company now stands with an issued capital of 400,000
ordinary shares and 75,000 preferent and participating

shares. 100,000 ordinary shares are under option at par to

lenders of £100,000 and 75,000 preferent and participating

shares are on option at par to holders of Tweefontein Colliery

preferent shares. The first dividend on the issued capital

was 6 per cent, paid to June last. Preferent and partici-

pating sliares receive 6 per cent, in preferent dividend, and
after ordinary shares have received 6 per cent. , the jjreferent

may receive a further 4 per cent. Any balance of profit

available for dividend after preferent have received 10 per

cent, is paid to ordinary shares. The company's coal

ground covers 15,538 acres of proved coal ground held in

freehold, plus 4,918 acres of which the coal rights with all
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necessary surface rights are owned. Of the 15,538 acres
freehold 13,810 are at Tweefontein, 1,728 acres at Oogies.
Tweefontein area is estimated to contain 45,000,000 tons
best quality coal and 120,000,000 second quality. Oogies
has 7,500,000 best quality with a large tonnage not figured

on of second. It is noteworthy that the company has now
five equipped shafts supplying three plants. It is claimed
that its combined allotment in the Transvaal Coal Owners'
Association tends to economy in cost of production and
provides security in supply of Association's requirements.
The company's normal output based on the Association's
average trade would be 96,000 tons or thereabouts. The
company is registered in South Africa with the head ofSce in

Henderson's Estates office, ^Ir. William Pott being chair-

man, Mr. Frank Simon general mining manager and con-
sultant, and jMr. E, Williams is in charge of Oogies work.

Treatment of W.\ste Coal.

We are informed that the company have plans ready for

a serious endeavour to deal profitably with the enormous
amount of waste coal. It is hoped that a great deal of the
initial plant will be locally manufactured if cost is not
prohibitive. The coal is high in nitrogen contents and an
improved Mond system will be the treatment adopted,
sulphate of ammonia being the chief direct product. The
waste of coal of a quality not quite up to present market
requirements has frequently been animadverted upon in our
columns, for at least 100,000 tons of really valuable coal is

lost every month to the Transvaal. The field for develop-
ment in saving waste here is unlimited and in the absence
of direct Government support, any company that, like the
Tweefontein United, can successfully tuni its waste to good
advantage will assuredly deserve well of the countrj' and
reap a merited reward for its shareholders.

It is notified for general information that Mr. ]\Iarcel

Andreoli has been appointed as Acting Mining Commissioner
for the mining districts of Klerksdorp and Ottoshoop, with
eftect from the 4tli January, 1919, lucc Mr. H. Rees, Mining
Commissioner, absent on leave.

Five Million Electric Combine.
The English Electric Co., Ltd., has been registered iu

London, with a nominal capital of £5,000,000 in £1 shares

(1,500,000 6 per cent. pref. and 3,500,000 ordinary). The
objects ai'e : 'To carry on the business of electrical, mechani-
cal, hydraulic, and general engineers and contractors. The
first directors are:—C. T. Cayley, 5 Portland Place, W.
(chairman of Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd.); B. A. Firth, Norfolk
Works, Sheffield (chairman of Thomas Firth & Sons, Ltd.)

;

W. Rutherford, 3 Abehurch Yard, E.C. (managing director

of Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd.); J. Sampson, 8 The Sanctuary,
Westminster, S.W^ (director of John Brown & Co., Ltd.);

P. J. Pvbus, Thornbury, Bradford (managing director of

Phoenix "Dynamo Co., Ltd.); Colonel J. H. .Mansell, The
Chase, near Coventry (managing director of Coventrj'

Ordnance Works, Ltd.); A. Gracie, Fairfield Works, Glas-

gow, engineer; W. L. Hichens, 3 Central Buildings, West-
minster, S.W. (chairman of Cammell, Laird & Co., Ltd.);

C. E. Ellis, Eampton Manor, Notts, manufacturer.

WANTED;
Assistant Sampler for Mine in

Germiston Area.
Apply CHIEF SAMPLER, P.O. Box 178, GERMISTON.
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THE RECTANGULAR SHAFTS AT RANDFONTEIN CENTRAL G.M.
CO., LTD., AND NEW STATE AREAS, LTD.

Design a Novelty for South Africa— Value of Long Cage Compartments-
Improved Ventilation Facilities.

[By \V. L. White, Consulting Engineer to the Barnato Group of Mines.]

The two vertieul shafts recently started at Eandfontein and

at the New State Areas are of a shape which is quite a

novelty for South Africa. The principal features are as

follows :— (1) The size of the excavation at Eandfontein ii3

28ft. 9in. X 13ft. lin., and at the New State Areas 28ft.

9in. X 13ft. Oin. ; in both cases allowing Gin. for blocking.

(2) The compartments are 6ft. within x 10ft. Tin. at Eand-

fontein, and lift. Sin. at the New State Areas. (3) The

brattieed compartment is 6ft. x 4ft. at Eandfontein, and

6ft. X oft. at the New State Areas. The bratticing con-

sists of tongued and grooved flooring boards, put together

in panels on the surface and nailed to a strip Sin. x |in. The
panels are nailed to the shaft timbers, and the corner

pieces are provided as shown. The ventilation compart-

ment communicates with a duct leading under the bank to

a fan of from .30,000 to 40,000 cubic feet per minute

capacity, this fan being situated at some convenient spot.

(4) In compartments 1 and 2 there are two pairs of runners;

in compartments 3 and 4 there are four pairs of runners as

shown. These runners are all of Sin. x 4in. section, and
fastened to the dividers bj^ two bolts through cast-iron

chairs of S pattern shown, the chairs being fastened to

the dividers by two 5-8in. bolts. (")) The wall plates, end
plates, and dividers are all of 9in. section. The cross piece

carrying one side of the brattieed compartment is of 4in.

X Bin. section. Corner studdles are Sin. square; middle
studdles lOin. x 4in., with Sin. lap over the divider.*.

Bearer sets are put in everj' 140ft. ; five pieces of Sin. x
Sin. under (a) and'^b), and three pieces under (d) and (e)^
the number at (a) and (b) being increased to take the

weight of air and water columns. The dividers are dapped
in Ijin. at each end. (G) The area of the clear space, in-

cluding the air duct, is 248 square feet at Eandfontein, and
264 square feet at the New State Ai'eas ; so that at 1,000

feet per minute these shafts will downcast 248,000 and
264,000 cubic feet of air per minute respectively.

These are the chief points in the design of the shafts,

and perhaps a little further explanation may be useful so

as to make clear the objects we had in view in the particular

design, ilany of the members have doubtless been down
the older style of five-compartment and seven-compartment
shafts during sinking, and must have noticed the great in-

convenience and difficulty with which the shovelling had
to be done. In the drawings are shown, in elevation,

the skip in the Government Gold ]\Iining Areas' shafts ready

for shovelling, and the skip in the New State Areas' shafts

ready for shovelling. The tipping horn has been put behind

the skip guides in the latter shafts, and the front side is open
for shovelling. \Yith the old type of skip practically all the

rock had to be shovelled over the two sides, which were
made still more inconvenient by reason of the position of

the horn and the smallness of the spaces that were opea for

shovelling. The skip stood 4ft. high when resting on the

broken rock, and carried two tons. In the latter shape the

skip is open for shovelling practically on three sides, stands

4ft. lin. high, and can-ies 3 tons. This is the explanation

of width of the compartments being increased to 6ft. within

as against 5ft. within in the older shape. Each of the

eight engines on these four shafts is a direct-acting

engine, and capable of speeds from 1,900 feet per minute
to 2,350 feet per minute. The principal engine on
each shaft serves No. 2 and 3 compartments, and hoists

practically all the rock. The second en.aine serves No.
1 and 4 compartments, and is the timbermen's hoist.

It may hoist rock to some extent, but—unless the blasts

are very heavy indeed—it is found most convenient to

hoist all the rock with the two skips in the middle of the

shaft. The two pairs of runners are intended for balers it

very heavy water is met with during sinking, and it becomes

necessary to erect a third engine.

The brattieed compartment is a result of the difficulties

experienced in increasing the amount of fresh air entering

the workings of the Government Gold Mining Areas previous

tp any connection between the shafts. In these shafts the

end compartment was brattieed off by boards placed hori-

zontally and scribed to the rock faces. Without fans these

compartments were upcasting about 4,000 cubic feet per

minute ; with fans it was found that, although the fan was

drawing perhaps 20,000 cubic feet, the actual amount of

fresh air was only increased to about 6,000 cubic feet.

The cement gun would probably overcome this difficulty at

some expense, but at the time it was found impossible to

make the joints between the deals and rock faces sufficiently

tight to get more than 6,000 cubic feet of fresh air into the

workings. This point was a very important one, and by

using tongued and grooved Hooriug boards, and fastening

to the timbers as described, it is hoped to provide these

mines during decvlopment—and before connection has been

made—with ample quantities of fresh air—with correspond-

ing effect on the health of the workers and efficiency of the

work. The point is specially important where, as in the

case of the Far East Band, long distances have to be driven,

and double shift work is necessary in order to bring a mine

rapidly to the producing stage.

The last point to draw attention to is the provision of

long cage compartiinents with four runners in each. The

amount of lime consumed in man handling work and steel

is very gi-eat on these fields, and although arrangements

can be made to sling special trollies, under the skips in nar

row shafts, the simplest and most expeditious way is to rim

trucks of timber, steel and other stores siraight into the

cage, which is of sufficient length to take all jumpers and

practically p11 timber when piled horizontally in trucks.

Efficient 'and expeditious use of hoisting engines means a

corresponding reduction in size of engines and saving of

capital. Thus, the hoisting equipment on the New State

.\reas consists of two engines pulling a four-ton net load,

and two engines pulling a three-ton net load. The two

shafts will be connected with a haulage underground, and

these engines will serve the property up to a capacity o.

150,000 tons per mouth. Both engines would handle

natives and white men at the beginning and end of the

shift; and allowing four hours for tliis work, and inspection

in the case of each hoist, six hours for drills and timber in

the case of the second hoist, the main hoist would be hoist-

'ng rock for twenty hours, and the second hoist for fourteen

hours. This would give a total capacity of 78.000 tons per

month for each shaft from a depth of 3,800 feet.

(To be continued.)

Mine Cables.

To obviate fire and other risks to miners consequent upon

the presence of transmission cables in the operating shaft,

the Anaconda Copper Co. has driven 3J-in. diamond drill

holes through solid rock to provide for carrying electric

cables to the 1,200, 2,200 and 2,800 ft. levels for operating

pumps, blowers, and fans. The cable is three-conductor

400,000 circ. mil., with varnished cambric, ^-in. lead, and

018-in. galvanised steel wire. The over-all diameter is 203
in., and the weight 166 lb. per ft. The cable is suspended

from a cable bell at the surface, and the greatest length of

cable let down in one piece is 650 ft. The pumping loads

supplied on the three levels are about 1,200 h.p., 1,200 h.p.,

and 900 h.p. respectively.
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the

Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

Why Not Chinese Labour?
Lessons from France.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining Journal and Engineering Record.

Sii-,—Having recently returned from France, where I saw

ever so many thousands of '" Chinks " working over there

in the Labour Corps, I should like to make a suggestion.

No doubt it is quite fresh in the minds of a great many
people what fuss there was made when Chinese labour was

first introduced on the Rand. I suppose there were more

lies told and written by both English Radical and South

African politicians on the subject than on any other thing in

the history of the country. The Radicals painted the

" Chinks
'"

in chains with whips and " shambokys " being

bandied about and led to work on the mines as gangs of

slaves. The South Africans accused the Mine people ot

ruining the country, and if a " Chink " sneezed too loud

he was accused of attempting murder, rape, and other

crimes. Now all that is past and over—the coimtry was

none the worse for the Cliinese advent, and it was the means

of making the native realise that he is not indispensable.

There could be sufficient testimony brought forward to-day

by Englishmen who formerly ran down the Chinese and

called them murderers and slaves, &c., &c., to prove that

they have rendered excellent service in France, that al-

though they enjoyed freedc^n and liberties that were denied

the natives', their behaviour has been and is still quite good.

They have worked well and intelligently, but they require

careful handling and some little understanding. All the

non-commissioned officers in the various Chinese Labour

Corps were either English Tommies or Colonial men. I do

not think one per cent, could at first speak the Chineee

language, and yet within a few months they were able

to exact as much wol'k but ofthe " Chinks " as any other

Labour Corps. These were the only people who did not

come strictly under the King's regulations, and could not

be as severely punished as others who were treated as

soldiers.

Since my return from France I notice a difference in the

bearing and attitude of the natives of this country. There

is an air of disloyalty about them, and the majority I am
convinced are pro-German. They speak and they write in

their papers most sneeringly about both Dutch and English.

There is also an atmosphere of seethifig discontent amongst

the Kaffir politicians, as well as amongst all the labourers.

Now whether people choose to believe it or not, I am con-

vinced that the mine natives will be only too willing to go

out on strike whenever the white man leads them out. It

is quite possible that natives employed in other spheres of

labour fnay also be induced to join a strike for higher wages.

We are also hearing the talk of equal rights, claims for

political privileges, and even such rot as intermarriage.

Tjet us now take my suggestion into consideration, i.e., to

divert into this country two or three hundred thousand
Chinese labourers now returning from France, who are a

good respectable class of worker. The result would be this:

First: That the Kaffir would be put into his place, having it

brought home to him that he is not indispensable. Secondly :

It would free between two and three thousand natives who
could be better employed on the farms. That would give

cheaper labour to oiu' fanners to help them to mfike simul-

taneous progress with the Mining and Diamond Industry.
Most of your readers, sir, I presume, are af()uainted with
the early history when gold was discovered first in Arizona
and afterwards in California, and with what results. The
foolish people of Arizona allowed the mine owners to absorb
all the local labour of the country, with the result that the
farms were neglected and foodstuffs had to be imported, and
when the mines wpvo exhausted the countrv had made no

progress. The wiser people of California took Arizona as

an object lesson, so that when gold was discovered the in-

habitants told the mine owners that they were quite wel-

come to take out the gold so long as they brought their own
labour, but they would see them in Hades before they

allowed all the farm hands to be te^iipted to rush to the

mines for the high wages offered by the gold companies, and
which the farmers were unable to pay. The result of this

brain wave is world wide knowledge. California benefited

bj' the mines, and the circulation of the immense amount ot

money expended in their development. Farm labour re-

mained cheap, and the agricultural industry advanced side

by side with the gold industry, so that eventually when the

gold petered out California was exporting her agricultural

produce to all corners of the globe. Even in this country
I blush to say that we import yearly thousands of pounds
of foodstuffs, jams, and fruit from California. All this

could be produced in the country if the farmers could get
cheaper labour, and when our mines peter out (and they
of course will do), the country could be self-supporting. I

.offer the suggestion for what it is worth. I saw the good
work of the Chinese in France.

Yours,

EX-SERGT.,

134, Chinese Labour Corps.

New Kleinfontein;

The report of the directors of the New Kleinfontein for

the quarter ended 31st December, 1918, shows:—Mine:
Shaft sinking—number of feet sunk, 211 ft. ; number of feet

ore bins, etc., 78 ft.; development (excluding shafts)

—

number of feet driven, risen and sunk, excluding boxholes,

3,501 ft. ; footage sampled, 2,750 ft. ; footage sampled (pay-

able), 650 ft. ; mining width (payable), 56 in. ; assay value
(payable), 9'BO dwts. ; number of feet boxholed for sampling
purposes, 74 ft. Ore treatment : Ore milled, 146,460 tons.

Capital expenditure, shaft sinking and equipment, £5,668.
Revenue and expenditure : Working costs, £194,325, or

£1 6s. 6d. per ton milled; revenue, £188,467, or £1 5s. 9d.

per ton n\illed ; loss, £5,858. The influenza' epidemic
adversely affected results for the quarter. No allowance has
been made 'in the above statement for interest amounting
to £2,646.

It is notified that the Commissioner of Examiners for

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers' Certificates of Com-
petency will hold the next examination on Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, the 19th, 20th and 21st February,
1919, at 9.15 a.m., at the South African School of Mines
and Technology, Eloff Street, Johannesbvu'g, and also at

Dundee, Bloemfontein, and Kimberley, if a sufficient

number of candidates present themselves. The prescribed

form of application is obtainable, without payment, by
applying to the Secretary to the Commissions of Examiners,
P.O. Box 1132, Johannesbui'g. Those wishing to enter for

the examination must send ill their applications to reach the
Secretary by the 6th February, 1919. The following syllabus

of examination is published for information, and a detailed

copy thereof will be supplied on application to the secretary :

Mechanical engineers : Legal knowledge, strength of

materials and design of structures, power plant, driven
machinery and mechanical appliances, electro-technics

(elementary). Electrical engineers: Legal knowledge,
strength of materials, power plant, driven machinery and
mechanical appliances, electro-technics (advanced). Candi-
dates for examination as mechanical or electrical engineers
to take charge of machinery on mines will, in addition to

the foregoing suhjocts, he examined in " Mining plant."
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THE MINERAL INDUSTRY OF SOUTH AFRICA AND ITS
FUTURE.'—III.

[By P. A. Wagner, B.Sc, Ing.D.]

Copper.

Practically the whole of the copper oiitiiut of the Union,

amounting in 1917 to 20,131, 61-t tons, valued at .-£1,120,040,

comes from the jNIessina Aline in the Northern Transvaal

and the mines of the Cape and Namaqua Copper Companies
in Little Namaqualaud. None of these mines are equippecf

for the actual production of the metal, and have hitherto

exported all their copper in the form of hand-picked ore,

concentrate, and matte. The industry has in consequence
received a very serious set-back from the recently published

decree of the Ministry of Shipping prohibiting the shipment
of copper ore, matte, and concentrate. The Namaqua Cop-
per Company, after nearly 50 years of continuous produc-

tion, has decided temporarily to close down their mines.

The Cape Copper Company ai'e continuing operations, and
propose stocking the matte and concentrate produced. The
Messina Company, on the other hand, are endeavouring to

obtain equipment to enable them to produce blister copper.

In any case, the outlook of the copper mining industry was
none too bright. In the Namaqualand mines the grade had
of recent years fallen to such an extent as to cause the

gravest concern ; and at the last annual meeting of the

Messina Company shareholders were informed that they had
" to contemplate the unpleasant fact that the life of the

mine may be approaching its end." The future of the

Namaqualand copper region, where enormous quantities of

low-grade ore, averaging from li to 2-i per cent, copper, are

available in the existing mines and in the hundreds of ore-

bodies that have not hitherto been opened up,f depends on

the introduction of economical methods such as leaching

flotation for the bencficiation of this material. As pointed

out by Trevor, t the ore in question is well over the'-'grade

that is being profitably exploited on a vast scale in the

United States and in Chile, in areas just as inaccessible and
inhospitable, and there is no apparent reason, therefore,

why the introduction of modern methods of treatment

should not give this grand old mining field a new lease of

life. At Messina it is a question of locating further rich

ore-bodies of the type being worked, which have been shown
to owe their origin to a process of secondary enrichment by

descending solutions. Exploratory work has for several

years past been conducted by the management on approved

scientific lines, and it is to be hoped that their efforts will

bear fruit.

Tim.

The tin production of the Union for 1917 shows a con-

siderable decrease compared with 1913. This is due to the

fact that during 1916 and 1917 poor zones were encountered

at some of the principal mines. At the present time the

workings of all the more important producers are in good,

or fairly good, ore, and if the high price of tin be main-

tained, "^it is not improbable that, as regards value, the 1918

output will constitute a record. Apart from a small pro-

duction of alluvial tin from the Kuils Eiver fields near

Capetown, the whole of the outputjl comes from the Bush-

veld province of the Transvaal, which includes two distinct

tin-bearing areas, known respectively as the Waterberg and

the Olifants Eiver fields. Of these the former, occupying

a large crescent-shaped area in the central portion of the

Waterberg district, are the more important. The output

of the Olifants Eiver fields, wliich extend in a north and

south direction from the farm Alutue Fides, in the south-

eastern corner of the Waterberg district, to the Elands

Eiver, is, however, steadily increasing. The deposits of both

* Being Presidential Address read before t'he S.A. Association for

the Advancement of Science.

t Cf. Rogers. A. W. : Prnc. Oeol. Soc. S.A. (1915), 21-34.

t Cf. Tlir South African Year-Book, 443.

II The outpnt of the alluvial tin-fields of Swaziland, amounting

to about 350 tons of concentrate per annum, is not included

in the returns.

areas exhibit an extraordinary di\ersity of type, and are as
yet but imperfectly understootl. From the experience gained
in the different mines and prospects, however, one fact
stands out, and that is that, within the limits of either of

these tin fields, it pays to follow up the merest indication.
It is also relevant to observe that fissure deposits in the
iQuartzites of the Eooiberg series and pipe occurrences in

tlie Eed Granite have hitherto given tar more favourable
results than deposits in the felsites and shales of the Water-
berg system. In view of the many disappointments that
have attended the opening up of our tin occurrences and
the unenviable reputation that the Bushveld deposits, in
general, have earned for impersistence, it is a pleasure to
be able to record of one of them—the No. 13 pipe of the
Zaaiplaats Company—that it has been followed for a dis-

tance of 2,400 feet, measured along the dip, and at the
greatest depth hitherto attained—about 400 feet—is as
productive as it was near the surface. The most notable
event in connection with the tin mining industry in 1917
was the erection' by the Zaaiplaats Company of a tin

smeltery. Hitherto all the castiterite won in the Union
has been exi)orted in the fwrn of concentrate, containing
from 65 to 70 per cent, of metallic tin, to the Malay States,
where better prices are obtainable for this material than in

England. About a year ago the Zaaiplaats Company, owing
to the increasing difficulty and cost of shipping their con-
centrate, decided to smelt it on the spot, and have experi-
enced no difficulty in obtaining ingot tin containing 99o
per cent, of the metal, for which there is a ready sale locally.

Encouraged by the success of this pioneer smelting venture,
all the other large producers are erecting fm-naces, and it

appears safe to predict that in futin-e only metallic tin will

be exported from South Africa.

Asbestos.

The asbestos industry of South Africa has made remark-
able progress since 1913, and, as I have pointed out else-

where, S appears to be capable of almost indefinite expan-
sion. Exports are limited at the present time by the lack of
shipping space, and tiiere will without doubt be a consider-
able increase in the output after the war. Practically the
entire production of the I^nion is obtained from the deposits
of Griqualand West and the Lydenburg district of the
Transvaal, which occur at alnio.st the same horizon as the
Pretoria series, and are among the most extensive occur-
rences of asbestos now being mined in any country. The
Griqualand West fields yield blue or erocidolite asbestos,
and the Lydenburg fields a pale-coloured iron-amphibole
asbestos. The output of the Lydenburg fields, which pro-

duce fibre up to 10 inches in length, is already considerably
in excess of that of Griqualand West, notwithstanding the
fact that their exploitation only began two years ago. The

§ Cf. S..\. .Journ. hidu^trirti, November, 1917.

'RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite different from all otber painta,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elast ic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for
Iron, Wood, Stone, &c. Salt Water
has no effect, is a positive cure (or
damp, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerged under
water, and in use withstands vt-ry

high temperatures of superh'ated
steam.

Sole HannUctarftrt :

The OASSON OOMPOSITIOIfS Oo. Ltd.

Three Seas Brand. ruiham, London, xngund.
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bulk of the asbestos produced in South Africa is exported.

It is gratifying, liowever, to be able to record that the local

asbestos manufacturing industry is steadily expanding.

Tliree firms are now making asbestos-cement tiles and slabs

for roofing, ceilings, and partitions. Another concern is

engaged in the manufacture of asbestos flooring, and yet

another is putting on the market a patent asbestos composi-

tion for covering boilers and steam-pipes.

Corundum.

That South Africa ranks at the present time as the

leading corundum-producing country, and is likelj' to con-

tinue almost indefinJtely to hold that position is not

generally known. . Aluch the greater part of the output,

amountmg to about 400 tons per month, is derived from

the Zoutpansberg fields, in the Northern Transvaal, which

constitute by far the largest and most important corundum-
producing area in the world. There is also a small produc-

tion in the Leydsdorp division of the Transvaal, and in the

Steinkopf district of Namaqualand. The bulk of the corun-

dum exported is in the form of eluvial crystals, for the most
part broken, that are separated by silting and washing from

the thin soil and sub-soil of the areas in question. A
smaller proportion is boulder- or rock-corundum, in which
the mineral is associated with varying amounts of other

minerals. The position and prospects of-the South African

corundum industry are fully dealt with in a recent article

in the Journal of Inihistrics.^i

Antdiony.

The increase in the price of this metal, caused by the

demand for it for war pvu-poses, has given a great impetus
to antimony-mining and smelting in South Africa. Con-
siderable quantities of antimonite are available in certain of

the mines on the so-called " Antimony Line ''
of bedded

gold-quartz veins in the Murchison Eange, and a very

promising occurrence is being worked in the Steynsdorp
division of the Barberton district. The bulk of the anti-

monite recovered is reduced to the metallic state and used
in the manufacture of antifriction and white metals, for

which there is a iairlj' large -deiiiand in South Africa. Part

of the antimonite produced in the Murchison Eange is

converted by roasting and volatilisation into white antimony
oxide, which is used as a substitute for white lead.

Graphite.

Eeference to the accompanying tables shows that the

graphite industry is making steady progress, and it is

encouraging to find that practically the whole of the South
African )'equirements of the mineral are now being met by
the Transvaal Graphite Company, vv'ho are exploiting a

deposit situated 20 miles east of the Groot Spelonken Siding,

in the Zoutjaansberg district of the Transvaal, f

Iron Oxide.

The material under this heading is used in the manufac-
ture of mineral paints, the production of which has become
an industry of some importance.

II Cf. Wagner, P.A. : ,S'..4. Joiint. Iiitliixtiic.'!, May, 1918.

+ S.A. .Journ. I iit)u<tiii\<, Fobniary, 1918.

(To be coniinucd.)

Rooiberg Minerals.

The report of the llooiberg directors for the quarter ended
31st December, 1918, shows that: Number of stamps, 10;
.lays mill ran (24 hours), 4298; ore treated including 2,587
tons of stock slime re-treated), 7,147 short tons; concen-
trates produced, 90 long tons; average assay value of con-
centrates, 66G2 per cent. M.T. ; total expenditure, £18,029;
estimated revenue, £15, 1,35. During October and November
2,027 tons of Blaauwbank ore were treated, from which
2775 long tons of concentrates were produced. Tlie
influenza epidemic caused a restriction of work in all

departments.

George Ellison^
Mechanical & Electrical Engineers

Makers of Electrical Control Gear

BIRMINGHAM, LONDON, MANCHESTER. GLASGOW.
NEWCASTLE, LEEDS, CARDIFF, MOSCOW. MILAN,
JOHANNESBURG, SYDNEY, N.S.W., COPENHAGEN,

CHRISTCHURCU, N.Z.

INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRIC SWITCH
AND

CONTROL GEAR

STAR DELTA
STARTER
PANEL

WE specialise in the production of

Switch and Control Gear for Industrial

purposes.

Ellison Gear has given satisfactory service in

the Engineering, Textile, Colliery and other

industries. Its design complies with Home
Office requirements and the ^demands of

modern practice.

Export Office:

25 VICTORIA street:LONDON, S.IV.].

ELECTRIC
CONTROL GEAR
New Delagoa Bay Water Works.

Mr. W. Ingham is acting as consulting engineer to the

now waterworks to be carried out at a cost of £10,000 by
the Delagoa Bay Developme'^t Corporation.
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Buyers Replaced—Dynamite and Gelignite—Important Liquidation—Standardisation
Committee—Shipping Activity—Timber Freight Reduced—Stray Notes.

TiiK return to tlie pre-war days' sj'stem of each group or

each mino, as tlie ease may be, buying direct from the
merchiints through the Commercial Excliange or othenvise
is now re-estabUshed. This is as it should be, in accordance
with the assurances given by the Chamber of IMines ; how-
ever, they must be congratulated upon doing it so e.xpedi-

tiouslj'. The consequence is that business has been a trifle

better owing to the tension being much relieved. In this

connection it was mentioned at the Breyten Colliery meeting
that it was expected the release of moneys locked up in

stores \\ouId peimit of a reduction of the bank overdraft,

which means that the merchants will in tlie future do the
carrying and not the mines. There was a disquieting

element that caimot be overlooked in these trade notes,

which is contained in the following announcement :

" The
National Bank of South Africa, on an application made by
]\[r. Greenberg in the Rand division of the Supreme Court,
obtained an order for the provisional liquidation of S. flyers

& Co., Ltd., a company formed with a capital of £5,000.
In the petition on behalf of the bank it was stated that
respondents are indebted to the bank in the sum of

£'48,048 and that in addition there are contingent liabilities

estimated to amount to some £80,000. The value of the
security held by plaintiffs was £24,900. Mr. J. G. Carter
was appointed provisional liquidator." It appears that this

company had an excellent balance sheet up to November 11,

when the armistice was signed. The disquieting feature is

said to be in the contingent liabilities of £80,000, which
is chiefly for goods to come forward from America and over-

sea, consisting of white lead, turps, carbide, oils, colours,

and so forth. The ])oint is tliat there are heavy stocks in

South Africa, which by the way is not an unlimited market,
but no doubt as a bank is concerned the liquidator will

have facilities allowed not to unduly depress the market.
An experienced commercial broker says that more
money has been lost since November 11 than in

any other one period in the history of .Johannesburg.
Hence it is not surprising that merchants are frightened

to purchase for stock purposes.

Explosives.

The British S.A. Explosives Co. has large stocks of

dynamite, including fuse and detonators, on hand, sufficient

for nine or twelve months. There is no alteration in

prices, but it is thought that materials will be easier now
that shipping facilities are becoming freer. This it is under-
stood applies to all three S.A. companies. The Transvaal
company, with the sanction of the Chamber of iNIines, is now
maiuifacturing an efficient substitute for standard gelignite

called gelignite " A," which effects an appreciable economy
in nitro-glyeerine. The explosive force is quite equal to

standard gelignite, ammonium nitrate being incorporated to

make up for the lower percentage of nitro-glycerine.

Although the price of gelignite " A " is the same as stan-

dard gelignite, the conservation of glycerine, which is

difficult to obtain and constantly increasing in cost, is

of paramount importance to ensure continued supplies of
explosives. The substitute has been used in several mines
of the Rand for some time past and has given every
satisfaction.

Iron, Steel, Wire and Met.vls.

Tin has risen under its free dealings in London to £253
per ton, which is an excellent sign for our tin fields. A
speculative dealer is offering 2,000 feet lots of f gal-

vanised piping at 6fd. delivered in Johannesburg, owing to

its coming from the American shipments at the coast and
heavy stocks being already here. There was an easing off in

the price of fencing wire a fortnight ago, but it is steadier

owing to oversea values being on the up grade. The best

barbed wire is easier at 40s. per roll. The- rates for wire
nails are:— 1-i in., 100s. per 100 lbs.; 2 in., 95s.; 3 in.,

92s. 6d.; 4 in., 90s.; 5 in., 85s.; 6 in., 50s. to 55s. The
dealer was asked for more, when he remarked that the
Hume cement pipes were beginning to check the demand
for anything over six inches. Shovels are the same cost,

viz., No. 2 round nose, 85s., and squares, 130s. per dozen.
There are not too many in Johannesburg and the mines are
said not to be over supplied. There is a big demand for

black baling wire, now the season is on at 60s. per 100 lb.

coils. According to a representative of a Shettield firm,

there was nothing to indicate any fall in price as many
people at one time thought would happen. His firm rather
intimated that it may soon become dearer on account of

labour demands being uncertain, etc. The oi-dinary mining
drill steel is lOd. lb. The price of iron and steel generally
is en-atic, as the quantities held by the mines are only
roughly conjectured, and again it is difficult to estimate
what is on the way from oversea. There are more enquiries
for bar iron and mild steel, so much so that a firm dealing
largely is buying freely to keep up stocks to su])ply everyday
orders.

Oils, Colours, ^^'^ITE Le.vd, V.\RNisnES.

White lead is Is. per lb. for ordinary lines, being practi-

cally a fifty per cent, reduction since the armistice. The
local cost from merchant to merchant is from 80s. to 90s.

per 100 lbs. for the genuine brands, but other, brands are

said to be on offer by brokers at ridiculously low quotations.

STRETCH
AND

SLIP
IN BELTS

Costs the Mines many
Thousands a Year.

This Loss should, and can be

avoided by using only proved

Good Beits, or in other words

"TULUS BELTS."

"Chonata" bba.sd Balata.
(Driving and ConveyiDg)

"St. Ann's" BEi.vD Leather.

" Swan " BRAND Waterproof.
tSInglr. Double and Treble)

" Homogene" brand Laminated.

" Viking " BBASD Launder Lining.
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The latest cable gives the price in London for white lead as

.•£64 a ton, with an expectation of a further advance of 10

per cent, shortly. Other cables say that linseed oil is

allowed to come from Britain providing it is included in a

neneral order, also that English varnishes have already left

London for South Africa. By the way, it is stated by a

man in the trade that it takes four months for the manu-

facture of white lead and ten to twelve months to mature

linseed oil for the commercial market. It is mentioned that

Argentine linseed oil is offering in the neighbourhood of 8s.

per gall for delivery into Johannesburg. Turpentine is lower

at 778. 6d. per case of 2-4's. In consequence of the uncer-

tain state of the oil and colour market, merchants are diffi-

dent about supplying quotations.

St.^ND.4RDISATI0S CoMillTTEE.

This committee, now that the chief buying office is dis-

solving, has become a part and parcel of the Chamber of

Mines and will carry out much of the good work already

accomplished. It has standardised fireclay muffles, British

section of rails, battery cams, shoe!?, dies, heads, stems,

cam shafts, screenings, coarse do., and tappets, Blanton

wedges, pipes, both water and steam, electric lamps, grizzley

bars and skip wheels, also one other item not issued yet,

being still in the printers' hands.

SuippixG

—

Big Strides.

It has been officially notified by the Union Castle Co.

that five big cargo ships would be leaving England between

now and the end of February. It was also especially

emphasised that these were cargo ships and not passenger

ones. This is anything but surprising, as it was not to be

expected that our premier steamship line would lag behind

in catering for traffic that it had taken over half a century

to build up. Remember that immediately Britain announced

its intention to practically free the great majority of ships

at the end of February, America also came in and did more

by freeing their boats at once. One of our merchants was

offered, when at Durban this week, shipping space on a

sailer from New York at £7 per ton, which he did not happen

to want, and if he had he thought that was not the lowest

quotation. The shipping offices and importers seem more

surprised about the freedom of shipping coming at such

express speed than the man in the street, but it stands to

reason that England with all its debts cannot afford to lock

up its ships in a glass case.

Timber and Galvanised Iron.

Here again the shipping rate has been reduced 26 per

cent, from the Baltic ports for steamers sailing in February,

and although the timber now on the way will come at the

higher rates, the South African shippers have reduced values

to the present level of the freight rates. The price of deals

is Is. 9d. per foot; floorings, lO^d. ; ceilings, G^d. Business

FOR SALE.
200.000 feet New Piping.

20,000 feet Second-hand Piping.

New and Second-hand Steel Plates.

Second-hand Timber and Corrugated Iron.

Engines, Boilers and Pumps.

Zinc Cutting Lathe, Iron and Wooden

Extractor Boxes

WRFTE FOR QUOTATIONS.

A. SONNENBERG & CO., LTD.,
Fox, Polly, Mooi and Main Streets.

Phone 1582. Box 4297.

is slightly better, which it would need to be after such a

poor December month. The exchange, after a set-back to

16-70 kroners, quickly recovered to 1745 as between London

and Sweden, therefore the English sovereign is now only

about 9d. below par, which is the best touched since pre-war

days. The last cable states that there are no more boats

advertised to leave the Baltic until February, which is an

indication that there is a general slackness in buying from

that quarter. As regards American timber, there are several

shipments of Oregon pine on the way, otherwise very little

victual information is available. Galvanised roofing iron is

very stationary as regards values, viz.. Is. Bd. for sixes

and Is. 9d. per foot for other lengths of 24 standard gauge.

It was thought that prices would have been cheaper because

of English shipments, but this will evidently take some time.

Second-hand deals and roofing iron are a penny per foot

lower, as stocks are plentiful, but the demand is rather

slow, as buyers are still holding back for lower rates. S.A.

deals are Is. 2d. per foot. Mining poles 'remain as before,

with the addition of 10 per cent, for railage.

A Few Stray Notes.

The Pretoria Cement Company is duplicating its plant

to cope with present requirements and in view of competi-

tion, both South African and overseas. Steel ceilings are

again coming into evidence at 75s. per 100 ft. square,

including stripping and nails. It is said by an oversea repre-

sentative that whenever indents are not filled it is on

account of the manufacturers being out of the particular

lines and that is the leeway they will have to make up. It

has been mentioned that British Government-controlled

manufacture will advance in price but uncontrolled wdll go

lower, especially those unduly rushed up. The Japanese are

adepts at copying, as a label has been noticed " Day and
Martin Blacking, made in England." Then in red ink

around the tin—made in Japan !

y0imtt0m0m0m0t0*0<0m0*0i>mmm0mi>m0t0mi

GRADOCK'S

ROPES

GEO. CRADOCK & CO. (S.A.), LTD.

Offices: 75, 77 CULLINAN BUILDINGS.

P.O. Box 316. Phone 539. Tel. Address " ROPES."

JOHANNESBURG.
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Engineering Notes and News.
REPORT ON ECONOMIES IN MINING ENGINEERING SUPPLIES.-II,

Points from Statement Prepared by Mr. W. Elsdon Dew.

23. Boch Drill Parts.— {1.) Rock drill parts are t-xten-

sively made on the mines, resulting in considerable economy
as instanced by a statement from Nourse ]\lines, Ltd. A
recent lot of rock drill jiarts made on that property would
have cost to buy £148 15s. Makinc; this lot, using two-

thirds scrap and one-third new material (taken at current

prices) with Irdiour, tools and power, cost ,-£54 Is. 7d.

Several mines are stamping swivels and crowns out of odd
scrap. At Ferieira Deep, Ltd., it is stated that one .smith

can make 70 to 80 of them per shift, so that the cost cannot

be more than "is. or 3s. Consolidated Main Eeef, Ltd.,

state with new material' at present prices, the cost to be

6s. each. The market price to-day is 13s. 6d. each. These
mine-made fittings stand up to the work equally as well as

the imported [larts, and their manufacture is particularly

creditable seeing that numerous jigs and methods have first

to be thought out. Bantjes Consolidated Mines, Ltd., find

making own " U " bolts great saving. Durban Roodepoort

Deep, Ltd.: Can be made to certain extent, but doubtful

if as good as impoi-ted. Made chuck keys in white iron at

Is. each. Drop forged ones cost 5s. 6d. each, and answer
very well. Geldenhuis Deep, Ltd. : Rock drill parts made
for years, for instance, air chests cost about £9 each. When
worn out re-bore and screw them and make t\\o plugs to

suit at cost of 12s. each. Air chests then as good as new.

East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd. : Made from old scrap,

i.e., rails, grizzleys, broken pistons, etc. Following list of

articles mine makes (d.f. = drop forging):—Side rods, arm
and clamp bolts, crossheads (d.f.), spanners (d.f.), cradle

liners, cradle pillar tubes, chuck wedges (d.f.), chuck bush-

ings (d.f.), rotohirig'%indles, stoping bar nut, air lap handles

(d.f.), feed screen supports, valves, valve stoppers, valve

plates, tappets (d.f.), cylinder bushings, ratchet springs.

Ratchet springs made from new piano wire at id. each.

Makers' price, 8d. each. Have surplus of crowns and
swivels due to reducing n\miber of reciprocating machines.

Making rock drill parts \aluable economy. .Made parts

before and since the war. City and Suburban G.M. Co.,

Ltd. : Made crown, swivels and jacking screws before the

war, but machine tools have been too busy since. City

Deep, Ltd. : In use before the war (spares, crossheads,
" U " bolts, spanners, etc.). Consolidated. Main Reef,

Ltd. : Swivels and crowns made of broken stem-ends at cost

of 6s. each (against 13s. 6d. imported). Equally good. New
idea. Crown Mines, Ltd. : Considerable quantity made on
mine, resulting in great economy. Robinson G.M. Co.,

Ltd. : Make lot of hammers for B.C."' rock drills from old

stem pieces. Life three to five montlis. Better than
imported. (II.) LTfilising worn out pistons of the larger

_

sizes of rock drills for the smaller sizes of drills.

—

\ scheme
recently introduced by engineer of the Village Deep, Ltd.,

is effecting a considerable saving as regards rock drills on
this mine. The old pistons of the 3| in. IngersoU machines
are swaged down sufficiently to allow of the old spring

recesses being turned off, and by closing the hole, it allows

of boring and screwing to fit the standard rifle nut. The
piston is then turned to 2| in. diameter and used with Ihe

2f in. Holman machine. Just at the present time tlie

largest sized pistons for these machines are not obtainable

here, so by this use of the discarded pistons from the large

machines, the life of the cylinders of the smaller machines
can Iw extended in the usual way, as also can the front

head bushing, since the rod of the 3:} in. machine is larger

in diameter than that of the 2f in. machine. Most of the

mines have a number of these discai'ded [listons, and in

many cases it is true that these are being used for other
purposes, but if they could be adopted for the smaller
machines an appreciable saving in rock drill spares would
be effected. The present day cost of a piston for a 2f in.

machine is £7 lis. 9d., and the front head bushings 15s.,

as against the cost of 14s. for swaging down, turning piston
and rod, boring front head lines, besides the further life of

. the cylinder which costs £8 Is. 8d.

24. Foundry.—The engineer of the Robinson Gold Mining
Company, I^td., supplied some interesting figures regarding
the foundry that has been run on that property for the last
28 years. For the twelve months ended October last, the
output of iron castings was 6G tons, worth £1,930 at current
rates and 74 tons of brass castings, worth il,857, that is

castings to the value at current rates of £'3,787 were made
on the mine instead of being bought. Excluding the value
of scrap used, the cost of producing these castings was
approximately £-1,500 including a certain quantity of new
pig iron, coke, and wages of workmen, seven in number,
namely, one pattern maker, two moulders, one apprentice
and three natives. .Apart from the direct saving in making
eastings on the mine, the value of the time saved in repair-
ing breakdowns must be very considerable. East Rand
Proprietary Mines, Ltd. : Brass ^^•ork large factor. Have
brass foundi-y and do all own castings in brass, aluminium,
gun and acid resisting metal, which includes large spares
for Sulzer undergi-ound pumps. Castings amount to 4 tons
per month. Since tlie war have made white metals for own
use, totalling 53,000 lbs. Castings, white metal and solders
resulted in large savings. Make own solder. If work
sufficient and continuous, foundry is useful and economical
asset, and more so for emergency work.

25. Rock Drill Stcadii.—'-' Nettle's Patent Rock Drill
Steady," devised at the Ferreira Deep, is an attachment
for a hammer drill to keep steel in place when collaring a
hole. When one considers the difficulty of collaring a hole
with a hammer drill, and the daniage lb' steel in the process,
the idea strikes one as being a good money saver. This
attachment is being tried on many mines.

26. Jenliin's Detachable Bit.—Jenkin's City Deep
" Detachable Bit," better described perhaps as " jointed
steel." A substantial joint in the drill at about 18 in: from
point enables one shank to be used for many drills. To
equip our IngersoU machine in the ordinary way, 40 drills

are required, having a total length of 214 ft. and weighing
917 lbs. \\'\[\\ Mr. Jenkin's method, 40 drills are required
having a total length of 70 ft. and four shanks of a total
length of 15 ft., drills and shanks weighing together only
347 lbs. Sharpening the ordinary drills involves handling
about 900 lbs. of steel as against only about 300 lbs. with
Mr. Jenkin's process. Compai'ed whh the ordinary equip-
ment of a di'ill Mr. Jenkin's method introduces two import-
ant economies: (1) The steel required for a new macliiue
is reduced by 62 per cent., or, say, two-thirds. (2) The
weight of steel to be taken in and out the mine every day
is i-feduced by 68 per cent., just over two-thirds. These
possible economies are sufficient to warrant the method
being given a thorough trial on other mines. Mr. Pryce's
report, dated the 25th September, 1917, dealing with a test
of this jointed steel over a period of 15 months, indicates
that the miners prefer this jointed steel to tlie old type.
Crown Mines, Ltd., has cheapened the making of these
drills by new method. The sockets are made entirely on
the Leyner sharpener at the rate of 40 per hour. The inside
of socket is formed in three heats with a first, second and
finishing dollie, this last dollie giving the socket the exact
taper and de])fli required. The socket is then given a fourtli

heat, plugged, and finished off in a former on the outside.
They are stronger than those having sockets first bored out
by lathe. The improvement of Crown Mines' method very
marked.

27. Evd Liners for Tube Mills.—It has become a general
practice to make tube mill end liners from old shoe shanks
o)' grizzley bars. Ferreira Deep, Ltd., state two men will
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make two complete end liners in three days. City and
Suburban G.M. Co., Ltd., give cost of liners for one end

at £3 OS. 6d. City Deep, Ltd. : Old dies are used as tube

mill ends, which give about 9J in. end at a cost of 30s. for

installation. This end has been running for over 12 months.
Village jNIain Eeef G.M. Co., Ltd.: Custom here to build

in shoe shanks without dressing; cheap and efficient.

28. Oxy-Acetylenc Welding.—This process is in use on

several mines for welding up broken castings, cutting up
girders and plates, etc., and it appears to me that the system
could be adopted with advantage on other mines. An
apparatus with a capacity for welding up to 2 in. and cutting

plates 6 in. thick costs £120. Bantjes Consolidated IMines,

Ltd. : Sirius plant imported and installed in 1912. Use has

been enormous and small capital outlay been saved many
times over.

29. Phitcx.—The engineer of the Geldenhuis Deep, Ltd.,

uses a steel railway sleeper flattened out, which makes a

good plate, ft. x 13 in., at a cost for labour of Is. 6d.

These plates arc used for lining bins, repairing truck bodies,

etc. Ferreira Deep, Ltd., find them excellent for footwall

chut-es. The construction of chutes is worth noting, the

timbers being wedged together so as to be readily clianged.

A good deal of plate for lining bins, repairing truck bodies,

idler ends and other purposes is obtained from odd bits of

pipe flattened out.

31. Rails and Crossing.-!.—Several mines are making
switches and crossings. In December, 1916, the ^lodderfon-

tein B. Gold Mine:^ obtained quotation for 30 in. gauge
crossing, 15 ft. long of 30 lb. rail. The price quoted was
£14 15s. To-day these crossings are made on this mine at

a cost of -£9 15s. with piece work labour at 278. 6d. per

crossing and material at current prices. Nourse Mines,

Ltd., gives cost of 12 ft. switch of 30 lb. rails at £9 3s.,

using sleepers of old bin lining costing Is. 6d. as against

market price 2s. 7d.

82. Idlers.—(I.) Eope idlers: City & Suburban are making
rope idlers. The centre for rope is an 8 in. diameter cast

iron collar costing 4s. 3d., and the ends of plate stamped
out from scrap in a die. The roller turns on IJ in. steel

shaft pinned in bracket at each end. A recess around
spindle in centre is filled with C.C. motor oil, which is found
to last the life of the C.I. centre. The cost is £1 17s. 6d.

complete. The cost of replacing a worn C.I. centre is about
Gs. 6d. (II.) Conveyor belt idlers: Knight Central make
from short length of 4 in. pipe fixed to 1 in. shaft, and run
in ordinary bearing.

33. Springs for Lcijncr Sharpener.—East Eand Proprie-

tary Mines, Ltd., have made springs for Leyner drill

sharpener from rope, at a cost of 2s. to replace those bought
at 6s. 6d. each. Many of the mines are now making these.

East Eand Proprietary Mines, Ltd., made out of old wire
rope, and have proved satisfactory.. Cost is 5d. compared
with purchase price 5s. lid., which is valuable economy.
.\verage life of springs made here is fourteen daj's as against

three days' life of original spring.

34. Metidlic Paching.—The Knight Central has a process
for making the metallic packing fit some engines. As the
tnaterial costs only about 10s., it is obviously cheaper to
make the packing than pay the market price of £4 per 1 in.

diameter of rod, sny, £16 for 4 in. piston rod packing. East
Hand Proprietary Mines, Ltd., cast and machine all own
metallic packing, and adopt it wherever possible. Made
1,300 ib. since war. Is a valuable economy. Metallic
packing as adopted on first class locos, is the best. Great
success under unfavourable conditions such as sandstorms
and irregular supervision.

35. Trucks.—In response to a demand for something
that would not break, the foreman smith at Consolidated
Mam Eeef Mines and Estate, Ltd., got oiit a truck frame
of Jarrali 4 in. thick, bolted up with scrap plating, at a cost
for labour of 22s. It, certainly look's a stiong job. Tlie
Ferreira Deep, \Ai\.. also aie mak'ing Iruck frames of Jarrah.
The cost of labour is staled to tie 25s, Cruwn i\Iines, Ltd..

are trying wooden truck frames as used at Eoodepoort
United; also old frames reinforced with wood. Latter idea

may be cheaper.

36. Tru'-'k Axles.—Satisfactory truck axles are being

made of wire rope welded up and other scrap material.

Durban Eoodepoort Deep, Ltd., made on mine from broken
stem ends welding up two old axles to make one new, small

pieces of cam shafts or any other shafting. ]Made some
more as an experiment from old wire rope welded together.

East Eand Proprietary Mines, Ltd. : Welding up wire ropes

is new. Our practice to weld wedge pieces into end, thereby
renewing them, and is valuable economy, as body of axle

is savecL Have practised this since war began. City and
Suburban, Ltd. : Welding up scrap in furnace for truck

axles witli good results.

37. Truck Trunnions.—Truck trunnions are being made
from scrap at a price that indicates a saving. East Eand
Proprietary Mines, Ltd. : Drop forged from scrap. Valuable
economy; practised since war. City and Suburban, Ltd.,

made them in dies out of scrap for seven years.

38. Truck Wlieels.—Truck wheels are mostly discarded

through flanges wearing out. Se\'eral mines are shrinking

on steel flanges at a cost stated to be 4s. This is perhaps

a low figure, seeing that the old flange has to be turned off

and a ring turned up and shrunk on. The City and Subur-
ban re-flange old wheels by placing a hot wheel in a die

under the hammer and bringing up a new flange out of the

metal of the wheel. This method slightly reduces the width
of the tread, but makes a good job. Tlie cost is given at

2s. 6d. per pair.

39. Sanitary Buckets.—Imported sanitary buckets being

no longer procurable, several mines have met a shortage by
making them. It appears that a bucket of 18 in. gauge
flat galvanised iron can be made at a cost of about 15s.

exclusive of lid. The New Modderfontein G.M. Company
are making sanitarj buckets costing approximately 20s.

This pattern is now being largely used on other mines.

40. Tools.—Mo»t of the mines are making tools of a

variety that would stock an ironmonger's shop, comprising
every description of blacksmiths' swages, hammers, zinc

lathe tools, ordinary lathe tools, chisels, spanners, pipe

wrenches, etc. An important item is dies, dollies, and
formers for driH sharpening machines. The comparative
costs of making and buj'ing are stated by Mr. Eitchie to

be, on the Nourse INIines : 2 dies, to make, £2 13s. ; pre-war

price, £3 10s. 1 dollie, to make, 17s. ;
pre-war price, £2.

2 formers, to make, £1 IDs.; pre-war price, £7 10s. Excel-

lent 4 lb. and 14 lb. hammers are being turned out at a cost

of about 4d. per lb. from shoe shanks, and other scrap

material comparing tavo>u-ably with imported hammers at

6d. per lb. (price, December, 1916). Bantjes Consolidated

Mines state that one smith and two natives can make 25

4 lb. hammers per day, indicating a labour cost of 2id. per

hammer. City and Suburban state inclusive cost of 4 lb.

hammer to be 8kl. and 14 lb. hammer at 3s. 3d. The City

Deep make a very serviceable pipe wrench from old grizzley

bai's. Bantjes Consolidated jMines, Ltd. : Number of all

descriptions made, particularly dies and dollies for drill

sharpening machines (Leyner) which cost less than present

market price. Durban Eoodepoort Deep, Ltd. : Smiths'
tools, drifts, etc., have been made past eighteen months
from old l^- in. rope, and anything up to 2 in. round can be

made from this material. Cost of 4 lb. hammer seems low.

Nourse Mines, Ltd. : Stilson wrenches are being reclaimed,

and by the introduction of new jaws and springs turned out

as good as new. East Eand Proprietary Mines, Ltd. : Two
men constantly' employed keeping workshop tools in order

and making tools at present unobtainable. Also make dies,

dollies, etc., for Leyner drill sharpener. No new hammers
made. Old hanuners dressed and faced. Decided economy
on work done in pre-war days. Cast steel tools made of

old siioes. Timbering chisels made out of hand and machine
drill steel. City and Suburban, Tjtd., have nuide mo§t of

dies, dollies and formers ourselves, since we had sharpen-

ing machines. During Last eighteen months have made
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zinc-L'utting tools from old shoe-shanks. Some 6,000 4 lb.

Iiammers made from' old shoe shanks. City Deep,

Ltd. : Wire rope handles used in 14 lb. hammers for mine
use. C'onoolidated llain Reef, Ltd. : Smith tools always

iiiadf. J)ollies for Leyner's all made on mint'. No new
hammei^i made, but old ones re-dressed.

42. ITiisfc.—One of the mines has for some liniu been

using old hemp ropes, teased out, as a substitute for waste.

Some of tlie mines are cleaning waste, but the recovered

waste has little value. It has been suggested that sweat

cloths are more economical than waste, being more easily

recovered and cleaned.

43. Stcvl Belt Fi/s/f/itr.—Knight Central, Ltd., suggest

using these a second time by burning out old belt and
straiglitening o>it fastener. Tliis can easily l.)e done by a

native.

47. I'iniip Details.—E.D. pump: Repaired worn part of

jiump shaft. Shaft worn usually at the gland is turned,

tinned and run with brass in a mould. Then the brass

section is turned in the lathe, and saves scraping the shaft.

Tried in brass and white metal. No results available, being

experimental stage. Experimental Plunger Casing: Suggest

use of granite casing for iilunger which being impervious to

water with a high polish should reduce friction, and not

liJiely to groove owing to hard skin. Worthington pump :

Bantjes Consolidated Klines suggest lead ring substitutes in

place of red fibre joints as supplied by makeis for 4i in. x

10 in. Wuvthingtou pumps. The valve covers on these

pumps ha\L- to be removed frequently to examine valves

and seats, and make renewals when necessary. Red fibre

makes a good joint so long as it is not disturbed, but with

repeated removals of cover they soon collapse. They are

expensive to produce as the fibre is bought in the sheet (i in.

thick), cut up into suitable squares by band saw and then

sent to lathe to be turned up on the outside and through

hole bored from solid. Lead rings make quite as good joint-
'

for these particular pumps (or anyw liere where a recess can

be provided for joint). The ad\antago of this is that when
the joint is discarded the old ones are brought back to shop~

and melted up and re-run into jig. An apprentice can com-
lortably run up 3no joints in one shift—red fibre 50 for a

shift. Wlieu melted lead has been run in recess "' C " in

jig, the whole jig is lifted by handle and dropped on a block

of wood. The bottom of solid mandril " A " strikes the

«ood first which causes " A " to rise, leaving the lead ring

still resting ou mandril " B " as the jig still descends

mandril " B " then gets the blow which causes lead ring to

be knocked out of mould. Sulzer pumps : Durban Roode-

poort Deep, Ltd., have adopted a front packing bush of

white metal which runs well and reduces the danger of

seizing when pumping dirty watei'. Tlie busliing, when
worn, can be readily melted and run up again in a cast iron

mould.

49. Quasi-Ai'- Wcldhuj.—Crown ilines, Ltd., report

many big jobs satisfactorily repaired, most useful in building

up "badly worn shafts, in journals or shafts of winding

engines on which the coupling of main spur-wheel has

become slack.

Enemy Advertising.

This journal is conducted in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.

Conveyor Belting
The life of a Conveyer Belt depends largely

upon the wear-resisting qualities of the cover on

the conveying side of the belt.

The economy of a Conveyor Belt depends upon
actual tonnage of material conveyed during the

life of the belt.

In the Goodyear Conveyor Belt there is a tough
centre cushion to meet the destructive force of

the material. Where wear demand is greatest

Goodyear is strongest. And the Metzler Cushion
edge protects the belt from abrasion and ply

separation.

These two factors insure the greatest tonnage,

low maintenance cost and continuous service,

even under adverse working conditions.

Transmission Belting

Engineers who have had years of experience

with Transtmission Belting are Goodyear " Blue

Streak's " most enthusiastic endorsers.

The severe demands of a belt on the main

drive and on heavy machines have no terrors for

the " Blue Streak " and " Klmgtite " Belts.

There is a Goodyear Belt for each and every

type of drive, therefore tell us your working con-

ditions, and we will specify the best belt for

the purpose.

We also supply Hose for all purposes—Suction. Delivery, Rock Drill, IValer, elc.

H. W. ALLKIN & CO., LTD.,

Corner of Marshall & Harrison Streets, Johannesburg.

P.O. Box 4951. Telegrams: "EYEWORTHY." 'Phones 236, 237.
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THE RAND WATER BOARD VERSUS V.F.P. CO., LTD.

History of the Dispute Over Vaal River Water Rights.

The Rand Water Board and the V.F.P. Co., Ltd., are at

loggerheads over their icspective rights to the water of the

Vaal River. The Rand Mines Power Supply Company,
I>td., has formally notified its intention to introduce a Pri-

vate Bill into the Union Parliament this session, with a

view to obtaining the right to use, for the purpos(.'s of the

companj''s power station at Verceniging, the water to be

impounded by the Rand Water Board in the Vaal River

under the powers conferred upon it by Act No. 18 or 1914.

Negotiations, having as their object the obtaining by th-e

Company of the facilities it requires in regard to the use of

tlie water in the Vaal River for purposes incidental to the

o])eration of its Vei'oeniging Power Station, have been pro-

ceeding during the past four years. At the beginning of

this year the conclusion was arrived a I that the only satis-

factory means of obtaining the powers required by the Com-
pany would be by legislation promoted by the Board. This

view was held on behalf of the Board, for the reason that

it was the duty of the Board to protect the interests of its

Constituent Authorities, not only as regards the terms upon
which the Conqjany might be permitted to use the water in

the Board's reservoir, but also in regard to the method of

obtaining Parliamentary sanction to any such arrangement.

In the circumstances, it was felt that the Board should

secure Parliamentary powers to enter into agreements, not
specifically with the Victoria Falls Company, but with any
industrial concern desirous of obtaining beneficial use, for

tertiai-y purposes, of the water stored by the Board for its

own pui-poses. Accordingly, the following resolution was
adopted by the W^ater Board Standing Committees at their

meetings in January last:
—

" That, in view of the advisa-

bility, in the interests of its Constituent Authorities, of the

Board retaining full control over its storage works in the

Xiial River, and in order to place the Board in a position to

negotiate, not only with the Victoria Falls Power Company,
but with other parties desirous of obtaining, for tertiary

purposes, beneficial use of the watei' stored by the Board in

the Vaal River, the Board should adopt the principle that

the Board should obtain the necessary statutory powers in

Jthis matter." To this course the Power Company agreed,

subject, however, to the following conditions:—(a) The
additional powers referred to shall be in respect of water
stored by the Board for its own purposes, and shall not
affect the quantity of water to be impounded for the benefit

of the owners of land riparian to the Board's reservoir; and
(b) Before any steps are taken to obtain Parliamentary
sanction " a definite and concluded agreement " be entered
into between the Board and the Company iii this matter.
In accordance with condition (bl, the Water Board Standing

The largest and most varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS. RODS and TUBES.

M RROWN 180, MAIN STREET,i7X, DI\V/nrr^. JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 5770. I'.O. Boi Isao. Ti-I. A'l.lrcsB . "MAUBROWN."

Committee considered the terms upon which tlie Power
Company should be granted the facilities required, and in

August last the more important terms and conditions to be

embodied in the agreement were sidjmitted to the Conipany.
According to the Water Board version, the Conqiany did

not at any time thereafter approach the Board for the pur-

pose, of discussing those conditions, and the following letter

was received from the Company on the '23rd October:—
" With further reference to your letter of the 10th August
last, we liave now to state that after due consideration our
Company has come to the conclusion that the offer therein

made is entirely imacceptable, and tliat it has decided,
under advice, to take ste^js to obtain the necessary statutory

powers authorising it to use the water of the Vaal River for

cooling, condensing and other purposes incidental to tin-

running of the Power Station. Due notice will bo given of

its intention to apply for leave to introduce a Private Bill

for the purposes aforesaid." The teiins of the Private Bill

to be introduced into the next session of Parliament by the
Power Company were very carefully considered by a Sub-
Committee appointed by tins Committee in November last.

This Sub-Couniiittee has reported that, as the Board's
existing rights to store water in the Vaal River and to

abstract water therefrom would be seriously interfered with
if the Bill became law, the only course open to the Board
was to notify its opposition to the Bill, and to take the
necessary steps to be heard by the Select Committee to be
appointed by Parliament on the introduction of the Bill into

the House of Assembly. The provisions of the Bill as a

whole are stated to be a direct challenge to the powers
vested in the Board in respect of the Vaal River Scheme,
as contained in the Board's Private Act No. 18 of 1914.
Both parties are now represented at Capetown, where the
matter is to be threshed out in the Union Parliament.

Bwana M'Kubwa Copper.
The urdinai-y general mepliiig was held oii Lleceiiilior 5, at Ihe

Cannon Street Hotel, Cannon Street, London, K.C. Mr. Robert
Littlejohn, the ch-iirnian, said that last year the expenses at the mine,
including depreciation of the plant, were considerably more than the
net proceed,s of the concentrates produced ; but we must remember that
for about three and a half monthe of our year no production wois
obtainable_ while considerable costs at the mine had to be incurred.
Last year working costs and stores of all kinds were exceptionally high;
freights, too, when obtainable, were very heavy. Conditions in these

respects were, perhaps, at their very worst last year. But. all the
same, it is still the case, as I said last year, that until wo gel installed

and put into operation at the mine a plant and trfatmeni process

capable of dealing profitably not only with tlie higher grade but also

with the lower grade ore of the mine, we cannot have satisfactory results.

Development work, in fact all work on the mine, has been suspended,
or, at any rate, reduced as far as po.ssiblo, except essential work and
work in preparation for and in connection with the installing at the

mine of a working unit of the Minerals Separation. Ltd.'s. plant, cap-

able of dealing with 100 tons of ore a day by that company's new
jjrocess, of which I told you last year. We were hopeful then that

the agreement with the Minerals Separation, Ltd,, would be completed,

and their men and material to iiistal and operate the jilanf would be

on their way to South Africa early this year. But the difficulties to

be overcome in connection with the matter were many, and it was only

in October last that everything was shipped and the Minerals Separation,

Ltd.'s, representative was on his way to South Africa. Tlie plant

and process should be in operation at the mine early next year_ and as

soon as the trial tests have been proved satisfactory arrangements will

be made for the gradual extension of the plant from the original capacity

of 100 tons of ore per day to a capacity of 500 tons per day. Then, but

not till then. I suppose, can we look to the mine being operated as a

satisfactory paying proposition. I may mention as iiidicativx; of the

Minerals Separation, Lt,d., people's confidence that sati ;faetory results

will be obtained, that they stipulated for. and have been given in the

agreement with this com|)any as one of the considerations for installing

their plant at the mine and for the use of their process by this company,

an option with certain provisos for three years from the date of the

commeiicement of working on 100,000 of this company's shares at par

(10s. each).

Notices of appointments vacant on the mines are inserted

fin e in the advertisement columns of this journal.
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According to the analysis issued l)y the Chamber of Mines
for December, the yield of gold per ton

Rand Yield, Costs from the Rand in 1918 was 27s. Ud.,
and Profits in 1918. as compared with 27s. Id. for 1917.

Costs, however, were 21s. 7d. as against

19s. 2d. for the previous year, and the working profit per

toil was onh" 6s. as against 7s. Gd. per ton for 1917. The
total Eand working profit for 1918 was £7,500,270 as com-
pared with .£10,225,688 for 1917, and of this .t5, 144,077

was distributed in dividends for 1918 as against £6,556,188
for 1917.

* # , # #

Accordinr; to the statement issued by the ]Mines Depart-
ment, the total value of the minerals

Decreased Mineral produced in the Union during the past

Output for 1918. vear was £47,219,533, which is

£3,982,834 less than the total for 1917.

The totals for gold, silver, diamonds, coal and base metals

are as follows :—Gold, £35,758,316; silver, £158,815:

diamonds, £6,961,062; coal, £3,247,068; copper, £358,627;

tin, £447,952; other base metals, £287,093. The following

are the principal decreases:—Gold, £2,549,359; diamonds.

£775,309; coal, £7,991.

* * * *

As a result of lengthy negotiations, the directors of the

Consolidated Mines Selection Com-
Cons. Mines Selection pany have concluded the purchase
and Enemy Shares, from the Public Trustee in England

of the whole of the enemy shares in

the corapanj- vested in him. The number of shares in ques-

tion is 276,547, and these the directors have decided to ofter

to shareholders in the company, with the exception of enemy
shareholders, at the price of 25s. per share net, that being

the approximate cost to the company after allowing for

expenses in connection with the acquisition and transfer of

the shares, including stamps and fees. Shareholders will

be entitled to purchase, at the price of 25s. per share, one
share for every three held by them at the close of business

on January 27. Fractions of shares sliall not be considered.

The directors are further prepared to consider applications

from shareholders who wish to apply for shares in addition

to the pro rata to which thej" are entitled as indicated above.

Such applications will be dealt with at the entire discretion

of the directors.

* * * *

.\s a result of its operations for the twelve months ended
June 30 last, the South African Diamond

S.A. Diamond Corporation distributed its first dividend
Corporation. of 7i per cent, in September, and, as the

chairman remarked at the recent meeting
of shareholders, it was paid in spite of the war, and not

because of it. " Our profits do not arise from war indus-

tries, and if we are therefore in the position to-day to earn
dividends, it is safe to assume that with the restnnption of

peaceful occupation after the war we shall reap the benefit

by being enabled to extend our operations." A second
dividend of 7i per cent, is now declared, and as it is

described as " interim " it may be inferred that the pro-

gress to which reference was made at the meeting has more
than continued, for interim disbiu'sements are usually on a

conservative scale. A total of 15 per cent, nithin a period

of four months should satisfy shareholders. The diamond
market has, of course, as the foregoing indicates, and the

latest cables from London confirm, benefited by the policy

of regulating sales.

It is our intention to alter, at an early date, the title of

this paper to " The S.A. Mininij and
Change of Name. Engineering Journal," in order to indicate

and empliasise the larger measure of atten-

tion that will in future be devoted to general engineering.

Further notice will be given of the contemjilated change.
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The report and accounts of the Southern \'an Ryn Reef

G.M. Co., Ltd., show that the company

Southern at the end of the financial year to October

Van Ryn. 31, 1918, had on band a casli balance ot

working capital amounting to £42,441

14s. lOd. The issued capital of the company is £285,000

in shares of £1 each. The property consists of 1,661 claims

on Varkeusfontein and Draaikraal and is put in at £r24,4.")n

in the balance sheet. Commission account is debited w'lih

the sum of £63,386 l.JS., described as " rebate on certain

shares issued by the company." Against this the

total spent on equipping the property, including shaft

sinking and lioreholes seems comparatively trifling at

£8,886 9s. 4d. .Mr. C. D. Leslie, the consulting engineer,

in his report, writes regarding the oi>erations on the

company's property during the year ended 31st October,

1018: " No. 4 borehole, which has been stopped at a dt'pth

of 1,558 feet, was contiiiued to a total depth of 2,860 feet.

At a depth of 2,804 feet reef in contact with shale was
encountered which gave the following assays: No. 1, hang-

ing wall quartzite, width 1 in., value 0'2 dwts. per ton;

No. 2, banket reef, width 2 in., value 0-5 dwt. per ton; No.

3, banket reef, width i in., value I'O dwt. per ton; No. 4,

shale, width 2 in.; value nil; No. 5, shale, width 2 in.,

value trace; No. 6, shale, width 1-^ in., value trace. On
account of considerable grinding of the core at the reef-

sliale contact' it cannot be said that a full reef section was
obtained. In appearance and value the section recorded

above is similar to sections frequently met with between
pay shoots in Sub Nigel development. No. 1 borehole was
restarted from a depth of 667 feet, and at the close of the

financial year reef had not been encountered. Since that

date the borehole was continued to a depth of 2,601J feet,

reef being disclosed at a depth of 2,551 feet giving the

following assays : Top section; hanging wall quartzite with

small banket matter, width (corrected), IJ in., value trace:

middle section, banket, width 1$ in., value 2'5 dwts.;

Iwttom section, banket, width 2^ in., value 2"7 dwts.; below

contact, shale, width 1| in., value 3"2 dwts.; total, width

7:1 in., value 2'1 dwts. The reef resembles that Sub Nigel.

The continuation of boreholes Nos. 1 and 4 was for the

purpose of determining reef horizons as a guide for shaft

sinking which can now be proceeded with. The property

is situated in line with the course of enrichment upon whicli

the most valual)le mines of the Far East Rand are situated,

and in my opinion the prospects for deve]o])nient are

favourable."

* * * *

The Special Order by Sir Douglas Haig published in The
Times of December 5th, and set forth

Mining Engineers below, is of great interest to mining
in the War. engineers in view of the large number

who have served in the Tunnelling

Companies :
—

A targe number of men are now being withdrawn fiom Tunnelling
Companies for urgent work at home. Before they leave the country I

wish to convey to the Controllers of Mines and to all ranks of Tun-
nelling Companies, both Imperial and overseas, my very keen appre-
ciation of the fine work that lias been done by the Tunnelling Com
p: nies tluougliout the last four years.

At their own special work, mine warfare, they have demonstrated
their complete superiority over the Germans, and whether in the

. patient defensive mining, in the magnificent success at Messines, or
in the preparation for the offensives of the Somme, Arras and Ypres.
they have shown tlic liighest qualities both as military engineers and
as fighting troops.

Their work in the very dangerous task of removing enemy traps
and delay-action charges, on subw-ays, dugouts, bridging roads, and
the variety of other .services on wliicli they have been engaged, has
been on a level with their work in the mines.

They have earned the thanks of the whole Army for their con-
tribution to the defeat of the enemy. Their fighting' spirit and tech-
nical efficiency has enhanced the reputation of the whole Corps of
Royal Engineers and of the Engineers of the Overseas Forces. I

should like to include in the appreciation the work done by the
Army Mine Schools and by the Australian Electrical and Mecli'anical
Mining and Boring Company.

The lustitutiiiii it Alining and Metallurgy lias been

appointed by the ]klinistry of I^abour the

Demobilization of central authority to select the "pivotal
"

Mining Engineers, men to be released under the scheme
of jirior denrobilization in so far as it

affects professional men of the metal mining and non-ferrous

metallurgical industries. This will enable employers, on

application, to obtain the release at the earliest date

possible of previous members of their technical staffs. The
Institution has already prepared lists showing the experience

and qualifications of members of the profession who are, or

iiave been, .serving with H.M. Forces. This information

will enable the Institution to serve as a centre to introduce

technical men to those who have jiositions io offer.

Employers will be invited to take advantage of this opi>or-

tunitv to secure the services of qualified men.
# * * *

The Sheba report for the year to June 30 last states that

in accordance witli the circular issued in

Sheba Cold. February last operations were duly sus-

jiended and adequate steps taken for the

protection of the property, plant, and machinery. The
realisation of stores on hand has been proceeded with and
satisfactory prices for the various items disposed of have

been obtained. During the year under review 47,034 tons

of ore were treated, which, inclusive of the final clean-up,

yielded gold to the value of £62.442. Development and

exploration was carried on imtil the date of closing tlown

;

the total footage developed was 2,306'5 ft. at a cost of

£7,107. The estimated ore reserves at the date of closing

down were 58,023 tons, average value 7 dwts. In addition

to the above it is reasonable to assume that at least 2,000

tons have been opened out in the aerial gear fracture but

owing to the irregularity of the values the tonnage cannot

be definitely given. .\ecording to the latest information

there are indications of payable ore again being encountered

when normal conditions prevail and arrangements can be

made to provide the necessary funds required for de\clcip-

ment purposes.
* * * *

^lajor Karri-Da\ies writes to the .\mcrican papers on the

gold question as follows:—Mr. H, C.

Major Karri-Davles Hoover was able, in conference with the

on Gold. Allies, to arrange a common breakfast-

table whereby we share and share alike.

Why not have a financial conference of the nations, arrange

to throM- the war debts into a common pot and evolve an

equitable basis for liquidating if? Before this is done war
indemnities should be arranged and settled on existing gold-

values. The Financial Conference would hold full power
from the respective governments and vould bind them by
acts of llie Conference. At this Conference it should be

:'i.'reed: 1. The governments would guarantee to ])ass legis-

b tion calling in all gold by a certain date against \\hi(ii

they would issue government securities. This law would bv

n ost stringent, imposing heavy penalties and confiscation

fi r rion-delivery of gold to the respective governments. 2. The
new standard value of gold would be fixed by the Financial

Conference of the Nations. It might be $40 per ounce, or

any other figure that the Conference in its wisdcitn decided ;

provided it was accepted by the world, the figvu-e wtnild not
matter. If it was fixed at double what its vahu' is to-day
the governments, after collecting the gold reserve, would re-

in'nt the gold so that a gold coin would represent twice as

much paper currency as it does nou . Tins would cut the

niaririn in half. The Conference would fix the actual size

and weight of the coins. The greater the lessening of the

margin between the gold dollar in reserve and the paper cur-

rency issued, the sounder would be the safety of the world's

finance. This readjustment would automatically give the

impetus needed for gold-mining production. If the new
legislation favoured gold mining too nnich, other legislation

could be framed on a sliding scale whereby the gold mines
could proportionately contribute to the liquidation of the

war-debt. Fiider no circumstances would there lie any
reason to curtail the gold output, as the discrepancy be-

tween c'old and jiajier will not be sufficiently reduced for
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The death took place at Capet(j\vu last week oi Dr.

Corstoiphine, Principal of the School of

The late Mines and Technology, Johanneeburg. Dr.

Dr. Corstorphine. George Stewart Cor«torphine was boin in

1868, being the eldest son of .John

r'oi'stori)hiiio, of Edini)urgh. Deceased was educated at the

Universities of Edinburgh and Muniel). He was Baxter

Scholar in Natural Science, Edinburgh University, in, 1892,

Falconer Fellow in Geology and Palaeontology, 1892-95. He
acted as assistant to Dr. James Geikie, Murchisonian Pi'o-

fessor of Geology, Edinburgh, 1892-94. In 1895 he was
appointed Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, South

.African College, and Keeper of the Geological Department,

South African Museum, Capetown. He was Director of the

(leological Survey of the Cape Colony, 1896-1902. He
became Consulting Geologist to the Consolidated Gold Fieldw

of .South Africa, Ltd., 1902-8, 'and was in private practice

1908-1^. He was appointed Principal of the South African

School of Alines and Technology in 1913. He filled the posi-

tion of President of the Geological Society of South Africa

in 1906, and was hon. secretary 1910-15. He was the

author of numerous scientific publications, and his death

is a great loss to the scientific world in South Africa.

Great interest has been aroused i)y the pi-oposal of the

Minister of Reeonsti'uction in England
Profit Sharing (or to give shares to workmen in the com-
Mine Workers. panies by which they arc employed.

The suggestion is not original, but,

before the war, it would have been put on one side as

impracticable. With many people the belief prevails that
there is impending a war between capita! and labour, the
issue of which is pretty sure to be disastrous for both. How
to prevent that wai' must be a problem to which every
thoughtful man nuist desire to contriinite. No suggestions
to that end should be rejected, but every possilile solution

receive the utmost consideration. That any plan can be
]iroposed which will satisfy everybody is out of the question.

The proposal now submitted, of giving shares tfl workmen
has, in fact, been adopted by many companies in the past,

but not always has the plan worked well, so that, moie
often than not, it has fallen into desuetude. Profit sharing

iias been more successful, and some notable instances might
be cited showing that this has been perhaps more cond\icive

to harmonious rekitions between employer and employed
even than share giving. If shares were issued to workmen,
the question of terms would arise. Would he own th^ese

shares outright or only so long as he remained in the

employment of the company that issued them to him'.'

Would he be called upon to pay anything for them? Would
he have the right of sale? Would he have the same voting

power as an ordinary shareholder who subscribed originally

or who subsequently bought his shares on the market ?

Would the same number be allotted to each workman
irrespective of merit, efKciency, and years of service. What
would be his position in the event of a reconstruction ? lii

a word—could a workman who had received his shares by
favour and the profits appertaining to them whilst these

were made, escape liability when these profits ceased or

when the company was passing through a bad time'.'

Suggestions can easilj' be made ; but difficulties arise when
working out details. Last, and perhaps most important of

all—what would be the attitude of Trades Unions to such

a proposal? Would it be hostile or favourable? The whole
question i)ristles \\-itli ditficultios, but is still woi'th careful

consideration.

* * # *

Notices or advertisements of appointments vacant on the

mines or elsewhere, so long as the employ-

The Employment ment will be first offered to a returne<l

Question. soldier, will be published free of charge in

the S.A. Mining Journal. In order to

assist the mine secretaries to make known any vacancy for

a returned soldier, a free copy will be sent weekly to every

mine secretary who forwards his address to this office.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.
THE MENACE TO INDUSTRIAL PEACE.
Tiiorcii outwardly all is quiet in the mining industry

—

apart from vague talk of a " suspended strike " based on
an imagined grievance at tlie ever-troubled Eandfontein

—

there seems to be some danger that the men on the mines
may be dragged into the quarrels of the building and
irumicipal engineering trades through the medium of the
so-called ' sympathetic " strike. As the unions now at

loggerheads with their employers are affiliated, like the
Mine Workers' Union, with the Federation of Trades, the
possibility of a " sympathetic " or even of a general strike

—that is, war on the general counnunity— is not so remote
as many imagine. Nor is that possibility lessened by the
fact of widi'spread industrial imrest in Europe, however
much conditions there and here can easily be shown to

differ. Again, it cannot be gainsaid that there is uneasiness
—whether real or simulated, we do not know—on the mines
among the temporary nien taken on during the war regard-
ing imemployment. Uj) to the present—unless we except
the excellent initial work- of the new Advisory Board

—

neither the State nor the general counnunity—wliich are at

least as much concerned as the mines—has worried much
alKiut extending the field of employment; and neither is

likely to do so until, or \mless, startled out of its apathy
by news of more or less serious industrial unrest. The
extraordinary thing is that unrest on the mines is accom-
panied by a degree of inefficiency never, we believe, equalled

before in the history of the Rand, and that inefficiency is

most marked on those mines where the unrest is most
pronounced. For instance, the Inspector of Mines on thi'

West Rand, in his last annual report says very bluntly :

"' There is probably a larger percentage of inefficient woik-
nieu on the \^'est Rand than, in any other district. This
fact, combined \vith the present sensitiveness of the vmions
and the uncertainty of the outcome when a real or fancied

grievance is p\it forward, makes the lot of the mine official

a most ditificult one, and he has to use a great deal of tact,

and often nuist overlook small offences or ask as a favour
the |)erformance of some duty which he has a right to

demand. Consequently, supervision is not always as strict

as it should be." In these few sentences, we believe are

summed up the experiences of the majority of the mine
managers cm tlie Riuid to-day. They were strikingly con-

firmed liy the President of the 'Chemical, Metallurgical ami
Mining Society tiie other day in the

remarks that are tno true to lie qi

I'ldiii the I'inpliiyee's stanilpoint,

Witwatrrsi-and r;in well lie called

Utopia.' Is he, however, giving a fair

exceptional conditions? I am in a position to follow

efficiency returns from a large nundier of mines, which,
taken as a whole, can safely be regarded as repi'esenting

average conditions along the Reef; the disconcerting feature

revealed by such figm-es is, that in spite of unlimited exj)en-

diture on improved ajipliances, on lavish living conditions,

on better educational and training facilities, and finally on
higher wages, there is no evidence of improved efficiency.

Is it, therefore, too much to ask the mine worker of what-
ever grade to show some consideration for the employer, and
to endeavour to give a little in retinni for benefits which
cannot be equalled in any other mining camp in the

imi verse? " There we have the reverse side of the medal I

Far from having anything to strike for, the niiife woi-ker

of the Rand has every reason not to embarrass the industry.

Not even the most thoughtless can by this time fail to be

familiar witli the true position ol the low-grade mines, tlie

closing down of which would be merely precijutated by a

strike. And since the gold mines are debarred—unlike the

building and engineering trades—from passing on to the

consumer the extra charges involved in more pay or shoi'ter

hours, it is manifestly unfair that the mine workers should

be implicated in the quarrels of their differenth'-circvnn-

stanced fellow-workers. In fine, the good sense of the

leaders and of the more intelligent of the men on the mines
can, we believe, safely 'le trusted to take no step that might
endanger their (jwn livelihood or the existence of the indus-

.try upon which we all more or less directly depend.

following incisive

uickly forgotten :

he said. " the
' The Mining

return for these
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MINING QUESTIONS IN THE UNION PARLIAMENT.

Dredging for S.W.A. Diamonds—Wit. Deep Again—Senate Debate Diamond Cutting.

In the Assembly during the week Mr. Psipenfus put a ques-

tion regarding a certain contract pemiitting a ]\Ir. Carroll

to dredge for diamonds along the coast of the Protectorate

of S.W.A. The Minister of Mines stated that Carroll found

diamonds in the sea bed in December, 1909, and June,

1910, and would pay under contract 40 per cent, royalty

to the Government. The contract, if renewed after peace,

and in so far as it referred to the Union territorial waters,

was made subject to confirmation by Parliament if

necessary.

The Wit. Deep Again.

In the Assembly Mr. Creswell put the following question

to the IMinister of Finance : (1) When the Custodian of

Enemy Property was interviewed in December last by a

director of the Witwatersrand Deep and a director of the

Central Mining and Investment Corporation was he aware

of the dispute between non-enemy shareholders relative to

the control of the company? (2) Was the director of the

Witwatersrand Company referred to a director associated

with the Central Mining and Investment Corporation or with

the Wit. Deep and Knights Central Shareholders' Protection

Association? (3) If the former, what measures did the

Custodian take to ascertain the facts of the case put forward

by the latt-er body, and did he endeavour to obtain § personal

interview with any director representing the Shareholders'

Protection Association before deciding as to which side to

support with his proxies ; and (4) will the Minister introduce

legislation which will make it impossible for the voting

power of enemy-held shares to be used by the Custodian in

disputes between the bodies of non-euenij' shareholders, or,

failing this, will he take measures to appoint as a joint

custodian some person intimately acquainted with the

manners and customs of Rand financial houses ? The
Minister of Finance gave the following reply: (1) Yes. {'2)

The former. (3) The Custodian had previously received a

circular sent to his department by the Wit. Deep and
Knights Central Shareholders' Protection Association setting

out their view of the position and of the evils of the " group
system " and containing an extract headed " The ignorant

investor—God help him." The circular also contained a

request for voting support and forwarded' a form of proxy
to be filled up in favour of Horatio Gamble, Fr-ederick C.

Holland and others of the Shareholders' Protection Associa-

tion previously referred to. No application for an interview

was received by the Custodian from the Shareholders'

Protection Association, nor did he ask for one. (4) (a) No;
(b) No.

In the House of Assembly last week Air. Cri:swell asked
the Acting Prime Alinister: (1) Whether the Custodian of

Enemy Property was approaclied before the meeting of tho

Witwatersrand Deep Company last May by the Central

Mining and Investment Corporation or their agents with a

view of obtaining his proxies in respect of the voting power
of shares in that company in his hands; (2) whether it was
not the practice of his department not to intervene in any
internal disputes between non-enemy shareholders of com-
panies in which enemy shares were vested in him

; (3)

whether subsequently to the meeting in -May and prior to

the meeting of the loth inst., he was again approached by
the same parties, and on what dat/cs, and were any minutes
kept of the interviews; (4) will the JNIinister obtain a full

report from the Custodian of Enemy Property with refei'oni'c

to this transaction and lay same on the Table of the House

;

and (5) will he give instructions that so long as enemy shares
are vested in the Public Custodian he shall refrain from
using any voting power in respect of these without first

obtaining Alinisterial sanction ? The reply was in the follow-

ing terms : (1) The Custodian has no recollection of being

approached by the Central Mining and Investment Corpoi'a-

tion or their agents previous to December last, but a definite

reply will be handed to the honourable member after the

Custodian has had time to communicate with his department
at Pretoria. (2) The practice of the Custodian is to utilise

all available legal measures to protect the interests entrusted

to his care, and, in fact, he is under statutory obligation so

to do. It is therefore the practice to' intervene on occasion,

and this has been and will be done. (3) In December last

a director of the Witwatersrand Deep and a director

of the Central Mining and Investment Corporation
interviewed the Custodian a«d asked for his proxy. The
Custodian asked for certain information with regard to

financial and other matters connected with the company,
which was supplied to him, and he then informed these

gentlemen that his reply would be sent in due course. This

was subsequently done, and a proxy forwarded to the gentle-

men whom the Custodian wished to vote on his behalf. No
minutes were kept of the interview. (4) Full details have
been given in my replies to the hon. member of Tuesday
last and to-day, and consequently a further report, which
could only be repetition, appears unnecessary. (5) The
Custodian of Enemy Property is a statutory officer appointed

under Act 39 of 1916, and when property is once vested in

him thereunder by Order of Court, matters arising out of

such vesting must be left to him in order that the law may
be complied with. Such matters, therefore, do not admit
of Ministerial direction.
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DeB.^TE on Dl.UKlND CCTTlNci,

The question of establishing a dianiond cutting inrhistiy

in South Afriea formed the subject of a discussion in the

Senate. Senator Whiteside moved: "That the subject

matter of a speech delivered by Mr. B. Oppenheinier on
the 15th October, 1918, with regard to diamond cutting be
i-eferred to the Government for consideration." He quoted
a lengthy extract from Mr. Oppenheimer"s speecli, and said

his contention was that the Government should take the
remarks into consideration, with a view tn establishing a

diamond cutting industry in South Africa. Mr. Oppenheinier
was one of the fir.st authorities on the cutting ,and selling

of diamonds. About 99 per cent, of the diamonds came
from British Dominions, and they could assume that the
whole came from South Africa. It was a reflection on them
that the whole of this wealth should go to other countries,

and not jn-ovide work and wages for men in tlu; country.

The bulk of the work and wages went to aliens now. If Air.

Oppenheinier could establish a cutting industry in Brighton,
why should they not be able to establish such an industry

in this country? Mi'. Oppenheimer talked about " fairy

stories " having been circulated to the effect that the
diamond cutting industry could not be learned or accjuired

except by long years of practice ; and even then it was
stated the British workmen would prove incompetent. Well,
such " fairy stories " had been circulated in this country,

and in that House. He had yet_ to learn that the British

workmen could not do what the working men in other

countries could do. South Africa seemed to be run on the
lines that it could not do what other countries could do.

Old prejudices die hard. The Government was at favdt in

not striking out on new lines. In 1913 a Select Committee
had report 1 that the total amount of diamonds exported
from South Africa up to that date was £170,000,000. Had
a diamond industry .been established in Kimberley at that

time it would have been a great advantage to the town and
to the Union generally. Proceeding, Senator Whiteside
pointed out that the total niuiiber of persons engaged in

dianiond cutting was given at 23,000, mainly in Holland;
but he thought the industry might be equally successfully

carried on in this country. It was a scathing reflection on
the Government that the Select Committee which had
reported on the subject in 1918 should have stated that the

question of establishing a diamond cutting industry depended
on the support of the diamond companies. It sliould depend
on the Government.

Senator Wolmarans suggested that Senator Whitesidi'

should amend his motion to read that the GovernraenI
should lay a report on the subject on the table next session.

The Acting Prime Minister said he did not object to the

motion. The Government had not ignored the speech made
by Mr. Oppe'nheimer ; they had the matter under considera-

tion, but he did not think the Government shovdd start the

industry. They could, however, encourage it. The matter
was under consideration, and although matters had not

gone far enough to make a definite statement now, he hoped
by next session they would be able to lay a report on the

subject on the table. He was prepared to accept the

motion, with the addition moved bv Mr. Wolmarans.

r^A Trftda •
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Senator Tucker questioned whether it was wise to press
the Government to enter upon a speculative venture which
was not taken up by private individuals. What is the value
of the motion? There is nothing to prevent private indivi-
duals coming in. If it was such a good thing private enter-
prise would have come in. Proceeding, he said they might
just as wfdl talk about manipulating wool, hides, mohair,
etc., in this country instead of sending them oversea. He
proceeded to explain the t<>chnical difliculties in the way of
establishing a diamond cutting industry in South Africa'.

Senator Whiteside, in reply, expressed satisfaction with
the Minister's statement, but he would have liked it to have
been more definite. He never intended that the Govern-
ment should start the industry. Proceeding, he stated that
Senator Tucker's reference to wool and mohair constituted
very cheap ;irgunieiits. Let the Senator study (iermany.
Did not Germany build up her great industry througii ttiking

the trouble to work up the niw jiroduets of other countries
which the latter did not have the enterprise to do them-
selves? America had set the example in working up her
own products. He proposed to add to his motion the words
" should such consideration be favourable, to report to this

House at the earliest possible moment." The motion was
agreed to.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ill tnquniea addressed to the Editor must bear the writer't nam*
and full address. We cannot reply to enquiriti by letter, but

telegrams with replies prepaid wilt be answered. Correspondentt

are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

.^. " (Benoni).— (1), (2) and (3) The matter will be

dealt with next week. (4) Apply to any branch of the

Central News Agency.

Student " (Klerksdori>).—Write to the S.A. School of

Mines for the 1919 Calendar, which will give you all

the desired pai'ticulars.

Aiixi(jus."— (1) Yes. (2) Yes. (3} We do not advise on

speculations, or give sharemarket tips.

i'. E."—Nothing is yet known here regarding the flota-

tion, but details will be published shortly.

Mr. Hugh Picard has been elected President of the Institu-

tion of Mining and Metallurgy in succession tn Mr. H. F.

Marriott.

The largest and most varied

stocks in South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
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COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

MRROWN 180, MAIN STREET.
. piw^rrn. Johannesburg.

Phone 5770. P.O. Box 1828. Tel. Address. "MAUBBOWN.'
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RAND MINES AND WHITE WAGES.—IV.

The Demand for Higher Wages—An Ascending Spiral—Two Whites and Three
Blacks—The Ranter's Fallacy—The Remedy—New Standards Wanted—The Same Goal.

[

ii 1/ II Siii'-iiil C(iili'niniiiil(iil.

The intention ol tliese aiticles is to (jutUiif the eusr ol tiie

ordinary man in the street in this seemingly remote in.it lev

of gold and its relation to prices. My object has been t<i

indicate that this is not merely a matter for the special

interests or classes directly concerned in gold production.

The gold producers, emploj'ers, the bankers and financiers

cannot be allowed to settle such matters as closing down
gold mines, or limiting credit and loans on their own. It

is a Cjuestion that profoundly affects everybody, becausr

gold, as the Inclicape Commission has just pointed out, is

the factor that determines prices—a main factor, that is

—

and we are all vitally interested in the prices- of things.

If closing down gold mines is going to reduce prices, and
reduce wages and reduce work, we ought to know exactly

why such changes are necessary at a time when all indus-

trial questions relating to credit and employment and unem-
ployment have in them something of those cataclysmic

forces that destroy governments and societies. In the

circumstances, the iiankers and the Producers' Conmiittee

must not be surprised at outside observers " hutting in

to see what is going on.

TuK I)i:mam) fok thi; Whole Hog.

For everywhere there- are demands by " workers " and
by " returned soldiers " and " dilutees," and " muni-

tionettes," and every other eni])loyed class, for this wage
and that privilege, shorter hours, meal allowances, war
bonuses, and what not. Ordinarily these demands can l)e

dealt with seriatim. But just now there are millions who
have benefited by the tremendous expansion and high wages
of war and they, being ignorant, imagine that the world

can continut! to raise itself by pulling at the straps of its

trousers. About 200 millions of persons in Russia and
Europe are already making experiments in this direction and
will continue to do so for some years to come. Tiu^y will

be centres of " inu'est."

For those millions have behind their wrecking niachicss

the impelling idea that every manual worker is entitled to

the value of the full products of his muscular work. It is

this idea that is troublinjj the world and is causing the uiursl

reported day by day in the cables. At the Ijalnjur Con-

(rress held in I)urban a few weeks ago a resolution was
passed, that the agitations and alarms must be ke)it up till

every man gets the full products of his labour. Mr. Colin

Wade put it on a moi'e aggressive plane a few days ago. He
said he was a Bolshevist, and the public men who were not

of that order would soon have to take a back seat (I am
quoting from a newspaper report). He definitely challenged

all political parties in South Africa that they were all

political humbugs and liars, because when asked for a

pronouncement of their polities they babbled about homes
for the people, minimum wages, and so on. The people

did not want a minimum or a maximum wage : they wanted,
he said, iill tlu^y produced, (.\pplause.)

-Vn .\sci:xniN(i Spin.\i,.

They want all they produce. It is a catching sort of

philosophy, and it is not of much use pointing out that if

the white workers in this country got only what they pro-

duced they would get very little. They claim to be fol-

lowers of the economic philosophies of Marx. It was ^larx

who said that " the value of a commodity in gold is its

money form, or price," and he and all his followers, who
number a few hundred millions, lay down the principle that

labour is a commodity. He said: " The value of labour-

power is determined, as in the case of every other com-
modity, by the labour-time necessary for the production
of any special article." Consequently the Inchcujio Com-
mittee, the bankers and financiei's who are discussing to-day
the ipiestion of gold production and prices, ari' also dis-

cussing the jirict.' ol that hunian commodity, labnui'. .Viid

this is where the white workers of the Rand come into the

discussion, because if a lessened gold production is going

to affect prices and lower them it is necessarily going to

affect the price of labour, also—that is, wages—and lower

them. The gold-mine owners all the world over are

demanding State relief because many of their mines are

vvorking at a loss owing to high prices. And it is just at

this moment that the controllers of the price of labour

—

that is, the Trade Unions—are putting up the prices for

their commodity : they want higher wages. They say,
" Living costs are high, therefore we must get higher

wages." But these higher wages are the cause, to a great

extent, of higher living costs ; and to make wages higher

means a still higher range of living costs. Where is it going

to end".'

F.\CTS .\ltkr Cases.

ilany labour extremists ai'c delighted to see this state

<if affairs. They imagine that it will end in a general row
in which Labour will win and will have a good time in

shooting and murdering capitalists and breaking up the

institutions of society. I am not concerned with these fancy

hopes and aspirations just now. What I am trying to

demonstrate is that no one is going to benefit by shutting

down Rand gold mines except that very large class in

Europe that now holds interest-bearing State loans (vidf

last week's article). What is happening 'in Russia is of little

concern to us; and even what is likely to hapjJen 'n the

laboui' world of England is of little concern to South Africa,

except in so far as it affects prices and the work of the low-

gi-ade gold mines. Russia is payijig in blood for her little

u|iset, just as France is paying in blood for her little iqiset

ol a liundi'cd years ago. We don't want South Africa to

pay any more in blood : it is an expensive commodity. If
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we Were a purely British, or a purely industrial, community,
there might be some s^ense in qnarrelling ; but we are not f

white industrial community, and we are a British minority
in a pastoral and farming commimity of Dutch landowners.
Now these facts alter the ease fi')r the .\narcliist.

JMakx .\ni) Nehroks.

It may surprise Mr. Waile and the extremists who passed
the Durban resolution just mentioned, but it is a fact that

the full and particular application of the ^larxian philosopliy,

on which they rely, would drive every working white man
out of this country. If every man is* to get what he pro-

duces by his manual labour the natives will get a few
millif)ns a year more and tlie white worliers will lose them.
It was stated in some evidence given before a Parliamentary
Committee a few yeais ago that a white miner may be a

little better than a native miner. It was said that two
white miners are about equal to three native miners. Per-
sonally, I do not think that man for man the white min-er

will diill mole inchage than a black, l^ut let us leave it

at two whites for three natives.

Now a native gets less than two shillings a day and, all

told, liis cost is less than four shillings a day, including

food, shelter, etc. Three natives would thus cost less than
twelve shillings a day, and two white miners are worth in

comjiarison the same amovnit, or, say six shillings a day
each. This is what the white miner is entitled to get under
tiie ^larxian jihilosophy as interpreted by the Trade Unions
liere who insist upon maiiitainino only raw natives at work
and will not allow "' Cape lioys " to compete lest they

reduce the " skilled " miner to si\ shillings a daA*

!

24s. Kou Os.

Then liow does the white ranter ot the ])latforui justify

the taking of an average wage of anything between 20s. and
30s. a day ? A wage of 24s. a day is equal to the wages
of six native boys, and nobody alleges that a wiiite miner
can do the work of six " boys." Now a white " worker
can only justify his taking of the full wage product of six

native miners by chucking the Marxian economy altogether.

He does this on the claim, not that he is a better and' me
skilled driller, but that his intelligence is higher than that

of the native. In other words he claims a brain value; and
the moment lie does this he steps out of the ranks of the
" oppressed proletariat '" and joins those of the capitalist

The capitalist claims a higher reward because of his capa-
city to plan things, and the white worker on the Rand
claims higher wages because he can plan things. He can,

for example, point out where the hole? slioukl be drilled in a

stope, just as a capitalist can point out where to plant the

holes to blow up a difficult financial or business emergency.
Ill other words, the question of the quality of the work done
come.i into this white demand 'or higher wages. Now
-Marx and labour leaders of the jiast have iiothino- to do
with the quality of the effort or its brain values. To admit
that these are worth anything is to cut the inside out of

tlie whole labour creed, including Mr. Wade's glib demand
for " all they produce."

In the S,\me Bo.\t.

For if the mere knowledge that holes must be put here

and not there is worth an extra 18s. a day, on what grounds
can coloured men, who easily acquire their knowledge and
are ready to accept 6s. a day for it, be excluded'.' Ijabour

is a commoditv. Yerv well. The mines of the Rand and
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the prosperity of South Africa are threatened by the liigh

cost of this commodity, and it becomes a public ques^^'on

of the first importance whether an all-round reduction 11

the cost of getting gold is not called for. The world will

not pay more than '77s. 9d. an ounce for it, and at this

price many mines cannot produce it and pay at the same
time these fictitious white labour values that claim, regard-

loss of Marx. 24s. a day for a commodity that can be sup-

plied for six shillings. This is the issue that is facing the
whole South African community and indeed, in otiier terms,

the w hole world ; for the latter, as I liave jiointed out in

preceding articles, can on no account permit the production

of gold to be lessened at tliis great crisis in the world's

economic history. Gold and prices and civilisation are now,
and will bo 'or some years, in the same boat.

Force No Re.medy.

I write the above just to indicate how hollow is the case
for these excessive white labour taxes on the gold

industry. They are not based on any sound economic
tlieory. The Mai-xian theory of surplus - value which
is relied on by the Bolshevists of South Africa

does not apply to an industrial field where the real

industrialists are negroes. It is here where the stupidity

of a stupid economic philosopliy is most easily- seen. When
it was proposed to use coloured labour in the war, Mr. W.
Thorne, the English Labour leader at once objected; white

labour is a commodity that must be artificially protected,

sold at the highest possible price, and profiteered in South
Africa for four times as much as it is worth. Now this

is a position that can be maintained only by force : it has

no merit beyond the alleged merit that Might is Right.

Whatever may be the ]X)sition in Russia and in Germany,
or even in England, there is no valid material force behind

the white labour demands so confidently put forward on
the Rand and in South Africa—no force, that is, that

counts for a row of pins against the latent strength of this

semi-Dutch Dominion. And the sooner the common sen.se

of the position is recognised, the better for all of us.

New St.\xd.\rds W.\ntep.

I have very little space left for any suggestion of con-

structive policies. These must concern themselves with the

main issue dealt with in tliese articles, which is standards

of value. We want better and sounder standards of value.

Why is our gold standard of value so badly buttressed that

it wobbles through the years like a reed in a gale '.' Never
for ten years in succession are prices the same. Gold and
credit and loans and business enterprise are so badly dove-

tailed that the ramshackle structure threatens constantlj'

the security of human society. In the past men have
allowed prices to rise and fall, and in tlieir movement carry

wages and human values sometimes down and sometimes
up till wo see the organised world seriously threatened
to-day with dissolution. These labour troubles in Europe
have not yet really begun. For years the effects of the

war will continue to influence the demands of Labour, which
is steadily putting up its price and so making life impossible

for everyone. What we want is a standard, not only oi

gold values, but of effort value that is work value. Labour
must discard, the old muscular standards and adopt mind
and muscle standards combined. It is the brain that earns,

not the muscles ; and until the whole great world of labour

and of man recognises this as the fundamental fact of its

existence and of its right to live, there can be no settlement

and no peace. The conflict is not between Capital and
Labour. It is between mind and body, between mere
energy and physical force, and those human mysteries we
call Intellect and Will. Bolshevism is the ism that would
beat out the brains of the world and reduce all humanit.v

to the level of the winter wolves. They, too, arc Socialists,

and hunt in iiacks.

A \\'oRLI) CONEKREMi;.

What is wanted as the first step in reform is a world
conference to deal with standards of value. I do not pro-

pose to discuss this subject. But it may be of service to

suggest that the present price for gold, which is 77s. 9d.

per oz. nearly, is an obsolete convention which is not in
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any sort of work-a-day relation to the value standards of

to-day. Gold is getting yearly scarcer. No new great gold-

fields likely to affect prices are known to exist. Yet tlie

demands for a sound currency such as will serve to develop

the industries and commerce of great communities such as

India and China are daily growing. Looking at the perils
-

of the financial position barely suggested in these articles,

and the still greater perils of unemployment and high prices

now about to develop in every war zone it is plain that

a great effort is needed to ensure stability in commodity

values, that is prices, and so ensure an ordered peace.

New Gold St.and.\ud.

My personal view is that gold and silver must be con-

sidered together. To run the risks of varying standards of

value, that is of appreciating and depreciating currencies in

every tinpot country of the world, is to destroy the League

of Nations before it is fairly boi'n. The Producers' Com-
mittee and the bankers of London are tinkering futilely with

the very core and radicle of the social organism. Let new
values be put upon oold and silver, values more in accord-

ance with the realities of to-day than those antiquated metal

estimates of Calonne in 1779 and of Peel in 1814, and let

these values be standardised by the consent and laws of

all the leading civilised nations.

A Lahovr CollE(4K:'

Having come to a decision on this main paint of exchange

standards and their values, the way is open for that more

complex and difficult question of labour or effort-values. Is

it not possible for Rand labour men to lead the labour world

in this great enterprise? Here, as I have shown, labour

is, willy-nilly, dealing, not in labour-time values, but in

labour-quality values. Why not recognise this basic fact,

which holds "throughout the varying circumstances of indus-

try everywhere? An intelligent (brain) man goes througli

a stops and in a twinkling estimates anjj decides on the

phuiyto work it; another white man, more a fool, may, spend

hours of labour (labour-time) and in the end decides on

some stupidity that will cost twice as much as the first

man's estimate and yet not be as effective. Why not see

things as they are, and recognise that brain counts? It is

the law of life and progress, and the odds are that in the

long run it will break every class and creed that runs

counter to it—as it has broken the creeds of Greece and

Rome and is lu'eaking those of Russia and of England. Let

someone put uj) tin; money for a Labour College in South

Africa where these great needs of humanity can be threshed

out. It is not true that a black man can be measured by

the same gauge as the white man. Then what must be

done? Clearly there must be established a sliding scale

that will give its values to the savage fool at the one end,

and. to the trained genius at the other. How can we
measure the differing values of Sixpence Umtshangaan and

of Marshal Foch, the man who sliortened the war with its

daily expenditure of l.''i millions of money and thousands

of human lives.

The Same Goal.

Once we get these human values hewn out roughly we
can reoi'ganise society. For instance, is it good business to

use white men in low class employments where their intel-

ligence is not fully exerted? The answer to such a question

would conceivably upset the whole Creswellian creed that

white men should be employed in these deep mines breaking

rocks. We can surely get them going at higher work—say,

for example, the direction and control of the hundreds of

millions of men whose chief asset is their muscular force.

We want new standards, true philosophies. \\]\y ijuarrel

if we are agreed about the goal?

[To hf contijiiicd.)
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THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT OF DIAMOND WINNING IN S.-W.
AFRICA.

Search for Big Mine Under the Sea—Dredging the Last Word in the Evolution of Diamond
Recovery—Important Government Concession to be Launched.

I

The dredge has been adopted by the latest company formed
to exploit the diamondiferous coast belt of South-West
Africa. Ever since the famous Xema expedition it has been
known that everything pointed to the existence under the
sea somewhere off the coast of a large diamond pipe, which
would account for the stones washed up and recovered from
the sands. This theory is strongly supported by Dr. P. A.
Wagner in his classic work on diamonds. After a careful

examination of all the possible sources of the S.-W. African
diamonds, Dr. Wagner writes: " We are led to conclude
tliat the S.-W. African diamonds have been derived from a

primary deposit, or from primary deposits, which now lie

buried beneath the sea somewhere off Pomona." It is an
open secret that a company has now been formed, with
very powerful financial backing, to dredge the ocean bed
along the coast and the diamondiferous deposits of the
shore under agreement with the Government, and the fact

was admitted by the Minister of j\Iines in reply to a ques-
tion put to him during the week in the Assembly. It

appears that the original concessionaire is one Carroll, and
the Government is to take 40 per cent, of the proceeds of

the work. Arranoements are said to be in a forward state

at Capetown to begin dredging at an early date. One
important Rand house has taken an interest in the under-
taking, and a big Cape financial trust has also a substantial

holding. The public will, doubtless, soon be offered partici-

pation and the career of the new venture will therefore be

watched with more than usual interest. In the meanwhile,
it nia3' be of interest to trace the development of the

diamond winning industry- on the shores of South-West
Africa.

In -May, 19U8, diamonds were first discovered in the

sand dunes about ten miles east of Luederitz Bay, but

there was no one on the spot who had any experience in the

winning of the precious stones. Recovery operations were
in the beginning, therefore, carried out oidy in the most
primitive way by 0\^ambos and Cape boys crawling along

the ground and picking the stones by hand. Some places

proved of such richness that the boys often delivered as

many as forty stones, in some cases even a hundred stones.

This method naturally proved by no means a perfect one,

and it was replaced lay more efficient methods as soon as

these could be introduced ; only at outside places which
suffered from lack of transport was it continued for a longer

time. At other spots sieving and washing -were started.

Fairly satisfactory results were obtained by hand sieving

and washing as long as surface deposits only were treated,

consisting mainly of gravel from which the fine sand and
clayey portions had been removed by the wind, thus show-
ing diamonds more highly concentrated. The concentrates
(" deposit ") vary in composition, but mostly consist of

garnets, olivine, iron pyrites, limonite, haematite, magnetite,

particles of country rock, and diamond.^; these minerals

form the so-called " heart " at the bottom of the sieve,

while the rest is principally composed of white quartz and
chalcedony or variegated agate. By turning the sieve

upside down, the heart is exposed and the diamonds can

be picked out. It soon became apparent that this method
was lacking efficiency for various reasons. As the specific

gravity of the diamond, being 3-5, holds an intermediary

position between those of quartz {'2'Q), olivine (3'0), and
some of the above-mentioned minerals, as garnet (4'0),

])yrite (."I'O), and hfematite (5'2), while it does not vary to

any great extent from others, as limonite (3'4 to 4"0), not

nil the diamonds would settle at the bottom of the sieve,

which meant only a partial recovery, not considering the

loss of diamonds occasioned in the ordinary way by over-

sight owing to the large quantities of gravel treated. This

method lost favour when more gravel from the underlying
beds was handled, in which, apart from yielding less

diamonds, fine sand and clay occurred in larger proportions
thus rendering sieving and washing less effective. At this

staoje the output per boy on a certain good field amounted
only to "5 to 1'3 carat in fine weather and "26 to '75 carat

on rainy days. It was, therefore, found necessary to

improve both the preparatory and washing processes. In
this respect the material was now first dried before sieving,

lest the clay should choke the meshes, and shaking screens
were introduced called " babies." It is true that no good
classification of the material was obtained, which, after the
clearing of the fine sand and boulders, varied in size from
one-sixteenth to three-eighths of an inch, but the quantity
handled was quite satisfactory, amounting to as much as
eight cubic j-ards per two boys' shift. A further improve-
ment could be recorded from revolving screens (" trom-
mels ") consisting of a conical screen of different gauges
revolving round a slightly inclined shaft and being operated
by one or two boys. By means of cams and dropping
weights, promoting jerks, the meshes were supposed to be
kept clear of the fine sand and the clay. But a drawback
of this machine is the comparatively large wear and tear of

the fine screen, which covers the major portion of the drum,
by the bulk of the stuff passing over it, thus also choking
the meshes; yet with proper attention good results were
obtained. On the other hand, the gravel, say from one-
sixteenth to three-eighths of an inch in grain, is classified

in four or five sizes, therefore securing a much better

jigging than with unclassified material. For a similar pur-

pose a classifier of the shaking screen type was designed
and constructed by Messrs. Schuller and Kellner. In order

to reduce the inevitable irregularities attendant on manual
labour, and at the same time to attain the treatment of a

larger quantity of stuff by continuous work, various types
of washing machines, as installed on British South Afi-ican

fields;, were tried, amongst others rotary pans and hand-
driven jigging machines, called " Johannesburg " and
Capetown " (Caspareuthus) type. The former gave no

satisfaction, and were soon discarded, while jigging machines
were universally adopted. Their action is based on the
percussion jigger principle. \t first ten to twelve cubic
yards of gravel were passed through these machines ; but it

was found out that only half of that quantity could be
pi'operly treated. Owing to the irregular \\-orking of the
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machine, a large loss of diamonds resulted, amounting to
as much as forty per cent., the. same percentage as with
handwashing. Local imitations of this machine, although
announced as improvements, sliowed no better results.
Before the war, the principal companies operating on the
fields used every effort to devise moi-e effective means to
deal with the diamondiferous sands, in which connection a
scientific staff was kept on the fields; also quantities of
material were shipped for making experiments oversea.
The first success was obtained by ^Ir. Max Schiechel, con-
sulting engineer to the Metalliu-gische Gesellschaft, Frank-
furt a/M. The first plant of this type, consisting of six
.separators, was erected at Bogenfels in ^lay, 1910, and the
success of this plant was followed by the ordering of eight
larger plants within a year. The capacity of a' plant of
twelve Schiechel separators is about fifty' cubic yards of
classified gravel per twenty-four hours, the product"^of from
four to sixteen times the amount of original sand. Thirty-
five to forty natives are recjuired for the operation of the
plant, and one hundred and fifty to two hundred and fiftv
for shovelling, sieving, and transporting. The loss in dia-
monds, especially of small-sized stones, may be estimated
at 5 per cent. It is true that certain tests .showed a higher
figure than the one mentioned, but this can be ascribed only
to the incompetency of the operators. Since then the
machines have been further improved. Besides the
Deutsche Diamanten Gesellschaft, other companies adopted
this system, amongst others the Colmanskop, Ijtd., Weiss-
De Meillon, Swakopmunder D.G., Carlstal D.G.. etc. A
great advantage of the Schiechel separator, especially for
the conditions in South - West Africa, is- the sim-
plicity of its construction, showing no bearings or other
movable parts exposed to dust and sand storms. Notwith-
standing the fact that the Schiechel separator was a marked
success, the Koloniale Bergbau-Gesellschaft, the largest
diamond company in South West Afiica. who also

worked the fields of the Government Pacht Gesellschaft,

continued expeiiments of their o«n to find out a system
applicable to operation on an extensive scale by a central

plant. As the result of these experiments, which were con-

ducted on scientific lines and with great care, the company
decided to adopt a combination of washing tronunels, flat

shaking screens for wet sieving, and a new piston jigger,

constructed by the Humboldt works, Cologne. The results

obtained were by far superior to those of other systems.

Further improvements enabled the Humboldt works to

guarantee the loss of diamonds not to exceed 2 per cent.,

at the same time guaranteeing an increase of the quantity
of gravel to be treated to the extent of 40 per cent. Tests

were made with heavy liquids, grease tables, etc., but these

methods did not prove suitable for the winning of

South-West African diamonds. For remote fields an easily

transportable plant was designed by Messrs. SchuUer and
Kellner. It may be described as a percussion jigger with

slow upward and quick downward movement of the screen,

clevei'ly adapted to local conditions. This machine was
tried on a field of the Deutsche Diamanten Gesellschaft.

According to the statements of Mr. Kellner, a double set

of the machine dealt with eight cubic yards of classified

gravel in five hours, the loss of water being three-quarters

to one cubic yard, but actual working results are not to

hand.
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NEW FAR EAST RAND SHAFTS—NEW STATE AREAS & BRAKPAN.

(

New State Areas No. 1 Shait.
Bhakpan No. 3 Circular Shaft.

New State Areas No. 2 Shaft.
Brakpan No. 4 Shaft.
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Anti-Corrosive Paint •

Red Oxide

Cotton Driving and Conveyor Belting

Watermeters

Gear, Rope and Belt Dressing

Boiler Compound

ELECTRICAL MATERIALS.

Insulating Tapes and Varnishers

Signalling Bells and Pulls

Dry Cells

Watertight Fittings

Accumulators

Bare and Insulated Wires and Coppers

Copper Bussbar

Fibre and Vulcanite, Sheets

Rods and Tubes

Fireproof Armature Wire

Switchboard Metal.

Address : 23 & 24, Cullinan Buildings^
Phone 422, Central. JOHANNESBURG.

Telegrams : " GONDETTA.'
Box 1934.

1
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THE YEAR WITH THE WOLHUTER.

Points from the Consvilting Engineer's Report.—Increased Costs and Labovir Shortage
Restrict Operations and Profits.

In his rei)ort on the work accomplished during the financial

year ended October 31, 1918, at the Wolhuter, :Mr, Percy
Cazalet, the consulting engineer, writes:—The principal

features of the results for the last three years can be seen

from the following statement : Tons mined, 1916 472,733,

1917 462,588, 1918 418,078; per cent, sorted, 1916 10-3,

1917 121, 1918 8-5; tons milled, 1916 423,500, 1917 406,750,

1918 382,950; yield, 1916 £531,383, 1917 £500,456, 1918

£456,148; vield" per ton, 1916 25s. lid., 1917 24.s. 7-3d.,

1918 23s. 9-9d. ;
expenditure, 1916 £370,159, 1917 £361,114,

1918 £377,273: expenditure per ton, 1916 17s. 5-8d., 1917

17s. 9-ld., 1918 19s. 8-5d.: working profit, 1916 £161,223,

1917 £139,342, 1918 £78,875; development footage, 1916

11,235, 1917 8,327, 1918 6,044. As anticipated in-my pre-

vious report the year's operations have been seriously

affected by the shortage of native labour and adverse w-ar

conditions ; the reduction of profit was due chiefly to the

lower tonnage milled, the rise in cost of stores and to

increased white wages. There was also a drop of 9d. per

ton in the value of the recovery. Development has been
continued in the south-east portion of the property and
should practically be completed during the current year. Of
the ore mined durino the year 69 per cent, was from block

ground contained in the payable reserves; the available

straightforward stope faces in the present reserves are

rapidly diminishing, and it \\ill now be necessary to call

upon an increasing proportion of ore from the reclamation

of pillars and isolated blocks in the upper workings of the

miu'C. The ore reserves have been recalculated as at October
31st, 1918, and amount to the following: Pyritic quartzite.

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

(With which are incorporatad THE BANK OF AFRICA, Ltd., Established 1879)

THE NATIONAL BANK OF THE ORANGE RIVER COLONY, Ltd.. E.tab. 1877;

and THE NATAL BANK, Ltd.. Estab. 18S4.)

Bankers to the Union Government in the Transvaal, the Orange
Free State, and Natal, and to the Imperial Government.

Capital Subscribed and Paid up . £2,865,000

With power to increase to - - - - £4,000,000

Capital and Reserve £3,715,000

Directors

:

The Hon. HUGH CRAWFORD - ChairmK,.

J. EMRYS EVANS. CM.G. - Vic^Chairman.
J. ELLIS BROWN. p. DUNCAN. CM.G.. M.L.A
The Hon. ALBERT OLIFF. E. J. RENAUD.
JAMES B. TAYLOR. H. O'K. WEBBER.

Senator The Hon. Sir ANTON IE G. VILJOEN.
The Hon. Sir EDGAR H. WALTON, K.CJVl.G.. MX.A..

fficncral flDanaijcr : E. C. REYNOLDS.

HEAD OFFICE PRETORIA.
( LONDON WALL, LO^«ON, E.G. 2.

London Offices
( jg^ ^j SWITHIN'S LANE, LONDON, E.G. 4.

New York Office - 10, WALL STREET. NEW YORK

The Bank has over 300 BRANCHES and SUB-BRANCHES

in the principal Towns in the Union of South Africa,

South West Protectorate, Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Portuguese East Africa and East Africa.

Agents in all the principal Cities of the World.

OQlcials of the Bank are bound to secrecy In regard to the

transactions of any of Us customers.

31, '280 Umn. value .V'l dwts., stope width 6.j ins. ; ^Jain Reef,
159,750 tons, value 46 dwts., stope width G2 ins.; Leader,
•2'21,297 tons, value 7'2 dwts., stope width 60 ins.; South
Eeef, 376,568 tons, value 54 dwts., stope width 66 ins.;

total immediately available, 788,890 tons, value 58 dwts.,
stope width 63o ins. ; shaft and boundary pillars, 67,980
tons, value 70 dwts., stope width 55 ins. ; total reserves,

856,870 tons, value 5'8 dwts., stope width 63 ins. Even
with the inclusion of shaft and boundary pillars in the
reserve,-, there is a decrease shown of 21-1,770 tons on the
(irevious year's valuation; this is due to the excess of ore
mined from the reserves over the payable ore developed, and
also to the raising of the pay limit, necessary on account
of tlie increased working costs. Owing to the latter reason
118,000 tons of an average value of 4'25 dwts. have been
excluded from the prij-sent estimate. The increased value
of the reserves shown is due to the increased pay limit used
and not to the value of the ore developed during the year.
The shortage of native labour was aggravated by the
influenza epidemic in September and at the present time is

very acute; this state of affairs, if continued, will adversely
affect the mine, which must now depend more and more on
ore from reclamation work which cannot be performed by
machines. No increase in the monthly tonnage milled can
be expected in the coming year, but it is hoped that the
value of the ore from reclamation may be such as to coun-
teract to some extent the decreasing richer reserves ; the
poor labour position and high costs can only result at best
in a continuance of the present scale of operations and
moderate profits of the last few months.

HAULING ENGINES
ALL OF WHICH ARE IX GOOD CO.NDITIOX :

O.NE SINGLE DRUM HOIST, Cylinders 17in., Stroke 50in., Drum
96in. X 6in.

OXE T.XNGYE HAULING ENGINE, DIRECT DRIVE, Cylinders
18in., Stroke 36in., Acting Hoist, Drums 84in. x 30i'n.

ONE .MILL ENGINE, TANGVE CO.MPOUND, Corliss Valve Gear
and Fly Wheel, H.P. Cylinder 16in., L.P. Cylinder 28in.,

Approximately 250 H.P.," Stroke 42in., Fly Whe«l 16ft. x
2ft Sin. face, with Worthington Condensing Plant.

GENERATORS
FOUR GENERATORS, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, .Model R.

52/50, 2,200 Volts, 39.4 Amps., 375 Revs., Pulleys .3ft. x 2ft.

Face All Belt Driven.

ONE GENERATOR, SIE.MENS AND HALSKE 500 Volts., 230
Vmps., 375 Revs. Coupling on Shaft.

ONE LARGE GENERATOR, SIE.MENS AND HALSKE. Type
D.R.R., 97/30, 2,000 V„lts.. 165 Amps.. 300 Revs. Pulley
on Shaft 4ft. Sin. approx. x 3lt. lOtin. wide Exciter direct
coupled on same base. Type L..

A*
28/16, 110 Volts., 195

Amps., .300 Revs.

ONE EXCITER, S.A.G.E., C. 25 Form B., 30 Kilowatts, 280
Amps., 125 Volts., 1,050 Revs. Very good and suitable as

a Dynamo.

SCHNEIER & LONDON
Mining Material Merchants,

BREE STREET, NEWTOWN,
Telegraphic Add.

JOHANNESBURG.

" Nodnolsh." 'Phone 4438. P.O. Box 6009.
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PROGRESS ON THE GENERAL MINING GROUP.

Native Labour Shortage—Working Costs Coming Down—Position of Low-Grade Mines.

The foUowino- particulars regarding the operations of the

producing companies of the General Alining group are given

in the directors' report for the quarter ended December 31 :

Van Ryn G.M. Estate.

Total profit for the quarter, £15,7.54. The ore crushed

is less by 540 tons than that milled during the previous

quarter. The revenue per ton milled shows a decrease of

nearly eightpence, and working costs were higher by one

penny. The lower revenue is due to the gradual exhaustion

of certain rich stopes in No. 2 section and their replace-

ment by others—in the No. 3 section—which are of some-

what lower grade. The development footage sampled

totalled 1,115 feet, and gave the following results over an

average stoping width of 48 inches: Payable, 695 feet,

having an average \alue of 6-6 dwts. ; unpayable, 420 feet,

haying an average value of 31 dwts,.. These values repre-

sent the actual results of sampling, no allowance having

been made for any reductions which may be subsequently

considered advisable when compiling the ore reserves.

New Goch.

Total loss for quarter, £2,866 19s. The expenditure on

capital account for the quarter amounted to £6,198 9s.

Shortage of native labour, following on the recent influenza

epidemic, accounts for a reduction in the ore milled of 6,350

tons. In consequence, the operations for the quarter

resulted in a loss. The development footage sampled

totalled 845 feet, and gave the following results over an

average stoping width of 51 inches : Payable, 750 feet,

having an average value of 9'75 dwts. ;
unpayable, 95 feet,

having an average value of 1'96 dwts. These values repre-

sent the actual results of sampling, no allowance having

been made for any reductions which may be subsequently

considered advisable when compiling the ore reserves.

\\'est Raxd Consolidatko.

Total loss for quarter, .£8,808 5s. 7d. The expenditure

on capital account for the quarter amounted to £4,457 12s.

3d. The ore erushed, at 80,550 tons, is less by 11,680 tons

than that milled during the previous quarter. This is due,

chiefly, to the influenza epidemic, which not only incapa-

citated a large proportion of the employees, both white and

coloured, for a considerable time, but also, by reason of the

practical cessation of recruiting due to the epidemic spread-

ing in the native territories, reduced the native labour supply

to an extent which made it impossible to run the mine

at a profit. The position in this respect shows signs of an
improvement. Of the footage driven, risen and sunk on

development during the quarter, 1,190 feet were sampled

and gave the following results over an average stoping width

of 50 inches : Payable, 580 feet, having an average value

of 9-45 dwts.; unpayable, 610 feet, having an avera<je value

of 3-36 dwts. These values represent the actual results of

sampling, no allowance having been made for any reductions

which may subsequently be considered advisable when com-
piling the ore reserves.

.\uuoRA Wkst.

Total loss foi- (piai'ter, £5,958 17s. 'J^he expenditure on

capital aecoutit for the quarter amounted to- £5,629 12s. 2d.

In the previous quarterly report it was stated that shortage

of native labour had adversely affected the results from the

mine. During the quarter under review, owing to the prac-

tical cessation of recruiting which followed the influenza

epidemic, the position in this respect became accentuated,

and the supply of native labour fell rapidlv t" a point at

which it proved impossible to mine sufficient nw to coxev

exi)enses. At the present time, there are signs that tlie

wastage has ceased, and a slight improvement is beginninj:

to manifest itself. Since, however, it appears unlikely that

an adequate sujjjily of native labour will be available for

some consicjerable time, arrangements have been made to

rent the air compressing plant of an adjoining mine, and

to compensate, as tar as possible, for the shortage of native

labour by the more extended use of machines of the jack-

hammer type for stoping. The development footage sampled
totalled 685 feet, and gave the following results over an

average stoping width of 42 inches : Payable, 495 feet,

having an average value of 860 dwts. ; unpayable, 190 feet,

having an average value of 263 dwts. These values repre-

sent the actual results of sampling, no allowance having
been made for any reductions which may be subsequently

considered advisable when compiling the ore reserves.

RoODKPOORT U.Al.R.

Total loss for quarter, £13,567 lis. Hd. The expenditure

on capital account for the quarter amounted to £54 Os. 6d.

Despite the serious depletion of the native labour force

which has taken place, the ore crushed is less by only 1,324

tons than that milled during the previous quarter. Unfor-

tunately, however, the revenue per ton shows a decrease of

Is. 3d., and working costs, owing to the smaller tonnage,

were threepence higher. .\t the present time the grade

shows a slight improvement, and vrorking costs are substan-

tially less. Reclamation has been commenced in the upper
levels of the Kimberley main shaft and in the United

section, and it appears evident that a fairly large tonnage

of payable ore will be derived from this source. The
development footage sampled totalled 71(_) feet, and gave

the following results over an average stoping width of 46'4

inches: Payable, 495 feet, having an average value of 8'8

dwts. ; unpayable, 215 feet, having an average value of 3'2

dwts. These values represent the actual results of sampling,

no allowance having been made for any reductions which
may be subsequently considered ad\isal)le when compiling

the ore reserves.

-Mkvkk and Ghaultox.

Total profit for quarter, £70,994 16s. 2d. A percentage

of 10'8668 of the net produce from mining operations is

payable to the Government in respect of certain undermining
rights leased to the company. The expenditure on capital

account for the quarter amounted to £1,083 8s. 5d.

Reclamation in the ujiper ^^•orkings of the mine has been

undertaken on a somewhat larger scale dui'ing the past

quarter, and, as the result of an increased tonnage being

obtained from this source, the ore milled exceeds by 5,67(i

tons that crushed during the previous quarter. Working
costs per ton milled show a reduction of neai'ly 3s. 5d., and
the total profit exceeds the previous return by £3,190. The
development footage sampled totalled 380 feet, and gave

the following results over an average stoping width of 51 '7

inches: Payable, 305 feet, ha\ing an average \alue of 19'92

dwts. ; unpayable, 75 feet, ha\ing an average value of 2"22

dwts. These values represent the actual results of sampling,

no allowance having been made for any leductions which

may be subsequently considered advisable when compiling

the ore reserves.

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80% of the Managers Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.

— Vide list in (i.M.E.'s recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred successes.

Classes miiy he joined at any lime.

Address: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Eloff St.
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HYDRAULIC PROSPECTING AT THE ROOIBERG TIN MINES.*

[By E. E. ScHocH, M.E.]

The niethotl of surface prospecting by means of hydraulic

jtts or monitors is not novel, but, whereas this jjrocess has

hitherto been applied only where water is plentiful and the

area to be prospected lias a steep slope along whicli the

debris or tailings can automatically run off to valleys lower

down, the method inaugurated at Rooiberg is, as far as th >

writer knows, the first attempt to use this process on prac-

tically level ground with artificially conserved return water.

It shoiild add to the clearness of these notes to briefly outline

the geology and configuration of the area in which the Rooi-

berg Tin Mines are situated, and more especially where
hydraulic prospecting is being carried on. The geological

fonnations at Rooiberg have been classified as the Rooiberg
Series belonging to the lower division of the Waterberg
System. They consist of sandstones, quartzites and bands
of shales, forming as it were an irregular laccolite in the

tmderlying granite, whilst igneous intrusions in the form of

telsite and gabbro dykes traverse the area in different direc-

tions. The dip of th^ strata isabout 10° N., and the surface
of the ground generally has a gentle slope in the same direc-

tion. The surface is for the greater part covered with a

layer of sand varying in thickness irom 1 to 10 feet; in

places, however, the rock formations outcrop, and in othere

they are overlain by a sheet or ouk-lip or surface laterite (a

gritty sand and ironstone cement) several feet thick, fre-

quently hiding the outcrop of stanniferous fissures. The
eassiterite oc;nu-s in the sandstones and quartzites in the
form of vein-^ or lodes, also in pockets along cracks and on
the bedding planes of the rock formations. W;hereas no
general direction can be a-signed to the eassiterite lodes,

they follow in the main three directions of the compass

—

i.e., N. and S. ; N.E. and S.W. ; and E. and W. As the sur-

face of the ground is generally covered with a thick layer

of sand, the veins rarely outcrop, but the weathering and
disintegrating tendency of the lodes and of the country rock
has caused a dissemination of the eassiterite from the lodes

in the sand overburden over a large area, from which the
tin may be ])rofital)ly extracted. In places the mineral must
have at some remote period been boldly exposed on the sur-

faces, and in such eases it was discovered, mined and
smelted by an ancient, unknown people, who have unfor-

tunately left no traces as to their identity. !Many primitive

ancient workings spread over a wide area, and in which
there have been found various implements, such as stone
hammers, iron chisels, hoes and wooden ladders, testify to

the thoroughness with which these ancients did their work.
In very few instances only has anj- payable ore been found
left standing in the old workings, and then probably only
because the subterranean water level prevented deeper pene-
tration with the primitive tools at their disposal. Numerous
slag heaps witli broken bits of pottery and tuyeres of baked
earth are to be foimd on the property, whilst a number of

ingots of smelted tin and bronze found in the neighbourhood
of slag heaps prove that the people who worked these de-
posits had considerable knowledge of metallurgy and of

alloys. Where the stanniferous fissures do not come to the
surface, and are hidden by a thick layer of sand, as is gener-
ally the case, the only possible form of prospecting is to

remove the sand overburden down to bed rock, and thereby
expose the presence of any stanniferous fissure. The usual
procedure is to make extensive cuttings following surface
indications in a favourable area; this is a slow and specula-
tive method of prospecting, involving much time and ex-

pense, and in this fonn of exploring the grmmd there is

always a considerable chance of missing ore liodies and fis-

sures not directly exposed in the cuttings. The problem
which presented itself was to discover a cheap process
whereby surface prospecting might be accelerated by remov-
ing the sand overburden from the bed rock more rapidly and
more completely than could be achieved by means of costean
«'ork, and incidentally to recover a portion of the tin con-

* From Paper read before tlie S..\.T. of E,

tained in the sand so removed. It was eventually decided
to instal an experimental sluicing plant, which, if it proved
a success on a small scale, might advantageously be en-
larged later on. The successful operation of a plant of this

description, in which low running costs are an essential, is

under Rooiberg conditions faced with considerable difficul-

ties, because, unlike most alluvial tin propositions, where
the three main factors for successful work are abundance of

running water, natural fall of ground for disposal of tailings,

and coarse grain of the eassiterite, all these qualities are
absent at Rooiberg, there being for the greater part of the
year no running water : the country is practically level, and
the tin is very fine. It was therefore necessary first of all

to construct a large storage dam from which to draw make-
up water during the dry season ; when this was successfully
accomplished the plant was designed and constructed on as
economical lines as possible, at the same time jiroviding for

a certain amount of flexibility for removal from site to site

as the area denuded became larger. The following is a
brief description of the process : The sand overburden is

broken and washed down by means of a monitor and
auxiliary water jets into a screened sump, from which the
pulp is elevated by a gravel pump to a sluice box about 20
feet above the level of the ground. Where the ground has
an insufficient fall for the pulp to gravitate the sand over-
burden is removed in trucks and dumped into the sump
direct. The sandy gravel in the sluice box is turned over
by natives with forks. From the sluice box the tailings run
into concrete settling pits^, where the water is drawn off into

a return water dam to be used again, whilst the tailings are
discharged from the pits into tracks and trannned to the
dump. With sufficient natural fall in the ground the hand-
ling of tailings would be obviated and costs considerably
reduced, but, as already explained, this handling of the waste
product is unavoidable at Rooiberg. After the sluice box
has been filled with sand and gravel, which is effected by
putting in stops or riffles from time to time, the material is

run down with clear water, in oi-der to reduce the bulli of
sands and to intensify the concentration. This operation
occupies about nine hours for a full sluice box, the sands
concentrate tlien containing anything up to 1 per cent,
metallic tin. The concentrate is then removed, screened
and conveyed into a water-borne strip to a Wilfley table,
wliicli yields a concentrate of about 30 per cent, grade.
Subsequent dressing of this material in the main plant at
the mine brings the grade up to a marketable product of
approximately 67 per cent, metallic tin. The concentrates
recovered from this source are impin-e. containing other
minerals, such as ilmenite, magnetite, garnets, tourmaline,
zircon, and sometimes a little fine gold. After the rocks

I

WAR BUILDINGS AND MOTOR CARS.
I am attending GOVERNMENT SALES early in 1919. 1 can pick
up sheds 25ft. to 40ft. span, 16ft. to 30ft. liigfi. in any lengtfis

SUITABLE FOR MINES AND FARM BUILDINGS, also MOTOR
CARS, all makes. Touring, Tractor and Lorry builds. None bouglit
except in first-class condition. BROKERS' COMMISSIONS IN-
VITED. Send me your instructions in writing or cable. Nominate
your Home agents for paying out. SHEDS TAKEN DOWN AND
CLEARLY MARKED FOR RE-ERECTION IN THE COLONY.
Commission 10",, over £400, 15",, under t400. Extra for taking
down and marking sheds. Call and see me when in the old country.
A.B.C. Code, 5th edition.

BANKERS: Commercial Bank of Scotland,
Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

T. L. HAMILTON.
INSPECTING ENGINEER,

137 W. REGENT STREET, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.
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have been denuded they are carefully examined for the

existence of lodes or fissures, and when such are found

they are marked down for future exploration. Sometimes

the presence of nodules and crystals of cassiterite indicates

the vicinity of a fissure. It may be of interest to give a

short description of the different units of the plant. The

power plant consists of a 60 h.p. single-cylinder Tangye

suction gas engine of the hit-and-miss type. The fuel used

in the producers is charcoal, locally burned. The gas engine

(venerates the power for driving a 65 k.w. alternator, which

supplies cun-ent for two 50 h.p. motoi-s, one of which drives

a 6in. centrifugal gravel pump, whilst the other motor is

used for driving a two-stage Sulzer pump, which supplies

the pressure head for the monitor and auxiliary jets. The

pressure at the nozzles varies from 40 to 80 pounds per

square inch, according to the number of jets used. The
monitor used is of the " Little Giant " type, fitted with a

deflector, but the latter is seldom used, being not necessary.

The diameter of the nozzle is lin. or l|in., according to

requirements. Both the gravel pump as well as the Sulzer

pressure pump have worn remarkably well, and although in

almost daily use for over a year, have so far had no important

wearing parts renewed. This feature is especially note-

worthy as regards the gravel pump, which discharges a very

gritty substance with pebbles or boulders measuring up to

5 inches in diameter. The gravel pump is fitted with a

[)riming device, worked from a lever fitted to the suction

pipe, and discharges the gravel on to a grizzley with fin.

•spaeings, situated at the head of the sluice box, where the

larger pebbles and grass roots are got rid of. The sluice

box is built on trestles about 20 feet above ground level at

the head, and is constmeted of wood. It is 100 feet long

by 8 feet wide by 18 inches deep, and is built cascade

fashion, with a clear drop of 9 inches at the end of each

section, in four sections of 25 feet each, to allow of easy

removal to another site. Each box section is provided with

one set of rifHes about 1 inch high and 2 inches wide, which
are built up during the sluicing process as required. Of the

longitudinal and cro.ss-sectiou of the box, the constructional

details are as follows: The sides are made of two 9in. by
3in. deals, bolted together w-ith a joint of two strands of

marline; the bottom consists of 9in. by Hin. deal, tongued
and grooved and nailed to the box sides at right angles to

the run of the box. To make forking easier a false bottom
is inserted, which consists of 9in. by liin. deal fitted parallel

to the run of the box, and having the top surface planed.

The box rests on four Sin. by 4in. pitchpine bearere, sp.anned

from trestle to trestle by a 12ft. 6in. span. The trestles

are made out of 6in. by 4in. pitchpine legs and 6!n. by 6in.

caps. The girths and braces are macle out of 4iin. by .Bin.

deal. The mud sills are of 9in. by Sin. pitchpine. The
riffles are placed 18 inches from the end of eacli 25f(. section.

SAFETY FIRST.
Projeciing Set Screws, Clamps, etc., on revolv-

ing shafting is a constant danger to workmen
and the cause of many accidents, which can be

entirely prevented by installing

WARD'S PATENT SAFETY
AND ADJUSTABLE COLLAR.

Cam Shafts, Tub 3 Mill S afts

,

and Line Shafting a Speciality*

Agents: GEO. STOTT & CO., Ltd.,

Engineers, Johannesburg.

Important points in the lay-out of the sluice box are the

gradient, width and length given to it, so as to get the best

results under given conditions of flow, because on these

factore the percentage of recovery largely depends. It is

a known fact that the efficiency of the sluice box rapidly

decreases as the volume of flow and quantity of gravel

increases. The ratio of water to solids in the pulp is an-

other important point, more especially when the tin con-

centrate to be caught is very fine grained, as is the case at

Eooiberg. Serious losses may be prevented to some extent

by lengthening the box, but here again the economic limit

is soon reached owing to the loss of time in running down
and cleaning up. At Rooiberg the most suitable gradient

was found to be 3 per cent., and the material delivered to

the boxes is about 2 lbs. of solids to one gallon of water.

The following is a grading analysis of an average tin con-

centrate after the material from the sluice box has been

treated on the WilfJev table:—
Stand ird Quantity Per Cent.

Mesh. por Cent. Met. Tin.

+ 12 0-5 20-7

-1- 20 1-5 57-5

+ 50 13-2 61-9

+ 80 27-8 29-9

-t-200 48-3 16o
-200 8-7

10000%

22-5

27-50%

The capacity of the plant described above, which, as

explained, is an experimental one, is about 100 cubic yards

per day, but the yardage also depends on the amount of

time devoted to the dressing and running down of the pro-

duet in the sluice-box, and to the grade of the concentrate

aimed at. The grade of the sand overburden before treat-

ment varies from one to four lbs. of tin per cubic yard, and
the recovery to date in the above plant is about 1 lb. of'

metallic tin per cubic yard. The comparatively low extrac-

tion is mainly due to the fine state of the cassiterite in the

gravel, and to the lack of proper classification, which is an

essential for a high recovery even in a sluice box. The main
object of installing the plant was to demonstrate the advan-

tage of hydraulic surface prospecting under conditions pre-

vailing at Rooiberg, and to show that by sluicing the over-

burden sufficient cassiterite niay be w'ou therefrom to pay
for the work, thus rendering this foiTn of effective surface

exploration both inexpensive and thorough. In this respect

the installation has proved a complete success. The com-
pany have recently decided to augment the plant by the

addition of a Deister rougher (a sands shaking table of large

capacity), whereby the quantity of overburden treated will

be considerably increased and an improved recovery of cas-

siterite obtained at a very small cost. The writer is indebted

to the directors of the Rooiberg Minerals Development Com-
pany, Ltd., for their permission to make use in this paper

of the data collected whilst operating the plant. He also

wishes to express his grateful acknowledgments to Professor

Orr for preparing the lantern slides, and to the surveyor and
mechanical engineer at the mine for assisting ^^ ith the draw-

ings.

Notices of appointments vacant on the mines are inserted

fft'e in the advertisement columns of this journal.

Box 3807. Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALERS HANKEY - - - Sole Agent.
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SHAFT DESIGN : SOME COMPARISONS.

The Case for the New Type of Shaft as Compared with the Circular and
Seven-Compartment Types.

[By \V. L. WiiiTK, (,'onsulting Engineer to the Barnato Group of .Mines.]

Having described some of tiie features of tJie new
shafts, I will come to comparisons—always odious—and try

to explain the reasons why in the circumstances withwhich
we were faced one decided against both the circidar type

and the seven-compartment type of shafts.

(.'OMP.ARISON WITH ClRCUL.\R SnAFT.

(1) The determining reason was the much greater

certainty of getting these shafts down iu. reasonable time,

having regai'd to the fact that considerable quantities of

water Mould jirobably be encountered. At Kandfontein Deep
north shaft, the water handled was about 800,000 gallons

per day: Raudfontein Central pumps about 130,000,000
gallons per montli, and there is every expectation that when
these new vertical shafts get below the mine workings, they
will encounter large quantities of water. The same can be
said of the New State Areas, where the water-bearing dolo-

mite lies at about 600 to 700 feet below the surface. The
three winders provided for each shaft may be considered, as

,so many pumps of such flexibility that they will draw water
from oOO feet or 5,000 feet, as the case may be. It is esti-

mated that if the third engine he erected five balers could

be used, capable of handling '2,250,000 gallons per 24 houis,

from a depth of 1,500 feet, and still leaving one skip to

sink with. In a round shaft withe ut juunps about 12

buckets of water per hour, making 108,000 gallons per day,
is about the limit of the engine from, say, 1,500 feet; and
it will be less as one gets deeper. In the case of round
shafts, pump chambers have to be cut every 500
feet and sinking pumps used in the bottom. In
a 5,000 feet shaft, ten pump chambers would be necessary,

and, even if onlj' small quantities of water were cut through-

out the sinking, ten pump installations made. In the Raud-
fontein shafts any quantity of water up to 500,000 gallons

per day would not too seriously impede the sinking. None
of the round shafts completed on the Rand have had any
water to speak of, and it would be interesting t« see the

sinking costs of a roiuid shaft that had, say, 200,000 gallons

per day throughout ; m my opinion they would not compare
with the wide rectangular shaft for costs, to say nothing
of the delays incidental to equipping pump chambers at

every 500 feet. It was recently reported that three of the

round shafts being sunk on the Far East were stopped on
account of water. (2) Each one ot the four round shafts

will be a downcast and not an upcast shaft. (3) Galloway
stages at depths in circular shafts are somewhat unstable
by reason of the spring in the ropes holding them—the
difficulty would be exaggerated at 4,000 and 5,000 feet.

(4) The ventilation pipe of 22 in. diameter is not so satis-

factory during sinking as the 5 ft. x 6 ft. bratticed com-
partment. When it comes to development, the advantage of

the wide rectangular shape is more marked. ,(5) For fast

hoisting from great depths, the skip rigidly held by runners
appears to me safer and preferable to hoisting with a central

bucket—certainly it should give faster sinking, thus resulting

in cheaper sinking, whatever may be the comparative costs

at more shallow depths, ((i) In round shafts little sinking

is possible until all the main sinking plant is erected. At
Randfontein the north shaft was sunk 473 feet, and the
south sliaft 1.000 feet, with temporary gears, and while the

permanent siiddng plant was being erected. This was a

P.O. Box 3807.

ROCKWOOD PRESSED STEEL UNIONS

H. ALERS HANKEY Sole Agent.

very important point at Randfontein, where the new shafts

are most urgently required. The actual sinking records of

these two shafts are as follows:—
North Sh.^ft. South Shaft.

Monthly Progressive
I Monthly. Progressive

Footage. Footage.
1
Footage. Footage.

1917.

September... .50 (58 53 81
(.ktober 17 85 19 100
November ... 50 135 108 208

- Dec-em be I' ... 1

1

212 89 297
.1918.

.Fanuary 9U 302 96 393
February f... 84 38(j 127 520
March 87 473 156 676
April 131 004

:
165 841

M:>y 192 796 162 1,003
.luiie 190 086 155

1 1,158
.July 2iO 1,206

1

204 1,362
August >• ... 18.5 1,391 208 1.570
September ... 17 3 1..564

i
168

1
1,738

October 192 1,756 ! 1,56 1,894
November ... 141 1,897

;

112 2,006

(7) In shovelling rock it uuist he conceded that the round
shaft has the pull, and in the shafts under discussion an
attempt has been made to incorporate to some extent this
point by a bigger skip, standing lower in the shaft, and with
three sides effectively open for shovelling over. In hoisting
facilities the rectangular is ahead, in my opinion, when
depths of over 3,000 feet are reached. Taking hoisting and
shovelling together, it seems clear to me that the wide
rectangular shaft is somewhat better suited for great depths
than the circular type. (8) In breaking, the number of

holes required in the circular form is greater than in the

Undeniable
Trustworthiness and Reliability are the

'result of Quality. Owners of Karrier
Lorries say these vehicles cannot be out-

classed on Quality, that they do their work
in a manner which leaves no room for

adverse criticism. It's the Quality
in the Lorry that ensures satistactiou.

QUALITY FIRST & FOREMOST

Rritish throughout. Designed S: bwilt for ^1, 4 &5 ton loads by

KARRIER WORKS, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND

pArticul jrs .-xnd terms post free.
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rectangular, due to the fact that in a 20 ft. round shaft
about 30 holes are required round the circumference, taking
the distance apart of these holes at 1 ft. 9 in., and, say,
a further twenty to thirty holes for the centre of the shaft.

In the rectanoular on Randfontein from 40 to 45 holes alto-

gether per shift is usually enough to bring a 2 ft. 6 in.

round. (9) Costs : The following are the monthly and total

costs per foot of the two shafts at Randfontein, including
the concrete collars:—

North Shaft. SocTii Shaft.

Monthly Progressive Monthly Progressive
cost cost cost cost

per foot. per foot. per foot. per foot.

1917.

September ... £11 12 5 £9 10 6 £19 .5 10 £13 4 3
Oetobei 101 13 7 27 19 1 96 2 9 28 19 5
November 27 S 5 27 15 2 23 8 4 26 1 9
December ... 27 10 10 27 13 7 29 11 8 27 2 9

1918.

January £24 9 10 26 14 7 £30 18 7 28 1 3
February •. 31 2 1 27 13 8 26 6 1 27 12 8

Marcli 26 9 10 27 9 3 27 8 11 27 11 9
April 29 8 10 27 17 10 29 3 5 27 18

May 26 8 10 27 10 10 27 11 27 16 10

June 24 7 11 26 18 9 31 15 11 28 7 6

July 27 6 7 27 7 25 14 28 4 6

August 30 13 4 27 l.'i 10 26 10 8 28 1

September ... 31 4 28 2 11 30 8 5 28 4 9

October t49 16 11 30 10 o 31 8 11 28 10
November ... .19 11 3 31 3 10 •46 11 4 29 10 2

\ Inchiiles cost of rop'.*. £2.543. * Heavy ground and close timbering.

Tlie strata is almost vertical in the north shaft, and dips

at 70 degrees in the south shaft ; latterly the rock in the

north has been exceptionally hard, and in the south the

ground has been so .soft and heavy that the sets have 'been

I)ut in at 3 ft. 6 in. centres—just half the normal distance.

Williams' Superior

Drop-Forged Wrenches
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

We have been making drop-foi'ged Wrenches for
nearly half a century and have standardized about

40 patterns in 1000 size.s.

J. H. WILLIAMS (EL CO.
•• The Wrench People"

76 RICHARDS ST. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Export Office: 76 State Street, New York.

These facts and the installation of two new ropes at the

south shaft are the reason for the recent large increases in

cost. It must be pointed out here that, with the exception

of the runners Ri and Rj, these figures are for the shaft

complete, and that when the sinking is finished the shaft

is in commission as a main working shaft.

As Compared with the Seven-Co.mpartment Shaft.

(1) The four seven-compartment shafts on the Govern-
ment Gold Mining Areas were sunk for an average total cost

of £32 lis. 6d. per foot. Timber cost 3s. 6d. per cubic foot.

At Randfontein the shafts up to the end of November
averaged £30 6s. 6d. per foot—timber costing 7s. 9d. to 8s.

per cubic foot. With timber at 3s. 6d. per cube, the average

cost would have been j£26 Is. 6d. per foot. There are other

charges incidental to the war, which may be overlooked.

There is also the fact that the flat dip—about 12 degrees

—

on the Government Gold jNIining Areas is a considerable

help in sinking. Taking all factors into consideration, I am
inclined to think that under similar conditions the wide
rectangular shaft will come out from .€5 to £10 per foot

cheaper than the seven-compartment of equal area. The
New State Areas' shafts may be fairly compared with the

Government Gold Mining Areas' shafts, and it will be very

interesting to see how the comparison works out. The
Randfontein shafts may be compared with the Robinson
Deep seven-compartment shaft recently sunk ; and perhaps
!Mr. Leslie will be good enough to give us the figures for

this shaft. (2) In the long cage compartment, the bratticed

ventilation compartment, the freer passage for air generally

after connection, and greater adaptability to the elliptical

foi'm in case of need, we have further advantages which
have already been dealt with. In conclusion, I would like

to say emphatically that I am not an advocate of one type

of shaft for all conditions. The very essence of mining is

adaptation to conditions as they exist ; and in the present

notes I have merely tried to give you, as clearly as possible,

the reasons why the wide rectangular form of shaft was
adopted in the conditions that existed.

Welgedacht Exploration Company,
LIMITED.

(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the SEVENTEENTH
ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS in
the WELGEDACHT EXPLORATION COMPANY, LIMITED,
will be held at Salisbury House, London Wall E.C. in the
City of Lond n, on the '4TH MARCH, 1919. at noon, for the
following business :

—

(1) To receive and consider tl\e Directors' and .Auditors'
Reports, the Balance Sheet, and Profit and Loss Ac-
cxiunt, for tlic year ended ,30tli June, 1918;

(2) To elect two Direct irs in the places of Messrs. P. G.
Hamilton Carvill and L, R. Davies, who retire in ac-
cordance witli the provisions of the Articles of Associa-
tion, but are eliirible and offer themselves for re-elec-

tion :

(.3) To appoint -•Auditors for the ensuinii year;
(4) To transact all such other business as may, under the

.\rticlos of .Association. Ix- transacted at an Ordinary
General Meeting.

The Share Transfer B loks of the Company will be closed
fiom tlie 4th February to 4th March, 1919, both dates

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS,

O. F. BROTHERTON
(For the VVitwatersrand Township E. and F. Corporation,

Ltd., Secretaries).
Tile Jeppe .Arcade.

Commissioner Street.

Johannesburg.
27th January, 1919.
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SOUTH-WESTERN TRANSVAAL DIAMOND DIGGINGS
1918 RETURNS.

With the official returns from the alluvial dianioiid diggings

of the South-Western Transvaal now to hand for the month
of December, the total for the year is found to have
amounted to 57,144 carats, ralue i410,79'2. This aggregate
v.ould no doubt have been larger had tlie jnfluenza visitation

not had its effect upon tlie diggings, especially in its inter-

ference with native labour supply, and in the followino

figures for the past 12 months the falling away during the
concluding quarter of the yeai- will be noticeable:—

Carats. Value.

January .

February .

March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Carats.

4,572

J

7,361i
6,050|

5,423i
5,387|
4,744

4,446i

5,014i
5,196

3,316

2,634f
2,998

Value.

£28,657
48,367
37,557
33,983
36,298
35,388
32,897
39,233

41,286
29,703
21,701'

25,636

Value.

The output since 1911 has been as follows

Carats.

1911 37,861 ^£198, 834
1912 79,079 386,668
1913 81,943 422,616
1914 35,644 141,146
1915 29,920 117,817
1916 43,523 214,121
1917 62,743 396,237
1918 57,144 410,792

During 1918 there were 73 different areas figuring in the
returns, and the finds they repoited ranged from a value

of .£58,470 to 2s. 6d. The principal producing diggings with
their aggregate for the year, were:—

Carats. Value.

Blesbokfontein
Kameelkuil
Leeuwfontein
London
Italie

Syfergat

Bloemhof
Klein Italie

8,263^ £58,470
7,188J 50,099
6,934 49,376
6,056 43,670

5,399J 35,588

4,420J 32,600
2,8651 20,049

2,333i 18,030

Bloemheuvel
Kareepau
Dievedraai

Schweizer-Reneke
Hollowaj''s Rust
Katdoornkraal
Christiana

Rietkuil

Vechtvallei

Klipkuil

Mooifontein
Naauwpoort
Doombult
Grootdoorns
Plessisdam
Goedehoop
Mimosa
Panfontein
Koksrust
Koppiesvlei

Cawood's Hope
Eastleigh
Diamantdoorns
Rietput
Biesjeslaacrfe

Kuilfontein

Zwartlaagte
Zevenfontein
Middelbosch
Johannesrust
Rondevlei
Kromellenboog
Sandringham
Kafferpan
Dooruhook
Palmietfontein
Syferfonteiu

Boschplaats
Uitspanning
Grootporte
Homansvlei ...

Oliversfontein ...'

The remaining 23 carats ranged from Eerstebegin's 15
carats, value £105. to Spreeuwfontein's i carat worth 2s. 6d.
At the Eastleigh diggings, close of Klerksdorp, the work has
dropped almost to vanishing point.

1,166J £10,455
l,376i 10,132

116| 8,075
976tV 7,724

890A 7,090

949i 6,751

771i 5,837

536^ 4,097
463 3,884
462 3,776
544^ 3,737

384| 3,726
293i 2,049

2654 1,851

236f 1,641
244 1,553
1971 1,538

246^ 1,387

246i 1,348

207J 1,226

1521 1,216
1342 1,151

117i 1,128
135 998

135J 898
122i 855
121 840
137} 819
91 662
43 533
74} 497
99 456
80 456
68A • 442
59 398
40} 378

48-J 291
48 281
27 267

52i 247
40} 232
24i 203

MANICALAND GOLD OUTPUT FOR 1918.

The gold produced in I\Ianicaland during the year 1918 was as follows:—

Present Owner. Tributor.

Gold Produced. Value.

Name of Claims.

Fine Gold. Fine Silver. Fine Gold. Fine Silver. TotaL

rp:ef batteries.
ozs. ozs. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Central Manuel de Lacerda Thos. Longmore 97-95 27-37 405 18 1 3 8 2 409 6 3

Guy Fawkes Mozambique Macequecc, Ld. M. Cardoro 240 13 19-59 1.007 12 9 2 8 10 1,010 1 7

South Firenza Ronald H. Pilgrim — 2-35 — 9 14 6 — 9 14 6

Welcome Manuel de Lacerda Thos. Longmore 17 62 4 -48 73 8 11 1 73 U 9

Total 364 05 51-44 1.496 6 6 8 I 1,502 14 1

ALLUVIAL—

Manica Alluvial and
Omega Andrada Mines, Ltd. — 5,227-62 4t56-54 21,670 9 9 58 5 9 21,728 15 6

GRA ND TOTAL 5,591-67 517-98 23,166 15 9 04 13 10 23,231 9 7

COPPER—Copper declared ... 207 tons—Value £20.700
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Tramway and Electrical Material

TRADE MiKK TRADE Mark

Every Description of Overhead Line Fitting

for Round, Grooved, Fig. 8 or any other Section of Wire

and

All Classes of Insulating Materials

Ears—Hangers—Frogs

,

Crossings—Section Insulators

Globe, Giant and Brooklyn
Strains

Insulated Bolts

Cap and Cone Insulators

Switch Handles and Covers

Every Kind of Moulded
Insulator

Porcelain Strain and Reed
Insulators in a variety of

modern designs

Trolley Heads, Wheels and
"Oilloss" Trolley Bushes

Gear and Pinion Wheels

Resistance Materials for all

purposes.

Insulating Linen, Paper, Silk,

Tape

Insulating Varnish and

Compounds

Mica and Micanite of all

Kinds for Electrical

Purposes

Presspahn and Leatheroid

Vulcanised Fibre

Copper Wires and Resistance

Wire, Bare and Insulated

Armature and Field Coils

FLEMING, BIRKBY & GOODALL, Ltd.

Liversedge, Yorks, England.

SOUTH AFRICAN REPRESENTATIVES:

Messrs. J. V. STANTON & CO., 14, Southern Life Buildings,

MAIN STREET, JOHANNESBURG.

^Q
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

A Falling Market—Less Activity at Lower Levels.—An Improvement.

The market, which closed somewhat firmer on Friday

evening, did not maintain its promise on Saturday morning.

There was not much inclination to deal and most of the

transactions were at a lower level. City Deeps, African

Farms and .Modder "Easts all came sellers at the last buying

prices. Nothing was done in tiie Alodderfontein stocl-c,

beyond a sale of four-year options; Govermnent Areas fell

off again and Springs and Van Eyn Deep were also lower.

The market was unexpectedly firm on JNIonday morning
with quite a good buying tendency, though mostly limited

to tickey advances, witli the exception of Pretoria Cements,
which gained 2s. on the previous" buying bid. The tone at

closing was not so good. Prices fell away on Tuesday
morning, notably in Sub Nigels, which, on the report of an
misatisfactory return, fell to 25s. 3d. Springs, Government
Areas and Plodder Easts were all lower. There was no
improvement during the course of the day. In the after-

noon Pretoria Cements were sold at 68s. Only twelve sales

were recorded at Wednesday's call. S.A. Breweries, City
Deeps, Van Eyn Deeps and Hume Pipes were harder.

Geduld Props, New Modders, New State Areas and Sub
Nigels, among the more important stocks, remained un-
changed. The remainder were all lower. After the call

Government Areas fell to 94s. 6d. and Sub Nigels to

24s. 6d. The whole market closed weak. Business was
fairly active at Thursday's opening, with sales of Govern-
ment Areas at 94s. ; Springs, 64s. ; Sub Nigels, 24s. 6d.

;

New States, 22s. 6d. At the call the two first-named dropped
6d. each. With the exception of Daggafonteins, East Rand
Mining and Mines Selection, the whole list was once more
marked down. Labour troubles again, and this time, as

one member shrev.'dly observed, there is a political influence

at work in the shape of the young Nationalists, who are

making their presence felt on the mines and against the
wish of the more sober-minded workers, who know there
is no reasonable cause of complaint. The outside business
for the week was limited. Sales : Makganv'enes, 31s. to

38s. ; IMonteleos, 22s. 6d. to 21s. ; Phoenix, Is. ; Union
Tins, 5s. 3d. Buyers and sellers; New Farms, Is. lid.,

2s. ;~Lydenburg Lands, Is. 9d., 2s. 3d.; Sakalavas, os. 3d..

Os.

Prices hardened somewhat on Friday morning. Alkalis

liad a big rise, which started overnight when they went to

38s., and making a further 2s. at the call. The following

alt-erations vs'ere noted :—Sales : African Farms, 14s. 7d. ;

iNIain Reefs, lis. 3d. ; Crown Diamonds, 8s. ; Daggafonteins.
26s. 3d. ; Frank Smiths, 3s. 8d. ; Lace Props, 20s. ; Modder
Bs., £1 13s. 6d. and £7 18s.; IModder East four-year
Options, 5s. 9d. ; Rand Nucleus, Is. lOd. ; Rooibergs, 6s.

3d.; S.A. Lands, 5s. Ud. ; Sub Nigels, 25s. 6d., 10s. paid.

14s; 6d. ; Springs, 64s. 3d. ; S.A. Alkalis, 40s. ; West
Springs, 24s. 8d. Buyers and sellers: Geduld Options,
lis. 6d., 12s.; Government Areas, 93s. 9d., 94s. 6d.

;

-Modder Deeps, &1 8s. 6d., £7 7s.; New Modders, £26,
£26 7s. 6d. ; Pretoria Cements, 67s., 69s. ; Van Eyn Deeps,
67s. 8d,, 68s. In the unlisted stocks, Makganyene Dia-
monds were wanted at 34s,

Fi 1.. Si t. .Mon.. Tui's.

.

We 1 . rhnj-.^..
.-

4th 2 ith 27th 28th. 29th .30tli

African Farm.s .... 15 0* If) 0* 15 3* 15 0* 1 + 9* 14 9

Aiii^lo-Amer. Corp. 32 fit ".2 fit 32 6t — 32 6t —
Apex Mines . f . . fi n* 6 fl* G 11 6 !0* fi 9* 7 Ot
Baiitjes Cons 9 •7 2 0* 9 2* 2 2* 1 1* 2 3t
Brakpan Mines . . . fin 0' _- - — 72 6t 70 Ot
Ereyten Collierie." . . 11 9» 11 !(* 12 0* 12 0< 12 0* —

,

Brick & Potteries . .
0* - _- fi Ot 5 fit —

British Sth. Africa .
._ 2.'i Ot 20 0* 20 0* 20 0* 20 6

Bushveld Tins .... 8* 8* 8* 9

Cassel Coals 3.T ot .35 Ot 35 Ot 35 Ot 35 Ot 35 Ot
Cinderella Con.?. . . .

_ 3 0* 5 Ot 5 Ot 5 Ot 3 0*
City & Suburbans . 7 9* -- 7 n* 7 9* 1

9» 7 9*
City Deeps .iO n* 48 6* 48 9* 49 0* 50 n»
Cl.vdesdale Collieries r.\ fit 23 fiB. 23 0* — 22 s* 22 fi*

iM-i.,

24th

Con. Investments . . 22 Ra

Con. Langlaagtes ... 18 3*

Con. Main Reefs . . 11 0'

Con. Mines Selection 2B 0"

Coronation Freeholds 1 fit-

Coronation Synds, . .

Crown Diamonds . . 7

Crown Mines Deb. .
—

Daggafontein Mines 25 0*

Do. Options .... 53*
De Beers Defs. ... —
East Band Coals . . 2 2*

East Rand Deeps . .
—

East Rand Minings .
—

East Rand Prop.^.' . . 5 3

East Rand Debs. . . .Cfifi*

Eastern Golds ... 13*
F. Smith Diamonds . 3 6t
Geduld Props 43 0*

Glencoe Collieries . .
—

Glynn's Lydenburgs . 25 0*

GoVt. Areas 97

Hume Pipes 2S 0*

Jhbg. Bd. Executors —
.Jupiters 5 0*

Klerksdorp Props. . 3 0*

Knight Centrals ... 57
Knights Deep .... 00*
Lace Props 22 3*

Lteuwpoort Tins . . 25
Lydenbm-g Farms . . 9 1

jfeyer & Charlton .
—

Middelvlei Estate . .
10*

Modder B 155 6*

M odder Deeps . . .148 9t
Modder Easts .... 19 0*

Do. Ops. (3 vrs.) 4 3*

Do. Ops. (4 yrs.) 5 fi*

Natal Xavig. Col. .
—

National Banks . . . .£14^*

New Boksburgs ... 11
N. Eland Diamonds 22 0*

New Era Cons. . .
—

New Heriots ....
New Kleinfontein . . 11 9*

New :Modders . . . »:26jt

New State 22 3

Nigels 4 0*

Premier Prefs. . . . 155 0*

Pretoria Cements . . 65 0*

Princess E.states . . 2 11*

Rand Collieries ... 3 .3*

Rand Nucleus ... 19*
Rand Select. Corp. . 81 K*

Randfontein Deeps 5 3t
Randfontein Ests. . . 14 0*

Rooibergs 6 3*

Roodepoort Uniteds 2 fi"

Rose Deeps 18 6t
Ryan Nigels 3 .3*

S.'A. Alkali .30 0*

S.A. Breweries ... 33 0*

S.A. Lands 6 1*

Shebas 2 Ot
Simmer & Jacks ... fi Ot

Simmer Deeps .... 10*
South Van Ryn ... 12 9*

Springs Mines .... 66 0*

Standard Bank ... —
Sub-Nigels 27

Transvaal Lands . 25 0*

Transvaal G.M. Est. —
Tweefontein Colls. . 24 6*

Tweefontein Prefs. . 22 6'

Union 5 per cent. . £1032*
Van Ryu Deeps . . 68 fi*

Village' Deeps .... 16 3*

West Springs .... 24 lOi
Do. Options .... 10 3*

Witbank Collieries . .
—

Witwatersrands . . . 20 Ot
Wit Deeps —
Wit. Townships ... 27 fit

Wolhuters 3 fit

Zaaiplaats Tins ... 15 6

"Buyers. tSellers

Sat. .Mon., Tui'S.. Wed.. Thurs..

25th 27th 2Sth 29th 30th

22 fi* 22 6* 22 G* 22 6*

19 Ot 17 fi* 18 (. 18 0* IS 0*

U 11 0' 11 0* 11 0* 11 0*

2fi (1* 2fi 0* — — 25 6*

! 3*

1 9*
1 5t

1 0*
1 2* 1 2* 1 1*

7 — —
i;97i*

—
25 6* 26 25 9* 25 9* 26 3*

6 0* 6 2 6 0* 5 10* 6 6
£16* — .cier — £17it
2 2* 2 2* 2 3* 2 3 2 2*

1 0* 1 0» 1 1* 1 1* 1 0*
— — — 17 6" 18 6'

5 3* 5 3* 5 6* i\ —
£66* £GR* £66* £66* £66*

1 4 1 3* 1 3* 1 3* 1 3*
— 3 3* 3 5 3 3* 3 3*

43 0* 43 3 43 3 43 3 42— 6 0* 6 U* 7 9t 6 0*

26 IB 27 Ot 26 3t 2fi 3t —
96 6* 9fi 9 95 fi* 96 U3 6

28 3.\ 27 fi* 27 6* 28 6* 27 G*— — — — 30 0*

5 Ot — 4 fit — —
3 0* 3 0* 3 Oa 3 0* 3 0"

5 fi 5 fi 5 .T 5 1» 5 0*

6 0* i\
0* 6 0' — —

22 22 0* 22 21 3* 20 0*

25 0» 24 9* 25 24 6* 23 9
9 2 9 1 9 8 10* 8

82 6* 82 fi* — — —
— — 1 1 Ot

156 0* 156 0* 156 1.52 6* 1.52 6

150 Ot 147 0* — 147 6t 147 Ot
19 0* 19 3 19 0* IS 9* 18 6— 5 Ot 4 7* 4 0* 4 0*
5 9t 5 7* 5 10* 5 9*. 5 6*
— — 21 0* — 21 0*— £15A — —
— 1 1* 1 1* 1 0* 1 0*

22 0* 22 0* 22 6* — 22 0*— 10 fit — — —
13 .3* 13 0* — — —
11 10* 12 0* 12 3* 11 9* 11 4*

£2fisA £20! * £26^* £26i* i;26*

22 7\ 22 6 22 6a 22 R 22 6a
~l 0* 4 0* ,4 0» li Ot 6 nt
155 0* 1.55 0* 1.55 0* 1.55 0* _
65 0* fi7 0* 67 6* 67 G* 65 0*

2 10* 2 11* 3 0* 2 11* 2 10*

3 0* 3 6 3 3* 3 3* —
1 9* 2 Ot 1 10* 1 10* 1 G*

5 It 4 9» 4 9* 4 9
14 0* 14 0* 14 0* 14 0* 14 0*

6 3* 6 5» 6 9t fi 3* 6 0*— 2 6* 2 6 — 3 Ot— — 18 6t — —
3 0' 3 3* — 3 4* 3 4*— 29 0* — 29 0* 30 Oa
32 6* 32 6* 32 6* 33 0* —

fi 1* 6 r 6 2* 6 1 6 2t
1 6* 1 6* — — —

12 7* 12 9 12 7i 12 G* 12 3
66 0* fifi 6 65 9 65 63 6— — £12* — £12*
26 9* 26 9» 25 3 25 3 24 6
25 0* 25 0* 25 0* 25 0* 55
13 6* 13 6* 14 0* 14 0* 14 0*
24 6 25 Ot 24 6 24 0* 23 0*
22 6* — 22 9* 22 9* 22 9*
£103 £102^ £1023 £102| .£1023*
68 3* 68 fi* 68 9* 69 G GO Ot
16 0* 16 0» 16 0* 16 0* 16 0*
24 9» 25 25 0* 24 9* 24 4i
10 1* 10 0* 10 3a 10 0*
.55 0- — 56 0* 56 0* 56 0*
20 Ot 20 Ot — 20 Ot 2D Ot
9 0* 9 0* — 9 6 9 0*

27 fit 27 fit — — 27 6t
3 5* — 3 0* 3 fit

15 5 15 .3* 15 5 15 .3* 15 3

sO.lc lots. dEx London.
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Engineering Notes and News.

THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE NEW MODDER CIRCULAR
SHAFT SECTION.

Erom the official description of the i)lant of the New Modder
Circular Shaft Section we take the following account of the

electrical equipment :
—

The power supjtly to the circvilar shaft ])lant is taken

from the Eand ]»iines Power Supply Company, Limited.

Two independent sets of overhead lines are brought into the

sub-station through isolated high tension switches. The

power is delivered at 40,000 volts and transformed down to

2,000 and oOO volts for supply to the motors. The 500 volts

is again transformed down to 200 volts at suitable points

for lighting pui-poses. The sub-station is a sub-

stantial brick and iron building, consisting of five

sections, each containing ; (1) The high tension con-

trol gear; (2) the transfomiers ; (3) the low-tension con-

trol gear; (4) the distribution switch house; (5) the meter

room. The high and low tension gear and the transformers

are of the standard type used by the Power Company
throughout the Eand Mines, except that the incoming over-

head high tension lines are brought into isolated switch

houses, fitted with the necessary lightning arrester gear,

before entering fire main sub-station building. The distri-

buting system has been designed upon most modern lines to

meet all known contingencies, and as far as possible avoid

interruption of supply to any of the mining or reduction
' operations. The distributing switch house is of the cubicle

type, and the oil switches are operated by remote control

gear, which isolates each oil switch to its own cvibicle, thus

avoiding damage to adjacent gear should an explosion occur

in a switch when opening under abnormal conditions. The'

supply to the mine is controlled by 22 feeder switch panels

;

six for the 500 volt supply and sixteen for the 2,000 volt

supply. The 2,000 volt end of the switch house is divided into

two distinct sections, the main bus bare being connected by

heavy links, each section being independently fed from the

Power Companj'. The 5,000 h.p. Ward-Leonard winder, air

compressors, ventilating fan, undergrotmd pumps, uuder-

groimd winders and winches are supjdied with power from
one section, while the whole of the surface works are sup-

plied from the other section, thus enabling the mine officials

to close down either section withovit interfering with the

other. All cables are of the 3-core, paper insulated, lead

sheathed and steel armoured type. Steel tape armouring is

used for surface cables, and steel wire armouring for the

shaft cables. The copper section of the conductors in tlie

cables varies from 0'25 square inch, which is the largest, to

.025 square inch, the smallest used. Feed cables of the

required copper section connect the main switch house switch

panels with four distributing link houses. The four link

houses are constructed of brick and iron, each to control a

section of the plant as follows :

—

Winder Eoom Link House.—2,000 volts: 5,000-h.p.

Ward-Leonard winder; three 1,200-h.p. compressors.

No. 1 Link House.—2,000 and 500 volts: Plant im-
mediately around shaft ; underground plant and lighting.

200 volts lighting : Lighting compressor and winder room ;

substation and surface lights around shaft.

No. 2 Link House.—2,000 and 500 volts : Crusher station ;

conveyor belts : stanip mill ; tube mills ; 1st lift pumps.
200 volts lighting: Fire station and all lighting of the above.

No. 3 Link House.—2,000 and 500 volts: Butters' filter

plant ; general pump house ; extractor house ; slimes dam
pump house ; haulage gear motors. 200 volts lighting : Eoor
tanks and all lighting of the above. Each link house is

divided into three sections, each one to control either the
2,000 volts, 500 volts or 200 volts lighting supply. Link
Cages.—The power is supplied from each link house to the
motors in that partienlar section of the works by cables lead-

ing through local link cages to switch hoards controlling

complete sections or single switch panels controlling isolated

motors. The hnk cages are of Eand Mines standard expand-
ing design, constructed of angle iron frames with sheet iron

covering ; a single section cage contains six links, two cal:)le

end boxes and bus bar. Tliis link cage may be extended at

any time by removing the sheet iron on either or both sides

and bolting on other sections. Switch Board Enclosure.—
With the exception of the main winder compressor room,
all switch boards, whether single panel or composed of a

number of panels, are of the Rand !Mines standard design,

and are of the expanding type, composed of angle iron

frames with planished steel or enamelled sheet iron cover-

ings: These switch panels are built in three sizes, as

follows :

—

Cun-ent
Transformer Ratio.

30 to 5

60 to 5

120 to 5

Horse Power.

50 to 80
85 to 150

160 to 400

Annneter Scale.

to 30

to 60
to 120

and each contain one 2u() ampere oil switch fitted with three

overload and one no-volt trip coil, one ammeter, three cur-

rent transformers, one potential transformer, two high-

voltage fuses and two cable-end boxes. When panels are

grouped together a bus bar and link section may be added
above the panels, also of angle and sheet-iron construction.

In many instances these panels are fitted with an integrating

watt-bom- meter for registering the input of electrical energy

to that particular process and a terminal board for periodical

checking of the watt meter by a portable standard. Motors.

—With the exception of the two 2,000-h.p. direct cun-ent

motors on the main winding engine, all the motors are A.C.

three-phase, -500 volts up to 50-h.p., and 2,000 volts from

30 to 5,000 h.p. The motors are of both the slip-ring and
squirrel-cage {short-circuited rotai-) t^pes. In designing this

plant, the squirrel-cage type of motor has been taken more
advantage of than previously, and in every instance where
the starting torque required was within the limits of the

short-circuited rotor the s<]uirrel-cage motor is used. I^y

this means it is anticipated that the motor maintenance
will be reduced to a minimum. The motors are constructed
in accordance with Eand Klines standard specification, and,
:.when possible, former or serni-former wound coils are used,

especially impregnated to prevent moisture penetrating the

windings. Both ends of the stator windings are brought out
to terminal boxes mounted on the stator frame ; this is not
only beneficial for testing, but permits of the motor being
used with right-hand or left-hand cable leads when moved
from one position to another. In the case of slip-ring motors
a heavy type of brush gear is adopted, and all brushes are

fixed above the horizontal centre line of the rotor. In many
instances brush raising and short-circuiting gear has been
avoided to save maintenance, by adopting an iron-clad short-

circuiting switch mounted upon the outside of the stator

frame. When motors are mounted upon stageings, special

rigid construction has been resorted to, to prevent vibration,

as undoubtedly much of the heavy maintenance costs on
some motors is due to this cause. Motor Starters.—In the

case of slip-ring motors, the usual three-phase liquid starter

with dipjiing blades is used. But with the gquirrel-cnge

motor the auto-transformer tyi)e of starter is used, con-

nected to the motor by suitable tap]iings to give the re-

quired voltage reduction.

General.—In laying out the plant great care was taken

to place the sub-stations at the centre of the load, and the

K.V..\. feet to the reduction works centre is equal to the

K.V.A. feet at the winder room load centre. Power is dis-

tributed in bulk to the various link houses and then sub-

distriliuted to the various link cage centres. Each main
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link housf is arranged in such a uumncr that b.y means of.

indicating ap])aratus and change-over links, various sections
nnay be connected to various cables. There are no inter-

connecting cables used. It will be noticed that all switcli

cables, links, etc., are numbered, lettered or tagged in such
a manner that by means of standard distribution prints
which are placed at all supply points, the operator is able
to see at a glance the source of sap[ily and trace out any
cable or other connection to enable him to operate with
safety. The great point aimed at has been to make standard
all markings of panels, switches, cables, linking centres,

link cages and motors, etc. All shaft cables are of the 3,300
volt class, and are designated " U "or underground cables.
All surface cables are of the 2,200 volt class, and are de-

signated " S " or surfacp pow'er cables. All lighting cables
are also of the 2.200 volt class and are designated " I^ " or

lighting cables. Each feeder panel and main motor control

panel has been equipped with test panels, so that check
meters may be inserted when required. Standard motors,
panels, switches, links, etc., have been used throughout.
All main sup]:)ly feeds are in duplicate, the cables being so
arranged (wlierever possible) that the supply to one point is

carried over two cables, both of which are normally loaded,

but if one cable should develop a fault, the other cable can
in most cases carry the load with a 90° F. temperature rise

as allowed by the standards adopted by cable makers ; and
in purchasing the cables, the " maximum amperes per

pence " was the determining factor. Owing to the great

number of trifucating boxes required and the difficulty of

supply under war conditions, a standard trifucating box was
designed. It is t(i be noted that all parts of these boxes have
been made locally. These boxes are made in two sizes with
special glands, viz. : No. 1 for .025 square inch to .075 square
inch cable, and No. 2 for .075 sipuire inch to .25 square inch

cables. A straight-through box with " T " connection and

with snniUir glands has also been made,
lighting systems (57 volts) have been installet

IjOW voltage

o - o .. i
- ; „^v,„ .,..j.....v,... in tlie "Mill"

and certain other parts of the plant, when a robust type of
metal filament lamp is considered necessary. I'nderground
cable, link cages, switch gear, motors, etc., conform to the
same standards as the surface plant. The use of the tele-

phone as an aid in switching operations is recognised and
adopted. Earthing.—The importance of an efficient earthing
system was recognised, and special consideration has been
given to the means of attaining this. Earthing plates have
been carefully laid in coke breeze in selected positions, and
each provided with a water pipe to ensure good earth.

Metering.—The power supply to the mine is metered at the
sub-station, each independent feed from the Power Com-
pany is measured separately by three independent meters,
viz. : the Consumer's meter, the Power Company's meter,
and a Joint meter, the average being taken of the three
readings, providing the accuracy of each meter is within
two per cent, of the mean accuracy of the three meters.

Swaziland Tin.

The following are the results of the operations of this

company for the month of December, 1918: Concentrate
recovered, 28 long tons; estimated profit (taking- tin at

£220 per ton), .^'tWS; adjustments in respect of previous
shipments, £355; total estimated profit, £1,033.

Geduld Dividend.

The (reduKl has declared a dividend (No. 9) of (^ per

cent., or Is. 3d. per share.

Box 1924.

J. K. EATON,
180, Main Street, Johannesburg.

rOR SALE

Phone 1715.

2 ••PEACH" ENGINES, Direct Coupled to E.C.C.
Dynamo, 205 Volts, 110 A., 480 Revs. (1 Crank Shaft
Short). PRICE

TANDEM. HORIZONTAL ENGINE, lOin. x ICin. x

24in., in Good Order. PRICE

HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE, 12ft. x 24£t., in

Good Order. PRICE

CORLESS TANDEM HORIZONTAL ENGINE, loin.

and 18in. x 30in., in Splendid Condition. PRICE ...

STEAM WINDING ENGINE, by Ruston and Proctor,

12in. X 24in., 6 Drums, in Splendid Condition. PRICE
STEAM WINCH SINGLE DRUM, fiiin. x 9in.,

Rustcm and Proctor, in Good Order. PRICE

HOIST, by Ransome, lOin. x 14in., 5 Drums, in Good
Order. PRICE
1 TANGYE OIL ENGINE, 5 H.P., in Good Working
Order. PRICE
1 TANGYE OIL ENGINE, 8 H.P., in Good Order.

PRICE
1 GARDNER OIL ENGINE, 6 H.P., in Good Order.

PRICE
3 LANCASHIRE BOILERS, 16ft. x 7ft., HOlbs.,

W.P., Condition as Good as New. PRICE, EACH
1 HEINE BOILER, 150 H.P., 1401bs., W.P., in

Good Order. PRICE, R.O.R

£150

£120

£50

£150

£300

£75

£250

£55

£60

£50

£400

£250

2 F. AND C. UNDER FIRED .MULTI-TUBULAR
BOILERS, 66in. x 10ft., 100-3in. Tubes, 140 W,P.,
in E.xcellent Condition. PRICE
2 STIRLING BOILERS, 125 H.P., 140 W.P., in Good
Condition. PRICE, F.O.R., EACH
FOWLER TRACTION ENGINE, 10 H.P., in Good
Order. PRICE
TRAILERS. PRICE FROM £1Q TO £2Q EACH.

1 GEARED TANGYE PU.MP, Gin. x r2in., in Good
Order. PRICE
1 GEARED TANGYE PUMP, Sin. x 12in., in Good
Order. PRICE
1 CLIMAX DEEP WELL PUMP HEAD. PRICE

1 GUNMETAL PUMP, Barrel I'in. x 24in. PRICE

1 GATES CRUSHER, No. 1, in Good Order. PRICE

ELECTRIC LOCOS (2), 30 HP., 24in. gauge, 220

v., D.C. PRICE, EACH
NEW AIR COMPRESSORS, Belt Drive, 340 cub. ft.

per minute. PRICE
140 cub. ft. per minute. PRICE

SUCTION GAS ENGINE, National, 8 H.P., Condition
as New. PRICE
3in., 4in. and 5in. PIPES.

£650

£250

£300

£30

£25

£75

£15

£50
£50

£320

£145

£180
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rt^T CHRISTOPHER & SHILLITO, Ltd.
P.O. Box 5
1082. E

ENGINEERS AND IRON FOUNDERS.

C/o Miller and Eighth Streets.

New Doornfontein. JOHANNESBURG. S

§ SPECIALITIES.—Steelwork, Castings, Trucks Coal Tubs, Forgings, 1

s Tanks, Pump Spares, Mill Spares, Shoes and Dies i

5 (Old Park Forge. Sheffield, Englarrd). I

lillllllll6lliilBIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIISiill8llliaiaia9i|g||IBI8ll88Sg9ISII8ai8lliSli;SiS99lli|gS§SSa8H!!Bli9l9R

Safety can be secured by

using a packing that lias

great lasting qualities

under hard and difQcult

conditions, such as high

pressure super - heated

steam and compressed

air pressures.

gives loiig service L)ccau.^e it's made of ;i mineral substance tliat is licat rcsistinj^

and each strand of wliich carries its own lubricant.

"PALMETTO" KEEPS THE RODS AS SMOOTH AS VELVET.
Plaited for large rods. Twist for globe valves.

Let us send you free working samples for test.

GREENE, TWEED & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET. NEW YORK,
Carried In stock by

BARTLE & CO., Ltd. E. W. TARRY & CO., Ltd.,
Johannesburg. Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the
Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

Insizwa Nickel, Copper, etc., Mining Co., Ltd.

To the Editor, >S..-1. Mining Joiiiiial and Engineering Record.

Sir,—My attention has been called to a letter in your
Journal signed by the secretary of the above company. I

notice that the secretary says that he has only received

one complaint that the company's proceedings are not pub-
lished, and as I once made such a complaint I am possibly

the shareholder to whom the secretary refers. The para-

graph in your notes apparently asked for the names of the
directors of the company, and the secretary now evades
giving a full reply by merely stating that a Mr. John Taylor
has been appointed, and his appointment is the only change
since 1917. Is there any reason why the secretary should
not openly give the full list of directors' names'? My
experience with this company is that an air of mystery and
secrecy is always maintained, and evasive answers are

always forthcoming. Such a method of conducting the
company's business, or any company's business, most
inevitably give rise to a feeling of mistrust in the minds of

shareholders. I do not doubt that the company's affairs

are managed in a perfectly honest and above-board manner,
but the system of fencing questions and evading the giving

of full straightforward replies is most puzzling. In 1914
the secretary' wrote me that the directors did not permit the
proceedings at general meetings to be published because
"it is not considered advisable in the interests of the
shareholders that their business should be made public."

This is surelv an extraordinai'v attitude for the directors of

a public limited liability company to take up.- I understand
that owing to lack of railway facilities the mine is closed
down for the time being, and the company is in a semi-
dormant condition. At all events the management of the
company's affairs cannot be much of a burden to the direc-

tors. In 1914 the directors were awarded a bonus of fully-

paid-up shares. In their last annual report the directors

hinted that it was time that they were awarded another
parcel of fvdly-paid-up shares. Not being able to go to

Kokstadt to attend the annual general meeting I wrote
protesting against any further shares being awarded the
directors until they had placed the company on a sound
dividend-paying basis. No notice was taken of my protest.

I wrote the secretary asking what transpired at the annual
meeting, and he replied that " a certain number of shares
were unanimously awarded to the directors per meeting
attended by each director or his alternate. Here again you
will notice the evasive answer. Why could not the secretary
frankly tell me the exact number of shares awarded? I

hope the directors will now instruct the secretary to drop
his evasive and fencing tactics and prove that all is open
and above board by sending your Journal "the full list of

directors' names, and full details as to the number of bonus
shares awarded each director at the general meetings held
in 1914 and again in 1918. The publication of this informa-
tion could not possibly prejudice the interests of the share-

holders.—Yours, etc.,

Sydney-on-Vaal,
21st January, 1919.

ANOTHEE SHAEEHOLDEE.

II'

44 }^HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromax" weighs SO^lbs. It is Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Manager can afford
to neglect the economic
merits of the - - - - 'HYDROMAX f The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-ieven years and the " HYDROMAX " is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

Acento

—

Phones 4113/9

& ,

Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Telegram. .- -hosken.
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SODA OCCURRENCES IN THE UNION.

The Position at the Pretoria Salt Pan— Difficulties Said to be Overcome-
Discovery in the Union.

-A New

Soda ash, as the hnal product in the chemical manufacture

of sodium carbouate is termed, is the raw material from

which a large part of caustic soda is made, some five tons

of soda ash, roughly, being required to produce four tons of

caustic soda. Soda ash is also a most important factor in

the bleaching and paper-making industries. Since caustic

soda is lai-gely used in the manufacture of soap it will be

evident that for this purpose alone the demand for sodium

carbonate is already fairly considerable in South Africa,

and is hkely to become much greater. It is stated by Dr.

M. Eindl, Professor of Chemistry at the Grey College,

Bloemfonteiu, in a communication to the Soidli Afrit-an

Journal of Industries, that the amount of caustic soda

imported into the Union during 1916 was, roughly, 3,500

short tons. In addition to this it was proposed to prepare

sodium cyanide on the Eand, and if it were possible to make
South Africa self-contained in this respect, a quantity of

from 5,000 to 6,000 tons would be produced locally, for

which some 4,000 tons of caustic soda would be required,

making the total consvmiption in the Union 7,500 tons.

There would thus be a local demand for, say, 10,000 tons

of soda ash. In addition to this there is a foreign demand
which could conveniently be met from this country if the

output of soda were sufficiently large. In a report which

was published recently, with the approval apparently of the

board of the South African .Alkali, Ltd., it was stated that

the Eastern markets required more than 5,000 tons a month.
It is somewhat regrettable, therefore, that the soda

resources of the Salt Pan in the Pretoria district, which are

controlled by the South African Alkali, Ltd., and are said

to be worth something like £2,000,000 down to a depth of

50 feet, to say nothing of the soda assets at a greater depth

than this, should at the moment be practically incapable of

meeting any important part of this great demand. The
position of the concern was lucidly explained at the annual

meeting of the company in December last, when Mr. Lind-

bergh, the chairman, explained that things were in a transi-

tion stage. A new process was being arranged for by the

installation of the first portion of an entirely new treatment

plant based upon the centrifugal separator methods of the

consulting engineer, Mr. W. Mauss. It seems that the

process, as far as it has been tried, is an efficient one, but

further capital is required for the purpose of having the

separators constructed and erected. So far, we have not

heard whether the endeavour to raise the necessary funds

has been satisfactory. From the productive point of view

the operations of the company, as has already been indi-

cated, do not seem to be specially important at present.

There are no published data as to the more recent output of

the pan. In a report for 1917 by Mr. T. Trevor, Inspector

of Mines for the Pretoria and North-Eastern Transvaal

districts, it is said that, up to the end of 1916, only the

beds of " trona," or massive crude carbonate of soda were
worked. These beds are erratic in character, he remarks,

and limited in ext-ent, and it was; obvious that the real

wealth of the pan lay in the mud with which the crater-like
" pipe " is filled to an unknown depth. The plant which
was first of all devised for treating the soda saturated nuid
was not successful, to judge from the statements of Mr.
Lindbergh at the meeting already referred to, and on this

account the Mauss process was adopted. According to Mr.
J. A. Campbell, chief chemist of the British S..\. Explosives

Co., who was called in to report upon the position some
time ago, " the only real difficulty in obtaining technically

pure soda from the lake lies in the presence of a large

amount of organic matter in the deposit. Special methods
are necessary to deal with this. The abandoned process

attempted to obtain a leachable product by roasting the

mud, extracting with water, and concentrating in pans to

the point where the soda eovdd bo crystallised out without
bringing down any of the salt in the mother liqvior. The

cost of treatment limited the process to fairly rich material,

the heating decomposed a large part of the sodium car-

bonate, and the concentrating plant was not of the best

design." In the uew process the soluble portion of the
mud is dissolved out by means of the addition of water to

the mud with subsequent decantation of the liquor.

A New Type of Deposit.

Various explanations have been attempted in order to

account, firstly, for the pecular crater-like shape of the

pan, and, secondly, for the jjresence therein of the sodium
carbonate and salt which is found therein, either in a solid

form or mixed with mud in a soluble condition. For an
interesting account of the various theories that have been
propounded we may refer to the anniversary address of

Dr. P. A. Wagner, as President of the Geological Society

of South Africa, on the 29th January, 1917, under the title

of Some Problems in South African Geology. Another
and equally interesting type of deposit, in which .sodium

carbonate is the principal constituent, has been found in

the Union somewhat recently. It consists of large bodies

of efflorescent alkali in a granite country, and has appar-

ently been derived from this rock. Dr. Wagner himself

discusses the possibility of an alkali deposit as a result of

the decomposition of the surrounding granite, due to atmos-
pheric weathering, in connection with the occurrence at the

Salt Pan, but concludes, for various reasons, that the theory

will not hold in that particular ease. With regard to the

more recent discovery, however, there seems no reason to

look for any other source than the surrounding granite.

The drainage from this rock, in its disintegrated form, runs

below the surface of the soil until it emerges on the lower

slopes of a long depression or valley, and here, especially

in the winter months, a thick deposit or efflorescence,

amounting to a very large tonnage during the dry season,

makes its appearance. The soil below, together with the

detritus from the granite and the clays resulting therefrom,

are found impregnated with sodium carbonate in solution,

and the water which percolates through this body of waste
material is charged with the same substance. Other con-

stituents also, such as sodium chloride, or salt, are found in

the alkaline deposit, but they are of little importance in

comparison with the principal constituent. The remarkably
clean condition of the efiflorescent material and the possi-

bility of obtaining a similarly clean form of alkali from the

water which percolates through the formation renders the

occurrence one of special value. A special feature of the

deposit, also, is the fact that it is constantly renewed, year

by year, and since this has been going on for as long as the

memory of the local inhabitants extends, with little or

no diminution except as far as attempts have been made to

check it, it may be presumed that tlie source is practically

an inexhaustible one. Surveys and other investigation;;

have J'et to be made to determine the extent and capabilities

of this occurrence, but the evidence already to hand goes to

indicate that there are here the makings of a very consider-

able soda industry, in which the facilities for producing and
transporting the commodity are unusually favourable.

Grain Elevators.

In reply to i\lr. Neser in the .Assembly, the Minister of

.\griculture said that the Government was prepared to

accept the recommendations of the Grain Elevators Com-
mission. A consulting engineer had been appointed to

investigate local conditions and details as to localities, etc.,

which would bo considered on I'eceipt of the engineer's

reiJort.
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

The Builders' Threatened Strike—Trend of Business and Shipping—Oils, Colours and
White Lead—Linseed Oil a Drug in Market— Explosives, Iron and Steel—Timber and

Electrical Goods.

In the commercial world the outlook was more cheerful last

week, but towards the middle of this week the strike epi-

demic quickly created a pessimistic wave. The news on
that subject from Britain brought our builders' threatened
strike into more prominence. Contractors and buildere gave
notice in accordance with their strike clauses to .stojj work
on February 1, and what was of equal importance was thai

tendering was brought up with a round turn, and naturally

the tenders given in and not accepted were also affected.

Again, the shop assistants' deputations to tho'se keeping
open after 5.30 p.m., as well as the returned soldiers' parade
searching out slaekere, assisted to emphasise mattem and
create a nervous feeling, although everything was done
quietlj' and in order. All this has been quite sufficient to

practically stop the future building trade plans, as naturally

it has called a halt. Fortunately there are quite good hopes
of a settlement, as there is a big meeting on Friday evening,
and it may be that second thouglits may prevail for the

benefit of all concerned. Whatever happens, Johannes-
burg will take it quietly, as labour troubles are things unfor-

tunately to be expected. The oversea strike affaii-s may
have settled down considerably, as it takes a week to get

cables through from London, therefore much progress can
have been made in the meantime. The Peace Con-
ference seems to have risen to the occasion by inviting

a committee of the leading trade unionists to assist in their

deliberations. This shows a very great earnestness to deal

with this burning question in a liberal and fair. spirit. In
the meantime the public must show what patience it can
and eschew the dogmatic or dictatorial stj'le so apt to

become uppermost on whichever side one's feelings are

inclined. However, the sooner this strike spasm comes
along the sooner it will get behind us, as it, like the 'flu.

lias to be faced and got rid of as soon as practicable.

Trend of Business .\nd Siiipi'ing,

Business in the mining material trade is bad, as the

last official pronouncement is that the mines in the Wit-
watersrand ai'ea have two and a half million pounds' worth
of stores, which is five times as much as compared with
pre-war days. A leading merchant says that it is rather

visionary to anticipate mufh activity in trade, especially in

the leading lines of mining goods whilst we have two and a

half millions overhanging our market, as well as such quan-
tities of raihvay and war material to be broi;ght into the

world-'s markets. For example, there is already one and a

half millions' worth of railway materials purchased by the

South African Railways from the British Government, much
of which is said to be on the way, and it is self-evident that

this is so much loss in commissions to our South African

merchants. But what is troubling us most is the super-

abundance of commercial shipping, and this cannot well be

gainsaid, seeing that Renter announces that Trans-Atlantic
freights have been reduced by 66f per cent. This has
created an uneasy feeling amongst the smaller merchants,
as all old orders will quickly materialise into our over-

burdened market. The fact is that financial oversea obliga-

tions have to be met, as well as rent, salaries, living expenses
and so forth ; therefore in not a few cases goods have to be
sacrified, and as no one is buying anything beyond imme-
diate requirements, the local position is anything but en-

couraging. It means that the South African market is

centred in Johannesburg, and secondly at the coast, therefore

at the moment tlie rise or fall of values in America or Britain
is not of paramount consequence, as the immediate obliga-

tions are at our very doors and have to be met.

Oils, Colours .^nd White Lead.

Business is very quiet indeed, as people will only buy
just for immediate requirements, and what is a peculiar

feature is that they are quietly endeavouring to return por-

tions of their over-purchases of three to six months ago,
witli -all manner of excuses and even faulty complaints.
According to circulars from the big distributing houses,
paraffin has been advanced 4d. per case and petrol 6d., in
consequence, so it is explained, of the extra railway carriage
Linseed oil is somewhat of a drug in the market owing to
liberal arrivals from America and elsewhere, so much so
that it is being auctioned at Capetown. Generally speaking,
stocks are plentiful, but two houses here do not wish to
give quotations, simply because they are so changeable and
therefore they are not issuing price-lists for February, also
in anticipation of the buildei-s' strike, which has practically
brought business to a standstill. A London manufacturei-s'
representative states that his last quotation for white lead
in oils is 86s. per cwt. and 98s. for 21b. tins of ready mixed
paints. He also remarked that his firm's letter states that
when tile British Government lifted the embargo oft the
raw materials controlled in quantity and price by it, it

was like the bursting of a dam, as raw materials came into
the market very freely, not of necessity at lower prices, as
some went higher, but the release relieved the tension and
all the red-tapeism. The manufacturing house has so many
orders on hand that the representative cannot take more
for the present.

Explosives.

As the shipping position has become altogether easier, it

will assist explosives both as to regular supplies and no
doubt easier values eventually. It appears that the all-

important factor of glycerine has been placed in a different
category, owing to the stoppage of the munition factories,

therefore it is expected that the Government accumulated
stocks will be soon released. The manufacture of glycerine
has been wonderfully stimulated during the war period, and
as it is much required in commerce the output in the future
will be on an ever-increasing scale, therefore the high values
must have a tendency to come down.

IiiON .\ND Steel.

Imported bar iron has fallen from about 62s. to 55s. per-

100 lbs. South African makes remain the same after a drop
of 5s. Hoop iron is now 75s. as compared with 9.5s. three
months ago. A quotation from merchant to merchant was
made for 2in. wire nails for delivery in Johannesburg at 6id.
pov lb. Piping, both new and second-hand, is quite under
a cloud owing to so much arriving from America, therefore
quotations are unobtainable. It is mostly a matter for keen
negotiation, as holders are cutting losses, and although values
are going up in England for the new kind, yet some sizes

are cheaper hei-e than oversea. Tubular wheelbarrows are

•Phone 4673.
I

Box 3162.
V .

OSBORN'S
" HAND - HEART"

DRILL STEEL.
Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN&Co.,Ltd.. ^Sur'g.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS DYNAMO WORKS U
Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., Ltd., & PHOENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., Ltd.

DICK, KERR. PH(ENIX. SIEMENS. |

i

ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN
WINDING ENGINES.

INTERIOR OF WINDING ENGINE HOUSE
at a Colliery in South Wales,

showing Flywheel Converter Sets and Winding Engine.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED

HOME BRANCHES:
BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—64-68, Collingwood Buildings.
SHEFFIELD.-23, Filey Street.

SOUTHAMPTON.—46, High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clive Buildings, Give Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor),

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.-29, William Street,

Sole Representative In South Africa.

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams: "WOTAN."
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down from 65s. to 45s. each. ^Merchantti are rather eou-

teiitiug themselves vvith purchasing locally than indenting

oversea at the present time.

Timber.

Busiuees is very slow indeed in consequence of the

bother about the buildere' strike. Quotations are coming
forward per cable from all the previous shippers in the

Baltic zone as well as Loudon. The quotations are about a

penny per foot less for deals, part being off freight and part

off cost. Hence the price in Johannesburg now is Is. 8d.

per foot upwards, according to quality and length. Flooring

lOd., ceilings 6A-d., and beaver boards 8d. The tone in the

second-hand market is better than the new, as buyers who
have been holding back on account of lower values have
reluctantly come to the conclusion that no amelioration

can be expected in the immediate future. Although buying
is not active, it is not at all unsatisfactory, as enhanced
prices have been demanded and paid. Best deals are ruling

as high as Is. 3d. and o;0od roofing iron at Is. to Is. Id. per

foot.

ElECTUIC.VL G0(JI)S.

Materials are coming through in uicreasiug quantities

from Britain and .\merica, therefore jobbing work can be

undertaken more freely. Business is not quite so good,

as here again the builders' strike is the overhanging cloud

against activity. The position was summed up by a leading

merchant in electrical ware that people seem to realise that

something is going to happen and are awaiting events, hence
sales are on the lean side.

V.\RIOUS Tr.^DE GLE.\NIN(iS.

A big consignment of minere' oilskin suits arrived from
.Vmerica and all readily sold to the mines. Company pro-

motel's seem prone to patronise the O.F.S. for registration.

Motor car agents are looking forward -to early arrivals of

consignments now that more shipping is available, to com-
pensate them for the lean times of the war period. Sir

Harry Eoss Skinner is returning to .Johannesburg next week,
«'hen it is understood that the question of the lo\^•-grade'

mines will be seriouslv tackled.

STANDARD BANK
OF

SOUTH AFRICA,
LTD.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL

£6,194,100

PAID-UP CAPITAL

£1,548,525

RESERVE FUND

£2,000,000

GEDULD PROPRIETARY MINES, LTD.

(Registered uiuler the Limited I.iabilily Laws of the

Transvaal.)

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND No. 9.

NOTICE IS HEREBY given that Dividend No. 9 at ihe

rate of 61 per cent. (Is. 3d. per share) has this day been

declared, payable to Shareholders registered at the close of

business on the 14th February, 1919, to holders of Coupons

No. 9 attaclied to Share Warrant? to Bearer, and to share-

holders who havi' subscribed by that date to the recent issue

of new shares, after receipt of the necessary returns from

the London Office. Dividend Warrants will be despatched

to resristered shareholders in South Africa as soon as ijossible.

The Transfer Books and Register of Members will be

closed from the 15th to the 22nd February, 1919. both days

inclusive.

By Order of tlie Board,

UNION CORPORATION, LIMITED.
Secretaries,

ppr C. L. CHALMERS.

Head Office,

94, ISIain Street (P.O. Bnx U2.t).

.Tohannesburg,

26tli .Tauuary, 1919.

The LYDENBURG GOLD FARMS
COMPANY, LIMITED

(Hegisterec! iiiuler tlip T.iinited Liability Law.'; ,,f tli.' Transvaal.)

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the ORDIXAHY AN-
NUAL GENERAL MEETING of Shareholders in the above Com-

pany will be held in the Board Room, Stock Exchange Buildings,

Fox Street, Johannesburg, on FRIDAY, the 7th DAY" of JIARCH,
lfil9, at 3 p.m.

BUSINESS.

1. To receive and consider the Balance Sheet, Statement of

Profit and Loss and Directors' and Auditors' Reports for

the year ended 31st December, 1918.

2. To elect two Directors in the place of Jlessrs. H. F. Wat
son and W. McEwan, who retire in rotation, but who arc

eligible for re-election.

3. To appoint two Auditors, and to fix the remuneratiun for

the past audit.

4. To transact any other bnsiness wliicli may be transacted at

tn Ordinary General Meeting, or which is brought under
consideration by the Report of tlie Directors.

The Transfer Registers of the Company at the Head Ottice, \2^>

Stock Exchange Buildings. .lohannesburg, will be closed from the

1st day of March to the 22nd day of March, 1!)11_), both days in-

clusive.

Nominations to fill tlie vacant seats on the Board must be de-

livered in writing at the Head Office of the Company at least

three clear days before the date of the Jleeting.

By Order of the Board,

GEO. PARKES, F.C.I.S.,

•lohannesburg, Secretary,
ITlli .Jannnrv, I'.iM),
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Company Meetings.

WITBANK COLLIERIES.

The annual meeting of .shareholders m
the Witbank Colliery, held Jan. 29, was

presided over by Mr. A. F. MiiHins, who

in moving the adoption of the report of

the directors an<l the accounts said :—

Your chairman has asked me to apiogise

for his absence to-day, whicJi was un-

avoidable. You have p'robab'.y thoroughly

digested the reports and accoants, but i

will briefly touch on the salient points set

forth in them. Once again the general

position of the mine can be described as

very satisfactory. The coal disclsures

are of the us-ia'l .high standard quality

and of good thickness, and development

has been maintained well in advance ol

mining requii-ements. There was an in-

crease of 20,407 tons in the quantity of

coal dispatched from the mine, the total,

including duff, amounting to no less than

907,738 tons. From the consulting engi-

neer's report y u will see that this result

was obtained by working the equivalent of

only 236 shifts for both pits, and from

this it is clear that we have in hand a

large margin for increase of outp.it. The
shortage of shifts worked was due to

several causes, but by far the chief one

was the inability to get more cOal away
on account if the inadequate and irre-

gular supply of railway trucks. Em-
phasis has been laid on this for several

years, and I do not propose now to labour

the subject further. The world strife of

the last 4^ years is Happily over, and
one hopes for all time, and no doubt

the Railway Administration will take ad-

vantage < f the large stocks of railway

materia] set free from war purposes to

supplement their rolling stock and give

the coal mines a larger and a more re-

gular service. The e.xtra revenue to the

Railways to be gained thereby woald be

very great. It is not only the loss of

the revenue from the extra coal which
we could sell that affects us. but the

broken shifts not unnaturally have a very

.serious effect upon the efficiency -.f the

mine. With a view to minimising the

broken time as much as possible, and of

assisting the Railways to some e.xtent by
more rapid loading, we are erecting ban-
kers of large capacity. This will prove
of benefit to the mine, but it will not
ovcrc nie the difficulties resulting from
inadequate truck capacity. Only addi-

tional trucks and loc motives can do that

Effect of the Epidemic.

During October considerable disorgan-

isation was caused by the influenza epi-

demic. The mines were able to carry on

continuousl.v, but naturally at a very re-

duced output. Some fifty of the white

employes were attacked, but happily all

recovered. The natives w'ere not so for-

tunate, as out of 795 cases 18 died. Your
manager and his assistants were able to

afford great help in dealing with the

outbreak in Witbank township. All ma-
chinery and plant has been thoroughly
well maintained, and during the year tire

underground air distributing system has

been improved, some 5.500 feet of 6in.

compressed air columu having been in-

stalled. The manager reports that the

improvement in the coal cuttina efficiency

has fully .justified the expenditure. Al

terali ns and improvements have also been

made to the general surface plant.

The accounts show a profit for the

year of £99.371, which is an increase of

£14,878 over that of the previous year,

ard. incidentall,v. the highest recorded

for the mine. Adding to this the un-

apiiropriated balance of ^669.578 carried

forward, we get a sum of £168,949, whirh
has been dealt with as foll.ws. We spent

on capital account a balance of £1,247.

in Government taxes £7,889, and in divi-

dend,s £57,750. These three items total

£6R,8S6, and leave an unappropriated bal-

•ance of £102.063 to be carried forwai-d,

thRl sum including £48.691 net cash

after allowing for liabilities, the re-

mainder consisting of cash assets. The
further details are clearly set fortli in

the directors' report. Two dividends were
declared during the vcu. the first 12-^- per
cent, and the second 15 per cent., a total

of 27i per cent. The yearly dividend has
never exceeded 30 per cent., and your
board has every hope that we may reach

this figure again during the current

year.

Production of Tar.

We have decided to start once more on

the production of tar. Our coal is very
suitable for that, and there is, as .you

know,' a large demand for tar. There is

little doubt that we shall find ready
purchasers for our product. We had
hoped to have made a start before this,

but have had the ,f;reatest difficulty in

obtaining the necessary retorts. Some of

these have nOw come {o handj and we
expect to be in a position to start pro-

ducing within the next three or four
months. We have spent a certain amount
on new quarters for married employes,
and intend by degrees to do more in this

direction. We cannot expect to keep good
men without doing what we can for their

comf rt and health. At present a num-
ber of the employes have to lease their

houses from individual owners in the

township, and the rents are not so low
as they would be if the company could

provide the necessary accommodation.
Owing to the increasing demands for pro-

perty, residential and commercial, at

Witbankj it has been decided to increase

the size of the riresent township, and an
application has been made to the Town-
ships Board for an extension consisting

of 119 lots of various sizes. It is in-

tended that this extension shall include

15 lots already sold to the South African

Railways for workmen's quarters.

Total Coal Trade.

The t tal trade done by the Associated
Collieries during 1918 snows a decrease
of 204,000 tons on the figures of the

previous year, the principal falling off

being 92.000 tons in the Railway demand
and about 120,000 tons in the export

trade. Both these should show great

improvement during 1919.

Good progress has been made with the

plantations, and the nurseries for y:ung
trees have been successful this year. We
still have many employes away on ser-

vice, and you will read with regret in

the manager's report that three of them
have laid d;wn their lives.

I cannot close without expressing our

cordial appreciation of the excellent work
done by the consulting engineer, the

manager, and all the staff and employes,
to whom our thanks are due. I now beg
to move that the directors', report, balance

sheet and accounts for the year ended 31st

August, 1918, laid before the meeting, he

received and adopted.

The motion was carried uuanimouslv.
Mes.srs. H. A. Rogers and C. S. Gold-

man, the retiring directors, were re-

elected, and the auditors, Messrs. C. L.

Andersson and Co and F. W. Diamond
and English, were reappointed.

Mashonaland Consolidated.
The report of the ^^lashonaland Consolidated (1912) for the year

ended 31st March, 1918, states that the lessees of the Glendarra mine

milled some 4,-320 tons of ore, from which bullion to the value of

£1.843 13s. 9d. was obtained. The lessees surrendered their lease in

October. 1917, but the claims have recently been relet, a.nd milling
should .soon be recommenced. The company carried out some de-
velopment work on the Toto claims, but the results were not satis-

factory, and work was suspended. No land was sold, and the unsold
land at 31st March last amounted to 9,771 acres. Since that di>te

7,801 acres have been .sold for a total price of £7.191, leaving unsold
1.970 acres unsurveyed. At .the last annual meeting Mr. Sidney S.

Kennedy expressed the opinion that further working c.ipital was
reipiired and undertook to submit a scheme. A committee was ap-
pointed to consider Mr. Kennedv's proposals, and the directors under-
took to submit for the shareholders' consideration whatever scheme
was approved by the committee. The scheme has been unanimously
approved b\' the committee, and the directors after full consideration
recommend its adoption, jlr. Kennedy, in support of the scheme,
claims that it has all the merits of a reconstruction scheme w-ith an
assessment without lompulsory subscription of capital by existing
shareholders, with the following advantages : It preserves the exist-

ing company and obviates liquidation, with its attendant and unavoid-
able expenses of registration of a new company, transfer of assets.

etc. 2. No reduciton of capital takes place and no writing down of
as.^ets, therefore no .application to the Courts is necessar,v. 3. The
present articles, giving one vote for each share, will still apply, and

will have the equitable effect of increasing the ordinar,v shareholders'
vote in proportion to the new money subscribed. In view of the
acceptance of this scheme arrangements have been made with the
directors of the various subsidiary companies to relinquish the greater
part of their claims tor accrued directors' fees against those com-
panies. The proposal for reorganisation of the capital and the raising

of additional cash provides that the present issued capital (£185.472
in 741.888 shares of 5s. each) shall be divided into 741,888 ordinary
.shares of Is. each and 741.888 deferi-ed shares of 4s each, that the

unissued capital (£114.528 in 458.112 5s shares) shall be divided into

Is. shares, and that the profits available for dividend shall as to SO

per cent, be divided among the ordinary shareholders and as to 20

per cent, among the deferred shareholders. Of the 2,290,560 unissued

Is. ordinarv shares 1.483.776 shares -may be subscribed by existing

holders at par pro rata to their holdings within 21 days of receiving

notice—£74,189; 741,888 shares to be under option at par (up to the

expiration of one .year from the declaration of peace) to the sub-

scribers of the above shares at the rate of one share for every two
shares subscribed—£37,094 ; there would still remain 64.896 ordinary

shares in reserve. The subscription of 400.000 of the 1.483,776 ordi-

nar.v shares is to be guaranteed bv Mr. Kennedy for (a) a commission

at the rale of 10 per cent, on the nominal amount (such commission

.amounting to £2.000) ; (b) the right if called upon to subscribe under

the guarantee to participate pro rntti to his subscription in the option ;

and (c) an option to subscribe at par for such of the 2.290.560 ordinary

shares as shall not have been taken up, the option to be exercisable

within 90 days after the expiration of one year from tlie declaration

of ncace.
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Witli the jjresenl issue the name of this paper is altered

to Tlir S.A. Mining and Engineiring

Change of TUIe. .Inurnal, the title winch the paper will l)ear

in future. Readers have already tieen

notified of the cliange, which is due to our desire to eml)race

the whole field of engineering in our provinC'e. The niiniuf:

industry in all its phases will continue to receive adequate,

and, in fact, increased, attentioti in our pages in future, and

the cliaiigo in title is made in urder to emphasise the

larger measure of attention that in future will be de\(ited

to "eneral engineerinn- in all it iranclies.

* *

Cluistophei^on on the

* *

An iin|i(>rtant letter from ^Ir. D
subject of tropical native labour for the

Tropical Native Hand appeared in The Star on Tluu-sday.

Labour. We hope the appeal made to the Govern-
ment to remove the restrictions on recruit-

ing in the East Coast territories above latitude 22° South
wilt be attended to in view of the urgency of the case. In

the iiiterests of tlie retu)'iicd noldier and of the low gi-ade

uiine«, Mr. Christophex'son whows it to be imperative tliat

a start should be made with tlie recruiting of 10,000 tropical

East Coast natives. We believe that wdien the present re-

strictions in travelling are relaxed the Rand will lose a

lunnber of East Coast " boys " now desirous of returning

lionie, and if tile supply be not augmented in the meanwiiile
the result will be to make the native labour position woi-se

before it can become better. We hope to return to the sub-

ject next week, and trust that Mr. Christopherson's I'epre-

sentations will in the interval engage, as a matter of urgencv',

tile serious attention (}f tlie Union Parliament.

"Tr -jp "Sr tF

The feature of the latest batcli of quarterly reports is the
wonderful inqirovement in the ore reserves

.State Mines of the State Mines. At December 31 the

Ore Reserves, figure was 9,445,000 stoping tons going 8
dwts. over a stoi)i)ig width of 78 inches.

This (-(institutes a record ore reservi; for the Rand, that of the
New Moddei" at the end of its last financial year being nine

niillidii tons fjoine; 8'6 dwts. over 65 inches stoiiiiij: width.

h

*

tliis i'ssiie there

Coal and

appeal^; the Hrst of a series of articles

on coal, a product of the Union which
. . is steadilv assumino an increasing Indus-

Sir William Hoys „i^j value. Coal and its by-products
Visit to Europe,

pi-omise to become of very much greater
impoitauce in South Africa within tlie next few yeare. In
Xatal big developments are foreshadowed. The Admiralty
have extended very considerable patronage to the Natal
coal H(dds during the war period, and the profits earned
have been large. The shortage of rolling stock and its efl'ect

on the coal trade is refeiTed to in tlie article in question, arul

in this connection it is of interest to learn that the visit of

the General Manager of the South .\frican Railways and
Harbouns to London is largely collected with tlie immediate
and future requirements of trucks and locomotives in Soutli

.Africa, and with the future statu.-; of East Coast trade.

* * *

Snine evcidlent driving achievements are reported from the
Village Deep. On the 25th level of tlie

Leyner Drills in Turf .Mine« section of that property a de-
the Village Deep, veloper has been securing an average

footage of 6'2 feet per round for the last 12
nionths, and for 13 con.^eeutive shifts the average was 6"75

feet per round. There are two faces on this drive, an
eastern face and a western face, and on each of these faces

two Leyner drills are in operation. The drive is 6 feet 6
inches wide, and it is satisfactory to note tliat on the 24tli,

26th, 27th and 28th levels almost equally good progress has
been recorded.
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These are remarkably high figures foi' a Central Rand rleepev

level, and they havi' been secured by a

The Importance j)atient study of all the details which may
of Little Things, promote high drilling efficiency and by

most carefvil supervision on the part ol the

management. Especial care has been paid to tlie temper-

ing of the drill steels, and a drill sharpener is at worlc under-

ground in immediate touch with the developeis and under

the direct ordei's of the mine captain. Hi)are machines are

maintained in the drives, 'SO that in the event of a break-

down work is only iuterrupted for an absolute minimum of

time. Another point which will readily be appreciated by

all machine men is thai tlio developt'rs retain the same
machines year in and year out, and are not troubled with

the little complexities which emi)loyment of a new or un-

known machine often causes. I'articular attention is paid,

too, in lashing out broken ground, and the drives are kept

clean in so far as is humanly possible. The above noted

results are of considerable interest in these days of universal

demand for increased eflPiciency. They show that a proper

appreciation of the smallest details when backed by effective

supei'vision can achieve remarkable improvements e^ven in

directions where little scope for betterment is at first sight

indicated.
* * * *

l)e\elopinrnt of this property has been resumed wit' in' the

|)ast few days. It will be recalled that

Daggafontein .ui overwinding accident occuired during

Mines. Novendjer, and' that considerable damage
was done to the bottom station and bins.

These repaii-s have now been completed, 'and normal opera-

tions aiv proceeding again. The lamentable accident whereby
two mining men engaged on cementation work lost their lives

through an explosion of firedamp last \\-eek is being enquired

into, and the finding of the Ins]iector of Mines will be dealt

witli in our next issui'.

* * # *
Aiiiijii!.' file new companies registered at Pretoria lately is

Fraser & Chalmere (S.A.), Ltd., witli an
New Companies, authorised capital of £250,000. The com-

]>any has been formed to take over the
South .\frican business of "Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, and
it is underetood that it will f)peu new branches and gener-
ally extend the business of the firn\ throughout the sub-
ciiiiliuent. The Transvaal Afarble Quarries is another new
MMilure registered with a capital of £5,000 to develop tlie

marble deposits in the jjvdenburg district.

* ' * * *
Elsfw lii-i:- in this issue will be found an account of the pro-

ceedings at the meeting of the Southern
Southern Van Kyn Company. ]\Ir. Leslie's report

Van Ryn. was dealt with in our last issue. In view
of the importance attaching to the de-

\i-lo|iiiii'iit of tliis new iiroposition w'ith its large claim an-a

and iioletitial value it is our intention to deal at length witli

the geological aspects of the concern and its present pasi-

tiou, l)otli in regard to develo))nient and finance, .\iticles

on the Soutliern Van Ity^n will an])e.-n' in the lu^ir future
after a representative of this pajier has jiaid a \ isi| to the
area luid examined the geological dala.

* ' * * *

The estimate of Customs revenue for the ))resent financial

year was £4,8()H,llO(<. ]n nine months, bow

-

Union Finances. e\-er, tliis amount has already been ex-

cei'ded. 'I'lie Exchequer statenu'iit for the
period Aiiril 1 to December 1 sho\^-s that the Customs
reveiuie amotmted to ,-£4,430,2"J8, as, com|nu'ed with
.£;!,i{!)7,."{02 for the coiresponding period of the jn'eceding

yeai'. Excise, too, advanced from' t70i, 101 to £003,151:
income tax from .£1,860,105 to t2,073,345. Other main
heads of leceipts on the reven\ic account were : Posts,

£870.201: telegraphs, £307,234; telephones, £26(),()07;

diamond mines, £329,723; export duty on diamonds,
£234, 37('); stamp dutic^i and fees, ,£4()2,2P2: estate and suc-
cession duty, £160,092; native taxes, £()09,382. On the
loan account tlic princi])al receipts were : Excess jirofits dutv,
£112,932; miscellaneous. £403,998. The total treasui-y re-

ceipts (including £08,171 in ti-ansit at the 3'lst Decend)er)
were £15,933,416.

.V leeeiit /'iMDii (iii:rffi- contained the (]liarte.rly stcitements
of tile various Banks carrying rm business

Idle Capital. within the Union. The returns bear evi-

dence to the rapid aci'umnlation of mateiial

wealth in South .\frica. The leturns show the position as

on Septend)er 30 last. On the eve of the outbreak- of the
war the total fixed and rioatiiig deiiosits in all South .\frican

Banks amounted to £33,305,(101). .\fter four years of war
the total vohniie of the deposits bad readied on Se])teniber

30 the figui'e of £61,388,000, an iiineasc of a])proximately

85 per cent. A comparison (it tlu' advances made by the
Banks to their customers shows that on the eve of the war
the total advances just exceeded 31 millions sterling. On
September 30 last they totalled over 43 millions, an increase

of nearly 39 jser cent. The fact that while deposits have
increased by 85 per cent:, advances have grown by
39 per cent, oidy, is an indication of the severe
restrictions which war conditions have imposed upon the
employment of ea])ital for developmental purposes. In 1914
about 93 per cent, of the total deposits in the Banks was
loaned by the Banks in some form or other in the shape
of advances to their customers.

* * * *

The general manage)' of tin-- T.O.Al.E. reports as follows-

for the (juarter ended December 31 last

:

The Position of Great disorganisation was caused by the
the T.C.M.E. influenza epidemic, wliich broke out on the

mines in the middle of October. The ton.s

mined for the quarter were only 17,155, or 27,355 less than
the previous quarter, tlie cause being tlie wholesale desertion

of our native force during the epidemic. Practically no
development has been done since October, in which month
satisfacto)-y values were obtained in Ponieskrantz North,.

Brownshill. Cohnnbia Hill Shales and Iota, while good
values over very narrow w idths were obtained in Theta.

There was an average of 251 boys employed in November
and 700 in Deeendier at Central Mi)ies, while there are now
1,200 boys at the C'entral, or about half the normal comple-
ment. Ore is coming into the Central Mill at the rate of

300 tons per day. Efforts are being made to improve the

labour position. Prosi)eeting work practically came to a

standstill at the end of October, but a little work has since

been done at Kameels on Portuguese horizon, where faiidy

encouraging values in one or two drixes are being obtained.

At Elaiidsdrift the water has now been got out of the lower
woi'kings of the niine, Init all development since the

epidemic has been suspended: the mine now has about one-

third of its labour requirements and eight stamps on an
average are being rim. A shortage of water for power is

likely unless good rains fall soon. The sale of wattle bark

and poles has been very limited. At Vaalhoek 175 boys

have now returned to work out of a full complement of 300.

The ili'ainage culvert has been com]>leted, so this ini|iortant

work' is safe: this drive is- already draining some water and

is being advanced through the dyke in order to cut the main
body of water, \\liicli it may be expected to do any day. The
drive is now in solid country. The battery is being run lt>

hours in 24.
^jf ^ 'JF fF

The war has caused the affaii-s of the New Lisbon- Herlyn to

remain in a quiescent state during the last

New financial year, but some important state-

Lisbon-Berlyn. ments were made by the company's c-hair-

man (Major Lawson) at the recent annual

meeting, which merit consideration, particularly from the

shareholdeis. The Chairman said that tlie reserves already

pi-oved in tlie niiiu" amounted to 103,013 tons of pyritic ore,

the average value being 7'5() dwts. gold and 0-347 jier cent.

cop]ier, the total values in this quantity being estiniated at

tl8;i,l)(l(). .\s the Chairman remarked, " this is a very

imi)ortanl basis upon which to start," particidarly as there

are known to be large undeveloped I'eservee. Another refer-

ence of the Chairman was to the great demand for sulphuric

acid which tlie New Lisbon-Beilyn property can supply.

This is largely used in the manufacture of fertilisers and

explosives, various samples tested showing 42 to 43 per

cent. No sliaft sinking is required, aiul there is a fair supply

of water. The companv also has 28,000 acre6 of freehold

land.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

GOLD, CREDIT AND UNPLM I'l.OYMENT.

]n tiur last issue ;q>iH'arfil tin- (•(jiK-liidini; liist.iliin'ii1 ut tin'

extraordinarily iiitere'stiup; series of ai't leu's we haw been

])rivilej;e(l ti> j)iihliKli, flealint; with the relatic)nshi|i hi'tweeii

gold, credit and etnjiloyment . (Jf the many articles on the

subjeet of gold and eiirron<;\' llial liavi' been printed in this

paper during the past two yeai-s, none, we venture to say,

has dealt so coTivincingly ;ind so eoni]))'e-liensi\cly with llu>

intricate issues raised, and none has explaineil with such

clearness and conviction the case for maintaining and en-

couraging the production of gold. I'arenthetii'ally, attention

may be drawn to the publication in this issue of the full

report nf the Inchcape Committee, ou a bare cabled snnunary

of which We in tiiis country have had, uj) to the present, to

Vent our disapj)ointment. The acceptance by that Coni-

mittec of the (juantity theory of gold, i.r. that prices of

ciinuiiodities are affected by the ijuantity ot gold in circida-

tiun. is regarded by the author of the " IJand .Mines and
Peace Problems " artirdes as very important, and he draws
the eonchision that the expected decrease in the world's

gold prnduction will, unless checked, cramp ei'edil, hamper
trade exi)ansion, lower wages, augment the ranks of the

uneniployi'd, and, as a corollary, jeopardise industrial peace.

He goes on to emphasise the (xiint—upon whicji then'

is no real difference of o[)inion—that the first and most
urgent business c.i the allied nations should be to broaden
the field of employment and to stimulate enterprise. Eui
if tlu' gold supply iis to be curtailed, and if the inriated State

note issues are to be reduced, the effect can only be to

stnltily all efforts towards reconstruction. Hence, it is

argued that State note issues should oulj^ be reduced gradu-

ally, with the utmost caution, and—what is more imjrortant

to us—gold production, as an essential after-war measure,
should be

—

pace liOrds Cunliffe, Inchcape and the rest—
subsidised. It,^s pps«ble -that, "-Itx-iifg" s'l •elose>'=t.o 't-he^ in-

dustry, we anr''; prejudiced in favouii of tlrese vle\v^, and
regard theni as expressed with reason and moderEit'iori. The
I'xtraordinary thing is that others who agree regarding the

jireniises, i.e. who recognise that the Empire's .commerce
and industry must be fostered by ample credit accomnioda-
tion after the war should differ radically, and to our mind
contradict-'Mieiriselves in their' recommehdationsfoi- meeting
the difficulty. The latest and most glaring example of this

is to be found in the report of the Committee on the provi-

sion of financial facilities for trade after the war, ajjpointed

jointly b}- the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the' Minister

of l^econstruction in November, 1917, under the chainuan-
ship of Sir Eichard Vassar-Smith, of liloyd's Bank. They
introduce their report (now published by the ]\[inisti'y of

Keconstruction) by exjjressing the emphatic opinion tlial

the primary factor in repairing the wastage of capital caused

by the war lies mainly in increased production and actual

saving. Discussing the financial requirements of industry

after the war, the Committee foresee: "A considerably

more than normal <lemand for working capital owing to tlic

higher cost of labour and materials, the necessity for gi\ iui^

longer credit, and the anticipated expansion in tlie volume
of trade due to the fact that the basis for potential com-
mercial output, as compared with jire-war output, has been
very greatly enlarged during the w,-ir by the extension of

existing works and the building of a very large number of

absolutely new ones." Before discussing means of provid-

ing credit facilities after the war, the Committee give a

short explanation of the British credit system as existing

before the war, and then proceed to show how the position

is entirely changed to-day. We quote the words of the

report explaining the altered currency situation :
" As there

is no free international market in gold, the operation of the

foreign exchanges has been interrupted, while at the same
time the internal gold circulation has lieen replaced hy n

currencv note issue. As there is no legal limit to the

amount of ciurency notes which may be issued, there i«

theielore no aut«nuitic cheek upon tli" expansion of credit.

The vei-v large extent to which ex|)ansion has taken i)!a(-.-

is show-ii by the fact tliat whereas the total dei)Osits at the

hank- (il tlu' I'nited Kingdom, excdusive of the Bank ol

Kn-laud. amounted at the end of lOlS to tl,(»7n,0(J(),(lll(t.

the'amount of deposits is now- nearly £'2,000,000,000. The

enormously increasing jjurchasing power thus create*! has,

in tile Committeti's opinion, been one of the main factors

contributing to the general rise iu prices." In regard to

the |)osit ion after the war, the Committee express the opinion

that "it is essential for the reconstitution of industry and

commerce to impose nstrictions as soon as ])ossib!e upon

the creation of additional <-redit by the restoration of an

effective gold standard. To attempt to rebuild industry by

the further indiscriminate expansion of credit would en-

danger our position as the financial centre of the world, and

wnnld inevitably lead bidorc long to grave disaster." The

,nd ol this letKirt. it seems to us, is a clear contradicfTon

of the beginning. It will be seen that with the author of our

articles, it ojiens by declai-ing the necessity for an expansion

of credit to stimulate and broaden the field of enterprise and

employment. But it winds up by flatly stating that credit

must be restricted and that its further expansion would

inevitably lead to disaster, l-lither way, apparently, disaster

lies. Liice till' Inchca)ie Committee's report, 'the finding of

the latest Committee ai)])ointed by the Imperial Treasury

correctly diagnoses the case, and likewise fails lamentably

to indicate a cure.

The number ot natives enil>loyt.'d in November on Rliodesian

mines shows a decrease of 11.H7H as com-
Influenza anri jiared with the corresponding month in

Rhodesian Mines. I'.UT. Tlu' decrease is lai'gely the result

ot the influenza ei)idemic. In reply to

rejiieseiitations made by the Khodesiaii Chamber of Mines
that at least one month's remission of labour fees should be

allowed to mine owners in respect of those native employees
who fled from the mines through fear of the epidemic, but

whose names were still retained on the registers owing to

the fatt that tile;fugitives ipld, UotiVeeii signed off, the Secre-

•tary for Mines and Roads bail intimated that the Govern-

ment w.as prepared to consider individual cases on their

merits.
# * * *

111 its cMiicni issuc The Sceicttiiii. obviously referring to

the Springs Mines distrilnitioti, says:—

A

Scrip Dividends ease has recently been brought to our
and Income Tax. imlice where the Inland Revenue authori-

ties have agreed to accept payment of

iiiriinH' tax ill shares. It was the case of a well-known
mining cfiinpany which is jiayiug a dividend in shares of one
of its subsidiary companies, and the dividend warrant is in

an lunisual form, inasmuch as it states that the authorities

have consented to receive income tax in shares, and the

munber of shares corresponding to the amount of tax is

deducted fr<im the amoimt of the dividend, .\lthough it is

unusual, it is not a new |ii;ietiec for the authorities to

receive tax in shares, but we venture to think that it is not

a practice which should be i-ncouraged. It is not desirable

from any ])oint of view that a large State Department should
hreome a shareholder in miscellaneous mining and other

enterjirises—from tiie i)oint of view of the State because
the Hevemie may lose tax altogether should the shares prove
unsaleable, and from the i)oiut of view of the shareholder

because, as we believe is the ease in the present instance,

the shares may be actually marketable at a i)ri'mium, and
the shareholder has therefore had deducted from his dividend

a larger sum than he is bound to jiay. An interesting i)oint

arises as to what will happen in the case of shareholders

wiio are t'iititle<l to claim exemption from tax and are

clearly entitled to get a refund of the amount of tax

deducted. Will the Commissioners give such a shareholder

a re-transfer of his shares, or will they treat the shares as

being worth par, and pay the shareholder his refund in cash?
If the latter, the Ivevenue may further lose on the transac-

tion, as it may never realise the par value of the .shares.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND KING COAL.-I.

Immense Resources of the Union—Markets Awaiting Exploitation—An Unappreciated
Asset—Our New Atlantic Seaboard.

The title of this article is justified by the fact that coal is

undoubtedly king of the industrial world. The earth could

scrape along without any other single mineral product. A
process of substitution in the metals of industry would mean
vast inconveniences and it would impose a financial burden
on industry which would temporarily paralyse rtiany

branches of trade and commerce. Still the world would
manage to scrape alone;. But if the Martians conquered
this planet and by way of forcing an indemnity put armies

of occupation on all our coalfields and prevented the raising

of coal, the world would have to pay the indemnity or else

rush headlong into extinction. The forests' of the world

would not save the situation. The oilfields of the world

would not save the situation. For coal is the crowned king

of all human activity. Coal is king in South Africa. But
the winning of coal is not accounted of much importance

by comparison with other industries. For every sovereign's

worth of coal which we raise in South Africa we produce
ten sovereigns' worth of gold and over two sovereigns' worth
of diamonds. The world could " carry on " without any
serious disruption if all the diamonds in and on the earth

became suddenly metamorphosed into lamp black. It is

conceivable, too, that if silver or platinum became the

medium of currency and gold melted away into vapour we
should still maintain existence and activity. But without
coal the world would speedily rush jnto a state of universal

bankruptcy and within a century we should have fallen

back into the dawn of time when man was of no more
account than a pterodactyl.

Three Hundred Ye.\rs of Co.-\l Reserve.

The importance of coal is not and never has been pro-

perly appreciated in this country. The glamour of gold and
the gleam of diamonds have made us lose our sense of

perspective when we look upon black and sombre coal. Yet
coal is the most essential commodity of the world. There
are few countries possessinrr such extensive coal resources

as South Africa, and what is equally important, South Africa

raises coal at a cheaper rate of production than any other

important coal-producing country.

Sir Robert Kotze, in his address before the local Institute

of Engineers in August, 1911, took the area of the South
African coal fields at five thousand square miles, with an
average thickness of six feet, and allowing 55 per cent, for

extractable saleable coal, he fixed the total at twenty thou-

sand million tons. But this is undoubtedly a most conserva-

tive estimate. A writer in The New South Africa estimated

the total at about sixty thousand million tons, and Dr. P.

A. Wagner, in his presidential address read before the S.A.

-Association for the Advancement of Science, referred to

conservative estimates which fixed the total " at

56,200,000,000 tons, of which 36,000,000 tons fall to the

share of the Transvaal." What proportion of these last-

named tonnages is to be regarded as extractable and saleable

coal is not clear, but if we adopt a figure of somewhere
around 30 thousand million tons of coal which are capable

of profitable extraction and have a ready selling value, the

figure is not open to much criticism on the ground of over-

estimation. Last year the collieries of South Africa raised

and sold just under ten million tons of coal. If we apply

this rate of exhaustion to the estimate given above (i.e.,

thirty thousand million tons) it will be obvious that we have

enough coal to last us for three hundred years at the present

rate of consumption. In jioint of fact, we can produce coal

at twice the present rate and still at the end of 300 years

have tremendous coal resources because there are very large

areas which are known to contain coal measures, but which
have never been exploited and which are not referred to in

the foregoing calculations. The truth is we have more coal

than we know what to do with. There is so much coal

within range of the pits and tunnels of the existing collieries

that there is little inducement under existing conditions for

capital to go a-seeking new coal mines.

The Rolling Stock Question.

But there ought to be inducement. Existing conditions
require a change. We are in an admirable geographical
position to compete with other markets. The price of South
African coal at pit head is lower than in any other country in
the world with the exception of India. In December last
Transvaal coal had a value at pit's mouth of just over five
shillings per ton. Contrast this figure with 9s. O^d. for the
United Kingdom, 10s. G^d. for Germany, 12s. 8id. for
France, and 13s. 5id. for Belgium in 1912, and bear in mind
that coal in Europe to-day is very much more expensive
than it was in 1912. There is no adequate reason why South
Africa should not be one of the premier coal producing coun-
tries of the world. Our resources are sufficiently great to
allay any fears of early exhaustion. Exhaustion of coal
measures is not a point which need trouble the present
Government at any rate. But the fact that so far the coal
producers have been given remarkably little encouragement
in the building up of an export trad"^e commensurate with
the country's coal producing potentialities certainly is a
matter which calls for the Government's most serious con-
sideration. It is admitted that the war has exercised an
important bearing on this matter. The demand for coal
has increased but shortage of rolling stock and the difficulties
in the way of securing new trucks and locomotives have
greatly hampered exports. This cry of rolling stock shortage
is, however, no new one. It was heard long before the war.
It is heard to-day ; but if, a few months after the advent of
peace and the regaining of normal conditions, the coal
hidustry is still penalised through lack of transport facilities,

it will behove the collective coal interests to endeavour to
make the Government realise the value of this vast asset.
It is true that our coal export trade has broadened con-
siderably during the war. But this increase has been
practically negligible when considered in relation to the coal
resources of the country and to the ability of the collieries

to greatly augment their outputs of good coal at a remark-
ably low price. As Mr. Trevor (Inspector of Mines) remarked
a few weeks ago, now is the opportune moment for South
Africa to gain increased trade. The new world is emerging
from the ashes of the old unstable hemispheres of pre-war
days. Tremendous industrial projects are afoot ; tremendous
quantities of material and particularly of fuel will be
required to give impetus to these new projects.

Export via West and East Coasts.

South Africa has emerged from this war with at least a
mandatory dominion over South-West Africa—one can read
no other interpretation into that particular portion of the
Peace proposals which is concerned with the fate of the
German Colonies. And so we gain several hundreds of
miles of the Atlantic seaboard with at least two fair ports
in Luderitzbucht and Swakopmund, and a railway system
which links up the coal fields and the southern Atlantic.
On the East Coast we have not possession of the natural
gateway of the Transvaal which is so favourably situated to
the most important coalfields in South Africa, "but we have
in Durban one of the main ports of the Indian Ocean.
Possibly our position on the East Coast may be improved
in the comparatively near future. But even if it is not
South Africa with its two seaboards and its immense coal
resources favourably situated in regard to ports and railways,
and capable of giving buyers the best coal value for their
money in the world, should be able to control the coal trade
of the Southern Hemisphere. We have immense markets
in South America, India, the Straits Settlements and the
Pacific, which so far have scarcelj' been touched. There is

no earthly reason why our coal trade and particularly our
export coal trade should not be quadrupled within the next
few years.

(To be continued.)
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THE MINERAL WEALTH OF THE CONGO.

Great Expansion of Production Promised- Katanga's Outpvxt Capacity to be Quadrvipled
—New Machinery Despatched to the Kilo Gold Fields—The Opening Up of Middle

Africa-Belgium and the Anglo-Saxons.

From conversations which we have had with business and

mining men who have recently visited the Belgian Congo

we gather that very big industrial developments are impend-

ing in that State. This journal has always held to the view

that the Congo will, in the not far distant future, prove

itself to be one of the richest territories on earth, and

despite the crippling influences of the war the great Belgian

Colony has made considerable advance towards fulfilment

of this prophecy. Indeed, whilst the Mother Country has

been broken and devastated by the Hun hordes the Colonial

State has been making steady advances in trade and industry

and prosperity. It may well be that the Congo will

rehabilitate Belgium and in time restore that stricken little

kingdom to its pre-war position, when it was one of the

most prosperous countries in the world.

Congratulations to j\Ir. Williams.

The main impetus towards general activity and trade

development in the C&ngo has come from the' Katanga

cupriferous belt. After all these years of patient toil,

immense transport and financial difhculties, metallurgical

problems and adverse criticism, Mr. Eobert Williams'
" Copper Eand " has at last come into its own. Whatever

views may have been expressed by correspondents in this

paper in the past the South African Mining Journal wishes

to convey to Mr. Williams and his colleagues its

sincere congratulations on the success which has crowned

their efforts, not only because the Katanga belt has become

a copper producer of first-rate importance, but even more

so on the fact which only recently has been divulged that

but for the unceasing endeavours of Mr. Williams the whole

of this i-ich region might have fallen under GeriTian domina-

tion. As it is, to-day the Katanga mineral belt (a term

which may be used collectively to denote the interests of

both the Union Miniere and the Tanganyika Concessions)

is under Belgian and British control, and for the first time

in its twenty years of history the Tanganyika Concessions

has just recently disclosed a credit balance in its annual

accounts, the 1917 operations, which were ably reviewed by

Mr. Wihiams in London a few weeks ago, having resulted

in a credit balance of £188,270. Tanganyika has turned the

comer and even the financial and metallurgical pessimists

of a decade ago can now scarcely doubt that, with the war
over and Belgium and her Colony freed from the menace
of covetous Germany, the affairs of this company will sliow

steady improvement.

Activity in the Past Four Years.

The work achieved in the Katanga mineral region since

the outbreak of war has been most remarkable. We have
just had the pleasure of interviewing one or two Ehodesian
engineers who have recently been visiting Elisabethville, the

Star of the Connjo, Kambove, and other properties, and they
report an astonishing scene of activity and development.
The equipments and smelters already installed in the

southern heart of Africa are stated to be at least comparable
with the latest plants of other large copper producers in

Arnerica and elsewhere. Immense quantities of profitable

ore are awaiting treatment, lines of rail and water com-
munication with the south and north and east and west have
been opened up with wonderful rapidity, and now that the
world can pause after four years of war and can return to

a consideration of peaceful projects, the linking up of

Katanga with its natural port on the west coast at Ijobito

Bay cannot much longer be delayed.

The most recent developments have emphasized the very

great advantages which completion of the Benguella line

would secure. Not only would this railway greatly enhance
the profit on copper, but it would facilitate to a marked
degree the extension of the Katanga productive plants and
would also accelerate the exploitation of the Euwe gold

field and the Busanga tin deposits.

160,000 Tons per Annum.

Despite the war the smelting plant of the Union Miniere

has been increased from a producing capacity of 12,000 tons

per annum to 40,000 tons per annum in the last four years.

Plans are now under consideration for quadrupling this latter

figure. In other words, the Katanga fields will before long

have a productive capacity of 160,000 tons of copper per

annum. So much for the Katanga region.

The Kilo Fields.

\'ery much further north to the west of .\lbert Edward
Nyanza, the Kilo gold field has been quietly producing gold

for the last dozen years. Travellers and geologists of repute

who have visited the Kilo region have spoken of the richness

and potential wealth of this remote field. But transport

difficulties and a Government control unsympathetic to

British prospectors and capital tended to curtail expansion.

In the pre-war days the Government of the Belgian Congo
was not particularly keen on an influx of .\nglo-Saxons into

that territory. This is scarcely to be wondered at. The
Congo has attracted undesirable adventurers from all parts

of the world, and the performances of a few notorious

Britishers and Americans in that State did not tend to make
Congo officials feel very sympathetic towards any action

which would encourage more visitors and particularly the

ubiquitous British adventurer. Let us hope, however, that

wiser and more considerate councils will prevail. Kilo has

been under the watchful eye of mining men and financiers

for some years past. The extension of railway and water

routes in middle Africa will bring even the remotest corners

of the Nyanzan regions within the scheme of world industry

during the next few years, and it is our firm belief that

before long the Kilo gold fields will be very much more
important and better known than they are at present.

Already we learn of the despatch of considerable quantities

of plant to Kilo by a well-known Ehodesian firm, and we
shall not be surprised if the mineral production of the Congo
Beige is augmented by a substantially larger

output of gold from the Kilo region simultaneously with the

completion of the Benguella Eailway and the expansion of

the Katanga smelting and leaching plants.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
ill tpquiriei addrtsaed to the Editor must bear the writer't nam*

and full addreii. Wt cannot reply to enquiriet by Utter, but

telegrams with replies prepaid will be answered. Correspondents

are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

Crown."—The new shaft being sunk is in blue gi'ound

and prospects seem favourable. A test washing has

not been made.
Malagash."—The human factor at the proi)erty has given

trouble and affaii-s are being I'eorganistd.

Underground."-—A pure speculation.

Shareholder."—See the figures given in tlie quarterly re-

port in this issue. They confirm your anticipation.

Cautious " (Salisbury).—We are writing to you.

J. L." (Benoni).—There is no short answer to your three

questions. The shares are based on sliding scale, dif-

ferent in each case, and varying with the proportion

of profits to yield.
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THE KATANGA COPPER RAND.

1. Workmen's Cottages.
2. Compound.
3. Coal Crusliini? Plant, f,-,,- xrak-imr rv.ta

4. Kambove .Mine.

5. Interior of Fnniaee Buildingr.
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FULL REPORT OF THE INCHCAPE COMMITTEE.

Negative Findings—Rand Working Costs and War Charges—Arguments in Detail.

On 27tli September last it v\ill be remembered that a
Committee was appointed by the Treasury, consisting of

Lord Tuchcape (Chairman), Sir Thomas Elliott, Sir Charles
Addis and ]Mr. W. H. N. Goschen, " to consider and report

upon the effect of the war upon the gold production of the

British Empire with reference more particularly to the

treatment of low-grade ores, and how^ far it ^'-iiay be of im
portance to the national interests to secure the continuance
of the treatment of such ores, and generally how to stimu-

late the production of gold." The report of this Commit-
tee, dated '29th November, is now issued as a White Paper.

With two appendices it runs to twelve folio pages of small

print, and includes several elaborate tables. A more or less

adequate cabled summar}' has already appeared in the daily

papers, but, in view of the enormous importance of the

issues raised, we put on record the following more complete
report :

—
RECENT SET-BACK IN GOLD PRODUCTION.

The Committee's report commences with a brief history of the

question and a reference to the conclusions of the Select Committee of

the South African House of Assembly which early this year considered

the position of tho Union gold mining industry. It goes on to say:
" We have examined statistics of the gold production of the Empire
and of the Transvaal for a number of years, and have heard evidence

from the Gold Producers' Committee, who state that they speak for the

producers of the Empire. Mr. Agnew, on the nomination of the Agent-

General for Western Australia, the London Chamber of Commerce,
the South African Trade A sociat'on. Lord Cunliffe. Sir Brian Cokayne,

the Governor of the B#nk of England, Sir Thomas Rose, of the Mint,

and Sir John Bradbury." An elaborate table showe, so far as figures

are available, the tons milled, the output in fine ozs., t'he value at

£4'277 per oz. fine, the yield per ton, the working cost per ton and
the average labour, white and coloured, emliloyed for each year from
1910-1917 inclusive, and an estimate for 1918 for the Transvaal, West
Africa, Rhodesia, Australasia. Canada and India. The Committee
comments :

" It will be seen that the total producHon of the Empire
has on tho whole risen steadily from 1910 until 1917. In 1910 it was
£51,12&,737. In 1913 it was " £56,965.184. In 1915, £58.679.931. In

1916, £59,561.114. In 1917 it fell to £56,131.699, a drop of £3,429,415.

and in 1918 it is anticipated that th'-re will be a further fall of

£4,652,207, bringing the total to £51.479,492. The close correspondence

between the amount of labour employed and the gold produced is a

marked feature of the figures. Throughout tho whole period, however,

there has bfcn a continuous decline (with the. exception of a trifling

increase in 1916 over 1915) in the production of Australasia. We may
here sum up the figures. Thev i^how an Empire production for 1918

(estimate) of £51,479,492, against £56,131.699 for 1917, and £56,965.184

for 1913. A total Transvaal producUon of £36.479.218 (estimate) for

1918. against £38,306.381 for 1917 and £37,372.949 for 1913: a low grade
mine production for 18 mines in the Transvaal of £7,949.007 (estimate)

for 1918. again-.t £8,590,270 for 1917 and £10,639.846 for 1913. There
is accordinglv an a'-l-round slight reduction in output in 1918 as com-
pared with 1913, but there has been, on the a#her hand, an increase in

]iroduction in each year of the war up to 1918 over the pre-war figures,

and if a comparison is made between Empire production of the last

complete four years before the war and the four complete years of war
(reckoning 1918 as compl'^t^) it shows an increase in production in

favour of the latter period of £6,623 162. The increase is due to the

increase in the Transvaal as a whole, which is responsible for some
60 per cent, of the total produced and which more than counteracted

the steady decline in the output of Australasia and of the low grade
mines in the Transvaal. We have endeavoured to ascertain whether
and to what extent the check to the upward tendency in the Empire
production of gold resulting from the decline in the previously increas-

ing production of the Transvail is tho effect of the war. The South
African Committee ascribed' the position in which the low grade mines
found themselves to three causes : (a) The rise in wages due to the
war: (b) to extra costs of stores: (c) to shortage of explosives and of

native liibour which rendered it difficult for them to make revenue
cover working costs. Between the apnointment of the Committee in
South Africa and our apjiointment no low grade mine in the Transvaal
did in fact close down, and our witnesses were unable to sav that the
two mines which had closed down before 1918 had been compelled to do
so by increased costs. ... In answer to the specific question.-, as to
what extent the falling off in production was due to tiie increase in

cost, the witnesses stated that it would be very difficult to separate the
figures, and that a very technical examination, which could not be
made in London, would be required. Our witnesses, however, ' thought
it safe to say that the main cause of the decline in iiroduction, so far
as the Rand were concerned, was increased cost.' They admitted the
great importance of the que.tion for the purpose of our inquiry, and
when further pressed, stated that the relation between the various causes
of the decline could not be given. It is, however, obvious, as was
pointed out by Sir Newton Moore, that a mine on the border of paya-
bility becomes definitely unnayable on an increase of costs, and we
were given as an instance of closing down of the Great Fingall mine,
one of the two cases, both in Australia, in which it has been definitelv

stated that a mine has in fact had to close down since the war owing
to increa.-.ed cost. The witness was not, however, able to state how
long the mine might have been carried on but for the rise in costs.

SHORTAGE OF EXPLOSIVES AND LABOUR.

" Wo attribute the decline of £1.100,000 in the Transvaal as a whole
between 1916-1917 mainly to shortage of exidosiv<'s caused by the war.

Wo have been informed by th- Gold Producers Commitlee that the
supply of explosives is now ample. In 1918 the decline in labour—due,
we are told, to the reopening of the diamond mines—which net in in

1917, made itself felt, and the fall in production between 1917-1918
appears to be due mainly to that cause. We are not satisfied that so

far as the Transvaal as a whole is concerned the increase in co..t of
working affected the output in either year. The decline in the produc-
tion of the low grade mines during the war appears to us to be due
to the normal falling off in the value of the material treated. With
regard to Australasia, Mr. Agnew has told us that ' in addition to the
gradual falling off of the va'ue of the ore, the labour shortage has
throughout the whole period of decline in production been largely
responsible for it, and that during the war especially there is no doubt
that the shoriagc of labour and the inefficiency of the remaining supply
was an overwhelming factor in the difficulty.' ... As to the
future, it has been represented to us that having regard to the increase
in cost, unle;s assistance is given, low grade mines producing in normal
times payable ore will be obliged to shut down and higher grade mines
will in their operations leave behind low grade ore which in normal
times would have been worked, thus shortening their lives for some
period which cannot be determined. But the argument is, in our view,
directed rather to the interests of the mines than to the question of

.gold supply, unless it can be shown that we are within measurable
distance of the exhaustion of gold, and it appears to us that anything
in the nature of a subsidy per oz. produced, as has been suggested by
the Gold Producers' Committee, would be an inducement to a mine to
work the better ore, though Sir L. Phillips thought that steps could
be taken to prevent this result.

" The following details of the increased cost attributable to the war
have been supplied to us by the Gold Producers' Committee:—

1915. 1916. 1917.
1. Increased cost of mine su|iplies £1.500,000 £1.750,000 £3.250,000
2. Increased gold realisation charges,

including insurance and freight 400,000 400,000 400,000
3. War bonuses and increases in

wagcj to employees 40,000 280,000 600,000
4. Allowances to employees on active

service 100,000 300,000 350,000
5. War Levy in South Africa 500,000 500,000 500,000

£2,540,000 £3.200.000 £5.100.000

These figures represent an increase

of cost per ton milled of Is. 9d. 2s. 2d. 3s. 8d.

Peace may be expected to bring about the immediate disappearance
of such ].iart of tile increase in item (1) as is due to the increase in cost
of freight and insurance, but how soon prices will return to normal we
do not venture to predict. One of the witnesse. in South Africa gave
nine months as the period likely to elapse before they would do so.
We have examined in detail item (2). The increase of"8'38d. [per fine
ounce of gold] in the cost of insurance and freight, accounting for
£350.000 according to our witnesses, may be expected to disappear when
peace i.s signed. It is believed that to a large extent it has already
done so, the cost of fieight and insurance being now very little over
pre-war level. . . . With regard to item (3), while an immediate
decrease in wages cannot probably bo expected, war 'oonu.ses should in
time disappear. Items (4) and (5), involving in 1917 £850.000, will
presumably also disappear at peace.

" There remains the question of the supply of labour in South
.Africa, with regard to which certain suggestions have been made both
to oursalves and to the Committee in South Africa. The question is,

in our view, entirely a tnatter for the Union in South Africa. There
is. however, some evidence a. to the effect of the return of jieace on
the question. Mr. (Sir Evelyn) Wallers stat<'d before the Committee
in South Africa thit 'the demand for native labour in other industries
has steadily increased and is likely to continue to increase, having
regard to the re frictions on the importation of material ncces.-^itating
further labour for local manufacture, the renewal of operations in the
diamond mines, the increasing operations of the collieries, the opening
up of now gold mining areas on the Far East Rand, and the insistent
demand for native lab3ur of the farmers.' In Mr. (Sir Evelvn)
Wallers' view, possibly llie return of the native lalwur contingent from
the war may bring about an am<'!ior:ition.

ANALYSIS OF ALLEVIATING SUGGESTIONS.

We have now to examine tho suggestions for meeting the situation
which have been mide both to the Committee in South Africa and
ourselves. All of them contemplated assistance in money, in different
forms and for different purposes, and two of them at any rate are
directed to remove an alli-ged cause in the decline of gold production,
which we are unable to regard a; the primary cause. These sugges-
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tions cannot in our view be entertained, but we are satisfied that they

were made only after the fullest consideration, and therefore deserve

careful examination at our hands. Two suggestions were made to the

Committee in South Africa. The Chamber of Mines proposed the clos-

ing down by agreement of six selected low srade mines, the distribution

amongst the rest of the labour and materials released, and a subsidy

to be provided by the Government to the mines selected for shutting

down, to enable them to maintain pumping and other nece5,ary work
to provide for eventual reopening. The amount of subsidy required

was given at not more than £150.000. The Consolidated Gold Fields of

South Africa suggested a State subsidy per ton of ore milled to enable
such of the poorer mines as had a probable life of five years or more
to cover any deficit in the cost of working. They propo.sed, further,

the formation, if necessary, of a Government Committee to control
output, development and the allocation of native labour and explosives.

The amount of the subsidy required for some fourteen low grade mines
was given as £183,000. The Committee was unable to recoinmeiid the
granting of subsidies ns suggested by cither the Chamber of Mines or
the Consolidated Gold Fields. Its report on these suggestions is as

follows: 'Your Committee is unable to recommend the granting of
subsidies as suggested by the Transvaal Chamber of Mines and the
Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa, Ltd. It is unable to see

any justification for a grant from public funds and is of opinion that
sub-idies would constitute a bad precedent and that it would be very
difficult to keep them within reasonable limits. The Government would
have to satisfy itself that its subsidy was economically used and not
wasted in careless working or unnecessary costs, and no supervision
could adequately ensure this, short of complete control by the State.
It would be most difficult to justify the payment of sucJi a subsidy
to some mines and not to others which might be considered to be
equally deserving of assistance by the companies owning them, or by
the communities interested in their being kept open, and the Govern-
ment would be faced with a demand to which no limit can be foreseen,
not only from mining on the Rand, but also from other industries and
communities.' We entirely agree. The Committee, however, as we
have stated above, recommended that steps should be taken to control
(a) the amount of development work that may be carried on by each
mine; (b) the allocation of stores and especially explosives; (c) the
allocation of the available labour force.

A SUBSIDY " FUNDAMENTALLY UNSOUND."
" It has been represented to us that the expedients proposed to the

South African Committee are quite insufficient, and the Gold Producers'
Committee have stated as their opinion that '

if it is desired to main-
tain the existing production of gold, as far as the Witwatersrand gold-
field is concerned, about 12s. 5d. per standard ounce of raw gold would
counteract the present increased co.t of production, and would tend to
check a further decline in the output, but it is by no means certain
that it would restore the pre-war output.' The witnesses calculated
that a subsidy of 12s. 6d. per standard ounce of raw gold throughout
the Empire would cost £7,000.000. We were at some pains to discover
whit we should get in return. Our witnesses, however, admitted that
it would be an experiment merely. They could say no more than that
' the extent to which the subsidy would affect the gold output would
depend enormously upon the labour supply and a few other conditions,'

and lliat, v%liile a Government suli.idy wovild not necessarily produce
more gold, ' given a subsidy the Witwatersrand would make every effort

to, and would hope to continue to, produce gold at the rate of £7,000,000
a year which would not otherwise be produced.' Our witnesses admitted
that from the point of view of the purchaser the grant of a subsidy
in addition to the price would amount to an increase in price.- They
agreed without hesitation to the importance of maintaining the standard
price of gold. But the conclusion is irresistible that gold cannot be
purchased at 23g. 9d. per sovereign concurrently with the preservation

of the gold basis which assumes the maintenance of the existing fine

content of the sovereign, as to the importance of which there can, we
think, be no difference of opinion. A subsidy for the production of gold

appears to us to be fundamentally unsound. Gold has been adopted as

the standard of value because, by reason of the operation of natural

causes, it is available in such quintities and at such a cost of produc-

tion in terms of other commoditie-, as to give it a more or less stable

value. Its value in terms of commodities is directly influenced by the

laws of supply and demand. Periods of increased gold production,

following on the discovery of further deposits of gold capable of ex-

traction at a low cost, have been marked by an increase in the price

of commodities. The exhaustion of these sources of supply

has been accompanied by a decline in the price of

commodities It is undoubtedly desirable that considerable

gold reserves .should bo held in this country, but in our view
th:? most important function of a gold reserve is that gold from the

reserve should be available for export at the standard price when
required to meet foreign indebtedness. We thiric it essential to preserve

a free market in gold, but clearly it would not be a business proposition

to do ro if we had to p ly £4 10s. 3d. for an ounce of gold in order to

export it at £3 17s. lOid. We can only maintain our gold reserves

in this country if the value of our exports, visible and invisible, exceed

on the balance the value of our imports. If we want gold and cannot
yjroduee it at a profit, we must depend on our c:« pacify to render services

and to produce at a profit th" rommodities wanted elsewhere by the

holders of gold, and to do so we must adjust our prices to world prices.

We .shall not be able to keep gold which we acquire by means of a
subsidy if th*^ balance of trade is against u;, and apart from the share-

holders in gold mining concerns whose gain would be merely temporary,
the only people who would benefit by the subsidy would be the foreign

purchaser of the gold. Th? London Chamber of Commerce apprehend
that prices may full rapidly at peace, with disastrous results to industry,

and contend that it might be in the public interest to take steps to

prevent the rapid fall in the price of commodities by stimulating the

production of gold at the expense of the taxpayer. We neither share

their apprehension nor accept their contention. To give more tor an
ounce of gold than it i; worth in currency appears to us out of the

question, except on the supposition that we want gold for the puriKise

of keeping it locked up and unavailable for export. We cannot, how-
ever, see any use in acquiring gold for such a purpose. We have no
reason to believe that there will not be forthcoming from the British

Empire on a parity basis as much gold as we shall need for the jiurpose

of strengthening our reserves, but in any case the additional amount
of gold which at best we could hope to secure by a subsidy would, in

the opinion of our witnesses, be of no advantage to this country for

building up reserves unless we can afford to keep it.

GOLD PRODUCERS' GRIEVANCE NOT " WELL FOUNDED.'
' There is one other matter on which we think it right to make

some observations. There appears to exist a widespread impression that
in some way the gold mine owner has suffered unfair treatment, that
in the wordcj of one of our witnesses, he has been * damnified ' by the

action of the Government. It is apparently widely thought that he has
been compelled to deliver the whole of his products to the Government
and that he has suffered by the issue of currency notes. It seems to us

that had not the Bank of England been willing to take his products he
would have been unable to market them at all during the war, or at

most only to a very limited extent, and we have ascertained that, so

far from it being the case that any i>ressure was exercised upon him
by the Government, he accepted readily an arrangement under which
the Bank of England agreed to take the whole of his products. Fur-
ther, the Bank took delivery of the products in Soutli Africa at the

standard price, less an agreed charge for freight, insurance and refining

and other charges ordinarily borne by him, the agreed charges of 25s.

i:)er cent, being much less than the charges he would otherwise have
had to pay. The insurance alone would in 1917-18 have amounted to

five guineas per cent. On dopo.it of the gold in South Africa he ob-

tained an advance in London of 98^ per cent, of the value, thus

gaining at least three weeks' interest. It is calculated that he saved
by the arrangement some 3s. 4d. per ounce—a real benefit to him. not

in the least affected by the fact that the Bank were able to secure

it for him, in view of the special arrangements which they were in a
position to make, without themselves incurring any additional expendi-

ture in procuring the gold. Lastly, it was open to him at any time

to cancel the arrangement. The gold producers Jiave argued that the

unavoidable expansion of currency by the issue T>f currency notes has

raised prices against them unduly as against the producers of other

commodities, who have been able to obtain higher prices for their

products, but it is to be remembered that the gold producers have

always had tlie advantage of the standard price of their product during

the periods when the price of other commodities has fallen. We cannot,

therefore, agree that the sense of grievance is well founded in fact.

COMMITTEE'S CONCLUSIONS.
"We summarise below the result of our inquiry. We find: —
"

(1) That, taking the period of the war on a whole, the production

of gold in the Empire exceeded the production during the corresponding

period immediately preceding it.

"
(2) (a) A decline appears for the first time during the war in 1917-

In 1917, as compared with 1916, there was a reduction in the value of

gold produced in the Ernpire of £3.429,415. made up as follows, the

figure for Au-tralasia Ijeing an official estimate: —
Transvaal £1,183,141

Rhodesia and West Africa 484,677

Australasia 906,600

Canada . 777,914

India 77,083

Total .. ., £3,429,415

" (b) In 1918 a further fall of £4.652.207, as compared with the 1917

production, is anticipated, made up as follows, the figures for Australasia

and Canada being estimates not based on any ascertained figures, none

being available in London

:

Transvaal - - £1,827,163

Rhodesia and West Africa .
734,299

Australasia .. 1.401.400

Canada .
674,588

India 14.759

Total £4,652.207

" (c) That the decline in the Transvaal in 1917 was due to a com-

bination of shortaige of explo.ives and shortage of labour, of which the

shortage of explosives due to the war was the more important, and in

1918 mainly to the shortage of labour, not due to any large extent to

the war.
"

id) That the decline in Austral isia in 1917 and 1918 was normal

and due in the main to natural caus'N. but that it was accelerated by

the increase of costs and decrease in efficiency of labour caused by

the war.
'

(3) That up to the date of our appointment the treatment of low

grade ore in the Transvaal has not to any extent which can bo deter-

mined been reduced by the war.
"

(4) That from the point of view solely of gold production the

abandonment of the treatment of low grade ore in favour of higher

grade ore will not within any measurable period reduce the total output

of the Empire and that the continuance of the working of low grade

mines which are unable to work at a profit to themselves is not therefore

a matter of any great importance to national interest..

"
(5) We are not prepared to recommend any bounty or subsidy for

the purpose of stimulating the gold output of the Empire; gold being

the standard of value no more can properly be paid for it than its

value in currency."
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MINING AND OTHER INDUSTRIES IN THE "OUTSIDE" DISTRICTS.

Points from the Annual Reports of the District Resident Magistrates—Coal Mining Activity.

i-'uoM the auiiuai reports published this week, in Blue Book
toriii, ot the Aiagis crates of the ditt'erent districts of the
Union for iyl7, we euh the following relating to mining and
other industries :

—

Coal mining was carried on extensively in the Ermebj
district, there uemg seven mines worKmg, and the coal pro-
duced was ot the uest quality. Ihe output amounted to
UbU,47y tons. The Breyten Collieries yielded Byv,V07 tons
and the ISpitskop, 126,bUU tons. Iron ore, containing 6o to
ba per ceuu. ot iron, was discovered in large quantities on the
farm " Roodepoort," about seven miles ti'om Emielo, and
although mining operations only commenced on the 14th
Deeemoer, yet in the 1-1 days to the end of the year the
output reacued 2,0(JU tons. Oil shale in payable quantities
was also reported from " Sheepmore," about ^0 miles
from Ermelo.

There was every iudication of a number of industries
being about to be started in Germiston, such as the manu-
facture of nuts and bolts, the producing of pure chemicals,
electro-furnace products and concrete pipes. The salt works
at De-la-Reysville in Lichtenburg had an output of 20,448
bags, nearly three times as much as during the previous
year. Ihe Asbestos ^line in Lydenburg was still being
worked with gratifying results, but the company was rather
handicapped during the year, owing to the difficulty of

obtaining transport to carry the asbestos to the railway. The
Chromite Klines were also drawing some attention, but a
light railway was necessary for their development. The lime
works were turning out good material which found a ready
market, and it was reported that arrangements were in

progress for the manufacture of carbide at Pilgrim's Rest.
The gold output of the district was ±563,233, and base metals
iC36,'612. The output of the Portland Cement Company at

Slun-y reached 25,000 tons, valued at £65,750, and a kiln,

power plant and grinding machinery were being erected from
which it was expected that the output would be doubled.
The White Limes, Limited, at Ottoshoop had an output of

4,200 tons of lime, valued at 8,400, and the Lucerne Lime
Fertiliser Company manufactured 11,893 tons of fertilisers,

valued at £10,091.

The Middelburg ]\lagistrate advocated the development of

the large areas of first-class iron ore in the district for the

prorluction of pig-iron, and he also recommended the erection

of steel converters and roller mills, which would enable
i

pig-iron to be dealt with and the country placed in an in- !

dependent position as regards imports. Antimony was mined
to the extent of 4,151 tons, valued at £4,600, in the Pieters-

burg district. Most of this came from the " Gravelotte
"

i\Iine in the Murchison Range, where the ore was hand-
sorted but not othervs'ise treated before shipment. At the

"Monarch" Mine the ore was smelted. The striking success

of the Asbestos Mine on the farm " Penge," on the Lyden-
burg side of the Oliphants River had attracted attention to

the deposits of asbestos on the Pietersburg side of the river,

extending for a distance of about 60 miles from Mafefis to

Chunispoort, and the ^Magistrate confidently looked forward

to considerable developments. Corundum was found over a

large part of the district, but v\as at present only worked in

the portion of the low country north of the Olifants River,

on both sides of the railw'ay between Lagalies and Bandoliers-

kop. The demand for this mineral had been stimulated by
the war, but it was expected to continue afterwards, as the

use of abrasives in engineering work continually increases.

But for shi])ping, the export would be counted in thousands
of tons per mensem instead of hundreds as at present.

Fai-mers and others with capital could engage profitably in

this industry. Mica in large sheets was found near the

junction of the Olifants and Selati Rivers. .\ few tons had
been cut and sold in Johannesburg.

Ihe only stable and hourishiug industries in the Pretoria
district were the Cement W orks at Baspoort and the Silver-
ton lannery. 'J he latter had developed into considerable
proportions, and was a concern ot great promise. Iron min-
ing was started on the town lands during the year, with
excellent prospects. 'Ihe rush to the Kameelfontein alluvial

diamond diggings had subsided to a large extent, and a
number of lamilies were reported to be stranded tiiere in

most distressing circumstances. Tin ore was being
mined on the farm Allemansdrift and a considerable
quantity of concentrates had been shipped. The Ekunu-
zana Gold Aline in Nkaudhla appeared now to be fairly

well established and was paying quite a good dividend.
The -Magistrate thought there was a prospect of considerable
development of this mine. The Dumbe Coal Aline in Paul-
pietersburg had reached the productive stage. The dairy
industry had grown considerably, due to the fact that a
creamery depot and a cheese factoiy had been opened in the
town. The Pietermaritzburg district boasted of many in-

dustries, such as carriage and wagon factories, brick and tile

works, printing and book binding establishments, saddleries,

mills, monumental works, clothing factory, boot and shoe
factory, breweries, abattoirs, farmers' co-operative meat
industries, cold storage works, wattle-bark extract tannery,
biscuit factory, as well as extensive railway works. There
were also a leather tannerj- and a basket factory doing well.

• All the industries made use of the South African raw
material. One enterprising famier in the Umvoti district

was artificially producing heavy poles for the mines. Under
hydraulic pressure, four wattle poles were bound together,

and they were said to be stronger than solid poles of equal
size. The output of the Utrecht Collieries was 109,782 tons.

New collieries were floated in the Vryheid district, namely,
the Enyati Colliery, Ltd., and the Bernica Colliery, Ltd.,

both incorporated in and floated with capital from Mauritius.

The Enyati iMine claimed to be the most remarkable pro-

perty in Africa, as far as coal was concerned, there being

about 70 millions of tons of coal in sight. There were two
main seams, the upper one 8 feet 6 iuclies of clean coal, and
the lower, 5 feet. The outcrop stretched for about eight

-

miles and the railway line fan immediately under this out-

crop for the whole distance. The distance between the two
seams was 48 feet, and the entire formation was solid sand-

stone, which was very sound and strong, so that no timber

would be required. There should be little gas. if any at all.

The water supply was of the best quality, the flow of the

spring being about as much as an 8-feet pipe could contain.

A plant, which was being constiaicted in the country, had
been designed to deal with 3,000 tons per day. The output

of the various mines was as follows : The Vryheid Rail-

way and Coal and Iron Company, Ltd., Hlobane, put out

459,510 tons, emi>loving 61 Europeans and 1.746 natives and
Indians. The Tendega Collieries, Ltd., turned out 119,958

tons, and their employees numbered 37 Europeans and 750

natives and Indians. The Bernica Colliery, Ltd., supplied

5,247 tons and employed 6 Europeans and 60 natives. The
Vryheid Coke. Ltd., had an output of 6,727 tons of coke,

valued at £22,396. The Natal Ammonitim. Titd., put out

32,451 tons of screened coal used in the manufacture of sul-

phate of ammonia, of which the quantity made was 18,030

tons.

Enemy Advertising.

This journal is conducted in the interests of commercial
and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.
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MINING QUESTIONS IN THE UNION PARLIAMENT.

Mr. Creswell and the Custodian—Miners' Phthisis Legislation—New Ophir—Mining Leases.

The Wit. Deep .and the Custodi.\s of Ekemy Property.

In the Assembly on Tuesday-, Mr. Creswell asked the

Minister of Finance : (1) On what occasions since the appoint-

ment of the Custodian of Enemy Property had that official

voted or sent his proxy to other persons to vote at company
meetings in respect of enemy shares vested in him, at what
dates were such meetings held, and of what companies and
what were the names of the persons to whom he gave his

proxies ; (2) what were the names of the director of the Wit.

Deep and the Director of the Central ^Mining and Investment
Company who had interviewed him last December for the

purpose of obtaining his proxy for the Wit. Deep meet-
ing, and where and on what dates had the interview or inter-

views taken place ; (3) on what date had the Custodian
received the circular from the Wit. Deep and Knight Central

Shareholders' Protection Association containing an extract

headed " the ignorant investor God help him "; (4) had this

circular been addressed to him officially in his capacity as

Custodian and had he also received other circulars from the

same body dated October 1, 1918, and January 2, 1019; (5)

what steps, if any, beyond interviewing the two directors

referred to above, had the Custodian taken to ascertain the

merits of the matters in dispute between the two contending
parties of non-enemy shareholders in the Wit. Deep before

deciding to throw the weight of the voting power of the

enemj'-held shares on to one side ; (6) had the Government
come to any decision as to the ultimate destiny of the

enemy-owned shares at present vested in the Custodian,
i.e., whether they were to be handed back to enemy subjects

after the war or otherwise dealt with; and (7) would the

ilinister lay on tlie table all regulations made by the

Governor-General-in-Council inider Act No. 39 of 191fi,

Section 4, prescribing the powers and duties of the

Custodian ?

The ^Minister of Finance replied as follows:—(1) On uo
occasion previous to the meeting of the Wit. Deep has the

Custodian of Enemy Property voted or sent his proxy to

other persons to vote at company meetings in respect of

enemy shares vested in him. (2) Mr. Boyd and ]\lr. Ealeigh
jnterviewed him about December 19 at Pretoria. Mr.
Ealeigh, it appeared, was at the time of the interview not
a director of the Wit. Deep, as he had been retired as the

result of the action by the Wit. Deep and Knight Central

Shareholders' Protection Association at a previous meeting.
It was in favour of the wish of a body of shareholders who
desired that Mr. Ealeigh should be re-elected that the

Custodian gave his proxy. (8) On August 28, 1918. (4) It

was addressed to a person who is eliiief clerk in the Cus-
todian's office, and at that office a further circular dated
January 2, 1919, was also received. (5) Apart from an
interview, literature issued by the contending parties and
infoi'mation from other sources were considered by the

Custodian before he made his decision. (6) The answer is

in the negative. (7) No regulations have been issued under
the section referred to.

MiNEiis' Phthisis.

The -Minister of Mines announced, at the instance of

Mr. Graurnann, that the report of the jNIiners' Phthisis
Commission was received on December 1, having been
delayed by the influenza epidemic, and was at once
despatcbed to the printers. There were two separate reports,

(fach signed by three members and one signed by one mem-
ber and two separate bills added. The Government proposed
t« legislate as soon as possible after the publication of the
report. " On what lines'.' " asked Mr. Madeley. " Wait
and see," was the Minister's tart response.

.\ Corner House Director .\s Public Debt Commissioner.

A reply in a few days was prom"ised by Mr. Orr to JNIr.

Eheeder's query : (1) Whether he would give the reasons
why a director of the Corner House group was chosen as one

of the three Public Debt Commissioners? (2) Whether in

the event of other vacancies occurring in the above body
representatives from other financial groups would be chosen?

(3) Whether it is the policy of the Government in making
these appointments to pass by experienced civil servants;

and (4) \\hether the Public Debt Conimissioners received

any fees, and if so what were their fees?

New Ophir G.M. Co., Ltd.

Mr. JMalan stated, in reply to a question to the Minist«r
of Mines, that the property formerly owned and worked by
the New Ophir Gold ^Mining Co., Ltd., Barberton district,

is now being worked under the name of the Uitkyk Gold
Mining Co., Ltd., though it was believed that there had
been one or two changes in the directorate. This new com-
pany had for its chairman the person who acted in a similar

capacity to the New Ophir Gold Mining Co., Ltd. It was
believed to be substantially true that the New Ophir Gold
Mining Co., Ltd., went into liquidation in the early part of

1918, leaving three months' wages due to its European and
nath'e employees and many other debts in the district

unpaid. Complaints had been made that the Uitkyk Gold
Minina Co., Ltd., at present owed various sums in the

district for wages due to Europeans and native employees
and for stores supplied. The question of instituting pro-

ceedings against the management vmder the Native Labour
Eegulations Act of 1911 is now under consideration. As
the company is regjistered in the Cape Province, no steps

other than the institution of civil proceedings would appear

to be open to other creditors of the company. In the mean-
time the department is in communication with the

chaiiTnan.

^Mining Leases.

The mining leases question provided the most interesting

debate of the week, J\Ir. Creswell employing no new argu-

ments, proposed a motion that the Government should issue

no more leases during the life of the present Parliament,
unless his strictures on the methods of the Springs Mines
in issuing shares were an argument. For the rest, he based
himself on doctrinaire grounds in opposing private enterprise

in mining. Mr. Graumann spoke strongly in opposition. In

the first place, said Mr. Graumann, to secure the exploitation

of the East Eaud areas already leased, the State would
have required to embark from eight to nine millions sterling.

Would Parliament have voted such a sum ? In the second

place, the State could not have stai-ted one mine, keeping-

the others back till it was seen how the first prospered ; it

was necessary to replace old mines concurrently in their

going out of production, but on Islv. Creswell's plan there

would be big time gaps involving much industrial disloca-

tion. In the third place, the existing Parliament might live

.another twenty months, and it was undesirable to lose that

period in starting mines which would take five years apiece

in reaching the producing stage, especially as Eand gold

mining had already passed its zenith, and was now on the

down grade. The Minister of i\Iines also replied, and Mr.

Creswell's motion was defeated by a big majority.

MINING MEN AND MATTERS.

It is reported that a re\ival of interest in the Klein

Ijetaba Gold Fields is impending.

•5" ^ft* tP tF

Sir 11. Eoss Skinner and Sir E. Sothern Holland, Bart.,

have arrived in Johannesburg from England.

* # * #

We understand that Mr. B. Oppenheimer, of the .\nglo-

Ameriean Corporation, intends to reside in Joliannosburg in

the near future.
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LATEST RESULTS FROM THE " C.M.S." GROUP.

Progress on the Springs, Brakpan and Daggafontein Mines.

Beakpan Mines.

The report of the directors of the Brakpan Mines, Ltd.,

for the quarter ended December 31 shows that the working
profit for the year 1918 was £356,102 IBs. 2d. The linear

develoisment amounted to 3,977 feet, of which 2,200 feet

were on reef averaging 904 dwts. over a reef width of 39"40

inches. Of the footage on reef 1,105 feet, equivalent to

50'2 per cent., were in paj'able areas and averaged 15'33

dwts. over 38'89 inches. The re-estimation of the ore reserve

as at December 31 is now being prepared and will be

published when completed. The cementation of the dolo-

mite series in No. 3 circular shaft was successfully com-
pleted and bricking was resumed. A distance of 137 feet

was bricked, making a total of 319 feet from the collar of

the shaft. Sinking was then resumed and 152 feet accom-
plished, the total depth of the shaft at the end of the year

being 482 feet. During the quarter 334 feet of sinking was
accomplished at No. 3 circular shaft. In addition some
small water-bearing fissures were successfully cemented.
The total depth of the shaft at the end of the year was
1,043 feet, of which 965 feet were bricked or ringed. Capital

expenditure incurred during the quarter amounted to

£30,383. During the quarter the epidemic of Spanish
influenza spread to the native territories, and the resulting

shortage of native labour has seriously affected the scale of

mining operations. There is now a distinct improvement in

the number of natives coming forward.

Springs Mines.

The working profit for the year 1918 was £416,158 18s.

Id. The re-estimation of the ore reserve as at 31st Decem-
ber is now being prepared and will be published when com-
pleted. No. 3 shaft was sunk 252 feet during the quarter,

making the total depth at the end of the year 444 feet, of

which 383 feet are timbered. During the period under review

the " green dyke " was sunk through, which somewhat
retarded progress. The dolomite sei'ies were also passed

through, and at the end of the year the shaft was being

advanced in quaiizite. The quantity of water encountered
in the dolomite was negligible. During the period under
review debentures of the nominal value of £14,020 were
redeemed, in addition to which debentures of the nominal
value of £4,560 were purchased. Under the agreement in

connection with the acquisition of the lease area the Con-
solidated ;Mines Selection Company., Ltd., took up, during

the period under review, 3,500 shares in the unissued capital

of the Springs Mines at £3 per share. The issued capital

now therefore stands at £1,153,500. During the quarter

expenditure on lease area capital account amounted to

£39,531. During the quarter the epidemic of Spanish
influenza spread to the native territories, and the resulting

shortage of native labour has seriously affected the scale of

mining operations. There is now a distinct improvement in

the number of natives coming forwai-d.

Daggafontein Mines.

During December the pump station and sump at the

bottom of the shaft were completed. Pumping was started

during January. A dam has been constructed in the second
level south with a view to the adoption of cementation to

seal off the flow of water encountered in that heading. An
overwinding accident occurred during November, consider-

ably damaging the bottom station and bins. Repairs are

practically completed, and it is expected that development
will be resumed early in February. In No. 2 shaft the

cementation of the lower p)ortion of the dolomite series was
successfully completed early in October, sinking being

resumed on the 14th of that- month. The footage sunk for

the quarter was 346 feet, making the total depth of the

shaft 1,028 feet, of which 1,012 feet are timbered. The
Rand Water Board purchased 39,364,000 gallons of water
during the quarter. The three-year options, granted under
the flotation agreement, to take up 250,000 shares at par
in the capital of the company expire on March 27, 1919.
During the quarter 527 ordinary shares of £1 each have been
allotted in respect of options exercised in London, the issued
capital of the company now therefore stands at £699,765.

West Springs.

At the end of the year preliminary sinking to a depth of

74 feet had been accomplished in No. 1 shaft, of which 60
feet were timbered. The erection of the headgear and
installation of sinking equipment is now nearing completion,
and it is expected that sinking will be resumed during
February. The collar set at No. 2 shaft has been completed,
and work on the headgear and equipment is progressing
satisfactorily. The west haulage. Springs Mines, reached
the boundary during October. The haulage has been ex-

tended into the West Springs area, and is known as the
east haulage, west face. The details of the development

• accomplished to the end of the year by Springs Mines in

the West Springs property, under the working agreement,
are as follows:—East haulage, west face: Footage sampled
130, reef width 17-42 inches, assay value 3-08 dwts.; east

haulage engine chamber : Footage sampled 5, reef width
3100 inches, assay value 2'55 dwts.; totals and averages:
Footage sampled 135, reef width 17-93 inches, assay value
3-05 dwts.

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsbiirgh, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT*

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCLUDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail Wire
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished Wire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet W^ire

Galvanized Barbed Wire
Wire NaiU Fence Staple*

Pig Iron, Bloom§, Billets, Wire
Rods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel
Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing,

lf« art prtpared to givt PROMPT SERTIOM, and totttlt

I/our inquiritt ac4ompanitd tv eompUU iptci/ioutiiu.

Address

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Cabis Addrwi i
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PROGRESS ON THE BARNATO MINES.

State Mines Big Ore Reserve -Rapid Work at the New State Property-
Effects ot the Influenza.

The quarterly reijorts of the Baruato Companies have the

lollovviDg .

—

CONSOLIDATED LANGLAAGTE.
Total protit tor the quarter, i28,104. The expenditure

on capital account amounted to £1,093, and debenture in-

terest il,375. The influenza epidemic has had a consider-

able effect on the results for the quarter of all the mines of

the group, and there has been a steady exodus of natives

since the beginning of October. At this mine the tonnage

crushed showed a decrease of 13,10U tons. The grade was
about 5d. per ton lower, and working costs increased by

Is. 5d. per ton as compared with the previous quarter. The
gross profit showed a decrease of £15,022. The development

footage sampled totalled 2,897 feet, and gave the following

results : Payable, 942 feet, having an average value of

40.8 dwts. over 14 inches of reef. Unpayable, 1,955 feet,

having an average value of 9.8 dwts. over 11 inches.

GINSBERG.
Total profit for the quarter, £3,347. The grade of the ore

milled showed an improvement to the extent of 2s. 4d. per

ton, and, although there was a decrease of 4,490 tons in the

quantity of ore crushed, the gross profit was £1,387 higher

than that for the previous quarter.

GOVERNMENT G..M. AREAS.

Total profit for the quarter, £235,703. The ex-

penditure on capital account amounted to £8,303.

There was a decrease of 40,500 tons in the quantity of

ore crushed as compared with the previous quarter. This

was entirely due to the large number of natives who left for

their homes on account of the influenza epidemic. There

was an improvement in grade of 2s. 4d. per ton, but working

costs were Is. 5d. per ton higher. The gross profit as com-

pared with the preceding three months shows a decrease of

£15,297. The development footage sampled totalled 0,780

feet, and gave the following results : Payable, 5,090 feet,

having an average value of 17.2 dwts. over 41 inches of reef.

Unpayable, 1,690 feet, having an average value of 3.6 dwts.

over 41 inches. The recalculated payable ore i-eserves at

December 31, 1918, were estimated at 9,445,000 stoping

tons of an assay value of 8 dwts. over a stoping width of 78

inches.

LANGLAAGTE ESTATE.
Total profit for the quarter, £41,576. The expenditure

on capital account amounted to £5,435. The grade showed
an improvemnt of about lOd. per ton, and this helped to

make up for the drop in profit due to the reduced tonnage,

which was 11,270 tons less than that in the previous quarter.

The gross profit, therefore, showed a decrease of only £1,751.

The development footage sampled totalled 2,124 feet, and

gave the following results: Payable, 1,353 feet, having an

average value of 32.9 dwts. over 15 inches of reef. Unpay-

able, 771 feet, having an average value of 9.0 dwts. over

12 inches. A block of 22 claims situated at the southern

boundary of the Block "B" Mine has been purchased from

the New Era Company at a reasonable price. The Lang-

laagte Estate's nearest underground workings to this block

have disclosed ore of satisfactory value, and it is anticipated

that the new ground will prove of considerable value fo the

companv.
NEW PRniROSE.

Total profit for the quai'ter, £4,054. The tonnage crushed

was 2,000 tons less than that for the previous quai*ter, and
as there was little variation in grade and costs, the gross

profit was reduced by £437. The development footage

sampled totalled 178 feet, and gave the following results ;

Payable, 80 feet, having an average value of G.2 dwts. over

44 inches of reef. Unpayable, 98 feet, having an average

Talue of 2.1 dwts. over 46 inches.

NEW UNIFIED.

Total profit for the quarter, £6,976. There was a de-

crease of 1,800 tons in the quantity of ore milled, and work-

ing costs were about 8d. per ton higher than for the previous

quarter. The grade showed a slight improvement, and the

gross profit was only reduced by £942. The development
tootage sampled totalled 155 feet, and gave the following

results : Payable, 15 feet, having an average value of 9.9

dwts. over 20 inches of reef. Unpayable ; 140 feet, having

an average value of 7.1 dwts. over 12 inches.

RANDFONTEIN CENTRAL.

Net loss for the quarter, £14,146. The expenditure on

capital account amounted to £56,909 and debenture interest

£37,789. This company has been passing through a very

trying and difficult period, both as regards its white and
coloured lai:iour. The white employes on the " Block A
Section, which is one of the best sections of the property,

were on strike two weeks in December; and there has been

a very heavy drop in the number of native labourers -owing

to the influenza epidemic. It will be seen that the tonnage

crushed was 54,800 tons less than for the previous quarter,

and the results show a loss of £14,146. The development
footage sampled totalled 9,375 feet, and gave the following

results: Payable, 8,910 feet, having an average value of 23.3

dwts. over 16 inches of reef. Unpayable, 465 feet, having

an average value of 6.2 dwts. over 27 inches.

VAN RYN DEEP.

Total profit for the quarter, £148,293. The expenditure

on capital account amounted to £2,114. There was a de-

crease of 13,070 tons in quantity of ore milled as compared
with the previous quarter. The yield and working costs both

showed an increase of over Is. per ton, and the gross profit

was less by £14,270. The development footage sampled
totalled 919 feet, and gave the following results : Payable,

845 feet, having an average value of 19.7 dwts. over 43 inches

of reef. Unpayable, 74 feet, having an average value of 7.8

dwts. over 24 mches. The recalculated payable ore reserves

at December 31, 1918, were estimated at 2,445,759 stoping

tons of an assay value of 9 dwts. over a stoping width of 70

inches.

WITWATERSRANE G.M. COMPANY.

Total profit for the quarter, £14,369. The expenditure

on capital accotmt amounted to £3,066. The quantity of ore

crushed was' 9,350 tons less than that for the previous

quarter. Working costs were about Is. per ton higher, and
as the grade was slightly lower the gross profit shows a

decrease' of £8,368. The development footage sampled
totalled 1,820 feet, and gave the following results: Payable,

1,290 feet, having an average value of 13.6 dwts. over 39

inches of reef. Unpayable, 530 feet, having an average

value of 8.6 dwts. over 50 inches.

NEW STATE AREAS.

The Noi-th Shaft was sunk 63 feet to a total depth of 145
feet, and the South Shaft was sunk 3 feet to a total depth
of lOo feet. Sinking has been stopped for some time to per^

mit of the permanent headgears and hoists being erected. At
the North Shaft, the erection of the headgear is making good

progress. The boilers are ready for steaming, and the

erection of the boiler-house has been commenced. The in-

stallation of one of the directing hoists is also in hand. At

the South Sliaft, the erection ot the headgear has been com-
pleted, and good progess is being made w'ith the erection of

one of tlie direct-acting hoists. Eoiu' boilers are ready for

steaming and tlie boiler-house has been completed.

A 35-dnll compressor has been purchased, and will be erected

at the South Shaft.
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the
Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

Rand Gold and Peace Problems.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining and Engineering Journal.

Sir,—The articles on " Rand Gold and Peace Problems
suggest many things to the man \^-ho is interested in any
way in the " reconstruction " which seems to be the order
of the daj' in all quarters of the earth. We are reminded
that in these complicated problems of governments and
after-war adjustments, gold and credit may play a very big

part. But the whole subject is evidently one of great com-
plexity, and it seems necessary to get expert evidence to

bear on it before any considerable changes are attempted.
What surprises me in the circumptances is the apathetic

attitude of our " leaders of thought "—that is, members of

our technical societies, our politicians, und mining and
labour leaders. They ought to give the public some lead

in these matters. In particular professors and graduates
of the universities should be heard. The dull routine of

those mills of thought represented by our educated and
be-lettered professors remind one of a flour mill—there is

nothing ever heard from them except a dull, dusty rumble.
An intellectual rabbit would surely have something to say

at this time when the world is re-niaking under the dictation

of an American university professor with political gifts.

Does gold affect prices and wages and strikes and tub-

thumpers short of oratorical ideas? Is the Labour pro-

gramme, as your correspondent suggests, based on a false

philosophy that omits brains and counts muscle as the only

valuable thing? If these things are true surely the leaders

of the educated and thinking section of the public should

be heard, now or never. Many of us are vaguely uneasy
about the effects of the war on all classes and on social

stability. We want light and leading.—Yours, etc.,

AN EX-MINEE.
Johannesburg, 5th Feb., 1010.

[We intend to follow up this suggestion by inviting views

on the important issues raised.—Ed.]

Jack-Hammers and Drill Steel.

To the Editor, iS..4. Mining and Engineering Journal.

Sir,—Many thousands of pounds are being spent by the

mining groups on jack-hammers. Consulting engineers and
mine managers are studying the question as to which is the

best machine on the market, etc. In my opinion, greater

attention should be given to the tempering, sharpening and
shanking of the drill steels. A few days ago I watched the

Kafir drill shai-peners at work on a mine where the officials

are endeavouring to make the jack-hammer a success. The
drills were being shariJened at a rapid rate, but the natives

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
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were absolutely ignorant of the method of tempering or
hardening tlie bits or cutting edges. They have no know-
ledge whatever of the colour of the heat required to harden
the drills. These were plunged' into the water at a vellow
to a dull i-ed heat and several times at almost black^heat!
How can jack-hammers be a success when such steels are
used? I examined a number of shanks and found the
striking end on some broken and not square; this is fatal to
pistons. The \^onder is that jack-hammers do as well as
they do under such conditions. The best method of temper-
mg drdl steels that I have seen on these fields is at the
Brakpan Mines, where the steels are re-heated for tempering
by two natives and handed to a third who plunges them
when the requisite heat colour is obtained. A study of this
method is well wortli the consideration of other mines.
Considerable saving would be effected by the appointment
by each group of a qualified " Steel Temperer and Drill
Sharpener " to inspect this work. The amount of steel used
would be considerably lessened, the cost of upkeep of the
rock drills would be less, and the number of holes drilled per
machine per shift would be increased.—Yours, etc.,

E. R. PETHICK.
Benoni, 3rd Feb., 1919.

[This seems an excellent suggestion, and the views of
some othei- mining men on the subject would be of interest
—Ed.]

British Columbia Timber.

To the Editor, >Si..'l. Mining and Engineering Journal.

Sir,—I beg to advise that under separate cover I am
sending you a copy of Bulletin No. 60, publislied by the
Forestry Branch of the Canadian Government. This bulle-
tin treats on the mechanical and physical properties of
Canadian Douglas Fir, and will I hope, in connection with
" Canadian Woods for Structural Timbers," which I sent
you in August, 1917, prove of interest and service.—Yours,
etc.,

W. J. EG.\N,

Canadian Trade Commissioner.

Capetown, 29th Jan., 1919.

[The bulletin in question is at the service of any of our
readers interested.—Ed.]

Notices of appointments vacant on the mines are inserted
fftieinthe advertisement columns of this journal.
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THE JANUARY GOLD OUTPUT: GROUP RETURNS.

Barnato Group.
The results of operations of the Barnato group for

January are as follows:—
Tons Revenue

Mine. Stamps. Crushed. from Gold

Consolidated Langlaagte ... 100 41,300 £51,645
Ginsberg ... 75 11,000 12,899
Government Areas ... 180 106,500 188,344
Langlaagte Estate . . . 200 45,170 55,655
New Primrose ... 90 17,300 16,343
New Unified ... 60 13,400 12,294
Randfontein Central ... ... 600 143,000 160,901
Van Ryn Deep ... 90 42,900 95,747
Witwatersrand ... 215 35,550 38,158

Totals and averages ... 1610 456,120 £631,986

December totals . .

.

... 1610 409,790 £575,754

Working Gross
Tutal Costs Profit includ-

Mine. Working per Ton ing Sundry
Costs. Milled.

Shillings.

Revenue.

Consolidated Langlaagte . ,€42,786 20-719 £9,045
Ginsberg 12,460 22-654 545
Government Areas ... . . 113,913 21-392 75,027
Langlaagte Estate ... . . 42,604 18-861 13,172
New Primrose 15,206 17-579 1,223
New Unified 10,105 15-082 2,224
Randfontein Central . 152,608 21-344 9,123
Van Ryn Deep 48,569 22-643 48,168
Witwatersrand 35,276 19-846 4,416

Totals and averages . . £473,527 20-763 £162,943

December totals . £440,449 21-496 £139,290

Consolidated Mines Selection Group.
The following are the results of operations for the month

of January :

—
Stamps Tons Working Costs

Working. Milled. per Ton Milled

110 42,000 25/10-572
80 33,350 25/ 3421

Brakpan .Mines

Springs Mines

Totals imd averages 190 75,350

Yi.klValue of Yield Working Working
Gold per Profit. Profit

declared. Ton. per Ton.

Brakpan Mines... £85,224 40/ 6-997 £30,874 14/ 8-425

Springs ]\Iines ... 72,450 43/ 5-379 30,287 18/ 1-958

Totals & averages £157,674 41/10-213 £61,161 16/2-806

Glynn's Lydenburg.
The following are the particulars of this company's

output for the month of January, 1919:—Tons crushed.

2,784, yielding 971 fine ozs. ; estimated value of month's
output, £4,040; estimated loss for the month, £567. The
labour position is steadil}* improving, but the grade for the
month was lower.

Transvaal G.M. Estates.
The following are the particulars of this company's out-

put for the month of January, 1919:—Central Mines: Tons
crushed, 9,300, yielding 2,506 fine ozs. Elandsdrift Mine :

Tons crushed, 1,080, yielding 547 fine ozs. Vaalhoek Mine:
Tons crushed, 1,000, yielding 347 fine ozs. Estimated value
of month's output, £14,128. Estimated loss for the month,
£4,148. The labour position is steadily improving, but the
supply is still inadequate. The grade at Central Mines was
low during the month. Towards the end of .January Elands-
drift Mine was flooded as a result of sudden abnormal
rainfall.

Albu Group.
The Januiu-y operations of the producing nunes of this

group were as follows:—
Company.

-Aurora West
Meyer and Charlton ...

New Goch
Roodepoort United
Van Ryn Estate
West Rand Consolidated

Company.

Aurora West
Meyer and Charlton ...

New Goch
Roodepoort United
Van Ryn Estate
West Rand Consolidated

Tons
Crushed.

12,000
12,7.50

14,300

24,000
32,600
30,500

Total

Cost.

£14,177
16,342

13,133

24.831

27,642
34,945

Cost per
Ton.

23-63

25-64

18-37

20-69

16-96

22-91

* Loss. -

126,150 £131,070

Total
Revenue. Profit.

£10,890 *£3,287
38,887 22,545
13,034 *99

23,865 *966

31,775 4,133
36,104 1,159

£1.54,-555 £23,485

Shortage of native labour continues adverselv to aSect
all mines of the group. It is satisfactory to note", however,
that a slight improvement in this direction is beginning to
manifest itself.

Aiirorn U'cs-f.—Arrangements for the supply of addi-
tional compressed air were completed towards "the end of
the month. The new Jackhammers have been delivered on
the mine and are being started up as rapidly ;is circum-
stances admit.

HAULING ENGINES
ALL OF WHICH ARE IN GOOD COXDITIOX :

ONE SINGLE DRUM HOIST, Cylinders I7in., Stroke 50in., Drum
96in. .\ 6in.

ONE TANGYE HAULING ENGINE, DIRECT DRIVE, Cylinders
I8in., Stroke 36in., Acting Hoist, Drums S4in. .v ;i(li"n.

ONE MILL ENGINE. TANGYE COMPOUND, Corliss Valve Gear
and Fly Wheel, H.P. Cylinder IGin.. L.P. Cylinder 2Sin.
Approximately 250 H.P., Stroke 42ln., Fly Wheel Kift. \
2ft ;(in. [ace, ivith Worthington Condensinj; Plant.

GENERATORS
FOUR GENERATORS, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, Model R.

52/50, 2,200 Volts, 39.4 Amps., .f75 Revs., Pulleys 3ft. v 2ft.
Face All Belt Driven.

ONE GENERATOR, SIEMENS AND HALSKE 500 Volts., 230
Amps., 375 Revs. Couplinj;; on Shaft.

ONE LARGE GENERATOR, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, Type
D.R.R., 97/30, 2,000 Volts., 165 Amps., .SOO Revs. Pulley
on Shaft 4ft. Sin. approx. x 3lt. lOii.n. wide Exciter direct
coupled on sanve base. Type L..i. 28/16, 110 Volts., 195
Amps., .300 Revs.

ONE EXCITER. S.A.G.E., C. 25 Form B., .30 Kilowatts. 280
Amps., 125 Volts., 1,050 Revs. Very good and suitable as
a Dynamo.

SCHNEIER & LONDON
Mining Material Merchants,

BREE STREET, NEWTOWN,
Telegraphic Add.

:

JOHANNESBURG.

Nodnolsh." 'Phone 4438. P.O. Box 6009.
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LEAVES FROM A PROSPECTOR'S NOTE BOOK.

I.—Sandy's Prospect.

The naming of a new stake or block of claims is always a

matter for deep deliberation amongst prospectors. It is no

ordinary circumstance this, no event to' be regarded with

levity. The christening of a new " prospeck," and

especially a " prospeck " which promises well is one of the

most serious moments in the prospector's life. He is called

upon to name the infant prodigy which has been evolved by

his toil and brains, and on its appellation much depends.

Prospectors are very superstitious on this. point. An ill-

chosen name may, in the estimate of many of them, mar

the future of the richest free milling proposition on earth.

And similarly a fortunate designation may turn a poor little

six-inch leader into a gigantic and high-grade lode even

before water level is reached. Some citizens of the veld

and bush go nap on female names. Others declare that to

give a mine a woman's name is merely courting disaster

right from grass. In support of this view it may be pointed

out that few Eand and Eliodesian mines which have borne

female names have ever blossomed out into really profitable

ventures. And oue calls to mind a host of failures which

have carried feminine designations—the Agnes Munro,
Violet, Beatrice and Inez, for instance. Some- pros-

pectors have a penchant for the names of wild animals

and birds ; others indulge in the names of flowers

;

and others again go in for local or native terms. Generally

speaking women's names are accounted unlucky, and it was
therefore a surprise to us when old Sandy Smithers, who
was " a verra supersteetious man," called his new Low
Country venture the Priscilla.

Sandy was a dour old stick, who was prospecting in the

Murchison long before the other oldest inhabitant had ever

dreamed of wandering into the Zoutpansberg. A geologist

who once visited Leydsdorp and who met Sandy there

declared that Sandy was probably of pre-carboniferous age

and that his face was undoubtedly Icthyosaurian. However
scientifically true these statements may have been, it is

undeniable that Sandy was very, very old and that his past

was enveloped in a shmud of archaean mystery. No one
knew when Sandy migrated from Caledonia, or how he
migrated, or why he migrated. No one knew how the old

man lived—little fortune had come his way in the last

twenty years. 'But the new " prospeck " was reported to

be extraordinarily rich, and it seemed that after all Sandy
might have a decent funeral. Much surprise was therefore

evinced in Leydsdorp when it became known that Saiuly

had christened his Eldorado " Priscilla."

We were discussing the matter one W"et summer's night

in the bar. Jem Mayne, who was a Canadian, held very
decided views on the subject. " Why, the man's clean

stark starin' mad to call his mine by a woman's name."
he declared. " He must ha' gotten bats in his belfry for

sure."
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" Well, he's doin' pretty well out of it," put in Smale,

the transport rider. "I w-as out there two days ago. Sandy's

down 150 feet and she's widenin' and gettin' richer in

depth. He's 'most paid for his five stamps and all exes

out of what he's took out already, an' he's kuockiu' out

three-fifty a month. She's the prettiest looking thing in

quartz I've ever clapped eyes on. Two ounces to the ton

at the bottom, and there ain't a trace of antimony nor
dyke."

" Waal, anyways," retorted Mayne, " I reckon he's

crazy to go an' name her Priscilla. I'll tell yah gents right

now that it's my well considered voow that if you changed
the name of flie New Modder to the Mai-y Anne the show-

would have to put up shutters next season. I knew a guy
up in Gwanda who'd got a show that was givin' him four

hundred a month in clear profit. He'd called it the Full

House—mighty fond of a game o' bluff now and then he was.
So he gets his missus up from the Cape. Doris was her
name, and that shemale warn't content until she'd re-

christened that there mine Doris too. Waal within a year
that fellah w-as humpin' his swag round the country, an'

his wife an' kids was a'mnst starvin' in Bulawayo. Any
mine with a name like Doris couldn't last long. An' I don't

care how good this show of Sandy's may be, it's goin' to

peter out, chums, if he calls it the Priscilla."

" Wha's takin' my name in vain? " suddenly exclaimed
a voice from the back.
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We all turned round, and lo and behold, there was old

Sandy Smithers, with a broad and prosperous grin on his

face, Sandy was now a coming man, and a dozen voices

clamoured for his participation in the drinks. Sandy
accepted Mayne's offer, and then fixing him with his aged
stare remarked, " Ah heerd what ye was sayin' about the
wimmen an' the mines, Canadee. But Ah'm tellin' ye
ye 're sair wraug this time: there's muckle gelt ta come
out o' th' mine wliither she's named Priscilla or Jean or

no."

Cauadee " shook his head in stolid di.ssent.

" But whyfore d'ye call a good prospect Priscilla? "
i

asked the transport coutractor. !

Aweel," said Sandy, with a serious look in his eyes,
" 1 namet her in memory o' that ither Priscilla that was. i

the apple o' ma een in the lang gone byes."

Here was an unsuspected romance. We had not asso-

ciated dour old Sand}' Smithers with a love affair. And yet,

why not':' Sandy in his earlier pleistocene days might well

have been a braw lad, and might he not have loved a lassie'.'

One is too apt to think that old eyes cannot ever have
looked young and that old lips have never snatched the kiss

of j'outh. Almost in reverence we listened attentively to

Sandy's appreciation of his Priscilla of long ago.

" She was the bomiiest that iver left the Clyde," he
went on, and we watched the whisky and the remembrances
quicken his pulse and redden the blood as he talked.

" She was bread an'- meat an' drink to me for many a

year. She was fair as the braes round Loch Lomond, an'

ivery man in Sauchiehall Street covited her." Sadness
dimmed the old man's eye, and we waited and listened in

silence.

And then Canadee broke the spell. " What hapjaened,

Jock'? " he asked tersely.

" I sold her," rejoined Sandy. " And muckle bawbees
did I get for the bonny lass."

" Sold her! " we ejaculated. " Sold her! " Here was
a revolting conclusion to the old inan's romance

!

" Aye, sold her. Perhaps ye dinna ken that in my
youth days I was a fisherman and Priscilla was a boat—

a

smack. Fine she was an' bonny, but the price was too

mucli a temptation and she went."

Pielieved at the knowledge that the first Priscilla was
only a fishing smack after all and not a poor weak woman to

be bartered away at will we waited for Sandy to continue

further.

" An' that's what I'm going to do with this Priscilla,

too," he said. " I'll sink her another two fathom and
broaden her out a bit and then I'm goin' to put her under
option to a firm that's got mair bawbees than Andrew
Carnegie."

Sandy left for his mine early the next morning. But not

too early for " Canadee " to greet hira with au "Au revoir."

" Now mind that two more fathom don't beat ye," coun-

selled Canadee. " I'd leave her just as she is if I was you.

Option her now—I don't trust mines, 'specially mines with

wimmen 's names.
"

" I'm tellin' ye my Priscilla is all richt," rejoined Sandy.
" She's goin' to be a rare good bairn to her auld Faither in

his last years. Aye, twa fathom mair—only twa fathom."
And so Sandy wandered off to his mine away the other side

of the bush-robed kopjes, and Leydsdorp waited anxiously.

Canadee was right after all. The very next blast blew
out a nasty tough looking piece of diorite, and though Sandy
sunk fast and furious he never bottomed it. And when he

.

tried to "open her out a bit" he cut more diorite. In a few
months Sandy had put all his savings into that diorite and
even the Oceana Company wouldn't look at it.

Is there anything in this curious superstition ? I suppose
not. Like all other superstitions it is, I imagine, silly and
nonsensical. But it has changed Sandy Smithers into a

philosopher. " Mines is like wimmen,'' is his everlasting

theme. " They're fickle. Ye canna trust them." There
must be something in what he says. .Stock Exchange
quotations seem to support the view at any rate.

Sandy is far too old nowadays to bother about women.
But he still apparently concerns himself with mines. For I

have just heard that he has located another wonderful
prospeck." It is said to go three ounces over four feet.

And it rejoices in the unromantic name of " The Boiling
Billy."

L.

A message from Kimberley says the proclamation of alluvial liia

mond diggings at Home Rule, on tile Harts River, adjoining Killarney,
28 miles from Taungs by ruad, is e.xpected to take place about the
middle of February. The definite date is to be announced later. At
present very active digging operations are being, carried on there
The plot-holders produced about ^610,000 worth of diamonds last

month. -\s the ground i.« reported to be rich, an exciting rush is

expected.

Waterproofing of drawings and tracings so that they can be used
in wet places, is done by the use of a preparation composed of rubber
and beiizol. A convenient quantity ol the solution may be made by
adding a piece of rubber about 4in. square to a half pint of benzol in

a quart jar. Ihe rubber will soon swell to three or four times it.s

former bulk, and will be ready for use in 24 hours To prepare for

use, pour about half the above ([uantity in another jar for thinning
down. If drawings are to be coated, use a rather thin solution that
will spread well under a brush. The drawing should be coated on
both sides.

Acccrding to Mr. E. W. Rice, President of the .\merican Institute
of Electrical Engineers, when discussing railway electrifications as a

possible future opening for coal saving in the United States, the con-
sumption by steam-driven railways amounted to 2.3 per cent, of the
total coal mined, and the coal was used under such inefficient con-
ditions that si.x pomids were required per liorse-power hour. Electric
traction could boast an eflicienoy three times as high. Accordingly, if

all railways were converted to electricity a saving of I65 per cent, of
the total coal consumption could eventually be made—far more than
cculd he achieved by suppressing lighting altogether.

In an article in Genie Civil, the author points out that as soon as

peace is declared there should be a great harvest of sunken vessels

which can be raised to the surface again. The greatly improved
methods now available will permit of raising vessels from much
greater depths than was formerly possible ; the British Admiralty has
officially reported 12 million Ions of vessels sunk between August,
1914, and .January 1st, 1918. Before the war the value of a ship and
its cargo was on the average about £25 per ton ; at present it is worth
three times as much. The author then proceeds to describe the various
methods used for refloating sunken vessels. If they are only partially
submerged, it is sufficient to close all openings in the hull and then
pump out the vessel. If totally submeiged there are four processes :

(1) To build a coffeidam over the vessel and pump out the water from
it faster than water enters—this method was employed for raising the
Walkiire at Tahiti; (2) to build a tight cofferdam around the hull, then
pump it out and repair the damage—this was the mttliod used in rais-

ing the Maine and the Liberie, the latter of which was filled with
projectiles; (3) the water may be forced out of certain compartments
of tlie vessel by compressed air, but these compartments must first be
rendered water-tight; and (4) the breach in the hull may be tem))o
rarily repaired by divers and then a cofferdam may be biiilt over one
nf the hatchways and the water pumped out of the hull sufficiently
to enable the vessel to be refloated.

'Phone 4673. Box 3162.

OSBORN'S
III r\l\l MANGANESE

CASTINGS.
Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co., Ltd.,
SHEFFIELD and

JOHANNESBURG.
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TRANSVAAL GOLD MINING RESULTS AT A GLANCE.

Output and Profit Returns for the Past Six Months—Compiled from Chamber of
Mines' Returns.

The figures in shillings and pence represent the rate per ton

milled Total Hevenue includes yield from accumulations ; which is,

however, excluded from rate per ton. Profits shown are subject to

Income and Special War Tax. iliners' I'hthisis Contributions, etc.

AURORA \\"EST.

Revenue.

1918.

July ..

August .

.

Septembei
Uctober ..

Novemuei
December

1918.

July ... .

August
September
Uctober ...

-N o\'eniber

December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
Decembei-

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August
September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
Decemlx'r

Cost,

s. d.

Profit.

Tons. X s. d.

11,1011 lli,:jiy 22 11 22

14,:i5U lU,2(iO 22 8 21

i:i.iiuo io,u.5:i 2:5 22

12,7Un 14,043 21 2 23

11,800 ) 2.024 21 ) 24
lO.iOO 10,789 2(1 2.5

* J^oss.

ISA N TJKS CON SOLI 1 )AT ED.

Tons.
19,500

19.500

20,150

IS.ioO

21.000

7.130

Re\ enue
£ s.

23,422

Tons.
.")2,Ullll

55,000

51,000

49,000

45,00(1

11.000

23,256
25,329

23,017

25,724

12,909
* Loss.

IJRAKPAiN MINES.
Revenue,
f s.' d.

Cost,

s. d.

23 7

23 1*1

23 6

23 2

17 4

18 10

94,223

95,302

87,558

81,748

80,507

85,052

CITY

36

34

34

33

35

38

DEEP.

Tons.
58,300

57,500

52,500

19,500

16.500

45,0(1(1

CITY

Tons.
22,583

20,543
17,005

19,053

16,490

15.945

' Revenue
M s

111,252

106,679

100,280

92,159

88,731

91,127

Cost,

s. d.

24 3

23 2

25

26 5

26 4

26 2

Cost,

s. d.

23 6

24

25

28

30

29

-\ND SUBURBAN
Revenue.
£ s. d.

36,518

Cost,

s. d.

32,491

27,627

30,974

33,413

31,624
* Loss.

32

31

31

32

40

39

CONSOLIDATED LANCLAAGTE.
Revenue.

Tons.
45,10(1

43,000

39,000

40,000

36,600

37,400

£
55,607

56,240

53,194

50,.30l

47,906

47,587

s.

24

26

27

25

20

24

Cost.

s. d.

IS

19

20

20

21

20

CONSOLIDATED MAIN
Revenue.

Tons. £ s. d.

57,140 76,510 26 9

53,150 74,352 28

48,400 71,731 29 8

46,310 69,799 29 4

41,700 62,985 30 3

13.12(1 65,436 .30 2

REEF.

Cost.

22

23

25

25
28

27

i; s. d.

508 9

918 1 3

515 9

*932 1 6

2,092 3 t

2,934 5 6

Piofit.

£
*95

'520

1,171

2,129

6,9i)2

5,844

d.

1

6

2

4

8

Profit,

£ s.

30,080 11

30,493 11

24,179 9

17,721 7

21,052 9

20,440 12

d.

7

1

6

3

4

(I

Profit.

£
40,347

34,306

30,416

20,566

15,893

22,728

Profit.

£
4,651

5

*4,009
*163

1,415
*234

4 1

Profit,

£
14,873

14,86.;

12,843

9,886

8,848

8,835

Profit.

£
11,127

10,140

9,623

8,183

3,026

4,833

TO MERCHANTS AND MINE MANAGERS

MOZAMBIQUE TREACLE SUGAR, direct from
the Sugar Estates. Quotations f.o.r. Lourenco Marques
for immediate delivery upon application to—
RiDsDEL Latham & Co,, Ltd., 40 Commercial Exchange
Building.s, Main Street, Joliannesburg.
Phone sqgs. • P.O. Box 5379.

d.

11

10

6

5

3

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ..

.

November
December

1918.

July
.\ugust ...

September
October ...

November
December

Tons.
16.5,00(1

161,00(1

156,0,111

147,0(111

134,000

132,000

CROWN -MINES

Revenue.
£

231,319

226,991

229,865

206,788

188,620

195,379

28

28

28

28

(.'ost.

s. d.

22 8

22 8

23 5

23

25

Profit.

29

3

3

25 11

£
43,214

40,159

33,091

31,483

15,537

21,596

d,

4

3

3

4

3

DURLAN ROODEPOORT DEEP.

1918,

July ,

August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

.luly

August ...

.September

October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

N ovember
December

Tons.
. ... 25,300

25,500

24,200

25,600

25,300

26,200

EAST RAND

Tons.
1 12,00(1

113,000

93.000

113,000
112,(IOil

115,000

Reveiuie.

£ s.

227 29

31

29

30

30

29

37

40,086

35,719

38,518
38.399

38,969

PROPRIETARY
Revenue.

a s. d.

Cost,

s. d.

27 (I

28 9

28

27 9

Profit.

126,8.)7

137,019

112,034

131,769

142,()3ll

137,792
* Loss.

26 9

.MINES,
Cost,

s. d.

4

5

6 *

£
2,250

2,594

1,007

2,191

2,002

3,005

d.

9

10

9

Profit.

21

!3

Tons.

43,300

38,900

36,400

38,700

.33,950

35,500

KERREIRA DEEP
Revenue.
£ s. d.

70,134 32 5

68,843 35 5

. 54,940 30 2

59,965 31

59,252 34 U
57,2.59 32 3

21

22 10

21 5

( 'ost.

s. d.

GEDCLD PROPRIETARV

Tons.
46,000

15,600

43,000

41,500

11,000

42,500

Revenue
£ s.

66,337

d.

28 10

1918.

July
-August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
.August . . .

September
October ...

November
December

Tons
52,100

43,400

47,348

48,100

45,300

47,000

Tons.
112,000

118,500

117,500

114,500

100,000

93-,000

Tons.
4,130

4, lift

4,201

2,604

540

1,318

Tons.
22,700

24,200

25,200

21,900

2(1,600

23,200

65,4 75 28 9

63,682 29 1

61,647 29 9

60,794 29 8

62,4 71 29 5

CELDENHUIS DEEI
Revenue.

i: s. d.

59,175 22

.54,277 25

55,348 23

57,833 24

.54,978 24

55,679 23
* Loss.

COVEUN.MKNT AREAS
Re\"enue.

£ s. d.

188,026 33 5

201,933 33 10

202,952 34 3

200,183 35

187,274 36 11

171,8-38 36 6

GLYNN'S LYDENBURG
Revenue.
£ s. d,

9,387 44 6

9,307 45 3

8,975 42 9

5,331 40 n
1,096 —
2,239 34

» Loss,

JUPITER.
Rc\enue

i- s,

26,561

32,665

28,800

26,990 24

24,,S41 24

28,961 25
* Loss.

22 3

22 8

24 2

24 2

26 9

24 11

Cost,

s. d.

19 11

19 11

20 10

20 11

20 3

19 9

Cost,

s. d.

22 4

27

22 11

24 2

23 9

6

11

Cost,

s. d.

23 1

25 6

23

32

44 2

23

d.

5

27

22 10

Cost
S. d.

23

23

21

1

3

5

I

11

£
5,134

1,926

19,694

11,080

12,0.54

1 1 ,802

d.

11

4

Profit.

£
20^402

23,494

9,653

11,975

12,592

11.848

9

12

£
20,249

19,766

18,646

18,082

19,152

20.235

£
381

*5,495

*1,736

1,419
•

1 ,002

*1,348

.MODDER).
Cost,

s. d.

19 9

19 9

19 9

20 2

21

21

f
77,535

84,722

87,070

84,744

79,648

69,600

4,4.33

3,872

3,949

1,056

*1,330
*726

Profit.

Profit.

d.

10

8

8

9

4

6

Profit.

d.

10

3

lo

10

11

Profit.

d.

6

10

lo

1

Profit.

£
*72

4,264

1,734
•1..391

* 1,466

1,913

s, d,

1

3 6

1 5

1 3

1 5

1 8
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K'NIGHT CENTRAL.

.J 'J 1-8.

July
August . .

.

September
Octuber ...

November
December .

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ..

November
December .

Tons.
24,0011

24,250

24,500

23,750

20,500

17,350

Revenue
£

30,758

33,532

33,043

29,921

27,122

27,355

s,

24

27

26

25

26

30

d.

7

8

5

2

6

1

Cost,

s. d.

Profit.

23

25

23

23

25

29

£
2,004

2,047

3,564

2,014

778

1,480

KNIGHTS DEEP.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Revenue. Cost.
Tons. £ s. d. s. d.

88,100 b73,613 16 9 16 3

86,400 c73,813 16 11 16 7

83,100 70,449 17 16 6

75,500 d63,!87 16 10 18 10

75,900 65,572 17 3 18 5

78.000 61, .324 15 9 17 6
* Loss.

In addition, i;l,814 taken from reserve.

In addition, ^£1,869 taken from reserve.

In addition, ^£1,448 taken from reserve.

Profit.

£
2,825

2,612

683

*7,4S9
*5,512

*7,941

s. d.

LANGLAAGTE ESTATE.

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

Tons-
Revenue.

s. d.

Cost,

s. d.

Profit.

d.

48,370 55,840 23 1 18 3 11,656 4 10

49,000

49,200

46,940

44,260

44,190

61,7.32

61.027

59,519

56,291

54,783

25

24

25

25

24

19

18

19

19

18 10

LUIPAARDSVLEI ESTATE.

Tons.
22,170

22,230
20,2.30

19,440

18,690

19,350

Revenue.
£ s.

22,445

23,286
21,400

19,336

18,962

20,122
* Loss,

s. d.

20 3

20 11

21 2

19 11

20 3

20 8

Cost,

s. d.

20

20

21

22

21

21

MEYER AND CHARLTON.

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
.Vugust .,-

September
October ...

November
December

Tons.
lO.-^OO

11,320

11,4.80

12,141

13,000

13,635

Tons.
52.000
58.000

57,000

56,500

56,300

57,000

Revenue
£ s.

35,736

41,857

38,527

40,698

40,298

39,763

s. d.

69 5

73 11

67 1

67

62

58

Cost,

s. d.

28 9

28
27

27

24

23

MODDER "B.

Revenue
£ s.

111,622

115,334
114,935

116,621

109,455

113,423

d.

42 11

39 9

40

41

38

39

MODDER DEEP.
Revenue.

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

Tons.
44,0(10

44,200

41,300

42,100

41,000
40.900

Tons.

17, .500

18,600

16.6.50

16,050

15,200

15,150

£
S9,i68

85,700

85,108
86,960

84,092

84,577

s,

40

38

41

41

41

41

NEW GOGH.
Revenue.
£

16,311

16,880

15,406

14,005

13,147

13,045
* Loss.

d.

NEW HERIOT.

1918.

July ...-.v.

.\HgUst ...

September
October ...

November
December .

Tons.
12.400

12,300

12,300

11,800

11,200

11,100

Revenue.

17,917

16,719

16,197

10,371

15,632

16,439
* Loss.

d.

9

2

4

9

U
6

Cost,

s. d.

19 4

18 3

19 1

19 11

19 8

20 6

Cost,

s. d.

17 7

17 4

18

17 5

17 8

18

Cost.

s. d.

19

17 10

19 1

19 2

19 8

18 2

Cost,

s. d.

24 U
27 1

27 4

27 6-

28 2

27 8

14,849

16,411

14,421

13,519

13,113

6 1

5 11

Profit.

£
*696

579
*783

*2,421

1,695
»1,051

s. d.

8

2

1

1

Profit.

£ s.

20,394 39

25,312 44
22,099 38

23,645 38

23,832 36

23,518 34

Profit.

£
60,109

60,013

58,434
57,827

51,244
52,703

s. d.

23

20
20

20

18

18

Profit.

£
50,337

47,072

47,671
49,997

47,580
47,515

s. d.

22 11

21

23

23

23

23

Profit.

£ s. d.

*380 5
525 7

76 1

1,375 1 9
*990 1 4
*501 8

£
2,137
*270

*978
*181
*480

791

Profit.

B. d.

3 5

5

1 7

4

10

1 5

NEW KLEINFONTEIN.

1918. Tons.
July 53,500
August 60,600
September 55,700
October 52.820
November .. 46,440
December . - 17,200

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

Sejitamber
October ...

Noveniber
December

NEW

Tons.
73,000

72,000

72,000

73,000

73,000
70,000

Revenue. Cost.

£ s. d. s. d.

72,097 26 7 26 6
76,752 25 4 23 3

75,567 27 2 25 7

73,193 27 9 27 1

62,217 26 9 27 4
57,569 23 8 25 2

* Loss.

MODDERFONTEIN.

Profit.

£
•410

6,127

2,512

62

•2,633
*3,287

Revenue.

£
165,287

165,848

170,241

167,909

167,650

159,370

d,

1

10

3

11

6

Cost,

s. d.

Profit.

19

20

21

20

20

20

£
90,259

90,174

90,191

90,485

90,318

85,062

s.

24

25
25

24

24
24

NEW PRIMROSE.
Revenue.

Tons.
17,800
18,400

18,000

17,400

17,000

17,800

£
16,277

16,600

15,861

15,899

15,355

15,993

s. d.

18

17

17

18

17

18

1918.

July
Auguft ...

.September
October ...

Nov.mber
December

1!»18.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

Tons.
13.100

13.600

12,400

12.100

12,100

13,100

Tons.
42,250

43,100
40,600

38,.350

34.500

31,200

NEW UNIFIED.
Revenue.

s. d.£
12,484

12,781

12,021

12.221

11,800

12,165

19 1

18 10

18 9

20 2

19 6

18 7

NOURSE MINES.
Revenue.

£ s. d.

54,248

56,826

54,609

53.487

45,791

44,852
* Loss.

Cost.

s. d.

16 9

16 5

16

16 10

16 6

16 7

Cost.

s. d.

14 11

14 11

15 5

16 6

15 11

14 10

Cost.

s. d.

24 3

Profit.

n,333
1,473

1,461

1,271

1,306

1,208

Profit.

£
2,719

2,646

2,446

2,245
2,167

2,445

Profit.

24

25

26 6

27 7

30 5

£
2,326

3,133

1,779

1,611
*4.288

*3,640

RANDFONTEIN "CENTRAL.
Revenue. Cost. Profit.

19:8.

Jidy
August ...

Se^-t.mo.r
Octobar ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d.

151,100 172,475 22 10 21 5 10,838 1 5

137.000 164,120 23 9 23 8 2,162 4

158,000 175,270 22 1 19 7 20,505 2 7

140.000 139,455 22 7 22 9 93 —
133,000 147,358
118.200 128,363

22 2 22 11 *5,010

21 5 23 9 *1 1,894

9

2

* Loss.

ROBINSON.
Revenue. Cost. Profit.

Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d.

42,800 49,355 23 IS 8 8,144 3 10

41,300 49,728 24 1 19 2 9,270 4 6

36,400 43,119 23 8 20 4 5,255 2 11

36,800 40,128 21 10 20 8 1,329 9

35,000 42,749 24 5 21 7 4,012 2 4

36,100 44.248 24 6 21 6 4,467 2 6

ROBINSON DEEP.
Revenue. Cost. Profit.

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December

1918.

July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December .

Tons. £ s. d. s. d £ s. d.

46,100 63.733 27 8 26 1,534 8

47,000 64,485 27 26 6 990

38,200 51,737 27 1 29 5 4,744 2 6

40,200 52,735 26 3 2S 9 *5,967 3

40,500 54.694 26 11 28 •3,139 1 7

39,400 54.749 27 9 28 •1,450 9

* Loss.

ROODEPOORT UNITED.
Revenue. Cost. Loss.

Tons.
22,756

26,468
22,000

21,900
24,000

£
23,567

24,909
21,472
19,421

22,275

s. d.

20 5

18 6

18 10

17 5

18 6

s. d.

22 11

20 9

23 3

24 4
''2 2

24,000 22,569 17 11 21 1

£
2,379

2,491

4,130

7,241

3,867

2,460

d.

1

11

9

7

3

T
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ROSE DEEP. A'lLLAGE- MAIN "REEF.

-

Revenue. Cost. Profit. Revenue. Cost. Profit.
1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d. 1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ 6. d.

July 55,700 65,993 23 8 17 11 15,241 5 6 July 22,300 34,717 31 2 22 6 8,905 8
August ... 54,000 61,128 23 9 18 1 14,031 5 2 August 21,500 28,851 26 10 23 8 2,840 2 8
September 48,600 54,205 22 4 18 7 7,993 3 3 September 20,800 31,573 30 1 22 11 7,054 6 9
October ... 49,300 55,072 22 4 19 8 5,374 2 2 October 21.300 28.804 27 1 21 9 4.995 4 8
November 46,400 53,823 23 2 19 10 6.779 2 11 November 19,800 26,348 26 10 22 2 4,029 4 1
December 44,300 31,487 23 3 20 2 5,663 2 7 December 17,600 25,877 29 4 25 10 2.508 2 10

SIMJIER AND JACK. WEST RAND CONSOLIDATED.
Revenue. Cost. P rofit. Revenue. Cost. Profit.

1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d. 1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d.
July . 61,200 b71.655 - 23 5 17 8 14,103 4 7 July 31,000 36,314 23 4 21 10 2,440 1 (

August ... 59,800 65,.394 21 10 18 1 10,187 3 5 August 32,150 36,781 22 3 19 U 2,034 1 3
September 53,500 c64,774 23 4 18 6 10,539 3 10 September 29,080 34,746 23 9 23 2 795 7
October ... 49,900 56,299 22 7 20 9 3,542 1 5 October 27.150 31,225 22 9 24 7 *2,252 1 8
November 48,900 55,985 22 11 20 8 4,497 1 10 November 25,000 26,994 21 6 25 9 *5,162 4 •2

December . 45,700 d49,334 21 7 20 6 5,803 2 6 December 28,400 32,117 22 6 23 6 *1.393 1

(b) Of this, i
(c) Of this, £

2,124 carried to reserve.

2,761 carried to reserve.
WITWATERSRAND.

(dj In addition, .£4,035 taken from re.serve. Revenue. Cost. Profit.

SIMMER DEEP.
1918.

July
Tons.
36,300

£ s. d.

41,398 22 10

s. d.

18 10

£ s. (

7,234 4

i.

Re\ enue. Cost. Profit. August 36.350 41,221 22 8 19 S 5.331 3 1

1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d £ s. d.
September 35,000 40.052 22 11 19 9 3. .521 3 2

July 43.900 45,999 21 21 2 *957 5
October 34,000 37,715 22 2 20 (1 3,711 2 2

August ... 45,800 47,158 20 7 20 7 *806 4
November 31,005 35,851 22 9 20 10 3.492 2 3

September 42.100 42,.341 20 10 21 3 '2,719 1 4
December 33.321 37,851 22 6 20 3 4.086 2 5

October ... 44,500 46.334 20 10 21 9 *2,869 1 3 WITWATERSRAND DEEP.
November .

December .

42,400
. ... 43,100

40,460

-48,420

19

22 6

22 9

21 S

*8,.529

911

4

C 5
Revenue. Cost Profit.

* Loss. 1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. c1.

SUB NIGEL.
July 32,340 40,345 24 11 24 2 1,511 U
August 33,130 .38,650 23 1 22 1 517 4

Revenue. Cost. Profit. September 29,000 36,429 25 1 24 4 352 3

1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d.
October 28,730 35,107 24 5 25 9 *2,593 1 10

July 10,700 26,246 49 1 33 3 7,979 14 11
November 28,120 31,454 22 2 26 4 *6,237 4 5

August ... . . ... 9,700 28,060 57 10 37 7 9.29S 19 2
December 26,400 32,644 24 4 26 2 *2,577 1 11

September . 9,600 a2S,S89 GO 2 37 4 9,369 19 6
* Loss.

October ... . 9,950 24,191 48 8 32 7 7,517 15 1 WOLHUTER.
November . 9,100 26.349 57 11 38 2 8,466 IS 7
December . . ... 9,700 25,746 53 1 36 6 7,569 15 7

Revenue. Cost. Profit.

a) Of this, i£l,020 carried to reserve. 1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d

SPUTNfiS MINES. July 34,100 40,651 23 10 19 5 6,982 4 1

August 33,450 38.990 23 1 20 3 4,422 2 8
Revenue. Cost. Profit. 1 September 32,150 38,752 24 1 20 10 5,031 3 2

1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d. October 31,550 35,830 22 9 20 1 3,459 2 2

July . ... 41,320 86,144 41 8 21 8 40.407 19 7 November 29,270 35,124 24 20 7 4,319 2 11

August ... . . ... 41,170 87,546 42 6 22 5 40,351 19 7 December 27,300 37..30S 27 4 22 11 5,278 3 10

September . . ... 39,100 86,683 44 4 23 3 40,323 20 8
October ... . . ... 35,4.50

. ... 32.000
73,383

72.343
41 5

44 6

23 11

24 6

31,748
32,446

17 11

20 3November .

Decemlier .. . ... 28,800 68,108 47 4 25 9

TRANSVAAL G.M. ESTATES.
30,200 21

Revenue. Cost. Profit. 1

1918.

July
Tons.
14,130

£
23,477

s. d.

33 2

s. d.

25 2

£
5,678

s. d.

8 STAFF VACANCIES
August . ... 15,040 23,688 31 6 23 6 5.614 7 6
September . . ... 15,340 26,124 34 1 23 1 8,131 10 7
Oritn npv

. ... 13.630

. ... 475
25,482

3,075

31 10 25 8 8,107
*5,212

12 4\J\, \j\J ucl

November .

December .. 3,5.50 4,915 27 8 64 1 6,508 36 8
* Loss. THE

VAN RYN.
Revenue. Cost Profit. 1 ^tkt^fi a _ - __. a s^ B^ B^ B Ml tt/M

1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s, d. C? B 11 MB B ra W^ Ee O n hI m
July 32,500 34,513 20 11 17 4 6,031 3 9 ^ i M BIB B 1 ££ Sn n M rllj[wiwiAugust . ... 32,800 35,498 21 8 17 7 6,579 4 V 1 fl B W ffif ^W K S B^ Uriilll%
September .. . ... 33,400 .36,258 21 9 17 4 7,046 4 3

October ....

November ..

December ,.

. ... 33,860
. ... 32,000

... 32,300

36,133

33,818
32,550

21 4

20 11

19 10

17 7

17 7

17 6

6,147

5,544

4,063

3 8

3 6

2 6 CF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.,
V.VN RYN DEEP.

Revenue. Cost. Profit. invites app lications from re-
1918. Tons. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d.

July
August

... 50,270

... 48.300
104,562

105,178
41 7

43 7

19 1

21 2

56,551

54,114

22 6

22 5 turned soldiers an el others
September .. . . 45,400 97,940 42 6 21 4 49,391 21 9
October
November ..

47.750
... 42,350

98,505

94,932

41 3

44 10

20 7

21 6

49,364
49,469

20 8

23 4
with qualifications fo r Banking

December .. ... 40,800 94,389

VILLAGE
46 3

DEEP.
23 2 47.145 23 I

enrtpioyment. Apply with full

1918. Tons.

Revenue.

£ s. d.

Cost,

s. d.

I'.'i

£
lit.

s. d.
details and photograph if pos-

July ...

August
, 50,000

18. goo
75,453

71,154

30 '2

29 2

24 9

24 9

12,542

9,274

5

3 10 sible to P.O. Box 40, (Cape
September .. 11.200 66,350 30 26 11 5.643 2 7

October 10,900 58.037 28 5 28 1 *671 4 Town.November .. ... .38,200 53,050 27 9 30 U "7,164 3 9

December ... ... 46,800 65,139 27 7 24 2 6,919 2 11

* Loss
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Speculation in Oil—The Building Trades— Damper on Timber Trade—Future of
Machinery—Central Bviying Office—Oils and Colours—Harness and Saddlery.

The mining material business is a little better between
merchant and merchant as free buying is taking place in

Johannesburg for the purpose of fulfilling current contracts.

In this respect some contractors are buying a little ahead
from speculators and other holders who have to sell through
financial pressure. Take the case of a speculator who had
350 cases of linseed oil, costing him r2s. 8d. a gallon, and
he offered it at 10s., but as the cases were leaking like a

sieve he was eventually glad to take 8s. Similar instances
are coming to light every week, where speculators who have
ventured outside their legitimate business are cutting losses,

some of which are of rather serious magnitude, especially

in the glue speculations. It is recognised that when the

ove(rplus of speculative stocks have been absorbed, the
markets will steady and even improve in values. What is

happening in soft goods, drapery and the boot trades, is

that retail prices have come down, in many cases smartly,

but the wholesalers with financial strength have not reduced
prices, but rather are marking time until some of the com-
mercial clouds roll by.

The Building Tuades.

The sti'ike of the building employees, which include
carpenters and joiners, bricklayers, and the building workers'
industrial union, the plasterers, masons, and the building
electricians, according to the parade that took place on
Thursday, have not at present been taken too seriously, as
negotiations are still in progress and optimistic hopes are

entertained that the differences will soon be arranged by a

compromise. In any case strikes are disconcerting, with a

tendency to throw things out of gear, but so far as the town
is concerned it could not have happened at a better time,
because December is usually a dull montl;i and in this ease
it was extra dull because of the armistice, and everybody
anticipating cheaper material. We also ran through January
much on the same lines, therefore very little pressing work
was in progress, excepting Government schools. Naturally
it has put a damper upon the timber yards, but it is sur-

prising what a large number of small orders are in evidence,

with the excuse that owners are doing a little work them-
selves, with the assistance of rough carpenters and coloured

people. There is also a fair demand from the country, as

farmers are better off than usual and are buying more
liberally. Deals are Is. Bid. to Is. Q^d. ; flooring. Ofd. to

lOd. ; ceiling, 6jd. to 6id. Beaver board and its substitutes,

5id. Doors, window frames and other joinery work are

generally lower, but not much, say five per cent, or there-

abouts. Galvanised roofing iron is Is. 7id. to Is. 8id. per

foot for 24 gauge, according to length. The figure of

eighteenpence is also mentioned, but this is for short lengtlis

and only available at a few yards. The price of 26 gauge is

Is. 4d. all round. Flat galvanised iron has had the most
sensational drop, as it is 70s. per 100 lbs., and for big lots

a fraction less, whereas some six months ago it was 140s.

for a short time. The price of bricks is 50s. to 60s. for best

stock and 80s. per thousand for wire cuts and also pressed

bricks. There are practically no orders available, therefore

when the strike is over there will be no waiting for bricks.

The tile yards nriay pull up some of their old orders, but
in any case this is an increasing industry as fashion is

dictating tiled roofs in the best suburbs. The best second-

hand deals are ruling at Is. 3d. to Is. 4d. and sound roofing

iron at Is. 2d. There was a good demand last week, but
it fell off on the announcement of the strike, although busi-

ness is still quite fair from the farmers.

The Future of MAcniNEiiv.

The new jackhammer drills are coming into use more and
more. It is said that when a native becomes expert with

this drill one can do as much as four with the ordinary

luunmer drills. Be that as it may the subject of machinery
and new inventions for breaking rock is of paramount
importance to these fields, especially for the lower-grade

mines, and even the richer ones. For instance, take the

case of that extraordinai-y rich area extending over ct mile

straiglit away on the Government Areas, showing 17'2 dwts.

over a width of 41 inches, yet much has to be classed as

unpayable at 3'6 dwts. Mining engineering talent through-
out the world does not seem to have done over much
in reducing the charges for breaking rock, therefore a timely
hint is not out of place in calling attention to this field of
inventiveness. In pre-war days prizes were given
for new drills and improvements, and it is to be hoped
something of the kind will be done in the future. Whether
we shall get better and cheaper explosives through the
experiences of the great war remains to be seen, but
undoubtedly some assistance will come from that direction.

As regards machinery, undoubtedly when motor petrol

comes down to normal, and even less, in price it will give a
great impetus to agriculture in motor ploughing, more
especially in this country, where speed and quickness are
of consequence in taking advantage of the rains. And again
the electrical improvement in farming matters is a feature
in itself, especially as we have the Victoria Falls Power
Company's immense voltages running more or less through-
out the Rand, and during the war period much experi-

menting has taken place in Britain in assisting the growing
of foodstuffs by electricity.

TAKE
NO

CHANCES
Where it's a Difficult Drive.

Fit a belt you know will do

the work, and that must be a

"TULLIS BELT."

"Chonata" brand Balata.
iDiiving and C.iiveylng)

"St. Ann's" bra.nd Leather.

" Swan " EHiND Waterproof.
(Singit, Double ami Trel,l.-|

" Homogene" brand Laminated.

" Viking " BRAND Launder Lining.
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The Cextual Buying Offices.

There is a little huiTy on, as the offices will be moved
on February 15th from the General Mining building to

rooms 68, 69 and 70, the sixth floor, National Bank
buildings, Simmonds Street. By the end of this month
all allotments will be made to the merchants who have
quantities under orders, to come from America and Britain,

for the various mines. Some of these orders have not yet

been made and others are in the course of manufacturing,

Init obviously the fiat has gone forth that a red line be

drawn as soon as possible on the doings of the Chief Buying
Ofhce. The heavy commitments j^et to arrive are chieily

carbide, wire ropes, and bar iron and steel, as well as steel

plates. Subsequent to the visit to the chief office, one

who should know remarked that the mines were caught with
vast quantities of stores at the time of the armistice, as

the powers that be thought we were then in for another

twelve months of the war period.

Oils, Colours and White Le.\d.

White lead is Is. lb. down to lOid. for speculative lots or

keen cui between merchant and merchant, which is less than

it can be landed at ex I^ondon, according to last cable quota-

tions. Turpentine is cheaper here than in New York on

account of our congested market, also linseed oil is in a

similar position in the Argentine. There is a parcel of 1,600

cases in the hands of one broker to dispose of, but offers are

few and far between owing to the overhanging cloud of

arrivals from America and India. There is nothing solid

about prices; for example, if one has an offer to-day of 50s.

for anything, to-morrow it is very problematical if the

offer is repeated at dOs., as merchants are not buying any-

thinrr for stock purposes. The White Leads Company, Ltd.,

held a meeting when liquidation was proposed, but as a

large shareholder advanced a certain amount of money the

immediate difficulties are tided over, as high hopes are

entertained that the manufacture of South African white

lead may yet eventuate successfully. The ill effects of the

builders' strike has hardly been felt yet in the oil and colour

business.

Iron, Steel .\nd JMet.\ls.

The price of lead in England jumped from f'29 per ton,

the Government controlled price, to £40 for the free market.

Some purchases of lead for Johannesburg have been made in

Rhodesia and our own scrap keeps the local market going

for the present. Round nose shovels are 80s. merchant to

merchant and 85s. per dozen in the open market. Specula-

tors chiefly are cutting losses in piping, owing to the exces-

sive quantities coming from America and so flooding the

market. Galvanised wire is 42s. 6d. to 45s. 100 lbs. instead

of 55s., as a lot has come into the market suddenly from

oversea. Imported bar iron is said to be lower through

increased arrivals at the coast. Our prices of bar iron and
mild steel for the smaller sizes keep quite steady.

Electric.\l Goods.

According to a broker, electrical material is in good

demand, as six weeks ago he was selling key switch holders

at 16s. 6d: and now 21s. 6d. A merchant partially agrees

with this, as stocks are getting less well assoi'ted, therefore

in some lines competition exists and prices advance accord-

ingly. Stocks are still trickling in from America, Enolrmd
and Japan, but buyers are holding off, as contractors are

not expecting house wiring whilst the builders are on strike,

and the same old tale of waiting for lower prices is still

much in evidence. In this connection it must be borne in

mind that we cannot expect electrical lamps and material

from Central Europe for several years to come.

Saddlery, Harnes.s and Leather.

The price of S.A. harness sides is 3s. 9d. lb. and hacks
4s. Australian, 3d. lb. higher, but the quotations already
cabled for are expected to be 6d. higher than the S.A. kind.
British leather, for which there is no local price available,
is expected to be 6d. lb. higher when the Government lifts

its control. The firm supplying this infonnation says that
they have had no English harness leather for the past three
years, as it has been out of their reach as regards price.

Business for Cape harness and Boer saddles has been quite
good for the counti-y districts, also the demand from Johan-
nesburg cartage contractors has been quite fair. In
December, after the armistice, the countrj" storekeepers
would not purchase anything, but now they are buying more
oddments, such as ox reims, trek chains, bridles, haltei'S, and
in a lesser degree sets of harness. Harness furniture is still

scarce, but a little more is coming in from England, which
is encouraging to the workmen, as occasions have arisen
when they have been put on short time awaitinn- the furni-

ture or harness trappings.

Later.—A responsible architect says that if the builders
and employees will only fix up their differences there will

be a building boom. In the meantime, a large number of-

jobs are pigeon-holed awaiting an opportune moment to ask
for tenders.

In a paper read recently before the Institution of Petroleum
Technologists in London on the motor fuel problem. Dr. W. Ormandy
said that if attempts were to be made to utilise alcohol in admixture
with other fuels a large amount of research work would have to be
dene. It had been proved that alcohol was entirely satisfactory for
specially designed engines and experiment.^ went far to prove tliat the
modern petrol engine would work quite well on alcohol -benzole mix-
tures ; but the best limits within which such mixtures could be em-
ployed still remained to be found out. There were problems relating

to the viscosity of alcohol-benzole, alcohol-ether, and alcohol-benzole-

ether mixtures, which awaited investigation. The vapour tension of

admixtures of various fuels was not by any means the mean of tlie

various ingredients of the mixture. They had to find out what per-

centage of water could best be retained in the alcohol. Although
alcohol, and benzole were miscible in any proportion, that was not

true if the alcohol contained more than a certain quantity of water,

and the equilibrium not only of alcohol-wat9r-benzole mixtures had to

be investigated, but the possible influence of paraffin compounds and
any other fuel which might have to be eventually added to the

mixture.

The South African Rubber

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber
Goods of every description In Soft,

Medium and Hard Rubber.

Vacuum Brake and Coach Gear for

Railways, Municipal and Sugar Mill

Fittings and Mine Fittings.

On and from January 1st, 1919, all Sales

will be effected by Messrs. Reunert and

Lenz, Ltd., as Sole Selling Agents for the

South African Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. All enquiries regarding prices and

details as to quality, etc., should be ad-

dressed to

Messrs. REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.,
CONSOLIDATED BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

Advances in Government Areas and City Deeps—A Flutter in Crown Diamonds.

The market after closing steady on Friday was again weaker
on Saturday morning. Alkalis have only kept their recent
advance for a short time. The feature at Monday's opening
was Crown Diamonds (the old Laces), which have been
looking up for the past few days, with an opening sale at

lis.; they rose to 14s., closing at 13s. buyers. At the call

the first deal was at 13s. 6d. and the next Is. lower.

Prices on the whole were firm with advances in Government
Areas and Modders, the weakest display being made by
New Kleinfonteins and Consolidated Main Reefs. Later on
Crown Diamonds fell to lis. 6d. Tuesday started well with
sales of Gedulds at 42s. 6d. to 43s. 8d. ; Springs, 64s.

;

Government Areas, 95s. and 95s. 3d. All prices at the call

showed advances in the better class stocks, with the excep-
tion of Modder East and African Farms, the latter being
decidedly out of favour at present. At Wednesday's call

prices were fully maintained with a substantial advance of

2s. 6d. in City Deeps. In the small stocks Wit. Deeps did

best. The weak spot was found in Rose Deeps, with a seller

at 16s. and no buying offer. Before lunch Hume Pipes rose

to 29s. 6d. ; Government Areas to 96s. 3d. ; and City Deeps
to 53s. 9d. The market was quiet but steady on Thursday
morning with an improvement in Government Areas and
New Eland Diamonds. East Rands and their debentures
are also in better demand. Very little support is being given
and the business appears to be mainly Colonial and
professional.

The market was again dull on Friday morning, with a

lower tendency, as indicated by the following changes in

prices:^—Sales: Apex, 6s, 9d. ; Crown Diamonds, 12s.;

Daggafontein Options, 6s. ; East Rands, 6s. 9d. ; Geduld
Props, 45s. 6d. ; Options, 13s. 9d. ; Government Areas,

96s. 6d. and 96s. 3d. ; Hume Pipes, 28s. 6d. ; Knight
Centrals, 58. 9d. ; Modder East four-year Options, 5s. and
5s. Id. ; New Elands, 24s. 9d. ; New Geduld Deeps, 5s. lid.

;

Kleinfonteins, lis. 7|-d. ; Springs, 64s. 6d.; Van Ryn Deeps,
67s. 9d. ; Zaaiplaats, 13s. 6d. and ISs. 5d. Buyers and
sellers : West Springs, 24s. and 24s. 3d. ; Options, 9s. 3d.

and 10s.; National Banks, £14 15s. and £15; New Jagers-

fouteins, 90s., buyer; East Rand Debentures, 70s., buyer.

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Xliurs.,

31st l,=l 3rd 4th 5th 6th

African Farms . . . 14 9 U 0* _ 14 6 14 6 14 7*

Anglo.-Amer. Corp. .
— — -— -— 32 6t —

Ape.x Mines . . . . 6 6* 6 6* U 6* 6 9 7 Ot 6 9*

Bantjes Cons. . . . 2 3t 2 0* 2 0* 2 0' 2 0* 2 2t
Brakpan Mines . . 70 Of 70 Ot 70 Ot 70 Ot 68 6t 68 Ot
Brevten Colls. . . . 11 9* U 9* 11 9* 11 9* 11 9* 11 9*

Brick and Potter. .
— 5 G -— -— — —

British South Africa 22 6t 20 0* 20 0* 2o 0* — 22 Ot

Bushveld Tins . . . 8* 8* 8' 8* 9* s*

Cassel Coals .... — — 3d Ot 35 Ot zr, ot 28 0*

Cinderella Cons. . . 5 Of 3 3* 5 Ot 5 0+ 5 ot 5 Ot

City and Subs. . . . 7 9* 8 0* 8 0* 8 0* 7 9* 7 9*

City Deeps 48 9* 51 Gt 48 0* 50 6 53 6 53 0*

Clydesdale Colls. . . 22 6* — 20 0* 22 6* 22 6* 23 6*

Con. Investments . . 22 0* — 22 6* 22 6* — 22 6*

Con. Langlaagtes . . IS 3* 18 3 18 0* 18 3 17 6* 17 0*

Con. Main Reefs . . 11 11 Ot 10 6 10 G 10 6 10 6*

Con. Jlines Selection 2.5 6* — -- 24 9* 25 0* 25 0*

Coronation Frees. . . 1 2* 1 2 1 3* __ — 1 3*

Coronation Synd. . .
— — -- -- — 2 0*

Crown Dias 8 8 3 12 6 11 G 11 9 11 9*

Crown Mines .... — — -- -- .

—

47 6*

Daggafontein Mines . 26 3 26 0* _- 25 6* 25 3* 25 0*

Do. Options .... 6 6 6 0* 6 0* __ 6 5 9*

East Rand Coals . . 2 2 2 2* 2 2 3 2 2* 2 4

East Rand Deeps . . 1 0* 1 0" 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1

E.R. Minings .... 18 0* 19 (It 18 0* 19 Ot 17 6* —
East Rand Props. . . 5 B* 5 9* 5 6* 6 3 G 6* 6 8«

East Rand Debs. . . £B6* ,£6(i« £06' 4;66" £G6* £C,9*

Eastern Golds .... 1 3* 1 4* 1
4* 1 3* 1 4 1 3'

Rrank Smith Dias. . 3 3 3 0* 3 0* 3 5 3 3' 3 G

Geduld Props. . . . 42 41 (i 42 3* 44 44 6 44 6

Glencoe Colls. . . .
— 7 9t 6 0* 6 0* 7 9t 6 0*

Glynn's Lvdenburgs 26 3t 24 0* 26 Ot 25 6t 24 9t 23 0*

Govt. Areas . . . 93 9* 93 9

27 6*
94

28

3
0*

95

28
6
0*

95 6*

29 Oa

96 9

Hume Pipes 27 6* 29 0*

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed.,' Thurs.,
31st 1st 3rd 4th 5th 6th

.Ihb. Bd. of Execut. 30 0' 30 0* — 30 0* 30 0* 30 0«

.Jupiters — — 4 9t — 4 9*
Klerksdorp Props. . 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0* 3 0*
Knight Centrals . . 5 2* 5 2 5 1* 5 2* 5 2" 5 3
Knights Deeps ... — — — — 61*
Lace Props 20 19 6* 20 3 20 3 20 3* 20 6*
Lseuwpoort Tins . . 23 0* 23 0* 23 6* 23 6* 24 24 0*
Lydentiurg Farms ..88 8 7* 8 8 8 7* 8 9 8 10*
:\Iiddelvlei Est. ... 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0«'

Modder B.'s 153 155 Oa 155 6* 156 6 156 156 Of
.Modder Deep .... 143 G* 144 143 0* 145 6 145 0* 145 6*
Modder Easts .... 18 7^ 18 6 19 Oa 18 4^ 18 4^ 18 4^
Do. Options (3yrs). 4 3* 4 3* 4 3* 4 4* 4 1* 4 0*
Do. Options (4yis-) 59 56 5 6* 5 9* 56 56

Natal Naviga. Col. . 21 0* — 21 0* 21 6 — —
National Banks . . dtl4|* ilSt ,£14^t .£14^* il5t .£14|*
New Boksburgs ... 1 0* 1 1* — 1 1* 1 1* 1 0*
New Eland Dias. . . 22 0* 22 0* 21 6* 22 3* 23 3* 24 3*
New Era Cons. ... 9 6* 10 Ot 96* 96* 99* 9 7*
New Geduld Deeps . 5 8* 5 9* 5 8* 5 8* — 5 9*
New Heriots .... — 13 0* 12 6* 12 9* 12 9* 12 6*
New Kleinfonteins . 11 3* 11 6| 10 9 10 9* 11 0* 11 6*
New Modders . . .

^"26* ^26J ^26* £26* .f26| .£26*
Nigels 4 0* — 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0*
Nourse iMines ... — — 16 Ot 16 Ot 16 Ot 16 Ot
Premier Def — — — — — 131 .3*

Premier Pref 160 Ot — — 160 Ot — 160 Ot
Pretoria Cements . 67 0* 66 3* 65 0* 67 6t 65 6* 67 0*
Princess Estates .. 2 10* 2 10* — 3 0* 3 1 3 0*
Rand Colls 3 3* — 3 3* 3 6* 3 6* 3 6*
Rand Mines .... — — — 52 6*
Rand Nucleus ... 1 10* 2 Ot 1 8* 1 8* 17* 1 8*
Rand Select Corp. . SO 0* — 80 0* 81 Oa 84 Ot 84 Ot
Randfontein Deeps . 4 10* 4 9* 4 9* 4 9* 4 9* 4 10*
Randfontein Est. . . 14 0* 13 9* — 13 6* 14 3 14 6*
Rooibergs 6 3 6 Gt 6 0* 6 0* 6 6t 6 6t
Roodepoort U. . . .

— 3 Of — — 3 Ot 3 - oj
Rose Deeps 19 Ot — — 18 Gt IG Ot —
Ryan Nigels .... 30* 33* 33* 34* 34* 33*
Shebas — 16* 16* 16* 16* 16*
Simmer and Jacks . 6 Ot 6 Ot 6 Ot 6 Ot 5 8t —
Simmer Deeps ... — 2 6t — 2 3t —
S.A. Breweries ... 32 6* 32 6a 32 6* 33 0* 33 6* 33 0*
S.A. Lands 5 11 5 9* 5 9* 5 10* 5 11 5 11
Springs Mines .... 64 3 64 64 64 3*' 64 6* 64 6*
Sub Nigels 25 24 6* 24 6* 25 25 0* 25 0*
S. Van Ryns .... 12 0* 12 12 3 12 1* 12 0* 12 0*
S.A. Alkali 40 39 Oa 35 0* 35 0* 37 6t 35 0*
Transvaal Lands . . 25 3t 24 0* 25 Ot 24 0* 24 0* 25 3t
Trans. G.M. Est. . . 13 6- 13 6* 14 6t 13 9* 14 6 14 6*
Tweefontein Col. . . 24 0* — 22 6* 22 6* 22 6*
Tweefontein Pref. . 22 9* 22 9* — — 22 6*
Union 5 per cent. . £103 .£103t ^102|* £102|* .£103 ^6102^*
Van Ryn Deeps ... 67 3* 67 9 67 3* 67 9 68 67 6*
Village Deeps .... 16 0* 16 3 16 0* 16 6* 16 3* 16 6
Witbank Colls. ... 56 0* 56 0* 56 0* 56 0* 58 0* —
Witwatersrands ... 20 Of — — IS 0* 18 0* 18 3*
Wit. Deeps ..... 90* 93 90* 9 3* 10 6* 10 6*
Wit. Townships

. . 27 6t 27 Gt — 27 Ct 27 Ot 27 Ot
Wolhiiters 3 3* 3 0* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3* 3 3*
Zaaiplaats Tins ... — 13 9b 13 6* 13 3* 13 3* 13 9
New States 22 9 22 6 22 3 22 3 22 3 22 3*
West Springs .... 24 3 23 9* 23 9 24 0* 24 23 9*
Do. Options . . . 10 3t 10 Ot 10 Ot 10 Ot 9 0* 9 0*

New Jagers — _ 85 0* — — —

A Hint for South Africa.
A Bill requiring all goods to be marked clearly with the

name of the country of origin has been passed by the
.Australian House of Assembly, which prevents German
goods, after passing the Customs, from being labelled
Made in Australia."

*Buvers. tSellers AOdd lots. bEx Londo

Cable Codes and Overseas Trade.
A communication from the Army Council to the

Comptroller-General, Department of Overseas Trade, states
that it is not possible to relax the restrictions relating to the
use of telegraphic codes without the concurrence of the
principal .\llied Powers who have co-operated in the censor-
ship during the war. The Army Council recognise the
importance to the conunercial community of allowing greater
latitude in the use of cable codes, and the question of relaxa-
tion is now being discussed with the various Allied
authorities.
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WILLIAMS' "VULCAN" CHAIN PIPE VISE
MADE ENTIRELY OF DROP FORGED AND WROUGHT STEEL.

3 sizes accommodating all pipe from ^ to 8" diameter.

Compact, quickly adjusted and easily attached to

table, bench or post.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE-irS FREE.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO., -TheDrop-For^in^People,"

Export Office :

76 Slate St.,

New York.

General Offices :

76 Richards St.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Electric Welding Arrives.

The British Government has invited the Institution of

Electrical Engineers to put forward suggestions for ensuring

the safety of operators engaged in electric welding. This

circumstance, combined with the approval of Lloyds of

electric welding for ship's hulls under certain conditions,

is a proof that this process of jointing steel will prove a

formidable rival of riveting. Hitherto no general regulations

have covered electric welding, and the firms engaged in it

have adopted their own method, which seems to have been
fairly successful in protecting the operator himself from
material hurt. The main diificulty is apparently to safe-

guard other workmen who, especially in the open conditions

of the shipyard work, will persist in watching the operators.

The ultra-^•iolet rays from the welding arc liave an injurious

action on the eye, and the infra-red rays burn the skin. Sir

William Crookes has invented a glass which protects the

eye against both types of radiators; and if its use is made
jompulsory, together with efficient screening against on-

lookers, it appears likely tliat electric welding will become as

safe as riveting. It is also adixiirably adapted to building

up the framework of reinforced concrete vessels. Both in

Great Britain and in America State research committees
are busy perfecting the details of the process. A big fight

is likely to be made by the vested interests (Labour and
otherwise) concei'ned in riveting, but electrical engineers are

confident that welding will triumph both in the construction

of hulls and in the making and repairing of tanks, ventilators

and other portions of ship equipment.

i^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiifiiiiiiinaHiissfiaitiaiHSiiafiiyifiiiii8iitisiitisiiHiiiSi3Siiiii9stiiaaifiisiiiiif>^

MO TOOLS.
DE sure to ask for the Trimo

Wrenches, both Pipe and

Monkey. They are equipped

with Nut Guards that prevent

the accidental turning of the

adjusting nut in close quarters,

and with Steel Frames in all

sizes that will not break.

TRIMONT MFG. CO.
Roxbury, Mass., U.S.A.

Stocked by All Hardware Merchants.

TRIMO PIPE WKENOH
STEEL HANDLE.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN

Insert jaw in handle—an economy feature.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA i

I
WM JOHNSTON, President Buildings, c o President

and Von Brandts Sts., Johannesburg*

P.O. BOX 5580. PHONE 2296.

•^iiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiMiiniMiniiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia^
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Engineering Notes and News,
A SEVERE TEST.

The super-ni'ip and the built-in strengtii of the Genuine

Stillson wrencli are well demonstrated by the test illus-

trated on this page. The t-est was made on a 14-inch wood
handle Genuine Stillson wrench, from which weights to the

extent of 1,700 lbs. were suspended, and the fact that the

wrench tested suffered not the slightest break or distortion

in any way proves conclusively that there is something more
than ordinary quality in the build of the Genuine Stillson.

This, however, is not surprising when one remembers that

the makers have experience of more than forty years at the

back of them. An even better idea of the severe nature of

«*s^

>'-wiB

the test given can be gathered by realising that the strain

given on this wrench was just ten times greater than a 170

lb. man could exert if he were putting his entire weight on

it. Several manufacturers are said to be now marketing

makes of wrenches under the name of Stillson, and it may
be well for the interested reader to note, therefore, that the

wrench illustrated is the Genuine Stillson. Stocks of these

Genuine Stillsons and also stocks of replacement parts are,

we understand, being carried by the sole South African

agents, Bartle & Company, Ltd., of Loveday House,

Johannesburg.

Tenders Open.
Tenders are invited for the supply, delivery and erection

of a complete installation of alternatingf current switchgear

and control apparatus for the New Control House, Dock
Boad Power Station, Capetown. Specifications and draw-

ings may be obtained upon application at the Electricity
Department, Dock Road, on payment of a fee of three
guineas, whicli will be returned on receipt of bona fide
tender. Tenders under seal and endorsed " Tender foi-

alternating curreiit switchgear and control apparatus, etc.,"
must be deposited in the Tender Box, not later than 12
o'clock noon, on Monday, the 30th June, 1919.

The Municipal Council of Johaimesburg invite tenders
for: (a) Contract 468: Sanitary pails and lids, (b) Contract
469: Motor cycle and side-ear. (c) Contract 470: Brake
blocks, (d) Contract 471: Soap, (e) Contract 472: Sails.
(f) Contract 473: Bicycles. (g) Contract 474: Refilling
machine broom stocks. (h) Contract 475: Anti-friction
grease, (i) Contract 476 : Fluid disinfectant, (j) Contract
477 : Axles and bushes, (k) Contract 478 : Petrol motor
pumps. Sealed tenders, marked with the contract number
and addressed to tlie Town Clerk, must be placed in the
Tender Box, First Floor, Municipal Offices, not later than
noon on Thursday, 20th February, 1919, in respect of (b),

(c), (d), (e), (f), (o), (h); not later than noon on Tuesday,
13th May, 1919, in respect of (a), (i) and (j); and not later

than noon on Thursday, 29th May, 1919, in respect of (k).

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.

FPiOM THE " SOUTH AFRICAN MINING JOURNAL "

OF FEBRUARY 10th, 1894.

The weekly meeting of the Chamber of Mines Executive
is mainly devoted to an unnecessary and unprofitable dis-

cussion upon the subject of dyntfiiite

Practically no fresh information was elicited, and until

the arrival of Nobel's representative we do not see that any
good can result from further discussion, feeling sure that
the duty of safeguarding the interests of the community
may safely be left in the bands of the Dynamite Com-
mittee."

* * * *
Contrary to the anticipations we expressed some weeks

ago, it is 130V,- practically certain tliat the output for Janu-
ary, which will be officially declared to-day, will consider-
sbly exceed that for last month. The increase may be
expected to amount to some 3,000 ozs., bringing the total

to a7.ipioxvr!ate!v 149,000 ozs.
' * * » «

Geldenhuis Deep.
—

" In Shaft Number 1, which has now-
been turned off on the incline. 10 feet wei'e sunk during
January.

"

tF ^ "W If

Robinson.—The Eiedler electric mine pumps, supplied
by iMessrs. Edward Chester and Co., have now been started
and are working very smoothly. As these pumps are the
first electric ones for mine work on these fields, we shall

give a detailed account of them in a subsequent issue.
* * * #

The Gipsy's new cyanide w-orks, capable of treating

15,000 tons, are novr in ffdl working order.
* * * *

Jubilee G.M. Co.'s annual meeting was h^ld in Maritz-
burg Januarv 31st. Dividends for the vear 120 per cent.

* * # ' *

The market for gold shares has been remarkably steady.
No dealincs in Modderfonteins recorded. Simmer and
Jacks, £4 buvers.

Notices or advertisements of appointments vacant on the
mines or elsewhere, so long as the employ-

The Emplovment mont will be first offered to a returned
Question. soldier, will he published free of charge in

the S.A. Minii)g Jonrn'il. In order to

assist the minp secretaries to make known any vacancy for

a returned soldier, a free cnpy will he sent w-e»^kly to every
mine secretary who forwards his address to this ofiice.
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Central Mining/Rand Mines Group.

The following are the results of crushing operations of

the Central Mining/Rand Mines companies for the month

of January :
—

Company

a

i

.a

s
S

.5

a
s

=.§ £ s sSS .|-£6-

Z3S c- f Hbd3' K? o.

Bantjes Cons. ... 90 8 3,050 1,038 £1,004 21/11-1

City Deep Al54 10 45,500 21,521 24,887 28/10-6

Cons. Main Reef •220 6 44,310 16,095 6,551 27/ 7-1

Crown Mines ... 660 26 140,000 48,287 18,380 26/ 3-8

Dur. Rood. Dp.. 100 3 23,200 8,218 *531 30/ 3-2

East Rand Prop. 440 19 115,000 34,470 12,606 22/11-5

Ferreira Deep ... 280 7 37,240 14,601 14,917 24/ 9-7

Geldenhuis Deep 300 7 47,400 13,176 *949 23/11-5

Knight Central .. 120 3 17,900 6,445 986 29/ 4-5

Modder B b104 8 58,000 30,076 65,026 21/ 7-1

New Modder ... c236 15 76,000 40,064 91,274 20/ 3-3

Nourse Mines ... 180 5 35,000 11,794 561 27/11-5

Robinson 180 6 38,500 10,698 4,779 21/ 0-3

Rose Reep 300 7 48,000 12,934 7,846 19/ 6-2

Village Main R. 130 4 18,200 6,057 3,648 24/ 0-5

Wolhuter 120 4 29,250 8,426 4,345 21/ 5-2

Village Deep ... 180 7 48,200 15,511 4,262 25/ 4-8

Wit. Deep 200 5 27,580 8,429 *1,958 27/ 6-8

Tls. & averages 3994 145 852,380 307,405 257,634 24/ 46

A Includes 4 Nissan stamps, b Includes 24 Nissen stamps.

c Includes 56 Nissen stamps.

* Loss.

Bantjes Consolidated MineSj Ltd.—Treatment of under-

ground and surface accumulations completed last month.

Final clean-up of reduction works still to be made, result of

which will be advised in March quarterly report.

Durban Hoodepoort Deep, Ltd.—Reduced tonnage milled

caused by stoppage of hoisting No. 1 shaft for four days

owing to accident in shaft and repairs, also to labour short-

age at beginning of month. Labour position materially

improved towards end of month. Costs abnormally high

owing to low tonnage milled.

General Note.—Native labour position generally has
improved, but City Deep, Crown Mines, East Rand Pro-

prietary Mines, and Village Main continue to show a reduc-

tion in numbers emploj'ed. In valuation gold recovered in

January the realisation charges are reduced by 16s. 3d. per

cent, due to decrease in freight and insurance charges.

Union Corporation.

Results of operations on the producing mines of this

group for the mouth of January:—
Tons Total Revenue

Company Stamps. Crushed. Revenue. per ton

Geduld Proprietary 100 42,900 £64,024 29/10
Modder Deep Levels ... 70 44,400 88,650 39/11
Princess Estate 60 18,000 20,687 22/11

Totals

Company.

Geduld Proprietary
Modder Deep Levels
Princess Estate ...

Totals

230 105,300

Costs.

173,311

Profit.

Total. Per Ton.

£42,823 19/11
87,576 16/11
26,516 29/ 5

Total. Per Tun

£21,201 9/11
51,074 23/
*5,879 0/ 6

£106,915 i:66;396

* Loss.

Note.—During the last few days of the month' the native
labour supply of the Princess Estate has improved substan-
tially, the effect of which should soon be felt.

THIS IS THE

GENUINE
S TILLSON
WRENCH

THERE'S A
MIGHTY
BIG DIFF-

ERENCE.

Thel Genmne Stiilson ^

grips with a better

grip—a safer grip ; it

easily outlives ail others.
It Is a super wrench with
Orcp Forgings of Special High
Orade Tool Steel and Forgmgs
which are heat treated to add
greater strength and toughness. It has
four parts only (Jaw, Handle, Extra
Heavy Malleable Frame and ^ut) each
part machined to gauge, and each
interchangeable. its makers have
more than 40 years' experience of

wrench-making behind them.

Big Stocks of Genuine StillsoHS in all

sizes, and of Cemine StsSlson replace-

ment parts, also of Clyburn Spanners
and other hand tools are now on hand at

LOVtDAY HOUS£. 'PHONE 3553. WIRES " FAGGOT."

BOX 2466 JOHANNESBURG.
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Latest Company Registrations.

The list of new companies registered in November, 1918, is as

follows :
—

The Polar Star Creamery, Ltd., Muhle, eastern portion of Welverdicml
No. 77, District Piet Ketief; capital £6.500-

Jacobson's, Ltd., 45 and 46 Portland House, Commissioner Street,

Johannesburg; capital £15,000.

South African Chrome Industries. Ltd., Lewis & Marke' Buildings, 65

President Street, Johannesburg; capital £10,000.

Ebrahim & Omar Rajan, Ltd., Church Street, Zeerust; capital £1,000.

Tile Nubo Modelling Company, Ltd., 277 Commissioner Street_ City and
Suburban. Johannesburg; capital £3,000.

Kilgour & Company, Ltd., 66 Von Weilligh Street, Johannesburg;
capital £10,000.

E. P. W. Green, Ltd.. 39 President Street, Johannesburg; capital

£4,000.

Henry S. Potter, Ltd., 26 C'ullinan Buildings, Fox Street, Johannesburg;
capital £15,000.

The Curlews Citrus Farms, Ltd., 11, 12 and 33 Steytler's Buildings,
corner Market and Loveday Streets. Johannesburg; capital £15,500.

Wicker Works, Ltd., Room No. 12, Saltman's Buildings. Main Road.
Fordsburg; capital £500.

Reg. Clarke, Ltd.. 57 Mosely Buildings, President Street, Johannesburg;
capital £1,200.

Lutchman & Son, Ltd., corner Marshall, Kerk and Joubert Streets,

Pietersburg; capital £200.

J W. Holmden & Co.; Ltd., 164 New Stock Exchange Buildings, Holland
Street, Johannesburg; capital £2,000.

Pretoria Lokale Industriele Maatschappij, Beperkt, 24 Bureau Street.

Pretoria ; capital £1,500.

Dolls. Ltd., 201 Commissioner Street, Johannesburg; capital £3,000.

Sunn's Pharmacy, Ltd., corner Commissioner and End Streets, Johan-
nesburg ; capital £1,500.

The Eagle and Globe Steel Company. Ltd., care of R. B. Langdon,
60/63 National Bank Buildings, Simmonds Street, Johannesburg;
capital £10,000.

The Neptune Salt Company, Ltd., care of Philip Morris, National
Mutual Buildings, Rissik Street, Johannesburg; capital £5,000.

SPECIAL AND EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTIONS.

Economic Coal and Produce Compan.v, Ltd., Johannesburg; increase of

capital.

Sive Bros. & Karnovsky, Ltd., Johannesburg; increase of capital.

George Smith & Company. Ltd., Johannesburg; alteration of articles.

Rand Klip, Ltd., Johannesburg; licjuidation.

Cape Wine Bodegas Company, Ltd., Johannesburg; alteration of

articles.

Chisholm Stevenson & Co., Ltd., Johannesburg; alteration of articles.

Co-operative Association of S.A. (Boksburg and District), Ltd. ; sale of

assets.

The Hellenic Community of Johannesburg, Johannesburg; increa.se of

capital.

Broom, Ltd., Johannesburg; liquidation.

Thionhaus & Watson. Ltd., Johannesburg: liquidation.

Zeederbcrg Estate Company, Ltd.. Pretoria; liquidation.

Farmers' Co-operative Fertilizer Company, Ltd., Johannesburg; liquida

tion.

LTnion Box Factory, Ltd., Johannesburg; destruction of books.

United Agency and Trust Company. Ltd., Johannesburg; liquidation.

Randtontein Exploration and Development Company, Ltd., Johannes-

burg ; confirmation of agreement.
The Corner and Estate Company. Ltd., Pretoria; reduction of capital.

The Mines Meat Supply, Ltd., Randfontein; liquidation.

NOTICES OF INCREASE OF CAPITAL.

Economic Coal and Produce Company, Ltd., Johannesburg; increased

from £375 to £1,000.

The Hellenic Community of Johannesburg, Johannesburg; increased

from £7 10s. to £50".

Save-all, Ltd., Johannesburg; increased from £450 to £600.

Mauss Continuous Centrifugal Separator Ltd., Johannesburg; increased

from £12,000 to £15 000.

Mann, George & Co. (Delagoa), Ltd., Johannesburg; increased from
£50,000 to £250.000.

STve Bros. & Karnovsky, Ltd., Johannesburg; increased from fiB.O""

to £75,000.

The Planters and Importers Tea and Coffee Company, Ltd., .Johannes-

burg; increased from £10,000 to £15.000.

Maritzburg Motor Marts, Ltd.. Johannesburg; inci'eased from £1,000

to £20,000.

NOTICES OF LIQUIDATION.

Rand Klip, Ltd., Johannesburg; voluntary.

Broom. Ltd., Johannesburg; voluntary.

Thienhaus & Watson, Ltd. Johannesburg; voluntary.

The Zeedcrberg Estate Company. Ltd., Pretoria; voluntary.

Farmers' Co-operative Fertilizer Company. Ltd., Ermelo^- voluntary.

United Agency and Trust Company, Ltd., Johannesburg; voluntary.

Mines Meat Supply, Ltd.. Johannesburg; voluntary.

New Patents.

732.

733.

734.

735.

736.

737.

738.

739.

740.

741.

742.

743.

744.

745.

746.

747.

748.

749.

749.

751.

752.

755.

754

(•55.

755.

757.

758.

759.

760.

761.

762.

763.

764.

765.

766.

718.

719.

720.

721.

722.

723.

724.

725.

7P6.

727.

Cornelis Fredorik Delfos and James Wilshir.—Improvements in

front-heads of rock drills.

Eustace Moriarty Weston.—Improvements in ai)pliances for cover-

ing and protecting a certain part of the human body.

De Villers Curling Pritchard.—Extraction of motor and methy
lated spirits, paper pulp and fibre from the plant called Priorium
St rratutn.

Joseph Leo .\>hley.—Improvements in treating prickly pear.

Alfred Lucas von Mikar.—Bell piano.

Edwin Burnhope Hughes.—The " Durcir " process for hardening
cane-wax.

Robert Sygertwood Esson. Improvements relating to loose leaf

binders and the like.

Frederick John Shillcock.—Improvements in boots for football and
other athletic purposes.

Seguin Fislicr.—Improvements in feed devices for rock drills.

Seguin Fisher.—Improvements in mountings for rock drills.

Emile Roirant.—Improvements in or relating to glass delivering

and melting apparatus.

Berendonck's Syndicaat Voor Banden in Deelen.—Improvements in

pneumatic tyres in motor vehicles and the like.

Andrew Kerr.—Improvements relating to train and like control

systems.

The British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

—

Improvements in steam turbines.

Gustaf Haglund.—Improvements in or relating to the separation
and refining of metals.

.\rthur Newton-Smith.—Improvements in the pickers of looms.
Arthur Newton-Smith.—Improvements in shuttle buffers for pickers
of looms.

—Charles Joseph Rourke and Andi'ew Poulson.—Improvements in

and relating to the bleaching of textile or fibrous material.

Charles Joseph Rourke and Andrew Poulson.—Improvements in

struction of reinforced concrete ships.

Percival Turner Houston.—fmprovements in or relating to internal

combustion engines.

Kenneth Bingham Quinan.—Improvements in or relating to the
cooling of fluids.

Joseph Edwin Markham Cooke.—Improvements relating to

envelopes.

James Henry Green.—An improved metallic non-skidding and
proteciing device for pneumatic tyres.

Ernest Alexander Laidlow.—Improvements relating to automatic
or semi-automatic telephone systems.

John Charles Gordon.—A new or improved socket or device for

receiving or bearing screws, such as are emploved for fastening

purposes.

Brit'sh United Shoe Machinery (South Africa), Ltd.—Improve-
ments in or relating to last or last-part pulling.

Thomas Pettigrew.—Improved circuit arrangement for operating
the selecting devices of telephone installations by number impulses.

British United Shoe Mach'nerv (South .Africa), Ltd.—Improve-
ments in or relating to heel building, assembling and the like.

Frederick Haisman.—A rock drilling device for mining and other

purposes.

Henry Wilson.—Improvements in or relating to impulse trans-

mitters for automatic telephones.

Richard Henry Roberts and Percy Nichol Kingswell.—An improved
collapsible box. case or crate.

Amalgamated Zinc (De Babay's), Ltd.—Improvements in the re-

covery of lead and silver from sulphide ores and metallurgical

products.

Kohler Co.—An improved process of producing cast metal objects.

The Eclipse Petrol Economiser System Company, Ltd.—An im-
proved carburettor.

Frederick Joseph O'Neill.—Electric lamp lock.

The American Mach'ne and Foundr.v Co.—An inn)roved autoniatic

hand cigarett- machine feed.

Dirk Lodewijk Kohlman-^—Collapsible baby and wheeling chairs

and carriages.

Harold Piatt.—An improved method of fitting branch connections

to pipes.

Labonchere & Company.—An improved process for the separation

of diamonds from diamondiferous matter.

Henry Samuel Potter and Oliver Trevillion Jenkins.—Improve-
ments in <lrills bits or steels for use with hammer drills and the

like.

Louis Robert Vierdag.

—

A chemical fertilizer.

Arth\ir George Dampier-Bennett.—Imiirovements in automatic air

admission valves for internal combustion engines.

William Edwin Nettle, Paid Selby, James Blvthe and Joseph

Henry Holman.-—Imjirovements in conveying liquid to rock drilling

tools.

Margaretha Lesser.—An improved concentrator.

John Henry Moise.—The S.S. (Safe and Sure) Indigestion cure
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Company Meetings.

SOUTHERN_VAN RYN.

The adjourned annual meetina of

shareholders in the Southern Van Ryn
Reef G.M. Co., was held on Jan 31 in

the board room,Consolidated Goldhelds

Building. Mr. D. Chrislopherson,

C.B.E., presided, and in moving the

adoption of the report of the directors

and statement of accounts, said:—

Gentlemen,—This is the adjourned

meetins from the 31st December last.

You will doubtless we aware of the

fact as pointed out in the directors'

report, that since the last annual

meeting the technical and secretarial

administration of your company has

come under the Consolidated Gold

Fields of South Africa, Limited, and

that several chanses have been made
in the personnel of the board and of

the London Committee. As. however,

all these matters were the outcome of

resolutions passed at special meetings

of shareholders, it is unnecessary for

me to deal further therewith. You
have the report and accounts before

you for the past financial year ended

31st October. 1918. If you will turn

to the balance sheet vou will find that

the authorised capital is 615,000 shares

of £1 each. Under the scheme which

was sanctioned at the special general

meeting held on 12th September, 1016,

the board was authorised to increase

the capital from time to time up to

415.000 shares, this number being in-

clusive of the 180.000 option shares to

which I 11-ill refer later; while on the

25th April, 1918, the extraordinary

general meeting of shareholders

authorised a further increase of

200,000 shares for carrying out the

asreement with the Consolidated Gold
Fields. Thus we have a total author-

ised capital of 615.000 £1 shares of

which .3.30.000 were at 31st October last

under option as exnlained in the direc-

tors' report. As ie also explained in

the same report, there were, at 31st

October. 1918. issued as fully "aid

274.000 shares, leaving 340 600 shares

to be taken up. of which 10,600 partly

paid shares were to be issued to the

subscribers when all instalments had
been paid up thereon (the balance
owing at that date being £2 800V
Thus", including the 10.600 partlv naid

shares, the issued canital of 285.000

shares wps represented bv a total is-

sued capital value of £282.200. a^ re-

flected in the balance sheet. Taking
the credit side of the balance sheet,

you will find that property account

stands the same as before, viz..

£124,460. Expenditure on equipment
increased by £5.050, full details of

which are set out in the schedule be-

low. The commission account, being
as vou know in resnect of rebate on
certain shares issued by the company,
is £63,368 15s.. or an increase of

£27,580 15s., such being of course, o'.t

account of commissions granted dur-
"Jlg the year under review. General
expenditure for the year was £16.616,

as detailed. The balance of working
capital on hand at the end of the fin-

ancial year, viz.. £45,430 5s., was ac-

counted for as under:

—

Stores and material £2,341 10 5

Livestock and vehicles,
furniture, etc 268 17 6

Investments 1,500
Sundry debtors 580 17 11

Xp+, cash after allowing
for liabilities ^ 40,738 19 2

£45.430 5

The other items in the balance sheet
are not of special importance.

Reef Disclosures.

Full particulars of the reef disclo-

sures in Boreholes Nos. 1 and 4 were
published at the time and are ijgain

given in the consulting engineer's re-

port. Although the respective widths
and values as indicated by borehole

sections are not in themselves encour-
aging, shareholders must bear in mind
that these boreholes, which reached
depths of 2,601 feet and 2,860 feet re-

spectively, were for the purpose of

determining the reef horizons as a

guide for shaft-sinking, and not so

much with the view of ascertaining

widths and values, as it was realised

that the boreholes were likely to

strike the reef at points between the

pay shoots. Mr. Xeslie's statements
in connection with this are reassuring
in so far that he is satisfied that the

sections of reef disclosed are similai'

in value and annearance to sections

frequently met with between pay
shoots in the Sub Nigel. The general
experience on that mine has been that
where values are found there has been
an increase in the width of reef.

Another encouraging statement of

Mr. Leslie's is wherein he points out
that your property is situated in line
with the course of enrichment upon
which the most valuable mines on the
Far East Rand are situated, and that
in his opinion the prospects for de-
velopment are favouarble. On this

advice the Board has decided at once
to proceed with shaft-sinking: the sur-
vey work in connection therewith has
been Completed and the engineering
staff are about to decide on the exact
location of the shaft. When once all

the preliminary work has been com-
pleted and the necessary plant anil

equipment acquired, sinking will be
pushed on as rapidly as possible. The
intention is to sink a central vertical
shaft to a depth of approximately
3.800 feet in the northern deep level
section of the property, where Mr.
Leslie considers the reef should be
found to have a low angle of inclin-
ation and where be exnects encourag-
ing development andi favouarble con-
ditions for ecouomical working. This
shaft would commend the largest sec-
tion of the property and the most suit-
able centre for delivery of Ore to the
surface, as well as for the rapid and
extensive development which would
be required to get a sufficient ore re-

scive for milling bv the time a con-
nection is made with tiie second shaft
to be sunk later. The first shaft
is being so located as to avoid as far
as possible any regrettable mistake in
determining a suitable site for any
veitical shaft to be sunk to intersect
ree-" on a higher horizon in this ir-

regularly shaped property. The pro-
gramme of shaft-sinking together with
a certain amount of cross-cutting and
develonment is estimated to cost
.somewhere about £310.000. spread over
a i)eriod of four years. In 3J years
from the date of starting shaft-sinking.
Mr, Leslie hones that sufficient infor-
mation will be available to enable the
company to decidi? to embark on the
final programme for reaching the pro-
ducing stage, which he estimates
would occupy a further period of 2*
years.

Option Shares. •

We have been somewhat disappoint-
e 1 as regards the small number of ap-
plications received in respect of the

options to shareholders on the 130,000
shaies. As jiou will remember the
holders of the option certificates, in
order to retain their rights, had to take
up 25 per cent, of the shares not later
tl-.an the 31st December, 1918, and to
pay for same in ten equal consecutive
monthly instalments, the first of such
il"l^talments to be paid not later than
the 31st December, 1918. If all option
hclders had exercised their rights to

25 per cent, of the shares, that would
h;'ve meant 45,000 shares being taken
up at par, of which 15,669 would be
in respect of the London registers and
23.-331 shares on this side. At the mo-
ment we do not know what has been the
re.'^ult in regard to the option
holders in England, but as regards
South Africa, only 5.949 shares, repre-
senting a total holding of 23,630 shares,
were applied for, leaving the option
rights in respect of 93,645 shares not
applied for on this side. This per-
haps is hardly surprising in view
of the fact that the market price of

the shares at December 31, 1918. was
only r2s. 9d. to 13s. each, but the
fact remains that in so far as the
financing of the company is concern-
ed the above results are not satisfac-

tory. On the other hand the Consoli-
dated Goldfields. as you will be al-

ready aware, exercised its option on
December 31 last on the 37,500 shares
at par, and it still has the following
options, namely :

—
At par until December 31, 1919. on

37,':.00 shares at 25s. per share until

December 31, 1920, on 75,000 shares;
total. 112,500.

Briefly, the position is as under:—
At the 31st of December last our
cash position was roughly £43.000. ex-

cluding amounts on account of options
exercisable at that date. Add to that
the £37,500 in respect of the options
which the Consolidated Goldfields ex-
ercised on December 31. 1918, and the

£5,949 in respect of options exercised
by other shareholders at the same
time, the payments of which amounts
in both cases are spread over 10

months. Then assume that as regards
option rights on the London Register
the results have been no better than
in South Africa, that is to say that
only about one-fifth of the option
rights have been exercised as com-
pared with what could have been
exercised that would five us ronfhlv

say another £3,150. Thus in all we
shall have in cash a total of appro.ti-

mately £89.600 by, say September 30,

1919.

Expenditure.

Under Mr. C. D. Leslie's programme
which the directors have approved,
the expenditure for the year is esti-

mated at £88,000. Mr. Leslie's figures,

however, do not provide for head
office expenses, engineering fees,

claim licences, etc. The programme
also allows for an expenditure of

£64,500 for the year 1920. It will

therefore be seen that, subject,^ of

course, to whatever further options
may be exercised at December 31,

1919, and to the actual expenditure
on the programme, consideration will

have to be given to further financing
the company towards the early part

of next year. There is a matter I

would like to refer to. viz: that of

claim licences. The area of your pro-

perty consists of 1,662 claims, and the

claim licences at the rate of 5s. per

prospecting licence per month
amounts to £415 10s. per month, or

close on £5,000 a year, half of which
amount accrues to public revenue,
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while the other half goes to the free-

hold owners. Under Section 20 of the

Transvaal Mining Leases and Mineral
Law Amendment Act, 1918, provision

was made whereby the holder of a

prospecting licence, if he satisfies the

Mining Commissioner that he has ex-

pended, in work on any of the claims

held thereunder, not less than £1 per

month per claim, including the value

of his own labour, shall have remitted

to him 6o much of the licence moneys
due on such claims as would accrue

to the public revenue. In our case,

therefore, we could claim by way of

remission a maximum of £207 15s. per

month. There are certain conditions

in the law to which I need not refer,

but (subject to «n appeal to the Mni-
ister), the Mining Commissioner shall

decide wliether and to what extent the

amount expended upon work done on
any particular claim or claims, shall

be considered for the purposes of

arriving at the sum to be remitted.

For some months past we have ren-

dered statements to the Mining Com-
missioner, but owing to a difficulty on
the Commissioner's part in arriving
at just what constitutes actual bona
fide development of the prospecting
claims, he will only take into consi-

deration towards mitigation of the
amount spent on claim licence.s the
actual expenditure on drilling, and
refuses to allow such items as engi-
neering fees, administration charges,
including salaries at the mine, or
even stores used in respect of other
work at the mine. In our opinion,
the Legislature in promulgating Sec-
tion 20 of the Act, intended that the
fullest relief and assistance should oe
afforded to such companies as yours,
who are actively engaged in proving
the existence of suspected reefs and
ore bodies, and that such items as
salaries, stores and general mainten-
ance at the mine, and head office ex-
penses, should be allowed to rank lor

remission of licences, as they fairly

represent expenditure necessary to the
exploitation and development of un-
proved areas just as much as the costs

of drilling. The company has ceased
actual diilling operations, so t'lat at

present we are refused any relief, but
wn are nevertheless paying claim li-

cences in full, and the further ques-
tions therefore arise as to whether we
should not even now obtain some re-

lief; also, when we do commence shaft
sinking, what the Mining Commis-
sioner will allow as expenses to rank
for remission of claim licences? We
certainly think that allowances should
be -made. Steps have been taken to

have the matter represented in the
proper fjuarter, and I hope that the
company will eventually derive the
fullest consideration, which we firmly
believe was the intention of the Legis-
lature. Since the close of the finan-
cial year, your manager, Mr. Charles
J. Tutt, resigned, and has recently
joined the board of directors. We wish
to record our appreciation of the worK
he carried out while manager of the
property. I now beg to move the
adoption of thf report and accounts.

Nigel and Van Ryn Reefs.

Mr. W. E. Bleloch, in seconding the

motion, said the scheme of development
meant waiting a con.siderable number of

years before they could get returns from

the property. He had gone into the

matter, and having regard to the pecu-

liar reef occurrences of the Far East Rand,

be was of opinion that Mr. Leslie's

scheme of development was best and

would result eventually in their being

able to mine their reefs at the lowest ex-

penditure and more advantageously than

if they were to begin sinking from the

surface. He was also in favour of the

scheme for the reason that in the course

of sinking they would section the whole

series of strata right down to the Nigel

Reef and would intersect what they knew
as the Van Ryu Reef of the Far East

Rand. It was part of Mr. Leslie's

scheme of development to put in drives

so that successive shoots in these reefs

could be opened up and in that way large

sums would be saved. He had no doubt

it would be possible to make suitable

financial arrangements to caiTy out the

scheme of development. Referring to

recent development he said that owing

to the difficulties of prospecting they had

not been able to show very definite re-

s..ults. They had got both reefs, but

in every case thev had more, or less poor

values. It had to be borne in mind that

the bore intersected a very small piece

of reel, and he did not think sljareholders

had any reason to be discouraged. They

had in the district .south towards Heidel-

berg and still further forward opened up

at several places both the Nigel and Van
Ryn Reefs, and in both cases with en-

couraging values. They found that both

reefs "-etained their special characteristics

even at distances of 30 and 40 miles away

from the Nigel. He believed if these

were opened up they would establish there

were great gold bearing reefs in the

area in addition to the Nigel, and he left

them to imagine what the influence would

he on the fortunes of the Sub Nigel and

their own property. In regard to the

low price at which the shares stood m
the market he reminded them that New
Modders were once obtainable at 7s. 6d.

and that Modders were obtainable not

many years ago, he believed, at about 3s.

9d Rterring to the relief intended to

he given to prospectors, he said that as

far as the ordinary prospector was con-

cerned there was practically no relief at

all and the intention of the Legislature

was defeated bv the difficulties with

which the matter was hedged around.

The motion was carried and the changes

in the directorate were api)roved.

STEEL CORPORATION.

The first annual meeting of the

Union Steel Corporation of South Ai-

rica, Ltd., held in tins countij,

took place on Jan. 31 in the board-room,

Lewis and Marks Building, the con-

trol of he company having been trans-

ferred to this side, with a committee

acting in London. Thera were present

Messrs. Isaac Lewis (chairman), ij-

Falcke, O. T. Greener, C. B. Kingston,

W L Penney, R. W. Townsend (re-

presenting the African-European in-

vestment Co.), H. Dowdle and J.

Blacklock, representing personally ana

toM proxy 89,756 shares out of a total

i.ssue of"l87.06'2 shares.

The chairman said :The nett profit

for the year carried to the balance

sheet was £60,074 7s. 9d., as against

£40 482 14s. 2d. in the previous year.

This was after full provision had been

made for depreciation ou machinery,

plant and buihlinas, for premium on

debentures due for redemption this

year, and after writing off £5,000, the

balance ot general expenditure during

construction period carried forward

from last year s accounts. The charges

showed an increase on those of pre-

vious years, but that was the natural

consecpience of an increased turnover.

There was a contingent liability i» ''^^

spect of income tax and excess profits

dmty in the United Kincdom, and for

income tax in this countrjl, in respect

of which no assessment had been

made.
Afier dealing with the balance

sheet and explaining the difficulties

of importing machinery and material

from oversea owing to the war, the

chairman said it had already been

proved that pig-iron of excellent qual-

ity could be produced here. In the

early stages of the operations the com-

pany had a very hard struggle for ex-

istence. During this time very little

material assistance was received from
the Government. It was only due to

the intervention of influential share-
holders that the works didi not close
down, and an industry of the first im-
portance to the Union was not strang-
led at birth, so to speak. Owing to

the conditions brought about by the
war, tlie value of the industry had
been forcibly brought home to the Gov-
ernment and other consumers. It
was difficult to imagine what condi-
tions would have prevailed had its

prnnioters lost faith and abandoned
their efforts to carry out the pioneer-
ing work in such adverse circum-
stances, audi, now that the world's
markets were again open, they might
with justice claim tangible as'sistance
frcm the Government such as that ad-
vocated by file Actinc Prime Minister
and the State Mining Entrineer.
The establishment of industries

eenerally will tend greatlv to solve
the problem, al-eady bristling with
difficulties, of finding employment for
the youth of the country, which wa"
another cogent reason for their en-
couragement.
The experience gained bv the com-

pany during these years of difficultv
had been invaluable. Their products
had given unqualified satisfaction to
their customers, and had overcome the
inherent prejudice against the " local
article

"

No Undue Privileges.

Continuing, the Chairman said :—It
has been repeatedly stated by people

—

some of whom ought to have known
better—that this Corporation has ob-
tained undue privileges from the
Government. Now, gentlemen. I want
to correct that impression once and
for all. and propose to do so by tell-

ing you the bare facts of the case.
Prior to the iiice)ition of our Corpora-
tion scrap iron and steel was recard'^d
here as practicallv useless and value-
less, and was exported from our coasts
in large quantities. In 1907, for
instance, the tonnasre shipped was no
less than 30.,647 tons, of wdiich 8.047
went from the Transvaal. Tlie price
realised for tliis was from 7s. fid. to
10s. per ton ; and export was actually
encouraged by a specially low railway
rate. There were accumulations of
old scrap in the railway yards, whicii
in some instances were even embar-
rassing by reason of the large amount
of space they occupied. The authori-
ties wisely considered that this scrap
might be used as an encouragement
for tbe establishment of a steel in-
dustry, which w.juld ultimately lead
to the opening up an.l utilization of

our native iron ores. Tenders for this
scrap were invited, the successful ten-
derer in open competition being the
late Mr. H. H. \\ right. Mr. Wright,
after having tried unsuccessfully to

secure locally caoital to work his pro-
ject, came to England and endeav-
oured to persuade some of the Home
iron masters to start the industry in
the LTnion—and asain failed. He then
came to me. I can iinblushingly claim
that it has been one of the great am-
bitions of my firm to foster the estab-
lishment of industries in this new
country, for we have always realised
the immense effect that would inevi-

tably have upon its future welfare.
Moreover, we felt that this would be
quite good business from even the
purely commercial standpoint. In the
end. we decided to take the matter up.
and 1 managed to persuade a lew
friends in London to join us in this

venture. The business was started in

1012. and in addition to the ordinary
tr ubles incidental to startinc a new
industry of this magnitude in a new
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country, we also had to contend with
antagonism from the stronghold estab-
lished by the foreign manufacturers
and their agents in this country.

Initial Troubles Overcome.

As a result, the Corporation got into
financial difticulties, and had to be
assisted by the provision of consider-

able sums of monev at a time when
the outlook was far fr>jm encouraging.
It is only during the last couple ot

years or so that the position may be
stated to have been rehabilitated,

and that we may be said to have suc-
cessfully overcome all our initial

troubles. It is only this year that
the Company has been able to pay up
the arrears of interest on the Prefer-
ence Shares, and to repay its indebt-
edness in the shape of loans, etc.

Over and above this, my firm may
claim to have rendered the C <rpora-

tion the greatest possible assistance
by promoting the discovery of iron
and manganese ores, suitable fluxes,

etc., and generally in procuring the
materials necessary for the Com-
pany's operations. As a matter of

fact", we have laid out nearly £40,000
in hard casli in this connection, in
respect of which so far prac-
tically no return has yet
come to us. Our contract for the pur-
chase of scrap from the Railway Ad--
ministration stipulates that we take
the scrap in the condition in which it

exists, and at the sites where it is

situated, and we pay all railage ana
handling charges. I must mention,
too, that the price of £1 per ton at site

is the minimum price paid, and this
only applies to a proportion of our
purchases from the Railway Admini-
stration; furthermore we can only get

such scrap as is useless to them. So
that I think it is quite clear that we
have certainly received no privileges
from the Railways or the Govern-
ment. It may interest you to learn
that we have already purchased from
the Railways 29,92.3 tons of scrap for

the sum of £35,472. and in addition
have paid them £57,194 for railage. As
regards the benefit that an industry
of this character is to the Cjvmtrv
generally, I may tell vou that, even
in the present comparatively small
stage of development, which, given a
I'ttle practical encouragement, is no-
thing to what it should extend into,

we have already paid out in wages to

white employes since the inception of

the company £153,747, and to natives
£31,889. The average number of na-
tives employed during 1916 was 280.

Our total purchases of scrap, from aU
sources, since the formation of the
company, have been 51.636 tons, the
greater portion of which, but for our
activities, would probably have been
lost to the coimtry. Now, it is a
question for the people of this coim-
try to decide whether this, as well as
many other industries, which have
been created of late years, are to re-

ceive the necessary encouragement
and assistance 1 1 enable them to de-
velop the resources of the country
with immense general benefit to the
whole communitv. or whether thev
are to be allowed fo dwindle awav
until we revert to the former stage
when evervthins was imported from
overseas (incidentallv a large propor-
tion of it from Germany), to the bene-
fit mainly of a few agents and
middlemen, so far as this country is

concerned.
The rep 'rt and accounts were

adopted.
The election of Mr. O. T. Greener as

a director was confirmed.
Messrs. Samuel Marks and Isaac

Lewis were re-elected directors.
The auditors were re-appointed.

AFRICAN LIFE.

The fourteent-li annual general meeting
of the members and shareholders of the
-ifrican Life Assurance Society, Limited,
was held in the board room ot the society,

African Life Building, on January 31,
when there were present, among others,
Messrs. R. Bowman (in the chair), I. W.
Schlesinger (Managing Director), W. 0.
Bullock, I. F. Atterbury, Francis Napier,
J. A. .MacRae (Genera! Manager), F. T.
Fowles, A. M. Clark. Myer Lichtenstein,
D. M. Burton, D. H. Barnett, and A.
Fuller-Jones (Secretary).
The Secretary, having read the notice

convening the meeting, and also the
auditor's report, and the minutes of the
previous meeting having been confirmed,
Mr. Richard Bowman, the ch?irman, in

moving the adoption of the directors'
report and balance sheet, s^id :—Gentle-
men,—It is my pleasant duty to-day to
submit for your approval the directors'
report, the revenue accounts and balance
sheet for the year ended 31st December,
1918, audited records of a most eventful
year. The directors' report, copies of

which have been in your hands a few
days, sets forth in outline the salient

features of the year's transactions, but
before I sit down I want to gi\e you in

detail—as briefly as possible—an account
of our stewardship foi the year, to tell

yon what we are doing, what we are
trying to do, ard what we aim to do in

the future. The application; received in

the ordinary department during the year
number 8,16.3 to assure £2,909,150. " Of
these 1,359 for the sum of .£504,000 were
declined or postponed or not proceeded
with, leaving 6,804 appli.ations com-
pleted and policies issued totallii g
£2,405, 150, an increase over last year's

figures of 2,085 in number of policies

issued and ^£782, 700 in amount of

assurances.

In the Industrial Department 72.156

policies were issued assuring ^El.657.950
Is. lOd. In the two departments of
the society's activities the total number
of policies issued was 78,960, represent
ing assurances amounting to ^4,063,100 Is.

lOd. At previous annual meetings of this

society—every one of which has been a

landmark on the road of progress—I hav^
always been in the happy position oi

announcing remarkable figures. Those
presented to-day are not only remarkable,
but unique, and I have no doubt, will

stir even the dullest imagination : at any
rate, they must help us all to picture

what the future has in store for so virile

a society which, at the end of its

fourteenth year, can lay claim to such a
performance and, be it remembered, at a

procuration cost 8.78 per cent, less than
during the previous year.

Income.

The ordinary department revenue
account you will observe discloses the
fact that renewal premiums exceed
^200, 000. New premiums amount to

,£93.296 Os. 7d and interest and rent

amount to ^£39,127 4s, 3d. These figures

are undoubtedly highly gratifying. The
first item, renewal premiums, is by far

the largest amount ever collected by the
society in any one year and exceeds last

year's figures by over ^£30,000. The
item i£93,296 Os. 7d. new premiums is a

South African record. It is the largest

amount ever secured in new premiums by
any company in this country, and exceeds
our previous year's figures by £33,326. The
item intere-st and rentexceeds the previous
year's figures by ,£6,867 2s. 7d. The
interest earnings for the year represent

£6 Is. 4d. per cent. on the mean
assurance fund, showing an increase of

7s. 3d. per cent, over last year.

If we turn now for a moment to the

other side of the revenue account we
find that claims amount to ^£163,542 in

the ordinary department, and j£23,807 Os.

lid. in the Indu.strial Department. These
are unusually large figures, and of the
total amount of d£187,(l00 odd in both
departments, d£145,000 is due entirely to

the influenza epidemic which swept this

country from end to end three months
ago.

Last year I drew your attention to the

rapidity of growth of the Industrial De-
partment. You will observe from the

premium income in the industri'-l revenue
account that we are still developing
rapidly, having exceeded last year's figures

by almost ,£27.000. In accumulating
premiums amounting to over i'107,000 in

one year, we have secured premier posi-

tion in the South African industrial

field, and I feel sure our industrial

superintendents and agents will see to it

that we retain that coveted honour against

all comers.

Assets.

Referring to the balance sheet you will

observe summaris'^d in the usual form the
assets of the society. The total funds
have increased to ^£725, 135 19s., and the

total assets now stand at ^£814, 814 14s.

4d. Now gentlemen, I think I have,

without, I hope, unduly trying your
patience, touched upon all matter? in the

accounts which are of any significance,

have only one word more to say. I wish
to express the appreciation of the direc-

tors and I feel sure also that of everyone

here to-day, for the loyalty and efficiency

of the head office and branch oflice staffs

and the agency .staff. Splendid achieve-

ments—such as those I have touched upon
to-day—cannot be attained without

organisation and hard work, and in this

connection our special thanks are due to

the head oflBce officials. For the agency

staffs of both departments, no praise

can be too high for their splendid and

sustained efforts. The superintendents I

wish to specially compliment upon their

quality and efficiency, more particularly

for the manner in which they have

fostered, strengthened and stimulated the

spirit of a common purpose, a binding

unity throughout every section of the

field" force. Gentlemen, I now take

pleasure in moving the adoption of the

dii'ectors' report and balance sheet.

Mr. Schlesinger's Speech.

Mr. I. W. Schlesinger, the managing
director, in seconding the motion, said :

It is evident from the results obtained by
the society for 1918, essential features of

which we're so ably put to you by the

chairman, that the African Life had a

record year. In the course of his re-

marks the chairman stated that : Each
successive annual meeting constituted a

landmark on the road to progress, and
you, gentlemen, have no doubt famili-

arised yourselves year after year with the

society's reports, and. of course, icalise

its phenomenal growth. These spkndid
reports year after year demand ui itniit-

ting and persistent effort together wHh
thorough organisation and co-orlin,ition,

and I submit should be considered by all

interested in the society as a matter of

great pride. The " Benjamin " 'f f-'^outh

.\frican Companies in its fourteenth year
leading the van in new Premium Iniome
and Assurances written. Now, if these

figures—new business figures—meant only

bigness, mere bulk, just for the sr.ke of

advertisement without regard to (,nality

and persistence of the business scuied,
they would still be wonderful, but we
would have little cause for .self-congratu-

lation. I am glad, however, to i;e able to

state that the business is first c'ass in

every respect. The large number of lie-

rlinrri cnai-.i, already referred 1
-), by Mr.

Rowman, is some indication of the crre

uith which the new business is dealt by
the head oflice officials and by the medi-
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cal department ; ami the improvement
each year in the persistency cf the busi-

ness goes to show that from a financial

point of view it is of good ijuality. The
persistency of the business in (he year
under review is very encouraging and, in

fact, is the best in the history of the

society, as, of course, reference to the

renewal premium figures in the revenue
accounts clearly indicates.

Epidemic Claims.

The outstanding feature of the levenue
accounts before you is, as you w-il see,

the large call which has been inade on the

society for the payment of death claims

due to the epidemic ; but the fact that

the society has been able to pay this

large sum out of one year's premium in-

come without drawing rpon its reserves,

is a tribute to the strong position of the

African Life. The epidemic came as a
surprise to all of us ; but, as I have fre-

quently stated, a well-managed Life As-
surance Society will never be surprised by
surprises. The savings in mortality in

normal years, entirely due to careful

selection of lives, greatly counter-balance
excessive mortality such as experienced
during the year under review. I do not
want to close my remarks regarding the
epidemic without making some observa-
tions as to the estimated total deaths sub-

mitted to Parliament. Personally, I am
of opinion that the totals are under-esti-

mated ; as a matter of fact, I do not be-
lieve that the actual figures will ever be
known. I am aware of scores and scores

of deaths of persons who were insured in

this society, in respect of which no official

record can be obtained. Even in Cape-
town, where one would think a burial

could not take place without the death
having first been duly reported, no trace

of registration can be found. Needless to

say, and in order to assist the bereaved,
who in the majority of cases were en-

tirely dependent upon the insurance
money to meet burial expenses, we felt

compelled to pay out a great number of

industrial death claims on the scantiest

possible evidence of death, consisting in

many cases of merely a certificate from a

friend or relative stating that death had
occurred and that the person was buried.

A Danger to be IVIet.

In view of these facts. I do not think

there can be any difference of opinion that

this is a state of affairs which demands
immediate enquiry by the authorities, for

if such laxiety is allowed to prevail for

any length of time it will undoubtedly set

a premium upon specialised crime and be
the determining factor in ever-widening
the sluice gates of crime, which, even
to-day are not by any means acting as

eflSciently as the public welfare demands.
Parliament should not be satisfied with
estimated totals but should demand the

actual number of deaths. If this is un-

obtainable, then it is up to the Legislators

of the Union to frame 'a law making it

compulsory to regi.ster all deaths—Euro-
pean, coloured and native. To this day
deaths of coloured persons and natives

need not be registered in the Free State,

thus where a doctor has not been in at-

tendance, any legal or satisfactory proof

of death is impossible to be obtained.
With regard to plagues and epidemics

in general, bearing in mind the present
acut« shortage of doctors and nurses. Par-
liament should immediately establish a
Public Health Service, which should is-

sue calls from time to time to the
people of the country to learn something
about the home care of patients. The
present generation has been spoiled by
having had expert medical and nursing
care readily available. It was not so in

the days of our grandmothers, when every
good housewife was expected to know a
good deal about the care of the sick.

While I cheerfully recognise all the good
that has been done by the trained nurses,

I believe that the public generally has
come to rely too much on their services

and has not interested itself sufficiently

in studying ordinary home care of the

sick. A Public Health Service on the

lines suggested would accomplish wonders.
Our industrial department employs some
2,000 active door-to-door collecting agents
who operate in every town, village and
hamlet throughout this country, and we
freely offer the services of this army of

agents to the Government whenever they
desire to carry out propaganda work rela-

tive to public health.

Public Health Bill.

Before closing my remarks I wish to

make some observations on two matters
which I consider of great importance to

life insurance companies— I refer to '1)

The proposed Public Health Bill, 1919;
(2) the proposed Inquest Bill, 1919. With
regard to the first numbered, all I wish
to say is that any Government measure
such as this, which makes for physical,
mental and moral uplift ; which stimu-
lates thrift and defeats improvidence

;

which circumvents disease and makes for
health ; which undoubtedly will help
greatly to prolong life, is one which,
apart from its manifold benefits to the
comm.unity at large, we, as a life insur-
ance company, should be very thankful for
indeed. The proposed Public Health
Bill, if passed without any material
amendments, will undoubtedly supply a
long felt want, and it is not too much to
say that the country will owe a great debt
of gratitude to those responsible for
placing it on the Statute Book. Now, as
regards the Inquest Bill, I have read the
draft very carefully and given the mat-
ter some thought and consideration with
special view of the moral aspects of the
whole question, and it is much to be re-

gretted that the Bill as drafted, to all in-

tents and purposes, exhibits no improve-
ment upon the existing Inquest Laws,
which, without doubt, are ridiculously lax
and, in my opinion, dangerously subver-
sive of public policy—in brief they not
only encourage criminality but actually
protect the criminal. I ask, gentlemen,
what comfort can any one (other than
the criminally inclined) derive from the
Inquest Bill now before Parliament—none
whatsoever.

Uninvestigated Deaths.

As regards uninvestigated deaths, the
first paragraph of tlie Bill makes it clear
that it deals only with deaths that appear
to be the result of violence, etc. The vio-
lence or unnatural cause must be apparent
before a death can be dealt with under
this measure, which really means in most
cases that unless violence or unnatural
cause is apparent to the sergeant
or corporal of police stationed in
the district where the death occurred
the burial order is issued without any
investigation. No medical certificate i's

required, no post-mortem is lield, no effort
whatever is made by the Government to
discover whether the report made is true
or untrue. There are some points in con-
nection with the certification of the
causes ofdeath on which I wish to throw
a little light, after which you will be
in a position to say whether the public
in general and insurance companies in

particular are dealt fairly with by the
Government Department which presides
over this important subject. Recently an
insuree in this company took out a' life
policy for j;750. He was a young man,
the only history of past disease alleged
was H days' malaria of a mild tvpe in

German VVest in 1916. The medical
examination revealed that he was organi-
cally sound and in good health. Four

months after taking out his policy he died

"suddenly" in Johannesburg; the body
is subjected to a post-mortem examination
by a district surgeon who certifies the

cause of death to. be " Malaria. Heart-

failure." Heart-failure is obvious, but
what evidence was there of Malaria. Was
the blood examined for the Malaria para-

sites ? No. Is there any other means of

detecting malaria post-mortem ? I have
good authority for saying that there is

not, and even if the parasite was found
it would not be proof that it was the cause
of sudden death or even death. Was
the stomach analysed with a view to

liscovering poison ? Poisons very fre-

quently cause sudden death. No effort
was made in this direction because there
is a Government circular which forbids
this being done unless there are " Good
grounds for believing that poison has
been administered." The Government
apparently expects murderers to notify it

of the details of the crime which they
have committed, within 24 hours of the
death of the victim, or the body will be
buried and the evidence of the crime with
it. And what about suicide—suicide is

not a crime in this country—so if there is

no naked-eye evidence that poison has
been administered, malaria or any other
natural cause may be assigned to "account
for the death and the insurance company
has got to pay. If this, gentlemen, can
be done in Johannesburg, what could be
done in the country districts? I will tell

.vou what is done The death is reported
to the police or field cornet, the report
is accented a>id the body is buried unless
it is alleged that death is not due to natural
causes, in which circumstances an enquiry
would hs held. Can you im.naine any
regulations which would make crime more
easy? Is it surprising that such laxity as
this should be taken advantage of or that
the soil of South Africa should cover
more unsifted evidence of crime than
that of any civilLsed country has any
right to?

Points for Legislators.

The remedy is apparent and it is to be
hoped that our legislators will see the
wisdom of amending the draft Bill now
before them, so as to embrace the follow-

ing important provisions

(1) That a post-mortem examination
should be held in every case of death
which is not certified by a legally qualified

medical practitioner.

(2) That the post-mortem exan ination
should be thorough, and the finding
should be based on the pathological
evidence discovered.

(3) That if no naked -eye pathological
cnndition exists which would account for
death, the fact should be stated.

(4) That the pathologists' hands should
not be tied in the mattei of oiialysis of
the viscera, when they may possibly
furnish the evidence he is looking for.

Gentleman, I now take much pleasure in

seconding the adoption of the report and
balance sheet.

The report and balance sheet were
unanimously adopted.

There being no other nomination, the
retiring directors, Messrs Richard
Bowman and Francis Napier, were re-

elected. The retiring auditors, -Messrs.

Deloitte. Plender, Grifliths. Annan and
Company, were re-elected, and their re-

muneration for the past year was fixed

at T.iO guineas.

The meeting terminated « ith the usual

vote of thanks to the chair.
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Several important contributions to tiie discussion on the

gold question ap])ear i^i this issue.

The Cold Question. Most notable, doubtless, is the report

of the American Committee, to which
we are privileged to give publicity in thi« country. A more
complete report of the reply of the London Committee, re-

presenting the gold producers, to the Inchcape Report, is also

printed in this issue, and a summary of the chief points in

the Treasury and Reconstruction Ministry's report—shortly

known as the Vassar-Smith report—is included. A cabled
summary of the demands of the Australian gold producei-s,

also appearing this week, shows that they agree substantially

with the findings of the .American State Committee. There
is, therefore, no lack of data on the subject, and we hope
the fact will encourage our leading mining men and econo-

mists to come forward unreservedly with their views.
* * * *

Several papers of unusual interest ^'ere read at the

monthly meeting of the S.A. Institution of

S.A.I. Of E. Engineers on Wednesday evening. Three
contributions were read on the important

subject of jackhammers, and these are dealt with in our

leading columns. The d'seussion on the design of shafts was
advanced a further stage by a supplementary paper by Mr.
Stuart Martin, dealing with water in circular shafts, and
this was followed bj' an interesting contribution from Mr.
Isaac Hodges, of Vereeniging, on the merits of circular

shafts. Mr. Hodges did not disguise his advocacy of the

circular design of shaft, and he had no difficulty in showing
that the handling of large quantities of water in circular

sliafts presented no insuperable obstacle. Arising out of Mr.
Elsdon Dew's paper, some important contributions were
read in regard to engineering economies effected on the mines
during the war, and notable examples from the Wit. Deep
and Village Main Reef were quoted in detail. We hope to

rejiroduce these contributions in an early issue.

* # * *

The Swift water-feed att>climent for pistun drills has been

fitted to Holman drills at the Crown Mines
for the past three months, and has given good
results. Tests made by an expert have

shown that the amount of dust ci-eated when drilling with

this attachment fitted is practically negligible. It is further

claimed that there is no fogging, tliat the device means great

economy in the d'reetion of saving steel, and also a saving in

air at the front end of tiie machine and in water. Other
advantages of the device are claimed, and these, together

with notes on the construction of the device, we hope to deal

with in our next issue.

•IF "Jr "ff
*

It will be remembered that early last year the property at

Barberton of the well-known old Sheba G.M.
Sheba Cold. Company, Limited, was closed down

until general conditions should be fav-

ourable for raising fresh working capital. In the cir-

cumstances it is not surprising, therefore, that for the year

ended June 30, a debit of £8.860 has had to be charged
against reserve, reducing that fund to £3,140. The esti-

mated ore reserves at the date of closing down were 58,000

tons, averaging 7 dwts. per ton. According to the latest

information there are indications of payable ore again being

encountered when normal conditions prevail and arrange

ments can be made to provide the necessary funds for

development puqioses.

New Drill

Attachment.

* * *

discussion and two ballots, the ^liners'

Union have accepted the final offer of

the Chamber of Mines regarding the

form of contract for mines on the

contract system in place of the various

guarantees on different sections of thy Reef. The Chamb<T

.Vfter twelve months'

The Contract System
on the Mines.
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offered a minimum of f 1 per shift, plus contract rates where

the minimum is less than £1 per day. There will be an

adjustment for fathomage to make up for the increased

guarantee. The Chamber agrees to the union appointing a

committee to see that no advantage is taken of the con-

tractors in making the adjustment. The system of deduct-

ina from a man's pay the losses of the previous month is to

be abolished except in the case of a man beginning work

on a mine, and making a loss on the first month. In such

a case the Chamber reserves the right to deduct the loss

from the following month's earnings. Provision is also

made for uniform cliarges for stores throughout the Eand.

The' Eegistrar of Companies in his annual renort for 1917.

issued this week, says that the number of

Joint Stock companies registered was 342 for the

Activity. Transvaal, 104 for the Cape, 45 for Natal

and 29 for the Free State. The number
of increases of capital was 48 for the Transvaal, 8 for the

Cape, 23 for Natal and 9 for the Orange Free State. The
Transvaal increases totalled in round figures £753,000, the

Cape £122,000, Natal £604,000 and the Free State

£369,000. Company liquidations numbered 69 in the Trans-

vaal, 25 in the Cape, nil in Natal and 2 in the Free State.

The capital involved amounted to £1,457.000 in the Trans-

vflal, £890,000 in the Cape, Natal nil and the Free State

£8,000. Of the Transvaal companies, 91 were companies

the members of which were all Asiatics. Four associations

not for profit were registered. The nominal capital of com-
panies incorporated in the Transvaal during the year was
£3,952,000 and of foreign companies registered during the

same period £1,016,000; Forty-two defunct companies were

dissolved in the same Province. The Eegistrar draws atten-

tion to the necessity for the consolidation of the Companies
Acts and special attention to the large number of Asiatic

companies, the objects of which are well known.

* * m *

In his annual report for 1917, issued this week, the Registrar

of Patents says : As regards patents

A Year of during 1917, 876 applications were

Inventive Activity, received and 347 granted, against 594
applications and 400 patents granted in

1916. Of the 876 applications, 320 originated from within

the Union, 351 from the British Isles and 75 from British

Colonies, 130 coming from foreign countries. The inven-

tions chiefly sought to be protected were boot and shoe

machinery, extraction of metals and alloys, acids and

alkalies, cutting and working of stone, agricidtural appli-

ances, hydraulic machinery, rotary engines, wheels, tyres,

steam engines, air and gas engines, bui'dings, lifting

appliances, mining appliances, medicines and aeronautics.

In his comments the Commissioner draws attention to the

fact that the new Union Act came into operation on the 1st

January, 1917, and effected far reaching changes. Whereas
\t formerly cost £32 lis. 6d. in application fees and £109

10s. in renewal fees to patent an invention in the four

Provinces of the Union, protection can now be obtained for

£5 10s. in application fees and £20 in renewal fees. A large

increase in the patents applied for has resulted from the

reduction of the fees.

.\ few weeks ago we gave some particulars of the venture

that has made its^appearance on

South-West Diamonds. the Stock Exchange in the last

few days under the name of

Soutli-Western Diamonds. The object of the company is to

dredge for diamonds off the shore of South-West Africa in

the neighbourhood of Pomona, and a concession from the

Government has been obtained for that purpose, the royalty

payable being 40 per cent. The capital of the company is

£250.000, of which the vendors take half, and the balance

will be issued for working capital, as and when required.

An initial amount of £10,000 has been subscribed, and
•guarantees for further amounts secured. The directors are

Messrs. A. C. Hughes, Birch (of the Graaf Trust), and
Carrol (the original concessionaire). Mr. J. W. Craig, late

of the Consolidated Gold Fields, is in charge of the dredging

operation's.
* * * *

A conference of Australian gold producers at Melbourne has

passed a resolution asking for the

Australian Cold removal of Federal and State taxation

Producers' Demands, on gold mining; also the admission of

the supplies needed by the gold-

mining industry duty free; also the payment of substantial

Government rewards for the discovery of new goldfields and

the construction of dams, wells and bores in Western,

Northern and Central Australia. The Conference also

resolved to ask the Eepatriation Department to consider the

question of subsidising prospecting by returned soldiers. It

will be noted that these demands are substantially the same

as the recommendations of the American Committee on
Gold Production, printed elsewhere in this issue.

m * # *

The next ordinary general meeting of the Chemical, Metal-
lurgical and Mining Society will bo

CM. & M. Society. held in the Lecture Theatre, South
African School of Mines and Tech-

nology, Johannesburg, this Saturday evening, at 7.45

o'clock. Mr. C. Toombs will reply to the discussion on
" Assay Supplies." Discussion will be continued on " The
Furnace as an adjunct to the Smithy on a Gold Mine." In

this' connection attention is drawn to the Eeport on " Eco-
nomies in Mining Engineering Supplies." Paper for Bead-
ing :

" Ancient Tin Mines of the Tranisvaal," by Mr. Max
Baumann. A number of interesting implements used by
the ancient workers will be exhibited. Mr. C. A. Meiklejohn

and Mr. G. A. Watermeyer will very briefly introduce their

respective papers on " The Determination of Available CaO
in the Different Classes of Lime supplied to Eand Eeduction
Works," and " The Application of the Theory of Probability

in the Determination of Oi-e Eeserves." Eeplies to Discus-

sion: (1) Mr. John Innes on " The Estimation of Injurious

Dust in Mine Air by the Kotze Kouimeter" ; (2) " Further

Notes on Sand Filling of Mines," by Mr. C. H. Greathead.

Final Discussion: (1)
" The Cementation Process applied to

]\Iining (Francois System)," by Mr. A. H. Krynauw ; (2)
" The Estimation of Oxygen in Working Cyanide Solutions,"

by Mr. H. A. White; (3) " Notes on the Removal of a Ver-

tical Shaft Pillar," bv Mr. J. Chilton. Continued Discus-

sion: (1)
" The Eft'ects of Dust Inhalation," by Dr. J. S.

Haldane, F.E.S. Mining members are particularly re-

quested to give the subject matter their earnest considera-

tion, and to forward contributions to the discussion, if unable

to be present. (2)
" Notes on the Footwall Beds of the Far

East Eand Eeef," by Mr. L. W. Macer.

* * * *

At the recent meeting of the Mashonaland Consolidated

(1912), Limited, held in London,
Mashonaland Mr. Sidney S . Kennedy's

Consolidated (1912). scheme for reorganising the
capital of the company and' pro-

viding fresh working resources was approved. The scheme

is, briefly, to div'de the issued capital (741,888 5s. shares)

into 741,888 Ordinary Is. shares and a like number of 4s.

Deferred shares; further, to divide the unissued 458,112 5s.

shares into 2,290,560 Is. Ordinary shares. Of the future
' profits of the company 80 per cent, are to go to the holders

! of the Is. Ordinary shares and the balance to the 4s. Defer-

red shares. Of the 2,290,560 unissued Is. shares 1,483,776
'

are to be offered to sharcholdei-s at par so soon as Treasury

I
sanction has been obtained. Subscribei-s will be given an

! option at par for a year after the formal declaration of peace

on one additional share for every two taken up under the

above offer. The subscription of 400,000 shares is guaranteed

by Mr. Kennedy, backed, as he explained at the meeting

of the company, by some influential gentlemen of ample

financial resources- . .
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE IMPOilTAN(JR OF THE JACK-
HAMMER.

One of the most important developments in the mining

industry of recent years has been the evolution of the

jackhammer. Some of our American friends call it the

" Jackhamer," but this spelling has not been generally

accepted, and it has come to be regarded as the special per-

quisite of the IngersoU Rand Company-. A lively discussion

on the whole subject—the machine, not the name—has

lately been begun before the South African Institution of

Engineers resulting from the reading of a paper by Mr. H.

S. Potter on the history, design and operation of hammer
drills. Ever since the days of the famous stope drill con-

tests, credit for the origin of which we take to ourselves,

and which were later promoted by the Chamber of Mines,

the small, light hammer drill has been growing in usefulness

and popularity on these fields; and the position to-day is

that there are some three dozen different machines, the

products of some nine different makers, competing for the

favour of the industry. The moment indeed seems propitious

for the offer by the Cluimber of Alines or some public-

spirited mine magnate of a prize for the best modern

hammer drill, though the monetary reward for excellence

in this field is already great enough—without any special

inducement—to tempt manufacturers to put forth their very

best efforts. Our columns, it may be added, would gladly

extend every pubhcity to such an offer. The recent acute

shortage of native labour emphasised the value of a hammer
drill that would do the work of several boys, and this fact

called for special mention from the President of the

Chamber of ]Mines who happened to be present at a recent

meeting of the Institution of Engineers. The President said

he was especially struck by the fact that one jackhammer

did the work of six natives, and he went on to encourage the

engineers to co-ordinate their efforts in this promising field

of labour saving. Mr. Potter's paper gave a very fair and

unbiassed description of the different jackhammers now in

use on the Rand, and. several of his competitors have testi-

fied to the evenness with which he held the scales of justice.

In commenting on the paper, Mr. C. D. Leslie, the Presi-

dent of the Institution of Engineers, said that it was a most

able and consecutive history of the hammer drill by a past

master on the subject. " Mining," said J\Ir. Leslie, " was

a very simple thing : it consisted mostly of drilling holes.

The drilling of holes was the most expensive operation in

mining, and the manner in which it was done caused greater

fluctuation in profits than any other mining operation.

j\lr. Potter had indicated the big advance that had been

made in steel and its treatment, and on the Rand they

looked forward to the local manufacture of the rock drill

and its accessories, all of which must be designed with a

view to helping to solve the miners' phthisis problem by

keeping down dust." At the monthly meeting of the

Institution last Wednesday the discussion was continued by

i\Ir. J. J. Wessels, by IMr. Harris of the Denver Rock Drill

Company, and by Mr. Stuart Martin. The last-named made
a brief contribution of a very important natvu-e. He said

that the question of lubrication was too often ignored in

regard to jackhammers, and at least one machine had been

condemned on the Rand because of insufficient attention to

this factor. He also dwelt upon the delicacy of the jack-

hammer, and made the valuable practical suggestion that

the machines should be sent down to the mine in boxes and
replaced in their boxes when not in use. Mr. Harris paid

a tribute to the fairness exhibited by the author of the paper

towards his competitors; and his contribution was also

enriched by some valuable constructive proposals. ilu

suggested tliat Mr. R. M. Catlin, formerly of the Rand,
and now in charge of a big mine in the United States,

should be asked to favour the Institution with some of the

data he has been collecting during the past ten years on
the subject of rock drills, big and little. It is known that
.Air. CatUn has devoted him.self to a thoiough study of the
comparative merits of different drills spread over a lengthy
period, and tried under actual working eonditions. It is to
be hoped the Council of the Institution will act upon this
suggestion. A contribution also of a very valuable practical
sort was made by Mr. J. J. Wessels, the manager of the
Robinson Deep, who has for a long time past made the
jackhammer his pet study. Readers may remember that
a prominent place has been given to the subject in the
annual reports from this mine, and the views expresrrfd by
Mv. Wessels are therefore of exceptional interest. His notes
on the subject we hope to reproduce in an early issue, and
here we may call attention to his advocacy of co-ordination
of effort between the mines and the manufacturers in order
to secure the earliest and most effective results. The author
of the paper, as a fact, made a similar suggestion at a
previous meeting when he declared that he had discussed
the (juestion of co-ordination with several managers on the
Reef with regard to hummer drills, and he had suggested
that the formation of a standing conmiittee consisting of a
manager, an engineer, a rock drill fitter and a blacksmith
might do much good in co-ordinating designs of machines
suitable to their conditions. That committee, he admitted,
would not be of much use unless it was supported by a
bureau and a secretariat to collect information in order that
rock drill practice might be properly studied and the causes
of past failures ascertained. He knew this was done in a
number of organisations in America and on the Continent.
Rock drill manufacturers had complete museums of their
past practice and competing machines, and he suggested
the formation of such a museum in connection with the
committee. He expressed the opinion that information and
investigation as to rock drills would save thousands of
pounds. To this view Mr. Wessels very whole-heartedly
subscribed the other night, and there does not seem any
valid argument against it. The jackhammer has come to
stay. Its potentiality as an underground labour-saving
device is imquestioned. In the interests of economy and
efficiency it manifestly behoves the industry to co-operate
actively and directly with the manufacturers'in evolving the
machine that will go nearest to realising their ambitions.

At the meeting of the African and European Investment

African and ^°'"Pf"^''' ^^""'t^^-
held recently in London,

European f"
<-l;«'™an. ^^i': <- t- Rowseil, was able

Investment
"lake the pleasing announcement that in-

stead of the company's share and debenture
holdings showing a depreciation of nearly ±107,000, as they
did at the date of the balance sheet, 30th June last, they
now exhibit an appreciation over the book valuation of no
less than £50,610. Mr. Rowseil reminded shareholders that
their company is " one of the greatest land-owning com-
panies in South Africa," and that as the ground had mostly
been selected by two of the pioneers of the eolonj-—IMr.
Isaac Lewis and Senator Marks—they might rest assured
that it was second to none in that country. Both of these
experts are still of opinion that South African land values
v^ill rise very substantially. Nevertheless, a programme is

being considered to commence selling the companj''s land
on terms considered likely to be satisfactory both to itself

and to farmers. A scheme is under consideration by all the
big land-o\\ning companies to direct emigration to South
Africa on properly organised lines. Tlie Chairman went on
to deal with the various allied enterprises in which the com-
pany is so largely interested, namely, the Union Steel Cor-

poration, the Vereeniging Estates, the East Rand Mining
Estates, etc. The future of the African and European Com-
pany itself, in his opinion, however, resided chiefly in its

land holdings, as to which he concluded by reiterating his

hopefulness.
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POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE E.R.P.M.

whTT «5onthern Section Development Scheme was Abandoned—Life of Two Years—Pointswuy ouutix
^^^^ ^^^ Consulting Engineer's Report.

In his report on the operations of the East Rand Proprietary

Mines, Ltd., for tlie year 1918, Mr. E. H. Clifford, the

consulting engineer, writes:—The following statement shows

the results of the year's work as compared with those of

1916 and 1917:
1916 191V. 1918.

Tons milled 1,939,200 1,7^1,300 1,372,300

Working costs per ton 19s. 3d. 19s. 9d. 22s. 6d.

Revenue per ton ... 24s. 5d. 21s. lid. 23s. 3d.

Profit per ton 5s. 2d. 2s. 2d. Od.

Total profit £"497,165 £188,951 £52,916

Dividends *61,147 Nil. Nil

Development footaoe 44,171 42,189 19,372

Ore reserve tonnage 4,200,000 2,732,000 2,268,000

Value of ore reserve 6-1 dwts. 62 dwts. 65 dwts.

Coloured labour strength in oro
-average 14,713 12,431 10,969

Further details will be found in the manager's report.

With reference to this table, it should be noted that " Work-

ing costs per ton " included in 1918 certain items of expen-

diture, whicli were not so. included in 1916 and 1917, but

charged against revenue. These additional items amounted

to Is. 3d. and Is. 2d. per ton, and the gross working costs

for 1916, 1917 and 1918 would, therefore, be 20s. 6d., 20s.

Ud. and 22s. 6d. per ton, respectively. The difficulties

which the East Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd., in common

with the industry generally, has had to face are more serious

than ever, and unfortunately they have come at a time when

the mine is in an extremely bad position to meet them.

Working costs have increased, as you will see, by Is. 7d.

per ton, partly on account of the extreme shortage of native

labour, and partly because of the increase in the price of

stores and white wages. Under normal conditions the East

Rand Proprietary Mines, Ltd., requires 15,000 native

labourers, but the average strength during the whole year

was 10,969, and to-day it is even less; in consequence, the

tonnage declined to such an extent that the incidence of

standing charges became abnormally heavy. Regarding the

effect of white labour and the price of stores on working

costs, I may say that the average number of white men

working was 1,440, and the cost per man per month has

increased from £34 Is. lOd. in 1917 to £35 4s. 2d. in 1918,

the corresponding figure for 1914 being £29 7s. od. ihe

cost of the stores consumed in 1918 was £544,835, whereas

the same amount of stores at 1914 prices would have cost

£408,835. The working costs include the whole of the

expenditure on development, amounting to £106,664. Ihe

yield per ton has increased appreciably, and a further

improvement is expected. This is due to the mining of

some of the higher grade blocks recently developed, and also,

to some extent, to the stoppage of tlie poorer stopes as the

result of the serious shortfall in the labour supply. The

agreement with the Cinderella Consolidated Gold Mines,

Ltd., under which we w^ere given facilities for development

from that company's workings, was terminated at our

instance during the year. The urgent problem of prolonging

the life of the mine to the utmost possible extent has been

steadily kept in view, because on this point hangs the

practicability of carrying out the Southern Areas Scheme.

The difference in cost of a particular development pro-

gramme on a producing mine as compared with a non-

producing mine is always large, and, in this instance, on

account of the very heavy pumping and other standing

charges, the difference is so great that failure to continue

jiroduetion would render impracticable the Southern Areas

Scheme, which, under more favourable conditions, might

have been carried through.

Review of the Position.

I propose to give you an account of the steps taken, the

results achieved, ancl the extent to which we have fallen

short of the object in view. Attached to this report will be

found a plan of the underground workings, showing the

disposition of the worked-out areas, and the payable and
unpayable ore, as far as is at present known. You will

observe the prevalence of unpayable ore along the whole
extent of the bottom workings of the mine and the eastern

workings of the Cason—in fact, it may be said, with the

exception of three isolated localities, to be referred to later,

that the mine workings are bounded on the south and east

by a continuous fringe of unpayable ore. At the bottom
of the mine, level after level revealed the same state of

affairs, and in the Cason section nearly evei-y drive has been
unpayable for hundreds and, in some cases, thousands of

feet. This latter section, on account of its accessibility to

a well equipped main shaft, might have saved the situation

had even a moderate amount of payable ore been found, but

a very large expenditure made in 1917 for this object was
unsuccessful. The follo\^ing figures show the amount of

money spent during the last three years and the results

obtained :—Spent on development and shaft sinking (exclud-

ing expenditure on Southern Areas Scheme), 1916 £328,991,
1917 £277,998, 1918 £106,664; pavable ore developed, 1916

585,558 tons, 1917 424,675 tons, 1918 337,710 tons; value

per ton, 1916 6-1 dwts., 1917 66 dwts., 1918 73 dwts.:

cost per payable ton developed, 1916 lis. 3d., 1917 13s. Id.,

1918 6s. 4d. The payable tonnage developed during 1916
and 1917 was far shortof the amount then being taken from
reserves, and further, the cost of development, together with
cost of mining and treatment, would come to a much higher

figure than the value of the gold contents. Notwithstanding
the large funds specifically set aside for development and
the vital necessity of obtaining payable ore, we could not

continue spending money indefinitely in the light of such
totally deficient results as had been obtained during 1916
and 1917, and the conviction was forced upon us that an
adequate trial had been made, and nothing further could be
hoped for by continuing this policy. Accordingly, it was
decided to devote the resources at the company's command
to development in areas where profitable results were reason-

ably certain. A reference to the above table will show that

this policy has been successful in the sense that the results

obtained in 1918 will show a substantial profit, but, as was
exr)ected, the new tonnage developed still remains very far

short of the amount necessary for our main purpose. The
question whether any particular district should be developed
was determined entirely by its prospects, and wherever there

have been encouraging features in any part of the mine,
money and labour have been devoted to prove it. There are

three principal localities in which payable ore is being found,

namely, the Driefontein section, close to your western
boundary, on the 25th and 27th levels; the lowest workings
of the Hercules section, on the 33rd level, just to the west

of the shaft; and the most easterly workings of the Cason
^line between the 24th and 27th levels, referred to as the

Cason-Cinderella section. It is true there are isolated

patches of payable ore in otlicr districts, but broadly speak-

ing, the above-mentioned localities are the only ones where
any considerable extent of payable ore has been found.

Unfortunately, these districts are widely separated, and
necessitate for their working the operation of several expen-
sive hoisting equipments, which militates against any policy

of economically working the mine on a smaller scale. The
]iossibilities of extension are in all three cases restricted.

On the Driefontein, there is a luobability of the extension of

the payal)le area in depth, but towards the west it is

terminated liy the boundary of your property, and on the

east by an extensive area of badly faulted and quite unpay-
able ground. The payable section at the Hercules shaft was
discovered during the course of the year, and any consider-
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able extension can only be in a soutlierly direction. Unfor-
tunately, this entails expensive dead-work in the form of

shaft sinking, and we are getting perilously near the water-
bearing zone. In the Cason-Cinderella section the values are
good, and, although thei'e is some falling off in the only
direction in which we can extend, namely, to the east, the-

indications arc satisfactory. The most attractive of the
three areas is the Driefontein. not only because it is the
most extensive, but because it forms an integral part of the
Southern Areas Scheme. Should the latter be undertaken,
it would be necessary to form a connection with the new
main shaft through this section. Apart from these districts,

development and prospecting has been done in the old work-
ings, with fairly satisfactory results. The ore remaining is

naturally small in amount and expensive to get at, other-
wise it would not have been kft.

OuE Eeseuvf. Position.

The ore reserves as at 31st December, 1918, were as
follows:—2,268,000 tons of the value of 6-5 dwts. This
includes about 300,000 tons that will not be available for

mining till the latter half of the j'ear, and 255,890 tons iw

the form of shaft pillars. The ore reserves at the end of

1917 amounted to 2,782,000 tons, so that, in spite of the
efforts made, the ore reserves continue to diminish. The
theoretical life of the reserves, at the rate at which they
are being depleted, is 27 months, but it is extremely difficult

to say how far the depletion can be carried. It is certain

that we shall have to close down before thej' are completely
worked out, but, on the other hand, it is probable that

further additions will be made to the reserve during the

present v^ear. Favourable conditions may extend the life

several months, but any serious ditliculty may terminate it

abruptly. Under present conditions it seems unlikely that

the mine will be able to see the year 1920 through without
working at a loss. I now propose to describe, without going
into great detail, the chief features of the Southern Areas
Scheme, and to give the reasons that led to its abandonment.
Below the bottom workings of the greater part of the mine,
and cutting diagonally through the lower Driefontein section,

the reef is intersected by the so-called water zone. This
zone is associated with a considerable dislocation of the

strata and consists of a ramifying series of fissures of

indefinite extent, containing large quantities of water under
very great pressure. The results of incautiously intersecting

any of these fissures are very serious indeed. All stoping
operations must be kept well away from them, and they
can only be successfully passed through after the most
elaborate precautions have been taken and by the use of

the ceinentation pi-oeess, unless, indeed, the attempt is

made to drain away the water. This, however, would
involve the installation of pumping equipment for raising

something like 5,000,000 gallons per day from a vertical

depth of 6,000 feet; a difficult and expensive uridertaking,

and one that might not achieve its object. Consequently,
we ha^e to open up and equip an entirely new mine south

of the water zone, and this can only be done by sinking a

new main shaft from the surface. The second outlet, as

already mentioned, would be made through the Driefontein,

whei'e most of the water has been drained from the fissures.

The new shaft has already been sunk to a depth of 1,090
feet ; it is circular—20 feet in diameter—and has been
designed for hoisting ore from a depth of 7,000 feet, which
depth is considered, in this case, to be the limit of practic-

able mining. This limit depends upon two factors, (a) the
value of the ore, which is unknown, and (b) the physical
conditions, which are also unknown. It is not possible to

make a close guess at the truth in the face of two unknowns
of this kind, but there are manifest signs of growing diffi-

culties in the workings at 4,500 feet, involving great expense,
which is certain to become more serious at 7,000 feet. Apart
from anything else, the rock temperature will be so high as
to necessitate very elaborate ventilating arrangements. No
mine in any part of the world has yet attained a depth of

6,000 feet. The estimated position of the 7,000 feet horizon
is indicated on the plan, the effective reef area above it being
at most 650 claims. Considering the large expenditure
necessary to bring the mine to a producing stage, this area

is far too small. It was at one time thought that the reef

might be found at a much shdlower depth, and accordingly
the effective area south of the water zone would be larger

than that indicated on the plan. A careful examination
made in the light of more complete knowledge of the geolo-

gical structure of the neighbourhood failed to reveal any
considerable amount of upthrow faulting, and there appearu
to be only the moderate degree of flattening shown on the
cross-section. We cannot, however, prove this point, as the
reef is at too great a depth to be reached by boreholes,
which always deviate .excessively by the time they reach
5,000 feet, and we have, therefore, to rely on general
geological observations. These, however, are quite con-
sistent, and it is unlikely that the depth is wrongly esti-

mated to the extent of 500 feet either way, a figure' which
would make no material difference to yom- policy. In order
to sjnk the main shaft to a depth of 7,000 feet, to maiie
connection with the Driefontein workings 4,000 feet distant,

and to do sufficient development work to commence stoping
operations; in short, to make a new mine, a period of about
seven years would be required.

Two Years' Life.

The life of the present mine, as previously mentioned,
is scarcely likely to exceed two years, and, therefore, there
will be a period of four or five years during which no profits

would bfc earned, and heavy standing and maintenance
charges, amounting to not less than £100,000 per annum,
would have to be met over and above the direct cost of the
scheme. The total amount of direct and indirect charges,
apart from provision for debentures and the Government
annuity, would certainly not be less than £1,000,000, and
might be considerably more if the development results turn
out unfavourably. It need hardly be mentioned that the
financial position of the company is such that, at least, the
whole of this amount would have to be obtained from outside
sources. I may state the case concisely by saying that the
Southern Areas Scheme entails the borrowing of a minimum
of ±1,000,000 to open up a new mine of limited area, at a
depth greater than has yet been attempted, where the
physical features are unfavourable, and where the indica-
tions of finding an adequate quantity of payable ore can
only be described as unpromising. The only favourable
features seem to be the fact that you have a well-equipped
plant for treating the ore, and that in one corner of the
area, namely, Driefontein, the values of the payable ore are
good, that is, about 6f dwts. Under the circumstances, I

felt bound, with great reluctance, to recommend you to
abandon the scheme, and the new main shaft and the 26th
level crosscut were stopped about the middle of the year.

Universal News by Wireless.

It is now known that the wireless telephone was used
by the British aeroplanes for communicating with the
artillery in the marvellous work of " spotting " and direct-
ing artillery fire. Mr. Campbell Swinton, in his chairman's
address to the Eoyal Society of Arts, also recalls the suc-
cessful transmission of articulate speech by wireless between
the United States and Paris. We are likely, therefore, to
hear a great deal more about wireless telegraphy during the
next few years, ilr. Swinton sees no reason why, in the
near future, a public speaker in New York and London
should not directly address, through the wireless telephone,
an audience of several thousands scattered over half the
globe. He also foreshadows the organisation of a wireless
telegraph news service over long distances to a multitude
of receiving stations. In wireless telegraphy, he points out,
it costs no more to send signals to a thousand receiving
stations than to a single one. Thus Lisbon, Eome, Gibral-
tar, Calcutta, Capetown, Buenos Aires, New York, and
many other towns might have their tape machines simul-
taneously recording messages from London. In this

universal distribution of news, rather than in the transmis-
sion of private messages, he sees the great field for wireless
progress.
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PROGRESS ON THE CENTRAL MINING/RAND MINES GROUP.

Modder East Development—Excellent Resvilts of City Deep—Effects of Native Labour
Shortage.

City Deep.

The payable reef disclosures at the City Deep during tlie

quarter were as follow :—Main Reef Leader: 820 ft. ;
width,

30 in. ; assav value, 25-7 dwts. The supply of native labour

continued to get worse during the quarter, and in conse-

quence the footage of development and tonnage milled are

both less than for the previous three months. A slight

improvement is now shown in the number of natives coming

forward. The development continues to show excellent

results. *

Knight Central.

The payable reef disclosures at this mine during the

quarter were as follow :—Main Reef : 525 ft. ; width, 53 in.

;

assay value, 10-9 dwts. South Reef: .50 ft.; width, 29 m.

;

assay value, 20-8 dwts. A lower profit was earned as com-

pared with the previous quarter. This is solely due to the

reduced tonnage milled, and has been brought about by the

extremely poor supply of native labour, there being a

decrease of over 600 natives in the company's service as

between the commencement and end of the 'quarter.

Although the current month's results will be adversely

affected by the poor labour supply, the position is improving.

Both the current rate of yield and the results of the develop-

ment of the patch of Main Reef between the 16th and 18th

levels to the east of the east shaft continue to be

satisfactory.
Geldenhuis Deep.

The payable reef disclosures during the quarter were as

follow:—Main Reef: 351 ft.; width, 38 in.; assay value,

13-5 dwts Main Reef Leader: 61 ft. ; width, 13 in.
;
assay

value, 17-0 dwts. South Reef: 359 ft.; width, 27 m.

;

assay value, 17-8 dwts. The unsatisfactory results obtained

during the quarter are entirely due to the shortage of native

labour. During .January the labour position commenced to

improve, and it is expected that this will continue.

Consolidated Main Reef.

The payable reef disclosures were as follow :—Main Reef

Leader: 945 ft.; width, 8 in.; assay value, 52-3 dwts.

South Reef: 110 ft.; width, 10 in.; assay value, 263 dwts.

The profit (£16,041) is much smaller than that earned during

the previous quarter, due entirely to the great scarcity of

native labour. The yield per ton has shown a satisfactory

improvement, but it has not been sufficient to offset the

decrease in the tonnage crushed and the increase in the

working costs.

Modderfontein East.

Of the quarter's development footage the payable portion

of 896 feet averaged 24-4 dwts. over 19 inches, whilst of the

development to date the payable portion of 3,127 feet has

averaged 30 dwts. over 16 inches. The drive from Modder-

i'ontein B. continued in faulted ground, and no conclusive

results were obtained. Operations at this point are tem-

porarily suspended. No. 2 Shaft : An open fissure was

intersected in the shaft at a depth of 900 feet, with a flow

of wat«r amounting to a quarter of a million gallons per

day. .\ pump chamber was cut at 800 feet, the heavy

ground timbered, and additional pumps and columns

installed. Sinking was resumed towards the end of the

quarter, when the shaft had reached a depth of 037 feet.

No. 3 Shaft : Drivos north and south were set out at a

depth of 700 feet (the horizon of the 8tli level), and driven

for 98 and 183 feet respectively. Diamond drilling indi-

cates the existence of reef 50 feet ahead of the southern

drive. On the north, the extent of the dyke was tested by

further diamond drilling. The shaft was walled for 133

feet, completing the woili from top to bottom, and develop-

ment will be siiortly resumed. The hoisting arrangements,

which hitherto have been entirely for the purpose of sinking,

are being converted to cages running in balaneo on rope

guides. During the first half of the (luartcr the severe

epidemic of influenza caused a serious disorganisation of the

whole work of the muie. Since then the shortage of labour

resulting therefrom has prevented an increase in develop-

ment. The white labour force averaged 166 men, and the

average number of natives employed 889. The financing of

the company is still receiving the attention of the directors.

The expenditure for the quarter amounted to £00,850.

Bantjes Consolidated Mines.

The development work done during the quarter was as

follows:—Total footage, _140 feet; total footage sampled on

reef, 50 ft. The payable reef disclosures were as follows:—
Main Reef Leader, 50 ft., width 32 ins., assay value 8'7

dwts. Ore received from mine, 45,937 tons; ore received

from surface clean up, 1,800 tons; waste sorted out, 2'0

per cent.; tonnage crushed, 46,280 tons; number of stamps
operating, 90; number of tube mills operating, 3.

Value of ore before crushing (reflected by mill yield and
value of pulp) : Mill yield per ton, 3'600 dwts. ; assay value

of pulp, 2-760 dwTs. ;'^

total, 6-360 dwts.; total yield, 14,656

fine ozs. ; total yield per ton, 6333 dwts. In pursuance of

the closing down poliey advised to shareholders in the last

quarterly report, the breaking of rock in the mine was dis-

continued on the 30th November, all shaft sinking and
development being stopped during the same month. Since

then a thorough clean-up of the underground workings and

surface accumulations has been made, the broken rock,

sweepings, and surface accumulations being treated in the

reduction works. These operations have resulted in a profit

which it is expected will be further added to for the month
of January and possibly thereafter in connection with the

final clean-up of the reduction works. All useful material

has been withdrawn from the mine. A departmental enquiry

was made by the Government Mining Engineer into the

closing down of the company, and a report was published in

the Union Government Gazette of 20th December last for

general information. The concluding paragraph of the

report states as follo\\s :
—"We consider that the policy

adopted by the company of conserving its resources with the

object of exploring its ground and of resuming mining opera-

tions to better advantage at some later date in preference

to exhausting them at a very small profit, or possibly no

profit at all, to be the correct one and the one likely to be

more beneficial to both shareholders and the State."

Rose Deep.

Development work : Total footage, 1,541 ft. ; total footage

sampled on reef, 711 ft. The payable reef disclosures were

as follows:—Main Reef, 09 ft., width 56 ins., assay value

6-6 dwts.; Main Reef Leader, 136 ft., width 17 ins., assay

value 9-5 dwts.; South Reef, 230 ft., width 35 ins., assay

value 10-7 dwts. Reduction works: Ore received from mine,

153,639 tons; waste sorted out, 8-9 per cent.; tonnage

crushed, 140,000 tons; number of stamps operating, 300;

number of tube mills operating, 7. Value of ore before

crushing (reflected by mill yield and value of pulp) : Mill

yield per ton, 3469 dwts. ; assay value of pulp, 2042; total,

5-511 dwts. ; total yield, 37,757 fine ozs. ; total yield per ton,

5-394 dwts. The small profit earned is entirely due to

scarcity of native labour, which has been brought about by

the recent influenza epidemic. Working expenditui-e and

revenue account: Working expenses at mine, £134,580, or

19s. 3d. per ton milled
;

general expenses, head office,

£4,474, or 7d. per ton milled; total working expenditure,

£139,054, or 19s. lOd. jjer ton milled ; working profit,

£18,085, or 2s. 7d. per ton nulled.

Village Deep.

Development work : Total footage, 4,558 ft. ; total footage

sampled on reef, 4,635 ft. The payable reef disclosures were

as follows : Main Reef Leader, 2,682 ft., width 29 ins., assay

value 101 dwts. Reduction works: Ore received from

I
mine, 136,634 tons; waste sorted out, 79 per cent. ; tonnage
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crusht'd, r25,!)00 tons; number of stamps operating, 180;
number of tube mills operating, 7. Value of ore before
crushing (reflected by mill yield and value of pulp) : Mill

yield per ton, 4535 dwts. ; assay value of pulp, 2-410 dwts. ;

total, 6-945 dwts.; total yield, '41,487 fine ozs. ; total yield

per ton, 6-590 dwts. The influenza epidemic together with
acute shortage of native labour disorganised w-orking condi-
tions to such an extent that operations resulted in a loss for

October and November. The position improved somewhat
in December; the net result for the quarter was, however,
a loss of .£916. Development operations were well main-
tained. Since the close of the year the native labour supply
has sliglitly improved. The directors regret to report that in

the circumstances it was decided not to declare a dividend
for the half-year ended 81st December, 1918. Working
expenditure and revenue account : Working expenses at
mine, £169,048, or £1 6s. lOd. per ton milled; general
expenses, head office, £4,165, or 8d. per ton milled; total

working expenditure, £173,213, or £1 7s. 6d. per ton milled.

Crown !Mixes.

The payable reef disclosures at the Crown Mines dui-ing

the quarter were as follows:—jMain Reef Leader, 2,330 ft.,

width 17 ins., assay value 37-9 dwts.; South Reef, 950 ft.,

width 28 ins., assay value 16-2 dwts. Owing to the influenza
epiden-iic and the shortage of native labour, the tonnage
output showed a further reduction of 07,(J00 tons as com-
pared with September quarter, and on this account working
costs ros3 Is. lOd. per ton milled. The yield was slightly

hirrher, but the reduction in the scale of operations brought
the profit down to £68,587, or £47,877 less than for the
preceding period. No. 15 shaft was sunk 606 feet to a total

depth of 925 feet, No. 14a 88 feet to a depth of 243 feet, and
No. 5a shaft -nas commenced and sunk 12 feet. Reef dis-

closures continue satisfactory. The native labour force at

the end of the quarter was 12,432, as compared with 12,673
at the end of September, 1918.

NouESE Mines.

The payable reef disclosures during the quarter were as

follows:—Main Reef Leader, 730 ft., width 14 ins., assay
value 22'6 dwts.; South Reef, 400 ft., width 19 ins., assay
value 13-9 dwts. jNlining operations were so seriously

affected by the influenza epidemic and the extreme shortage

of native labour following thereon that a loss of £6,317 was
incurred on the quarter's working results. The yield showed
improvement, but working costs were abnormally high on
account of the reduced tonnage output.

Consolidated Gold Fields Group.

The following are particulars in regard to the outputs and

profits for the month of January of the undermentioned

companies of the Consolidated Gold Fields group :

—

No. of Tube Tons Gold Total

Company. Stamps, Mills. Crushed. declared. Profit

Fine Ozs

Simmer and Jack . . 320 7 44,100 11,549 £4,004

Robinson Deep . 80 6 35.200 12 024 *5,351

Knights Deep ... . 400 11 85,300 16,541 453

Simmer Deep ... . . 220 10 43,300 11,332 *43a

Jupiter . 80 5 26,400 6,570 40

Sub Nigel ... . . 30 2 9,100 6,156 " 7,117

Totals ... . . 1130

*

41

Loss

243,400 04,172 £5,828

The sundry revenue included in the above total declared

profit Or loss is as under: Simmer and Jack, £1,500;

Knights Deep. £917; Simmer Deep, £512; Jupiter, £371;
Sub Nigel, £12; total, £3,312.

Gold Reserve.—Simmer and Jack, 1,100 ozs. ; Sub Nigel,

3,231 ozs. ; total, 4,331 ozs.

Latest Company Registrations.

Downak Estate, LtJ., 39 Saucr Street, .loliannesburg ; capital £550.
Tho Abaiitu Distributing Club, Ltd., 19 and 20 Court Chambers, RissTk

Street, Johannesburg ; capital £100.
Sidick Carim & Company, Ltd., Station Street, Balfour, District Heidel-

berg; capital £1.500.

The Transvaal Marble Quarries, Ltd., 3 Bureau Street, Pretoria; capital
£5,000.

Southern Seas Salvage Company, Ltd., 44 Permanent Buildings. Harri-
son and Coniniissioncr Streets. Johannesburg; capital £27.500.

I. Oliver, Ltd., 10 Dolvers Street, Johaniieburg ; capital £1,250.

Archd. Taylor & Company, Ltd.. 21 and 24 Bettclheim Bnililings, corner
Fox and Sinimonds Streets, Johannesburg ; capital £3,000.

Oceanic Importers, Ltd., 4 Adelaide Buildings, Eloff Street, Johannes-
burg; capital £6.000.

Cas.'im Essop, Ltd.. 103 Main Road, Fordsburg; capital £500.

The Modder West Gold Mining Company, Ltd., 6 and 7 Rufe Naylor's
Buildings, Eloff Street, Johannesburg; capital £200,000.

Atlantic Agencies, Ltd., 12 Southern Life Buildings, Main Street, Johan-
nesburg ; capital £5,000.

Malvern -Vice Company, Ltd., 287 St. Andries Street, Pretoria; capital

£250.

Jacobs, Sons & Company, Ltd., 147 President Street, Johannesburg;
capital £75,000.

The Edward Osborne Company, Ltd., Monument Street, Klerksdorp;
capital £1.000.

The L'nion Shiro .Agency and Investment, Ltd., 39 Portland House,
Jchnnnesburg ; capital £1.000.

Driefcntcin Plant.<>tion9, Ltd., 237 Pretorius Street. Pretoria ; capital

£2.500.

The Union Warehouse Company. Ltd., 18 and 18a Pritchard Street,

Johannesburg; capital £2,000.

Tho Great Northern Ranches, Ltd., 90-94 Exploration Buildings, Com-
missioner Street, Johannesburg; capital £12,000.

The National .Jewellery and Optical Company, Ltd., 4 Burchmore's
Buildings, corner Fox and Rissik Streets, Johannesburg; capital

£50,000.

Lebombo Ranch. Ltd., Mosenthal's Buildings, Market Street. Johan-
nesburg; capital £15.000.

George Cradock & Company (South Africa), Ltd., 75-77 Cullinan Build-

ings, corner Simmonds and Marshall Streets, Johannesburg; capital

£15,000.

Fraser & Chalmers (S.A.). Ltd., Farrar Buildings, Simmonds Street,

Johannesburg; capital £250,000.

Rusul & .Abdooh, Ltd.. 544 corner De la Rey and Seventeenth Streets,

Vrededorp; capital £50.

M. G. Hussen & Company, Ltd., 185 Market Street, Johannesburg;
capital £1.000.

Dowdeswells Motor Garage, Ltd., Green's Buildings, Commissioner

Street, Johannesburg; capital £5,000.

T. W. Beckett & Company (Cape), Ltd., 29 Churcli Square, Pretoria

;

capital £1 000.

The Transvaal Timber and Iron Company, Ltd., 140 Bree Street, New-
town, Johannesburg; capital £15,000.

Anjlo-Scandian Trading Company (Africa), Ltd., 3-8 Consolidated BuiU-
ings, corner Fox and Harrison Streets, Johannesburg; capital

£100,000.

FOREIGN COMPANIES.
R. W. Everett, Ltd., care H. S. Everett. 24-33 34 Beckett's Buildings,

President Street, Johannesburg; capital £5,000.

Nestle & Anglo-Swiss Cmdens'd Milk Company I.Africa), Ltd., care

R. A. Simpson, United Provident Building, New North Street,

Governniont Sauare. Johannesburg; cajjital £25,000.

CHANGE OF NAME.
The Michelson Schaverien Company, Ltd., changed to Miche'son Com-

pany, Ltd ,
Boksburg.

PROSPECTUS.
Modder West Gold Mining Company, Ltd., Johannesburg.

SPECIAL AND EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTIONS.

The British and Canadian Hydraulic Tube Company, Ltd., Johannes-

burg; increase of capital.

Jays, Ltd., Johannesburg; increase of capital.

Mauss Continuous Centrifugal Separator, Ltd., Johannesburg; change

of name.
Maiitzburg Motor Marts, Ltd., Johannesburg; alteration of articles.

Premier Box and Trunk Manufacturers, Ltd., Johannesburg; alteration

of articles.

Pyramids Diamond Works, Ltd.. Pretoria ; alteration of articles.

Jays, Ltd., Johannesburg; alteration of articles.

NOTICES OF INCREASE OF CAPITAL.

British and Canadian Hydraulic Tube Company, Ltd., Johanneburg:
increased from £1,5(10 to £25.000.

Jays, Ltd., Johannesburg; increased from £600 to £10.000.

Wellington Bacon and Provisions Factory, Ltd., Johannesburg; in-

creased from £25.000 to £35.000.

Geduld Proprietarv Mines. Ltd-, Johannesburg; increased from £970,000

to £1,009,826!

Italian Warehouse, Ltd . Johannesburg; increased from £7.000 to £20,000.

Johnston's, Ltd , Pretoria ; increased from £40,000 to £50.000.

South African Rubber Manufacturing and Tyre Company, Ltd., Johan-

nesburg; increased from £12,000 to £100,000.

COMPANIES IN LIQUIDATION.

Pretoria Estate and Market Company. ' Ltd., Pretoria; capital £150,00'.

United Jack Gold Mining Company, Ltd., Pretoria: capital £65,000.

Cereal Products, Ltd., Johannesburg ; capital £1,000.
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LATEST FROM UNION CORPORATION GROUP.

Improved Yield at Geduld and Modder Deep.—More Labour for the Princess.

Geduld Propeietary Mines, Ltd.

The Geduld directors' rppoft for the quarter end_ed 31st
December, 1918, show that the shaft sinking done was 629
feet. Developjnieot—Total footage, 3,791 ; total footage
sampled on reef, 3,320. The payable reef disclosures were

—

1,010 feet, having an assay value of 166 dwts. over 34
inches. The registered capital of the company has been
further increased to £1,150,000 and the issued capital to

£1,147,166. As intimated through the Press the offer of new
shares to French shareholders had to remain open until the

8th ult., consequently the payment of a dividend had to be
postponed in respect of the profits for the six mouths to the

31st December last. On the 28th ult. Dividend No. 9 of 6i
per cent. (1/3 per share) amounting to £71,697 17s. 6d. was
declared payable to shareholders registered in the books of

the company on the 14th February, 1919, and to share-

holders who have subscribed by that date to tlie recent issue

of new shares. Warrants in payment of this Dividend will

be despatched to registered shareholders, except those resi-

dent in the territories of enemies, as early as possible. The
Consulting Engineer estimates that at the 31st December,
1918, there were developed 2,510,000 tons having an average

assay value of 7'5 dwts. over a stoping width of 61 inches.

This compares with 2,200,000 tons of a similar assay value

and stoping width at the end of the previous year.

Comparison of Results.—Tons milled : September, 1918,

Quarter, 134,600; December, 1918, Quarter, 125,000—de-
crease, 9,600 tons. Working Profit : September, 1918,

Quarter, £58,661; December, 1918, Quarter, £57,469—de-
crease, £1,192. Working Costs per Ton Milled: September,

1918, Quarter, 20s. 2'7d. ; December, 1918, Quarter, 20s.

3'5d.—increase, 0'8d. Yield per Ton Milled: September,

1918, Quarter, 28s. ll-3d. ; December, 1918, Quarter, 2^s.

5'Bd.—increase, 6'5d.

The Modderfontein Deep Levels, Ltd.

The directors* report for the Quai-ter ended 31st Decem-
ber, 1918, shows that the total footage in mine development
was 1,390; total footage sampled on reef, 970. The payable

reef disclosures were—960 feet, having an assay value of 16'0

dwts. over 48 inches. Dividend No. 8 of 50 per cent. (10/-

per share) on the issued capital of the company, amounting

to £250,000, was declared on the 20th December, 1918, pay-

able to shareholders registered in the books of the company
on the 31st December, 1918. Warrants in payment of this

dividend will be despatched to registered shareholders,

except those resident in the territories of enemies, on the

8th February. No expenditure on capital account

was incurred during the quarter. The expenditure

incurred during the quarter on development amounted

to £6,961 8s. 6d., whereas the fixed charsre to

working costs of Is. per ton milled gives £6,200.

The Consulting Engineer estimates that at the 31st Decem-
ber, 1918, there were developed 3,450.000 tons having an

average assay value of 8-8 dwts, over n. stoping width of 7H

inches. This compares with 3,320,000 tons averaging 8'7

17s. 8'2d.—nicrease,

ber, 1918, Quarter,
41s. I'Od.—increase.

Septem-
Quarter,

Septem-
Quarter,

dwts. over a stoping width of 78 inches at the end of the
previous year. Comparison of Results.—Tons ]\Iilled : Sep-
tember, 1918, Quarter, 129,,500; December, 1918, Quarter,
124,000—decrease, 5,500 tons. Working Profit : September,
1918, Quarter, £145,080: December, 1918, Quarter, £145,092
—increase, £12. Working Costs per Ton Milled:
ber, 1918, Quarter, 17s. 7-6d. ; December, 1918,

0-6d. Yield per Ton Milled :

40s. 0-5d.; December, 1918,
Is. 0-5d
Princess Estate.

The footage sampled at the Princess Estate during the
quarter was as follows: South Reef, 135 feet, averaging 9'9

dwts. over 26 inches ; Main Reef, 615 feet, averaging 6'8

dwts. over 42 inches. It irs estimated that the payable ore
(based on the milling width) developed by the above footage
is: South Reef, 2,750 tons; Main Reef, 27,240 tons—29,990
tons. These figures are subject to re-calculation at the end
of the year, when block values are made out. The results

were seriously affected by the outbreak of influenza, work
being completely disorganised for the greater part of Octo-
ber. The eon^^inued shortage of native labour further ad-

versely affected the results, but the position has improved
substantially during the latter half of .January, the effects

of which should soon be felt. The Consulting Engineer
estimates the jjosition at December 31 , 1918, as follows

:

Milling Milliim
Milliii; valiio. width.
toTT^. dwt.';. in3.

South Reef
Main Reef

Total

188,000
192,000

380,000

OS
28
54

37

In addition to Sliaft

pillars 40,000 77 26

Comparison of Results.—Tons Milled : September, 1918,

Quarter, 55,600; December, 1918, Quarter, 53,500—de-
crease, 2,100 tons. Working Costs per Ton i\Iilled : Sep-

tember, 1918, Quarter, 29s. 7d. ; December, 1918, Quarter,

30s. l'5d.—increase, 6'5d. Yield per Ton Milled: Septem-
hpr, 1918, Quarter, 26s. 3-5d.: December, 1918, Quarter,

23s. 4-6d.—decrease, 2s. lOOd.

Durban-Roodepoort Gold.
Interim Return of Capital.—The liquidators of the Dur-

ban-Roodepoort G.jM. Co., Ltd., are in a position to make
an interim return on account of capital of lOs. per share,

and the same will be paid to holders of registered shares at

22 Leadenhall Buildings, Gracechurch Street, E.C.3, and to

holders of share warrants to bearer at the Standard Bank of

South Africa. Ltd., 10 Clements I>ane, Jjombard Street,

E.C.4, on and after January 30. Share warrants must be

lodged at the Standard Bank of South Africa, Ltd., seven

clear days previous to payment.

Cable :

HcKEOHNIX
WIDNKS." McKECHNIE BROTHERS, Limited.

SMELTING WORKS I WIDNES. ENGLAND.
BIRMINGHAM, NEWOASTLE,

LONDON OFFICE: 11. LOMBARD STREET, S.E.

MANCBESTEE, LEEDS AKO BRISTOL.

BUYERS OF

COMPLEX ORES
Which contain COPPER.

COPPER-TIN ORES. COPPER-LEAD ORES. COPPER-ZINC ORESj
residues, mattes, concentrates, precipitates
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NEW SHAFT FOR MODDER B.

To Strike Reef at 1,800 Feet.—Exploitation of Southern and Eastern Sections.—
Geanld Co-operating.— January's improved Profit.

The sinking of a new shaft on the property of the Jilodder-
fonteia B Gold Mines, Ltd., has just been decided ou, and
the technical adviser of the Central Mining and Investment
Corporation and the management at the mine are now
occupied with a consideration of the preliminary details.
Hitlierto the whole of the large output of this property has
been secured through one comparatively shaltoiv shaft.
The development operations have also been based on this
shaft, which is known as the Central. The underground
workings have now become so extensive and the distances
between essential development faces and this Central shaft
are so large that a new development policy has to be em-
barked on for the exploitation of the southern and eastern
portion of the mine. Accordingly, it has been decided to

sink a new shaft, the more effectively to deal with these
portions of the property.

Circular Design, 20 ft. Di.\meter.

The new shaft has been located to cut the Eeef series at

an approximate depth of 1,800 feet. The usual sinking

practice adopted by mines under the technical control of the

Central Alining people will be adopted. The shaft will be

circular in design and "JOft. in diameter. The shaft will be

located 5,000 feet to the south of the existing Central shaft

and about 1,000 feet from the southern boundary of the

property.

A very large virgin claim area will be attacked from this

point, and with a view to obtaining infomiation as to the

reef conditions in the extreme south-eastern corner of the
property (i.e., adjoining the Geduld Property workings) an
arrangement has been entered into whereby the Geduld
Company will test a portion of the area in question by means
of drives. A certain amount of work under this head al-

ready has been done and the reef disclosures have been
satisfactory.

Development .\nu rROFix.

Development in the more northern or older poition

of the mine has recentlj- been carried out on an extensive

scale. In the quarter ending with December last 3,635 feet

were driven, sunk and risen, and the total footage sampled
on lleef was 2,050 feet. The payable Reef disclosures were
on ^laiu Eeef Leader 938 feet, width 16 inches, assay value
37-1 dwts.

Last month this company earned a working profit of

£65,026, as compared with an average monthly gain of

£53,800 in the December quarter.

In that latter period the profit was £16,973 less than for

the preceding quarter, chietly owing to a reduction in yield

of Is. 2d. per ton, and an increase in working costs of Is.

3d. per ton milled. The yield of this company which has

been relatively low since the middle of last year has im-

proved and the latest statement as to tonnage milled (58,000

tons in January) shows improvement. Costs in January
were 21s. 7d. per ton.

Giant Mines of Rhodesia.
The report of the Giant Mines of Rhodesia for the year ended

30th June states that no work has been done m the mine during the

year, but advantage has been taken of the lugh prices ruling for

second-hand machinery to dispose of a large quantity of the plant,

which on the whole realised satisfactory prices. There still remains

a certain quantity of machinery, tools, equipment and stores to dispose

of. The result "of operations" is a pront of £5,b7S, mainly derived

from interest on loans and investments; £1,557 was brought forward
and £9,828 transferred from the reserve created out of profits in past

years to meet the dividend paid in January last, the total at credit

of profit and loss being £9,693. Deducting income tax £1,7-16, there

is left £7.947 to be carried forward. Cam-Good Shepherd.—Tne com-

pany's interest in this property has been sold to the Cam and Motor

Gold Mining Company for a share consideration.

Oil Shale Development.
An important development in connection with the

Scottish oil industry is the new pipe laid, just opened, across

the neck of Scotland through which oil fuel can be pumped
in a cold state at the rate of about 100 tons per hour. The
pipes follow the coiu'se of the Clyde and Forth Canal, the

starting point being at Old Kilpatrick and the terminal at

Grangemouth. At the one end sixteen huge tanks have

been constructed, each with a holding capacity of 8,000

tons; at the other end the oil falls into spacious reservoirs,

easily accessible to the Fleet from its base at Rosyth. The
pipe is 8 ins. in diameter, and there are two intermediate

pumping stations. It is claimed for the line that it is the

longest of its kind in Europe. The scheme, which will

probably be followed by important developments having as

their object the maintenance by Great Britain of a large

reserve of petrol, owes its inception to the enterprise and

foresight of the British Petroleum Executive which a year

or two ago was organised by Mr. Walter Long, with Sir

John Cadman as its director," to take charge of all matters

relating to petroleum. The Scottish shale industry has an

output of 3i million tons per annum, from which 70,000

gallons of crude oil are extracted, in addition to 60,000 tons

of ammonia. Ten thousand workpeople were employed in

the mines, and it is estimated that at the present rate of

output there is sufficient shale to last for at least a himdred

years.

British Central Africa Co.

The report of the British Central Africa Company for the year
1917 shows a profit of £87,120, and £13,774 was brought forward,
making £100,894. The board has applied £52,500 in writing down
the second debentures of the Shire Highlands Railway to 70 per cent.,

£12,44.5 in writing down preference shares of the Central Africa
Railway from 20s. to 15s., and placing £10,000 to a reserve for con-

tingencies, the balance of £25,949 being carried forward. The board
had not received the final instalment of £15,800 from the Nyasaland
Government on account of subsidy lands at the date of the accounts,

but it has since been paid. The cotton and tobacco crops were very
satisfactory, and as far as they had been realised good prices were
obtained. The difliculty in obtaining tonnage has somewhat
diminished. The store trade produced good results and the flotilla

has been profitably worked.

j

Koffyfontein Mines.

i

The annual meeting of the shareholders of the Koffy-

i
fontein I\Iines, Ltd., was held at the head offices of the

j

company at Kimberley, Mr. Hirsehhorn presiding. In

j

moving the adoption of the directors' report and balance

sheet for the year, the chairman referred to the satisfactoiy

termination of hostilities and the victory of the Allied arms.
Dealing with the figures for the twelve months, he said the

working for the year had resulted in a profit of £57,291
!
being carried to the appropriation account, which, with the

balance of £63,761, gave a total of £121,053. After allowing

for last year's dividend and the formation of the blue

ground reserve account of £70,000, and providing for the

Union Government taxation, an unappropriated balance of

£24,633 remained, out of which it was proposed to pay a

dividend of 7i per cent., less the Union dividend tax. He
also made sympathetic reference to the losses of cmjiloyees

sustained by the company during the recent epidemic and
to the good work done by the general manager and staff in

combating the disease. In conclusion, he foreshadowed an
early resumption of hauling operations. Mr. E. Philipson

Stow seconded, and the report was unanimously adopted.

A dividend of 7^ per cent, subject to the Union dividend

tax, was declared. The retiring directors and auditors were
re-elected.
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HENRY WIGGIN & CO., L^^
Birmingham, Smethwick, Sheffield.

SNAKE BRAND

RESISTANCE WIRES.
Grade

.

Material

.

ilicrohms

per
Cubic c-m.

Ohms per
Square

Mil. Foot.

CHRONIC NICKEL CHROME 93 5 441 7

FERROZOID NI-STEEL 84 397

FERRY COPPER-NICKEL 47 2 223

TARMAC CUPRO-MANGANESE 41 1937

B.B 30' GERMAN SILVER 40 2 189 9

ZODIAC SPECIAL GERMAN
SILVER

36 170

No. 1 .

.

GERMAN SILVER 29 137

No. 3 .

.

GERMAN SILVER 23 5 111

No. 4 .

.

GERMAN SILVER 21 99 2

No. 5 .

.

GERMAN SILVER 18 85

NICKEL PURE NICKEL 96 45 3

CUPRO COPPER-NICKEL .. 26 4 125

COPPER 1 561 738

N.B.—Any old resistance will

not meet ALL requirements.

Conductivity, Coefficients of

Temperature and Expansion,

etc., Must be Considered .

THIS RANGE OF GRADES
WILL MEET ALL RE>

QUIREMENTS.

Enquiries involving Resistance

Problems welcomed.

SOUTH AFRICAN REPRESENTATIVES :

J. V. STANTON & CO.,
Southern Life Buildings, JOHANNESBURG.

Phones 2211 2212. g Box 30C3.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND KING COAL.-IJ.

Natal's Great Advance—The Case for the Transvaal—Immense Possibilities of the
By-Prodiict Trade—A Huge Field for Employment—Five Thousand Miles of Coal
and 1,580 White Workers—An Economic Fact that Suggests a Solution of Many

Problems.

In a previous article we sought to demonstrate the immen-
sity of the Union's Coal Resources, and referred to the largo

markets which are awaiting exploitation. The possession

of an extended sea-board and its effect on the building up
of a large export trade were dealt with, and the Govern-
ment's tardy action in regard to supplying a sufficiency of

rolling stock was criticised. We sought to prove that in

no other country could coal buyers obtain such good value
for their money as in South Africa, and yet the coal industry
of the Union has, so far, been set on a plane of importance
not much greater than that of our scattered copper mines.

Only in Natal has the value of Soutli African coal mea-
sures been appreciated at its true worth and the importance
of the export trade realised. Obviously, the Garden Colony
has in the possession of the Port of Durban an advantage
which hfis not hitherto been enjoyed by the Transvaal. The
favourable pnsitinu (f the nntural gateway of the Transvaal

—

Delagoa Bav—in relation to tlie situation of the Middelburg

fJnal Field causes one to wonder \\hether the Transvaal Coal
Field'; have made the mo'^t of tli'ir opportunities, and whe-
ther tlie Government has not neolected a great deal of

Period

.

Year 1912

Year 1913

Year 1914
Year 1915

Year 191G
Year 1917

Dec, 1918

Period.

Year 1912

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
I )'(..

1913
191-4

1915

1916
1917

TRANSVA

Tons sold.

•1,751,850
5,225,036

5,157,268

5,202,805

6,136,918

6,641,229

508,406

NATAL

Tons sold.

2,765,068

2,898,726

2.567.817^
2.3(M.nC.'

3,006,261

2, Hi '0,29(1

219,51(1

AL.

Value at

Pit's moutli.

£

1,014,986

1,142,598

1,150,746

1,145,060

1,382,680

1,586,062

128,952

Value at

Pit's mouth.
£

771,755
891,699

885,919
782,464

1,131,194
1. -1 66. 304

117.064

Value
per ton.

s. d.

4-78

448
5' 55
4-82

607
9 32
0-87

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

Value
per ton.

s. d.

6-99

1-83

10-80

9-50

477
176
7'99

o

6

6

6

10

10

r

* «y

o^J-

,* ^'

trade by not affording the Transvaal mines additional facili-

ties for the augmentation of an export trade based on the

Witbank-Middelburg area

.

\\'n.\T N.VTAi, H.\s Doxi:.

The "advance of Natal's coal trade in the last few years

may well be considered in relation to this subject. In 1911

Natal sold 2,679,551 tons of coal for a value of £725,448, or

5s. 5d. per ton. In the same year the Transvaal sold

4,343,680 tons for £1,020,539, or 4s. 8d. per ton. In other

words, the Garden Colony was obtaining only 9d. per ton

more for its production than the inland province. Figures

for the two Provinces since that year are set out here-

under. They certainly afford interesting comparisons:—

It will be observed from the above that the value of the

Natal output has been doiibli'd in the last seven years, al-

though the actual iiroductioii in terms of tonnage is but little

larger at the present time than it was in 1911. Th's result

has been brought about by a 100 per cent, rise in the price of

the product. Natal coal, which in 1911 was fetching 5s.

5(1. per ton, is now fetching practically twice as much,

viz., 10s. 8d. per ton. On the other hand, the Transvaal is

only obtaining a few pence per ton more for its coal at the

present time than it was in 1911. The increase in the gross

value of the production has been brought about by increis-

ing the quantity of coal mined.
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The Sign-Post to Prosperity.

The figurefs given above clearly indicate the road to pro-

sperity for our Colonieis. The Natal coal industry is most
prosperous to-day. The average profits per ton of coal are

larger than the average profits per ton secured by the great

majority of the mines of the Eand from gold ore last year.

This has been achieved by the fostering of the export

trade. The Admiralty has given freely of its generous

patronage to the Natal Coal Fields, and, although it is not

our intention to enter here into a d'scussion of the relative

calorific values of Natal and Transvaal production, we can at

least express the opinion that Natal coal is not twice as good

as the Transvaal production, and that the great increase in

the value of Natal production has been brought about by

nothing else than by the fostering of the export trade.

It seems to us that the Transvaal has been particularly

lax in regard to its coal fields. It needs no mass of statistics

to prove that the local market for coal is not a very large or

expansive one. We must look to countries which lie beyond

our borders for any large extension of the volume of Trans-

vaal coal trade, and for any substantial appreciation in the

selhng value of our product. The Argentine, for instance,

consumes about six million tons per annum and paid, in war-

time, £8 per ton for it.

And in this connection we would repeat what we said last

week : we should look not only to the Indian Ocean, but also

to the extension of our Atlantic Ocean sea-board for expan-

sion of our output. We hope that Sir William Hoy, who is

now in Europe, will arrange for a very considerable increase

tj the complement of our war-weary rolling stock, without

which the full promise of our coal trade never can be realised.

The By-Product Tr.'^pe.

Natal has not only beaten us in the race for coal export

trade ; it is clear that the Garden Colony is going to capture

the by-product market as well unless the Transvaal bestir^

itself." The by-products of coal (as was indicated in a dia-

gram published in this journal a few weeks ago) offer vasv

opportunities to industry. Before the war a great proportion

of the Coal By-Product trade of the world was in the hands

of Germany, particularly in the direction of aniline dyes, ana

there is no earthly reason why South Africa should not have

its share of the great bulk of the late German trade, for

which bold bids are now being made by British coal owners.

In Natal preparations are being made for the production of

sulphate of ammon'a and other by-products on a very large

scale, but in the Transvaal the possibilities of the by-pro-

duct trade do not appear to be appreciated.

It is, however, encouraging to note that the W^itbank Col-

liery Company is about to resume the production of tar, for

which there is a large demand, and for which the company's
product is very suitable. The Tweefontein United Collieries

are also tackling the question on serious lines, and have in

view the installation of an improved Mond system treatment

plant for the production of sulphate of ammonia.

A Central Witrank Plant.

Witbank might well become the centre of a large by-

product industry. Cheap coal means cheap by-products, and
it would not require much of a fillip on the part of the Coal

Owners' Association and the Government to ensure a really

large undertaking in the Middelburg-W'itbank district.

A great proportion of the small coal in this area has not

been utilised at all, and is lying dumped on the collieries.

It is estimated that something like six million tons of small

coal containing volatile products, equal to over 30 gallons

per ton, are lying fallow within half a dozen miles of Wit-

bank Station.

A combined plant capable of treating, say, 100,000 tons

per month, and of dealing with volatile products and also

sulphate of ammonia, would be a tremendous asset to this

covmtry. Not only would it enable the collieries to increase

their profits by 50 per cent, or more on the same tonnage
that is being won to-day; the production of local sulphate of

ammonia on a large scale would find a ready market in

agriculture and would stimulate that great industry. This
is certainly a matter for the Government of the Union to

take up in a serious and thorough manner, and to co-operate

with the colliery interests in the directions indicated.

The Transvaal Fields have immense resources and a

great deal of coal which is now being wasted is peculiarly

suitable for the making of by-products. Better facilities

for export through Delagoa and via the South-W^est sea-

board, more rolling stock and central byproduct plants

coupled with close and symapthetic co-operation between
Govenmient and colliery owners are required to enable out

collieries to take their proper place in industry.

Granted these requirements we have no hesitation in

predicting that coal in the space of a few years would become
the second mineral industry of the country from the point

of view of value of output. In other words, South African

coal and its by-products, which last year represented a value

of three and a quarter millions, would, in our estimate,

speedily exceed the value of our diamond production which

last year was just under seven millions.

The Employment Question.

Increased production will necessarily mean an increase in

the number of workers employed. This is a further aspect

of the subject under review which should make a strong

appeal not only to the Government but to all mining inter-

ests. We have urgent need in this country of broadening

the avenues of employment, particularly at present when
South Africa in common with most other countries is settling

down to a serious consideration of the problems of recon-

struction, and those d'fficult phases of industry and sociology

which are the inevitable aftermath of the great war. During
the coming months it will take all our industrial statesman-

craft to find work for the men who have fought and are

returning to seek the natural heritage bequeathed them by
the war—employment, and not a specious foiin of State-

aid°d charity. We must, too, find work for the men who
will be displaced by the returning soldiers. It is most neces-

sary for the country to do tliis if we are to hold the industrial

peace and are not to foster the elements of Bolshevism.

.\nd what are the prospects? They are certainly not too

roseate in so far as the Gold Mines, with their low grade

problems and their large burdens of d'rect and indirect war
taxation, are concerned. It is certain that in time there will

be immense expansion on the Further East Eand. But the

development of large gold mines, and particularly deep level

gold mines, takes time—and plenty of it. Until the produc-

tive stage is reached the scope for employment is restricted.

Similarly in regard to diamonds, the field is limited because

the gem-producing industry has to be kept within the bounds

of a comparatively restricted market.

A Solution of Problems Indicated.

But in the direction of exploiting the thirty thousond

million tons of our coal resources, there, is an unbounded
field for prosperity and work which we have never yet

drawn on. Coal mines require no deep or costly develop-

ment to reach productivity. Neither do they require very

costly surface installations. Moreover, the selling price of

the product is not at all likely to depreciate even if we
quadruple production by developing the export trade and
stimulating the by-product industry as Natal is doing. In

actual fact what is the position in regard to the volume of

employment on our coal fields? We find that according to

the Government returns for December there were employed

on all the coal mines of the Union 1,593 white men—1,580

on producing and 13 on non-producing coal mines. The area

of the Union's coal fields has been estimated by the Govern-

ment Mining Engineer at five thousand square miles. This

means that the white employees per square mile work out

at only -32, or in other words, for every 100 square miles of

coal field we find employment for only 32 white men

!

W'e submit that this is a basic economic fact which is

worthy of the careful consideration of our legislators and

captains of industry. It is a statistical truth which points

the way towards a solution of many of our present troubles,

and indicates the road to great industrial expansion with-

out excessive capital charges.
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REPORT OF THE AMERICAN GOLD COMMITTEE.

Summary of Findings.—Examination of Various Suggestions to Stimulate Output.—Relief
Measures Recommended. Conclvisions Agree with Those of Inchcape Report.

The findings of the Committee appointed in July, 1918, by
tlie Secretary of tlie Interior to investigate the gold mining
situation in the United States, consisting of Messrs. Hennen
Jennings (chairman), J. H. Mackenzie and Charles Janin of
the Bureau of Mines, and H. D. McCaskey and F. L. Ean-
some, of the United States Geological Survey, are set forth
in a lengthy report, which has reached us.

The status of the industry and the conclusions and recom-
mendations of the Committee, as presented therein, may be
briefly summarised as follows:—

What the Figures Show.

Statistics of production dating from the discovery of
America in 1492 show that the annual average output was
small until 1850, when the discovery of gold in CaUfornia
and Australia marked the beginning of the great gold output.
The figures show a slight decline from 1855 to the opening of
the mines in the Transvaal in 1887; then there was a very
large increase in the yearly output until 1910, since which
date there have been irregular fluctuations until 1915, when
a serious decline took place. Though the increase in the
output of gold has been rapid during the past 25 years, it

has not kept pace with the outputs of coal, iron, copper or
petroleum, or the rapid growth of bank deposits.

, Sufficient Gold Eeserve Essential.

The present decrease in gold production demands serious
consideration as the maintenance of a surticient gold reserve
is essential to the security of our national finances and cre-

dits. The United States is at present the most favoured
nation in regard to gold reserves, holding over three billion

dollars, or more than one-third of the gold stock of the world,
but it has contracted debts on a gold basis many times that
existing before the war.

Causes of the Decreased Output.

The principal causes of the decline in gold mining in

this country are the shortage of labour and higher wages
caused by the war, lower efficiency of available labour, the
great increase in the cost of supplies, and the higher cost

of power. In addition, the depletion of certain deposits and
the lower grade of ore mined in others have tended to reduce
outputs.

The Gold Standard.

Bankers and political economists nearly all agree that the

gold standard should be maintained in principle. The war
has resulted in transferring the United States from a debtor

into a great creditor nation. Since the outbreak of the war,

prices of all commodities have increased greatly except that

of gold, which as the standard of value is fixed at 20'67 dol-

lars per ounce. Thus the purchasing power of gold has

decreased while the prices of other commodities have in-

creased. The great increase in the cost of gold mining has

tended to discourage new enterprises and curtail existing

operations. I\Iany mines have been compelled to close and
await more favourable conditions. Those mines that have

continued operations have been able to do so only by practic-

ing the most rigid economies and by the curtailment of

development work. The average operating cost of producing

a dollar's worth of gold at the large and most favoured

quartz mines in 1917 was 70 cents as compared with 57

cents for 1915. Gold mining under present conditions offers

little inducement to capital.

Suggestions for Stimulating Production.

Various means of stimulating the production of gol9 in

the United States have been proposed.. The committee re-

ports on them as follows:—

Payment by the Government of a bonus on newly-mined
gold has many advocates. The Committee does not believe
the adoption of a bonus system would be beneficial at this
time.

The United States employment Service can, if properly
authorised be of great help in diverting labour to the goia
industry. Gold mining has been officially declared an essential
industry, and in the opinion of the majority of the Commit-
tee should rank in this respect with other preferred indus-
tries. Exemption from draft and deferred classification of
gold labour has already been granted to a certain extent by
the War Department.

The furnishing of supplies to gold mines at pre-war or
cut prices does not seem to be feasible.

The elimination of the excess profits tax on gold mining,
and the encouragement of a maximum output thereby,
might result in larger revenues than with the tax standing,
as larger dividends paid to shareholders would mean greater
reveime for general taxation. As the profits of a gold mine,
no matter how large, cannot be ascribed to war conditions,
but on tlie contrary are diminished by them, the remission
of th'.s tax i., just and logical.

Gold mining as an essential industry, is entitled to pre-
ferred classification for railroad freight, etc., and should
receive the benefit of any modification of freight rates
granted any other preferred mdustry.

When electric power is used gold mines should have a
high class rating with regard to power consumption, and
power should be curtailed only when necessary.

The privilege of free export and of sale to manufacturers
would stimulate production and aid gold mining, and also

might be a safeguard against inflation.

The Committee suggests that gold and other mining com-
panies might properly be required by law to furnish to the
Government, with such frequency, as may be desirable..

statiistics of their costs, production, and profits, and these
should be available for publication.

The Government should, through the Bureau of Mines,
assist in improving methods of mining and metallurgy of

gold ores, particularly in the treatment of complex and low-

grade ores. A w ide field of work is presented here.

Some aid in reducing costs might be obtained by co-

operative buying of supplies by mining companies through
central agencies in each State or district, but the organisa-

tion of a general system of co-operative buying would be
very difficult.

Possible methods of maintaining the. visible gold reserve,

apart from mine production are : (1) The curtailment of

the use of gold for manufactures, and (2) making a call en
the public to turn in horded gold. In France, voluntary

contributions by the populace since the war began have

amounted to more than two billion francs.

Further relief might be obtained by amending the War
Minerals Bill to include gold and voting an appropriation

to be used in directing the search for new deposits.

Notices or advertisements of appointments vacant on the

mines or elsewhere, so long as the employ-

The Employment ment will be first offered to a returned

Question. soldier, will be published free of charge in

the S.A. Mining Journal. In order to

assist the mine secretaries to make known any vacancy for

a returned soldier, a free copy will be sent weekly to every

mine secretary who forwards his address to this office.
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CURRENCY AND RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS.

Suggestions for Financing Trade and Enterprise After the War-
Have Changed—New Joint Stocii Issues to be Restricted-

the Vassar-bniith Report.

-How Credit Conditions
-More toints from

Tiuo Rt^port of the Committee on the Provision of Financial

FaciHties for Trade after the War, appointed jointly by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer and the jNlinister of Recon-
struction in November, 1917, under the chairmanship of

Sir Richard D. Vassar-Smith, of Lloyd's Bank, has just

been published by the Ministry of Reconstruction. It begins
by expressing the emphatic opinion that the primary factor
in repairino- the wastage of capital caused by the war lies

mainly in increased production and actual saving. Dis-
cussing the financial requirements of industry after the war
the Committee foresee : (a) A considerably more than normal
demand for working capital owing to the higher cost of

labour and materials, the necessity for giving longer credit,

and the anticipated expansion in the volume of trade due
to the fact that the basis for potential commercial output,
as compared with pre-war output, has been very greatly
enlarged during the war by the extension of existing works,
and the building of a very large number of absolutely new
ones. (b) A greater than normal demand for extended
credits for the pui-pose of replacing at higher cost machinery
and plant which has fallen into disrepair, (c) Demands in

connection with the reconversion of plant and works. These,
in many cases, may be on the border line between v,-orking

credit facilities and new capital requirements. (d) New
fixed capital requirements for extensions or new works.

The Committee point out that the ability of industry to

cope with these unusual financial problems during the recon-
struction period \-\-ill be most limited in the case of entirely

new firms which have come into existence owing to the
demand for war material. They have beeia urged strongly

that it was not in the national interest to allow these firms
to peter out, and that every inducement should be given
them to continue in business even to the extent if necessary,
of granting State financial assistance. The Committee
expresses the opinion that Ft might be regarded as unjust
to enable sucli firms by means of State aid to compete with
old-established firms in the saiiie industries, and also that
it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to guard against
wastefulness and inefficient management. The solution in

these cases appears to them to lie in the establishment of

new industries, the capital for which should be furnished
by the investor or by the individual partners in the business.

The ability to attract the necessary capital will depend upon
the inherent soundness of the proposition in each case. The
Committee further point out that it would he of great assist-

ance to manufacturers in making plans for the future, if

the future policy of the Government were made known as

early as possible in regard to (a) Fiscal policy, (b) rationing

of raw materials, (c) the break clause in connection with
the termination of munition contracts, and (d) the disposal

of national factories and surplus stores. Before discussing

means of providing credit facilities after the war the Com-
mittee give a short explanation of our credit system as
existing before the- war. In normal times the amount of

ll»<1«lii • x-«-«« BMaa
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credit varies with the amount of gold, the necessity for

keeping the gold standard effective acting as an automatic
check upon the expansion of credit. As the balance of

indebtedness of this country with foreign countries became
unfavourable, and the exchanges in consequence moved
against us, it became profitable to export gold to pay debts
abroad. The consequent shrinkage in the amount of gold
in the country, and the reduction in the Bank of England
ratio of reserve to liabilities, necessitated a rise in the Bank
rate, which in its turn brought about a general rise in rates

of interest. This rise in interest rates had a two-fold effect.

It attracted gold to this country, and induced gold, which
would otherwise have been exported, to remain; secondly,
it induced jjeople to pay off loans and discouraged the raising

of new ones. If the drain of gold was severe enough to

make money " tight," it became difficult to renew existing
loans, and this caused the sale of goods and produce upon
which the loans were secured, so bringing about a fall in

prices, which encouraged exports and discouraged imports,
so that the situation was gradually adjusted. Further, from
the point of view of purely internal trade, the fact that gold
was the only legal tendei; was equally effective in preventing
an undue expansion in credit, banks being obliged to main-
tain a proper relation between the extension of credit facili-

ties and their available supply of gold. Thus the gold
standard acted as a wholesome restraint upon overtrading,
and often adjusted situations which, unchecked, might have
developed into a severe commercial crisis. The position
to-day is entirely different. As there is no free international
market in gold, the operation of the foreign exchanges has
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been interrupted, while, at the same time, the internal gold

circulation has been replaced by a currency-note issue. As

there is no legal limit to the amount of currency notes which

may be issued, there is, therefore, no automatic check upon

the expansion of credit. The very large extent to which

expansion has taken place is shown by the fact that whereas

the total deposits at the banks of the United Kingdom,

exclusive of the Bank of England, amounted at the end of

1913 to £1,070,000,000, the amount of deposits is now nearly

£2,000,000,000. The enormously enhanced purchasing

power thus created has, in the Committee's opinion, been

one of the main factors contributing to the general rise in

prices. In regard to the position after the war, the Com-
mittee express the opinion that it is essential for the recon-

stitution of industry and commerce to impose restrictions

as soon as possible upon the creation of additional credit by

the restoration of an effective gold standard. To attemj)!

to rebuild industry by the further indiscriminate expansion

of credit would endanger our position as the financial centre

of the world, and would inevitably lead before long to grave

disaster. The Committee, accordingly, recommend the

cessation of State borrowing as early as possible, all avail-

able money being required for the financing of commerce
^and industry. The Committee also consider that any

Government guarantee to bankers to enable them to provide

by means of credits for fixed capital expenditure for the

reconstitution of industry is undesirable, as being likely to

occasion a further expansion of credit folloued by an addi-

tional rise in prices. It is also recommended with a view

to the gradual reduction of credit inflation, arising from

the enormous volume of short-date Govenunent debt, that

the State should undertake funding operations at an early

date for this purpose. As to banking facilities for carrying

on ordinary' businesses, the evidence submitted to the

Committee led them to the opinion that the situation might
safely be left in the hands of the banks. To enable the

banks to give facilities for extended credit, it is recom-
mended that every facility should be given by the Govern-
ment to enable the banks to issue any new share capital

which may be found necessary to strengthen their position.

It is thought that the rationing of available supplies of raw-

materials will provide a valuable guide to the banks in

selecting the directions in which loans will be best secured

and are most urgently required. The policy of trade organi-

sation which is now in evidence is welcomed by the Com-
mittee as furnishino- a sound l)asis for the granting of credit

facilities to industry. They also believe that if a portion

of the new issues of shares, which will be necessary for many-

manufacturing establishments, in the form of preference

shares giving a good return in dividends, were reserved for

the workpeople in these establishments, it would materially

assist both financially and in other equally important direc-

tions. The Committee consider that the continuance of

some measure of State control over new issues is desirable

for a certain period, and that with a view to the further

prevention of unsound promotions, the Companies Acts

might be strengthened. The enormous potential increase

in the number of small investors, as shown by the figures

published by the National War Savings Committee, and the

importance of the encouragement of this tendency for the

rapid reconversion of trade and industry, are emphasised by

the Committee, as is also the necessity for genuine saving

to make good the destruction of capital during the war. In

regard to State aid, while the Committee do not recommend
the guaranteeing of banks by the Government or the invest-

ment of public money in loans to persons who have been
unable to obtain them from other quarters, it is considered

that cases of hardship may arise in connection with firms

who have undertaken, under considerable pressure from the

Go\ernment, the manufacture of munitions of war. To
meet such cases the Committee suggest the establishment

of a small Committee of Government officials and business

men in leading industries to consider claims of this kind in

the first instance, or to act as a Tribunal to which applicants

can make appeal. The Committee are also of opinion that

it would be of very great assistance to manufacturers and
others, who had been prevented from forming adequate
reserves by the present high rate of the Excess Profits Duty,
if arrangements could be made by which a proportion of the

tax should be retained for a period as a loan upon terms
likely to secure early repayment.
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GOLD PRODUCERS' REPLY TO INCHCAPE REPORT.

Points from Detailed Statement of London Representatives of Gold Mining Industry.

The Gold Producers' viuotticial ComniiUee in hondon

—

consisting of Lijrd Harris, Sir Lionel Phillips, Sir Newton
J. Aloore ami Messrs. Edgar Taylor, i). iMaleolui and
Herbert C. Blyth—issued in printed form a reply to the
findings of Lord inchcape's Committee—printed in our last

issue—in the form of a letter to the Committee's consti-

tuents. We reproduce below the salient paragraphs of the
latest contribution to " The Gold Problvm " discussion:—

THE REAL POINT AT ISSIJE.

" L< I'd Inchcape's Committee on Gold Production having now coii-

oluded its labours and issued it.'?, report, we deem it proper to give
.vou jan account of our stewardship and to express our regret, which
we are sure you will share, that we have been unable to obtain somi;

.
more satisfactory result. Assuming we are compelled to accept the
Committee's conclusicns, we must, neveitheless, e.\pre.'js our regret
that in publishing their report they omitted to publish our letter to

them of the 16th October. ... In the letter we deal first with our
claim to consideration in respect of the increased cost of gold produc-
tion and realisation during the wiw. In this ctnnection our claim was
entirely in our own interests, and was based on grounds of equity.

"We dealt next with the future, and here the paramount con-
sideration was the interests of the State itself, the argument being
that, if, as we believed, the maximum output of gold within the
'Empire was required in the riational niterest, it was incumbent on the
Government to take steps to secure its pioducticn. The real point
at issue betw^een the gold produceis and Lord Inchcape's Committee
is contained in tlie last clause of the hfth paragraph of their con-

clusicns
—

' Gold being the standard of value, no more can properly
be paid for it than its value in currency.' But the question is: What
is the value cf our bullion in our present currency? The Committee
must be well aware that there is no fixed price of gold in relation

to commodities or paper, the only thing that is fixed is the quantity
and fineness of geld in a certain coin, the sovereign or pound sterling,

by which the value of all other commodities is measured and on wh'ch
the fcreign exchanges are fixed.

" The report of the Committee on ' Currency and Foreign Ex-
changes ' in Clause 11 says: 'The greatly increased volnme of bank
deposits, representing a corresponding inciease of purchasing power
and, therefore, leading in conjunction with other causes to a great
rise in p-ices, has brought about a correspcnding demand for legal

tender currency which could not have been satisfied under the
stringent provisions of the Act of 18A4.' That being so, we suggested
that part of the ])rofit which the Government made from the issue of

notes might be allocated to relieve temporarily the precarious pcsition

of many of the mines and maintain, or possibly increase, the pre-

sent output of gold. The Bank of England would still pay the same
price for the gold as it does now, and W'e fail to see if the exchanges
were against us how. under these circumstances, the fcreign purchaser
would get the gold at any price below its par of exchange, whether
the bounty was paid or not. The gold producer would gain, tem-
porarily no doubt, by whatever amount was allocated out of the large

profit which the Government is making en the issue of this currency,

and the t.ixpayer would lose just so much of the profit which he at

present gains. The present position as regards our currency is quite

unprecedented, and a propo.sition which under normal conditions
might seem unreasonable and appear to favour a particular industry
may not be so unsound as the Committee seem to think.

BANK OF ENGLAND AGREEMENT.

During the war producers of gold have suffered special dis-

advai.tagcs which need hardly be repeated here, and which will coi-

tiime at least until there is again a free market for gold and until

freights and normal costs of production return. Upon this aspect of

t!ie subject the Committee's report is not quite correct and is

eminently inconsiderate. Referring to the agreement between the
producer and the Bank of England, the report says :

' We have ascer-

tained that so far from it being the case that any pressure was
exercised upon him by the Government, he accepted readily the
agreement under which the Bank of England agreed to take the whole
•of his products.' This is literally true. But it is not by any means
a complete statement of the case. L"nder the shipping conditions of

the time, the mines, if thev had desired to carry their gold elsewhere
(which, of course, upon patrictic grounds alone thev would not havp
done) would have been unable to do so. There was, therefore, no
alternative but to accept and abide by the arrangement.

" Then the Committee dismisses our contention that the issue of

currency notes had raised prices against ns unduly as against the pro-
ducers of other commodities, who were able to obtain higher priic^

for their products, by saving: 'But it is to be remembered that the
gold producers have always had the advantage of the standard price

of their product during the periods when the price of other commodi-
ties has- fallen. We cannot, therefore, agree that the sense of grievance

is well fouiiiicd in fact.' But this is surely evading tiie point. We
agree witii the CLmmittee's reasons for gold having been adopted
as the standard value, and we also agree inat ' its value, in terms of
commodities, is directly influenced by the laws of supply and demand,'
but in normal times the increase or "decrea.se in the output of gold has
)iad its gradual effect up or down upon prices, and the gold produceis
have suffered or benefited accordingly. The case during the war has
been entirely different. The piesent large issue of inconvertible legal
tender paper meney is in itself a direct interference with the auto-
matic operation of the law of supply and demand as affecting gold.
.\11 that we have suggested is some action to countervail the effect
of this interference.

GOLD RESERVES VERSUS PAPER.
' We are in complete accord with the Committee's view that ' wc

can only maintain our gold reserves in this country if the value of our
experts, visible and invisible, exceed on balance the value of our im-
ports,' and that we must depend on our capacity to render services and
produce commodities wanted elsewhere at a profit. But we are con-
vinced that the attainment of this result will not follow the policy
of raising wages and issuing large quantities of inconvertible paper,
which, if not checked, will not enly intensify the depreciation of the
currency, but will ultimately lead to complete financial collapse. This
view is confirmed by the Report of the Committee on Currencv and
Foreign Exchanges. So much for the past. As regards the future,
the Gold Productioii Cenimittee expresses the belief that the British
Empire will supply 'as much gold as we shall need for the purpcsi-
of strengthening our reserves,' but is of opinion that the amount of
gold which could be secured by a subsidy would be of no advantage
'\Ve a,re not in a position to challenge the view of the Committee in

that cc mie-Hiun and their conclusion may be entirely sound. What
we think fhey do underrate is the extent to which the output of the
British Empire is likely to fall off and the speed at which the sur
viving mines will become exhausted owing to the high costs of pro
duction necessitating the working only of better classes of ore. In
conclusion, we may say we are by no means convinced that gold will

only command, at least for some years to come, the value now being
paid for it by the Bank of England in currenc.v. Circumstances arc
likely to bring abouf considerable changes in the disposal of gold in

the future."

A Government Mint.
The Cape Ar(iiis interviewed Capetown bankers concerning the

proposal for a South African mint, as to _which the Government are
ill communication with the Imperial authorities. The scheme, it was
pointed out, would entail advantages and disadvantages. One point
• mphasised was that there was no profit in minting sovereigns. In
fact, the minting of gold is sometimes carried out at a loss. Banking
<.pinion was that under normal conditions no advantage would
accrue from minting gold in this country. Normally, there would be
a serious disadvantage in the event of the output being greater than
South African requirements, when the finding of an ont'et for the
surplus would mean a readjustment of exchange, and the shipp'jig of
gold across the sea. The Transvaal mint, it was stated, was too
small to serve the country's needs. Silver and copper, it was affirmed,
could both be minted in this country at an appreciable profit. But
South African silver and copper coinage would not pass as legal
tender anvwhere ont.side the L'nion.

'Phone 4673. Box 3162.

OSBORN'S
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ttW & S' J TUBE LINER
Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co., Ltd.,
SHEFFIELD and

JOHANNESBURG.
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"HYDROMAX
New Water Hammer Drills to

ff

supersede Reciprocating Drills.
j

The "Hydromax" weighs 90-lbs. It is Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

^° JS^'^eg^eTfhVt^oS •HVrkOr^M' A Y' The Fastest Rock Drill•HYDROMAXmerits of the - • Ml. M. M. JL^ JEx^i^ 1 A AjL^m in the World.

We have exclutively manufactured drills for thirty-seven years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL & ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA. CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

''\ ===== —

((

Agents -%y^jsa, :^osxs:x:sr & oo.,
Phonei 4113/9. Box 667, JOHANNESBURG. Telegrams: "HOSK en.*

CRADOCKS ROPES

GEO. CRADOCK & CO. (S.A.), LTD.
Offices: 75, 77 CULLINAN BUILDINGS.

P.O. Box 316. Phone 539. TeL Address " ROPES."

JOHANNESBURG.
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MINING AND ECONOMIC QUESTIONS IN THE UNION PARLIAMENT.

Railway Programme—Unclaimed Dividends —A Diamond Diggings Bill.

Replying to a motion in the Senate moved by Senator

Stuart, on the need for Imilding new railways, the Minister

of Railways, Mr. Burton, said that the Government liad

had a very liberal railway poHcy since Union, over 2,300

miles having been built since 1910—which was very liberal

for a country like South Africa. In no country in the world
were there so many railways per head of European popula-

tion as South Africa. Taking the natives and coloured

j)eople into account, the Union had 14h miles per 10,000
inhaiiitants—which was considerably more than most coun-

tries. In regard to the length of railways per tei'ritory, the

Union was also in a most favourable position. He could

not undertake to embark on a policy of constructing railways

which were to act as relief works. He pointed out that

survey work and inspections had been made all the time,

but the cost of railway construction at present would be
almost prohibitive. Renewals, owing to the war and the

exioencies of traffic, were behind, as they were in other

countries. One of the reasons why Sir William Hoy was
in England was to see how to obtain railway material on
the most advantageous terms. The Government had no
intention of postponing an active programme of railway con-

struction until everything was quite normal, or prices were
at the pre-war level, because they might have to wait for

a very long time ; but he must ask members to be satisfied

now with the detailed surveys which had been made. To
his mind, along the path of afforestation lay a better solution

of the poor white problem than building new lines, because
timber was a growing asset and the world's supply was not

equal -to the demand. He would ask the mover to withdraw
the motion, which would be better for everybody concerned,

as the Government could not possibly carry out the motion.

-After Senator Stuart had replied, the motion was withdrawn.

" Forfeited Dividends."

Senator Munnik asked the ]Minister of Finance : Will the

Government bring "forfeited dividends" of companies under
similar regulations to those which compel surrender of un-

claimed balances in banks, and shareholders' liquidation

credits, and such balances generally ; or is it proposed that

companies ai-e to be allowed to retain unclaimed dividends

as profit, and, if so, why'.' The reply was as follows: If

by forfeited dividends unclaimed dividends are meant, they
are dealt with under the provisions of Sections 92 and 98
of the Administration of Estates Act (Act No. 24 of 1913).

Di.\M0ND Diggings Bill.

In the House of Assembly the second reading of the

Precious Stones (Alluvial) Amendment Bill was moved by
j\Ir. F. S. Malan (^Minister of ]\lines), who said that shortly

after Union it was thought possible that a general law con-

solidating the diamond law of the different Provinces could

be introduced, but that had been abandoned, and he con-

sidered definitely. It vi^as then thought to deal with the

alluvial diggings, leaving out the Kimberley and other mines,
but that proved a course not easily to be adopted. In the

meantime, however, matters had come to light in connection

with the administration of the Diamond Law of the Trans-

vaal, causing a good deal of dissatisfaction among diggers,

and it was decided to bring in a short Bill to remove, as far

as possible, those difficulties, and provide for a few things

in existence in the Cape and not m the Transvaal. The
main object of the Bill was to extend to the Transvaal the

system of diggers' licences issued by the Diggers' Com-
mittees. In the Cape that had been the law for a consider-

able number of years. In the Transvaal, Diggers' Commit-
tees were in existence, but they had not the right to issue

licences and say whether the men who applied to work
claims were men of good character. The proposal was to

give the Diggers' Committees the right they had in the-

Cape. In the Cape, if a Diggers' Committee refused to issue

a licence, the applicant could appeal to the chief of the
C.I.D. in Kimberley, whose decision was final. That matter
had repeatedly- been before him as I\Iinister, and the general
desire had been expressed that there should be some other
form of appeal. In the Bill they provided a court of appe.-sl,

consisting of the ^Mining Commissioner of the district, the
chief of the Detective Department, and a claimholder of the
district. That system would be made common to the wholf
of the Union. With regard to working on shares with
natives, in the Cape that was not possible, but in the Trans-
vaal the holder of a claim could go into partnership with
one or two of his natives and pay by results. That led to
endless abuse, and the Bill laid down that this should not
be done. The main principles had been asked for by the
diggers for a considerable time, and the provisions of the
Bill had been carefuly gone into and approved by a confer-
ence of diggers. Last year, said the Minister, the amount
of money realised in consequence of the alluvial diggings was
o\er a million pounds, so the induisti-y was not a small one.

Champ d'Or Extension.

A trial run of the new 10-stamp battery, which has been
erected on the Champ d'Or Extension property near Wit-
poortje, took place last week, and the machinery was found
to be in perfect working order. The owners expressed them-
selves completely satisfied with the progress of the under-
taking.

HAULING ENGINES
ALL OF WHICH ARE IN GOOD CONDITION

:

ONE SINGLE DRUM HOIST, Cylinders 17in., Stroke 50in., Drum
96iii. \ Gin.

ONE TANGYE HAULING ENGINE, DIRECT DRIVE. Cylinders
18in., Strol4e 36in., Acting Hoist, Drums 84in. .\ 30in.

ONE .MILL ENGINE, TANGYE CO.MPOUND, Corliss Valve Gear
and Fly Wheel, H.P. Cylinder 16in., L.P. Cylinder 28in.,
Approximately 250 H.P., Stroke 42in., Fly Wheel I6ft. x
2ft 3in. face, with Worthington Condensing Plant.

GENERATORS
FOUR GENERATORS, SIEMENS AND HALSKE, Model R.

.'i2 50, 2,200 Volts, 39.4 Amps., 375 Revs., PuUevs 3ft. x 2ft.
Face All Belt Driven.

ONE GENERATOR, SIEMENS AND HALSKE 500 Volts.. 230
Amps., 375 Revs. Coupling on Shaft.

ONE LARGE GENERATOR, SIE.MENS AND HALSKE, Type
D.R.R., 97/30, 2,000 Volts.. Ifi5 Amps., 300 Revs. Pulle%
on Shaft -Ift. Sin. approx. x 3ft. IO}i,n. wide Exciter direct
coupled on sam* base. Tvpe L.A. 28/ Ki, 110 Volts., 195
Amps., 300 Revs.

ONE EXCITER, S.A.G.E., C. 25 Form B., .30 Kilowatts, 280
Amps., 125 Volts., 1,050 Revs. Very good and suitable as
a Dynamo.

SCHNEIER & LONDON
Mining Material Merchants,

BREE STREET, NEWTOWN,
Telegraphic Add.

:

JOHANNESBURG.

Nodnolsh." 'Phone 443S. P.O. Box 6009.
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THE JANUARY GOLD OUTPUT IN DETAIL.

Increase of £147,882—Improving Labour Position.

The Chamber of Mines this week announced that the

Transvaal gold output for January was 676,059 fine ozs.,

valued at £2,871,718, being an increase of 34,814 ozs., value

£147,882, over the December return. The increase is mainly

due to an improvement in the native labour position, the

number of boys at work on the gold mines at the end of

January being' 160,599, as against 152,606 at the end of

December, when a decrease of 7,669 native workers w:!S

reported. There are indications that the improvement is

likely to eontimie. For the Witwatersrand and the outside

districts the official gold production figures are as follows:—
Witwatersrand.

January
December

Ozs.

662,205
630,505

Value.

£2,812,867
2,678,217

Increase 31,700

Outside Districts.

134,6.50

January
December

13,854

10,740

58,851

45,619

Increase 3,114

Grand Total.

13,232

January
December

676,059
641,245

2,871,718

2,723,836

Increase 31,814 147,882

In the individual returns given below some substantial

increases will be noticed, including the following: Eandfon-

tein Central, £32,537; Government Areas, £16,506; Modder-

fontein B., £14,332; New Modderfontcin, £10,811; Crown
Mines, £9,731; Knights Deep, £8,938; E.E.P.M., £8,632;

Nourse Mines, £5,246; and Springs Mines, £5,212. The

principal decreases are: Bantjes, £8,500; Durban Deep.

£4,061 ; and Eobinson Deep, £3,674.

Stamp Position.

In January there were 170 fewer stamps in operation

than in December, the totals being 8,284 and 8,454. The
figures for the Witwatersrand and the outside districts are

as follows :
—

Rand. Outside. Total.

January 8,034 2.50 8,234

December ... 8 274 180 8,454

Increase

Decrease

70
170240

Labour Figures.

The native labour figures for the past three months are

as follow :
—

November. December. January.

160,275 152,606 160, .590

11,826 11,851 11,848

4,016 8,180 3, .539

On gold mines
On coal mines
On diamond mines ^.

176,117 167,637

In-dividuai, Returns.

175.986

Aurora West
Bantjes Consolidated
Brakpan Mines
City and Suburban ...

City Deep
Cons. Tianrrjaagte

Cons. Main Reef
Crown Mines
Durban Roodepoort ...

Durban Deep
East Rand Proprietary

Value. Increase. l>cClcasc.

£10,985 £196 .

—

4,409 — £8,.500

86,241 1,189 —
28,765 — 2,8.59

91,415 288 —
51,644 4,057 —
68,367 2,931 —
205,110 9,731 .._

— — 1,024

34,908 — 4,061

146,424 8,631 —

Ferreira Deep
Geduld Proprietary ...

Geldenhuis Deep
Ginsberg
Government Areas ...

jiipiter

Knight Central
Knights Deep
Langlaagte Estate ... .

Luipaardsvlei

Meyer and Cliarlton

Mo'dder B
Modder Deep
New Goch
New Heriot
New Kleinfontein

New Modder
New Primrose
New Unified

Nourse Mines
Princess Estate
Eandfontein Central
Eobinson
Eobinson Deep
Eoodepoort United ...

Eose Deep
Simmer and Jack
Simmer Deep
Springs Mines
Van Eyn Estate
Van Eyn Deep
^'illage Main Eeef ...

v'illage Deep
West Eand Consolidited
Witwatersrand
Wit. Deep
Wolhuter
Miscellaneous

Value.

62,021

63,402
55,968
12,790

188,344
27,908
27,377
70,262

55,654

21,391
39,478
127,755
88,888
13,491

15,067

57,769
170,181

16,345
12,293

50,098

20,398
160,900

45,442
51,075

23,736
54,940
49,057
48,185
73,320
32,011

95,748
25,729
65,886
36,259
38,157

35,800
35,792

15,622

OuTsirjK Districts.

Increase. Decrease.

4,762 —
931 —
289 —
110 —

16,506

Sub Nigel

Barrett

Glvnn's Lydenlnug
T.G.M.E.'
Miscellaneous

Central Mining
]3arnato

Gold Fields ...

General Mining
Mines Selection

Union Corporation

26,149

833
4,126
14,455

13,288

Group Profits.

November.
£210,865
159,347
*2,261

17,266
53,498
62,232

22
8.938

871

1,269

14,332

4,311
446

200
10,811

352
128

5,246

32,537
1,194

1,147

3,453

5.212

1 ,3.59

747
4.142

300
3,156

11,932

403

1 ,887

9,540

1 .558

I^ecomber.

£237,879
139,290

9,316
20,291

56,639
63,419

Totals £508,208

* TiOss.

1,053

285

1 ,372

1,270

3,674

497
285

539

148

1,516

156

January.
£257.634
162,943

5,828
23,485
61,161

66,396

£526,8.34 £577,441

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80% of the Managers, Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— \'ide lint ill fJ.M.E.'s recent Annual Rep >rt.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several huddred successes.

Clauses may be joined at any time.

Address: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, Eloff St.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

A Dull Week—Firmer at the Close—A Run on South-West Diamonds.

At Saturday's call the general trend of the market was
downward. Geduld Props, Government Areas, all the
Modder stocks, with the exception of New Plodders, were
marked down. Randfonteins advanced Is., and Lace Props
and Van Eyn Deeps were the turn harder. The best that
can be said of the rest was that some of them were un-
changed. In the course of the morning Government Areas
were sold at 95s. 3d. and Sprinos Klines at 64s. 3d. South-
West Diamonds were introduced and opened at 02s. 6d.,

rising to 72s. 6d. Before the call on ^Monday South-West
Diamonds again monopolised attention. There were sales

in hundreds at 77s. 6d. and in odd numbers at 80s. ; 10s.

was offered for a thirty days' call. The call was dull with
a further di'op in Government Areas and another advance
in New JNIodders. A forced sale of a parcel of African Farms
brought the price down to 14s. South-West Diamonds made
85s. at the close. The market was firm on Tuesday morning
with the exception of Geduld Props. IModder East and their

options made a small recovery. The other stocks in the
group did nothing. After the call South-West Diamonds
reached £5, receding very soon to 95s. and later to 87s. 6d.,

closing a 92s. 6d. The market was firm in the afternoon.

At the opening on Wednesday interesl was divided between
the new Diamonds at 95s.—^97s. 6d. and Frank Smiths,
which advanced to 4s. 3d. The call was dull. Africans
were again weaker and llodder East and their options lost

all their recent gains. South-Westers closed at £5 7s. 6d.

sales. South-Westers were again in demand on Thursday
morning, and sales were booked at £5 12s. 6d. in hundreds
and £5 15s. for odd lots. The call was satisfaetorj", the only
weakness being in African Farms and Modder East. Geduld,
Government Areas and City De-eps were well ahead and the

remainder firm. The dealings in outside stocks during the
week comprised:—Sales: Makganyene Diamonds, 37s. to

40s. ; Compound Diamonds, 2s. to 2s. 5d. ; Sakalavas, 5s. 6d.

to 6s.; Monteleos, 19s. to 18s.; Erfbloem, 9d. ; New Farms,
Is. lid.; Henderson's Options, Is. Buyers and sellers:

Theron Diamonds, 12s. 6d., buyer; Lydenbm-g Lands, 2s.

to 2s. Id. ; Phoenix,- lid. and Is.

Fri., Sat., Jlon., Tiies., Wed., Thurs.,

7th. 8th. 10th. 11th. 12th. 13th.

Afiican Karms ... 14 7 14 14 14 13 6* 13 9
Anglo-Amer. Corp. . -- — 32 6t — 32 6t 32 6t
Apex Mines .... 6 9 6 6* 6 6* 6 6* — 66*
Bantjes Cons 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0*

Brakpan Mines ... 68 Ot 68 Of 62 6* 63 0* 65 9* 67 9*

Brevten Ccllieries . . — - 11 9* — 11 9* 11 9'

Brick & Potteries . . — — — 4 9' — —
British South Africa. 22 Ot 22 Ot 21 6t — 21 Ot 19 0*

Biishveld Tins . . . lOt 1 If 8* 9* 8* 9'

Cassel Coals 32 6t 31 6t 30 Ot 30 Of 30 Ot 30 0'

Cinderella Cons. ... 5 Ot 5 Of 4 9t 33* 33* 3 Oa
City and Subs. . 7 9* 7 6* 7 6' 7 6* 7 6* 7 6*

Citj' Deeps 51 0* 51 0* 52 52 6* 51 0* 53 6*

Clydesdale Collieries 22 6* 23 6' 23 6* 22 6* 22 6* 23 6*

Con. Investments . . 22 6* 23 6* — 22 6* 23 0* 22 6*

Con. Langlaagtes . . 17 0* — 17 0* 17 0* 17 0* 18
Con. Main Reefs . . 10 6* — 10 6* 10 9* 10 6t 10 0*

Con. Mines Selections 25 0* 25 0* 25 0* 25 3 25 6* 25 6*

Coronation Collieries 45 0' — — — 50 0* —
Coronation Freeholds — 13 — 1 4t 1 5t 1 5t

Crown Diamonds . . 12 12 6 13 13 6 13 3 12

Daggafontein Mines . 25 0* 25 6* 25 6t 25 3* 25 3* 25 0*

Do. Options ... 6 6 0» 5 9* 6 6 5 9* 6 7*

Durban Rood. Deeps -— — — — 7 0* —
East Rand Centrals .23 2 3* 2 3' 2 3* 26 26
East Rand Deeps .10 10 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0'

East Rand Props. .69 69 6 9t — 6 4* —
East Rand Debs. . . £70" — £70* — — £70*

Eastern Golds .... 13* 13* 13* 13* 13* 13*
Frank Smith Dmds. .36 55 3 4* 3 10 44 46
Geduld Props. ... 45 6 44 9 44 9 44 3 44 3* 45 9
Glencairns — — 2 0t — — 10
Olencoe Collieries ..60* — 6 0* 6 0* — 60*
Glvnn's Lvdenburgs. 23 0* 23 0* 25 0* 23 0* — 23 0*

Govt. Areas . . . . 96 3 95 3* 94 6* 94 9 94 9* 95 9
.Ihh. Bd. of Executors 30 0* 30 0* 30 0* 50 0* 30 0* 30 0*

.Tn,)iters 4 6t 4 9t 4 9+ 4 9+ — —
Klerksdoro Props. .30*— — 3 0* 3 Oa —
Knight Centrals .59 5 11 59 5 9" 5 10 5 10*

Lace Props 20 6' 21 6 21 9* 21 9 21 21 0*

Fri., Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed., Ihurs
,

7th. 8th. 10th. 11th. 12th. 13th.
Leeuwpoort Tins . . 24 0* 23 9* 23 9* 24 23 6* 23 9
Lydenourg Farms . . 8 9* 8 11 8 10* 8 10* 8 10* 8 10*
Middelvlei Estates .10* — 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0*
Modder B.'s . . . 156 3t 153 0* 153 0* 153 0* 154 0* 155 0*
Midder Deep.- ... 145 6* 145 0* 14/ Of — 145 0* 1^6 3*
Modder Estates ... 18 4^ 18 2* 18 3* 18 7^ 18 4* 18 3*
Do. Uplions (3yrs.) 4 0' — — 4 5 4 0* 4 0*
Do. Upt.ons l4yrR.) 5 1 5 5* 5 3* 5 7* 5 3* 5 3*
Hume Pipes .... 28 6 23 6 28 0* 28 0* 27 6* 27 6*
Xatal Xavig. Colls. .

— 21 0* — — 21 0* 21 0*
National Banks ... 295 0* 295 0* — 297 6* 300 Ot —
New Biksburgs ... 10* 10* 10* 10* 11 10*
New Eland Dmmonds 24 9 25 Ot 25 25 6 28 28
New Era Cons ... 96* 96* 96* 96* 96* 96*
New Gediiid Deei)s 5 11 5 9' 5 9* 6 0+ 5 9* 5 11*
New Henots .... 12 9* 12 6* 12 6* 12 6* 12 6* 12 6*
New Kleinfonteins . 11 7^ 11 10 9 10 9* 11 0* .11 4*
New Modders ... 520 0* 530 Oa 530 525 0* 530 0* 531 3*
New Unifieds . . . . 6 Ot 6 Ot — 3 6t — —
Nigels 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* 6 Of
'Nourse Mines ... 12 6'^ — — — 16 Ot 16 Ot
Premier Deferreds . 130 0* — — — 135 0* —
Premier Preferred.? .

— _ _ 160 Ot 152 0* 152 0*
Pretoria Cements . . 67 0* 67 6* 67 6* 69 Ot 67 6* 66 0*
Princess Estates . . 3 0' 3 0* 3 0* 3 3* 3 4 3 4
Rand Ccllieries . . 3 6* 3 6* 3 6* 3 6* — 3 6*
Rand Nucleus .... 1 9* 1 8* — 1 lOt — 19*
Rand Select. Corp. . 80 0* — 83 Ot — — —
Randfontein Deeps . 4 9* 5 0* 5 3t 5 0* 5 0* 5 0*
Randfontein Estates . 15 0* 16 16 15 9* 15 0* —
Roberts Victors ... — — — — — 50 6
Rooibergs 6 6^ 6 61- 6 6t 6 6t 5 6* 5 0'
Rnodepoort Unite Is. 3 Of 2 0' — — 2 6* —
Rvan Nigels .... 3 4* 3 6* 3 6* 3 6* — 38*
thebas 1 9t 13' — 13* 1 9t —
Simmer & Jacks . . 6 Ot — — — 6 0+ —
Simmer Deeps ... — 2 6t — — 2 Ot
S.A. Breweries . 33 0* 33 0* 33 0* 32 6* 33 0* 33 6*
S.A. Lands . . 5 11* 5 11* 6 0* 6 1* 6 1 6 3
Springs Mines .... 64 6 64 0* 64 64 64 3 64 6
Sub Nigels 25 0* 25 0* 25 0* 25 25 0* 25 0*

Swaziland Tins .... — 27 Of — 25 0+ — 26 0+
Transvaal Lands . .

— — 24 0' — — 24 0*
Trans. G.M. Estates. 14 6* 14 3* — 14 3* 14 6* 15
Van Rvn Deeps ... 67 9 68 0* 67 6* 68 67 9 68
Village Deeps .... 16 0* 16 0* — 16 0* 16 0* 16 6
Western Rand Estates — — — 2 6t 2 3t 1 6*

Witbank Collieries .
— 57 6* — —

•

— —
Witw.atersrands. . .

— — — 19 0+ — 19 0+
Wit. Deeps 10 3* 10 3* 10 6* 10 0* 11 0* 11 6*
Wit. Townships . . 27 Ot 26 0+ — 27 0+ 26 Ot
Wollniters — 3 6t 3 3 0* 3 0* 3 1'

Zaaiplaats Tins ... 15 5 13 C 13 0* 12 6* 13 12 ^'

New States 22 0* 22 0* 22 0* 22 0* 22 0* 22 0:i

S. Van Rvns .... 12 1* 12 0* 12 12 0* K 0* 12
S.A. Alkalis .37 6t — 52 0* 31 6* 39 0* 31 0*
Tweefontein Colls. . 22 6' 22 6' 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6*
Tweefontein Pref. . 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6* 22 6*

West Springs .... 24 0" 24 0* 23 9* 24 3* 24 9* 24 9*
West Springs Options 9 0* 9 6* 9 6* 9 9* 10 0* 10 0"

New Jaggers 90 0* 90 0* 90 0* — —
Union 5 iier cent.: 7th, £102 l.S^.* ; 8lh. £102 1."^*.*

;
JOth. £102 17s.

6d. ; 11th, £102 17s. 6-).*; 12th, £102 15s.: 13th, £102 15s.*

•Buyers. tSellers ,\Odd lots. bEx London.

Smoother Ships for Speed.
From the considerable amount of experience that has

been obtained in England on the construction of steam
and motor ships with electrically welded joints there is every
reason to believe that welding will become one of the stan-

dard processes in shipbuilding. By the elimination of rivets

and riveting much material and a great deal of costly and
tedious labour are saved. The welded ship, being light-er

and having a smooth skin, can carry more cargo and make
highei' speed tlian a vessel with riveted joints. The welded
joint can be made much superior to the riveted joint in

compactness and stren.vth. At present it would not be wise
to have a welded vessel built by other than a firm of the

highest repute, but there is no doubt that a first-class ship-

builder, using all the resources at his disposal, can turn out

a welded ship which offers more advantages, structural and
otherwise, than are obvious from n first consideration of the
problem.
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THE MINERAL INDUSTRY OF SOUTH AFRICA AND ITS
FUTURE.*—IV.

[By P. A. W.\GNF,R, B.Sc, Ing.D.J

Iron-Ore—Iron.

As a result of conditions due to the war South Africa is

at last about to enter the ranks of the world's iron producers.

Two small blast furnaces are actually on the point of behig

blown in, and two others are expected to be in operation

within the next two or three months ; so that what was

considered a few years ago as being without the bounds of

commercial practicability will shortly be an accomplished

fact. The sedimentary iron ores of the Pretoria series and

Karroo system afford the bases of all four ventures. The

furnaces already completed are those of the Pretoria Iron

Mines, Ltd., aiid of the Transvaal Blast Furnace Company,

Ltd. The former company propose smelting in a 50-feet

furnace, with coke prepared from Dundee coal, a mixture

of siliceous and " clay-band " ores from the lower portion

of the Pretoria series. The siliceous ore, an arenaceous

ootltie ironstone,! in which most of the iron is present as

rriartite, assays from 40 to 54 per cent, of iron, and from

14 to 22 per cent, of silica; sulphur and phosphorus being

both very low, and titanium present in traces only. The
" clay-band " ore assays from 50 to 55 per cent, of iron,

from 7 to 9 per cent, of silica, and from "5 to '6 per cent,

of phosphorus. Both types of ore can be very cheaply

mined, and are available in enormous quantity, millions of

tons of the siliceous ironstone being actually in sight. lime-

stone from Taungs, in Bechuanalaiid, is to be used as flux.

The furnace has a capacity of from 12 to 15 tons of pig iron

per diem. The Transvaal Blast Furnace Company,, who

liave erected a 50-feet blast furnace at Vereeniging in con-

nection with the Union Steel Corporation, intend smelting

a very pure bedded magnetite ore, found in the Transvaal

coal measures on the farm De Roodepoort, No. 67, seven

miles east of Ermelo. As there is very little information

on record regarding the iron ores of the Transvaal coal

measures, it may be noted that they occur irregularly inter-

stratified with the almost horizontal sandstones of the Ecca

series in Ermelo and Middelburg districts. ||
The beds are

up to 6 feet in thickness—the average thickness being about

18 inches—and occur at varying distances above the coal

seams, sometimes resting directly on them. They are in

the form of attenuated lenses and consequently impersistent

;

the quantity of ore available—in comparison with the

reserves in the Pretoria beds—being small. The ore is thinly

laminated and ranges in character from soft brown limonite,

through compact red ha;matit« to dense, hard fine-grained

magnetite, the last being a product of the metamorphism
of beds of limonite and htematite by sheets of dolorite

intrusive in the coal measures. The ore to be smelted at

Vereeniging is of this type, occurring almost immediately

below a sheet of dolerite. It is the purest iron-ore yet

discovered in South Africa, assaying from 6G to 69 per cent,

of iron and from "5 to I'S per cent, of silica. Sulphur and

phosphorus are low, and it is quite free from titanium. The
tonnage in sight, however, is not very great. A third Trans-

vaal company, proposing to undertake the production of iron

and steel, is the Locale and Industrielle Maatschappij of

Pretoria, who have leased a large ai-ea of the Pretoria town

lands adjoining the lease of the Pretoria Iron Mines, Ltd.

The other hlast-furnaces referred to are in Natal, one at

Wentworth, a suburb of Durban, and the other at Sweet-

waters, near Maritzburg. The former is being erected by

the Iron, Concrete, and Asbestos Company, of Durban, and

the latter was put up many years ago by Mr. S. L. Green.

A preliminary alitempt, recently made, to utilise this furnace

failed, but I understand that after certain alterations have

beert carried out a further atteinpt is to be made. In both

instances sedimentary iron-ores from the Ecca beds of the

Karroo system are to be smelted. That for the Wentworth

" Being Presidential Addresss read before the S.A. As.sociation for
tile Advaiicemciit of Science.

ICf. WiiRner, P. A., and Stanley, 0. TI. ; S.A. Min. .I.nim (I9171,

.Inly II and 28, and An^iist ! and IS.

liC'/. Hendorw.n, ,7. MoC. : l'n,c (;<„}. .V„r, V..-!. (iimO), 21.

furnace is being quarried at Elvarston, while at Sweet

-

waters it is proposed to use a mixture of local ore and
Ermelo magnetite. The progress of these smelting ventures,
at least two of which are merely the forerunners of far moi e

ambitious projects, will be watched with the greatest

interest, as it is generally recognised that an established
iron and steel industry would be of the utmost benefit to

the whole of South Africa. Prospects are very hopeful, as

the South African demand for iron and steel is well over
50,000 tons per annum, and is almost certain to increase.?

The dimensions to which the industry \\\\\ ultimately attain

depend largely upon the success of the efforts that are to

be made as soon as practicable at Pretoria, to smelt the rich

titaniferous magnetites of the Bushveld complex. The
available reserves of these ores are practically inexhaustible
—1 estimate them at least at 2,000,000,000 tons—and if

they could, as suggested by Stanley, 11 be smelted on a large

scale in admixture with the siliceous ore of the Pretoria

series—of which I estimate that there are some 1,000,000,000
tons available—using cheap non-caking Transvaal coal as

fuel. South Africa should be able to export iron and steel

in competition with the great iron-producing countries of

the world.

Ikon Pyritk

Owing to the increasing difficulty of obtaining adequate
supplies of sulphur from Sicily and the United States, a

considerable jiroportion of the sulphuric acid requirements

of the large explosive comp.vnies and other industrial con-

cerns is now manufactured from pyrite mined, or obtained

as a by-product of gold mining, in the Transvaal. The
available reserves of the mineral are considerable, and, as

the acid can be made more cheaply from local pyrite than
from imported sulphur, there is every prospect of pyrite

mining becoming one of the permaneTit industries of the

country.

Kaolin.

Since the closing-down of the pottery at Olifantsfontein,

between Germiston and Pretoria, the only use to which
kaolin has been put in South Africa is the manufacture of

whiting, distempers, and wall paints, " Blanco," and the

like. The principal producers are the Sienna Paint Com-
pany, of Durban, who obtain their kaolin from a deposit

near Padleys Station, on the Durban-Maritzburg railway.

Le.'VD.

Small pockets and veins of galena occur and have been

worked at many localities in the dolomite of the Transvaal

system in the Transvaal and on the Kaap Plateau. The
mineral is also found in fissure veins in the Pretoria series

and in the Waterberg sandstone formation, of which several

are being exploited. At the present time the lead output

of the Union is derived mainly from a vein in Waterberg
sandstone, in the Blaauwberg range, in the northern part

of the Zoutpansberg district of the Transvaal, and from
occurrences in the dolomite. There is little prospect of any
considerable increase in production. A plant for the pro-

duction of white lead from cerussite has been erected at

the Edendale lead mine, to the north of Hatherly.

§r/. Stanley, G. H. : S.A. J<mrn. Imlimlries, December, 1917.

i'Cf. Joinii. Chein. Mel. and Min. Soc. ."?..-!. . November, 1909, and
.May, 1910.

{To be coniiuucd.)

Enemy Advertising.
This Journal is conductc<l in the interests of commercial

and technical intercourse between Great Britain, her Allies

and South Africa. Subject to the conditions of Peace, its

pages will not be available for assisting the recovery of

markets for German and Austrian goods.
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GOLD IN RELATION TO EFFORT.

Are New Standards of Value Required?— What Mr. Hennen Jennings Said in
1903.—Tlie American Committee's Views.

In our issue ol February It^t the Special Corresjioiulent, who
w rote the exceedingly informative series of articles on the
Rand's Peace problems, states that he has very little space
left for any suggestion of constructive policies, but he
throws out the idea that we want better and sounder stan-
dards of value. " What we want is a standard not only of

gold values, but of effort value that is work value," he says,

and he agitates for a world conference to deal with standards
of value. Further, he suggests that the present price for

gold, which is 77s. Od. per oz. nearly, is an obsolete conven-
tion, which is not in any sort of work-a-day relation to the
value standards of to-day." It is interesting to recall the
opinions of by-gone days on this self-same subject, particu-

larly in regard to the relation of gold and work standards.

Sixteen years ago, Mr. Hennen Jennings, who was at

that time Chief Consulting Engineer of tlie Corner House, ia

his Presidential address read before the Institute of Mining
and Metallurgy in Loudon, read a most instructive paper
on gold production, with particular reference to the great

development of the South African fields. This paper was
given the heading of " A Sovereign's Worth," and it con-

tained much that is of deep interest at the present time.

Mr. Jennings, in introducing his subject, remarked:—
" In my experience of gold mining, extending over twenty years,

and carried on ui tlie countries of North and South America and Africa,

the ditiicu'ties of obtaining this royal metal have certainly been most
indelibly impressed upon me; also its CLquettish, alluring capriciousness

;

but a stiU greater fact that has slowly dawned upon me is, that the

golden stores for wliich man so strenuously battles are not guarded by
dragon or flaming sword, but merily by an account book. In this

nature's ledger an account is kept, not with the individual, but man as

a whole. Un one side are put the f-arying amounts of energy, work
of hand or brain, that have been given by the different units of man

;

on the other side amounts of gold given out by nature. From him
nature demands her full dues, even charging high interest for her

services as accountant. Tire balance-sheets are not regularly issued,

but on the whole are fa'rly made. What I mean is that successes in

the various goldfields of the wtrld have been balanced by the failures,

and that the mining man has had to pay as much (even more) in

labour tor the gold he obtained as tluit gold could purchase in labour

in other fields." I further, and perhaps rashly, indulged in metaphor
as follows: "I claim that gold coins can be truly called .storage

cells,in to which man can pump thrcugh his dynamo (mining industry)

the labour of his hands and t;ie subtle energy of his brain, and store

them for future and concentrated use under the name of latent man-
power. To prevent the cells running down it is necessary to keep the

gold mining dynamo running—when it stops, the value of the cells is

but short-lived. Excessive running disintegrates the cells. This is only

stating that when gold beccmes too scarce it has but little value, -and

when too plentiful, none. One of the marvels of the industry is the

adjustment and regulation by nature's account book of the force going

into the cells. The history of gold mining for thousands cf years

shows that this has been so regulated at the central station that the

colls have neither died out nor entirely burnt out."

." Some apprehension may be felt that this great increase in the pro-

duction of gold will militate against its usefulness as a standard of

value. But investigation of trade statistics and business enterprises

during the period under review, as well as the great leaps shown in the

output of other metals, such as steel and copper, show that the demand
for gold has kept pace with the supply ; and the facts that will be
presented go to prove that even in. the most promising goldfields of the

world man must on an average fully pay for his gold."

Mr. Hennen Jeiinings has more latterly been chairman
of the committee appointed by the Secretary of the Interior

of the United States Government to study the gold situation.

A summary of this Committee's report., dated October 30,

1918, will be found elsewhere in this issue. In the report

of this committee we find similar thought and language to

that contained in Mr. Jenning's Presidential speech in 1903.

Thus on page 6 of the report we read that " the part gold

has played is not apparent at first sight, but as that metal
has been accep^ed by the \'\orkers throughout the world as a

fixed and stable token of wealth, its acquirement has been
an incentive to effort through all the ages in all industries

and occupations. It binds together in common purpose all

v/orkers and is the most nearly universal unit of labour

of which we have knowledge. Its value is not based upon

tjie fiat of any one Government. For the accumulated gold
of the past or the prospective gold of the future, nature has
and will demand an equivalent of human effort in its obtain-
ment. I'luis, a gold coin represents a storage cell of human
enei-gy, having potential value on a labour basis, and in this
way has been vitally instrumental in creating confidence and
unity of action among the workers of different parts of the
world."

Our Special Correspondent in tlie issue of the Souih Afri-
can Minmg Journal of February 1st, asks for new standards
of gold values in relation to efl:'ort. It would be interesting
to have Mr. Jenning's view on our correspondent's case,
that the present price for gold is an obsolete convention
which is not in any sort of relation to present value stan-
dards.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.
From the Souih African Mining Journal of February

17th, 1894.

" The now famous dispute about the Langlaagte claims
has been the subject of much comment in the Press and
elsewhere, and there are not wanting signs of endeavour to
obscure the issues and to create a feeling in favour of those
who, on every possible ground affecting public interest and
private right, should be made to understand that their action
in attacking titles is condemned."

* * # *
" We are glad to learn that Mr. William Grant, the

Chamber of Mines Native Labour Commissioner, will be im-
mediately despatched on a special mission to the Northern
districts in the hope that by the exercise of his per-i^onal

influence with Magato and otiier chiefs he may be able to
bring about a marked increase in the supplies of labour, at
present drawn from that quarter."

* * * *

Transfer of the Salmon Block to the Consolidated Gold
Fields Company has been completed.

* * * *

Tenth half-yearly report of the Meyer A Charlton 'pub-
lislied

;
profit for the six months, £28,400.

tF ")v )(- ^

The gold output for December, 1893, is declared at
1 19,814 ozs. 6 dwts.

Worcester.
—

" We shall await with considerable interest
the results of the plant which is being erected by the Rand
Central Ore Reduction Company for the treatment of this

company's tailings, seeing that the process of precipitation

of gold from the cyanide solution by means of electrolytic

deposition on to thin sheets of lead will be tried for the first

time upon a commercial as opposed to an experimental
scale.

* * * *

At the monthly meeting of the Witwatersraud Chamber
of Mines, Mr. Lionel Philips occupied the chair, and thei^e

were also present, Messrs. Carl Hanau, Jas. Durham, T.

Palmer, J. H. Leslie, T. Creewel, T. Holliday, G. Rouliot,

J. Eckstein, W. St. John Cnrr, W. Y. Campbell, E. W. Peir-

scn, E. Lippert, W. Hosken, G. Sonn, R. Goldmann, H.
A. Rogers, T. Mosenthal. Abe Bailey, James Hay, G. W.
Jameson, F. J. Dormer, Geo. Goch, W. T. Graham, John
Tudhope, Carl Jeppe and W. H. Rogers.

* * # *

Mr. Frederick H. Hatch contributes an article on the De
Kaap Gold Fields.

* * * *

The Share Market has remained fairly firm. East. Rands
advance to 14s. 6d.
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I ^t48r CHRISTOPHER & SHILLITO, Ltd. 'mT I

ENGINEERS AND IRON FOUNDERS.

C/o Miller and Eighth Streets.

New Doornfontein. JOHANNESBURG. =

I SPECIALITIES.—Steelwork, Castings, Trucks Coal Tubs, Forgings, S

S Tanks, Pump Spares, Mill Spares, Shoes and Dies §

I (Old Park Forge. Sheffield. England). I

i;jlMlin8IHIIMIIIIIIflH8IMIIlllllllllBn»Hllllllll9ISIISIIIIIi88eiH8ll8l(llll6llllfllllllllllllll'r;

does not burn out, it's made of heat resisting materials. It does not harden, because each

single strand contains lubricant.

(3-I"V:H]S XiOlSTGi- SER^VXCE
by unstranding any siie valve packed from one spool of " Palmetto " Twist.

LET US SEND YOU A SAMPLE FREE.

GREENE,TWEED&Co.
Sole Manufacturers.

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

BARTLE & CO., LTD., Johannesburg.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.
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LEAVES FROM A PROSPECTOR'S NOTE BOOK.

II.—The Summons.

To the average man—and particularly to the city or office

man, provided he has a spark of romance and adventure in

his cosmos—there are few lives so attractive as that of the

prospector. The wide plains and the unatlassed hills, the

illimitable spaces, the surfeit of God's unalloyed air, and
the realisation of unfettered freedom, the drink at the river,

the canopy of the tent of blue we prisoners call the sky,

the buck steak cooked over the wood ashes, and the dazzling

promise of untold wealth ! How many a man tied to his

desk has visualized this life of unrestrained splendour!
" I would like to be a prospector," he says to himself as

he wearily surveys the day's work done; a pile of papers

and a litter of baskets. "
I would like to count my labours

in terms of miles that I have \\alked and ridges that 1 have
climbed, not bj" the measure of letters answered and cheques
unsigned. I would love to possess a little prospect of my
own ; even if it was the poorest little prospect in Christen-

dom I would treasure it as though it were my own son!

It is only one of the many anomalies of the strange old

problem which we call life that most prospectors are just

as dissatisfied with the life elysian (as it is regarded by
the office man) as the office man is discontented with the

four walls of his existence.
" It's a hard life, a danmed hard life. Tons of graft and

little reward. Fever and heat, penury and cold, and then

if you ever do find anything it's not you that'll get the

spondulex, but the big bloke from Johannesburg." That
is the denunciation of his own existence which will fall from

the lips of the average prospector. A certain amount of

experience has taught me that it is just as natural for the

prospector to grouse as it is for the soldier to grumble. Any
man who has had a little experience in khaki will tell you
that a soldier who doesn't grouse must be positively un-

healthy. Similarly, I should give it as a well-considered

opinion that a grouseless prospector must have something

very seriouslv wrong with him.
' * * * «

One very connnon grumble of the prospector's is that the

old times have passed away and that the days we live in

are poor and colourless by comparison. The prospector i,-

not, of course, by any means the only type of person who
grouses and grumbles and everlastingly deplores the fact

that the sunshine hours of life have passed away—oh, dear,

no ! Crowned heads are supposed to be everlastingly weary
and even millionaires have been known to commit suicide.

But the prospector must, it seems, if he be true to type,

grumble and rep;ret to a reallv remarkable degree .

Old William Evcrpoor was ;i very representative speei-

nicu of this brand of .humanity—Everpoor, I may suggest,

was not his real name, but it will suffice, and I might add
that in the pre-war days he was commonly known as " Old
Bill," a designation which is to-day the immortal copyright

of Bairnsfather and the trenches.

The first time I met Everpoor was in a bar in Hartley,

jMashonaland. He was then a handsome man in the late

afternoon of life. He had a bronzed face, a beard in which
silver and gold seemed to l)attle for the mastery, and a

singularly musical and attractive voice. But the tunc that

voice sang was a sad one. He had just returned from a

long trip up to the Angwa and apparentlv had drawn a

blank.
" Times is not what they used to be," he remarked to

the bar-keeper and the world in general, including myself.
" Seems to me they've put a ring fence round the world
all right. A man can scarcely shoot a bit o' buck meat for

himself without gettin' into trouble. An' most evei-y

prospeek from here to the Zambesi is pegged and protected

by some son of sin an' backed by the Companj'. Used to

be different in the old days. Used to be different even before

the war (he was referring, of course, to the Boer War). In
them times a man could shoot a duiker without havin' to

go in court and perjurin' his immortal soul by swearin' that

the buck tried to bite him and he shot in self-defence. In

those days, too, folks wain't too [jnrticulnr about the minin'

laws. But now—well, you can't possess a detonator without

a permit, and you ain't even allowed to kill fish with dyna-

mite. There's too many laws in the world. We're gettin'

over-legislated!

He banged the bar counter with his tremendous fist and
looked challengingly ai'ound at me.

" I've a good mind to pull out altogether, Dick," he

said presently, in a more gentle tone, as he addressed the

barman. " Think I'll go to town (Salisbury) and get a job

as a perishin' shop-walker, or somethin' like that.''

He strode disconsolately out of the bar, and I did not

again set eyes on old Everpoor until a few months ago when
I met hirri on the Salisbury Railway Station. He had just

come back from the Never Never Country in the far-away

Achewa land, and this time his errand had not been futile.

He had discovered something big, something going the usual

ounce per ton over 6 feet. But it was " to H and gone
from everybody and everything. One has to get far afield

to-day to get a bit away from the Law," he explained; " an'

even up there the Company has got the grips on you."
^F tF w w

He reiterated his complaint that things were not what
the}' used to be. His face was seared with the lines of

fever and the gold had gone out of his beard, leaving it all

silver. His old mind had gone back to the halcyon times

of yesterday. "Things were better before the war." It

is worthy of remark that all events in South Africa are

chronologically referable in some way or other to a war, and
I asked him which epoch of slaughter he now referred to.

On this occasion it was the Great War. He felt very sore

about Armageddon because he had been told that he was
too long in the tooth to fight. " An' I'd never last long in

a Base job," he explained. And so he had buried himself

in the great solitudes and just after the signing of the

armistice he wandered into his old headquarters in town, at

last, as he thought, a rich man. The samples and reports

he brought back from the far north were certainly most
promising ; so good that a Salisbury mining magnate
advanced him two hundred pounds on the strength of his

discovery. He was no longer old Everpoor; he was fast

becoming Everrich.
'SF 'fe w "TV

And therein lay his undoing. Influenza was raging in

Mashonaland at the time and he proceeded to test a theoi-y

very popular with many old timers in Rhodesia. His
method was to drink not wisely but too well, the thesis

being, of com-se, that alcohol killed germs. For a while

the theory seemed to be correct. But if he succeeded in

frightening away the dread pueumonococci he enticed

rodents. The old man grew worse and worse. He used
occasionally to confide in me that it was the purple type
with the long green tails which frightened him most.

One night in a fit of madness he left his room in the

hotel. The barman missed his trembling hand and quavering
demand for a pick-me-up the next morning. He was gone,

summoned away by the call of the Ranges. Had he
possessed a million he could never have refused that call.

Men of his type have raised themselves on their death-beds
to obey it. And so he set his face to his wild beloved North
and the "prospeek" that would make him a millionaire. Yet
what shall it profit a man'.' They found him on the Sinoia

Road a week later dead. Influenza'? Yes, tiiat and drink

and Anno Domini.
Apd so the " prospeek " of old Everpoor who was

destined to become ever rich still awaits an owner up there

in the brooding solitudes of the distant North. The call of

the Ranges had summoned him, and he had crossed the

Great Divide before he could grasp the reward for which he
had toiled for half a century. It is too often the way, I

hear you remark. Yes, but old Everpoor would never have
been satisfied with a million or ten millions and a civilised

kingdom. He had the wilds in his blood. And I feel sure

that he will sleep better on the Sinoia Road than in any
gaudy Mausoleum of the Mighty.
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the
Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

Money and Prices.

To the Editor, S.A. Mhiing and Engineering Jouni'd.

Sir,—I am not a graduate of any University, neither am
I a political economist or a banker. I do not, therefore, hope
to throw any informative hght on the extraordinarily abstruse
and interesting problems concerning gold in its relation

to credits, prices of commodities, industrial expansion, and
labour values, which have been so ably dealt with io the

columns of your paper, I am, however, a thoughtful man,
and I have read not only your articles " Eand Mines and
Peace Problems," but the report of the Inchape Commis-
sion, the Gold Producers' Committee, and the Vassar-

Smith Commission's findings. They are each and all ex-

traordinarily interesting, but after reading them I feel con-

sidei-ably bewildered and not a little anxious. I am told that

the gold standard must be maintained and more gold pro-

duced. I learn that the world's gold output is declining, and
that there is little prospect of the discovery of new and im-

portant gold fields. I gather, too, that in the last four years

the Big Powers have issued far more paper than they can
redeem in gold currency. I have tried to think these things

out to their logical conclusions until my brain has got into

a state of perfect chaos, and I invariably get back to the

same conclusion that you are dealing in a problem of con-

tradictions so immense and subtle that no one can define

its cause and effect and solution in a sufficiently lucid

manner for an ordinary man to grasp. There are one or two
questions which appear to be comparatively simple, and

which arise out of all this gold question, which I should like

to have answered; so far, I have been wholly unable to get

an intelligent reply to them. Perhaps you or your Special

Con-espondent can help.

Firstly, I am told that the more plentiful gold is the

higher becomes the price of commodities and vice versa, the

scarcer gold becomes the cheaper becomes the cost of living.

What I want to ask is this : if gold was abolished from the

world altogether would one be able to live for nothing? Is

this a logical reasoning? On the face of the above postulates

it seems to be. And similarly, how much additional gold

would the Further East Eand have to produce before a suit

of clothes, which cost six pounds iu 1913 and which costs

twelve pounds now, be purchasable at not less than a hun-

dred guineas?

Secondly, admitting it is true that the big Powers can't

redeem their i.o.u.s, is the world bankrupt, and do you sug-

gest that I should turn my savings into, say, pigs or flour

The largest and most varied

stocks In South Africa of

IRON and STEEL
BARS, ANGLES, etc.

COPPER and BRASS
SHEETS, RODS and TUBES.

MRROWN "«. MAIN STREET,
. Pt^V^Vrn. JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 6770. P.O. Box 1826. Tel. Addresi. " MAUBEOWN."

and cloth? One can't eat savings, and you can't keep wann
with a five-pound note wrapped around you ! But with
pigs and flour one can stave off starvation, and with cloth
one can make raiment. Thirdly, your correspondent says
that the purchasing value of a sovereign is only 12s. There-
fore, ten shillings is only worth six shillings, two-and-six is

only worth eighteen pence, and a tickey is therefore not
worth two pence. If a tickey is not worth tuppence has a
penny any value at all? Also, if a fiver is only worth three
pounds, what has happened to the other two pounds?

—

I am, etc.,
•' BEWILDEEED."

[Our correspondent's questions show that if, as he says,

he has read the report of the several committees on the gold
question, he has not digested them. His, first and second
questions are answered in the report of the Vassar-Smith
Committee, and the exact passages will bo found printed else-

whei'e in this issue. His third and fourth problems are ex-

plained by the fact that a sovereign will only purchase the
same amount of commodities as 12s. would have under pre-

vious conditions, as prices of commodities have risen pro-

portionately. The decreased purchasing power of the

sovereign or the fiver is due to the inflation of credit, largely

by means of State paper issues combined with the scarcity

and decreased production of commodities, due to the war.

—

Ed., S.A.M. & E.J.]

MINING MEN AND MATTERS.
Mr. J. I\l. Calderwood is on a- visit to Natal.

* * * *

With reference to the article appearing in our last issue

regarding the mineral potentialities of the Congo, it is inter-

esting to note that the gold exports of that country rose

from 3 million francs in 1912 to 10 millions in 191G. Simi-

larly, diamonds touched 375,000 francs in 1913, and in 1916

reached 1,300,000 francs.
* * * *

We understand that Jly. H. .\. Lehleit, the Pn)lc>sor ol

Economics at the South African School of Mines and Tech-

nology, has in the Press an important work on the subject

of Rand gold, cvu-rency and prices.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
ill enquiries addressed to the Editor must bear the writer'i nonti

and full address. We cannot reply to enquiries by Utter, but

telegrams with replies prepaid will be answered. Correspondents

are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

" Interested."—We should advise you to leave the venture

alone.
" A Newman."—In the absence of any specific agreement

to the contrary, the purchaser pays the transfer fees;

but the matter is always subject to amingement be-

tween the parties. The transfer fees are 1^ per cent.

In a transaction of the magnitude you mention a lawyer

had better be consulted.
• D.D."—Beyond the official statement in the daily papers

we know nothing. Write to the secretary.
" Shareholder."—Your suggestion that the mine should be

sold cannot be meant seriously. Besides, you do not

give your name.
" J.T.W." (Standerton).—The higher costs are due to the

fact that the rich patches in the mine are far apart, and

much unprofitable work has to be done to get at them.

Costs are, therefore, not likely to come down.
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Rhodesian Section.

DECEMBER RHODESIAN MINERAL OUTPUT IN DETAIL.
We have received for publication from tlie office of the

Rhodesia Chamber of Mines (Incorporated) the following

detailed statement of the mineral output for the month of

December, 1918, with comparisons and values:—
MATABELELAND.

No. of Tons Vit'ld. Value,

stamps, treated. Ozs. £
BcLAWAYO District.

Annasona (Rhodesia, Ltd.) 3 IP 310 205.51 851
Do. (sands) — 216 48.15 199

Antelope G.M. (Rhod.) Co. ... 2BM 2P IT 3,290 619.80 2,638
Do. (sands) — 3,026 626.76 2,657
Do. (slags) F — 180.99 724

Balmoral (W. Arbery) 5 475 88.97 369
Bapauiie (A. W. Wilson), Nov. .. (3) 90 81.79 339

Do. December 3 88 82.14 341
Bothal (W. H. Robinson), Nov. .. (5) 104 21.36 88

Do. December 5 107 19.09 79
Bushtick Mines, Ltd. (clean up)..- — — 252.36 1,046
Camp (Carson Mines, Ltd.) 5 IP 533 198.80 824

Do. (sands) — '

320 46.47 193
Donavie (D. De ViUiers)

—

November Pannings — — 16.8 7
Durban (Durban Svnd.) 5 300 185.26 768

Do. (sands) — 152 24.90 103
Eagle Hawk (T. Berwitz) 5 320 111.10 461
Fred & Fred IW (Transvaal and

Rhodesian Estates) 10 2P 1,850 994.82 4,124
Do. (sands) — 1,850 477.32 1,979

Germania (A. G. Hadingham) 2N 2P 816 43L74 1,790
Honi (Horn Reef Svnd.) 5 380 151.66 629

Do. (sands) ../ — 260 18.83 78
Howard (Howard Syndicate) 5 736 138.54 574
Jessie (Jessie Tributors) 10 2P 950 302.42 1,254

Do. (sands) — 614 38.49 159
Jumpers (J. P. McCay) 5 336 208.43 864

Do. (sands) — 224 40.66 168
Lonely Reef G.M. Co 20 3T 4,240 1,631.44 6,763

Do. (slime) — 4,240 2,578.23 10,688
Mali (E. C. Smvthe) Nov. clean up — — 142 6

Marlish (C. A. 'Abbot) 2 25 2.81 12

Matabele Queen's Co., Ltd 10 2P 1,013 253.21 1,050

Do. (.sands) — 1.013 59.19 245
Moreton Pinkney (J. Robinson) ... 2 80 23.46 97
Napoo (H. Ashburner), Nov 3 50 9.28 38
Near Bv (R. Innes) 2 4 4.07 17

New Eclipse (J. R. Stewart) 5 IT 1,250 581.02 2,408
Newtonfontein (A. H. Newton) ... 3 330 205.99 854

Nicholson (G. Black), Oct. clean up — — 20.77 86

Do. November — — 131 5

Petrel (E. Warren) 5 275 89.89 373

Red Rose (F. C. Barrett) 5 31 20.21 84

Rhodesian Queen (R. Aserman) ... 5 90 59.56 247

Sabi (Fletcher & Williamson) 10 600 39.52 164

Do. (sands) — 780 135.58 562

Stock's Luck (E. W. Bosomworth)
November 5 130 49.98 207
Do. (sands) — 650 63.64 264

•Wainui (Moll & Co.), September... 3 160 71.38 296
Wit Boy (Wit Boy Synd.), clean up 5 — 14.42 60

Bulawayo District Total 11,514.22 £47,822

GWELO DI8TEICT.

Babs (Beach & Bobv) H 205 93.47 387

Cactus (Renton & Gray), November 5 300 69,18 287

Do. (sands) — 280 32.77 136

Chicago 2 (Beaton & Baldachin) .. 3 180 33.39 138

Chimborazo (Wonderland Trib. Svn.) 5 IP 383 125.09 519

Do. (sands) "... — 234 38.78 161

Commonage (H. W. Grav) IT 418 40.25 167

Conqueror (Lepnington &' McConkev) 5 200 156.20- 647

Csardas (WolfshaU Svnd.) 10 600 198.99 825

Do. (sands) ...
'. — 1.350 74.92 311

Danga (Wonderland Trib. Svnd.)... 5 IP 89 27.10 112

Emerald (F. M. Linscott), October (5) 450 44.74 185

Do. November (5) 380 39.07 196

Do. December 5 300 32.71 l.'^e

Fed Up (A. Malcolm) 5 1.55 1.^4.55 S.';^

Falcon Mines. Ltd 26N 2T 12.340 2,776.60 11,662

(Copper £11,557; Silver £508.)

No. of

stamps.

Gaika G.M. Co., Ltd 5 IC IT
Do. (sands)

Glen AiTock (Glen Arrock Synd.)... 5
Globe & Phoenix G.M. Co., Ltd. 40 12P

Do. not previously declared... —
Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes) —
Gothic (Murray & Kennedy) 10 IP

Do. (sands) "

Do. (slimes)

Moss (James & Wortliiugton) 5
Nevada (F. C. Lu.xat) .'. 5 IH

Do. (sands)

Renmore (Connemara Synd.)
, 20

Do. (sands)

Robin Hood (Gaika G.M. Co.) (5 IC IT)
Roseate (W. J. Wright) 2
Second Trial (J. Rainsford) 2
Surprise (C. Brunton) clean up ... —
Tabekwe (T. Kerr), clean up —

Do. (slimes) p
Tri.xie (S. Levin), October 5 IP
Veracity (L. R. Evans) 5

Do. (sands) —
Wanderer (Selukwe) G.M., Ltd 4GR
Zabonkwe (Holmes and Urquhart) . 5

Do. (sands) —
Do. (slimes) —

Gwelo District Total

Tons Yield. Value.
treated. Ozs. £

3,275 704.52 2,988
3,882 561.59 2,382
150 179.34 743

4,733 3,205.83 13,464— 810.48 3,404
3,114 228.23 959
2,163 245.49 1,031

50 45.39 188
330

/

176 1

125.60 521

910 215.58 894
780 86.45 558
750 45.10 ;87

2,867 192.62 799
2,867 516.31 2,140

78 83.81 356
30 18.26 76
15 2.49 10— 29.42 122— 23.26 96— 4.73 19

657 137.61 570

530 12533 .sro

288 30.75 127

9,120 952.16 3,947

690
]

470
\

220 j

131.53 545

12,619.69 £52,839

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.
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MASHONALAND.

Hartley District.

Bucks (H. F. Wilson)

Cam and Motor G.M. Co., Ltd.—
Final clean up

Cote d'Or (Cote d'Or Syndicate) ...

Dalny 1\V (Macdonald & Sale)—
November & December (slimes)

Eiffel Blue (Willoughby's Con.

Co., Ltd.)

Do. (sands)

Do. (slags), November
Enney E.xt. (fc. G. Goodyer), (sands)

Glasgow Mines, Ltd
Do. (sands)

Golden Valley (John Mack & Co.)

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Hope (Alexandra Synd. No. 2) ...

Do. (sands)

Inkerman (L J. Minaar)
Do. (sands)

Kanyemba (Kanyeniba Synd.)

Do. (sands)

Kelvin (Westoc Synd.)

Lion (J. Baker),' Nov. (sands) ...

Do. December
Mali (J. Thornett)

Mountain Dew (A. & J. Milne) ...

Myth (H. F. Wilson)

Owl (A. Rolfe)

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Owl Ext. (Cribb & Seear), Nov. ...

Do. (sands)

Do. December
Do. (sands)

Pen (H. F. Wilson)
Pomposo (J. Kiiott), Nov. & Dec

Do. December (sands)

Revie (Ambrose & Aitken)

Do. (sands)

Rouge (Dreadnought Synd.) Nov.

Do. (sands)

Do. December
Do. (sands)

Shepherds (Begbie & Jackson) ...

Do. (sands)

Do. (slimes)

Step 1 (W. Miller)

Solpex (E. Sedgwick)
Tssessebe E. Ext. (UUyett, Cribb

and Seear)

Do. (sands)

Washington (1. J. Minaar)
Do. (sands)

What Cheer (H. Moser)

Hartley District Total

LOMAGUNDI DiSTBirT.

Anglian (Schapke and Quarrie)

Angwa (F. L. Standen)
Crescent (Crescent Synd.)

Eldorado Bkt. G.M. Co., Ltd.

Do. (sands)

Gloria (H. H. Tallantire)

Maggiemac (.1. McMurdon) ...

Do. (sands)

Silverside (Silverside Synd.)

No. ot Tons Yield. Value.

stamps, treated. ozg. £

5 71 8.33 3o

RP _ 280.96 1,L91

3 154 238.03 989

— 1,100 124.82 517

10 1,278 490.41 2,C33
— 1,180 65.43 271

F — 6.61 26— 12.65 52

5 269 110.19 457— 125 30.25 i:j5

10 IP 1,166 333.37 1,382

560 1

660 (

146.88 6^9

5 285 42.28 200
— 250 19.27 80

5 347 55.75 231

277 21.10 87

10 420 176.87 733
__ 280 40.29 167

3 200 41.72 173

220 16.07 67

2 96 18.04 75

5 392 98.32 403

10 1,150 237.09 983

(5) 25 4.20 16

10 947 290.57 1,205— 995
1

310 1

92.41 383

(10) 853 129.11 535

865 75.34 312

10 870 130.28 540

830 75.15 312

(5) 110 37.74 157

2N 450 37.41 155
— 575 88.30 365

5 746 119.00 493

484 28.74 119

H 220 23.88 99

150 17.75 74

H 320 33.92 141

290 31.79 132

10 IT 660 217.80 902
— 520 1

200 1

179.47 744

2 60 30.49 126

(5) 17 22.52 93

5 873 261.74 1,085

794 76.49 317

(5) 173 27.87 116

138 10.55 44

5 290 86.30 358

4,750.15 £19,716

5 244 70.61 293

5 657 52.35 217

F 4.89 20

20 2C 4,954 1,931.20 8,191

_ 2,432 776.69 3,294

5 250 20.99 87

5 340 99.66 413

360 48.82 202

F 15 9.12 37

Lomagundi District Total ... 3.014.33 £12,754

Box 3807. Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALER8 HANKEY - - - Sole Agent.

MaZOE DI.9TBICT.

Iron 1 (J. M. Laing)

D. (sands)

Jumbo (N. Irvine)

Do. (sands)

Kimberley (J. Rutter), Nov.

Do. Sept.-Nov. (sands)

Do. (T. Kerr), clean up Mill site

Maori Chief (D. McLean)
Mopani (Mopani Synd.)

Promoter 1 (F. C." Croxford)

Do. (sands)

Victory (G. G. N. Southey)

Mazoe District Total

Salisbury District.

Alpes (P. Zaffere)

Beatrice (New Beatrice G.M. Co.,

Ltd. (slimes)

Cross Your Luck (W. A. Hoole)

—

Balance November
Do. November

Euchred (W. C. Harrison)

Left Bower (B. G. Byerley)

Minisi (Viljoen & Erasmus), Octo-

ber painiings

Planet (Planet Mine Tribute) slimes

Shamva Mines, Ltd 56X

Do. (sands)

Do. (siimes)

Trio (Trio Syndicate)

Do. (sands) ...

Salisbury District Total

LTmtali District.

Gem, November
Do. (sands), November
Adjustments, April, 1917, and

March, April, May, 1918 ...

Elgin (Meikle & Davis), adjust-

ments May, 1918

Liverpool (R. G. Snodgrass)

Do. (sands)

Mecca (Meikle & Davis), adjust

ments, April, 1917

Rezende Mines, Ltd

Do. (sand-s)

Do. (slimes)

Do. (concentrate-s) ...

Umtali District Total

No. ot Tons
stamps. tTeat.ed.

5 1.073

— 540

5 480
— 260

5 307
— 600

5 140

2 30

C 2,003

— 1.327

Yield.
OZB.

154.45

74.19

156.36

31.81

73.59

47.83

2034
64.75

11.55

43.56

63.57

34.54

Value.
£

640

308

648

132

305

198

84

268

48

181

264

143

776.54 £3,219

175

- 1.100

169.99

59.49

750

247

_ --. 10.24 43

F — 11.84 47

8 900 151.83 629

5 540 120.96 501

_ 3.67 15
— 1,800 170.36 705

)T 50,428 3,798.68 16,106

- 24,493 /

25,162 1

5,126.11 21,735

5 210 178.45 740
~ 200 27.64 115

9,829.26 £41,589

5 210 18.82 78
— 210 94.02 389

— — — 59

__ 18

5 400 53.61 222
— 200 64.48 267

. 26

40 1,600 1,543.55 6,549

— 2,244 394.76 1,675
— 915 390.08 1,655— 83 532.29 2,259

3,091.61 £13,196

MAGNOLIA
ANTIFRICTION METAL

"FLOWER" BRAND.

HAS THE LOWEST CO EFFICIENT OF FRICTION,

KEEPS down tlie bill for lubricants, making BEARINGS smootn as glass

and keeping them COOL under heaviest pressures and liighest speeds.

Manulactuied and Sold By—
THE MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION

METAL CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIMITED,

4», QUEEN VICTORU STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Aoiits It South Africa i ERASER & CHALMERS. Ltd., JohannMburi,
BuUwayo aixl Salisburr.
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Victoria Distbict.

C'nmbrian (J. and D. Lain;;

Do. (s'lids)

Dakota (Dakota S.viidicate)

Echo (A. Aronaon)
Empi-es.s (S.A. Fros & Con. Synd.)

Oo. (sands)

Victoria District Total

(P) Grinding Pan, (BM) Ball Mill, (T) Tnbe Mill, (H) Hunting-
ton Mill, (GR) Gates Rolls, (B) Ball Mill, (Pn) Pneumatic Stamp.
(N) Nissen Stamp, (C) Chilian Mill, (HP) Roasting Plant, (F) Treated
at Falcon Mine, (WM) Waterfall Mill, (LM) I-ane Mill.

No. ol Tona Yield. Value
ftamps. treated. ozs. £

10 500 125.93 522

-_ 350 36.27 150

2 120 13.26 55

5 120 29.91 124

8 1,250 127.07 527
— 950 85.78 356

418.22 £1,734

SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION, DECEMBER. 1918.

Value

Gold 46,014.92 ozs.

Silver 15,184.52 ozs.

Base Minerals and Precious Stones

£192.870
2,124

50,848

£245,842

GRAND TOTALS GOLD AND OTHER METALS AND MINERALS
AND PRECIOUS STONES—OUTPUT TO DATE.

Gold 10,568,868 ozs. £42,728,293

Silver 2,639,845 ozs. 298,551

Base Minerals and Precious Stones 5,167,120

Grand Total value of Mineral Production to date £48,193,964

GRAND TOTALS GOLD & OTHER METALS & MINERALS.
AND PRECIOUS STONES, OUTPUT TO DATE.

Gold
Silver

Lead
Copper
Chrome Iron
Tungsten Ores
Coal (raised;

Antimony Ore
Asbestos - .

Arsenic
Ironstone
Tin
Barytes
Diamonds
Other Precious Stones

10,568
2,639

15,

.581,

3.000

28

12

,868

,843

,072'

569^
55"^

179'

,713

07

,198

189

.104

3
33^

,923^

r2,977

17

29

oS

61

72

56

75

42

63
66

50

t:)zs.

Tons

Carats

i42, 728,293
298,551

. . . 94,788

.. .. 1,352,740

1,718,241

19,526

(sales) 1,395,847
1,330

506,650
7,836

3,885
549

88

57,575

8,065

Grand Total Value ut Mineral Production to Date £43,193,964

* Includes Value of Cual used fur Coke and Bricks.

NORTHERN RHODESIA.

Mineral Production for December, 1918, and Total Output and Value

from commencement to December 31st, 1918.

December, 1918. to Dec

Ozs.

Gold nil-

Silver 156^00

Tons.

Lead*
Copper Concentrates

nil.

nil.

nil.

15 12

ml.

nil.

Finished
Bismuth
Zinc Ore

710 365

nil. nil.

nil. nil.

Tota

Ozs.

10,159-70

30,55r.5O

Tons.

16,979^84

5,232^06

6.584^65

490
13,156^00

31st., 1918.

£ s. d.

42,538 17 3

2.921 2 8

£380 12

263,081 7 1

220,959 2 8

331,083 17 10

2,581 13 3

84,577

,£947,743 9

* No Lead produced during December owing to the influenza epidemic.

TO MERCHANTS AND MINE MANAGERS

MOZAMBIQUE TREACLE SUGAR, direct IVoni

the Sugar Estates. Quotations f.o.r. Lourenco Marques

for immediate delivery upon application to—

RiDSDEL Latham & Co., Ltd., 40 Commercial Exchange

Buildings, Main Street, Joliannesburtr.

Phone soes. P.O. Box 5379.

ASBESTOS—December, 1918.

Bulawayo District.
~

Ton.s. \'alue.

Hirthdav A and B (Willoughbv's Consolidated
Co.; Ltd.) '..." .53.36 £8.53 15 2

Shabanie (Rhodesia and General Asbestos
Corporation, Ltd.) 198-52 3.176 7 >

Sphinx (R. O. Carruthers) .. IS^O'l 382 10 n

Victoria District.

Gath's (Rhodesia and General Asbestos Corpora-
tion, Ltd.) 17040 2,726 8

Hing A.sbestos (Rhod.), Ltd. srOO 1.147 10 (I

Do. Do. 7900 S'29 10

Regina (S.A. Asbestos Co.. Ltd.i 2->') 36 li

.569.53 £fi.lb2 10

SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION.—DECE MBER, 1918.

Gold ... 46,04r02 ozs

Silver 15,184-52

Coal (raised) 39,829 tons (sales)

,, used for Coke and Bricks (estimated value)

Copper (Blister)

Chrome Iron ...

Asbestos (Fibre)

Scheelite

Iron Stone

Arsenic

Diamonds

247-24 ..

2,899-42 ..

569-53 ..

5.81 .,

96000 ,,

10-88 ,.

60-50 cts

\alue.

£192,870

2.124

9,783

4,590

12,.362

12,944

9.152

^i29

120

761

307

i-240,842

STANDARD BANK
OF

SOUTH AFRICA,
LTD.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL

£6,194,100

PAID-UP CAPITAL

£1,548,525

RESERVE FUND

£2,000,000
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ENGINEERING SECTION.

Government Control of Metals, Machinery,
and Plant, etc.

The following recapitulation of the modifications in the

control of materials and machinery which have been made
bj- the Ministry of Munitions since the cessation of hostili-

ties, is issued for the guidance of manufacturers and their

agents :
—

Priority.— (a) Ordinary civil orders may now be placed and executed

in Class C without priority permits or certificates.^ No further applica-

tions need, therefore, be made to the Priority" Department of the

Ministry of Munitions unless it is desired for national reasons to raise

the priority of an order. (b) Uncompleted contracts for the Admiralty,

War Office and Ministry of Munitions, which have been placed in

Classes A or B, need no longer be given the priority attaching to thoni

under the Order of Priority of March 8th, 1917, except in cases where

the contractor is notified in writing or by official notice in the Press

that a particular classification is still required to be given to any

particular contract. Metals.—(a) Modification of Control.—1. Iron,

steel and non-ferrous metal may be ordered, supplied and used for

Class C orders without priority classification or reference number from

the Ministry of Munitions; and stocks purchased and held by Govern-

ment contractors may be used for any class of work. 2. No permit is

now required for the manufacture or sale of iron and steel wire or wire

rope for home trade, and until further notice manufacturers of forgings,

stampings and castings in iron, steel or malleable iron are at liberty

to accept orders for priority below Cass B. 3. The Control Order

forbidding dealing in non-ferrous metals without a licence, are sus-

pended in the case of tin, copper, brass (including swarf and scrap),

eupro-nickel. scrap, spelter, lead, platinum, chrome ore and type metals.

4. All restrictions as to the sale or purchase of calcium carbide have

been removed, subject to a ma.ximum price to consumers of £40 per ton

for quantities of 1 cwt. and over. (b) Exiiort Licences.—1. Manufac-
turers must still continue, as hitherto, to obtain licences for export for

articles made of steel and non-ferrous metals covered by the various

schedules of the War Trade Department, but every effort will be made
to grant these licences as freely as possible. to) Prices.—1. The maxi-
mutn prices of steel for home trade are to continue at their present level

until February 1st, 1919, when the direct subsidies paid by the Govern-

ment on steel will cease, and a corresponding increase in price take

Undeniable
Trustworthiness and Reliability are the

result of Quality. Owners of Karrier
Lorries say these vehicles cannot be out-

classed on Quality, that they do their work
in a manner which leaves no room for

adverse criticism. It's the Quality

in the Lorry that ensures satisfaction.

KARRIER
QUALITY FIRST & FOREMOST

Mritish throughout. Pcslyncd v^ built for -i, 4 Jfe S ton loads by

KARRIER WORKS, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND

Particulars .ind terms post free

place. A schedule of the prices to come into force on February 1st

can be obtained on application to the Ministry of Munitions (C.I.S.P.,
Room 104, 8 Northumberland Avenue, London, S.W.I). Tlie ijresent

maximum prices of pig iron are to remain unchanged until April 30th,

1919, but post-war conditions are not yet sufficiently stable to warrant
a fixing of prices after that date. 2. A schedule of fixed report prices

for pig iron and steel, to take effect from November 18th, 1918, has been
issued, and can be obtained on application to the Ministry of Munitions,
as alxive. The prices, which are based upon the existing home prices,

plus the subsidies paid by the Government, will remain in force until

further notice. Upon all exports of pig iron, unmanufactured steel

and certain classes of semi-manufacture<l steel, a drawback will be col-

lected by the Board of Customs and Excise, equivalent to the amount
of the subsidy already paid by the Government on the articles in ques-

tion. The items on which the drawback is chargeable are those whose
prices are controlled and included in the schedules referred to in the

preceding paragraph. Application for the schedule, showing the amount
of the drawback to be collected, should be made to the Board of Customs
and Excise, Lower Thames Street^ London, E.C. 3. The following is a

schedule of the present prices of non-ferrou.s metals from holdings of the

Ministry :
—

Per ton, buyers. Delivered, works.

Copper, electrolytic £125 —
Brass ingot to Government specification ... 93 do.

Spelter, G.O.B 57 do.

Refined, 999 per cent 61 do.

Aluminium 200 do.

Soft pig-lead .40 ex steamer or ex store.

(The existing schedule in relation to manufacture in lead is abolished.)

Nickel £195 ex works or warehouse.
Antimony 55 do.

These prices are subject to usual extras for small parcels.

Plant and Machinery.—Restrictions as to dealing in, and prices of,

new and second-hand machinery and treadle lathes have been withdrawn;
but purchases of new machinerj^ can only be made from firms holding
trading permits from the Ministry of Munitions. Contractors in posses-

sion of plant and machinery owned by the Ministry of Munitions are at

liberty to use it for civil work, provided they notify the Superintendent
Engineer in their area within one week from the date on which it was
fir.st used. If the contractor does not ultimately wish to purchase the

machinery, he will be required to pay a reasonable hire not to exceed

the rate of 20 per cent, per annum on the cost price of the machine.
The Crane Order, prohibiting the sale or supply of any cranes except

under permit, and the Motor Engines and Vehicles Order prohibiting the

manufacture except under permit, are revoked. Owners of steam-driven

lorries and trailers are no longer required to make returns of charges

of ownership.

A Floating Electric Power Station.

One of the mauy British " Freak " vessels produced
during the war is the floating electric power station, officially

known as CD. 258. Although it is formally a ship, it was
under the control of the War Office, not the Admiralty,
having been secured for the service of the Directorate of

Inland Waterways and Docks. Its function was to supply
electric current as and where required for the miscellaneous

operations of this department in connection with docks,

harbours and canals used for miUtary transport. At a dis-

tance this vessel might pass for a gunboat without guns

;

technically it is described as a steel barge. Amidships is a

complete electric power station of 1,000 horse power designed

so that practically any type of electrical installation can be
fed from this soui-ce. Two oil tanks, each with a capacitj

of 20 tons, and an electrically 'driven workshop with lathev

drilling machine, and other rejjair plant, complete the maLia

part of the equipment. While this " universal electric

provider " is the direct outcome of war conditions, similar

equipments are likely to be very useful in the construction

of sea and river works. They are also worth considering

for the permanent supply of electricity to riverside towns
where, owing to the nature of the subsoil and other local

conditions, an ordinary power station would be difficult of

erection on a site convenient for water and fuel supply. In

remote parts of the world a floating oil-power electric station

could probably be installed and run much more cheaply than
a land station.
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIES SECTION.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

Buying Just Sufficient—Decreasing Stocks— Protection of Natives—Electrical Material-
Shipping and Freights—Iron and Tubing—Timber and Roofing Iron—Oils and Colours-

Agricultural Implements.

According to a commercial broker it is more difficult tluui

ever to sell goods, as merchants are only buying just suffi-

cient to complete orders or contracts from day to day. If

the mines were purchasing their full month's requirements
things wovdd be different, but now the chief buying control

has retired the various mines are purchasing moderately
for the time being. The E.R.P.M. amuial report states that

at the end of 1918 the value of stores on hand amounted
to £182,000 as compared with £6-1,0(30 at the end of Decem-
ber, 1914. The company has already commenced reducing
these towards the position that existed prior to the war.

Obviously similar plans have been adopted by all other

producing companies and naturally the high-priced stores

will be used up as quickly as possible, as it is an accepted
fact that they will not increase in price but rather decrease

with the improvement of shipping and when the industrial

conditions become more normal. .\s a general statement,
values are sagging in Johannesburg when goods have to be

sold, as a bugbear exists over the quantities of material

and oils coming from America, also in a measure what the

speculative element holds and what is likely to come. The
building strike also is beginning to tell an adverse tale,

because it must be remembered that the* mining material

lines are interwoven with the many requirements necessary
for builders. Altogether it must be recognised that the

hardware and mining material merchants are passing

through a very lean time, and they can only hope for the

best. The timber merchants' country trade is hampered,
as the sawyers are on strike, therefore all orders have to be
supplied out of stock. It is true that strike affairs turn very
quickly, but at the moment both sides seem adamant, and
it was remarked that it might he over in three days or three

months.
Electric.\l Goods.

During the past week there has been no alteration in

prices, although plenty of materials are coming in froni

England, America and Japan. Contractors are in a measure
being held up by the building strike, but outside of that

there is quite a lot of work in evidence. One distributing

house has been doing quite a good business in C.O.D. rail-

way orders, thus showing an improvement in country orders.

The mines are also purchasing rather freely of lamps, wiring

and other materials, as they are not interfered with by the

strike. When the latter is fixed up, a lot of activity is

anticipated in the electrical business. In the meantime
stocks are accumulating, thus enabling contractors to have
a better assortment of all requisites.

Shipping .and Freights.

A manager of a large distributing house complains that

the newspapers are not exactly fair in their statements about
freight reductions. What he complains about is that a bald

statement is made of such and such reduction in freight

without any qualification. For example, his firm has on the
way ships at the highest freight, having been chartered

before the armistice Mas signed, therefore the goods cannot
be reduced at a moment's notice, which many of the cus-

tomers practically demand. All these things are on account
of the war conditions and must take time to readjust

themselves.

Iron, Steel and Tubing.

There are certain sizes of tubing very much overstocked
here, and that 'has a detrimental influence on values
generally, even affecting stocks which are not too plentiful.

An expert states that he has good reason to believe that
we shall be getting reasonable shipments of all kinds of

piping within a couple of mouths or so, as the manufacturers
in Britain are moving in that direction. The better class

valves and machinery spares are scarce, especially for the
British standards. The bar iron and steel and mild steel

trade has been brisk, so much so that one firm especially

handling this class of business is busier than for a long while
past. The orders are from all over the country, chiefly fen-

Transvaal made iron, as far apart as the Cape to the Belgian
Congo. A decent parcel of British zinc was also sent to a

coast port. The ))rice of Dunswart iron is still 40s., whereas
"\'ereeniging miki steel has advanced •2s. 6d., making it

47s. 6d. per 100 lbs. .\ lot of goods such as nails, shovels,

barbed and fencing \\'ircs, and steel plates at 65s. to

70s. per 100 lbs. are on the market. A quantity of cotton
waste reahsed a penny more per lb. under the auctioneer's
hammer than the wholesale price.

Timber, Roofing Iron .\nd H.\ri)w.\he.

There is very little doing at the timber yards, and now
as one day follows another the orders are less from Johan-
nesburg, but the country trade keeps fair. However, this

will soon have to be curtailed when sawing is required

because the sawyers are on strike. The price of deals is

Is. 8d. to Is. 9d..; flooring, lOd.; ceihngs, Q^d. to 6id.

:

pitch and Oregon pine, 9s. to 9s. 6d. Second-hand deals,

Is. 3d. for the best and ordinary Is. per foot. A parcel of

pitch and Oregon pine was sold to a mine at os. 6d. per
cube and more wanted. Mining pole timber is rather a drug
in the market at 35s. to 40s. per ton. The mines are not
using so much owing to a shortage of natives, and another
thing is that the co-operative yard in its histoiy has never
been so full of timber as it i* to-day. Good second-hand
iron can be had from Is. to Is. 3d. according to gauge and
length, but for the i)oorer kinds, a fair line is available at

9d. and even less for cattle kraals or fencing. The builders'

hardware trade continues quite fair for the country districts,

but not for Johannesburg and the Reef owing to the strike.

Oils, Colours, Linseed Oil .\.\d White Le.ad.

Business is at a standstill, partly owing to the strike

and partly because of the unknown quantities coming from
America. Linseed oil is r2s. I.G. from merchant to mer-
chant and 13s. 6d. raw and 14s. 9d. boiled in the ordinary
way. Turps had a drop but are now steadier at 75s. per
case of 2-4's, because there does not soein to bo too much
in town. Petrol went up 6d. per case, but there is an idea

that it will soon i-ecede a shilling or so. Paraffin is the

same price per case, viz., 23s. 6d. to 24s.; carbide, 85s.

to 95s. ; acetylene lamps about lis. 6d. ; cotton ropes, 4s. 6d.

lb. ; olive oil, 25s. to 27s. 6d. gall. IJst of quotations in a

retail establishment: Boiled oil, 12*. Gd. jier 7 lbs. and 50s.

4 Imp. galls.; raw ditto, 50s. 4 Imp. galls.; turps, 7s. 6d.

gall., 67s. 6d. 2-4's, and 75s. 10-1 's; wliite load, Is. 3d. lb.

and Is. for 112 lbs. ; carbolineum, 6s. 6d.
;
plate glass is in

good supply, but not much business through the building
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strike, and the demand for making furniture mirrors has

been decidedly less since the armistice. Window glass is

also in good supply.

.Vgkk'Ultural Ijiplemexts.

The holders of agricultural implements and the represen-

tatives of oversea firms are getting ready for the forthcoming

Johannesburg agricultural show. There is not much buying

at present, but what is happening is that much more
renovating and repairs are taking place in our shops. This

is not helpful from the sales point of view, but these may
come any time, always providing that values give way even

a trifle, as remember farmers are keen buyers. Again, the

farmers are being affected by a lot of produce being thrown
on our market from all parts of the Union and not readily

absorbed here. Another reason is that the medical expenses

of fa)'mers living miles away from a doctor have been very

heavy indeed during the 'du epidemic and now they have
to be met, which is another reason for the non-buying
attitude.

The Protection of Natives.

There are so many schemes hatched in Johannesburg and
on the reef to exploit the natives that a word of warning
and even advice may well be given. Naturally there is

legitimate as well as not legitimate trading and exploitation.

It is said that the Chinese are running lotteries and also

financial companies and others are extracting funds from
the natives that require the supervision of the powers that

be. This note is not in any way meant to blame anyone,
but rather to ask the mauagei's and eompoimd managers to

keep a sharper lookout for the spoilers and so have more
contented natives on their properties.

Second-hand jMininc; ^Iateuiae.

The best machinery, particularly high pressure boilers,

has quite recovered any little set-back from the armistice
period. However, the poorer class of machinery is still

under a cloud of a forty per cent, drop, because of the high
cost of repairs, and now there is a big sale of second-hand
mining material advertised, and another in contemplation.
Tram cocopans are very scarce indeed, therefore the pans
are being repaired or made here. There is a big demand
lor tram wheels and axles and all kihds of tramway material
is on the poor side, as importation is very slow because it

is awkward material to carry on the urgent cargo boats.

Business is exceptionally quiet, but enquiries are fair from
Natal and Rhodesia and mav result in orders.

Scrap Copper from the Fields of Battle.

A question which is now occupj'ing the minds of experts

is how much of the precious metal can be salved on the
battlefields of three continents. It is asserted that some-
thing like 3,000,000 tons of copper lie on the battlefields of

Belgium and France, not to mention the thousands of tons

in Russia, Serbia, the Balkans, Italy, Bulgaria, Rumania,
Palestine, Egypt, j\Iesopotamia, and other places where the

dogs of war were let loose by the ex-Kaiser. It is said that

of the scrap copper in France and Belgium, at least

1,000,000 tons can be recovered, or about equal to one year's

output of the United States. It is now known that for five

years j)rior to the war Germany purchased at least 200,000

tons per annum for herself and her Allies, and her purchases

were so skilfully camouflaged that the destinations of the

copper were seldom suspected. Germanj' is now practically

denuded of copper, and the Peace Conference will probably

see that she gets none of the battlefield scrap.

Notices of appointments vacant on the mines are insert<?d

fitie in the advertisement columns of this journal.

One Williams' Tool Holder Does the Work of Two,

Two Blades Grow Where One Grew Before.

Remember

Cutting-ofl Blade. Side Tool Blade.

Williams' "AGRIPPA" Cutting-off & Side Tools accommodate
both types of cutters.

You need not pay for two competing holdei's if you specify

"AGRIPPAS."

All "Agrippa" Tool Holders Can Be Shipped Immediately.

Export Office:

76 STATE ST.,

New York City, N.Y.

London Representative:

BENJ. WHITTAKER,
2 Norfolk St., Strand.

SSEffiElfllBOSroW^BIT ciinr
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Mr. Orr' Budget is disappointing to the gold mining
industry because it holds out no pros-

Diamond Taxation pect of an early remission of the

and the Budget, crushing burden of taxation, direct and
indirect, on the milch-eow of the

country. It is even more disappointing to the diamond
people, because, as they foresaw, their temporary prosperity

has tempted the Minister to double the export tax on raw
diamondo. Whether the result will be to give a fillip to

diamond-cutting in this country remains to be seen. The
diamond market, of course, is essentially a fluctuating one,

and though the doubled impost may be meekly accepted in

the present time of activity, it is bound to cause trouble

when the inevitable setback occurs'. •

* * * *

It is understood that tlie administration and technical

control of the Lace Proprietary Mines,

Barnatos Ltd., and its subsidiaries will in future

and Laces. be undertaken by the Barnato Group, and
that Mr. S. B. Joel will be the chainnan

of the various new Far East companies that are to develop

the Spaarwater, Daggafontein and Vlakfontein properties.

The special meeting of the Cassel-Clydesdale combine, held

this week is fully reported in tliis issue, and Mr. Dale Lace's

speech from the chair v.ill be found full of interest. All

concerned are to be congratulated on the success tliat has

attended their persevering efforts to secure the globular

sums necessary for the development of the F"ar East Rand

;

and the whole mining community will benefit from the

ent'erpri.^o of Sir Abe Bailey, ^Ir. S. B. Joel and those

associated with them.
* * * *

.V Syndicate, called the H.S.K. Syndicate, has been regis-

tered in Pretoria for the purpose

A New Soda Syndicate. of developing and working one
of the efflorescent soda areas that

was referred to in a recent issue of this journal.
* * * *

The increased measure of interest that is now being taken
in the Heidelberg district is evidenced

Heidelberg Activity, in the returns of I'rospecting Permits
published by the ;\liues Department.

.\t the end of December, 1917, the prospecting permits in

issue for this district numbered 4. Six months later they

liad increased to 10, and at the end of last year they num-
I'ered 21. Not only in the vicinity of Heidelberg and the

Sub-Nigel Mine are prospectors active, but tlie Wilgepuort
Malan's Kraal-riietfontein line is again engaging attention.

* * *' #

Mr. Bernai'd Oppenlu-imer, interviewed by the London Siar,

states that diamonds are being used in-

A Booming dustrially to a large extent. They en-

Diamond Market, tered substantially into the manufac-
ture of munitions during the war, and

a'e comiug into fairly common use in industry. Among other

tilings thev' are supplanting emei-y dust for finisliing motor-

car cylinders, and are becoming regular instruments in glass-

cutting, wire-pulling, and a hundred other trades. Discuss-

ing the rise in prices, Mr. Oppenheimer ? aid :
" Prices are

v.\) 50 per cent, on the pre-war figures, but undoubtedly they

will soar higher din-ing the next few months." The Finan-
cial Xfirn says the demand for all grades of diamonds is un-

precedented. -V .lagerslontein shi]>ment which the Diamond
Syndicate had on hand was immediately suap])ed up at a

higher level than hod previously ruled. .\uierii-an buyers
are still in the market and unsatisfied.

* * * *

The " Honie Rvde " diamond rush near Taungs passed off

satisfactorily last ^londay, says a Vry-
The Latest burg correspondent, when several

Diamond " Rush." hundred people were present from all

jiarts. The history of this rush is

interesting, and forms an unique episode in diamond rushes

in South .Vfriia. For yeai^s past it has been known that
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diamonds were to be found on tliis farm " Home Rule," and

various plans have been suggested since the Killamey rush

about six years ago to get the fami thrown open to the

public, but without success. Prospecting has been going on

tor years, and in 1918 the owners decided to cut up a

portion of the farm into acre lots. One hundred and sixty-

four of these lots were sold at £100 each, title deeds and

transfer being given and effected in each case. Many of

the individual owners have been working their acre plots

for some time, the yields in a single month being given as

approximating 450,000. One stone was recently sold for

£1,300, and as much as £41 has been paid per carat. The

idea of selling small lots precluded outsiders from rushing

any of this ground, as the owner's and discoverers' rights

secured the whole acre to the owners. Many of the diggers

were very annoyed at this, and "it was openly stated that

attempts were to be made to contest the point. A meeting

tif diggeis was held on Monday, and a deputation appointed

to interview the Mining Commissioner on the matter; and

as a result of the explanations given the holdings were not

interfered with. All trading rights have been reserved by

the owner of " Home Rule," and big business is being done.

* » * *

The mines comprising the Barnato Group substantially in-

creased their aggregate profit last month.

Barnato Mines. In the month of November the nine pro-

ducers of this concern earned a profit of

£159,347. In December this dropped to £139,29(J—the

Randfontein Central recording a loss of £10,945. But in

January the aggregate group earning was £162,943. Three-

quarters of this amount was earned by the two Further East

Rand ventures of the concern—Government Areas and Van

Ryn Deep. The former mine earned nearly £5,000 more in

Januarv than in the preceding month, the tonnage crushed

increasing from 93,000 to 100,500 tons, with working costs

.fractionally lower. The Van Ryn Deep company's profit

was much the same in each period. Randfontein, which re-

corded a loss hi respect of December, earned a profit of

£9,123 from 143,000 tons crushed by 600 stamps in January.

The mines of this group, in common with other properties

along the Reef are now recovering from the effects of the

influenza epidemic, and better returns are to be anticipated

almost immediately. In regard to the development position

of these mines, the most interesting feature is the accumu-

lation of a colossal ore reserve in the Government G.M.

Areas' property, upon which we have already commented.

* * * *

The secretary of the Oceana Development Company notifies

that Dr. Hans Sauer and other gentlemen,

Oceana Develop- including the representatives of large

ment Changes, shareholders in Liverpool, have been in

communication with the directors for some

time with a view to obtaining representation on the Board.

As these interests have now acquired approximately two-

thirds of the issued capital, the directors have decided to

convene a meeting for the purpose of giving an opportunity

to the shareholders of electing these gentlemen on the Board,

partly to fill the vacancies which will be caused by the in-

tc-vl d resignations of Messrs. H. G. Emery and S. S. Ken-
r.c ly. The names to be submitted are those of Mr. Albert

Martin Oppenheimer, Dr. Hans Sauer and Mr. Robert Ble-

loch.
* * * *

The British South Africa Company issues an interesting

statement showing the dividends declared

Rhodesian dm-ing the year 1918 by Rhodesian mining
Dividends. companies. The aggregate amount was

£615,640, making a total of cash dividends
declared to that date of £5,902,987, without taking into ac-

count dividends declared by Rhodesian Development and
miscellaneous companies in cash or scrip amounting to over
£2,900,000: nor dividends paid by local ]^ho<lesian mining
(onipanies and syndicates. During the year 1918, a total of

1273,899 in dividends has been declared by Rhodesian devel-
opment and miscellaneous companies.

We understand that the United Asbestos African

.\t:cncy. 1/d., li-ive been appointed

A Business Change. the Sole Agents in South Afi'ica for

well-known Asbestos Manufacturers,

Messrs. Bell's United .\sbestos Co., London, as from 1st

January, 1919, which information will doubtless be of inter-

est to our readers owing to the change of represcMtation.

# * * *

The following are details of the operations at the Zaaiplaats

Zaaiplaats Tin: Tin Mine for January : Days run, 26

;

Position and'
concentrates won, 55 long tons; estimated

Prospects. P''ofit for the month, excluding Govern-

ment taxes and directors' fees, £3,999

lis. lOd. : capital expenditure, £1,066 5s. 6d. From the

above very satisfactory results it will be seen that slow but

sure recovery " is being made after the serious set-back

caused by the influenza epidemic ; and it is also evident

that even with tin at its present low level as far as price is

concerned, the Zaaiplaats Company will be able to yield

satisfactory results for some time to come. Development

in No. 13 continues to be most encouraging, and the steep

dip of the pipe which is always a good sign is maintained.

The 'labour position is improving; natives are coming in

more freely and a considerable increase in the complement
is expected this month. Work in the valley alluvial is

proceeding more rapidlj' and sufficient progress should be

made during the current month to enable the treatment of

payable alluvium to be commenced in March when the

output should be considerably augmented thereby. In con-

nection with the report of the Zaaiplaats Tin Mining Co.,

Ltd., for last year, there are one or two points regarding

the company's affairs which do not appear to have
been fulh' appreciated locally, and which seem to call for

remark. In the balance sheet as at July 31st, 1918, pro-

perty stands at £75,930, buildings at £10,844, machinery,
plant and equipment £61,371, reservoirs, dams and water
service £4,741, and the Sterk River pumping scheme and
j.ipe line £7,616, or a total for these items of £160,502. Sup-
plementary to this, we find the following items appearing :

Livestock and Vehicles, £671; Furniture, £300; Stores on
hand, £6,622 5s. 5d. ; Sundry Debtors and Pavments in

Advance, £9,786 18s. 2d.; Tin on hand, £21,934 6s.; Re-
serve Fund Investment Account : Fixed Deposit National
Bank of S.A., Ltd., as per contra, £10,000; Cash at National
Bank of S.A., Ltd., £19,451 Is. 5d. ; a total of £68.765.
This latter total of £68,765 exceeds the issued capital of the
company, 255.000 Shares of 5s. each fully paid, or £63,750.
That Zaaiplaats, despite its earlier vicissitudes, has been a

highly profitable undertaking is proved by the fact that up
to date the total amount paid to shareholders since the in-

ception of the company has been £358,125, or 595 per cent.

It may here be recalled that the Consulting Engineer, in his

last annual report, stated that

:

The main outstanding features which have been responsible for

the very successful operations during the past year have been :

—

1. The Continued production of hish grade ore from the No. 13

Section. Very satisfactory and extensive development of the ore

body on steeply dipping fissure planes has increased the number of

ore-bearing faces, by which means it is possible to augment the
output. The prospects in this section are very encouraging. 2. The
connecting of the deep level portion of the No. 13 Section by
means of a transfer level to the No. 6 main incline. This resulted

in better efficiency and lower mining costs and a c msiderable saving in

transport and hauling charges. 3. The complete success of the
smelting operations. The production of high grade metallic tin at a

moderate cost, which has been sold at a considerably greater profit

than you would have obtained had the concentrates been disposed of

by the usual methods. The acr|uisition by the Company from the

T.C.L. of a considerable area of ground in the Zaaiplaats Valley,
which, after testing, was found to contain a large payable tonnage of

tin-bearing alluvium, should, when worked, add considerably to the
company's profits. The treatment of this ground is about to be
started. Despite active boring and prospecting operations, no new
discoveries of importance (with the exception of the ' pipe " located

in the connecting drive, referred to in the manager's report) w-cre

made during, the year. Sever.il promising sections are at present

closed down due to shortage of native lab mr. The mine continues
in l>e run on economical lines a\id working costs may be considered
si^tisfactorv.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE WIT. DEEP MEETING.
Although at the time of going to press no official intimation

has been received regarding tlie result of the poll of Wit.

Deep shareholders' proxies, it is understood that the Corner

House people have been outvoted, by a small margin, in

favour of the nominee:, of the Sliareholders' Protection

Committee. At the adjourned special meeting on Wednes-
day the latter bodj' was strongly represented in point of

number of shareholders present, but the aggregate of shares

represented bj' the opposition exceeded by a very small

amount those held by the Corner House people. Half the

shareholders, it seems, did not vouchsafe to entrust their

proxies to either side, and the fact throws a regrettable

sidelight on the apathy of shareholders generally in Hand
companies. More or less adequate reports of the long-

drawn-out proceedings at Wednesda}''s meeting havi'

appeared in the daily press, and we must refer interested

readers to those reports. It is not for us to adjudicate upon
the wisdom of the Corner House jieople in submitting ;;o

taniely to the handing over of the control of the Wit. Deep
to those who have successfully worked up the present
agitation against th.em. They know their business best,

and, as the losers in the struggle, it seems but fair to

them that we should allot more space to what amounted
virtually to their defence, voiced by Sir Evelyn Wallers and
-Mr. Raleigh at the meeting. The main lines of the attack

upon the Corner House control, viz., Gorman connection,

bad technical management in the past, and general lack of

consideration for the shareholders' interests, are now
familiar to our readers. By one means or another the self-

constituted committee engaged in exploiting those

grievances managed to secure a substantial following, and
it will be interesting to see how they shoulder their new-
found power and responsibility. The Corner House spokes-

men certainly did not mince inatt-ers in dealing with the

history of the situation that had developed from small

beginnings and inchoate mutterings into the present well-

stage-managed and triumphant organised opposition. At
the outset Sir Evelyn Wallers announced that the Corner

House had already intimated publicly that they did not

intend to continue the administration of the Witwatersrand
Deep, Ltd., by virtue of votes that might lie cast in their

favour by the Public Custodian in this country or the Public

Trustee in Great Britain, nor were they prepared to be

associated with Messrs. Holland, Gamble and their friends.

He twitted Mr. Bleloch with admitting that were the

Custodian to give his proxy in favoiu' of the opposition it

would be welcomed, and proceeded to say: " This is a

further indication of the insincerity of these people who,
in order to gain their ends, have charged the Central Muiing
Corporation with being under enemy intluenee or control,

a charge that is entirely devoid of foundation. To my
mind this attitude on the part of the people referred to is

of a piece with the methods they have adopted tlirougliout,

and by which they have succeeded in persuading a consider-

able body of shareholders to entrust them with their votes."

Sir Evelyn Wallers went on to explain that tlie position

as far as they were concerned was as follows: " At the

time Messrs. Catesby Holland and Gamble were successful

in obtaining seats on the Board of the Witwatersrand Deep
Company I intimated quite plainly that the methods by
which they had attained their positions did not commend
themselves to us, and that we were not prepared to be

associated with them in the administration of the company.
Our view was that shareholders should be approache<l by

setting out all the facts to enable them to make the choice

of administration tliey desired. We asked for a mandate
on two specific points: (1) That Messrs. Holland and
Gamble should, in accordance with the views just expressed,

be removed from the Board, and (2) that our administration

of the company should be confirmed. . . . .Mtliough we
have a mandate to share the control, we have not the

mandate we asked for, nor are we prepared to share the

control with people in whom we have no confidence and

whose methods we strongly object to." In concluding. Sir

Evelyn expressed a word of comfort and hope for the unfor-

tunate shareholders. " With regard to the mine," he said,

" the work that we have carried out underground for the

last eighteen months, during which period the company
has been under the control of our technical advisers, has

been of a very necessary nature. We are glad for the sake

of the shareholders that w'e were able to institute and

almost to complete the work thus undertaken at arreat

expense. It was, in our opinion, of vital importance to the

possible future profit-earning capacity of the Witwatersrand

Deep, and we trust that shareholders may in due time reap

the benefit." With the best will in the world we cannot

attempt to follow ilessrs. Holland, O 'Flaherty and Bleloch

in their eloquent replies to the foregoing, nor is it necessary

to reproduce the lengthy statement in which ^Ir. Raleigh,

with infinite detail, disposed of the criticisms hurled at the

financial and technical administration of the property.

Messrs. R. Goldmann and Paul Dreyfus paid sincere and

well-grounded, if belated, tributes to the excellence of the

Corner House control, but all their appeals were wasted

on an audience that was plainly there to register its pre-

conceived and strongly-held convictions. Next ^londay the

result of the poll—already a foregone conclusion—will be

publicly announced, and it remains to be seen what the

new control will do, and whether the Corner House people

will meekly accept tliis temporary and partial defeat as

final. They ha\e lost, at any rate, the first round of the

contest.

World's
Cold Output.

compared

The decrease in the gold output last year is apparently much
greater than anticipated. The Xeic York

Engineering and Mining Journal, whose
estimates are usually most accurate, cal-

culates that the output is £77,600.000,

1 with £87,000,000 in 1917, £96,800,000 in 1915,

and £94,700,000 in 1913. The Times estimates that the Bri-

tish Empire's contribution to last year's yield was

i50, 700,000. The drop in the British Empire and the

world's output last year, compared with the 1915 output,

was 13i and 20 per "cent, respectively. The Times points

out that the Gold Producers' Committee, when commvmica-

ting with tiie Chancellor of the Exchequer last year, adopted

the estimate in Strakosch's pamphlet of only a 14 per cent,

drop in the world output last year compared with the 1915

output. This shows that they had indeed considerably

under-estimated the effect of higher working costs and lab-

our scarcity in the diminishing output, but it is interesting

to note that already regarding some commodities, notably

other metals, the purchasing value of gold has substantially

increased—an advantage, of course, which mostly accrues to

the general community.
* * *

.\t the last meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical

Society, in replying to criticisms on his

The Konltneter. previous ]iaper on the " Kotze Koni-

meter," Mr. .1. Innes said the results of

thi' last nine months' experience answered some of the cri-

ticisms brought forward. No doubt, the use of the Koni-

.

n.eter required greater care than did the sugar-tube method.

Dr. Hill, of Chicago, had invented a similar but much less

efficient insfriunent. Mr. Harris, of the Princess Mine, had

made some iin])rovemcnts on the original Konimeter. and

carried out some usefid experiments with regard tn the sugar-

tuho method. The amount of dust per c.c. in mine air that

wo\ild be dangerous is imknown. and reliable information

woidd only be obtainable by experiments with rats combined

uith Konimeter samples, as suggested by Dr. Pratt .lohn-

ston. After quoting a number of figures to show the results

obtained by the Konimeter and sugar-tube methods, the

speaker claimed that the Konimeter, as originally designed,

was quite capable of giving reliable results under most con-

ditions that would be encountered underground at the pre-

sf^nt time.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND KING COAL.-III.

Complete Lists of the Union's Coal Producers—A Hitherto Unpublished Schedule
Classified According to Provinces.

In the two previous articles of this series we have directed

attention to the enormous coal resources of the Union, and

the possibilities of expansion of the e.xport and by-product

trades, thereby affording a solution or partial solution

of the non-eniploynient problem through the opening up

of our coal areas." We also pointed to the large expansion

of the Natal output and the increase in the price of the

product which is largely due to the development of the

export trade of that Colony.

In connection with these articles it has been pointed out

to us by a gentleman who is closely associated with one

of the leading coal concerns of the country that "the large

number of producers in the Transvaal should be taken into

account inasmuch as the element of competition is more

active in this country than in Natal and has a tendency to

keep the price down' to a lower level. At the end of 1918

the position in regard to South African collierifs was that

t)2 concerns were producing coal. Of these 31, or exactly

one-half, were located in the Transvaal, and of tlie remain-

der 25 were situated in Natal, 4 in the Orange Free State,

and 2 in the Cape Of the 31 Transvaal producers 18 were

in the Middelburg area (which, of course, includes Wit-

bank), 3 were in the Spriugs-Brakpan area, and the

ivmaining 10 in other localities. These returns would seem

to show that there is no great difference between the

lunubers of productive collieries in the Transvaal and in

Natal. But it must lie borne in mind that there are in

in the Transvaal a considerable nundwr of concerns which

arc not regular and consistcnl ]ii(>(luc('rs.

TkANSVA.VL COLLIEIUES.

In response to an enquiry we hereunder give a list of

the coal mining concerns of the Transvaal which has been

supplied by the Government Department of j\Iines :
—

African Freehold Coal Lands, Ltd.—Middelburg.

Anglo-French (Tsvl) Navigation Coal Estates.—Middelburg.

Apex Mines.—Boksburg.

Bellevue Colliery.—Ermelo.

Breyten Collieries.—Ermelo.

Camp Colliery (Vereeniging Estates).—Heidelberg.

Carlchew Collieries.—Ermelo.

Coronation Collieries.^Middelburg.
Douglas Colliery.—.Middelburg.

East Rand Gold, Coal and Estate.—Heidelberg.
Eikeboom Coal Mines.—Middelburg.

Ermelo Town Lands Collieries.—Ermelo.
Federation Collieries.—Ennelo.
Henderson Consolidated No. 1 Area Colliery (Tweefontein).

—Middelliurg.

Homestead Mines.—Bethal.

Kendal Colliery.—Middelburg.
Middelburg Steam Coal and Coke.—:Middell)urg.

Messina Development Company.—Zoutpansberg.
Northern Minerals (Transvaal), Ltd.—Zoutpansberg.
Rogerston Collieries.—^Middelburg and Pretoria.

Sehapenrust Colliery.—Boksburg.
South Rand Colliery.—Heidelberg.

Spitzkop Colliery.—Ermelo.
Standard Coal Mining Co.—Middelljur;,'.

Station Colliery.—Middelburg.
Steenkoolspruit Coals.—Middelburg and Bethal.

Tavistock Coal and Coke Co.—Middelburg.
Transvaal and Delagoa Bay Investnient.—Middelliurg.

Transvaal Exploring T/md and ^Minerals.—Middelburg.
Tweefontein Colliery and Tweefontein Unit^'d (Oogies).—

-

Middelburg.

Uitkyk ( 'ollieries.—Middelburg.

Union Collieries.—Ernirlo.

United rollieri<'s,—Middclbur-

Vaalkrans Coal, Coke and Fireclay Syndicate.—Middelburg.

Welgedacht Exploration.—Boksburg.
Witbank Colliery.—Middelburg.

Zwartkoppes Coal ]Mine.—Ijydenburg,

It will be observed that the above list contains the names
of thirty-seven separate coal producing concerns which are

operating in the Transvaal. Not all of these are producing

at any one time, but they are all potential producers and

possess more or less extensive coal seams. The list indi-

cates the great opportunities that exist for an expansion

of the Transvaal's production of coal \\ithout attacking new
areas. The above schedule has been compiled in deference

to the wishes of one or two subscribers of this paper who
are largely interested in the coal trade. The list is not

contained in the monthly returns issued by the Government
Department of Mines, nor is such a schedule issued by the

coal industry. It should therefore prove of considerable

value to those interested in the coal tfadt of the country.

In order to complete the list of South African coal

mining concerns we append a list of the coal mines of Natal,

the Cape Colony and the Orange Free State.

Capk Province.

Cape Province Coal Syndicate. Ltd.—Beaufort ^^'est.

Contat's Collieries.—Molteno.

Cyphergat Coal Mines.—Molteno.

Dordrecht Coal ]\Iines.—Wodchouse.
Transkeian Collieries.—Elliot, Engcobo.

OitANcHo Free State.

Clydesdale (Transvaal) Collieries, Ltd.—Heilbron.

Cornelia Colliery.—Heilbron.

Kroonstad Coal Estate Co., Ltd.—Kroonstad.

Pilgrims Mining Estate and Exploration Co.. Ltd. (Groen

fontein Colliery).—Boshof.

Sunbeam Colliery.—Kroonstad.

Vereeniging Estates, Ltd.—Heilbion and Parys.

Natal.
Avon Colliery.—Dundee.
Ballengeich Collieries, Ltd.—Newcastle.

Bernica Colliery, Ltd.—Yryheid.

Dewar's Anthracite Colliery Co.—Dundee.
Dundee Coal Co., Ltd. (Burnside Mines Nos. 1 and 2 and

St. George's Colliery).—Dimdec.
Durban Navigation Collieries, Ltd.—Dannhauser.
Elandslaagte Collieries, Ltd.—Kliji River.

Enyati Colliery, Ltd.—Vryheid.

Glencoe (Natal) Collieries, Ltd.— Dundee.
Hattingspruit Collieries, I..td.—Dundee.
Inoagane Natal Collieries, Ltd.—Newcastle.

Natal Annnoniuni, Ltd.—Vryheid.

Natal Cambrian Collieries, Ltd.—Klip River.

Natal Navigation Collieries and Estate Co., Ltd,—Dundee.

Natal Steam Coal Co., Ltd.—Klip River.

Newcastle Colliery Co., Ltd.—Newcastle.

Northern Natal Navigation Collieries, Ltd.—Paulpieler.djurg.

South African Collieries, Ltd.—Klip River.

Tendega Collieries, T^td.—Vryheid.

Utrecht Collieries, Ltd.—Utrecht.
Veelsgehd\, lytd.—Vryheid.

^'ryheid (Natal) Railway Coal ami Iron ( r

Colliery).—Vryheid.

Wallsend Natal Collieries, I>td.—Dundee.

Lti Hlobano

The Lonely.
The following are ]iart icidars of the niitpnt of gold, etc.,

for the above mine for the month of .laiuiary :—Mill ran

702 hours; crushed l,()(')0 tons; fine gold recovered,

2,109-435 o/s., value t8,8()9 2s. 9d. ; slimes treated, l.OfiO

tons; fine gold recovered, 4,205-825 ozs., value .t-17,()81

18s. 8d. ; total fine gold, (1,315-200 o/s. ; total value, -£26,554

Is, .->d.; profit. i;15,21 I 10s. 9d.
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Released from Admiralty Control

DELTA METAL

The Delta Metal Company, Limited, East Greenwich, have cabled that they are

again open to receive orders for South Africa.

SOLE AGENT:

TEL. NO. 5892. H. ALERS HANKEY, P.O. BOX 3807.

STANDARD BANK CHAMBERS, JOHANNESBURG.
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SAFETY FIRST

Dustless Drilling made
certain by using the new

WAIJGH AIR FEED
WATER DRILLS.

Models 71 and 72

Fitted with Interchangable

Reverse and Straight Feeds.
DRILLING UPPERS.

UNM(U:.VTED.

CAN BE USED MOUNTED OR UNMOUNTED.

M^^^-

MAXIMUM DRILLING SPEED.

MINIMUM AIR CONSUMPTION

LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS.

THEY STAY ON THE JOB.

THE DENVER ROCK DRILL & MACHINERY CO., Ltd.

2nd FLOOR, SOUTHERN LIFE BUILDINGS,

Cor. MAIN & HARRISON STREETS, JOHANNESBURG.

Box 2367. Cables and Telegrams "GYNETH." Phone 1426.
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MAKGANYENE DIAMONDS.

A New Proposition With a High-Grade Product—Testing the Property-
Washing Plant Commencing.

-Larger

Diamond shares have been particularly active on the local

market during the past week. Favourable advices from
overseas a.s to the outlook for diamonds have stimulated

interest in diamond ventures, and this class of proposition

is now engaging more interest than for some years past.

Amongst tlie diamond concerns which are now attracting

attention is the ^Makganyene Diamonds, Ltd. This is a

company formed with a capital of £14,500 in £1 shares,

with power to increase up to £100,000. Such increases

from time to time have to be offered to the vendors at par.

The first increase of £10,000 has been made and all the

issue taken up.

The properly consists of the farm Makganyene, which
is held tmder optional contract with the right to purchase
diamond rights and 500 morgen for £15,000 and 5,000
shares. If purchased before 27th .\pril these rig^its may
he purchased for £10,000, of u'hicli £700 already has been
paid.

On the farm a mine of considerable size has been proved.

The first return of diamonds during the initial prospecting
])eriod was disappoijiting, but a measuring up of all the

yellow ground extracted from the mine shows a payable
recovery in prospecting operations.

Hicii-GuADH Stuff.

These operations resulted in 157 carats being discovered

and the diamonds are stated to be of the finest average
quality ever produced by any mine in South Africa. They
were sold at £6 per carat some time ago and are now
probably worth £7 10s. to £8 per carat. It is estimated

Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U. 8. A.

Manufacturers of

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT"

Open Hearth Steel Products

INCI.UDING

Galvanized Wire Bright Nail Wire
Annealed Wire Bright Hard Wire
Varnished W^ire Bright Soft Wire

Bolt and Rivet Wire
Galvanized Barbed Wire

^^^e Nail* Fence Staples

Pig Iron, Bloomi, Billets, Wire
Bods, Hard Spring Coil Wire,
Twisted Cable Wire, Telephone
Wire, Bale Ties, Steel Hoops, Steel

Bands, Cotton Ties and Fabricated
Stock, Poultry and Lawn Fencing,

W4 an prtpared to gix!4 PROMPT SERVICE, ant t

V«ur inguiriM uctompanitd by compUU tptciJlccMtnt.

Addres*

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
EQUITABLE BUILDING

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

CAUMinmi

that with proper treatment the yield should be a minimum
of 4 carats per 100 loads. The diamonds are of brilliant

white colour and remarkably imiform in quality. The
largest diamond so far found was of Hi carats valued at
£'2'1 per carat.

Nkw Pl.\xt Erectf.d.

Tlie farm is 140 miles west of Kimberk-y. .\bout three

months ago Mr. T. G. McLelland acquired a quarter

interest in the property and was appointed managing
director and consultina engineer, and he has just completed
the erection of a small but complete washing plant with

Comet crusher and I'olls and two pans, one of 6 ft. and
the other 8 ft. diameter. This plant will probably treat

at least 100 loads per day. The mine is being

developed by drives in every direction. With this plant it

will be possible to get a good idea of the value of the mine.

We understand that washing with the plant has now begun.

Several thousand loads of clean yellow ground have been
taken out and are now ready for the plant. The directors

of the company are W. J. Gibson, chairman, W. E. Bleloch,

T. G. ^IcLelland, inanaging director, and H. Richter.

U.S. Diamond Imports: Removal of
Restrictions.

A cable from Washington, dated Januaiw 4, says:—
The War Trade Board announces the removal of the restric-

tions on the importation of polished and rough diamonds,
dies, and tools, to become effective on the 1st inst.

i0^atmm0t0*0t0m^t^t0tmmmm0t0t0t0tm0t0t0mi

GRADOCK'S

ROPES

GEO. CRADOCK & CO. (S.A.), LTD.

Offices: 75, 77 CULLINAN BUILDINGS.

P.O. Box 316. Phone 539. Tel. Address " ROPES."

JOHANNESBURG.

'
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A YEAR OF UNION MINING TAXATION.

Details of State Share of Mining Leases and Direct Taxation.

The report of the Commissioner for Inland Revenue for

1917-18 states that in terms of Section 101 of the Income

Tax (Consolidation) Act, 1917, the Mining Taxation Act,

1910, the Mining Taxation Amendment Act, 1915, and the

Special War Tax (Gold Mines) Act, 1916, were repealed with

effect from 29th June, 1917. Accordingly, the profits from

mining of companies whose acconnting period closed on a

date prior to 30th .June, 1917, became assessable for tax

under the provisions of the three repealed Acts referred to,

and the profits from mining of companies whose accounting

period closed on a date subsequent to 29th June, 1917, be-

came assessable for tax under the provisions of the Income

Tax (Consolidation) Act, 1917. The total net mining

revenue derived i;iy the State during the period under review-

in this report was £2,963,560, viz. : Ownership Share of

Profits, £1006,031; taxation (exclusive of diamond export

duty), £1,738,348; diamond export duty,. £219,181;

£2,963,560. The revenue received as above was derived

from the respective Provinces as follows

:

Province,

Cape . .

Transvaal
Natal . .

O.F.S. .

Gold. Diamonds. Ease Metals. Lioenccs. Total

— -174,204 16,317 12,839 r,ORMO
1,653,664 448,089 68,257 233,358 2,398,368

— — 17,112 3,698 20,810
— 29,439 171 11,412 41,022

Total 1,653,664 946,732 101,857 261,307 2,963,560

Government OwxERsmr Sh.\re oe Puofits.

Gold Mines—Leases.—The leases granted under the pro-

\isions of the Precious and Base ]\Ietals Act^ 1908, as

amended by the Transvaal ^Mining Leases and Mineral Law
Amendment -•^ct, 1918, in operation as at 30th June, 1918,

^^•ere :
—

Government Gold Mining Areas (Modderfontein) Consoli-

dated, Limited.

Brakpan Mines, Limited.

Springs Klines, Ltd.

New State Areas, Limited.

West Springs, Ltd.
Modderfontein East, Ltd.

Craigie Mines, Ltd.

The Government's share of profits that accrued during

the period to 30th June, 1918, dealt with in this report was :

Profit. Government's
Shar«.

Pernen-
tage.

d.

n313,872 111,660 12 1 35-6

'321,.533 127,075 19 2 395
461,324 23,066 4 50

Government Gold Mining
.\reas (Modderfontein)
Consolidated, Ltd. (1) ..

Brakpan Mines, I..td. ...

Beiraarplantifen.—The Bewaarplaats Money .\pplieation

.\ct, 1917, providing for the payment to the registered owner
of tile land upon which bewaarplaatsen are situated of nine-

teen-fortieths of the money received by the Crown prior to

the commencement of the Act, and of eigli4een-l'ortiet]is of

the moneys which may hereafter be received by the Crown,
took effect from 2nd July, 1917. The moneys received prior

to the commencement of the .\ct, and to which the provi-

sions of Section 2 (1) have been applied, amounted to

£1.074,942 19s. 4d. Of this sum £487,480 Os. 3d. was paid

* 1st ,lMiui:irv to SOtli .Iiuie, 1917.

t 1st July to lilst Den-ii.bpr, 1917.

(1| Thi.s Iciise was originally entered into on 27th .January, 1910. By
I'l'solution of Parliament the conditions of the lease were modified
with effect from 1st .luly, 1917.

In respect of the five remaining leases, the companies had not yet

reached the producing stage at :10th June, 1918, the last day of

the period under review in this report.

out to the registered owners other than the Crown, It will

be observed that the amount actually paid out does not re-

present nineteen-fortieths of the total. This is due to the

Crown's share as registered owner in certain cases which
remains in the revenue account. Tlie moneys received dur-

ing the period 2nd July, 1917, to 30th June, 1918, amounted
to £174,077 Is. Id. Of this amount £72,924 13s. 6d. was
paid out to the registered owners other than the Crown. For
the reason referred to in the preceding paragraph, the amount
actually paid out does not represent eighteen-fortieths of the

total receipts. The number of Bewaarplaats leases in opera-

tion as at 30th June, 1918, number twelve. Diamnnd
Mines.—The revenue that accrued to the Government dur-

ing the period to 30th June, 1918, from o\Miership share of

profits was £355,275, compared with £304,424 in the preced-

ing year. Oiher Mines.—The revenue that accrued to the

Government diu'ing the period to 30th .June, 1918, from
ownership share of profits was £26,662, compared with

£21,739 in the preceding year. Licenees and Mijnpacht
Dues.—The revenue received under this head during the

period under review was £261,307, compared with £239,520
in the previous year. The enactments under which these

licences and dues are payable are administered by the De-
partment of Mines and Industries, which accounts to this

department for the collections.

T.AXEs ON ^Mining.

Gold Mines—Diamond Mines—Oiher Mines.—.\8 already

mentioned in this report, the profits, from mining are now
assessable for tax under the provisions of the Income Tax
(Consolidation) Act, 1917, which came into operation as from
29th Jime, 1917.

Export Duiij on Diamonds.—Additional taxation has
been imposed on the export of diamonds by the Diamond
Export Duty Act, 1917, which came into operation as from
2nd July, 1917. This .\ct altered the bas's of duty from a

percentage of value based on the percentage ratio of profits

to revenue to a flat rat? of 5 per cent, of the value of the
diamonds exported. It also transferred the incidence of

the tax from the producer to tlie exporter. The export duty
paid during the financial year 1917-18 was £219,181, com-
pared with 172,647 in the previous year. The increase shown
is not solely due to the increase in the rate of export duty,

but also to the continued upward tendency of the prices of

diamonds.

FOR SALE.
200.000 feet New Piping.

20.000 feet Second-hand Piping.

New and Second-hand Steel Plates.

Second-hand Timber and Corrugated Iron.

Engines. Boilers and Pumps.

Zinc Cutting Lathe, Iron and Wooden

Extractor Boxes

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

A. SONNENBERG & CO., LTD.,

Fox, Polly, Mooi and Main Streets.

Phone 1582. Box 4297.
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PROGRESS IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION.^

Lessons From America—Progress in Five Years—" The Safety Habit."

'I'lii-: (lc\i_'lri|iiiiMil fil (he Keii'iicr iif arc-iili'iit prevention in

America within the last five years lias been summarised in

a single jihrase " Nothing is so valuable economically as

the man." Outlined briefly, the following have been foiuid

to be the essential features of accident-prevention work:—
(1) To ascertain the actual conditions of risk under which
employees perform each tusk and to determine the most

pnicticable methods of eliminatinfj or reducing this risk.

(2) The provision of proper working conditions and of

etiicieut safeguards for dangerous machinery and appliances.

(3) Careful selection, instiaiction and supervision of work-

men, and their assignment to work for which they are best

suited. (4) The jn-omulgation and ligid enforcement of

necessary rules for safeguarding. (5) The inculcation of

habits of caution in the minds of all concerned. Actual

conditions of risk, five years ago, were usually summarised
as follows:—Industrial accidents, fatal, one every four

minutes; non-fatal, one every four seconds. Only male
workmen were taken into account, and no reference was
made to the many women and minors engaged—probably

because no statistics were available. Elimination of risk

has not been achieved or even approached, but a start has

been made, approximating reductions of 15 per cent, in fatal

and 40 per cent, in non-fatal industrial mishaps. Members
of the National Safety Council who have carefully compiled

statistics covering the five-year period report even more
satisfactory totals, a few declaring reductions for both fatal

and non-fatal classifications of 65 to 85 per cent.

Modern Ixdustkial Methods .\nd ST.wnARniSATios of

S.i^FEGUARDS.

The attempted achievement of proper working condi-

tions and the standardising of safeguards on dangerous

machinery and appliances have i-evolutionised modei'u

industrial methods, particularly when applied to plants

engaged in " quantity production." Starting with the

fundamental principle of installing only safe machinery and
equipment, plant managers demand of machine builders

that every guard of known merit shall be incorporated in the

design of the machine. In the present-day workshop the

executive strives to embody in every operation, beginning

in the drafting and planning departments, provisions for

safeguarding his worjimen. The purchaser of a crane, for

example, can now secure a completely appointed device

—

fully as ethcient as any previous model, plus a full comple-

ment of guards. ^Manufacturers of woodworking devices

have gone further, probably, than any other group of

machinery designers, and shapers, jointers, saws and
planers are usually fully protected. The same may be said,

vai-ying only in degree, for the manufacturers of lathes,

cutting, stamping and boring machines commonly found in

worksliops of every character. In the operation of such

machinery, however, plant executives, even through the

most careful supervision, have not succeeded in achieving

cntii'e elimination of work accidents. In older installations

the safety engineer and department foremen are relied on

to design and fabricate most of the guards. Certain large

industries have systematised the designing, building and

installation of guarding devices by turning the work over to

a special department, and -men engaged in this work are

not called upon to take part in production- Remarkable
i-esults have been achieved, but as yet, although records in

accident prevention show reductions of 85 per cent., no

safeguai-d, however elaborate in design and eflficient in

operation, is claimed to be "fool proof." Accidents still

occur, though happily in decreasing number.

IxiTi.vL Thaininu Should hk in IIo^^: and Sciio l.

Careful selection, instruction and su]iervision of work-

men and the assignment to them of work for which they

are best suited may be said to start- in the home rather than

in the factory, workshop or mill. Education in safety

* Engineerint} and Miiiiiir/ Journnl, New York.

begins wiih the parents, continues in the schoolroom, and

finally reaches tlie employment manager or foreman. A
score of American cities have attemjited civic safety work,

notably Rocliester, N.Y., where a campaign of education

embracing every phase of home, sti-eet, ptdjlic and indus-

trial accident ])revention is being carried on. Thousands of

educational bulletins, changed weekly, have i.een printed

and displayed, and the lessons have proved of iutensf

interest. Scenes familiar to every citizen of Kochester have

been utilised to drive the lesson home, and it is a safe

pi-ediction that the campaign will prove of lasting benefit.

Special series of safety bulletins are available for use in

public schools, and in many communities these are proving

valuable aids to teachers in safeguarding ])upils to and from

their homes. Primary lessons in crossing streets, avoidance

of traffic accidents, safety at play and in the home are

taught in the lower gi'ades, and in the advanced grades more
comprehensive lessons are offered.

Scientific Couuse for Students.

Carrying the idea to a logical conclusion, a national com-

mittee is now at work formulating a scientific course for

students of technical schools and universities. The need for

such a course is emphasised by the establishment in western

Pennsylvania of a private course in safety engineering,

under the auspices of a local branch of the National Safety

Council, the industries being unable to secure a sutheient

number of technically educated men to fill the positions

awaiting such engineers. Supervision, whetlier in produc-

tion or in accident prevention, is one of the most important

of industrial problems. In safety work it has often been

said that " without t>he whole-hearted co-operation of the

foreman all efforts in accident prevention must fail."

Adopting the experience of safety engineers, it has been

found advisable, if not imperative, to enlist the services of

the general manager not only in enforcement but in every

stage of preliminary planning. This secured, the executive

staff accepts as the policy of the establishment the slogan,
" Stop the Accidents," or, as more popularly phrased,
" Safety First." The management, the planning staff and

the foremen working in unison, the employment manager

is next in line for conversion to the movement. This is

well emphasised by the present plan in certain large indus-

trial plants of charting every position in the works and the

acceptances by the employment managers of jjartly incapa-

citated men or women for lighter service. The plan, too,

has worlced well in returning injured men to work. Men
incapacitated because of injury to a lower extremity are

found suitable places. The promulgation and rigid enforce-

ment of necessary rules for safeguarding have worked out

in actual practice to an advanced stage of mutual co-opera-

tion. Success in drafting shop rules for accident prevention

has been attained when shop safety committeemen serve

on boards organised for the formulation of accident preven-

tion standards. In fact, next to the general manager and

his superintendents, the members of the shop safety com-

mittee are the most valuable safety boosters in the plant.

Safety Pui.es Aucimentfod hv F.onuses.

Safety rul«s are often augmented by bomises, prizes and

rewards of various kinds, and these serve to inculcate th«

habit of caution in the minds of all concerned. That " the

best safety device known is a careful man " is an aphorism

of proved merit. Discipline has its value, but watchful

care must be exercised to prevent foremen from confusing

discipline with -peevishness or " nagging " of workmen.

Proneness to follow precedent in o|)eration, though excel-

lent in maintaining discipline of a sort, is destructive to

best results in safety work. Change of process, equipment
and operation calls for complete re\ision of method, and
gradually habits of personal caution and conscientious

observance of safety standards are revising experience

tables of lost-time mishaps.
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DR. HALDANE ON COAL DUST AND MINERS' PHTHISIS.

Dr. A. H. Watt's Views—Further Investigation Advocated.

At Saturday night's meeting of the Chemical, .Metallurgical

and Milling Society, held in the School of Mines under the

chairmanship of Mr. H. S. INIeyer. Dr. Andiew H. Watt,

of the Simmer and Jack Hospital, made the following

conmients on Dr. Haldane's paper—printed in this journal

some months ago—dealing with the effects of dust

inhalation:—I have read with great interest Dr. Haldane's

paper and the disenssions thereon in this country and in

England. Considerable light, I think, could be thrown upon
the subject by our experiences out here. Do coal miners

who come to work on the Baud take lo7iger to develop

silicosis than men who have not worked in the coal mines '.'

Figures to be comparable should lie taken from the same
class, e.g., home-born men and colonial-born men, for it is,

I think, established that the colonial-born miner is more
prone to develop miners' phthisis and tuberculosis than the

home-born miner. All this and similar infoi'matifiu might
be obtained from the ^liners' Phthisis Bm-eau or Board.
Experiments on animals might be carried out similar to the

Simmer Deep experiments. Experiments carried out in fiitu

are, I think, preferable to purely laboratory experiments.

I do not think that a miner affected by silicosis, i.r., fibrosis

of the lungs, will benefit much by working in a coal mine.

The damage, i.e., the fibrosis, has already taken place, and
the removal of any siliceous particles from the lungs will

not make the fibrosis less. It might ))revent any furthei'

absorption of silica. We would expect that, if Dr. Hal-
dane's conclusions are coiTect, the anioimt of coal dust in

a miner's lungs would prevent for a time at least the

absorption of siliceous dust.

WE ARE SELLING OFF
OUR SURPLUS STOCKS
Second-hand PLATES from 3/16" to i" . all dimensions.

Second-hand PIPING from i" up to 12", Kimberley and
Inserted Joint, Screwed and Soeketted, and Flanged.
W^e are prepared to tender for any long lines of

Piping.

NEW GALVANISED PIPING, I" and 'i".

Second-hand WIRE ROPE, from I" to IV'.

Large quantities of SHAFTING, from 2" to 10".

NEW PLATES, 4' x 8' x J" and 3' x G' x §".

3i" BOILER TUBES.
Heavy stocks of SQUARE, ROUND and FLAT BAR

IRON.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF SECOND-HAND

CORRUGATED IRON and TIMBER.
Besides other lines too numerous to un-ntion.

Afiply sharp

—

SCHNEIER & LONDON
BREE STREET, NEWTOWN,
'Phone 4438. " P.O. Box 6009.

JOHANNESBURO.

Research Work.

On the Rand I do not consider that enough reseai-ch

work has been done on this most important subject. It

has been left in the past to medical men and other investi-

gators to do what they could whilst carrying on their usual

occupations, which naturally absorb most of their energies.

I think the Government or the industry should secm-e and
pay skilled investigators to go into the whole subject, in

the light of present-day knowledge, or the Miners' Plithisis

Medical Bureau might have a department for research.

The present examiners have not the time or opportunity

for original work, as all their energies are devoted to the

applicants for compensation and miners. Further use tnight

be made of the mass of figures which must now be available.

Mr. A. McArthur .Johnstone (chief of the Consolidated

Gold Fields I.ial)oratory) emphasised the necessity for the

research work mentioned in the latter part of Di'. Watt's
address. He urged that this matter should be brought
before the Chamber of Klines, and said that the need for

such work was well illustrated by the papers fiom J\Ir. limes
on the Kotze Konimeter. Mr. Innes had done all that

work on his own. He (the speaker) did not think it was
fair that men who \\'ere engaged on other work should do
research work of this nature at theii- own or at their com-
pany's expense, work which should be done for and the

expense borne by the whole industry. He thought they

should send a strong I'ecommendation from the Society to

the Chamber of ]\Iines supporting the establishment of a

research department with a special staff. The matter was
left to the Council nf the Society to take action.

The South African Rubber

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Rubber
Goods of every description in Soft,

Medium and Hard Rubber.

Vacuum Brake and Coach Gear for

Railways, Municipal and Sugar Mill

Fittings and Mine Fittings.

On and from January 1st, 1919, all Sales

will be effected by Messrs. Reunert and

Lenz, Ltd., as Sole Selling Agents for the

South African Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. All enquiries regarding prices and

details as to quality, etc., should be ad-

dressed to

Messrs. REUNERT & LENZ, LTD.,

CONSOLIDATED BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG.
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REPORT OF THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON GOLD.

Relief Measures Proposed by Gold-Mining Industry in Responses to Questionnaire.

*TnK tullowing nine items cover briefly the diffrt-cht

measures of relief asked for by the gold-mining industry m
response to the questionnaire sent out by the Committee:

1. Payment by the Government of a bonus on all the_

newly mined gold. This was qualified by some of the

-

operators who asked that it apply only to primarj' gold

mines, that is, to gold produced at mint's where gold is the

principal metal and not a by-i)roduct. The amount of bonus
advocated ranges from $10 to $20 per ouncf, $10 being the

amount nearly- always suggested.

2. Exemption from draft of necessary employees and the

]ilacing of labour for gold mines in the deferred class.

3. The assistance of the United States Employment
Service in securing and maintaining a sufficient supply of

laliour.

4. Eurnishing of supplies to gold mines by the Govern-
ment at prices more nearly in keei)insj with pre-war figures.

5. The abolishment of the excess-profit tax; to this some
added the demand that a larger allowance for depletion for

ore extracted should be permitted by Treasury oflficials in

computing tax-charges on profits.

6. Preferred classification for railroad freight, a reduc-

tion of the advance in freight-charges for supplies to gold

mines and on ore shipments.

7. In California the activities of the Debris Commission
are said to cause hardships at some mines.

8. Preferred classification for electric power.

9. Allowance of free export and sale to industrv of new
gold.

I)lScrSSION OF I'ROrOSED PilXIKI' Me.\si."res.

Gold uiiners believe that their industry is entitled lo

consideration of Goverument aid more than any other indus-
try that may have suffered financially through condition:;

lirought about by the war, because other industries can and
do raise the prices of their goods while the purchasing power
of gold is proportionately decreased. They urge that it is

vital from an economic standpoint that the gold reserve be
increased and the production of gold be maintained at

api)roximately normal pi«-war figures, or be stimulated
beyond such amounts. If these premises be accepted, then
it is necessary to find what measures can be best taken in

order to accomplish these ends and to maintain as large a

production of gold as is justifiable on economic grounds.

Bonus.

Payment by the Government of a bonus on all newly
mined gold, in order to stimulate the production of gold, has
been strongly advocated by some miners and has been
approved by some bankers. The aniount .suggested as

allowable for this purpose as agreed upon at difterent con-

ferences held by the repi'esentatives of the gojd-mining

industry is $10 per ounce. To what extent a bdnus of $10
per ounce would increase the production of gold is question-

able, but naturally a bonus- would have a stimulating effect

on the industry; it would cause renewed activity at operat-

ing mines, the re-opening of a number of mines that have
recently closed, and would encourage the search for new
mines, unless some restrictions were put in force. By way
of qualifications, it has been suggested that the bonus
apply:

.^ ;

* Part of the ' Report of the Committee appointed by the Seoietarv

of the Interior to study the Gold Situation," October .30, 191S.
'

+ Speech at meeting in Spokane. September l.i, by George Greenwood.
Old National Bank.

t .Fohn Clau.^en. Vice-President, Crocker National Bank, San Fr.in-

ci.sc j.

1. Only at those mines at wiiich gold is the principal

rneYftl'.r.
•

* li ^

f-%iiOnly to mines at present operating or which were
;.opera"ting up to the war period and were obliged to close

on- account of increasing costs.

3. Only on the amoiuit of gold ])roduced at a mine in

excess of 1917 production.

4. That the bonus apply only during the war period and
cease soon after the war ends.^

The following also is of interest in this comicctiou :

" To
stimulate the gold industry it would seem tiiat the most
jiractical relief to the |)roducer would be for the Govern-
ment to pay a fixed sum for every ounce of new gold sent

to the Mint in addition to the price of $20.6718, at which
liquidations are now made. While I cannot speak from the

viewi)oiut of a mining man, I have received convincing

statements from reliable sources which lead me to believe

that such relief during the war, and i)erhaps prolonged for

a year or two after peace, would be the best and most
effective plan for maintaining and encouraging the produc-
tion of gold in this country."']

It is obvious that with the restrictions mentioned the
production of gold for the next two or three years would
not be greatly increa.sed over the amount produced for the
year 1917. Assuming that the production of 1917 might be
maintained for a few years by granting a bonus to new gold
jjroduced, a matter for consideration is to determine to

what level would the prodtiction of gold fall without such a

bonus. \\'ith the adjustment of economic conditions after

peace is declared, and the return to industry of soldiers and
labourers engaged in war-work, it is to be expected that the
shortage of labour will be at least partly relieved. Wages
may be expected to fall, but prices of supplies will probably
continue at high level for some time, or until industry is

readjusted to nearly- normal conditions as compared to the
pre-war period. With the return of conditions comparable
to the ])re-war period the gold situation would be automati-
cally readjusted.

If scarcity of labour, iiigh wages, and high costs of

materials should continue for two years the annual produc-
tion of gold in the United States may fall to $00,000,LK)0 or
less. On the assumption that a difference of $2."),000,000
in the gold production would result from the payment of a

bonus by the Goveriuuent on new gold produced and that a
bonus of $10 per ounce or approximately '•)()% of the present
value of gold would need to be paid for all gold produced
in order to obtain an increased output of $2."),000, 01)0, it is

apparent that the cost of securing tliis $2."i,000,000 woidd
be the normal cost of $2.''),000,000 jdus a bonus, or approxi-
mately $42, .)()(),000, on the total ainuuil production of

$8.5,000,000, making a total extra cost to the Government
of $67, .500, 000, in order to increase the gold production
$2.5,000,000. The suggestion that a bonus apply only to

the amount of gold produced at a mine in excess of the
production of that mine for 1917 would give preferential

treatment to a few well-known mines, and would be of little

benefit to the majority of gold mines in the I'nitod States.
Sound business judgment would bo against the bonus at
this time.

In connection with the proposed bonus on gold it is

interesting to note that the matter has had recent attention
in South Africa and Australia and is now under discussion
in England. The South African and .\ustralian Govern-
ments ruled against the payment of a bonus on gold.

(To be continued.)
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Workmen employed
over 15,000.

Hecia and East Hecia Works, Sheffield. England.
Works area over

200 acres.

"HECLA" DISC CRUSHER.
fSYMON'S PATENT).

THE CRUSHER that excels in output, in economy of power, in uniformity of product,

and in low cost of maintenance. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY CRUSHER
that reduces ROCK and ORE, WET or DRY, successfully to a smaller product.

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

STONE BREAKING AND ORE CRUSHING PLANTS.

SOLt MAKERS.
HADFIELDS V-O SHEPriELD.

SOLE MAKERS OF

HADFIELDS' PATENT

"ERA"
MANGANESE STEEL

The Supreme Material

For the Wearing Parts of Stone

Breaking & Ore Crushing Machinery.

H«ad Office for South Africa :

46 & 47, CULLINAN BUILDINGS,

JOHANNESBURG.
'Phone 5900.

Tel. Add.

P.O. Box 1009.

HECLA."

Stores: DENVER, TRANSVAAL.
(^djoiiuaff Deav«r Siatio^X

.

Bulawayo Agents :

WHITMORE & JACKSON,
17 & 18, Agency Chambers.

Salisbury Agents :

P. PEECH & CO.,

Angwa Street.

Natal Agents :

THOS. BARLOW & SONS,

Smith Street, Durban.
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EARLY SOUTH AFRICAN TIN MINING.

Befoke the Gheuueal, Metallur^Jieiil and Mining Society of

South Africa last Saturday night, Mr. Max Baumarm read

an interesting paper on " The Ancient Tin Mines of the

Transvaal," in the course of which he stated that the old

workings in the Eooiberg-Leeuwpoort district were carried

on by men who were probably akin to the Basutos. In

1723, Jan van der Capille, of the Dutch East India Com-

pany, at Delagoa Bay, reported that natives had been at

La Goa with copper and tin for barter. Nine years later

the same Capille reported that he had purchased 56 bars of

tin from natives at Delagoa, which the lecturer suggested

came from Rooiberg. Dr. Moffat also mentioned that in

1826 he came ac-i'oss a Mohurutsi copper-smith near the

?iIolopo, who could smelt bronze and draw his own copper

wire for making bracelets. Mr. Baumann quoted^Theal and

Hall in confirmation of his theory that these miners were

of the same people as the ancient gold miners of Rhodesia,

the knowledge of mining and metallurgy being handed down
traditionally from father to son, mining being carried on

sporadically down to recent times as borne out by the traces

of I'ecent w'orkings. Describing the methods followed, he

said that ore was broken or chipped away with hammers
and gads, the latter being made of mild steel of extremely

fine quality, equal to the best Swedish iron. The hammers
appeared to have been made of stone or filsite, without

handles. When the ground was too hard for these instru-

ments, the method of " fire-settincr " was employed. Most
of the ancient workings were filled in, probably for some
superstitious or religious reason. The longest working was
620 feet long, 15 to 27 feet deep and 20 feet wide near the

surface. Some of the workings were open to daylight, but

in others, some form of artificial hght was probably em-
ployed. Transport was probably by means of baskets, grass

bags or earthenware pots. Numerous traces had been
^discovered of smelting at Blaauwbank, including an ancient

furnace bottom and an ingot of bronze. Other ingots of tin

and copper, a stone ball, a hoe, human bones, teeth, tor-

toise-shell, chipped arrow-heads and digging stones. An
ancient road running from Smelters' Kop to the Elandsberg,

tuid wide enough to take a wheeled vehicle, was believed

to be of earlier date than either Bantu or Boer. Being in

an exposed position, it was probably built to ensure travel-

lers, laden perhaps with ingots, from any sudden surprise

from possible highwaymen.

Municipality's £20,000 Claim.

In an action for £20,000 damages, brought by the

Kokstad Municipality against Messrs. Peters & Flamman
(first defendants) and Birkett (second defendant), judgment

was given on Feb. 5. Mr. Justice Buchanan said he had
no hesitation in saying that the firs-t defendants' defence

—

that they were prevented from carrying out the contract of

supplying lights to the town by an act of Stat-e (their intern-

ment)—was a good defence. They were therefore not liable

for damages. As regards the second defendant, who was

appointed Controller by the Custodian of Enemy Property,

he, too, was not liable, as no wilful act had been proved

against him to justify the claim of damages against him.

His Lordship, however, ordered the plant for hghts to be

forfeited to the ]\Iunicipality, who had to pay the costs of

the Controller; no order as to costs being made regarding

the first defendants.

Williams"*Vulcan*'
Drop-Forged

Chain Pipe Vise
JV/JADE entirely of drop-forgings and wrought steel, these

Vises are unbreakable, compact, rapid in action and

positive in gripping pipe. They are attachable anywhere—any

handy bench, post or other support will answer. Remember,

Williams' Chain Pipe Tools have been Standard for nearly

half a century—they are all bacl<eJTDy our absolute and un-

conditional guarantee of service.

Vises in 3 sizes for i to 8-inch pipe.

Descriptive Booklet on request.

J.H.Williams & Go.
" The Drop-Forging People'

Export Office:

76 State Street,

New York City, U.S.A.

General OHlces:

76 Richards Street

Brooklyn, N.y'
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LIIVIITED.
Working In conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., LTD.

PHCENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., LTD.

DICK, KERR. PHCENIX. SIEMENS.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

CABLES AND WIRES
For Electric Light and Power, Telephone, Telegraph and Signalling Purposes.

TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES
Manual and Automatic,

ELECTRIC SIGNALLING APPARATUS
Luminous Engine Room Telegraphs to suit requirements.

EQUIPMENT FOR OVERHEAD
TELEGRAPH. TELEPHONE AND
POWER TRANSMISSION LINES

PRIMARY CELLS
Fluid and Dry.

EBONITE
©c. tac. ©c.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18
Established 1858.

Telephone : City >400 (7 lines).

OVER 4,000 EMPLOYEES.

Telegrams ; " Siemens, Woolwich"

HOME BRANCHES:

BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.—30, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89,. St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—64-68, Collingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

S0UTHAMPT0N.-46, High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clive Buildings, Clive Street.

BOMBAY.- Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith's Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE.—29, William Street.

REPRESENTATIVE IN SOUTH AFRICA:

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.LE.E.,
P.O. Box 239, CAPE TOWN.

Telephone 1202. Telegrams :
" WOTAN."
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THE MINERAL INDUSTRY OF SOUTH AFRICA AND ITS
FUTURE.*—V.

[By P. A. Wagner, B.Sc, Ing.D."

Zinc

There is no production of zinc or zinc ores in the Union
at present. The only important deposits hitherto discovered

are in the I\Ialmani division of the Transvaal, near Ottos-

hoop, where lead and zinc ores occur partly in the form of

pipes and partly in the form of disseminations in the dolo-

mite of the Transvaal system. In 1914 a concentrating

plant was erected at the Blane-Witkop ^line, and was
worked for a short time, but it was found impossible to

dispose of the coucentrat-e at a remunerative price owing to

the fact that, at that time, smelters in the United Kingdom
and the United States, had more ore than they could deal

with. About 200 tons of concentrate, averaging 50 per cent,

of zinc, were iiroduced.

Arsenic.

Within the past six months a promising start has been

made to produce white arsenic locally, this material being

extensively used in the manufacture of arsenite of soda for

sheep and cattle dips, insecticides, and the like. The out-

put for the first four months of 1918, amounting to 6-185

tons, valued at £619, came from the Stavoren Tin Mine,

where massive arseuopyrite occurs, together with cassiterite,

scheelite, copper pyrite, and other minerals. A plant for

the production of white arsenic is also being erected at the

Consort Mine in the Barberton district. Here arseuopyrite

is associated with gold. As some £80,000 worth of arsenite

of soda is annually consumed in the Union, the prospects

of the industry appear v«=ry hopeful.

Magnesite.

The Union has considerable resources of magnesite, but

owing to the low price of the mineral it is at present only

being worked at Budd's Mine, near Malelane, in the Barber-

ton district. The output of the mine amounted in 1917 to

781 short tons, valued at £'2,050. The production of

magnesite may be expected to increase with the expansion

of the local steel industry, but there is little prospect of

establishing an export trade in it.'-'

Manganese.

The manganese output, recorded in the table for 1917,

came partly from a vein deposit in the Magaliesberg

quartzite, near Derdepoort, and partly from an occurrence

which is being exploited on the farm Daniels Rust, 12 miles

north of Krugersdorp. Here the manganese occurs as

nodules, up to 12 inches in diameter, composed of a mixture

of pyrolusite and psilomelane. These are scattered indis-

criminately through residual clay, resulting from the

weathering of the dolomite of the Transvaal system. The
nodules average about 47 per cent, of metallic manganese.
The deposits appear to be of considerable extent, and can

be cheaply worked. A somewhat similar occurrence is

being opened up at Eand Gate, near Eandfontein. At this

locality, however, the manganese content of the nodules

is lower than on Daniels Rust. Within the last week a

promising deposit of this nature has also been discovered

on the property of the Eandfontein Central Gold Mining
Company.

Mica.

The pegmatites of the so-called Jlica Belt, in the Leyds-
dorp division of the Transvaal, yield muscoviate mica of

excellent quality, of which there is a small but steady

* Being Presidential Address read before the S.A. Association for

the Advancement of Science.

*('(. Wagner, P. A. : S.A. Joiirn. rmlKsliie!'. March, 1918.

+r/. Wagner, P. A. : S.A. Jnnrn. Iiiilu.itiks, April, 1918.

JFor a description and plan of the Salt Pan see Wagner, P. A. : Proc.
Geol. Soc. S.A. (1917), 30-38.

production. Efforts arc being made to establish an export
trade in the mineral, which is in great demand at the
present time for aeroplanes and the condensers of wireless
stations. Limited quantities are used in South Africa for

electrical purposes, and there is a small mica factory in

Johannesburg, where mica lamp-chimneys, stove-fronts, and
micanite sheets are made.f

Soda.

The soda production of the Union, amoimting in 1917 to
5,674-75 tons, value at £29,192 is derived from the remark-
able salt-pan

i
on the farm Zoutpan, 25 miles north-west of

Pretoria. Hitherto operations have practically been con-
fined to thin layers of nearly pure trona, but enormous
quantities of soda are also available in the mud underlying
and interbedded with the trona layers. This has been proved
to a depth of over 200 feet, and averages about 15 per cent,
of NajCo.T A plant for the preparation of pure soda from
the mud is at present being erected, and if it proves success-
ful the future of the industry will be assured for many years
to come.

Talc.

Almost the wliole of the talc production of the Union
comes from the Verdite Mine, near Xoordkaap Station, in

the Barberton district of the Transvaal, in the neighbour-
hood of which there are other considerable deposits. There,
is also a small production in the Krugersdorp district of the
Transvaal, and in Zululand. The tale of the Barberton
district deposits has been proved to be well adapted to the
manufacture of paper and rubber. As it can be cheaply
mined, and the railage to Delagoa Bay is only 3s. 6d. per
ton, it is confidently anticipated that a large export trade
in it will be estabhshed after the wnv

The small
mineral produ
the Olifants R
also recovered

of Leydsdorp,
time. No woi-

in the Union,
cassiterite in

fields, and in

verwacht, nea

Tungsten.

output of tungsten recorded in the table of

ction comes from the Stavoren Tin ]\Iine, in

iven tin-fields. Several tons of scheelite were
in 1917 from a deposit in the neighbourhood
but this is not being worked at the present
kable occurrence of wolframite has been found
though the mineral occurs in association with
certain of the mines of the Waterbei'g tin-

the quartz-lodes on the farm Annexe Lang-
r Capetown.

(To be continued.)

Phone 4673. Box 3162.

OSBORN'S
"TITAN" MANGANESE

CRUSHER SPARES.
Write or 'Phone for Stock List.

SAMUEL OSBORN & Co., Ltd.,
SHEFFIELD and

JOHANNESBURG.
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"TRIIVIO"
(TRADE MARK)

Superior
Features

stands for absolutely the

BEST in a Pipe Wrench;
Strength, Durability,

and all the qualities

necessary in a

tool of this kind

to stand up
under hard

usage.

Inserted Jaw in Handle ^^i^^. ^^^^^^^ ^^

^ .t A x^ t I J ^Hb^ all hardware
easily and cheaply replaced, ^J^ merchants.
lengthening: life of wrench in=

definitely. Spring protected
against damage or loss. Movable
Jaw reinforced, giving additional
strength where others are weak. Made
of drop forged Steel. All parts interchange=
able and guaranteed. Steel frame that will not break.

Send for our Catalogue showing our full line.

Trimont Manufacturing Company
ROXBURY (BOSTON), MASS., U.S.A.

SOLE AGENT FOR SOUTH AFRICA :

\^ M. J Q JJ JW Q 'P f\ ]W President Buildings, cor. President and
^*^ * ^^ ^^ * Von Brandis Streets, JOHANNESBURG.

P.O. Box 5580. Phone 2296.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

From Firmness to Weakness—Temporary Rise of Modder East.

The market opened on Saturday with sales of West Springs

at 25s. and IMakganyene Diamonds at 51s.' South-Westerns

were quoted at £6 5s. to £Q 7s. 6d. At the call prices were

inclined to be lower in the Modderfonteiu stock.s with the

exception of Modder East, which were the turn better. New
Modders came sellers at £26 17s. 6d. against the previous

day's buyer's bid of f'26 18s. 9d. Geduld Props were quoted

ex dividend. Springs came in for one of their periodical set-

backs. On Monday morning South-Westerns reached £1.

At the call prices were steady with advances in the Modder
stocks and City Deeps. After lunch ]\Iodder East rose to

19s. 9d. with proportionate improvement in the options.

South-Westerns closed at £7 2s. 6d.—£7 5s. The wholi-

market was firm. Tuesday's opening brought a further

advance of 2s. 6d. in South-Westerns. At the call Gedulds

improved, Van Eyn Deep, Sub Nigels and Government

Areas were about the same with rather a selling tendency

at last prices; Springs came easier. Modder East were 20s.

buyers, but immediately afterwards were sellers at the

price. Heavy selling finallv brought them back to 19s.,

19s. 3d. South-Westerns finished at £7 7s. 6d.—£7 10s.

Wednesday's call showed weakness in Springs and an
easier tendency in Government Areas, Van Eyn Deeps and
Sub Nigels, with advances in Modder B. and Geduld Props.

Eoberts Victor were in demand at 10s. buyers, but with no
selling response. Those relics of former glory, Eobinsons
and Knights, were offered at lis. and 17s. 6d. respectively.

African Farms continue weak. South-Westerns finished at

£8—£8 2s. Gd. Eoberts Victors made 16s. 6d. at the close,

presumably on the strength of the reopening of the mine.

Thursday's call showed a great falling off in the volume of

business and another in prices, the only important stock

holding its own being Modder B. Springs had the heaviest

set-back and Modder East have lost all their recent gains.

The outside dealings during the week have been swamped
by Makgauyene Diamonds and South-Westerns, especially

the latter, which from £6 5s. on Saturday were put up to

£8 5s. at the time of writing. j\Iakganyenes have ranged
between 50s. and 52s. 6d. Other sales : Monteleos, 15s. to

19s. 6d., finishino- at IBs.; Phoenix, Is.; Sakalava, 6s.;

Compound Diamonds, 2s.; Henderson's Options, lid.

Lydenburg Lands were quoted at 2s.—2s. 3d.

The market was again easier on Friday morning, with

the exception of West Springs, notably in Springs Mines
and New Modders. The following gives the alterations in

prices:—Sales: Apex, 6s. 9d. ; Crown Diamonds, 13s. 8d. ;

Brakpans, 67s., ex London; Citv and Suburbans, 7s. 9d. :

Frank Smiths, 4s. and 3s. lid. ;'East Eand Coals, 2s. 3d.;

Geduld Props, 46s. 3d. ; Leeuwpoorts, 23s. 6d. ; New Geduld
Deeps, 5s. 9d. ; Kleinfonteiiis, 12s. ; Pretoria Cements, 66s.

6d. ; Princess, 3s. 6d. ; Eooibergs, 4s. 6d. ; S.A. Lands, 6s.

Id. ; Sub Nigel (10s. paid), 13s. 9d. ; Springs Mines, 62s. 6d.,

62s. 3d.; Modder Easts, 19s.; T.G.M. Estates, 16s.; West
Springs, 25s. 9d. ; Options, 10s. 9d. Buyers and sellers

:

Anglo-Americans, 30s., seller; New Modders, £26 10s.,

£26 15s.; South-West Diamonds, £8 15s., £8 17s. 6d.

Fii.. Sat.. Mon., Tucs., Wed., Thurs.,

14th. 15th. 17th. 18th. 19th. 20th.

African Farms ... 13 9* 13 9' 13 9 13 6* 13 6* 13 3*

Anglo-Americans . . — — — — — 32 Ot

Apex Mines .... 6 9t 66* 06' 66 64' 66*
Banties o 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2 0* 2

Brakpans 67 0* — 70 Ot 70 69 6 68

Breyten ColLs. ... 11 9* 11 9* 11 9» 11 9* 11 9* -
British South Africa 20 0* 21 Ot 21 Ot 19 0" — 21 0+

Bushvekl Tins ...OS* - 9' 8» 10* -
Cassel Coals .... 30 0+ 30 Ot 30 0t_ — .30.. Ot —
Cinderellas 3 3* 3 3- 3 3* - 3 3* -

•Buyers. tSellers. AOdd lots. bEx London.

Fr ., Sat Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
14th. 15th. 17th. 18th. 19th. 20th.

City & Suburban.? . . 7 9* 7 9 7 6* 7 6* 7 6* 7 9*
City Deeps 54 g 53 9* 54 6*

25 Ot
54
25

6

OtClydesdales 23 0* 25 Ot 23 0*
Cons. Investment. . . 23 0* 24 0* 24 0* 24 0* 24 0* 25 0*
Cons. Langlaagtes . . 17 0* 17 0* 17 0* 17 6* 17 6* 17 9*

Cons. Main Reefs . . 10 0* — 10 3* 10 9 10 9*

Cons. Min. Selection 25 6* _- 25 6* 25 6* 25 0* 25 6*
Coronation Frees . . 1 2* —- 1 4t 1 4t 1 4t
Crown Diamonds . . 12 6* 12 6* - 12 6» 12 0* 13
Crown Mines . . . ,

_- __ 42 6a
Daggafonteins . . . . 25 25 25 3 26 25 6* 25 0*
Do. Options . . . . 5 6 —- 6 3 5 9* _

Durban Rood. Deeps 7 0*
t

6' _- 8 3 8 0*
East Rand Coals . .

•7 4*
•J 3 2 3* 2 3 2 3* 2 3*

East Rand Deeps . . 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0*

East Rand Minings . 17 6* 18 0* 18 6t — -- 17 B*

East Hand Props. . . 6 6 6 3 -- G 6* 6 9t —
East Rand Debs, .

£70* — £7 0* £70* £ 0* £70"

Eastern Golds . . . 1 3* 1 3« _ 1 3* 1 3* 1 3'

Frank Smiths . . . 4 4 4 2 4 2 3 10 4 4 2

Geduld Props. . . . 47 3 46 0* 46 47 Oa 46 9 46 6a

Glencoe Colls. . . . 6 0* 6 0* 6 0» — 6 0* 6 0"

Glynn's Lydenburgs. 23 0* 24 6t 23 0* 24 0* 25 25 Ot

Government Areas . 95 9* 96 96 96 95 9 95 3

Jhb. Brd. of Exors. 30 0* 30 0* 30 0* 30 0* 30 0* —
Jupiters 4 3* 4 6* 4 6* 4 5* 4 6* 4 V
Klerksdorp Props. . 1 1* 1 1* 1 1* 1 0* 1 0* —

•

Knight Centrals . . 5 11 5 9 5
tit
1 5 9 5 8* 5 10

Lace Props 21 6 21 3 21 6 21 6* 21 9* 21 3*

Leeuwpoorts 24 0* 24 0* 24 6 23 6* 23 9' 23 7*

Lydenburg Farms . . 8 9* 8 9* 8 9* 8 9* 9 Dt 8 9

Middelvleis _- 1 0* 1 0* — 1 0* 1 0'

Modder B's 155 0" 153 0* 154 0* 154 C* 155 155 0*

Modder Deeps . . . 147 6 147 0* 147 0* 148 0* 148 0* 150 0+

Modder Easts . . . . 18 4* 18 9" 19 li 20 19 0* 18 9*

Do. Options (3 years' 4 1* 4 2* 4 5* 5 1 4 10 4 Inf

Do. Options {4 years] 5 1' 5 6* 5 9* 6 3 5 9* —
Hume Pipes . . . . . 27 0" 26 0" 24 9 27 9* 27 9' 27 9*

Natal Navigation . 21 0* 21 0* - 21 0* 21 0* 21 0'

National Banks . . 297 6* 300 Ot 300 Ot 300 Ot 300 Ot 300 Ot

New Boksburgs . . 1 1 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0* 1 0*

New Elands . . . 29 9 29 6 30 ot 27 6* 27 6 27 0*

New Eras .... 9 8* 9 8* 9 9 9 9* 9 6* 9 6*

New Geduld Deeps . 5 10* 5 10* 5 10* 6 Ot 5 9* 6 Ot
New Heriots .... 12 6* -- 13 0* — 12 6* 15 Ot

New Kleinfonteins 12 0* 12 11 6" 11 6 11 6* 11 7

New Modders . . . . 538 9t 540 537 6 450 9a 540 Ot —
New Unifieds .... -— -_ - — 3 6* 3 6*

Nigels 4 0* 4 0* 4 0* —

•

4 0' 4 0*

Nourse Mines . . . 16 Ot 16 ot - 12 6* -- —
Premier Pref. . . 152 6* -— — 152 6* -— 152 6*

Pretoria Cements . 66 6* 65 3* 66 0* 68 Ot 66 0* 66 0*

Princess Estates . 3 4* 3 4* 3 6 3 6 3 3* 3 4'

Rand Collieries . . 3 6* 3 6* — — 3 9t —
Rand Nucleus . . 1 10* 1 10* - 1 11* 1 11* 1 11*

Rand Selections . . 80 0* -— - — -- —
Randfontein Deeps 5 0* 5 0* 5 3t — 5 0* 5

Randfontein Est. .
_— 15 6 15 3* 15 3* 15 14 9*

Roberts Victors . . 7 6* 6 0* - 7 0* 9 Oa —
Rooibergs 5 5 4 9 4 0* 4 0* 4 4'

Rood. Uniteds . . .

-_ -— — 2 6* 2 6* —
Robinsons 15 Ot 15 Ot 11 Ot 11 Ot 11 Ot —
Ryan Nigels . . .

-_ 3 6* 3 6' 3 6' -- 3 6*

Shebas 1 3* 1 3* 1 6* 1 6* 1 6* —
Simmer Deeps . . . 1 6* 2 Ot 1 6* — 1 6* —
S.A. Breweries . . 33 0* -— — — -— —
S.A. Lands .... 6 1* 6 1 6 0* 6 0' 6 0* 6 0-

Springs Mines . . . 66 0* 64 9 65- 64 3 63 62 6

Sub Nigels .... 25 3* 25 0* 25 25 0* 24 9 24 0*

Transvaal Lands . 23 6a 24 0* 24- 0* 24 0* -— 24 6t
Transvaal G.M. Est .

— 15 0* 15 15 0* 15 15 0'

Van Ryn Deeps . . 68 0* 68 68 67 6* 67 5* 67 6'

Village Deeps . . . 16 6* 16 3 16 3» 16 3* -— 16 3*

Western Rand Est. 1 6* 1
0'

1 6* 1 6* 1 6* —
Witbank Colls. . . .

— -— — —

:

60 0* —
Witwatersrands . . . 19 Ot 18 6t -_ 19 Ot 16 3* —
Wit. Deeps .... 12 3* 12 0* 12 0* 12 3 12 12 bt
Wit. Townships . .

— -— 25 Ot — _ —
Wolhuters .... 3 1* 3 2 • 3 3 3 2* 3 1 —
Zaaiplaats Tins . 12 9 12 9 12 9 12 6+ 13 3 n 0*

New States .... 22 fiA 23 22 9* 22 9a 23 3 23, 3

S. Van Rvns . . .

'. U 3* 10 6 11 3 11 0* n 3 10 6*

S.A. Alkalis . . . 31 0* 32 0* - .32 6t — 30 0*

Tweefonteins . . . . 22 6* 22 6* 22 6" 22 6* — 22 6'

Tweefontein Def. . 22 6* -— 22 6* 22 6* — 22 6*

West Springs . . . . 24 6* 25 25 25 3 25 25 3

Do. Options .... . 10 0* 10 (i 10 6 10 0* — —
De Beers Def. . .

— £17* — — — —
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George Ellison^
Mechaiiic4& Electrical Enaineers

Makers of Electrical Control Gear

BIRMINGHAM, LONDON, MAfJCHESTER, GLASGOW,
NEWCASTLE, LEEDS, CARDIFF, MOSCOW, MILAN,

JOHANNESBURG, SYDNEY, N.S.W., COPENHAGEN.
CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z.

INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRIC SWITCH
AND

CONTROL GEAR

STAR DELTA
STARTER
PANEL

WE specialise in the production of

Switch and Control Gear for Industrial

r/%.— purposes.

Ellison Gear has given satisfactory service in

the Engineering, Textile, Colliery and other

industries. Its design complies with Home
Office requirements and the ^demands of

modern practice.

Export Office:

25 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, SWA.

ELECTRIC
CONTROL GEAR

r

Notices of appointmentH vacant on the minea are inserted

fftie in the advertisement columns of this journal.

THIS IS THE

GENUINE
STILLSON
WRENCH

THERE'S A
MIGHTY
BIG DIFF-

ERENCE.

The' Gemine Stillson

grips with a better

grip—a safer grip ; it

easily outlives all others.
It is a super wrench with
Drop Forgings of Special High
Grade Tool Steel and Forgings
which are heat treated to add
greater strength and toughness. It has
four parts only (Jaw, Handle, Extra
Heavy Malleable Frame and Nut) each
part machined to gauge, and each
interchangeable. Its makers have
more than 40 years' experience of

wrench-making behind them.

Big Stocks of Genuine Stillsons in all

sizes, and of Genuine Stillson replace-

ment parts, also of Clyburn Spanners
and other hand tools are now on hand at

LOVtDAY HOUSE. 'PHONE 3553. WIRES " FAGGOT.*

BOX 2466 JOHANNESBURG.
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LEAVES FROM A PROSPECTOR'S NOTE BOOK.

III.—The Capitulation of Ginger O'Keefe.

The rejiort that (linger O'Keefe had struck something really

big in the Mafungabuzi district created quite a lot of excite-

ment throughout JNIatabeleland. And when it became
common knowledge that O'Keefe had refused an offer made
by one of the big houses of twenty thousand pounds for a

twelve months' option, a lot of the old hands in the lower
Gwelo and Bubi areas packed up their kits and struck out
for Mafungabuzi. The district is nothing to write home
about. It is warmer even than old Hartley, and it contains

tiy as well as anopheles, so that it is there possible to

pick up S.S. as well as » real nice dose of malaria. All the

same there was quite an exodus Sebvmgwe way. Ginger
O'Keefe's great find was the talk of the hour, and one or

two hoolc-nosed ]ieople who are not generally addicted to

running health risks quietly stole up that way from Bula-

wayo with a view to spying out the land.

I happened to be in Selukwe at the time and decided

to join up with the lower Gwelo crowd. On arrival at

O'Keefe's stake we were met by the budding millionaire,

who gravely informed us that his claims were called the

Heaven block because Rhodesians (or an_y other tribe for

that matter) would find it mighty difficult to enter them.
" I ain't encouraging any visitors," quoth O'Keefe.

" Ye've all come on a fool's errand, and if ye'll take my
advice ye'll be puUin' out quick. I've pegged out the

country fer miles around th' main shtrike, and as the over-

burthen is heavier than th' load on th' mind o' Pontius

Pilate ye'll best be jroin' home."
w * * *

Ginger had got the whole of his main workings sur-

rounded by barbed-wire entanglements. Here and there

were great big mounds that looked perilously like machine-
gun emplacements and there were notices all over the place

that said: " Trespassers will be SHOT, not prosecuted,"
" Beware of, the Bloodhounds," " Pas op for Spring Guns
and Man Traps." Ginger had got together four or five of

the biggest toughs in Rhodesia and one could observe tbeui

walking around inside the wire entanglements with shot

guns and looking very ferocious-like. We could observe,

too, one or two nasty-looking dogs and a half-grown leopard

tied up by a long chain to a pole. We talked to Ginger
about all these aggressive indications and we told him they
didn't look at all sociable.

I'm not whantin' any socialilent'ss," retorted Ginger.
" If any ones goes to th' properthy he's liable to meet death
in a sudden an' nasty form. The min have insthructions

to shoot on sight and the dogs and spring guns and ceteras

is all tuned up for killin'."

" But you couldn't do it, Ginger! " expostulated Flan-
nagan, who used to be O'Keefe's half-section away back in

the lower Gwelo. " 'Twould be sheer murther.

"

Well, I'll murther first an' argufy afterwards,"
returned O'Keefe, and he strolled quietly away as though
to signify that the argument was finished as far as he was
concerned and that he had said the last word.

" Well, I'm damned!" we all ejaculated simultaneously.
The pig-faced red-headed son of sin I An' him an old

pal of ours !

"

Well, w'e'd come so far and we weren't going to turn
back, so we pitched our camp, fixed our buck sails, got up
one or two g-rass huts, and sat down opposite to Heaven.
Two of the Yids fri:>m Bulawayo joined us, and that night

one of them in a fit of daring curiosity invaded Paradise
and got shot in the leg by a trap gun for his trouble. He
yelled something awful and staggered back to camp bleeding
like a stuck pig. We tied his wounds up and cursed Ginger.
Although his first victim was a Jew it didn't seem like the
true Rhodesian spirit at all at all.

We -argued it out that there must be something uncom-
mon good in Ginger's stake, or else he wouldn't have
refused twenty thousand foi- a twelve months' ojition. and

furthermore he wouldn't have taken such extraordinary

precautions to prevent visitors encroaching on his property.

And so we split up into parties and scoured the whole
country side for an extension of Ginger's strike. But none

of us struck anything. Ginger was quite right. There

seemed to be nothing but overburden everywhere ; not a

trace of a reef, not a sign of rubble or of old workings-

Ginger apparently held the key to the situation and w.as

going to hang on to it. When we got t-o the camp after

three days' systematic scouring of the country side we
found that a whole host of peojjle had arrived at Heaven's
gates and were being lectui^d by Ginger on the perils of

attempting to enter therein. The new arrivals were just as

displeased as we had been at the situation. Their tempers
were not improved when we told them of our experiences.

And when a big consignment of stores, including a large

sujjply of whisky and a Tremain mill with accessory plant

arrived there was a general howl of derision and anger.

* * * *

The new chum was a swankj'-looking individual with an

eyeglass and a manner which suggested that he at any rate

should not be debarred from entering the Heaven block.

Heaven, in fact, might well have lieen his home, and his

scanty remittances were probably drafted on the Bank of

the Almighty.

Rhodesia is always charitable to the new chum, jjrovided

he is sufficiently green and raw enough to raise a smile. We
all of us regarded the new chum as a tolerable ass. His
monocle and lordly speech, his collection of revolvers and
all-in-all pocket knives, and his silver cigarette case all

helped to provoke a great deal of disdainful mirth. But it

was the new chum who enabled us to defeat Ginger O'Keefe.
" Let's set siege to the beastly place! " he counselled;

and we did. For thre-e weeks we held up Ginger's stores.

Not a tin of crayfish, not an ounce of flour, not a drop of

whisky entered the Heaven block for twenty-one days and
nights. It was probably the lack of whisky that brought

about Ginger's capitulation. At any rate he and his toughs

were very white and dry when we closed in the cordon and
entered the forbidden area. A Mining Commissioner and
two B.S.A.P. men entered with us in accordance with

instructions received. And there they found about half-a-

month's output of all the big mines in Matabeleland ! There
was no reef on the Heaven block, and drink had prevented
Ginger and his fellow I.G.D.'s from camouflaging the thing

with the Tremain. Ginger and his mates are now doing

eighteen months, and Heaven is quite untenanted. I don't

think it ever was a place for angels.

Ginger's mine would have produced an astonishing out-

put of exceptionally pure gold if he hadn't been disturbed.

Oh yes, there was a mine there all right. You know the

definition of a mine, don't you"? It's a hole in the ground
owned bv a liar.

BARFORD&Co.,Ltd.
(Late Bull & Oehmen. Ltd.)

SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT.

Large Stocks of Theodolites, Levels,

Planimelers and Pantographs (Coradi),

Steel and Metallic Tapes, also general

Surveying Appliances.

REPAIRS of Scientific InstrumeDt*

A SPECIALrTY.

Phone
1221.

59, RISSK ST.,

JOHANNESBURG.
Box

4040
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HYDRAULIC PROSPECTING FOR TIN.

The Question of Cost—Rooiberg and Groonfontein Results.— Interesting Discussion.

To the discussion of Mr. E. E. Schoch's paper on " Hydrau-

lic Prospecting at the Eooiberg Tin Mines," read recently

before the South African Institution of Engineers, Mr. J.

Jervis Garrard, at the last meeting, made the followuig ccn-

tribution : Although a matter of small importance not con-

nected with the main object of the paper, I think the value

of the paper would be enhanced if the author corrected an

obvious error in his description of the geological formation

at Eooiberg, where he describes the Eooiberg Series as con-

sisting of " Sandstones quartzites and bands of shales,

forming as it ifcrc an irregular laccolite in the iinderlying

'granite." Such a description of a laccolite is entirely at

Variance with all accepted geological ideas of such occur-

rences. The method of hydraulic prospecting outlined in

this paper is, I believe, novel as regards the necessity for

elevating the gravel owing to the level nature of the ground,

otherwise the problem is almost identical with that which

v,-as presented at the Groenfontein Tin ]\Iines, when in 1911

a plant was installed to pump the necessary make up water

a distance of five miles, lift it 1,200 feet, and then carry out

hydraulicing operations on the top of the Groenfontein Hill,

by means of a centrifugal nozzle punip, using the water in

circulation over and over again. In iny report of the Trans-

vaal Consolidated Land and Exploration Company, Ltd., in

February, 1914, I said :

" It is gratifying to be able to report

that the^ hydraulicing scheme outlined in my annual report

for the year 1909 has now been successful in enabling the

overburden to be stripped and the granite laid bare at a cost

covered by the alljiivial tin recovered in the operation, in-

stead of, as was formerly the case, when w-orking with hand
labour, at a coat of from £400 to £500 per month. It is also

important to note that these operations have, as I had ex-

pected, at the same time resulted in laying bare valuable

deposits of ore." In my report of March, 1915, I was able

to say: " The main tin producer during the year has again

been the Giant Workings discovered by hydraulicing in 1913.

These workings produced 3,575 tons of ore containing 174
tons of 70 per cent, concentrate during the year making a

total production of 437 tons of 70 per cent, concentrate from
these workings since their discovery." It will be seen there-

fore that this scheme which was identical in its object with
the Eooiberg scheme (and similar with the exception that

it was not necessary to elevate the gravel) enabled the strip-

ping of the granite to be carried out at a cost covered by the
tin recovered, whilst the whole cost of the installation was
very amply justified by the discovery of rich deposits laid

bare through the employment of this method.
It is unfortunate that the author does not give detailed

figures as to the cost of working per cubic yard, as such in-

formation would materially add to the value of the paper.
In view of the considerable handling of tailings entailed by
the method employed, and the very small capacity of the
plant, it is evident that these costs cannot be low, and I

should like to know whether the elevating of the pulp in the
first instance to a greater height than 20 feet had been con-
sidered in order possibly to obviate this excessive subsequent
haircffing' or taiiings'.'' Apparently the amount of circulating
water used in the operations only amounts to something be-
tween 24 and 42 cubic feet per minute, which at the density
of pulp given f21bs. solids per gallon of water) and at the
daily capacity of 100 cubic yards, would mean aloout 21,600
cubic feet, or about ]35,006 gallons per day. It would be
interesting to know what the amount of iriake-up water taken
from the storage dam is to enable this circulation to be main-
tained. I notice that the width of the sluice box is given as
eight feet, which is considerably in excess of that which
would be dictated by ordinary practice, having regai'd to the
small stream of water employed, and I should be vei7 glad
to hear the author's experience on this m.ntter and whether
he has made any experiments on varying wndths of sluice box
which may have led to the adnption'of the width finally em-
ployed. Tlie author explains that the operation of the sluice

box is stopped for nine hours to stream down the box when
full; but he does not say how long it takes for the box to

fill. It would seem that this loss of time could be obviated

either by means of a parallel sluice box into which the flow

ol current sands would be diverted, or by throwing out the

rough concentrates from the existing box for subsequent
dressing in small boxes or tables. No mention is made of

the actual quantity of material sluiced,, that is, after the

larger pebbles have been eliminated, and the only hint at

capacity is that it deals with aboui 100 cubic yards per day,

without any information as to the number of hours worked
per day. A definite statement as to the actual quantity of

ground cut and elevated per horse-power used would also

materially add to the value of the paper. In the discussion

of this paper it should be borne in mind that presumably
the main ol)jeet of the method employed is to lay bare tin-

bearing deposits in situ which would not otherwise be found;

therefore, it would not be fair to expect the results to com-
pare favourably with any ordinary hydraulicing propositions,

where the object is solely to recover the tin from the alluvial

ground on a profitable basis; as it goes without saying that

in order to treat this proposition as an alluvial one per se, the

scale of operations would require to be on a very much more
extensive one than that indicated in the author's paper,

dealing as it does with a matter of something less than
3,000 cubic yards per month, whereas in the case of the

Swaziland Tin, for example, we deal with about 100,000
cubic yards per month. It is doubtful from the description

if either the cost per cubic yard or the percentage of recovery

of the tin woidd justify the classification of this plant under
the heading of a successful hydraulicing proposition per se.

The author is, however, to be congratulated on bringing for-

ward this outline of a method of prospecting which is no
doubt capable of a considerably extended application in prac-

tice in the case of many and various kinds of ore deposits.

Even if the value recovered from the actual operation of the
plant does not cover the operating cost, it is still, or should
be, the cheapest and quickest method of stripping the over-

burden to expose the bed rock for subsequent exann'nation,

and it is to be hoped that the Eooiberg Company will reap
as handsome a reward for its enterprise in this direction as

tliat derived by the Groenfontein Tin Mines.

Kaninassie Irrigation Scheme.
The Kamnassie Irrigation Board has adopted a scheme

for the construction of a dam, weii;s and canals, according
to the plans and specifications prepared by the Irrigation

Department. The scheme, which was originally estimated
to cost £360,000, for which Parliament had voted the money
two years ago, and which would bring 10,000 morgen under
irrigation, has now been extended to bring an additional

4,000 morgen under water at an increased cost of £450,000.
The dam will irrigate perhaps one of the richest strips of

country in the L^nion, about 40 miles in length, where the
alluvial soil is 30 or 40 feet de^-p and capable of producing
any crop, cereal or fruit, grown in the southern hemisphere.
The possibilities of the development and exploitation of

small holdings is very great. Even in the severest drought,
such as the district passed through in 1916, the dam is

estimated to hold sufficient water to last for a year. Mr.
Patterson, Circle Engineer, was deputed by the Director
of Irrigation to meet the Board, when its was decided to

make application for the available £360,000, and later on
when this. amount had been applied for, to get the Director
of Irrigation to approach the Minister with a view to placing
the extra £90,000 on the Estimates. The work of clearing
an area has already' begun, but it is not anticipated that
the heavy work of constriiction vi'ill be. commenced', before
some months. The Board also decided not to have a

resident Government engineer but to appoint one under
Board control.
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ENGINEERING SECTION.

S.A. INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' ANNUAL REPORT.

Questions of Standardisation, Safety Measures, and Exhibition of Locally Made
Machinery and Appliances.

From the annual report of tho South African Institute of

Electrical Engineers, we learn that Prof. W. Buchanan
was appointed as representative on a joint committee of

representatives of the South African Institution of

Engineers, the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society

of South Africa and this Institute, to consider what steps,

if any, can be taken to bring about closer working of the

three societies by way of joint housing : a conunon journal

for each society's proceedings, or otherwise.

Exhibition of Loc.\lly M.^nuk.actuked Machineuy .\nd

Appliances.

It has been proposed by the South African Institution

of Engineers, in collaboration with the Chemical, Metal-
lurgical and Mining Society of South Africa, to hold an
exhibition at an early date of machinery and appliances

manufactured locally as an outcome of the war. Prof. J.

H. Dobson, Messrs. R. F. Botting and E. V. Perrow have
been appointed as representatives on the joint committee
to consider the proposal in all its bearings.

Standardisation ok Electrical Materials.

In the annual report last year it was announced that an
Electrical Section of the South African Engineering Stan-

dards Committee had been formed to deal with the question

of standardisation of electrical materials in this country. It

is understood that an interim report, covering the work of

the committee, will be shortly issued.

Safety Precautions Committee.

During the year a committee of seven members of the

Institute was appointed to continue the framing of recom-
mendations for safety in connection with the use of elec-

tricity, and the Transvaal Chamber of Mines appointed its

sub-committee of consulting electrical engineers to colla-

borate with the Institute's committee in framing recom-
mendations for safety in mining electrical work. Three
sub-committees have been appointed to consider recom-
mendations for safety in connection with transmission
lines, motor installations, surface and underground hoists,

electric traction, etc.,> and the results of their labours will

be published in due coiu-se.

Gold Medal for Best Paper—1916.

The gold medal for the best paper read during 1916 was
awarded to Mr. Bernard Price for his paper entitled " The
Electrical System of the Rand Power Companies, witli

special reference to Methods of Operation and Experience."
At the ordinary general meeting of the Institute held in

November, the Hon. F. S. Malan, Acting Prime Minister
of the Union, presented the gold medals awarded for the
best paper read in 1915 and in 1916.

V.F.P. Premr-.ms.

The Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Company, Ltd.,
has generously offered the Institute an annual award of

£25 for competition for good work to be done by members
of the Institute. The following are the conditions which
it is agreed shall govern the awards:— (1) The said annual
sum shall be placed to the credit of a fund upon which the
Council of the Institute may draw from time to time for

5

the pui-jjose of granting premiums of an amount not exceed-
ing £25 each to members of the Institute of any grade, in
recognition of a meritorious contribution or meritorious
contributions by such members to the proceedings of the
Institute during a friven calendar year. (Note.—The term
" contribution " is intended to cover not only original
papers, but any technical contribution to the proceedings
of the Institute.) (2) Each of such premiums shall be
called " £... V.F.P. Premium," and the value of the
premium shall be stated in each case. (3) Such premiums
shall be awarded annually, but the Council shall not be
obliged to grant any premium unless in its opinion the
contributions of a particular member or members to the
proceedings have attained a standard of value which, in
the opinion of the Council, merits such recognition. (4)
The member who gains the Institute's gold medal for the
best paper presented during a year shall not be eligible to
receive a V.F.P. Premium for that year. (5) All such
premiums, of whatever value, shall be given in the form
of scientific or technical books and /or instruments pur-
chased by the Institute.

S.A. Railways and Harbours.

IMPORTANT NEW WORKS AUTHORISED.
Verster.—Opening up as an attended station.
Cape Eastern Main Line.—Lengthening of certain main

line passenger platforms.
Bethlehem-Harrismith.—Raising of New Year's Spruit

Bridge by five feet.

North Cosst Line.—Reconstruction of Inyezaiii Bridge.
Hamanskraal.—Provision of new station' building and nii

additional siding.

Mossel Bay.—Removal of creosoting plant from Knvsna.
Salt River.—Provision of new electrical workshops."
Nelspruit.—Alterations to yard and buildings.
Mooi River.—Provision of "^three brick houses for staff.
Great Brak.—Provision of new quarters for stationmaster,

and conversion of present quarters into station accom-
modation.

Caledon.—Provision of new rest roc»ms in brick.
Firgrove.—Erection of new station buildings and platform.
Sarnia.—Provision of a house for pumpman.
Rosetta.—Provision of a house for station foreman.
Kazerne.—Metalling of coal sites.

Breyten.—Erection of four new cottages.
Durban.—Provision and installation of new machinery for

workshops.
Durban.—Extension to iron foundry and equipment for

same.

Metal turnings and borings from lathes at mines are
generally thrown away, unless they are sold as old metal.
This material always contains a good deal of high-grade oil,
which should not be allowed to go to waste. The^'turnings
may be put in a sheet-lined receiving truck, having a sloping
bottom to allow of their draining. Then they are placed
into an oil separator—steam heated or centrifugal type—
which reclaims most of the remainder of the oil. According
to the Miiihig and Scunitifc Press, San Francisco, a large
milling machine company at Cincinnati recovers an average
of 100 gallons of oil daily.
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THE SWIFT DRILL ATTACHMENT.

The Device Described—Tests at Van Ryn Deep and Crown Mines.

In our last issue we referred briefly to the Swift water-feed

attachment for piston drills, and in view of the importance

of any device which can reasonably claim to abate the dust

evil in the mines we promised to»give further particulars of

the invention. During the week a representative of this

paper had the opportunity of inspecting the attachment

(which has been locally made) at an engineering works in

town. A steady flow of water wliich can be regulated at

will is obtained through the use of this attachment and the

simplicity of the device is particularly noteworthy. We
reproduce hereunder a photo of the attachment fitted to a

Holman drill with the water feed in operation.

The Att.\chment Described.

The device consists of a jacket that is held in place in

the front end of any piston drill by the usual side rods. The
water enters this jacket from a hose attachment and is fed

to the piston—bored hollow up to a certain point—by means
of a hole at right angles to the central hole in the bored

piston, this feeding hole getting its water from the jacket

during the whole stroke of the machine. This jacket is

j)ut yi place and tightened up. This converts the dry
drilling; reciprocating drill into an axially fed water drill

while retaining the simplicity and advantage of the piston
niachine. -

V.\N Ryn Deep and Crown Mines Tests.

Tests of the machine have been carried out in the Van
Ryn Deep by the Miners' Phthisis Prevention Committee,
and these indicated that " the attachment was of consider-

able use in keeping down dust, and it should certainly effect

a fair saving in water as the chuck boy will turn off the
water tap on the machine in preference to letting the water
squirt over him, and so save water instead of keeping him-
self dry by throwing the hose full open on the floor of the
stope where it lies wasting while he gropes around foi

another jumper."

A further test was carried out on the Crown Mines on

2J inch Holman drills fitted with the Swift water-feed
attachment by a representative of the Miners' Phthisis
Prevention Committee, who reported, inter alia: "From
these figures it does not appear that the drill even on back

The Swift Drill Att.^chment.

made watertight with a piston at both ends by means
of ordinary packed glands in stuffing boxes that can be

tightened up in the usual way as required. At the back

end of the jacket there is a close fitting " weeping plate

that removes any water that might have a tendency to work
back along the piston rod, and at the same time allows any
air leaking from the front end of the machine to escape

without mixing with any of the water and so preventing
" fogging " or the creation of mist whilst the machine is

working. The water is led into the hollow jumper by means
of a chuck tapered to fit the piston at one end, and for the

drill shank at the other end, and by means of a recessed

rjni^ communicates with the small hole in the side of the

tapered shank, permitting a flow of water through the steel

in any position in which the jumper may he inserted. The
chuck has a central hole for drifting the jumper out when
changing drills, which does away with the wedge and U bolt

with its nuts. In order to attach this water feeding device
to any piston drill all that is necessary is to draw out the
present chuck and taper the end to take the new chuck,
bore the piston for about 12 inches with a I inch hole and
drill another i inch hole at right angles to the axial hole.

The water attachment is now s]i]ippcl on and the side rofls

holes makes sufficient dust to alter the small quantity made
by working in the stope and in the air coming into tlie stope

from other portions of tlic mine."

Advantages Claimed;

It is claimed that by using this device there is practically

no dust, as shown by tests made by the Miners' Phthisis

representative. This consequently means no miners'

phthisis as far as drilling operations are concerned. Other
claims are: No fogging whatever, as water eannot possibly

enter the cylinder on account of it being admitted into front

end of piston rod, tlu'ough water attachment being attached
to the front end of the machine in place of back end, as is

customary with many other devices. Great economy in the

way of saving steel, as it is unknown for steel to break
while being used in this machine, possibly on account of

steel being kept at unifonn temperature, etc. Reciprocat-
ing machines equipped with the Swift patent water head
can be used in any position, either back or underhand
drilling. The working cost is extremely low in the way of

spares or renewals. There are no chuck bolts, bushings or

cutters required. Jumpers s.ve changed instantly h\ one
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light tap with the hammer, as there are no bolts to be

released. Quite a big saving of air at the front end. of the

machine while in use, as the attachment w'itli Tti packing

arrangement .prevents any air , -whatever from passing

through the front end as usually oceurs with the piston drill

when working dry. Increased footage probably from 15 to

20 per cent., as stated by men using the converted drill,

, .or, in other' words, the amount of footage accomplished
when uaing the piston drill dry can be done in from ]5

, to 20 per cent, less time when equipped with Swift water
"head, which ineans, of course, a large saving in air. The!

'Swift water head can be attached to any piston drill at.

pres'e.nt .in use, consequently no scrapping of old drill need;

occur. The machine when converted in running costs does'

!'not exceed fourpence per working shift; this occurs in the;

way of renewal of a couple of turns of half-inch engine!

packing which requires to be effected possibly once in everj'

. six or eight working shifts and is put into position by the

'drill operator in from five to ten minutes by slackening
, 'two I in. gland Jjolts and again tightened in position with

^Vfiry small pressure. In using tlie Swift water attachment
;^_there is a great saving of water as compared with the old

system: of wetting the hole with an open i in. hose, as the

inlet water hole in the head of the patent is only J in., con-

. sequently we should say there is possibly from 50 to 75

per cent, water saved in the two methods. The device has
been employed at the Crown Mines for the past three

months.

Question of thk C.\stings.

This attachment is referred to in the last annual report

of the Government ^Mining Engineer. Col. Bottomley,
Inspector of the Boksburg District, writes: "The water-

fed reciprocating drills operating on the Swift patents were
tried on the Van Ryn Deep during the year. The patent-

was fitted to a Holman machine with locally cast head
attachments to accommodate the water feed. Up to the

time of writing not much progress has been made, as the

castings were too frail and have broken under the strain.

It is doubtful whether the extra weight of the blow afforded

by the heavy reciprocating machines even with a water
feed will equal the effect of the lighter but very much more
rapid striking of the present hammer-type water-fed drills.

The amount of dust created when using the Swift attacli-

ment is negligible and this is its chief recommendation."
We are given to understand that since this report was
written much improved castings have been manufacture!
locally and that the disadvantages referred to above ha\e
now been overcome.

Self-Luminous Faints in War and Peace.

Self-luminous paints were largely used during the war
for the dials of watches and instruments, for trench signs,

for buoys, and many other purposes. Very little was known
of the best composition of such paints and the best way of

using them until Professor Clinton, of University College,

London, and Mr. J. H. Dow, of the Illuminating Engineer-
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ing Society of Great Britain, carried out tests with special

fonns of electric glow-lamp photometer. They used paints

made of radium bromide and zinc sulphide, which at firr-t

show a quick rise in the light given off, followed by a slow

decay. They found that if more than a certain minute
])roportion of radium was used, the light fell away so rapidly

that no advantage was gained. They also found that the

same thing happened if the paint was laid on too thickly.

Gwing to the high cost of radium these results enabled big

savings to be effected in the expenditure on self-luminous
paints during the war. They will be no less valuable in

peace, when the use of these paints is developed for the
illumination of instrument dials, electric switches, signs

and signposts, buoys, and other things where it is d'.'sirable

to provide pennanent visibility.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.
(From the S.A. Mining Journal of February 24, 1894.)

An account of the proceedings at tiiis week's meeting
of the Rand ]\Iines, Limited, together with the directoi's'

first annual report and accounts for the period ending 31st

January last, Mr. H. C. Perkins' report and plan showing
the position and extent of the company's holdings, will be
found elsewhere in our present issue. To Mr. Perkins'

report we would direct special attention. We regard it as

one of the most important documents ever published in

connection with the Witwatersrand, not even excepting the

famous report issued by Mr. Hamilton Smith at a time
when deep levels were practically unknown.

* * * *

It is evident from the directors' and manager's reports

for the half-year ending 30th December last, recently pre-

sented to Paarl Central shareholders, which will appear in

full in our next issue, that the transition stage through
which the company has lately been pas,sing is now practi-

cally terminated, and that with the re-starting of the null

it will enter upon an entirely new phase of its career. We
have frequently referred in recent issues to the extensive

alternations which have been made in the surface equipment
of the property, and we are gratified to observe from Mr.
Little'w report that below ground an equal activity has
lieen displayed.

* * * *

Ckown Reef.—The new mill will start upon the first

of next mouth, when the total crushing capacity will be

180 stamps. As this will consume some 750 tons per diem,
and as only one level is at present completely developed,

work w^th the drilling plant will require to be astivelj'

pushed forward, so as to enable stoning to be carried on from
several levels at once as soon as possible. With only a

limited number of slopes available, there will always be a

danger of the ore reserves proving insufficient, and although
since Mr. Webber has assumed the management good pro-

gress has been made, and, notwithstanding the fact of its

being possible to shortly considerably increase the quantity

of ore in sight, we are inclined to believe that it will soon
be found politic to discontinue milling with the present 60
stamps in order to give the mine a better chance of gaining

upon the mill.
*Tc ^F 'vc 'ff

The monthly meeting of the members of the Mine
.Managere' As.^ociation was held on 19th February in the

hoard room, Citv Chambei-s. There were present: MessJ"s.

J. H. Johns (chairman), T. J. Britten, H. L. Webster,
T. J. Macfarlane, Leonard Acutt. A. M. Cooke, D. S.

Johnston, Chas. Gluvas, Geo. .Mf. Goodwin, ('has. Hoft'mnn,

C. Spencer. J. T. Milligan, E. Fern. J. Pasjoe, J. L. Deroos.

H. W. Miller, E. Button, W. Blane, J. James, J. J. F«>ni,

Saner, Stanley Clay, and C. J. Watton (secretary^.
Jt 'fP TT "Ir

The market maintained a strong and active appearance.
Gold Fields and Charters have suttered a slight relapse.

Mulder's Farms continue to improv?.
* * # *

Robinson G.M. Co.'s January profit £'27,886. Cc«t«,

including development and debts on plant, 39s. per ton.
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THE RECLAMATION OF THE KALAHARI.

Professor Swartz's Big Engineering Scheme.—Proposal to Alter African Geography.

Professor E. H. L. Swartz writes to the Cape papere as

follows:
—"Capetown is, I believe, undergoing one of

the recurring periods of water-shortage and every effort is

being made to secure further supplies. While these local

schemes will alleviate the distress, no amount of reservoir

v.'ater will relieve the general drought conditions that prevail

every summer, that wither the gardens and contribute a

considerable amount of discomfort to the population. Tliere

is a deficiency of moisture in the atmosphere, caused by
the fact that the continent behind the Peninsula is itself

dry, and the sea, chilled by the Benguella current, does not

give off sufficient moisture to be of use to the wann land.

If South Africa were to be supplied with an adequate
amount of atmospheric moisture, the distressing conditions
in Capetown in summer would be done away with.

Although, therefore, Capetown is so far from the Kalahari,

my scheme for filling up once more the lake beds in the
Kalahari is of immediate interest to the people of Capetown.
I am anxious that every section of the population of South
Africa should be made to realise that this scheme is within

the realm of practical polities and that at present the life's

blood of the country, its water, is being drained away from
it, whereas, at a comparatively small cost, this water can
be turned back into the country and added to the general

stock. The scheme has been now published in the South
African Journal of Science, October number, so I need not
explain it here, but as I have just returned from investigat-

ing cei-tain points connected with it on the western side, I

should like to make clear one or two facts that were im-
pressed on me. The most important is, that, if nothing is

done on the lines I have suggested, a very large tract will

soon be added to the waterless regions of South Africa. The
Cunene used to flood Ovamboland from north to south,

and the country depended on these floods for its water
supply; the annual rainfall is quite insufficient to support

the tropical vegetation, being only 18 inches, taking an
average of the last 12 years, and it has fallen as low as 9

inches. The Cunene River, cutting downwards every year,

has ceased to flood the southern portion of the country, and
in a few yeaiis more, if left alone, will not only cease to

spill over at all, but will drain the country it used to supply.

The Kalahari Expedition into what was then German West
passed through miles of dead forest; recently, in the unex-
plored country between Ovamboland and the Okavango
River, I cut my way for days through a forest of great teak
trees, half of which were dead. It is bad enough to have
the Kalahari acting as a furnace in the centre of the country
and di-ying the air; it will be much worse if an area about
half as much again is added to it. What I want to see done
is the restoration of the former lakes in the Kalahari, so

that those regions that are too far from the sea to receive

sufficient moisture from it should have a source of supply
nearer at hand. The Kalahari lakes were the soutliern

end of the string of great lakes that exist in the centre of

the continent, and which supply Central Africa with suffi-

cient moisture to maintain the vegetation and the teeming
millions of men and animals that live upon it. If we wish
this country to support even its present scanty population,

we must stop the rivers from robbing the land of its accus-
tomed supply of water, and turn them into their old lake

beds, .\nother point which impressed me was the extra-

ordinary flatness of the country between Ovamboland, which
rendei-s the divereion of the rivere possible. A great deal
has been made by my critics of the uncertainty of tlie

heights given on the maps in this region, which have ail

been taken by the barometer or the boiling-point theiTno-
meter, and my experience on my trip, when I took hourly
readings of the barometer, confirms ithis. However, I

obtained the relative heights in another way. For instance,
between the Etosha Pan and the Okavango there is a river,

the Ovanilio. into which the Okavango in high flood poui-s;

such a flood occurred in 1917, and at Tsintsibis, on the
Ovambo, the river was full from bank to bank, yet the cur-

rent was so slow that on throwing a stick into the middle

of the river, one had to watch for a considerable time to see
which way the cun-ent would take it. In other words, the

difference in level between the Etosha Pan and the intake

from the Okavango, a distance of 250 miles, was so slight

that a small readjustment of level would make the river

flow the revei-se way. Still one more point 1 think is worth
mentioning. The distance between Tsumeb and Ondonga
is 170 miles; along the whole road there are strewn the

skeletons of the Ovambos that perished in the famine of

1915-16. This stretch is in uninhabited country, so it has

been impossible to bury them, and there they lie witnesses,

with the dead trees, of a terrible state of affaire. The
Government at the time did everything it could to bring

up foodstuffs to help the people, but it could not reach every-

one, and thousands died. If it is only to preserve the

Ovambo nation from a similar famine, my scheme i.^ worth
going in for, because the Ovambos are a fine, unspoiled

people who will be an invaluable asset to the Union. I

have been travelling about South Africa now for 25 yeare,

and I have seen even in that time how it has gone back

in regard to its water supply ; arid conditions are increasing

and irrigation alone will not help, as the intense dryness of

the air causes the iirigated land to become brak. There is

much to be done, and many difficulties to be got rid of

before my scheme can be carried out, but if I can manage
to make people realise the seriousness of the ease, the first

stage, the thorough investigation of the scheme, may be

reached.

Sir Douglas Haig paid another well deserved tribute to

the tunnelling companies in his final dispatch, published

recently. " The work of the tunnelling companies (he

writes) has demanded, equally with that of the field com-

panies, great courage and skill. In the period from the

8th August to the t-emiination of hostilities nearly 14,000

German mines and traps of various descriptions, totalling

over 540 tons of explosives, had been discovered and ren-

dered harmless by the different tunnelling companies, while

a further amount of nearly 300 tons of explosives had been

withdrawn from our own demolition charges and mine-

fields."

Nissen Stamps at the Falcon.
Head Wrightson & Co., Ltd., of Stockton-on-Tees, has

received a letter from Mr. H. T. Brett, the manager of the

Falcon gold-eoppe'r mines, Rhodesia, giving particulars of

the actual breakages in the Nissen stamps during the four

years that they have been at work. The following are the

figures: Number of stamps, 26: total ore crushed, 690,000

tons; average stamp duty per day, 19'5 tons; aperture of

screens, 0146 in.; average height of drop, 8i ins.; average

drops per minute, 98; breakages of mortar boxes, none;
breakages of cam shafts, 2; breakages of stems, 1; break-

ages of cams, 7; breakages of tappets, 2; cam pulley belts

renewed, 3; motor driving belts renewed, 2. As Mr. Brett

says, the figures are highly satisfactory and probably con-

stitute a record.

'RIVERSEA' PAINT
The Best for Africa.

Quite different from all otber paints,
supplied in any ordinary colour.
Elastic, Waterproof, impervious to
heat, cold, and atmospheric condi-
tions. A perfect preservative for

Iron, Wood, Stone, 4c. Suit Water
has no effect, is a positive cure for

damp, resists the action of strong
acids. Can be submerjfed under
water, and in use withstands very
high temperaturei of superb'^ated
steam.

Sole Hanufactnrtri
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THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

The Budget and the Mines.

It is surprising that the Budget just i^romulgated is so satis-

factory, although there' is an estimated deficit for the

coming year 1919-20 of £1,535,000. The increased taxes on

imported spirits and S.A. brandies, etc., with a re-arrange-

ment of excess profits duties, also a 10 per cent, export

tax on diamonds instead of 5 per cent, as at present, give

an aggregate total of .£1.395,000, tlms lea,ving only £140,000
deficit, at which it would remain. Certainly it was almost

hopeless to look for any relief for the mining industry, and
none has been forthcomino-. However, it is sad to relate that

we showed a decrease of £2,500,000 worth of gold for the

year 1918 as compared with 1917, the decrease being chiefly

attribut'ed to the influenza epidemic. As against this there

is one satisfactoi-y set-off in the official statement of the

^Minister, and that is the grade of the Wi.twatersrand

mines showed an improvement of about 9d. per ton. But
the dividends showed a decrease by £1,228,023 for

1918. There was a decrease in the diamond output

of over £600,000, also attributed to the influenza

outbreak. Coal had a -decrease of 407,000 tons,- but tlie

decrease in value is only £19,600 owing to better prices.

Copper fell from £1,000,000 in 1917 to £372,000 in 1918,

no doubt chiefly in the absence of shipping facilities. The
mining. industry gave employment on an average to 32,000

whites and 263,000 coloured people for 1918.

S.A. Industries .\nd the World's L.^bouk.

The Minister touched lightly on the very important

subject of South African industries considering they repre-

sent a greater money value than our gold and diamonds.
He said that he anticipated a greater output for the com-
pleted year 1918 as compared with 1917. He also added a

most important and significant statement that the tariff

revision was being investigated" by the .\dvisory Committee
of Industries and Science in anticipation of a general revi-

sion of Customs (import duties) which had become impera-

tive. It is a pity the statement did not go a little further

so that- an idea could be obtained as to when the

revision of duties is likely to come about, as the manufac-
turers in such an inland centre as Johannesburg ai-e very

much interested and concerned in this, to them, a matter

of life and death, as regards extending their manufactories.

However, whatever we get from the import duties will be

small as compared with tlie labour conditions. Take, for

example the building employees' strike, which is not of

great consequence as compared witli manufacturing, as

there is no oversea competition about building a factory or

a house in Johannesburg, whereas the world's labour market
in a gi'eat measure controls the price of, say, miners' boots

for which we have worked up a good business in the South

.African commodity. Hence if labour goes up in Northamp-
ton in proportion to that in this country, the protection

afforded to us during the war will to a great extent remain.

,.\nother big protection for South .\frican industries is the

coloured labour more particularly emidoyed in all coast

factories. This is surely unfortunate Jirun an ideal white

.labour position, biit there it is and seemingly must remain

-

The Trend of Business.

It is still unfortunate to report that business is on the

dull side, although some brokers consider there is a steadier

feeling in mining circles. Perhaps nbt for the immediate

future, but the several moves towards rather gigantic opera-
tions on the Far Eastern Rand are very cheering regarding
the prospective outlook for the gold mining industry. There
.is little fear of a miners' strike, and undoubtedly the cost

of stores, freights, timbers and other things have and will

come down. It is pretty well certain that the poorer grade
mines will keep going, as the E.R.P.M. has got into better
ore, as well as others, and undoubtedly in the economic
conditions for stores consumption and maybe improved dis-
cipline in the actual working of the mines, much has been
accomplished. For the immediate present the trouble is

for trade purposes that the mines are now more than ever
largely using from their reserve stores, which in a degree
may last throughout the present half year. However, there
are always sorting up lines required, and these will increase
from vveek to week. Another reason for dull times is the
building strike, as timber and roofing iron have decreased
in prices, simply because of the practical stoppage of
buildings in Johannesburg and the Reef.
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TlHBEB AND GALVANISED IBON.

There is a little secret as to why timber has decreased in

value, not because of tlie strike so much as that a number

of shippers in London or the Baltic have speculated by

sending timber to South Africa to be sold at our coast ports.

Unfortunately for them the armistice came whilst the

timber was on the water, and now most of it is at the coast

because the shippers had not sold it, which they should

have done in the ordinary way of business to timber mer-

chants, but they speculat-ed and so got caught. However,

they are said to" be wealthy people and can hold on, as it is

said that prices in the Baltic are hardening, but against

this there is said to be a lot of timber ships ofifering at

lowering freights. The prices to-day in Johaimesburg are

li. 8d. per foot for deals all round, 9|d. for flooring, and

e^d. for ceilings. Galvanised roofing iron. Is. 6d. per ft.

for short lengths and Is. 7d. for the longer. Flat galvanised

is 65s. per 100 lbs. Doors, windows, casements and house

joinery are just a shade easier in price through the demand
being so poor. Naturally, the architects are not calling for

tenders whilst the strike is on. By the way, the Govern-

ment .wid some timber plantations and they came out at

£10 nett per annum per acre. That is from the time the

trees were planted some thirty years ago until they were

sold.

Asbestos.

The representative of an oversea asbestos company
states that he has a very large niimher of samples submitted

to him for examination, with the view to purchase or advice.

The best so far has come from the Carolina district. As a

rule the various samples are too brittle to work into a

woven state, but he has hopes that just the right thing will

come along, now there is a demand. The imported article

is again coming in freely and is in demand notwithstanding

the higher values. There is a quantity of South African

asbestos boiler covering used, but the mixture is slightly

lacking as compared with the imported article, but that is

hoped to be remedied now iiDportations of everything is

allowed and the particular ingredients wanted can soon be

obtained. The party in question is enthusiastic as to the

future of the asbestos industry, both for importation and

South African.

Electrical Materials.

There are no alterations in quotations this week. Stocks

are still coming in freely from Britain, America and Japan.

Household lamps have been steadied in price, as evidently

the cutting of rates has been more or less controlled by the

association concerned. It is expected that prices of other

materials such as wirings, switches, tubing, and such like

may come down shortly, because of competition from so

many quarters, including Holland and perhaps Belgium,

etc. The strike is affecting the electrical trade considerably,

not only in Johannesburg but from the country districts.

The masters are rather pleasantly concerned, as if the

strike keeps on any lengthy period they will be able to

restart contracts on a lower plane of values.

I EON, Stehl and MachiSEBy.

A. representative American importing firm has not

received any orders in Johannesburg for about four months,
or since the German Government opened peace negotiations.

Its New York cable received ou Tuesday from the manu-
factory stated that no new orders are available in the

United States. Further information from that source also

reports that Capetown is so full of iron, steel, machinery,
and other minintr materials that private owners of wharves
or warehou.ses have increased their charges for storage and
the harbour authorities are using groat pressure upon con-
signees to clear the goods coining in so fast from America,
Clanada and Britain. The information from Durban is

somewhat similar, ns the shipping i)oople there had to take
the rink on the beach for storage purposes. The wholesale
pric<? of wire nuils is 538. 6d. per lOU lbs. for i 3 and ft x 4;
3x9, 728. 6d.; 2 x 12, 74«. ; '2^ x 12, 75». ; 4 x 8, dSs. ;

2^ X 10, 85s. No. 14 gauge of baling wire, 57s. 6d. Round-
nose shovels, 75s. do*.; square-nose shovels, U)2s, 6J.

Black piping, i in., 4d. ; f in., 5d. ; 1 in., 7d. ; 2 in., Is. 7d.

;

3 in., 3s.; 4 in., 4s. All restrictions about making and

handling wire ropes all cancelled by the British Govern-

ment. Plumbago crucibles are 6d. lb. instead of 6id. only

because stocks are heavy and competition is acute. It is

said that through produce merchants and jewellers' dabbling

in mining hardware materials that some lines are cheaper

in Johannesburg than in Britain and America. Nevertheless

when these speculative stocks are absorbed, prices will

obviously steady themselves.

Oils, Colours and Slch Like.

Glycerine is the outstanding feature, as sales have taken

place as low as 38. 6d. for stock that cost Gs. 4d. to land

in piv-armistice times. Obviously when that was signed the

various Governments demands for munition making sud-

denly dropped, hence a loss, as it is anticipated that

glycerine can be now imported and landed here at about
2s. 6d. lb. Vaseline has also declined to 3s. 6d. per dozen
wholesale. Linseed oil is rather an unknown quantity, as a

responsible broker said that he had 600 cases of raw to sell

at 70s. per case of 2-4 's. There is plenty of plate glass

available at 7s. 6d. per square foot. Window or plate. Is.

6d. for IC oz. and 2s. 6d. for 21 oz. Bevelled mirrors,

chiefly for furniture is Bs. 6d. per foot, Johannesburg manu-
facture. Practically only doing countrj' orders as the

glaziers and painters are on strike. During the week there

was a little flutter in castor oil, as several brokers and
others were asking for samples and quotations for 7,000

gallons. It is understood that tenders ranged from 708. to

728. 6d. for 2-4's, but it cannot be ascertained if any sales

took place.

MINING MEN AND MATFERS.

We understand that good results are being secured at the
Ferreira Deep Mine by the employment of a new type of

water feeding attachment which is fitted to rock drills.

* * * «
*

There will be a meeting of the Prevention of Accidents Com-
mittee in the Council Chamber of the Transvaal Chamber
of Mines on Tuesday next.

w ^C w "BF

Reports are current that important changes are about to

takt? place in the technical control of one or two of the
leading houses and also at certain large mines in close

proximity to town. We refrain from going into particulars

at the moment, but expect that an important pronounce-
ment will be made in the near future.

Destruction Testi on Electric Plant.

Tests to destruction are occasionally used in engineering
works to discover how much ill-treatment a machine will

stand and which part is really the weakest. During the war
every electric power station in Great Britain has been sub-
ject to very much the same kind of treatment. Thanks to

the tremendous demand for electric power in munition works
(ninety-five per cent, of these works were driven electri-

cally) all the plant in the generating stations—boilers,

dynamos, switchgear, transformers, and mains—was over-
loaded to a pitch which might well have meant destruction.
The manner in which the plant stood up to this long and
exacting ordeal is a magnificent proof of the sound design
and construction of British electrical machinery and appli-

ances. The difficulties were increased by the fact that,
owing to the night and day demand, it was generally impos-
sible to overhaul the plant. In one typical case most of

the boilers in the station had not been cleaned for a year.

Now that this tremendous strain is relaxed, British
engineers realise that their electiicftl machinery has done
better than ever they, in their most sanguine moments,
would have •expected it to do.
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PROGRESS ON " GOLDFIELDS " MINES,

Latest from the Simmer and Jack, Robinson, Simmer Deep, Jupiter and Sub-Nigel.

SIMMER ANI: JACK PROrRIETARY MINES, LTD. 1

The following is a summary of the operations of this Com-
pany for the quarter evded 31st December, 1918 :—The
development footage accomplished during the quarter

amounted to 1,440 feet, the footage sampled being as fol-

lows: Main Reef—Footage sampled, 412 feet; reef width,

80 inches ; reef value, 9.3 dwts. Main Reef Leader—Footage

sampled, 60 feet; reef width, 15 inches; reef value, ;).5 dwts.

South Reef—Footage sampled, 91 feet ; reef width, 29 inches

;

reef value, 11.7 dwts. Tons milled, 144,500. Working pro-

fit (including sundry revenue), £18,326, less, however,

£3,728, appropriated during the quarter in respect of sjiecial

expenditure due to war, contributions to Miners' Phthisis

Compensation Fund, additions and renewals' fund, Govern-
ment taxation, etc.

;
gold in reserve, £4,583. The following

paragraph appears at the foot of the Simmer and Jack,

Robinson Deep, Simmer Deep and Jupiter reports : Through
influenza native recruiting came almost to a standstill, re-

sulting in great depletion of labour complements, thus very

seriously curtailing and einbarrassing operations. Towards the

end of January a very gratifying recovery in the rate of

recruiting set in within the Union. Owing to an outbreak
of influenza in Portuguese East Africa recruiting operation.';

have been temporarily suspended, but it is hoped will be

restored at an early date.

ROBINSON DEEP, LTD.

The following is a summary of the operations of this

Company for the quarter ended 31st December, 1918;—
The development footage accomplished during the quarter
amounted to 1..591 feet, the footage sampled being as fol-

lows: Main Reef—Footage sampled, 31 feet; reef width,

44 inches; reef value, 3.5 dwts. Main Reef Leader—Foot-
age sampled, 650 feet; reef width, 21 inches; reef value,

22.2 dwts. South Reef—Footage sampled, 318 feet; reet

width, 23 inches; reef value, 14.9 dwts. Tons milled,

120,000; loss on working (including sundry revenue). £10,212.
Appropriations during the quarter in respect of special ex-

penditure due to war, contributions to miners' phthisis com-
pensation fund, Government taxation, etc.. including also

interest on joint loans from the guarantors, amounted to

£9,918. Gold in reserve, nil. The resiilts for January and
February will be still further impaired by having to close

down No. 1 shaft for repairs necessitated in consequence of

rock pressure.

SUMMER DEEP, LTD.
The following is a summary of the operations on this

Company for the quarter ended 31st December, 1918 :

—

The development footage accomplished during the quarter
amounted to 1,258 feet, the footage sampled being as fol-

lows: Main Reef—Footage sampled, 683 feet; reef width,
37 inches; reef value, 9.3 dwts. Main Reef Leader—Footage
sampled. 196 feet; reef width, 28 inches; reef value, 9.3

dwts. South Reef—Footage sampled, 167 feet : reef width,
'i inches; reef value, 11.8 dwts. Tons milled, 1,30.000.

Loss on working (including sundry revenue), £9,223. Appro-
priations during the quarter in respect of special expendi-
ture diie to war, contributions to miners' phthisis compen-
sation fund, additions and renewals fund. Government taxa-

tion, interest on debentures, debenture quarantors' re-

muneration, debenture tnistees' fees, etc., amounted to

£11,298. Gold in reserve, nil. The grade of ore milled has
not been quite as good as expected. iMoreover, working costs

increased by over Is. per ton, due largely to new installation

of jackhammers and accessories. At meetings of the First

and Second Debenture Holders, held in London on 31st

January, 1919. the necessary resolutions sanctioning the
creation of £150,000 prior lien stock, £100.000 of which is

to be issued as and when required, were passed. The issue

is guaranteed by the Consolidated Gold Fields of S.A., Ltd.,

free of charge or commission, and will be offered for sub-

seription to ih& -First snd Seeoljj Debenture. Holders in dus
fourse

THE JUPITER GOLD MINING CO., LTD.

The following is a summary of the operations on this

Company for the quarter ended 31st December, 1918 :

—

The development footage accomplished during the quarter

amounted to 1,080 feet, the footage sampled being as fol-

lows: Main Reef^Footftge sampled, 574 feet; reef width,

39 inches; reef value, 7.4 dwts. Main Reef Leader—Foot-

age sampled, 89 feet; reef width, 35 inches; reef value, 12.8

dwts. South Reef—Footage sampled, 124 feet; reef width,

34 inches; reef value. 8.5 dwts. 'Tons milled, 65,700. Work-
ing profit (including sundry revenue), £G()2, less, however,

£2,767 appropriated during the quarter in respect of

special expenditure due to war, contributions to miners'

phthisis compensation fund, additions and renewals fund,

Government taxation, etc. Gold in reserve, nil.

THE SUB-NIGEL, LTD.

The following is a summary of the operations rm this

Company for the quarter ended 31st December, 1918 :^
The development footage accomplished during the quarter

amounted to 2.380 feet, of which a distance of 1,.585 feet was
advanced on reef. 1,585 feet were sampled, of which 515

feet gave 11.9 dwts. over a stoping width of 42 inches,

whilst the average of the balance of footage sampled was not

within the pay limit. Tons milled- 28,750. Working profit

(including sundry revenue), £23,701, less, however, £5,207
appropriated during the quarter in respect of special expendi-

ture due to war, contributions to miners' phthisis compen-
sation fund, additions and renewals fund. Government taxa-

tion, etc. Gold in reserve. £13,463. Wliilst shortage of native

labour continues, some shortage of tonnage to the mill is to

be expected, the policy during the acute shortage of native

labour is rather to reduce the tonnage to the mill than to

curtail development. During the quarter payable reef was
encountered on the western side of the large dyke in the

11th level winze E. shaft for a distance of 50 feet, after

which unpayable ground was met with, work thereon was
discontinued owing to shortage of native labour and the
abnormally high cost of deyelopment in this isolated section.

Recent devclojmient values on tfie extension of chutes have
been irregular, resulting in a lowering in the tonnage and
grade of payable ore being exposed. The Consulting
Engineer advises that owing to the position of development
at various points, he is of opinion that it is hardly to be
expected that any marked improvement will take place for

the current year, although considerable advance is to be
anticipated thereafter.

SOUTHERN VAN RYN REEF G.M. CO., LTD.

^^reparations are under way in connection with the com-
mencement of sinking the new vertical shaft.

The payable ore reserve at 31st December, 1918, was
estimated at 2,368,000 tons of an average

Springs Mines assay value of 93 dwts. per ton over an
Ore Reserves, average stoping width of 61 inches. This

is an increase of 48,000 tons as comjiared
with the previous estimate, the average assay value of the

total being 02 dwts. per ton lower over the same stoping

width. The tonnage developed during the half-year ended
31st December totalled 248,000 tons of an average assay
value of 105 dwts. over 64 inches Btoi)ing width.

* * * *

The payalilc ore res<Tve at 31st December, 1918, was
estimated at 2,718,000 tons of an averarje

Brakpan Mines assay \-alue of 87 duts. i)er ton over an
Ore Reserves. average stoping width of 68 inches. This

is a decrease of 246,000 tons as compared
with the previous estimate, the average assay value of the

total being 0'2 dwt. per ton lower over the same stoping

width. The tonnage developed during tlic half-year ended
Slst December totalled 141,000 tons of an average assay
value of 11'34 dwtp. over 67 inches stoping width.
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Company Meetings.

CASSEL-CLYDESDALE COMBINE.

Agreement Confirmed.

Mr. J. Dale Lace presided at a

special general meeting of sharehold-

ers in the Cassel Coal Company on Feb 17,

and submitted the proposals for

the amalgamation of the company;'s

ground in the Far East Rand with

the adjoining ground belonging to the

Clydesdale Collieries. Mr. Lace, in

addressing the meeting, -said:—

You have been called together to-

day to decide upon a proposal to

anialgamate that portion of your pro-

perty which is situated in the Far
East Rand mining area with that of

the Clydesdale (Transvaal) Collieries,

Limited. The proposal has no refer-

ence to vour large coal-bearing areas

in the Middelburg district, now being

worked by us. The notice convening
this meeting, and the circular which
accompanied the notice, describes

the details of the proposed amalga-
mation, but for the convenience of

those present 1 will shortly repeat the

important features. The properties

of both companies adjoin each other.

They are situatetV in the north-west
portion of the Farm Dagaafontein,
No 2,5, district of Boksburg. The
two properties are of similar extent,

the area in each case being 6-35 acres.

They thus form a compact 'block of

1.270 acres, which is bounded on tlie

west by the Mynpacht of the Springs
Mines, Limited, which is now being
so successfully worked by the com-
pany of that name.

High Values.

We havfi known for years past that
these two properties are of high gold-

mining value. What has deterred us
from exploiting them is the fact that
neither separately nor conjoined are
they of sufficient area to constitute
an economically workable mining pro-
position. The reason why this is so
is that the gold-hearing bodies of reef

lie at a depth which necessitates a
considerably augmented mining area
in order to compensate for the large
expenditure of capital which will be
involved in shaft-sinking and equip-
ment.
Until last year, the Gold Law did

not give facilities for the necessary
augmentation of area, but the passing
of the Mining Leases Amendment Act
last year has ameliorated the legal

conditions in that respect.
The passing of that Act having pro-

Tided the requisite improvement in

the mining conditions applicable to

our case, the directors of the Cassel
and Clydesdale Companies set to
Work, and their labours resulted in
the provisional agreement which is

now before you. The agreement has
already, been approved by the Clydes-
dale Company, and your Board is

askina you to ratify it to-diay.

Provisions of tlie Agreement.

The main provisions of the agree-
ment are as follows :—A new company
will be formed called the Cassel
Clydesdale (Springs)

,
GoM Mines,

Limited. That company will pur-
ch.ase the amalgamated block of

1,270 acres of Daggafontein from the
Cassel and Clydesdale Companies for
the price of £300,000, payable in fully
paid up £1 shares of the new com-
pany. The £200,000 shares will be di-

vided equally between the Cas.sel and
Clydesdale Companies. That is to
say, they will each receive £100,000
shares. At the outset
the Cassel and ' Clydesdale
companies will each subscribe £50.000
shares in

\
the new company, payable

ae to 2s. per share on application, and
the balance as and when required,
but not more than 4s. per share per
annum for a period of two years dat-
ing.from the registration of the new
company. The board of the new com-
pany will create a further
150,000.000 shares of £1 each,
and these shares will be
offered at par in equal proportions to

the shareholders of the Cassel and
C'lydesdale Companies payable in full

on application. During a period of
twelve months after expiry of the
teim of the offer of the above 150,000
shnres. the board of the new company
will create a further 150.000 shares of

£1 each. AH who have subscribed to

the first iseue of £150,000 will have the
option t-o subscribe at par for ah equal
numb?r of shares in the second issue

Issues Guaranteed.

Sir Abe Bailey, Bart., acting for

himself and co-principals, has guaran-
teed the subscription of both of the.se

two issues of £150,000 each or £.300.000

in all. In consideration of this guar-
antee the (Tuarantors receive the fol-

lowing options to subscribe for shares
in the new company. For a period of

five years from the registration of the
new company at par. £500,000; for a

period of seven years from the regis-

tration of the new companv at 22s.

6d. per sliare, £500.000.

The guarantors will grant to the
Cassel and Clydesdale Companies each
a 5 per cent, participation in the
above two options of £500.000 each.

So that, when the above issues are

completed the final capital of the new
company will be £1,600,0(10, of which
the vendors receive £200.000, leaving a

balance, of £1.400,000, which will pro-

vide cash for working capital.

£1.462,500.

There are certain details relating to

composition of the directorate of the

new company with which I need not

trouble you. the principle obserretl

being equality of representation to

both the Caesel and Clydesdale Com-
panies. I may remark that there is

a reservation on the part af the guar-
antors to the effect that their guaran-
tee and the options over the two
£500,000 issues do not become opera-
tive until We have obtained from th«
Government an area of ground adja-

cent to the properties we sell to the
new company sufficient to constitute

a workable mining proposition. As
you will remember, the new law of

last year was enacted for the express
purpose of meeting such oases as ours,

and we are quite hopeful—particularly

in view of the large sura of money the
scheme now before you provides for

the opening up and development of a
mining proposition such as we con-
template—that a suitable scheme can
be fixed between all parties con-
fierned, which will be to the advan-
tage of all. The opening of new Far
East Rand Mines on the broad and
well financed lines we propose bene-
fits the Government and the whole
community both directly and indirect-

ly. That." I think, elucidates all the
points upon which I need toucli in

reference to the proposals before you.
The project is one to which your
directors have given much time,
thought, and hard work, and they con.
fldently recommend you to accept it

withou't a dissentient voice. The
chairman then proposed a formal re-

sjdution of confirmation of the agree-

ment.
Mr. .Julius Jeppe, in seconding:, said

tiie agreement \vas refreshing in its

simplicity and straightforwardness.
If they "succeeded, and it seemed to

him quite improbable that they would
not succeed in getting the required
additional ground from the (Jovern-

TTieut on fair and equitable terms,
then undoubtedly thev had a very pro-
mising venture. If. on the other
hand, they unfortunately failed, then
very little damage was done and the
loss in cash to the compan.v would be
infiirtesimal and they would still re-

tain a very valuable asset in the
ground they held, but it was incon-
ceivable that they would not be sue
cessful in their negotiations for the
acquisition of the grovmd.

The chairman, in reply to a sliare-

holder, said they had to satisfy the
Minister of Mines and the Govern-
ment Mining Engineer as to what was
a workable proposition.

The resolution was carried unani-
mously.

There were represented at the meet-
ing 90.689 shares out ol the issued
capital of £200,000, and among tho
.shareholders present were Messrs. L
Edwards. W. Ross, Julius Jeppe, A.

Mackie Niven. J. Barlow, Pascoe,
Lamb. D. R. Christie. W. J. Oau, E.

M. Hind, J. Blacklock, and tht seo-

rotary. T. h Day.

The Milliliter fur Pensions, in tho Home Cabinet, in the

course of y statement on the great ini-

Oiamond Cutting, portance of the diamond cutting indus-

try for dis.ibled soldiers, points nut. that

two factories are at present in full swing, where 500 men
have been fully trained in diamond cutting and polishing.

It. is anticipated that by the end of the year two larger fac-

tories, capable of accommodating an additional 500, will be

completed, at Brighton, Another centre has been opened at

Cambridge, while factories at Wrexham and Fort William
are being erected. Mr. Bernnvd Opponlieimer is the prime

mover ill the

recorded.

factories at nHgbton, as has been previously

lleiiter ;it

Australian

Cold Export
Experiment.

M,

# * * *

i)i)iiiiie telegraphs cm February 4 that Mr.

Watt, .\cting Prime Minister of the Com-
monwealth, said the Government were con-

sidering the questic.n of encouraging gold

prospecting. He was prepared to permit.

as an experiment, the export of gold for a period of three

months to test the outside markets, although banks would

Viot be pennitted to export gold.
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We understand

The floiting

A Nitrate Flotation.

th'it Mr. A. J. Brett, of the Crown Mines,

has accepted an appointment with the

Changes on the Transvaal Chamber of Mines. Mr. A. J.

Mines. Walton has been appointed his successor.

Mr. D. Wilkinson, of the Chamber of

Mines, s;iils {or England at an early date.

* # *' *

His uuuiy iViends on tlie Rand heard this week with regret

that Mr. W. .J. Sharwood, formerly Assist-

The Late W. J. ant ilanager of the General ^Mining and
Sharwood. Finance Corporation in .Johannesburg, had

died in London. The late Mr. Sharwood
was vice-president of the Transvaal Chamber of IMines in

1906, and took a prominent part in Rand affairs during the

years of his connection with the General Mining. Lately
Mr. Sharwood liad occupied a responsible position with
Messrs. Lever Bros.

"JP w ^ ^

.V full report will be found ui this issue of the annual meet-
ing of the Association of Mine Managers.

Mine Managers' Mr. Bulman's %aledictory address provides

Association, an exhaustive review of the many matters
dealt with by the Association during a dif-

ficult year; and Mr. .J. J. Wessels, the new President, be-

lieves tliat the difficulties of the present year will be no less

great. The President of the Chamber of Mines put the
matter in a nutshell by declaring that now that the war
had made the world safe for Democracy, the question was
to make Democracy safe for the world, and apparently this

consummation can be achieved only by saving Democracy
from its friends—the extremists.

* * * *

of the nitrate and potash deposits of the

Preiska district is heralded by the ap-

pearance of a prospectus of a corpora-

tion with a large capital, which is to

be registered in the Free State. The public will be invited

to subscribe the working capital, and very favourable reports

have been received regarding the prospects of the venture.

We hope to review the prospectus in our next issue.
* * * *

It is believed in the district that the Nigel Mine may some
day be reopened. All the stores were, of

The Nigel. course disposed of when the mine closed

down, but the reduction plant is, other-

wise, intact. There are reported to be something like 300
claims still intact in the mine, but much of the remaining
ground lies at a very considerable distance from the main
shafts and milling plant, and the woi'king costs on this sec-

tion would be high. It is suggested that amalgamation with

an adjacent mine would tend to increase facilities for the

economic working of the ore remaining in the n>ine. The
Nigel suspended milling operations at the end of 1917. and
at that date the payable ore reseiwes were estimated at

51,000 tons.
* * * *

.\t the further adjourned meeting of shareholders of the Wit-
watersrand Deep, Ltd., held at the Comer

Wit. Deep New House, Johannesburg, last Monday, the
Directorate. result of the poll was declared whereby

the control of the company passes from the

Central Mining-Rand Mines Group to a board of directors

elected by the meeting namelv : Messrs. Catesby Holland,

H. Gamble. W. Blelocli. A. E." O'Flaherty, J. Mc.Vlister, J.

A. Ellis, E. Diebel, and Rosenzweig. The report of the scru-

tineers was that 96.767 votes were polled for the resolution

to remove Messrs. Holland and Gamble from the board and
122,953 against. The motion to entrust the Central ISIining-

Rand Mines Group with the technical and secretarial admin-
istration of the company was defeated by 122,953 votes to

90,767, and the final motion put forward by the Share-

holders' Protection Society that all directors with the excep-

tion of Messrs. Holland and Gamble should be removed from
office and six others elected, was carried by 122,953 votes to

96.767. Onestions regarding the validity of proxies remain
to be legallv decided.
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We understand that some very good results are being ob-

tained by working the Black Eeef fornia-

Elack Reef on tiou on the farm Witpoort of the South-

Witpoort. East Eand. Values of as much as 80 ozs.

to the ton are said to have been located in

the footwall section, and assays for the whole Eeef body are

high.

We greatly regret that in the list of South African Collieries

published in our last issue, we omitted

Our Ccal Mines. the names of the Cassel and Clydesdale

Collieries, two of the leading coal mines

of the country. Omission of these names from the list is

comparable to' a rendering of Hamlet with the Prince of Den-

mark left out, and we hasten to correct the error.

* * * *

The February issue of Tltc TJcc/ constitutes a record in so far

as size is concerned for this popular niaga-
" The Reef." zine for mine workers. The contents, too,

are informative, amusing and interesting.

Amongst the subjects dealt with are: " The Mines and the

War," " A Chat on Accidents," " The Work of the Asso-

ciation of Mine Managers," and " The Position of Appren-

tices." There are also social notes from the various mines,

a complete record of inter-mine sporting competitions in Feb-

ruary and fixtures for March, women's notes, poems and
pictures, and a humorous mine story. Tlie production is

from every point of view a creditable one, and it cannot fail

to interest and instruct mine workers.

We are in receipt of the February number of the S.A. Engin-
eer and Elecirical Review, our enter-

" The S.A. Engineer prising contemporary that siiecialises

and in general engineering and electrical

Electrical Review." matters. Tlie present issue com-
pletes the first year of the paper's

existence, during which it has grown into a very useful and
valuable adjunct to the great trades and professions which
it serves. The paper covers the whole field of engineering

activity in South Africa, giving special prominence to rail-

way, municipal, and electrical affairs, and appears to have
established itself firmly in its own special sphere.

In our next issue we sliall begin to publish a series of

articles on the subject of reclaiming the
A Great African lost Lakes in the Kalahari, written speci-

Engineering ally for this journal by Professor E. W.
Project. Schwarz, of Ehodes Univei^ity College,

Grahamstowai. These articles will be ac-

companied by a map and will be illustrated. The Professor

has only recently returned from another visit to Ovambo-
land, where he has been engaged investigating certain points

for his scheme for bringing back into South Africa the

waters that are now pouring out of it into the sea. It is

generally admitted, by those most competent to judge, that

]?rofessor Schwarz 's scheme, although a gigantic one, is not
only feasible but necessary, particularly so far as the west-

ern part of it is concerned. Ovamboland, by the diversion

of its rivers, is drying up, and this great feeder of the rains

t'- t fall on the Highlands of Angola, whence issue the

Cunene, Okovango, Zambesi, and many of the head streams

of the Congo, is becoming a sandy waste. Professor Schwarz
will illustrate by his scheme how necessary it is to refill the

lost Lakes and the benefits to be derived by caiTying out

his suggestions. A great many members of Parliament in-

cluding Mr. Burton, the Minister for Eailways and Harbours,
Senator Fuller, and others are endeavouring to keep the
matter alive. Whilst in England we 'have men like Lord
Sydenham, I^ord Selborne, Lord IMilner, and Sii< Harry
Johnston, K.C.M.G., all keenly interested, and several of

the greatest engineei'ing firms of Great Britain, including
Sir John Jackson, have been making enquiries as to the pro-

gress of the scheme. Wlien accomplished, and we trust that
it will be accomplished. South Africa will have done some-
thing tangible towards solving the difficult problem of the
unemployed. This great engineering project will be the

means of putting millions of acres under cultivation, giving

employment to thousands of whites and blacks, and where

to-day" we have hot winds blowing over hundreds of square

miles of hot sands, we shall probably have cooler breezes

from the waters of the lakes. Professor Schwarz's articles

will in no way touch political matters. They will be simple

descriptions of the country, the weir sites and the waterways
he proposes to cut. The map is drawn from his actual per-

sonal observations, and will include new discoveries that he

has made on Iiis recent trip. Each article will be illustrated

by photograplis, whicli should prove most useful to engineers

and engineering contractors.
* * * *

An accident, which unfortunately was attended by consider-

able loss of life, occurred at this property

Modder B. on Tuesday last. It appears that an air-

main explosion occurred there, the effects

of which were felt on the surface, in the shaft and between
200 and 300 feet underground. Eescue parties were quickly

at work, and it \\-as found that four natives had been killed,

and that about thirty other natives had been injured to a

more or less serious extent. Considerable damage has been

done to the compressed air column, and, of 'Course, the shaft

will be closed down for a while. The usual Departmental
enquiry will be held, when a more definite explanation will

be forthcoming as to the accident, and the circumstances

which led up to it. Since writing the above we have learned

that the death roll of the natives has increased to seven, and
that 35 "boys" have been injured.

* * * *

Sir Eobert Kotze, Government Minhig Engineer, writes:
" With reference to your note of the

Sir Robert Kotze 11th February, I have perused the excel-

on the lent series of articles on Eand Gold and
Cold Question. Peace Problems with very great interest.

Whether the writer is right or wrong in

l.is conclusions as to the effects of a curtailment of gold out-

put on the world's affairs, I do not feel myself competent to

express any opinion. It seems to me, however, that he puts

forward a strong case, which merits the most careful atten-

tion from everyone interested in this question. His main
line of argument strongly supports our general contention

that the production of gold should be stimulated by the

great nations and in particular, by Great Britain, and if

his conientions are correct, the beneficial results that would
flow from such stimulation are out of all proportion enormous
in comparison to the outlay required." Sir Eobert Kotze's

admirable summary puts the whole thing in a nutshell. His
view, we are glad to note, is gradually gaining ground in in-

fluential quarters in England, despite the colourless and dis-

appointing reports of the British and American Government
Committees on the subject.

TV" •TV" 'Tf

The Tiiiie.'i recently contained a useful review of the

Shorter Flours" agitation that is now
The spreading throughout; most industries of

Shorter Hours Great Britain. It is written by our con-
Movement, temporary's Labour Correspondent, and

concludes thus:
—

" The question of hours,

of course, is bound up with the thorny question of wages and
trade union ' safeguards,' and both of these questions have a
vital bearing on the possibility of securing that enlarged out-

put which, according to accepted theory, is the key to indus-

trial prosperity. Already, in the engineering and shipbuild-

ing industries, the reduction of the woi-king week froni 54
hours to 47, without interference with the wages of men paid
at a weekly time rate, has created dissatisfaction among the
men in those branches of the trade where piece-rates are
paid, and they are calling for the adjustment of their rates

to counter-balance the decrease in hours. Tliis problem, and
the kindred question of the restoration of trade union condi-
tions, are too large to be discussed here, but, in the case of

the trades wliich have to face foreign competition, though
not to the same degree in the other cases, they iire insepar-
able from the question of liours, and should therefore be
tackled concurrently. The spirit in which they are faced by
all parties, and the speed and smoothness with which they
are solved, will have an important, if not a governing, influ-

ence on the industrial outlook of the coming months.
'

'
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE COAL OUTLOOK.
Sever.^l, factors have combined of late to draw attention to

the Soutli African coal-mining industry. It is an open
secret that but for the conciliatory spirit shown by the

Colliery Section of the Chamber of Mines, culminating in

the concession of most of the men's demands, a rupture in

the good relations between the coal mining comjianies and
their white emploj'ees might have occurred this week.
Fortunately an amicable and a jjermaneut settlement seems
to have been reached, and the white employees of the coal

mines are to be congratulated on tlie position the3' have
now won'. As the cables showed during the week, the
relations between coal owners and men in South Wales
appear to be on the eve of another serious upset, and the
solemn warning uttered by Mr. Lloyd George in the House
of Commons has a peculiar interest for the coal mining
industry in this country. Should the British Prime
Minister's advice be disregarded, the miners of South Wales,
l)y their foolish, unpatriotic and precipitate action, may
throw the coal trade of Brazil and the Argentine into the

hands of the North American exporter and, in a measure,
into the hands of the South African exporter. Thus, the

misfortunes of the Mother Country, however much we
should all regret them, might prove an effective stimulus

to the coal export trade of South Africa. The Argentine,

as the report of the Union Government Commissioner
showed, offers an enormous field for the development of the

South African coal market, and though the prejudice against

the South African article is known to be a real handicap,
it could not long survive the necessities of the case in the

event of a strike in South Wales. Hitherto, of course, the

absence of shipping facilities has prevented the growth of

a coal trade between this country and the Argentine. The
wonderful possibilities of expansion possessed by the South
African coal trade generally have been explained in a series

of articles appearing in our columns ; and though doubtless
open to the criticism that they contain little that is new and
that they stick close to safe generalities, they have, never-

theless, we submit, served a useful purpose in attracting

attention to an often overlooked industry, big with promise
for the future of this country. Quite early in any examinn-
tion of the possibilities of the coal export trade one is brought
up against two outstanding factors in the situation. The first

is the belief in the inferiority of otir product compared
with that of South Wales. This factor has hitherto

militated—unduly, we think—against the entry of South
African coal into oversea markets. Still, it is an
elementary economic fact that where long distances have
to be negotiated at high rates, the cost of transport being
constant, it pays to carry a high quality, high priced

article in preference to a cheap, low-grade article, and fuels

are no exception to this rule. Plainly, therefore, the South
Wales product, by reason of its superior quality, enjoyed
a good start in the competition for most oversea markets.
The price factor, of course, conditioned each case, but it

has taken the war and the dislocation of the British coal

export trade to offer the South African article its first real

opportunity to capture a material portion of the oversea
field. In this connection, the fact that the Transvaal coal-

owners did not seek to profit by war conditions to increase

to any extent prices of coal for the bunker and export trade

must be credited to them as both good business and real

patriotism. Had they so increased prices, the real sufferers

would undoubtedly have been the unfortunate British

taxpayer through the British Admiralty, who were, of

course, the biggest customers in the South African market.
The Transvaal Coalowners rejected the temptation to pro-

fiteer, trusting to be repaid by the excellent advertisement
afforded to their product by its extensive use in Admiralty
vessels. On similar grounds the fact that the Sudan Rail-

ways have been supplied with our coal at low rates during
war time will doubtless justify itself in time on the strictest

business grounds. Owing to the fixed contract prices, no
increase in the cost of the coal supplied to the railways.

power companies, or gold mines was, of course, possible

during the \\ar. The second great factor which our coal

trade has to contend against is the attitude and policy of the

South African Railways. The Railway Board, wc believe,

readily admits that the coal industry has a serious grievance

against the S.A.R., and its onh' excuse is the familiar plea

that " we must have revenue." As a fact, the coal trade

is a milch cow of the whole railway system of the country,

and as such is only second in long-suffering productivity

to the Rand gold mining industry. The spokesmen of the
Transvaal coalowners are, we believe, constantly urging the
Government to treat the industry more sympathetically in

the interests of both the coal mines and the country, and
only the other day a deputation representing Transvaal coal
interests visited Capetown and laid- before the Railway
Board their manifold grievances. The unfairness and the
folly, for instance, were pointed out of the frequent changes
in rates' that made it impossible for the shipping people to
reckon on any continuity in prices. Naturally fluctuations
arising from the ever-increasing demands of the railway
people are dead against the building up of an export trade.
It is understood that the railway people have now at last

been brought to admit this. Apart from the export trade,
there is the important question of a by-product industry.
In this matter it is contended that the coal mines have not
been well advised. A central co-operative scheme of treating
waste coal, or of manufacturing by-products from the most
suitable classes of coal, waste or otherwise, has much to
be said for it, but the action taken by individual mines in
the direction of erecting their own by-product recovery
plants is regarded as putting a co-operative scheme out of

court: There is, of course, much to be said for and against
the latter suggestion, and we hope that before our aiticlea

on the subject of coal are completed we may have the
benefit of some of our readers' views. Meanwhile, we
commend those articles to all interested in the industrial

future of the country.

An Imperial Treasury statement issued through the Press
Bureau in London says it is impossible to

Control of dispense altogether with the control of
Capital IssueSi capital issues at present, but it is neces-

sary to reconsider the principles governing
tlie sanction of such issues and avoid placing unnecessary
cbstacles in the way of providing capital for the speedy re-

storation of commerce and industry. In view, however, of a
number of fresh issues being expected, a new regulation has
been made under the Defence of the Realm Act prohibiting
issues except under licence from the Treasury, and the
Capital Issues Committee has been reconstituted with new
terms of reference.

Our liondon contemporar}-, the Mining World, says: " Sir
E. A. Wallers, President of the Transvaal

" Amusement Chamber of Mines, recently delivered a
in the Cit" " speech at a Johannesburg meeting, in

which he claimed financial supjiort for the
g(jld industry, basing this on the allegation that practically
every other industry had received assistance from this quar-
ter except that of mining. He pointed out that even the
Bank of England had made an extra profit in 1917 of over
£1,000,000, and, he might liave added, that the producer is

obliged to sell gold to the Bank at a less price than he could
obtain for it elsewhere. This statement is said to have
caused ' some amusement ' in the City. If it did, we only
envy the ease with which the City can be amused. Gold
))roduction is declining, in consequence of the operation
igainst it of well-known factors, and because Sir E. A. Wal-
lers, who probably knows more about the subject than most
living men, points out an anomaly, and suggests a remedy,
some amusement ' is caused in 'the City.' Tlie matter is,

however, not one for amusement, but for serious considera-
tion, as Sir E. A. Wallers pointed out."
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THE GREATER HEIDELBERG GOLDFIELDS.—I.

An Examination of Past Results and Present Prospects.

[By a Special Coiimissioncr of ilic " South African Mining and Engineering Journal."]

The Bridging of the Springs-Heidelberg Gvilf—A Battlefield of Geologists—Correlative
Stratigraphy and Its Limitations—Mr. Bleloch's Theories and Work—Extensive

Prospecting in Progress—The Investigations of Dr. Rogers—Wanted a Core
Mnseuni—Is a New and Vast Extension of the Goldfields To Be Proved?

After a lapse of several years the Heidelberg district is

again in favour. Since the collapse of the famous Coronation

Syndicate and its satellites, the south-eastern outliers of

the Witwatersrand gold fields have lain dormant, and

although there have been sporadic outbursts of activity the

Heidelberg areas and the districts lying to the south-east

thereof have been engaging the attention of the harrow

rather than the pick until quite recently. There have,

however, been certain events which have conspired to

re-awaken interest in this locality. In the first place the

trend of development of the Farther East Eand gold fields

has been eastwards and south-eastwards from Springs.

Latterly the trend has been more southerly than ever, as

witness the purchase of the Lace Proprietary Mines farm

Spaarwater by the House of Barnato and the acquisition of

a substantial interest in the Southern Van Ryn by the

Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa. Despite the

closing down of the old Nigel mine the Nigel district has

engaged more sound and substantial notice during the past

few years than it did for the previous twenty.

The Nigel.

In the early 'nineties the Nigel field attracted a con-

siderable amount of public attention on account of the rich

finds of the Nigel Gold Alining Company, which was secur-

ing from a small obsolete form of mill a yield of gold

exceeding £7 to the ton milled. The Nigel area (as it is

called) is situated about twenty miles south-east of Johan-
nesburg, and approximately nine miles north-east of the

township of Heidelberg. The culmination of excitement in

the district would appear to have been about the time of

the over-speculation of 1895, when there were approximately
a score of different companies with areas parcelled out

adjoining or near the Nigel j\line proper. The Nigel Gold
Mining Company proper went fast and furiously to woi'k

upon its thin reef, which has undoubtedly indicated that

there are considerable patches of very rich gold deposits.

To this day there is considerable controversy as to the trend
of the reef in the field, but its existence in the Nigel Com-
pany's and Sub Nigel Company's ground has been proved
beyond question. Dr. Hatch's famous declaration that
Nigel and Main Eeef series were identical constituted a

landmark in the geology of the field and the excellent

showings of the Sub Nigel invested the Nigel area with
added glamour.

The Advance of the Far East Eand.

But what has principally tended to re-afifinn interest in

the Heidelberg region and to dispel some of the clouds of

despondency which banked up so heavily in the district

after the pricking of the Coronation bubble has been the
extension of the great auriferous zone to the cast and south-
east of the New Modderfontein Gold Mine.

In the Chamber of Mines' returns the Heidelberg district

is still kept as a locality distinct from the Witwatersrand,
an industrial entity which apparently should not be confused
with the field which to-day extends from Randfontein to
Springs and beyond. Nevertheless the break in the chain
of mining industry is gradually being eliminated.

The jiurchase of Spaarwater by the Barnatos and the

active participation of the Consolidated Gold Fields in the
Southern Van Ryn property seem to indicate that the gulf

which has hitherto divided the so-called Witwatersrand
proper from the Heidelberg-Nigel areas is being bridged.

There are, moreover, those who believe that the develop-

ment will not cease at this point but that money and indus-

try will sweep onwards past the township of Balfour and
beyond, embracing that subsidiary sineline whicli contains

Rietfontein, Wilgepoort, ]ilalanskraal, Tweefontein and
Daspoort, until Greylingstad and Hex River—names which
had a more pleasing soimd a few years ago than they have
recently enjoyed—are brought within the cosmos of our
expandino- Rand. This may seem a far-fetched flight of

fancy. It is no more at present than a somewhat vague
hope, and there must be many who will point to the failures

of past years, the many thousands spent in claim licences,

the huge sums of money sunk in diamond drills which
drew blanks or else disclosed some geological problem which
did not satisfy the stratigraphical requirements of the

Diamond IJrilling ox Eexdr.vciit No.
Heidelrerg.

2^il

savants, the trenches and shafts which passed so quickly

from values into dykes or barren reef, and all the money that

has been lost in inflated shares and fashionable markets.

Looking back over these things, we readily appreciate the

fact that much may be said, and be said with justification,

against the south-eastern annexe of the relatively non-
problematical Rand.

How TniEs AND Thought Have Changed.

But it is at the same time only right to point out that

not so many years ago the New Plodder was supposed to

be the ultima thvle of tlie Rand proper and that those who
sought fortune from the fickle beds which lay beyond were
temj)ting the Great Providence of the gold mines. Not so
many years ago a contributor to this paper wrote some
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remarkably interesting and prophetic articles on the Wit-

watersrand annexe. He painted his picture of the future

prosperity of the Govenunent Areas, the Modder Deep,
Springs and Brakpan in such glowing colours that many
thought his vision was at fault. But time has swept away
the mists of confused and over-cautious thought and the

fog of prejudice, and though Reef nomenclature has changed
since then and new theorists have come into the field of

controversy it is to-daj' an indisputable fact that Springs

Mines and the adjacent Daggafontein property are no longer

considered to be within the realms of problems and that

only a few miles lie between them and the Nigel Reefs.

The development of the Far East Rand during the past ten

or eleven years has been truly remarkable.

The Central Rand's Decline.

.\nd whilst the outputs and dividends of the Further
East Rand have been rising, developments have been
improving, and Government leases have been converted into

vast mines highly profitable both to State and shareholders,

the Central section has been declining in gold winning
achievement. The mines of the Krugersdorp, Johannesburg,
Germiston and Boksburg districts have passed the zenith

of their prosperity. They have proved themselves to be

amongst the richest store houses of wealth that the world

has ever known. They have made historj' and changed
politics, provoked wars and given employment to many
thousands of people for a third of a century, whilst their

reflected glory shines in the seats of the many mighty who
made fortunes and history throuoh their early associations

with the auriferous bankets. These mines are not exhausted,

but their heyday of prosperity is over and there are few

who are optimistic enough to believe that in a dozen years'

time there will be thousands of stamps running between
Randfontein and Boksburg. It is not, therefore, surprising

that me» and money should look elsewhere for fortune and
the future. We see the great eastern annexe extending

year by year beyond the zone of problems into the realms

of reality. We see. dividends increasing and developments
extending, and so there is nothing strange in the endeavour

to probe into the complex and controversial problems further

afield and to try and wrest from nature the secrets of a

further vast storehouse of wealth of the existence of which
there is strong presumptive evidence.

The Battleground of Experts.

And here one comes into the field of long-standing and

acute controversy. Eminent men stand guardians over

various geological opinions. Some have deserted their

theses for the forces of modern fact and industry are against

them. Others would re-write the whole stratigraphy of the

Rand, and- some again turn to old suppositions and
endeavour to demonstrate that they were discarded without

fit or proper trial. The whole casus belli of the several

geological campaigns is based on nomenclature. The belt

of thirty miles which lies between Roodepoort and Boksburg
has produced more gold than any area of like size on earth.

In time the Far East Rand may eclipse the achievements

which made Johannesburg one of the chief cities of the

Southern Hemisphere. For the present, however, we will

admit that between the two big faults which disturb the

ordered sequence of Central Rand geology—the Witpoortjc

break on the west and the Boksburg break on the east

—

the mills have been grinding out gold in such quantities for

the past third of a century that the very name of Main Reef

series has sufficed to draw investors as with a magnet and
to at once suggest a picture of prosperity astomiding. Small

wonder then that the very words " Main Reef series " have
become a fetish and that so many propositions have sought

to identify their reefs with Main Reef series, not only to

justify flotation but to support the shares up to a substantial

premium in the market.

The question of demonstrating the payability of the gold

contents has too often been postponed in favour of

endeavours to con-elate banket exposures with reef sections

on the Central Witwatersrand. To obtain a reef section

that dovetails in all its stratigraphical niceties with an

exposure across, say, Ferreira's township is certainly a

prospecting triumph ; and to have the identity of the two

sections hall-marked by an eminent geologist has always

been deemed a big initial step on the road to prosperity.

When Mr. .John Harry Johns announced that the Corona-

tion Syndicate had secured several miles of Main Reef

series on the Edenkop-Rietfontein-Rietbult line the shares

of that syndicate jumped to nearly three thousand pounds,

and a host of flotations sought 'to locate extensions of the

Coronation Reefs. But when on September 1st, 1904, the

late Dr. Corstorphine reported unfavourably on the property

and stated that in his opinion the Coronation Reef was not

on the Main Reef horizon and that its extension was not to

be expected, Coronations and all the dependent propositions

collapsed like a house of cards. Since then other geologists

have given nuich attention to the Heidel!)erg district. Drs.

Hatch, Corstorphine, Carrick, ]\Iellor and Henderson have

lent their talents to the problem. This Wotenagamot of

Geology has. not arrived at finality nor entire conformity of

views and interpretations. It is doubtful if such things will

ever be reached. But the geologists have shed much
informative light on many problems which have hitherto

lain under the darkness of overburden or the shroud of

diabase. We may expect further important pronouncements
in the near future. Dr. Rogers, of the Geological Survey,

has been investigating the district in question for the past

year, and we may expect much from him. We understand

that he has by no means completed his labours and that

he is likely to make Heidelberg his headquarters for some
time to come. No doubt much fresh data has been accumu-
lated and- in view of the interests at stake most careful

consideration of the various correlative factors is necessary

so that although there may be disappointment at delay in

the publication of Dr. Rogers' investigations it must be

appreciated that a competent treatise on Far South-Eastern
Rand geology cannot be gained by hurrying.

Mr. Bleloch's Thesis.

For the moment the theories put forward by ^Ir. Wm.
Bleloch claim principal attention, for it is with a view to

demonstrating the economic truth of these beliefs that a

large proportion of the work that is now in progress in the

Heidelberg district has been commenced. Briefly stated,

Mr. Bleloch's thesis is that tlie auriferous bankets com-

monly known as the Main Reef series which are worked in

the Central Rand and which may be followed with little

interruption or displacement in a relatively ordered and

consistent sequence from Roodepoort to Boksburg, are dis-

tinct from the reefs lying to the west of the Witpoortje

break and from the reefs lying to the east of the Boksburg
line of faulting. These latter reefs, or at any rate those

portions of them which are profitably worked, he identifies

under the head of the Van Ryn series. In other words, !Mr.

Bleloch correlates the series worked at Randfontein, the

old so-called West Battery and Botha series and the reefs

worked in the French Rand, with the conglomerate beds

which have been turned to such profitable account during

recent years by the New Modderfontein, Government Areas,

Springs and other Far East Rand propositions. These he

regards as one and the same series, namely, the Van Ryn,
and he does not confuse them with the Main Reef series

of the Central Rand proper or with the Nigel Reef, each of

which he regards as a distinct and separate geological

development. The Nigel is assigned to a horizon consider-

ably below that occupied by the highly profitable and con-

sistent Van Ryn series, i.e., it underlies it and it therefore

follows that Mr. Bleloch's contention assumes the existence

of two payable reef series in the area which falls within

the scope of this article—the top or Van Ryn section, and

the bottom or Nigel section. Mr. Bleloch contends that

these two reef series have a very persistent development on

the Further East Rand, that they sweep southwards through

the Southern Van Ryn and Sub Nigel properties and the

Heidelberg town lands, and are to be found in the Malan's

Kraal - Rietfontein - Tweefontein - Wilgepoort - Daspoort

syncline to the south of the old Coronation line of develop-

ment and in proximity to the township of Balfour and the

Natal railway line.
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In Mr. Bleloch's estimate the reef encountered in one of

the boreholes at Daggafontein Gold Mine at a depth of 1,946

ft., assaying 31 dwts., was in the Van Eyn horizon, and that

a continuation of this borehole cut the Nigel series. Mr.

Bleloch supports his reading of the stratigraphy of the

Further East Eand section by a weighty mass of correlative

petrology and stratigraphy. In subsequent articles of this

series we shall examine the evidence adduced by him in

greater detail and also the combatant theories advanced by

others who hold to different views. For it is hardly neces-

sary to state that the Bleloch thesis has opponents. Mr.

Moffat, for instance, is endeavouring to prove another line,

and the development policies of the Consolidated Mines
Selection Company at Daggafontein and of the Consolidated

Gold Fields on the Sub Nigel and Southern Van Eyn suggest

that the technical experts of these and other flourishing

Far East Eand mines do not see eye to eye with Mr.
Bleloch. Never yet has complete agreement been reached

in regard to Rand stratigraphy, and time alone, the pick,

the hammer, the shovel, the drill, and the assay plant, or

better still the stamp battery and the cj'anide tank are going

to prove who is right and who is wrong in the economic
sense. And that, of course, is what really matters.

The Limitations of Correl.-vtive Geology.

Correlative geology has its value but "also it limitations.

As the late Dr. Corstorphine wrote in his Coronation report

in 1904, " The value of a Main Eeef correlation lies simply
in the fact that it is some warranty for believing in the

continuity of the deposit but the continuity is more valuable

than the correlation, and if it be proven the latter is of

little consequence." Mr. Bleloch and the companies asso-

ciated with him cannot, however, be accused of being mere
academic dreamers. A representative of this journal has,

during the past week, visited a goodly portion of the Heidel-
berg district and has other visits in contemplation. He
has found diamond drilling, trenching, shaft sinking, and
other prosijecting operations in progress, not only in the

immediate vicinity of Heidelberg (^on the town lands and
on the farms Eendracht, adjoining Spaarwater, Tulepvale
and Boschfontein) but also on the Malanskraal-Tweefontein
line. Already a very considerable amount of valuable work
has been achieved and within the next few months fvirther

exposures of reef should help in large measure to answer
the economic portion of the riddle even if the academic
aspect remains a bone of contention. In succeeding articles

we propose to examine in detail the facts and presumptions
adduced by the rival universities of thought and action.

We intend to preface this by attempting to portray in an
ordered and intelligible sequence the history of what for lack
of a better or more comprehensive name we may call the
Greater Heidelberg Gold Fields, and to recapitulate past
prospecting results under the aegis of various companies
and the stratigraphical evidences afforded by diamond drill

cores. The diamond drill is no certain open sesame to
the buried storehouses of Nature. Too much importance has
often been attached to its disclosures of reef widths and
values in an exceedingly small and isolated core section.
Nature has never been so uniform in her distribution of

auriferous favours that one can deduce the value of a thou-
sand claims from a mere core no more than a couple of
inches in diameter. But diamond drills can throw valuable
hght on the horizons of strata and assist greatly in the
framing of a definite scheme of development. Scores of
lioi-eholes have been sunk in the Greater Heidelberg gold
fields, and it is a pity that attempts to co-ordinate dis-
closures have not been more whole-hearted. Many miles
of instructive core have been obtained, and it is a"^ matter
for everlasting regret that these cores have not found even-
tual lodgment in some central depot where their disparities
might be contrasted and their coincidences marked. A
core museum would throw interesting light on the present
position and perhaps save much expensive duplication of
\york. But sucli an institution docs not exist and core data,
like data relative to the disclosures in old trenches and shafts
now full of water are scattered and unco-ordinated. This
adds immensely to the difiiculties of compiling a compre-

hensive and chronologically correct abstract of the history

of the Heidelberg areas. We are fully aware of the obstacles

and also of the pitfalls with which correlative geology is

set. A solution pleasing to all interests can only be obtained

by the proving of a gold field greater far in area and richness

than anything the world has yet known. That perhaps

is a consummation hardlj' to be hoped for, but it will not

deter us from attempting in subsequent articles to give a

more ordered abstract of the history of the Heidelberg

fields than is now obtainable, and to record the results of an
examination of present activities with special reference to

geological controversies and the prospects of proving in an

economic sense the extension of our gold fields.

{To be continued.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ill inquiries addrtssed to the Editor must bear the writer'i ncemt

and full addrest. We cannot reply to enquiries by letter, but

telegrams with replies prepaid will be answered. Correspondents

are requested to write their names and pseudonyms distinctly.

" W.H.C.B." (Capetown).—Thanks; the suggestion will be

adopted.

" W.G." (East London).—The coal mine in question is still

in existence and producing.

"Anxious."—All three very speculative; the last-named
may perhaps benefit from Far East Eand activity.

•• W.K,".— (1) Yes. (2) The list will appear next week.

Barbertonian. "—The Ehodesian output is printed in full

each month in our columns, as received.

THE NATIONAL BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD.

(With which are incorporatod THE BANK OF AFRICA, Ltd., Established 1879|

THE NATIONAL BANK OF THE ORANGE RIVER COLONY, Ltd.. Estab. 1877;

and THE NATAL BANK, Ltd., Estab. 1854.)

Bankers to the Union Government in the Transvaal, the Orange
Free State, and Natal, and to the Imperial Government.

Capital Subscribed and Paid up

With power to increase to -

Capital and Reserve . . .

£2.865,000

£4,000,000

£3,715,000

2)lrcctor6

:

The Hon. HUGH CRAWFORD - Chairman. '

J.EMRYS EVANS. CJM.G. - Vice-Chairman

.

J. ELLIS BROWN. p. DUNCAN. CJVl.G.. M.L.A
The Hon. ALBERT CLIFF, E.J RENAUD.
JAMES B. TAYLOR. H. O'K. WEBBER.

The Hon. Sir EDGAR H. WALTON. K.CJVl.G.. Mi. A..

General /manager -. E. C. REYNOLDS. i

'"
;-i

HEAD OFFICE - - PRETORIA.
1 J rt/c f LONDON WALL, LONDON, E.G. 2.
London Oflice.

( ,g^ ^j SWriHIN'S LANE, LONDON, E.G. 4.

New York 0£Bce 10, WALL STREET, NEW YORK,

The Bank has over 300 BRANCHES and SUB-BRANCHES
in the principal Towns in the Union of South Africa,
South West Protectorate, Rhodesia, Nyasaland,

Portuguese East Africa and East Africa.

Agents in all the principal Cities of the World.

Offlclals of the Bank are bound to secrecy In regard to the

transactions of any of its customers.
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SIEMENS BROTHERS DYNAMO WORKS LTO,

Working in conjunction with

DICK, KERR & CO., Ltd., & PHOENIX DYNAMO MFG. CO., Ltd.

DICK, KERR. PHOENIX. SIEMENS.

SWITCH GEAR FOR MINES.

TOTALLY ENCLOSED SWITCHBOARD.
Installed at a Colliery in the North of England.

Controlling Two 750 K.W., 40 Cycle Generators, Transformers and Feeders.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
DYNAMO WORKS LIMITED

HOME BRANCHES:
BIRMINGHAM.—Central House, New Street.

BRISTOL.-^O, Bridge Street.

CARDIFF.—89, St. Mary Street.

GLASGOW.—66, Waterloo Street.

MANCHESTER.—196, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLEON-TYNE—64-68, Collingwood Buildings.

SHEFFIELD.—23, Filey Street.

vSOUTHAMPTON.-46, High Street.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL BRANCHES:

CALCUTTA.—Clive Buildings, Clive Street.

BOMBAY.—Rampart Row.

MADRAS.—Smith'.s Corner, Mount Road.

SINGAPORE.—1, 2, 6 and 9, Winchester -House.

CAPE TOWN.—45a, St. George's Street (first floor).

SYDNEY.—42, Bridge Street.

MELBOURNE. -29, William Street.

Representative in South Africa.

A. J. G. SIMPSON, A.M.I.E.E.,

P.O. BOX 239, CAPE TOWN.
Telephone 1202. Telegrams: "WOTAN."
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SOUTH AFRICA AND KING COAL.—IV.

More About the By-Product Industry—What the Natal Ammonium Company Is Doing—
The Evolution of the By-Product Coking Industry—Our Unrealised Millions—Experts

on the Way to Hlobane—The Eastern Market.

The question of producing by-products on a large scale in

South Africa has to be considered in the light of local con-

ditions and the industrial circumstances which may arise

in consequence of the cessation of hostilities in Europe.

The production of by-products from coals rich in nitrogen is

a highly profitable "industry, but it requires considerable

capital, expert technical advice and supervision, and a

careful study of markets to insure success.

The Outlook for Coke.

In so far as coke is concerned the market is limited.

During the war the Cape Copper Company and the Tangan-

yika Concessions have been fairly large purchasers of Natal

coke. Before the war, however, the Cape and Namaqualand

Copper Companies obtained coke from Great Britain, the

boats that took their copper shipments home bringing back

coke on the return journey, and it may be that the copper

companies will elect to purchase coke from England and

Wales again in the near future. Similarly the position in

regard to Katanga's future coke requirements from South

.\frica is not very clear, and the local market, apart from

tliese concerns, is not a very wide one. It is confined to

foundries and metallurgical and engineering works of no

great size, and until we work up a really important iron and

steel industry in this country the prospects are not in favour

of a large or expanding market for coke.

A Highly-Pkofitable Industry.

The production of sulphate of ammonia, benzol, tar and

light oils offers a most alluringly profitable field. The
world's consumption of sulphate of ammonia is about a

million and a half tons per annum. We understand that

the Natal Ammonia Company, possessing at Mount M'Gwibi
tlie only large and important by-product plant in South

Africa are obtaining a revenue of three pounds for each ton

of coal raised at their property through the manufacture of

sulphate of ammonia. This, in the phraseology of the gold

industry, represents a grade of fifteen pennyweights per

ton, which is a measure of revenue which exceedingly few

gold mines of the Rand can even approach. The Natal

Ammonium Company's coal is high in nitrogen content,

ranging from 1"89 to 2'226 per cent., and it is understood

that the company si obtaining no less than £40 per ton for

its product at the Coast. This is a high and war-

inflated price, and the possibility of the large munition
plazits of Europe, now that peace appears to be within sight,

turning attention to the manufacture of sulphate of ammonia
on a large scale and introducing a vei-y important competi-

tive factor into the sulphate of anunonia market must not

be overlooked. It is known, too, that Germany and
Austria have accumulated large quantities of sulphate of

ammonia from the by-products of their munition plants

during the war, so that it is not to be expected that South
Africa will be able to maintain the unrivalled position

created by the war in regard to this highly-valuable fertiliser.

The Eastern Market.

Very little sulphate of ammonia is used in South Africa.

The proper application of this fertiliser to soils requires

experience and expert preparation of the ground. The
market for the sulphate produced at Mount M'Gwibi has so

far been with the East, particularly Mauritius, Ceylon,
Java and Japan, where intensive cultivation is practised
and the agriculturists have gained a sound knowledge of

the application of tliis fertiliser. But in the course of time
it is certain that sulphate of anunonia will be much more
extensively utilised in South Africa, where the agricultural
industry is going ahead by leaps and bounds. The present
prices for sulphate of ammonia may be lowered, but for

certain markets the export price will assuredly admit of a

profit even if the European and American productions are

largely increased.

The Demand for Coals with High Nitrogen Content.

One of the great problems of the age is how best to

supply nitrogenous compounds for crops and for the revivify-

ing of exhausted lauds. The terrible devastation of war has

laid waste vast areas in Eux'ope, and it is certain that there

will be a very great demand for European produced fer-

tilisers in Europe itself. All the world over there is a

constant demand for coal-bearing areas rich in nitrogen, and
this question of the production and utilisation of by-products

especially in South Africa requires the close attention of the

Government, of capitalists, and of engineers, scientists

and chemists.

Our Untouched ^Millions.

Both in the Transvaal and Natal, and in a lesser degree

in the Orange Free State and the Cape Colony, there are

innnense tonnages of waste coal in the shape of " nuts,"
" peas," " dross " and " duff," whicli contain vast sums
of money when translated in terms of by-products. It is

estimated that 15 per cent, of the current production is at

present dumped, and the valuable contents might have been
recovered but must now be regarded as irretrievably lost.

The accoRipanying photograph of the Hlobane Colliery's

duinp heap will give an idea of the immensity of the

])ossibilities of the by-product trade at just one collier}' of

the country.

Erection of Plants.

Hlobane coal carries about 2 per cent, of nitrogen, and
it is the intention of the directors of that company to erect

a by-product plant of suitable type, and for this

purpose experts are now on their way out from
Europe. The Dundee Coal Company also propose to erect

a by-product plant of the Coppee type, the Tweefon-
tein Collieries are installing, a mf)dified ^lond equipment,
and the Witbank Companj- are proceeding with the pro-

duction of tar again. Tar and benzol are bj'-produets tor

which there is a considerable local market. Benzol is

coming into great favour for the operation of underground
locomotives and tar is, of course, a constant requirement of

municipalities. The great potentialities of the by-

product industry in South Africa will be patent from the

fact that a practical test has recently been made from a

prominent Hlobane Colliery on a shipment of coal sent to

England. The yield was 100 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia
and 3.") His. of tar per ton of coal treated.

Evolution of the Industry.

We are still in the initial state of coal industry develop-

ment in this country and particularly so in so far as the

by-product branch is concerned. We have to learn from
the experience of long-established concerns in Europe where
the by-product coking industry has arrived at its present

state of development by a rational process of evolution and
improvement from the primitive practice of the carboniza-

tion of coal in heaps. After this primitive method came the

beehive oven ; then certain forms of retort oven, with or

without the beginnings of provision for recovering some por-

tion of the volatile elements of the coal dealt with; and
finally the stage of scientific carbonization represented by
the retort coke oven of to-day, by means of which not only

a satisfactory quality of coke is obtained in much less time
than by former metliods, but whereby also valuable by-

products which form the basis of other important industries

are recovered. Coke for metallurgical purposes is produced
to-day in England both by the secondary and up-to-date

methods. Tn the former tlie sole product is coke, except
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VIEWS AT THE COAL MINES,

The Hlobaxe Colliery's Dump.

A He.ap of Unrealised Fobtunk.

3
Thi: Hlobaxe Colliku'.uv
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that sometimes surphis heat is used for steam-raising, etc.,

whilst in the latter is obtained not only coke, but tar,

ammonia, benzol, and coal gas. With the development of

the manufacture of coal gas for town lighting, etc., neces-

sitating the removal of the tar and ammonia from the gas

in order to render it suitable for public use, attention was

also directed to the possibility of recovering these products

from the coal carboni7.ed for the production of metallurgical

coke, but the design of the coke ovens then in use did not

lend 'itself to adaptation for by-product recovery.

The object of the destructive distillation—or, as it is

generally termed, the carbonization—of coal in coke ovens

is in Europe primarily to produce metallurgical coke, and

this consideration is therefore the predominating factor

influencing the selection of coal for coking purposes in Eng-

land, but as already stated coke is not of primary import-

ance in South Africa. In the early days of coke manu-
facture, coke being the only product, the quality of this

was the one consideration to be borne in mind. With the

development of the by-product oven, however, although

L-oke is still undoubtedly a most important factor the by-

products have continually increased in value, and have thus

been taken more and more into account in the selection of

the coal. Consequently we now have to consider this

aspect, and to aim for that system of carbonization and

that quality of coal which will at one and the same time

give a suitable yield and quality of coke and the maximum
yield of by-products. In other words, we are to obtain the

fullest possible amount of everything in a ton of coal.

A Great M.^^rket .^waiting Capture.

In South Africa the future of the by-product trade is

indissolubly wrapped up in the question of the development

of a general coal export trade. Our internal market is

relatively small, but our overseas market both- for coal and

its by-products can be developed to immense proportions,

given rail and shipping facilities and adequate labour.

Expansion of the export fuel trade will encourage the by-

product industry. South Africa wants more rolling stock

and better shipping facilities and less apathy on the part

of the Government. Granted these the Union would without

difliculty capture the great bulk of the coal trade of the

Southern Hemisphere. Natiil alone could, we are assured,

without difficulty double her output given adequate railway

facilities and labour.

Iron Ore in Madagascar.
There are several deposits of litaniffinus iron ores in

Madagascar. The one at Vosgoabe in the Betsiriry, accord-

ing to the late M. Auclair, Controller of Klines, contains

over 3,500,000 tons of ilmenite (titanium iron oxide), which

could be readily mined. Certain samples have given as

much as 40 per cent, of titanium dioxide, but the average

iron ore will hardly contain more than 10 per cent, of TiOo.

The ores could be dealt with in the electric furnace, and the

necessary current could be easily obtained from the falls of

the river Mahajilo, an affluent of the Tsiribihina.

Charterland and General.
While the profit of the Charterland and General Explora-

tion and Finance Company for the twelve months ended

.\ugust 31 last was only €'29,235, as compared with £43,475

in the previous period, shareholders do not suffer any reduc-

tion in dividend, for the final distribution brings the total

up to 20 per cent. The shortfall in revenue of £44,200 is

largely explained by the fact that in 1917 the Old Nic mine
was producing gold; it is now exhausted, and the plant and
machinery liave been sold. Profits in South Africa a year

ago included sale of asbestos and cattle, and these two
items do not appear in the present accounts, the result

being a drop of almost £20,000 in the total.

Industry and Science Advisory Board.
The recent session of the Advisory Board of Industry

and Science terminated on the 17th ult. The combined
Board as now constituted, includes the following:—Mr. C.

G. Smith, chairman; Messrs. E. Chappell, C.B.E., and
Bernard Price, deputj' chairmen; Prof. J. C. Beatty,
(Principal, University of Capetown), ]Mr. .J. Burtt-Davy, Dr.

W. A. Caldecott, Air. L. Colquhouu, Sir Thos. Cullinan,

Air. A. J. Chiappiui, Dr. .J. D. F. Gilchrist (University of

Capetown), Air. W. R. Jackson, Mr. G. A. Kolbe, Mr. W.
J. I>aite, Prof. D. F. du T. Malherbe (Transvaal University

College), Mr. F. T. Nicholson, Prof. J. Orr (S.A. School
of Mines and Technology), Mr. J. Pyott, Prof. G. R. Stanley

(S.A. School of Alines and Technology), Prof. B. de St. van
der Riet (University of Stellenbosch), Prof. R. B. Young (S.A.

School of Mines and Tecbnolooy) ; Rhodesian representa-

tives:— Sir Francis Newton, K.C.AI.G., and Mr. C. B.

Kingston (acting for Air. J. G. AIcDonald). The only

absentees were Dr. Alalherbe and Air. Kolbe. The Board
thus represents science and industry from all parts of South
Africa, and has dealt with a great variety of questions

affecting development throughout the sub-continent, .\mong
matters dealt with were the report of the Scientific Research
Grant Board, dealing with the proposed conditions for

research scholarships, etc., and the Report of the Fisheries

Survey Committee. From the latter it would appear that

there is every prospect that the Union Goveriunent, acting

in co-operation with the Provincial Administration of the

Coastal Province, will continue the Fishery and Alarine

'

Biological Survey which was conimenced some yeai's ago
by the S.S. Pieter Faure. The Board decided to call for

certain further reports of an economic nature in addition

to the technical reports on industrial production within the

Union, of which a series is now being published in the
Journal. Among other's, an interesting report on the
Water Power Survey, now being carried out, was received

from Mr. Kanthack, C.AI.G., Director of Irrigation, and an
Assessor Alember of the Board. The next quarterly meeting
of the Board will probablv be held at the industrial centre
of Port Elizabeth.

Williams' Improved "VULCAN."
An unparalleled amount of service and wear

—

in Y>Ta,ctice two tools in one at the price of one. Jaws
when teeth first in use are worn, are readily turned. The tAvo-holt fastening of jaws to

handle provides further uninterrupted service in case of accident to chain bolt ; either bolt is of

sufficient strength to keep you "in the field." All parts wrought steel, interchangeable and fully

guaiantecd . Discount from the dealer.

76 Richards St., Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.J. H. WILLIAMS 6; CO.,
London Representative : Binj. Whittaki-r, 2 Nurjolk St., .Strand.

' The Wrench
People,"

Export Ollict : 7(i, State .Street, N.Y.
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THE FUTURE OF GOLD PRODUCTION.

Points from Prof. Wm. Frecheville's Report to Inchcape Committee.
—Outlook for the Rand and Congo Goldfields— Possible New Discoveries.

In a recent issue appeared a full aueount, received by the

mail, of the report on Empire Gold rroductioii by Lord Inch-

cape's Committee, which expressed itself opposed to the sug-

fj;estion of any bounty oT subsidy tor the encovu'agement of

tile output of the metal. The Committee acknowledged its

indebtedness to Prof. Wm. Frecheville, of the Royal School

(if Mines, who acted as its technical adviser, and reproduced
in an appendix some valuable "Notes on Gold Production

"

(dated '21st No\ember) from that expert's pen. We now
g]\e the salient points of tliese notes:—

An Almost Continuous Increase.

In making a review of the world's gold production during
till" twenty years from 1897 to 1915, both included (1915 be-

ing tlie last year for which figures are available), it is seen

that it has increased "irom 43 millions sterling in 1897 to 9H
millions in 1915. In examining the statistics given annually

in the American publication, Minerul Indusiry, it is seen, fijr

instance, in those given for 1915, that forty-four different

countries contributed to the world's total, and attention may
h'^ drawn to the fact that the large number of different coun-

tries contributing to the supply gives a certain amount of

stability to the total output. The British Empire is the

largest contributor. The following details are given in the

al)Ove statistics for 1915 :—Transvaal, £38,679,918; Austra-

hisia, £9,890,446; Canada, £3,896,496; Rhodesia,

£3,891,770; British India, £-2,o69,670; West Coast of Africa,

£1,708,580; British Borneo, £271,400; British Guiana,
£215,288; Malay States, £72,330; United Kingdom, £3,964:
Total, £00,999,862. The production of the British Empire
increased from 26 millions sterling, forming 60A per cent,

of the world's production, in 1897, to 61 millions, forming
()2 1/3 per cent, of the total, in 1915. On looking at the

y^'arly figures during this period it i-s seen that the increase

has, on the whole, been gradual and persistent, except dur-

ing the Transvaal War, when the proportion of the world's

|)roduction contributed by the British Empire fell to 47 per
cent, in 1901. This feature of steady increase applies to the
world generally, as well as to the British Empire; in both
cases, although there are decreasing sources of supply, this

ieature is more than made up by increases in othp)- direc-

tions.

PEHioniciTV " 01'' Nisw Discoveries.

In connection with the decreasing sources of supply, it

may be pointed out that the constant improvements in

method and a|)pliances tend to make the exhaustion of the

older districts slower than may be calculated on the data

available at any given time, and, on the other hand, the peri-

odical discovery of new districts makes it impossible to fore-

cast with any degree of accuracy what increases the future

may bave in store. On looking at the discoveries of new
districts made during the last forty years it is found that

they certainly show a tendency to occur periodically. This is

ilnstrated by the following table of dates:—
Pilgrims Rest, Lydenburg, Transvaal 1873
Indian Gold Mines (Mysore) 1880
Witwatersrand, Transvaal 1886
West Australia, Kalgoorlie 1893
Klondyke (Yukon), N.W. Canada 1897
Porcupine (Province of Ontario, Canada) ... 1909

i'be periodicity of the discoveries is no dnniit due to the

gradual extension of the area prospected. Considering the

large areas, both in the British Empire and in other parts

nt the world, still to be examined, it is exceedingly unlikely

that a line should be drawn now, and that this phase of ex-

ploratioti and discovery can he considered to have ended.
In connection with this aspect of the subject, attention may
be drawn to recent reports regarding tlie Belgian Congo. It

lias been known for some time that gold existed in the Kilo

(i'strict, north-west of Lake Albert Nyanza, and shipments
of gold bave been made from there for some vears. Sir

Alfred Shar])e travelled through those parts recently, and
an interview with him was published in Tlie Ajrican WoiUI
on 7th July of last year, in which he is reported as saying

that the discoveries are assuming great importance and give

the impression that a large goldfield exists there, which is

awaiting development, but that up to the present it has
been the policy of the Belgian Government to reserve the

deposits, wliieh are both alluvial and reef, as a Governmeiil
monopoly. It may be p(jinted out that in the case of the

discovery of payable gold mines in the working of which
British companies can take part in regions outside the Bri-

tish Empire—particularly if the neighbouring country is not

in an advanced stage of industrial development—the machi-
nery and stores required by these British companies will,

to a great extent, be purchased in the Biitish Empire, and
the gold they win will be sent there to be realised. On the
other hand, in this particular instance one can well under-
stand that there may be, for several reasons, reluctance to

admit outside capital or outside white population.

Future of the Rand.

The six principal gold-producing countries in the British

Empire are the Transvaal, Australasia, Rhodesia, Canada,
British India and the West Coast of Africa. The Transvaal.
—The increase from Hi millions sterling in 1897 to 38A mil-
lions in 1912 was large and continuous if the period of the
Transvaal War is omitted, .\fter 1912 the figures fluctuate

somewhat, but show no decided tendency, either upwards or

downwards. The general consensus of opinion ajipears to

be that on the basis of present conditions production has
about reached its zenith, and from now on a gradual falling-

off may be anticipated. It is true large new areas in the
Far Eastern Rand are being developed and equipped, but
the new production from this source on the basis of what
is at present known is not expected to make good the defi-

ciencies caused by old mines closing down. In order to
throw some further light on this subject I have had a state-

ment prepared, dealing with the next ten or twelve years.
(See full text of Gold Production Committee's report, price
2d., from any bookseller.) This statement is in the nature
of an account in which the new tonnage to be crushed is

taken on one side, and the probable loss of tonnage due to

mines closing down on the other, and the balance is shown
in the last column. From this table it appears that on bal-

ance a reduction of over 1,000,000 tons is indicated in 1919.
equivalent to 27s. per ton to £1,350,000, the loss of tonnage
lising to over 3,000,000 tons in 1920, and that then for the
following seven years the further anticipated losses and gains
very nearly neutralise each other, but that alter that further
reduction is indicated. This t>siimate, however, nmst be
taken for what it is—namely, an attempt to get some appro-
ximate figures.based on what is known. The problem is com-
plicated by the fact that the ore for the new stamps in the
l''ar Eastern Rand is likely to be somewhat better than that
at the old mines closing clown; also by the fact that experi-
ence in the past shows that the operation of actually exhaust-
ing one of the old mines generally takes longer than origin-

ally anticipated, and, further, by the uncertainty as to pos-
sible extensions of the ore-bearing beds beyond their present
known limits. It will be noticed that all these factors op^er-

ate against the calculated fall of production.

Australia, Canada and Rhodesi.\.

.\ustralasia.—During the first part of the period of twenty
vi'ars under review the production increased from about 1

1

millions sterling in 1897 to a little over 18 millions in 1903,
owing to the growing output of West .\iistralia. .\fter 1903,
however, there was a steady decline, and in 1916 the output
of gold had shrunk to 8^^ millions sterling. The present indi-

cations are that this decline will continue, imless new gold-

fields Are opened out. of which there are as yet no indica-
tions. Au examination of a map of .Xustralia on which the
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goldfields are marked will, however, I thiuk, justify a hope-

ful view with regards to the future. It will be seen that the

soldfields are fairly well scattered over tlie known coastal

regions, and the idea appears to be justified that probably

when the central and northern parts have been travelled over

and properly prospected other goldfields will be found.

C'iinada.—The production of the Yukon is likely to continue

to decrease, but this should be more than counterbalanced

bj^ the position in Northern Ontario, where the older mines
are in a sound position, and small new producers are being

discovered from time to time. An important factor in the

future possibilities of Canada as a gold-producing counti-v

lies in the large expanse of unexplored country, whicli

stretches up north from the comparatively narrow occupied
belt extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Ehodesia.

—

The production shows a gradual and continuous increase

from nothing in 1897 to just under four millions sterling in

1916. The gold is derived from a number of quartz mines,
worked on modern lines, with considerable reserves of oi'e,

and although one or two mines are known to be failing,

tliere is no reason to apprehend any sudden change.

India.—The principal producers are the quartz mines in

Mysore, which have been very considerable and consistent
producers for the last thirty years, worked on sound lines,

with good reserves of ore opened out ahead of immediate re-

quirements, and nothing is known to indicate any consider-
able change in the position, or of any distinct signs of fail-

ing. On the other hand, they are becoming very deep, and
in the ordinary course of events a falhng off in production
would seem to be probable in tli€ not far distant future un-
less new mines are opened up. So far there are no reports
or suggestions of new gold discoveries in India, but some of

the country north of it has been reported by travellei's to be
gold-bearing. \Yest Coast of Africa.—The production has
increased slowly from £200,000 in 1897 to a little over a mil-
hon and a half sterling in 1916. Nordoubt, if it were not for

the cliniiite, the production would have been much greater.
Nothing is generally known to indicate that any serious
falling off is looming ahead. The climate, as already re-

marked, has been the great drawback to the industry.

Gkner.\l Conclusions.

Assuming that gold mines will soon be able to work
again under normal conditions, and that the effect of the
war will be limited to an increase of working costs in some
cases of as nnich as 2s. per ton, it does not appear to me likely
that such a rise would have a serious effect on the pro-
duction of gold. On the above assumption that the.indus'.ry
will go on in its normal course, and in the lights of what is

known about the principal gold-producing districts of the
Empire, it appears that a falling-off may be expected in the
Transvaal and in Australasia, but an increase in Canada,
and that tliere is no very plain indication as to the probable
course of events in other directions. Setting the probable
increase in Canada against the decrease in Australasia, there
remains the anticipated falling-off in the Transvaal and a
consequent pixibable decrease of about four millions, sterling
annually in the total gold production of the Empire in the
near future. Against this must be set the possibility of un-
expected increases and of new discoveries—two factors of
such an uncerluin nature that it would be idle to attempt to
appraise them accurately. There is so much unprospeeted
territory in the Empire that, personally, I look forward to
farther discoveries, sooner or later, witl'i a good deal of con-
fidence.—(Signed) Wm. Fi!EcnEvn.i,K.

SALE EXTRAORDINARY

COAL
WANTED : Options over coal-bearing, any
locality, Transvaal or Natal Farms.

Apply promptly to

"Argentine," co. Box 2075.

Johannesburg.

— OF

Mining
Machinery and

Equipment.

Buildings, etc.

Value Approximately £30,000

ox THE PROPKRTY OF THE

DURBAN-ROODEPOORT G.M. CO., LTD.

(Half-Mile from Rnoilepoort Railway Station).

On MONI>AY and TUESDAY,
MARCH 10th and 11th,

CO.M.ME.XCING EACH DAY AT 10.30 A.M. AND 2.30 P.M.

And. ii necessary, on WEDNESDAY, MARl'H 12th.

THE MACHINERY AND PLANT are in most perfect con-

dition, and by the very best makers.

THE EQUIPMENT is very varied, all of tlic most market-

able nature, and should readily appeal to those requiring sort ins.-

np lines. WONDERFUL STOCKS OF MINE STORES.

THE BUILDINGS arc all io mo^t exccllenl condition, huill

of the very best materials.

''ATALOGIJES are no'.v ready, giving full details, and can

be had on application to the .\uctioneers.

ENQUIRIES can be made direc! to the Mine Propedv, Tele

phone 111. Eoodepoort.

Buyers will have ni> trouble in transjiorlint; tlieir- I'urchases.

Inspection can now be made and is invited.

Refreshments will be served on the Property duiinij llie

luncheon hour on each Day of Sale.

Vehicles will lie puividnl to convey Buyers from liondepourt

Railway Stntiou (o the .\Iii;.> Property on Sale Days,

.\11 infiiiinal ioM will be i-radily i;iNeo hy

M. n.MUUS & CO..

.Auctioneers and \aliialors.

Rissik and Fo.x Streets. .Johannesburg.

P.O. Box- 121.'i. 'Phone 2^^.^. Tel .\d,t. :
' Mariinian."
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THE PROGRESS OF THE INDUSTRIAL
COUNCIL.

RECONSTRUCTION

Report for 1918—Success of " Trade Parliaments.

I'm-; lepurt dI tin/ luclu-.stiial Ht'coiistniction Council in (Jivat

Biitaiu for the past year has just been issued, and the follow-

ing passages are extracted therefrom: The close of this event-

ful and wonderful year brings also to an end the first year's

work of the Industrial Eeconstruction Council. The Council
was founded in December, 1917, as a propagandist body for

ihe encouragement of the Trade Parliament movement, and
for the education of the business and general commimity to

a new conception of industry and to a true appreciation of

tlie induistrial situation. The success which has attended all

our efforts, the crowded audiences at our meetings, the eager

requests for our speakers, the almost embarrassing demand
upon our literature, are a measure of the universal interest

now taken in industrial reconstruction and an indication of

the real progress which the movement for industrial self-

government has made. In our last report, published at the

half-year, it was stated that there was hardly any trade that

had not accepted the underlying principles of the Whitley
report. Before reviewing in detail the activities of the I. E.G.,

to which we venture to attribute a leading share in tliis

result, it may be useful to give a list of the joint bodies now
actually in existence and alread>' at work on the problems of

reconstruction and industrial develo))ment. It will be re-

membered that these are of three types:

—

(hJ Industrial Councils, established under the aegis of the

-Ministry of Lalx)ur in trades already well organised on lioth

sides.

(b) Intevirn Industrial Reconstruction Committees, formed
with the help of the Ministry of Eecoustruction in trades

-.vhere the degree of organisation is not sufficient for the

adoption of the constitution of an Industrial Council. These
committees are in all cases encouraging organisation in their

respective trades, and will evenlnallv Iranstc.nii themselve.-

into Industrial Councils.

(c) Trade jioards, set u|j h\ the .Ministry of Labour in

trades where the oi'ganisation on the Workers' side is poor

and the v\ages are low. These Ixjdies have done and are

doing good work, but in so far as they are inqMosed by the
Government upon a trade, with the primary function of

settling rates of pay, they cannot be placed in the same
category with the other two classes of bodies which are

created b\ the initiative of the trades themselves, and are

concerned not so nuich with the questions of wages and pro-

fits as with the welfare and development of the industry as a
whole. It is hoped that as the status a;ul organisation of an
industry improve, the Trade Board may be superseded by
an Interim Committee or an Industrial Council.

(d) Provisional Committees, which have been foi-med to

draft constitutions for Joint Industrial Councils.

The formation of Trade Parliaments in every industry
may be regarded as the foundation of the future structure of

our national industrial organisation. Many anxious problems
still remain to be dealt with and can only be solved on this

basis. One of the most urgent is the release of our industries
from (jovernment control. In the early days of the move-
m.ent we iiad frequently to meet the view that constructive
co-operation between capital and labour was not possible.
Experience has now proved the contrary. It is remarkable
that almost without exception seventy or more Trade Parlia-

ments are to-day busily engaged in agitating for the full re-

turn of civil iii)erties and the abolition of bureaucratic con-
trol. Having obtained their freedom, our industries will

develop quickly and siu'ely the enormfins possibilities latent
in them.

Small Stuffing Boxes
Need the Right Packing
because the amount of packing is small
and is more likely to burn out or harden.

PALMETTO TWIST

does not burn out, it's made of heat resisting materials. It does not harden, because each

single strand contains lubricant.

by unstranding any size valve packed frooa one spool of " Palmetto " Twist.

LET US SEND YOU A SAMPLE FREE.

GREENE, TWEED&Co.
Sole Manufacturers,

109, DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

BARTLE & CO., LTD., Johannesburg.

E. W. TARRY & CO., Kimberley, Salisbury & Bulawayo.
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THE BOOM IN THE DIAMOND MARKET.

Detailed Report on Conditions in London.

TuE diamond market, according to the cables, i« booming,

and the fact is confirmed hi the mail re})orts to hand. The
" Financial News " says:

—
" Last week we reported that

the position of the Diamond Market was one of great

strength. 'J"o-day we are not only able to confirm the state-

ments as to conditions then ruling, bnt to assert tiiat further

substantial progress has been made. As regards the Con-

tinent, our Special Correspondent, who spent ai)oiit a fort-

night at Antwerp, returned during the week, and reports

that althougli some little time will elapse before the majority

of cutters are able to aiTange their affairs, the feelings is one

of hopefulness, and some firms have alre;i<ly resinned worl;

on a small scale. Inquiries for goods fm- tlic Amsterdam
cutters are also on the increase, and conditions in that centre

are said to he very encouraging.

As far as the English trade is concerjied. (juite a large

number of Americans are now on this side and are buying
most freely. The Diamond Syndicate are showing during

the next few days a shipment of South-West diamonds, and
liave raised the prices of these goods about 5 per cent. We
are informed that notwithstanding this increase apjilicationi;

for the stones are abnormal. This is, f)f com-se. the outcome
of the policy of restriction of output—a policy which is

proving beneficial alike to producers and the trade. Yer>
large sales of lirilhants have also taken place, and no doubl

whatever is entertained that business will still further exjiand

during the next few weeks.

As regards industrial goods, the position contimies re-

markably sound. The characteristic of this branch of the
trade is the increasing number of purposes for which the
stones are being utilised. Merchants in this line are buying
ahead to meet the requirements which they foresee. Electri-

cal undertakings should make big demands upon them, while
precision in the motor industry cannot be so successftdly met
by any other means. Everyone, in fact, is most sanguine
as to the future of the diamond trade.

With one or two exceptions, investors seem for a long
time past to have fought shy of diamond shares as channels
for investment, possibly because of the lack of information
concerning trade conditions.. The satisfactory news we are

enabled to impart should go a great way towards cheering
up actual holders of shares, particularly the views of various
of cmr correspondents that with the demand out-stripping the

supply a beneficial effect must be exerted upon the price of

stones. In addition to the regular business of the mining
companies, there are not infrequently pleasurable surprises

in store in the shape of unex])ected finds, as in the case of

the Jagersfontein diamond reported from Kimberle> at tlu-

end of last week. At a low computation, a stone of this kind
should be worth £40.1)00. Li itself the discovery shotdii

mean an additional profit of such amount, or virtually 4

per cent, on the nominal capital of the company. A find of

this nature gives a speculative flavour to diamond shares in

addition to their intrinsic values."

i^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii itiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimi^

TRIMO TOOLS. |

= Buy them for Quality—Utility—Durability. I
5 FULLY: GUARANTEED. S

TKIMO PIPE WRENCH
STEEL HANDLE

TOOLS
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WILL
LAST
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FOR
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Others.
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dles of Pipe Wrenches,

etc.

WITH FLAT-LINK OR CABLE CHAIN
SOl.K .UJENT FOR SOUTH .AFRICA:

I
WM JOHNSTON,

iFiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJijiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiMii^

PRESIDENT BUILDINGS,

JOHANNESBURG. P.O. Box 5580.
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RHODESIAN DIVIDENDS : FULL LIST FOR 1918.

The British South Africa Company publi^ihes tlie following
list of dividends which have been declared by Rhodesian
mining cc)mpanie,s during the year ended December 31, 1918 :

Rate declared or
its equiv.ilent

Xanie of Company. Subject to Amount
Income Ta.\. ab.sorbed.
Per cent.

Eldorado Banket Gold Mining Co., Ltd. 15 t4.j,n0()
Falcon Klines, Ltd 20 HO'ouO
Gaika Gold Mining Co., Ltd r, 13,675
Globe & Phoenix G.M. Co., Ltd H2H 165^614
Kimberley (Mash.) G.M. Co., Ltd. ...... 1^ 4,000
King (Asbestos) Rhodesia, Ltd ll 9,867
Lonely Reef Gold Mining Co., Ltd 3(j" 8l!302
Rezende IMines, Ltd 20 23!687
Rhodesia Chrome Klines, Ltd Id 6,0(10

Rhodesian * General Asbestos Co., Ltd. 5 20,000
Shamva Mines, Ltd 15 90,000
Wankie Colliei-y Co., Ltd 15 76,995

i-615,640

The total cash dividends declared by Rhodesian minmg
companies to December 31, 1918, amount to £6.902,987, and
this figure does not take into account dividends declared by

Rhodesian development and miscellaneous conip

cash or scrip, amounting to over £2,900,000, nor d

paid by Rhodesian mining companies or syndicates.

The following dividends also have been decli

Rhodesian development and miscellaneous companie
the year ended December 31, 1918:

—

•

Rate declared or
its equivalent

Name of Company. Subject to

Income Tax.
Per cent.

Bechuanaland Exploration Co.. Ltd. ... 6;;

Beehuaualand Trading Association, Ltil, (')'78

Charterland and General Exploration and ^
Finance Co., Ltd 5

Cres.'ens (^Matabele) Mines & Land Co. 7A

Gold Fields Rhodesia Development Co. 10

Mashonalaud Agency, Ltd 9

New Bulavvayo Syndicate, I^td liij

Rhodesia Land Bank, Ltd 5^
Rhodesia Railways Trust, Ltd 4

Tobacco Co. of Rhodesia and S.A.. Ltd. 10

uncs m
ividcnds

;ired by
s during

Amount
absorbed.

420,059
3,577

8,191

5,453
125,711

13,466
3,010

9,333

80,23]

4.868

d£273,899

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.

[Frniii flic
•

.S'..l. Miiiinrj .Juurnul " of .March 3. 1894.)

We are pleased to learn that the debentures reserved for

issue in South Africa by the Consolidated Gold Fields of

South Africa, Ltd., have all been taken up, application's

for a considerably larger amount having in fact been re-

ceived. The London issue was also attended with similar

success, the total sum which subscribei-s were desirous of

taking up greatly exceeding the amount required. The fact

is of some importance as indicating the confidence of the

public both in one of the largest financial institutions operat-

ing in South Africa, and also in the class of securities, and
moi'e particularly deep level undertakings, in \yhich it is

intended that the bulk of the monev shall be invested.
* * *~ *

Mr. Robert Williams, consulting engineer to the Zam-
besia Exploring Company, has left Johannesburg for London,
the principal object of his trip being the making of neces-

sary aiTangements in connection with the nevvly-tloated

Buluwayo Syndicate, which has recently been reconsti'ucted,

and the capital increased from £'12,000 to £40,000 to enable

the Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa, Ltd., and the

firm of Barnato Brothers to acquire substantial interests in

the venture. An account of the proceedings at the recent

shareholders' meeting in London will appear in our next
issue. On Mr. Williams' return to South Africa he will at

once proceed up-country, accompanied by Mr. John Hays
Hammond, the latter firm's well-known consulting engineer.

* * * *
'

Geldenhi'is Dekp.—Considerable progress has been made
during the past six weeks with the erection of the new
compressor plant, of which a full description appeared in a

recent issue. All the cylindei-s liave been fixed, and by the

time the necessary pipes iiave been laid, which will be in

the covu-se of a few weeks, everything will be in I'eadine.ss

for a start to be made. The development of tlie mine has
now reached a stage at which the assistance of a large

number of drills will be extremely useful. Driving upon
three levels can be carried on simultaneouslv. At the end
of each succeeding six months at the outside, a new level

will be able to be started, and, as it is extremely important
that a large tonnage of ore should be placed in sight as

rapidl.v as possible, there can be no question as to the wisdom
of the policy that will be pureued, even assuming a slightly

higher cost for machine as opposed to hand labour.

Rose Deep.—Under the energetic management ol .Mr.

Skinner rapid progress is being made at this property in

the sinking of the shafts, as will be seen from the monthly
returns which will appear in our next issue. Steam dumps
have been fixed, which are proving of considerable assist-

ance in coping with the water, wliich. at the stai-f, greatly

impeded operations.

* * * *

The market has been very firm during the whole of the

past week, prices advancing quietly and surely all along the

list. General business, however, has remained in the same
donnant condition which has characterised the market since

the commencement of December last, the living of the

genuine brokei-s being reduced to the very starvation point

and the outside investors remaining conspicuous by their

absence.

Colonel Edward Frt'wen, C.B., a Sussex county magisti-alc

for forty-seven years and alderman of East Sussex County

Council, has just died, aged 69. Colonel Frewen was a

director of Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa and

of (lold ;\lines Investment Co.

The South .\frican Salt Owners' .\ssociation was i-e]n-e-

sented at the recent eonfei'fuce of manufacturers in .lohan-

nesburg by ^Ir. .\. T. Finchani, who explained that the

association had produced ovei- 500,000 bags of coarse salt

during last season, and that this quantity could be quad
rupled if better means of transport were available. The
association was satisfied that the country could be rendered

self-supporting as regards salt and its by-products if some
system of light raih\ays could be provided. The association

also considered it advisable to create an export trade in the

southern hemisi)here. It was thought that vessels returning

to .Australia, Japan, and East Africa might load salt at a

low rate of freight or as ballast. The establishment of a

central factory for the manufacture of by-products of salt

was also considered necessary, and of scarcely less import-

ance is the provision of storage at railway stations. The
association was further of opinion that the Government
should impose an import duty on salt, and furnish such

scientific assistance as would enable the industry to lie run
on the most up-to-date lines.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

The South-Western Debacle—An Irregular Market—Fall of Springs Mines.

Last Friday, after going to press, there was a bit of excite-

ment in diamond stocks. Makganyeues, for which a biij-

buying order had been in the market for some time, after

its comjileTion at 55s. came to a standstill, upon which an

attack was made on the stock, bringing the price down Id

35s.—40s. The holders at high prices of South-Westerns

took the alarm and began offloading to the stable brokere

at the top price of £8 17s. 6d. A halt was soon called to

that game, whereupon a sauve qui pent began, ending with

sales at £5. There is a saying, dating back from classical

days, which, ti;anslated, means " Let the buyer beware."

It is occasionally forgotten nowadays. On Saturday the

market was again weaker all round, witli the exception of

]Modder B's, with an advance of 5s. Springs got another

shaking, closing at 61s. 6d.—62s. As written above but,

unfortunately, not published in time, the buyer did not

beware and found himself the holder of South-Westenis at

177s. 6d. at the close. JMonday's call was adveisely affected

by the fall in Springs and the collapse of- South-Westerns.

The foraier indeed improved Is., and though it is difScult

to disentangle facts from a mass of rumours, it appeaiv

pretty certain that the mine is all right. Modder B. was

the only other stock to the good. All the other favourites

suffered" more or less. At the opening on Tuesday there

was a sale of South-Westems at 50s., from which they

recovered to 60s. buyere and subsequently made 80s. "in

the face of the statement published in the daily papers.

Prices improved at the call in all the better stocks. The

weak feature was Leeuwpooi-fs, and with it went African

Farms. The cause of the former's weakness it attributed

to labour difficulties, which it is understood will shortly

be remedied. The market was dull on Wednesday, with a

downward tendency, which included all the IModder stocks,

with the exception of the Deeps, which were unchanged.

South-Westerns stood at about 75s. Southern Van Eyns
have been falling daily. Thursday showed a further weaken-

ing all along the line, with an unexpected advance of Is. in

.\frican Fanns. The outside deahngs for the week, apart

from South-Westems, which were last quoted at 70s.—80s.,

consisted of :—Sales: Makganyenes, 40s. to 41s,; Sakalavas,

6s. odd lots; Compound Diamonds, 2s. 5d. ; Monteleos, 13s.

6d. to 14s. ; Phoenix, Is. ; New Farms, Is. lOd. Buyere and

sellere: Lydenburg Lands, 2s.—2s. 3d.: Bendei-son's

Estates, 4s.' fid. buyere; Mauss Syndicate, 40s. sellers.

The market was irregular on Friday ntHBrning with

advances in African Farms, Geduld Props, :Moddei- I!.,

West Springs and Leeuwpoorts, and a falling-off in Govern-

ment .A.reas, New Modders, Eand Selections, Van Byn
Deeps and Brakpans. The following shows the alteration

in prices :—Sales : African Farms, 14s. Od. ; Apex, 6s. 6d. :

Brakpans, 65s.; Eastern G.M., Is. 3d.; East Eand Minint;.

IBs. ; Frank Smiths. 3s. 8d. : Government Areas, '.Ms. ;

Knight Centrals, 5s. 9d. ; Lace Props, 21s. 6d. and 21s. Od.

Modder B., £8; Modder Easts, IBs. 3d.; three-year Options,

4s. Id.; New State Areas, 23s, 6d, ; Tweefontein ordinaiy ,

24s.; West Springs, 2.5s. 3d.; Wit. Deeps, lis. Buyers

and sellers: City and Suburbans, 7s. 3d., 7s, fid,; Cnnvn
Diamonds, 13s, lOd., 14s.; East Eand, 6s., buyer; Geduld

Options, r2s, 9d., l^s. 3d.; Hume Pipes, 28s., 28s. 6d, ;

Leeuwpoorts, 22s., 22s. 9d. ; New :Modders, £26 7s. Od.,

fe22 12s. Od.; Eand Selections, 75s., 77s. 6d. ; Sub Nigels.

22s,, 228. Od.; 10s. paid, 12s., 12s, 9d, ; Alkalis. 30s,,

buver; A'an Eyn Deeps, 66s., 67s.: West Springs 0)iti(ins,

10s., 10s. 6d,
"

Fii,, Sat., .MoTi,. Tues,, Wed., Tlniis..

21?t, •-'•2nfl. 21tli. -loth. 2(itli. 27tli.

.Vfrican Farms . . , 13 3* 13 0* 13 6t 13 13 14

.^tiglo-Amer, Corp, , 3tl Ot — — 25 0* - 2,') 0*

.\pex Mines 6 9 G 6* 6 6* 6 6' 6 6* 6 6

Bantjes Cons 2 1+ 2 It 1 11* 1 9* -
1

9*

Biakpaii .Mines , . 67 Ob 66 0* 65 8* 66 6* 66 6* 66

Brevten Colls. . , . 11 9* — — — - 12

Brick and Potter. .
- •

—

— — 6 Ot _
British South Africa 19 0" 21 0+ 21 Ot — 21 Ot 21 ot
Bushveld Tins . , ,

11* 10* n in* 10* 1
.,»

1 0+

Fri.

,

21st.

Sat.,

22nd,

Mon.,
24t]i.

Cinderella Cons. 3 3" 3 r,- 3 9*

City and Subs. . , , 7 9 8 Ot 8 Ot
City Deeps — — 55 Ot
Clydesdale Colls, , . 22 6* 23 6* 23 6*

Con. Investments , .
— 26 0* 25 0*

Con. Langlaagtes . . 17 0* 17 0* 17 0*

Con, Main Reefs . . 10 3* 10 U 10 3,\

Do, Options 5 9* — 6 6t
Durban Rood, Dps. . 8 0* 9 6t S 9*

East Rand Coals . . 2 3 2 3 2 6t

East Rand Deeps . . 1 «* 10* 1 0*

E.R. Minings .... 17 6* — IS

East Rand Props. . 6 6t 5 9 5 6*

East Rand Debs. . . £70* £70* —
Con. ilines Sel. ... — 25 6 —
Coronation Freeholds 1 0* — 1 0*
Crown Diamonds , . 13 3 13 12 9*

Dag.gafontein Jlines , 25 0* — 25 0*

Eastern Colds , , , ,
13* 13* 1 3*

Frank Smith Dias. . 3 11 3 9 3 9

Geduld Props, , , , J6 3 46 3 45 0*

CUencoe Colls, ,..60* — 60*
Glynn's Lydeuburgs . 24 0* 24 0* 25 Ot
Govt, Areas . . . 95 0* 94 9 93 9

Hume Pipes .... 27 9* 28 0* 28 0*

.Jhb. Bd. of E.\ecut. 3tf 0* 30 0* 30 0*

Jupiters 4 7* 4 6* 4 7*

Klerksdurp Props. . .
— 10* —

Knight Centrals ... 58* 5 10 6 1

Lace Props 21 3* 21 3* 21 6.^

Leeuwpoort Tins . . 23 6 23 0* 23 6+
Luipaardsvlei Est. .

— — —
Lvdenburg Farms. . . 9 Ot 8 7* 8 0*

\iidde1vlei Est. ... — — 10*
Mudder B 's 155 0* 160 0" 1<51 0*

Modder Deep .... 150 0+ 145 0^ 146 0*

Modder Easts .... 19 18 9 IS 9

Do. Options (3yrs.) . 4 10 4 6.\ 4 lOt
Do. Options {4vrs.) . 5 6* 5 9* 5 9*

Xatal Xaviga. "Colls. — 21 0* 21 0*

Xatioiial Ba'nks . , . .£15t .^15t £15t
New Boksburgs . .

10* 10* 1 0*

New Eland Dia.s. . , 27 6* 27 6* —
New Era Cons, , . . 9 6* 9 6* 9 6*

New Geduld Deejjs , 5 9 5 6* 5 li*

New Heriots 12 6* 15 Ot 15 Ot
New Kleinfonteins . 12 12 3* 12 6

New .Modders .... ^26i\ ±-26Jt ^26Jt
Nigels 4 0* 4 0* 4 6*

Nourse Mines .... — 12 6* 12 0*

Premier Pref 152 6* 152 6* —
Pretoria Cements . . 66 6 06 0* 66 (I

Princess Estates . . 3 6 3 1* 3 1*

Rand Colls 3 6t —
Rand Nucleus ... 1 11* 2 Ol III
Rand Select. Corp. .

— 76 0* 76 3*

Randfonteili Deeps . 5 0* 5 3t 5 3t

Randfontein Est. . . 14 9* 14 6* 14 6'

Roberts Victors ... — 12 6a —
Rooibergs ! 6 13* 4 1

Roodepoort Un. ... — 2 6* 2 (r

Rvan Nigels . , . . 3 6* —
Shebas 1 :<* 13'

1
:;-

Simmer and Jacks , .
— 6 0+

Simmer Deeps ... — —
S.A, Breweries . . . 32 6* 32 6*

S..-i. Lands 6 1 6 5 Id'

Sprinas Mines . . . 62 3* 62 3 62 9

Sub-Nigels 24 0* 24 22 (i

Transvaal Lands . .
— 25 Ot 25 (it

Trans. G..M. Est. . . 16 15 (;* 1(1

Van Rvn Deeps . . 67 6* 67 0* 67 6

Village Deeps ... 16 .'J* Hi 3* 16 3*

West Rand Cons. .
— 3 0* 3 0*

Western Rand Est. .

—
1 0* i fi*

Witbank Colls. . .

-
Wit. Deeps - Ml (i*

Wolhuters 3 0* 3 1' I o'

Zaaiplaats Tins . . . 12 9* 13 12 9

Union 5 per cent. . fl02J* £102J* £102/17
New States .... 23 Oa 23 6 23 3

S. Van Rvns 10 6* 10 7* lO 6

S,A, Alkali 29 0* 30 0* —
Tweefontein Colls. . 22 6* 22 6* 22 6*

Tweefontein Pref, , 22 6* 22 6* 22 6*

West Springs ...".. 25 ' 9 25 0* 24 6

Do. Options 10 9 10 Oa 9 6*

Tues..

25th.

8 Ot

55 Ot
23 6*

25 0*

17 0*

10 6*

5 9*

7 6a

2 3

1 0*

5 9*

dE70*

25 6+

1 0*

13 3*

25 0*

Wed.. Tliurs.

26th. 27th.

8 Ot
51 6*

25 Of
25 0*

7 0*

54 3

23 6

8

0*

9

6a
9*

2 3*

1 0*

17 6*

5 9*
£70'

24 0*

1 1*

14

25

18

10

5

6t1

3 7*

46

6 0*

95

28 0*

30 0*

0*

3*

6*

4

1

6

.21

21

8

1

6*

0*

2*

6*

3*

6«

0*

45 3*

24 0*

94 9*

28 0*

30 0*

4 6*-

6 0*

22

21 0*

8 9*

2 5*

1 It

17 6*

5 9*

1

13 9

25 0*

1 3*

3 6*

6
0*

44

24

94 3

27 9*

30 0*

5 10*

21 6*

160 0*

145 0*

IS 9

4 0*

5 6*

21

s

1

157
146

18

4

5

21

1

S

1 0*0*

6 156 0*

6 145 0*

6* 18 3*

4" 4 2*

4* 5 3
0*

£\of £\il-
1 0*

29 Ot
9 7

5 6*

12 6*

12 lOi

,£265t
4 0*

1 0'

25 0*

9 7
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REPORT OF THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON GOLD.-II.

Relief Measures Proposed by Gold-Mining Industry in Responses to Questionnaire.

Ill October, 1918, the Britisli Treasurj' appointed a

strong commission representative of the leading financial

interests of the Empire to investigate into the effects of the

war on gold production in the British Eni[)ire. The per-

sonnel of this commission includes Loid Inchcape, chair-

man. Sir Thomas Elliott, Sir Charles Addis, and W. H.
Goshen. William Frechville, mining engineer, advises on

technical mining problems. This commission is making a

sweeping inquiry into the conditions at gold mines and

possible measures of relief. Especial attention is being

given to the desirability of granting the demands of the gold

producers for a revision of the selling- price of their products

to compensate for the increase in cost of labour and sup-

plies, to means of encouraging the mining of low-grade ores,

and of stimulating the production of gold in general.

The producers of South Africa and Australia have

requested the Treasury to contract for all gold mined by

them for a term of ten years at a price calculated to ensure

maximum production. The seriousness of the situation in

those countries is reflected in a statement bj' E. A. Wallers,

chairman of the Transvaal Chamber of Mines, to the effect

that out of 46 companies operating in the Transvaal, 6
were running at a loss and 15 were barely pacing expenses-
Confirmation of this statement is given by Sir Lionel
Phillips, who says, according to an article puljlished in

September, 1918, that a large numbtr of the niiues on the
Rand will have to slnit down unless some ri'lief can be
obtained.

EXEllPTION FROM jMlLIT.\RV SehVICK.

The exemption from draft of necessary employees and
the placing of labour for gold mines in the deferred class,

has been granted to a certain extent by recent rulings of

the War Department; gold mining has been declared an
essential industry and the matter is one for local draft-

boards to decide whether individual men are necessary to

the industry.

Assistance of United States Employment s^ervice.

The assistance of the United States Employment Service
in securing and maintaining a sufficient labour supply is

asked. The United States Employment Service can, if

authorised by proper Government action, assist the gold
miners in the returning to the mines experienced men who
have gone into other M-ar industries for patriotic or other
reasons. It can also transfer men now em])loyed in less

essential industries. Some advertising could properly be
undertaken by the gold mines to impress upon labour that
gold mining is regarded as an essential war industry and
tliat men necessary to that industry are subject to deferred
classification by the local draft-boards. The Director of the
Bureau of Mines, as certifying officer to the War Depart-
ment on industrial furloughs lor metal mining and metal-
lurgical industries, can aid greJitly in the rehabilitation of

I he labour supply of the gold mines. Negotiations are now
under way whereby men returned from France for recupera-
hon may be used to some extent in industry where then'

health would be benefited during the period of their
recuperation ; this would release more able-bodied men for

(he more arduous tasks, such as mining. Allotment of
labour to mines must be guided by intimate knowledge of

the gold mines requesting assistance, otherwise labour might
he wasted on unimportant projects. Because of this fact,

and the fact that wSges are higher in other industries, and
on account of the isolated location of many of the gold mines
it is difficult for the United States Employment Service to

recruit labour for gold mines. Relief through the War

Department would not be hanqjered by these objections
since no man is to be furloughed unless wilUng. The men
would be properly cared for and paid at some wage fixed by
the Goveininent. It is the opinion of this committee tha"t

the labour situation is the most .s<'rious prolilem confronting
the gold miner and that this should be given consideration
by the proper Government agency. It is only through
Government action as above outlined or through the
importation of labourers as discussed elsewhere, that the
labour situation during the war and the readjustment period
after the war can be greatly improved. Furnishing supplies
to gold miners by the Government at prices more nearly
comparable \\'ith pre-war figures than now paid would cause
great dissatisfaction at mines producing other metals and
in other important industries, and it is not considered
feasible. A central purchasing agency for buying supplies
would give some relief to the small minor as suggested
elsewhere.

.Abolishment of Taxes.

Excess profits were imposed at few gold mines in 1917.
The total amount paid as reported by mines answering
questionnaires was under $500,000, though some disputes,
for additional amounts are still unsettled l)€tween companies
and tax officials. Proper allowances should be given mines
for depreciation of plant and depletion of ore by tax officials;

much remains to be d6ne to educate tax officials to appre-
ciation of the proper rate of such allowances. Should a
small group of miners or prospectors form a small companv
of, say, $10,000 to $100,000 capital, and expend the entire
capital but strike it rich and take out as net profit an
amount equal or more than the capital put in, in such case
they would be obliged to turn over to the Government
nearly half of their profits. Under such conditions the
search for new gold deposits is greatly discouraged by the
tax. The elimination of all excess-profit taxes on gold
mining and the encouraging of maximum outputs might in
reality bring in greater revenue to the Government than the
tax, for larger dividends paid to shareholders would mean
greater revenue from individuals.

Preferred Classification for Freight.

Gold mining has been declared an essential industry and
given a Class C rating. As such it is entitled to receive
priority orders for freight, etc. The reduction of freight-
charges on ore shipments where there has been a recent
advance, as in Colorado, is a measure that should be
allowed. The cost of freight on shipments of materials to
gold mines is but a small part of the total cost of mining.

Debris Commission (('Ai.rFt)RNiA).

This applies to California only. The Committee has
received many general statements to the effect that the
Commission has been especially active and that their orders
for expensive construction are causing great hardship at
some of the lode mines at this time, when costs are high
and profits from gold mining are abnormally low.

Preferked Classific.-vtion for Electric Power.

In California there «as a shortage of power caused by
lack of mains and the action of the State Power .Adminis-
tration in discriminating against gold-di'cdging caused general
dissatisfaction. It was rightly felt that other forms of
power consumption, such as amusements, excess lighting
facilities, etc., could be curtailed with far less loss to
industry. The gold mines should have a high-class rating
witii regard to power consumption, and power should be'
curtailed only when there is great necessity for such action.

(To be continued.)
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MINE MANAGERS IN CONGRESS.

Proceedings at Annual General Meeting—Mr. John Wessels Succeeds Mr. Bulman as
President—Presidential Address—Speeches by Sir Evelyn Wallers and Sir H. Ross Skinner.

The annual uieoting oi the Association ot Mine Managers
was held last week, Mr. E. H. Bulman, the President, pre-

siding over a large gathering. The President opened his

address with a reference to tire victory over our enemies by
the forces of our Empire and her Allies, and proceeded

:

Tt is a matter for extreme thankfulness that the

terrible loss of life and devastation caused by the war is so

nearly ended. It is to be sincerely hoped that before long

there will be pence throughout the world, that a settlement
of the chaotic conditions and disagreements which exist in

various parts of Europe ^\i\\ be arrived at, that in those

countries where a revolution in the form of government has
taken place, a free, fair and strong rule may soon be estab-

lished, and that the discontent and ambitions of labour may
be kept within the bounds of reason, so that further and
greater disaster niay not follow upon the heels of the great

war wiiicli we trust is now a thing of the past.

Effect on the Industry.

The effect of the war on the gold mining industry has
been that working costs, since its conunencement, have
steadily increased, until at the end of the fourth year of

the war many low grade mines which, under normal con-

ditions, were profitable, are working at a loss, and must
cease operations, thus throwing numbers of men out of

employment, unless circumstances allow of a reduction in

costs in the near future. It is to be hoped, however, that

conditions will now rapidly improve and obviate the neces-

sity to curtail any work. I think there is great cause for

thankfulness that this industry has been able to keep going

as it has done under very difficult conditions, and the thanks
of the whole community of the Band, and indeed of South
Africa, are due to the Executive of the Transvaal Chamber
of Mines, which has steered us so successfully through such
strenuous times.

The war, the floods, and the influenza stand out in my
muid as the three chief causes of loss to the industry and
anxiety to the mine manager. There were, however, other
causes which have been detrimental to successful opera-

tions. Prominent amongst these has been the loss of time
owing to strikes—of which there have been several of vary-
ing magnitudes—and it is most regrettable that in every
one of those cases the men have acted on the spur of the
moment without adhering to the agreement between the
Chamber of Mines and the Unions, whereby no strike should
take place without due notice and until the matter in dis-

pute has been before a Board of Reference. This is espe-
cially regrettable, since Boards of Eeference have dealt
with so many other cases in dispute which otherwise might
have led to strikes, without once failing to arrive at a settle-

ment sufficiently satisfactory to both parties to end the
trouble. It is very encouraging that these impromptu
strikes have not. however, spread, but have evidently been
recognised by the rest of the workers as the wrong proce-
dure. This shows that a prevdiling spirit of fairness and
common sense exists amongst us which promises well for

the future. After all, as Sir Evelyn Wallers pointed out
at our last annual meeting, the Unions are gradually be-
coming more closely organised, and I think, therefore, the
chances of hot-headed and precipitated action will become
less as time goes on.

Boycott of K,\ffir Stores.

Whilst on this subject I feel that some mention should
be made of the boycott of Kaffir stores by the mine natives
and to the attempted strike movement later, both of whicli
indicate some sign of organisation amongst the natives.
In my opinion, this movement was palpably the result of
example, and the first attempt at imitation amongst natives
of the strike methods adopted by the white people. There
is a great danger in natives listening to any upstart agitator
who may try to create an organisation without authority

from the native mine workers as a whole. Moreover, the
native must remember that his case is not parallel with that
of the white worker, as his terms of employment are entirely
different, since the native is engaged tor certain work at
agreed upon terms of his food, etc., for a specific number
of shifts, with the Government Native Affairs Department
to see that both employer and employee carry out their
part of the contract. There is no doubt that anyone trying
to influence the natives should be very severely "dealt with.

Working Costs.

The question of working costs is one which no mine
manager ever gets away from, and the steady increase has
called for explanations, which are adequately furnished by
war conditions. I believe that if the increased costs due
purely to war conditions could i)e clearly defined it would
be found that costs have in comparison with previous years
actually improved. White wages have been increased dur-
nig the year to meet the extra cost of living, but I do not
thmk this would have affected the costs generally to such
an extent had the class of labour shown a corresponding
improvement or even remained as good as before the war
G^od, resourceful, and efficient men of all classes, including
officials, are more scarce than ever, and it seems to me a
pity that the keen interest in the success of a mine, which
ni past days used to be taken by every white man 'on the
property, has diminished, and that men are inclined to
forget that it is only by the combined effort of everyone to
help the general cause, that the best results can be obtained.
I am a strong believer in good wages, earnings, and salaries,
but unless good, keen work is given in return and the best
results thereby obtained, high wages cannot be paid. I hope
that our numbers of the right class of men will be increased
when our armies are released from war duties, and that the
old zealous spu-it and pride of work will be restored. Native
wages have increased because the native is paid to a certain
extent in kind, and the cost of foodstuff's, etc.. has gone up
considerably. But the chief point lor a manager to keep
his eye on m this division of his costs is the efficiency which
can be got out of the native, and I am afraid there has not
been much headway made in this direction during the year.A manager's chief difficulty in this connection is that as
soon as he attempts to alter systems of working he is up
against old-established customs which are very difficult to
break down. I believe most managers are in favour of
piecework systems where they can be applied, and if there
has been any improvement in native efficiency at all, I
believe it has been due to piecework tramming. The piece-
work payment of machine boys has become more common,
but though very satisfactory on some mines, the varyin^^
conditions on others makes its application more difficult^
and no satisfactory general system has yet been adopted.

H.wijiER Work.

Piecework rates for hammer work is one of the oldest
customs of the Rand, and though different rates and con-
ditions have been tried lately, I think I am right in saying
that they had to be abandoned owing to the prejudice in
favour of the old customs. Pei'sonally, I cannot see how-
much improvement can be made on the present systems of
payment for this work. I think that every hammer and
machine boy should work to the end of his shift instead
of being allowed to please himself as to how much more
than a certain amount of work he will do. Efficiency in all
classes of native work, whether piecework or day's pav work,
depends greatly on the ability of the white ganger to oVt;anise'
his gang of boys and induce it to work industriously so that
the manager's trouble in getting good native efficiency is
dependent on his securing efficient white labour which', as
has been pointed out, is at present very difficult to procure.
Much iin])ro\-emeut in costs for native work eannot be ex-
pected until a better class of ganger is obtainable or until
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some other form of close individual supervisiou of the native

worker is in general use, such for example, as the further

development of the native leading-hand system. Managers
and engineers have been striving for years to devise

machines and schemes for improving native efficiency, but,

excepting that the jackhammer is perhaps more largely used
now than in the past, I cannot see that much headway has
been made in this direction duiing the past year.

High Woukixc; Costs.

The cost ul materials and stores gent-raly torm tar and
away the chief cause of higher costs, and the cost in stores

of recovering the gold consents of u ton of ore has probably

increased by 2, 6 as compared with pre-war days. This alone

calls tor the increase in the grade of a mine of .6 dwt.,

meaning that with increases in labour costs the mines work-

ing before the war with a bare margin of profit have had to

raise the grade of the ore they milled by 20 to 25 per cent.

in order that their margin of profit may be maintained.

Results have shown that many mines have not been able to

do this and have consequently worked at a loss instead of a

l.)rofit. It nuist also be reinembered that even those mines
which have maintained their profit per ton, and those, too,

which have struggled on making a reduced profit, have done
s ) at the expense of their higher grade ore, meaning a less

average profit per ton on their original ore reserve tonnages,

in the ftiture, even if costs returned to pre-wous figures. To
technical men such as mine managers and consulting engi-

neers this position is well understood, but I doubt whether
the non-technical majority of the whole community of the

Rand «iiich is entirely dependent upon the profitable work-
ing of the mines, understands fully the difiicidties of working
and the depreciation that a mine suffers from when costs of

producing the gold increase as they have done during the past

tew years. I think everybody should be made to realise that

a mine suft'ers Irom heavy expenses much more than is often

refiected by its monthly profits. While on the subject of

working costs, I cannot refrain from expressing gratification

that the fallacy of comparing the costs of one mine with
those of another has been recognised, as in days gone !«'

there was nothing more unfair or annoying to a manager
than to be asked why his costs were higher than those of

another mine, which probably had better breaking ground,
much shorter distances to tram, less stope shovelling, much
less water to pump, less waste to sort, less depth to hoist

from, and so on, and I think it shows that those \\ho.-?e work
it is to criticise these matters understand better the intrica-

cies of mine management, and are in closer touch with them
than used to be the ease in the past. I think you will agree
that mine managers are grateful for the resources which en-

gineers and mechanics have shown in contriving makeshifts
and using up scrap, which is now getting scarcer, dimng
these difficult times, and the Central Buying Committee are
to be congratulated upon the able way in which it has
obtained and distributed the lequirements of the mines.

Two Seuious Accidents .

Two serious accidents occurred during last year, both of

uliich were skip accidents. One was at tlie Meyer and
Charlton Mine, when 21 white men were killed, and the other
at the East Rand Proprietary Mines, where 19 natives were
killed and 22 injured. These accidents cast their gloom over
the mining community, and reminded us of the dangers and
risks that the underground \\-orker has to take, in the ordinary
course of his daily work, in spite of the constant care ami
precautions taken by the mine officials in their persistent
watchfulness against danger to the lives of the men under
their care. It is, however, satisfactory to be able to say
that notwithstanding the heavy death-roll from the two indi-

vidual accidents above referred to, and the yearly increasing
depth of mining and area of worked out ground in the older
mines, the accident death-rate for the Witwatersrand mines
for the past year is lower than that for the previous one, the
figures being : For 1918, 2.55 per thousand, as compared with
2.65 for 1917. This must be looked upon as a cause for

congratulation to those responsible and of encouragement to
anyone to keep on striving for furthei- improvements in this

direction.

Silicotic Employ.mext Office.

The Silicotic Employment Office, which is run by the as-

sociation, confnues to do goo<l work, and Mr. Denny has to

be commended for the able services he has rendered in con-

nection wiih this branch of the office. The figures show that

the number of applications for the year was 520, or 151 less

than for the previous year. Suitable billets are mostly filled

up, and it is becoming more difficult to find employment for

these men. Judging from a report made by our secretary,

Mr. Jago, who visited the Hendrikspan farm settlement dur-

ing the past year, there is every promise of it proving a suc-

cess, and it is hoped that the ^Miners' Phthisis Board will

be able to extend the scheme which offers such ideal employ-

ment for silicotic sufferers. Everything is being done by

the Association, with the support of tlie Chamber of Mines,

to help in finding employment for silicotic men. and the

Miners' Phthisis Board continues its co-operation in the

matter. For some years past the expenditure in connection

with the association has exceeded the revenue, and last ye.ar

was no exception, the expenditure exceeding the revenue by

JE152 15s. lid. You will see by the report before you that the

subscription has now been raised by an alteration to the rides

made in accordance with the constitution. The membership
of the association shows a decrease, compared with 1917, of

seven ordinary members, and an increase of two associate

members. The attendance at meetings has been fairly good,

though in this connection there is still room for improve-
ment. I think I may say, however, that members are tak-

ing a keen interest in the work of the Association, and that

the establishment of district committees as mentioned in the
report of your Council will do a gi-eat deal of good.

The Associ.\tiox.

Regarding the association generally, I am of opinion that

it is not sufficiently an as.sociation for the mutual benefit

of managers as a class, for whUe I think that the work un-
dertaken by it is most useful to managers as well as to the
industry, I feel that there is a very real need for the former
to combine for their mutual protection against unfair treat-

ment. To becoine a mine manager requires years of appi'en-

ticeship and hard work, cidminating. in this coimtry, in a

stiff examination to obtain the Government certificate, with-
out which no one may practice as a mine manager, just as no
one may practice as a doctor or a lawj-er without having first

obtained the necessary diplomas. This puts the mine man-
ager's calling on a par with the other professions which have
their societies for mutual protection and for maintaining the
status of tlieir profession, and I say, why, after having won
the qualification of a mine manager, do we not as a body
combine to protect what we have won and to maintain the
status of our calling?

Our Association has suffered a great loss by the death of

Mr. Palmer Carter, who was a past president and one of oui-

oldest members. He served on the council for many years,

and was honorary treasurer for the last five or six yeai-s. We
also have to record with regret the deaths of Mr. W. W.
Lawrie, the manager of the Nourse Mines, and of Mr. E. G.
Sudlow, of the Government Areas, both well-known mem-
bers of the Association. I would like to exi)ress my regret

that circumstances have prevented nie from personally
attending to the work of the Association during the last three
months owing to my absence from Johannesburg, and to

express my gratitude to your vice-i>resident. Mi-. WaRon,
and Mr. Jago, your secretary. I now beg to move the adop-
tion of the report and accounts for the year which li.is ju>t

closed.

Siu H. Ross Skixxei!.

Sir Harry Ross Skinner said that before the war the
burden of responsibility on mine managers' shouldem was a
gradually increasing one. He thought that during the four

years and a half of war the increase might be described as

an avalanche of added responsibility. It was really re-

markable to him how the scale of operations on the various

mines had been maintained, and at tlie same time that

steps were able to be taken to improve working conditions

and to make good progress in that direction. iHe was sure

that was due to the hard work of the mine manager who, in

a wonderful wa.y, had surmounted the various problems that

had faced him in quick succession. The President paid a
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well-deserved tribute to the mechanical engioeere on the

mines for the resourcefulness thej- had shown in meeting
contingencies and for the wonderful things thej' had evolved

out of scrap. He was sorry to hear from the President

that the scrap heap was getting a thing of the past. He
was hoping it would be a permanent institution. With
the coming of peace they all hojied to be relieved from
many of the restrictions under which they had been working.

It was to the efforts of the mine managei-s that they had to

look for that reduction in costs, through which alone he

believed expansion of the industry would be possible and
employment provided for the many men w^ho were and
would be knocking at the doors. Such reduction of costs

and consequent expansion was really dependent on two
important conditions. The first ^was a substantial increase

of their existing native labour supply, and ths second was
the cordial co-operation for a common object between all

the workere on the mines, employere and employed alike.

Both sides had got to realise their responsibilities to tne

communitv and to endeavour to ajipreciate the one the

other's view and if such relationship could be brought about

he was sure the object aimed at would be attained. A
prosperous Witwatersrand that could carr}' a large settled

population was clearly dependent on mining activity and
mining activity was as clearly dependent on a good supply

of native labour. One found it difficult to understand why
the people of the Rand did not take practical steps to im-

press upon the Union Government through their Parlia-

mentary representatives or by other means the necessity of

doing, everything possible to help the industry by increasing

the native labour supply, pointing out the precarious position

of the industry to-day and the serious results likel3' to follow

if it was allowed to go back any further.

Working Conditioxs .and Efficiency.

The President mentioned what was recognised by all the

members that the best work followed on. adequate service

and good working conditions. The employer must realise

that primary fact and the worker must assist him by showing

that the cheapest work was efficient work well paid for and

carried out in the best conditions possible. His idea wub

that the surest way to obtain the best work was to make the

worker realise he was a link in the chain securing efficient

work and successful administration.

Sir Evelyn Wallers.

Sir Evelyn Wallers said he took the opportunity of

attending their annual meeting to express appreciation, a

very real appreciation, on behalf of the industry of the

work that they had done in a very troublesome year, a year

of very difficult conditions. He should like also to add his

lively sense of personal gratitude for the loyalty and hope-

lulness of the managers on these fields in meeting problems

and overcoming them. Some of the problems he might have

assisted in creating for them. We have all often said, he
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continued, that the recent great events have made the world
safe for democracy. We have often repeated that, and it is

true, I think, the next problem to which we have to apply
ourselves is, as has been said, to make democi'acy sale for

the world. That to-day looks like being the problem to

which workei-s, whether they be employere or employed,
will have to devote a very great deal of attention. The
policy, as I have indicated to you before, that we have to-

gether carried on is, I am sure, the only one. There is no
alternative. There are only a few people to-day amongst
the employing section, ^^ho say that they wish the Chamber
(,f !Mines %vould show a little more strength, not be quite so
weak, and constantly giving soinctliing, and similarly there

are amongst the employed equally thoughtless people w'ho
think that the employer is desirous to grind the face of the,

poor. I think that there are few of us to-day amongst the
employing section who hold the view I have expressed.

There are few to say that a really firm attitude is right. We
know those firm people.

Conditions on .\ Right B.\sis.

Personally, the view I take, and which I am sure you
share, is that we have to put the questions of wages, hours,

holidays, working conditions and living conditions on a basis

that is right, not because it is exj^edient, but because it is

right, and, liaving done that, you are on clean, clear ground.
When the necessity for that fii-mness which is sometimes
discussed and reaches me occasionally in rumours becomes
necessary, you want to be on thoroughly clear, clean ground.

On the other hand, there is a tendency to-day to be a little

extreme amongst the employed, but I am perfectly sure

that that extreme section is a small but noisy one. I am
convinced, as I have said before many times, that the body
of opinion that consists of the workmen on these fields is at

heart perfectly sound—indeed, it may be described almost

as conservative in this country; and the extreme section that

you sometimes hear of and read of who have a tendency

to kick over the traces and disregard the views of their

leadere is a very small one, but, as frequently happens, a

noisy one. When these unfortunate occasions have arisen

—

asid they have arisen very often where Boards of Reference

have been necessarj'—it has, unfortunately, been a habit

sometimes to strike first and to apnea! to a Board of Refer-

ence afterwards. That habit, I think, is dead, and 1 am
sure all these things will die shortly.

Infinite Patience.

Tlie essential reqtiisite for all of us who have to deal

with these things is infinite patience, and that applies to

employed as well as to employer. Working people as a

whole have only recently become fully organised, and

whether it be employer or employed there is sometimes a

tendency when the organisation is new for the sense of

power to outrun the sense of responsibility. Therefore I

say the requisite we must possess—and I am sure you vvill

agree it is the requisite you have to possess—is infinite

patience, and if we are, as we are sometimes described,

leaders of industry, captains of industry, then we have to

take the responsibilitj'', we have to realise our particular

responsibility' is greater, and we have to realise that in the

industry, as in government, the leaders must take the lead,

and not be pushed.

j\Ir. J. J. Wessels was elected President, and Mr. A. E.

Payne Vice-President. The following were elected to the

Council: Messrs. J. E. Healey, A. J. Walton, J. R. Thorn,

C. Glvn, G. H; Beattv, and G. G. Holmes.

West Springs.

The secretarv writes:—The following is a copy of a

cable which has to-day (February 24) been despatched to

this company's London office: "No. 1 Shaft.—-A slip of

ground took place yesterday, causing the east side of the

shaft to cave. There were no casualties. The engineers

are now investigating the position. Will cable you further

as soon as possible."
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A NATAL ASBESTOS FLOTATION.

Deposits of tremolite ol excellent quality and in consider-

able quantities have been found in the Dundee district of

Natal and are being worked by the Buffalo Asbestos Com-
]ianv. On analysis it has shown itself to be true asbestos

and very refractory to treat, resisting a temperature of

•2,250 degrees Fahr. The fibre is of very fine quality and

specially suitable for steam packing and for being worked

up into lagging for boiler and steam pipe covering, etc.

The comijany also manufacture a patented asbestos jointing

paste called " Baeo," which is extensively used.

Unlike the mistake made by several local industries in

the past, the company did not place their good:* on the

market before they had been thoroughly tested and proved.

Their products are now* being extensively used, and are con-

sidered by the best authorities as quite equal to the best

imported. Thus South Africa is rendei-ed independent of

outside comitries for asbestos, and usei's will be assisting

the growing economical independence of the country by

giving the local industry their whole-hearted support.

We are informed that, in addition to the tremolite de-

posits, the company holds large claims of chrysotile deposits.

These are situated within 15 miles of the railway.

Chrysotile asbestos, principally on account of its

higher tensile strength, is used in the manufacture

of a vei'y large variety of goods, including asbestos

filter cloth, rubber cloth, felt, roofing felt, fireproof

drop curtains, garments, asbestos asphalt, compositions for

electrical insulations, paper and corrugated papei-, millboard,

building sheets, slates and tiles, asbestos rope, fireproof

paints, and many other goods, and tlio longer fibres are

used for giving weight to silk.

Although the company hopts to utilise their own pro-

ducts as much as possible by establishing further industries

in Natal, it is not possible at the present stage of development

of this country to absorb the whole of the output from the

chrysotile, and for the time being most of it will be shipped
abroad, where there is an increasing demand. In order to

exploit these deposits, and also meet the growing demand
for the products from the tr-'molite by increasing the present
output, the company, which is privatelj' owned and run on
a sound conservative basis, has decided to go to flotation

under the new name of the Natal Asbestos Company, Ltd.,
with head offices in Durban. Most of the capital is, we
understand, being subscribed privately.

The African Banking Corporation's re])ort shows a gross

profit for the year of £378,988. A dividend of 8 per cent,

lias been declared, £40,000 has lieen placed to reserve, and
£36,013 has been carried forward.

Notices or advertisements of appointments vacant on the
mines or elsewhere, so long as the employ-

The Employment ment will be first offered to a returned
Question. soldier, will be published free of charge in

the S.A. Mining Joiirnal. In order to

assist the mine secretaries to make know'n any vacancy for

a returned soldier, a free copy will be sent weekly to every
mine secretarv who forwards his address to this office.

Box 3807. Tel. 5892.

WRIGHT'S ROPES
H. ALER8 HANKEY - - Sole Agent.
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"HYDROMAX"
New Water Hammer Drills to

supersede Reciprocating Drills.

The "Hydromax" weighs SO-lbs. It is Suitable for Stoping, Raising and Driving.

Low Air Consumption. It drills 30% faster than any other drilling machine.

No Mine Manager can afford
to neglect the economic
merits of the - - - - 'HYDROMAX f The Fastest Rock Drill

in the World.

We have exclusively manufactured drills for thirty-se\'en years and the " HYDROMAX "
is our crowning effort.

THE CLIMAX ROCK DRILL &, ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.,

CARN BREA, CORNWALL (Wm. C. Stephens. Managing Director).

Agents-

Phones 4113/9.

& ^ .,

Box 667. JOHANNESBURG. Telegrami: "HOSKEN.

CRADOCKS ROPES

GEO. CRADOCK & CO. (S.A.), LTD.

P.O. Box 316.

Offices: 75, 77 CULLINAN BUILDINGS.

Phone 539.

JOHANNESBURG.

pa

Tel. Address " ROPES."
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THE ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF THE BELFAST DISTRICT.

Gold, Coal and Asbestos.

We have received from the Geological Survey Sheet
No. 16 showing the geology of the Belfast district,

with au explanation written by Mr. A. L. Hall,
who surveyed more than two-thirds of the area during
the years 1905 and 1911-13. Dr. Mellor mapped the rocks
of the Waterberg System in the western part of the area
in 1906, and the account of those beds has been compiled
from his description. Dr. Humphrey is responsible for the
survey of the country between Belfast and Machadodorp.
The sheet represents an interesting part of the Tmnsvaal,
and is an hnportant instalment of the geological map of the
Province. It includes portions of the high veld, middle veld',

and bushveld, and consists cliiefly of the Transvaal and
Waterberg Systems, with a small area of older granite and
representatives of the bushveld intrusions ; there are also

large outliers of the Karroo System. The greater part of

the asbestos fields of Carolina fall within the sheet ; coal has
been mined near Belfast and Palmer's Siding; and gold has
been obtained on Gevonden.

Economic Deposits.

We take the following from the explanations:—
No occurrences of first-rate economic importance have
so far been discovered within the limits of Sheet No. 16.

In the basin of the Komati Eiver two gold occurrences have
been located, and a third lies south-east of Onder Station,

while asbestos has been worked near the south-eastern
corner of the sheet. Coal occurs at several localities over
the western portion of the country.

(a) Gold.—On the farm Gevonden No. 178, situated some
ten miles east of Bonnefoi Station, in tlie valley of the

Komati Eiver, occurs a well-defined dyke on the south bank
of the river. This dyke has a width of some 200 feet and
runs approximately from south-west to north-east, cutting

inore or less vertically across shales, intrusive diabase sheets

and quartzites of the Daspoort horizon. Owing to the more
rapid erosion, the coui"se of the dyke coincides with a well-

defined steep gulley, along the slopes of which the workings
are situated. The latter have now ceased for several years,

so that only surface examination is possible. The ore is a

complex one and contains gold, silver and copper, the latter

being very prominent in hand-specimens by abundant azurite

and malachite. Near the north side of the dyke a large

white quartz vein, some 7 feet wide, is included, and asso-

ciated on the south side with several veins of a complex
ore. An analysis of this ore gave the following results*:—
Fine gold, 9-32 dwt. per ton of 2.240 lb.; fine" silver, 4 oz.

4 dwt. per ton of 2,240 lb. ; copper, 14'6 per cent. The
close association of the ore with the dyke, which can be
traced for a considerable d'stance along the strike, suggests
a genetic connection, but it was not possible from the indi-

cations now available to say whether the deposit represents
merely a rich pocket or a defined reef, continuous both in

depth and along the strike.

On the fann Welgelegen No. 33 an auriferous deposit
\\-as located in 1908. This farm is intei'seeted by the Cai-o-

lina-Machadodorp main road, the gold occurrence lying about
five miles north-west of Bonnefoi Station and a little east
of the main road, in shales of the Pretoria series associated
with intrusive diabasic rocks. Some prospecting trenches
in the igneous rock disclosed a vertical quartz vein up to a
foot in width, associated with several small stringei's, and
carrying a compound ore of gold, silver and copper. No
work appeal's to have been done on this property since 1908.

The third gold occurrence is situated on the fann Welte-
vreden No. 17, about three-quartei-e of a mile from the centre
of its western boundary. The deposit here consists of an
inclined quartzose reef occurring in the diabase between the
Dwaal Heuvel and Daspoort quartzites. The " reef " forms
a quartzose ferruginous band, inclined at about 60 degrees

* November, 190S. Monthly Report of Inspector of Mines.

to the south, with an average width of apijroximately 6
feet, composed of dirty whitish grey quartzitic quartz with

irregular limonite partings, traceable along a north-easterly

couree for about a quarter of a mile and opened up at several

places by parallel trenches. Near the wtstem end of the
" reef," on the right bank of a small tributary flowing north-
wards, are the remains of an old battery. This dejjosit was
apparently worked many years ago, but no definite informa-

tion of its past economic history could be obtained.

(b) Aahcstos.—^The occurrence of asbestos (chrj'sotile) in

the neighbourhood of Carolina has been known for some
time, and mining operations in this connection were carried

on about eiglit years ago on Diepgezet No. 33 and the adjoin-

ing farms. The deposit of chrysotile—asbestos—occurs on

the farms Diepgezet No. 33, Goedverwacht No. 32 and
Eietfontein No. 70, adjoining one another and situated in a

direct line some fifteen miles east of Carolina,, which is the

nearest railway station. The district is accessible by a

fairly good but somewhat circuitous road. The distance by

the road from Carolina to the Diepgezet workings, which

were started again in December, 1913, is about twenty-two

miles. The asbestos country forms high mountainous
ground belonging topographically to the Drakensberg Eangc,

and is deeply dissected by steep valleys and kloofs, as part

of the drainage bnsin of the Buffels and Zaekoe Spruits.

The approximate elevation of the workings on Diepgezet is

5,100 feet about sea level. The water supply and the

climate are good.

lllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllMlillllilllllllllllllllllllllllM!

BEST!
HTHE term " Best " as a quality in-

dicator of Belting IS used so

indiscriminately as to be of li'tle

va'ue. We are content to clami that

BALATA BELTING

is all a British product ought to be,

and, owing to excellence of results, it

is regarded by discriminatmg users as

a STANDARD of it; particular class.

Our stock IS most comprehensive, and

prices competitive.

Geo. Angus & Co.
Limited.

JOHANNESBURG.

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllilllllllllllllllllllfl
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The mineral invariably occurs in thin seams, running
parallel to the bedding planes, and more conspicuous in the
lower portions near the top of the igneous rock. At the
actual contact plane no asbestos occurs. The rock contain-
ing the asbestos is a very compact, somewhat brittle, delicate
pale greenish white altered dolomitic rock, usually very
massive or thickly bedded. It is very finely veined along
the bedding planes and locally varied by delicate shadowy
streaks of darker greenish zones. Often the dolomite above
an asbestos vein is pale greenish, while below the vein it

darkens distinctly and becomes brown in colour. Sometimes
the pale green rock passes along certain layere into light

greenish bands.

(c) Coal has been found at several widely distributed

localities west of Belfast, though little appears so far to

have been done towards proving its quality and extent.

Several small pits and adits are met with, which supply the

local needs of the population, a point of importance, to a

distinct base of wood as the high veld. An interesting de-

posit of coal occure on the farm Swaartkoppies No. 234,

where it has been worked for some yeare. It is situated

14 miles due north of Belfast and about one and a half miles
north-west of Palmer's Siding on the DuUstroom Railway,
with which it is connected by a light railway. The workings
are situated about 6,600 feet above sea level and lie in a

wide open valley-like fiat, surrounded by low kopjes and
ridges, in the north-central portion of the farm. The coal-

bearing sandstones are surrounded and underlain by dwyka
conglomerate, well seen to the south-south-west; of the
mine on the road to Vlakplaats No. 912, also on a low
kopje, over which runs the northern boundary of the farm.

The workings are entirely open-cast and form a large wide
pit, in which coal of good quality is exposed in a continuous
section for about 14 feet from the surface. Trial investiga-

tions have proved the presence of 4 feet of fireclay under-
lying the coal, while the latter was again found below the

fireclay. A little to the north-north-east of the mine is a

low hill, composed of very remarkable rocks. The surface

is strewn with irregular blocks of material having a close

general resemblance to clinker, occasionaly bedded, but

often broken across, displaced, twisted and generally much
disturbed. Some of the layers consist of whitish very fine-

grained indurated shaly sandstone or almost compact sandy
shale, which are highly jointed and resemble porcellanite or

china stone in consistency. There is little doubt that such
rocks are the result of simple caustic action due to heating,

perhaps the result of mild thermal metamorphism—fritted

sandstones. In an open pit on the south side of the hill a

thickness of some 12 feet is exposed of this tj'pe, some
varieties assuming a pale dirty bluish colouration, othei's

showing irregular scattered masses of black ferruginous mat-

ter. It seems as if the whole complex underwent slow

and incomplete cohmbustion underground, in the course of

which most of the carbonaceous bituminous matter was
expelled, leaving a black cellular dinker, now closely and

quite irregularly mixed up with fritted shales and sand-

stones. Probably the disturbed nature of the beds is at

least partly due to the expansive force of the gases generated

during the process of incomplete combustion.

Notices of appointments vacant on the mines are inserted

fftie in the advertisement columns of this journal.

MINING INSTITUTE.
Government Certificates for Mine Managers and Overseers.

Nearly 80% of the Managers, Certificates

issued by examination in South Africa

last year were secured by the Institute.
— Vide list in G.M.E.'s recent Annual Report.

Practically all the Overseers passed. Several hundred successes.

Clas.te.s may be joined at any time.

Address: Professor JOHN YATES, St. James' Mansions, EloS St.

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION.

Jackhammers : A Suggestion.

To the Editor, S.A. Mining and Engineering Journal.

Sir,—As a practical machine man I have read with great
interest the article on Jackhammers which appeared in your
is3ue of February 15. I should like to add my humble
endorsement to your view that the time is ripe for another
stope drill or rather hammer drill competition. My sugges-
tion is this. Sir, that same should be held in conjunction
with the great Witwatersrand Agricultural Show, which is

to be held in Johannesburg in April. All South Africa and
his wife will be there, and although a Jaekhammer isn't an
agricultural implement, mining and agriculture are two
sister and interdependent industries in this country, and a

drilling contest shouldn't be amiss. It would at any rate

prove a big draw for the Eeef.—Yours, etc..

Springs Mines,
February 23, 1919.

" STARTEE.

[We are afraid that a demonstration or competition such
as that suggested by our correspondent would not be of any
great industrial value, as the period of the show is too

limited to reflect the real merits and performances of

the various types of Jackhammers now on the market.
From the spectacular, instructive and attractive points of

view, however, there is, we think, a good deal in
" Starter's " suggestion to recommend it to the Agricultural

Society's Committee. Doubtless the committee responsible

for the forthcoming mining machinery- exhibition will also

consider the suggestion.—Ed., S.A.M. & E.J.]

Swaziland Tin.
The following are the results of the operations of this

company for the month of January ; Concentrates recovered,

82-677 long tons; estimated profit (taking tin at £200 per

ton), £436; adjustment in respect of previous shipments,

£424; estimated profit for the month, £12.

Australia's War Profits Tax.
With an announcement by the Federal Treasurer (Mr.

Watt) that it had been decided to terminate the operation

of the War-time Profits Tax on June 30, 1919, opposition

to the Bill to extend the existing Act subsided in the House
of Representatives (states the Melbourne Argus). An
amendment to embody this in the Bill would, he added, be

introduced in the Senate. Amendments by Mr. West (Cau.,

N.S.W.) and Mr. Higgs (Cau., Q.) to alter the accounting

period in certain circumstances had" previously been dis-

agreed with. After the third reading of the Bill had been

agreed to, Mr. Watt, on behalf of the Ministry, thanked
members on both sides of the House for the manner in

which they had helped him to pass the Bill.

Antelope Gold Mine: Half-Yearly Report.
The half-yearly report of the Antelope Gold Mine

(Rhodesia) for the period .ended September 30, 1918, illus-

trates the uncertainties of minintr, an unexpected granite

intrusion in the best grade stope having caused difticulty in

maintaining a payable milling grade, so that the hope of

immediate improvement under existing conditions cannot

be considered promising. The prospects for the future now
depend upon the eastern section, as well as the possibility

of higher grade ore being opened up below the fourteenth

level. Since the above date, operations have been seriously

impeded by the outbreak of influenza, and for a period the

plant had to be entirely closed down. The situation is now
improving, but it will be some time before normal conditions

prevail. Losses on working were expected to continue until

the end of December last, after which date it was hoped

that moderate profits would again be made. The experiences

of the Antelope Mine as regards the influenza epidemic have

also been those of most other mines in Rhodesia.
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ENGINEERING SECTION.

SOUTH AFRICAN MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' CONGRESS.

Third Annual Gathering held at Port Elizabeth— President's Valedictory Address.

The third annual Convention of the Association of Municipal

Electrical Engineers was opened in the City Hall, Port Eliza-

beth, on the 10th inst. The gathering was welcomed by the

Mayor of the City, Mr. Henry Forbes, and accompanying

him were the Town Clerk and Treasurer, the Deputy Mayor,

Mr. J. S. Young ; the Chairman of the local Electricity Com-
mittee, Mr. Smith Hudson ; the City Engineer, Mr. ,S. J.

Kelly ; Mr. B. Sankey, the Port Elizabeth Electrical

Engineer, vice-president and president-elect of the Associa-

tion. Others who were pi-esent were : (members) Messrs. T.

IMillar, Harrismith ; T. Jagger, Ladysmith ; W. Bellad-EUis,

Queenstown ; P. H. Newcombe, Aliwal North; C. J. Everitt,

Johannesburg; W. A. Hodge, Winburg ; G. Mercier, Bethal,

Transvaal; H. Brittle, Cradock ; W. Munro, jMaritzburg ; J.

Vowles, Kingwilliamstow-n ; E. D. Coulthard, Oudsthoorn ; G.

A. Stewart, Bloemfontein ; E. Poole (honorary secretary and

treasurer), Durban; (delegates), E. Fairclough, Ladysmith;

D. A. Thomson, Mayor of Bloemfontein ; J. Crawford,

Bloemfontein; J. de Jager, Oudtshoorn ; and H. W. Doull,

Maritzburg. The President of the Association, Mr. J. Roberts,

of Durban, was unavoidably absent, and Mr. Stewart

was elected to take the chair in his place. In his valedictory

address, which was read by Mr, Stewart, the retiring Presi-

dent refeiTed to the feature of the past year as being the

attempt to carry on under difficulties and generally to make
bricks without straw. " For instance," he said, " we in the

Durban Electrical Department hadn't much notion till a few

months ago of how an old tram metal viould do or how it

would look when user as a pole for electric wires. We now
find that a rail under 7 inches deep and vieighing about 851bs.

t*o the j-ard will stand up quite all right 33 feet out of the

ground and at a little distance away can scarcely be dis-

tinguished from a round pole, and so on." Economy in every

direction had been necessary, and the practice of it had given

electrical engineers some valuable experience and some use-
ful lessons. Refen'ing to the future, he said :

" And the need
for economy and the use of unusual expedients has not by
any means terminated with the close of the recent great war.
Cost of materials in many cases will fall but never, I believe,

to their old pre-war standard. A forecast that, on the aver-

age, prices will be at least 50 per cent, higher than the old

figures, errs perhaps on the side of moderation, so that a

power plant which in the old days might be put down for

£12 a kilowatt will in future cost nearly £20. That in itself

will bring about a recasting of values. In the ease of boilers

which at the present time are more than twice the cost of

the same thing before the war, the ouestion will ainse ' does

it pay to try and get the same efficiency as heretofore ?

Especially does this economic consideration present i.tself

when it is remembered that by far the greatest proportion of

the work is done in the first half of the boiler, the trans-

ference of heat from the gases to the water with

an outlet temperature of gases of say 300 degrees F. is very

small per cent, area compared with what takes place whevA

the gases first pass through tlie tubes. The tendency will

undoubtedlv be therefore to push un outputs of boilers by

increasing the grate areas and draught pressures to perhaps

double what we have been accustomed to look upon as an

economical rating."

The problem, as stated very concisely but convincingly
by Mr. Roberts, resolves itself into a calculation of t\e
resultant saving to be gained by getting the utmost possible
out of boilers, turbines, condensers, transformers, mains,
motors and the rest compared with the disadvantages which
may follow in one way or another from this process of speed-
nig up the plant. There are two points to be considered,
however: " Not only will machinery be greatly more ex-
pensive but capital will not be borrowed at 4J per cent, in-
terest any more. We shall have to pay 6 per cent, for muni-
cipal loans while Governments are temptintr investors with
5 per cent, stock free of income tax. That means a great
difference. For instance, in the case of the boiler I just
mentioned. It used to cost £.5.500 bou£jht with money w^e
borrowed at 4| per cent., costing £247 per annum interest.
It 'will cost us in future £12,500 at 5i per cent, to 6 per cent.
—£687 per annum. Further cornment on the need for
utilising that boiler to the full is, I think, unnecessary."

Mr. Roberts concluded his interesting address by re-
ferrhig in sympathetic terms to the labour problem which
looms so largely upon the public vision at the moment. On
the election of officers Mr. Sankey, of Port Elizabeth, was
chosen to be president* for the ensuing year. IMr. E. Poole
was re-elected to the dual capacity of hon. secretai-y and
treasurer, and Messrs. Munro. Natal; E. T. Price, Trans-
vaal; Bellad-Ellis, Cape; and Stewart, O.F.S., were elected
members of the Council. Subsequently iMr. Woolley-Dod
was elected vice-president, and Pretoria was decided upon as
the locality for the next annual convention. Among the
points discussed later on was that of asking municipalities to
make an annual contribution to the funds of the Association,
and a resolution to that effect w"as passed. Among other
matters referred to were standardisation, upon which it was
resolved to ask the Standardisation Committee of South
Afi-ica to expedite a report ; upon a uniform system of Go-
vernment control of loans and expenditure in connection with
electrical undertakings ; the salaries of small station engi-

neers
;
prime movers for small stations, and automatic volt-

age regulators and batteries.

The report of the sub-committee on proposed wiring rules

and regulations was to have been presented next, but it was
explained by Mr. Stewart, oue of the meniliors, that, owing

to the absence of Mr. Woolley-Dod, it had been impossible

to complete their task.

An important proposal by Mr. Roberts, as follows, was

considered and agreed to :
" (1) That the Constitution of the

Association be altered to include all engineers in responsible

posts in municipal service. (2) That the title of the Associa-

tion be altered accordingly. (3) That sections of the new

Association he formed : (aj Electrical and Mechanical Engi-

neering ;
(b) Civil Engineering; (c) Sanitary Engineering.

(4) That the annual conferences of all the sections be held

at the same lime and place. (5) That the secretary be asked

to obtain the views of members of the present Association

not later than six months from date, and thereupon to sub-

mit a report on the proposal at the next Conference."

After the reading of a paper by :Mr. E. Poole on statistical

returns, a committee consisting of JMessrs. Roberts, Munroe,

Lambe, Val Davies and Poole was constituted to go into

the matter, draw up desirable forms and communicate with

the Government.
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THE FUTURE OF BRITISH ENGINEERING.

Openings for New Enterprise—Valuable Advice to Manufacturers,

The general impression conveyed by the report of the

British Engineering Trades (New Industries) Committee is,

that in many fields British engineering was, before the war.

more firmly established and more successful tlian is often

supposed, though thero are in nearly all directions openings

for manufacturers with enterprise. The Committee, which

was appointed hy the IMinister of Reconstruction in Decem-
ber, 1917, consisted of sixteen leading engineers and manu-
facturers, under the chairmanship of the Hon. H. D.

McLaren, C.B.E., M.P., and was assisted by a panel nf

eleven trade unionists, under Sir Claud Schuster, to advise

on labour questions likely to be raised. Mr. IMcLaren is, of

course, a director of Bolckow Vaughan and Co., Palmer's

Shipbuilding, Tredegar Iron and several other companies.

Fifteen branch committees were formed to deal with in-

dividual sections of the trade, and summaries are given of

their conclusions.

Standardised Specialities.

The main Committee strongly recommends the more ex-

tensive adoption of specialisation and standardisation, par-

ticularly in the case of small manufacturers, who. it is con-

sidered, would do better to confine themselves to the manu-
facture of a few types of articles which they could then bring

to greater perfection and produce more cheaply. The Com-
mittee thinks that such a departure, together with proper

standardisation, would enable engineering operations to be
carried out as " repetition work." This would not only caufe
many men, highly skilled and highly paid, to be emplnved in

manufacturing the necessary tools and jigs, but would also

create an opening for the employment at good wages of ,a

number of unskilled and semi-sla'lled operatives, both male
and female, and wounded soldiers.

The Committee recommends that in future all Govern-
ment designs and specifications should be considered in co-

operation with experts in workshop methods of production.

In the absence of special circumstances. Government Depart-
ments and pulilic authorities should order standard goods of

British manufactui'e, and in cases where there is no question

of ordering standard design they should have in view the

encouragement of the production of articles of new and
improved types or of experimentl design.

Wages and ^reign Competition.

The Committee recommends that new industry should

.
not be introduced into this country unless the wages paid to

those employed in it are such as to ensure an adequate

SAFETY FIRST.
Projeciing Set Screws, Clamps, etc., on revolv-

ing shafting is a constant clanger to v^'orkmen

and the cause of many accidents, which can be
entirely prevented by installing

WARD'S PATENT SAFETY
AND ADJUSTABLE COLLAR.

Cam Shafts, Tub- Mill S afts .

and Line Shafting a Speciality.

Agents
: QEO. STOTT & CO., Ltd.,

Engineers, Johannesburg.

standard of living and unless machinery existis or can be set

up for regulating rates of wages and hours of labour; further,

that no industry be introduced under conditions involving any

special liability on the part of those engaged in it to industrial

disease. Incidentally, light is thrown upon the restrictive

effects of legislation in the past upon the development of

British industries and upon other conditions, such as the

incidence of taxation, dumping, etc., which, in the opinion

of those engaged in engineering, stand in need of reform.

The report of tlie Branch Committee on Agricultural

Machinery states that this industry was on the whole in a

fairly satisfactory condition before the war, though there is

room for considerable development both in home and export
trade. The Committee draws a special notice to the motor
tractor industry, which is more highly developed in the

United States than in this country. Several British firms

were devoting attention to this production before the war,

but Government demands upon them for munitions greatly

retarded the development of the industry. The result of the

importations bj- the Government and private firms of Ameri-
can tractors on an immense scale is watched with some
anxiety. !Many firms are preparing to manufacture them
and they will be produced here in large quantities as soon as

the necessary raw materials and labour are available. In
view, however, of the advantageous start given to tlie im-
ported article, due largely to Government action, it is very

important that every facility and encouragement should be
given to British makers at the earliest possible moment.
Among the agricultural articles the manufacture of which
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could in the Committee's opinion be greatly developed, are

cream separators, swath turners, hay loaders, disc haiTOWs
and corn and seed drills.

The Branch Committee on Hollowware, Sheet Metal and
Pressed Work considers that only a small percentage of highly
skilled labour is required in this branch of industry, mainly
for tool making and repairing. Of the remaining labour,

having regard to the amount of physical strength and
mechanical aptitude required, women to the extent of about
50 per cent, could be employed. Among the many articles

dealt with by this Committee are sewing machines and type-

writers. Large firms are known to be taking up the manu-
facture of the former, and it is believed that they will be
adequately manufactured in this country, but there is room
for considerable development in the manufacture of type-

l^riters.

The branch committee on electrical apparatus and
machinery considers that, as regards most of the articles

under consideration, ample manufacturing facilities exist,

and in manv cases did exist before the war, for meeting the
whole requirements of the I'nited Kingdom and the Colonies,

and, in certain cases, for meeting the export trade to other

countries, but that these facilities were not fully employed
owing to the importation of articles from abroad. The report

lavs stress nnon the necessity for ensuring the continuance
of the manu^actiu'e of carbons and infludes a special i-eport

as an apnendix which points out that had it not been for the

action of one finn in continuing to make arc lamp carbons at

verv considerable loss, the country would have ha'I consider-

al)le diffi'^i'h'v in meeting the demands for searchlight car-

bons. \Vi*^h reiTflrd to magnetos, now adeouately made in

England, the Committee recommends that German mag-
net^os should be excluded for a period after the war. except

under license, and that a duty should be imposed on all im-

ported magnetos.
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OUR SURPLUS STOCKS

Second-hand PLATES from 3/16" to A", all dimensions.
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JOHANNESBURG.

The Branch Committee on Scientific Apparatus points cut

that the scientific apparatus industries are vital to the nation

during peace and war. No country can remain for long in

the front rank industrially if it depends upon others for its

scientific apparatus, because such apparatus is generally

produced where science is most actively applied in industry.

The Committee gives a long list of articles not adequately

manufactured in Great Britain, in regard to which there is

room for new industries. One such industry is the manu-
facture of clocks and watches on a large scale. The Com-
mittee considers the establishment of such an industry of

very considerable importance. In Switzerland, GeiTnany and
the United States these manufactures, turned out in large

quantities and cheaply, constitute the chief training ground
for skilled mechanics ficcustomed to work of the highest
precision and finish. In Great Britain, which has no such
training ground, the scientific apparatus industry suffers from
lack of skilled help and manufacturing experience.

The Branch Committee on Aircraft Machinery is of

opinion that owing to the enomious expansion of the industry
during the war its output capacity will be greater than the
demand for years to come, and advises that immediate steps
should be taken by the Government to avoid the extinction

of so essential an industry. Proposals to this end have been
forwarded to the Government.

Specialised Textile jMachixery.

Valuable technical information is contained in the reports

presented by the Branch Committees on Textile !Machinen-.

Generally speaking, textile machinery was adequately manu-
factured in Great Britain, but the articles taken up by the

Branch Committees were textile machines of a highly special-

ised kind, in the making of which there seemed room for

further development. Among the machinery dealt with is

that required for calico printing, dyeing, hank mercerising,

flannelette raising, gas mantle yams, silk waste, lace and
embroidery making, etc.

The Branch Committee on Machine Tools and Small
Tools gives a list of machines which are not adequately made
and in the making of which there is room for further de-

velojiment. Among these are mechanics' fine tools, portable

electric took, lathe and drill clucks, and many kinds of

machine tools.

The Committee has agreed that bone-fide inquirers in-

terested in the manufacture in Britain of any particular

article may be put in touch with the Chairman of the Branch
Committee concerned to obtam such information as is avail-

able to obtain at the Ministry of Reconstruction all the iu-

foi'mation made available by the Branch Committees, except
that which is of a confidential nature.
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BIG S.A.R. ENGINEERING PROJECTS.

Millions to be Spent on Rolling Stock Renewals—Electrification "An Enormovis
Improvement "—Grain Elevators to Cost Nearly a Million.

In his Eailway Budget speech in the Assembly last week,

Mr. Burton, the Minister of Eailways, made several points

of interest to the engineering community. He declared that

the Eailway Eenewals Fund was not in a flourishing con-

dition. There would probably be a balance of £5,873,000

standing to its credit at the end of next month. But hon-

members should not lose sight of the fact that the great

bulk of that had been earmarked—actually committed

already. He believed that members did not know, and he

felt sure that the general public did not know, to what

large extent they were bound to replace their stock to get

the railways in proper condition of working. Therefore the

fund had been committed to a very large extent, and

whether that money was spent in the next six nionths, or

in the next 12 months, or even in the next 18 months, they

had to spend their money, simply because they had to get

material. The position of the fund was that on the 31st of

March, 1918, there was a credit balance of £5,354,137. The

receipts during 1918-19 were £1,666,000, making a grand

total of £7,020,137. During the year 1918-19 they had

spent £1,147,000, so that the cash balance at the end of

the present financial year would be £5,873,137. Against

this balance there would be on March 31 commitments
amounting to £5,666,000, so that they saw that the balance

of the fund uncommitted at that date was only £207,137.

There would be further commitments during the ensuing

year for additional rolling stock, permanent way renewals,

etc.

Co.\L Eevenue Figures.

With the exception of the revenue from coal and live-

stock, the revenue budgeted for showed an increase under

all heads. The decrease of £131,800 in coal was due to the

falling-off in the bunker traffic ; and in livestock, to the

quantity of livestock carried, the latter being due to the

falling-off in military requirements. Last year's revenue

estimate was £276,034 a week, but the total general revenue

now budgeted for was £334,000 a week. This was, of course,

a very much larger weekly estimate than any previous year,

and was almost equal to the record weekly revenue of

£342,279. This figure was exceeded during the week ended

February 8, when the earnings were £342,177.

T0T.\L illLEAGE .\ND StAFF.

The combined railwav and harbour capital expenditure

to December 31 last was £104,392,354. This included

expenditure out of revenue amounting to over £18,000,000.

We had all our new lines open—that was to say, that every

line authorised by Parliament was now built. The total

mileage owned and leased and open on December 31 last

was 9,542 miles. The staff consisted, on December 31 last,

including the staff in Routh-West Africa and construction

and casual staff, of 69,984; that included 35,325 Europeans,
4,372 coloured, 2,568 Indians and 27,056 natives—a large

army to deal with and to deal with successfully and happily.

Condition of Eolling Stock.

A word about rolling stock. On January 25 last 27'33

per cent, of their engines were out of traffic. In December,
1917, 25 per cent., and December, 1915, 26 per cent. Out
of a total of 1,592 effective engines, 435 were out of traffic.

Eepairs were hampered by shortage of staff, and the supply
of fitters was not yet adequate, and it seemed doubtful
whether the necessary mechanics were available in South
Africa. Forty-nine fitters and two apprentices were still on
active sei-vice, and, even if they returned, there would not
be sufficient to cope with present requirements, and it

seemed probable that they might be forced to obtain men
from outside South Africa if the work was to be placed on a

proper footing. Two hundi-ed and forty-seven new engines
were on order, and negotiations were proceeding for placing
still further orders, and he hoped that the presence- -of-the

General Manager of Eailways in England would assist in

expediting delivery of these. Fifteen per cent, of their

coaching stock and 5f per cent, of their wagon stock were
out of repair. They had ordered 423 new coaches and vans

and 3,997 trucks, and they expected to have a fairly heavy
delivery of those articles within the next few months. A
very considerable number of those coaches and wagons
would be built in South Africa. While under present cir-

cumstances they could not expect that their stock would
be in the same running order as before the war, still there

was no cause for anxiety in regard to their ffonditions as to

safety'.

Electrification and Grain Elevators.

With regard to electrification, for some time past they
had been considering the advisability of electrifying the more
congested portions of the railway, and a prominent fa'm of

consulting electrical engineers had been examining the posi-

tion, and they are now busy preparing a report, and when
it is presented the whole position would be gone into. If

some of their railways were electrified it would probably be
an enormous improvement on the existing state of affairs.

With regard to grain elevators, a committee was
appointed in January, 1918, to inquire into the desirability

of having elevators, and presented a report in July which
unanimously reconmiended that elevators should be estab-

lished at certain places in the country. The total scheme
would involve an expenditme ot £956,000. An expert con-

sulting engineer connected with one of the largest firms in

the world had been appointed to go into this question, and
would probably arrive in about a month's time.

STANDARD BANK
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIES SECTION.

THE WEEK IN THE MINING MATERIAL AND ENGINEERING
TRADES.

The Builders' Strike—Perspective View of South Africa's Prosperity—Timber Yards and
Prospects—Concrete Pipe Industry—Explosives—Electrical Matters—Oils, Colours

and Glass—Second-hand Material and Machinery.

The strike is interfering with business, therefore must be

mentioned in these trade notes. During the first part of the

strike it can be fairly stated that when it was pretty well

understood that the matter would go to arbitration under
the aegis of the Chief Magistrate, public opinion was on the

side of the employees. But to-day the public are not

pleased that the men are so adamant and will not meet the

masters in arbitration or in some other way. The unfor-

tunate part of this deadlock is that it brings out the darker

side of human nature, and each side is beginning to say

and do unkind things. Level-headed men on either side must
tackle the subject in as fair a spirit as the circumstances

and the excitement already engendered will allow. Strikes

can well be likened to poison, which the Legislature pro-

vides must be handled by qualified men. Now strikes should

be just as carefully handled and should only be brought

into requisition when all and every constitutional method
has been well and truly tried. After many years of

agitation the Government has recognised the Postal and
Telegraph Association, and yet tlierc was no strike, although

the temptation for such at times must have been very great

and tantalising, especially to the young bloods. It is to be

hoped that common sense will prevail, as there is so much
work to be done.

Perspective View of South Africa's Prosperity.

The next paragraph is more pleasing, as the outside world

is patting us on the back.

According to a Star cable from London, in the banking

supplement of the Financial Times, where three columns.

are devoted to the " Progress of the Union," there appears

a retrospect of the general economic conditions in South

Africa during the past year, which must afford the liveliest

satisfaction to all having an interest in the Union's welfare.

It may be doubtful whether any country at the present

moment can, comparatively speaking, make a much more
favourable showing in its balance sheet than the Union.
This is very cheering news with all the elements of discord

coming from all parts of the world—even including our own
favoured spot. The unfortunate strikes are how taken as

a matter of course, and we never get any adverse comments
from oversea as regards South Africa and all its prosperity.

Timber, Roofing Iron and Bricks.

The timber yards people did not think the strike would
have been of long duration, therefore in the earlier period

they contented themselves with supplying from stock. But
now most of them are arranging to supply their customers
more particularly the country ones from tlie coast ports

where they have saw mills or can arrange the cutting. A
sawmill in .Johannesburg, run by the proprietors—father

and son—was shut down by the strike committee on
Wednesday. The price of deals is Is. 8d. all round; floor-

ings, 9Ad. ; ceilings, 6Jd. ; beaver boards, 5Ad. ;
galvanised

roofing iron, 24 gauge. Is. 6d. to Is. 7|d., according to

length. There was an idea that merchants were much over-

stocked with roofing iron, but that is not correct, therefore
it is expected the values will remain steady. The cable
news from Sweden is that although freiglit is reduced, the
price of timber f.o.b. is advancing. The sliipments leaving
Christiana on March 1st will cut about level; that is, the

extra cost of timber will be set off by the lower freight.
Both the Swedish and London shippers recommend pur-
chasing for forward deliveries, as it is anticipated that values
will advance. The firm supplying the information had
rather profuse cables, but no details were gi^'en as to actual
prices. The brick yards are practically at a standstill, the
prices are unaltered. Lime is slightly dearer on account of
extra railage, say about 10 per cent. Blue lime is 4s. 6d.

;

plaster, ,58. fxl. ; unslaked, 7s. 6d. ; slaked. 5s. Od. per bag.

Concrete Pipes.

The Hume Pipe Company (S.A.), Ltd., are doubling
the size of their premises and considerably increasing the
machinery eqtiipment. Machines for making pipes up to
5ft. diameter are now on the site and will be completed
ready for rumn'ng in two or three weeks, as the extensions
to the buildings are practically completed. Contracts are
being received for pipes up to 4ft. diameter. A contract for
1,500,000 ft. of piping for Ladysmith's water supply is

practically completed. These pipes are being tested to
2501bs. per sq. inch pressure. Large contracts are in hand
for Johannesburg Municipality, Springs jMunicipality and
for many of the mines. The company are specialising in
the manufacture of bends, elbows and' all kinds of special
fittings, made in reinforced concrete. Agents are now
being appointed throughout the Union of South .Africa and
orders are coming in from all quarters. The company have
several orders in hand at the present time to keep the
extended works fully occupied for sevefal months to come.
Railway sidings are now being laid into the factory. A
model native compound, to accommodate 100 natives, with
the necessary offices has been completed; it is probably the
most modem and sanitary native compound in the Union.

Explosives.

The British Government control on glycernie lias ceased,
therefore supplies can be freely purchased in Johannesburg
at 3s. 6d. to 4s. per lb., thus showing a loss of about 5s.

per lb. on the best imported values before the armistice,
since when naturally the demand fell off for nnmition pur-
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poses. Now that Shipping facihties are better the prices

of explosives will, of course, gradually become easier,

especially in the mine contracts. In connection with other

supplies for explosives restrictions are practically removed.

We understand that the gelignite substitute for standard

gelignite, called gelignite " A " (the use of which in the

mines appreciably affects the consumption of nitro-glyeerine)

is still continuing to give every satisfaction, which, of

course, is all to the good.

Electrical Goods.

There have been very few enquiries of late for large

electrical apparatus to be imported on indent. Motors for

operating centrifugal type mine pumps form, however, a

rather important exception. Mining houses and municipali-

ties are apparently postponing inquiries probably expecting

an early reduction in costs. There are, however, no signs

that such expectations will be realised because it could only

ai:ise from cheaper metals and labour. Metal prices are

holding fairly steady and few can foresee any reduction of

wages for a long time to come. Freight rates have, of

course, come down considerably and may come down fur-

ther in future, but as electrical apparatus costs per ton

somewhere in the neighbourhood of two hundred pounds or

more, freight has not a very important influence on cost.

Enquiries for electrical supplies are rather scarce, and there

is little difficulty in securing all requirements ex local

stocks. Lamps are very plentiful and are offered at lower

prices than a year or so ago. Second-hand electrical plant

is offered in fair quantity, prices asked being often as high

or higher than similar new plant can be quoted.

Oils, Colours and Glass.

Quotations are erratic, as one firm says 10s. and another
12s. 6d. for a certain line. However, things may become
steadier as another trade list may be issued for March
month. White lead is nominally Is. lb., both wholesale
and retail, but between merchant and merchant about 80s.

per 1001b. The British embargo is off, therefore white lead

may become more erratic in price. It is said there is

sufficient white lead in South Africa to last a couple of

years. Linseed oil is from r2s. 6d. to 14s. gall.; the Indian
kind realising more than the South American. Turps is

a little firmer at 70s. 2—4's and 75s. 10—I's. Petrol is

38s. 6d. to 39s. 2—4's. Cotton oil 125s. case, castor 75s.

ordinary, and 100s. medicinal ; olive 25s. to 27s. 6d. gall.

;

carbide £95 to £100 per short ton. Business is good from
the country districts and not so bad from Johannesburg- and
Reef, as it seems that notwithstanding the strike a large

number of people are purchasing freely of small general
parcels or paint, etc., presumably to do the work them-
selves. There is very little doing in the plate, window and
bevelled glass trade because of the strike. The manager
in this particular department says that he expects extra
good times when the strike is over, as there are many jobs on
the eve of being finished and lacking the glass.

Second-Hand Material and Machinery.

There is a steadier feeling in the machinery line more
especially connected with agricultural requirements. Steam
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and motor power is required for milling, pumps and farm-

yard purposes. There are also more enquiries from coal

mines and outside places for good high pressure boilers,

hence for decent machinery values are again gradually

firming up. This is one of the few things not adversely

affected by the builders' strike, but it is othenvise in the

second-hand trade. Deals, 3x9, are only Is. per

foot and a similar price is asked for good roofing iron.

Prices are, of course, on the down grade in sympathy with

the tendency of new timber falling. On account of the

strike it is impossible to get the mills to cut the various

sizes required, and therefore it is out of the question to

execute any orders received for timber outside sizes in

stock.

British Export Restrictions Removed.

His Majesty's Trade Commissioner in South Africa is

authorised by cable to state that the following have been
removed from the list of articles prohibited from exporta-

tion from the United Kingdom, namely: Cable lead

sheathed, carbon, cylinders for storing cases, fish canned
except salmon, lead compounds except white lead, linen

rags and waste, ramie fibre, salt, varnishes, paint except

gold paint, polishes containing wax, canvas old and cuttings,

cotton rags, esparto grass, fishing gear, fustic, hemp waste,

jute wrappers and vs'aste, mahogany and hardwoods, piping

for stoves, sisal strings and waste, tents, tinplate, anchors,

arrowroot, banana meal, barometers, biscuits, cables, chain,

cakes, carainel casings log, celluloid ordinary or non-

inflammable, cereal foods, cornflour, dextrine, farina, gas

meters, ginger, horns ox, meat extract, potato flour,

saccharine, sage, soup, soup preparations, spelter, starch,

tapioca, vegetables preserved, wine, zinc.
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